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the Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether it is ordered
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

1. Report of the Auditor General, for the year ended 30th June, 1898. Presented (in part) 7th April,
1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding. Presented, complete, 26th April, 1899.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Presented 23rd March, 1899,
by Hon. W. S. Fielding.......... .. ... . ... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

2a. Estimates of sums required for the service of Canada, for the year ending on the 30th June, 1900.
Presented 24th April, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

2b. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1899. Presented 12th June, 1899, by
Hon. W. S. Fielding................. ... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

2c. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1900. Presented 18th July, 1899, by
Hon. W. S. Fielding...............--.. .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

2c. Further Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1900. Presented 7th August,
1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding ............... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

3. List of Shareholders of the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, as on 31st December, 1898.
Presented 30th March, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
3a. Report of dividends remaining unpaid, and unclaimed balances in the Chartered Banks of Canada,

for five years and upwards, prior to 31st December, 1898. Presented 12th April, 1899, by Hon.
W. S. Fielding.... -......................... Printed for both dbstribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

4. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance, for the year ended 31st December, 1898.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

4a. Preliminary Statements of the business of Life Insurance Companies in Canada, for the year ended
31st December, 1898. Presented 10th April, 1899, by Hon. W S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
4b. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1898.

Presented 25th May, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

5. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Pre-
sented 19th April, 1899, by Sir Richard Cartwright.

Printed for both-distribution and sessional papers.
5a. Special Report on Trade between Canada and the United States ; for use of the International Com-

mission, Quebec; Augurt, 1898 ........ . . .Prined for both distribition and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

6. Tables of the Trade and Navigation of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Pre-
sented 20th March, 1899, by Hon. W. Paterson..Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6.

7. Inland Revenues of Canada. Excise, etc., for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Presented
21st March, 1899, by Sir Henri Joly de Lotbinière.

Prirted for both distribution and sessional papers.

7a. Inspection of Weights, Measures, Gas and Electric Light, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898.
Presented 21st March, 1899, by Sir Henri Joly de Lotbinière.

Printed for both distribution and session<d papers.

7b. Report on Adulteration of Food, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Presented 21st March,
1899, by Sir Henri Joly de Lotbinière .... . .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

S. Report of the Minister of Agriculture, for the year ended 31st October, 1898. Presented llth April,
1899, by Hon. S. A. Fisher .. ...... .. ..... .. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

Sa. Report on Can'adian Archives, 1898. Presented 1st June, 1899, by Hon. S. A. Fisher.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papcrs.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7,

Sb. Report of the Director and Officers of the Experimental Farms, for the year 1898. Presented 15th
May, 1899, by Hon. S. A. Fisher ............. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

Se. Criminal Statistics for the year 1898............. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

9. Annual Report of the Minister of Public Works, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898. Pre-
sented 27th June, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

10. Annual Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal year ended 30th June,
1898. Presented 23rd March, 1899, by Hon. A. G. Blair.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

11. Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (Marine), for the fiscal year ended 30th
June, 1898. Presented 7th April, 1899, by Sir Louis Davies.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
11*. Report of the Conmissioners appointed under the Order in Council of the 11th January. 1898, to

inquire into the alleged grievances of the Pilots of the district of Montreal, etc.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

1it. First Annual Report of the Geographie Board of Canada, 1898.
Printed for both distribution and sessional pae ers.

1la. Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (Fisheries), for the fiscal year ended
30th June, 1898. Presented 30th March, 1899, by Sir Louis Davies.

Printed for both distribution and sessional pa pers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.
11 b. List of Shipping issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries ; being a List of Vessels on the

registry books of Canada, on the 31st December, 1898.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

11c. Report of the Canadian Lobster Commission, 1898. Presented 29th June, 1899, by Sir Louis Davies.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

1 id. Report of Harbour Cormissioners, &c., 1898 ..... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
12. Report of the P stmaster General, for the year ended 30th June, 1898. Presented 22nd March,

1899, by Hon. W. Mulock ..... ............ Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME i1.

13. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the year 1898. Presented 15th May, 1899,
by Hon. C. Sifton ..... ... . ... .... . ..... Printed for both distrib ution and sessional papers.

13a. Summary Report of the Geo'ogical Survey Department, for the year 1898. Presented 24th April,
1899, by Hon. C. Sif ton ........... . ..... .Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

14. Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, for the year ended 30th June, 1898. Pre-
sented 21st March, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton .... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

15. Report of the Commissioner af the North-West Mounted Police Force, 1898. Presented 14th June,
1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier..... .. .......... Printed for both distribution and sessionalpapcrs.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

16. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1898. Presented
27th March, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier....... .... Printed for both distribution and sessionlA papers.

16a. Civil Service List of Canada, 1898. Presented 27th March, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

16b. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery, for the yèar ended 30th June,
1898. Presented lth April, 1899, by Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
16c. Report of the Board of Civil Service Examiners, for the year ended 31st December, 1898. Presented

2nd May, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.......... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
17. Report of the Joint Librar(ans of Parliament, for the year 1898. Presented 16th March, 1899, by

the Hon. The Speaker......... ... ........... Printcd for both distribution and sessional papers.
18. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1898.

Presented 21st June, 1899, by Hon. C. Fitzpatrick.
Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

19. Report of the Department of Militia and Defence of Canada, for the year ended 31st December,
1898. Presented 27th March, 1899, by Hon. F. W. Borden.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS.OF VOLUME 14.

20. Report on the Prohibition Plebiscite held on the 29th day of Septenber, 1898, in Canada. Presented
24th April, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier ......... Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

21. Return to an order of the House of Commgns, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of ail letters, cor-
respondence, petitions, etc., relating to the dismissal of David Ross as postmaster at Kinross, in
the province of Prince Edward Island. Presented 21st March, 1899.-Mr. Martin.. .Not printed.

21a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of ail correspon-
dence, papers, petitions, etc., in connection with the dismissal of the late postmaster at Little
Sands, province of Prince Edward Island. Presented 21st March, 1899.-Mr. Martin.

Not printed.
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21b. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 21st April, 1897, for copies of all papers, cor-
respondence, petitions, evidence, reports and documents of every nature connected with the dis-
missal of J. H. Crépeau as postmaster at St. Camille, county of Wolfe, province of Quebec.
Presented 21st March, 1899.-Mr. Ives........ . . .. ............................. Not pi inted.

21e. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for a return giving : (a) The
names of employees relieved from duty by the government by dismissal or otherwise in the Mont-
real custom-house from 13th July, 1896, to 1st March, 1898. (b) The years of service of each
employee so relieved of duty. (c) The amount of retiring allowance, if any. (d) The cause of
dismissal in each case. (e) The amount of pay per annun of such employee at date of dismissal.
(f) The names of new employees appointed, whether permanently or temporarily, from 13th July,
1896, to 1st March, 1898. (g) The amount to be paid to each such new temporary or permanent
employee per month. Presented 2nd May, 1899.--Mr. Quinn .... ... .............. Not printed.

21d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd May, 1898, fer a return showing the names
of all employees on the Lachine canal and St. Ann lock dismissed from the public service since the
23rd day of June, 1896, the cause of dismissal, the naine of complainant in each case, the amount
of salary paid to the disniissed official, the naine and salary paid to his successor in office. Presented
17th M ay, 1899. -- M r. M onk ................ ...................... ... ....... .. Not printed.

21e. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 14th March, 1898, for copies of all orders in
council, papers, depositions, reports, evidence, correspondence and documents in relation or
reference to any charges made against Peter S. Archibald, lately chief engineer of the Intercolo-
nial Railway, or tg the dismissal of the said Peter S. Archibald froin bis position or office as such
chief engineer, or the grounds or reasons for such dismissal, or in relation or reference to any claim
of the said Peter S. Archibald for superannuation allowance or otherwise in relation or reference
to the retirement or dismissal of the said Peter S. Archibald froni the service of the Intercolonial
Railway. Presented 25th May, 1899.--Mr. Borden (Halifax)......................Not printed.

21f. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for a return of al] correspon-
dence, reports and papers in connection with the dismissal of Mr. Wm. Bateman of Port Perry
from, and the appointment of Mr. Williams to, the position of agent to the Scugog Island Indians.
Presented 29th May, 1899.-Mr. Hughes..................... ............. .... Not printed.

21g. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th April, 1899, for a statement of all persons
or commissions of inquiry appointed to inquire into the conduct of employees of the government
since August lst, 1896, giving the names of commissioners, their rate of pay and allowances, the
aggregate total amount paid to each as pay and allowance, and the total expenses of each commis-
sion outside of pay and allowance; also the names and post office addresses of all persons dismnissed
on the reports of the comnissioners (Inland Revenue). Presented 31st May, 1899. -Mr. Foster.

Not printed.

21h. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated lst May, 1899, for copies of all papers, docu-
ments and correspondence in connection with the dismissal of 1). W. Ball froin being postinaster
at the village of Bath, Ontario. Presented 2nd June, 1899. -Mr. Wilson ..... ... . Not printed.

2 1i. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for copies of the report of Mr.
Hawkins, post office inspector, in reference to the inquiry or investigation held on the conduct of
J. R, Leake, postmaster of Morton, in the county of Leeds, together with copies of all correspon-
dence, complaints, affidavits or declarations and evidence taken at the investigation relating to
said postmaster; together with a copy of the notice of his dismnissal. Presented 2nd June, 1899.-
Mr. Taylor........ ........................ .... ........... ........... ..... Not printed.

21 j. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 5th June, 1899, for copy of correspondence, etc.,
relating to the dismissal of Mr. Alfred Lenoir, as fishery overseer at Isle Madame, in the county
of Richmond, Nova Scotia. Presented 5th June, 1899.-Sir Louis Davies. . ... . ... Not printed.

21k. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1899, for copies of all orders in
council respecting the appointment and dismissal of Mr. Russell, inspector of steamboats; copies
of all reports and evidence touching an inquiry into bis conduct ; also of all reports, papers and
correspondence respecting his last appointment or reinstatement to the public service; also all
communications from, to or concerning this officer since he has been discharging duties in the Yukon
district. Presented 6th June, 1899.--Sir C. Hibbert Tupper .................. ..... Not printed.
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211. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st May, 1899, for copies of all petitions, corre-
Spondence, letters or documents in relation to the following dismissals: Job Bilodeau, postmaster
of Chambord; Louis Desbiens, postmaster of St. Jérôme; William Larouche, postmaster of Lake
Bouchette; Ferdinand Larouche, postmaster of Delisle; F. X. Letourneau, postnaster of St.
Bruno, all in the county of Chicoutimi; together with all petitions, correspondence, letters or docu-
ments in relation to the appointment of their successors. Presented 13th June, 1899. -Mr. Casgrain.

Not printed.
21m. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of all papers and

correspondence in reference to the dismissal of Christopher Walker, postmaster of Ailsa Craig,
Ontario, with copies of charges, if any, made against such officer and report of any investigation
held. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Haggart........ ..................... Not printed.

21n. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 14th March, 1898, for copies of ail correspon-
dence, inspector's reports, and all documents respecting the dismissal of the postmaster at Agnes
and the removal of the office. Presented 13th June, 1899. -Mr. Pope .............. Not printed.

21o. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 14th June, 1899, for copies of correspondence
and other papers in regard to the dismissal of Mr. -Joseph McNeil, light.keeper, Jerome Point, St.
Peter's, Cape Breton. Presented 14th June, 1899. -Sir Louis Davies ............ .Not printed.

21p. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 12th April, 1899, for copies of the complaints and al]
correspondence relating thereto, which led to the dismissal of Mr. Freeman Ketcheson from the
position of post office mail clerk, including the statement or statements of the said F.Ireem'an
Ketcheson in reply to said complaints. Presented 15th June, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.

Not printed.
21q. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 30th Macrh, 1898, for copies of all orders in

council, papers, depositions, reports, documents, etc., in relation to the dismissal of Napoléon
Alain as postmaster of L'Ancienne Lorette, and also copies of all instructions given by the depart-
ment of the postmaster general or any officers thereof, to the post office inspector in Quebec, or to
any other officer thereof in relation to the giving of evidence in an action by the said Napoléon
Alain versus one Frederic Belleau for damages. Presented 19th June, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain.

Not printed.
21r. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of all papers con-

nected with the disumissal of Boaz Gross, late harbour master of Hillsboro', N.B., and with the
appointment of his successor, including copies of all charges and complaints, the evidence taken
by Commissioner McAlpine, the commissioner's report, and all correspondence, recommendations
and other papers in any way relating to the said dismissal and the subsequent appointnent.
Presented 26th June, 1899.-Mr. McInerve.................... ............ Not printed.

218. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of all reports, corre-
spondence and other papers connected with the dismissal of Mr. Fairlie, principal of the Rupert's
Land industrial school, in the province of Manitoba. Presented 28th June, 1899.-Mr. Bourassa.

.Not printed.
21t. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, for copies of all papers,

documents and correspondence in connection with the dismissal of John Herns, caretaker of the
putlic building in the town of Napanee. Presented 4th July, 1899.-Mr. Il ilson.... Not printed.

21u. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for a copy of the commission
issued to investigate into the charges made against W. A. Hogg, landing-waiter at the port of
Collingwood, the evidence taken by the said commission, the report made by the commission, the
order in council made thereon, and all correspondence and papers in connection therewith.
Presented 25th July, 1899.-Mr. McCarthy................................Not printed.

21v. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th July, 1899, for copy of the report of
Thomas Woodyatt, commissioner, relative to certain charges made against John G;alna, of Her
Majesty's customs at Parry Sound, Ontario. Presented 26th July, 1899.-Mr. Paterson.

Not printed.
21w. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th July, 1899, for copy of report, etc., in

connection with the suspension of Wm. Caldwell, preventive officer of customs at Anderdon,
Ontario. Presented 26th July, 1899.-Mr. Paterson ..-. .. .. . . . ........ .... .Not printed.

21x. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th July, 1899, for copy of the report of M.
B. Colcock, assistant inspector of porte, relative to the preventive station at Anderdon, and to
William Caldwell, late preventive officer thereat. Presented 29th July, 1899.-Hun. W. Paterson.

Not printed.

A. 1899
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21y. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th June, 1899, for copies of all correspondence
had with the department of railways and canals, or with any member of the governient, in
connection with the cases of Pierre Michaud and Fred. Belanger, porter and track foreman,
respectively, on the Intercolonial Railway at Trois Pistoles, and dismissed therefrom in 1898, and
for ail petitions and papers in regard thereto. Presented 8th August, 1899.-Mr. Poster.

Not printed.
21-. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 12th June. 1899, for copies of all correspon-

dence, telegrams, petitions, reports and all other papers in connection with the dismissal of Mr.
William D. McMillan as light-keeper at Wood Islands, in the province of Prince Edward Island,
and the appointment of his successor. Presented 10th August, 1899.-Mr. Martin

Not printed.
22. Return to an order of the House of Commons, datcd 10th May, 1897, for copies of all petitions,

letters, notices, correspondence, bonds and papers in relation to the establishment of a post office
in the county of Annapolis called "Virginia," and the appointment of Mr. Ezekiel Banks as post-
master for such office. Presented 21st March, 1899.-Mr Mills . ............ Not printed.

22a. Return to an order of the House of Con.mnons, dated 10th May, 1897, for copies of all petitions,
letters, notices, bonds, papers and documents in relation to the establishment of a post office in the
county of Annapolis called " North Perott," and the appointment of Mr. Alfred Spurr to the
postmastership of said office. Presented 21st March, 1899.--Mr. Mills. . ... ...... Ne. . Not printed.

26b. Return to au order of the House of Commons, dated 3rd May, 1897, for copies of all correspondence
in connection with the appointinent and installation of George G. King to the postmastership of
Marsh Hill, Ontario, had with any inember of the government, or any officer of the post office
department. Presented 21st March, 1899.-Mr. Foster.. . .. ................. ... Not printed.

23. Return of Treasury Board Over-Rulings of Auditor General's decisions between the beginning of
the session of 1898 and the session of 1899. Presented 21st March, 1899, by Hon. W. 8. Fielding.

Not printtd.
24. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since last session of parliament, on account of the

fiscal year 1898-99. Presented 21st March, 1899, by Hen. W. S. Fielding ..... .. .. Not printed .
25. Statement of expenditure on account of miscellaneous unforeseen expenses from lst July, 1898, to

16th March, 1899. Presented 23rd M arch, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding ............ Not printed.
26. Report of the Commissi>ner, Dominion Police Force, for the year 1898. Presented 27th March,

1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.............. . .... ................. ........ Not printed.
27. Copy of an order in council relative to the issue of licenses to United States fishing vessels. Pre-

sented 30th March, 1899, by Sir Louis Davies...... .. .... ...... ..... ....... .Not printed.
28. Return showing reductions and remissions made under section 141 as added to the Indian Act by

section 8, chai ter 35, 58-59 Victoria. Presented 30th March, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton.
Not printed.

29. Statement in pursuance of section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year ending 30th
June, 1898. Presented 30th March, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding... Printed for sessional papers.

30. Statement of all superannuation and retiring allowances in the civil service during year ended 31st
December, 1898, showing nane, rank, salary, service and cause of retirem&-nt of each person
superannuated or retired, also whether vacancy filled by promotion or new appointnent, and
salary of any new appointee. Presented 30th March, 1899, by Hon. W. S. Fielding.

Printrd for sessioil papers.
30a. Return to an address of the House of Comnmons, dated 14th February, 1898, for a rekurn giving: (a)

The nanes of all civil servants who have been superannuated between the 13th of July, 1896, and
the lst of February, 1898. (b) The age of each servant so superannuated. (c) The years of service
of each person so superannuated. (d) The an.ount per aunum each person had been in receipt of.
(e) The amount of superannuation each person is to receive per annum. (f) The name of the
new appointees in the civil service since said 13th of July. (g) The age of each such new
appointee. (h) The amount to be paid to each such new appointee. Presented 14th June,
1899.- M r. Taylor .............. ............ ................. ... ............. Not printed.

30b. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, showing : () The superan-
nuations made in the departinent of agriculture from 30th June, 1896, to 30th April, 1899, in both
the inside and outside services. (b) The retiring allowances in each case. (c) The inanner in
which the vacancies thus created have been filled, with names of persons appointed to such
vacancies and amounts of salary in each case. Presented 30th June, 1899.--Mr. Montagne.

Not printed.
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31. Detailed statement of all bonds and securities registered in the department of the secretary of state
of Canada, since the last return, 16th February, 1898, subinitted to parliament in accordance with
section 23 of chapter 19 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. Presented 30th March, 1899, by Sir
Wilfxid Laurier...................... .. ·............................ .. Not printed.

32. Statement in reference to fishing bounty expenditure for 1897-98. Presented 4th April, 1899, by
Sir Louis Davies. ....................... . .......................... .Not printed.

33. Return to an order of the flouse of Commons, dated 5th April, 1899, for copies of papers in connec-
tion with the case of Nelson vs. Donelly, being an appeal from the decision of the gold commis-
sioner at Dawson city. Presented 5th April, 1899.- Hon. C. Sifton...............Not printed.

34. Return to an order of the flouse of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for copies of all reports and
recommendations from the inspectors of cavalry, artillery and infantry on their inspections up to
April 18th, for the financial year 1897-98. Presented 10th April, 1899.-Mr. Hughes.Not printed.

35. Statenent of the affairs of the British Canadian Loan and Investnent Company, as on the 31st
December, 1898. Presented (Senate) 21st March, 1899, by the Hon. The Speaker....Not printed.

36. Return of orders in council relating to Dominion lands in the provinces of Manitoba and British
Columbia, and in the North-west Territories. Presented (Senate) 11th April, 1899, by Hon.
R. W. Scott.... .... ................. .... ... .................... Not printed.

37. Commission appointing William Ogilvie, Esq., a commissioner under chapter 114, Revised Statutes
of Canada, to inquire into and report upon charges preferred against many gove rnment officials in
the Yukon territory. Presented 17th April, 1899, by Hon. C. Sif ton .......... .... Not printed.

38. Return prepared by the clerk of the crown in chancery in obedience to an order of the House or
Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for copies of the poll-books and voters' lists for the counties of
Beauce, Lévis, Montmagny and Kamouraska, used at the plebiscite vote. Presented 13th July,
1899, by The Deputy Speaker......... ...... .. .... ........ ... .. ......... Not printed.

39. Return to an address of the flouse of Commons, dated 14th March, 1898, for a return showing in
detail the extent of all gold dredging leases applied for and granted in the North-west Territories
and the Yukon, where situated, the names and post office addresses of the applicants, and amount
paid tierefor; also al correspondence and orders in council in connection therewith. Presented
19th April, 1899. -- Mr. Foster...... ......... ............. ..... ........ Not printed.

40. Supplementary return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 14th February, 1898, for
copies of all correspondence, advertisements for tenders and answers thereto, reports and orders in
council, and a list of all permits, licenses or leases granted, containing names of the grantees and
extent of territory given and conditions attached to each, the amount paid and to be paid therefor
in respect of gold placer mining or gold dredging areas in the North-west Territories and the Yukon
district. Presented 1fith April, 1899.-Mr. Foster............. ............. .. Not prinied.

41. Return of all lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, from the 1st October, 1897, to
the lst October, 1898. Presented 19th April, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton........... ... Norprinted.

42. Return of correspondence, etc., respecting the affairs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
which the department of the interior has had since the previous return was presented to parlia-
ment under the resolution of the 20th February, 1882. Presented 19th April, 1899, by Hon.
C. Sifton...... ... . . ... ... ............ ... .......... ............. Not printed.

43. Return of orders in council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and in the British
Columbia Gazette, in accordance with the provisions of sub section (d) of section 38 of the regula-

tions for the survey, administration, disposal and management of Dominion lands within the 40-
mile railway belt in the province of British ColumLia. Presented 19th April, 1899, by Hlon.
C. Sifton .. : ... - - -.... · ... ......... ... Not printed.

44. Return of orders in council which have been published in the Canada Gazette, in accordance with
the provisions of section 46, the North-west Irrigation Act, being .57-58 Victoria, chapter 30, etc.
Presented 19th April, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton......... .................. ......... Not printed.

45. Return of orders in council whieh have been published in the Canada Gazette, in accordance with
the provisions of clause 91 of the Dominion Lands Act, chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada, and its amendnents. Presented 19th April, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton ....... Not printed.

46. Retur.n to an order of the House of Comnons, dated 21st April, 1899, for a copy of representations
of the high commissioner for Canada and the agents general of the British colonies, respecting the
application of estate duty to pet sonal property situate in the colonies in 1894. Presented 21st
April, 1899.-Sir Wilfrid Laurier ......... .. ...................... Printed for sessional papers.
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47. Return to an order of the House of Comm&ns, dated 21st April, 1899, for a copy of the correspon-
dence between the colonial office and the government of Canada on the subject of the island of
Anticosti. Presented 21st A.pril,, 1899.-Sir Wilfrid Laurier. . . . . . . Printed for sessional papers.

48. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for copies of all orders in
council, memorials, correspondence and every other document in connection with the granting
150,000 acres of public lands in favour of the university of Manitoba, and the transfer and pa-
tenting of the same to the university. Presented 24th April, 1899.-Mr. LaRivière.

Printed (in part) for distribution and sessionlt papers.
48a. Supplementary return to an address of the Senate, dated 31st March, 1898, for a statement of the

quantity of lands allotted for school purposes in Manitoba; the quantity of said lands sold, and
the prices at which they have been sold ; the amount received on that account; the amounts still
due to the government; the manner in which this fund is invested and administered; the amount
already paid to the province of Manitoba, how much on the capital, if any, and how much on the
interest ; the amount still at the credit of the province, whether on the capital or on the interest ;
the dates of payment in each case and the amount of each payment; and also all the correspon-
dence, papers, memoranda and orders in council relating thereto, up to date. Presented 25th
April, 1899.-Hon. M r. Bernier.... ..... ................... .. ................. oôt printed.

49. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a copy of the report of
the commissioners appointed in 1897 to inquire into the state of the public records and of the
public buildings. Presented lst May, 1899.-Mr. Belcourt ........... .. ........ . Not printed.

50. Order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a statement of the number of sheets of
notes of $1 and 82 delivered to the government from the ist of August, 1897, by the new con-
tractors, together with the number of back, tint and face plates of the above denominations,
delivered to the government to date, as per the contract. Presented lst May, 1899.-Mr. Foster.

Not printed.
51. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all correspon-

dence with the imperial and colonial governnents, and other parties, relative to the proposed
Pacific cable, since the return brought down last session; also of the report of the imperial commission
on this subject, if leave bas been obtained to publish it. Presented 8th May, 1899.-Mr. Casey.

Printed for both, distribution and sessional papers.
51a. Supplementary return to No. 51. Presented 12th May, 1899.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
516. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of all orders in

council and correspondence connected with and relating to the offer of the government of British
Columbia, made in 1899, respecting the Pacific cable. Presented 12th June, 1899.-Sir C. Hibbert
Tupper .................................. Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

52. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, for copies of all papers and
eorrespondence respecting the enforcement of coasting laws of Canada on the Pacific or Atlantic
coasts, in so far as it relates to the department of customs. Presented 8th May, 1899.-Sir C.
Hibbert Tupper... ....................... .. ..... .... ......... Printed for sessional papers.

52a. Supplementary return to No. 52 (Department of the Interior). Presented 5th June, 1899.
Not printed.

53. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a copy of lease of the
property in Quebec known as the " Plains of Abraham," or of any other title under which the
government of Canada holds said property; also of all memorials, correspondence, etc., addressed
to the government on the subject of renewing said lease or otherwise acquiring the same. Pre-
sented 8th May, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain .......... .. ........ .... ......... Not printed.

54. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a return showing the
expenditure for each year from 1867 to 1889, inclusive, of the militia department ; also the amount
in each of the above years expended for the staff of the militia ; also the amount in each of the
above years expended for the royal military college, Kingston. Presented 8th May, 1899.-Mr.
Domrille......................... ................................ Not printed.

55. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all correspon-
dence, minutes of council, commission of appointment relating to the appointment of the hon. the
chief justice of the province of British Columbia from the date of the decease of the Hon. Chief
Justice Davie to the appointment of the present incumbent ; also relating to the appointment of
the Hon. Mr. Justice Irving and the Hon. Mr. Justice Martin of the supreme court of British
Columbia. Presented 15th May, 1899.-Sir Charles Tupper... ................... Not printed.

12
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56. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 26th April, 1899, for copy of lease or agree-

ment and of all correspondence relating to the occupation of the Champ de Mars in the city of
Montreal by the Montreal authorities and the condition of said occupation. Presented 9th May,
1899.-Mr. Monk.............. .................................. Not printed.

57. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a return showing the gross

working expenses and earnings, respectively, of the Intercojonial Railway for each month froin
1st July, 1898, to date. Also the gross working expenses and earnings, respectively, of the same

road for the similar months of the preceding year. Presented 9th May, 1899.-Mr. Foster.
Printed for sessional papers.

5 7a. Return to an order of the louse of Gommons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a return showing the total
amount of revenue collected by the governnent (a) from passenger traffic; (b) from freight traffic
at the stations, freight agencies and passenger agencies along the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway from Chaudière to Montreal, both included, (1) from the 30th day of June, 1898, exclu-

sive, to the lst day of March, 1899, exclusive ; (2) from the lst day of March, 1899, inclusive, to
the lst day of April, 1899, exclusive. Presented 16th May, 1899.-Mr. Powell.

Printed for sessional papers.
57b. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for a return containing a

statement of expenditure out of income made for permanent improvements, extensions, additions
and betterments, exclusive of works for ordinary maintenance and renewals, on account of the
Intercolonial Railway from 3oth June, 1891, to lst July, 1897. Presented 17th May, 1899.-Mr.
Powell.................... ........... .............. . Printcd for sessional papers.

57c. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for copies of all tenders for
ties for the use of the Intercolonial Railway from 1st January, 1896, to date, giving names, quan-
tities, prices, and which tenders were accepted. Presented 17th May, 1899.-Mr. Foster.

Not printed.
57d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, for copies of all tenders

received by the government, or by the department of railways and canais, or by any officiais
thereof, for railway ties and lunber of ail kinds supplied to the Intercolonial Railway between

.July, 1896, and January, 1898, on the division of the railway in the province Cf Quebec. Pre-
sented 17th May, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain.............................,........ ... Not printed.

57e. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 24th March, 1899, for a statement showing the quan-

tity of rolling stock purchased in connection with the extension of the Intercolonial Railway from
Lévis to Montreal, from whom purchased, and the price paid therefor. Presented 19th May,
1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell .··· ................ ..................... Not printed.

57f. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 25th April, 1899, for a return showing quantity of freight
carried over the Intercolonial Railway from Montreal to Halifax for shipment to Europe, during
the winter 1898 and 1899. Presented 29th May, 1899.-Hon. Mr. Perley.

Printed for sessional papers.

57g. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for a return showing: 1. The
total amount of expenditure on capital account in connection with the Intercolonial Railway and
the extension thereof to Montreal from 30th June, 1898, exclusive, to the 1st day of May, 1899,
exclusive. 2. The total revenue of the Intercolonial Railway and the Montreal extension thereof
froin 30th June, 1898, exclusive, to the lst day of May, 1899, exclusive. 3. The total expenditure
charged to revenue account in connjection with the Intercolonial Railway and the Montreal exten-
sion thereof fromi 30th June, 1898, exclusive, to the lst day of May, 1899, exclusive. Presented
13th June, 1899.-Mr. Powell. ....-.. ............................... ot printed.

57. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for a return showing the
names of persons to whom paynents were made of allowance or drawback on freight charges on
the New Brunswick portion of the Intercolonial Railway during the months of'January and
Fet·ruary, 1899, the amount and date of payment in each case, and the date at which the
overcharge was made. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster...... ... .... .Not printed.

57i. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for a copy of lease or contract
under which the Intercolonial Railway management pernjitted or authorized the building of a
restaurant on the railway right of way at Grand Narrows. Also copies of all correspondence in
reference to the granting of the privilege of erecting such building on the railway property. and
also in reference to running the same. Presented 23rd June, 1899.-Mr. McDongall..Not printed.

A. 1899
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57j. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of advertisements
issued during 1898, inviting tenders for steel rails and fastenings tor the Intercolonial and Prince
Edward Island Railways, copies of tenders received therefor, of all correspondence in connection
therewith, pnd of any contract or contracts entered into. Presented 27th June, 1899.-Sir Charles
Tupper................ ..... .......... .......................... . Not prirted.

57k. Supplementary return to 57e. Presented 28th June, 1899 . . ...... ...... ........ Not printed.

571. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th J une, 1899, showing the names of persons
to whom payments were maade of allowances or drawbacks on freight charges on the Nova Scotia
portion of the Intercolonial Railway from lst Julv, 1898, to 31st March, 1899, giving amount and
date of payment and date at which overcharge was made. Presented 13th July, 1899. -Mr. Bell
(Pictou)....................... ................ . .. ............... Not printed.

57m. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, showinig: 1. The combined
engine and car mileage-total, and that of the Intercolonial Railway--for each month from March
1, 1898, for the terminals, bridge, and the other leased portions of the Grand Trunk Railway, as
contemplated in the third and thirty-third sections of the schedule to Bill No. 138. 2. The
amounts for (a) maintenance and repairs, and (b) for all other operating expenses separately,
incurred by thae Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Intercolonial Railway each month
since March 1, 1898. 3. Copy of returns and information made under section 33 of said schedule
for each month from March 1, 1898. Presented 18th July, 1899.-Mr. Foster ........ Not printed.

57n. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all petitions,
memorials, letters and correspondence addressed to the government, or to any of the members
thereof, since the last session, by the board of trade of the city of Quebec, the council thereof, the city
council of the city of Quebec, or any other public bodies or citizens of the said city, in relation to a
better service between the Intercolonial Railway and the city of Quebec. Presented 29th July,
1899.- M r. Casgrain ..................................................... ....... Not printed.

58. Return to an address of the House of Commuons, dated 1st May, 1899, for copies of all orders in
council and all reports and correspondence made by or had between W. J. Christie, late of the
inland revenue department, Winnipeg, and other officers of department in Manitoba, and the
department at Ottawa or the minister of inland revenue relating to the removal, the suspension
and finail dismissal of W. J. Christie, lately one of the chief oflicers in departmnent at Winnipeg.
Presented 15th May, 1899.-Mr. Roche... .... .... ................... . . Not printed.

58a. Supplementary return to No. 58. Presented 30th May, 1899.......... .......... Not printed.

59. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copy of all reports to the
minister of the interior, or to the departnent of the interior, or to any officer of that department
fromu William Ogilvie, or from the council of the Yukon district, or fron any member of such
council relating to the administration of the said Yukon district or relating to any matter
connected with the administration of the said district. Presented 15th May, 1899.-Mr. Borden
(Halifax)................ . ..... . ..... ... . ........ .. ... ........... Not printed.

60. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of allcorrespondence
connected with the department of the interior at Ottawa authorizing the agent at Yorkton, North-
west-Territories, to grant entry for the S. M. j of section 14, township 24, range 3 west of the 2nd
meridian, to Mr. W. C. Middleton. Presented 15th May, 1899.-Mr. Davin...... Not printed.

61. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated lst May, 1899, for copips of all letters and
telegrans that have passed between the government and the Ashcroft Water and Electric Com-
pany, or Mr. Peter Ryan, or Mr. John Shi-.Ids, or any other person on their behalf in regard to
the purchase of somne 4,000 acres of land near Ashcroft, B.C., within the railway belt. Presented
15th May, 1899.-Mr. Prior....... ................................. ..... Not printed.

62i Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of any orders in
council passed up te date respecting any officers of thedepartment of the interiov taking nyp
mining claims; respecting any government officers;taking up mining-claims; respecting officers of
the department of the interior making homestead entries or buying lands. Presented'i5th May,
1899.-Mr, Davin............. ... ....... .... .... .... .... -. ... :Not printed.
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43. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of ail letters,
telegrams and communications from Archer Martin, of Victoria, B.C., barrister-at-law, to the
minister of interior or to the deputy minister, or to any officers of the department of the interior,
relating to the granting or recognition of any permit or authority to take or import liquor into the
Yukon district or relating to the importation of liquor into the Yukon district, and ail replies to
such letters, telegrams and communications. Presented 15th May, 1899.-Mr. Borden (Halifax).

Printed for sessi<nal papers.

63a. Return to an order of the House of Cominons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of ail letters,
telegrams and communications from Frederick Peters, Q.C., of Victoria, B.C., to the minister of
the interior, or to any minister of the crown, or to any deputy minister, applying for or relating tu
the granting of any permit to take or importiiquor into-the Yukon district, and ail replies to such
letters, telegrams and communications. Presented 15th May, 1899. -Mr. Borden (Halifax).

Printed for sessional papers.

63b. Correspondence relating to the importation of liquor into the Yukon territory. Presented 16th

May, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton........ ..... .. .... .. -· . ... Printed for sessional papers.

63c. lieturn to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of ail liquor pernmits
issued by Major Walsh, and ail reports and correspondence respecting his action in this respect.
Presented I8th May, 1899.-Sir C. Hibbert Tupper .................. Printed for scsional papers.

63d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for copies of correspondence,
telegrams, etc., in connection with the management of the Yukon territory, alluded to in the
speech of the honourable the minister of the interior, during the debate on the address in answer
to His Excellency's speech at the opening of the session. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Sir C.
Hibbert Tupper. .... . ........ ... . .. . .... ·......... .......... Rot printed.

43e. Return to an address of the- House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of ail correspon-

dence which has taken place between the hon. the minister of the interior, or any officer of bis

department, and the government of the North-west Territories respecting the issue, granting or
withholding of permits for the conveyance of liquor into the Yukon territory. Presented 30th
May, 1899.-Mr. Clarke ... - · · · ·........... ............ ..... ... .... .Not printed.

43f. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a return of ail liquors

taken into the Yukon since July 1, 1896, giving the names of the persons or companies taking
them in, the quantity in each case, the riate of issue of permit and the anthority granting the

permit ; also ail correspondence had with any parties in connection with the demand for, or granting

of, permits for taking liquors into the Yukon. Presented 6th June, 1899. -Mr. Poster.
Not printed.

43g. Return to an order of the House of Cominons, dated 19th April, 1899, for an itemized statement of
the number of gallons of intoxicating liquors taken into the Klondike district since .July, 1896, the
number o.f permits granted therefor, with the naies and post office addresses of those to whom
said permit& were granted and the amount paid therefor. Presented 6th June 1899.- Mr. Foster.

63g*. Supplementary return to No. 63f. Presented 13th July, 1899 ............. .... . Not printed.
63?.~~~~~ Supeetr.rtr Not printed.

·64. Copy of agreement dated lt July, 1890, between the Department of Railways and Canals and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Presented 16th May, 1899, by Hon. A. G. Blair.

.Not printed.
-65. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of ail letters, docu-

ments, memoranda, agreements and correspondence containing, embodying, relating to or referring
to the terms and conditions upon which tenders were asked for the Magdalen Island mail contract,
and upon which the contract was subsequently let to R. J. Leslie, of Leslie, Hart & Co.,
Halifax, N.S. Presented 17th May, 1899.-Mr. Pope .... .... . ................ Not printed.

46. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 24th March, 1899, for copies of al] correspondence with
and instructions gi ven to Louis Coste, late engineer in the public works department, with reference
to the Yukon-Teslin route, and the navigation of the rivera and lakes connected therewith, and ail

reports thereon, made by the said Louis Coste. Presented 17th May, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie
Bowell...... .......... ................ .. .............. ... ·......... Not printed.

46a. Return to-an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a copy of the report or
reports of Mr. Coste, late engineer of the public works departient, on the Yukon, more especially
on the Teslin Lake route for a railway into the Yukon ;- also a copy of the report of Mr. Lafon-
taine, or a copy of their joint report, if they made such a report. Presented 18th May, 1899.-
Mr. Davin . ........................ ...................... Printcd for e88ional papers.
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66. (1898.) Report of commissioners appointed to investigate, inquire into and report upon the state and
management of the business of the St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary. Presented 26th April, 1898.-
Printed for distribution and sessional papers this year (1899). See Sessional Paper No. 18, page 221.

67. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 11th A pril, 1899, for: 1. Copy of the last governmen,,
return made by La Banque du Peuple before that bank suspended payment, as well as the name
of the bank official and a copy of the declaration made by him. 2. Copy of the different state-
ments of the affairs of said bank submitted by the directors at each of the public meetings of the
stockholders and depositors which were held since the date of suspension. 3. List of the names
of the directors of the bank at the date of its suspension, and the number of shares held by each cf
such directors on that date. 4. List of sales or transfers, if any, that may have been made of the
stock of any one or more of the directors since ths date of the suspension, and to whom made.
5. List of any vacancy or vacancies that may have occurred since the said date and the cause or
causes thereof, as well as the names of those who have been appointed to 611 any such vacancy.
6. The price as near as can be ascertained from the quotations of the stock of any sales or transfers
that were made within the last month immediately before such suspension, and the prices paid for
any such transfer of stock that may have been made since the date of suspension up to lst April,
1899. 7. List of the names of the stockholders of the bank on the lst day of April, 1899, and the
number of shares held by each on that date. 8. Statement in detail of the assets and liabilities of
the bank, excepting therefrom the liabilities to the depositors and stockholders which may be
given in the aggregate. Presented 17th May, 1899.-Hon. Mr. McMillan ........... Not printed.

68. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of all correspon-
dence between the government and B. Haigh & Son, of British Columbia, or any person or persons
acting on their behalf in the year 1880, or thereabouts, in regard to an application for the use of
L)eadman's Island. Also between the Dominion government and the attorney general of the
province of British Columbia or other member of the provincial government in regard to the said
application, or to the subject thereof. Presented 18th May, 1899.-Mr. Prior ...... Not printed.

68a. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated lst May, 1899, for copies of all orders in
council respecting Stanley Park and Deadman's Island, Vancouver, B.C., and all correspondence
between the different departments of the Canadian government and the imperial military and
naval authorities respecting the park or island or both. Also for copies of all correspondence
respecting the same with the government of British Columbia, the city of Vancouver and the park
authorities. Also for all correspondence between the member for Burrard, the hon. minister of
militia and defence and the department of militia, the hon. minister of the interior and other
members of the government respecting the same. Also for all correspondence between Mr. Lud-
gate and his representative and any department of government respecting Deadman's Island.
Also a copy of all applications and correspondence respecting a lease or grant of -Deadman's Island.
Also a copy of all departmental reports, memoranda or letters on file in the departments of justice,
interior, militia and defence respecting the park, Deadman's Island, or the title and disposal of
the same. Also a copy of all grants or leases of the park or Deadman's Island. Also all reports
or information obtained by the different departments before any lease or grant of Deadman's
Island was enacted. Also all memorials or correspondence respecting the granting of any lease of
Deadman's Island. Presented 31st May, 1899.-Mr. Prior.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

69. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a return of all papers,
documents and correspondence between the Winnipeg grain exchange and the department of
public works in reference to keeping the haibour at Fort William free of ice to the latest possible
date. Presented 18th May, 1899.-Mr. Roche................................Not printed.

70. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of letters,
instructions, correspohdence and report of the commissioner appointed to inquire into the
grievances of the workmen on the Crow's Nest Pass Railway, and into the circumstances attending
the death of two of said employees, named McDonald and Fraser, at or near Pincher Creek,
with report of the commissioner in re investigation with respect to all the facts connected with the
death of Charles P. McDonald and E. McC. Fraser, who were employed in connection with the
construction of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway. Presented 18th May, 1899.-Mr. Bell (Pictou).

Sununary Report prnted for both distribution and sessional papers.
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71. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of instructions
given to Mr. F. C. Wade, whether before he left for Dawson to act in several official capacities or
subsequently, more particularly a copy of the permission given him, if the permission was':in
writing, to stake claims in the Klondike. Presented 18th May, 1899.-Mr. Davin. . .Not printed.

72. IReturn to an address of the House of Commons, dated lst May, 1899, for copies of all correspon-
dence between the government of British Columbia and the government of Canada since July,
1898, to the present date respecting the supreme courts, county courts or any of the judges for the
province aforesaid, the appointinents of said judges or of any of them, or other matters relating to
the administration of justice in the said province. Presented 25th May, 1899.- Sir C. Hibbert
Tupper................................. .......................... lNot printed.

73. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of any correspon-
dence in relation to the construction of sheds on the wharfs at St. Méthode and Mistassini, and to
the awarding of the contraet for the said buildings to L. P. Bilodeau, of Roberval. Presented
25th May, 1899.- Mr. Casgrain........ .................... ................. ot printed.

74. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of all papers, cor-
respondence, etc., in connection with the award of the contract to Mr. Thomas Gauthier, of
Montreal, by the department of public works for the dredging at Coteau Landing ; the cal for
tenders, if any ; the amount expended out of the *21,000 voted, and to whom paid. Also corre.
spondence between Mr. Gauthier and Mr. McDonald, who did the work ; the amount of work done
in cubic feet, and how paid. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Mr. Bergeron.

Printed for sessiona papers.

75. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for copies of correspondence
between the government, or the department of public works, and Mr. W. Donaghue, or any other
person, in relation to the building of scows at Roberval to accompany the dredge at that place,
and to the awarding of the contract for the building of the said dredges to the said W. Donaghue.
Presented 25th May, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain..................................... . . Not printed.

76. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for copies of all leases, papers
and documents of and concerning the lease of certain property on Isle aux Noix, in the province
of Quebec, held by the government and under the control of the department of militia and

defence, showing the names of lessees since lst January, 1895, to present time, and the amount of
rental paid by such lessees. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Mr. Quinn................Not printed.

77. Return to an order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a return sbowing when
and for what period the steamer ",Alaska " was engaged on the survey of the channel in Lake
St. Erancis, and the service the steamer " Alert " was engaged on during the same period.
Presented 25th May, 1899.-Mr. Taylor...........................................Rot printed.

78. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a return showing the
amounts paid to Tom S. Rubidge, superintending engineer of the Cornwall canal, for salary and
expenses from lst January, 1897, to lst January, 1899. A detailed statement of the amount paid
for cab or hack hire in the same period. A statement of the total expense incurred in connection
with the steamer " Alert "; aiso a statement showing how many days the steamer " Alert " was
engaged in actual survey work, from lst January, 1897, to lt January, 1899, and how many days
in any other service and the nature of the same. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Mr. Taylor.

Not printed.

79. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, for copies of all reports to
his excellency the governor general, minutes of council, reports, papers and correspondence in any
way relating te the navigation of the Yukon or Stikine rivera, or to customs regulations in con-
nection therewith, including the transhipment of cargoes; also al reports to his excellency the

governor general, minutes of council, correspondence and papers touching the customs regulations.
and fees imposed in connection with Canadian goods passing through St. Michael's, Dyea,
Skagway and Wrangel. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Sir Charles Tupper.

Printed for sestional paper.
80. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all correspon.

dence and papers connected with the removal of Mr. Fawcett from the position of Yukon gold
commissioner. Presented 25th ay, 1899.-Mr. Davin............................Rot printed.
2 17
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81. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for copies of all orders in
council, ordinances, commissions, appointments, bond certificates and oaths, relating to the
appointment of the sheriff foi Yukon territory; also copies of the same papers respecting the
appointment of the clerk of the court for the Yukon territory. Presented 25th May, 1899.-Sir
C. H ibbert Tupper............................. .................................. N ot printed.

82. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 14th March, 1898, for copies of all corre-
spondence between the government of Canada, or any member thereof, and the United States
government, either directly or through the British government or its representative at Washington,
in reference to bonding or transit arrangements on the Pacific coast, and to the relief of destitute
persons in the Yukon or Alaska districts. Also any reports of ministers to the government on
these matters. Presented 25th May, 1899.- Mr. Foster........ ..... ........... Not printed.

83. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated Sth May, 1899, for a return showing the number
and names of all United States fishing vessels not possessing modus vivendi licenses to which con-
cessions were granted in the Atlantic ports of Canada during the months of November and
December, 1898, and January and February, 1899 ; together with all correspondence between the
government or any member thereof and officers of the government, showing under what circum-
stances privileges were granted to any of said American vessels. Presented 26th May, 1899. -
M r. McAlister............... ..................................... N ot printed.

84. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, for a return of copies of all
correspondence, instructions, reports, bills of costs and accounts, together with a statement of all
moneys paid by the Dominion government in connection with the prosecutions arising out of the
Dominion general elections of 1896 in the province of Manitoba. Presented 29th May, 1899.-
M r. Roche..... .. ............................................................... N t printed.

84a. Supplementary return to No. 84. Presented 2nd June, 1899........................Not printed.
85. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 7th June, 1897, for copies of all correspondence

between the government and any parties in the county of Brant relating to the appointment of
Dr. Levi Secord, of Brantford, Dr. McKee, of the same place, and Dr. Beer, formerly of Platts-
ville, in the county of Oxford, to the positions of head physician and assistants to the Indians on
the reservation in the township of Tuscarora, county of Brant. Presented 29th May, 1899.-
Mr. Clancy.. .......... ........................................... .. Not printed.

86. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all correspon.
dence, from July 1, 1896, to the present date, between the Canadian government and the imperial
authorities and between the Canadian government and the office of the bigh commissioner for
Canada in London, relating to the cattle embargo. Presented 27th May, 1899.-Mr. Montague.

Printed for sessional papers.
87. Copy of the order in council of the 7th October, 1898, providing for appointment of Mr. William

Ogilvie as a commissioner, under the provisions of chapter 114, R.S.C., to investigate the charges
and complaints referred to in such order in council ; copy of the commission issued under the
great seal of Canada, appointing Mr. Ogilvie such commissioner; copy of his report of the 27th
April, 1899, and copies of the three public notices referred to in such report and attached thereto.
Presented 30th May, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton.. .Printed for both distribution and sessional papera.

87a. Copy of commission which issued in favour of William Ogilvie, Esq., under the provisions of
chapter 114 R.S.C., to hold an investigation and take evidence under oath with regard to certain
charges made against officials of the Dominion government in the Yukon territory ; and copy of
the evidence taken under such commission. Presented 9th June, 1899, by Eon. C. Sifton.

Printed for both distribution and sessional paper.
87b. Copy of further report, dated the 27th May, 1899, of William Ogilvie, Esq., commissioner appointed

under the provisions of chapter 114, R.S.C., and by commission issued thereunder, under the
great seal of Canada, to hold an investigation and take evidence under oath with regard to certain
charges made against officials of the Dominion government in the Yukon territory. Presented
th July, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton .............. Printed for both distribution and se8sionea papers.

87c. Copy of the evidence which accompanied the further report of the 27th May, 1899, of William
Ogilvie, Esq., commissioner appointed under the provisions of chapter 114, R.S.C., and by com-
mission issued thereunder, under the great seal of Canada, to hold an investigation and take
evidence under oath with regard to certain charges made against officials of the Dominion govern.
ment in the Yukon territory ; of which further report a copy was laid before the House of Con-
mons upon the 7th July, 1899. Preaented 12th July, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
18
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87d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th July, 1899, for copy of a report of William
Ogilvie, commissioner, relative to the values placed upon the steamers " Pingree " and " Low "
for customs entry. Presented 27th July, 1899.-Mr. Paterson ..................... Not printed.

88. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 22nd May, 1899, for: 1. The original contract entered
into between the government and the proprietors of the Drummond County Railway and the
Grand Trunk Railway Company. 2. The present contract or agreement entered into between the
same persons or companies. 3. A statement of ail moneys paid to the proprietors of said railways
from the date of the non-ratification of the first contract to the 31st March, 1899. 4. An account
of the earnings and working expenses of the Drummond County Railway from the time of its
being first worked in connection with the Intercolonial Railway to the 31st March, 1899. 5. And
also an account of the total amount of money paid the Grand Trunk Railway Company for station
accommodation, running powers over its line, for bridge extension, or for any purpose whatever in
connection with the extension of the Intercolonial Railway system to Montreal. Presented
29th May, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.. ................ Prined for sessional papers.

8 8a. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 22nd June, 1899, calling for copies of any or ail supple-
mental agreements and traffic arrangements entered into between the railway department of
Canada and the Grand Trunk Railway Company, in connection with the contract entered into
between the aforesaid parties for the extension of the Intercolonial Railway to the city of Mon.
treal. Presented 26th June, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell....... Printed for sessional paper.

89. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 1st May, 1899, for copies of ail petitions
addressed to bis excellency the governor general by members of the Turner administration in
the province of British Columbia respecting the conduct of his honour the lieutenant governor
of that province, and praying for the appointment of a commission to inquIre inato the samae,
together with ail papers and correspondence connected with said petition ; and also copies of ail
papers and correspondence in any way relating te the action of bis honour the lieutenant gov-
ernor of British Columbia in dismissing the Turner administration in the said province. Pre-
sented 3lst May, 1899.-Mr. Prior ........... Printed for >oth distriltion and sessional papers.

90. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for: 1. Copies of ail cor-
respondence had with the departmens of inland revenue, during the last ten years, in relation to
the compulsory inspection of potash at the port of Montreal. -2. Copies of ail petitions presented
on the same subject to the honourable the minister of inland revenue. Also copies of resolutions
adopted by the Montreal board of trade and others, urging the governnent to adopt some measure
to protect the Canadian trade in potash. Presented 31st May, 1899.-Mr. Préfontaine.

Not printec.
91. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for: 1. Statement shpwing

the quantity of Canadian tobacco grown and manufactured during each year since 1890. 2. The
number of factories established since 1890-with the date in each instance-for the manufacture
of Canadian tobacco, or of Canadian and foreign tobacco mixed. 3. Copies of ail petitions, appli-
cations and memorials presented to the government since 1896 in relation to the duties on tobacco.
Presented 31st May, 1899.-Mr. Gauthier .... -.................. ...... Not printed.

92. Copy of the prospectus of the British Canadian Gold Fields of the Klondike Company, Limited,
and copies of correspondence and other papers on file in the department of the interior, respecting
the alleged connection of Mr. William Ogilvie with that company. Presented 31st May, 1899,
by Hon. C. Sifton...... .... ............... ... ............. ........... .... Not printed.

93. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for statement showing the
amounts voted and the amounts expended, under their proper headings, by the Dominion govern.
ment on the harbour of Montreal during the lat twenty-eight years ; also the amounts voted and
the amounts expended, under their proper headings, by the Dominion government on the harbour
of Victoria, B.C., during the last twenty-eight years. Presented 31st May, 1899.-Mr. Prior.

Not printed.
94. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for a return showing the actual

expenditure on reconstruction of the pier at China Point, in the province of Prince Edward Island,
the date of such payments, to whom the payments were made and the amount paid to each per-
son; the amount paid for actual labour performed ; the amount paid for material not used, and
when ; the quantity and kind of material purchased, and the price ; the present actual condition
of the pier ; the progress made towards reconstruction; and al papers, correspondence and
documents relating to or giving any information or particulars respecting the matters aforesaid.
Presented 31st May, 1899.-Mr Martin ..... ........................ .... , Not printed.

2½ 19
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95. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for a return showing all sums
expended to date upon the new wharf at Pointe Claire, P.Q. Also how far the works have pro-
gressed ; a copy of the estimate of the cost of said wharf and statement showing how much it will
cost to finish said wharf. Copies of al advertisements calling for tenders, as well as of all tenders
and correspondence upon the subject. Presented 3lst May, 1899.-Ar. Monk........ Not printed.

96. Return to an order of the House cf Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of all correspondence,
telegrame, papers, etc., in connection with the seizure of traps and ropes belonging to Messrs.
Benjamin Compton & Co., of Belle River, in the province of Prince Edward Island, on 30th July,
1898, by the Dominion cruiser " Acadia." Presented 1st June, 1899.-Mr. Martin.. .Not printed.

97. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1899, for copies of all letters,
telegrams, cablegrams, memorials and other papers received by the right bon. the prime minister
of Canada, the Hon. J. I. Tarte, the minister of public works, or the Hon. A. G. Blair, the
minister of railways and canals, from the Northern Commercial Telegraph Company, Limited, the
Commercial Telegraph Construction Syndicate, Limited, or the W. T. Henley Telegraph Works,
Limited, or from any director or directors, person or persons on behalf of or as representing any
of these companies, or from the high commissioner for Canada in London, or from any other
person or company respecting the construction by or for the Northern Commercial Telegraph
Company, Limited, of a telegraph line between Skagway and Dawson, or of a submarine cable
telegraph between some point in British Columbia and Skagway or Wrangel, or in any way
relating to either of their objecta. Also copies of all letters from the right hon. the prime minister
of Canada, or from either of said other ministers to any of said cormpanies or to any director or
directors or other person or persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of any of said companies
in any way relating to the construction of said telegraph line or cable line by, for or under the
charter of the Northern Commercial Telegraph Company, Limited. Also copies of aIl correspon-
dence between the Dominion government or any member or department thereof and the United
States government at Washington or any department thereof bearing upon the laying and landing
of a submarine cable between some point in British Columbia and Skagway or Wrangel or any
point between these places. Presented lst June, 1899.-Mr. Prior........... .... Not printed.

97a. Supplementary return to 97. Presented 26th June, 1899 ............. ............ . . . Not printed.
98. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 6th June, 1898, for a statement of the cost of the

voyages undertaken in 1897 by the honourable the prime minister and by the honourable the
solicitor general, to Europe, to the United States or elsewhere, together with the travelling
expenses of their private secretaries or of any other persons composing their folowing. Presented
29th May, 1899.-Hon. Mr. Landry......... ....................... ..... Notprinted.

99. Protocol No. lxiii of the Joint High Commission, Washington, respecting the boundary between
Alaska and Canada. Presented 5th June, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
100. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1899, for copies of all papers, plans,

maps, reports of fishery officers, correspondence and other documents relating to the existence of a
dam across river Jésus, near the town of Terrebonne, and the construction of a fishway therein
according te the requirements of the law. Presented 5tb June, 1899.--Mr. Fortin... .Not printed.

101. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a list of all persons
employed since lst August, 1896, by the minister of interior outside of the civil service employees
in Ottawa, for purposes of immigration, detailing the names and post office addresses of the
appointees, their rate of wages and allowances, the date and reason for dismissal where dismissals
have taken place, and the country or districts in which their work has been performed. Presented
5th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster......... .......................... . ........... Not printed.

102. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a statement of all persons
appointed to office or assigned to duties of any kind in the Yukon district since lst August, 1896,
giving the names, post office addresses, rate of salary and allowances or expenses of each person,
the duties assigned, the date of his appointment, the date of resignation or dismissal, and the
reason therefor in the case of each resignation or dismissal. The above statement not to include
mounted police or Canadian militiamen, but to include paymasters in each branch. Presented 5th
June, 1899.-M r. Foster.......................................................... Not printed.

102a. Supplementary return to No. 102. Presented 9th June, 1899........ .......... Not printed.
102b. Copies of orders in council relating to the Yukon. Presented 21st June, 1899, by Hon. C. Sifton.

Not printed.
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103. Return (in part) to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th April, 1899, for a statement of
all persons or commissions of inquiry appointed to inquire into the conduct of employees of the
government since 1st August, 1896, giving the names of commissiofiers, their rate of pay and
allowances, the aggregate total amount paid to each as pay and allowance, and the total expenses
of each commission outaide of pay and allowance; also the names and post office addresses of al
persons dismissed on the reporta of the commissioners (Marine and Fisheries). Presented 6th
June, 1899.-Mr. Foster............... ...................................... Not printed.

103a. Supplementary return to No. 103. (Customs Department.) Presented 6th June, 1899.
Not printed.

103b. Return to un address of the House of Commons, dated 14th February, 1898, for a return showing
names of commissinners appointed by the government to inquire into the conduct of all employees
of the civil service in the province of Quebec since the 23rd of June, 1896, and the amount paid to
each commissioner as salary or travelling expenses. Presented 14th June, 1899.-Mr. Monk.

INot printed.
1 0 3c. Return (in part) to an address of the Senate, dated 28th April, 1899, of the names of ail commis-

sioners appointed by order in council or otherwise since the 9th April, 1897, to inquire into and
report upon charges preferred against any employee of the government, whether permanent or
temporary, of offensive partisanship, or of any misconduct whatever. 2. The reports of said
commissioners, or of conmissioners previously appointed, not already brought down, and a state-
ment showing the action taken by the government thereon. 3. The amounts paid each commis-
sioner since the 9th April, 1897, in fees, per diem allowance, travelling expenses and incidentals of
all kinds. 4. The names, ages, effices and salaries of all employees in the inside or outside service
of the government, whether temporary or permanent, who since the 9th April, 1897, have been
removed from office by dismissal, superannuation, or otherwise, whether on a report of a commis-
sion or otherwise, specifying in each case the grounds of dismissal, and the amount of superannua-
tion or gratuity granted, if any; also the age, office, salary or remuneration of any and every
person appointed in the place of, or as a consequence of every such removaL Presented 28th
June, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell. .. .......... ........... Printed in abstract form.

103d. Supplementary return to No. 103. (Post Office Department.) Presented 5th July, 1899.
Not printed.

]03e. Supplementary return to No. 10c. Preeented 4th July, 1899....... ................. ,See 103.
103f. Supplementary return to No. 103c. Presented 5th July, 1899....... ....... ........ ee 103e.
10g. Supplementary return to No. 103. (Railways and Canals.) Presented 29th July, 1899.

Not printed.
103h. Supplementary return to No. 103c. Presented 28th July, 1899., ........................ Sec 103c.
104. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of all statements,

claims, memoranda, correspondence, telegrams, etc., with the government of Prince Edward
Island and a delegation from that province, in March last, consisting of the Honourable Hector
C. Macdonald, Jas. W. Richards, and Benjamin Rogers, in regard to questions at issue between
the governnent of Prince Edward Island and the dominion of Canada. Presented 6th June,
1899.-Mr. Martin.......... .............................. ... Printed for sessional papera.

105. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for all papers and corre-
spondence, including orders in council, tenders and contracta in connection with the engraving,
printing and supply'of paper for the denominational postal notes, with a sample of the notes
printed. Presented 6th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster ........ .......................... Not printed.

105«. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for a statement of al
separate issues of postal stamps, cards, or notes since lst January, 1897, noting those that have
gone out of use, the quantity and date of each issue, and a sample of each issue, and giving in the
case of the jubilee stamps, the cost and arount of cash returned to the treasury for each denomina.
tion. Presented 12th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster . . .................. .......... Not printed.

106b. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for a copy of contract for the
production of postal notes, and the cost of such per 1,000 of each denomination, exclusive of paper,
and for all correspondence between the contractor, the government and the queen's printer. Also
for a statement of the number of reams of paper made for each denomination, by whom ordered
to be made, where made, and name of manufacturer, and who has now possession of the Dandy
rolla from which the paper was made. And also the following statementa: Who furnisbed the
electrotypes, and where they were made, the date of firat delivery of postal notes, and amount of
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security given by the contractor, and whether the contractor has supplied the necessary accommo-
dation for government clerks for superintendence and storage for an ample supply of paper,
Presented 12th June. 1899.-Mr. Foster.... .... ........................... ... Notprinted.

105c. Return (in part) to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, showing in detail all
dies, plates or other parts, wholly or partially engraved, entered or imported by or for the use of
the American Bank Note Company and the British American Bank Note Company, to be used in
the making of bank notes, postage stamps, postal notes and inland revenue stamps for the govern-
ment, with the valuation and amount of duty charged and collected. Presented 12th June, 1899.
-Mr. Foster ................................ . ............................ Not printed.

105d. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for all correspondence had
with the post office department, or any member of the government, in reference to the quality of
the post cards issued by the post office department since lst July, 1896. Presented 19th June,
1899.-Mr. Foster............................................... ....... ..... Not printed.

106. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for number of jubilee stamp
plates engraved and their denominations, and cost of such plates. Cost of jubilee stamps per
1,000 complete. Also the number of plates engraved for the greater empire stamp, and the cost
per plate, with the cost per 1,000 stamps complete. Presented 6th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster.

Printed for sessional papers.

107. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of all papers,
including affidavits, and of all correspondence between the government and the government or
public officials of the United States or other parties, concerning the case of Thomas Meagher, who
was arrested by United States customs officers in Canadian waters, in the river St. Clair, on 19th
August, 1898 ; was held in custody and grossly ill-treated by said officials tor some time and
afterwards imprisoned, and who was finally discharged without trial by order of the United States
government. Presented 6th June, 1899.-Mr. Cowan.......................... Not printed.

10S. Return of the names and salaries of all persons appointed to or promoted in the civil service during
the calendar year 1898. Presented 6th June, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for sessional papers.

109. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 14th March, 1898, for copies of all corre-
spondence, reports, orders in council and instructions in reference to the admission of foreign
countriem to commercial privileges under the so-called preferential clause of the tariff of 1897.
Presented 6th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster...... ....................... Printed for sessional papers.

110. Documents relating to the recent disallowance of certain statutes passed by the legislature of
British Columbia. Presented 7th June, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.
11 Oa. Further documents relating to the recent disallowance of certain statutes passed by the legislature

of British Columbia. Presented 21st June, 1899, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier ......... Not printed.
111. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for a return showing by

departments, the expenditure in each year, beginning lst July, 1890, for salaries in the outside
service of the post office, customs and inland revenue departments, detailed by posta and sub-posts
in the case of the inland revenue and customs, and by post offices in case of employees in the
postal service, of all employees, whether temporary or permanent. Presented 7th June, 1899.-
Mr. McMullen............................................................. .. Not printed.

112. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for copies of all complaints,
referred to on page 3 of the report of the deputy minister of interior (Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of the Interior for the year 1897), minutes of council, commission instructions and report of
Mr. Archer Martin, the commissioner, respecting the New Westminster crown timber office.
Presented 9th June, 1899.-Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper .. ......................... Not printed.

113. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, for copies of all instruc-
tions given by the government of Canada, or any department thereof, to Charles Russeil, Esq.,
solicitor, London, England, or to the firm to which he belongs, or to any member thereof, in
relation to any case or business in which the said government or any department thereof was or is
concerned ; also copies in detail of all bills of costs or accounts rendered by the said persons to the
government or any department since 1st July, 1896. Presented 9th June, 1899.-Mr. Bergeron.

Printed for sess ional papers.
114. Return to an order of the House of Commons. dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of all correspondence

between the Northern Commercial Telegraph Company and the department of public works
during the last six months. Presented 12th June, 1899.-Mr. Maxwell ............. Not printed.
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115. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for copies of ail correspondence,
telegrams, reports, contracts, tenders and ail other papers and documents in connection with the
change in carrying the mails for Prince Edward Island between the Intercolonial Railway and
Cape Tormentine during the past winter. Presented 12th June, 1899.-Mr. Martin.. Not printed.

116. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for copies of ail petitions,correspondence, telegrams and instructions in reference to the granting of a bonded warehouse to
John Gow Scrimgeour at Cardigan Bridge, Prince Edward Island. Presented 12th June, 1899.-
Mr. Macdonald (King's)................... .................................. Not printed.

117. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of ail correspondence
'between the government or any member thereof, or any person or official in behalf of the saine,and the Canada Eastern Railway Company, or any person in behalf thereof, and of any reports
and papers in connection with any proposai to purchase for the government the said railway.
Presented 12th June, 1899.-Mr. Poster ............. .................... Not printed.

118. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated Sth May, 1899, for copies of ail orders in
council, and ail papers and correspondence had with the department of railways and canals or the
minister of railways by the officers of the Central Railway Company of New Brunswick, or by any
contractors or persons concerned in the construction of the said Central Railway Company of New
Brunswick, or any one in their behalf, in connection with the payment of subsidy or grants made
to the said company. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Poster .................... Not printed.

119. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of ail correspon.
dence, telegrams and reports that have passed between the Dominion government and the
provincial government of British Columbia, or any person or persons acting on their behalf, in
regard to the Songhees Indian reserve at Victoria, B. C., since lst June, 1897. Presented 13th
June, 1899.-Mr. Prior............................................ ......... Not printed.

120. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for copies of ail correspondence
between the minister or any officials of the departient of interior and Mr. A. Soper, of Port Perry,
or other persons in reference to the suppression of the sale of liquor to the Scugog Indians.
Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Poster ...... ................................. Not printed.

121. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of ail contracts or
agreements entered into by or with the postmaster general or the post office department or her
majesty or the governinent of Canada for the carriage of the mails into or out of the Yukon
territory or district or any part thereof ; and also copies of ail advertisements for tenders for the
carriage as aforesaid of such mails, and ail tenders received by the postmaster general, the post
office departinent or the government of Canada or her majesty the queen, for the carriage of mails
into or out of the Yukon territory or district, also copies of ail reports, letters and communications
in writing from the post office inspector at Victoria, or any other post office inspector, or any other
officer of the post office department with respect to such tenders or advertisements or with respect
to the acceptance or rejection of any of the said tenders. Presented 13th June, 189 9 .- Sir C.
Hibbert Tupper.................................................. ......... Not printed.

122. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of ail correspondence,
papers, petitions, etc., in connection witni the resignation of Dr. Morris as postmaster at Dundas,
Prince Edward Island, and the appointment of his successor and persons applying for the position.
Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Macdonald (King's)....... .................. Not printed.

123. Return te an order of the House of ComnI>ns, dated 8th May, 1899, for: 1. A return showing the
number of letter carriers who were employed in the post office in Victoria, B.C., in the year 1895-6,
1896-7 and 1897-8 respectively and the number employed at the present time. 2. The salary paid
to each letter carrier employed in 1895-6 and salaries paid in the present year. 3. The provisional
allowance granted to said letter-carrier in 1895-6 and in 1896-7 and 1897-8. Presented 13th June,
1899.-Mr Prior.................................. .................. .- - .··Not printed.

124. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for a statement showing the
weight of every issue of the daily and weekly publications issued in Toronto and Montreai since
the introduction of the law requiring that ail publications must be weighed and stamped before the
acceptance of same at the post office of issue of paper. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Mr. Quinn.

Not printed
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125. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th April, 1899, for a statement in detail of
all sumas expended on account of the joint high commission between Great Britain and the United
States since its inception to date, with the names of all persons ,connected therewith as commis-
sioners, secretaries, clerks and attendants and the rate and total amounts of compensation of each
as salary, allowances and expenses itemized. Presented 14th June, 1899.-Mr. Foster.

Not printed.
126. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for copy of all instructions,

correspondence by letter or telegram between the government or any department or officer thereof
and the representative of the crown, or any other person in relation to the postponenient of the
hearing of the appeal before the court of queen's bench, in the case of the Queen vs. Coulombe
and others during the last term of the said court at Quebec, and of all documents in relation
thereto. Presented 14th June, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain........................... Not printed.

127. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated lst May, 1899, for copies of all correspon-
dence, petitions, resolutions and other papers in possession of the government, relating to the pro-
posed branch railway from Southport to Murray Harbour and other proposed railway branches in
the province of Prince Edward Island. Presented 14th June, 1899.-Mr. Martin .... Not printed.

128. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, showing: 1. Settlements (if
any) that have been made by the department of railways and canals since and during the last
session, with those parties who suffered from the construction of the Roche-Fendue and Calumet
dams in 1883. 2. The names of the valuators who adjusted the said claims, and by whom their
appointment was recommended. Presented 14th May, 1899.-Mr. Poupore......... .Not printed.

129. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th April, 1899, for all papers and correspon-
dence in connection with the claim of the British American Bank Note Company for the balance
alleged to be due to the company for contract work done for the post office department. Presented
15th June, 1899.-Mr. Poster.. ,. . ........................................... Not printed.

130. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, showing the names of persona
appointed to positions in the Toronto post office since 13th July, 1896, the date of each such
appointment, the salary paid to each such person and the office to which each such person was
appointed. Presented 15th June, 1899.-Mr. Clarke..... ..... ............. Not printed.

131. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 21st March, 1898, for copies of all reports and surveys
made by officers of the departinent of railways and canals, regarding the straightening of certain
curves on the Prince Edward Island Railway at or near North Wiltshire, and also> a statement
showing : 1. The amount expended on straightening the said curves, and to whom paid. 2. How
was the expenditure made, by tender or by day's work. 3. The nature and extent of the changes
made. 4. What further changes, if any, are contemplated. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Hon.
Mr. Ferguson.......................... . ....................... ot printed.

132. Return to an address of the Senate, dated the 25th May, 1899, for certified verbatim copies of all
letters or other documents written to the minister or any official connected with the department of
the interior, or to any member of the government, by H. H. Norwood, the person appointed by
the government to the position of gold inspector in the Yukon district. Presented 13th June,
1899.-Hon. Mr. Primrose.......... .............. .... ... ................... Not printed.

133. Return (in part) to an address of the Senate, dated the 23rd March, 1899, showing the amounts of
custoins and excise duties collected on goods imported into that part of the Dominion known as the
'Yukon and Klondike country, from the first day of September, 1898, to the first day of March,
1899, specifying the character of the goods so imported and the countries froin whence imported ;
together with a statement showing the quantity iihd character, as far as practicable, of Canadian
goods sent to the said Yukon district during the same period. Presented 13th June, 1899.-Hon.
Sir M ackenzie Bowell.......... ........................ . . ....... ............ Not printed.

184. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copy of a memorial signed
by the late Honourable John Norquay, president of the executive council of the province of Mani-
toba, on behalf of said council, praying to be heard before her majesty in council on the inter-
ference of the governor general in council in the practice of disallowing acts clearly within the
power of local legislature and asking that the saine be discontinued ; which memorial was addressed
to the honourable the secretary of state of Canada with request that the saine be transmitted to
ber majesty in council ; also. copies of all correspondence, reports to or from, and oraers in council
in connection therewith. Presented 16th June, 1899.-Mr. LaRivière.

Printed for sessional papers.
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135. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for a return showing the

amount spent by the government in the financial years 1896-7, 1897-8, and the proposed expen-

diture for the year 1898-9 on private piers and wharfs, and piers and wharfs not under government

control and not the property of Canada, together with the names of such piers and wharfs and the

owners thereof, as well as the sums spent on each for years mentioned. Presented 16th June,

1899.-Mr. Martin.............. ................................... Nt printed.

136. Return (in part) to an order of the House of Commons, dated 15th May, 1899, for a return of ail

reports and recommendations of the commission appointed to investigate and settle claims for

losses arising out of the Saskatchewan rebellion of 188; also a statement of ail claims presented,
the amount paid in each case, aise ail claims presented and not entertained. Presented 20th June,

1899.-Mr. Davis................····.................. .................... Nt printed.

17, Return ta an order of the House of Commons, dated 17th May, 1899, for copies of ail instructions,

correspondence and reports, accounts and vouchers, for expenses connected with the expedition of

Chief Engineer Coste, of the department of public works, referred ta in the annual report of the

minister of marine and fisheries, 1898, page 7, and aise connected with the visit subsequently paid

to Eugland by Mr. Coste in the same year. Presented 20th June, 1899.-sir C. Hibbert Tupper.
Not printed.

138. Return (in part) te an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of ail

correspondence, telegrams and reports between the departments of militia and defence and justice

or their agents, and the following claimants for compensation and damages in respect of the erec-

tien of fortifications at Macaulay Point, British Columbia, viz.: Fred. Bell, J. Jardine, W. F.

Bullen, R. W. Reford, Henry Moss, William Moss, J. G. Tiarks, Charles Kent, Thornton Fell,

Andreas Keating (B. L. Ker), Hans Ogilvy Price, H. F. Bishop, S. J. Pitts, and any others that

May have presented claims in regard ta same. Presented 21st June, 1899.-Mr. Prior.
Not printed.

1 3 8a. Supplementary return to No. 138. Presented 29th June, 1899.................... ... Not printed.

19, Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of the reports of

Walter Shanly, C.E., and T. C. Keefer, C.E., in connection jwith the proposed large locks at

Iroquois and Farran's Point. Presented 23rd June, 1899.-Mr. Taylor..........Not prinUed.

140• Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for : 1. Statement of the

expenditure connected with the royal military college, Kingston, every year since its foundation.

2. Of the number of graduates in each year, and of their present place of residence and occupation,
as far as known to the college authorities. 3. Of ail general orders or regulations relating to the

employment of these graduates in the permanent corps, volunteers or other branches of the public

service. Presented 23rd June, 1899.-Mr. Casey..... .. ..... .............. .Not printed.

41. Return ta an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1898, for copies of ail instructions,

correspondence, etc., in relation ta the construction of wharfs at Mistassini and St. Méthode

(Tékouabé); a detailed statement showing the quantity of timber, iron and stone used in the said

works ; by whom the said articles were furnished ; the prices paid therefor ta each person ; the

names of the carpenters and framers employèd and the prices paid them per day and how much

was received in cash by them, as also by the day labourers who worked with then ; ail other

expenditure in relation to the said works; copies of ail correspondence in relation ta the contracta

awarded to Messrs. Têtu & Savard, of St. Félicien, for making timber for the St. Méthode wharf ;

copies of the said contracts and of ail further correspondence as to presenting payment of their

accounts; a statement of the quantity of timber prepared by them, and of the amount paid to

them personally. Copies of instructions issued to J. B. Carbonneau, chief carpenter at the Mis-

tassini and St. Méthode wharfs ; correspondence as to cancelling of his instructions at St. Méthode

and the appontment of r. chief carpenter in his place. Presented 26th June, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain.
Not printed.

142·1 Return ta an order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, showing the amounts paid

ta each and ail persons who worked at the Roberval pier in 1896; the number of days worked ;

the prices paid ; the quantity of timber and iron furnished, and the prices paid therefor ; the

place where the same was obtained ; copies of ail instructions, correspondence, etc., in relation to

the said work. Presented 26th June, 1899.-Mr. Casgrain.........................Net printed.
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143. Return to an order of the louse of Commons, dated 27th April, 1899, for a statement of sums paid
as travelling expenses to the judges of the superior court for the province of Quebec coming from
outside districts to sit in the city of Montreal. 1. From the lst of January, 1898, up to the
coming into force of the statute 61 Victoria (Canada), chap. 52. 2. Since the coming into force of
said statute down to the lst of March, 1899. Presented 26th June, 1899.-Mr. Monk. Not printed.

144. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of ail tenders opened
the 14th day of May, 1897, for works on the Farran's Point canal, showing the prices of different
tenderers for each item and the approximate quantities upon which the tenders were extended,
also the lump sum of each tender. Presented 27th June, 1899.-Mr. Clancy....... Not printed .

145. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 14th February, 1898, for correspondence and
reports respecting increased wharf accommodation at Pictou, Nova Scotia, in 1892 and since.
Presented 28th June, 1899.-Sir C. Htbbert Tupper .. ........................... Not printed.

146. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of all reports of any
survey held during 1897 or 1898 of Neufrage Pond, King's county, Prince Edward Island. Pre-
sented 28th June, 1899.-Mr. Macdonald (King's)........................... ..... Not printed.

147. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, for copies of all unexpired
leases and unexpired renewals and modifications of leases, and of ail papers and plans relating
thereto of ail water lots, water power and hydraulic privileges in and along that portion of the
river Ottawa and its various channels within the city of Ottawa, from the westerly boundary of
the said city to the line of Kent street, produced into the Ottawa river, and commonly known as
the Chaudière, issued by the government to any person, persons or company, and for plans show-
ing the position of such water lots, water power and hydraulic privileges. Also for a statement of
the amount of power each lessee is entitled to use, and the date of the termination of the lease
under which he is entitled to ùse it. Presented 28th June, 1899.-Mr. Copp ........ Not printed.

148. Certain correspondence relating to the franchise of the different provinces as the franchise for the
elections to the House of Commons. Presented (Senate) 27th June, 1899, by Hon. Mr. Mills.

Not printed.

149. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, giving the names of ail the
weirs now under license in the county of Charlotte, in the province of New Brunswick, with loca-
tion of each, with date said licenses were issued, and with the name or names of the licensees of
said weirs ; also the names of ail weirs licensed during 1898 that were not built and the names of
licensees of said weirs, and the number of years said licenses have been granted without weirp
having been built by such licensees. Presented 29th June, 1899.-Mr. Ganong..... Not printed.

150. Return to an order of the House of Comons, dated 8th May, 1899, showing : 1. The canais and
river works therewith forming the connection between the great lakes and deep water navigation
at Montreal which were comnleted on lst July, 1896, the depth of water in each, and the cost of
each to that date. 2. The canals and connected river improvements which at that date were in
course of construction or enlargement, showing the work which had been done on each, the cost
to Ist July of such construction or enlargement, and the estimnated cost to complete the contracts
then existing and amount of each ; the new contracts made since 1st July, 1896, covering work
other than that completed or under contract at that date and the amount of each. 3. The estim.
ated cost of completing these works to the proposed depth over and above the amounts involved
in contracts existing on lst July, 1896. Presented 29th June, 1899.-Mr Foster.... Not printed.

151. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th May, 1899, showng the number of con-
tracts entered into by the government since the 30th June, 1897, in which there is a clause
prohibiting " sweating "; the total anount involved in such contracts; the name of the respective
department in which these contracts have been awarded ; the names of the companies, or firms,
or individuals to which such contracts have been given. Presented 29th June, 1899. -Mr. Clarke.

Printed for sessional papers.
152. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 23rd March, 1899, showing : 1. The number of persons

in the employment of the post office department on the 30th of June, 1896, and the total amount
paid to said employees for the year ending said 30th .June, 1896. 2. A similar return giving the
same information for the year ending 30th June, 1898. 3. The number of employees in the said
service on the 12th day of July, 1896, and on the 16th February, 1899. Presented 20th June,
1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.. . . .... ............................... .... Not printed.
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153. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 29th May, 1899, for copies of all orders in

council, applications, correspondence, papers, plans, etc., in the departnents of interior and
marine and fisheries, respecting 37-29 acres or thereabouts of foreshore and tidal lands about two
miles below Steveston, British Columbia, situate west and immediately adjoining section 9, range
7 west, block 3 north, N.W.D. Presented 30th June, 189 9.- Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper.

Not printed .154. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, showing: 1. The amount
paid in the province of Prince Edward Island since 1896 as fines for the infraction of the lobster
fishery regulations, the names of persons so fined, and the amount of the fine in each case. 2. A
detailed statement of the fines collected. 3. The disposition of those fines. 4. The cost of pro-
secution in each case. 5. The names of fishery officers receiving a share of such fines, and the
amount received in each by any officer. 6. The magistrate or other officer who tried such cases.
Presented 30th June, 1899.-Mr. Martin.... - - ·.......................... Not printed.

155. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, for copies of ail correspon-
dence, petitions, reports, telegrams, etc., in connection with the proposed change of mail arrange-
ments for Grand View, in Prince Edward Island. Presented 4th July, 1899.--Mr. Martin.

Not printed.
156. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 19th April, 1899, for a statement showing : 1. Wbat was

the total average amount paid to the Ottawa Gas Co., per annum, for lighting the various
government buildings during the two years ending 1898? 2. What is the total cost per annum,
by the present system of lighting? 3. Were tenders called for lighting the various buildings by
either gas or electricity ? To what company was the contract for lighting awarded ? 4. What is
the total number and power of incandescent electrie lights now installed in all the public buildings
in Ottawa, and cost of installation, including wiring ard all other apparatus? 5. What was the
numnber and power of electric lights operated by the governroent electric light plant, and annual
cost of the same, during the two years ending 1898 ? 6. What )is the. original cost and present
value of all governmant electrical plant and boilers in the public buildings in Ottawa? How many
men are employed to operate them? 7. Were tenders called for the wiring of any or all the
government buildings in Ottawa and the supply of all electrical appliances necessary for the same ?
From whom were offers received and what were the respective amounts of such offers? 8. How
was the parliamentary appropriation of $75,000 for extending the government lighting plant, and the
purchase of certain pumps for fire purposes, expended ? What are the items of such expenditure,
and to whom paid? Presented 4th July, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell . ....... Not printed.

157. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, for copies of ail correspondence,
petitions, etc., in refereuce to the recent appointment of a postmaster at Clifton, New London, in
the province of Prince Edward Island. Presented 10th July, 1899.-Mr. Martin. .. . Not printedi.

158. Return to an oider of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of specifications
and plans for the construction of deep water terminal facilities at St. John, N.B., including
wharfs, warehouses, elevators, tracks, etc., together with copies of tenders for the said works and
of any contracts entered into therefor. Presented 18th July, 1899. -8ir Charles Tupper.

Not printed.
159. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th April, 1899, for copies of the contract

and specification in connection with the North Channel iniprovement, below Prescott, with copies
of any supplementary agreement or agreements entered into with the contractor; also plans
showing the location on which the contract was let and the present location. Presented 18th July,
1899.-Mr.Taylor ........................................... ........ Not printed.160. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 20th April, 1899, for all correspondence with the govern-
ment, or any member thereof, relating to the subject of the introduction of a prohibitory liquor
law by the government, together with all affidavits and other documents having relation to the
vote cast upon the question of prohibition on the 29th day of September, 1898, and the alleged
frauds in connection therewith. Presented 18th July, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.

Not printed.161. Return to an address of the Senate, dated the 21st June, 1899, for copies of all correspondence
between the department of agriculture, the Prince Edward Island Fruit Growers' Association and
the provincial premier, Hon. Mr. Farquharson, with reference to experiments in fruit culture now
being carried on in Prince Edward Island ; said correspondence to include all instructions to
Mr. Kinsman with reference to the nature of the work to be undertaken and the selection of
orchards for the purpose of carrying on said experiments. Presented 18th July, 18 99 .- Hon. Mr.Ferguson ......

1... ........... ...... •...... •...... •. ••. •.. •···. ·· · ·· ·.... ot printed.
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162. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th June, 1899, for : 1. Copies of ail papers,
documents, correspondence, letters, etc., in connection with the appointment of Dr. Hall,
veterinary surgeon, of Quebec, for the purpose of inspecting cattle for the discovery of tuherculosis
at Hébertville or elsewhere in the county of Chicoutimi. 2. In connection with any part of said
work done by his brother. 3. Statement of the nuinber of herds which he or his brother
examined. 4. Statement of sums of noney paid for such inspection, travelling expenses, carters,
aids or assistants. 5. Statement of any sun or sums paid to David Ouellet, of Hébertville, in
connection with said inspection. Presented l9th July, 1899.-Mr. Oasgrain.........Not printed.

162a. Supplementary return to No. 162. Presented 26th July, 1899...................Not printed.

163. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 26th June, 1899, for a copy of the final
estimate or settlement of section number three (3) of the Lachine canal enlargement of 1875-1880
in detail. Presented 20th July, 1899.-Mr. McInerncy ....... ........ .......... Not printed.

163a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th June, 1899, for copies of the plans and
profiles of the substructures of the highway and railroad bridges across the Lachine canal at Wel-
lington street, Montreal, the dimensions to be in figures, also esometrical projections of the pivot
and rest piers (àbutments), showing the figured dimensions and elevations of the several parts,
including turntable, circular girder, wheels and machinery. Presented 20th July, 1899.-Mr
M cInerney .................................... ....... . .. .................. Not printed.

163b. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 26th June, 1899, for a copy of the report of
the royal commission appointed to inquire into the construction of the Wellington street and
Grand Truuk bridges across the Lachine canal at Montreal. Presented 29th July, 1899.-Mr.
M cInerney..... .... ............. ............................ ....... ......... Not printed.

164. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 30th March, 1898, showing: 1. How many
were employed on the dredge "Prince Edward " as caretakers or otherwise since she went into
winter quarters at the end of last season. 2. How many were employed during the winter 1896-97.
3. How many cubi* yards were removed by dredge "Prince Edward " during the seasons of 1896
and 1897 respectively, and the cost per cubic yard each season. 4. The number of days the dredge
" Prince Edward " was doing actual work in each month during the seasons of 1896 and 1897
respectively. 5. The cost of repairs for the dredge "Prince Edward" for the years ending
31st December, 1896 and 1897 respectively. Also ail correspondence in connection with the dis-
missal of John N. Macdonald from dredge " Prince Edward," and the appointment of his suc-
cessor. Presented 22nd July, 1899.-Mr. Macdonald (King's). .......... ........ .Not printed.

165. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 25th April, 1899, for: 1. The number of acres of land
set apart for the purpose of education in the province of Manitoba and in the North-west Terri-
tories, respectively, under the authority of chapter 54, Revised Statutes of Canada, section 23.
2. The number of acres sold in Manitoba and the North-west Territories, the amount received in
payment therefor, and the amount now due thereon. 3. The total sum now at the credit of said
fund held by the dominion of Canada, how invested, and the rate of interest paid thereon. 4. The
amount advanced out of said principal sum in aid of education in the province of Manitoba and
the North-w.est Territories. 5. The sum recouped to the said principal out of the proceeds of the
sale of lands set appear for the purpose of education, and the amount now due to the said principal
sum. 6. And ail correspondence relating to any further advances out of said school fund, either
to Manitoba or the North-west Territories. Presented 26th July, 1899.-Hon. Sir Mackenzie
Bowell.......... ... . . . ..................................... ........ Not printed.

166. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 19th June, 1899, for a copy of ail corres-
pondence between the government and tne boards of trade of the Dominion in regard to the
passage of an insolvency law. Presented 31st July, 1899.-Mr. Monk............. Not printed.

167. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 31st July, 1899, for a statement of the amounts
paid for medical attendarce and medicines for Indians in the electoral district of Yale and Cariboo
during the years 1896-7, 1897-8 and 1898-9, showing to whom payments were made and amounts
paid to each. Presented 31st July, 1899.-Hon. C. Sifton .......... ... .. ..... Not printed.

168. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 25th April, 1898, for: 1. Copies of ail tenders
in 1897 for the supply of drugs to the North-west mounted police at Prince Albert and Battleford,
and the name of the successful tenderer and a copy of the contract. 2. Copies of ahl tenders for
the supply of drugs to the mounted police at Prince Albert and Battleford, for the year 1898 ; the
name of the successful tenderer, and a copy of the contract. Presented 7th August, 1899.-Mr.
Davin...... .......... .......................................... Not printed.
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169. Return to an order of the House of Cominons, dated 8th August, 1899, for copy of correspondence

in relation to the suit Esquimalt and Nanaino Railway Company, versus the New Vancouver
Coal Company, as to the ownership of the coal underlying Nanaimo harbour. Presented SthAugust, 1899.-Hon. . Sifton............................ ......... ... Not printed.

170, Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 25th July, 1899, for a copy of the report of the
hon. the minister of justice, on which the order in council was passed for the discharge from
prison of J. K. Skelton and T. Dewan, tried and convicted of perjury before Mr. Justice Wetmore,
at Battleford, October, 1897, and subsequently sentenced to a term of imprisonment ; also copy of
affidavits supporting the application for the discharge of the aforesaid Skelton and Dewan.
-Presented 8th August, 1899.-Mr. Davin................. ............... Not printed.

171. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for: (a) Copy of ail corres-
pondence or orders in council relating to the entering into an agreement by the government, or
department of railways and canals, for the operating by the same of the Baie des Chaleurs
Railway during the fiscal year 1896, and a copy of the contract governing the same. (b) A state-
ment containing the period during which the road was so operated, also the total expenses directly
or indirectly connected with such operation, and the total revenue derived from the same.
Presented 8th August, 1899.-Mr. Bergeron........... ..................... Not printed.

172. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 24th April, 1899, for: (a) Copy of tenders
for the letting of sections four, five, six and seven of the Soulanges canal; also .a copy of
advertisement for the same, and a statement of tenders moneyed out. (b) Copy of tenders for the
reletting of sections four, five, six and seven of the Soulanges canal; also a copy of advertisement
for same, and a statement of tenders moneyed out. (c) Copy of all correspondence or orders in
council directly or indirectly relating to the letting or the reletting of the above sections. Presented
8th August, 1899.-Mr. Bergeron .................. ·..................... Not printed.

173. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th August, 1899, for copy of correspondence
relative to the question of reducing the dock charges at Esquimalt dry dock. Presented 8th
August, 1899.-Hon. W. S. Fielding..... ............ ....... ............ Not printed.

174. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 10th July, 1899, for copy of al papers in
connytion with the applications made for, and the consideration of the commutation of the
sentence of death on Marion Brown for murder. Presented 9th August, 1899.-Mr. Wallace.

Not printed.
175. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th May, 1899, for copies of ail cablegrams,

papers, correspondence and despatches or other writing upon which the right honourable the prime
minister of Canada based the statement in the house of commons on 10th June, 1898, as follows :
" I have the authority of the secretary of state for the colonies to state that he approves of the
principles on which the governor general acted, as based on the facts set forth in the letter of his
excellency to Sir Charles Tupper." Presented 1lth August, 189 9 .- Sir Charles Tupper.

Not printed.
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REPORT OF THE DEPUTY MINISTER.

To the Honourable
Sir Louis H. DAviEs, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SI,-I have the honour to report on the transactions of the Marine Branch of this
department for the fiscal year ended 30th June last, and to give an account of a portion
of the business up to date.

In Part I. of this report will be found the detailed report of the Chief Engineer
'On Construction and maintenance of lighthouses and other aida to navigation, and
references to the reports of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection, Chair-
man of the Board of Examiners of Masters and Mates, the Inspectors of Live Stock
Shipments, the Director of the Meteorological and Magnetic Service, the Inspector of
Signal Service, and the reports on Life-boat Stations and Rewards for Humane Service.

A short account of the work of the Dominion Steamers is given and the expenditure
in cOnnection therewith, the Buoyage of the coast, harbours and inland waters, the
Purchase of oil for the use of lighthouses, the Marine Hospitals in the Dominion, Certifi-
cates to Masters and Mates, Wrecks and Casualties, and the Ice Boat Mail Service.

In Part Il. the reports f rom which the synopses have been made will be found in
extensO, also statements of expenditure, revenue, sick marinera' dues, wharfage, wrecks
and casualties, steamboat inspection and a list of light-keepers.

The amount expended on the various branches of the public service comprised in
the Marine branch of this department, during the fiscal year ended 30th June last, was
$782,911.74 ; the expenditure for the previous year was $792,971.53. The expenditure
for Civil Government, including the Marine and Fisheries branches, amounted to $62,705,
and for Civil Government Contingencies $11,939.05.

The amount voted by Parliament for the various branches, not including the
departmental salaries, was $825,471.46. It will thus be seen that the expenditure for
the fiscal year was $42,559.72 les than the amount voted by Parliament.

The whole number of persons in the Outside Service of the Marine Branch at the
date of this report, is 1,825.

During the past fiscal year, the expenditure for maintenance of lighthouse and
coast service amounted to $450,265.89, construction $23,950.78; total for maintenance
and construction, $474,216.67 ; while for the previous year the expenditure for the
lighthouse and coast service, including construction, was $445,805.96, showing an
increase of expenditure for the year ending 30th June last of $28,410.71.

The appropriation for this service was $505,610, the expenditure being $31,393.33
less than the appropriation of Parliament for the fiscal year.

LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.

The lighthouse service of the Dominion is divided as follows :-The Ontario division,
embracing all lights from Montreal westward to the North-west Territories ; the Quebec
division, extending below Montreal and including the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence
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and Strait of Belle Isle; the Nova Scotia division, including St. Paul's Island, Cape
Breton, Sable Ibland and Cape Race, Newfoundland; the New Brunswick division, the
Prince Edward Island division and the British Columbia division, each including lights
within the provincial boundaries. The total number of light-stations, light-ships and
fog alarm stations in the Dominion on the 30th of June, 1898, was 653, and lights
shown 824; the number of steam-whistles and fog-horns, bells and guns 86; the
number of light-keepers and engineers of fog-alarms with masters of light ships, was 672.

The report of the Chief Engineer relating to lighthouse construction, repairs,
hydrographic and tidal surveys, &c., will be found in Part I. The principal repairs,
changes and improvements at existing stations are referred te in his report; also new
aids to navigation. The work done at fog-alarm stations in connection with steam-
whistles, compressed air horns and explosives, are dealt with under their proper head-
ings. Information is also given respecting the extent of repairs and some account of
the repairs in detail, under the head of the station. The Chief Engineer bas also
furnished information respecting three gas buoys placed at the entrance to Parry Sound.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Correspondence Branch of the department is under the control of Mr. John
Hardie, chief clerk of the department. About 16,572 letters were received in the
department during the fiscal year. This correspondence was carefully examined and
replied to as far as necessary. About 12,500 letters were sent out during the same
period. Forms, reports, circular letters, notices inviting tenders are not included in the
numbers of the letters addressed te this department or sent out. These forms, &c., are
numerous and require special attention as the matters to which they refer are important.

In the Records Branch of the department, the letters received are carefully
examined, entered in the record book, placed on file and the copy of the reply attached,
so that the letters and the answers can be readily seen, and any subject easily followed
up.

MERCHANT SHIPPING.

Reports relating to merchant shipping for the calendar year of 1898 have not been
received from the registrars of shipping, in the various ports of the Dominion. The
reporte are made up at the end of the calendar year, and, therefore, will not be received
until some time after the month of January, as required by the Canadian Merchant
Shipping Act.

The statements showing the number of vessels on the registry books of the
Dominion at the 31st December, 1898, will appear in the supplement to this report.
The number of new vessels built and registered will also be shown, and also a compar-
ative statement of the tonnage of new vessels built and registered from 1874 to 1898,
both inclusive.

Mr. W. L. Magee, chief clerk, attends to all matters in connection with merchant
shipping.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

The extended coast line of Canada, and numerous bays, inlets, rivers, lakes,
harbours and other navigable waters require a large number of buoys, which are main-
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tained at an average cost of $55,000 per annum. For the fiscal year ending 30th June
last, the service cost $50,776.86. The cost of this service is increased in years, when
new contracts are given for steel signal and other coast buoys.

The Chief Engineer, in his report relating to buoyage, points out that the depart
ment has been substituting steel coast buoys for wooden buoys, with favourable results
The districts now buoyed, in ail parts of the Dominion, number about three hundred
and the buoys number about three thousand. A record of the names of shoals, dangers,
reefs and various points in channels, harbours, &c., where the buoys are placed, is care-
fully maintained; this enables the department to immediately locate the buoys, when
any reference is made to them in the correspondence.

The contract system has been found to work most economically and efficiently; in
the majority of instances the contracts are immediately under the supervision of
departmental officers, whose duty it is to report to the department any neglect of work
on the part of contractors. There are now existing about 200 contracts, over 60 having
'expired and new contracts will be entered into in the spring. The contractors are paid semi-
annualIy, upon the certificate of the superintending officer. There are, however, some
districts not under contract; the work is being attended to by the harbour masters. In
these cases it has been found more advantageous to place the work immediately in the
hands of these officers.

A large number of whistling, bell and other iron buoys, are maintained along the
coasts of the several provinces, by Dominion steamers, particularly Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and British Columbia. The cost of this maintenance by the steamers is not
charged directly to the buoy service, but is included in the cost of maintenance of
steamers which frequently perform the double duty of attending to lighthouses and the
coast buoy service on the same trip.

The expenditure in connection with the buoy service for the year ended 30th
June, 1898, was as follows:

For the province of Quebec, including the port of Montreal..$17,616 96
Above Montreal, including Ontario. ............... .5,537 73
Nova Scotia................. .................... 9,894 87
New Brunswick .................................. 8,277 61
British Columbia.................................. 6,273 73
Prince Edward Island.. ........................ 3,175 96

Total......................$50,776 86

In addition to these buoys for marking dangers there are ten gas buoys below
• Quebec, two in Pelee Passage, Lake Erie, which assist vessels at night by their light.

Three gas buoys were placed during the past year in Parry Sound. There are aiso a
nunber of beacons which serve as land marks in steering vessels.

OIL FOR USE OF LIGHTHOUSES.

Tenders were invited for lighthouse oil in March, 1897, and the contract awarded
to the National Oil Company of Petrolia, Ont., their tender being the lowest. The

3
11-1k
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specification upon which tenders were invited requires the oil to weigh at 62° Fahr.,
not less than 7-85 nor more than 8-20 lbs. per gallon, and to withstand a flash test of
1150 Fahr.

The quantity of oil supplied lights above Montreal during the season of 1898 was
21,838-23 gallons Imperial measure, which cost $3,817.69; to the lights in the Quebee
district, 23,610,22 gallons, which cost $3,940.81 ; to the lights in the Nova Scotia
district, 39,900 gallons, costing $8,478.74; to the New Brunswick district, 14,345
gallons, costing $3,048.31 ; to the Prince Edward Island district, 4,750 gallons,
costing $1,045.

In addition to this the department purchased from the Standard Oil Company of
New York 7,000 gallons of American oil for the Nova Scotia district at a cost of 14J
cents per gallon in New York; for New Brunswick, 3,000 gallons, costing 14J cents per
gallon; for the district above Montreal, 1,450 gallons at the same price in New York.
The freight was paid by the department. In addition to this 5,500 gallons of American
oil was purchased for the British Columbia district at 21J cents per gallon.

The list of prices according to contract with the National Oil Company is as
follows:-

Delivered at Per gallon Per gallon
m barrels. In cases.

ets. cts.

Sarnia .... . ......... ... ........ .... ...... ........................... 14J 19
H am ilton .. ... ... ................. ................ ................ 15 19
Kingston............................................................. 1
Montreal ....... ... ................................ ...................... 1.
Q uebec ....... ........ . ........... ........ . ....................... .. 1 21
St. John N .B ............ .................................... . . 16 211
P ict-ou, N S. ...........-. ....... .. ........ ......... .... . . . . . . 1 21Halifax, N.S..... .. ......... ........................................... 1 21*
Charlottetown, P.E .I........... ................ ...... ... ....... ...... 17 22

DOMINION STEAMERS.

"NEWFIELD."

The "Newfield " is an iron steamer commanded by Captain John H. Campbell, and
bas a crew of 33 men. Her dimensions are: length, 206 feet; breadth, 29 feet; depth
of hold, 16 feet; tonnage, 785 gross and 509 register.

The "Newfield " was engaged in cable work from the 1st of July, 1897, until the
23rd of August, for the Direct Cable Co., on which date she returned to Halifax, landed
the cable gear and attended to the buoys off the harbour. Supplies were then taken on
board, and the steamer procoeded on the 13th September to Sable Island, and to visit
the lighthouses on the eastern coast. On the 14th October the vessel sailed for the
western shore with Mr. Stevens on board, and supplied and inspected the stations on
that coast, returning to Halifax on the 28th of the same month. The steamer took on
board buoys and moorings on the 16th November, and from that date until December
4th she was engaged in the western coast buoy service. The lighthouse service was
then resumed on the western coast of Nova Scotia. On December 12th the vessel went
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to the Bay of Fundy and attended to some large buoys in that section of the agency,
and on the 20th December made a trip to Sable Island. The steamer was kept in com-
mission during the winter months, attending to the lifting of automatic buoys and
making trips to Sable Island.

The "Newfield " made a trip to Sable Island on the 8th May, and brought the crew
of the wrecked ship " Crofton Hall" to Halifax. On the 10th May she returned to
Sable Island and brought the wreckage saved from the "Crofton Hall" to Halifax.
The vessel was engaged in the eastern coast buoy service f rom the 18th May until the
21st of the same month, when she was placed on Dartmouth slip to have the bottom
painted. The buoy service was resumed on the 26th of May and continued until the
-5th of June, on which date the steamer again took up the lighthouse service and con-
tinued in the same until the 16th of July.

" STANLEY."

The "Stanley " is an iron steamer commanded by Captain Allan Finlayson and has
a crew of 35 all told. Her dimensions are: length, 207 feet; breadth, 32 feet, and
depth of hold, l9feet; tonnage, 914 gross and 395 register.

The "Stanley " was at Pictou on the marine slip undergoing repairs from the 1St
to the 7th July, after which she left Pictou to replace the West Point automatic buoy.
The steamer was then placed under the control of the Prince Edward Island Steam
'Navigation Co. until the 17th July, when she was laid up at the Connolly Estate
Wharf for painting and repairs to the engines and boilers. After making a trip to
Pictou for coal the steamer, on the ilth November, started to take up the automatic

buoys on the coast of Prince Edward Island and near Cape Tormentine, and was engaged
in that service until the 18th of the same month. Some time was then spent at Char-
lottetown in getting the steamer ready for winter work. The " Stanley" left Charlotte-
town for Pictou on the 25th November. and from there took 100 barrels of flour to
Amherst Island, Magdalens, returning to Charlottetown on the 29th of November.

The steamer entered upon the winter mail service on the 25th December. It was
lot considered prudent to continue the "Stanley" on the Charlottetown and Pictou
route; the steamer therefore kept up communication between Georgetown and Pictou
until the 22nd of January, 1898, when the ship was hemmed in by heavy packed ice off
Pictou Island; in trying to get through between Pictou Island and the ice jam the ship
ran aground on the reef. After emptying the after-ballast tank the steamer was backed

-off without damage on the 23rd of January. The ice loosening up, the steamer returned
to Georgetown, finding it impossible to get into Pictou. On the 24th of January the
eteamer left for Pictou again, but could not get in. The passergers and mails were
landed by ice boats. The mails were transferred to the Capes route of the 26th
January. The steamer was jammed in the ice at Pictou from the 27th of January to
the 2nd of February. The "Stanley " continued on the Georgetown and Pictou route
as regularly as possible, carrying passengers and freight until the 3rd of March. On
the 4th of March the steamer attempted to reach Charlottetown, but found it impossible.
She then started on the Souris and Pictou route and continued on it until the 21st
March. She was then enabled to enter upon the route between Charlottetown and
Pictou, on which route she continued until the 1lth of April, having during the winter
of 1897-98 made 46 round trips.
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The gross earnings of the steamer amounted to $9,524.14. The vessel carried
1,118 passengers and 78,262 packages of goods, besides doing mail service.

On the 22nd April the steamer went to Gaspé to open the harbour and returned to
Charlottetown, having completed this work, on the 29th of the same month.

The automatic buoys on the coast of Prince Edward Island and near Cape Tor-
mentine, N.B., were placed by this steamer between the 3rd and 10th of May. When
this work was completed the steamer was placed on the marine slip, Pictou, for examina-
tion. When she came off the slip coal was taken on board and the ship returned to
Charlottetown, where she was painted, cleaned and made ready for customs service, in
which serv ice she was engaged for the rest of the season.

"LANsDOWNE."

The " Lansdowne " is a wooden steamer commanded by Captain Geo. W. J. Bissett,
and has a crew of 34 men in all. Her dimensions are 188 feet in length; 32 feet in
breadth and 15 feet in depth; gross tonnage 680 and register tonnage 463.

On the 15th June the "Lansdowne " left St. John for Halifax to replace the
" Newfield " and arrived in Halifax on the 19th of June. The steamer was engaged in
the lighthouse and buoy work of the Nova Scotia Agency until the 31st of October.

The work of landing supplies and coal at the different lighthouses and fog-alarms
was performed by this steamer on the western coast of Nova Scotia. The coast buoys
consisting of whistling, can and bell buoys, were attended to in the usual way of replacing
in position buoys out of place and changing buovs requiring repairs. A number of
large buoys which had been replaced by buoys taken from Halifax for the purpose, were
conveyed to Halifax for repairs. This work was very difficult as the weather was not
always favourable for raising and placing large buoys. The work engaged the steamer
until the 10th of September, when she prepared to load supplies for the eastern lights
and Cape Race, Newfoundland.

A numter of life-boat stations on the Nova Scotia coast were also visited with the
Inspector of Life-saving Stations on board.

The " Lansdowne" then returned to St. John to engage in the work necessary in
the New Brunswick Agency. Some of the large coast buoys in the Bay of Fundy on
the Nova Scotia coast are attended to by the " Lansdowne," and she was employed in
changing and replacing a number of these buoys during the month of November. The
steamer then entered upon the work of changing and replacing the large automatic buoys
in New Brunswick waters and was thus employed until the 23rd of December, 1897,
when she went into winter quarters and the crew was discharged.

The captain, chief engineer, second officer and third engineer were retained during
the winter, for safety of the vessel and to assist in the repairs that were made. The
ordinary repairs to the machinery were made and the vessel was placed on Hilyard's
blocks for caulking, carpenters' repairs and painting, on the 14th April, 1898. The
crew was shipped and the vessel made ready for sea on the 28th of April. Repairs and
caulking the deck of the " Lansdowne " were done during the month of May and the
vessel resumed the usual work of placing and changing buoys and conveying supplies t>
lighthouses. This work was continued without interruption until the 30th of June.

A. 1899
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" QUADRA.

The "Quadra" is an iron steamer and ber dimensions are, length, 174 feet ; breadth,
31.1 feet, and depth of hold, 13-6. Her gross tonnage is 573-30 tons, and ber regis-
ter tonnage 265.25 tons. This steamer is commanded by Jno. T. Walbran, and has a
crew of 21, ail told. The " Quadra " was chiefly engaged in her regular duties of buoy
and lighthouse work in the province of British Columbia, during the season. A con-
siderable portion of the year was aiso taken up in the performance of special duties.
Two trips to Alaska occupied the greater part of the months of September and October,
for the Department of the Interior, in the transportation of the contingent of the
Mounted Police, the Hon. Mr. Sifton and officers of his department.

lIn December, 1897, a trip was made to the west coast of Vancouver Island in search
of the missing boats of the steamer " Cleveland," abandoned on the coast. Sixteen of
the crew of this vessel were picked up in an exhausted condition and brought to
Victoria.

Early in April, 1898, a trip to the northern part of the province and to Alaska
Was made in connection with the Public Works Department, conveying Chief Engineer
Coste and party. Later in the saue month another trip to Alaska was made with
Colonel Anderson, Chief Engineer of this department, who inspected ail the light-
stations on the northern route and selected the sites for five new lighthouses now under
construction.

A special trip was made to the west coast of Vancouver Island in the nonth of
June which occupied two weeks, to assist in the despatch of the sealing vessels for the
Behring Sea crIlise.

The steamer was out of commission from January 1st to March 15th, during
which time she underwent the annual overhauling and cleaning. On the 16th. March
she was docked and painted.

" ABERDEEN."

The " Aberdeen " is an iron screw steamer 180 feet long, 31 feet broad, and 16
feet deep; ber tonnage is 674 gross and 266 tons nett. Her Captain is Sigismund
Belanger and ber crew consists of 36, ail told.

The " Aberdeen " left Quebec on the 9thi of June, 1897, to supply the lights in the
River St. Lawrence, on the Gaspé coast, Baie des Chaleurs, Magdalen Islands and Bird
Rocks. Commander Lavoie was on board in the interest of the Fisheries service. On the
29th June the steamer was ordered to assist the steamer " Micmac " ashore at entrance
to Pictou and was detained two days in this service. On the 13th J uly the steamer
returned to Quebec and took in supplies for Anticosti and the Strait of Belle Isle,
leaving Quebec on the 22nd July. She was engaged about six weeks in the supply service
and made ber fall trip to lighthouses in the latter part of September and early part of
October. On the 23rd October orders were given to board and search all schooners
met in the gulf and on ber return from Sydney, in Baie des Chaleurs and up the St.
Lawrence, for smuggled goods. On the 28th October a telegram was received by the
Agent stating that the steamer was leaving North Sydney for Bird Rocks. She visited
Bird Rocks about the end of October and returned to Quebec on the 10th of November,
1897. The buoy service was attended to below Quebec after that date and lightships
towed into winter quarters, when the steamer went into quarters for the winter herself,
and the crew was discharged.
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On the 18th April, 1898, the " Aberdeen " began the work of placing gas buoys and

lightships, in which service she was engaged until the 9th May. From that date until

the 26th of the month the vessel was lying at Quebec and the crew was employed in

painting, scraping, &c. On the 28th May the steamer made two trips to Grosse isle

in the quarantine service in the place of the " Druid." She also made two trips in this

service on the 4th June. Lighthouse work was then began by the steamer and con-

tinued until the 27th June when the steamer was put on the marine slip at Pictou.

She was on the slip until the lst July.

" DRUID."

The " Druid " is an iron screw steamer of 161 feet in length, 21 feet breadth,
and depth 9 feet. Her tonnage is 239 gross and 166 net. The vessel is commanded by
Capt Charles KSnig, and has a crew of twenty. The steamer was engagd in attending

to the gas buoys below Quebee from the 1st to the 3rd of July, 1897, and from that

date until the 9th she was lying at Quebec while the surface pipe was repaired and the

ship cleaned. She left Quebec on the 9th July with officers on board to visit wharves

and lighthouses and to supply some of the stations with coal, and returned to Quebec on

the 14th of July. The lighthouse and buoy work was continued until the 4th August,
and three days were spent in cleaning and painting the ship ; the lighthouse and buoy

work was then resumed. On the 28th of August the " Druid " was sent down the river

to meet the SS. "Labrador" with Sir Wilfrid and Lady Laurier on board. The

Premier and Lady Laurier were taken on board and the vessel proceeded up the river

as far as the proposed new bridge. The vessel resumed the lighthouse and buoy

work and continued in this service until placed in winter quarters. The " Druid " was

also employed weekly in quarantine work from the 7th May until the 5th November.

The "Druid " left her winter quarters on the 13th of April, t898, and was em-

ployed in placing buoys in the St. Lawrence River between Quebec and Montreal for

the buoy contractor. On the 24th of April the buoys below Quebec were placed by

her, and the vessel was employed in the buoy and quarantine service until the end of

the fiscal year.

"BAYFIELD."

The " Bayfield " is a wooden steamer 110 feet in length, 18 feet in breadth and 9
feet in depth. She has been engaged in the Hydrographic Survey since 1884. The

survey season of 1898 started on the 25th of April. The steamer left Owen Sound to
examine the new Parry Sound grain and freight route and to inspect the buoys. The
Carling Rock Channel was carefully examined, and Mr. Stewart, Hydographic Surveyor,
reported in favour of this channel, which was adopted. It has been much improved
by the removal of the lighthouse from High Rock to Carling Rock, and the establish-
ment of gas buoys off Hooper Island and Spruce Island.

The " Bayfield " resumed the survey at Duck Island and Cockburn Islands and
south shores of Grand Manitoulin, started in the autumn of 1897. The survey was
completed as far east as Providence Bay, and the season closed on the 25th of October,
when the vessel was placed in wirter quarters at Owen Sound.
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NEW STEAMER FOR WINTER SERvICE BETWEEN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AND

THE MAINLAND.

The " Stanley " has been engaged in the winter service every season since she first

entered that service in 1887, and has proved to be a most excellent ice steamer. The

severe strain which this steamer has undergone in battling with heavy ice in the Straits

0f Northnmberland bas had its effect. The " Stanley " needs extensive repairs, which

can' only be made in Great Britain, in order to make her thoroughly efficient for winter
service. A careful examination of the hull and machinery, has shown that it would not

be prudent to force the "Stanley " through heavy ice as formerly where lives and pro-
perty are at stake.

After consultation between the officers of the " Stanley " and expert officers of the

department, it was considered in the public interests to construct a larger and improved

Steamer. Captain McElhinney, Nautical Adviser, was therefore instructed to proceed

to Great Britain, to examine ice vessels under construction there, and to obtain tenders

from shipbuilders, for building a steel steamer according to specification and plans, to

class 100 Al at Lloyds.
The tender of Messrs. Gourlay Brothers & Co, being the most advantagpous,

Captain McElhinney recommended its acceptance. Careful consideration was given the

Matter and a contract was entered into with Messrs. Gourlay Brothers & Co., to build

the steamer and have ber completed by the end of August, 1899.

The accommodation of the "Stanley " for freight and passengers was insufficient at

tines. The new steamer will afford greater and better accommodation for passengers and
will have more space for freight. This is a very important matter and largely influenced

the department in concluding to build a new steamer, instead of rebuilding the

"Stanley " at great cost.
The dimensions of the new steamer will be 225 feet in length between perpendiculars;

breadth, moulded 32 feet 6 inches ; depth, moulded 20.feet 6 inches. She will be heavily
stiffened about the water line with heavy plating and intermediate angle iron framing.
Similar plating will be placed on the bows and bottom, extending 70 feet towards
maidships.

The engines will be exceptionally strong, of the triple expansion type, having
cylinders 26 inches, 41 inches and 65 inches diameter, and to develop not less than
2900 indicated horse-power, under forced draught. This will exceed the " Stanley's"
Power by about 600 horse-power.

The stern has been specially designed for backing astern in the ice and will have
an ice cutter to protect the rudder stock ; the rudder itself will be of solid cast steel.
The vessel will be provided with water ballast tanks in the bottom and trimming tanks
forward and aft.

Experience has been gained by the service of the "Stanley," and in designing the new
steamer improvements were kept in view. Instead of berths as in the " Stanley," eight
state rooms will be provided, with two berths and a lounge in each. One specially large
state room will be fitted up with beds and other conveniences. The dining saloon will
be sufficiently spacious and will be neatly furnished, upholstered and well lighted with
incandescent electric lamps. Part of the saloon will be furnished specially for the com-
fort of ladies and will have the latest improvements in heating apparatus.

The main objecte, however, have been to secure strength of hull and powerful
engines. The steamer will cost about £38,000 sterling, without fuînishings.

9
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NEW SUPPLY STEAMER FOR THE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AGENCY.

The schooner Prince Edward, built in 1887, was found to be unserviceable for

delivering light-house supplies, and a recommendation was made by the agent at Char-
lottetown, in favour of building a supply steamer, of sufficient size to convey all the
supplies to lighthouses and for general departmental purposes. Tenders were accord-
ingly asked for the construction of a wooden steamer, to be built according to specifica-
tion and model furnished. The tender of Mr. John White, of O'Leary Station, for
$5,400 for the building and completion of the hull was accepted. Tenders were also
invited for the construction of the boilers and machinery, and Messrs. Bruce, Stewart
& Co., of Charlottetown, offered to build and place the boilers, machinery and connec-
tions in the steamer for the sum of $9,700. This tender was accepted, being considered
by the Steamboat Inspector consulted, the most advantageous offer received. The hull
and machinery will therefore cost $15,100. The equipment of the steamer will be a
further charge of a moderate sum.

The steamer will be 95 feet in length, 19 feet in breadth and 8 feet depth of hold
amidships. The engine will be a compound expansion engine of surface condensing
design, and boiler developing sufficient power to maintain a speed of nine knots per
hour. She is being built under Lloyds inspection, to class ten years. The hull and
machinery are well advanced and the steamer will be completed in May or the early
part of June next.

"SIR JAMES DOUGLAS."

This steamer has been laid up for several years in Victoria Harbour. The boat is
considered unsuitable for government work and remains at the government wharf owing
to the fact that no purchaser has been found. The engineer of the "Quadra " over-
hauled and white-leaded the engines in the winter of 1896-97.

OTHER STEAMERS.

The "Acadia," " Petrel," " Curlew," " La Canadienne " and " Dolphin," are engaged
in Fisheries Protection work and reports concerning them will be found in the Fisheries
Report of this department.

STATEMENT showing cost of maintaining Dominion Steamers from 1884 to 1898.

Cost
Year. of

Maintenance.

8 cts.
1883-84........ .............. ........... ... ..... ...................... ... 122,816 25
1884-85....... ....... ......... .... . .. ... . ............................ 148,864 26
1885-86 ... ......... ,........ ......... ........ . .... ......................... .... 130,759 83
1886-87 ... .. . . .... . ... ......... ... ........... .... ....... ...... .. 141,424 42
1887-88..... ................................ ................... ..... .... 150,659 19
1888-89............. .. ........ .. .... ...... ............ ....... .... .... 126,629 33
1889-90 ................. ................................................. 114,959 20
1890-91 ............................................................................... 111,437 03
1891-92 .................................... ......................................... . 127,.06 28
1892-93 ................................................................... ........... 146,521 77
1893-94 ............................................................................... 142,487 42
1894-95 ............................................................................ .. . 129,899 80
1895-96 .......... ......................................... ........................... 150,519 41
1896-97 ....... .... ............................... ................................... 136,940 Il
1897-98 ........................... ...... .............. ............................. 117,644 39
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The following statement shows the expenditure for maintenance and repairs and
the receipts for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898

Mainten- Ttl eepa
Naine. Repairs. Mainen To Spts.

e c $ ets. $ ets. $ ets.
General account.. .................... 1,051 20 1,051 20 ........
"Druid" .... '. . 1,464 60 12,905 41 14,370 0........-
"Landown ..... .1,516 65 20,153 02 21.669 67-.........

Newield" ...... , . .. 8,11065 13,645 43 21,756 08........ ...
"Quadra " ... 772 21 22,200 03 22,972 21 ..........

9Stanley, . ... . 9,616 70 25,723 22 35,339 92 9,524 63
Aberdeen -Sec Fisheries Report... ............ .. 263 53 127 24 390 77 ..........

"La Canadienne .............................. Nil. Nil. Nil. ............
Sir Tames Douglas" ..... ......... ............ ........... 94 50 94 50 ... ........

$21,744 34 $95,900 05 $117,644 39

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS AND MATES.

The report of Captain W. H. Smith, R.N.R., Chairman of the Board of Examinera
of Masters and Mates, forma Appendix No. 5 of this report.

During the fiscal year the Board of Examiners of Masters and Mates held
examinations at Halifax 12 times, at St. John 9 times, Yarmouth 3 and at Quebec 2 ;
26 times in all. There were also 6 examinations held at Victoria, B.C., the papers and
problems were forwarded to the agent at that place and returned to Halifax, for
inspection~of the Chairman of the Board.

At Halifax 9 applications were made for foreign-going certiicates of competency
as master, and 20 for coasting; 6 foreign-going and 19 coasting masters received cer-
tificates; 10 applications were made for foreign-going .certificates of competency as
Mate, and 7 for coasting; 10 foreign-going and 6 coasting mates received certificates.

At St. John 12 applications were made for foreign-going certificates of competency
as knaster, and 11 foreign-going masters received certificates ; 19 applications were made
for foreign-going certificates as mate, and 13 mates received certificates.

At Yarmouth 3 applications were made for foreign.going certiticates as master, and
3 foreign-going masters received certificates; 3 applications were made for foreign-going
certificates as mate, and 3 mates received certificates.

At Quebec 1 application was made for a foreign-going certificate as mastE r, and 1
foreign-going master received a certificate ; 2 applications were made for foreign-going
cer.ificates as mate, and 2 mates received certificates.

At Victoria, B.C., 1 application was made for a master's certificate, foreign
going, and 11 for mates. They were all successful and received certificates.

The amount received for the renewal of certificates, inland, coasting and foreiga
sa-going, during the twelve months ended 30th June, 1898, was $87.50, and the num-
ber renewed 25.

In the supplement to this report will be found a list of all who have obtained cer-
tificates.of competency and service, either as master or mate, during the year ended 30th
of June, 1898.
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INLAND AND CoASTING CERTIFICATES.

During the twelve months ended 30th of June, 1898, the number of candidates in

the Dominion who have passed and obtaine- masters' certificates of service was 19,
and 3 certificates of service have been issued to mates; the amount paid for these
certificates was $156.

The number of certificates of competency as master was 212, as mate 86, and the
amount paid for these certificates was $3,745. The amount received for renewed cer-
tificates of competency and service was $35, making a total of $3,936 received from the
masters and mates inland and coasting certificates.

The total amount of fees received on account of certificates of competency and
service, sea-going and inland and coasting, during the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898,
was $4,800, and the amount in detail expended on account of the service, as will be
seen by reference to Appendix No. 1 to this report, was $3,335.40. The vote for the
service was $5,000, and the sum expended to the 30th June, 1898, $3,335.40, leaving
an unexpended balance of $1,664.60.

The following statement shows the total receipts and expenditure on account of
masters and mates since 1871:

For the fiscal year ended
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

30th
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

June, 1871 ....... ................. .
1872 .. ............................
1873 ..... ................. .......
1874..................... ....
1875 .......... ............. .......
1876 ........................ .......
1877 .............. ..... ...........
1878 . ......... ...... . ............
1879 ................................
1880 .................... ...........
1881 ...............................
1882 ....... ........................
1883 ................ ...............
1884 ...............................
1885 .... ..................... .....
1886 .... .. .................... ...
1887 ...... ........ ...............
1888 .... .... ....... ...... .......
1889 ... ...........................
1890 .... ......... .................
1891 ... .. ......... ...............
189 2............ ...................
1893 ................ .... .... ......
1894 .... .. .. ......... ..........
1895 ................................
1896 ... ............................
1897 ............. ..................
1898 ................................

E xpenditure ................................ ....... .... . .......
R eceipts.................... ... .............. .........................

Excess of expenditure over receipts....... ............ ....

Expenditure.

$ ets.
1,410 45
4,312 07
6,466 18
4,520 19
5,696 62
4,672 08
4,050 00
4,249 76
4,250 12
4,253 43
3,888 41
3.965 19
4,021 20
3,909 59
4,324 15
5,245 28
4,855 98
5,060 96
4,381 04
4 117 83
4,255 24
4,363 88
4,116 99
3,721 33
3,758 29
4,062 82
3,536 29
3,335 40

118,80 77
72,986 71

45,814 06

Receipts.

$ ets.

1,344 00
4,963 00
2,995 00
2,715 00
2,021 87
1,740 50
1,296 50
1,334 50
1,547 00
1,333 50
1,152 50
1,314 00
9,437 50
2,897 00
2,152 00
2,172 00
3,220 80
2,202 00
2,186 00
2,586 00
2,194 00
2,484 00
2,907 0
3,974 50
2,307 50
3,754 00
4,800 00

72,986 71
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WRECKS AND CASUALTIES.

The total number of casualties to British and Canadian sea-going vessels reported
to the department, as having occurred in Canadian waters and to Canadian sea-going
Vessels in waters other than those of Canada, during the twelve months ended 30th
June, 1898, was 187, representing a tonnage of 64,777 tons register, and the amount of
loss both partial and total to vessels and cargoes as far as ascertained, was $722,967.

The casualties to inland vessels were slight and unimportant.

The number of lives reported lost in connection with those casualties was 602. A

statement of the wrecks and casualties forms an appendix to this report.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS.

MARINE HOSPITALs.

Under the provisions of chapter 76, Revised Statutes, a duty of two cents per ton
regiter is levied on every vessel arriving in any port in the provinces of Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, the money thus
collected forming the Sick Mariners' Fund. Vebsels of the burden of 100 tons and lesu

pay the duty once in each calendar year, and vessels of more than 100 tons, three times
in each year.

By an amendment of this Act passed at the session of Parliament in 1896, 50-51
Victoria, chapter 40, it is provided that no vessel which is not registered in Canada
and which is employed exclusively in fishing or on a fishing voyage, shall be subject to
the payment of this duty.

The receipts for the fiscal year ended 30th J une last amounted to $54,552.81, being
an increase of $194.71 as compared with the preceding year. The increase in receipts
for sick mariners' dues in the various provinces were as follows:-Nova Scotia, increase,
$259.9~ ; Quebec, increase, $1,312.10; New Brunswick, decrease, $1,858.37; Prince
Edward Island, decrease, $20.34; British Columbia, increase, $501.37.

The Sick Mariners' Act does not apply to the province of Ontario, and consequently
no dues are collected from vessels in that province, although a smalL expenditure is in-
curred on account of sick seamen. An appropriation is made by Parliament to cover
the expenditure at Kingston and St. Catharines, where general hospitals have been
established and sick seamen are attended. During the fiscal year ended 30th June sick
seamen were paid for at a per diem rate of 90 cents.

In the province cf Quebec the expenditure on account of sick seamen amounted to
$8,056.92, being $992.71 more than the previous year. The total collections for the
entire province amounted to $17,577.11, being $1,312.10 more than the previous year.

At the port of Montreal sick seamen are cared for at the General Hospital and at
Notre Dame Hospital, under an arrangement made by the department, by which 90
cents per diem is paid for board and medical attendance of each seaman. The number
of seamen admitted to the Montreal General Hospital was 194. The total cost, includ-
ing ambulance hire, being $1,870.20. The amount paid the Notre Dame Hospital was
$1,972.80 for the treatment of 184 sick seamen.

Chicoutimi Hospital received 6 seamen, and was paid $237.10. The sick mariners'
dues collected at the port of Montreal during the fiscal year ended 30th June amounted
to $7,996.24.
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At the port of Quebec sick seamen were cared for at the Jeffery Hale and the Hotel
Dieu hospitals, the sum of 90 cents per diem for each seaman is allowed in return for
medical attendance and board. The sum paid the Jeffery Hale Hospital was $1,223.10,
where 77 men received treatment. The sum of $401.30 was paid the Hotel Dieu
Hospital for attendance of 5 seamen. The sick mariners' dues collected at Quebec
amounted to $6,793.74.

The expenditure oa account of sick seamen in the province of New Brunswick for
the fiscal year amounted to $6,356.23, being $889.08 less than the preceding year, and
the collection of dues to $10,531.51, or $1,858.37 les than the previous year. Marine
hospitals have been maintained at Miramichi, Richibucto and Bathurst.

At the general public hospital at St. John, 256 seamen were treated at a cost of
$2,218.60.

At Miramichi 42 seamen were admitted and received treatment at a cost of
$1,396.74.

At Richibucto 2 seamen were admitted and received treatment. The cost of main-
taining the hospital was $208.

At Bathurst 4 seamen were in hospital. The cost of maintaining the hospital
during the year was $299.60.

The St. Andrews Hospital is in charge of a matron, who is allowed to charge $3
per week for boarding sick seamen. No salaries are paid in connection with the main-
tenance of this hospital. There was no expenditure in connection with the hospital
during the past year.

At Sackville the expenditure was $42 for the treatment of 1 patient.

The Sackville hospital bas been leased to Mr. Bradford Carter for a terni of years
from 1892, at a nominal rental. The terms of the lease require Mr. Carter to keep the
buildings in repair, and if the department should require the hospital at any time it is
to be handed over on notice being given.

In the province of Nova Scotia, marine hospitals are maintained at the ports of
Yarmouth, Pictou, Sydney, Lunenburg and Point Tupper. The total expenditure on
aocount of sick seamen in the province of Nova Scotia for the fiscal year amounted to
$14,005.63 and the receipts to $17,265.96.

The marine hospital at Yarmouth is located at Bunker's Island; 27 seamen were
admitted during the year ended 30th June, who were treated, the expenditure for this
purpose being $685.69.

. At Halifax provision is made for the care of sick seamen at the Victoria general
hospital, under arrangements made with the managers, by which the sum of 90 cents
per diem is allowed for board and medical attendance to sick seamen. The sum paid
the managers of the hospital for board and medical treatment during the past fiscal year
was $3,369.30. The number admitted was 228.

At Lunernburg 38 seamen were admitted and received medical treatment, the cost
of maintaining the hospital being $746.62.

At Pictou 9 seamen were admitted to the hospital. The sum paid in connection
with maintaining the hospital was $574.44.
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At Sydney 31 seamen received medical treatment, and the amount expended in
inaintaining the hospital was $1,190.05.

At Point Tupper 9 seamen were admitted to the hospital, and the amount expended
in connection with keeping the hospital was $288.08.

In the province of Prince Edward Island the amount expended on account of sick
and disabled seamen during fiscal year, was $1,593.10, and the receipts from sick mariners'
dues were $469.72.

Sick seauen are cared for at the Charlottetown and Prince Edward Island hospi-
tals, under arrangements made with the managers of these institutions, at the saine rate
that is paid to the public hospitals in other parts of the Dominion.

The Charlottetown Hospital admitted 32 sick seamen, the amount paid was $577.90.
At the Prince Edward Island hospital 7 men received medical treatment. The

sum of $180 was paid to the managers for the fiscal year ended 30th June.
In the Province of British Columbia the sum of $4,514.95 was expended for sick

and disabled seamen, while the receipts from the collection of sick mariner's dues
amqunted to $8,557.59.

The marine hospital at Victoria has in attendance a medical superintendent with a
salary of $300 per annum, a keeper whose salary is $500 per annum. He is also allowed
a rate of $5,per week for board and attendance of each seaman. The keeper procures
fuel, light, bedding, &c., at his own expense. The number of seamen admitted to the
hospital for the past year was 92, and the sum expended was $1,984.73.

At Nanaimo 5 seamen were admitted, and the expenditure in connection with their
treatment was $710.72.

At St. Paul's Hospital, Vancouver, 85 seamen were received, and the cost of
attendance was $1,550.

The expenditure for treatment of seamen at the Royal Columbia Hospital, New
estinster, was $107. for t:eatment of five patients.

At ports where no hospitals are established in the provinces of Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, British Columbia and Prince Edward Island, sick seamen are
cared for under the direction of the chief officer of customs, when the vessels to which
the seamen belong have paid their dues according to law. A circular to collectors of
customs was issued 7th February, 1891, permitting sick seamen to be attended to at
the port of arrival of a vessel, provided that the regular dues were previously paid at
Soine port.

During the fiscal year the sum of $38,162.56 was expended for shipwrecked and
destitute seamen, under the provisions of the Sick and Distressed Mariners' Act. Of
this sum $2,526.41 were paid to Her Majesty's Imperial Government to reimburse
expenses incurred in caring for shipwrecked and distressed Canadian seamen in foreign
ports.

The total expenditure by this department on account of sick and disabled seamen
and Marine Hospitals amounted to $38,162.25, and the appropriation by Parliament
for this service was $38,500. The dues collected amounted to $54,552.81. It
will be seen that the receipts exceed the expenditure $16,390.25.

15
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The receipts and expenditure in. connection with sick and distressed seamen from
the year 1869 were as follows :-

-- nieceipus.

$ ets.

he fiscal year ended %Oth June, 1869. ..... .... ... .... .... 31.353 78
n n 1870. ...... .... ... ... '. . ... 31,410 46
t n 1871....... . .............. ... 29,683 41
if if 1872........... .... ...... . . 34,911 64

1873......... ...... .... .... 37,136 10
1874 . ....... . .. . 41,500 16

t t 1875 ......... . ........ . ...... 37,801 46
le n 1876 ...... ................ ... 41,287 6,;

e 1877................. ... .. 43,739 21
n n 1878 . ..... .... ......... ... . 44,665 07

1879............... . ..... .... 37,779 57
e t 1880 .. ...... ..... .... . . 42,523 20
il et 1881 ... .. . ... ....... ..... . 49,779 72
I I 1882 ... ........ .. . .......... . 45,951 47

et a 1883 ........... .. ............ . 45,573 42
I n 1884........ ....... .... ...... 48,667 07et te 1885 ....... ................... 39,068 39

te et 1886 .... ..... ....... ....... .. 40,848 05
il 1. 1887 ... ........... ...... . .... 42,334 92e i 1888.................... .. ... 41,669 64

f i 1889 . ..... . . ............... 39,306 29
i a 1890. ... ................... 47,881 75

t e 1891..... .. ...... ............ 43,829 68
et te 1892 ....... ...... ............. . 45,381 92
f il 1893 ................... .... 46,190 69et et 1894................... .. . .... 49,105 40
Il et 1895 ........... ........ ....... 42,815 74
e if 1896 . . . . ... ........ .. ...... 45,751 61
il te 1897 ... ................. . . 54,358 10et te 1898 ........... . .. .... ...... 54,552 81

Total .... . ................................... 1,276,858 39
Deduct expenditure from receipts.........................1,196,808 33

Excess of receipts over expenditure .... .... .......... ..... 80,050 06

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION.

The total number of steamboats reported in the several districts in the Dominion is.
1,417. Of this number 115 are new vessels, the gross tonnage being 240,344-71. Fees
were collected for inspection amounting to $30,530.40; the fees from engineers for
certificates amounted to $855, and fees for inspection of tow barges to $140, mak-
ing the total receipts from steamboat inspection and engineers' certificates $31,525.40.
The receipts for the previous year from these sources amounted to $25,094.95 ; it will
thus be seen that the receipts of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1898, exceed the
receipts of the preceding year by $6,430.45. Owing to the increase of tonnage of
steamers, mainly caused by the Yukon trade, and the additional work of inspecting
steamers without certificates, not registered in the Dominion, the work of inspection
has been increased in most of the divisipns. A new inspector of machinery, who is also.
inspector of hulls, was appointed in British Columbia. The total expenditure in
connection with inspection was $26,342.29, showing a decrease of expenditure for the
last fiscal year of $495.54.

The laws i elating to steamboat inspection were consolidated last session of Parlia-
ment, and the Act is now entitled the Steamboat Inspection Act of 1898, to come into-
force on the first day of January, 1899.

A. 1899

For t

Expenditure.

$ ets.
26,987 64
27,029 34
28,971 22
34,947 60
41,016 43
59,778 90
50,684 76
48,828 49
51,647 94
43,780 90
42,729 36
42,160 91
40,667 52
39,359 11
36,249 65
39553 58
44,0 57
50,377 62
37,447 35
36,447 85
41,320 59
41,729 11
35,155 12

, 33,498 83
35,052 37
38,403 94
38,332 55
36,683 36
35,931 19
34,526 83

1,196,808 33
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There were several casualties in each division but fortunately no lives were lost.

The report of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection forms an appendix
to this report.

The following is a comparative statement of the receipts and expenditure in connection

with Steamboat Inspection:-

Receipts. Expenditure.

cts. $ ets.

For thesfial year ended 30th June, 1870......................12,521 29 7,379 18
1871............................ 10,369 96 8,321 00
1872.............................11,710 43 8,500 00
1873..............................15,412 75 11,205 54
1874..............................15,603 19 10,291 58
1875........................... 15,011 90 12,199 81
1876..............................13,811 24 13,081 86
1877... 15,8 42 12,073 01
1878. 12,431 25 13, 28
1879............................ 12,331 16 13,076 46
1880..............................15,42402 11,85434
1881..............................16,905 49 12,211 65
1882..............................15,277 78 14,83 97
1883..............................12,577 36 16,209 02
1884..............................15,371 79 21,893 28
1885. ............. -............. 13,34 66 23,235 04
1886..............................14,087 76 21,775 57
1887.. ...................... 12,701 20 22,837 80
1888..............................12,550 14 21,430 45
1889..............................12,576 18 22,313 03
1890..... ....................... 19.859 18 20,989 52
1891..............................21,6" 72 22,183 76
1892..............................20,994 84 22,736 59
1893.............................. 5,295 35 24,38 95
1894..............................24,835 47 25,961 36
1895..............................24,630 56 26,385 88
1896..............................24,00232 26,321 27
1897..............................25,094 95 26,837 88
1898..............................31,525 40 26,342 2

493,88 67 521,118 32
expenditure......... ....................... .............. 493, 67

Balance to debit of fund...... ........... ........ ........... ... ...... .. 27,309 65,

11-.2
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The following list contains the names of 'the inspectors of boilers and machinery
and hulls and eqipments of steamboats, viz.

Name. Position. Address.

Edward Adams........ Chairman of Board of Steamboat Inspection................
M. P. McElhinney ...... Inspector cf Hulls and Equipments..... ......... ... ..
I. J . O live ........... .. . l .............. ..........
S. R. H ill........ ... t i ........... ............
William Evans.......... e ..
Thos. D onnelly.......... t l ........ ..........
P. D. Brunelle......... e ...... ..... .
R. Collister. ...........
W. A. Russell. . .........
John Dodds.......... Inspector of Boilers and Machinery........... ............
J. Johnson.............. l ..
T. P. Thom pson ........ l n .......... ............
W m . Laurie. . t l ............ ...........
L. A rpin. ...... n n ........................
J. Samson........... t t ... ...... .
J. P. Esdaile......... . l l ...... ............... -
H . L. W aring ......... le .......................
J. A . Thom son......... le ........................
G . P. Phillips........... e l ........... ............
W . A. Russell.... ..... l l ......... , . . . .

Ottawa.

St. John, N.B.
Halifax, N.S.
Toronto, Ont.
Kingston, Ont.
Queb)ec.
Victoria, B.C.
Vancouver.
Toronto, Ont.

Kington,•Ont.
Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Halifax, N.S.
St. John, N.B.
Victoria, B.C.
Rat Portage, Ont.
Vancouver.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

Several attempts were made at Hazel Hill where the pigeon loft is now situated, to
train and fly some of the birds. The results were not satisfactory, as a number of the
pigeons were lost and others returned to the loft in a dying condition. The report in
detail of Mr. S. S. Dickenson under whose care the birds have been placed, forms an
appendix to this report.

OUTSIDE SERVICE, MARINE BRANCH.

The number of persons employed in the Outside Service on the 30th June, 1898,
was as follows:-

Superintendent of lights and light-keepers, &c., in Ontario
and above Montreal..... .....................

Officers of agency in the city of Quebec and light-keepers, fog-
whistlekeepers, crews of light-ships, &c., at and below
Montreal, in the province of Quebec.. .... . ....

Agent, clerk, messenger, superintendent of lights, light-keepers,
fog-whistle-keepers, attendants at humane establishments,
etc., in Nova Sctia ..........................

Agent, clerk, messenger, superintendent of lights, light-keepers
fog-whistle-keepers, &c., in New Brunswick............

Agent, foreman of works, messenger and light-keepers, in
Prince Edward Island.............................

Agent and light-keepers in British Columbia. . .. .........

Officers and crews of Dominion steamers and vessels, includ-
ing Fisheries Protection Service .....................

18

181

178

205

108

46
21

394
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Coxswains of life-boats .... , .. ........................ 25
Inspectors of steamboats............................... 22

"c shipments of live stock.................... 3
Examiners of masters and mates, and clerk to chairman of

Board ......................................... 18
Officers and servants in marine hospitals.................. 23
Shipping masters..................................... 34
Harbour masters.................................... 202
Officers of observatories, meteorological observers, &c., receiv-

ing pay...................................... 150
Hydrographers and engineers at Ottawa .................. 7
Receivers of wrecks.................................. 45
Wharfingers....................................... 163

Making a total of..... ..................... 1,825

For the previous year the number was 1,785. In addition to the 1,825 mentioned
above there are 70 registrars of shipping, who act under the direction and control of
this department, but are, at the same time, collectors of customs at various ports of
registration, and receive no salary or fee in their capacity of registrars. There are 94
measurers and surveyors of shipping throughout the Dominion who act as officers of this
department, and are remunerated from their fees of office, although in addition to such
office, many of them hold positions in the customs service. Also, in addition to the above
by Orders of Council of the 21st of April and 2nd of December, 1874, the chief officer
of customs at each port in the provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Brirish Columbia and Prince Edward Island, where no separate shipping office has been
established, is to be held and deemed a shipping master, is to receive the fees, make the
yearly returns to the department, and act in that capacity under its directions.

LIVE STOCK SHIPMENTS.

In last year's report the statements furnished by Messrs. George Pope and E. B.
Morgan, inspectors at Montreal, contained the total number of live stock shipped from
the port of Montreal for the season of 1897. The returns show that the total number
of cattle shipped from Montreal during the season of 1898 was 99,189, a decrease of
18,058 from 1897. The total number of sheep shipped during the same time was 34,941,
a decrease of 25,697 from the shipment of the season of 1897. The number of horses
shipped from Montreal during 1898 was 5,827, being 4,224 less than last year. The
total number of United States cattle in bond shipped from Canada numbered 5,719.
From Quebec were shipped 2,897 cattle, 1,427 sheep. From St. John, N.B., 7,844
cattle, 4,843 sheep and 391 horses. From Halifax, 4 horses. Total from all these
ports, 109,930 cattle, 41,261 sheep and 6,222 horses. The shipments in detail will be
found in the appendix to this report, under the head of Live Stock Shipments.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE.

Efforts have been made to bring the monthly weather reviews of this service up to
date. The monthly review gives a short description of the weather and brief articles

19
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on cliniatology. Five new stations were established in Prince Edward Island during
the year.

The Departments of Agriculture in Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia realize
the importance of reliable meteorological data in connection with statistics of crops,
acreage under cultivation, &c. Monthly charts containing notes on the leafing of trees
and flowering of plants and other information are published. In August, 1896, the
publication of a daily weather chart was commenced, containing information gathered
from meteorological observations taken each day at eight a.m. This chart is displayed
in Toronto at the Board of Trade, Harbour Master's office, and at some of the public
schools. Private individuals obtain the chart, paying for it $4 per annum. The fore-
casts of the weather are telegraphed to 33 ports in the Maritime Provinces and also to
all the principal ports on the Great Lakes. The value of these forecasts will be seen by-
reading the report of the Director.

SIGNAL SERVICE.

The reports of the Superintendents of Signal Service at -Quebec and Halifax con-
tain information valuable to mariners. Mr. H. J. McHugh is Superintendent of this
service at Quebec, and Captain H. V. Kent, of the Royal Engineers, at Halifax.

ICE BOAL MAIL SERVICE.

This service began on the 25th of January, 1898, when the " Stanley " ceased to
make daily trips, and was continued until the 4th day of April. During this time the
following service was performed:-

Number of mail bags carried ...... 3,579, as against 4,721 in 1897'
Extra baggage carried, Ibs......... 1,169 do 1,425 do
Number of strap passengers carried. 136 do 151 do

The expenditure for the boat service was $9,575.31, which included wages, cost of
boats and gear. The receipts from passengers and baggage amounted to $347.14.

In the expenditure is included the cost of conveying mails, for which the depart-
ment receives no revenue.

REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS TO NAVIGATION.

The sum of $1,000 was appropriated by Parliament for the removal of obstructions
to navigation. By reference to the statement of expenditure it will be seen that the
sum of $704.17 was expended for the fiscal year. A statement in detail will be found
in the report of the chief engineer of this departrpent under the heading of Removal of
Obstructions. The expenditure is given in detail for the amount that has been expended
during the calendar year and, therefore, includes payments which have been made since
the ending of the fiscal year.

COASTING TRADE OF CANADA

By the provisions of chapter 83, Consolidated Statutes of Canada, being an Act
respecting the Coasting Trade of Canada, no goods or passengers can be carried by

20
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water from one port in Canada to another except in British ships, but the Governor
in Council may, from time to time, declare that the Act shall not apply to ships or
vessels of any foreign country in which British ships are admitted to the coasting trade
of such country, and to carry goods and passengers from one port or place to another in
such country. The Parliament of Canada was empowered to pass the Act alluded to
under the provisions of the Imperial Act, 32 Vic., chap. 11, intituled: "An Act for
amending the Law relating to the Coasting Trade and Merchant Shipping in British
Possessions," which came into operation in this country on its proclamation by the
Governor General on the 23rd October, 1869.

It was ascertained that the following countries, viz., Italy, Germany, the Nether-
lands, Sweden and Norway, Austro-Hungary, Denmark, Belgium, and the Argentine
Republic, allowed British ships or vessels to participate in their coasting trade on the
same footing as their own national vessels-the ships of Italy by Order in Council of
the 13th August, 1873; those of Germany by Order in Council of the 14th May, 1874;
those of the Netherlands by Order in Council of the 9th September, 1874; those of
Sweden and Norway by Order in Council of the 5th November, 1874; those of Austro-

Hungary by Order in Council of the let June, 1876; those of Denmark by Order in
Council of the 25th January, 1877 ; those of Belgium by Order in Council of the 30th
September, 1879; and those of the Argentine Republic by Order in Council of the 18th
May, 1881, were admitted to the coasting trade of Canada.

LEGISLATION.

During the Session of 1898 the Steamboat Inspection Act was amended and con-
solidated and is now entitled the Steamboat Inspection Act of 1898. The following
Acts were passed:

An Act further to amend the Act respecting the Protection of Navigable Waters.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting Government Harbours, Piers and
Breakwaters.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting Certificates to Masters and Mates of
Ships.

An Act to grant further aid to the larbour Commissioners of Montreal.

An Act to authorize the Quebec Harbour Commissioners to borrow money.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting Government Harbours, Piers and
Breakwaters.

F. GOURDEA.U,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FISHERIES,

OTTAWA, 23rd February, 1899.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF MARINE AND FISHERIES.

The Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit a report of the work done in the several services
under the supervision of this office during the fourteen months ending on the 31st
December, 1898.

This embraces most of the technical work at departmental headquarters, including
the construction and maintenance of lighthouses, light-ships, fog.alarms, buoys and
beacuns; the supervision of construction and repairs of Dominion steamers; construc-
tion and repairs of life-boats and life-boat stations; the administration of the vote for
the removal of wrecks and obstructions in navigable waters ; tidal and current surveys ;
hydographic surveys, and the publication, examination and correction of hydrographie
charts; construction of and repairs to fish-hatcheries; engineering points in con-
nection with the construction and maintenance of fish passes; supervision of surveys of
oyster beds ; examination of applications for foreshore, wharf and water lots as they
affect the interests of navigation; preparation and publication of notices to mariners
and hydrographie notes, &c.

There are special staffs appointed for the tidal observation work and for the
hydrographic survey work; the remainder of the work of the branch is attended to by
the general staff of the office.

STAFF.

I have much pleasure in again stating my appreciation of the assistance rendered
me by all the members of my small but efficient staff. One change in this was made
on the opening of navigation by Mr. R. E. Tyrwhitt joining Mr. Stewart on hydro-
graphic survey work, and Mr. J. F. Fraser, from that survey, replacing Mr. Tyrwhitt in
my draughting office. Mr. J. F. Fraser bas since been chiefly employed in completing
the chart of the Bay of Quinté survey, and in charting Montreal Ship Channel work.

Mr. B. H. Fraser, aasistant engineer in charge of the draughting office, bas also
assumed my duties during my frequent official absences, and I wish to draw particular
attention to the large quan'tity of responsible work he bas done during the past year in
a thoroughly satisfactory manner.

Mr. W. H. Noble foreman of works at headquarters, is employed to construct
buildings and conduct repairs when it would be difficult in consequence of the nature
of the work or the urgency of the case to let it by contract, and bas been utilized
especially in putting in steel and concrete foundations. During the past season he has
been employed in the following works, among others: the construction of steel and
concrete foundations for lighthouses on Snake Island shoal, Lake Ontario, and at
Richelieu Islet, on the River St. Lawrence; the erection of a steel tower at Toronto;
the substitution of steel for wooden framing in Port Maitland lighthouse; the erection
of a new lighthouse at Port Dalhousie; and the installation of the fog siren on Belle
Isle.
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OFFICE WORK.

A large proportion of the work done by the general staff of the branch consista in
the construction and maintenance of light buildings, fog-alarms, buoys, beacons, and
other aids to navigation. Full details of the work done in this connection last year
are contained in a separate report prepared by me, and attached hereto, (Inclosure A.)
Plans and specifications for all important new buildings and repairs are made or
supervised in Ottawa.

The following table indicates the work done in the draughting office during the
past fourteen months

Plans Plana Copies
designed. received. made.1

Lighthouse towers and dwellings 4 84
Details .3.......... .. .
Wharfs, piers, &c.... ......................................... 3 9 1
Outbuilding ....... ................................ ................ 3
Buog and apparatus................... 22 19

nery...... .............................................. ... 35 3
Land aurveys ................................................ 8 21 32
Oyster areae ........................................................ 30
Charts neo ................................................ 2
Charts under construction................. 2 ... 6.
Mfiscellaneous ........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4536
Lanterna ........ 1 .

PlnsreatngteFoesor... .............. ......... ...

Total plans for 14 months f rom lst November, 1897, te 31at Deceinher, 1898 ........ 497
Charte received and recorded ........................ ........... .. ........ 96

il le i entered ini chart book .................................. 3
Photographe reoeived and recorded ......................................... 326
Specificationa written ..................................................... 25
Notices te marinera iaaned (compfising 216 aubjecta) .......................... 102

pERSONAL INSPECTIONS.

During the past year I mnade a large number of visits to different parts of the
country for the purpose of locating new lights, surveying lighthouse sites, inspecting
light buildings or investigating complainte. The more important personal inspections
miade were as follows: In April and May last I visited British Columbia, and inspected
ail the ligbt-stations in that province. I also went to Fort Wrangel on the D.G;.S.
«"'Quadra, " and arranged regulations for the safer navigation of the Stikine River,
inicluding the establishnment of a signal station at Little Canyon. -As a result of the
development of canneries, lumbering camps, and mines ail along the nortbern coast, an~d
in consequence of the large influx of population to the mining districts of the far north-
'West, the increase of shipping on our Pacifie coast, since niy visit of 1891, h&s been
very great, and increased facilities for navigation were correepondingly required.
Surveys of lighthouse sites were made, and many new lighthouses and. buoys were
'establishied, as detailed in the separate report in aide to navigation. These additional
helps on the northern route have given the liveiest satisfaction to marinera, and the

Poeeibilities of development in this rich district of the Dominion appeare t'O be as yet
but imperfectly appreciated. ýi
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In August last, a personal inspection was made of the River Saguenay, in the
vicinity of Chicoutimi, for the purpose of improving aids to navigation through the flats
below that town. The locality was thoroughly surveyed in 1897 by the Department of
Public Works, and it was the utilization of the chart of this survey that made an
examination of existing conditions possible.

Two new buoys were placed, and many existing buoys were improved in location.
The alignment of one pair of range lights was changed, that of another pair should be
changed on the opening of navigation, and at least three of the five pairs of range light
buildings, which are very dilapidated, cheap structures, require to be rebuilt. Part of
this work may be deferred until some dredging necessary to straighten the channel has
been undertaken.

The completion of the Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound Railway to a lake
terminus at Depot Harbour, Parry Sound, and the establishment of a line of large
freight steamers running in connection with the railway, made it necessary to improve
facilities and increase safeguards for entering Parry Sound, and much good work lias
been done by this department in this direction during the past year.

Mr. Stewart visited the place on the opening of navigation, carefully examined the
channel, establisbed some temporary range lights, and re-arranged the buoys, and the
department imported three Pintsch gas buoys to mark important shoals, the railway
company undertaking to keep them supplied with gas. I went to Parry Sound in
September, assembled and installed these buoys, marked a better channel than that
previously used, and arranged for further impro.vements in aids to navigation, all details
of which will be found in Inclosure C.

The state of the ship channel between Quebec and Montreal, and the alleged
necessity for improvements of all kinds in it, has been a burning question during the
past year, and has given this [department much work and anxiety. Part of the com-
plaint against the channel arose from the action of the marine underwriters in dis-
criminating against the port of Montreal in insurance rates, and active opposition was
evinced to the system of this department of maintaining the buoys and beacons by con-
tract. As the contractor was changed last winter it was felt to be desirable to check
his work closely and freqnently, and four personal inspections, involving the fixing of
the position of every buoy, were made at intervals through the season. On my last
trip I was accompanied by representatives of the several interests most concerned,
and our consultations resulted in the submission of a detailed report which is attached
hereto. (Inclosure A.)

As the importance of the shipping interests of the largest port of the Dominion are
thoroughly recognized and appreciated, I have been instructed to carry into effect all
the recommendations in the above mentioned report, and plans and specifications are
being prepared and the necessary official action taken to give it full effect by the open-
ing of navigation in 1899.

In August I made a survey of two localities in the Traverse of St. Roch, which
were proposed as sites of permanent lighthouses on piers, to replace the existing light-
ships, and found good bottoms in 24 feet water at low tide. As, however, the rise of
tide here is 17 feet, the current reaches 7 knots, and the piers would be exposed to run-
ning ice throughout the winter. Heavy, substantial, and consequently expensive
structures are essential. I have instructions to proceed with one pier at the upper end
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of the Traverse during the coming season, and this will be the most important piece of
construction to be undertaken by this department next year. (See Inclosure B.)

REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS.

The demands on the vote for the removal of Qbstructions, administered by this
branch, were not great during the past year. The following statement shows the wrecks
and other obstructions removed

Obstruction. Locality. Renoved by Cost.

S cts.
Old crib. .............. Lake des Chênes, P.Q........... James Bailie ............ ...... 100 00

Old wreck. .......... Weymouth Bridge, N.S....... R. O. Payson.... ............. 17 40
Princess of Wales ... C leo , P Hon. J. R. McLean, Coin. Public 100 00

-re of ... Charlottetown, PE............Works, Prince Edward Island.

The Act respecting the protection of navigable waters (cap. 91, R.S.C.) has been
amended (60-61 Vic.'cap. 23) in such a way as to prevent the owner of a wrecked vessel
from evading his responsibilities by a sale subsequent to the wreck, and this change bas
probably induced some owners to remove wrecks, which under former circumstances
would have been abandoned.

BUOYAGE.

The buoy service in the Dominion waters continues to grow rapidly, and during the
past year, additional buoys were placed in many localities, as will be found by con-
sulting the special report on aids to navigation, the special report on the Montreal ship
channel, and the detail list of localities buoyed. There are now about 320 districts,
including harbours, baye, rivers, lakes, with about 3,000 buoys. Dangers on the open

sea-coast are marked by the department with about seventy large steel buoys of various
kinds. During the past fourteen months we have had made, or have now under contract,
seventeen steel buoys, including gas, whistling, bell buoys and can and conical buoys.

Nearly all the larger buoys on the more exposed portions of the coast, and all gas
buoys, whistling buoys and bell buoys and a number of can and conical buoys are main-
tained directly by this department, the Government steamers under the control of our
agents being utilized as buoy tenders. In Quebec, fifty buoys, including ten gas buoys
are so maintained; in Nova Scotia, thirty-one signal buoys are kept in position and
twenty-four steel can buoys are directly under the agency; in New Brunswick, nine

signal buoys and a number of can buoys are under departmontal control; in Prince
Edward Island three signal buoys, and in British Columbia about sixty large buoys of

variaus descriptions are maintained by the agency.

In some districts the harbour masters attend to the buoyage; in others, buoys are
Under the control of local harbour boards, and in these cases I have not yet been able to

get a list of the buoys. In the remaining cases, buoys are maintained under a contract

system, the contractors undertaking to maintain the buoys according to a strict specifi-
Cation, for a bulk sum per annum. These contracts usually run for a period of three
years There are about 180 contracts now in force. The work in connection with the
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maintenance of the buoy service and the preparation of contracts is attended to by Mr.
W. W. Stumbles. Appended (Inclosure D) is a preliminary list of the buoys in the

Dominion, under departmental contrôl.

In addition to the buoys, there are a large number of unlighted day beacons on our
coasts, but I have not yet been able to obtain a correct list of them.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY.

The hydographic survey of the Great Lakes has made steady progress during the
present year. Mr. Stewart, with the steamer " Bayfield," has continued the survey of
the south shore of Lake Huron from the point at which the United States' engineers
left off (False Detour Channel) towards the entrance to Georgian Bay, and bas completed
the survey of the shores of Cockburn and Duck Islands, and nearly all of the west and
south shores of Grand Manitoulin Island.

I submit, herewith (Inclosure E), his report of progress to 31st October.

Mr. R. E. Tyrwhitt of my draughting room staff replaced Mr. J. F. Fraser, and Mr.
G. W. Hyndman resigned when the steamer was commissioned in the spring. The
slight repairs made to the steamer in the spring proved sufficient for the season. She
has been inspected this autumn by our Inspector of Hulls, Mr. Evans of Toronto, and
will require further repairs to fit her for service again. For the exposed work on the
east shore of Lake Huron and Lake Superior she should be considerably strengthened
and a more efficient and economical engine put in.

Two copies of the fair sheet " Long Point to Pelee Point, Lake Erie," were pre-
pared last winter and forwarded, one to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, London,
and one to the United States Hydrographer.

Two sheete of the Canadian shore of Lake Erie have lately been published by the
Admiralty. They take in the shore from Buffalo to near Port Burwell. Probably one
more coast sheet will complete the charting of our shore of Lake Erie. A fair sheet of
the work done between False Detour channel and the Duck Islands will be completed
before spring, 1899, and forwarded to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, who under-
takes the engraving and publication of all our charts.

The Admiralty chart of the eastern part of the Bay of Quinté was published last
winter and was on sale to mariners before the opening of navigation this year. A fair
sheet chart of the remaining western portion is just finished and will doubtless be pub-
lished by the Admiralty in time for the use of mariners on the opening of navigation
next season. The work on this chart bas been done by Mr. J. F. Fraser, of my staff.
It was necessary to take some additional surveys to connect the west end of this sheet
with Presqu'ile Bay and Weller's Bay. The survey was made by Mr. Fraser and myself
in the month of October. It will be desirable to continue this survey, so as to embrace
the whole of Weller's Bay, and to re-examine the entrance to Weller's Bay and Pres-
qu'ile Bay, as the shoals in that vicinity appear to be changing.

The master of the Dominion steamer "Quadra" bas, as in previous year,
sent numerous hydrographic notes concerning British Columbia waters, including the
location of dangers and correction of existing charts. The location of many other dangers
on the Pacific coast reported by various observers bas been duly described in notices
to mariners. During my visit to British Columbia last spring, I had the opportunity
of making running surveys of Kittimat Arm and of Arrowhead Lakes, and the results
of those surveys will be communicated to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty when charted.
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H.M.S. " Egeria," Commander Maurice H. Smith, R.N., has been detailed by the
Admiralty to work in British Columbia waters, and there is no doubt that great im-
provements in the existing charts of those waters will result. The necessity for a more
accurate survey of our Pacific coast than has hitherto existed is evidenced by the many
strandings that have occurred on uncharted dangers and by the frequent discovery of
new dangers, as indicated in our numerous notices to mariners.

A new edition of the chart popularly known as the "Gulf Telegraph Chart," which
shows all existing telegraph lines and cables, tracks of vessels, telegraph stations
operated by the Government of Canada, lighthouses, storm signal stations, and other
information of use to mariners in the Gulf and River St. Lawrence and Maritime Pro-
vinces, was published in August last. It is recommended that this chart should be
redrawn on a somewhat larger scale, and with more accuracy, before any further editions
ai e issued.

TIDAL OBSERVATION WORK.

In the survey of tides and currents, the further investigation of the currents was
again suspended this year for lack of funds, although there are several regions in which
a better knowledge of the currents is much required, as pointed out in my last report.

Some much needed repairs have been made during the current year at the principal
tidal stations, from a supplementary vote for the purpose. The improvements made in
the preparation of the tide tables, and the mode of publishing them, are given in Mr.
Dawson's report of progress which is hereto annexed. (Inclosure F).

The records from the tide stations are yearly increasing in value; but for want of
sufficient means and assistance in the work, nothing further has been done in the analy-
sis of additional record, by which the basis of the tide tables would be extended and
their accuracy improved.

It is especially desirable that the valuable tidal record already secured at two of
our British Columbia ports, should be utilized for the preparation of tide tables. This
record has narrowly escaped destruction by fire. First the set of duplicates was lost,
which was supplied to the Tidal Survey by the Department of Public Works ; and this
set was fortunately replaced before the original record itself was destroyed by fire in
September last. There is now a record of two years at Victoria or the adjoining har-
bour of Esquimalt; and two years at Sand Heads at the mouth of the Fraser River,
which is centrally situated as a port of reference for the Gulf of Georgia. I would
therefore again beg to draw attention to the advisability of providing the means for the
reduction and analysis of this record, and for tide tables based upon it. The cost of
working out these records, with the use of the mechanical computer would be $900-
which when once done would furnish a permanent basis for the tide tables.

During last summer, a series of secondary tidal stations were established at points
around the Bay of Fundy, for the purpose of securing tidal differences with reference to
the principal station at St. John, N.B., for which tide tables are now issued. These
differences in the time of the tide for other ports around the Bay, will extend the use-
fulness of the St. John tide tables to this whole region.

The results have not yet been worked out; but in the present report of progress
the tide levels are given, with the new bench marks established at these stations, to which
the height of the tide is referred. The relation of mean sea level in the Bay of Fundy
and the Gulf of St. Lawrence has also been worked out by Mr. Dawson from such sur-
veys as have yet been made; and the results now given are the best that can be arrived
at, from the material that exists for the purpose.
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CHIEF ENINEER'S DETAILED REPORT ON CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE OF LIGHTHOUSES AND OTHER AIDS

TO NAVIGATION UP TO 31sT DECEMBER, 1898.

To the Deputy Minister
of Marine and Fisheries.

Sii,-I have the honour to submit the usual annual report of work done in the
construction and maintenance of aids to navigation up to the 31st December last, the
period embraced being fourteen months, as my last report was closed on the 31st
October, 1897.

Lighthouses, fog-alarms, buoys, beacons, and other aids to navigation throughout
the Dominion of Canada are administered by the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
The construction of new buildings and the more important repairs are under my direct
supervision; the maintenance of existing stations is controlled by the several agents of
the department, and the periodical inspection of the stations is made by inspectors
resident in the different provinces, the agents in Prince Edward Island-and British
Columbia fulfilling the double duties. Much of the information contained herein is
compiled from the annual reports of those officers.

The numbers and distribution of the several aids to navigation throughout the
Dominion are shown in the following table:-

DISTRIcT.

Province of Ontario..................
Light-ships.................

Province of Quebec.......... . ............

189
3

118

245 18.3 3 2 11
3 .... ..

159V 140 8 2 9

"Gas-buoys.

5J 5

10
(4 with bells)

Light-ships..................... 8 8 ... .... 3 . ......... ....

Province of Nova Scotia...... . ....... 173 182 178 1 10 6 2 1 16 16 ............
Fog-alarms..................... 2 2 ... . ..... ........
L ight--hips ............ .. ........ il ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

Province of New Brunswick............... 93 117 101 1i 4 8 1 4 . 3 ...........
Fog-alarms.......... ...... .. .3 .. 3 ... .... .... .... .... .......
Light-ships............. 1 ........ .... .... .... ............

Province of P. E. Island................. 39 66 44 . . .. 1 .... ........ 3 .....
Province of British Columbia..... ...... 24 2 26 . 5 6 ...... .....

654 816 672 13ý 22 40 13 111 23 26 15

*Light-ships and fog-alarms where there are no lights are in these two columns included in the total
nuinber of light stations and lights in the Dominion.

Supplies for the lighthouse service are purchased in bulk, under contract, except in
the case of articles of which only small quantities are required, in which case they are
purchased locally in the open market. These supplies are distributed from the stores
at each district headquarters, usually under the personal supervision of the Inspectors
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of Lights, who inspect the stations when delivering the supplies. They also arrange
for all small ordinary repairs and the periodical painting of the buildings. These
routine duties are not alluded to in describing the repairs executed at the several
stations.

Work of construction and extensive repairs are usually executed under contract;
minor repairs are done under the light-keepers' supervision, or by foremen employed in
the several districts.

Light-keepers and fog-alarm engineers are expected to make any smal repairs that
can be reasonably expected of unskilled workmen, without charge, and are also called
upon to do all painting required at their stations, being allowed some assistance when
the buildings are so high as to require hanging scaffolds.

ONTARIO LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division includes the lighthouses and other aids to navigation in that part of
the province of Quebec lying west of Montreal, all those in the province of Ontario,
and those on Lake Winnipeg, in the province of Manitoba.

The number of lighthouses, lighted beacons and light-ships maintained by the

Dominion in the Ontario division, as above described, is 246, located at 190 different
stations.

The number of light-keepers in this division paid directly by the Government is 18 1
but in several cases assistants are employed by keepers and paid by them out of the
-allowance made by the Government for that purpose.

There are in Ontario 2 fog-whistles, 11 steam fog-horns and 4 fog bells, operated by
machinery, all located at light-stations, as well as 5 bell-buoys and 5 gas-buoys.

Besides the lights maintained by this department as above described, there are in
Ontario the following aids to navigation: three lights on swing bridges, a system of
lights on the Murray Canal, maintained by the Department of Railways and Canals, 5
pairs of range lights on the Detroit and St. Clair rivers, maintained by the American
vessel owners principally interested, two private floating lights in the River St. Mary,
11 wharf lights maintained by the municipalities or corporations to which the wharfs
belong, and two range lights maintained by local interests at Pine Tree Harbour.

Six of these last described stations are aided by this department to the extent of
being furnished with the necessary oil for their maintenance.

A steamer is chartered yearly for the supply of the light-stations on the River St.
Lawrence and the great lakes, between Montreal and the head of Lake Superior, and
the lighthouses are[supplied and the stations inspected on this trip, which occupies about

seven weeks, by Mr. Patrick Harty, Superintendent of Lights. The lights on the
Ottawa River and a few small lights on isolated waters, including Lake Temiscamingue,
Lake Nipissing, Lake Simcoe and the Bay of Quinté, were not inspected. The lights
on Lake of the Woods have been superintended by Mr. M. Kyle, Fishery officer at Rat
Portage.
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NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

Oka Lighthouse.

A lighthouse was put in operation on the 4th November last on Pointe du Lac, or
Sandy Point, the first prominent point above the village of Oka, to facilitate the navi-
gation of the Lake of Two Mountains,

The tower is a square wooden building with sloping walls, surmounted by a square
wooden lantern, and is painted white throughout. It is 28 feet high from its base to
the ventilator on the lantern. It stands on a cribwork pier 6 feet high, built on the
extremity of the point, immediately below high-water mark, and at the foot of the
high land.

The light is fixed white, elevatèd 30 feet above the summer level of the lake, and
should be visible 8 miles from all points of approach by water. The illuminating
apparatus is dioptric, of the seventh order.

The contractor for this work was Mr. Geo. Lauzon, of St. Eustache, and his price
was $1,150. The total expenditure in connection with the establishment of this station
has been $1,226.78.

Toronto East Gap Range Lights.

The fixed red light shown from the top of a small column rising through a metal
cabin, to temporarily mark the outer end of the east pier at the East Gap into Toronto
harbour, was during last winter moved to the inner end of the pier, and a substantial
steel skeleton framed tower, the top inclosed in galvanized sheet iron, was erected in
its place on the block at the outer end of the pier.

From this tower an occulting red light, bright 6 seconds, with intervals of darkness
of 6 seconds, is shown from a height of 43 feet above lake level.

The tower was built by day's labour under the superintendence of Mr. W. H.
Noble, and the total expenditure in connection with its construction was $1,124.92.

Elliott Point Range Lights.

In consequence of the large size and deep draught of freight steamers running to
United States ports on Lake Erie, the need for many aids not essential for the naviga-
tion of smaller vessels bas been increasingly felt,. and the Lake Carriers' Association,
guarding these interests, has from time to time found it desirable to establish private
lights and other aids to navigation.

Two range lights of this description were this yea'r established at Elliott Point, on
the east bank of the River Detroit, opposite Bois Blanc Island lighthouse, in the South
Riding of Essex, Ontario.

The lights are fixed red lights, shown from tubular lanterns hoisted on masts. The
masts are made conspicuous as day beacons by having attached to each a diamond-shaped
target 8 feet square, painted white with a vertical black stripe one foot wide extending
down through the middle of the target. The centre of the front target is elevated 8
feet above the surface of the water, and the centre of the rear target is 19J feet above
the surface of the water.
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The front range target stands upon the shore, 1,696 feet S. 53° 31' E. from Bois
Blanc Island lighthouse. The rear target is distant 309 feet S. 4° 10' E. from the'
front one. The two lights or targets in one show the best water between ois Blanc
island and Amherstburg, from the alignment of the range lights on the head of Bois
Blanc Island down to the alignment of the Amherstburg private range lights.

South Baymouth Range Lights.

Two range lights were built and put in operation in September last at South Bay-
mouth, to lead into the entrance to South Bay or Manitoulin Gulf, on the south-east
shore of Manitoulin Island, replacing temporary pole lights privately maintained since
September, 1897, by Capt. A. Macauley, master of the steamer " J. H. Jones.»

The front range light building stands upon the south-east end of a bare limestone
island lying on the north side of the mouth of the bay, and is a square wooden tower,with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white.
The tower is 28 feet high from the ground to the vane of the lantern.

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 28 feet above the level of the lake, and
visible ten miles from all points of approach by water. The illuminating apparatus is
dioptric, of the seventh order.

The back range light building stands upon the main land of Manitoulin Island, in
the woods behind the village of South Baymouth, 772 feet N. 28° E. from the front
tower. It is similar to the front tower, but is 40 feet high. The light is a fixed white
catoptric light, elevated 46 feet above the level of the lake, and should be visible twelve
miles in, and over a small arc on each side of the Une of range.

The work of construction was done by Mr. J. Candlish Kennedy, of Owen Sound
whose contract price was $927. The total expenditure in connection with the construc-
tion and establishment of this station is $1,067.09.

The entrance to the bay was further marked by four spar buoys, placed by Mr.
Stewart with the " Bayfield."

Flower Pot Island Light and Fog-bell.

The lighthouse and fog-bell station on Flower Pot Island, Georgian Bay, referred
to in last year's report, was completed in time to be of service to mariners during the
dark and stormy nights of the late autumn of 1897.

The light is a fixed white dioptric light of the seventh order, elevated 88 feet above
the water, shown from a square wooden lantern rising f rom the apex of the cottage roof
of the square wooden lighthouse building. A fog-bell is suspended from a porch or
gable on the front of the lighthouse. The building is painted white, with the roofs red.

The bell sounds two strokes in quicksuccession every minute.

It will be necessary to build at this station during the coming year a lighthouse.
keeper's dwelling and a harbour or wharf for the protection of the keeper's boat.

Parry Sound Entrance.

To facilitate entrance to Depot Harbour of the large steamers carrying freight to
the terminus of the O. A. and P. S. Railway, it was necessary last season to improve
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aids to navigation in Parry Sound. On the opening of navigation a platform buoy was

placed on Seguin Bank, 17 spar buoys were placed on shoals near the channel recom-
mended b'y Captain Boulton when he made a hydrographie survey of Parry Sound.

Soon after the opening of navigation Mr. Stewart examined the channel with the " Bay-

field" and found some uncharted dangers which made the south, or Boulton Channel
an intricate one for deep draft vessels to navigate. He arranged to mark two critical

parts by temporary range lights; two established on rocks inside of Gordon Rock,
which in one led through a narrow passage at Gordon Rock ; two others established on

Harold Point, which in one led fairly between Nias Islands and Carling Rock on the

north-west, and Rose Island, Hugh Rock and Cameron Island on the south-east.

In September, I visited Parry Sound to establish three gas buoys, and in con-

sequence of the use of these buoys it was possible to efficiently mark the old or

North Channel north of McLelland Rock and Carling Rock, and to abandon the

South Channel, which Mr. Stewart had found too intricate to be safe for the deep-draft
steamers. The positions of the gas buoys and the establishment of a lighthouse on Depot

Island are elsewhere described. The marking of shoals by spar buoys was also
re-arranged to suit the change in channel, and in consequence of the abandonment of

the south channel it was found desirable to remove the lighthouse previously main-

tained on Hugh Rock to Carling Rock. This work was successfully done last October
by Mr. A. Logan, of Parry Sound, at a cost of $100, and extra windows were put in

the lantern so that the illuminated sector could be increased, at a cost of $17.

It is proposed, on the opening of navigation next year, to further improve the

buoyage and to build an additional lighthouse, which in range with[Carling Rock Light-

house, will lead from Hooper Shoal gas buoy to Spruce Shoal gas buoy.

Depot Island Lighthouse.

As part of the system for the improvement of the approaches to Parry Sound a

lighthouse has been established on the beach of Depot Island, at its western extremity,
to mark the entrance to Depot Harbour. It is a square wooden building, with sloping

walls, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white, and 28 feet

high. The light is a fixed red dioptric, seventh-order light, elevated 25 feet above the

water.

The building was erected by Mr. Geo. W. White, his contract price being $397.

The Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound Railway Company have agreed to provide

a light-keeper free of charge as a condition of the establishment of the light.

Thes8alon Point Lighthouse.

A fixed white dioptric light of the seventh order, elevated 30 feet above the water,
was put in operation on the opening of navigation this year at Thessalon Point, north
channel of Lake Huron.

The lighthouse is a square wooden building, surmounted by a square wooden
lantern rising from the middle of the cottage roof. It is 30 feet high from the ground
to the ventilator on the lantern, and is painted white, with the roofs of the dwelling and
lantern red. It was erected by the department, by day's labour, under the supervision
of Mr. J. M. Gee, of Ottawa, and cost $1,219.36.
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River St. Mary Private Lights.

A fixed white light was establisbed last season, with the permission of this depart-
ment, by Mr, Joseph Rouleau, pilot, to mark the southern edge of the dredged curve
opposite the beacon in the upper entrance to the Canadian Canal at Sault Ste. Marie.
The light is shown from a buoy or float moored near the black spar buoy maintained by
the Government.

Lighthouses on Lake Winnipeg.

To accommodate the increasing steamboat traffic on Lake Winnipeg, two additional
lighthouses were built this year on that stretch of water, one on the point of land
running out from Big Island to form Gull Harbour, the other on the easternmost
extremity of Black Bear Island. The towers, which are similar, being square wooden
buildings with sloping walls, surmounted by square wooden lanterns, all painted white,
were erected by Mr. John W. Scott, of Selkirk, his contract price for the Guil Harbour
lighthouse being $380, and for the other $405. The fixed white lights were put in
operation in the autumn.

UNITED STATES WORK IN AND NEAR CANADIAN WATERS.

A great deal of work has been done during the past season by the United States
Government in the channels contiguous to the International boundary line, and many
aids to navigation have been established by the United States Lighthouse Board which
will be of service to Canadian as well as United States vessels. The following improve-
ments, of which mariners were promptly informed by printed notice, may be enumer.
ated; amongst others, the establishment of a gas buoy on Hillcrest shoal, above
Brockville; the removal by dredging of Round Island shoal, Thousand Islands; the
establishment of additional gas buoys in the west end of Lake Erie, on the route to
Sandusky; the establishment of range lights to mark the lower reach of the Lake St.
Clair 20 ft. dredged channel ; the establishment of a beacon light on Russell Island, in
St. Clair River; additional dredging and additional lighting in the new channel of the
River St. Mary, below the Sault; the marking by a buoy of a shoal found this year off
Gros Cap, in Lake Superior; the marking of a wreck just above Point aux Pins and its'
subsequent removal.

LIGHTS DISCONTINUED.

In consequence of the establishment of the range lights above described at South
Baymouth, where there is a good harbour, and the shoaling of the entrance to Michael'a
]Bay, and falling off of traffic there, it is proposed to discontinue the light at the latter
place.

Also, in consequence of the establishment of the lighthouse herein described on
Thessalon Point it was decided no longer to supply oil to a small private light on the
east side of the mouth of Thessalon River, and that private light has been dropped from

the Canadian list of lights.
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IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

St. Placide.-In 1896 coloured sectors were placed in the front range lighthouse,
to mark the down stream channel leading to the wharf, but these were found not to
define the eut with sufficient sharpness, and were removed, and on the 5th November
last an additional light was established, as a back light for the lower cut, on the day
beacon established in 1896, which, in one with the front range light common to both
ranges, leads through the lower cut.

It is a fixed white light, elevated 48 feet above the summer level of the lake, and
should be visible three miles in the line of range. It is shown from a small headlight
lantern attached to the mast of the day beacon, and is distant 340 feet N. by W. from
the front light.

The poles or bushes marking the sides of the two cuts were, during the past season,
put in order and improved, and taken under the management of the department.

Aylmer I8land.-The rough, cheap, temporary building, from which a light was
shown, was blown down last spring, and bas been replaced by a substantial building
from which a light was first shown on the 10th October last.

The lighthouse stands on the summit of the small island, near its north-west
extremity, and is 1 j miles above Aylmer village wharf. It is a square, enclosed, wooden
tower, with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, and is painted white
throughout. It is 34 feet high, from the ground to the vane on the lantern.

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 52 feet above the summer level of the
lake, and should be visible 10 miles all around the horizon. The illuminating apparatus
is dioptric, of small size.

The work was done in a very satisfactory manner by Mr. F. Bourgeau of Aylmer,
whose contract price was $485.

Snake Island.-A steel casing for a concrete pier, to serve as a foundation for a light-
house at a point nearer the channel than the existing lighthouse, whieh with its pier is
in a very bad state of repair, was prepared last winter at a cost of $483.18, but the ice
was not sufficiently strong to work upon, and the completion of this new aid was defer-
red until this winter. I conferred with Kingston mariners respecting aids in this
locality and the pier is being placed, and additional buoys provided in accordance with
their requirements.

Port Dalhouie.-An elevated walk to the outer range tower, supported on steel
bents, was erected as indicated in last year's report, at a cost of $346.25.

The main lighthouse was struck by lightning on the 12th August last, and was
completely burnt down, This was a serious loss as both building and illuminating
apparatus were fine ones, and the building had lately been put in thorough repair.

Mr. W. H. Noble was sent to build a new tower and bas it far advanced towards
completion. This was located on the shore line where a cheaper foundation was avail-
able, and where in consequence of its increased distance from the front lighthouse it
would give a better range to enter the canal.

The new tower stands on the shore line immediately east of the line of the break-
water, 1,500 feet inside the front range light, in the same alignment as the old range.
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Pending the completion of the new tower, a fixed red light is shown from the frame-
work of the new building, at an elevation of 50 feet above the level of the lake. The
permanent light in the new tower will be a revolving or occulting white light.

The expenditure on this building to date has been $2,592.32.
Port .iailand.-The wooden corner-posts and skeleton framing of the lighthouse

which were dangerously rotten, were removed, and replaced by an angle iron sub-struc-
ture, carried well down into the pier to water mark, and the tower should now last many
years. The work was done by Mr. W. H. Noble, at a cost of $498.69.

Pelee Point.-A new pump was provided for the fog-alarm at a cost of $47.55, and
the steel casing of the pier, which is more or less damaged by the ice every winter, was
repaired at a cost of $123.

Owen Sound.-The cribwork pier, on which the front range light originally stood
on the west side of the dredged channel, 900 feet outside the end of the west break water
pier, was removed last summer by the dredge employed by the Department of Public
Works, in the course of dredging.in progress to widen its entrance. The cost of removal
was $440. The edges of the dredged channel have been buoyed by the town corporation.

The following less important repairs have been made at light stations in this
Division:-

Station. Nature of repairs.

Caribou Island....... Repairing boiler and iron work.............. $ 63 25
Centre Brother ...... Building shed and repairing boat-. ..... 69 25
Colchester Reef..... Painting ................. ... ...... 22 00
Cole's Shoal......... General repairs. . ......................... 37 05
Collingwood ........ Repairs to boat and two ladders............. 19 31
Dorval............. New boat ........ ..................... 16 00
False Ducks......... Hardware and whitewashing .............. · 17 48
Kaministiquia....... Building breakwater and repairing lighthouse.. 225 00
Flowerpot Island... ... New fence and hardware..... ............. 26 50

4 " .... Repairstofog-bell........................ 35 79
Gargantua..........Lumber................................ 15 75
Gibraltar Point...... . c . .................... ............ 15 00
Stonehouse Point..... Repairing road and repairs to boat .......... 19 15
Griffith Island.......Lumber ................................. 14 72
Hooper's Point ...... New boat and hardware................... 68 08
Cove Island ..... .... Repairs to boiler ......................... 52 25
Jones'Island........Repairs and labour............ ............ 99 97
Lightship No. 2...... Repairs, painting and boat ................. .39 68
Lightship No. 3... . . New boat................................ 18 00
Lancaster Bar ...... New boathouse .......................... .23 75
Lindoe Island ....... Lumber and hardware.................. 14 Il

Long Point (E. end). . Repairs to lamps and hardware.............. 17 70
Lyal Island. . . . . . . .New boat and repairs..................... 120 00
Michipicoten Island. New sails for boat......................... 16 09
Nottawasaga Island. .New boat and labour...................... 45 00
Point Claire....... .. New boat and iron work ................... 28 00
Point Peter ......... Whitewashing tower and building board walk.. 58 50
Port Arthur........New boat................................ 30 00

85
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BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Parry Sound Gag Buoys.-In consequence of the increasing use of Parry Sound by
large freight steamers, following the completion of the O. A. and P. S. R. R. to Depot
Harbour, it was, as before explained, determined to mark three dangerous shoals by gas
buoys. The department was enabled to arrange this service only because the railway
company provided equipment for transporting the compressed gas from Montreal, and
has undertaken this work. The buoys were put together and placed under the personal
supervision of the undersigned in September last, one on the south end of Seguin bank,
outside of Red Rock lighthouse; one on the 15-foot patch north of Hooper Island, in
the axis of the Jones Island range lights, and the third on the south extremity of the
shoal extending south from Spruce Island.

The establishment of these buoys rendered practicable the use of the old or north
channel, and the abandonment of the new or south channel which had been used since
Staff Commander Boulton surveyed the sound. The north channel is deeper, wider,
and shorter than the south one, but could not be satisfactorily defined before. The spar
buoys in the approaches have been rearranged twice during the past year, and next
year only the north channel will be buoyed.

Buoys in South Bay Entrance.-Four spar buoys placed by Mr. W. J. Stewart to
mark dangers in the entrance to South Bay or Manitoulin Gulf, Lake Huron, will here-
after be maintained by the department.

Buoy of Duck Island.-Mr. Stewart also established a red spar buoy in 6 fathoms
water off the south end of Jeannie Graham shoal, extending southerly from Duck
Islands, Lake Huron, which will be maintained permanently.

Killbear Beacon down.-The beacon on Kilibear Point was blown down in Novem-
ber, and as it is proposed to build a lighthouse on Cousin Island, not far distant, it will
not be necessary to rebuild it.

Ga8 Buoy on Iillcrest Shoal.-A gas buoy was established last season by the
American Lighthouse Board off the south-east end of the rock opposite Hillcrest, above
Brockville. This buoy is in Canadian waters.

Buoys at Mouth of Detroit River.-In compliance with representations made by the
Lake Carriers' Association the west bank of the dredged channel off Bar Point has been
marked by seven black spar buoys, which will hereafter be maintained by this depart.
ment. The channel is 800 feet wide and 21 feet deep, and was dredged by the United
States Government.

QUEBEC LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

The Quebec division extends from Montreal to the end of the Strait of Belle-Isle,
covering a coast and river service of over 1,200 miles, comprising all the lighthouses in
the Richelieu River and Lake Memphremagog, as also the lighthouses, light-ships, gas
buoys, beacons and fog-alarms in the River St. Lawrence, Saguenay River, Baie des
Chaleurs, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Strait of Belle-Isle, west coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador. This division is under the control of Mr. J. U. Gregory, agent of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries at Quebec.
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The agent is also shipping master; attends to the requirements of the BritishBoard of Trade in connection with shipwrecks and distressed seamen, casualties at sea,and is receiver of wrecks and supervisor of wharfingers in the province of Quebec; isalso a fishery officer for that province.
The agent's staff at Quebec consists of Mr. L. A. Blanchet, chief clerk and account-ant, also deputy shipping master; Mr. Geo. D. O'Farrell, lighthouse inspector Mr.Alphonse Hamel, clerk, and Mr. L. L. Dubé, storekeeper and wharfinger, who replaced

the late Mr. N. Fitzhenry.
The workshops are under Mr. Ernest Roy, master carpenter, and Mr. G. Vezina,master ship-smith. The gas works are under Mr. G. Bélanger.
The steamers at the disposal of the agency during the past year were the " Druid,"

which attended to gas and other buoys above and below, as weil as beacon service belo%
Quebec, and the "Aberdeen," which supplied the lights in the River and Gulf of St.Lawrence, Strait of Belle-Isle, Anticosti, Magdalen Islands and Baie des Chaleurs. Thelights above Quebec were supplied by passenger steamers or by rail, as proved mosteconomical or convenient.

There are in this division 159 lights, at 118 stations, 8 light-ships, 3 of which aresupplied with powerful steam fog-wbistles, 9 explosive bomb signal stations, in connec-
tion with lights, 2 steam fog-whistles and 9 fog-horns, ten gas buoys, 4 of which are sup.plied with bells, 140 buoys and 59 beacons.

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION AND IMPROVEMENT IN EXISTING AIDS.

Fog-Alarm at Belle-181e.-The department having decided to erect a steam fog-alarm
On Belle-Isle, as indicated in last year's report, a site was located by myself
and Mr. W. H. Noble, forenan of work, proceeded to Belle-Isle and completed,as far as possible, the buildings necessary. 'The necessary material for thispurpose was sent from Quebec by the "Aberdeen." Mr. Noble was sent to England toinspect the machinery required for this fog-alarm, but found that it could not be deliv-

ered in Quebec in time to be shipped down by this summer's boat as contemplated Itis now in Quebec, and it is expected that the sirens will be in operation early next sea-son. So far this work has involved an expenditure of $15,425.30.
Lake St. John Lights.-The agent personally visited Lake St. John in June last, and

reorganized the lighting service, which had beenneglected.

The range lights in Roberval village were re-established and made electric lights.The front light stands on the beach at high water mark. It consists of an incandescent
electric light enclosed in a square lantern and strengthened in the line of range by areflector. It is shown from the top of a pole 16 feet high and the light is 15 feet above
high water mark.

The back range pole stands 95 feet back from the front one, it is 25 feet high andthe light, which is similar to the front one, is 30 feet above high water mark. The
lights should be visible 5 miles, and are intended to lead vessels through the channel up
to Roberval wharf.

A light was established on the extremity of Pointe Bleue. It is a flxed white
light, elevated 28 feet above high water mark, and should be visible 5 miles from all
pointa of approach by water. It is shown from a lantern with pressed lens, hoisted on
a white pole 25 feet high, having a small shed painted red at its hase
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Sainte Enelie Range Lights.

Two range light buildings were erected in 1880 at Ste. Emélie, to mark the axis of
the ship channel at Cap à la Roche, but as it was found that heavy-draft vessels did not
pass through this part of the channel at night, they were not lit but were maintained
is day beacons. It having been claimed that lights in them would be useful to keep
the Montreal and Quebec passenger steamers clear of the buoys in the swift current as
well as for deeper draft boats, they were lit on the 26th October last.

The front range building stands on the south side of the highway running along
the top of the cliff on the south shore of the River St. Lawrence, and is situated about
midway between the mouth of Grande Rivière du Chêne and the mouth of Petite Rivière
du Chêne. At the site, the river bank rises steeply to a height of about 80 feet, and the
top of the bank is clear, level, cultivated land.

The tower is a square wooden building, with sloping sides, surmountad by a square
galv anized lantern, and is 30 feet in height from its base to the ventilator on the lantern.
It is painted white, with a red stripe down the middle of the west side, facing the
channel. The light is a fixed white light, elevated 114 feet above high water mark, and
should be visible 16 miles froi all points of approach by water. The illuminating appa-
ratus is catoptric.

The back range light tower is similar to the front building, and stands on a gentle
rise backed by woods, 3,420 feet S. 70° 30' E. from the front tower. The light is a fixed
white catoptric light, elevated 131 feet above high water mark, and should be visible 16
miles in and over a small arc on each side of the line of range.

The two lights in one lead midway between the red and black buoys, from the
curve at Cap Charles to the curve at Cap à la Roche. The channel marked by this
range is 300 feet wide, with a least depth of 27ý feet at mean low water.

Lacolle Railway Bridge Light.

A railway swing bridge has been built by the Canada Atlantic Railway over the
Richelieu River at Lacolle, crossing from the west shore to Ash Island, and from Ash
Island across a narrow channel to the.east shore. At night the centre of the swing
is rmarked by a light on top of the ironwork superstructure, which shows white up and
down stream when the draw is open and red when closed. Each of the four guide
piers is also marked by a fixed white light; these lights are maintained by the
railway company, but will be entered in the official lists of lights for the guidance of
mariners.

PRINCIPAL REPAIRS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

Algernon Rock.-The pier under the tower was sheathed with iron plates as a pro-
tection against the ice, and a new door was placed in the tower. The work was per-
formed by workmen from Quebec and cost $267.88.

Antico8ti, Heath Point.-Two new floors were made and the tower painted by work-
men from Quebec. Two new electric batteries for firing cotton powder cartridges were
furnished the keeper. Total expenditure, $90.
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Anticosti, South Point.-The large new boiler, which was sent down by the ''Aber-deen " in 1896, was placed in position by a carpenter and iason from Quebec, who alsomade a new stone foundation, brick and cement flooring, and repaired the fog alars
building at a cost of $336.47. The steam pump was repaired at a cost of $127a49.

A new foundation was also made for the hand winch used for hauling up boats andsupplies from the beach.

Anticosti, West Point.-The whole of the stonework frontage of the breakwater,
300 feet in length, was so damaged that it was found neces8ary to have the whole rebuiltin cribwork, and to protect the gaps rough cribwork was built in front of them. Mr.W. H. Noble, who was on his way to Belle-Isle, arranged for this work, and the repair.were supervised by Mr. Malouin, the light-keeper.

A No. 3 Rochester lamp with extra reservoir was taken down to be tested.
The tower was painted inside and outside by men sent from Quebec, and the store-

house was repaired by the keeper with material sent from Quebec. The whole expen.
diture amounted to $3,460.02.

Ash and Bloody Islands.-The pier under the tower was repaired by a local
mechanie at a cost of $16.

Baie St. Paul.-New flooring was put down in the kitchen and repairs made to thebridge walk from the light to the wharf. Some slight repairs were also made to the top
of the gallery of the lantern at a cost of $34.81.

The boat at this station was replaced at a cost of $60, the old boat having become
useless from age.

Brandy Pots.-The small building used as a storehouse and a kitchen was thor-
oughly repaired by the keeper, assisted by a local mechanic, using material there
intended for a semaphore station, which had not been used.

Some slight repairs were also made to the lighthouse. The total cost of repairs
amounted to $84.44.

Bird Rock.-The steam winch, which was sent to Quebec for repairs, was sent
down by the supply steamer and placed in position. The expenditure for repairs
amounted to $183.83.

New steam pump, safety valves, &c., were provided for the boiler of the steam fog.
whistle by Mr. F. X. Drolet, machinist, of Quebec, at a cost of $133.99.

The lighthouse and other buildings were painted, wire guys for new crane were
spliced and placed in position, with new swivels for same, ladders placed on north and
south side of rock, and roof and foundation of steam winch building repaired. This
work was attended to by the keeper.

Cape Bauld.-Two new smokestacks for boilers of the fog-alarins were made at
Quebec and sent down with the supplies.

The new large bridge was put up by the keeper, with local assistance, material
being sent from Quebec.

A new horizontal boiler was sent down last fall and landed at Cape Bauld. One
man was left to assist the keeper in erecting the sanie. One small Pony pump was also
supplied. The total expenditure amounted to $136.04.
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Cape Despair.-The flooring and ceiling of the kitchen were renewed and the
chimney repaired. A new staircase was placed in the tower, and new sil and floor in
the oil house; the oil house was also reshingled. The total expenditure amounted to
$73.05.

Cape Magdalen (b.)-A new boiler was placed in position by the keeper and an
engineer sent down from Quebec with the necessary fittings. A partition was removed
to make room for the new boiler, and the eastern portion of the building was wain
scoted similar to the western part. A stone foundation was placed underneath the fire-
box of the new boiler, the floor was cemented and a drain pipe was placed to carry away
water accumulating at times in the cellar of the building. A small pipe was also placed

from the well to the dwelling to supply water for the keeper's family.

The road leading to the lighthouse was put in good order.

Extensive repairs were made to the dwelling, the outside was clapboarded, certain
parts of passages and rooms wainscoted, partitions readjusted and other work per-
formed. The total cost of the repairs amounted to $538.75.

Cape Ray.-The upright boiler taken from Cape Magdalen was landed and hauled
up to the alarm building by the keeper with local assistance at a cost of $48.94. As
the landing stage required renewing the work was attended to in Quebec and sent down
by the supply steamer.

The road from the fog-alarin building to the coal shed was put in good order by
the keeper at a cost of $30.

Cape Rosier.-The clapboarding which had been removed by a storni was replaced
and the tower painted by the keeper. Repairs were also made to the foundation of the
tower. The total expenditure amounted to $78.94.

Crane Island.-Repairs were made to that part of the wharf on which the light.
house stands, which was damaged by ice, by workmen sent down froin Quebec, at a cost
of $416.86.

A small flat boat was provided for the keeper.

Etang du Nord.-The lighthouse at this station was slightly damaged by fire last
season, caused by the overheating of one of the burners (No. 1 circular). Subsequently
new mammoth lamps were supplied this station. Five panes of glass were supplied
and the reflectors re-silvered. The chimney, storehouse and cellar were repaired and

glass in lantern re-glazed. The work was attended to by local mechanics and cost
$29.

Faher Point.-A new staircase and hall floor were placed in the tower and repairs
made to roof and railing around the roof of the tower, also new sash work placed in
lantern. The tower and other buildings were painted, the work being done by a com-
petent local man who furnished the material required, with the exception of a small
quantity of oak for sash work, which was delivered by the "Aberdeen." Some small
repairs were also made to the copper drains and double windows.

A new coal shed was built. The plaster ceiling in one of the rooms of the light-

house was damaged so as to be past repairing and a new wooden ceiling was placed in
the room. The total expenditure amounted to $270.42.
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Green I8land.-A new set of lamps (mammoth fßat) to replace the old style No. 1,was put in operation in the new lantern built last year and proved a much needed
improvement.

Lark Islet.-The upright boiler which was completely worn out, was replaced by a
new one, of the locomotive type, and placed alongside the other locomotive boiler; bothboilers were connected to the two operating fog-alarm machines. A mason was sentdown from Quebec to make the brick foundation and ash-box for the new boiler. A
competent boiler-maker was sent down with the 2nd engineer of the D. G. S. 'LaCanadienne " and a competent machinist to do the other work. The parts requiring tobe sent to a machine shop were sent to Messrs. Carrier, Lainé & Co., of Levis. Thesteani pony pump was repaired and the steam valve scraped and overhauled, also new
piston rings supplied. The total expenditure amounted to $1,046.91.

Lower Traverse Light-ship.-Repairs to the boiler and machinery of this vessel were
carried out during the winter at a cost of $315.08, and the hull was painted and scraped
as usual. The deck was also repaired by workmen connected with the agency while
the vessel was lying in winter quarters in the Louise Basin. The total cost amounted
to $595.87.

Maquereau Point.-A small bridge was made on the road leading froin the main
road to the lighthouse, and a new door was made for the tower; the Windows were also
repaired. The work was performed by local mechanics.

Martin River.-Some small repairs to the tower and roof of the dwelling were
attended to by a local carpenter. Some repairs were also made to the foundation of the
tower by the keeper.

Matane.-The chimney was lengthened and the lighthouse painted by the keeper
with local assistance. A pump and somne piping were furnished the keeper. The signal
mast was repaired.

Xeuport.-A hand fog-horn to answer signals from passing vessels was supplied to
this station.

Orleans Ranges, Ste. Famille, 1.O.-A small pier was built in connection with the
pole light at a cost of $105.45.

Perroquets.-The kitchen was wainscoted and the roof of the same re-shingled;
somle repairs were also made to the shed.

Pointe aux Orignaux.--The foundation of the tower was thoroughly strengthened
upon the wharf underneath, the clapboarding and structure under the lantern renewed,
and the tower painted at a cost of $116.48.

Pointe de Monts.-New sills and flooring were put in the oil-store and the clap-
boarding renewed. A new floor was also placed in the kitchen and repairs nade to the
windows of the dwelling. The keeper was furnished material for ceiling the attic of the
dwelling. A new canoe was also provided.

The chimney and bakeoven were repaired with materials sent from Quebec. A
small boat was supplied. A storehouse and stable were made in the department's work-
shops in Quebec and sent down by the " Aberdeen " on her supply trip. The keeper
erected them with local assistance, he also painted the tower and dwelling, and shingled
and painted the oil store.
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Porineuf (above Quebec).-The flooring of the cellar was renewed and the flooring
of the shed and storehouse partly renewed. A necessary wooden drain was made. The
material was secured in the locality and the work done by the keeper, assisted by a
man hired for that purpose. The total expenditure amounted to $55.84.

Port St. François.-The pier under the small front tower was rebuilt by men sent
from Quebec, and a new ventilator was put in the front tower.

A new oil store was built by the keeper. The total cost of the repairs was $280.

Red Island Lighthouse.-The large boat at this station was repaired \at a cost of
$60 67.

Red Island Light-ship.-As this vessel required to be hauled up for the purpose of
scraping and painting her bottom and examining the condition of ber hull, &c., a berth
on Messrs. G. T. Davie & Sons's marine ways was secured and the necessary repairs
made in time for the opening of navigation.

The water-line streak from stem to stern was badly blistered and pitted with rust,
and while the vessel was on the ways it was scraped and chipped before painting.
The boiler and engine were thoroughly repaired, as well as the skylights and boats.
The total expenditure amounted to $1,165.01.

Ste. Croix.-Owing to damage by inundation and ice in the winter of 1896-97 the
dwelling-house was rendered too cold to be habitable during the winter and repairs were
therefore made at a cost of $60.90 by workmen sent from Quebec.

Upper Traverse Light-slip.--Part of deck railing was put in at a cost of $35.07.

White Island Reef Light-ship.-Extensive repairs were made to the engine and
boiler, new tubes were put in and new bulkhead. New tanks were also put in and
repairs made to the heating apparatus. Deck railing and skylighta were also repaired.
The total cost amounted to $1,580.24.

BUOY AND BEACON SERVICE.

Gas Buoy.-The Quebec division bas in operation 10 gas buoys, four of which are
supplied with fog-bells operated by hammers put in motion by the action of the waves.
Each of these buoys bas the name of its respective station painted on its side.

There are two spare spherical gas buoys kept on the Queen's wharf, where are also
situated the gas works, supply tanks, &c.

The Pointe aux Trembles gas and bell buoy, which was leaking, was replaced by a
spherical gas buoy without a bell.

The total cost of this service for the financial year ending 1897-98 was $2,628.S0,
or a decrease over the expenditure of last year of $184.18.

Wooden, Can and Spar Buoys and Beacons.-The buoys and beacons under the
Quebec Agency comprise all those situated in the River Richelieu, Saguenay, St.
Lawrence, Baie des Chaleurs, Gaspé Coast and Magdalen Islands harbours.

The total cost of this service, including contracts for wintering, repairing, replacing,
taking up and renewing buoys and beacons for the last fiscal year was $4,332.59.

The usual number of buoys and beacons were repaired, painted and renewed, and
eight spar buoys for the latest service to .utward bound vessels were built as usual and
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placed in the following stations, to replace larger buoys when taken up for the winter,
viz. :-Beaujeu Bank, west end; Crane Island Flats, Crane Island Patch, Middle
Ground, St. Roch, Channel Patch, Pilgrins Shoals and Barrett Ledge.

AIDs TO NAVIGATION IN THE SHIP CHANNEL.

The contract with the Sincennes-McNaughton line for the buoyage of the ship
channel between Montreal and Quebec, expired last winter, and tenders having been
invited for a renewal of the service, a contract was awarded to Mr. J. C. Kaine of
Quebec, for $10,000 per annum for a period of five years. The work of the contractor
has been inspected at intervals by myself on the "Druid," and every effort made to
improve and correct the positions of the buoys. Two new buoys were placed to mark
the eut through Barre à Boulard, the dredging of which was completed to a depth
exceeding that of other parts of the channel, and a width of 500 feet. Range light
buildings are under construction in the axis of the eut, which will be ready for
operation on the opening of navigation. The foundation of the front light building,
which is situated on the reef running out f rom Richelieu islet, at a point covered except
at low water, has been built in steel and concrete under the superintendence of Mr.
W. H. Noble. The expenditure on this foundation to date is $3,418.39.

In consequence of the removal of isolated patches opposite the mouth of Batiscan
River and near Cap Madeleine, five channel buoys in those localities have been moved
in pOition.

The buoys in front of the city of Montreal have also been moved by the Montreal
Harbour Commissioners to mark the increased width of the deep water basin.

Extensive improvements in aids to navigation in this channel are contemplated-
for particulars see special report of Chief Engineer, "Inclosure A."

Cap Santé Semapkre.-The semaphore at Cap Santé, which had in previous years
been operated by the contractors for the ship channel buoy service, at the contract
price of $500, was this year maintained by the department directly, and cost $255.49

NOVA SCOTIA LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division, in charge of Mr. J. Parsons, agent of the department in this province
comprises 184 lighthouses, exhibiting 196 lights, 1 light vessel, 16 steam fog-alarms, 23
hand fog-horn stations, 2 fog-bells, 17 automatic whistling buoys, 16 automatie bell
buoys, 105 iron or steel buoys, about 750 spar and other small buoys, 8 stationary
beacons, 16 life-saving stations, 3 humane establishments, 4 signal stations, and 1 steam-
ship, the "Newfield."

The stations have been inspected by Mr. C. A. Hutchins, superintendent of lights.
The boilers and machinery at the fog-alarm stations have been inspected by Mr. D
Stevens, inspector of Government steamboats.

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

Cole Harbour range lights.

Two range lights, established on the north side of the entrance to Cole Harbour, in
Tor Bay, were put in operation in November, 1898.
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The front light is shown from a square wooden tower, with sloping sides, surmounted
by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white. The building is 33 feet high
from its base to the vane on the lantern, and stands on ground elevated 12 feet above
high water mark, 65 feet back f rom the water's edge.

The light is a fixed red light, elevated 40 feet above high water mark. The illuminat-
ing apparatus is dioptric, of the 7th order.

The back range lighthouse is a tower similar to the front one, erected on land 80
feet above high water mark, distant 650 feet N. 33° E. from the front one.

The light is a fixed red light, elevated 107 feet above high water mark. The illumi-
nating apparatus is catoptric.

The buildings were erected under contract by Messrs. Mosely & Chisholm, of
Dartmouth, for $775.

Lighth :wse at Arisaig.

A lighthouse, established on the northern extremity of Arisaig Point, county of
Antigonish, was put in operation just prior to the close of navigation last autumn.

The lighthouse is a square inclosed wooden tower, with sloping sides, surmounted
by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white. The building is 30 feet high
from its base to the vane on the lantern, and stands about 130 feet back from the
extremity of the point.

The light is fixed red, elevated 40 feet above high water mark. The illuminating
apparatus is dioptric, of small size.

The building was erected under contract by Mr. John McDonald, of Antigonish,
and cost $338.

IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

Ingonish Harbour.-The lighthouse on the south side of the harbour has been
moved 98 feet west from its old position, in consequence of the washing away of the
beach by a storm.

Caveau Point Liglts.-Two leading lights erected on Caveau Point, at the entrance

to Eastern Harbour, Cheticamp, were put in operation on the 3rd October, 1897.
Fixed white lights are shown fron square wooden towers, with sloping walls twenty-
seven feet high from base to vane. The towers were built by contract by Mr. Fulgence
Aucoin, at a cost of $447.

Meagher's Beach.-The planking on the deck outside the lantern was partially

renewed, and the stairs leading from lower room to cellar repaired and partially renewed.
The plank walk and hand rails from dwelling to tower were renewed. New sills and joists
were put in oil store and the side and roof reshingled.

Pope'8 Harbour.-Part of the foundation of the oil-store wall was rebuilt, and the
woodhouse and boat slip repaired.

Liscomb.-The chimney was rebuilt from the roof up and fitted with new lead

flashings. The leak in the roof was repaired and the north side of kitchen roof and
north roof of oil-store were shingled; the entrance door was also repaired.
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Wedge I8land.-The cellar steps and hatches were renewed and the water spouts
repaired. The roof of oil store and roof and walls of oil-shed were shingled, and the
foundation walls of wood shed raised.

18aac8 Harbour.-The roof of the oil-store has been reshingled and the wooden
base of lantern renewed up to window sills. The deck has been partially renewed and
covered with canvas and the lower roof of tower lined with G. & T. sheeting.

Can8o Harbour.-A new boathouse was built at the landing of this station.

Freestone Islet Light.-A permanent lighthouse erected on Freestone lalet, at the
north-eastern entrance to St. Peter Inlet, to replace the pole from which a light has
heretofore been maintained there, was put in operation in October, 1898.

The building, which stands close to the site of the pole on the west extremity of the
islet, consists of a square wooden tower, with sloping walls, surmounted by a square
wooden lantern. It is thirty-three feet in height, from its base to the ventilator on the
lantern, and is painted white throughout.

The light is fixed red dioptric of the 7th order, elevated thirty feet above high
water. The work was done by Mr. Alexander McCuish, of St. Peters, whose contract
price was $387.

St. Esprit.-All the outside sills of the tower and dwelling and one of the wood-
sheds were renewed, also several corner posts and studs. About half of the plank
covering on the south, east and north sides of the tower was renewed, and the old clap-
boards and shingles removed from the walls and the same covered with tarred sheathing
paper and cedar shingles. The roof of dwelling and woodshed were reshingled and the
front door sill and part of the jams and facings were renewed. Repairs were aiso made
to windows, doors, railings, conductors, and deck beams. All the deck was recovered
with canvas and all the new work was given one coat of white paint.

The foundation wall was pointed with cement and one sill under oil-store renewed.
Four logs were replaced in the breakwater protecting the landing, and the same refilled
with stone ballast. Brush was put in the bottom to keep the ballast from working out
from under the bottom log.

North Canso Light.-The stone foundation wall was repaired and cased on the
north and south sides with spruce boards covered with tarred paper and shingles.

The first story of the south and east sides of the building was reshingled, joining
the shingles to those covering the stone wall and to the old shingles above. The sills
and roaf of porch were renewed, cellar doors covered and all outside doors repaired.

Pugwash Light.-The foundation wall and plaster at this station were repaired.

Chebucto Head.-Two lamps were supplied this station and two repaired ; the road
was also repaired.

Hobsons Nose.-The brick cistern in the cellar of this lighthouse was repaired and
cemented inside.

Cross Island.--The foundation walls of this lighthouse and shed have been repaired
and pointed.

Fort Point.-A new kitchen floor was laid and the door removed from the west to
the south side; a new window was also fitted. A closet was built in lower room, and
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a pantry and door in the kitchen. Two new water spouts were placed on the inside
and a new platform built. The chimney was repaired and a new crock supplied. The
reflectors were re-silvered.

Little Hope.-A new boat was supplied to this station. One door sill, steps to
porch and cellar doors were repaired, and a new glass was fitted in lantern. The sill
of the boathouse door was renewed, and part of the stone wall breakwater was repaired.
The lower end of the boatslip was renewed and a protection work 25 feet x 10 wide
built.

The chimney was repaired and fitted with new crock.

Port Herbert.-The lantern deck was renewed and the plaster repaired in two
rooms.

Gull Rock.-The foundation walls of the cellar were recovered with sheathing, and
new water spouts and doors fitted to saine. The oil-store was reshingled and the light-
house and buildings painted. The stone wall protection work on south-east side was
also repaired.

Page8 I8land.-The boathouse at this station was moved back and a log protection
work built on the east side of boat slip. The boat slip was renewed, a new door fitted
on south side of woodhouse, and the window removed to west side. A hand fog-horn
was supplied to this station for use in answer to signals from steamers.

Pubnico Light.-The foundation walls under the tower have been pointed and zinc
shingles fitted on roof between kitchen and main building. The ceiling in the pantry
bas been sheathed and the lighthouse painted. The breakwater around the lighthouse
has also been repaired. A hand fog-horn was supplied to this station for use in answer
to signals from steamers.

Bunker Island.-Repairs have been made to clock machinery. The well on the
island was repaired and new boat skids fitted on side of pier.

Brier I8land.-The new fog-whistle building referred to in last year's report was
completed in September, 1897, at a total cost of $2,056.78.

Westport Light.-A new floor was laid in the kitchen and the oil-store was
reshingled.

Shaffner8 Point.-The entrance steps have been repaired and a new lock fitted to
door. A new lamp bas been supplied to this station.

Point Prim.-Repairs were made to the kitchen steps and the cellar floor was re-
newed.

Isle Haute.-The lantern deck at this station was repaired and the roof of the wood-
shed reshingled. Repairs were also made to the cellar drain.

Apple River.-The embankment on the upper side of the road from the wharf bas
ber i logged up and repaired.

Whitehead Light.-A new boathouse was built at the landing at this station.

Cape Race Fog-Alarm.-The left band boiler was retubed last March and the right
band boiler was refitted with twenty-four new tubes and one patch was placed on bottom.

Sable Island.-At No. 1 station an addition was made to the platform and rail,
the superintendent's dwelling was repaired and a new water tank was placed at the
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mens bouse. The shingles were renailed on upper boathouse and warehouse, new steps
were built to look-out and new steps and roof shingled at lowerboat bouse.

At No 2 Station an addition was. built to the dwelling of the following dimensions:
16 feet x 18 feet x 12 feet.

At the East End light, a new outhouse was built of the following dimensions:
12 feet x 22 feet x 7 feet.

Al the stations were inspected by Mr. C. A. Hutchins on the 27th June last.

Captain Bloomfield Douglas, R.N.R., Naval Assistant, inspected the life saving
appliances at No. 1 and No. 4 stations on the same date.

The hay on the island was a fair crop and sufficient was secured for the stock and

ponies on the island. Ail the. vegetables planted did fairly well, the locusts doing
little damage.

Twelve beeves were killed during the year, weighing 7,292 lbs., eight pigs weighing

901 lbs., and six calves weighing 600 lbs. The usual stock of ninety head of horned

cattle and about 125 wild ponies are at present in first-rate condition. A very fine

stock bull was received in September, 1897.
144 bris. of cranberries were shipped off the island, also a quantity of salted hides.

St. Paul's Island.-The old boiler was retubed and other repairs made to it; repairs

were also made to the donkey boiler under the direction of Inspector Stevens. The

new boiler which had been placed was inspected by Mr. Stevens and was reported satis-

factory by him.

The boat shed at the N.W. side of the island was destroyed by a storm in October.

The telephone line bas been repaired and new instruments sent to take the place of

those worn out.

For the benefit of steamer crossing between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia and

for the benefit of sealers, the department has decided to have the lights on the island

kept in operation so long as navigation is open and to put them in operation in the

month of March if any sealing is being done in the neighbourhood.

The Italian barque " Maria Casapona " struck on the N.W. side of the island in

October and became a total wreck ; no lives were lost. The captain and crew were

taken to the mainland in the SS. " Harlaw " which calls at 'this station to and from

Halifax and Newfoundland ports every fortnight.

BUOY SERVICE.

Cape Fourchu Automatic Buoy.-This buoy broke from its moorings and was picked

up without the mooring atone, and replaced.

Tte Sisters Bell Buoy.-This buoy went adrift and when recovered on the 8th

January the stone anchor and 30 fathoms of the chain were missing. On February 2nd

it was brought to Halifax with bilge damaged and two arms broken. The same buoy

was also found adrift on the 7th March with the stone anchor and 28 fathoms of chain

missing.

Sambro Automatic.-In February, 1898, this buoy went adrift with the ice and was

picked up by fishermen off Liverpool with all moorings complete with the exception of

the mooring Stone, and was taken to Halifax by the " Newfield."
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Jerseyman's Island.-A steel conical buoy, painted red, has been moored off the
outer end of the shoal extending westerly from Jerseyman's Island, on the southern side
of Crid Pass entrance to Arichat Harbour.

Canso Harbour Fairway buoy.--An iron can buoy, painted in white and black vertical
stripes, has been moored in 13 fathoms of water one and one-sixteenth miles north half
east from Hart Island light, in the fairway into Canso Harbour, through the northern
entrance.

Beaver Island Shoal.-An iron can buoy, painted black, has been placed off the
extremity of the shoal extending easterly from the eastern end of Beaver Island,
half mile east from Beaver Island light.

Port Medway.--About the first week in November, the following changes were
made in the buoyage in the approach to Port Medway:

1. The bell buoy previously marking the south-west breaker was removed to a new
position one and three-quarter miles S.S.W. from the breaker, to serve as a fair way buoy
in entering the harbour. It is moored in 14 fathoms water and is painted in alternate
black and white vertical stripes with the words "Port Medway " on the sides.

2. An iron conical buoy, painted red, with "S. W. Breaker " in white letters on its
side, was moored to mark that danger in place of the removed bell buoy.

3. A large iron can buoy was moored outaide the point of the flat off Neil Point;
it replaces a spar buoy maintained since 1888.

Barrington Passage.-Nine spar buoys were this winter placed in Barrington
passage in addition to the buoys previously maintained there, as follows :-One red spar
buoy on Liverpool reef ; two red spar buoys on the starboard side of the dredged
channel leading to iRobertson's wharf; two black spar buoys on the port side of the
same dredged channel; one black spar buoy on the southern angle ledge; one red spar
buoy on Knowles rock; one red spar buoy on Huskin rock; one black spar buoy on
Cunningham reef.

Peases Island Fairway. -On the 27th August a bell buoy was established in the
fairway between the Old Man and the Old Woman shoals, off Peases Island, Yarmouth
County. The buoy is moored in 9j fathoms, is painted in alternate red and black hori-
zontal bands, with " Peases Id. Fy." in white letters on the deck.

Lockeport Fairway.-On the 31st August a bell-buoy was established off the ap-
proach to Lockeport Harbour; it is painted in alternate red and black horizontal bands
with " Lockeport Fy " in white letters on the deck, and is moored in 12J fathoms.

Cheter Rock.-On the 25th August a wooden can buoy painted in red and black
horizontal bands, was established in two fathoms on the shoal known as Chester Rock in
Chester Harbour.

Gull Ledge.--On the 30th August an iron conical buoy, painted red, with " Gull
Ledge " in white letters on the side, was established in 7 fathoms water to mark GuIl
Ledge Reef, in the county of Yarmouth.

Halifax Harbour.-On the 14th October, an iron can buoy, surmounted by a
spherical slatwork cage, the whole painted in alternate red and black bands, was estab-
lished in 6 fathoms immediately south of the middle ground between Meagher Beach
and Pleasant Point, Halifax Harbour.
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NEW BRUNSWICK LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

The New Brunswick division comprises all the lighthouses and other aids to navi-
gation within the boundaries of the province, both on the Bay of Fundy and on the
Gulf of St. Lawrence coast. The large buoys maintained by the Government on the
Nova Scotia coast of the Bay of Fundy, are attended to by the steamer " Lansdowne,"
under the direction of the New Brunswick agent, but are otherwise under the control of
the Nova Scotia agent.

This division is under the charge of Mr. F. J. Harding, agent of the department at
St. John, N.B.

The lights, &c., were inspected by Mr. John Kelly, inapector of lights.

There are in this agency 122 lighthouses, 1 light-ship and 12 steam fog.alarms.

The number of keepers and engineers in connection with the lighthouses and fog-
alarms, is as follows: 85 light-keepers, 7 light-keepers and engineers of fog-alarms, 12
engineers and 6 assistant engineers-110 in all.

The method of supplying the lights varied in accordance with locations. The sup-
plies for the St. John River, Grand Lake and Washademoak Lake lights were shipped
by regular local steamers and a separate bill of lading furnished for each station.

The supplies for the Miramichi River lights were sent by the light-ship " Jennie,"

and by regular lines of steamers or schooners trading to the different points.

The Bay of Fundy lights were supplied by the steamer " Lansdowne," and those in

the Baie des Chaleurs district were supplied by rail. In all cases the supplies have

been delivered in the most convenient and economical way.

REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO EXIsTING STATIONS.

Andersons Iollow Light.-A new enclosed wooden tower has been erected on the

outer end of the repaired public wharf, to replace the temporary pole light maintained

since the former tower was carried away by storm. It is square in plan, with sloping

sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, painted white, and is 24 feet high from

pier to vane on lantern. The light in the new tower is a fixed red seventh-order

dioptric light. The work was done under contract by Mr. H. O. Barbour, of Waterside,

for $182.

. Beacon Light.-The block was whitewashed and lighthouse tower and lantern

painted inside and out. A few planks were placed in the sides of the block and on thE

step.

There is a fog-bell run by machinery maintained at this station.

Bathurst Light.-A new front range lighthouse was erected to replace a worn-out

building, and the opportunity was taken to improve the alignment. It is a wooden

tower, square in plan, with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, the

whole 33 feet high and painted white. The light is a seventh-order dioptric fixed white

light.

Big Duck 1sland Fog-Alarm.-New brass steam-pipe connections were made with

both boilers, by the engineer and his son. The engine-house and dwelling were painted.
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Blis8 Island Light.-The wooden portion of the tower below the lantern glass was
renewed, and a new step placed leading into light.

The lighthouse, lantern and oil-house were painted inside and out.

Two of the reflectors were re-silvered and a new iron sink and pipe connections
made to sewer from dwelling-house. All the work was done by the keeper.

Campbellton Range Lights.-The tower on the public wharf had the abutment
replanked outside and a walk laid around the building.

In order to distinguish the range lights from the incandescent lights used on the

wharf and in the town their colour was changed on the opening of navigation from fixed

white to fixed red.

Cape Enrage Fog-Alarm and Light.-The boiler was repaired by Mr. James O'Don-

nell at a cost of $81.21, the engine-room whitewashed and the floor of same renewed
with cement. The lighthouse and lantern were painted and one side of the stable roof

was shingled.

Cape Jourimain Light.-Fences that were blown down were rebuilt and the

dwelling was banked with'sea-weed and clay, which added much to the comfort of it.

The outside and top of lantern, as well as the inside and floor of same, were painted.

Cape Spencer Light.-A new shingle roof was put on oil-house and a new door-

frame and door placed on same. There was also a new door frame placed for cellar

door.

The lantern was painted and a new lantern glass placed. A hand fog-alarm is kept

at this station.

Cassies Point Light.-A new spindle was supplied for the revolving light. The

lantern was painted inside and the kitchen ceiling was sheathed, as the plaster was

falling off.

Cox Point Light.-The outside of lighthouse was shingled and painted. The

lantern was painted inside and the four reflectors re-silvered.

Escuminac Fog-Alarm and Light.-Small repairs were made to the boiler in engine-

room, four new tubes and a few nipples and pipes were replaced, and the buildings gen-

erally were painted.

Fox Island (Upper) Light.-The plank walk across the marsh to the southern

light, which was carried away in a storm, was replaced with scantting and three-inch
deal. The expenditure amounted to $36.

Fox Island (Lower) Light.-A steel wire rope was furnished each of the two lights

for hoisting the lamps. The towers and dwelling were painted and the rooms in the

dwelling papered.

Grindstone Island Fog-Alarm and Light.-The kitchen of dwelling was raised level

with the main building, a new floor was laid and the rooms papered. Under the

kitchen a cellar was dug out and a atone wall built up to the ailla with a door to cellar.

The conservatory was also raised and small repairs made. The total cost amounted to

$84.

A new boat was furnished this station at a cost of $60.00.
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Gannet Rock Light.-A tramway was built from old rails extending down the
eastern side of gulch.

New inside sashes were placed in the lantern. A new boat was furnished the
keeper at a cost of $45.

Goose Lake Light.-The storm of November, 1897, washed the sand bank and beach
f rom the sea wall of the light, taking away part of the fence and necessitating the
removal of the oil-house closer to the lighthouse and the building of a sea wall around
the lighthouse and other buildings at a cost of $80.

A new sill and floor were placed in the oil-house.

Grand Manan Fog-Alar.--A full set of tubes was placed in the large boiler and
some patching done, some patching was also done on the small boiler. The total cost

of labour and material was $123.35. Some small repairs were made to the machinery
by the keeper.

The southern side of the dwelling roof was reshingled. A new plank walk was

laid from the whistle-house to the dwelling.

Grand Harbour Light.-The roof of dwelling and part of the tower was reshingled

and new face boards placed under the landing of lantern.

& new sea wall was built from the end of former abutment and the lighthouse and

dwelling were painted. The total expenditure amounted to $171.38.

Head Harbour Fog-Alarm and Light.-'A new boat was furnished the keeper at a

cost of $35.

Heron Island Lighit.-The reflectors were resilvered at a cost of $20.36,

Hay Island Light.-The keeper replaced the steps carried away by a storm from
the front of lighthouse and dwelling at a cost of $3.50 for material and assistance, and

a new window was placed in the south-west side of lantern.

The catoptric illuminating apparatus has been replaced by a lamp in a small pressed

glass lens. Formerly the burner was a mammoth No. 3, now it is a duplex.

Letete Fog-Alarm.-A new blacksmith shop was built from the old material and

stock left over from former repairs to the building.

New brass pipes, steam and water, were put in position, and valves and parts of

machinery of alarn were refitted to keep them in good order.

Lightship " Jennie," Miramichi.-The mast, coamings, hatches and stern were re-

paired. The ship's bottom was scraped and caulked where needed and painted with

copper paint.

The pump boxes and four lamps were repaired.

A new boat was furnished at a cost of $50.

Midgic Bluf Light.-The reflectors ofthis light were resilvered at a cost of $50.25.

Machias Seal Island Fog-Alarm and Light. -Twelve new brass bolta 'were put in top

of lantern and a new galvanized iron dome placed over lens inside lantern of western

light. Four hundred feet of one-inch rope was furnished for the tramway.

The timber over the water tank in the engine-house gave out and was repaired, the

floor in front of boilers was also repaired. Repairs were made to the boiler, a new
51
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spring for the governor and new check valve were attached and the operative valve of
the large boiler was repaired and new connections made.

New globe valve and brass nipples were put on the pump. The leak around stay
bolts on top of dome was repaired and new bolts were put in soft patch of boiler.

The boat was repaired. The contract for delivering water and mail to this station
having expired it was decided by the department to allow the keeper the sum of $125
per annum for carrying the same.

Marks Point Light.-Stone piers were built under the sills of this station.

McManns Point Light.-The battens on the tower were removed and the building
shingled and painted. The lantern was painted inside and out and new steps were
made up to the light. The reflector was resilvered.

Neguac Light.-The lantern landing has had a new canvas covering placed on it.

New sills were placed under the range light shed and new locks were provided for
the lighthouse and dwelling.

Negrotown Point Light.-A boat landing has been built at this station at a cost of
$88.05 and some repairs made to tramway at a cost of $20.

Partridge Island Light and Fog-Alarm.-During the year the eastern boiler was
patched where leaking.

A portion of the top of the east wharf was boarded and replanked and the road
from wharf landing to engine-house repaired.

The dwelling has had the eastern side of the roof shingled.

Pokenouche Light.-The plank walk from the main light to the range light has
been repaired, and a hand-rail placed on same. New green shades and iron frames
have been furnished.

Portage Island Light.-The roof of dwelling was shingled. Three reflectors were
resilvered.

Pea Point.-The lantern landing was renewed and a new cement floor laid in
basement of tower, also a new door frame and door put on cellar.

The reflectors were resilverecb and the glass in lantern was reglazed and one new
glass put in same.

Bands, eye-bolts and stays for a new flag pole were furnished the keeper.

Point Lepreaux Light.-The boathouse at this station was shingled at a cost of
$3.75, and some small repairs made to the road leading from the derrick and boathouse
to light.

A fire occurred at this station on the 31st of January last by which the lighthouse,
fog-alarm and 30 tons of coal were destroyed. A temporary light (Chance Anchor
Lens, sent from the Ottawa stores), hoisted on a mast a short distance from the former
light, was at once erected, and has been maintained ever since. A contract has been let
for the erection of a new lighthouse.

Point Lepreaux Pog-Alarm.-A new engine-house was erected on the foundation
of the former building, and a new boiler, pump and trumpet supplied this station. The
fog-alarm in the new building was in operation by the 9th March.
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The old foundation under the boilers and cylinders was removed and a solid
foundation of stone cement and sand built under same. A new cistern was built in
foundation of southern side of engine-house.

Passamaquoddy Bay Light.-The storm of February 2nd did considerable damage
to the abutment or block on the north-east side, necessitating extensive repairs. The
ladder on the south-east side was repaired and a new one furnished for the north-west
side. The total expenditure for repairs amounted to $96.15.

The large boat was repaired at a cost of $7, and painted. A new boat was
supplied this station, costing $17, the other one having been carried way in the storm
of February last.

A new pair of iron davits were placed at this station, and the old one repaired at
a cost of $19.45.

Preston Beach Lights.-The masts f rom which the range lights were shown at this
station have been replaced by new lighthouse towers.

The front tower is a wooden building, square, with inclined sides and a square
wooden lantern, painted white, with the lantern red. It is 29 feet high.

The back tower is a skeleton steel framework, square, with sloping sides, sur-
mounted by a wooden lantern and light room. It is 59 feet high. The lantern and
iron work are red; the enclosed upper part of the tower is white.

The lights in the old towers were catoptric, but lamps with small pressed lenses
were supplied in their place.

Petit Rocher Light.-The two reflectors were resilvered this year.

Poquesudie Light.-New lantern glass was put in at this station at a cost of
$23.15.

Quaco Light.-One-inch waterpipes were furnished the keepers for carrying water
from the top of the hill to the inside of dwellings at a cost of $26.23, the keepers per-
forming the work. A wire fence was erected on the line at a cost of $37.87.

Quaco Fog-A&arm Station.-As the foundation under the trumpet at this station
was continually settling, the same was excavated and a new foundation built with stone
and cement at a cost of $24.95. Repairs were made to the old boiler at a cost of
$65.30.

Some repairs were also made to the woodwork of the station, necessitating an
expenditure of $18 for lumber and $16.20 for labour.

Robertson's Point Light.-The trees that partly obscured the light f rom up the lake
were cut down by the keeper, who is the owner of the land.

Sand Point Light.-The mast on an open framework, from which the light was
shown at Sand Point, on the River St. John, has been removed and replaced by a square
skeleton framed steel tower, with sloping sides, surmounted by an enclosed wooden light
room and by a square wooden lantern.

The new lighthouse stands on the site of the old mast, about 150 feet back from
high water mark, on the most prominent part of the point. The lantern and iron-work
arc painted red, and the enclosed upper part of the tower is painted white. The height
of the building, from the base to the ventilator on the lantern is 58 feet.
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The light shown from the new building is a seventh order dioptric, fixed white light,
elevated 60 feet above high water mark, and should be visible 13 miles from all points
of approach by water.

The work was done by Mr. G. W. Palmer, Kars, his contract price being $699.

Shediac North Channel Range Lights.-The masts on the northernmost part of
Point du Chêne, from which red lights were shown to lead through the north channel
entering Shediac Harbour, have been replaced by enclosed towers from which stronger
lights are shown. The new buildings were first used on the 5th December, 1898.

The front range light building is a square wooden tower, with sloping sides, painted
white, surmounted by a square wooden lantern painted red. It ii 27 feet high from its
base to the ventilator on the lantern.

The light is a fixed red light, elevated 32 feet above high water, and should be
visible 7 miles in the line of range. The illuminating apparatus is catoptric.

The back range tower is. erected on the site formerly occupied by the back range
mast, 602 feet S. W. by S. froin the front tower. The building is similar to the front
one but is 39 feet high. The light is a fixed red light, elevated 43 feet above high
water, and should be visible 8 miles in the line of range.

The buildings were erected by day's labour under the supervision of Mr. John Kelly,
inspector of lights, and cost $567.23.

Swallow Tail Light.-The shingles on the kitchen roof have been renailed and two
rooms papered and painted. The lantern has also been painted.

A sewer drain was laid from the kitchen sink and cellar ower the bank; one barrel
of cement was used in the cellar.

A log abutment, levelled off with stone and earth, was built in front of the dwelling.

A new plank walk was laid from oil-house to lighthouse, with a hand-rail, and
new planking was also laid in front and back f dwelling. The expenditure for repairs
anounted to $42.65.

A new derrick was built at a cost of $19.25.

Saint Andrews Light.-A new platform was laid on the wharf and a new fence
built around same.

Two windows were repaired and the chimney of dwelling was also repaired.

Spruce Point Light.-A new stone pier was built under the sills of tower at a cost
of $16.50.

* South-west HeadLight.-Lumber was furnished for repairing fences and renewing the
doors of outbuildings. Shingles were also supplied for repairing roof of dwelling, and a
pair of cellar doors and sills, the whole costing $66.47.

Six new argand burners were furnished this station during the year.

BUOY SERVICE.

The buoy service in most of the ports of the New Brunswick agency was performed
under contract, under the supervision of the harbour masters.
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The coast buoys of the New Brunswick district and part of Nova Scotia in the
Bay of Fundy were attended to by the steamer "Lansdowne."

Bell Boat of Partridge I8land.-This bell boat was replaced by the Governnient
steamer " Lansdowne " on the 21st of Deceinber, 1897, after repairs had been effected.

No repairs were needed on the buoy this season, with the exception of those to the
moorings and pumping the water out of the buoy. The total cost of repairs amounted
to $38.45.

Black Point Automatic Buoy.-This buoy was removed and replaced by the steamer
"Lansdowne"' on the I1st of May, 1898. The cost in coinection with repairs to this
buoy amounted to $12.89.

Blonde Rock Automatic Buoy.-This buoy was removed and replaced with new
mooring by the steamer " Lansdowne " on the 1st of December, 1897, it was also
removed and replaced with new mooring on the 21st of May, 1898.

The cost of chain, shackles, etc., for this buoy during the year amounted to

$555.43.

Chebogue Ledge Buoy.-The steamer " Lansdowne " overhauled this buoy and its

moorings and replaced it in true position on the 25th of May, 1898.

The sum of $30.50 was spent in repairs to this buoy during the year.

Cat Rock Bell Buoy.-This buoy was placed in true position by the steamer " Lans-

downe " on the 26th May, 1898.

Dalhouie.-AX new red spar buov was established in September on the south-east

edge of the middle ground on the north side of the entrance to the south channel in

Dalhousie harbour.

Lepreau.r Automatic Buoy.-Twice a year the steamer "Lansdowne" removes this

buoy. On the 13th December, 1897, it was placed in true position.

Lurcher Buoy.-Every fall and spring this buoy is lifted by the steamer " Lans-

downe " and replaced by another. On the 7th of December last it was removed and

replaced in true position and also on the 19th of May, 1898.

The cost of repairs, chain, etc., during the year amounted to $901.35.

Old Man Can Buoy.-This buoy is replaced twice a year by the " Lansdowne." On

the 30th November, 1897, this buoy was raised and it was found necessary to bring it

to St. John for repaire. It was replaced on the 7th December, 1897. This buoy was
also raised and replaced on the 21st of May, 1898.

/Old Woman Can Buoy.-This is another of the coast buoys that are removed and

replaced twice a year. On the 30th November, 1897, the " Lansdowne " took up the

buoy, changed the moorings and overhauled same and replaced it in true position; it

was also placed in true position on the 23rd of May, 1898.

Pease's Ledge Buoy.-This buoy was examined and replaced by the " Lansdowne"

on the 30th November, 1897, also on the 23rd of May, 1898. The cost of repairs on

this buoy amounted to $10.81.

Quaco.-These buoys, three in number, two bell buoys and one can buoy, are

lifted every year by the steamer "Lansdowne."
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Quaco Reef Bell Buoy was replaced on the 13th May, 1898.

Quaco Shoal Can Buoy was replaced on the 4th May, 1898.

Quaco Reef Bell Buoy was replaced on the 4th May, iS98.

The cost of repairs on these buoys during the year amounted to $85.06.

St. Andrew.-In July a black steel can buoy was established two cables S.E. of
the beacon on the eastern bend of Navy Island, at the entrance to the harbour in six
fathoms of water.

Roaring Bull.-The can buoy on this danger was on the 7th of December, 1897,
and also on the 25th May, 1898, removed and replaced in true position by the steamer
"Lansdowne."

Split Rock Buoy.-The work of examining this buoy every spring and fall is done
by the steamer " Lansdowne."

The buoy was lifted and replaced on the 10th December, 1897. On the 4th of
February, 1898, it was reported out of position, and was replaced by Capt. Bissett of
the " Lansdowne " on the 5th of February. On the 25th of the same month it again
drifted out of position and was again replaced in true position. This buoy was also
lifted and replaced on the 14th of May, 1898.

Southern Wolf Automatic Buoy.-This buoy was removed last fall on the 13th Dec-
ember and again this spring on the 28th June, and another buoy anchored in its place,
the "Lansdowne" performing the work. A new whistle was placed on this buoy on
the 28th May, 1898.

Trinity Ledge Bell Buoy.-The " Lansdowne " performs the work of lifting and
replacing this buoy every fall and spring. On the 23rd of April, 1898, this buoy
drifted out of position and capsized; it was replaced on the lst May.

John's Ledge Buoy.-The work of removing and replacing this buoy is done every
fall and spring by the steamer " Lansdowne." The work was done on the lst December,
1897, and on the 21st May, 1898.

Yarmouth Bell Buoy.-The steamer " Lansdowne " lifted and replaced this buoy
on the 29th December, 1897, and again on the 19th May, 1898.

The cost of repairs made to the buoy amounted to $35.91.

S. W. Fairway Buoy.-This buoy was lifted and replaced by the " Lansdowne " on
the 7th December, 1897 and 4th July, 1898.

N. W. Fairway Buoy.-This buoy was lifted and replaced by the steamer "Lans-
downe " on the 25th May, 1898.

North-west Ledge Buoy. - This buoy was lifted and replaced by the steamer
"Lansdowne " on the 27th May, 1898, when two of the strikers or hangers were found
broken and gone, and required repairs.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AGENCY.

This division is under the charge of Mr. Artemas Lord, who is agent of the depart-
ment at Charlottetown, and also acte as inspector of lights for the district which em-
braces the whole province. The general routine of the office work has been,as formerly,
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performed by the agent, assisted by Mr. H. W., Mutch ~as clerk and messenger. The
work of building new lighthouses and superintending the more extensive repairs at
existing stations has been done under the personal superintendence of Mr. M. Walsh as
foreman of works. Under the agent's instruction Mr. Walsh is also warehouseman for
the lighthouse stores in Charlottetown.

There are in this division 66 lights at 39 stations, and one fog-horn, under the
charge of 44 keepers. There are three automatic whistling buoys and one bell buoy.
The majority of the lights are situated on headlands and serve the general purposes of
navigation, the remainder being harbour lights intended particularly for the 1enefit of
fishermen. There are thirty harbours buoyed under the system of three-year contracts,
and seven in which buoys are maintained by the department under the local harbour
masters.

All the stations on the Island were inspected by the agent and Mr. Walsh on the

annual supply trip in July last.. The tug " William Aitkin" was chartered for the
lighthouse supply service. Mr. Lord reports the condition of the stations generally
good.

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

Orwell River Range Lights.

The single light heretofore maintained to mark the position of the Brush wharf at

the mouth of Orwell River, has been replaced by two pairs of range lights arranged to

lead through two reaches of the narrow channel; one pair, which will be known as the

Douse Point range, showing fixed red lights, and leading from opposite Belfast Point to

abeam of China Point; the other pair, which will be known as the Brush wharf range,

leading from the junction of the Orwell and Vernon River channels to the Brush wharf.

The old lighthouse has been moved and utilized for the back light of the Douse Point

range.

The front building of the Douse Point range stands near the water's edge, on the

point north of Muttock point, which is locally known as Douse point. It is a square

wooden building with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, and is

painted white. Its height, from base to, ventilator on the lantern, is 16 feet.

The light is fixed red catoptric, elevated 16 feet above high water mark, and should

be visible 6 miles in the line of range.

The back range light is a similar light elevated 28 feet above high water, and should

be visible 6 miles in the line of range. The lighthouse is a square wooden building,

with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern, the whole painted white

and 22 feet high, standing 1,315 feet N. E. by E. j E. from the front light.

The front light of the Brush wharf range is exhibited f rom a tower built on a block

nside the south-west angle of the Brush wharf. The tower is a square wooden building

with sloping sides, surmounted by a square wooden lantern. It is 15 feet high and is

painted white. The fixed green catoptric light is elevated 12 feet above high water

mark and should be visible 2 miles in the line of range.

The back light of this range is a similar light, elevated 27 feet above high water

mark, shown from a similar tower built on the river bank, 500 feet E. î S. from the

front one.
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This work was done by Mr. Walsh at a cost for the three new buildings of $2 10.77.

Annandale Lights and Beacon.

Two range lights to lead into Grand River were established, and put in operation on
the 26th August last.

The front range building stands in the village of Annandale, 220 feet north from the
shore of the river, and 312 feet N. 70° E. from the head of the public wharf.

It is a square wooden enclosed tower, with sloping sides, surmounted by a square
wooden lantern, the whole painted white, and is 13 feet high from its base to the vane
on the lantern. The light is a fixed white catoptric light, elevated 28 feet above high
water.

The back light building stands upon the north shore of the river, N.W. by N. 4,340
feet from the front one. It is an open framed wooden square tower, with sloping sides,
surmounted by an enclosed wooden lantern. The side of the tower facing the channel
is slated to make it more conspicuous, and the whole structure is framed white. The
height of the tower, f rom base to vane, is 56 feet. The light is a fixed white catoptric
light, elevated 72 feet above high water mark.

At the same time a fixed red light, elevated 11 feet above high water mark on a
mast, was established on the north-west corner of Annandale wharf to indicate the turn-
ing point in the channel.

A diamond-shaped beacon, of slabwork painted white, was also erected upon a
ballasted timber platform on a sandbank on the north side of the channel south-east of
the front range light building. The bank covers at high water, so that the beacon is
surroundel by water for three or four hours at every high tide. It is 13 feet high above
high water.

The work was done under the foremanship of Mr. Walsh, at a cost of $270.55.

The legal expenses in connection with the purchase of the sites were $115.47.

IMPROVEMNIENTS AND PRINCIPAL REPAIRS AT EXISTING STATIONS.

Palmer's Wharf Light.-The mast light established in 1894 on Palmer's wharf,
Crapaud Harbour, was last year raised 10 feet in height, and is now elevated 20 feet
above high water mark. The mast carrying the lantern from which the light is shown
is 18 feet high, from the wharf to its top.

St. Peter's Island Light.- On the opening of navigation last spring the fixed red
light theretofore shown was replaced by an occulting white light, giving an occultation
of six seconds every half minute. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric of the 6th
order. This was done to increase the power of the light, and render it more distinctive.

Xorth Rustico.-The large repairs to the protection work, alluded to in last year's
report, were completed in 1897, under contract with Mr. Lemuel Clark, for the sum of
$1,740.

Some damage was done to the work by the heavy scour and sea and by gale of the
27th November, 1898, and repairs aggregating $269 have been made at three differ ent
times by Mr. Archibald Warren. Mr. Warren also spent $62.96 in protecting the sea
face of Robertson's Island from being cut through into the harbour by the sea.
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Cape Bear.-A well was dug and pump provided at a cost of $110, and an addition
was made to the keeper's dwelling at a cost of $282.51.

The following small expenditures for repairs were made in this agency:-

New London-Brush work protection............. .... $24 00
Sea Cow Head-Repairs to lantern..... ............... 19 15
Grand Tracadie-Repairs to tower .............. ...... 14 50
Wood Islands-Painting and repairs ................. .. 29 60
Fish Island-New boat ....... ....................... .50 00

H ardware .............................. . Il 78
St. Peter's Island-Repairs to building .................. 40 82

BRITISH COLUMBIA LIGHTHOUSE DIVISION.

This division comprises all Canadian waters on the Pacific coast and the inland
navigation systems of British Columbia, and is under the charge of Captain James
Gaudin, agent of the department at Victoria, who also acts as inspector of lights.

There are in this province 24 light-stations, at 6 of which are steam fog-alarms, and
at 6 others bells are rung by machinery. There are also 2 beacon lights in Victoria,
harbour, and two similar lights in Nanaimo harbour, which, as aids to navigation, are
highly appreciated.

The lights are in charge of 26 light-keepers, some of whom supply assistance out of
the salaries allowed.

The lights are supplied by the Dominion steamer " Quadrt," Capt. J. T. Walbran,
master, and the fog-alarm machinery at the several stations received the annual inspec-
tion of the engineer of the " Quadra."

NEW AIDS TO NAVIGATION.

Kaslo Spit Light.-An electric light was established on Kaslo Spit, Kootenay Lake,
in the autumn of 1897. It is operated by the Kootenay Electric Light Company, and
has proved highly satisfactory. The cost of construction was $163.74.

(pitarantine Anchorage Lights.

Two lights established and maintained by the Department of Agriculture to define
the limits of the anchorage at William Head quarantine station will, in future, be
included in the Canadian List of Lights and Fog-signals.

The more northerly light is distant 90 feet froin high water mark at the extreme
of William Head, and is 30 feet above high water.

The back range light is distant 30 feet S. by W. 4 W. from the front one and is 36
feet above high water mark. Both lights are fixed red, shDwn from lanterns on posts.
They should be visible, on a clear night, at a distance of four miles.

Brotchy Ledge Lighted Beacon.

The iron and masonry substructure was successfully completed this season. The
work was begun last year but was destroyed by the sea before completion. It is pro-
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posed te light these beacons electrically. The total expenditure to date on this aid,
covering work done in two seasons, lias been $10,468.93. The work was done by the
crew of the " Quadra."

Fiddle Reef Lighthouse.

A lighthouse erected on Fiddle reef, Mayor channel, was put in operation on the
2nd December, 1893, replaced the day beacon formerly maintained on the reef.

The lighthouse is a square wooden tower with sloping sides, surmounted by a square
wooden lantern, and is painted white. It stands upon a concrete pier 7 feet high. The
height of the tower, from its base to the ventilator on the lantern, is 30 feet. The light
is a fixed white 7th order dioptric light, elevated 30 feet above high water mark.

The building was erected by day's labour under the direct supervision of the agent,
the concrete foundation having been built by the crew of the " Quadra " and the super-
structure under the foremanship of Mr. John H. Port, of Victoria. The total expendi-
ture in connection with its construction has been $1,571.26.

Garry Point Fishing Light.

A light established on Garry Point, at the mouth of the main channel of the
Fraser River, was put in operation on the 24th July, 1898, for the benefit of light
draft fishing boats which can cross the Sand Heads at high tide. In consequence
of the turns in the channel, it will be impossible to use it as a guide in the main
channel through the Sand Heads.

The light is a fixed red light, shown from an anchor lens lantern standing on rthe
platform of the tide gauge, which is supported on pile work. The light is elevated 22
feet above high water mark. The illuininating apparatus is dioptric of the 7th order.

Pro8pect Point Lighthlouse and Fog-Bell.

A lighthouse was put in operation on the lst October, 1898, under the bluff at
Prospect Point, First Narrows, Burrard Inlet, at the entrance to Vancouver harbour,
British Columbia.

The lighthouse is a square wooden building, carrying a square wooden lantern on
the middle of the cottage roof, and with a bell in a gable projecting from the front.
The building is painted white, with the roof and lantern red, and is 31 feet high.

The light is a fixed white light elevated 28 feet above high water mark. The
illuminating apparatus, dioptric, of the seventh order.

A bell, hung from a front gable of the lighthouse, is struck twice in quick succession
.every minute, as a fog signal.

The lighthouse was erected by day's labour, under the superintendence of Mr. D.
M. Fraser, of Vancouver, and cost $2,183.38. The foundation, being built on the beach
between high and low water mark, required careful preparation to get a solid bottom,

and a substantial stone base had to be constructed to resist waves, driftwood, &c.
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Sisters Lighthouse and Fog-Bell.

A lighthouse, established on thâe most easterly and largest of the three rocks forming

the Sisters group in the Strait of Georgia, was put in operation in December, 1898,
replacing the day beacon formerly maintained on the same site.

The lighthouse building consists of a rectangular wooden dwelling-house with a

square tower rising above the roof on its north-western corner, surmounted by an

octagonal wooden lantern. The building is painted white, the lantern red ; the roof

shingles are not painted. The height of the building, from the masonry platform on
which it stands to the ventilator on the lantern, is 36 feet. The masonry foundation

and platform are designed both to give good cellar. accommodation and to provide a

level surface for working around the building. It is in stone and cement throughout.

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 46 feet above high water. The illuminut-
ing apparatus is dioptric, of the 7th order.

A bell, hung from a gable on the northeastern corner of the building, is struck by
machinery once every 30 seconds as a fog signal.

The building was erected under contract by Mr. Geo. H. Frost, of Nanaimo, the
lowest bidder, whose price was $3257.

Cape Vudge Lighthouse.

A lighthouse, erected on the western extreme of Cape Mudge, Valdez Island,
Discovery Passage, off the east coast of Vancouver Island, was put in operation on the
16th September, 1898.

The lighthouse stands on the edge of the bank, 6 feet above high water level. The

building consists of a square wooden dwelling, carrying a square wooden lantern on the

middle of the cottage roof. It is 30 feet high, from the sills to the vane on the lantei n,

and is painted white, with the roof and lantern red.

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 32 feet above high water mark, and should

be visible 10 miles, over an arc of 205°,. between the bearings of S. 480 E. around
through N. to N. 73° W. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, of the 7th order.

The building was erected by Mr. G. H. Frost, of Nanaimo, the lowest bidder, bis
contract price being $1,225.

Egg I8land Lighthouse.

A lighthouse on the west side of Egg Island, Queen Charlotte. Sound, was put in
operation on the 7th October, 1898.

The lighthouse stands on the summit of the islet attached to the west side of Egg
Island, the island having been cleared of trees to receive the building, which is of wcod,

having a square tower with vertical walls rising from the west corner of the light-

keeper's dwelling, and surmounted by a polygonal iron lantern. The building is painted

white, with the lantern red. Its height, from its base to the vane on the lantern, ;s 50

feet.

The light is a revolving white catoptric light, the flashes attaining their points of

greatest brilliancy every 30 seconds. It is elevated about 72 feet above high water

mark.
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The building was erected by day's labour, under the supervision of Mr. D. M.
Fraser, of Vancouver, and cost $3,601.86. The large iron lantern and illuminating
apparatus, formerly in use at Yellow Island, were utilized at this station.

Ivory Island Lighthouse.

A lighthouse on Surf Point, Ivory Island, Milbank Souid, was put in operation on
the Ist October. The lighthouse, which stands upon the bare rock on the south part of
the point, is a square wooden building, with vertical walls, carrying a square wooden
lantern on the summit of the cottage roof. The walls are painted white, the roof and
lantern red. The height of the building, from its base to the vane on the lantern, is
30 feet.

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 66 feet above high water mark. The
illuminating apparatus is dioptric, of the 7th order.

The building was erected by day's labour, under the supervision of Mr. Alexander
Bruce, of Vancouver, at a cost of $2.009.35.

Navigation of the Stikine.

Arrangements were made in May last for a system of signalling at Little Canyon,
on the Stikine River, to prevent collisions. A semaphore station was established in the
canyon at which signals were displayed for the guidance of vessels.

Regulations were also promulgated to govern the meeting of vessels in other parts
of the river, especially when the upward bound vessel was engaged in warping up.

The semaphore was maintained throughout the past seaeon of navigation, but
unless the traffic up the river greatly increases next season, it is not anticipated that it
will be necessary to resume its operation next year.

IMPROVEMENTS AND PRINCIPAL REPAIRS AT EXIsTING STATIONS.

Cape Beale.-A mechanical fog-horn has been supplied to the keeper and is operated
in foggy weather in response to the signals of passing vessels.

A new tramway has been built at a cost of $550 for labour and material.

The revolving white light used to be obscured to the northward of an east bearing
-so that vessels losing the light were warned that they were approaching foul ground.
On the 1st May last, the light was rearranged so as to show revolving red into Barclay
Sound, between the bearings of east and approximately S.S.E., the sector of white light
renaining unchanged. The new red sector acts as a danger signal.

Carmanah.-It was found necessary to reshingle the roof of the fog-alarm building
And to repair the tramway. This work was performed at a cost of $180.

Fi8gard.-A mechanical fog-horn has been supplied, to be used to answer the signals
of passing vessels.

Saturna I8land.-A mechanical fog-horn to be used in answering signals from
passing vessels, and a new ensign have been supplied.

Sand Head&.-Strengthening covering pieces have been placed on the iron piles
were corrosion had taken place, at a cost of $138.
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Entrance Island.-In November last, the lantern was partially destroyed through
the lamp catching fire; the lamp was slightly damaged and all the lantern glasses were
destroyed. The fire was promptly extinguished by the keeper and his assistant. The
lantern was re-glazed by the engineer of the "Quadra " and the platform surrounding
the lighthouse was renewed by the keeper.

Yellow Island.-The large revolving light in use at this station was discontinued
and the lantern and the illuminating apparatus utilized for the new lighthouse on Egg
Isiand.

The upper part of the tower was removed and the lower part roofed over, and the
whole building is now used exclusively as a dwelling.

Two new range lights put in operation on the 16th July, prove a great advantage
to navigators using the channel.

The back range tower is situated near the eastern extremity of the island.

It is a wooden building surmounted by a wooden lantern, and is 28 feet high from
base to vane. The light is fixed white, 7th order dioptric, elevated 71 feet above high
water mark.

The front tower is distant 290 feet S. 74° W. f rom the back one; it is of similar
construction to the main tower and is 20 feet high from base to vane. The light is
fixed white catoptric. elevated 48 feet above high water, visible only to the westward
and in the direction of the fairway.

The two lights in one mark the fairway between Maple Spit beacon and reef.

Baljour Light.-A new shelter and store room was built last autumn at a cost of
897, by Mr. Grant McKean, his tender being the lowest.

BUOYS AND BEACONS.

Kootenay Lake.-Eleven wooden cage buoys have been established in the west arm
of Kootenay Lake to mark this tortuous channel, and two buoys of the saine description
have been placed at the mouth of the Kootenay River to mark the entrance. The total
expenditure amounted to $390.

Rosedale Rock.-A steel can buoy, painted black, has been moored in 6 fathoms off
losedale rock, eastward of Race Islands, Strait of Juan de Fuca.

Sidney Channel.- -A steel buoy, painted red, has been moored in 7 fathoms, west-
ward of the west shoal off Sidney spit, Sidney Island.

The spar buoy moored on the east shoal, in the same locality, lias been changed in
colour to black, and must be left on the port hand by a vessel running with the flood
and intending to take the channel between the east shoal and the spit. There is no
safe passage between the two buoys.

The black spar buoy heretofore marking the eastern shoal patch westward of D'Arcy
Island, in the south entrance to Sidney channel, has been discontinued. The two
patches whicb it marked have not less than 19J feet water over them at low tide,
which is greater than the draft of vessel using that channel. The buoy proved to be an
obstruction to navigation.
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Sand Head8 Bell Buoy.-In consequence of a change in the outer end of the navig-
able channel through the Sand heads, at the mouth of the Fraser River, it was found
necessary to remove the bell buoy which marks the point where the channel reaches
deep water of the Gulf of Georgia from its former station and to moor it in 17 fathoms
in a new position distant 2,550 feet S.S.E. from the old one.

North Sand HJead Black Beacon.-This beacon was washed away last summer, and
as it had become useless for the purposes of navigation owing to the silting up of the old
entrance to the Fraser River, it is proposed not to replace it.

Fraser River, North-we8t Arm.-The pile beacons formerly marking this channel
have all disappeared. Upon the representation of the fishermen that these beacons
were destructive to their nets, they were replaced by spar buoys.

Canoe Pas8.-The pile beacons formerly marking this channel through the Sand
heads, having disappeared, have been replaced by spar buoys.

Surgeon Bank North Beacon.-This beacon was carried away last winter. Inst ruc-
tions have been given the agent to have it replaced.

Spanish Bank Beacon.-This beacon was carried away last winter. Instructions
have been given the agent to have it replaced.

First Narrows.-The beacon which used to stand east of the east mouth of
Capilano Creek was carried away and will not he replaced. A new beacon was erected
this fall on the outer edge of the flat immediately west of the east mouth of Capilano
creek. The beacon consists of five piles braced together at the top, painted black and
surmounted by an open triangle, base upwards, painted white. The beacon shows 15
feet at high water, and dries at extreme low water.

An open triangle, with sides 6 feet long, painted white, has been placed apex upper-
most on the eastern or back range mast at Brockton point so that the two masts may be
more readily differentiated.

A spar buoy, painted red, has been moored in three fathoms off the spit on the
southern shore of the narrows.

Welcone Point Shoal.-A spar buoy, painted red, has been moored in six fathons
water, off Welcome Point, eastern entrance to Welcome Pass, Seechelt Peninsula, to
mark the extent of the shoal ground off that point.

Gibson's Landing.-A stone beacon showing nine feet above water bas been built
at this spot by the crew of the "Quadra," to mark a dangerous ledge.

Nile Rock, Malaspina Strait.-A small stone beacon bas been built by the crew of
the " Quadra " to mark this dangerous rock which covers at high tide.

Beacon Rock, Nanaimo Harbour.-This beacon, which was destroyed by a vessel
running into it, was rebuilt by tender at a cost of $125.

Bayne's Sound.-Rough tide gauges, established by Commander Morris H. SmN th,
R.N., H.M. surveying ship " Egeria," on the two pile beacons marking the channel
across Kelp bar, will hereafter be maintained by this department

A large white board marked XXV bas been placed on each of the two beacons.
When the water is level with the bottom of the figures there will be 25 feet on the
shallowest part of the crossing.
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Four horizontal battesns have been placed below each of these boards at intervals of
one foot apart to assist the eye in estimating the height of the water at any time, and
the consequent depth on the bar.

Ripple Reef--The ship " Richard III." struck last winter before this danger in
Johnstone Strait, which had always been supposed to carry good water, a ten-foot spot
was found, on examination, which had been marked by a steel can buoy.

Dall Patch.-The spar buoy previously marking Dall Patch, in Seaforth Channel,
was, on the 25th April last, replaced by a large, square steel platform buoy.

Hewiet Rock,-A four-foot steel can buoy was moored on this rock in Finlayson
Channel.

Respectfully submitted,

WM. P. ANDERSON,
Chief Engineer and General Superintendent of Lighthouses.

[Inclosure A.]

DETAILED REPORT OF INSPECTION OF THE SHIP CHANNEL BETWEEN
QUEBEC AND MONTREAL.

CHIEF ENGINEER's OFFICE,
DEPARTMENT oF MARINE AND FIsRERIEs,

OTTAWA, 12th Oct., 1898.
To the Deputy Minister

of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-. I have to report that in accordance with instructions, I left Quebec~on the
morning of the 4th instant on the 88. " Druid " for the purpose of inspecting aids to
navigation in the ship channel between Quebec and Montreal. I was accompanied, by
arrangement previously made, by Captain Archibald Reid, Port Warden of Montreal,
representing the Board of Trade; Mr. John Kennedy, Chief Engineer of the Montreal
Harbour Commuissioners, representing that body; Mr. Alexander Sinclair, of the Elder-
Dempster line, appointed to represent the shipping interests; Major E. L. Bond, Presi-
dent of the Association of Marine Underwriters, representing their intèrests; by Mr.
Cleophas Auger, Chairman of the Board of Pilots, as far as Batiscan; and by Mr.
Bouillé, Secretary of the Board of Pilots, representing their interests, from Batiscan to
Montreal; by Mr. U. P. Boucher, Engineer for the buoy contractors; and by Mr. J.
F. Fraser, of mny own staff.

2. I carefully checked the position of every buoy in the ship channel, and with
one or two trifling exceptions, found them in position. I enclose a memorandum respect
ing buoys not placed, or in any way not in position. I was particularly careful to
examine all buoys in critical places, such as Cap a la Roche and ContrecSur cuts, and I
am satisfied that they were all in their proper places.

3. In connection with the claim that one of the Cap à la Roche buoys was 20 feet
out of position when the " Glenarm Head " struck, I drew the attention of the party
to the fact that some of the Cap à la Roche buoys were swinging more than 20 feet in
the swift current while we were in view of them. These buoys, anchored in from 30 to
40 feet of water, must have considerable slack in the chain to prevent them from being

11-5
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dragged under the surface by the heavy current, and no system of mooring could be
adopted that would obviate the necessity for this extra length of chain, which necessarily
involves a limited amount of play in the position of the buoys.

4. During the progress of this inspection, and after its conclusion in Montreal, I
discussed thoroughly with the representatives on board the necessity for improvements
in aids to navigation.

5. The first point brought up was the question of the control of the buoy service.
The feeling is very strong that the buoy service should be under the direct control of
the parties interested, either the Government or the Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal. The reason claimed is that while it would be in their interests to maintain
the service as efficiently as possible, it is the intei est of a contractor to maintain a
service as cheaply as possible and only as efficiently as he is forced to do. Personally I
know that this department has nothing to complain of in the way the contractors have
have met their obligations in the past. This year, in three inspections, I failed to find
a buoy which was dangerously out of position, but it is bound to happen, no matter how
the service is performed, that a buoy will occasionally become displaced. It frequently
happens with our buoys below Quebec, where the causes of displacement are more
numerous than in the ship channel.

6. The question of putting a red buoy opposite every black one was discussed. I
recommend that this be done in narrow and dangerous channels, but consider that it is
not necessary in wide stretches where buoys are sometimes used on one side to denote
the extreme limit of a wide navigable strçtch. In Lake St. Peter buoys are single and
double alternately, but they are so close together that it was generally conceded that
no additional buoys were needed.

7. It was urged that all can buoys on the starboard side should be changed to
conical buoys. I recommend that this be done gradually, and for the purpose of making
a beginning I would suggest that six swift current buoys, with conical tops, should be
made during the present winter and set out next spring. They would cost about $300
each.

8. I respectfully beg to recommend that the following additional spar buoys be
placed, not so much because I consider them absolutely necessary as because they carry
out the views of the representatives and will go far to remove any possible objections of
the manner in which the channel is buoyed:-

Four spar buoys on St. Augustin shoal, to show the deepest channel at that place.
I think these could be made and placed by the "Druid " more easily and cheaply than
hy the contractor. They are near the Trembles shoal gas buoy and could be looked
after in connection with it.

Two additional buoys on Trembles shoal and Ecureuil bank. This is a long stretch
and is only marked by two buoys at present. The channel is wide but the shoal
extends across more than two-thirds of the width of the river.

About 5 additional spar buoys between Ste. Croix and Barre à Boulard. These
buoys are not recommended by the pilots, as part of the channel is well marked by range
lights and they fear that buoys placed in narrow channels will be a source of danger to
boats of moderate draft which usually navigate at night.

One red spar buoy at the head of Batture Ste. Anne.
The buoys in Batiscan anchorage to be placed further apart to show the full width

of the anchorage.
One black buoy off the shoal west of Pouiller Grandmont.
Two extra buoys on Pouiller Grandmont.
Two extra buoys on Pouiller Carpentier.
Two red buoys on Batture aux Raisins.
One red buoy on Nepigon shoal.
One extra black buoy on IÉellmouth curve.
Red buoys opposite the black ones on the upper stretch opposite Isle St. Ours.
One additional red buoy on Pointe aux Trembles curve and all the buoys in that

curve to be redistributed.
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9. The buoys to be numbered in 4 districte between Quebec and Montreal. It was
conceded that it would be difficult to mark the numbers on the spar buoys and it was
thought that it would be sufficient to paint them on the iron ones.

10. The question of the use of fluke anchors was brought up, and I certainly believe
that we should take steps to abolish them altogether. A fluke, rising 8 or 10 feet
above the bottom, in a rock cut, must be a serious menace to a ship. I promised the
representatives that I would strongly recommend that all fluke anchors should be
replaced, next spring, by cast iron sinkers.

11. Some work is required on the day beacons. If the high beacon at the Platon
were painted black, with a white centre, it would probably show better against the sky
line. Mr. Hamel, the owner of a house near the beacon has expressed his willingness
to have the gable facing the channel painted by the department. I would suggest that
it be painted a lead colour.

The Nicolet beacone are badly obscured by trees. Some trees should be cut down
or the beacons raised.

The low beacon at St. Ours is hard to see and should, I think, be raised.
Some other beacons probably require improving, and I would ask leave to take this

point up further when I have an opportunity of landing and examining the beacons
more closely than the time at the disposal of my visitors would permit on this trip.

12. The question of extra lights was discussed and there is no question that several
additional ranges will be ultimately required. I think the deep draft vessels will not
be taken through the most intricate and narrowest parts .of the channel at night, for
some years to come. The following extra lights are recommended for immediate con-
sideration:

1. 2 range lights at Point à Basil, which would lead over St. Augustin bar.
2. 2 range lights below Ste. Croix to cross Ste. Croix bar.
3. 2 range lights at Platon to cross Barre à Boulard and lead up to Cap Charles.
4. The putting in operation of two range lights, for which towers were erected

rome years ago, and which have heretofore been used as day beacons at Ste. Emélie.
13. The opinion was freely expressed that a good deal of the trouble with the

navigation of the river arose from the ignorance of some of the pilota, and it was freely
stated that although the best of the pilots were exceedingly trustworthy men, a thorough
revision of the pilotage system was necessary to facilitate the weeding out of poor men,
to secure severe punishment for negligence, drunkenness, incompetency, and accidents
caused by incompetency, and that the branch ought to be opened to some kind of
competition.

14. The question of the further widening, deepening and straightening out of the
channel was discussed, but into this question I declined to go, as it did not come within
the control of this department.

15. I annex for departmental reference notes made at the time of the inspection.
The whole respectfully submitted.

WM. P. ANDERSON,
Chief Engineer.

67
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[Inclosure B.]

DETAILED REPORT OF INSPECTION OF THE TRAVERSE.

4th November, 1898.

To the Deputy Minister
of Marine and Fisheries.

SiR,-I beg to report that I have made a thorough enquiry into the question of,
replacing the two lightships in the Traverse of St. Roch, River St. Lawrence below
Quebec, by permanent lighthouses on piers, and in accordance with instructions submit
herewith the results thereof.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND LIGHTSHIPS.

The Traverse is a critical point in the navigation of the River St. Lawrence, the
deep water channel being only about a quarter mile wide for a distance of three miles,
with a 7j knot current running through it, partly in a diagonal direction. Being in a
wide part of the river with submerged flats four miles wide on each side, it has always
been necessary to mark it well, and from its position, range lights on shore have not
been practicable. It has, since 1836, been marked by two lightships, one at the upper,
the other at the lower end, on the south or port side of the channel. The lower light-
ship is a staunch iron vessel, and carries a powerful steam whistle. The upper one is a
wooden vessel, and is practically worn out and must soon be replaced.

CHANGING CONDITIONS OF TRAFFIC.

The development of trade in the St. Lawrence has of late years induced ship-
owners to rua more risk in attempting to navigate the river earlier in the spring, and
more particularly later in the autumn than used to be thought prudent. This condition
has given rise to complaints against the lightships, on the ground that they cannot be
put out sufficiently early, nor left out sufficiently late, to accommodate the shipping.
The department has, consequently, been urged to replace one if not both of the light-
ships by more reliable permanent structures.

PARTICULARS OF SITES.

On three occasions, the last time in August last, I have taken soundings and
examined the bottom in the neighbourhood of the two lightships to test its suitability
to receive the foundations of piers. In both localities it is of mud, apparently overlying
shale, and with good level terraces in about 4 fathoins at low water. Near both light-
ships spots with only two fathoms can be found, but I fear these would not be
sufficiently near the channel nor sufficiently in line to be satisfactory, and the bottom
there appears to be more uneven in surface and in texture.

DESCRIPTIONS OF PIERS REQUIRED.

To build piers in 24 feet water at low water springs, which would give about 41
feet at high water, piers with large bases would be necessary, and to resist the very
strong current, and the probability of field ice, weight and stability are essential. The
conditions at each end of the Traverse are practically identical, except that a powerful
fog alarm would be required at any establishment at the lower end while none would be
necessary at the upper end.
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The cheapest piers, and the most easily built, would of course be of wooden crib-
work, filled with loose stone ballast, and for work below low water mark I would recom-
mend this construction, no matter what description -of top work was adopted; above
water the question is somewhat difficult to decide. For permanency and efficiency a
steel casing lined with a thick wall of concrete, and a concrete deck, would be best, but
this plan would materially increase the cost of erection beyond that involved in using
timberwork throughout. From what I have seen of old wharves in Quebec I think
that timber work is fairly durable nearly up to high water mark; above high water
mark, or wherever it is subject to alternate wetting and drying, it decays very rapidly,
say in 10 to 15 years, or at most 20 years if extra good timber is secured.

NECESSITY FOR PERMANENT LIGHTS.

From the fact that the Upper Traverse lightship is in such bad repair it is urgent
that we should build a pier at the Upper Traverse at once, and I think it advisable that
a pier should also be built at the Lower Traverse if the necessary funds are provided,
because it would be so much more reliable than any lightship and would be at the
station when the need for the aid is most urgent and when a lightship cannot be kept
there, at the very end of the season. With the tendency every year to extend the
season and to bring larger ships to the St. Lawrence the necessity bas become pressing.
The cost of maintenance of a lighthouse, once established, is less than that of a light-
ship, while the cost ->f erection will probably not greatly exceed the first cost of a
lightship.

The necessity for a permanent lighthouse at the Lower Traverse is not so urgent as
at the upper end, because the lightship is a first-rate one; because the greatest risk is
incurred in autumn, when steamships are leaving the river, and have to make the upper
entrance first; and because a permanent lighthouse at the upper end, in range with
Pillars hghthouse, leads into the lower end of the channel, which can be navigated by
working the two lights together. A second permanent lighthouse would, however,
increase security and admit of improvement in the service.

DESIGN AND COBT.

Finished plans for a pier or lighthouse, have not been designed, but from a rough
estimate based on the cubic contents of a structure of suitable size, it is estimated that
it would cost $40,000 for a wooden pier with a lighthouse, complete, or if the portion
above water were finished in steel and concrete the cost would be increased about
$20,000, but this change would probably prolong the life of the structure without exten-
sive repairs threefold. I recommend a wooden pier with the topwork finished in con-
crete, surmounted by a wooden lighthouse and keeper's dwelling, as the best permanent
investment, at either station. The increase in the size of the pier to receive a first-class
fog-alarm, and the installation of the fog-alarm would probably add $10,000 to $12,000
to the cost of the Lower Traverse establishment.

MANNER OF DOING WORK,

I further recommend that the work be done by the department under its own direct
supervision. If such work were done by contract the contingent risks would be so great
that it would be necessary to put on a large margin to meet them, and the opportunities
for slighting work of this kind would offer a great temptation to a contractor. If done
by the department good work and materials would be assured, and the cost would prob-
ably be less than by the contract system.
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SUMMARY.

To summarize, I recommend that a permanent lighthouse on a pier be built at the
Upper Traverse immediately, the sub-structure to be of timberwork, the superstructure
of the pier to be of concrete, and the buildings of wood, at an estimated cost of $60,000,
to be followed by a similar structure, with a steam fog-alarm, ab an estimated cost of
$72,000, at the Lower Traverse, as soon as the necessa-y funds are allotted for the work,
and that the work be done under the immediate supervision of the department instead
of by contract, as ensuring first-class work and materials, and in this òase at least prob-
ably securing increased economy.

Respectfully submitted.

WM. P. ANDERSON,
Chief Engineer.

LIST OF BUOYS

[Inclosure C.1

MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND
FISHERIES IN CÂNADIAN W'.TERS.

ONTARIO.

Amherstburg, including Bois Blanc .............. ..... ... 44
Bay of Quinté (three contracts) ......................... 31
Aurlingoib I.y ............... .. .................. 1
Coling'woo. ............... , ............ .. ........... 14
Fiddler's Elbow................ .. ..... .............. 1
Gananoque Narrows ..... ·............. ........ 5
Georgian Bay......... ..... ......... ...... ......... Il
Green Shoal......... .. ............................. 1
Grecian Shoal...................... ................. 1
G rosse Point........................... ..... ........ 6
K aministiquia ............... .... ..... ........ ...... Il
Kennedy Shoal..... .. ,............................... 1
K ingston...... ...... .. . ............ ..... ......... 16
Little Current .. ........... ......................... 6
Lake of the È oods........... .. . ................... 144
LoUne Bock, bell buoy.................. ................ i
Midland .. .. ............ ........................ 6
Murray Canal and Presqu'ile Bay....................... 23
North Sisters Rook, Ont.... ......................... 4
N apanee............ ........ ............ ............ 14
N iagara, bell buoy..... ....................... ........ 1
Orillia ....................... ............. ........ 6
Owen Sound.................... ....... ......... ... ..
Parry Sound.............................. ...... ... 26

"i gas buoys......................... ......... 3
Pembroke..................... .................. .... 20
Point Pelee, gas buoys............................. ... 2
Port Rowan ....................................... 10
River Thames........................................ 7
Rondea ......... ........................ ... ..... 6
Lake N ipissing.................. ...................... 32

70
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ONTARIO-COntinued.

Sault. Ste. Marie.... .............. 20

"i Canal Approaches ........ .... . 25
South Baymouth.................................. 4
Lake Superior................. ........................ 7
Trenton....,... .····................................ il
Point au Baril................... ..................... 18
Surprise Shoal, bell buoy.............................. 1
Penetanguishene ................................ ..... 10

R ed H orse R ock.................................. ..... 1
St. Joseph's Channel.................................. . 4
Port Arthur............. ........... ................. 1
Lake Sim coe .......... ................. .............. 8
Pancake Shoal, bell buoy .......................... ..... 1
Tin Cap Shoal ........................ ................ 2

567
QUEBEC.

House Harbour, Magdalen Islands ...... .... ..... ...... 6
Bersimis and Outarde Bay...... ..... ................. 10
Cap Chatte...... ................ ....... ... ........ 1
Carleton Point....................... ..... . ........ 1
Chicoutimi ................ .............. ........... 13
Cock Point ........... .... .... .......... ........... 1
Fox River......... ................................ 1
Gaspé............................................ 5
Lachine and Lake St. Louis .............................. 23
Lake St. Francis.... ............... ................ 36
3atane........................................... 3
N ew Richmond ........................................ 4
Paspebiac.....................................,....... 1
P ercé ....... ....................... ...... ..... ..... 2
Richelieu River (two contracts).......... ................ 42
Rivière des Prairies........ ............ . ............ 10
St. Ann River ...... ... ............. ................ 1
St. Thomas........................................ .. . 8
St. Placide................................... ..... 40 or 50
North Channel, Island of Orleans......................... 10
Cape Cove....... .. . ...... .............. ..... 6
Bonaventure....................................... 1
St. Lawrence River between Montreal and Quebec..........258
Eschourie Rock..... ........ ........................ 2
Grand Entry......................... ... .... . 5
Amherst Harbour ................... ................ 8
Richelieu Rapids, bushes..............................
Maintained by Agency, gas buoys...... ................ 10

69 "i smaller buoys.... ............ ... 40

558
NEW BRUNSWICK.

Bathurst...................... ......... ....... ..... 26
Bay Verte................................... ...... 36
Beaver and Black's Harbour ............ .......... ...... 9
Bay duVin......... ........................... ..... 4
St. John River, ........................ 68
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NEW BRUNSWICK-Continued.

Black Land Gully ...................................... 12
Buctouche........................................... 15
Cam pobello ............................................ 10
Caraquet ......................................... ... 20
Cocagne, stakes, 50..................................... 11
Dalhousie and Restigouche....... ... ..... ............. 9
D idgequash ..................... ...................... 5
D orchester ................................ .... ...... 3
Grand Lake and Salmon River.... ......... ............ 68
Grand Manan........................................ 29
G reat Shemogue........................................ 7
H arvey .............................. ................ 7
Letete and Black Bay...............................21
Lepreaux............................................. 3
Little Shemogue..... .......... ........... . ........ 6
Little Shippegan and Miscou..... ................... 12
M agaguadavic .... ........... ......................... 13
M iram ichi................. .......... .......... ..... 14
M usquash........................... ........... ...... 7
N eguac.......................................... ..... 12
Oak Bay and Restigouche..... .......................... 6
Oromocto ........................................... 14
Pisarinco.......................................... 5
Pokemouche............ .... ........ ................ 5
Quaco . ................ .... 3

Richibucto and Albion .............. ................... 28
Richibucto, Kingston and Brown's Yard.................... 30
Shediac ....... ...... ........................... Il
Shippegan. ........ ..... ...................... ,...... 19
St. Andrews. ................ .............. .. 15
St. Croix Ledge .................................... Il
Tabusintac ............................................ 17
Tracadie .......... .................. ....... ........ 19
Washadamoak ......................... ............. 2
West Isies ....................................... 22
Maquapit and French Lakes.. ......................... 2
Grande Anse ....................................... 4
Petit Rocher...................................
North-west Arm, Miramichi. .......................... 6
Marsh Point..'.............. ......... 1
D ipper H arbour... .......... ...................... 3
Buctouche River.............................. ..... 18
Tynemouth Creek..................... ................. 2
Maintained by Agency, signal buoys........ .............. 9

can buoys ....... ............ ..... 2

702
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Bay Fortune..... .................................... 3
Beach Point ............. ... ......... ............ . 3
Bedeque .............................................. il
Cardigan, Lower...... ................................. 5
Cardigan, Upper.....................................
Cascumpec ........................................ 26
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PRINCE EDWARD IsLAND-Continued.

Charlottetown .......... .... .....................
Cove Head............ ......
Crapaud .................. .
East River .................
Egmont Bay.................
Georgetown............ ..
Goose Harbour............
Grand River..............
Grand River, Lot 14..........
Indian Rocks ............
Malpeque ............. ...
Miminegash...............
Little Channel...............
M ontague ..................
Murray Harbour..........
New London.............
Orwell and Vernon River......
Pinette ................
Port H il.............. .....
Pownal.....................
Rollo Bay..... ...... ......
R ustico .....................
Savage Harbour..............
Souris...... .... ......... .
St. Peters Harbour ...........
Summerside ..............

.................

.... ..... .......

.... ....... .....

.............. ..
. ........ ...... .

.. ..... ....... .

. ............ ...

.......1 ..........

.................

................
... ............. .
..... ............
..... ............
. . ...............1
................

........ ...... ...

.......... .......

........ .........
.................
.... ...... .......

Tracadie.... . ....................................... 3
W est Point.... ........................................ 1
W ood Island......................... ....... ........ 1
Egm ont Bay..................... ............ .........
Brae Harbour ........... 3
Maintained by Agency, signal buoys...................... 3

312
NOVA SCOTIA.

Advocate Harbour.......... ....................... 5
Apple River.. .............. ...................... 8
Arichat............ ... . . 16
Avon River............. ........................... 5
Barrington......... .......................... 35
Bear River........ ....................... ........ 12
Beaver Harbour........ ................. .. .. .. ...... .2
B irchton ...................... ....................... 5
Bridgewater ,.......................................... 10
Canso and St. Andrews Passage.... ............ 28
Cape Negro or North-East Harbour ... ................. 14
Caribou.... ..... .................................. 6
Cheticam p ........... ........ ..... .................. 12
Chezzetcook and Petpiswick............................... 6
Christmas Island and Barra Strait ......... .......... .. il
Clarks Cove, W est Bay............ ................. ... 3
Clarks Harbour ................. ........ ... 15
Cockerwit Pasu and Woods Harbour .......... ....... 15
Crow Harbour..........:......... ................. 3
D 'E cousse ...................................... ...... 8
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NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.

Chester.......... ..... ................ .............. 5
Digby and Annapolis..................... ......... .... 7
Dover......................,....................5
Dipper Harbour..................................3
Great Bras d'Or.... ............................... 7
Guysborough........ . ....... .... ........... 3
H ay C ove ............. ..... .... ..... ....... ........ 8
Harbour au Bouche.......... .. ............. .. ... 1
Ingonish, South Bay..... ............ ...... ......... 8
Isaacs H arbour .... ................ . .............. Il
Janvrin ....................... . .. ...... .. .......... 4
Jeddore ................... ........ ...... ........ ... 11
Judique........................ ...................... 1
K etch H arbour...... ............................ ..... 13
L'Ardoise.... ..................................... 3
La H ave............. ... .. .......... ......... ... 8
Lennox Passage....... ...................... ... . 16
Little Narrows.......... .. ..... ....... .... .... .... 10
L iverpool ........... ........... ...................... 3
Lockeport..... ................. ..................... 6
Lunenburg........................................... 9
Lunenburg, South ....... .............. ............... 9
Lunenburg, Middle South....,....... ................ .. 16
Louisbourg.... .............................. . ... 6
M abou .......... .................... .... ............ 12
Mahone B ty and Chester ....................... ........ 13
Main-à-Dieu............................... ........... 6
Margaree Harbour............. ...... ................. 9
M artins Brook.......................... .............. 6
Merigomish........................ ................... 6
Monsellier- ......................... ............... 10
McKinnons Harbour.............. ..................... 4
M usquodoboit........... ............................ .. 7
Northport............................................ Il
North Sydney....................... .................. 5
Parrsboro............................. . 6

Petit de G rat........................ ... ....... ..... Il
Pictou.......... .................................... 3
Popes Harbour.......... ............................... 3
Port H ood........ ........ ....................... .. 6
Port Le Tour..... . .. ................................ il
Port Medway..................... ................... 9
Port Morien............................... ........... 2
P ubnico... ..................................... ... 16
Pugwash ...................................... ....... 8
Prospect, Lower........................................ 10
R iver John ...... ................ ................... 3

St. A nas............ . .. ......................... . . .
St. Marys River............... .......... ... ......... 8
St. Peters Bay ............................ ............. 16
St. Peters Inlet............................... ..... . 1l
Sam bro ........ ............................... ...... 9
Shag Harbour ......................................... 12
Sheet Harbour.... ..................................... 9
Shelburne......... ............................. ...... 10
Tatamagouche.... ................................... 18
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NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.

Terrence Bay..... ............................
Tor Bay .............................................. 16
Three Fathom Harbour................. ................. 5
Tidnish............................... ............ 5
T usket................................ ......... ..... 17
Upper Proepect.........,......... 4
W allace............................................. 5
West Bay... ................ ..... ................. 3
W estport.......... .. ................................ 3
Weymouth.................................. ...... 13
Whitehead...... ................................... 9
Weat Dublin and rooked Channel ............... ....... 13
Y arm outh.. ..... ......... ........................ 50
Sm iths Island .......................................... 1
Sbip R ock .................. .......................... 1
Sydney...................... .................... 2
Shule.................. 8
East ßay Bras d'Or.... .............................. 2
Port Fe ix .. ............... .......................... 7
Chester M artin's.Pt...... ....... ...................... 3
Gillis Foint, Boulàceet Harbour ......................... 1
Tangi4r...................... ..................... 4
31aintained by Agency................(Whistling buoys) 17

" ' ............. .......... (Bell buoys) 14
" "i ............. . . .... (Can buoys) 24

916
BRITISH COLUMIBIA.

Gossip Reef.................. ....... ..... (W ooden can) 1
Gabriola Reef ........... ................. .(iron can) 1
Lighthouse Island ..... .................. (Wooden can) 1
Point Grey..... .... ........ ...... (Iron can) 1
Spanish Bank.........................,....(W ooden can) 1
Sturgeon Bank ............................... (Iron nun) 3
Jesse Island ......... ..................... (W ooden can) 1
H orsewell 'Reef.............................( " « ) 1
Reef Point, M ....... .............. ...... ( " ) 1
Clarke Rock ......................... .... ( " " 1 i
Qualicuin .............. ............ ..... " ) 1
Comox Bar 1. ............................. ( " " ) 1
Comox Bar 2....... ......... ......... .( « c ) 1
K elp Reef ............. .................... .... (Spar) 1
Burnabv Reef. ... ......................... ( " ) 1
Kelp Point, Baynes Sound.. ... ...... .... ( " ) 1
V illage Point, .......................... ( " ) 1
Sonass R. Alberni. ... ....... .. ................ ( " ) 5
Victoria Harbour . ... ........... ........ (Wooden cage) 3

d " ............ ... ... ...... (W ooden can) 1
Esquimalt Harbour .. ....... ( " " ) 1

"" .............. ... ..... ... (Iron nun) 1
Nanaimo... ............... · ·· · ·. ·· (Wooden cage) 10
Sand Heads, Fraser River .. (Iron) 10
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[IncIloure D.]

ANNUAL REPORT ON HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OF
THE GREAT LAKES.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OFFICE,
The Chief Engineer, OmTAwA, 17th November, 1898.

Department of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to report as follows upon the work of the Hydrographic
Survey during the past year:-

During last winter, two fair sheets of the Canadian shore of Lake Erie embraced
between Long and Pelee Points were prepared and forwarded, one to the Hydrographer
of the Admiralty, London, and the other to the Hydrographer of the U.S. Navy,
Washington, U.S.A.

Two new charte of the eastern end of Lake Erie have lately been issued by the
Admiralty. These cover the Canadian shore from Niagara River to Port Burwell, in-
cluding Long Point.

The personnel of my staff was changed in the spring by the substitution of Mr.
R. E. Tyrwhitt of the draughting office for Mr. J. F. Fraser and the retirement of Mr.
G. W. Hyndman. Mr. Tyrwhitt has discharged the duties assigned him in a very
conscientious and painstaking manner.

The survey season started on 25th April, when the steamer " Bayfield " left Owen
Sound, after repairing several of the "Compass beacons " and swinging ship to ascertain
lier own compass errors.

Owing te the opening up of the new Parry Sound grain and freight route, by the
heavy draught boats to be used in that trade, I was instructed to proceed to Parry
Sound, carefully inspect the positions of all the spar buoys, alter them, if necessary,
buoy Seguin bank, make a careful examination of several suspicious soundings on the
chart, and report upon the advisability of adopting the Carling Rock Chanriel instead of
the Gordon Rock Channel.

I spent a busy week over this, moved several buoys, found an importarft rock in
the middle of the passage at Gordon Rock and several others of less consequence nearly
in the track.

I reported in favour of the Carling Rock Channel (since adopted), but for lack of
proper lights in it, I had to temporarily improve the lighting of the Gordon Rock
Channel by placing a range to lead through the passage at Gordon Rock, and another
to lead from Lyon Rocks te Cameron Island. These temporary lights were discontinued
in September and the Carling Rock Channel lighted by placing a gas buoy at Hooper
Island, another off Spruce Island and a permanent light on Carling Rock.

On May 4th I arrived at Duck Islands, Lake Huron, and resumed the survey of
the south shores of Grand Manitoulin and Cockburn Islands. Until July 10th my
time was occupied in completing the work about and west of the Duck Islands (started
in the autumn of 1897). Since that date the survey lias been completed as far east as
Providence Bay, and the triangulation and traverse of the shore line completed te Cove
Island lighthouse or to connect with Captain Boulton's work of 1883-84.

The soundings were taken froin boats for an average distance of one nautical mile
from shore, or te cover all the dangerously shoal water. Those in deeper water were
taken f rom the vessel's deck and extend out an average distance of ten miles, or to a
depth of from 40 te 60 fathoms.

There were 1 lu miles of traversing done, 1,035 miles sounding done from the
boats and 830 miles sounding from the steamer.

No important discoveries have been made but several known banks (such as that
from the south end of the Duck Islands) and shoals have been carefully examined and
will be properly charted.

Owing to the nearly straight trend of the south shore of Grand Manitoulin Island
and its very low character, no regular triangulation has been possible. A gxd base was
measured on the east shore of Green Island Harbour and a fair set of triangles extended
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west to the most southerly point of Cockburn Island and through Mississauga Strait;
and east to Melville Point (ten miles west of Providence Bay). To connect the western
triangle with Drummond Island and the eastern with Cove Island lighthouse, the
steamer had to be anchored about eight miles off shore, and three theodolites placed
ashore on three consecutive main stations to take simultaneous shots at a signal on
board the steamer. This method was found to work very satisfactorily in fine weather ;
the steamer took up seven positions between Melville Point and Cove Island, and two
between Mississauga Strait and Drummond Island.

An observation spot was established N. 74° 23' E. 957 feet from the highest part of
Outer Duck Island, and its latitude observed for upon eight nights with sextant and
artificial horizon. Upon each night circum-meridian altitudes of at least two south cul-
minating stars and about fifty altitudes of Polaris were taken. The mean latitude is
450 39' 16".74 N. with a probable error of .35". This result makes the south end of the
Duok Islands 1¾ miles farther north than the old chart. This I expected, from the poor
courses we always made when running to or from these islands.

The longitude of this observation spot was also obtained by running a meridian
distance between it and Cove Island lighthouse. Five trips were made between the
points and five chronometers carried. The meridian distance was found to be 4" 44'.77
or 10 11'11".55. The longitude is, thetefore, 82° 55' 20".08 west from Greenwich.

As opportunity offered observations for the declination of the magnetic needle have
been taken with a unifilar magnetometer by Mr. Anderson, and found to be 6° 38'.0 west
on Reid 1slands, Parry Sound, 6° 53'.0 west at Cove Island lighthouse, 3°47'.5 west at

South Baymouth, and 31° 18' west at Misery Bay, Grand Manitoulin Island.
These and previous observations at Cove Island would seem to indicate an

abnormal variation at that place. The latest isogonic chart gives 5° west as the
declination for this locality.

For the general benefit of navigation, a red spar buoy was placed upon the outer
end of the shoals extending from the south end of the Duck Islands. This very
dangerous reef has neer hitherto been marked.

Four spar buoys have also been placed in the entrance, Manitoulin Gulf, to aid the

range lights in guiding vessels into South Bay. To make this entrance safe to vessels

requiring it as a harbour of refuge, the rocks in the middle should be removed to give
a fair lead in, as the present sharp turn is dangerous for any vessel in bad weather.

The season just closed (October 25th) has been far from suitable for work upon
such an exposed shore as the south shore of Grand Manitoulin Island. There has been

a great deal of wind nearly always on shore, making landing amongst boulders and
shallow reefs impossible, and boat sounding anything but pleasant. In addition to the
troublesome time for boat work, the nights were nearly always cloudy and I missed
many opportunities for obtaining latitudes.

The work of my assistants, Messrs. Anderson and Tyrwhitt, during the season has
been very satisfactory. The officers of the steamer, Captain McGregor, and Mr. Nesbit,
First Engineer, have, as usual, rendered me very valuable services.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant.

WM. J. STEWART.
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[Inclosure E.]

8URVEY OF TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CANADIAN WATERS.

OTTAWA, 15th December, 1898.

W. P. ANDERSON, Esq., C.E.,

Chief Engineer,

Department of Marine and Fisheries.

Sui,-I have the honour to submit the following report on the progress of this
Survey. With regard to the investigation of the currents on our coasts, the regions in
which this is most required at present, were pointed out in my last report; but no arrange-
ments were made for carrying on this branch of the Survey during this season. Some
information on the behaviour of the currents in the Bay of Fundy, however, was
obtained incidentally, while carrying on tidal work in that region.

Two of the principal tidal stations were put in thorough repair this year ; and
improvements were made in the method of calculation and in the publication of the
tidal tables, which are now issued by this Survey.

During the summer season, an investigation of the tides in the Bay of Fundy was
made; and eight secondary tidal stations were established in that region ; and from
these, three to five months of continuous record have been obtained. The tide levels at
several of these stations have been referred to permanent bench marks. The question
of mean sea level in the Bay of Fundy has also been investigated; and the values as
determined from the best available surveys, are given in this report.

The leading marine periodicals and geographical publications, which give reviews
of the reports of this Survey and summaries of the results obtained, were mentioned in
my last report. In addition to there, two further summaries have appeared in the Dutch
periodical, " De Ingenieur." These occupy five quarto pages, and are accompanied by
two maps, reproduced from the reports. The Liverpool " Journal of Commerce," in a
review of the last annual report of this Department, continues to express its high appre-
ciation of the work of this Survey, and the importance of the results f rom a commercial
point of view.

The tide levels at St. John, N.B., which were given in my last report, with refer-
ence to the Tidal Survey bench mark on the Custom house, have been of much service
there. By connecting his levels with this bench mark, Mr. Wm. Murdock, C.E., the
Superintendent of Water Works, has obtained the true elevation of mean sea level, low
water datum, &c., for his purposes. The tide levels required in the construction of
wharfs this season, have also been obtained in the same way, from this bench mark.
The tide gauge at St. John has also afforded the level of the tide, moment by moment,
for the reduction of an extensive series of soundings in the harbour, taken this season
by Mr. E. T. P. Shewen, Resident Engineer of Public Works. For this purpose 3,800
special readings have been taken from the gauge-record by Mr. D. L. Hutchinson, the
tidal observer; during September and October, 1898.

The tidal record at the mouth of the Fraser River has also been of service in the
construction of an important coaling wharf at Vancouver. The record was examined
for this purpose by Mr. H. J. Cambie, Resident Engineer on the Pacific division of the
0. P. Railway; the object being to ascertain the level of the loading stages which would
secure the greatest number of hours of work. The irregular and unequal character of
the Pacifie tide makes this difficult to determine without a tidal record for reference;
and the difference of a foot in the wharf level, one way or the other, would make a wide
difference in the number of hours per week for which it could be used. The character
of the tide at the Fraser River is so closely similar to the tide at Vancouver as to afford
reliable data for the purpose.

These instances may serve as examples of the accessory ways in which this Survey
often proves of value, in addition to its direct service to the shipping interest.

The total expenditure on the Survey during the fiscal year 1897-98, was $3,081.45.
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THE PRINCIPAL TIDAL STATIONS.

At these stations there has been little interruption of consequence in the continuity
of the tidal record obtained during the year, with the exception of Forteau Bay in the
Strait of Belle Isle. At that station, the cribwork on which the tide gauge stands,
was found to be in a precarious condition when the station was visited in 1897, but the
necessary repairs could not then be made for want of means. A number of minor
improvements were made however, and the improved type of recording instruient was
substituted for the former one; but in the month of November a severe storm occurred
which damaged and shifted the cribwork so much, as to put the gauge out of working
order. Arrangements were again made in the hope of carrying out the repairs this
season, by having additional cribwork built to enclose the old crib on two sides. Levels
were also needed to re-determine the datum plane after the settlement that had taken

place, and the sight gauge required adjustment to this datum. A new barograph of

superior make was to be substituted for the present one, and the dipleidoscope was to
be tested and adjusted if necessary, to secure accuracy in the time used at the station.
This work was entrusted to Captain Douglas, .R.N.R., who had superintended the
erection of the tide gauge at Forteau Bay, when it was first placed there. He was also
furnished with a complete outfit of instruments and fittings required to establish a
secondary tidal station at Chateau Bay, which could be done while the cribwork at
Forteau Bay was being built. The comparison with Chateau Bay at the outer end of the
strait, by means of a few months of simultaneous observations, would be very valuable;
because there are indications that the time of the tide at Forteau Bay is influenced by
the outgoing tide from the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The amount of this influence could
thus be ascertained and allowed for. Unfortunately however, difficulties arose which

prevented the above arrangements from being carried out. An endeavour was next
made to direct an officer of the Department who was then at Belle Isle, to erect the
cribwork required ; which would at least prevent the gauge from being carried away
in the winter storms. Instructions were sent by mail; and the attempt was also made
to intercept him at Tilt Cove, the nearest telegraph station, should he return by the
ordinary route of travel by way of St. John's, Newfoundland, 2,120 miles to Ottawa.
This endeavour also failed. Meanwhile information reached Ottawa on the 16th of

August that Commander H. E. Purey-Cust, R.N., of H.M.S. " Rambler," engaged in
making surveys this season in the Strait of Belle Isle, had called at Forteau Bay at the
end of June, and had very kindly taken the trouble to overhaul the gauge, and to put
the recording instrument in working order. The thanks of the Department are due to
him for this service, which is all the more appreciated in so isolated a place, when other
arrangements had failed. We were glad to forward at his request, a copy of the tidal
record there obtained, for use in connection with his own surveys this season. To
secure the erection of the cribwork, a description and plan was prepared for the third
time, and forwarded to the tidal observer at Forteau Bay, Mr. A. Hart. The material
had already been sent by the annual trip of the supply steamer from Quebec; and in

September, after the pressing part of the fishing season was over, Mr. Hart was able to
secure men in the locality for this work. In building the new cribwork, the tide house
was levelled up, which further alters the elevation of the zero of the sight gauge. The

gauge is thus again in order, but without the means of obtaining a correct datum level
for the observations, while the other improvements at the station, and the comparative
observations which it was hoped to obtain this season, have not been secured.

At St. Paul Island, the cribwork erected in 1893 was eaten away and partly
undermined, owing to the severe exposure there. This was replaced by additional crib-
work, which was built in front of it in September, under the supervision of Captain
Douglas. The new work is set to butt securely against the rocky clifs on either side;
and it is heavily ballasted and faced wiih iron plating. The opportunity was also taken
to test and adjust the dipleidoscope, and to set the barograph correctly by means of a
simultaneous comparison on a favourable day, transmitted by cable from Vhe Meteorol-
ogical observatory at Sydney, Cape Breton.

At South-west Point, Anticosti, the cribwork which proteçts the tide gauge in
front, was in a precarious condition when visited in the summer of 1897. Consequently
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in December of that year, a severe gale shifted the iron casing which incloses the tide
pipes; and the gauge was out of order until the end of January, when the ice took in
the bay, and kept the sea quiet. It has been found that the difference in the time of
the tide between Anticosti and Quebec is fairly constant) and as a record on a good
scale has been obtained there already, during three years, it was decided to forego the
expense of thorough repairs, and merely to continue the observations as long as the
gauge will work. As the shifting of the casing threw it out of the vertical, the tide
pipes were removed, and the whole casing, three feet in diameter, has been used as a
tide well. It has fortunately continued to work in this -condition throughout last
summer, and up to the present date; which has secured this additional record.

At Father Point the tide gauge works by siphoning at the low tides; and to com-
plete the connection, an intake pipe extends seawards along the bottom for about two
hundred feet. This pipe was carried away by the ice in the spring, and again by an
unusually heavy gale on October 15th. It was fortunately possible to replace it before
winter set in : which will secure the record of the lowest of the tides during the winter
season.

At Halifax the only interruption occurred through the breaking of the hair-spririg
in the clock of the gauge, and the delay in obtaining another to replace it. This hair-
spring was of palladium, as steel springs rust so badly as to interfere with the rate of
the clocks. It is probable, however, that steel hair-springs when gilt, or the alloy used
for non-magnetic hair-springs, will prove the best on the whole, because less liable to
break. Where the new type of gauge is used with the interchangeable dlock cylinder,
the danger of interruption from such accidents is avoided.

The tide gauge at the Levis Dry Dock, in Quebec harbour, is the only one which
stands upon masonry; and being in a sheltered harbour, it has given scarcely any trouble.
Some interruption had occurred from the tide floats sticking in the tide pipes, since the
confined space in which these pipes had to be placed, reduced their diameter to three
inches. Brass tide pipes 31 inches inside diameter, have been substituted for the iron
ones, and specially designed copper floats of 2j inches diameter were made to corre-
spond. As these pipes will keep clean, this size of float will have sufficient play ; and it
is ballasted with an outside lead weight which will keep it truly vertical and prevent it
from jamming in the pipe. The loat has also 50 per cent greater area than the old one,
which was only two inches in diameter, and even then was liable to stick in the pipe
when it became rusted.

Paciflc Coast Record.-In addition to the seven principal tidal stations on our
eastern coasts, there are also two tidal stations on the Pacific, which are under
the supervision of the Department of Public Works; one at Sand Heads, at
the mouth of the Fraser River in the Gulf of Georgia; and the other at Vic-
toria, afterwards removed to the neighbouring harbour of Esquimalt. The record
obtained at these stations, extends in all from February, 1895 to date; a period
of over three years. A copy of the record has been furnished to this Department in the
form of a set of blue prints, reproduced from the originals. In the fire of February,
1897, which destroyed the attics of the Marine Department, in which the Tidal Survey
office then was, these copies were lost; as the first attention had to be given to the
original tidal records on our eastern coasts, which were all saved, with the accompany-
ing comparisons for datum level, barograph records, and meteorological abstracts.

The copies were afterwards replaced through the kindness of the Chief Engineer
of Public Works. The Superintendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,
hearing of the existence of these records through the reports of the Tidal Survey, made
request for the loan of them in April, 1897 ; as they are the only points at which tidal
óbservations have been secured, between the Pacific coast of the United States and
Alaska. This request was complied with ; and subsequently, in March, 1898, the copies
were lent to the Meteorological observatory at Toronto, for examination in the investi-
gation of secondary tidal undulations undertaken by Mr. F. N. Denison, of the
Meteorological staff. They went and returned safely in both cases.

In September, 1898, the whole of the original tidal record for the Pacific coast was
lost in the destructive fire at New Westminster; and the copies supplied to this
Department are thus the only ones that remain in existence. The record thus supplied,
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extends from February, 1895, to July, 1898, inclusive; with a gap of one month at each
of the two stations.

The Department'of Public Works has therefore applied for a duplicate set of copies
to be made to replace their own originals. A request bas also been received from the
Hydrographer to the Admiralty for one complete year of the record at each station. It
has thus become necessary to secure a duplicate of the record in some way, either by
reproduction or tabulation.

From the above circumstances, it is evident that a serious risk is taken in alowing
a tidal record of such value to stand over from year to year, without making the
necessary tabulations and reductions, and submitting it to harmonic analysis, because
of inability to meet the expenditure required. Until this is done, no permanent results
are derived from it; and it would then become available as a basis for tide tables for
ports on the Pacific coast.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TIDE TABLES FOR 1898.

Tide Tables for St. John, N.B.-These were issued for the first time for the year
1898. They are based upoin the record extending from April, 1894, to May, 1896, or
two full years. The earlier record which extends from December, 1892, to March, 1894,
was not included; as it was uncertain whether the inlet to the tide pipes was always
working freely, and the tide may not therefore be correctly recorded. After the gauge
column was removed and refitted in March, 1894, the record has been quite satisfactory.

Following upon Halifax and Quebec, St. John is the third port in Canada for
which full tide tables showing both the time and height of the tide, have now been
prepared and issued since the Tidal Survey was begun in 1893. These tables are
derived from direct observation of the tides at those ports, and although they are still
based on a comparatively short record, they are incomparably better than anything
previously available. The height of the tide as now given in these tables, is of much
value where the rise and fall is so great as at St. John and Quebec. When the obser-
vations secured this season at the secondary stations around the Bay of Fundy are
worked out, they will furnish tidal differences with reference to the St. John tides,
which will extend the usefulness of these tables to this whole region.

The Lower St. Lawrence and River.-Tbe tide tables for i ather Point, the Pilot
station on the Lower St. Lawrence, are computed by difference of time from Quebec.
The difference in the time of high water is based upon simultaneous observations during
two full years, as given by the tide gauges at the two places, and this has now been
revised throughout and corrected for time errors. The difference in the time of low
water bas now been worked out also from simultaneous observations during one com-
plete year. The high water difference, as already explained, has not been found to vary
with any regularity in accordance with the moon's phases, that is to say, in accordance
with the change in the range of the tide from springs to neaps, as might be expected in
a long estuary. The low water difference is greater than the high water difference, and
also varies more widely from its average value. The greatest values occur chiefly at
times when the moon's perigee coincides nearly with full and change. It would thus
appear that the lowest low waters take the longest to ascend the river, which accords
with the theory of the progress of tidal undulations. This may afford a clue to the law
which governs the variation in these differences when they are more closely worked out;
so far as the variations may depend on astronomical causes, rather than on wind disturb-
ance, which appears to have the greater influence. In the mean time the average
values are used for the computation of the tide tables at Father Point. The resulting
differences in standard time, are given below.

Father Point and Quebec.-(Father Point earlier than Quebec.) Average difference
in time of High Water:-

From observations of 17th December, 1894, to 31st January, 1896 .... 4h 21m
"st February, 1896, to 31st January, 1897 ...... 4 19

Mean value ................................... 4h 2 0 "

11-6
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Average difference in time of Low Water:-

From observations of 1st Feb., 1896 to 31st Jan., 1897 ............... 5" 30"

These differences were worked out in time to use them in computing the tide
tables for Father Point for the season of navigation of 1898.

Tide tables were again computed for Ste. Croix bar, in the St. Lawrence River
above Quebec, which is still the shallowest point in the ship channel, until the present
dredging operations are completed. These tables are based upon differences in the
time of the tide from Quebec ; the difference varying with the height of the water in
the river according to the season, from spring to autumn. Revised values of the
differences used, were obtained froin the record of the semaphore signals which are
given at Cap Santé, opposite this bar. The rise of the tide there, is from 12 to 15à
feet, and every half-foot of rise and fall is noted to the nearest five minutes. From
such a record however, the time of high water and low water can be found pretty
closely. The extent of the record was only from August 14th to November 22nd, 1897 ;
and being for the day tides only, it gave the time of high water at 84 tides, and low
water at 93 tides, for comparison with the simultaneous record of the tide gauge in
Quebec harbour. An improvement in the accuracy of these tables was thus secured.
They are of much service in enabling steamships to know in advance the time when
high water on the bar may be expected; and the amount of the rise there makes an
important difference in the available draught. With these tables, the difference in the
time of the tide for the next shoal at St. Augustin, is also given.

The Gulf of St. Lawrence and Northumberland Strait.-From the observations of
the tides obtained in 1896 in the south-western portion of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
Northumberland Strait, it has been ascertained that the tides in this region can best be
derived f rom St. Paul Island, which is one of the principal tidal stations, situated in the
main entrance through which the tides enter the Gulf from the Atlantic. One complete
year of the tidal record at that station was accordingly prepared for analysis in the
spring of 1897, from which tide tables are now calculated for St. Paul Island itself ;
and from these in turn, tide tables for Pictou and Charlottetown are successively com-
puted. In this way, correct results are obtained; whereas tide tables for places within
the Gulf, when based upon a constant difference from some Atlantic port, as given in
local almanacs, are liable to be in error by as much as one and a half hours, early or
late. This is well illustrated by the following comparison of simultaneous observations
in standard time at Pictou and Halifax, which shows the manner in which the difference
in the time of high water varies:-

TIME oF HWH WATER.

DATE. Differen-.ce. Renarks.

Pictou. Halifax.

H. M. H. M1. H. M.

1896, July 8 ....... ... 7 10 6 15 0 .55 Moon's declination maximum
i north.

8 ... . .... . 21 11 18 02 3 09
9.... .. . 8 02 6 50 1 12
9................ 22 07 18 55 3 12

" 10.. ............... 9 00 7 50 1 10
e 10.... ..... 23 15 19 30 3 45 New moon.

il 11... .... .. ... 9 45 8 35 1 10
S11 .. ...... ....... 23 57 20 22 3 35
e 12............ .... 10 35 9 15 1 20

The tidal observations of 1896 show that the south-western portion of the Gulf, south
of Chaleurs Bay, requires to be divided into two regions. One of these is the open shore
of the Gulf; comprising the Gulf coast of northern New Brunswick and the north
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coast of Prince Edward Island. This region can be referred to St. Paul Island by giv-
ing the time of the tide as earlier than at that station. Otherwise the difference in the
time of the tide varies so widely as to be practically valueless. The other region is
Northumberland Strait, in which also the time of the tide can best be referred directly
or indirectly to St. Paul Island.

The difference in the time of the tide between points in Northumberland Strait
and St. Paul Island is not constant. The variation in the difference is chiefly due to
diurnal inequality in the tide which is there strongly marked; and this inequality also
appears to change with the progress of the tide along the Strait. After making a long
series of comparisons between points in the Strait and other ports, by means of the
simultaneous observations of 1896, it was found that Pictou was the best point to select
as a port of reference for this region. Pictou is centrally situated; and the change in
the diurnal inequality along the Strait will be better divided, if differences are taken
in the two directions from there. It will probably be found also to stand in the best
relation to the tidal currents in the Strait when these come to be examined systemati-
cally.

The advantage of referring Pictou to St. Paul Island rather than to Halifax
became still more evident when final results were reached. When the whole series of
275 simultaneous tides obtained in 1896 at Pictou, Halifax and St. Paul Island, were
tabulated and averaged, the difference in the time of high water between Pictou and
Halifax was found to range from 0 hr. 55 min. to 3 hrs. 28 min.; whereas the difference
between St. Paul Island and Pictou was found to range only f rom 1 hr. 05 min. to 1 hr.
55 min. There is a similar variation in the difference in the time of low water, but it
is less in amount. These variations can also be- reduced to law, as it was ascertained
that the difference varies in accordance with the declination of the moon. This enables
the variation itself to be allowed for in computing tide tables.

To obtain a more extended basis for the computation of the tides in this region,
further observations were taken at Pictou in 1897, from June 21st to November 30th.
Unfortunately the tide gauge at St. Paul Island was out of order in that autumn, after
September 16th. The further number of simultaneous tides secured, however, was 146 ;
increasing the total to 421 for high water, and 412 for low water; comprising in all a
period of nine months in the two seasons.

The method of dealing with the tides in Northumberland Strait, as the final out-
come of the observations obtained is, therefore, to compute tide tables first for Pictou;
and in this computation the leading variation in the tidal difference with St. Paul
Island is allowed for. Constant differences from Pictou are then used for places lying
in each direction f rom it, towards the two ends of the Strait; and the change in the
inequality is thus so distributed a, to be practically eliminated f rom the result. These
constant differences are derived from the simultaneous observations at Souris, and at

Cape Tormentine, which is as far as the tide has a marked range in its progress west-
ward. In the western end of the Strait beyond Cape Tormentine, from Shediac to
Richibucto, the rise and fall of the tide is so slight, owing to tidal interference there,
that the time of high and low water is quite uncertain. The investigations made in
arriving at this nethod, and an explanation of some anomalous features in the Gulf
tides, are given in a paper contributed by me in May last to the Royal Society of
Canada, entitled, "Character and Progress of the Tides in the Gulf and River St.

,Lawrence." They need not, therefore, be enlarged upon here.
The tide tables for St. Paul Island itself, are based at present upon a continuous

tidal record during pne complete year only ; namely, from October, 1895, to November,
1896. This record has been submitted to harmonic analysis, and from it the tables are
calculated in the Nautical Almanac office, London.

The series of variable differences in the time of the tide between Pictou and St.
Paul Island, is derived from the simultaneous observations at the two places which

extend from June to November in 1896, and from June to September in 1897 ; as above

explained. The differences for high water and for low water were separately tabulated

in draconitic months ; that is, in accordance w 'h the declination of the moon ; and the
mean differences resulting were plotted as diagiu order to obtain graphically the
best average values. These values, which are t-h same for high water and low
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water, are given in the following table; and in applying them, care is taken to distin-
guish between upper and lower transit tides. The differences are in absolute time; and
they thus give the time of the tide at Pictou in Standard time, for which the St. Paul
Island tides are also calculated. It is to be noted that after the moon souths at St.
Paul Island, low water occurs first, and high water afterwards. In using the table it is
found best to set tide Number 13 centrally at the moon's maximum declination, and to
allow any overlap to adjust itself at the nodes, where the differences are more nearly
constant.

It will be noticed in the table that the difference for high water is constant for all
similar tides ; that is, for upper transit tides when the moon is in north declination, and
for lower transit tides when the moon is in south declination. Also, the least differ-
ences or minimum values for both high water and low water, occur at the third tide
after the moon's maximum declination ; which is the same as the interval at spring tides
after full and change of the moon.

TABLE FOR CALCULATION OF PICTOU TIDES FROM ST. PAUL ISLAND.

Differences to be added to the time of the tide at St. Paul Island ; for Standard time.

In the nunibering, the lower transit tides are enclosed in brackets. The moon's nodes indicate the points
at which the moon crosses the equator, in passing from N. to S. declination; and S. to N.

The central tide, nearest to the maxitnum declination of the Moon is marked thus:-*

FOR HIis WArER.

Moon North.

Number of Tide after
Ascending Node.

(0).... .............
1 . .... . ...........
(2 )..................
3 ..... .... . . ...
(4)-.............
5 ........ ..........
(6)..,...............
7.......... . ...
(8).................
9 .............. ....

(10)..................
il ................ .
(12)..................
*13 ..................
(14)..................
15 ...................
(16)........ .. ....
17 ...... ..... ... ...
(18)..................
19 ...................
(20).......... .... ..
21 ...................
(22)..................
23 ... ..............
(24).......... .......
25. ........ ......
(26)...... .... ......

Descending Node....

H. M.

1 41
1 41
1 41
1 41
1 41
1 41
1 41
1 41
1 38
1 41
1 30
1 41
1 20'
1 41
1 12
1 41
1 10
1 41
1 12
1 41
1 17
1 41
1 22 1
1 41
1 30
1 41
1 38

Moon South.

Number of 'Tide
after Descending

Node.

.. ., . (1)
2

.(3)
.. 4

.(5)
6

.(7)
. .8

......... (9)

......... .10
.....(11)

......... 12
.... (13)*

......... 14

... ....(15)
........ 16

.(17)
.. . .. . 18

.(19)
........ 20

......... (21)
........ 22
....... .(23)

......... 24
.. ..... (25)

. ... .26

Ascending Node...

FOR Low WATER.

Moon North. Moon South.

Number of Tide after Number of Tide
Ascending Node. after Descending- Node

0............
(1).............
2 .... ............
(7).............
4 ........... ........
(5)..................
6 ..... ..... . .. ..
(7)..................
8 ..................
(9)..................
10...................
(1 )... .............
12 ..................
*(13).............
.14 ...................
(15).................16 ...................

(1 ) ................
18..............
(19)..................

S20..................
(21) ..................

2..................
(23) .............. ...
24 ...................

1(25)..... ...........
26 ........ ...........

. Descending Node ....

H. M.

1 31
1 31
S31
1 31
1 31
1 31
1 31
1 31
1 31
1 25
1 25
1 15
1 15
1 15
1 08
1 08

1 0
1 081
1 081

1 12
1 12
1 12
1 20
1 *0O
1 20
1 31
1 31

.(0)

.(2)

.(4)
5

.(6)
7

.. . .. .(8)
9

......... 97

........ (10)

..... ... 1

......... (12)
.. .. 13*

........ (14)

......... 15

......... (16)
... . ..17

..... (18)
.. . .. .19

.....(20)

.....21

... . .(22)
.. . .. .23

.....(24)
.. . .. .25

.....(26)

AscendingNode...

A. 1899

.
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The differences in the time of the tide f rom Pictou throughout the length of
Northumberland Strait, which are based directly upon simultaneous observations
reduced to standard time, are as follows

Difference iiDifference in
LOCAITY. time of time of

High Water. Low Water.

H. M. H. M.

Souris, P. E. I. Tide earlier than at Pictou............ ............ ... ... 1 17 1 15

Pictou Harbour......... · ·................................. ... ....... 0 00 0 00

Charlottetown. Tide later than at Pictou ................................ 1 04 1 04

Cape Tormentine. Tide later than at Pictou.............................. 0 2.3 0 43

The tide tables for Charlottetown are computed from the Pictou tables hy means of
the above average difference in the time of the tide. The observations at Charlottetown
and Pictou in 1896 comprised only three and a half months in all, affording com-
parisons for 144 simultanèous tides at the two places ; and as the tide at Char-
lottetown appears to be affected by tidal interference from the western end of
Northumberland Strait, the length of the observations was not sufficient to enable
this to be fully allowed for. There are accordingly certain times in the course of the
month at which the time of the tide as given in the tables may differ f rom the actual
time by as much as half an hour, early or late; but usally the time as given will
be closely correct.

These tide tables for Charlottetown, Pictou and St. Paul Island, form a series
which was published for the first time for the season of navigation of 1898. They were
printed as an eight-page pamphlet; the tables being for the eight months April to
November inclusive.

The tables are acconpanied by the following tidal differences for the time of high
water at fourteen places in the south-western part of the Gulf. Those for the open
Gulf shore are referred directly to St. Paul Island; and those in Northumberland
Strait to Pictou, for the reasons already explained. These differences are based
primarily upon the results above given for the tidal stations at the two ends of the
Strait, which are then compared with the difference in Establishment as given in the
Admiralty list, for the intermediate places. When applied to the tables, they give the
time of high water in Standard time in all cases.

FROM ST. PAUL ISLAND TIDE TABLES. FROM PICTOU TIDE TABLES.

For the open Gif shore, ineluding the Miramichi For Northumberland Strait.
region, and the north coast of Prince Edward

Island. For the tie of H. W. in Standard time for the
60th Meridian, apply the following differences to the

For the time of H. W. ini Standard tirne for the time given in the Pictou Tide Tables:
60th Meridian, subtract the following amounts fron H. M
the ime given in the St. Paul Island Tables :-Subt. 17

H. M. Port Hood....................... O0
Cape Bear......... ............. O0 55

Lower Neguac, and the entrance to Cape George.....................O 50
Miramichi Bay..... .... .... Subt. 3 21 Tatamagouche............... .Add ( 13

Alberton, P.E.I................. 2 33 Pugwh................... ... 032
Richmond Bay; within the entrance 2 26 Cape Tormentine......... ....... o 23
Grand Rustico; at the Lighthouse. 2 31 Bay Verte.......................0 27
St. Peter's; at entrance t Bay.... 2 10 Bedeque Bay............ ..... S....o 34
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PUBLICATION OF TIDE TABLES FOR 1898.

Quebec, Halifax Ànd St. John, N.B.-The tide tables for these principal harbours
were furnished to the leading British and Canadian Almanacs, as far as they were will-
ing to pu. lish them. The tables show the tine of high water and low water -for all
tides, both day and night, and the height of the tide at high and low water. The depth
of water on the sill of the Dry Docks at Quebec and Halifax is also given with relation
to the tide, so that vessels may know the depth of water available for entrance to those
docks at any high tide. They are also accompanied by tidal differences for other
places. In most cases the almanacs published only a portion of this information.

The only almanac in which the tables for all these ports appeared in full, was in
Greenwood's Alnanac, published by Mr. W. N. Greenwood of Lancaster, England. The
tables for Halifax and Quebec appeared in full, accompanied with the tidal differences
for other places, in the Canadian Almanac, published by the Copp, Clark Co. of Toronto.
The tide tables for Halifax, showing the time of high and low water only, without the
height of the tide, were given in Belcher's Almanac, published by the McAlpine Co., and
also in Cogswell's Alnanac, published by Mr. R. H. Cogswell of Halifax. The time of
high water at Halifax was given in Brown's Almanac, published by Messrs. J. Brown &
Son of Glasgow, as one of sixteen tide tables tor colonial and foreign ports. The tide
tables for St. John, N.B., reduced to the time of high water only, without low water or
the height of the tide, were given in one of the columns in McMillan's Almanac, published
by Messrs. J. and A. McMillan, of St. John. The time of high water at Quebec was
given in a sheet tide table, issued locally by Messrs. T. J. Moore & Co., of Quebec.

In the Tide Tables published by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the
Halifax tables, since the year 1896, are calculated from the tidal constants furnished by
this Survey. They have also, made request for the tidal constants for Quebec and for
St. John, N.B.; but these have not yet appeared in their issue of tide tables up to the
year 1899. The tide tables for Quebec for the season of navigation on the St. Lawrence
are given in the publication prepared by the Montreal Harbour Commissioners for the
use of the Pilot service. In all the above, due acknowledgment is made to the Tidal
Survey branch of the Marine Department for the tables supplied.

Inquiry was also made as to which of the newspapers were willing to publish the
tide tables for their own localities. Copies of the tables in manuscript were sent to six
leading newspapers, but only three of these gave them space. The Quebec Chronicle
and the St. John Telegraph published the tables in full for those ports, one month at a
time; and in the St. John Globe, the time of high water from the tables, was given daily
in a miniature almanac. Mr. Hurd Peters, C.E., the City engineer of St. John, N.B.,
says of these tide tables: "During the year 1898, the tables for St. John were
published monthly by one of the city newspapers, and proved very useful to all
interested in vessels, in the harbour, and in tide work generally." The tables for
Halifax were not published by the Halifax papers.

Some two dozen copies of these tide tables were supplied by Mr. Greenwcod, re-
printed from his almanac, and these were sent to steamship companies and others
interested, as far as the number permitted. Further application received later for these
tables could not be met.

Ste. Croix Bar.-These tide tables which show the time of the tide during the
season of navigation at this point, were published in company with the tide tables for
Quebec, by the Montreal Harbour Commissioners, in their publication entitled : " Tide
Tables and other information connected with the Ship Channel between Montreal and
Quebec," which is prepared for the use of the St. Lawrence pilots.

Father Point. -Tide tables were prepared in manuscript, and posted at the light-
house at Father Point; where they are accessible to all the pilots. These tables give the
time of both high water and low water; which is important with relation to the strong
tidal currents of the Lower St. Lawrence.

Charlottetown, Pictou and St. Paul Island.-These tide tables for 1898, being com-
puted from revised data by the new method above explained, were printed and widely
distributed. This distribution was similar in ,its scope to that outlined below for the
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tide tables of 1899, but with some modification for the advantage of the region on the
south-western side of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to which the tidal differences extended
that accompanied the tables. Copies were also sent to ten Lower Province newspapers
and to twenty-six vendors of almanacs and marine publications abroad, to make known
these tables, as they were then issued for the first time. The number of copies thus
sent out was 242.

TIDE TABLES FOR 1899; PUBLICATION, &C.

The tide tables for Halifax and Quebec bave become well known by their publica-
tion in the Canadian Almanac since 1896 ; and also in the Star Alnanac for 1896, which
was the last year that it was issued. The Quebec tables have also appeared in the pub-
lication issued by the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, and have thus become known
to the Pilot service and the steamship companies of the St. Lawrence. There was less
facility for making known the new St. John tables; and their publication in 1898 was
unsatisfactory. The only almanac in Canada in which they appeared, was McMillan's,
published in St. John itself ; but the abstract of the tables which was given in it, was
very meagre. The tables appeared in full in the St. John Telegraph, which served to
make thein known in New Brunswick; but the St. John papers have little circulation
on the Nova Scotia side of the Bay of Fundy, and from a tidal point of view, St. John
is the principal station for the whole of that bay.

In order to make the tide tables more widely known, it was arranged to have them
reprinted from Greenwood's Almanac for 1899, as an 8-page pamphlet. This alma-
nac published in full the tide tables for the three ports, Halifax, Quebec and St. John ;
and 350 of the copies reprinted from it have been widely distributed. These have been
sent to the agents of this department, harbour commissioners, harbour masters, port
wardens and collectors of customs, corporations of pilots and pilot commissioners, boards
of trade, and to thirty-seven steamship companies and their agencies, running to our
eastern ports. Also to twenty-six leading vendors of almanacs and nautical publications,
in Great Britain, Europe and the United States, and twenty nautical and allied periodi-
cals, mostly foreign ; as well as to the newspapers in our eastern cities. It is hoped that
these tide tables will thus become better known. The Canadian Almanac will also pub-
lish in full the tide tables for 1899 for all three ports.

On the other hand, further improvement in the accuracy of the tide tables them-
selves has come to a standstill, for want of sufficient assistance, and the means to meet
the expense of the analysis of further tidal record. This affects the tide tables as far
forward as 1900, as they have to be calculated so long in advance. The tables up to
that year have thus only two years of tidal record, at Quebec and St. John respectively,
as their basis. At Halifax the tide tables up to 1897 were based upon four years of old
record obtained between 1851 and 1861, and only one year of new record has yet been
incorporated for the improvement of the tables there. The tide tables for St. Paul
Island are based upon one year's record only. On these four principal tide tables, the
others which are computed for the season of navigation, necessarily depend for their
accuracy.

SECONDARY TIDAL STATIONS OF THE SEASON OF 1898.

In this season, an investigation of thae tides in the Bay of Fundy was made. This
bay has a length of 154 miles from Bryer Island to Cumberland Basin, and a width of
36 miles. The chief object of the investigation was to determine the relation between
the tides in the bay, and the principal tidal station at St. John, N.B., by means of
simultaneous observations at a series of points around the bay, obtained with self-
registering tidal instruments. Another object was to ascertain where the dividing line
should be drawn, on the south-western coast of Nova Sceotia near the mouth of the bay,
between the ports that can be referred to St. John on the one hand, or to Halifax on
the other, as their port of reference. The tidal data obtained will also serve as a basis
for the investigation of the tidal currents of the Bay of Fundy, when this is undertaken.

In making a selection of the places around the bay most suitable for the purpose, the
points at which the Establishments had already been determined by the AdmiraltY,
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were given the preference. Consideration was also given to places at which there were
wharves extending to low water; but the best information that could be obtained in
advance as to this, was found to be quite misleading when the places were visited.

The positions of the stations, and the points at which Establishments had
previously been determined by the Admiralty, are shown on the accompanying map,
Plate 1. The tstations chosen were all equipped with self-registering instruments, in
order to obtain a continuous record of the tide.

Tidal Stations in the lower part of the Bay ol Fundy. -- In this part of the bay
below St. John, four stations were established; at Yarmouth, at Westport on Bryer
Island, and at Digby, on the Nova Scotia side; and at Campobello, on the New
Brunswick side. Tidal data at Yarmouth are not only important for that harbour
itself, but they will also enable comparisons to be made in the two directions with
Halifax and St. John, as above mentioned, to show how far tidal differences from those
two ports of reference should be extended along that coast. Westport may properly
be considered as at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy; and the tidal data at Yarmouth
and Westport should prove to be the most closely related to the strong tidal currents
at the mouth of the bay, when these come to be investigated. The station at Digby
is at the new pier at the town of Digby, inside Annapolis Basin. Although the
Admiralty Establishment was determined at the entrance to Digby Gut, the practical
advantage of this position had the greater weight ; as the Digby pier is now used by the
recently established steamship service, which makes through connection from St. John
to Halifax.

To obtain comparisons with the tide of the open bay, measurements of the range
of the tide were made during the two periods of spring tides at Prim Point, outside of
Digby Gut, on the south side. These measurements were made by William Ellis, light-
keeper at the Point. They were taken from a beam set to project over a vertical cliff
at the lighthouse, the level of the water being measured directly from it with a standard
tape. The comparison with the simultaneous tidal record at Digby within the Basin
will show the effect of the narrow entrance in modifying the tide in the basin relatively
to the tide in the open.

On the New Brunswick side there was more difficulty in the choice of a position
for a tidal station. The western part of the New Brunswick coast, which is the limit
of Canadian territory next to the State of Maine, is broken into islands forming
channels which lead into large water areas enclosed behind them. These occasion much
local interference with the general course of the tides, and give rise to irregularities
which are already manifest from the Establishments which have there been determined.
The southern end of Grand Manan Island would have been very suitable, as it is nearest
to the mouth of the bay, and stands in best relation to Westport on the other shore.
Unfortunately, however, there is no wharf there which extends to low water. The
choice of Campobello Island was finally made, as giving on the whole the best advan-
tages, and the tide gauge was placed at Welchpool. This was formerly the residence
of Admiral Owen, and the Establishment is there well determined froi tidal observa-
tions which extend from October 13th, 1845, to October 21st, 1847, with less than
three months' interruption in all. Welchpool is also on a channel directly opposite
Eastport in the State of Maine, where tidal observations have been obtained during one
complete year in 1862, by the United States Coast Survey, and the present observations
there will thus serve to make connection with the United States series. There is also
a good depth of water at the wharf at the lowest tides, contrary to the information
obtained before the place was visited.

The chief disadvantage of this station from a tidal point of view, is its proximity to
the large area of Passamaquoddy Bay, which may have a very appreciable effect in modi-
fying the tide. This may account for the difficulty already met .with in the endeavour
to determine a constant difference in the time of the tide between Eastport and St.
John. A comparison between the tide as calculated for Eastport and the tide as ob-
served at St. John, was made for a period of eight months in 1893; and the difference
in absolute time with the omission of some extreme values, was found to have the
following range :-High water at Eastport, 37 minutes earlier to 29 minutes later than
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at St. John. It is hoped that the comparison which will now be available between
simultaneously observed tides at the two places, will give a more satisfactory result.

At all the four stations in the lower part of the -bay, the whole tide to low water
was obtained; except at Westport where the end of the wharf dries at the lowest of the
spring tides.

Tidal Conditions in the upper part of the Bay.-In the Bay of Fundy above St.
John, after personal examination and careful inquiry, there were no wharves to be found
which extend to low water; nor are there any cliffs rising out of the deep water to
which a tide gauge can be attached, except at one point which is several miles distant
from the nearest house. To obtain a record of low water would therefore require special
arrangement, and more outlay than can at present be met by this survey. The value
of obtaining low water is also of less importance in this region than it usually is else-
where, if the question of navigation is alone considered; as steamboats have to time
their arrival for high water, and leave before the tide falls; while sailing vessels which
are mostly of the smaller sizes, can lie conveniently on the bottom alongside the wharves
to unload. It is for this reason that so little endeavour is made to extend wharves to
low water. Instead of lying afloat and rising 30 or 40 feet against the side of a wharf,
a vessel runs in at high water as far as its draught will allow, and lies aground during
the greater part of the tide, with little change in its level, which much facilitates unload-
ing. The bottom throughout the upper arms of the bay, below the first few inches of soft
red mud, has the consistency of stiff clay and is almost devcid of stones, which much
favours this practice. Where there are any local difficulties, a bench or stage of
mattress-work is placed in front of the wharf, for vessels to lie on, while the tide is out.

In these conditions, it is the time of high water which is of primary importance to
navigation ; and next to this, the period of time during which the tide remains
sufficiently high to give floatation for a vessel of moderate draught. These data can
be deduced from a tidal record which gives the upper half of the tide only.

On the other hand, the form of the complete tide curve is not obtained, nor the
data for mean sea level ; and the time of low water can only be obtained roughly between
the upper parts of the tide as registered.

To obtain a complete record of the tide with a self-registering instrument, it is
necessary to have the whole tide rising and falling in one vertical column. In a region
where the range of tho tide is from 40 to 50 feet, special construction for the tide gauge
would be required. If readings on a graduated staff were sufficient, it would not be
necessary to have the whole height at one point. One staff could be set at low water
mark with a height of some 12 feet, and another further up the slope of the beach, and
so on in succession. The cost of taking observations by this method would be several
times greater than with a self-registering instrument, and the information obtained
would be less than half, as the night tides would be lost.

The wharves, which extend to about half-tide, are already long ; and the tide
recedes nearly quarter of a mile beyond their end, exposing wide mud flats. In these
circumstances the choice seems to lie between the following alternatives: To build an
erection of some 50 feet in height at low water mark, to support a vertical pipe which
would serve as a tide column for the gauge. Such an erection would need to be sub-
stantially braced to withstand the strong tidal currents ; and it would have to carry a
light, as a warning to shipping. The other alternative would be to take advantage of
existing wharves to get as far out as possible; and to sink a tide-well at the end of the
wharf, in which the tide would rise and fall by means of a siphon connection, extending
to low water. For this siphon to work satisfactory, the well should not b more than
20 or 25 feet deep, taking up that height at the lower part of the range of the tide.
The siphon pipe should also be large relatively to the tide-well ; as the rate of rise and
fali is as much as eight feet per hour. The chief difficulty arises from the excessively
muddy character of the water, which would soon choke up the pipes, unless special pro-
viion were made for cleaning them out.

This method of siphoning was tried at Moncton with success; although the height
siphoned was only nine feet. Thedifficulty there was to make arrangement to enable the
siphon to work inwards, and fill the tide-well during the rapid rise after the arrival of
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the bore. The rise then was at the rate of 18 feet per hour for more than half an hour.
The tide well was 12 inches in diameter, of rivetted iron plate; and 12 feet deep. The
ground in the river bank 'through which it had to be sunk, was tough and stony. Froin
the top of this tide-well, a tide column of the usual construction was carried up to the
top of the wharf. The siphon was of 1 inch pipe, which was the largest size that could
be had there: The inner leg was vertical and passed down inside the tide-well nearly to
the bottom, to allow sone margin for the deposit of mud there. With these sizes of
pipe, there was still room for the tide-float of six inches in diameter to work freely. The
outer leg of the siphon formed a long incline extending 55 feet to the channel of the river.
The bend of the siphon passed through the side of the tide-well at two feet below the
top, and at the summit an air cock was placed to allow any air to escape, while it was
completely covered by the tide. For this purpose a ball-cock was used, made to remain
open when covered; and to close when the tide fell to its level, before it fell to the bend
of the siphon. In this way the ball-cock worked automatically, but from the excessive
muddiness of the water there was so much deposit on the valve-seat that it did not
close properly when lef t open for so long at a time. It had, therefore, to be re-arranged
to open by hand by means of a chain extending to the top of the wharf. This was
repeatedly tampered with, by unemployed persons who frequented the wharf, and the
chain had to be boxed in completely for its whole height. At the outer end of the
siphon, the water in the river was so shallow that cover could not be secured for it at
all tides. The end of the siphon was therefore let into a cask to form a terminal well,
and its level was carefully adjusted with relation to the bottom of the tide-well to keep
the siphon from " breaking." This cask was bolted to a platform of planks, heavily
ballasted to enable it to withstand the force of the bore. The front of the bore was
almost always high enough to cover the cask over at once, so that the time of arrivai of
the bore was thus recorded on the gauge. With these arrangements the siphoning
worked quite satisfactory.

This was the only trial made of the method of siphoning during this season. To
make use of either of the above methods on a more extensive scale, the work should be
begun earlier in the season to obtain full advantage of the expenditure upon them, as they
would not be likely to last through the winter for use another year. During this season
the record obtained at the stations towards the head of the bay, wMs accordingly limited
to the upper part of the tide.

In Minas Basin, the upper end of Cobequid Bay is cut off at low water by sand
bars. The water is thus ponded in, and it does not fall to the true level of low water.
Hence, although the highest tides make themselves feit nearly to Truro, the full range of
the tide cannot be obtained above Noel Bay, which is 22 miles below. In this end of
Cobequid Bay the level of low water, according to the chart, is eighteen feet above true
low water.

The same remark applies to the Avon River, below Windsor. The bars across it
form, at low water, a series of partial dams which pond the water in, in steps. Although
there is still some depth at low water around bridge piers at Windsor, this does not
represent the true low tide level. Accordingly, the furthest points for which the
Admiralty Establishments and the range of the tide are given, are Horton Bluff at the
mouth of the Avon, and Noel Bay.

The Petitcodiac River at the head of Chignecto Bay, is more truly an estuary. As
far up as Moncton, the tide continues to fall at a slow rate, up to the moment that the
rising tide arrives as a bore. Yet at low water there is a water slope all the way up
from the mouth of the river. Accordingly, at Grindstone Creek, four miles below
Moncton, the level of low water is about twelve feet higher than at the mouth of river,
as noted on the chart. The lower part of the tide is thus cut off by that amount. The
spring range at Moncton is given in the Admiralty list as 47 feet; but this is purely
theoretical, as the actual rise at spring tides, from the level to which the water falls in
the river, is only 30 feet. The three points, therefore, at which the extreme range of
the tide can best be measured, are in Cumberland Basin ; and at Horton Bluff and Noel
Bay in Minas Basin. We will give figures for these ranges, further on.

Choice of Tidal Stations in the upper part of the Bay of Fundy.-In the choice of
stations in this region, the above conditions had to be taken into consideration, and also
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the greatest direct advantage to navigation. In Minas Basin the two points of most
importance in these circumstances were Parrsboro and Windsor. In the other arm of
the bay, Hopewell Cape and Moncton were chosen.. The gauge at Parrsboro is at
Parrsboro Pier, beside Partridge Island, and there is an Establishment determined at
West Bay, on the other side of Partridge Island, within two miles of the pier. Before
deciding upon Windsor, the neighbouring coast was examined, as far as Kingsport; but
there proved to be no wharf or bridge pier at which low water could be obtained. The
choice thus fell to Windsor itself as the most important point. In Cumberland Basin
at the head of Chignecto Bay, some tidal observations for the level of high and low
water have been taken at the end of the proposed Ship Railway, but the Establishment
in that basin is determined at Sackville. In the other branch of Chignecto Bay there
is an Establishment at Folly Point which shows that the time of the tide differs only
six minutes with Cumberland Basin. Hence either branch of the bay will serve the pur-
pose in view. At Folly Point the cliffs are not suitable for the attachment of a tide
gauge; and Hopewell Cape, which is directly opposite, was chosen as affording the best
local facilities. Moncton may be considered as 'the extreme head of the Bay of Fundy,
and it is hoped that the time of arrival of the bore there, which is a well marked
moment, may throw some light upon the progress of the tide throughout the Bay of
Fundy as a whole.

Next in importance to these as tidal stations, Noel Bay may be mentioned, being
the point at which the greatest range of tide is found ; and Herring Cove, a point on
the New Brunswick coast directly opposite Cape Chignecto, where a breakwater is now
being erected. A station in this vicinity would divide the distance between St. John
and the head of ýhe Bay of Fundy. These points can only be reached by stage, and
the delay in receiving the last of the recording instruments from the makers, did not
admit of time being found to place gauges there without neglect of the other stations.

Equipnent of the Tidal Stations, and Description of the Stations Established.-
The instrument used to record the tide at most of the stations is the Richard self-
registering gauge. It is of a small size and simple in construction. It was placed for
protection in a shelter box with a zinc cover, which was set on top of the tide column
in which a float rose and fell with the tide to actuate the instrument. The scale gives
a range of 16 feet ; but as this was insufficient even for the upper half of the tide at
most places, a wheel or tide pulley of double the diameter was attached to the instru-
ment, to give twice the range on the height of the tide sheet. The score of this wheel
was turned to the exact diameter required when the thickness of the cord was taken
into account. This cord was attached to the tide float at one end, and after passing
over the tide pulley which it turned by friction only, it was attached to a counter
weight at the other end. The cord for the purpose was carefully selected ; as a cord
of galvanized iron used in previous seasons was so stiff as to throw itself off the wheel,
and it was not durable in sea-water. A flexible copper cord was therefore used, made
up of the finest wire. The float was of sheet zinc, six inches in diameter, ballasted
with shot. The tide column was usually 10 inches square inside, and made of l1
inch board, planed on the inside. Sometimes tongue-and-groove sheathing was uqed,
or such other material as could be obtained in the locality. The column required to
have some strength, as the faces of the wharves were seldom truly vertical, aud it could
only be supported at intervals; and in pile wharves, it had to be braced between the
piles or from their walings. For the upper part of the bay, a small eistern or pan was
placed in the bottom of the tide column, below the level of the inlet; so that when the
tide left the foot of the columrn, the tide-float remained floating in it, without upsetting.

At Yarmouth and Digby the recording instruments were of the larger type
designed by myself for the principal tidal stations. These were used because of delay
in receiving the last two Richard gauges from the makers, and because it is hoped that
the observations at Yarmouth can be continued throughout the winter. These gauges
are provided with interchangeable gearing, which enables them to be set for a range of 9,
18, 27 or 36 feet, with a tide sheet of nine inches in height for all these scales. This
was a convenience, while on the other hand a good deal of special planning was required
in fitting up these larger instruments. The arrangements adopted to meet the special
requirements, it will not be necessary to describe in detail, however.
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The instrument of either type made its record by a pencil line, which is afterwards
inked in, with a series of coloured inks to represent the different days of the week.
The observers were instructed to change the tide-sheets twice a week to avoid
confusion of the tide curves. They also made a comparison each day, between the
height of the tide as shown on the tide scale and the reading of the recording instru-
ment. From these comparisons a base line is obtained as a uniform datum for the true
height of the tide, which avoids placing dependence upon the correct setting of the tide
sheet for height on the instrument. When this comparision was made, the time as shown
on the instrument was also compared with the true time ; and the error, fast or slow, care-
f ully noted. Al time errors can thus be allowed for, in reducing the observations. As
the tide sheet is changed twice a week, and the clock cylinder is then set correctly
to time, the tirne error cannot become very large in the half week, and is usually in-
appreciable if the clock-work is well regulated.

A list of the stations established, with the length of the rec->rd obtained, and the
height of the tide recorded, is given below

Yarmouth, N.S.-Gauge situated in the town of Yarmouth, at a wharf belonging
to the Yarmouth Steamship Company, known as Baker's Wharf. Gauge placed in the
south west corner of a freight shed, which stands across the front of the wharf. The
wharf is buit on piles, and the gauge column is braced in between them.

Tidal record from June 24th to date. The total range of the tide is recorded to
low water. Observer, Captain J. E. Murphy, Meteorological observer.

Westport, Brier Island, N.S.-Gauge placed at the end of Captain Payson's wharf,
immediately in front of the Central House; which is situated on Water Street, 620 feet
north-eastward f rom a cross street running inland past the Baptist Church.

Tidal record, from July 7th till the end of December, with some weeks interruption.
The total range of the tide is obtained, except at the lowest spring tides. Observer,
Frank Morrell, Signal officer.

Digby, N.S.-Gauge placed at the north side of the Digby pier about 40 feet from
the end.

Tidal record, from June 30th till December 18th. Total range of tide is recorded.
Observer, N. A. Turnbull, Meterological observer and station agent.

Campobello, N. B.-Gauge placed at the back of the " L " at the head of the steam-
boat wharf at Welchpool, Campobello Island.

Tidal record, from July 15th till Novermber 15th. Total range of tide is recorded.
Observer, A. J. Clark, Customs officer.

Parrsboro, N.S.-Gauge at Parrsboro pier, near to Partridge Island. Attached to
the east side of the pier, at about one-third of the distance from the shore end, where
the side is most vertical.

Tidal record, from July 22nd till October 14th. Height of tide recorded, 21 feet
below extreme high water, nearly down to mean sea level. Observer, Dr. W. H.
Magee, Meteorological observer.

Windsor, N.S.-Gauge placed at the west corner of the railway wharf; forming
part of the property which extends to the water front from the railway station.

Tidal record, from August 16th till November 18th. Height of tide recorded, 13
feet below ordinary high water at spring tides. When the tide falls to this level, the
wharves at Windsor are left dry. Observer, Charles Cook, Midland railway office.

Hopewell Cape, N.B.-Gauge placed in the angle, behind the head of the pier, for
protection, the foot of the tide column being set three feet into the clay. Inlet for the
tide obtained by an iron pipe led around the corner of the wharf to the front.

Tidal record, July 30th till November 15th. Height of tide recorded, 14 feet below
high water. Observer, Captain J. L. Pye, Customs officer.

Moncton, N.B.-Gauge placed at the upper corner of Dunlap's wharf, at the foot
of Pleasant street. Tide column attached to the side of the wharf, and continued down
12 feet into the ground as a tide-well, made of 12-inch iron pipe. The tide empties and
fills this tide-well by siphoning, as already described.
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Tidal record, August 10th till November 18th. Height of tide recorded, 27 feet
below high water. Observer, G. W. McCready, C.E., former City engineer.

The first six of these gauges, beginning with those of the most importance, were
thus erected between June 20th and July 30th or in just six weeks, which includes the
time occupied in travelling, and sufficient time to instruct the observer in his duties.
This amount of time was too limited; and it is also advisable to revisit the stations
about a week after they are put in operation, to meet any difficulties which the observer
may encounter in work which is new to him ; but this could not be done. As it was, it
was well on in July before simultaneous results began to be obtained, which are of the
most value in work of this character. To avoid such pressure, the work should have
been begun earlier; but towards the close of the fiscal year which ends on June 30th,
the funds were nearly exhausted.

Data for time and height.-The most important requirement for the success of tidal
observations, in the means of obtaining the time accurately at the various stations, and
in the present instance this proved the chief difficulty. Next to this, it is important
that the height of the tide should be referred to a permanent bench mark, especially in
towns of any importance ; as this furnishes a lasting record for the height of the tide,
and makes the observations available for reference in any future harbour works, or for
the determination of Mean Sea Level. As we are still without any uniform system of
connected levels in Canada, these bench marks are necessarily isolated in the mean time,
but they are at once available for local purposes, and they will be of the highest service
in furnishing the value of Mean Sea Level, when a general system of levelling through-
out the country comes to be made. An International Geodetic Conference has recently
been held at Struttgart, and one of its tasks is to ascertain how far such levelling has
been carried in the various countries of the world, and at what points on the various
oceans, Mean Sea Level has already been determined.

On one-side of the Bay of Fundy, in the province of Nova Scotia, standard time
for the 60th meridian is now used everywhere ; although it is known by the misnomer
of "local time," to distinguish it from Eastern standard time, one hour later, which is
used on the railways. On the other side of the bay, in the province of New Brunswick,
the question of which standard time to use, whether for the 60th or 75th meridian, has
not yet been decided, and consequently in some places local time is still used. In these
circumstances it was found best to use at the tidal stations such time as could best be
obtained. Where there were railway stations on one of the principal railways, the noon
signal, sent along the line by telegraph, was taken advantage of. But this signal is not
sent along the branch lines as a rule. At some places there was no existing means of
getting correct time, and special arrangements had to be made to obtain it. The
character of the time used at the tidal stations, and the way in which it was obtained,
are as follows:-

St. John; the principal tide station or port of reference. Local time ; the longitude
of the St. John observatory being 4 hrs. 24 min. 16 sec. W.

Yarmouth.-Standard time for the 60th meridian. The tidal observer, Captain
J. E. Murphy, has charge of the Meteorological station, which is also equipped with
chronometers, and he is thus able to furnish the time with accuracy for the tide gauge.

Westport, Brier Island.-Standard time for the 60th meridian. The arrangement
made for Westport, was to have the railway time sent on twice a week by long-distance
telephone, 41 miles, from the Digby railway station. On this telephone connection
there are three repetitions; but with care, the time thus transmitted could be depended
upon within a minute. To keep the time during the course of the week, the observer
was also provided with a Seth Thomas engine-room clock, a make which it was expected
would prove reliable; but unfortunately this one gained over ton minutes a day, and
was so sensitive to its regulator that it could not be regulated. The uncertainty in
the time which resulted from this, has made the observations of comparatively little
value up to the middle of August. When the station was revisited early in September,
to avoid any further uncertainty, a moridian mark was set out, by which the sun's
meridian passage can be readily obtained to the nearest minute; and to accompany this,
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a table was calculated for the observer, which gives standard time at apparent noon.
In preparing this table, the difference of longitude from the standard time-meridian was
allowed for, as well as the equation of time; so that the observer has merely to see that
his watch shows the time given in the table at the moment of apparent noon. In this
way the character of the time used was not changed ; and the time signals by telephone
could still be made use of in dull or foggy weather, without confusion.

Campobello. Tidal station at Welchpool.-At first, Eastport local time was used,
as there is communication several times a day by ferry with Eastport, which is only two
miles across the water. The time thus obtained, varied so much as to be uncertain
within two or three minutes. This uncertainty obtains in the earlier part of the
observations; but as soon as it was reported by the observer, an arrangement was made
with Captain Ingersoll of the steamer " Flushing," to bring St. John local time with him
once a week, on his regular trips; which he kindly consented to do. As the " Flushing"
is not in port at the hour that the time-ball drops on the St. John observatory, he
obtained the time from a leading watchmaker in St. John who keeps a chronometer running
on local time, which is regulated direct from the observatory. It may be noted that the
sun-dial erected by Admiral Owen at Welchpool was on a wooden pillar, and is now
broken down. The time used at this station is, therefore, as follows:-

Up to August 11 th, Eastport local time, corresponding to longitude 4 hrs. 27 min.
56 sec.; and from that date forward, St. John local time, corresponding to longitude
4 hrs. 24 min. 16 sec. W.

Windsor.-Standard time for the 60th meridian ; one hour faster than railway time
as obtained by noon signal at the railway station.

Parrsboro.-Standard time for the 60th meridian, as above.

Hopewell Cape.-Local time, obtained from a meridian mark, set out at the Custom
house. The observer was provided with a table which shows local mean time at apparent
noon; based upon the equation of time. This place is in communication with Moncton
by long-distance telephone ; but the connections are not sufficiently direct to enable the
telephone to be used for time signals. The longitude of Hopewell Cape is 4 hrs. 18
min. 20 sec.

Moncton.-Eastern standard time for the 75th meridian, or railway time, which is
used generally in Moncton. The moment of noon is struck on the bell of the City
Building, from the office of the Chief engineer of the Intercolonial railway.

Bench Marks, Tide Scales and Tide Level.-At the stations which were considered
of sufficient importance, bench marks were established, to which the zero of the tide
scale used for the observations, was referred. This tide scale consisted of a painted
board, divided into feet and parts o. a foot, attached to the tide column; and by it
the recording instrument was set for height.

It was not thought necessary to establish a bench mark at Welchpool on
Campobello Island, at Westport on Bryer Island, or at Hopewell Cape. At these
stations the height of the tide was measured on a scale of feet which has its zero at the
level of the inlet at the foot of the tide column. At Moncton there are existing bench
marks to which the Moncton City datum is referred ; and these were made use of,
in establishing a plane of reference for the tide levels there.

The new bench marks established this season by the Tidal Survey, and those made
use of at Moncton, are described below ; as these serve to fix permanently the levels of
the tide as found by the observations. Some leading tide levels are also given with
these, as well as the elevation of the zero of the tide scale at each station.

Yarmouth.-There was difficulty in finding anything suitable for a permanent bench
mark, in the vicinity of the tide gauge, all the buildings and wharves there being of
timber. The brick chimney of the Kentville Lumber Company was selected, as it
stands on a stone base built in cement ; and as the foundation is carried down to the
rock, it is not liable to settlement.
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Feet.
Bench Mark ; the joint between the stone base and the brickwork, at the north-

west corner of the above chimney. Elevation ..................... ....... 108 53
Top of rail at the railway crossing at the foot of Forrest street. Average elevation

at both sides of track. .. ...................................... 100 00
Surface of planking of wharf at the tide gauge.... ... ... ................... 91-85
Highest high water observed in the season of 1898; July 4th, p.m .......... .... 90'45
Lowest low water observed ; July 5th, a.n ... ......................... . 74 15
Zero of Tide Scale, at the level of the inlet at foot of tide column ............... 72-36

Westport.-Between July 7th and November 24th:--

Highest high water on tide scale ; 1898, Aug. 2nd, p. n ..... ........ . ... .. 1880
Lowest low water, Auguat 3rd, am .................. ......... .... ..... - 1'60

The greatest range here observed is thus, 20 40 feet.

Digby.-There was the same difficulty here as at Yarmouth. A bench mark was
cut on the masonry of a high flight of stone steps of red granite, in front of Mrs.
Marshall's house. The mark is a chisel line and broad arrow, eut in the middle of a
long granite block, on the back of the steps, facing the east. The house is a wooden
one with a stone foundation, on the iiorth side of the road which leads back, landwards,
from the head of Digby pier. It stands at a distance of about 340 feet from the shore
end of the pier.

The granite-work of these steps is heavy and well built above ground, but the
foundation below the ground level is of small and poor rubble. The granite-work has
cracked through, along joint lines, in two places, and some settlement may have occurred.
This is, however, the best stone-work to be found in the neighbourhood.

Feet.
Bench Mark, as above. Elevation..... ............................... 105-80
Top of timber cap, north side of pier at shore end, nearly opposite the high water

mark on thebeach.......... .......... 98-75
Top of cap, north side of pier, opposite upper end of landing slip ... . .......... 99 *10
Top of cap, north side of pier, at the tide gauge column. Elevation taken as

100'00 for convenience in tide measuremients ; the other elevations being
determined relatively to this.............................................. 100-00

Highest high water observed up to the end of Noveniber: on July 3rd, pm..... . 93-90
Lowest low water observed: July 5th, a.ni ... ..................... ...... 64'20
Inlet at foot of tide column.................... ......... .................... 630

Campobello.-Heights on tide scales used; not referred to a bench mark.

Highest high water on tide scale in the season of 1898: August 2nd, p.m. ....... 29-00
Lowest low water: August 3rd, am .......................................... 5-50

In the observations of 1845 to 1847, the highest high water recorded on the tide
then scale.used, occurred in 1846, January 27th, a.ni............. ........ 27-00

The lowest low water occurred in 1846, December 20th, p.m......... .... ..... 1-40
Hence the extreme range then observed was 25 -60 feet.

Windsor.-Bench Mark A. On the Wilcox building; a brick building situated on
the south-east side of Water street, corner of Gerrish street. The point used as a
bench mark is the top of the cut sandstone plinth, on the Water street front, at the end
next Gerrish street ; being the joint between the sandstone and the brickwork above.

Bench Mark B. On a brick building bearing the name of W. H. Roach & Co.,
situated on the north-west side of Water street, directly opposite the above. The point
used as a bench mark is the top of the eut sandstone plinth, at the east corner of the
building, below the brickwork.

Feet.
Bench Mark A, as above described. Elevation adopted ......... ............ 100-00
Bench Mark B, as above described......... ........... .......... ........... 100'03
Rail level on Water street, opposite foot of King street .............. ..... ... 98-26
Cap of W harf the tide gauge................................. ............. 95-19
Highesttide observed in the season of 1898: September lst, a.m. ...... ....... 93-70
Zero of Tide Scale, at the level of the inlet to the tide column ...... ........... 81'07
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The surface of the mud beach in front of the wharf is one foot below the ivlet to
the tide column. The beach is there at much the same level as at the other wharves.
Hence the greatest rise of the tide against the wharves is nearly 14 feet.

The buildings above described were burnt when the town of Windsor was destroyed,
in the autumn of 1897 ; but as they have been rebuilt on their old foundations, it is
not likely that any settlement will occur to effect the elevation of the points used as
bench marks.

Parr8boro. -Bench mark for the tide guage at Parrsboro pier, near Partridge Jsland.
The mark is a chisel line and broad arrow, cut on a sound stone in the south wall of a
small stone building, fornierly used as a school, now used as an ice bouse, situat ed as
follows : At 290 feet from the shore end of the pier, along the main road leading north-
ward to the town of Parrsboro, a cross road turns off to the westward ; and the buiding
is on the north side of this cross road, at 200 feet along it from the corner.

Feet.
Elevation adopted for this Bench Mark ................................. ..... 100-00
Top of timber cap of pier, at shore end .. ..................................... 57·02
Top of cap, at outer end of pier..........:.................................... 52-55
Extreme high water which overflows the greater part of the pier :-Highest point

reached by the tide on planking of the pier, as pointed out by Dr. Deerborne
who bas occupied a cottage close to the head of the pier for several seasons.. . 56·69

Beach of coarse gravel which slopes back on the inland side; extending in a wide
sweep from the pier to Partridge Island. It is overflowed at extreme tides.
Elevation of top of beach near the pier.................................. 56,30

High tide which overflowed the pier in July, 1898, as marked near the top of a
mooring post by the crew of the steamer, " Evangeline," which makes daily
trips to Kingsport ....... ......... .. .. ........................... 55'53

lighest tide recorded on the guage during the season of 1898: August 3rd, a.m. 54'85
Zero of Tide Scale, at the level of the inlet to the tide columnn.................. 34-15
Surface of beach at outer end of the pier; dry at low water.................... 18-25
Low water spring tides, observed when levels were taken, July 23rd, 1898....... 14.53

According to the best information that could be obtained, the tide falls at extreme
low water about five feet below this low water of July 23rd. The difference between
this level and the elevations for the extreme high tides as above given, would thus give
47 feet for the extreme range at Parrsboro.

Moncton.-The Moncton City datum was here made use of, which bas been care-
fully established and referred to bench marks by Mr. G. W. McCready, while he
occupied the position of City engineer. To avoid negative values, however, in extend-
ing the elevations to include tide levels, a plane of reference was adopted at 100.00 feet
below the City datum. This merely amounts to adding 100 feet to the elevations, as
measured from the City datum. The addition is made in all the elevations here given.

City Bench Mark.-Surface of the stone door-sill of the City Building, at the east
side of the entrance, where it is not worn. Elevation, 128-16.

On a brick building on a stone foundation, at the south-east corner of Duke and
Main streets; diagonally opposite the Post Office. The point used as a bench mark is
the top of the stone foundation at the corner of these streets; which is about an inch
above the level of the asphalt side walk. Elevation, 133-54. (This bench mark was
used for reference in determining all the tide levels of this season.)

Bench Mark of the Public Works Department; at the front end of the Sugar
Refinery. Surface of the door sill at the east side of the eastern entrance. Elevation,
119-33. (The elevation of this bench mark above the Public Works datun is .101-27;
high water spring tides being taken as 100.00.)

Feet.
The Saxby Tide at Moncton; the highest tide known in the Bay of Fundy;

which occurred October Sth, 1869...... ... ......................... 126'09
Exceptionally high tide, October 12th, 1887; as marked by the Harbour Master.. 119·66
Exceptionally high tide, October 8th, 1896; froin levels taken by the I.C.R.

Engineers at the time, by request of the Tidal Survey.............. ....... 118·91
96
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Feet.
Highest high water observed in the season of 1898; August 31st, p.m ........... 117-06
Tide levels adopted by the Public Works Department, for the construction of

wharves:-
High water spring tides.. .. ........... ....................... 118'06
High water neap tides......................... .............. 108-56

Cap of Dunlap's wharf, at the south. west corner, where the tide gauge was placed.
Elevation in August, 1898........ ............................... 118-98

Top of 12-inch iron pipe, forming the tide-well of the tide guage........ ...... 100·66
Zero of Tide Scalb of the guage; being the level of the bottom of the tide-well,

which is twelve feet deep. ................................................ 88-66
Low water spring tides: lowest observed during the spring tides at the begining

of August and at the end of September, 1898.............................. 87-88
Lowest low water during the season of 1898: October 20th......... ........... 87·81
Extreme low water, opposite the nouth of Hall's Creek; as determined by Mr.

McCready while City Engineer................................. ... 87-75

THE BORE AT MONCTON.

Moncton is situated on the Petitcodiac River, immediately above the point known
as "The Bend," where its direction turns sharply at a right angle. This is at 19 miles
above the mouth of the Petitcodiac, at Folly Point, where it enters the Bay of Fundy.
This part of the river is more correctly an estuary, which continues 13 miles further up,
as far as Salisbury Junction. At high tide the river at Moncton forms a sheet of water
half a mile in width; while at low tide it consists of mud banks and flats, with a stream
about 500 feet wide running with a strong current in a devious channel amongst the bars
and mud flats, which are left dry at low water.

The run of the rising tide first breaks into a bore at Stony Creek, eight miles below
Moncton; and it continues to the head of the estuary at Salisbury, 13 miles above. The
total distance on the river that a bore occurs is therefore 21 miles.

With regard to the time of arrival of the bore at Moncton, this really corresponds
with the time of half tide. At the central moment between the previous and the follow-
ing high water, which we may term the theoretical time of low water, the level of the water
in the river is still falling ; and it continues to fall, though at a much slower rate, for
about three hours longer before the bore arrives. The time of the arrival of the bore
is, thus, only about three hours before the next high water, which serves to account for
the very rapid rise which takes place after the bore passes.

The rate at which the tide falls, amounts at its maximum, to eight feet per hour ; but
after the theoretical time of low water, the rate of fall soon becomes very slow, and the
river appears to a casual observer, to remain at the same level for some two hours before
the arrival of the bore. The flow, however, continues to be fairly swift; and it no doubt
still consists of tide water. The rate of fall in the level of the water, as measured shortly
after spring tides, was found to be as follows -

From 4½ to 2½ hours before arrival of bore, rate of falli six inhes per hour.
I 2½ to 1 hour ut', i i four inches
S40 m. to l5 rn. t,, q, le three inches

The first observation of the bore was made on the evening of August 4th. The
standpoint was the wharf furthest down stream, nearest to the bend. It commands a
view of some two or three miles down stream below the bend, as well as the foreshore
up-stream, opposite Moncton. The moon was a little past the full, and was well risen
before the bore arrived ; and the sky was then clear also. There was a very slight breeze
and in the stillnes sounds could be distinctly heard. It was thus at the spring tides,
and 24 hours after the lowest of the tides at that moon.

The first sound of the approaching bore was heard at 2 3h 08"', in 60th meridian
time, and two minutes later the sound was quite distinct. This sound was very similar
to the noise of a distant train when heard across water. It afterwards increased to the
usual hissing and rushing eound of broken water, as in a rapid on a river ; but there was
no mingling in this sound, of any roar such as a waterfall makes when falling into deep
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water, even from a moderate height. The bore arrived at the wharf at 23h 19- or eleven
minutes after its sound was first heard. The rapidly-flowing layer of incoming tide ad-
vanced over the current of the river in the opposite direction, with a front of broken
and foaming water, which had a height of perhaps two or three feet. The front edge
was by no means straight. The higher part of the bore extended across the waterway,
and this was bent back and also heightened in the middle by the opposing current of
the river, which is naturally swiftest at the centre of the stream. Beyond this, the
bore formed a long sweep where it broke over the flats, retarded and decreasing in
height towards the further bank of the river.

The surface current of the water following the main front, has the same speed of
flow as its rate of advance ; and after the main front passes,.there usually follow a series
of others, stepped up a few inches of additional height. These form irregular lines of
curve across the surface of the advancing tide, which do not extend far without inter-
ruption. These may be due in part to back-wash from the flats, into the main channel.
As seen in the day time, the water forming the bore is excessively muddy and reddish
yellow in colour, just as the outflowing water of the river also is. The actual broken
water in the front is nearly white, except at the shore end; but the long edge of the
advancing water on the flats appears nearly black in strong sun-light. With a stiff
breeze down stream, the sound of the bore cannot be heard till it has approached within
a few hundred yards.

During the neap tides, the bore still appears ; and the front edge usually breaks a
few inches high. But there are times when it consists merely of a heavy ripple, like the
aide waves from the bow of a steamer, when they are advancing over still water; and it
then only breaks occassionally, exoept in passing over the flats.

Rate of Travel of tte Bore.-Its rate of advance was timed from a point of obser-
vation on one of the upper wharves, which commands a view around the bend of the
river; and the moment of its successive arrival at a series of points was exactly noted.
The distances between these points were taken from a plan of the river front at Monc-
ton ; but the distance to -the lowest of the points could not be ascertained with certain-
ty ; and it is therefore omitted. The following result was obtained, from observations
at the 3rd and 5th tides after the highest spring tide at the beginning of August.

On Friday, 5th August. On Saturday, 6th August.
Distance___ ______

Intervals. between the
points. Interval Speed in Interval Speed in

of f time. Miles
per bour. per hour.

Feet. i. s. . s.
Prom mouth of Hall's Creek to Public

Wharf ...................... .. 1,550 1 50 9-61 1 57 9'03
From Public Wharf to Sumner's

W harf ............................ 1,175 1 45 7-62 1 45 7-62

Mean Values ................. ....... . 8'61 ....... ... 8'33

General average 8*47 miles per hour.

An endeavour was made to obtain a measurement of the time taken by the bore in
passing up the river from Stony Creek to Moncton; but the simultaneous observations
required could not be arranged for.

Form of tMe Bore.-To ascertain the form of the bore, and its rate of rise, a gradu-
ated board 13 feet high, was set up in front of the wharf, at which the tide gauge was
placed. It was attached to the corner of the crib-work and brush, set at a low level in
front of the wharf for vessels to lie on at low tide; and it was braced against the current.
This current, after the bore passes, appears to have the same surface velocity as the vate
of advance of the bore itself, which is given above. In these circumstanoes, the gradu,
ated board had to be renewed from time to time; but the elevation of its zero was cor-
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rectly deterinined in each case, in relation to the levels established at the tide gauge.
It would no doubt have been better to have set the graduated board well out in the bed
of the river, where the water has freer course, if it 'aad not been so difficult to do so.
But as soon as the low crib work was covered, the* board stood in the open water, at
almost 20 feet from the end of the wharf. The water in the rapid current was rather
rough on the surface, although sometimes it would smooth down for a few moments.. It
was therefore best to take the observations by noting the time at which its average level
rose to each of the divisions on the board. When the tide rose to the top of the board,
its further rise could be read from the scale on the tide column itself, if desired.

The height of the bore, as observed at spring and neap tides, and the rise of the water
following it, are shown in the accompanying diagram, Plate Il. The rise is by no means
uniform. There are at times distinct steps, which are sometimes visible as such, on the
surface of the incoming water. At other times the water holds its level for a short
interval, and then rises rapidly afterwards to make up. These irregularities in the rise
were noted as correctly as possible, and they are shown in the diagrams.

These diagrams may also be taken to represent the form of the bore, or its profile
along the river at any given moment. Strictly speaking, this involves the assumption
that the whole mass of water moves forward at the same speed as the broken front which
forms the bore itself ; which in all probability is not very far from the truth. To assist
this view, a scale of distances is given on the diagram, which is based upon the average
rate of advance of the bore in running up the river. An abstract of the observations is
also given in the following table, in order to show some of the results more clearly in
figures. In this table, only the even feet and half feet are given, and the irregularities
in rise are omitted as to show these it would be necessary to tabulate the observations
for each date separately, and they are already represented in the diagrams.

THE BORE IN THE PETITOODIAC RIVER AT MONCTON.

RATE of Rise at Spring and Neap Tides, as observed on a Scale of Feet at the Tide
Gauge. The time is Standard Time for the 60th Meridian. Year, 1898.

Height on Scale of Feet, &c.

Elevation of Zero of scale of feet...
Level of low water when Bore ar-

rived ...........................

Time of arrival of Bore at gauge... .
Height, 1 foot....................

ij 1½ t.... .- . ............
2 feet................
2 ......... .........
3 . ..... ........ ...

94 , ...................
10 t,........ .

il . ..... ......e5 . . .. .... .. .. ... .
6 ½ . . . ....... ....

S 6 le . ... ....... ...... .

78 6½n..... ...........
et % -. . ............ .
e 7 ½ 10 ..... .... ..........

le 90 le ......... ..........

le 11 l .............. ...
9 12 i . . ............
i 13 , 3 inches...........

Saturday,
6th Aug.

5th tide
after highest

springs.

88-13

3" below 0

Time
in

rising
one
foot.

Tuesday,
9th Aug.

îîth tide.
(Neap tilde).

88-13

' 0"

n. m. s. m. s. n. m. s.
1229 50 ........ 14 4405

S ...... . ... .... 14 44 25
.. .45 40
123000 .. . 46 45

045 48 40
123045 ........ 50 35

..... ...... . 3 45 52 25
12 34 30 ........ 55 40

..... ......... 2 45 ...... . . . .
12 37 15 ........ 10

............. , 3 35 02.00
1240 50 ........ 04 30
12 41 40 250 07 35
12 43 40 ........ 11 20

3 35 1400
124 5 ........ 17 35

1248 00 3 55 19 25
1251 10 .. ..... 2200

.............. ........ 26 40

.............. ... 1.... 15 33 45

...... . ...... ........ .......... ...

.............. . . . . . . . . .......

11-7j

Friday,
soth Sept.

lt tide
before highest

springs.

88-26

¡o' 8"

h. m. s.

9 21 07
.............
.............
.. ...........

9 21 12
9 21 30
21 40
2220
23 35
25 30
27 10
28 40

..............
31 15
32 30
34 05

†8 40
43 30
4630
5000

9 55 30

saturday,
lt Oct.

Highe. spring
.ide.

88-26

0' 84"
h. m. s.

1002 02
....... .......
..............
..............

10 02 10
02 25
02 40
03 35
04 42
06 35
08 20
10 20
11 35
13 15
14 20
15 55

.9 25*

24 00
28 15
31 20

10 37 15

1
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It thus becomes evident that the bore itself is, 'n reality, the broken water at the
front edge of a long water-slope which advances up the river. The greatest rate of rise
at spring tides after the bore has passed, amounts to 3-00 feet in 10m 05; and if we
take for the average speed 8j miles per hour, the equivalent water-slope is 2 10 feet per
mile. This slope appears very moderate in the circumstances, although it is really
greater than in most rivers, except where rapids occur. Alho, as a question of hydraulics,
this slope would undoubtedly prove to be in correspondence with the speed of the cur-
rent following the bore, if the problem were fully worked out.

Height of the Bore.-It is said that formerly the bore used to be higher than at
present, owing to changes that have taken place in the bars in the river, which now
obstruct the channel at low water and interfere with its development. No very
definite information could be obtained as te this. It was stated by the master of a
schooner, that in the old days when his schooner lay on the step in front of the wharf,
which was four feet above low water, the'schooner drawing nine feet would be floated
by the first rush of the bore. This is an evident exaggeration, through failure to notice
the rapid rise of the water after the bore passes. On the 22nd August, 1892, a good
photograph of the bore was obtained, which has been published in a report of the
Geological Survey. Its height as then measured, was 5 feet 4 inches. In quoting this
figure, it is to be noted that the rise of the water immediately after the bore passes, is
so rapid that a few minutes delay in taking a reading on a graduated staff, would
greatly increase the height which would be observed. From the observations above
tabulated, it is clear that in 3 to 4 minutes after the bore passes, the water has already
risen an extra foot. The greatest height which was measured in the above observations
was 3 feet 3 inches, although it would be a little higher at the middle of the river.
This may probably be taken as a fair average at ordinary spring tides. The maximum
no doubt occurs when the moon is in perigee at full or change, and also at its maximum
declination, as this gives the greatest difference in favour of one of the two tides in the
day. Something also depends on the level to which low water falls, as this practically
adds to the height of the bore. The total difference, however, in the level of low water
between spring and neap tides, and between one set of spring tides and another, was
found to be little more than one foot altogether, as observed in the summer season.
Late in the autumn, when the fresh water outflow of the Petitcodiac is increased, the
water surface at low tide does not fall so low.

Time of arrival of the Bore.-The time of its arrival with reference to the time of
high water, was worked out from the observations obtained while the tide gauge was
being erected. The time of high water at Moncton was obtained by difference of
Establishment, from the tide tables for St. John. The comparison shows that the time-
of arrival of the bore varies from 3h 01" to 3 h 34- before the time of high water. This
result may be subject to revision, as the arrangement of the gauge itself with its siphon
attachment should secure a more extended record of the time of the arrival of the bore,
as well as the true time of high water for comparison.

It is hoped that the arrival of the bore, being a well defined moment, may serve to
throw light on the whole question of the progress of the tide in the Bay of Fundy.
When the entire series of observations are worked out, it may thus furnish information
of value, as well as being in itself an interesting phenomenon ; and it was largely with
this hope that as much attention was given to it.

The bore el8ewere.-The only other place in the Bay of Fundy at which the bore
bas been seen, is in the upper part of Cobequid Bay. The tide there used to arrive as
a bore at Maitland, at the mouth of the Shubenacadie River; but a change in the
position of the sand bars below Maîtland now prevents this. In running up the
Shubenacadie, however, the tide still breaks occasionally into a ripple or miniature bore.

RESULTS OF THE SUMMER OBSERVATIONS.

The results of the observations of this year, with reference to the time of the tide
and tidal differences, cannot yet be given, immediately at the close of the working sea-
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son. The chief purpose of the observations is to determine a seiies of " tidal differ-
ences " with reference to the principal station at St. John. This will serve to give cor-
rectly the time of high water throughout the Bay of Fundy hy difference of time, from
the tible tables now issued by this Survey for St. John itself. In working out these
differences, the tidal stations of this season will form the primary basis of the compar-
isons with St. John; and the Admiralty Establishments will then be used to interpolate
tidal differences for intermediate points. The value to shipping of correct information
with regard to the time of high water, is too evident to require emphasis.

A certain amount of information was also obtained this season with reference to
currents in the Bay of Fundy; from captains and others who have had long experience
there. This can be more suitably given with the information on the time of the tide,
when the results of the tidal observations themselves are worked out.

The total cost of these observations was $951.44. This includes the establishment
of the eight tidal stations, with travelling expenses, and the salaries of the observera
during the season ; but it does not include the cost of the tidal instruments used, or the
salary of the Engineer in charge. The average cost per station is thus $119. This
represents the amount expended in establishing the summer stations in the relatively
cheap manner described ; by which a record of the upper part of the tide only is obtain-
ed towards the head of the Bay of Fundy, where the greater range occurs. A much
greater outlay would be required to secure a record of the full range of the tide there,
by such methods as have been already pointed out in this report.

The length of tidal record obtained was just four months on the average at each
station, after making deduction for interruptions, and also for any unreliable record
resulting from uncertainty in the time used for the observations. The whole of the
record obtained, can he utilized for simultaneous comparison with the principal tidal
station at St. John, N.B., as no interruption occurred there during the season.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN MEAN SEA LEVEL IN THE BAY OF FUNDY AND THE GULF OF

ST. LAWRENCE.

Comparison based upon the original surveys o/ the European and North American
Railway.-When the railway from St. John, N. B., to Shediac on Northumberland
Strait was built, about 1859, the levels were taken more carefully than on most railway
surveys; and the profiles and reports in which they are given, held out some hope of
affording a connection of value beeween tide levels in the Bay of Fundy and in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence. This railway was originally termed the Europeon and North Ameri-
can, and such records as exist are now in the head offices of the Intercolonial railway at
Moncton. Several days were given to the examination of this material and its reduc-
tion ; and special tidal observations were taken at St. John, and instrumental levels, in
the endeavour to re-determine the original railway datum, and to connect it with the
tide levels as now determined by the gauge at that station.

The distance from St. John to Shediac is 108 miles, and continuous levels are shown
on an old profile representing a preliminary survey in 1848. This is the only profile
which is continuous, in the sense of being reduced to one uniforni datum throughout. It
is neatly drawn and has the appearance of being accurate, but there are no figures given
for the heights, which have therefore to be found by scale. There are several horizontal
lines on this profile, which represent the elevations of high tides, freshets, &c.; and two
of these extend continuously throughout.

From careful measurements of the differences in level between these lines, as shown
by special vertical scales which are given at the two ends of the profile itself, the level of
high water spring tides at Shediac is found to be 20-00 feet below high water spring
tides at St. John. This amount is altogether excessive, as shown by the later surveys
when the railway came to be built. It is at least seven feet too much, and how this
error came to be made must remain unexplained. We can oily consider the result as
quite unreliable.

A later source of information is afforded by a report by Mr. A. L. Light, Chief En-
osneer of the European and North American railway, which is dated 2nd February,
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1859, and is included in the "Report of the Railway Commissioners of the Province of
New Brunswick for the year 1858." The railway was still under construction at that
date, and it was expected that it would be completed in the spring of 1860. In this
report there is a table occupying five octavo pages, which is entitled "Table of Gradi-
ents on Revised Location from St. John to Shediac." This table shows the length and
inclination of each grade, and gives a series of elevations at each change of grade, in a
column which is headed "Elevation above high water, spring tides, St. John." At the
end of the table, there is a note which reads as follows :-"N. B. It will be observed
that the Level of Rails on Shediac wharf is 6-70 below high water at St. John, and the
level of high tide at the latter place is 10-70 feet above that at Shediac Harbour."

This difference of 10.70 feet between high water at St. John and at Shediac, when
allowance is made for the different range of the tides at the two places, would make
the elevation of mean sea level very nearly the same for both. This conclusion has
been too readily accepted as reliable, since it is based upon a report which gives the
levels on this railway with so much detail. These levels, however, are themselves
derived from the construction profiles of 1857, as was proved by a careful comparison,
grade by grade, which was made this summer at Moncton. This comparison also
revealed a number of minor discrepancies in level which are not accounted for in the
report. The conclusion arrive'd at in the report must, therefore, be taken with much
reserve.

The construction profile unfortunately, does not extend to the water at either end,
so that it gives no direct connection with tide levels. It also appears that at the
Shediac end of the railway there is one further grade beyond the point at which the
construction profile ends. In a comparison of tide levels made by the Intercolonial
Engineers at Moncton, this last grade was omitted; and as the descent upon it is 4.50-
feet, the result they arrive at is incorrect by that amount.

The railway is divided into 21 sections, and where the ends of these sections cone
together, there is sometimes a discrepancy in the connection of the levels, which affects
the continuity of the datum. There were six points found in all, at which a change
in the datum plane occurs from this cause, and at one of these points there is also a
change of 40 feet in the elevation of the datum used. This change is allowed for in the
levels in Mr. Light's report; but on the other hand, he bas overlooked all the minor
discrepancies except one, for which he has made a partial correction. The remaining
discrepancies in level are sometimes up and sometimes down, at the points where the
various sections meet; and as closely as can be arrived at, their amount when summed
up, is 2.03 feet. This correction, therefore, requires to be applied to the levels as given
in the report. The result then shows, as nearly as the information under consideration
will give it, the difference in elevation between high water at Shediac and high water
at St. John, which was the datum plane used by Mr. Light for the levels on the
railway.

There is further difficulty, attended also with some uncertainty, in ascertaining at
the present time what the elevation was which Mr. Light adopted as " High water at
spring tides," at St. John; since there are no permanent bench marks, and no plans of
wharfs or structures of that date exist, on which the level taken for high water
is shown. To arrive at a value for this elevation, an examination of the
ground was made by me in the autumn. The tide levels at the St. John gauge
were carried over to Marsh Creek bridge at the other side of the city of St. John,
by means of simultaneous observations of the water level at high water spring tides on
3rd October; and to connect these with the beginning of the railway profile, instru-
mental levels were run for a mile and a half along a level stretch of the track, where it
crosses a wide marsh immediately east of the St. John railway station. A stretch of track
there which is nearly three miles long, is shown as level on the construction profile; and
although called a marsh it is not swampy as its name might be taken to imply; but
consists of flat hay land, of firm clay soil; and there is therefore no settlement to be,
expected. The grade on this marsh, which was originally level in construction, now
varies as much as 091 of a foot in elevation. In deciding upon the original elevation
of rail level, every indication was noticed which would furnish any guide to the parts of
the track which have probably been least disturbed since construction. The average
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level of seven points extending over a mile of the track, was taken as a basis for deter-
mining the elevation of the track relatively to high water spring tides as given in Mr.
Light's report.

This is the best method that is now available to obtain a comparison between the
original railway levels of 1859, and the tide levels as obtained from the present gauge
at St. John. Without giving the results in detail, it will be sufficient to say that the
comparison shows the level adopted by Mr. Light as high water at spring tides to be
11-85 feet above Mean Sea Level as now determined by the tidal observations at St.
John. It thus appears that the level ho adopted as high water, is rather too low; as it
makes the corresponding range at spring tides less than it should be on the average.
The result, however, when allowance is made for the uncertainties involved, is probably
correct within half a foot; which is fairly satisfactory in the circumstances, since the
high water mark varies so much, owing to the great range of the tide at St. John. If
then, the elevation which Mr. Light adopted as bigh water spring tides at St. John
is taken as 100.00, the elevation of Mean Sea Level above his datum, as found from the
above difference of level, is 88-15. The spring range at Shediac may be taken as 4 .00
feet without appreciable error. We thus obtain the comparisons given in the following
table between mean sea level at St. John and Shediac, according as the difference in Mr.
Light's report is accepted without correction, or the correction as determined from the
construction profile is applied. The reason for making this alternative comparison is,
that it may be held, on the one hand, that these corrections were overlooked by Mr.
Light; or on the other hand, it may be argued that the apparent discrepancies on the
construction profiles did not in reality affect the continuity of the levels, but that the
differences were taken up on the ground by arbitrary alterations in the grades.

Elevation of Mean Sea Level at St. John above Mr. Light's Datum;
deternined as explained......................................... _ 8815 88-15

Elevation of High Water spring tides at St. John, as adopted by Mr.
Light ............... .......................................... 100'00 100'00

High Water spring tides at Shediac below High Water at St. John :-
(a) As given in Mr. Light's Report............. .... ..... ..... 10-70
(b) With corrections for ninor discrepancies found on Construction

Profiles, amounting to 203 feet.... ......................... 12-73

High Water spring tides, at Shediac...... .......... ............... 8930 877
Half-range of spring tides at Shediac......................... ....... 200 2·00

Elevation of Mean Sea Level at Shediac above Mr. Light's Datum..... 87-30 85·27

It is evident from the explanations above given, that there is still some uncertainty
in this comparison. It is possible that the value for mean sea level with reference to
Mr. Light's datun at St. John is too high, by an amount which would not exceed the
probable limit of error in its determination. On the whole, these railway levels can
only be taken as showing that there is no very great difference in elevation between
mean sea level at St. John and Shediac. Any more definite conclusions can be better
based upon the accurate levels of the Chignecto Ship Railway, which are given further
on.

The difficulty met with in obtaining a reliable result from these railway levels,
serves also to emphasize the unfortunate character of the practice which still prevails
on railways, of using nothing but temporary and perishable bench marks during con-
struction. There would be very little extra trouble, when extensive levels are being
taken, to connect them with permanent bench marks, at least at junctions and terminal
points. Through this neglect a large amount of valuable information is lost, which in
after years it is impossible to inake good.

A further endeavour was made to obtain a connection between the levels of the
European and North American Railway, and those of the Chignecto Ship Railway,
which runs from Cumberland Basin, in the Bay of Fundy to Baie Verte in Northum-
berland Strait. Such a connection would afford a valuable comparison of the tide levels
at four points: St John and Cumberland Basin, in the Bay of Fundy; and Shediac and
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Baie Verte, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The Intercolonial Railway should afford this
connection ; as it crosses the former European and North American Railway at Painsec
J unction, and also the Ship Railway near Amherst, the distance between the two points
being 37 miles. An original profile of this part of the Intercolonial still exists, which
extends from Painsee Junction to the boundary between New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, and thus falls short by about a mile of the point at which it crosses the Ship
Railway. To make up the gap, instrumental levels were run by me in October. In
the absence of bench marks on the Intercolonial, and because of changes in level when
the original timber structures were rebuilt, the best points from which original levels
could be obtained were "grade points " on the earthwork at the ends of cuttings. By
averaging the elevations of several of these, extending over two miles of the track, and
carrying the levels across the gap above mentioned to bench marks which establish the
levels on the Ship Railway, a very fair connection was obtained.

When the levels came to be worked out, however, to connect with those on the
European and North American Railway, by means of the profile above described, there
was a discrepancy of about five feet at Painsec Junction, which appeared when the
levels were carried through to tide water. Every endeavour was made to account for
this, and the levels were worked out according to a variety of hypothetical explanations,
but none of these would account satisfactorily for the discrepancy. It was not there-
fore possible to obtain the desired connection, which would have given a valuable
comparison of the tide levels.

Tide levels at the head of the Bay of Fundy and in the Gulf ofSt. Lawrence, from
the levels of the Chignecto Ship Railway.-The Ship Railway, which still remains unfin-
ished, runs across the isthmus which connects Nova Scotia with the continent. Its
southern end is at Fort Lawrence dock, on Cumberland Basin, at the head of the Bay
of Fundy; and its northern end at Tidnish, on Baie Verte, in Northumberland Strait.
The levels on this rail way are accurate; and they are also connected with the tides by
a series of simultaneous observt tions at the two ends. The results are much more reli-
able than any that ordinary railway profiles can afford.

There are two bench marks on masonry culverts in the vicinity of the Intercolonial
Railway, which record the Ship Railway levels. These are of inestimable value in this
region, where extensive hay lands are protected by dykes from overflow at the high
tides. They furnish the only permanent marks from which to obtain the level of high
water, or extreme tides, with reference to the height required for dykes, and the pro-
tection of the country from overflow. They are not easy to find without a description;
as the stone on which they were cut is now much weathered owing to its soft character.
We therefore give the following description of them from personal inspection. Their
elevations are taken from the working profile of the Chief Engineer, the late Mr. H. G.
C. Ketchum, on which they are given with reference to the Ship Railway datum.
This datum is at 100 -00 feet below the level at Fort Lawrence dock, of the highest
tide known; the Saxby tide of 5th Oct., 1869.

(1). Bench Mark at the west end of a masonry box culvert on the Ship Railway,
at 2,120 feet south of the crossing of the Intercolonial railway. The bench mark was
made by dressing a small square on the top of the coping at the south west corner.
Elevation above the Ship Railway datum-97 -42.

(2). Bench Mark on a masonry box culvert, on the north side of the Intercolonial
Railway track. This culvert is one of a pair, at each side of the track at the crossing
of the railway, to carry the water in the side ditches. A small square as above, on the
south-west corner of the coping at the west end of the culvert. Elevation above the
Ship Railway datum-100 -86.

(This elevation is incorrectly marked on the profile as 100·36, instead of 100·86,
which was checked by instrumental levels carried from the other bench mark, and by
comparison with the level of the track.)

A series of tide levels at the two ends of the Ship Railway, are given as a large wall
diagram, in the company's office at Amherst. On this, the elevations of high water and
low water on successive days during a period of nearly five months, are shown on a
scale of a i inch to the foot. A reduction of this diagram is given as Plate III. The
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value of this is evident, as the observations are simultaneous, and they are reduced to
the same datum level in both Cumberland Basin and Baie Verte. The original observa-
tions could not be procured in the form of notes; but. as the diagram is on so large a
scale, the elevations of the tide, day by day, can be very closely scaled. The observa-
tions extend from 13th August to 31st December for Cumberland Basin; and at Baie
Verte f rom 1 lth August to 16th November, with a good many omissions, however, in
September. The year of the observations is not stated; but it must be 1893, from the
recollection of the officer at present on the works, and from comparison of the spring
tides with the moon's phases in that year.

These tide levels furnish the best means available for obtaining the elevation of
Mean Sea Level at the head of the Bay of Fundy as compared with the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. It is to be noted, however, that from such observations, the value obtained
for mean sea level is based upon the average half-range from low water to high water,
while the form of the tide is ignored. The tidal curve at the head of the Bay of Fundy,
as usual in esturies, is wider and flatter at low water and sharper at high water, instead
of being symmetrical ; which it still is as far up as St. John. It is therefore to be
assumed that the elevation of mean sea level in Cumberland Basin, as obtained in this
way, will be higher than the true elevation which would be found by hourly observa-
tions, or by the bisection of the area of the tide curve. In Baie Verte, any difference
from this cause is probably quite inappreciable, as the range of the tide is more
moderate, and its form presumably symmetrical. Although the period of the observa-
tions at Baie Verte is shorter, the result for these reasons will be quite as accurate in
proportion as in Cumberland Basin. Mean sea level in Baie Verte is in all probabi-
lity the same as in the Atlantic. If there is any difference, it should be higher than in
the Atlantic, as the lighter density of the water of the Gulf of St. Lawrence should
make the water surface stand a few inches higher than in the ocean.

We add also a table taken from these observations, to show the range at springs
and neaps in Cumberland Basin. It appears probable that these observations are day
tides only; and this would help to account for the apparent irregularities in the inter-
vals of time between the spring and neap tides. According to the Admiralty tide tables
the range in Cumberland Basin is the highest in the Bay of Fundy, with the exception
of Noel Bay and Horton Bluff in Minas Basin. The range at spring tides and the rise
at neap tides, as given in the Admiralty list, are as follows:-Noel Bay: springs 50j,
neaps 43J feet ; Horton Bluff : springs 48, neaps 40 feet ; Cumberland Basin at Sack-
ville; springs 451, neaps 38 feet.

I .. J. Mean Sea Level at the head of the Bay of Fundy and on the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, being the average elevation of half-tide above the datum of the Chignecto
Ship Railway.

At Fort Lawrence dock, Cumberland Basin, Bay of Fundy: Mean Sea Level from
observations on 116 consecutive days, divided into lunar months, or periods of 29 days.

29th Aug. to 26th Sept.-Elevation of Mean Sea Level.. ................... .70·26
27th Sept. to 25th Oct.- t i i ......... ............... 70-67
26th Oct. to 23rd Nov.- ................... 71-12
24th Nov. to 22nd Dec.- 1........... ........... 101

M ean Elevation .................... ............................ 70-76

At Tidnish, Baie Verte, Gulf of St. Lawrence: Average elevation of half-tide on
78 days on which both high water and low water were obtained, between Il th August
and 16th November.

M ean elevation .. ........................ ..................... ...... 71-02
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II. Spring and Neap Range at Fort Lawrence dock, Cumberland Basin; with the
elevation of high and low water above the datum of the Chignecto Ship Railway.

Tides and Date. Elevation Elevation Spring Neap
(Year not stated; probably 1893.) of H.W. of L.W. Range. Range.

Neap tides, 20th Aug......................... ...... ..... 8505 55-65 ........... 2-940

Spring 29th , ............ .......... . .......... 92·45 48-40 44-05

Neap 5th Sept......... .................... 86-50 50-50 ......... 36-00

Spring , 10th . ...................... .. .... 90·80 51-90 38-90

Neap 17th .. ............... ........ .... 85'00 55-75 ........... 2925

Spring , 27th ,, .................................... 94-60 47-60 47*00 ......

Neap 4th Oct.. ............................... 86-55 53'65 ........... 32-90{ 9th n ....................... . ........... 90-00 50-35 39·65 ..........

Loth . .. .............................. 90-70 1-15 .......... ..........

Neap 17th .. .......... ........... 8500 58155 - 26-45

Spring I 25th I .......... ......................... 96*00 47-00 49'00 ..........

Neap 3rd Nov................................ 87-40 54-50 .......... .3290

p 7th n,... . .......... 88'75 53·30 35-45 ..........

Spring j nh .... ........... 88-80 5365 - .........

Neap 16th .... .............. ........ 85-25 57-10 .......... 28'15

Spring I 24th ............ .......... ............ 94·40 47·00 47'40 .....

Neap i 30th a .... ........ . 86-00 54·70 .......... 31-30

Spring 7th Dec......................... .. ........ 88-75 53-95 34-80 .........

Neap , 15th I . .. ..... ........ ...... . 86-85 5 585 .......... 31-00

Spring 22nd , ............. ..... .... . 94-15 47'20 46-95 ........

Mean Range ................ ...................... .......... 42-58 30·82
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The standard values for the tide levels, as adopted by the Engineers of the Ship
Railway, are as follows:-

Elevation of the Tide from the Ship Railway Profiles. Cumberland Basin, Baie Verte,Bay of Fundy. Gulf of St. Lawrenoe.

Saxby tide, highest known ; occurred 5th Oct., 1869.. ......... 100 00 .............. .....

Exceptional H. W., highest known ...... ................. .................... 79-00

High water, spring tides ..................... ............ 96-00

Ordinary high water................... ...... . ....... 89-00 74-00

Ordinarylow water............................. .... .... .. 52-59 68'40

Extreme low water to which the Ship Railway soundings are
reduced ................ .......... ........ ......... 47-20 65-60

For comparison with the above we may mention an exceptionally high tide which
occurred on 8th October, 1896, which reached the elevation 96 -13 at the Fort Lawrence
dock. This tide, as noted by myself at the time, overflowed the dykes at many places
between Amherst and Sackville, and also broke over the dykes in places along the
Petitcodiac River, as far as Moncton. There was no storm disturbance at the time, but
on the other hand, it occurred under a combination of astronomical conditions which
makes it probable that this is as high a tide as is possible, due to astronomical conditions
alone, apart from storm disturbance. It is a little higher than the tide of 25th October,
the highest in the above series of observations. The same tide at St. John, reached an
elevation of 73 -10 on the St. John scale; and at Moncton the elevation reached was
118 -91, or 18 -91 above the Moncton City datum.

LEVELS REQUIRED FOR THE CONNECTION OF MEAN SEA LEVEL IN THE BAY OF FUNDY, THE

GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE AND THE ATLANTIC.

At several ports, mean sea level has already been determined by the Tidal Survey,
and the observations of this summer afford further material for this purpose. Although
these determinations are by no means the primary object of this survey, they result,
with little additional labour, from the careful and continuous observations required for
the determination of a uniform datum level for the tidal record itself, this being essen-
tial to make the record of use as a basis for tide tables. In this climate, readings on
exposed tide scales can be obtained for summer observations, but they cannot be had
throughout the winter, on account of the accumulation of ice. The datum has therefore
to be determined from comparisons with sight gauges which are sheltered and supplied
with heating in winter, in the same way as the recording instrument itself. The arran-
gements used for this purpose have already been described in these Reports. The sight
gauges are connected by instrumental levels with permanent bench marks.

As regards the comparison of tide levels in the Bay of Fundy with the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and the Atlantic coast, determinations of mean sea level have already been
made at' the following ports :

At St. John, N.B., from two years of continuous tidal record; mean sea level is
referred to the Tidal Survey Bench Mark on the Custom house.

At Halifax, from tidal record during one complete year, referred to the Admiralty
Bench Mark in the Dock Yard.
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The results obtained there, as well as those for Quebec, are given in the report on
this survey for last year. The further material now available is as follows -

At Yarmouth and Digby in the Bay of Fundy, five months of continuous tidal
record in 1898, the datum of the observations being referred to permanent bench marks
as described in this report. Also, in Cumberland Basin, the determination of mean sea
level from four months observation of tide levels, as above given; and connected with
this, by the levels of the Ship Railway, the determination at Baie Verte from observa-
tions of tide levels during a period amounting to 21 months in all.

To make connection between these determinations, accurate instrumental levels
would be required from St. John to Moncton, 90 miles; and from Moncton to the Ship
Railway bench marks near Amherst, 48 miles. By taking this route, connection would
be made with the well-determined city levels of Moncton, and the tidal observations at
the head of the Petitcodiac; and the levels around the head of the Bay of Fundy, from
Moncton to Amherst would also enable bench marks to be established with reference to
tide levels, for use in the better protection of the extensive dyked marshes from flooding
at extreme tides.

If levels were run from the bench mark now established at Digby to the Admir-
alty bench mark at Halifax, a direct connection could be obtained between the tide
levels in the Bay of Fundy and in the Atlantic. These levels could also be made to
afford the same service as above, to the dyked marshes on Minas Basin. A further check
on the relative levels could be obtained from the simultaneous observations of this season
at Digby and St. John, by assuming that mean sea level has the same absolute eleva-
tion at these two places, as they are directly opposite each other on the two sides of the
Bay of Fundy. With this connection, a comparison of the tide levels at St. John could
be made both with the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Atlantic at Halifax. The same
advantage could be obtained, but with more trouble, by continuing the instrumental
levels from Amherst to Halifax, a distance of 138 miles.

The connection of the bench mark at Yarmouth with Digby, 75 miles, would also
be valuable; as mean sea level at Yarmouth must be closely the same as in the open
Atlantic. Whether this is accurately correct, would also be ascertained by means of the
comparison with Halifax.

When a connected series of elevations for mean sea level were determined at Yar-
mouth, Digby, St. John, and Cumberland Basin, they would also afford a basis from
which to obtain the actual elevations of high water and low water at successive points
in the bay, and thus to trace the progress of the tide as regards change in level,
throughout the Bay of Fundy.

To carry out such a system of levelling can hardly be considered as within the pro-
vince of the Tidal Survey, but it may be well to point out the way in which this could
best be accomplished, to take advantage of work already done, and observations already
obtained.

I have, sir, the honour to remain,
Your obedient servant,

W. BELL DAWSON,
In charge of Tidal Survey.
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TABLE OF TIDAL CONSTANTS.-EXPLANATION.

These constants are determined from old observations at Halifax as indicated;
and from the tidal record to a uniform datum, and tabulated in hourly ordinates. The
analysis of the record and the determination of the constants has been made by Mr.
Edward Roberts, F.R.A.S., Chief Assistant in the Nautical Almanac office, London.

HALIFAX. Datum. The varying values of A. correspond with the difference in
datum used in the old observations. In the present series, 1895 to 1896, the height is
referred to the Admiralty datum as established by the Bench Mark in the Dock yard.

The K's are referred to the meridian of the place.
With regard to these constants as now determined, Mr. Roberts makes the follow-

ing remarks : " A few of the smaller components were not evaluated for the year 1860,
as the observations were broken, and a better mean value is probably obtained by ex-
cluding them. The lunar and luni-solar long-period tides, in 1861, are also omitted. The
results for these long-period tides do not accord well, and the results cannot be regarded
as genuine. No mean value, therefore, has been taken for them from the three years'
results. The results for the solar annual tide agree very well; and those for the solar
semi-annual, fairly so. The whole of the short-period terms are, I think, good; and the
mean values exceedingly so. They are a very reliable set of constants."

ST. JOHN, N.B. Datum. The datum to which the tides are referred is 55-60 feet
below the Tidal Survey bench mark at the south-east corner of the Custom house. The
values of the harmonic tide plane, mean sea level, &c. as now determined, are given in
the last report of this survey.

The K's are referred to the meridian of St. John Observatory, its longitude being
4h 24m 168 W.

QUEBEC. Datum. The tides are referred to the original Admiralty datum, as estab-
lished by the Bench Mark on the Marine and Fisheries building in Quebec. The
scale of heights used at the tide gauge was the outside scale cut on the masonry of the
Dry Dock at Lévis; and on this scale a slight error has been found in the spacing of
the figures as cut. The true zero of the scale, corresponding to the mean position of the
figures, is thus 7-78 below the Admiralty datum, instead of 7-80 feet as assumed in the
tabulation of the tidal record. Hence, height of mean sea level above Admiralty
datum = Ao +0-020 = 8-602.

The K's are referred to the 75th meridian west, to correspond with Eastern
Standard time.
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Table of Tidal Constants.

HALIFAX, N.S.

1851
and

1852.
(Two years).

4·643 ft.

0*021 ft.
30

0-445 ft.
257-50

0-021 ft.
324°

0-008 ft.
48'

2·013 ft.
223·* 9°

0'003 ft.
83°

0'121 ft.
28.2°

0'016 ft.
790

0*005 ft.
115

0-342 ft.
58,7°

0·129 ft.
252°00

0-155 ft.
4090

0-106 ft.
60.90

0-020 ft.
110°

0 014 ft.
740

1860
and

1861.
(Two years.)

3 829 ft.
4-391 ft.

0'024 ft.
660

0-447 ft.
260-1°

0'021 ft.
306°

0-015 ft.
56°

2'014 ft.
223°50

0-012 ft.
550

0·114 ft.
23.6°

0-011 ft.
090

0-007 ft.
52°

0-331 ft.
60'8°

0'141 ft.
261·30

0-164 ft.
39-70

0-094 ft.
65.80

0'024 ft.
46°

0'028 ft.
0°

1895
to

1896.
(One year.)

3·391 ft.

0'029 ft.
3220

0'484 ft.
254·3°

0-020 ft.
306°0

0-015 ft.
75

2*122 ft.
222°90

0*003 ft.
158°

0.109 ft.
21.50

0'013 ft.
650

0'005 ft.
1710

0346 ft.
58.30

0-137 ft.
260-2 0

0*141 ft.
29.0

0-110 ft.
60*20

0·029 ft.
83

0-014 ft.
350°

Mean
Value.

. .. . . .. . . .

0-024 ft.
200

0-454 ft.
257'90

0-021 ft.
313°

0'012 ft.
57°

2 035 ft.
223'50

0·007 ft.
87°

0'116 ft.
25.00

0'014 ft.
72°

0-006 ft.
1010

0-338 ft.
59.50

0·136 ft.
257°40

0-156 ft.
38.00

0-102 ft.
62-70

0-023 ft.
790

0-019 ft.
510

ST. JOHN,
N.B.

1894
to

-1896.
(Two years.)

13-951 ft.

0-015 ft.
850

1 622 ft.
4-1

............

............

............

............

10 -042 ft.
3241*70

....... ....

. . .. .... .. ..

0 -098 ft.
151°90

0-096 ft.
176"

............

.... ........

0 496 ft.
128*80

0·470 ft.
7-20

0-369 ft.
109·20

0°142 ft.
129,90

'022 ft.
139°>

0063 ft.
820
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CONSTANTS.

QUEBEC.

1894
and

1895.
(Two years.)

8'582 ft.

0030 ft.
1830

1-373 ft.
228·2°

0'046 ft.
220

0041 ft.
289°

5803 ft.
179'30

0-056 ft.
230°

0 -900 ft.
269·6

0-232 ft.
2370

0-172 ft.
340°

0·759 ft.
270.10

0392 ft.
229-00

0-713 ft.
242.30

0-175 ft.
279'6°

0-033 ft.
3310

0-093 ft.
2210

. ... S

M,

M,

.... ..... 3

.... ..... S4

.... .... m e

. .,. . . M ,

.... ... .M.

.M.

......... K1

.......... P

...... K .

.-.. . . .

-- f -.-- 1
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Table of Tidal Constants-Concluded.

HALIFAX, N.S. ST. JOHN,N.B.

CONSTANTS.
1851 1860 I1895 1894 J
and and

,1852. 1861.
(Two years.),(Two years.)

0-108 ft.
3120

0'447 ft.
210°0

* -089 ft.
1970 •

0-157 ft.
2010

0'060 ft.
1940

* 003 ft.
680

* 065 ft.
1480

* '050 ft.
3420

005 ft.
33°0

* 021ft.
232°

............

............

............

.............

0-156 ft.
254°

0 222 f t.
118°

to Mean
1896. Value.

(One'year.)

0*079 ft. 0·109 ft.
178° 258°

0-519 ft. 0453 ft.
1980 205°

0-064 ft. 0*077 ft.
172° 183"

0*112ft. 0-154ft.
1780 200°

0-075 ft. 0-062 ft.
200° 1960

0 -007 ft. 0 -005 ft.
1600 1660

0*063 ft. 0-060 ft.
1520 1540

0'069 ft. O'060 ft.
3200 331°

0 -007 ft. 0'006 ft.
520 21°

0-007 ft. 0 025 ft.
2740 1780

t '113 ft. ............
640 ...... . .

t -042ft. ...... .....
1780 .... .......

t -060 ft. .... . ....
175° ...... ....

0'098 ft. 0'150 ft.
2660 2520

0 132 ft. 0 1158 ft.
2770 1460

1896.
(Two years.)

0-734 ft.
14°

2-296 ft.
2950

0·297 ft.
2920

0·604 ft.
2950

0-059 ft.
590

0-023 ft.
280

0'050 ft.
1980

0'053 ft.
1120

0-036 ft.
1280

0·128 ft.
1380

0·104 ft.
97°

0-053 ft.
196

0-108 ft.
90°

0-065 f t.
760

0'130 ft.
1410

*For the year 1861 only.
t These do not accord well, and are omitted from the mean value.

IEBEC.

1894
and
895.

(Two years.)

0*540 ft.
2310

0*9 ft.
1500

0-254 ft.
186w

0*290 ft.
1810

0-401 ft.
3050

0-090 ft.
93.60

0 427 ft.
320·50

0'322 ft.
247.3

0 -198 ft.
311-6°

0·164 ft.
347 . 30

0 *333 ft.
280

0-101 ft.
81

0·569 ft.
560

0-483 ft.
650

0-380 ft.
1260

1894

L ........ H!
KI

N .......... H
K

1

2 N ........ H
K

........... H
KI
K1

s....... HI

K

2 SM. H
K

MS.. H
K

M.N...... H
K,

2 MK. .I .... H
K'

M,K,. . . .. HW
KI

M m .. ..... Hl

K

Mf........H
K

MSf.. .H
K

Sa ......... H
K

Ssa........ H
K

0-124 ft.
2440

0*425 ft.
2030

0·078 ft.
1810

0*172 ft.
2130

0058 ft.
1920

0'005 ft.
2180

0'057 ft.
1590

0-060 ft.
332°

0006 ft.
00

0 035 ft.
1030

t -029 ft.
2150

t *025ft.
324°

t -073 ft.
3020

0'170 ft.
2440

0 -108 ft.
1090
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PART II

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE-STATEMENT OF REVENUE-METEOR-
OLOGICAL SERVICE-MAGNETIC OBSERVATORIES-SIGNAL SER-

VICE-BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF MASTERS AND MATES-
LIVE STOCK SHIPMENTS-STATEMENT OF WHARFS-LIFE

BOAT STATIONS-STATEMENT OF SICK MARINERS'
DUES--MESSENGER PIGEONS-REWARDS FOR

HUMANE SERVICE-STEAMBOAT INSPEC-
TION-LIST OF LIGHT-KEEPERS AND

LIGHT STATIONS.
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APPENDIX No. i.

GENERAL SUMMARY of Expenditure for Fiscal Year ended 30th June, 1898.

Service.

Ocean and River-
Dominion Steamers General Account. ... ............. ...

"D ruid "..... .... .... .. .. ..............
"Lansdowne .................... .. ........
"Newfield "..................
"Quadra ".............................
"Aberdeen ..........................
"Stanley '. . ................ . .
"Sir James Douglas "............. . ..

Examination of masters and mates...........................
Rewards for saving life........... .......................
Investigations into wrecks ....... ...... .............
Registry of shippng .. . .... .............................
Removal of obstructions . ..... ............................
T idal service .... ........ ........ . ...................
W inter mail service ............... .......................

Lighthouse and Coast-
Salaries and allowance of lightkeepers.........,..............
Agencies, rents and contingencies... ..................
Maintenance and repairs...........................

A

S Cts.

1,051 20
14,370 01
21,669 67
21,756 08
22,972 24

390 77
35,339 92

94 50

...... .....

............

..... ......

204,677 94
15,448 14

222,526 96

Construction and completion of lights, etc............. . ..........
Repairs to wharfs............. ............ .... . ...........
Signal service.............................. ............... ............

Scientific Institutions-
Toronto observatory .. . ..... . . .. ............................. ....
M eteorological service..... ............................ ... ...........
H ydrographic surveys. .......... ................ ......... ............

Marine Hospitals-
Sick seam en........................... .... .... ........ ............
Shipwrecked and distressed seamen . ...... . ........................

Miscellaneous-
Steamboat inspection... ..... ................. ..................
Cattle inspection ..... ......................... ......... ............
H udson Bay expedition.. . ............... ................ ... ........
J. P. Dillon ..........................................
Parliamentary Returns............. ................... .

FisHERiEs.
Salaries and disbursements of fisbery overseers and wardens......Flish -breedmga ery protectionservice....................................

Legal expenseays etc................. . ....................
Oanadian fishery exhii

1-4

. ... ........

..... .....
69024

1,239 84
882 24

nount. Total.

$ ets.

117,644 39
3,335 40
5,081 40

312 77
818 33
704 17

3,081 45
9,575 31

442,653 04
23,950 78

1,618 97
5,993 88

2,707 05
61,428 66
15,306 66

35,141 75
3,020 81

26,342 29
2,499 80

21,050 66
231 46
412 71

$ ets.

140,55322

474,216 67

79,442 37

38,162 56

50,536 92

782,911 74

90,332 14
28,002 32

106,316 41
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GENERAL SUMMARY of Expenditure for Fiscal Year ended 30th June 1898-Concluded'

Service.

FISHERIES-Continued.

D istributing bounty ...........................................
Oyster culture .... ... ... .... ....... ...................
Fisheries revenue...................... ............ ...........
Paris Award regulations.............. ...................
Behring Sea clainis commission................ ...... ...
Fisheries reference........ .... ..... .............. ........
Fisheries and yacht exhibition .... . ............. ..........
Dr. Andrew McPhail............. . ..................
Licenses, United States vessels ................. . ....... .....
Allen Outhouse ....... .. ............. ......................

Civil Government salaries.................... .... .... .......
It il contingencies......... ..... ... .. . ....

F ishing bounty....................... .......... ......... ....

Amount. Total.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

4,965 68
3,234 59
1,276 25
1,046 27

32,709 14
13,135 34

548 99
750 00
244 57
180 00

60,903 15
285,554 07

............ 62,705 001

.... ....... 11,939 05
74,644 05

1,143,109 36
...... ... ........... 157,504 00

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

A. W. OWEN,
Accountant.

A. 1899
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APPENDIX No. 2

STATEMENT of Revenue of Marine and Fisheries Department for the Fiscal Year
ended 30th June, 1898.

Service. Amount.

* ets.

Casual Revenue (sale of shipping forms, $172.38; sundries, $7,141,72........ ............ 7,315 10
Capes mail service .. .. ............. ... ....... ..... ............. . .. ... ...... 343 14
Dominion steamers.... .. ............ .............. .. ..... ............... ... 9,556 63
Examinations masters and mates..... ............................. ........ 4,800 50
Fines and forfeitures .... .................. .. ....... ... .............. . .. .... 937 50
Harbours, piers and wharfs.... ....... ... .... ...........- ..... .................. 7.986 75
Cattle mpection..... .... ............. .... .......... .. ... ............ ...... 2,589 37
Steamboat engineers' certificates........ ...... ........................ . .. ... .... 995 00

34,523 99

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisieries.

A. W. OWEN,
Accountant.
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APPENDIX No. 3.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE.

M ETEOROLOGICAL OFFICE,

ToRoNTO, 2nd November, 1898.

Major F. GOURDEÂU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the twenty-seventh annual report of the Meteor-
ological Service of Canada, this report being for the fiscal year July lst, 1897, to June
30th, 1898, with Appendices A and B, reports on the Quebec and St. John
Observatories.

The number of persons paid for the various duties performed in connection with
the Meteorological Service was, on June 30th, 159. Of this number a part devote their
whole time to the work, while others occupy only a portion of each day in observing,
and a third portion attend only to the display of storm signals when notified. Besides
those who are thus employed there are 248 persons scattered throughout the various
provinces who take meteorological observations and make returna to the central office
without remuneration. To these latter observers we are much indebted for assistance
in studying the climate of Canada, and I desire to place on record my appreciation of
their co-operation.

In the following list of stations, established since the issue of my last report, it will
be noticed that five in Prince Edward Island are included, these being a valuable
addition.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Class II.-Masset, Queen Charlotte Island, C. Harrison.
d II.-Quesnelle Forks, Cariboo, H. B. Hobson.
i II.-Ladner, New Westminster, A. D. R. Taylor.
" Revelstoke, Kootenay, W. B. McKechnie, M. C.
" Pilot Bay, Kootenay, J. McKee.

NORTH-WEST TERRIToRIEs.

Class II.-Fort Simpson, Mackenzie River District, Right Rev. Bishop Reeve.
" II.-Dawson City, Yukon, E. D. Bolton.
" II.-Good Hope, Rev. J. Seguin.

II.-Duck Lake, Alberta, Staff-Sergt. Hooper, N.W.M.P.
III.-Western Beaver Hills, Alberta, C. Hoyler.

ONTARIO.

Class II.-Cockburn Island, Algoma, A. Monck.
" II.-Hamilton, Wentworth, Rev. Canon Bland.
" II.-Pickering, Ontario, W. P. Frith.
i II.-Zurich, Huron, F. W. Hess.

" IL.-Chatham, Kent (resumed), R. C. Burt.
6
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NEw BRUNsWICK.

Class II.-Sussex, Kiig's, F. L. Tufts.
" II.-St. Stephen's, Charlotte, J. Vroom.
" II.-Moncton, Westmorland, J. Edington.

NOVA SCoTIA.

Class II.-Bridgetown, Annapolis, John Ervin.
II.-Wolfville, King's, F. C. Sears.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Class II.-Summerside, Prince East, J. A. Gourlie.
I.-Hamilton, Prince East, J. Ramsey.

III.-Murray River, Queen's East, C. L. Barnes, M. D.
III.-Mount Stewart, Queen's East, H. M. Sterns.
III.-Port Hill, Prince West, H. Montgomery.

The following stations have ceased to be in operation:-

British Columbia. Class II -Salmon Arm. Death of observer.
N. W. Territories, Class II.-Sasatoon. Removal of observer.

i "i II.-Sturgeon Lake. Observer removed to Muscowpetung.
"i " II.-Henrietta. Removal of observer.

Quebec, Clas I.-Grindstone. Observations discontinued.
" " II.-Gaspé. Removal of observer.

The Departments of Agriculture of Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia con-
tinue to co-operate with this service in collecting meteorological data, and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture of the North-west Territories bas also consented to do so.

CENTRAL OFFICE.

No changes or additions have been made to the staff of the central office, and
although the work is cont.inually increasing the pressure has been carefully met by each
and every member. The Monthly Weather Review and Annual Reports, the latter
being a summary of all observations and involving much labour in its preparation, have
been issued as they were printed, the former being now up to date. Besides the regular
forecasts and storm warnings, the daily weather map has been posted in conspicuous
places in Toronto, and great interest is evinced in this map. The Monthly Weather
Chart, which is now issued upon the third or fourth day of each month, is also much
appreciated, containing, as it does, the meteorological conditions of the past month
besides notes on the progress of vegetation, including the crops at or about the time of
Publication. During the summer months daily forecasts of the weather were issued torailways, and signal dises indicating these forecasts were carried by morning trains.
During the winter months special warnings of expected heavy falls of snow or much
drifting by high winds were -ent to all railways as heretofore. Requests by mail for
meteorological data for use in the settlement of legal questions and other purposes, con-
tinue to increase, and have been responded to promptly. Special forecasts by telegraph
and telephone have also been issued as usual to persons applying for them.

FORECASTS AND STORM WARNINGs.

There are now 68 storm signal masts in the Dominion, an increase of one, namely,Summerside, P.E.I., during the past year. Forecasts of the weather for thirty.si'
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hours, issued at 10 a.m. each day, were started late in the year and have been favourably
received by the public. These forecasts are published by nearly all afternoon news-
papers, and are posted in a frame at many telegraph offices throughout Ontario, Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces.

A special effort has been made to improve and more fully disseminate the forecasts
at all points where it is conceived the shipping and fishing interests may profit by them.
Each morning, as soon as possible after the 8 a.m. chart has been prepared, a bulletin is
telegraphed to St. John and Halifax describing the weather conditions prevailing over
the continent, together with a forecast covering as long a period as is thought warranted
by the particular existing conditions; this is from these points disseminated as widely
as possible throughout the Maritime Provinces, and is at present posted up by the local
harbour masters, or other suitable agents, on wharfs and other places frequented by
sailors and fishermen. I have found Mr. Hutchinson, at St. John, a most efficient and
valuable offiCer in furthering my wishes in this respect.

Arrangements have been made for the extension of the forecasts and storin warning
system to British Columbia. The bi-hourly telegraphic reports from all Canadian
stations fron Port Arthur westward will in future be forwarded to Victoria at the same
time as they are forwarded to Toronto, and by the courtesy of the chief of the United
States Weather Bureau, some twelve reports from stations in the Pacific States will
also be forwarded to Victoria from Portland, Oregon, and thus Mr. Baynes Reed, who
will be chief provincial forecast official, will be enabled to base his forecast on a chart as
complete as it is possible to have it until telegraphic communication is established with
more northern parts. It is my intention that the first forecasts shall be issued about
November 1st. It is proposed to erect storm signal masts during this coming year at
Victoria, Nanaimo, Vancouver and New Westminster, and every endeavour will be
made to make this service a success.

The number of storm warnings issued during the year 1897 was the largest since
the inception of the service, and the percentage of verification the highest on record.
The six months of 1898 show a lower percentage, but as the number of warnings issued
was for only part of the year, and was smail, it is not a fair criterion of the whole year.

The year ending June 30th was marked by many storms. During the fall of 1897
a heavy gale, the worst of the year, occurred on the 16th of October in Eastern Canada,
but signals for a moderate gale only were displayed for this gale. Heavy gales occurred
on November 10th and 12th, and were duly warned, and on the 9th a number of vessels
ran into Ingonish, C.B, harbour before the storm, and both on the 10th and 12th num-
erous casualties were reported. On the 9th the schooner " Janet A" lef t Tignish har-
hour in face of the warning and was lost with all on board. A heavy gale also occurred
on the lakes on the Ilth and I2th, and due warning was sent. In 1898, on January
23rd and 31st, severe storms occurred in Eastern Canada, and both were duly warned.
On February 16th and 23rd heavy gales also occurred in the eastern provinces,-and
timely notice was given of their approach.
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TABLE L

THE following table shows the total number of warnings issued and the percentage

verified.

Year. Number Issued. Nunber Verified eriten e

1877 .............. ........ ............. ....... 743 510 68-6
1878....... . .. ....... .... . . ............ .. . 860 673 78-3
1879.......... .. ... ..... . ... .... ..... 712 591 83*0
1880..................................... 889 736 82*8
1881.... ....... ................... . .... 854 727 851
1882......... .... ..................... .......... 841 658 78·2
1883................ ... . ..... ... .......... 1,085 858 79-1
1884......... .. ..... ... . ........ . ........... 798 663 83*2
1885.......................................830 741 89-3
1886.. ... ....... ...... ...................... 906 799 88*2
18..... ........... ........... ............ 1,093 972 88-9
1888........................................897 758 84·5
1889.........................................1,126 926 81-3
1890..,. . .. .................. ............... . 1,199 987 82»3
1891. ............................. ......... ..... 1,017 826 81-2
1892.... ...... ... ........ . ... , .......... 1,161 888 80·7
1893.......... . .. .... .......... .......... 1,317 1,118 84.9
1894.............................. ... .... ........ 1,333 1,149 86& 2
1895............ ... .... ..... ........ ... ..... 1,307 1,168 89*4
1896.................. ............ ...... .. .. 1,181 .1,248 85-9
1897, ................................ ....... .... 1,8 1,248 91"2
1898, six months, Jan. lst to June 30th... 262 215 821
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UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU.

The Chief of the United States Weather Bureau has continued to interchange
reports with this office, and I desire to express my warm appreciation of the uniform
courtesy that has characterized all communications from that office.

TIME SERVICE.

The method of performing this work, together with a table showing the discordance
at the different observatories, will be found in the report on the Magnetic Observatory.

The report on the Quebec Observatory forms Appendix A.
The report on the St. John Observatory forins Appendix B.

LIBRARY.

The number of publications received during the year was 313, being for the most
part annual, quarterly, monthly, weekly, and daily reports and periodicals, from the
principal astronomical, meteorological and magnetic observatories of the world.

PUBLICATIONS.

A large number of applications have been received from people of the United
States for the publications of this service, these coming principally from the western
portion. Seven hundred and tifty copies of the Monthly Weather Review and the same
number of the Toronto General Meteorological Register were distributed to all parts of
the world, five hundred and fifty copies of the Monthly Weather Chart were distributed
to persons in Canada and the United States, and sixty copies of the Daily Weather
Chart were distributed each day.

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.

I feel that it is only due to the various telegraph companies to state that they all
have during the past year shown an increasing desire to further my wishes by using the
utmost despatch in forwarding all weather bulletins and storni warnings. My thanks
are especially due to Mr. Dwight the General Manager of the G. N. W. Company, Mr.
Jenkins of the C. P. R. in Winnipeg, Mr. Dawson, Manager of the W. U. in the
Maritime Provinces, Mr. James, Manager of the Anglo-American in Charlottetown, and
to Mr. Reid, Manager of the P. E. I. Telephone Company in Charlottetown.

INSPECTION OF STATIONS.

During the past fiscal year stations were inspected, and the necessity of frequent
and careful inspection and adjustment of instruments was very apparent. The following
stations were inspected by the Director of the Service :-

Montreal, St. John, St. Andrews, Grand Manan, Digby, Bridgewater, Liverpool,
Halifax, North Sydney, Sydney, Louisburg, Port Morien, Little Glace Bay, Truro,
Richmond, Brome, Ottawa, White River, Winnipeg, Qu'Appelle, Edmonton, Prince
Albert, Banff, Kamloops, Vancouver and Victoria.

The observers generally have been doing good work and at the majority of stations
the instruments were found in good adjustment and well cared for. In many instances,
however, it was found to be necessary to clean the barometers, and in several cases
changes were made in the exposure of anemometers and rain gauges. At all telegraph
reporting stations careful comparisons were made with the travelling standard instru-
ments. At Calgary, it was found expedient to have a change cf observers and the
necessary action was accordingiy taken.
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The following stations were inspected by Huglh V. Payne, Paspebiac, Que.;
Biquette, Que.; Bathurst, N.B. ; Chatham, N.B.; Father Point, Que.; Point Magdalen,
Que. ; West Point, Anticosti; South-West Point, Anticosti; South Point, Anticosti;
Heath Point, Anticosti; Point Amour, Labrador; Belle Isle, Nfld.; Cape Norman,
Nfld.; Point Riche, Nfld.; Bird Rocks, Que.; Grindstone Isiand, Que.; Port Dal-
housie, Ont., and Port Colborne, Ont.

At Paspebiac repairs to signal shed were required ; at Bathurst the hygrometrie
observation had not been properly attended to ; at Chatham signal mast required reset-
ting and the present position of instruments not at all good ; at Biquette several repairs
and new instruments were required ; at Point Magdalen instruction was wanted in
entering rainfall; at South-West Point, Anticosti, barometer required cleaning; maxi-
mum and minimum, thermometers required corrections and anemograph more gravity
cells; South Point, Anticosti, required almost a complete outfit to take observations
with (a new lighthouse keeper); Heath Point, Anticosti, some slight additions to instru-
ments were required and observations were not entirely satisfactory; Belle Isle, the
barometer wanted repairing and cleaning, and anemometer and sun dial were worn out;
at Cape Norman the sun dial required levelling and the observer instruction as to takingrainfall observations; at Bird Rocks the position of thermometers required changing
and the barometer was found to be useless. The new observer was therefore taken to
Grindstone Island, thoroughly instructed in his new duties and supplied from the late
observers stock of instruments. At. Grindstone the station was closed and all instru-
ments forwarded to the central office, excepting those required to replenish Bird Rocks.
At Port Colborne the mast required considerable repair, and its removal was necessary
to another position..

Mr. Payne obtained the promise of the services of four volunteer observers along
the North Shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. He also points out the advisability of
extending the telegraph line from Esquimaux Harbour to Belle Isle and of repairing the
cable to Bird Rocks; and thinks that from a meteorological standpoint the difficulties
of navigation and consequent dangers and delays to vessels travelling in the Gulf, might
be much lessened if they could be informed what are the prevailing winds, fogs, ice, &c.,
into which they are sailing, and thinks Belle Isle, Bird Rocks and Father Points are
specially fitted for this service, as vessels on the main sailing routes pass near these
stations.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

R. F. STUPART,
Director.

MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY,

TORONTO, October, 1898.

Major F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR, -I have the honour to submit herewith the report of this observatory for the
fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898.

The magnetical and meteorological photographic instruments have been kept in,
oPeration throughout the year; hourly measurements of all curves have been made,
results abstracted and hourly, daily and monthly means computed.

Bye observations of the magnetie instrumente at 8 a.m. and 2, 4 and 10 p.m. have
been taken regularly to complete the monthly means for the old series.
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There has been no break in the records obtained from the various self recording
metrorological instruments, namely :-barograph, thermograph, rain gauge, sunshine
recorder and anemograph.

In September we added to our equipment a seismograph of Professor Millne's pat-
tern. The records of this instrument have proved most interesting and satistactory, and
many earthquakes which have occurred in distant lands have been recorded here, and I
am pleased to say that our co-operation in a seismological survey of the world is appreci
ated by the various learned societies of Europe interested in this research.

The most important magnetic storms occurred on the following dates :- 11th and
20th of December, 1897. January 16th, 17th, 18th, l9th. February 11th, 12th, 13th,
14th, l5th, 16th. April 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th. May 3rd, 4th, 29th and 30th. The
storm of the 14th and 15th of March was the most active recorded at the observatory
for some years past, the declination needle changing 2° 45' in one hour and nine
minutes.

As you are aware for some years past we have fully recognized the fact that the
magnetic records obtained at this observatory have been seriously and increasingly
impaired by the heavy electric currents carried by the wires of the Toronto Electric
Railway. In view of this and hesitating to definitely recommend the discontinuance of
one of the longest series of magnetic observations in the world, in August last (with the
approval of the department obtained in the previous February) several well-known Euro-
pean and Anerican magneticians who were attending the meeting of the British Asso-
ciation in Toronto were invited to visit the oibservatory, and after inspecting our photo-
graphic records to express an opinion as to whether the observatory ought to be removed
or whether it would be better that it should remain at the old site, and such corrections
as might be possible be applied for trolley effect. The gentlemen who courteously
accepted the invitation were Professor Rucker, F.R.S., Professor Carey Foster, F.R.S.,
Profersor Fitzgerald, F.R.S., Dr. Van Rijekevorsel, of Holland, and Professor Frank H.
Bigelow, of Washington, D.C., and they were pleased to sign a statement that in their
opinion the value of the magnetic observations in Toronto had been seriously impaired
by the trolley system and advising removal to some other site. Having been authorized
by the department in November to select a new site for a magnetic observatory, experi-
ments were made to test the distance it would be necessary to move f rom trolley currents
in order to be away from any appreciable disturbing influence and concluding that two
miles would be sufficient it was decided to place the new building at the village of Agin-
court about ten miles f rom the old observatory, easily accessible by railway, fully six
miles from any existing trolley line and two miles from any line probable in the not
distant future.

The new observatory which was commenced in June is to consist of two parts, a
circular stone cellar nineteen feet in diameter, the walls two feet in thickness, the floor
concrete and the roof covered with felt and gravel in which on stone piers sunk in con-
crete to the depth of six feet below the floor are placed the self recording photographic
instruments, namely, the declinoneter for recording changes in the direction of the mag-
netic needle, and the bifilar and vertical force instruments, for registering respectively
changes in the horizontal and vertical components of the earths magnetism; above
ground and connected with the cellar by a flight of steps is an erection which is divided
into tw o portions, in the larger of which absolute magnetic determinations will be made,
piers being provided on which to place the necessary instroments, and an adjustable
opening in the roof for transit work-and the smaller one, an office, which will be heated
by a copper stove. There is every reason for a belief that the new building will fill all
the requirements for which it has been designed.

TimE SERVICE.

During the year ending 30th June, 1898, one hundred and thirty meridian obser-
vations fdr time were made with the transit instrument, in which 399 standard stars
were observed. The position of the stars used were those given in the "Berliner
Jahrbuch." The collimation error of the transit instrument has been determined
frequently from micrometrical measurements on the collimating telescope and by reversal
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on stars. This error, together with the azimuth and level errors, have varied very litt
during the year. The automatic electrical contact of the mean time clock which was
put in last year has given great satisfaction, no failure þaving occurred.

During the spring and éummer of this year series of observations of the sun were
made at Agincourt to determine the approximate azimuth of the reference mark for the
meridian used in the determination of the absolute declination at that place. This
value is only approximate and for use until the final values of the latitude and longitude
of the observatory are obtained.

Sunspot observations have been continued with the equatorial telescope, maps of
the sun's surface four inches in diameter being obtained on 202 days.

The time exchanges with Montreal, Quebec and St. John have all been registered
on the chronograph at Toronto. The errors of the Toronto clock and of the timepieces
used by the different observers elsewhere are computed from the latest observations.

Time has been given on several occasions to the British survey gunboat " Rambler
at Halifax.

The following table shows the difference between the time by " Standard Observer
and that given at the various exchanges.

The sign + indicates that the time as sent from the various observatories is faster
than that by the " Standard Observer." The arithmetical mean of the times determined
at Toronto and Montreal is the time by "Standard Observer."

Toronto. Montreal. Quebec. St. John.

1897. Seconds. Seconds. Seconds. Seconde.

August 12. .... . .... ........ ......... ... +0·06 -0-06 +2·61 +0·77
i 30............ ... .................. ... +0-011 -1103 +1*27

September 16......... ... .. .... .......... .. .. -0-01 +0'01 -1.01
I 30......................... .... ....... +0-11 -0-11 +0*23 +1'19

October15... .......... .................. .. +018 -0-18 -0-40 +0'95
1 29.. ............................ ...... -0·12 +0'12 +0'52 +1-05

November 18.................................... . +0°20 -0-20 -0-10 +0-85
i 30................ ..................... +0-15 -0·15 +0-93 +1-01

December 23.............................. . ... +0·16 -0116 +1'21 +1·43

1898.

Januaryl .................................... -013 +0'03 +0-08 +1-36i 27................................... .... -0-14 +0-14 +0-10 +0'40
February 16..... ........................ ........ -0-06 +0-06 -2125 -8-76

28................. .................. +0-11 -0·11 +0·42 --028
Maeh17...................... ................. -- 01 +0'01 +0,43 +2-30

. 30.......... .. .......................... +0.13 -0·13 +1-02 +1'05
j4i115..................................... . +0-02 -0-02 -0-30 +0-88Ma 1&..... ... ................................. +0-06 -0-06 +0-93 +0*30June &..........................t..... ........... +0-21 -O '21 +0'81 .......

S28............................. .......... +051 ..-0-51 +0-87 +2·03

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

R. F. STUPART,
Director.
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APPENDIX A.

QUEBEC OBSERVATORY,

To the Director 
QUEBEC, 23rd July, 1898.

Meteorological Service,
Toronto.

Si,-I have the honour to transmit my annual report for the year 1897-98.
The meteorological observations have been taken daily at the observatory, and the

instruments are in good order.
The Standard time has been given to mariners and to the city every day as

heretofore.
No changes have been made this year at the observatory. Certain repairs to the

buildings were found to be necessary, and I transmitted a special report on the subject
in March last.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

ARTHUR SMITH,
Director.

APPENDIX B.

ST. JOHN OBSERvATORY,

ST. JOHN, N.B., 31st October, 1898.
R. F. STUPART, Esq.,

Director, Dominion Meteorological Service,
Toronto, Ont.

SIR,-I have the honour of presenting my annual report on the St. John Observatory
for the fiscal year 1897-98.

In connection with the time service observations of stars for correction of ciock
rates and errors have been made at frequent intervals.

The daily time signal has been given to the shipping and others throughout the
entire year (Sundays excepted) by dropping the time ball at 1 P. M. local time.

The chief station routine of meteorological observations have been continued
without change f rom former reports.

The daily bulletin issued at noon containing reports of the weather from some
twelve stations as well as the Toronto Probabilities and Synopsis of weather conditions
throughout the Continent, is posted in public places, and is being mailed to those
interested in shipping as well as to adjacent places. The bulletin and local weather
report is published by all of our daily papers.

Personal calls at the observatory continue to increase for information in reference
to past as well as forecasts of the weather, for memoranda from the office records, for
barometer and thermometer comparisons &c. A considerable amount of time is taken
in answering these inquiries.

The morning probabilities continue to be telephoned to St. Martins where they are
publicly posted at the telephone exchange for the benefit of mariners and others.
Storm warnings are also telephoned to St. Martins and signals are displayed at Quaco
Lighthouse near that place.

Shipping and commercial interests here are much benefited by the work of the
Meteorological Service, the forecasts and storm warnings are of inestimable value to
Mariners, and are generally useful to all people on our coast.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

D. L. HUTCHINSON,
Director, St. John Observatory.
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APPENDIX No. 4.

SIGNAL SERVICE, CANADA,

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT,

QUEBEC, 10th December, 1898.
F. GoURDEAU, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to inclose herewith the annual report for this service, end-
ing 30th June 1898.

As in preceding seasons, reports have been received from the stations in the lower,
part of the river and gulf, recording the weather, wind, condition, location and movement
of the ice during the winter and spring months, and during the season of navigation all
inward and outward vessels as signalled and seen from the stations.

From the first to the 20th April, three reports per week were obtained and forwarded
to the Board of Trade, Montreal, St. John, N.B., and Quebec, and to the Chamber
of Commerce, Halifax, N. S., also to the press of Montreal and Quebec, to the Agent of
the Department, Quebec, to the Custom-house and Immigration Agent, to Agents of
steamship lines, tug owners, to the pilots for below and above Quebec, also to Messrs.
H. Fry & Co., Lloyd's agents, Quebec.

From the 21st April reports were received daily and forwarded as above, and ir
addition the Harbour Commissioners, North Sydney, during the season of navigation.

The Chief Superintendent of the Quarantine service at Grosse Isle is also supplied
with full information as to weather, wind and the incoming of al transatlantic or foreign
vessels.

The Quarantine doctor at Rimouski is also supplied with a report of the incoming
mail steamers, name of station and hour of passing being given when vessel was first
signalled.

Information was supplied from the bureau here as in past seasons to the agents at
Anticosti, )lagdalen Islands, Mleat Cove, C. B., Cape Ray and Cape liace, Newfound-
land, and to St. Pierre Miquelon, from the 13th April, as to weather, wind movement
and condition of the ice in the gulf and river of St. Lawrence up to Montreal, for the
guidance of any vessel calling for information.

Information as to the wind, weather and ice in th- vicinity of Anticosti, Magdalent,
Islands, 1eat Cove, St. Paul's Island, Cape Ray, Newfoundland, is also sent to Point
aux Esquimaux in larch for the guidance of the sealing fleet.

NAVIGATION.

The Gut of Canso was closed to navigation January 5, 1898, and opened March 30.
April 12, 1898.--First vessel arrived from the north.
Low Point, C.B., general shipping ceased January 27, 1898, to April 24.

Winter exceptionally mild, harbour not closed by ice for more than ten days. Steamer
" Bruce " made 28 trips f rom Placentia, Newfoundland, to North Sydney, between the
above dates.

Grosse Isle. Quarantine station, reported all transatlantic vessels when given prati-
que and has proved very satisfactory to the shipping interests.

These reports are free to the Department, being transmitted over the Governmient
telegraph line to Quebec.

GENERAL NOTES, OUTWARD BOUND VESSELs, ETC.

November 16, 1897.-The last sailing vessel, the bark "Prince Eugene" for
Glasgow, left on this date.

November 21, 1897.-The last Royal Mail steamer the SS. "State of California'
for Liverpool, on this date.

11-2* 17
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November 27, 1897.-The last steamer for sea, the SS. " Loango" for Bristol
lcft on this date.

April 16, 1898.-Pilot cutter No. 2 with pilots left for Bic on this date.
April 19, 1898.-Steamer "St. Croix " arrived from up the river.
April 19, 1898.-Steamer "Canada " arrived down from Montreal.
April 19, 1898.-The SS. "La Canad:enne", SS. "Otter ", Quarantine tug

"Challenger ", Pilot cutter No. 1 and " Red Island Lightship " came out of winter
quarters to-day.

April 27, 1898.-SS. "Otter" left for the Labrador Coast on this date.
April 27, 1898.-SS. "Savoy" left for Anticosti on this date.
First arrivals from sea, 1898:-
April 23, 1898.-Cape Race reports the SS. " Queensmore " inwards at 1 p.m.,

being the first vessel sighted for the St. Lawrence.
April 24, 1898.-Cape Ray reports the SS. "Alcides " inwards at 10 a.m. bound

for Montreal.
April 25, 1898.-The SS. "R. F. Matthews" and SS. "Scotsman " from Liver-

pool arrived on this date.
April 28, 1898.-The first Royal Mail Steamer the SS. "Lake Ontario" from

Liverpool arrived on this date.
May 17, 1898.-The first sail vessel the barkentine " Maggie " from Barbadoes and

the barque " Hefhi" from Moss, Norway, arrived on this date.
Two new stations were opened during the season of 1897, viz: Point Lepreau,

N.B.. and Br ier Island, N.S. Both stations report direct to the signal agent at St.
John, N. B.

APPENDIX A.

R EPORT on ice, &c., in the Straits of Belle 1gle and Coast of Newfoundland, as noted by
the Agents oj the Department at Belle Isle, Cape Bauld, Cape Norman, Point
Aminour and Bird Rocks, in the Gulfof St. Lawrence.

BELLE ISLE.

November 16, 1897.-The last outward bound steamer noticed was the SS. " Labra-
dor." No ice to be seen and any other vessels could have passed through the Straits up
to the end of the month.

December, 1897.-On December 4 the first ice was noticed, known L s slate ice,
coming in from the north ; winds variable, north north-west. Sheet ice came in on
the 14th and continued up to the 30th, when Arctic drift ice appeared.

January, 1898.-This month was comparatively clear of snow. Sheet and field
ice was noticed many days coming in from the north. After the 10th, weather set in
cold and large sheet ice would make it hazardous for vessels ; at the same time fog was
prevalent during the latter part of the month.

February, 1898.-No northern ice came in to the Straits this month though cold
weather prevailed. Very little snow fel, but on the last four days of the month rain
and fog was continuous.

March, 1898. -Fore part of the month, clear weather with scattered ice as far as
seen up to the 11th instant; no difficulty for vessels to pass through. Some hummock
ice, though not excessive, appeai ed after this date. Six schooners got to Quirpon on
the 16th. No steamers seen ; no seals sighted.

April, 1898.-Owing to prevailing N.E. and E.N.E. winds the Straits were blocked
with ice all this month, Very little open water was seen except towards the north
shore. Some very large icebergs passed south on the outside ; 42 came into the Straits;
no seals.

May, 1898.-Light variable winds and fine weather during the whole of this month.
The ice remained heavy and blocked and would make it impossible for a vesse) to pass
through. From the 20th the ice scattered along Labrador shore, but the upper part of
the Straits was covered with field ice ; a few schools of seals were seen passing north.

18
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June, 1898.-Ice scattered in the Straits, strong west winds prevailed. On the
6th, three barges from Quirpon and one from Battle Harbour came here for food, the
people being in a starving condition owing to the ice being along shore. No trading
vessels or mail steamer got to those places owing to the blockade of ice; supplied them
with provisions. On the 14th, one schooner got across the Strait. On the 16th of this
month, one two.masted steamer passed inwards at 8 p.m.

CAPE BAULD, NEWFOUNDLAND.

As stated in previous reports the distance from Belle Isle being but 14 miles, the
observations as to wind, weather, etc., vary but little with the latter place. The first
snow fell on the 4th November. 1897, three falls of snow occurred in December, and on
the 26th ice came in large quantities mixed slob and field ice.

January, 1898.-On the 8th, a few seals were noticed on the ice outside, the straits
on this side remained covered with ice all the latter part of the month.

March, 189S.-First part of month, clear and fine, five schooners sighted on the
17th bound sealing.

April, 1898.-On the 4th, 400 young seals were landed here ; heavy seas and vessels
had to leave; on the 12th, 3 vessels landed 150 seals.

May, 1898.-No water to be seen from this station straits full of ice.

CAPE NORMAN.

Iiecember, 1897.-First fall of snow, south-west wind, very little snow this month.
Ice formed fast in shore and quite a quantity of close packed ice passed outside going
west, the prevailing winds during the month being from the east. Similar weather
during the whole winter, no seals sighted or killed here.

ICEBERGS.

*October, 1897.-3 to 5 sighted daily.
November, 1897.-5 sighted off here.
December, 1897.-None.

POINT AMOUR.

Reports similar weather and on an average the same icebergs sighted from that
station. Deer were very plentiful, as many as 53 being killed in one day.

BIRD ROCKS.

January 8, 1898.-First appearance of ice along shore ; on the 11th ice was
sighted as far as could be seen in all directions.

February, 1898.-Very cold weather this month though ice was heavy it was yet
Open enough for a vessel to get through.

March, 1898.-Heavy open ice everywhere, variable winds, sighted and spoke to
steamers " Harlaw " and " Kite," quite a number of sealing schooners in the vicinity
apparently doing good work.

April, 1898.-Similar weather to the past month, closed packed to open ice up to
the 20th when it scattered and was not seen again, the steamers " Hope," "Nimrod'
and " Harlaw " were again sighted as well as a number of sealing schooners ; some
flocks of seals were seen to the north ; on the 22nd 2 steamers were sighted passing upOn the 31st ice disappeared altogether.

Respectfully submitted,

H. J. McHUGH,
Supe'rintendent.

19
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APPENDIX B.

THERMOMETER Readings at Belle Isle, from Ist December, 1897, to glst May, 1898.

Date.

1897.

December 1..........
i 2.

S 3..........
t, 4..... .....
e 5 ..........
l 6 ...........
le 7 .. ... . ..
e 8 .. ... ....
e 9 ..........
I, 10........
et 11 . . .... .
a 12 .. .... ...
l 13....... .
t 14 . .... ....
1 15 ......... .
la 16 .... ......
e 17..... ...
t, 18..........
l 19 ..........
t 20.........

l 2 1 .. . . . . . . .
i 22.. . ......

'a 23........
l 24 ...... ....

25 ...........
1898.

January 1...........
et 2 ..... . ... .
e 3 .. . .. .. . . .
ta 4 .... . ...
la 5 ..... ...
la 6 .... .. .... .

7.. ......
ai 8 .. .... ....
t 9 ......... .
l 10 ...... ....
S il ...... . .
l 12 .... ....
t 13 .... .. ..
l 14. -......
e 15.......
i 16 ........ ....
i 17 ...........
e 18 ...........
e 19 .... ......
l 20 ...... . ...
, 21 ..........

22 .,.........
23 ........ .

a 24 ..........
t 25 .... ......
e 26 ..........
l 27..... ...
il 28 ..... .>
l 29 ...........
a 30 ... .......
i 31.......

February 1............
2 ..... .. ...

Degrees.

21
14

0
16
17
10
14
17
18
10
10
15
10
12
32
21
24
26
2-
20
15
14
14
13

24
6
6
8

-3
15
16
18
10
-- 4

5
-3

-5

-6
-10
-- 3
-10
-- 15
-14
-- 16

3
--7

6
7

-12
- 7
-10
-- 16
-5

15

Date. Degrees.

1898.

Februar3
a .
a a

a 1

1 a

ta

1 1

te
ta

la

et
te
la
ta
Il
la
ta
Il
ta
la
"

et
Il
la

et
il
if

3..... .....
4...........
5 .........
6........
7 ...... ....

9 ......... .
10...
11...........
12 ......... ..
13 ...........
14 ...........
15... . ....
16.. ........
17.....
18 .........
19..... ....
20 ..... .....
21 ..... .....
22 .. ..... .
23 ...........
24..... ...
25......
26 .... ......
27...........
28 ..... . .
i... .......
2 ............
3.
4.........
5...........
6 .. .... . .. ..
7 ..... ....
8 ..... ....

10 ....... .
il .... ......
12 ...........
13 ...........
14........
15......
16..... ...
17 .. ....
18 ...........
19 .... ....
20 ..........
21 ..........
22 .........
23 ..... ...
24 ..... ... .
25. .. . .
26...........
27 ..... ....
28 ...........
29 .... ......
30 .... ......
31..... ...

1April .............
e 2 ...............

6
5

2

26

3
-13

-5
-- 3

O
20
26
16
15
20
33
34
20
5
6

13
O

16
20
24
30
30
30
20
20
21
25
20
20
22
22
24
22

24
30
32
16
14
20
25
17
20
17
15
20

8
o

-5
16
24
26
29
30
26
30

Date.

1898.

April 3.....
ai4

6, 4.. .........
., ....... ....6..............

Il 9... ......la 8.............
9.............

10.............

il13.......... ....12........
13.............
14.............

S15.............
S16.............
S17...........

18.....
if 19............

S20..........
S21...

22.............
t 23.........

24..........
a25............

a 26.....
a 30.............

May 1............
S 2............

3... ......
4.. ........

'a

.7

a 9
e 10....

12.
13.............
14.............

t 15.............
16..........
17.............

S18.......
l 19.............
i 20.............
l 21.............

22.............
23.....

a 24.............
a 25...... .

S26.la6k............ .
e 28.........
S29.............
l 30.......
a, 31 . .. . . . ..

A. 1899

Degrees.



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

Lowest temperature, 1897, 3rd December; highest, 16th. Lowest temperature,
1898, 23rd and 31st of January; highest, 1st of January. Highest, February 18th;
lowest, 8th of February. Highest, March 14th; lowest, 26th of March. Highest,
April 30th ; lowest, 10th and 11 th. Highest, May 28th and 31st ; lowest, 7th and 8th.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) MICHAEL COLTON,
Light-keeper.

H. J. McHUGH,
Superintendent of Signal Service.

HALIFAX SIGNAL STATION,

SIGNAL STATION, CITADEL,

HALIFAX, N.S., 20th October, 1898.

J. PARSONs, Esq.,
Agent, Marine and Fisheries,

Halifax, N.S.

SIR,-We have the honour to forward herewith a return of the number of vessels
reported at this station during the twelve nionths ending 30th June, 1898.

I have to report that the service has been carried out satisfactorily, in spite of
frequent changes in the personnel of the signal staff, owing to regimental requirements.
There is no doubt that the service would be improved if one permanent hand were
stationed at Camperdown. He would have to be a civilian, preferably an ex-man-of-
war's man, who could instruct the regimental signa!men in identifying vessels and com-
municating with them by means of the International Code of Signals.

The illustrated diagrams of the code of signals of which I mentioned in my last
year's report have not yet been published.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

0APT. H. V. KENT, R.E.,
Superinendent of Signals.
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PORT OF HALIFAX, N.S.,

PARTICULARS of Vessels Signalled during

E n g lis h F o r ci n t a m r T t l ss S

Men-of-War. Men-o - ar. Steamers, 1st class. Steamers, 2nd class

MONTH.

1897.

July...................... 2 2 0 0 0 0 17 17! 0 72 67 5

August................... 2 2 0 2 0 24 18 6 80 176 4

September.......... .... 2 2' 0 0 0 21 19 2 71 68 3

October.................. 6 6 0 0 0 0 18 18 0 73 65 &

November......... 6 6 0 0 0 0 23 23 0 64 55 9

December................. 5 5 0 i 0 0 0 21 21 0 59 56 3

1898.

January............... .. 6 6 0 0 0 0 23 2 0 39 34 5

February................ 4 4 0 0 0 0 23 23 0 33 31 2
March.. ... ... ...... 1 1 0 0 0 0 30 30 0 43 38 5

April................... 3 3 0 3 3 0 30 30 0 40 39 1

May...................... 1 1 0 1 1 0 25 19 6 81 74 7

June................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 0 68 68 0

Totals... ... 38 38 0 6 6 0 272 258 14 723 671 52

N.B.-Besides those sailing vessels reported, a large number arrivted during the night of which no
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SIGNAL SERVICE.

the year ending 30th June, 1898.

Schooners,

Ships. Barques. Barquentines. Brigs. Brigantines. 3-umsed or Moiwearrng Pri-
vate Signals.

à à~

0 i0 0 4 3 13 3 î 0 0 0 0 3j3102 11 103

0 0 0 5 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 10 8 2 133

1 0 1 8 5 3 3 2 1 0 0 18 7 1 10 7 3 124

1 1 0 6 5 1 6 6 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 6 5 .1 122

1 0 1 3 3 0 00 11 3 3 0 4 4 0 105

0 0 0 11 0 0 O 0 1 1 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 93

0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 00 2 2 0 4 3 1 75

0 0 0J0 0 0 0 0 00 0 o o 0 0 0 1 1 O 61

0 o1 10 000000o 22 052 3 82

o 0o0o313 0 0 0 o o 0 O 330 10 1 83

010 019 910 3 2 1 1 1 04 40 2 1 1 127

] 1 0 4 4 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 6 5, 1 97

4 2 2 44 39 5 18 16 2 3 3 0 42 41 1 54 40 14 1,205

ithly Totali.

96 7
121 12

110 14

112 10

95 10

90 3

69~ 6

59 2

74 8

81 2

112 15

95 2

1,114 91

notice was taken.

H. V. KENT, Capt. R.E,
Superintendent of Signels.
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APPENDIX No. 5.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF MASTERS ANI) MATES.

HALIFAX, N S., 4th November, 1898.

Thbe Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the annual report of the proceedings of the
Board of Examiners of Masters and Mates from the 30th June 1897, to the 30th June,
1898, the end of the fiscal year.

The Board met for examination of foreign-going candidates. as follows:

Thnes.

At the port of Halifax........ .. ........... .. 12
St. J ohn ................ . .......... ..... 9
Yarmouth............ .................. 3
Q uebec .... ...... ................... ...... 2

Total ..... 26

There were also 6 examinations held at Victoria, B. C., the papers and problems
being forwarded to the agent at that place and returned to Halifax for inspection and
approval of the Chairman of the Board.

At Halifax 9 applications were made for foreign-going certifi ates of competencv
as master and 20 for coasting and inland ; 6 foreign-going and 19 coasting and inland
masters received certificates. 10 applications were made for foreign-going certificates
of competency a. mate and 7 for coasting and inland ; 10 foreign-going and 6 coasting
and inland mates recûved certiticates.

At St. John 12 applications were made for foreign-going certificates of competency
as master and Il foreign going mastei s received certificate, 19 applications were made
for foreigi-going certificates as mate and 13 mates received certificates.

At Yarmouth 3 applications were made for foreign-going certificates as master and
3 for mates, and all were successful.

At Quebec 1 candidate applied for a master's foreign-going certificate and 2 for ma-
tes, and all received certificates.

At Victoria, B C., 1 application was made for a master's certificate foreign-going,
and 11 for mates, 1 master and 10 mates received certificates.

Thus it will be seen that for the twelve months ending June 30, 1898, 27 appli-
eations were made for masters certiticates of competency foreign-going, and 45 for
mates, 24 masters and 38 mates received certificates, 20 applications for certificates of
competency as masters of coasting vessels were made to the Board of Examiners, and
7 for mates, 19 masters and 6 mates received certificates.

Four certificates of service were issued through the Halifax office for master's ý oast-
ing and 1 for a mate, and 3 renewal certificates were issued.

The total number of certificates issued by the departnent, including competency,
service, and renewal, upon applications made to the Board of Examiners, Halifax, was
93, and fees to the amount of $953.50 were collected. The fees for the examinations at
Victoria, are sent direct to Ottawa and are not accounted for by the Chairman.

This report does not take into consideration coasting and itiland certificates granted
by the department of Marine and Fisheries alter an examination passed at other ports
than those mentioned.
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At St. John the local member of the Board holds examinations for coasting candi-
dates and makes returns to the department.

Anongst the applic ttions above enumerated, some candidates have presented them-
selves a second, third, and even fourth time for examination, for master or mate, as the
case nay be, having previously failed.

Tue namei of these candidates appear upon the books as often as they come for-
ward. The applic ints are, however, permitted to have a second trial without paying
another fee, but on each successive occasion after that, the full amount of the fee is
collected from them.

Men holding coasting certiticates of competency, are now permitted to make a
voyage to the West Indies and the whole coast of America. [ am therefore of opinion
that the navigation knowledge required of them is not sufficien-t to qualify such officers,
either to take charge of or serve as mates in large passenger steamers navigating those
waters.

Representations were made by me to the departnent to this effct and I was
request9d to formulate a new examination for officers in the coasting trade. I complied
with these instructions and submitted a paper containing problems which I considered
necessarv for candidates to work.

Although this proposed examination is sonewhat more difficult than that at
present in force, the qualifications required of an applicant for a master's coasting
certificate are very little in excess of those demanded of a candidate for a 2nd mate's
sea-going certificate.

In viewv of the increasing size and speed of steanships in the co Lsting trade, and
their capacity for carrying a large number of passengers, I consider it is of urgent
necessity that the examination suggested should be required of ail officers applying for
certificates.

I desire also to state that I am firmly of opinion that masters of iron or steel
passenger steamers in the coasting trade ought to pass an examination on the deviation
of the compass.

There is quite as much necessity for the men who take charge of the navigation of
the above mentioned class of steamships, to possess a proper knowledge of the deviation
of the compass and how to ascertain and apply it, as there is for the officers of sea-
going steamers.

In faut if safetv of navigation is to be insured upon our coasts, when frequent
changes must of neýessity be made in the course of a ship, it is of great importance that
masters of steamers should know the exact amount of deviation to allow upon every
direction of the ship's head, more especially during the prevalence of foggy weather.

At the present time some of these officers know very little about the practical ques-
tions in connection with the attractions which cause errors in the compass, and they do
not keep a permanent record in a book of the changes which occur in the deviation from
tine to time, for future reference and to transmit to other officers who mnay be appoint-
ed to take charge of the ship.

It is, however, within my knowledge to state that some of the masters of our
COasting steamers carrying passengers, are most intelligent men, and constantly adding
to their experience upon this subject, watching their compasses continually, and taking
Observations of both the sun and stars for the purpose of detecting errors whenever an
opportunity occurs.

I am of opinion that it would be useful to issue two classes of certificates for the
coasting trade, one for men engaged in what might be termed the " Home Coasting
Trade " which would entitle the holders to act as masters and mates of vessels trading
between one port and another in the Maritime Provinces, or between Canadian ports
and Newfoundland, and ports in the United States as far South as Cape Cod. Should
this " Home Coasting Trade " be approved of, certain limits could be defined for the said
trade in Pacific coast waters, the other class could be called a "Foreign Coasting"
certificate, equal in force to the present coastingT certificate. The examination for the
tHome Coasting Trade " would not include very difficult nautical problems.
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At present a candidate for a coasting master's certifcate is only required to have
had three years' sea service which may have been perfcrmed in any class of vessel run-
ning between two or more ports on the coast.

This does not appear to be sufficient service to enable a man to qualify himself to
take charge of a vessel of large tonnnage or a steamer carrying passengers. In the
proposed new examination above referred to, I have extended the time for an applicant
for master to have served afloat.

I beg also to suggest that the issue of the before-mentioned service certificates be
discontinued at as early a date as possible.

Candidates are still coming up for these certificates and sorne of them have not
been to sea for years, but have been living on farms, or engaged in mining or lumbering
transactions, and therefore what previous knowledge they may have had in navigation
has been partly forgotten. It must also be understood that the " Rule of the Road "
has been revised more than once since some of these men have served on board a ship.

Fifteen years has elapsed since the law was enacted granting service certificates,
and those men who still intend to follow the sea as a profession, have had more than
ample time to apply for these certificates.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

W.H. SMITH,
Chairman.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

APPENDIX No. 7.

STATEMENT relating to the Wharfs under the control of the Department, on 30th
June, 1898.

Date of Amount
Daoten deposited to

Locality. Wharfinger. Appontment Remuneration allowed. credit
W f of ReceiverWharfinger. General.

Ontario. 8 ets.

Cockburn Island.............. Alfred Monck ...... May 30, 1889. 25 p. c. of collections ... 116 31
Goderich................ W. Marlton ... .... Feb. 14, 1894. 25 e . 561 67
Hilton, St. Joseph Id.,Algoma E. Stubbs.. ...... June 20, 1898. 25 ..
Kingsville ........ ......... A. E. Malotte ...... Nov. 6, 1895. 25 e .... 29 88
Morpeth .... ... .... .... C. Stammers........ Aug. 1, 1894. 25 q ..
Port Rowan....... ......... John Collett........ May 2.1898. 25 e 3 32
Rondeau........ ........ W. R. Fellowes.. Dec. 17, 1888. 25 61 65
Sault Ste. Marie. . ...... Geo. Boyd .... .. . April 9, 1897. $112 per nonth for eight

months, during season
of navigation ......... .. 221 13

Southampton ... .. ..... ... Geo. McVittie ...... Aug. 16, 1895. 25 p. c. of collections .... 25 30
Suminmerstown. .... ... .. Under lease..... ......... ........................
Thessalon, Algoma ......... .F. Leighfield ....... May 28, 1897. 25 p. c. of collections..
Wiarton......... ...... H. R. A. Ely. ...... Dec. 10, 1890 25 . 136 96

L Ttl 116 2

%ele ec. o a .... ...
Agnes. ......... ........ L. A. Roy.... .. Nov. 27, 1891.25 p. c. of collectios....
Anse St. Jean.. .......... F. Lavoie........ Mar. 13, 1895. 25
Baie St. Paul. . .. a....... .Va.ant ........... 5. 
Baie St. Paul, Isolated Block. H. Tremblay . Aug. 25, 1891. 25
Beauport . ............... D. Giroux........ Nov 11, 1896. 25
Berthier. . .. E. Gaunond....... .July 5, 1897.25
Cap-à-l'Aigle .. . ....... Jos. Guay .... .... Oct. 7, 1896. 25
Carleton .......... ... ... Jos. E. Cullen.. ... Mar. 25, 1896. $50 per annu. .
Cascades.. . . . .Moîse Leroux ....... Oct. 20, 1897. 25 p. c. of collections ...
Cedars ....... . ... John Reay . ....... .April 29, 1898. 25
Chicoutimi...... ........ Thos. E. Saucier.... May 16, 1898. 25
Coteau du Lac.... . . M. St. Amour..... Sept. 21, 1896. 25
Coteau Landing.. ....... J. A. Prieur....... May 25, 1897. 25
Echo Vale, Lake Megantie ... 1). P. Matheson. ...... 16, 1894. 25
Grand River ............. Geo. Beaudin....... Nov. 16, 1896. l2
Isle au Grues ........... Jos. Painchaud ..... Feb. 17, 1890.25
Isle Perrot ........... ... . Roger Leduc...... . Oct. 20, 1897.25
Rowton's Landing.. . .. . .. L. Knowlton. ... . Nov. 26, 1897. à,
L acolle . .. ......... . .. R. J. Robinson ..... Mar. 8, 1894. 25
Les Eboulemients ... ..... ... M. Tremblay. ....... Sept. 4, 1894. 2
LIslet..... Octave Morin. .... Feb. 3, 1893.125
Longueuil ......... ...... Chas. Poirier ...... Oct. 22, 1896. 25
Magog... .............. Edward Addy . June 20, 1898. 25

.atane . .. ..... ....... David Bauville .... April 29, 1898. 25
Murray Bay ..... ... . .. Elie Maltais.... Aug. 15, 1893. 25
New Carlisie .... .... .. . . John C. Hall . . June 4, 1889. 25
Percé. ........ ... T. W. Flynn.. Jan. 19, 1893. 25

taniel.. . ..... . Sept. 11, 1890. $50 per annum
!ouk....Chas. Lepage. ..... July 24,1894.2 fcollections ...Rivière Ouelle. ...... . J. H. dit Beaulieu .. Nov. 28, 1892. 25

Rivière du Loup....... .... .Louis Pinze.... .... Sept. 16, 1891. 25
St. Anicet...... ... ... .... S. Dupui. .. ....... . 14, 1896.25
t. Alphonse de Bagotville. .. Abel Tremblay... .. July 7, 1891.25
t. Jean d'Orléans. .......... L. Lachance........ Sept. 26, 1896. 25

St. Jean Port Joli............ J. Pelletier ........ . 14, 1896.25
"te. Cécile du Bic......... . L. N. Coté......... July 20, 1891.25
St. Latirent d'Orléans........ Ed. Chabot ....... Aug. 25, 1894.25
St. Thomas de Montmnagny.. . L. L. Dionne ....... Oct. 22, 1896. 25
St. Zotique ......... ........ J. M. Leroux. .. Sept. 21, 1896. 25

adousac A. Christiansen..... Oct. 20, 1897. 25
S .stoes ......... . D. Damour......... May 10,1895.25

Point ........... .'ýL. Gastonguay Oct. 20,1897. 25 ..

e Total .........

Cinxnision2on collections not to exceed p. per annum.

11-4* 49

35 77

75 75
47 28
65 95
24 50
18 13

33 38

153 32
1 67

14 09

73 58
52 36

48 92
182 76

7 02
60 78

0 10

22 53
115 93
120 38

2826

3400
87 10

1,303 56
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STATEMENT relating to Wharfs, &c.-Continued.

Date of
Wharfinger. Appointient

of
Wharfinger.

Renmneration allowed.

Nola Scoti«.

Araig..... ........... John Mnelnis....... Aug.
Avonport .................. Robert Shaw. .... Nov.
Barrington. . .... .. . .1. H. Christie ..... Aug.
Babbins Cove ... ........... Alex. Thomnas. ... . Oct.
Bas River .... ........... Jothamn Fulton....... Jan.
Baviield. ... ....... W. McDonald..., . Oct.
Belliveau's Cove .. .... .... St. Clair Thérieau... Nov.
Broad Cove............... John Teal ......... June
Broad Cove Marsh.... .... Hugh McDonald .... Oct.
Brooklyn......... ........ .. .T. Gardiner..... Il
Canada Creek............ C. E. Eaton........ Nov.
Cape Cove.. . . . ........ .J. A. Ellis.......... May
Centreville............... Alfred Ward.... .. 1
Chipmwan's Brook ......... .Jas. Misaner..... . Nov.
Church l'oint........... . Chas. F. Belliveau.. Aug.
Cow Bay..... ........... .. John McAulay...... Dec.
Cranberrv Head. . ......... Abram Thurston .. Feb.
Cribb.ens Pier........... . A. R. Boyd....... Oct.
Delap's Cove.... ...... ... R. W. McCaul. Nov.
>igby..... ............ ... W . W . Hayden. Apr.

Eagle Head........... ...... Nathan Leslie.
EastBav............. ... Donald Mclnnis

(Ronald's son).....!
East River, Sheet Harbour... Malcohn McFarlane. 'May
Grand Narrows, Victoria Co.. F. X. McNeill ... Nov.
GrandNarrows,CapeBretonCo E. A. McNeill....
Hall's Harbour. ..... ..... T. A. Neville ...... Jan.
Hampton................. Judson Foster . . Aug.
Harbourville .............. .Isaac Cook.......... May
Horton Landing ....... ..... F. G. Curry... .... Apr.
Irish Cove......... ..... ... Colin Cash.......... M ay
Jordan Bay....... .......... Wn. Martin. . ... Aug.
Lisnore . .................. D. A. McKinnon. .. July
Maitland, Hants Co........ W. B. Srmith..... une
Maitland, Yarmîouth Co. .... Ellis............. ;Dec.
Margaretsville ..... . ...... C. S. McLean........ May
Meteghan Cove..... ....... H. F. Robicheau .... 1
Meteghan River............ D. D'Entremont
Militia Point .... ..... . 1). Mclntosh.. .... Aug.
Morden ..................... .Tohn Redgate... ... Nov.
North Side, Boularderie.. Dun. McKenzie.....
>ak Point (Kingsport). Rent froi RailwayCo

Ogilvie .. .............. M. Donnellan. .. . . .J ily
Parrsboro' . .............. Thompson Tipping.. ý
Pickett's Wharf...... ..... Andrew Bishop.. ... Dec.
Plynipton. .............. Wm. Smith... .. .. Aug.
l'oint Brulé.............. . David Stevenson .... Nov.
Port George ...... .... .... W. Crawford. . June
Port Hod ........... ...... V. A. McDougald.. . May
Port Lorne . . ...... .... Freeman Beardsley.. June
Salnon River.. .... J.....1. M. Deveau ...... Nov.
Saulniersville .... ...... .. .John T. Saulnier.. . Aug.
Tancook Island ........ . ... Anos Stevens. .. Mar.
Tidnish............. .... A. E. Samipson.. .Aug.
Tracadie......... ........ J. M. Hall....... Nov.
Tusket Wedge............ Jas. Cothreau ...... . eb.
Victoria.... .... ..... .... W illiani Brown..... 1,
Wallace. . ........... .. Don. McKenzie.... Dec.
W'est Pubnico............ C. C. D'Entremiont.. Mar.
West River, Sheet Harbour. .ýMalcolni McFarlane. Il
White Point........ ........ Elisha West . . Jan
White Waters ...... ...... C. lC. V. Anthony. Feb.)

New Brunsrick.

Black River...... .... ..... Robert McLeod. Mar.
Buctouche .......... .... ... .. J. LeBlanc. ...... May
Campbellton .. .. ... .... lfred . Venner.. . une

50

27, 1892. 25'. c.
23, 1888. 25
31, 1896. 25
20, 1897. 25

6, 1898. 25
30, 1894. 25
24, 1892. 25
12, 1893. 25
19, 1892. 25
20, 1882. 20
23, 1888. 25
14, 1897. 25
29, 1897. 25
23, 1888. 25
20, 1892. 25
10, 1896. 71î
16, 1889. 25~
2, 1895. 25

28,1889. 25
20. 1897. 25
9, 1889. 25

li, 1886.50
20, 1890. 25
11, 1b96. 25
6, 1888. 25
8, 1897. 25

25, 1888. 25
28, 1897. 25
30, 1898. 25
28, 1895. 25
25, 1896. 2ò

5, 1895. 25
8, 1894. 25

10, 1896. 25
7, 1897. 25

28, 1897. 25
14, 1897. 25
20, 1892. 25
16, 1893. 25
26, 1897. 25

13, 1893. 25 p. c.
26, 1888. 25
24, 1884. 25
8, 1890. 25

23, 1888. 25
7, 1894.25

17, 1892. 25
22, 1897. 25
25, 1890. 25
25, 1888. 25
11, 1898. 25
20, 1896. 25
6, 1888. 25

16, 1889. '25
11, 1889. 25
16. 1892. 25
28, 1898. 25

3, 1889 25
9,1889.125

14, 1898. ,25

of collections...

te ....

el .. ..

le ....

le ....
et ....

of .olcin . ...

le . .. .

e..
et.

8 ets.

156 27
4 20

48 70
107 83

13 16
1,359 21

63 50

17 95
39 00

20 70
42 04

34 10
102 72

47 09
71 95

16 Il

24 14
32 91

17 02

6 00

Total.... .... ..... . 2,784 67

28, 1898 25 p. c. of collections....,
2, 1892.25 e

10, 1893. 25 I .
70 15

580 0S

A. 1899

Amount
depoBited to

credit
of Receiver

General.

Locality.
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STATEMENT relating to Wharfs, &c.-Conclutded.

Date of Amount
Appoinment depositedî to

Whartinger. Appointment Remnuneration allowed. credit
Whafinger. of ReceiverWhaifnger . General.

New Brunîswick--Con.

Cape Tormentine . E. T. Allen . Oct. 20,
Clifton, Stonehaven........S. Paynes.........Nov. 9,
alousie.. .......... W. J. Smith . .. June 27,

Edgett's Lauding .. Thos. Barett. .uly 5,
H-opewell Cape . ... Wn. Hamilton. A pr. !,
Kingston Gordon. . 9,
Neguac.......... B. Poirier.........une 17,
9uaco..James Delon,. Mar D,
St. Louis..........E..... n. .. . .... .Oct. 20,

t.Mary'......... ... !M. J. ...LeBlan vM. 9,
TracadeW................X. Rbichaud..A.... Apr. 14,

Pr.ier E.r.a.d .I.a.d.

............... W. C. Jenkins . . Mar 4,
aY VieFr...igan .............. .pOct. 2,

-Belfast..............Thos. McLeBlane.... M.luIy 21,
lirush WN7in»f ............ Le,.i R. Ings ... Sept. 18,
Tacipel.s CovR ........... Angus .. . . . rOct. 17,
Chapel Point .d ..rd a Ronald MCorak.Set. 1,
China Point.............W. S. N. Crane...... 18,

Bayto View....y..22

lft ... ............. 2Cranberrv. East River. James Hughes .... Mar. 11,
Crapaud and Victoria Pier.... E. MlKimiou. . ulv 7
Gxeorgetowvn..............James Bourke... .. 21
'aggerty's Wharf.........M. Burnett.......F4). 14,
-ic kev'sWharf...........Mark Webstei. Oet. 22,
îiggin's Shore............G. G. Henry. Nov. 9,
Iurd's Point............. R. Robblee.......Oct. 6,
lier's Shore...... .... W. Hodgson. . une 10,
Lambert.... Angus MQueen Oct. 24,
Lewis Point.J. G. Scrimigeor . 14,
McGes Island.. 9,
\Iink River..............B. Clow........Jule 30,MUrray Harbour, South . . *.J. McKinnon. Jan. 27,

Nmixe Mile Creek..........Edward Harringto Oct. 29,
North Cardigan...........Donald MoltyreluIy 2,?Onal......... .......... Anos H. Huhley . .1)e.18,Piette~ 0.............. .... M M.Hly Oct. 13,

is. Point........... .... Alpx. McEac4,hern ... , Mar. 7,
South ustico, Oyster Bed!

Bridge..... . D. Gallant.....
tvehs and Montague. Angus McQueen... Oct. 24.gUr8eon River ........... Bernard Kearuey... Sept. 18,

SW. . Conro. Oct. 2,
io< iverîd.L.............i .MKnzie ..... I,.Anius McMilan.. uly 13,

1897. 25
1894. 25
1891. 25
1895. 25
1890. 25
1898. 25
1897. 25
1898. 25
1895. 25
1897. 25
1897. 25

1897. 25 p. c.
1885. 25
1890. 25
1885. 25
1888. 25
1885. 25
1885. 25
1886. 25
1898. 25
1897. 25
188M5.25
1898. 25
1896 . '25
1891. 25
1891. 25
1895. 25
1891. 25
1896. 25
1891. 25
1892. 25
1886. 25
18. 25
1885.25
1897. 25

1896.1251898 25
1896. 25

1895. 25
1891. 25
1885. 25
1891. 25
1885. 2i5
1897.12.5

$ ets.
342 61

15 53
118 69

.... 87 53

2 55

otal.............1,217 14

of collections .. , 34 61
... . 14 67
. .. . 137 15

149 73

20 49

91 3;
15 62

2 02
15 04
87 48

35 69

32 95

. .. . 107 73

24(61

Total. .... ...
RECAPITULATION.

$ cts.
Ontario............. ......... .................. 1,156 22
Quebec....... ., . ...... .. ....... ........... .1,303 56
Nova Scotia..... ...... ............................. 2,784 67
New Brunswick.... ........ ........................ 1,217 14
Prince Edward Island................ ... ...... ....... 1,011 66

Total wharfage dues collected and placed to credit of Receiver General...Ai---Fees received hy undermentioned harbour nasters in excess of
remuneration allowed:

Harbour Master- St. Johns, Que..... ....... 2. .î220 50
Louisburg, N.S....... 228 00
Dalhousie, N.B .... . ....... 1 00
Hilisboro' Il ............. 64 00

11-4C

10 60
63 82
46 09

110 88
11 12

1,011 66

*7,473 25

513 50

Total Revenue from Wharfs and larbours. .. 7,986 75
51

Locality.
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT of Expenditure by the Marine Department

1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

M cts. 8 cts. ts. s. 8 ets 8 ets. 8 cts.
Maintenance of lighits

Above Montreal............ ........ 40,561 28 42,306 69, 46.289 05 44,054 01 57,609 16 61,036 47
Montreal District.. .. ..... ..... 23,053 56, 25,762 54' 21,699 49 22,453 52 22,369 001 31,143 14
Below Quebec .......... ... ...... 45,615 65 41,651 73 43,730 61 31,582 75 41,936 001 65,545 00
Nova Scotia ....... .. . ......... 46,460 72' 56,394 88 43,682 86 76,230 771 67,862 241 100,953,80
New Brunswick ... .... .. .. .... 20,488 00 23,893 00 27,485 14 20,542 291 23,369 12, 29,266 85
Prince Edward Island . . . . ... .. ...................... ...... ..... .

British Columbia....... ...... .. .. ............................ 13,207 09
Construction -

Above Montreal .. . ... ......... 3,136 15 ........... .2,976 83 8,770 55. 6,940 45 18,999 38
Quebec. . . . .. .. . . -.......... 7,323 75 7,492 59 1,543 06. . . ..... 57,818 35 39303 87
Nova Sotia ........ 22,041 42 6,905 80 18,967 23 10,948 31 34,760 12 90,181 79
New Brunswick ........ .. . .. 11,555 91 8,7,35 73 9,561 14 16,691 06
Prince Edward lsland ... .... .... ..... .... . .
British Columbia . . . .

Dominion steamers-
Quebec ................. 69,026 73 37,176 02 34,549 49 59,797 05 47,500 00 51,758 05
Nova Scotia...... ....... .. 14,778 92' 26,603 941 19,759 961 13,139 86 20,999 631 24,999 57
New Brunswick .. .... ........ .....................
Prince Edward Island .. .........................
British Columbia.. ...................... .... .......... 12,115 96 15,984 72

Examinations of masters and mates... ........... .... .. 908 12 1,407 66 4,312 07 6,466 18
Hudson's Bay expedition.. . ............ ...... .. .. 0689
Investigations into wrecks.......... . . . .... .... ..... 140 00. 874 00 1068 89
Marine Hospital, Quebec. ... 19,977 36 19,221 45 21,618 73 19,823 18 21,000 001 21,000 00
Marine Hospitals .: . ... ... ........ 1,070 86 15,615 71 15,652 62 15,728 93 23,536 16 27,150 43
Meteorological Service ..... ....... ... .8,200 001 8,950 00 8,950 00 9,379 82 12,618 15 18,830 54
Registration of Canadian shipping...... ....... . .... ... . .... ..... ...
Removal of obstructions . . ... . . ............. ..... 2,350 07 1,000 00....
Rewards for saving life. ......... ...... ............. .... ... 2,284 321 1,975.13
Signal Service ............... .......... ....... .......
Steamboat inspection .. ...... ...... . 7,106 93 7,999 00 7,396 96 8,321 00 8,500 00 13,266 C0
Survey, Georgian Bay........... ........... .. . .
Water Police, Montreal ............ 27 445 35ý [10,238 71 9,423 31 8,030 00 10,000 00 14,453 87

1 Quebec............ .... '. . 112,623 59 9,038 62 9,370 73 10,348 00 18,200 00
Civil Governmnent................... 15,083 88! 18,064 25 19,401 05 20,220 96 22,644 52 25,336 04
Steam communication-

Between Quebec and Maritime Pro-I
v m eces .... ........ .. .... . . .vrnes............. ................. .... .... .... ... .. ..... .....

Between Prince Edward Island and'
Mainland .... ................................

Purchase of steamer to replace-
"Glendon" .....................................
"Lady Head"....... .. . ........................ ............. .........

Winter Mail Service, P.E.I ... . ... .
Tidal observations...... . .
Gratuities........ ................
Survey, Burrard Inlet.... ................................
Export cattle trade.... .. ..... . ....... ..... . ... .... . .... ....

371,070 56 360,899 90 367,129 11 389,537 12 518,958 49 706,817 92

52



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

No. 8.

fromi Confederation to 30th June, 1898.

1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880.* 1881. 1882.

$ ets. 8 ets. 8 cts. 8 ets. , ets. e cts. -tS. e ets. 8 cts.

60,798 75 71,937 18 68,344 18 65,421 0 73,175 Il 74,587 78 65,518 61 65,541 21 71,048 50
20,939 13 15,000 00 12,999 48! 15,998 0 15,996 09 14,917 95 16,523 88j 14,326 36 21,643 05

102,u56 09 110,362 0 98,792 931 89,980 41 96,904 00 93,178 61 96,703 87 89,781 29 91,098 66
114,711 91 114,344 51 143,125 g; 128,496 00 132,888 95 120,951 33 116,189 60 128,9418 59 137,846 15
53,439 04 60,119 02 62,551 61 50,998 00 58,989 0i 57,499 02 61,252 82' 63,921 90 66,073 00

3,357 71' 12,584 64 13,73, 53 11,817 00 16,986 66 12,158 72, 15,288 17 12,997 33 16,985 72
18,519 50 15,983 72 17,175 97 15,853 0 18,948 78 15,152 73 15,576 99 17,570 72 17,803 0f

24,461 86 14,286 65 13.320 40! 16,267 98 7,207 90 11,993 75 13,297 81 14,180 02 13,581 o00
41,950 82 19,325 00 24,336 47 12,945 29 12,776 47 4,154 58 7,797 75 7,539 76 3,731 31
51,867 94 43,898 63 42,214 55 25,551) 00 13,500 00 17,386 97; 7,069 01 7,758 36 13,355 0
31,572 60 8,842 97 17,819 85 7,083 82' 12,028 13 22,598 14! 4,985 53 4,578 52 2,253 8q
.... .... . 11,829 61 17,752 0 2,504 47 2,560 88 6,074 50 8,150 05 3,092 0n
4,353 93 8,799 07 8,477 67 29 66.................. ... 8,655 39 3,237 90

64,490 00 79,043 70 62,971 49 49,987 66 42,683 00 44,972 79 49,318 93 64,973 00 44,923 98
30,008 99 22,992 62 133,826 08 38,839 39 43,027 00 42,016 53! 32,574 64 34,700 601 31,049 74

. .... 16,241 26 61,782 63 28,933 63 16,333 05 14,429 52 15,139 95; 23,911 97
10,55567 41,76 74 19,156 5; 16,095 90 12,193 40 8,460 68 9,733 34 11,788 09 8,504 61
4,520 19 5,696 62 4,672 08 4,050 00 4,249 76 4,250 12 4,253 43 3,888 41 3,982 00

........................................................ ........
2,313 31  366 (0 466 41 342 65 500 00 1,691 0 676 73' 310 48 863 19

20,456 45 21,994 75 23,793 85' 19,965 97 19,987 50 20,791 77 12,991 22' 19,964 33 19,938 12
45,986 87 37,111 67 37.155 721 42,449 55 i7,487 10' 37,445 57 35,)40 00' 32,218 94 33,162 45
36,760 59 33,580 00 45,560 03! 44,871 38 46,050 24 45,706 13 45,554 51 146,163 541 47,464 07

272 30 1,096 46 412 06 842 14 1,435 10 239 261 257 751 607 43i 2.013 28
... .. 4500... ..... 203 00 462 00 305 86 825 00 15000 1,11651

4,931 78 3,552 86 2,292 201 1,958 55; 4,071 00 2,833 1o 2,263 15 1,806 131 2,212 00
1,000 00 . ....... . ... ...... ......... . . . .. . . .. . ........ .......... .

10,291 58 12,«20f00 13,081 86' 13,073 01; 13,228 38 13,076 46, 11,854 34 12,211 65; 14,835 00

12,370 86 13,395 00 14,090 00 13,524 29 14,062 00 13,462 74 11 06 21,933 26 21,994 74
26,526 66 24,500 00 27,136 68 21,482 08 23,498 06 23,023 26 '-2094 481 13,497 81 20,321 82
30,087 23 31,326 18 32,789 18 32,304 12 32,682 50 33,610 19 35083 951 36,447 50 36,789 46

15,600 0! 10,000 00 10,60 0 .

. . . . . . . . 75 O .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .............
750600

... .... .... 8 0 94..,0 37.... ... 23 7,394....... 7 723,60..1.......... . . .......
....... ................ ... ................. .......... .....I. ...

....................... .............. .............. ......... .......... '..........

............................ ........... I ... ........

............ . ..... . -........ . ...... ... ...........

845,1.»o 09$ 844,586 09 970,146 27 8l20,054 381 7M6,156 23; 755,359 47 72.3,360 89t 701,7390 62' 774,831 53
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APPENDIX
STATEMENT of Expenditure by the Marine Department

1883. 1884. 188. 1896. . 888. 188).

Maintenance of lights- t
Above Montreal. 70,116 68 70,788 27 70,697 89 85,718 98 75,690 74 85,588 70, 72,621 23
Montreal District. 22,260 32 22,946 43 23,262 94 33,289 28 16,735 49 17510 17ý 12,285 7)
Below Quebec. 102,184 99 101,302 119,W5 91 131095 29 131;540 80 08,278 67 112,60 29)
Nova Scotia.... 150,793 17142,W.9 72 137,439 40 143,153 24117704 53 133,009 92 140,197 15
New Brunswick . 947 92 70 92,130 28 76,046 63 9N 4

PicEdadIland 7972 19,059) 62 20,218 83 22,282 521 17,8752 1 14,796 62 1.181Prince Edward Island ,97 7 3 911 5
British Colmhia.....18,34 6 18,107 54 15,457 76 14,783 75r 16,230 43 19,604 63> 16,877 12
Cape Race... . . ........ ................... 4,453 25 5,12

-e.8 ets. 7,3 0ts

Construction~
Above Montreal . . 9,782 2 18,432 63 ,,1977 42 ,678 16 18,3M 20 6,341 27 8,623 7G
il uebec .............. 9,672 .o0 3,168 48 4,354 87 .5,877 84, 1,260 OOý 2.287 86i 12,2M0(6

7ova 'Scotia....2... 9,4222 75 12,486 35 4,352 42 5,905 17 5,330 891 5,533 48 6,039 91
New Brunswick . . 1,022 57 2,868 7 7,667 42 2,421 66 5,280 75 1,54261 2,6 3&
Prince Edward Island 1,934 49 2,158 60 879 40........72384 6. ..........
British Coînutribia. 1,005 26 8,30 38 5,2 3 Il 4,942 70 321. 841 6,918 00 1,80 0M)
Queen's Printer .............. !.......... .... .... ............. 26 58! .... ........... 40 14

Doniuon steamers i i
( uebec ............ 4.5. . ,672 50 43,01! 13 51,092 98 1,45 03 50,714 52
Nova Scotia ......... 37,841 07 27,726 60 42,921 27 30,283 472 73,287 10
New Brunswick .24,633 14337 23 152 15 1
Prince Edward Island1 19,680 00 19,539 52 33,962 54 20,927 58 19,987 62
British Columbia. .0. ,4 0 16,111 83 12,485 07 13,430 61 10,80
Departniet ........................ 13,288 83
xaminations of asters
amdimates. 4,>)21 20 5,58O 79 6,656 44 ;-,ý239 28 4,853fi 98 5,6 6 4,381 04

Hueii'sBay expeditiobec .. 480 69 71.374 69 15,217 10 14,7..2 .61 1 . . ...........
IN vestig'tion intowrecks 875 64 8 12 385 15 592 .3. 52.. 14 513 91 516 67

Nrine HospitalQuebec 19,998 53 19,990 3 19,996 68 16,047 93 19,706 96 18,777 62 18,643 14
Marine ihospitais..... 25,48 78 31,401 30 45,371 29 32,22 02 32,545 35 30,667 67 33,689 2
Mfeteorological Service.. .51,990 25 56,418 16 56,625 46ý 56,898 -33! 57,140 74~ 59,984; 10- 5 7 7 07
Registration of Canadi

shippmag. .... . 4... ,168 84 189 279 97 88 157 13 233 1 897 02 179 21
Remig'oval f obstructions 3580 342 76 2,25 21, 1,237 34 4,19083 2,500 94, 3,63 65
Rewards of saving life..' 2,M34 60 2614 91'i 1,221 15: 9,14î 22ý 7,363 !W4 (, 825 48 5.503 44
Signal Servicet.. ...... 3,365 33 6,41 3,881 05 4,622 00 5,082 17ý 4,441 59 5,092 54
Steaniboat inspection... 16,209 00 21,893 28; 23,235 04' 21,775 571 22,837 80 21,430 45 t2,313 03
H drogra.hie survey.. 77 84 26,745 54 20,454 68 17,759 36 21,592 55 19,424 14, 17,8 46

Watr olce '%Lontreal 15,798 24, 19,021 931 17,683 59i 20,933 75[ 17,41,3 47 18,725) 95, 16,948 82
Queblec.. 22,52 41 22,958 791 20,399 3 22,922 82 22,935 695 11,5 57 14,698 68

civil overnment .. 37,988 39 ?,775 00 29,900 &1 30,453 57 37,193 62 32,728 78 43,501 96
Steani communication-

Between Quebec and
Maritime Provinces........... .......... ..... ..............

Between PrinceEd'ard
Island and Mainland............................. .. .................. 143,505 (0

Repairs to wharf. ...........................
Purchase of steamer to

replace~
"Glendon "...... .... 395 55' 56,164 711 47,238 0.3.............. ......................
"Lady Head"......... ...................... ........

Winter Mail Service,
P.E.I...... ...................... .......... 5,985 42 6,312 93 7,740 25 1,842 47

Tidal observations .....................................
Gratuities ............................ ...................
Survey, Burrard Inlet..................
Export cattle trade...... ................... ............. ........
8urvey, Bay of Quinté.. . .............................................. ......
Relief of distressed Can-

adians........ ................................................
Manning ahips. .... ....... ................................... ...................
WidowoflateA.Warner ......... ......... . ...........................
McDonald Bros........ . .........
Parliamentary Returns.. . . .... .. . .
Investigating effect of

Chicago drainage canal.........................................
-John McDonald ...... ................. ............. .................................
Longitude, Montreal ...................... .................1............

821, (27,211611, 90114 1. 17 1

70,697109285,71839

92,130 828250876,046,0163



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

No. 8-Concluded.
from Confederation to 30th June, 1898-Concluded.

1890. 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 189

8 ets. $ cts. $ ets. $ ets. 8 cts. 8

84,035 65 93,180 72

118,750 70 122,471 89

139.459 56 139,916 83
61,608 91 61,089 31
16,968 80 19,000 46
16,411 49 19,595 22

9,796 28
3,723 14
4,596 94

208 16
41000

14.417 25

87,033 61 87,598 15 78,090 69

116,531 27 120,404 19 124,348 80

148,815 26 150,445 26 137,339 73
66,886 69 71,079 46 59,917 9's
17,069 98 16,819 64 15,569 39
26,858 68 24,413 27 27,240 77

21,704 05 8,766 62 12,581 15
809 27 10,097 18 . 4,743 13

1,965 16 4,381 24 3,104 77
1,845 3 1,271 15 115 45

1 56 ......... . 1,604 00
9,478 81 2,958 61 (;,357 43

5.

ets.

82,541 16 8

124,763 81 12

140,877 53-
69,654 46
17,976 67
21,734 18

2,699 40
3,004 14
4,737 03
1,597 89

180 83

1896. 1897. 1898.

8 ets. $ cts. 8 ts.
7,256 28 80,961 06 87,841 22

4,143 66 126,186 00 116,279 88
123,234 65,
63,018 64
17,988 15
24,770 44

11,993 84:
3,300 00
1,842 94

200 00

225 50

124,671 19
56,771 02
16,429 23
25,679 52j

9,527 841
296 26

61 71
1 60

452 90
569 99

126,38â 0)
67,369 98
18,112 93
26,862 03

6,867 69
3,649 90
4,067 99
1,423 34
1,409 60
6,414 19

114,956 20 111,437 03 145,899 611 163,09Y7 46 178,183 97 169,661 64 145,315 28 136,940 11 117,644 39

4,255 21 6,363 88 4,116f 99 3,745 33
.. .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

1,172 77 603 21 643 49 850 81
751 75 . .... ... ..... ...... .

33,303 37 34,106 83 35,757 07 38.403 94
62,457 10 67,138 06 64,165 60 66,440 96

1,207 07 462 59 1,476 19 394 0)
3,633 65' 2,878 68 1,554 53 202 02
4,952 20 6,398 93 7,432 64 8,014 67
4,700 79, 5,014 42 5,040 58 4,668 93!

22,183 76 22,736 59 24,386 95 25,961 36,
17,677 51 16,451 101 17,542 11 31,461 76

573 80 ... .. . ........ .........
7,279 85 6,161 60 5,436 23 .......

43,253 67 43,195 31 56,477 23 54,988 88

2,757 29 4,062 82 3,536 29
... .. .. .. . . .... 19,091 32

351 15 483 98 565 25
.. . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . .38,589 05 36,682 96' 37,98471

64,588 34 66,600 29 67,397 71

207 401 517 60; 531 65
2,217 36 456 38 631 86
6,591 34 8,004 38 5,955 19
5,311 74 5,338 76 5,986 12

26,385 88 96 32-1 27 26,837 83
12,653 28 15,099 63 12,352 99

1 7 8 .. . . . . . .. 4 37. .4.44......... .
71,373 82 .. ... 74,801 37 74,644 05

.. .. .. .... .... 84 90 1,007 67 824 38 2,644 69 1,795 56 1,618 97

2,752 67' 7.012 70 3,309 44
244 75' 1,888 71 711 59
80 00 1,025 00 ...........

1,690 12î 2,580 45,
520 85; 1,411 57

........ ..........

...... .... ........

..................

4,376 96 6,49i 03
5,099 17 10,172 611

.... . ... 3,261 321

. . . . .... .. ...
1,711 73 1,350 83
2,085 45.

6,138 18 7,779 69 21,931 05
11,507 241 9,627 45 13,166 20
.... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .

2,268 741 2,887 24 .........

7 30
-50000 74689
160 00......... .........

4, 000 00 .......................
291 08 ..............

. 2,500000 ........... 1
... .. ... . .. .. .. . . 1. ... .. . . .. ... .. ... .. 200 00 243 421 ... . . .

......... ....... .. .. .... .... ..... . .. ..... .......... .......... ............

8071,417 53!885,410I 1 ,42 80 898,720 03,81 60 905&54 3& 895,828 281 793,6Î4à 49867,772 90' 856,19)2 5<)

23.86,3 091

4,117 83

888 94
10,279 08
31,450 03
58,452 10

647 52
Ù,737 26.
8,150 92'
4,976 801

20,989 521
17,969 23
13,167 001

8,620 61
42,835 78.

3,335 40
2:,050 6;

312 77

38,162 56
64,135 71

818 33
704 17

5,081 40
5,993 88

26,342 29
15,306 66
. ... ...

9,575 31
3,081 45

2,499 80

i
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APPENDIX No. 9.

STATEMENT of Sick Mariners' Dues collected for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898.

Quebec. 8 ets.

Gaspe..................... ......... 75 94
M ontreal ....... .................... 7,996 24
Paspebiac. .. .......... .. ......... 289 42
Percé.......... ..................... 108 78
Quebec .... ... ... . ............. . 6,793 74
Rimouski....... ....... ... ... .... 625 70
St. Armand ........ ........ .... 3 64
St. Johns............................ 1,175 10
Sorel ... ............... ...... ..... 70 60
Stanstead .............. ........ ..... 22 29
Thrft Rivers......... ....... 415 66

Total..... .............. 17,577 Il

New Brunswick.

Bathurst ........................ .. 284 50
Chatham......... .......... ... .. 1,256 20
D alhousie ........... ............... 871 8C6
M oncton..... ....... . .... ...... .. 1,505 12
Newcastle .... ............... ...... 694 08
Sackville........... ................ 309 08
St. John. .. ..................... . 5,492 22
St. Stephen........... ............ 118 45

Total....... . ....... ...... 10,531 51

Nova Scotia.

A muherst............ ... ......... 763 70
Annapolis.......................... 121 44
Ariébat......................... ... 62 74
Antigonish ............... ......... . 7 76

Baddeck,.... . ..................... 6888
Barrington ......... ............. 20 38
Canso........ ..................... 135 40
Dighy ... . ..... 154 16

Nova Scotia-Continued. $ ets.

Halifax................ 7,265 96
Kentville ................ .. ...... 19 82
Liverpool.................. ... .... 155 88
Lockeport ............... . ... . .. 22 52
Lunenburg............... . ........ 531 24
Middleton .................. ..... 28
North Sydney................. ... 1,261 30
Parrsboro' ............. 8....... ..... 30 24
Pictou....... ............ .... ... 653 00
Port Hawkesburv.. ...... ...... 23 46
Port Hood .. ......... ............ 12 30
Shelburne ... ................. ..... 75 08
Sydney.......................... 3,700 96
Truro ....... ..... i 12
Weyioutl .......... ... .. 147 90
W indsor.... ............... ...... 971 32
Y arnouth ......................... 410 04

Total............ ........... 17,416 88

Prince Edward Island.

Charlottetown............. ......... 364 86
Sununierside ......................... 104 86

Total ....................... 469 72

British Columlbia.

Nanaino............. .... ........ 3,462 83
New Westminster................... 135 90
Vancouver.............. 1,356 84
Victoria......................... 3,602 02

Total...................... 8,557 59

Grand Total................. 54,552 81

A. 1899
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APPENDIX No. 10.

MESSENGER PIGEONS.

HAZEL HILL, GUYsBoRo Co., N. S., December 3, 1898.

J. PARsONs, Esq.,
Agent, Marine and Fisheries,

Halifax, N. S.

DEAR SIR,-During the past season the weather has been exceptionally unfavour-
able and the results obtained with the pigeons have proved even more discouraging
than last year. I was absent from home, in Bermuda and elsewhere, during the greater
part of the season in consequence of which the same time was not devoted to the
training of the birds as during the season of 1897.

Five of the birds were taken out and flown from points within a mile from the loft,
but of these only one returned after an absence of two days and in a dying condition.

One was fond alongside the road about three-fourths of a mile from the loft. Its
Plumage was damaged and it died the next day. Two were seen at Little Dover about
five miles from here, but they flew away and no further tidings has been gleaned
concerning them.

With a view to rendering the birds familiar with their surroundings, the experiment
of turning some of the birds out of the house has been tried but without success. They
Will not leave the shelf or roof, unless forced to do so, and embrace the first chance of
returning to the loft. Several which were driven away became alarned and confused,
flew away and did not return.

As my time and that of Mr. Carmichael has lately been so fully occupied I have
since the 1st October instant, placed Mr. F. Lawson in sole charge of the birds. This
gentleman, who has for some months past been residing here with his son, has lots of
spare time and is giving the birds intelligent management. He has been endeavouring
to coax the birds out with food and hopes in time to overcome the timidity which they
(lisplay. He is devoting a great deal of time to them, and it may perhaps be well to
give the experiment another season's trial, under his management, having no other
duties he is in a position to devote the whole of his time to it.

As I received no replies to my letters of the 26th April and 22nd June, and the
leg bands therein applied for were not supplied, we have not allowed the birds to breed
thisAeason, as without the leg bands we could not mark the young birds and it appeared
to be unwise to increase the number of pigeons, and consequently the consumption of
food, if vour Department did not intend to continue the experiment.

Yours truly,

S. S. DICKENSON.
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APPENDIX No. 11.

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF STEAMBOAT

INSPECTION.

CHAIRMAN'S OFFICE, OTTAWA,

November, 1898.

Sir Louis H. DAVIES,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report of the Steamboat
Inspection Service for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898.

The report contains statement of board meetings held during the year, the casual-
ties reported as having occurred, and prosecutions for violation of the Steamboat Inspec-
tion Act, with the number of steamboats in the Dominion as known to the inspectors;
form No. 1, showing the steamboats whieh were inspected; form No. 2, the steamboats
not inspected - form No. 4, the number of steamnboats added to the Dominion, and form
No. 5, the number of steamboats lost, broken up or otherwise put out of service.

la addition to the steamboats inspected at the Port of Montreal, the hoisting gear
and ship's tackle of 408 vessels, used for the purpose of loading and unloading those
vessels, was also inspected by the steamboat inspectors of that port.

The Order in Council of 27th January, 1898, providing that certain provisions of
the Steamboat Inspection Act, rules and regulations, be applied to passenger steamboats
registered elsewhere than in Canada, engaged in carrying passengers to or from any
part or place in Canada, other than steamboats holding passenger certiticates from Her
Majesty's Board of Trade, the result of which, form No. 1 A, shows the foreign steam-
boats which were inspected under said order.

Table A shows the number of steamers as reported by the inspectors in the several
divisions, with their gross tonnage, also the number of foreign steamers inspected and
their tonnage; table B the amount of dues and fees collected on account of steamboat
inspection, and table C the number of steamboats added to the Dominion, with their
gross and registered tonnage.



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Braneh.

A.--NuMBER of Steai Vessels as reported by the Inspectors of Steamboats in the
Dominion, and their gross tonnage, for the year ended 30th J une. 1898. Also, the
number of Vessels inspected but Mnot registered in the Dominion froi 27th January
to same date.

-A-

E-'

West Ontario, Huron and Superior...................
Kingston......... . ...........................
Montreal... .... ......... .............

N ova Scotia. . . . .an ......
New Brinswick and Prince Edward Island......
British Columbia......... ... ... . ............
Manitoba, Keewatin and Nurtl-west Territorie ............

360
1 59
20f6
142
124
128
180
118

68g,48) 900
22,985-80
21,152·05
38,445-00
27,037 -57
16,86647
38,849 68

6,519-14

4 511100
14 2,033 81
2 868 46
1 1,091 00

12 10,348-45
; 5,467-91

23 .35,460 44

Total. ............ .................. 1,417 240,344-71 62 55,781·07

B.-DUEs and Fees collected on account of Steamboat Inspection during the year
ended 30th June, 1898.

Division. Amnount.

¥s ets.

WestOntario, Huronaud Superior....... ................... ... ....................... 6,937 18
Kingston..................... ........ ........ .......................... ............ 2,766 89
Montreal. 2,955 90
> ebec.............. ... ............ .... . .. . ....... . ..... ......... .... 4,003 88

Ovacotia... 3.481 84
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island............. ............. .. ... ........ 2,650 29
B ritish Colum bia ................................. .. . ..... .... ...... ........ . . ,996 73
Manitoba, Keewatin and North-wenzt Territories..... ........... ..... ...... ...... 577 Il
InsP ecting tow barges ......... .. ..... . ...... . .. ....... .. .......... .... 140 00

certificates. .................. ......... ................ ....... m. 00

Total. ...... . . ...... . ........ ............. ...... ... 31,364 82

C.--NUMBER of Steam Vessels added to the Dominion during the year ended 30th
June, 1898.

Division. Nuber ross egister
Ve~ees. Tonnage. Tonnage.

est Ontario, Huron and Superior............................ 20 1,06200 0X)ngston.70*6 703
ontreal 868, 60 41276

OV'J-SStia ....... ...... .... 1....... .... ...... ........ ........ t; 3W'82 182'23
e Brunswick and Prince Edward Iland......................9 1,39558 $8503

British Columbia .31 13,(W 95 8,56705N"'%nitoba,.Keewatin an<4 North-west Teiritories7 ........... 026 1'38339 91512

Total....................... .............. 8115 19,508 12,0-765

Division.
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BOARD MEETINGS.

At a meeting of a quorum of the Board of Steamboat Inspection held in Toronto,
from the 26th January, 1898, to the 29th inclusive, amendments to the rules relating
to the working pressure allowed on horizontal furnaces, were considered. The object
being to bring the Canadian rules in that particular more into conformity with the
British Board of Trade Rules. The amendments were approved by the Governor
General in Council on the 14th February, 1898, and are known as subsections " d '
and "e " of rule 40 part 1, of the existing regulations, and section 74 of part 2, was
amended by adding subsections " d " and "e " to subsection "c."

Owing to the addition of a number of steamers in the British Columbia Division
caused by the increase of trade, mainly to the Yukon district, and the inspection of
steamers not registered in the Dominion, it was necessary to increase the staff of
inspectors.

The chairman visited British Columbia, March lst, 1898, when a board meeting
was convened at Victoria for the examination of candidates offering for the positions of
hull and machinery and boiler inspectors. As a resuit Mr. W. A. Russell, a former
inspector was appointed as boiler and machinery inspector for British Columbia, with
office located at Vancouver; and under provisions of subsection 4 of section 8, chap.
78 of the revised Statutes, has also been assigned the duties of hull inspector for Skeena
River, and the northern parts of British Columbia.

LEGISLATION.

A bill was introduced during the last session of parliament to consolidate the
various laws relating to steambcat inspection, and to be cited as the Steamboat Inspec-
tion Act, 1898, the same was enacted, and to come into force on the first day of
January, 1899.

CAsUALTIES.

The following are the casualties reported from the several divisions as having
occurred during the year, and it is with much satisfaction I an in a position to state,
that none of these casualties involved loss of life.

West Ontario and Huron Division.

August 26, 1897.-Steamer " Acacia " of Hamilton was partially destroyed by
fire, when laying at the wharf at Hamilton; cause of fire unknown.

Steamer "Athena" of Hamilton was also at the wharf at same time, and took
fire ; being totally destroyed.

December 3, 1897.-Steam Tug "Osprey " of Toronto, en route from Midland to
Moore River, caught fire, and was totally destroyed; cause of fire unknown.

June 26, 1898.-Steamer " Tecumseh " of Sarnia, grounded in Marquette Harbour,
Lake Superior, carrying away her shoe and rudder post causing her to leak so that she
sank in eighteen feet of water, was raised and placed on dry dock, where the necessary
repairs were made to again render her seaworthy.

East Ontario Division.

July 2, 1897.-Steamer "Tecumseh" whilst lying at the Kingston Dry Dock,
was found to have her main shaft cracked in several places at the thrust bearing; it
was replaced by a new piece.

December 4, 1897.-Steamer " Rosedale " of Toronto, while bound down Lake
Ontario with a cargo of grain, ran ashore at East Charity Shoal ; cargo was almost a
total lost. The steamer was afterwards released and repaired at Kingston. Loss to
vessel and cargo amounted to $120,000.
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July 8, 1898.-Steamer' " Jubilee " of Kingston, when on voyage from Fredricks-
burg to Kingston, with an excursion party, the furnace door was forced open, causing
some of the wood work to become ignited, but was extinguished before any very serious
damaged occurred ; the engineer and fireman being slightly burned about the hands
and face; on examination the cause was found, to be the result of the fusible plug in
the top of back combustion chamber blowing out.

Montreal Division.

October 20, 1897.-Steamer "Princess," of Montreal, when en route on the
Ottawa River, about fifteen miles below Ottawa, broke the starboard shaft; it was
replaced with a new one.

November 22, 1897.-Steamer "Laurier," of Montreal, whilst at the Lachine
wharf, caught on fire. Was partially burned, and sunk at the wharf. Cause of fire
unknown.

Quebec Division.

October 5, 1897.-Steamer "La Canadienne," of Ottawa, when on a voyage from
Gaspé to Montreal, owing to a dense fog, collided with the bark "Charles Lamaix,"
damaging her bow. Again on October 28, en route from Montreal, when at Sillery,
St. Lawrence River, collided with the Aimerican frigate "Yantic," badly damaging
the Canadienne's hull, when No. i hold immediately filled with water; no lives lost.

November 9, 1897.-Steamer "Saguenay," of Quebec, on a voyage from Quebec to
Chicoutimi, in a dense fog, stranded at Isle aux Coudres, sustaining damage to her hull
and breaking the steam pipe.

May 16, 1898.-Steamer "Canada," of Montreal, en route from Montreal to
Quebec, became unmanageable during a heavy storm, and collided with steamer
" Cacouna," lying at anchor, sustaining heavy damage to her upper works, and bending
One of the paddle shafts.

Nova Scotia Division.

September 6, 1897.-Steam tug "Clipper," of Digby, while passing through
Digby gap with a schooner in tow, the tow-line parted, when she was thrown across the
schooner's bow and ran down, sinking in sixty fathoms of water. No lives were lost.

September 10, 1897.-Steamer " Blue Hill," while on a voyage from Mulgrave to
St. Peter's, broke the port shaft outside of stern tube, was worked into port with star-
board propeller, and a new shaft was fitted.

December 5, 1897.-SS. " Coban," of Montreal, while on a voyage from Sidney,
X.S., to St. John's, Nfld., the propeller wheel split through the hub and was lost. The
steamer was towed into Halifax, where a new wheel was fitted.

January 12, 1898.-The screw fishing tug " May Flower " while making Lockport
harbour, struck a reef and became a total loss. No lives lost. ai'

May 30, 1898.-Steamer " May Queen " of Halifax wlhile laid up at Baddeck
took fire and was burned to the waters edge; a total loss.

New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island Division.

October 24, 1897.-Steamer " Rustler " of Chatham whilst moored to the wharf
at Newcastle, took fire at 2 a.m. and was burned to the water's edge. Cause of fire un-
known, was afterwards hauled out, and rebuilt.

Manitoba, Keewatin and North-west Territorris.

No accidents of importance have occurred in this district.
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British Columbia Division.

December 23, 1897.-Steamer " Nakusp " of Westminster while at the dock at
Arrow Head, Columbia River, caught fire and was totally destroyed ; cause of fire, a
pot of spirit polish and rags left on steam table in pantry.

June 1, 1898.-Steamer " Iskoot " of Victoria on voyage to Stikine River ; by
taking wrong passage in Granville channel opposite Stuart false anchorage struck on a
reef and the huil broke in two; machinery was saved.

A few other accidents of ste tmers grounding with slight damage of minor importance
was also reported by the inspectors.

PROSECUTIONS WITI PENALTIES ENFOl1CED FOR VIOLATION OF THE STEAMBOAT

INSPECTION ACT.

July 5, 1897.-Complaint was made to the departnient stating steam tug "Phila-
delphia," of Sault Ste. Marie, had carried passengers without holding a certificate per-
mitting such.

On inquiry from collector of customs at Sault Ste. Marie, it was ascertained the
passengers carried were the shareholders of the Pulp Paper Co., to which the boat
belonged ; the president stating they were of opinion, as such, under the law, were
permitted to do so, but had no disposition on their part to evade responsibility or to
conceal the facts.

Under the circumstances the collector of custoins was authorized to collect the
minimum fine imposed, $50, which was paid by the president, August 4, 1897 ; at the
sanie time expressing a desire to have it exactly ascertained by legal authority, whether
or not, under the law, they could carry the shareholders of the company on their tugs,
without being possessed of a passenger license.

The matter being submitted for opinion of the Honourable Minister of Justice,
whose decision was to do so would be a violation of the Steamboat Inspection Act.

August 5, 18 97.-Steam tug " Rover," of Owen Sound, was seized by the collector
of customs at the port of Meaford, Ont., for carrying passengers contrary to law.
Vessel was released on bonds for payment of the penalty imposed for violation, which
was taxed at $50 and costs, which was paid the department, 29th October, 1897.

August 7, 1897.-Steam tug " Frederick A.", of Richibucto, N.B., reported as
having towed two scows with passengers on board in contravention of the Steamboat
Inspection Act, which was admitted by owners who paid a fine of $20 for each of the
scows and tug, making in ail $60.

- It was also ascertained that the tug " Calluna," of saine place, had been towing
saine scows with passengers; the owner of which was fined $20, which wa.s received by
the department, 24th December, 1897.

August 12, 189.-Steamers " Emma " and " Lorna Doone," of Collingwood, were
reported as running in violation of the Steamboat Inspection Act, for which proceedings
were instituted against the owner. The case came up for hearing before the magistrate,
October 15, resuit of which the owner was fined $20 in three charges for towing an
unalicensed scow with passengers, $60 in ail ; also, $50 each for two charges of running
outside of limits assigned by certificate; and $200 upon two charges of employing an
uncertificated engineer on steamer " Lorna Doone," the total fines amounting to $360.

Albert Seney on two charges for serving as engineer on the "Lorna Doone"
without certificate, was fined $100 for each charge, $200 in ail.

Bepresentations having been submitted to the Honourable Minister of Marine and
Fisheries setting forth extenuating circumstances in regard to sane ; who on consider-
ation was of opinion the owners by paying $50 for exceeding the limits, $20 for the
uncertificated scow, and $50 for the unlicensed engineer, in addition to the costs
incurred would have as much effect in warning others to comply with the law as the
greater fines; the law having been vindicated. The amount of fine $120 as mitigated
was received by the department 20th January, 1898.
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August 13, 1897.-Charges were made stating that steamer " Lakeside " of
Windsor did on August 2nd carry from St. Catharines to Toronto a greater number of
passengers than that allowed by her certificate of inspection.

Legal proceedings were instituted against the owner for so doing, who through
representation admitted the violation, and under the circumstances set forth, a fine of
$50 and the costs incurred were exacted, which was paid by owners, January 5, 1898.

August 14, 1897.-Complaint being made that the passenger steamer " Thames"
of Port Stanley was running without a licensed engineer, legal proceedings were
instituted against the owner of the vessel ; the case being tried September 21 by the
Police Magistrate at London ; defendant was convicted and fined $100 and costs.

Through an appeal to the Honourable Minister of Marine and Fisheries, setting
forth reasons whv fine should be remitted, and under the circumstances as set forth,
the Honourable Minister decided to reduce the fine to $50 and costs; which was paid
to the department, June 9, 1898.

August 17, 1897.-Proceedings were instituted against the dwner of steamer
"Mary Louise" of Toronto, for a violation of the Steamboat Inspection Act by carrying
More passengers than that allowed by her certificate. The result being a fine of $50
and costs, which was paid the department by cheque, November 10, 1897.

September 1, 1897.-Steamer "Robert Anglin" of Belle ville was seized by
collector of customs at Ottawa, for running without having a certificate of inspection,
nor having paid dues and fees for current season. The seizure being made under
section 48 of the Steamboat Inspection Act, the penalty $400 was deposited to the
credit of Receiver General by owner.

On reasons being explained to the Honourable Minister of Marine and Fisheries
why vessel was not inspected, the Honourable Minister was of opinion the ends of
Justice would be attained by nitigating the penalty, and recomniended that $350 of the
$400 deposited be returned to the owner, which was approved by Order in Council of
26 November, 1897.

* September 29, 1897.-Steamer "Equal Rights," of Toronto, was seized near
Huntsville by the collector of customs, under section 48 of the Steamboat Inspection
Act, for running without a certificate of inspection and non-payment of dues and fees;
the vessel was released on complying with the requirements of the Act, and on payment
of a fine of $50 and costs, $9.80, receipt of which the department was advised October
29th, 1897.

October 24, 1897.-Steamer " Elsie Ross," of Ottawa, was seized by thie collector
of customs for an infraction of the Steamboat Inspection Act, by plying on the waters
of Lake Temiscamingue, not having paid dues and fees for the current year, nor having
been inspected.

Proceedings were ordered to be taken against the owner of the vessel for the
recovery of the penalty imposed by section 10 of the Steamboat Inspection Act, which
was settled before trial took place, by owner paying a fine of $100 and expenses of $50,
which the department received by cheque May 9, 1898.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD ADAMS,
Chairman Board of Steamboat Inspection.
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STEAM VeSsels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

WEST ONTARIO DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Number Date Tonnage
Name of Vessel. of Passen- Certificate Class of Vessel and where employed.Agersd Expires. Tons. nspection.

Allowed. Fees Paid.

1898.

Bruce .............. Tug..uly L.
D. L. White ..
Osprey............40 2..
Topsy ............. Yacht.. .1 2..
Li]lan..............., . 2..
Conqueror.........40 13..
Seaflower..........
Naiad ............. ... 14..
Mink ............. 40 14.
Jennie Wilson. Tug 14..
Ontario . . .15
Flyer............. 1........ 15..
Wapenaot..........Yacht.... 15..
Onaganoli ............ 20 15
Siesta ............. Yacht.... 16
Rasbeau .......... Tug 16..
Ethel May....... Yacht....':.16..
Bertha May........'Tug 19..
Charlie M..........Yacht 19..
Southwood ......... Tug 19.
Maple Leaf.........13......... 20-.
Lake Joseph........Tug..........20..
Nymoca ............... 0........t 20..
Iempress Victoria. '40 22..'
Sylvester...........Tug . Ln..
Equal Ri ghts .. 'Yacht...
Ladyof the Lakes22..
Erastus Winan .. 23..
Florence ............ et 23..
Mary Louise.........40 23..'
Gem.. ............ Tug. 24.
Camilla............40. Aug 4..
Edna ............. Tug. Not issued
Waubaushene...... .. Aug 17..
J. C. Else............ 17..
Sea Gull............. 17.1
May Flower.... ..... 17-
Sweet Mary .18
Ida...............Yacht.... 18..,
John William. Tug.. 18.
Stiletto . .. . . .. .
Maggie McLean . 21.
Nocross........... 21
Evelyn............. 21
Queen....................... 27.
Minota.... ........ Yacht.......27.
Chub.............Freight .. Sept. 1.
Hattie Vinton........Tug. . 17.
Bertha Endres. .... 17..
Sea Gull ............. . l 18..
Gorden Gauthier .... ........ 18..
W. A. Rooth........ g. t 18..
W. L. Davis........40........ 20..
Edgar P. Sawyer ..... Tug. 20
Susan C. Doty. Fish tug.. ... 21..
AnneClark. ........... t .. 22..
Agnes C..... ........ Tug. Not ssued
Delight.............Sept. 2I.
Alpha ... .......... 25..
M. G. McDonald. Fish tug.. 27..

16
56
39j

25i
7

29
13
7

il
4
5

19
3

531
131
20
37!
19
12
28'
25

106i
27
6

10
54
27i
64:
9'

54
9

9

14
13
21
14
14
37
20
85
7

29
57
55
32
41
26
52
46
52
26
51
20
26
34
29

64

6 28,Screw, Georgian Bay.
9 48' .

8 12: Penetang. and Point au
5 72' I Georgian Bay.
5 40! Ii
7 00' . Barrie and Big Bay Po
5 561 I Lake Simcoe.
7 32 , Muskoka Lakes.
6 04!

5 8811
>32 i
540 .

6 52 i,
5 24 !
9 24 i
6 04 !,
6 601 Il t
7 96 e I
6 52 , Il
5 96 e I
7 24 et
7 00 If

16 48 ; Lakes at Huntsville.
7 161 n
5 481, e
5 80 Il
9 32' e
7 16 I Lake of Bays.

10 12, Portage Lake.
5 72î Lakes at Huntsville.
9 321 Soo to Point aux Pins.
5 72 1 St. Marie's River.

12 76'P Georgian Bay.
7 64IPaddle, Sturgeon Bay.
5 72 Screw, Georgian Bay.
r6 12 1
6 04'

6 12
6 12 ,

7 96 t French River.
6 60 Il

11 80 The Lakes.
5 56 Bell Ewart and Roache
7 32 Lake Simcoe.
9 56 t Lake Ontario.
9 40 The Lakes.
7 56 t St. Marie's River.
8 28
7 08 1 Desbarats and Soo.
9 16 , The Lakes.
8 68 t St Marie's River.
9 16 le
7 08 t Lake Superior.
908 e
6 60 l North Channel.
7 08 1 Lake Huron.
7 72 e l
7 32

Baril.

int.

'.s Point.

A. 1899
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STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY-Continued.

Number
Naine of Vessel. f Certificategers Expie4Allowed. Epire.

1898.

Vixen.. .. ...... Fihtug.. Sept. 27..
James McKeou ..... Tug.. 27..
Iota. . 28..
P.8. Hiesordt ... .... 28..Surprise...... 10 .29
Huron Bell...........iTug.. t 2.
Advance.... .. .... 301
Scotch Thiste........ . Oct. 1
Edward Blake........iTug I
(4 eorgia................., I..
Uncle Jim. . Fishtug.. 2..
John Harris »n T..... 2..
Gertrude A. Rennie Fi&%htug.. 2..

aggie May ........ 40.......t 4..
Lilly. Tg...........ug . 4..'
Yacht Maida . Yaht....
P. M. Canipbeli. Tug.. t 5..
Fany Arnold. 12 . 5..
Adain Ainslie. Tug.. April 21.
Rover..... ......... il 21..

g .ugh. Fisbtug.. 7l.
Ieather Belle......... Nov. 6..

ite . Sept.30..
t ... ..... .... Nov. 30..

Laura M.. . ....... .. Dec. L.
.James Playfair of L.
Mizpah............yacht.... 2..

.... ug... ........ Freight , 2..

1899.

Pred. A odgRon ... ..... Mar. 24..
altonMcCarthy .... Fs tug.. 25..

O
t  ......... 1.. .... . 25..

flughTu .. .. 8 . . . . .. 29..10 .. . 20..

Teram..3......... ... .... Not isuedlg 45... March 1.

)nqUin ~ ~ ... .. .. ..eih .. t 1. .

pFish tug.5. A 2. .
enT....... 5 ...... .t ..

ajsti4........... .763 . 12..
NOrther Belle. 216. 12..
Pacife..............3a....... 12..
Atlantic 301.

ci .... T..g..... 52..

tYOfTornto.. 4 00. . .. .. . t 13..
tY of Tarry Sound- . .. Ai 13..

CityOf Coingwo d ... 650.. . e 13..
Oj!ty of Midîand... 3 75 . .. l13:..

fLn . 30....... t 14..
Surling. Tug. . Not issuedac . . . April 14..

kaudSNot isgued'34anitola.. . 5 .. April 15..
.. ... ....... 500 ....... Nv 1..

................. 16..
hawa.......... .. 1..'

aTug ..... 8..
.h rline Freight .. Not isued

Fred . A . . . . . . . . . . . Tug ..... April ..
Oreadia........... 40 .. 1 ..

h ht......... 30 .. t 2.
W hi. ........ ... 45 .... . M a ..

11-5*

Tonnage
Gross Dues ad Class of Vessel and where employed.Tons. Inspectioný

Fees Paid.

$ cts.

68 10 44 Screw, Lake Huron.
36 788 et

6i 5 48' Spanish River.
45 8 60 Lake Huron.
19 6 52, Gore Bay to Spanish River.
27 7 16 t Lake Huron.
72 1076 f
17 6 .36 il Killarney and Algonia Mills.
22 6 76 et North Channel.
28 7 24 : (4eorgian Bay.
Ili 5 88 tNorth Channe.
44 852 et
14 6 12 Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.
46 8 68 Killarney and Thessalon.
22 6 76 Nqrth Channel.
2 5 24 Georgian Bay.

49 892
73 1084 Killarney and Soo.
59 9 72 I Georgian Bay.
51 908 I
24 692 f i
20 660
22 6 76 Lake Huron.
21 6 68 Georgian Bay,
18 644
26 708 f
18 6 44 ,The Lakes.
49 8 Georgian Bay.

63
54
26
24

198
818

1,806
391
59

1,578
514
918
683
782
491

1,387
974
516
28
93
14

2,616
2,269
2,282

651
96

385
311
39
12.
56.

1004
9 32
7 08
6 92

23 84
73 44

149,48'
8 12
9 721

134 24
49 04!
81 441
62 64'
70 56
47 28

118 96
85 72
49 28
7 24

12 44
692

217 28
189 52
190 6
6008
12 68
3580
29 88

8 12
596
9 481

Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.
Georgian Bay.

Lake Superior.
Prescott and Duluth.
The Lakes.
Georgian Bay.

Collingwood and Duluth.
Collingwood and Georgian Bay pts.
Collingwood and Soo.

Penetang. and Soo.
Collingwood and Geororian Bay pts.
Collingwood and Duluth.
Collingwood and Soo.
Collingwood and Georgian Bay pts.
Georgian Bay.

If
Owen Scund and Fort William.

Montreal to Duluth.
Georgian Bay.
Kiugston and Duluth.
The Lakes.
Penetang. to Pt. au Baril.
Midland and vicinity.
Georgian Bay.
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STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Continued.

BOILERS ANI) MACHINERY-Continued.

Naine of Vessel.

Topsy...........
Harvey Neelon.......
Ada Alice...... ....
Chicora........
Chippewa ........
Ongiara ..........
Corona..........
Hiawatha ........ ..
Walter Scott.........
J. H . Jones..........
A. Seaman ...
Port Elgin Queen.....
Agnes...... .....
Joe Milton..
Ann Long.........
G. P. McIntosh .....
Constance ...........
* Devenish.........

Secret......... . .

G ypsv...............
Charlie M ........ .
Enterprise...... .....
A gnes................
Henozha........ ....
Priscilla ... ..... .
Oriole...............
Comet ........... ...
Ahm ic...... ........
Medora..... . .....
Nipissing.........
Muskoka...........
Queen of the Isles ..
W anita .... .......
Emulator..... .. .
Glenrosa............
Wenonah...........

Isla ... ... ....... .
Longford..........
Lorna Doone..........
Emma ..............
Alfred Morrell.... ...
Geraldine........ ...
Marie ............
Lorna Doone.
Bertha.
Carlton...... .....
Mabel G........ ....
M aud ................
Fred Davidson... ....
Halcro ...............
R ay..................

Nunber Date tTonnage
of Pan- CertificateG ros 'Dues and Class of Vessel and where employed.~ esTons. Inspection;
A, owed. Expires. Fees Paid.

1899. ts.

.'Yacht.... April 20. . 91 5 72 Screw, Georgan Ay.
.!Tug. 28.. 65 1021 20 Toroto Bv
.100...May 2.. 53 924 e e

i 872 ....... e 3. 931 82 48 Paddle, Toronto and Lewigton.
.,2,000.. ... le 3.. 1,514 129 12 i 1I
1 244... 91 4.. 981 12 84.Screw, Niagara and Lewiston.

1 ..45 . 4.. 1,274, 109 92IPaddle, Toronto and Lewiston.
* Yacht.. 10.. 46 8 68 Screw, The Lakes.
Tug .... 18.. 26 7 16 eGeorgian Bay.

.Not issued 152 20 24 Georgin Bay and Lake Huron.
Tug ... May 21.. 76 il 16, etG'eorgian Bay.

21.. 37ý 7 961
23. 23 6 841

.Not issued 931 12 521
l~ug. May 23.. 4.5 8 60 e

I ... 8i.. 58 9 64
.40........, 31.. 42 83' MsoaLks
Yacht .... Not is.iued 3 M1so0 L8akles
.1.8.

Yacht.... April 20.. 9 5 ,

.140 ......
.39.......

305.
.25 ........
.363. .. .
Yacht....
97........
Tug......

.40........

.416.......
.396. ..

.. 248.
.34 ........

125. .....
Tug......

.108.

348. . .
40........
Yacht....
150. ...
Tug ......
40........
Tug.....
38.... ..
38... ....
30........
Yacht....
40........
125 . .....
Yacht....

il ...

1899.
June 1..

2.

157..f 15..

S15..
S15..
S15..
S16..

't 16..
S16..

i 16..
S 17..'
S17..

i 17..

S18..
f 18..
l 20..
I 21..
e 21..
e 21..
f 21..
f 21..
i 22..
e 22..

Not issued.
June 24..

f 24..
e 24..

Not issued

Total ......... ... .... .... . .......

20 660
50 900

148 1984
14 612

225 2600
20 660
75 1100
20 660
43 844

299 3192
275 3000

99 1292
40 820
44 852
25 700
62l 1004

161 2088

175 2200
53 924

5 540
75 1100
40 876
65 1028
12; 604
181 652
18i 644

Si 5 72
10' 580
40 820
43 844
8 564
6 5 48

29,204 3,271l 28

Twin screw, Lake Simcoe.
Screw, Belle Ewart and Roache's Pt.

f Muskoka Lakes.

Paddle, I
Screw, l

i Burk's Falls to Ahmic Harbour.
e Maganettawan River.
l Burk's Falls and Ahmic Harbour

Paddle and screw, Burk's Falls and Ahmic
Harbour.

Screw, Orillia and Barrie.
t Lake Couchiching.

Pt. au Baril and Penetang.
Georgian Bay.
Penetang and Pc. au Baril.
Georgian Bay.

f Pt. au Baril and Twelve Mile Bay.
t Parry Sound and Moon River.

Georgian Bay.
Penetang. and Pt. au Baril.

f Georgian Bay.

* Dues and fees for 1897 and 1898.

JAMES JOHNSTON, Toronto.
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STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY-Continued.

Number
Name of Vessel. of Passen- Certificte

AI owed. Expires.

1898.

Yiola.......... .... Yacht.. July 5 .
Ener........ .... Tug...... .. 7..
Winnie.............. . ...... t 7..
'Gilphie........ .. 33. . .. - 7..
Phoenix............ Tug ...... 8..
Earl...... ....... Fish tug.. 8..
M ary .rnott ..... ... Tu . . * 8..
W eicome.............. Fi tug.. i 8..
A. Chambers.... . .. Il .. e 9..
killarney Belle ..... . t .. 9..
-John Logie.... t . e 10..Sea Shell.......... .. Tug ..... 10..
*Ocean Lily .... .... l . .. Not issued
Reliance............ . ..... July 15..
L.Shickluna..... .... ..... Il 26..
* Rosamond . ... ... Yacht. . . t 27..
Ilazard.............. Fish tug.. 28..
Albani .. ,... ........ Yacht.... 28..W. M. German ....... Fish tug.. 28..
Ivey Alderson ........ Yacht.... t 28..
Osprey ............ Fish tug.. - 29..
Eleanor................ I .. e 30..
Undine. ......... Yacht.... Not issued

Jeuno .............. ... Fish tug.. Aug. 5..
lucas......... ... .. te 5..

SeaQueen .. . . 6..
SeaGull............., .. I 7.Lizzie May.. ..... Tug...... Not issued
J. H. Jones.. ...... 40....... Aug. 9..
A. H. Jennie......... Freight . i 8..

Una... ....... Tug...... May 19..
City of Mt. Clemens.. 150 ...... Aug. 24..
W. S. Ireland......... Freight .. I 24..
Willie Scagel..... ... Tug...... I 25..
Rarry sewe. . I ..... 25..
4no. Lee, Sr .......... 100 ....... 25..

na..............|Tug......, 26..
A. ..... le 26.

. J. Collup.... ..... Freight . l. 26..

1897.
E. Windsor........... .. Dec. 31..

1898.
kipple......... .. Yacht.... Aug. 27.Messenger....*. .. Tu g. Not issued
'nowstorm ..... Fishl tug.. Sept. 2..
A. Y. Crawf . .. . 2.
Eiterprise..... .... et 3..

ncle Tom......... o .. 10..
Selle ........... ... . ...... 4.

id a ........ ........ et .. l 4.
da Bell ... . ......... . 4..

àionarch . ............ 33 .... . 10..
nedowne ...... .. . 200 ....... el 13..Great Western ...... 200....... f 13..
.iwann.......... Fish tug.. 2..

l .......... .. . 3..
......... 3..
.. . o d....... .. 3..

...... . .. .. T ug .,.... t 3..
Dues and fees for 1896 and 1897.

11-5*

y roms
[Ions.

Tonnage
Dues Class of Vessel and where employed.

Inspection
Fees Paid.:

68
38
14
19
37
18
8

21
23
28
29
7
3

311
16
23
34
5

28
39
6

26
9 ..

28
28
18
19
18

152
1481

6
102
105

22
25
52

38
63

86

15
15.
17
51
18
8

16
14
6

2,017
1,571
1,080

18
32
26
22
il

67

$ ets.J

10 44 Screw, Lakes.
8 04 t Lake Huron.
6 12 e i
6 52 l Kincardine a
7 96 . Lake Huron.
6 44 e i
5 64 I t
6 68 I t
6 4
7 24
7 32 t

5 56 t I
10 48 fi
29 88 Lakes.
6 28 t Lake Ontario

13 68 t Long Point B
7 72 t Lake Erie.
5 40 t Long Point
7 24 if
8 12 fi
5 48 t Lake Erie.
7 10 le

.... l Str. went to
7 24 Il Lake Huron.
7 24 t l
6 44 f f
652 e e
6 44 f e

20 24 , et
16 84 t Lakes.
5 48 t Chathain and

16 16 t Lakes Erie a
13 40 t Wallaceburg
6 76 e i
7 00 f f
9 16 t Between Lak
5 88 t Wallaceburg
804 fi

10 04 il

11 88

6 20

6 36
9 08
6 44
5 72
6 28
6 12
5 48

169 36
133 68
94 40
6 45
7 56
7 08
6 76
5 88

nd Tobermoray.

ay.

Bay.

Rat Portage.

and Georgian Bay.

vicinity.
nd Huron.
and vicinity.

es Erie and Huron.
and vicinity.

e 1

i Boiler condemned.
f Lake Erie.

i r h

SWindsor and Duluth.
Paddle, Windsor and Detroit

Screw, Lake Huron.
fi t
e if
fi f
t if



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEANf Vessels Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY-Coni-tinued.

Number Date
Name of Vessel. fPassen- Ce ticate 

Allowed. P"'

1898.

Lillie Snith ........ Freight .. Sept. 10.. 275
C. M. Bowman ....... Tug... Not issued 88
Morning Star......... t .... Oct. 12.. 5

1899.
Lakeside ............. 524. .... Mar. 5..' 348
Ontario...... ........ 500....... 16-. 1,615
M ichigan............. 500....... t 1 1,730
*W. F. McRae....... Tug ...... April 2..l 46
Electric ........... Yacht.... 4 . 23
Macassa .. ......... 616... . 459
Acacia...... ... .... 200.... .. 107
Charlton.. ..... ... . Tug...... 7 389
United Empire ....... 295........t 7 1,961
Tepiakaro ....... .... Fish'g tug i 7 2)
Persia ..... ......... 150.... .. .t, 12.. 757
Niagara ............ Freight ... 12-1 468
Ocean ... ..... ...... 125 .... 14..:ý 684
Hamilton.........375 ........ 14.. 1,052
LakeMichigan. .12......... 15. 573
Arabian... .13......... 15i.. 1,073
Myles .............. Freigbt .. t 16..' 1,199
MaryR............Tug . .. 44
Escort............ 7. 1 1 46
Chas. E. Armstrong... t il 19.. 49
A. D.1Cross 20 47
S. Kneeland.... ...... 25....... . 201 464
Inez . . . . . .. .. t. .. e 20. 59
Alert .... . .. .. l. .. i 20 .~ 47
Golden City ... ......... t 2Q..

('Warden City{ 7 astiug 760......2

LakekMichigan.. .1. .. .

Mlbourne ..... . ... 21 89
Greyhound.........530....... 22.. W-,
Clinton ............. Freight t 23.. 43(
United Lurberman... t t 25 9ý
Wales ............. Tug...... le M..
Sagnaw ........ ... .......... 25..'
,Juno......... ...... Freight .. 27- 28
Sunshine........ Yacht...., 27.
Ine........ .... 220 .. t 27. 15
t Ranger .............. Fshg tug 28..
Home Rule .... Tug. Not issue 81

1899.

Priirose...... ...... 900.......May 2 18
Mayflower........... 90....... 2.. 181
Thistoe............345 2..' 7
Shamroc .......... 38.. T ......
Kathleen...... ..... 196 3-! il
Arlingto............. 100 3....
Maidofthe Mi... . . Yc ... 5.. 
Ilmiona. ..... .... 220 .. .. 26
Sir S. L Tilley.. .. 8 ...... e .. 1,171
Modjeska............ 801 7.. 67
Gertrude .......... .......... Not issuedý 7~

* Dues and fees for 1897 and 1898.

t Dues aud fees for 1896, 1897 and 1898.

2

6

9
0
9

Tonnage
Dues Pad
Inspection
Feel iPaid.

Class of Vessel and where employed.

S ets.

27 00 Screw, Duluth and Montreal.
12 04 t Lake Huron.
5 40 t Toronto Bay.

35 84 I Toronto and Lake Ontario ports.
137 20 Paddle, Windsor and Detroit.
146 40 e t

17 36 Screw, Lake Ontario.
6 84 t Toronto and vicinity.

44 72 Twin screw, Toronto and Hamilton.
16 54 Screw, Hamilton and Burlington.
36 12 IF Lakes.

164 88 I Windsor and Duluth.
7 32 I Lake Huron.

68 56 , Montreal and Hamilton.
42 44 I i Duluth.
62 72 I " Sarnia.
92 16 Paddle, Montreal and Hamilton.
53 84 Screw, Montreal and Duluth.
93 84 I Quebec and Duluth.

10092 fi
8 52 IF Welland Canal.
8 20 I I
8 92 I e
8 76 i l
8 68 l e
9 72 t '

8 76 t i
7 80 i i

59 04 Paddle, Toronto and Lake Ontario ports.
79 52 Screw, Montreal and Toledo.
34 96 l Toronto and Oak<ille.
39 40 IF Montreal and Duluth,
36 92 ' t
33 00 , Lakes.
33 56 F i
28 04 i te

10 28 t '

20 00 t Sarnia and Sandusky.
16 92 IF Detroit River.
Il 48 I Lakes.

25 48 1 t

7 22 t

72 20 t Prescott and Duluth.
23 12 Paddleî Toronto Bay.
2312 ' I
11 24 f n
2032 l I
16 80 Screw, Toronto Bay.

6 84 u t'

9 96 IF Nia. Falls, Ont., & Nia. Falls, N.Y.
29 3f Paddle, Lake Ene and Black Rock.

102 24 Screw, Quebec and Duluth.
62 24 Twin screw, Hamilton and Toronto.
il 0s Screw, Toronto Bay.

A. 1899

1

0

9

0

7

8

6

0

8

1



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM VeS8eis Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Concluded.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.-Concluded.

Number Date Tonnage
Name of Vessel. of Passen- Certificate Gross Dues and Class of Vessel and where employed.gers Inspection

Allowed. Expires. Tons. Fees Paid

1899. $ ets.

Clark Bros ... . ....
Gordon Jerry. . .....
Ieland ueen.
maybird. . ....... *
Luella...... ..........
Cuba .............
City of Chathain....
'Vick......... ......
Owen....... ......
Euna ............. ...
A.J. T f Coasting

.oh yman. LLake ...
John Hanlan..........
Ella Taylor...........
Nellie Bly............

Ileward McMaugh....
Augusta...........
Jas. Norris..
M. R. Mitchell.
Hope .St. Andrew.......
Island Belle.
Grace Darling.

Brockville..
St. George..........
Maeoia.........

Abio .Carmou..... .... .
Jubiles ............Carmona.
Jubilee.
City of )reden.
Energy.
Seotia.......

40 .......
Freight
140,.
Freight...
125... ...
109.......
300.......
Tug......
Freight ..
Tug......
448.. ... 1
300 ...... J
173.......
Tug ......
Fish'g tug

Tug.....

300...
10.
Tug..

375.......
Tug......

te ......
te ......

» .......300.......
40,. . . .
300....
40........
100.....
Freight

Iliawatha......... .. 300...
)esPatch............. Fish'g tug

............ 39.
eO. W. Parker. Tug.

Total..................

May 12.-

16..
16.
16..
17..
19..'

S20..!
21..

S23..
S30..

June 2..
Not issued'

1899.
June 2..

l 3 ..!
i 3..
e 3..'
' 4..

May 25..1
Not issued

33'
124

231
461
38

931
*341i
13

103
6

194
37
34
13

42
57
50
40

170
1,113:

31
26

1899.
June 11.. 191

f 13.. 21
e 16.. 367
f 16.. 73
e 17..1 239
f 18.. 146
if 21.. 8
fi 22.. 980
i 24.. 10
et 25.. 194
f 27.. 116

Not issued 13
1899.

June 29.. 163
n 29 . 33
e 30.. 14

Not issued 12

.......... 34,087

7 64 Screw,
14 92 '
6 841
8 68'
8 04,

82 48i
35 28 et

6 04 l
13 24
5 48

23 52 et
7 96 e
7 72 il
6 04 t

8 36 Screw,
9 56 il
9 00 If
8 20 et
21 60 et
97 04
7 48

.. .. ....i e

Toronto Bay.
Lake Ontario.
Toronto Bay.
Lake Ontario.
Toronto Bay.
Toledo and Montreal.
Chatham and Detroit.
Chatham and vicitity.

fi

Lake Ontario.
Toronto Bay.
Welland Canal.
Lake Ontario.

Welland Canal.

Bridgeburg and Black Rock.
Prescott and Duluth.
Lake Huron.
Sarnia and vicinity.

23 28 Screw, Kingston and Cornwall.
6 68 i Toronto Bay.

34 36, Lakes.
10841 f
24 12
19 651 Hamilton and Toronto.

5 64 i Youngstown and Niagara.
86 40 Paddle, Cleveland and Soo.

5 80 Screw, Rondeau Bay
23 321 u Windsor and Lake Erie ports.
14 28 ý Windsor and vicinity.
6 041 Anherstburg and vicinity.

21 04
7 64
6 12!
5 96

3,596 02i

Sarnia and vicinity.

Sombra and Marine City.

JOHN DODDS,
Toronto.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAX Ves8els not Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division.
BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Nane of Vessel. GrC.ss
Tonnage.

John J. Long.... ................. 201
Huron................. ........ 1,3m
International...1,052
Meteor...................337
Abeona..... ................... 46
Sonnta.g.....................
Mascott .......................... 49
Wni. Booth......................... 46
Luther Westover.............. 127
Evangeline......................... 24
Cecebe.. ....................... .il
City of Stratford..................... 4
Ripplet............................ 21
Herbert M .......... . -
Herbert . ....................... 2
Signal ... . ... 9

J~ ~ ~ .. Akn..2

H. L. Lovering.............. .. 55
Cleopatra.......................... 104
Curlew............ . . ........ 3
Frank Reeds ........................ 34
Adrelexa ................ .. 46..... 15
Dominion........................ . 478
Frankie.......................... 24

. Wilson......... ......... 12
Sandford.............. ....... 4... 56

een City.. ..... ......... 4312
C. Clark............. 145

A. M. Petrie ........ ............... 20
Purvis...... 13
Tecumseh......................... 10
Minnie Martin.................. 10
Severn . .......................... 44
Creole.... ................... .21
Superior. ...................... 88
Home Rule.....................3
Arbutus........ ............... 49
Nautilu .............. ............ 9
La Belle ......................... 75
Caponaning........................ 18
Philadephia.......... ............. 148
Shanrock of Collingwood............. 14
Stella ............................. 16
Cynthia... ........................ 35
Ethel.................... ........ 13
SarahE. Day... ................... 5

ity of Windsor ..................... 510

Total .... .............. 5,769

Registered
Tonnage.

137
910
638
181

31
a

33
32
80,
16
8
3
4

18
10
64
25
38
71
3

23
10

304
16
8

38
209
99
13
9
6
7

30
14
71
2

34
6

58
12
88
10
11
24
9
4

316

3,738

Remarks.

Why not inspected and class of vessel.

Screw, passenger.
Twin screw, ry. car ferry.

Paddle, tug.
Screw, yacht.

i passenger.
fi yacht.

Paddle, tug.
Screw, yacht.

i tug.
i yacht.

i tug.
t 1 Not running:.

yacht.

tug.
yacht.

t freight.
S yacht..

i fishing tug.
l tug.
i passenger.

yacht.
fishing tug.
tug.

t, I
t, (

yacht. No applicatio,yacht.

Stug.tug.

freight.
tug.
passenger.
fishing tug.

Out of reach.

tug.
passenger, certificate extended.

n.

JAMES JOHNSTON,
JOHN DODDS,

Toronto.

A. 1899

1



Marine and Fisheries-Marine liralch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &e.-West Ontario Division.

HULL INSPECTION.

Name of Vesssl.

Osprey.. .........
P. W. Chamberlain....
Mazeppa..........
-J. C. Clark. .. .......
Juno...... ...........
John Lee, Sr .........
City of Mt. Clemens..
H ope.... ............
Albino. .... .... ...
Conqueror.........
Islay. ..... ...... ..
Queen................
Iiongford..... .. ....
Scow Vladmer .. .....
Maple Leaf ...........
Scow No. 1........
Medora...........
Nipissing .............Mink ............
Oriole ....... ........
Kenozha ..............
1'lyer........ .....
Edith May........
Onaganoh.........
Ahmic...........
Muskoka..........
ERnpress Victoria......
Mary Louise.......
Equal Rights....
W enonah............
Alfred Morrell........
P. M. Campbell.
City of Windsor......
Scotch Thistle. .. ....
Maggie May .... ..
Surprise .............
Advance..........
Telegram. . .... ....
Gordon Gauthier.. ..
Fanny Arnold... ....
Great Westerni........
Lansdowne........
Monarch.... .........

• K. Jones..........
Joe Milton........
Lillie Smith .. .... .. . .
Philadelphia ........ .

Macassa..........
Lakeside..........

Pacific............
Atlantic........
Northern Belle.
City of Midland....
City of Collingwood..
City of Parry Sound.
City of Toronto ......
City of London ......
Juian V. O'Brien....

Number Date
of Certificate

Passengers;Eprs
Allowed. Expires.

1898.

40 uv L
Freight .JJune 30..

280 iJuly 3..
283 , 14..

Freight... 15..
100 16..
150 14.
300 17..

40 17..
40 2o..

348 21..
12 20.
40 21

100 22
13 23

100 .26
305 Aug. 3
396 4
40 4
97 A.

194 6..
17 5..
40 5..
20 5..
40 6..

127 6..
40 7.
40 7..

.. ... .. Notgrntd
93 Aug. 9..

. .. .... Notgr'ntd

300Au 25.
30 26..
40 I 26..
10 f 27..
10 27..

(200 lake. 3.
'330 river 1

16 30..
12 Sept. 6..

200 2.
200 21..
330 22..

40 9..
200 8..

Freight... I 22..
35 Aug. 31..

1899.
616 Arl7.
524 1l..!
763 12.
340 12-!
300 12..
216 13..
3751 13..
650 13.
2801 14..
400 14-1

S300'Jul 14..

25 I 14..

Tontage
Dues and

Tons. Inspec-tion
Fees Paid.'

39
385
146
145
288
52

102
170

8
25

175
7

53
43
12
16

299
275
13
75

191
4

45
19
43
99

106
61

. .. ....
161
40

511
17
46
19
72

198
26
73

1,080
1,571
2,017

152
93

275
148

459
348

1,578
918
683
514
974

1,387
491
782
516

59

Class of vessel and where enployed.

$ es

8 12
35 80
19 65
19 60
28 04

9 16
16 16
21 60

5 64
7 00

22 00
5 56
9 24

10 00
5 96

10 00
31 92
3000

6 01
il 00
23 28

5 32
8 60
6 52
8 44

12 92
16 48
10 12

20 88
8 76

48 88
6 36
8 .68
6 52

10 76
23 84
708

10 84
94 40

133 68
169 36

20 24
12 52
27 00
19 84

44 72
35 84

13+ 24
81 44
62 64
49 04
85 92

118 96
47 28
70 56
49 28
9 72

Screw, Georgian Bay.
I Kingston and Duluth.
i Hamilton and Toronto.
e Sarnia, Pt. Huron & Stag Isd.
I Montreal and Duluth.
n Between Lakes Erie & Huron.

Bridgeburg and Black Rock.
i Niagara River.
t Barrie and Big Bay Point.
. Lake Simcoe.

Roache's Pt. and Bell Ewart.
Orillia, Longford and Barrie.

e Muskoka Lakes.

Scow, Toronto to Island.
Screw, Muskoka Lakes.
Paddle t
Screw I

e L ote .9
te et

et Huntsville to Portage.
et Lake of Bays.
n Peninsular Lake.

Pdle. & screw, Burks Falls Ahinic Hbr.
Screw, Georgian Bay.

Collingwood and Soo.
Killarney and Algoma Mille.
Killarney and Thessalon.
Meldrum Bay & Little Current

il if
Sault Ste Marie & Pen'lar Hbr.
Desbarats and Sault Ste.Marie
Killarney

Paddle, Windsor and Detroit.
e te Duluth

Screw,
le

te

Lake Huron & Georgian Bay.
Georgian Ba ports.
Duluth and Montreal.

Hanilton and Toronto.
Toronto & Lake Ontario Ports.

e ail lakes.
te et
l Collingwood and Soo
I et Georgian Bay.
e all lak es.

ad Collingwood and Soo.
Paddle, Collingwood, Penetang. & Soo.
Screw, Georgian Bay ports.

Sut



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division-Continued.

HULL INSPEcTION -- Continned.

Name of Vessel.

M anitoba .............
Athabaska............
Alberta..........
Erin...... .. .... ...
Michigan.........
Ontario. . ........
United Empire.
Inperial..........
United Lumbrnan..
Algonquin........
Niagara ..........
Persia ............
Ocean............
Myles ...........
Arabian..........
Lake Michigan.
Ada Alice........
Clinton..........
Cyclone ...........

Constance .........
Nyrnoca...
Queen of the Isles
Lady of the Lakes....

Ieland Queen ........
Luella ..... .... ....
Chicora . . ........
Melbourne..... ...
Acacia...........
Sir L. Tilley.......
Chippewa .........
Corona.....
Ongeara.......
Priunrose.......
May Flower.
Shamrok .........
Kathleen.
Thistle.
Clark Bro's.....
Garden City.......
Cuba.............
Greyhound........
Modjeska.........
Made of the Mist .

U nion................
A. J. Tymon.........
Tecumseh . .........
St. Andrew. .... ....
Hiawatha............
<Comfort.,.. .....

Enterprise............

Number
of Date

Passen- Certificate
gers Expires.

Allowed.

1899.

500
500
500
10

500
500
295
220

Freight...
01 . .

150..
125..

Freight...
13
12

100
Freight..

40
40
34

140
125
872
120
200

8
2,000
1,456

244
900
900
383
196
345

40
760 coast
500 lake

1090
f 530 Coast
I 250 lake

801
80

300
448cost
S00 lake

Freight...
10

300
39

305

April 15..
i 15..
V 16..
t 16..

S18..
t, 19..

S18..
n 19..
i 20..
f 21..
e 21..

21..
21..

e 22.
22..

e 23
25.1

Not issued
1898.

Aug. 5..
t, 5..

S5..
Not grant.

1899.
May 2..

e 2..
i 3..,
e 4..
et 6..
et 6..
et 9..
f 9..
le 9 ...
fi 10..

1 10..

,, 20..
~ 20..21

f "let 23..
f 24..

e 24:

lit 25..
V 28..
e 28..
i 30..
e 31..
1898.

July 21..

Grosal
Tons.

2,616
2,268
2,282

651
1,730
1,615
1,961

150
399'

1,806
468
757
684

1,199
1,073

573
53

430
44

42
25
40
10

23î
38j

931
894

1,178
1,514
1,274

981
1891
189
154
110
78
331

6,37
931
337
678

62

267
194

840
1,113

163
14

148

Tonnage
)ues and
Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.

tion
Fees Paid.!

Sets.

217 28 Screw, Owen Sound & Fort William.
189 52t e Il
190 56 e
60 08 t Montreal and Duluth.

146 40 Paddle, Windsor and Detroit.
137 20 V Windsor and Detroit.
164 88 Screw, Windsor and Duluth.
20 00 1 Sarnia and Sandusky.
36 92 t Montreal and Duluth.

149 48 t Duluth and Prescott.
42 44 t Duluth and Montreal.
68 56 t Montreal and Hamîilton.
62 72 t Montreal and Sarnia.

100 92 Duluth and Prescott.
93 84 : Duluth and Quebec.
53 84 i Duluth and Montreal.

9 24 VI Toronto and Island.
39 40 , Montreal and Duluth.

Burk's Falls & Ahnic Har.

8 36 I Muskoka Lakes.
7 001 , ,

820
... .. . . Lake of Bays.

6 84'
8 04

82 48
79 52
16 54

102 24
129 12
109 92
12 84
23 12
23 12
20 32
16 80
Il 24

7 64
59 04
82 48
34 96
62 24
996

29'36
23 52
72 20
97 04
21 04

6 12

19 84

f Toronto Bay.

Paddle, Lake Ontario Ports.
Screw, Toledo and Montreal.

Hamilton and Burlington.
Duluth and Quebec.

Paddle, Toronto and Lake Ontario.

Screw, Niagara and Lewiston.
Paddle, Toronto Bay.

Screw e e
Paddle I l
Screw e t

Paddle, Lake Ontario ports.
Screw, Toledo and Montreal.

f Toronto and Oakville.
e Toronto and Hamilton.
f Niagara Falls, N.Y., to Nia.

gara Falls, Ont.
Paddle, Fort Erie and Black Rock.
Serew, Lake Ontario ports.

e Prescott and Duluth.

e Sarnia and St. Clair River.
e Sombra and Marine City.

i Lake Simoe.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Veàse18 Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division.-Continued.

HULL INSPErION-Continued.

Number
Name of Vessel. of Passen-

A ers
Al owed.

Brockville... .....

Gypsy. . ...... .. .Camilla ........ ...
Walter S. Davis . ..

Seguin .... ..... ....
Carlton...........
Lorna Doone ..... ...

Gereldime...........
Bertha .......
Maud . ....
Fred Davidson....
M asonic........ ....
Odessa.......... ....

-Mazeppa ..........
*ope ... .. . .

*Aba.
Arlington
*Scow No. i.

TonnageDate GroRgs Due, and~ f VI anCertificate Tns nspesia Cass of Vessel and
Expires. Fees Paid.

1899. S cts.

June 9.. 191 23 28 Screw,'Kingston and
1898.

40 Aug. 5..
40 e 28..
40 28..

1899.
20 June 18..
30 22. .
38 23. .

150 e 23..
40 t 23..
38 23..
40 24..

125 te 24..
40 24..
30 1 25..

300 27..
300 May 24..

40 June 28..
100 29..
100 30..

where employed.

Cornwall.

6 60 le Muskoka Lakes.
9 32 Killarney and Pt. aux Pins.
8 68 Sault St. Marie River.

73 44 i
5 72 et
6 52 le

11 00 le
10 28 If6 44f
8 2 0 

t,

8 44 et
8 12 l
5 96 le

19 65 et
21 60 fq

5 64 Il
6 84 il

10 00 IScow,

Prescott and Duluth.
Parry Sound and Moon River.
Pt. aux Baril & 12 Mile Bay.
Penetang. & Pt. au Baril.

Parry Sound and Moon River.
Penetang. and Pt. au Baril.

Midland, Pentang., Big David
Bay.

Hamilton and Toronto.
Bridgeburg and Black Rock.
Niagara River.
Toronto Bay.

Toronto Bay.

* Steamers marked thus have been inspected twice during year.
WILLIAM EVANS.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered Elsewhere for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

HULL INSPECTION.

Naine of Vessel.

Welcome..... .......

International........
J. L. Beckwith .......

Niagara... .......

Annie F. Owen.

Total ..... . ....

Number
of Passen-

Al wed.

266

380
100

Date
Certificate
Expires.

1899.
June 1..

1898.
Aug. 31..
Not issued

Not grnt'd

1899.
June 23..

Gross
Tons.

Tonnage
Insape njClass of Vessel and where employed.
Fees Paid.

8 ets.
25 04 Screw, Port Huron and Detroit.

19 52
16 32

Screw, Sault St. Marie and Thessalon
i Sault St. Marie, U.S., to Sault

St. Marie Ont.
Screw, Fort Erie and Buffalo.

9 00 fScrew, Niagara River.

......... 7 511 6988

WILLIAM EVANS.

.375



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels not Inspected, &c.-West Ontario Division.

Name of Vessel.

John J. Long.... .............. ...
M ascot......... . ... . ...........
Glenrosa........................
Gilphie................... . .
Shawanaga..................
Iota ..................... .... ....

Gross Registered Remarks.
Tonnage. Tonnage. Why not inspected and class of vessel.

201 137 Passenger, no'application.
49 33 t'
63 43
19 18
96 65

6 4

WILLIAM EVANS.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.--East Ontario Iivision.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Name of Vessel.

Number
of

Passen-
gers.

Allowed.

Edmond ..............
Priscilla ........... .... ....

International......... ......

Illecillewaet ......... ..... ....
City of Peterborough.. 300
Beaver .......... 75
North Star ..... . ... 165
Golden City ... ... 175
Lenore............. ......
Idle Hour... ............
Maple Leaf ....... .. 70
Undine .......... 22

Beaubocage ........ 150

Esturian.............. 297

Bella Fair......... ..

Calumet.......

Stranger .............. .. . ..
Grey Hound..... ... 40

Marie Louise... . .. . 110
Dawn ..... ......... 40

Alice Ethel... ... 175
Comet...... 35

WaterWitch......

Crandella.. ... . 400

Myrtle........

Sunbeam .........

OutIet Queen 37

Beaver ..... .... .... .

Grenada 175

Ivy......... .. 30

Princess Lcuise. 100
Mary Ellen

M ona ................. .... ....
C. F. Dunbar ....... ... . .

Alaska .. ........... 100
Montmorency......... ... .....

W. J. Poupore.... ....

A. B. Cooke . ....... ...... . .
llubert Larkin........ .... ....

H. C. Curtis..... .. ..
John Hunter....... ..
UimbriaU tY r a ... ............ ..... ...

Myra ......

Pearles.. .....

Commiodore ....... .....

Troic........... .24N l i .. . .... . . .. ...........
Aberdeen..... ...... 40
Eva Belle..... . .... .... .. .
Prince Edward........ .........
International.......... .... ...

Pierrepont ... .......

lero. · · Montreal}

Date
Certificate Tons
Expires.

1898.

July 3..
l 6..

1897.

Nov. 15

1898.

July 9..
13..
14..
14.

....... . .
July 16..

f 17..
17..
19..
19..
20..

e 20..
21..'
21..
22..

July 23..
i 23..
t 24..

24..

Aug. 11..
f 12..
t 12..
e 13..
t 14..
i 14..
i 16..
i 17..
I 17..
i 18..
e 18..
e 19.

21..
21..
23..

S24..t
e 31..

Sept. 8..
i 9.e0 10..

Oct. 6..
June 24..

1899.
Mar. 12..

" 25..

39-10
20'47

395·31

15-69
287'60
18-00
39-60
68-02

2-40
26-08
13-81

12900
139-39
6-60

21-87
53 41
37-35
39-02
20'20
71-75
7-60
9'20

266-20

13«43
18.45
40-88
57·00

7«43
26-36
20-22
24-87
32-86
48 74
17-81
46·54
34*17
48-73
36-19
32·14
42·98
73'21
46*38
3-06
8-86
6-82
12·65
10-10
18-22

395·31

251-98
342'12

75

Tonnage
Dues and

Inspec-
tion

Fees Paid.

Class of vessel and where employed.

s cts.

8 12 :Tug, Rideau Canal.
6 60 Pleasure yacht.

39 60 Freight, Broekville and Prescott.

6 28 Pleasure yacht.
31 04 Passenger, Rice Lake'and tributarie
6 44 e t i
8 20 I i e

10 45 » os. Victoria and Peterbor
.Tug

5 16 Yacht e i
7 08 Passeuger fi
6 12 f Pl,

48 32 i e e
19 12 e i i

5 56 Tug r l
6 76 Pleasure yacht.
9 24 .Tug, Lindsay waters.
7 96 Passeiger, Cos. Victoria & Peterbor
8 12 ;t
6 60 et

1076 » te
5 64 If
5 72 ;Tug et

29 28 Passenger ' e
.......... Tug e f

6 04 Tug, Rice Lake.
.. ..... Passenger, Rice Lake.

8 29 Tug, Cornwall Canal.
9 56 Passenger, Kingston and Montreal.
5 56 Lake St. Fr4ncis.
7 08 Kingston and Montreal.
6 60 Tug, canal.
7 00 i
7 64 j
8 92 Passenger, Kingston and Montreal.
6 44 'Tug, canal.
8 76 Tug. canal and river.
7 72 e t
8 92 et
7 96
7 56e
8 44 le

10 84 Tug, River St. Lawrence.
8 68 Tug, Canal and River.
5 24 Passenger, Mississippi River.
5 72 f Kingston and Ottawa.
5 56 Pleasure yacht.
6 04 Passenger, Kingston and Ottawa.
5 80 Pleasure yacht.
6 44 Passenger, as a ferry.
8 00 Car ferry, Brockville and Prescott.

28 16 Passenger, Trenton and Prescott.

35 36 Trenton and Montreal.

s.

o.

o.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vesels Inspected, &c.-Fast Ontario Division-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY-Continued.

Name of Vessel.
Number

of
Passengers
Allowed.

T histle ................ . . . . .
William Johnston... ..
Parthia............
Valeria............. 135
Glengarry,.... .... ........
D. D. Calvin...............
Bothnia........ . ..........
Armenia............
Reginald......... ....
Rescue.... ..... .... 25
Deseronto. .. ........ 5
Ella Ross........... . 300
Reliance... ......... 5
James A. Walker......
David G. Thomson.... ......
Glide.....................
Princess Louise....... 240
Jessie Hall....... . .
Rosemount............
Bannockburn ........
Jubilee... . 140
North King.. ...... .525
Chieftain... ..............
D. R. Van Allen. ....

Alexandria.. 45 ke
Son lakef

Water Lily....... ........
Aberdeen............. . .
Resolute... .......
Armenia.... ... . .... 275
Nile............
Ranger ............... 5
Nora.. ........ ......
Alberta.... ....
Hydra........ ..
Petrel....................
Rival ........ .... ........
Orion.... ............
Saturn .......... ... ...... 15
Active .......... .......
H. F. Bronson.... .. ......
King Ben.............
James Swift ........ 150
Antelope. .... .... ........
St. George .... .............
Frank Jackman. ..... ......
John Milne.. .. ....
Alberta.........
Cambria........ ....
J. G. Nichols ..... ..
Skylark ..................
Curlew................ 20
Jessie Forward .2..... 5
nnie Lake 40
Madge.....................
Mildred.....................
Kiset.....................
Carmana..................
Nellie Cuthbert 125
C. H. Merritt............350
Empress of India. 680
Varuna................ 240

A. 1899

Tonnage
Date Dues and

Dertificate Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.
Expires. T tion

Fees Paid.

1899.. $ ets.

Mar. 26.. 3602 88 Tug, Bay of Quinté.
26.. 9472 60 ver St. Lawrence.
26.. 19813 2084

f 28..' 5155 9 16 Passenger, Trenton and Prescott.
n 30.. 732-41 63 56 Freight, ail lakes.
il 31.. 749-53 6500
i 31.. 833-36 75 80

April 2.. 623'68 54 92 i
i 2.. 186-26 19 88 Tug, River St. Lawrence.
l 4.. 52·29 9 16 Passenger, Trenton and PreRcott.
't 4.. 54'57 940
f 5.. 324-88 34 0 Bn hton and Prescott.

5.. 239·14 2712 ail k
6.. 183 58 19 72 Tug, River St. Lawrence.

e 6.. 185-05 1980
e 7.. 77-90 1l24 i

9.. 114-88 17 20 Passenger, Kingston and Grenvdle.
9.. 56-54 9 56 Tug, River St. Lawrence.

i 1.I. 1580 37 13*40 Freight and passenger, aI] lakes.
e 12.. 1619·56 137 60
e 13.. 53-94 9 32 Passenger, Treton and Prescott.
i 14.. 872-95 77 91 1' LakeOnt.&R. St. L'wnoe.
t 16.. 434 68 39 80 Tug, River SI. Lawrence.

18.. 317-95 30 44 Freight, ail lakes.
19.. 863 15 77 04 Passenger, Charlotte and Montreal.
20.. 95 09 12 60 Freight, lake and river.
20.. 141 86 1636

S 21., 37186 37 76 Freight and passenger, ail lakes.
21.. 109 99 16 80 Pas.engerTrntin &DickinsonL'ndg.

t 22.. 96-30 12 68 Freight, Bay of Quinté.
e 22.. 13-83 6 12 PsFenger, trenton and Picton.

23. 28'13 724
..... 68-00 1044

April 23.. 5·70 5 48 Fish tii, Bay of Quinté.
t 25.. 345-76 3268 Tugal lakes.
e 25.. 125 14 1500 Tug, ver St. Lawrence.

26.. 846-43 72 68 reighte al lakes.
26.. 883-09 78 64 Freight and passenger, ail lakes.

e 28.. 301 70 29 16 g, River St. Lawren e
i 28.. 137-12 1596
f 28.. 145 36 16 60 Freight, lake and river.
t 28.. 265 -92 29 28 Passen K ngton and Ottawa.
t 29.. 82-84 il 64 Tug, Rier St. awrence.

29.. 67-85 1044
30.. 38-90 812

May 5.. 108-53 13 72 Freight, Rideau Canal.
88'70 12 04 t River St. Lawrence.

May 10.. 937-25 82 96 Passenger, Kingston and Buffa>
l 11.. 139-15 16 12 Freight, lake and river.

16.. 43·29 844 Piea8ure yacht.
t 17.. 855 5 72 Pasenger, Trenton and Prescott.

4 17.4 5864
f 17.. 18-52 6 52 l Brighton and Prescott.

18.. 9'49 5 72 Pleasure yacht.
18.. 4-50 620
19.. 5-42 540

f 19..j 56-08 948 fi
e 19.. 59-03 9 72 Passenger, Kingston and Ottawa.
f 20.. 121'58 17 76 f Brighton and Presoott.

20.. 579-05 54 32 Toronto and Pt. Dalhonsk
921.. 1341 s4 18 72 sn Brighton and Prescott.

76



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-East Ontario Division-Continued.

BoILERS AND MACHINERY -Citinued.

Number Date
Naine of Vessel. of g Certi ateFassengers Expre

Allo.utwed. -

Reindeer ............. 165 Ma
America rato Mon- 698 Aptreal. f 68.A
John Haggart........ 250 Ma
G eraldine..... .. .... .......... qq
Where Now .. ..... 85 fi
M ary .... ....... ... .......... fi
Antelope............... 40 Ju
Robinault............... . ...
Blue Bell............. .... .... Jui
A nna ........ ........ ..........
Maggie May...............
Marmora.. ........... 35 I

Siesta ........ ....... .........
Naiad.................... et
City of Belleville.. .... 250 e
Transit.............. 450 et
Shoecraft............. ...... ...
D ortha........ .... .......... Ju
L et ......... ........ .... . .
K enneth ...... ....... .........
Iona................ 25 et
Corrella.............. 20 et
Illecaiewet................

Total .... .........

1899.
y 21..
ril 1..
y 26..

27..
30. .
31..

ne 2..

ne 6..
8..
1..

13..
15..
16;

ne

22..
23..

28..
28..
29..
29..
30..
30..

Gross
Tons.

58-29
553-03
201·60
17'90
47·78
61'52
19-59

191·84
11-97

7·89
29'03
12·96
14 96
15-41

101 17
140·81
26 83
50'98

8-73
4-11

231-5'3
3-81

15·69

22,299·39

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspection
Fees Paid.

Clas of vessel and where employed.

l ets.
9 64 Passenger, Trenton and Prescott.

52 24 Montreal.
24 16 1 t Kingston and Ottawa.
6 44 Pleasure yacht.
8 84 Passenger, Kingston and Prescott.
9 88 Tug, Canal.
6 60 Passenger, Trenton and Prescott.

23 36 
5 96 Pleusure yacht.
5 64 Tug, Canal.
7 32 I Rideau Canal.
6 04 Passenger, Marmora and Trent River.
6 20 Pleasure yacht.
6 20 l

16 08 Passenger, Kingston and Prescott.
19 28 i
7 16 Tug, River St. Lawrence.
9 OS Pleasure yacht.
5 72

26 56 Freight and passenger, all lakes.
5 32 Passenger, Kingston and Prescott.
6 28 Pleasure yacht.

2,513 09

THOS. P. THOMPSON,
Steamboat Inspector.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered Elsewhere for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

Naine of Vessel.

Islander.. ..... ....
Jessie Bain...........

Empire State......
New Island Wanderer.
St. Lawrence ....... .
New York.... .......
Henry Plumb.........
Oclemma... ..........
Wm. Armstrong......
Algona .......... .

M en .... ..... ..
Inc r Meade.

Cresco.......... ..

Number D
of Certiticate

Passengers F
Allowed. Expires.

1899.
416
150
863

600 to
Montreal.

45

237

90
35
45
65

Total..............

Mar.
April

Ma

May

June

June
il
et

Tonnage
Groas Dues and
Tons. Inspection

Fees Paid.

$ cts.

31 . 11861
9.. 44.37

y 23 379*74

... 195,63
28.. 312*90

.à. 294'87
21. 9278

149'52
181 *24

... 92-06
24.. 72*73
25.. 1794
25.. 19*42
27.. 62*00

....2,033-81

Class of vessel and where employed.

17 52 |Paddle, Kingston and Ogdensburg.
8 52 Screw t,

38 40 Paddle, Kingston and Montreal.

23 6S
3304
31 60
12 44
2000
22 48
12 36
10 84
6 44
6 52
9 96

253 80

Screw.
Paddle e I

Screw, Kingston and Cornwall.

le
I Cape Vincent and Cornwall.
i il Ft.Covington

THOS. P. THOMPSON,
Steamboat Inspector.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

GrossName of Vessel 'Tonnage.

D olce... ......................... 4 74
Norma Roy.... .................... 4'14
Pilgrim . .......... ................ 262 49
Rescue ................... ........ 7-23
Florence ........... ......... ..... 3-08
L ily ... ............................ 16 01
M aud L .... ................. .... 14·05
Caribou .. ................. ...... 144-19
M ary Ethel......... ... ........... 98-61
Sta.rtled Fawn .................. 25-49
Gladys. ................. .... .... 2601
Carleton .......................... 67·94
M abel C............. ........ ..... 4·48
Mollie...................... ....... ..
W idgeon . .................. .... 795

686-41

Reg-
istered

Tonnage.

Remarks.

Why not inspected and class of vessel.

3 22 Passenger, screw,
2 26 Yacht, screw,

165 37 Passenger, paddle,
4 92 serew,
2 09
2 45 Tug
9 56

97 49 Passenger
56 13. paddle,
17 34 screw,
17 69 Yacht e
61 27 Passenger, paddle,

3..36 Yaý screw,.... ... [Yacht scea
6 09 Passenger

449 24

'rNo application.

THOS. P. THOMPSON,
Steanboat Inspector.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Braneh.

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

HULL INSPECTION.

Number Date
Name of Vessel. of Certificate'PassengersExprs

Allowed.

1898.

Sophy.. .. ......... 30 July 3..

1897.

International........ Freight... Nov. 1..

1898.

North Star...........
City of Peterborough..
Beaver. ... .........
Golden City..........
Beaubocage .... . .
U ndine..............
Maple Leaf. ..... .
Marie Louise. .......
Grey Hound ...... ...
Com et......... ... ...
Alice Ethel.. ... ....
Crandella.............
Outlet Queen.......
Marmora. ............
Esturion..............
Grenada.............
Princess Louise........
Ivy ...................
Alaska................
Commodore ...... .
Tropic............ .
Aberdeen.........
Prince Edward.......

International..........

Pierrepont ...........

H ero............ ....
Glengarry ............
Reliance.......... .
Deseronto ........
Restcue. .... ......
Ella Ross..... . .....
1). D. Calvin. ........
Armenia....... ......
Bothnia..........
Princess Louise..
Valeria.. . . . . .. ....
D. R. Vanallen. . . ...
Bannockburn..........
Rtosemont......... ...
Alexandria. ... . ...
Resolute.........
Armenia........ .....

N ora.. ...............
Orion.............

165
300
75

175
150
22
70

110
40
35

175
400

297
175
100
30

100
30
24
40

Ferry ....

Freight...

415

{R. 475
Freight...

25
85
25

300
Freight...

240
135

Freight...
15
10

25
275

40
Freight.

July 15..
t 15..
e 16..
i 17..
l 19. .

19..
20..

t 22..
t 22..
S 23..
S 23..

24..
Not issued

et . .
Aug. 12..

i 17..
t 18..
i 18..
t 19..

Not issued
Sept. 14..

te 15..
Oct. 21..

June 25..

1899.

Mar. 24..

l 29..

, 30..
April 4..

i 4..
5.

' 5..
7..
7..
7..

S13..
S15..

18
e 19..
e 19..
" 20..
t 21..
t 21..

I 22..
e 22..

Groas
Tons.

25-73

395-31

39·60
287-60
18 00
68-02

129'00
13-81
26-08
39-02
37.35

7-60
71-75

266-20
18'45
12-96

139-39
57·00
26'36
7.43

48-74
3-06
8-86

12-65
18-22

395-31

251-98

342-12
732-41
239-14
54'57
52*29

324-88
749·53
623-68
833-36
114-88
51-55

317·95
1,619-56
1,580-30

863-15
371-86
109-99

28-13
84643

79

Tonnage
Dues

and In- Class of vessel
spection

Fees Paid.

and where employed.

$ cts.

7 08 Screw, Trenton and Prescott.

39 60 'Twin-screw, Brockville and Prescott.

8 20
31 04
6 44

10 45
18 32

6 12
7 08
8 12
7 96
5 64

10 76
29 28

6*04
19 12
956
7 08
5 56
8 92
5 24
5 72
6 04
6 44

8 00

Screw, Rice Lake and tributaries.
Paddle q t
Screw
1 t Cos. Victoria and Peterboro'.
Paddle
Screw

Paddle t

Serew, Rice Lake and tributaries.
i Marmora and Trent River.

Paddle, Cos. Victoria and Peterboro'.
Screw, Kingston and Montreal.

if le t
I Cornwall and Lake St. Francis

SKingeton and Montreal.
l Carleton Place and Innisville.
e Kingston and Ottawa.
i et tt

Centre-- paddle, Tyendinaga and
Sophiasbu K.

Twin-screw, srockville and Prescott.

28 16 Paddle, Trenton, Cape Vincent and
Prescott.

35 36 Paddle, Trenton and Montreal.
63 56 Screw, all lakes and rivers.
27 12 Twin-screw I t

9 40 t Trenton and Prescott.
9 16 Screw, Trenton and Prescott.

34 00 Paddle, Brighton and Prescott.
65 00 Screw, all lakes and rivers.
54 92 et i
71 64 e l i
17 20 t Kingston and Grenville.

9 16 Trenton and Prescott.
30 44 all lakes and rivera.

137 60 I t te
134 40 ,. I i

77 04 Paddle, Charlotte and Montreal.
37 76 Twin-screw, all lakes and rivers.
16 80 Screw, Trenton' and Dickinson's

Landing.
7 24 Screw, Trenton and Pictou.

72 68 t all lakes and rivers.

-- I- i - - ___



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-East Ontario Division-Continued.

HULL INSPEcTION.-Continued.

Naine

Saturn..
Ottawa.
U. B. M
Victoria
-Janes S
Jubilee.
North K

Annie L
Jessie Fo
Curlew..
Reindeer
Nellie C
C. H. M
Emipress
Varuna.
Auerica

John Ha
Antelope
Whereno
Marmori
Ranger.
Transit.
City of
Corella..
Olga....
loua.. .
Cambria
Rosedale

Number Iate
of Vessel. Psg C ertificate ,osPassenger8 Toits.

Allowed. xpire.

1899.

.... ........ 15 A.pril 22.. 83·09
... ... .... 230 25.. 116 28

illigan... . 40 i 25.. 76·69
.. ....... 400 25.. 187-58
wift...... 150 28.. 265-92
. . ....... 140 29.. 53-91

ing. 525 30.. 872-95

ake...... ... 40 May 16.. 18-52
rward....... 25 î 16.. 5-64

..... 20 17.. 8·55
....... 165 18.. 58-29

uthbert...... 125 ' 18.. 59 03
erritt. ........ 350 19. 121-58
ofIndia.. 680 19 579-05

240 20.. 134-04
.... ......... 698 ' 23.. 553 03

ggaxt......... 250 June 3.. 201·60
. ...... .... 40 1 4.. 19'59
w... .. ...... 85 i 7.. 47-78
.. .......... 35 i 14.. 12·96
...... 25 > 15.. 13·83

........... 450 24.. 14081
Belleville...... 250 27.. 101·17
........ .... 20 27.. 3-81
.............. 25 27.. 5'28
........ ... 25 29.. 231·53
............. 350 '29.. 937-25

....Freight..., 30.. 1,506-93

Tonnage
Dues

and In-
spection

Fees paid.

Class of Vessel and where Enployed.

$ cts.1
78 64 Screw, all lakes and rivers.
17 28 Paddle, Penibroke and Des Joachims.
11 16 Screw, Pembroke and Allumette.
23 04 Paddle, Pembroke and Des Joachims.
29 28 Screw, Kingston and Ottawa.

9 32 II Trenton and Prescott.
7i 84 Paddle, Lake Ontario and River St.

1Lawrence.
6 52 Screw, Brighton and Prescott.
5 48 Trenton and Prescott.
5 72
9 64
9 72 Kingston and Ottawa.

17 76 Brighton and Prescott.
54 32 Paddle, Toronto and Port Dalhousie.
18 72 Screw, Brighton and Preacott.
52 24 Paddle, Trenton, Cape Vincent and

Montreal.
24 16; Screw, Kingston and Ottawa.
6 60 . Trenton and Prescott.
8 84 Kingston and Prescott.
6 54 Marnora and Trent River.
6 12 Trenton and Pictou.

19) 28 Twin-screw, Kingston and Prescott.
16 08 Screw
5 32 '. t

5 40
26 56 all lakes and rivers.
82 96 Paddle, Kingston and Buffalo.

128 56 Screw, Duluth and Prescott.

THOMAS DONNELLY,
Inspector of Hlulls and Equipments, East Ontario Divi8ion.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

HULL INSPECTION,

Nane of Vessel.

Islander ..............

Number
of Date

Passen- Certificate
gers Expires.

Allowpd

1899.

416 Mar. 31..

Empire State ......... 8 May 21..
Jessie Bain ............ 150 27..
New Island Wanderer. .......... Not issued

St. Lawrence.......... 645 r May 30..

New York...................... Not issued
Henry Plumb......... 237 June 21..
Massena.... . ...... . .90 t 21..
Oclemena............ ...... ... Not issued
Milton .... ......... 45 June 22..
Spencer Meade......... 35 23. .
Wm. Armstrong ..... Not issued
Algoma ............. ........ .
Cresco .......... ..... 65 June 25..

Tonnage
G Dues

Tons. and In-
i spection
Fees Paid.

S ets.

118·61 17 52

37974 38 40
44*37 8 52

195-63 23 68

312·90 33 04

294-87 31 60
92 78 1244
7273 10 84
149-52 J 20 00
19-42 6 52
17-94 6 44

181-24 2248
92-06 12 36
6200 1 9 96

1244

Class of vessel and where employed.

Paddle, Kingston, Cape Vincent~and
Ogdensburgh.

Kingston and Montreal.
Screw, Kingston and Ogdensburgh.

i Kingston, Cape Vincent and
Ogdensburgh.

Paddle, Kingston, Cape Vincent and
Montreal.

i Kingston and Montreal.
Screw, Kingston and Cornwall.

Cape Vincent and Cornwall.
Oswego and Cornwall.
C. Vincent & Ft. Covington.

Brockville and Ogdensburgh.
C. Vincent & Ft. Covington.

fi if i

THOS. DONNELLY,
Steamboat Inspector, East Ontario Division.

11-6*

e

a

o

e



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.) A. 1899

STEAM Vessels Not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

Naine of Vessel. Gos Reg-ros isteredTonnage. Tonnage. Why no

Remarks.

t inspected and class of vessel.

C aribou .. .. ................. ....
M ary Ethel .... . .. ...............
Startled Fawn ...... ...........
Dolce ................ ............
P ilgrim ........ ....... ... ........
M ildred ................... ........
R escue.. .. . . ...................
Florence. .... .......... .... ....
W idgeon...................... ...
Berth a . ................ . ..
N ellie .... .........................
Carleton ............................
Janet Craig.......... . ........

144-19
98-61
25-49
4-74

262-49
4-50
7-23
3-08
7-95

1764
6-82

67-94
11·73

97.49
56-13
17-34
3-2'.

165-37
3-06
4-92
2-09
6-09

12 00
3-33

61-27
5-91

Screw, passenger, not enployed
Centre, paddle. passenger, not emnployed.
Screw, passenger, not employed.

Paddle il
Screw as yacht only.

n lnot employed.
noapplication.

left district.
as yacht only.

Paddle fnot employed.
Screw rebuilding.

THOS. DONNELLY,
Steamboat Inspector, East Ontario Division.

STATEMENT of Tow Barges Inspected, and of Certificates of Inspection issued to Tow
Barges, for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

Nan.e of Vessel.

Otonabee ..... ...
Lindsay.........
Chemong ... .....
City of Peter boro'.
Sultana.......

Total...........

Number Portof of
gen- Inspection.

200 Peterborough
500 Lind2ay.....
400 o ...
200 Hastings.
200 l ..

.. .. . ............

Date
of Inspec-

tion. Cer

1897.
ly 16.. Jul

24..
26..;
27..l
28.. i

Date
D eate Inspec- Date

Of of Issue Gross tion of Pay-
tificate Certificate nage. Fees. ment.

1898. 1897. $ ets. 1897.
y 16.. Aug. 2 .. 49-00 10 00 July 17

24.. 2... 75-00 10 00 24
26.. n 2... 103-23 10 00 n 26
27. .n 2 ... 49-50 1000 27
28.. 2... 40-00 1000 n 16

316-73 50 00

THOS. DONNELLY,
Steamboat Inspector, East Ontario Division.

Ju



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

MONTREAL DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Name of Vessel.

* reetlands..........
Tiber. .. . . .. ..
Lady of the Lake.....
M\Iassawippi.........
John A .... .........
Annie C.............
'Owl ........ ...... .
Frolic .... ...........

Stranger ..............

R. Hurdman . ... ...
1). A. Martin....
Charlotte.........
Otter.............
P. W. Avery ........
C. E. Read....... .. .
North River....
John Thompson......
H. Trudel.........
Wenoway.........
Ballantyne...... .
Quinze.. .........
C lyde....... ........
D ora ......... .... ..
A rgo............ ....
MeteoGr .... .........
Mink............
]Beaver ...........
River Belle. .... ....
Sandy.......... ..

Hiran Easton...

Robert Anglin .
Laurier....... .......
Wm. Davis........
Elsie Ross... .... ..
Wild Rose.........

Longueuil .. .. .. .
ilochelaga.......
Paul Snith........
G. H. Notter .........Dolphin..............
Sir Hector.........
G. A. Harris.
Archie Stewart. .....
Florence..............

*Second inspection

Nunber
of Date

Passen- Certificate Tns.
gers Expires.

Allowed. F

1898.

... ...... ..... .. .... . .80 'July 13.. 1,7-86
700 t 14.. 607-00

.... .... t 14.. 3'76
14.. 19-70

40 15.. 6'33
..... ..... 3 69
..... .... 1572

1897.

35 Oct. 1.. 4958

1898.

40 Aug. 3.. 93·12
40 4.. 77-60
30 4.. 13-86
.... t 5.. 21-16

.. 5.. 14-04
.. .... 5.. 12-56

5.. 14-00
. 9.. 5·16

.... 9.. 13 38
40 ' 10.. 98-96

10.. 13-82
. . 10.. 32,46

60 I 12.. 29-16
.... 12.. 48-32

75 e 13.. 154-06
.......... l 14.. 299-00
.......... t 16.. 13·82

... 16.. 13-09
. 17.. 14·14

..... f 24.. 29-57

1897.

..... Nov. 24.. 34-00

1898.

..... Sept. 1.. 97·18
.. ...... .. Il 16.. 14-28

.. . 24.. 40 23
.. .... Not issued 9·83

. .Oct. 28.. 9-97

1899.

275 Mar. 30.. 365·42
.30 t 30.. 419-00
300l A ril 11 93i- 16

S 12..
. 12..
. . . 12..,

.......... rq12..1
... .. . n 12..1

at owner's request.

14 00
69-66
39-72
87-46
79·62
61-53

Tonnage
Dues

and In- Cla.s of vessel and where employed.
spection
ees Paid.

$ ets.

8 00
146 80 Screw, pass., Gulf ports.
56 56 Paddle, I Lake Magog.

5 32 Screw, yacht, Massawippi Lake.
6 60 l tug, Lake Magog.
5 51 e pass., t
5 32 e yacht, t
6 28 , e St. Lawrence.

9 00

12 44
11 24
6 12
6 68
6 12
6 04
6 12
5 40
6 04

12 92
6 04
7 56
7 32
8 84

20 32
31 92

6 12
6 04
6 12
7 32

7 72

12 76
6 12
8 20
5 80
5-80

37 20
41 52
31 44

6 12
10 60
8 20

il 96
11 40
9 96

1 pass., Montreal and Valleyfield

i il Lake Kippewa.
i o North River.
e n Lake Kippewa.

Paddle, Alligator e
Il l

Screw, pass., Lake Quinze.
Paddle, alligator, Lake Quinze.

I passenger, e
e alligator. e

Screw, tug,
e pass., Temiscamingue Lake.
i tug, i

Paddle, pass.
Screw, te
Paddle, alligator,

il e t •

Screw, tug, Combermere Bay.
| n Ottawa River.

i freight, l
I tug, St. Lawrence River.

l yacht, Temiscamingue Lake.
I et St. Lawrence River.

Paddle, ferry, Longueuil & Montreal.
I 1, Boucherville & Mont.
i pass., Montreal and Berthier.

Screw, tug, Ottawa River.
te e if
il et t

, t fi il

11i--e'."

11 1



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No 11)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Montreal Division-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY--Continued.

Naine of Vessel.
Number

of
jPassengers
Allowed.

E. B. Eddy................
T. Osborne.
Rockland........
Mansfield.............. 40
Ada .....................
Empress..................
Booth....................
Ladas...................
Zephyr.
Nosbonsing
Sparrow.. .............
Dauntless............. 20
Shoofly .............. .....
Okinawakiawa .............
D. B. Mulligan . 40
Alexander Fraser...........
E. H. Bronson............
Victoria................ 400

C. B. Powell ...... .. ..... ..
Pembroke..............
Ottawa............. 230

Harry Bates.......... .... .. .
Welshman ....... ..........
H all................. 50
Quebec...................
Gladys........ ........ ...
Chateauguay ......... 140

Duchess of York. . .. . 700
Charlemagne ......... .... ...
Richelieu............. 250
Princess........ .. 443
McNa'ughton ............ ....
Bonenfant...... .. . 20

*Ishaway ............ .... .....
Maude. .. .......... 350
Garnet............... 200
Rocket. .......... ... 400
White Star...... .... 468
Sovereign............. 700
Conqueror............ ..... ..
Ida.. ............... 140
Empress ............. 800
Emile ............... 40
E. G. Laverdure .... 100
Madawaska. ........... ..
Amable du Fond......
J. L. Murphy.........
Sam son ........ .... ..........
H am ilton .... .. ......... .....
G. B. Greene.......... 565

A lbert.......... .... .. ......
G. B. Pattee...... .........
Thistle.....................
Juno....... .... .........
Beatrice B............ 40
Marquis of Lorne .... 40

*Paid dues for 1895-96 -97-98.

Tronna~
Date Dues and

Certficate Tons. Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.
Expires. tion

Fees Paid.

1899. $ ets.

April 13..

13.

te 14-..

If 15
il 15.
et 15..

ft et 15..
If 16..
If 16..

18.18
fi 18..

18..

il19.
19..
13..

20.
20..

13 2..

120..
20..
22.

22..
.23..

25. .
2 ..
21)..

May 3..

4..

7..
if 7..

10..

et 12-..
fi 12..
il 13.. ý
If 13..
If 13..
fi 14-..

14..
14..
14..
16..

1, 16.

le 16.
il 17..

17..
e 27..
i 17..
q 17 .

11 24
7 00

Il 24
21 52
7 24
7 88

23 72
9 32
5 24
7 00
7 00
5 64
5 80
6 04

11 16
30 60
27 80
23 04

Screw, tug, Ottawa River.

I ferry, Gatineau Pt. to New Ed.
S ttig, Ottawa River.
Sf .. Lake Nipissing.

Paddle, I f
Screw, t i

i 19 Lake Nosbonsing.
I If Lake Nipissing.
e pass. 1
n tug, Trout Lake.
If yacht, Lake Nipissing.
i ferry,Pembroke and Allumette

Paddle, tug, Upper Ottawa River.

e passenger Pembroke and Des

26 76
20 52
17 28 et

28 32 Screw,
16 44 n

78·44
24-97
77'56

169·06
28-52
35.57

234-73
54·47
2·78

24·53
25-23

7-93
9.99

12'78
76'69

320-20
285-22
187-58

272·34
194-21
116 28

253-71
143'43
246·92
108-31
26-01

222-27

489 74
76-38

113-38
579*96
137-19
21-34

6-76
269·23
152'05
428-50
450'91
637«29
233-04
247 26
677 60

11·80
54«00
14*57
17'40

173-05
15-27

319*88
254-81

216-98
30-38
4-86

17-09
58 63
20-19

84

Joachims.
tug, Upper Ottawa River.

passenger, Pembroke and Des
Joachinms.

freight, Montreal and Ottawa.

e passenger i
freight i

* yacht, Ottawa River.
Paddle, passenger, Montreal and Cha-

teauguay.
i passenger, St. Lawrence.

,Screw, tug 1
Paddle, passenger I

i et Montreal and Ottawa.
Screw, tug, rivers and lakes.
Paddle, ferry, Bout de l'Isle and

Charlemagne.
Screw, yacht, St. Lawrence River.
Paddle, passenger,Montreland Ottawa

n n Valleyfield
t Cornwall

Torontoand Grimsby
Montrealand Carillon

I tug, St. Lawrence.
Screw, passenger,Montreal and Ottawa
Paddle . OttawaandGrenville
Screw n Ottawa River.

Paddle, tug 1
Il Chats Lake.

Screw e l
Paddle I I

n passenger, Aylner and Chats
Rapids.

tug, Aylner aid Chats Rapids
S2rew et

t yacht .

ferry, Ottawa and Hull.
le l te

A. 1899

27 76
13 64
7 08

25 76

47 20
il 08
17 04
54 32
15 96

6 68

22 24
29 52
20 16
42 24
44 08
58 96
23 64
27 76
62 16
5 96
9 32
6 20
6 36

18 84
6 20

30 60
28 40

22 36
7 40
5 40
é 36
9 72
6 60



Marine and Fisheries-Marine BrancI

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Montreal Division-Concluded.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY-Coniclud(d.

Tonnage
Nunber Date Dues and

Naie of Vessel. Ps Certificati oss Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.
Passengers. Ton s. to
Allowed. Expires. tionaiFees Paid.

Robert Anglin ........
Minnie Bell..... ...
Chunmy..............

Hiram Easton ........

A gnes.......... .....

M ildred.............

Leon..... ..........
Russell......... .
A id ............ ...
Nokomis .............
Thurso .........
Bonito ..... .........
G lide ................
Filgate ............
Nama.. ... ... ....
Alexandria ...........
A donis............. .
Antonia.. ...........
J. R. Booth ....... ..
Olive.. ..... .......

C hB . ........
Florence..............
Chipmonk....... ....
Vesta............
Chance...............
Prefontaine .........
T iber ................
Isle Heron.. ...... ..

Lady of the Lake....
John A...........
Annie C....... . ...
Massawippi .... ....
Chaffey ........ ....

White Squall..
John ............. .

Total ... .....

1899. $ cts.

...... ... May 18.. 97-18 12 76
........ 18.. 21-74 6 76

....... . 18.. 5-37 5 40
1898.

.. ....... June 23.. 34-00 7 72
1899.

40 May 19.. 29-37 7 32

25 19.. 15-22 6 20

25 19.. 14-57 6 20
.......... o 20.. 76 49 i 11 16

20. 2526 7 00
.... .... 20.. 25-02 7 00

40 20.. 20·07 6 60
30 21.. 17-35 6 36
40 I 21.. 80-48 11 40

658 I 23.. 263-25 29 04
......... 31.. 41-86 8 36
.. ...... June 1.. 53-00 9 24

.... ..... 1.. 13 99 6 12
... .... L 1. 10·62 5 88

...... ... 4.. 131·58 15 56
60 8..î 213·00 25 04

....... . 10.. 9-31 5 72
100 n 10..; 82·17 11 56

.......... 1.. 112-94 14 04

.... ...... » 13.. 37-00 7 96

......... 2Ô.. 14 -17  6 12
20.. 5-02 5 40

40 I 21.. 43383 42 72
80 22.. 1,735 86 146 88
40 22.. 160-45 20 80

700 23.. 607-00 56 56
.. ....... 23.. 19'70 6 60
........ . 23.. 6*33 5 51
.......... 24.. 3·76 5 32
.......... 28.. 42-44 8 36

....... 29.. 7-47 5 56
30 30.. 35'17 7 80

......... ... 18,559·29 2,273 74

fScrew, freight, Ottawa River.
tug Rideau Canal.

i yacht, Ottawa River.

tug, Rideau Canal.

passenger, Buckingham and
High Falls.

passengir, Buckingham and
Hig Falls.

passenger, Des Lièvre River.
tug, Ottawa River.

Paddle I 1
Screw, yacht
Paddle, ferry, Thurso and Claience.
Screw I L'Orignal and Calumet.

if fq Hawkesbury i
Paddle, passenger, Montreal and Sorel

fScrew, yacht, St. Lawrence River.
f o Richelieu River..

f tug, St. Lawrence River.
f passenger, Montreal and Perth
P tug, Rideau Canal.

Paddle,passenger, Aylmer and Fitzroy
Screw, tug, St. Lawrence.

yacht 1

f il Ottawa River.
passenger, Montre'land Quebec

lnd Pictou.
Paddle, ferry, Verdun and Côte Ste.

Catherine.
e passenger,Newportand Magog

Screw, tug, Lake Magog.
yacht

I Lake Massawippi.
passenger, Lancaster and Val-

leyfield.
yacht, St. Lawrence River.

Paddle, ferry, Carillon and Pt. Fortune

WM. LAURIE,
Steamboat Inspector.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c., Montreal Division.
BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Number Date
Name of Vessel. of Date

PasnesCertificattePasnes Expireb.
Allowed.

1898.

Jeanne...... .......
Frank Perew .........
Nellie Reid.... .....
Maggie R. King ...
Gilbert...........
Tim Doyle.....
Gracie.......... ..
Honoré..........

Aberdeen ............
Derrick No. 4.........

e a.........
St. Peter..............
Derrick No. 6.........
Dredge No. 2 ........

e 3 ..... .
e 1........

Ida... ........ . ..
St. Louis...... .......
Hector......... ...
Grain Elevator No. 2..
P lover... ............
C. W. Jones..........
H. M. Mixer. ... ....
H. Laroseeé............
V ictoria..............
Aurelia .... ... .....
Emma Munon. ......
Dama ...............
Shickluna.... .......

Agnes McMahon......

Grain Elevator No. 12.
le 5.

S11.
te 7.
te 6.
et 14.

S1.
S8.

Mabel Macdonald.....
C. W. Dennis.... .... Î
Grain Elevator, St.

Lawrence, No. 1....
Grain Elevator No. 4.

S13.
S9.

10.
Dredge No.7. .......

4 .........
6 . .......

Hector. ...........
Mary A. Laughlin ...
Asilda........ ....
W. F. Logie.... ...

Total. .........

Grros
Tons.

......... . !July 24.. 16'12

......... 1 31.. 43'02
......... Aug. 9.. 55'71

....... .. l 9.. 27·13
... .... i 10.. 40-83
.... ... 19.. 14-84

25 ,. 23.. 9'43
Oct. 14.. 21·89

1899.
........ April 6.. 86-58
.......... e A.. 100-00
.......... i 9.. 100-00

. 9.. 43-00
. 14.. 100*00

.... .... 18.. 100·00
........ . e 21.. 100'00
..... .... t 23.. 10000
.......... q 27.. 26-41

.. 29.. 34-00
May 2.. 43-05

.... ... 2.. 170-00
.. ...... n il.. 40·30

12.. 47-96
14.. 30'00
16.. 12'69

.... .... e 17.. 145-56
......... il 21 . 32-05

.. 24.. 32-00
40 , 31.. 54-58

...... ... June 1.. 66-00

1898.
Nov. 25.. 81·48

1899.
.June 3.. 183-00

.......... t 3.. 80-00

... ... . t 3.. 169-00
.. . .... e 4.. 170-00

.... . . i 4.. 170-00
........ 4.. 181-00

6.. 165-00
6.. 80-00

.......... 7.. 41-81

... .... .. 16-91

..... .... q 9.. 83-00
.. 9.. 188-00

.... .. 9.. 178-00
........ e 10.. 172'00

10.. 173-00
......... 10.. 100-00

.. .... o 11.. 100-00
... ..... Not issued 100-00
..... .... June 12.. 20-64
....... . 12.. 22«62
.......... 13.. 23-72

15.. 17'32

.4,209-65

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec-

tion
Fees Paid.

$ cts.

6 28
8 44
9 40
7 16
828
6 20
5 72
6 76

il 96
13 00
13 00
8 44

13 00
13 00
13 00
13 00
7 08
7 72
8 44

18 60
8 20
8 84
7 40
6 04

16 68
7 56
7 56
9 40

10 28

11 48

19 64
11 40
18 52
18 60
18 60
19 48
18 20
Il 40
8.36
6 36

11 64
20 04
19 24
18 76
18 84
13 00
13 00
13 00
6 68
6 84
6 84
636

596 72

Class of vessel and where employed.

Serew, yacht.
l tug, St. Lawrence River.
le i & Lake Ontario.
Se IlLachine Canal.
te e St. Lawrence River.
l i Lachine Canal.

Paddle,pass.Cornwall & Massena,NiY
Screw, tug, St. Lawrence River.

el 1 el
Floating derrick, Montreal Harbour.

et
Screw, tug, St Lawrence River.
Floating derrick, Montreal Harbour.
Spoon dredge, Montreal Harbour.

Screw, tug, St. Lawrence River.

Screw, Montreal Harbour.
Screw, tug, St. Lawrence River.

i Ottawa River.
i Lachine Canal.

Screw, freight, St. Law. & Rich. Rivers
Screw, tug, St. Lawrence River.

i Lachine Canal.
Screw, pass., St. Lawrence River.

e tug l

i et canals and harbour

Montrea> Harbour.

tug, St. Lawrence River.

i Montreal Harbour.
e t

Spoon dredge, Montreal Harbour.
t Coteau Landing Harbour.

Screw, tug, St. Lawrence River.

t Lachine Canal.

LOUIS ARPIN, Steamboat Inspector.
8 i

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

MONTREAL DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Number
of

Name of Vessel. Passen-
gers

Allowed.

Reindeer ..... ......
Maquam ....... .....

Total........ ...

Tonnage
Date 1 Dues and

Certificate To Inspec-
Expires. T tion

Fees Paid.

756 Ju
578

1899. $ cts.

ne 2.. 498-33 47 84
2. . 370 13 37 60

... .... 86846 85 44

Class of vessel and where employed.

Paddle, Lake Champlain.
1 Burlington and Maquam.

WM. LAURIE,
Steamboat Inspector.

STEAM Vessels Not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

MONTREAL DIVISION.

Reg- Remarks.
Name of Vessel. Grosa isteredTonnage. Tonnage. Why not inspected and class of vessel.

Pearl........................... ... 5-03 3-43 Not running.
Mattawa.......................... 22·43 15-25
Lottie..... .. .................... 10-04 8*52 a a
Union.. ................. . .... 75-04 66-05
Emerillon ................ ... ... 15-00 13-00
M onico............... ...... ...... 9·69 6*05 n

Clipper... ............. ........... 4-00 3-00 n
Little Roxy. .. ... ....... ........ 11-67 6-88
Hiram Robinson........... ........ 60-90 38-80 i n
M onarque .... ............... ... 136-41 85-94 i a
Flora........ .. ............. . . 518 3-96 i n
Janet raig.................. ..... 11 3 5·91
Laurier .......................... 14-28 9-71 n
Daniel McLachlin.... ............. 22-08 21·47
Enterprise.......................... 13-43 9-14 If
Hurtubibe ............... ... 4612 42-52 , a
Gertie.... .. ......... .... .... 17-05 8-97 i n
E ileen ..... ....................... 11·00 9-00 1 #
Richelieu............. ............ 33-67 22-90 I ,
Derrick No. 2............. ........ 100-00 .... . .. a t
Derrick N o. 3. .................... 100-00 ...... ... if
Drill Boat....................... 100-00 ..... ... i l
Windermere .. ... ......... ...... 31-17 21-20 f i
Tit W illow ................ ... .... 16-83 10-64 e t
W. Ros ........................ 14-19 9-64 Undergoing repairs.

Total........................... 886-94 421-98

WILLIAM LAURIE.
LOUIS ARPIN. -



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAU Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

QUEBEC DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Name of Vessel.

Number Tonnage
of Date Dues and

Passen- Certificate Tons Inspec- Class of vessel and where eiployed.
gers Expires. tion

Allowed. Fees Paid.

1898. $ cts.

Two Brothers......... Crew... Aug. 26..
Lillie H .... ... ... I. . e 23..;
Eureka.... ......... 30 July 12..

Batiscan........... . Crew.... Aug. 5..
Polaris..... ........ 450 Sept. 1..
Cygnet ........ .... Crew..........

Glacial 15 Ju 6ý

Bourgeois. .... ...... 200
Beatrice.............. Crew.....
Como ............. 40

Blanford........ .... Crew...
A lbani...... ........ r .....
A rizona ............. e .. .
La Canadienne.. 25

Johanna B........... Crew.....
Admiral... ............ 340
Vulcan.... .. .......... 20
Fearless..... .... - 'Crew.....
Victory......... ..... .....
Marie Louise.......
Oak Bay ........ .. ...
Frances .............. i 40

Christiana .... ...... jCrew.....
Forest.......... . e .....
Savoy...... ..... .... 25 

Florence..... ... Crew.....
Thor....... .......... ,,.

Bell..................
Kinogami..... .....
Brothers........ ..... 500
St. Anne.... ......... 25
L'Amie.. ............ Crew.....
L ena......... ........ I .....
Macannamar.......... i ..
Campania ........ .. . ....
Fairy............ « . .
Jessie Hume....... ..
Maud..... ..........
Swallow.......... ..

Terrebonne..... . .. 450
Berthier........ ..... 700
Chambly ....... ,. . 600
Cultivateur...... 730
Cartier....... ........ Crew.....
John Pratt... . . .....
Hosanna ........... 200
Fire Fly........... . 40
Sorel .... ...... . 40
St. Jean Iberville.... Crew.....
Rivière du Loup . .. 40
Campana.... ........ 400

Montreal..... ........ 300

y...

Aug.

et

7..
20..
28..
29..

31..'
3..
3..
4..
4..
6..
6..
6..r

I 6..!
Oct. 18..
Sept. 12..

2..

e 21..
S18..

July 23..
Sept. 18..

S 15..,
Oct. 10..

't 9..,
9.

Nov. 9..
Sept. 9..

, 9..

1899.
May 2..

S1..
e1..

S1..J

S1..ie1..

e 1S1..l

'i1,.

1 -

14
19

163

40
533
12

109

94
40
75

65
58
9

372

17
682
18
10
42
99
2

19

5i
26

348

155
323

51
21

367
18
16
22
4

23
16
58
50,
9

716
1,283

647
362

89
214

199
1,617

6 12
5 96

21 04

8 20
50 64
5 96

16 72

12 52
820

il 00

10 20
9 64
5 72

37 76

6 36
62 56

6 44
580
836

12 92
7 16
6 52

9 56
7 08

35 84

15 64
30 84
9 08
6 68

37 36
6 44
628
6 76
5 32
6 84
6 28
9 64
900
5 72

65 28
110 64

59 76
36 96

12i2
25 12
20 64

23 92
143 76

1.. 2,211 184 88
88

Screw, Quebec harbour tug.
te if

Screw, tug and passenger, Montreal
and Gulf.

Paddle, tug, Quebec and Batiscan.
Screw, winter ferry.

I pleasure yacht.
'Screw, ferry, T'hree Rivers and Ste.

Angéle.
Paddle, ferry, Three Rivets and Laval.

el tug, Il
Paddle, passenger, Three Rivers and

Nicolet.
Paddle, tug, St. Maurice River.
Screw, pleasure yacht.

Screw, passenger and freight, Iont-
real and Gaspé.

Screw, tug, Metis.
Paddle, pass., Dalhousie and Gaspé.
Screw,ferry, Magaraskaani Dalhousie.

I tug, Pabos River.

Paddle, tug, Maria and Dalhousie.
e tug.

Paddle, ferry, Cross Point and Camp-
bellton.

Paddle, tug.
Screw, tug.
Screw, passenger and freight, Quebec

and Anticosti.
Screw, tug, Montreal and Gulf.
Paddle, tug, Sagenay River.
Screw, e

le il
Paddle, pass., Quebec and Ste. Anne.

e ferry, Chicoutimi and e
Screw. Quebec harbour tug.

I tug, Lake Megantie.
e pleasure yacht, Spider Lake.
e tug, Lake Megantie.
el 1 River Montmagny.
e Quebec harbour tuw.

Paddle, tug, Sorel and Three Rivers.
Screw, Quebec harbour tug.

Paddle, pass., Sorel and Montreal.
le Three Rivers a
et Chambly e
te Sorel i

Public Works Dept., attending dredge.

Screw, Montreal ferry.
Paddle, Berthier and Sorel ferry.

Public Works Dept.,attending dredges
Paddle, ferry.
Twin-screw, passenger, Montreal and

Pictou.
Paddle, Montreal and Quebec.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Quebec Division.-Continued.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.- -Continued.

Name of Vessel.

Laprairie.........
Blanford.............

Number
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

Date
Certificate
Expires.

1899.

350 May
Crew..o

Dandy............... il . ... il
Ethel .............. .
Canada... .......... 600 e
Hudson.. ... ........ Crew .....
Julia........ .. ..... ......
Georgiana ........
A lice..... ........... .......... te
Maud .. .. .......... Crew..... Il
Robert Stoker ... ,.... I ...... April
Sincennes.. .. ....
W . C. Francis ........ 1, ...... i
North... ......... ... 400
South .... .... ..... . .400
Polino ............... 30 et
Rhoda................ 150 i
Champion .... ........ 650 ,

Constance. ........ ...
Neptune........... Crew. April
Anglesea.............. I ..... June
Alma ................ ... April
Charlotte........ ..... t,...

Activity...... . ....
Spray .............. o . . . o
T. H. Nasmith....... . ......
Saguenay ........ .... 430 e
C. Anderson ........ Crew .....
Ste. Croix ...... .... 550 j
Anna McGee ......... Crew..... June
Fabiola ... ... .... . May
Florence............. ..
Otter................. 115 1
Acadian......... ..... 20 et

Dot .. ........... .
Daisy ... .........
Swan ..............
Jessie Hume..........
Pilot.............
C. J. Bridges .........
St. Francis............
Lord Stanley .. ......
Lievis .... ... .. .....
V ega................
E toile ................
Eureka.........
Hope .........
Marie Josephine
Spray ..............
Teiniscouata.......
Island Queen.........
Algerian..... ........
Corsican .. ...... ....
Spartan ...... .......
-Passport ..........
Trois Rivières........
Carolina .............
Beaver . .............
St. Anne . ...........
Quebec...... .......

Crew......

450 June
Crew .... May

50 May
350H
250
591 e

Crew..... te
if . .. June
Il . .. ... May

.June
.et ..... If

250 May
400 e
400 a
400 e t
400 il

1,000 e
600 Il

Crew. ... o
40 il

800 June

Gross
Tons.

1..i
23..

1..
1..
1..
1..
1..
1..
1..

16..
16..
16..
16..
18..
18..
19..
19..
19..

20..
15..
11..
22..
22..
22..
22..'
22. .
23..
26..
1..

26..
4..
2..
2..

4..
9..
9..
6.

8......
14..
14..
18.
21. .
23..
14. .
26. .

9..
10..
27. .
27. .
27. .
27 .
28. .
28..
28..
28..
28..
1..

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec- Class of vessel

tion
Fees Paid

and where employed.

$ ets.

56 00
10 20

8 68
10 76

168 72
17 64
12 28
9 24

10 36
9 00
6 12

23 24
7 96

31 12
35 92
72 56
22 56
46 56

5 88
17 24
5 96
9 72
6 76

13 56
8 92

96 32
15 00
48 48

9 80
11 48
15 64

600
65

46
72

2,009
158

91
53
67
50
14

228
37

289
349
807
182
482

153
12
59
22

107
49

1,104
125
506

60
81

133
198
931

10
4
5

58
426

..........
276
156
132
560
163
19

117
24
il
98

914
946
945
968

1,710
977
273
14

3,056

!Paddle, Montreal ferry.
e tug, St. Maurice and Three

Rivers.
Screw, tug, Montreal Harbour.

e o t
Paddle, Montreal and Chicoutimi.

1 tug, Montreal and Quebec.
Screw e f

Paddle, tug, Sorel and Three Rivers.
Screw, Montreal Harbour, tug.
Paddle, Quebec and Montreal tug.
Screw, tug, Montreal harbour.
,Paddle, Quebec and Levis ferry.

Screw,pass.& frgt.,Montreal & M.F.1.
Paddle. pass., Rimouski and Quebec.

If Quebec and Berthier.
Governm't cruiser in Gulf St. Lawrence
Screw, tug, on Chaudiére River.
Paddle, tug, Montreal and Quebec.
Screw, tug

e t
le if
et 1
e 1 1

Paddle, pass., Quebec and Chicoutimi.
Screw, freight, Quebec and Montreal.
Paddle, pass., Montreal and Ste. Anne.
Screw, wrecking schooner, Gulf.

i pass., Qudec & Esquimaux Pt.
i et freight, Montreal & St.

John's, Nfld.
tug, cn Lake St. Francis.

i f Lake Edouard.
pleasure yacht, Lake Edouard.
harbour tug.

e winter ferry, Quebec and Levis
PublicWorksDept.,attendingdredges

t, le

Twn-screw, passenger and tug, Gulf.
Screw, ferry, Quebec and St. Romuald

e o t
Paddle, pass., Montreal and Ste. Anne
Screw, tug, Montreal and Gulf.

e Quebec harbour tug.
l wrecking schooner, Gulf.
e Quebec harbour tug.

l passenger, feri y.
Paddle, pass., Montreal and Toronto.

etet t t

e M.ontreal & Ste. Anne.
e . ,. Chicoutimi.

e tug, Quebec and Montreal.
Screw, ferry, Sorel and Berthier.
Paddle, pass., Quebec and Montreal.

23 84
82 48

5 80
5 32
5 40
9 64

42 08

30 08
20 48
18 56
52 80
18 04
6 52

14 36
6 92
5 88

12 84
81 12
83 68
83 60
85 41

144 80
86 16
26 84

6 12
252 48

o

o



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Ilispected, &.-Quebec Division.-Concluded.

BOILE$RS AND MACHINERY. -Concluded.

Naine of Vessel.

V ictor ......... .....

Numîber
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

Tonnage
Ditte Dues and

Crtst ~ Inspec- Class of vessel and where enployed.
Expires. tion

Fees Paid.

1899.

'Crew .Jon 7.. 35 7 80 Screwv, Quebee harbour tug.
1898.

Brothers....... ...... Crew..... April 1..
1899.

Contest.............. Crew . ..
Orleans.... ........ o530
Diver ............... Crew . .
Glacial.. .. .......... 150
Bourgeois. ........
Como......... . ..... 40
Beatrice.............. Crew.....
Columbian.......... R. 90
Bohemian ....... 4 0
Ivan R....... .... 39
Florence...........Crew.
Dauntless. ... ....... ..
St. Louis.... ......... 414
St. Roch............. Crew.....
M. E. Hackett.. .
Randolph.........
Mistassini .......... 40
Le Colon.. .... ..... 40
Peribonca. ........ Crew.....
Arthur......... . .. .....
U ndine........... ... e .....
E va .. .. .. .... .... i .....

M'
ay 8..

S15..
ay 12.
ue 22..

22..
23..
23..
24..
24..
25..
25.
26
26.
28..

e 28..
29..
30..

f 30..
30..

30..
S30..

1898.
Relief ..... ........ . . ..... Nov. 30..

1899.
Arthur...........
Rodolphe. ...........

. June 30..
.. . 24..

1898.
Queen.. . .. ........ 450 Sept. 1..
Brothers............ 400 Aug. 15..
Ananda ........... Crew..,.. , 9..

Total ... . .... ... ....

367 37 36 Paddle, freight, Sorel and Montreal.

274
269
86

l09
94
75
40

704
1,138

18
18
81

428
18
78
16

249
173
179
15
17
4

29 92
29 52
il 88
16 76
12 52
il U0
8 20

64 32
99 04

6 44
6 44

11 48
42 24
6 44

11 24
6 28

27 92
21 84
22 32

6 20
6 36
5 32

Paddle
Screw,
Screw,

Paddle

tug.
Quebec and Orleans ferry.
wrecking schooner, Gulf.
ferry,ThreeRivers&Ste. Angèle

Nicolet.
Laval.

tug, Three R.ers.
Twin-screw, pass., lake and river.
Paddle, pass., Montreal and Toronto.
Screw, pass., Gr. Piles to LaTuque.

e tug, Montreal to Gulf.
Paddle, pass., Montreal and Ste. Anne
Screw, Quebec harbour tug.

tea

Paddle,pass.,Roberval toGr.Décharge
I Il and Mistassini.

S tug, Lake St. John.
Screw

eyat
et pleasure yacht, Lake Kiskising

381 35 48 tug, Gulf to Montreal.

78
116

11 24 Paddle. tug, Pierreville to Sorel.
14 28 i l i

367 37 36 Screw, winter ferry.
367 37 36 Paddle, spare ferry.
il 5 88 Sci ew, Quebec harbour tug.

38,445 3,108 60

JOS. SAMPSON,
Boiler ani Engine Inspector.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

QUEBEC DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Number Tonnage
Name of Vessel. Passgers Cerificate T Ds Class of vessel and where employed.

Allowed. xplres. Fees Paid.

1899. $ cts.

Grtetland .... . .... 40 May Il. .. 1,091 95 28 Screw, freight and passenger, between
Montreal and St. John's, Nfld.

JOS. SAMSON,
Boiler and Engine Inspector.

STEAM Vessels Not Inspected for the Year ended 3Oth June, 1898.

QUEBEC DIVISION.

Name of Vessel. Gross Registered Dues and Remarks.
Tonnage. Tonnage. Fees. Why not inspected and class of vessel.

$ ets.

Lake ... .... ............. 146 89 ......... Screw, tug, Montreal and Gulf.
Commodore Holiwell... ..... 10 3 .... .... Quebec Harbour.
D aisy ..... . ............. .... 15 10 ..........
Five Brothers....... ........ il 7 .. ......
Cuckoo .... ........ .. 6 4 ......... Saguenay River.
Canadien..... ........ .... 22 15 .. . .... Sorel Harbour.
Victory .... . .............. 42 15 ....... Pabos River.
Frank ..... ... ............ 58 39 .... .... Paddle, tug, Quebec and Three Rivers.
Genereux ..... .. . ........ 7 6 ......... Screw , Grondes Piles.
Arizona ............ ........ 9 6 .......... pleasure yacht, Lake St. Joseph.

326 | 194

NoTE.-None of the above being fitted up for want of eniployment.

JOS. SAMSON,
Boiler and Engine Inspector.
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STEAM VeSSels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL DIVISION.

HULL INSPECTION.

Naine of Vessel.

Nunber
of

Passen.
qers

Date
Certiticate
Expires.

Allowed.

1898.

Isle Héron ........
H all... ........
Bonenfant.. ... ....
V ictoria ............
Harry Bates..... ....
Lady of the Lake......
M issawippi............
Annie C .............
Richelieu........

Mistassini .........
Colon...... ....
Undine ......
Peribonca.... .....
*Arthur ...........
Ste. Anne.........
Admiral . .........
Vulcan . ....... ..
Frances ..... .....
C. Anderson.... .....
Stranger.............
Charlotte.... .........
D. A. Martin..... ..
R. Hurdman..........
John Thomson...
Henoway..... .....
Clyde............ ...

*Dora ........ .
A v ................ .

é eteor..........
Dauntless. .. ........
La Canadienne. .......
Olive .... ........
Chaffée......... ...
Ida ...................
Gracey ...............
John.............
Brothers..............
Savoy................

Ivan R .... ... ....
Polaris ... ........
Queen .... ..........
Pilot........ .........
Lena................

Rivière du Loup ....
Berthier .... ........
Terrebonne..... .....
Sorel ..................
Ste. Anne .............
Fire Fly ..............
Chambly. ... ...........
Cultivateur..........
Hosanna......... ...
Polino................

40
50
20

Freight...

700

J'Tuly 9J..
10..
10..
12...
13..
13..

25 i 13..;
40 , 15..

.......... ... .. ...-

40 July 21..
40 , 22..
40 t 22..

100 e 22..
....... ... ......

25 .July 23..
340 t 27..
20 27..
40 , 28..
94 June 16 .
35 Aug. 1..
30 e 4..
40 i 4..

150 3..
25 , 10..
40 ' 10 .
60 ,; 12..

40
75 .Aug. 13

... . .. . . .. . .
20 Aug. 16..
25 Oct. 18.
60 I 18..
40 Aug. 19..
40 , 19..
25 20..
30 n 21..

526 , 28..
25 1 23..

39 ......
350 Oct. 6..
?50 , 7..
350 , 8..

20 e 4..
1899.

April 2..
i 2..

2..
4..
4..
4..

S •4..
S5..
So..
S11. .

Tonnage
Gross Dues and
Toits. 'Inspection

Fees Paid.

160
247

21
170
254
607

4
33
34

249
173
17

179

18
682
18
19

10 1

14
78
93
5

99
29

48
154
299f

8
372
213
42 1

247
9

367
348

533
367
426

22

199
1,283

716
158
14

214
647
362

89
807

e ts.

20 80
27 76
6 68

18 60
28 32
56 56
5 32
5 51
7 72

27 92
21 84

6 36
22 32

6 44
62 56
6 44
6 52

18 00
9 00
6 12

Il 24
12 44
5 40

12 92
7 32

8 84
17 32
31 92

5 64
37 76
22 04

8 36
27 76
5 72
7 80

37 36
35 84

50 64
37 36
42 08

6 76

23 92
110 64
65 28
2 64

6 12
25 12
59 76
36 96
12 12
72 e6

Class of vessel and where employed

Screw, pass. & ft., Montreal & Ottawa.
Pad., f'y, Charlemagne & Bout de l'Isle
Screw, freight, Montreal and Chambly.

e If Ottawa.
Paddle, pass., Newport and Mago&.
Screw, passenger, Lake Mississippi.

SMagog.
i St. John'%, P. Q.,and

Lake Champlain.
Pad., paas., Roberval and Mistassini.

Screw, pass., t Grd. Décharge.
Paddle, , i
Screw, pass., I and Mistassini.
Pad., ferry, Chicoutimi & Ste. Anne.
Paddle, pasa., Dalhousie and Gaspé.
Screw, ferry, et Maguash.
Pad., ferry, Campbellton & Cross Pt.
Screw, pass., Montreal and Chambly,

i il Valleyfield.
e Turtle Prtg. & N. River.
Il le e
e on waters of L. Kippewa.
e Il L. Quinze.

Paddle. pass., i I
Screw, pass., Gordon Creek & North

Teiniscatmingue.
Serew,pass.,Gordon Creek & Pinch Bay
Paddle te
Screw Il

te el waters of Lake Nipissing.
f I and ft., Montreal & Gaspé.
If 1 if Ottawa.
i ferry, Valleyfield & Lancaster.
t pass. & f t., Montreal & Ottawa.

Paddle, ferry, Cornwall and Messina.
et Carillon & Pt. Fortune.

Paddle, pass., Quebec and Berthier.
Screw, pa.ss. and freight, Quebec and

Isle Anticosti.
.o Grande Piles & La Tuque

Screw, ferry, Quebec and Levis.

il le t
el Megantic & Three Lakes

Pad., ferry,Varennes & L'Assomption.
Pad., pass., Montreal & Three Rivera.

I il Sorel.
Pad., ferry, e Pierreville.
Screw, ferry, Sorel and Berthier.
Pad., ferry, t i
Pad., pass., Montreal and Chambly.
Pad., ferry, , Island St. Helen
Screw, ferry, Longueuil.
!Screw, pass. & ft.,Mont. & Newf'dland.

* Not allowed to run with passengers. t No certificate granted. +Not running, want of water.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Bran eh.

STEAM Vessels Jrispected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL DIVISION.

HULI. INS1PECTION-Continued.

Name of. Vessel.

Campana .............
M ontreal .,.......... .
Canada ... ....... ....
Rhoda.... .........
North .... .... .....
South ...................
V ega. ............... .
Hamilton .... ... .....
Longuèuii .. ........
Hochelaga .. ....... .
Laprairie.......... .. .
Saguenay .......... ...
Acadian... ........
Otter ......... ....

Lord Stanley........
Levis .... ........ . .
W hite Star. ...... ....
Einpress............
Marquis of Lorne........
E. G. Laverdure.... ..
G. B. Greene........ ..
Beatrice B . ...........
E m ile .............. ...
M ansfield....... .......

A gnes ........ ......
M ildred .......... .....
Léon . .. .......... ..

T hurso......... ........
G lide...................
Bonito. ............ ..
Sovereign. ......... .
Princess...............
Prefontaine..... .... ..
Filgate.............

Duchess of York .... ...
Qiebec.... ..... ....
Trois Rivières ..........

R .cket..................
Garnet......... ....
Chateauguay... . . ....
Welshman...... .......
D am a ........... .....
Spartan ... ...........
Corsican ........ ......
Island Queen . ........ .

Number
of

Passen-
gers

AlIowed.

400
800
60
150

450
250
375
275
300
.350
430

20
115

30
350

800
40

100
565
40
40
40

40
25
20

40
40
30

700
443
40

250

700
800

1,000

400
200
140

Freight..
40

400
400
250

M aud .............. ... 3
H all.......... .........
Paul Smith............. 3
A lgerian...... ........ . 4
Passport......... ...... 4
Carolina......... .... C
E toile ............ .....

*468 on Lake, 702 on River.

Tonnage
Date Dues and

Certificate Inspec-
* Expires. tion Fees

Paid.

1899. $ ets.

April 12.. 1,697 143 76
15.. 2,211 184 88
16.. 2,W9 168 72
19.. 182 2256
25.. 289 3112
25.. 349 3592
27.. 132 1856
28.. 1,052 92 16
28.. 3 3720
29.. 419 4152
29.. 600 560)

May 2.. 1,104 96 32
i 3.. 931 8248

6.. 198 2384

10.. 276 30 08
11.. 156 2048
14.. 451 4408
16.. 677 6216
16.. 20 660
17.. 54 932
11..- 255 28 40
17.. 59 972
18..î 12 59c
18..1 169 2152

19.. 29 732
19.. 15 620
19.. 15 620

20.. 20 660
21.. g i 10
21.. i 6 3f
21.. 637 5896
23.. 9 5432
23.. 434 4272
23.. 263 2904

23.. 490 4720
24.. 3,056 252 48
24.. 1,710 14480

24.. 428 4224
24.. 152 2016
24..

S 25.. .5 94
27.. 8368
S 27.. 946 8368

July 27. . 98 1284

June 3..

S 6.. )9 314
S 10 . 1 11

13.. 968 K544
17., 977 8616
17_1 1 560 52 80

Class of vessel and where employed.

Screw, pass. &f t.. Mont. & Pictou.
Paddle, pass., Quebec & Montreal.

i Quebec & Chicoutimi.
i If Rimouaki.

Paddle, ferry, Quebec and Levis.

Screw ferry, Quebec & I'le of Orleans.
Pad., pass., Montreal & Hamilton.
SPad., ferry, Hochelaga & Longueuil.

Hochelaga & Boucherville.
Montreal and Laprairi,.

Pad., pass., Quebec and Chicoutimi.
Screw.

pass. and freight, Quebec and
Natashquan.

Screw,wrecker,Gulf of St. Lawrence.
I ferry, Quebec & St. Romuald.

Pad., pasa., Toronto and Grimsby.
i Ottawa and Grenville.

Screw, ferry, Ottawa and Hull.
. pass., on the Ottawa River.

Pad., pass., Aylmer & Chats Rapids.
Screw, ferry, Ottawa and Hull.

pass., Ottawa and Grenville.
ferry, New Edinburgh and

Gatineau Point.
ferry,Buckinghan &HighFalls

Hi g h Falls and Notre
ame de l'Eau.

Pad., , Thurso and Clarence.
Screw, ' Calumet & Hawkesbury.

I ' , L'Orignal.
Pad. pass., Montreal and Carillon.

l if i Ottawa.
Screw, pass. & ft., Mont. & Quebec.
Pad., pass., Montreal and Isle Gros

Bois.
Pad., pass., Montreal and Ottawa.

Quebec.
Ste. Anne de
Beaupré.

Cornwall.
Valleyfield.
Chateauguay.

Sciew, ft., Montreal and Ottawa
ea., Montreal and Qiebec.

Pad., pass., Montreal and Toronto.

Screw, ferry, St. John and Lake
Champlain.

Pad , pass., Montreal and Ottawa.
Screw, pass., ft., 
Pad., ' Montreal and Berthier.
i a Toronto.

S Quebec and Chicoutimi
tuef, Montreal.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Quebec and Montreal Division-Concluded.

HULL INSPE(TIN-Concluded.

Naine of Vessel.

' Ste. Croix..........
Bella Ritchie........
Lady of the Lake.
Columbian..........
Bohenian..........
Bourgeois...........
Glacial.............
Como..............
Richelieu...........

St. Louis...........
Champion...........

Number Tonnage
of Date Gross Dues and

Passen- Certificate Inspec- Class o
gers Expires. tion

Auowed. Fees Paid.

1899. $ cts.

550 June 17.. 506 48 48 Paddl
100 t 22.. 11 56 le
700 e 23.. 607 56 56 il

* , 24.. 704 64 32 Screw,
400 e 25.. 1,138 99 04 Pad. p

25..
25..
25..
25..

30. .30..

94
109
75

113

428
482

12 52 Pad. fi
16 72 Screw,
Il 00 Pad.
17 04 Pad.,

42 241
46 56

f vessel and where employed.

pass., Quebec and St. Croix.
i Newport and Magog.
e Newport and Magog.

pass., Montreal and Toronto.
ass., Montreal and Prescott.
erry, Three Rivers & Nicolet.
ferry, i Ste. Angèle

el e Nicolet.
pass., Three Rivers & St. Jean.

Deschaillons.
Q uebec le

il Berthier.

*400 on Lake, 950 on River.

PIERRE D. BRUNELLE,
HuIl In8pector.

A. 1899

1 t



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere for the Year ended 30th
June, 1898.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL DIVISION.

HULL INSPEcTION.

Name of Vessel.

Maquain. ... ........

Reindeer ...........

Greetlands. ...

Number
of Date

Passen- Certificate
gers Expires.

Allowed.

1899.

360 June 4..

756 , 4..

40 April 25..

G ros
Tons.

370

498

1091

Tonnage
Dues and

Inspec- Classof vessel and whereermployed.
tion

Fees Paid.

$ cts.

37 60 Paddle, passenger, Burlington and
Maquam.

4' 84 Paddle, passenger, Burlington and
Maquam.

95 28 Screw, pass. and freight, Montreal
and Sydney.

PIERRE D. BRUNELLE,
Hull Inspector.

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL DIVISION.

Reg
Name of Vessel. Tonnage. T

Tong.Ton

A nnie C ............. ............. 6-33

A ithur.... . ........ .............. 14-98
A rizona...................... .... 9-
Clipper................. ......... 4

Canadian........ .................. 22-28
Laurier... . .... ............... 14-28

Owl.................. ... . 3-69

Richelieu et Montreal.... ........ 33-67

Stranger................... ..... 49·58

ister- Remarks.
d
nage. Why not Inspected and Class of Vessel.

4-30 Screw, pleasure bt., Lake Magog, not carry-
passengers.

12-24 Screw, tug, not carrying passengers this year.
6· pass., >n Lake St. Joseph, not running.
3. " pleasure yacht, Lake Magog, not run-

ning with passengers.
15-13 Screw, pass., not carrying passengers this year.
9 71 Screw, passenger, Montreal and Sdrel, not

running this year.
2-51 Screw, . pleasure yacht, Lake Magog, not

1 carryng passengers.
>290 Screw, passenger, Lake Champlain, not carry-

Sng passengers.
32-19 Screw, passenger, Montreal and Valleyfield,

not running.

PIERRE D. BRUNELLE,
full Inspector.
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STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION.

BOILERS ANI) 3ACHINERY.

Naime of Ves

Y uba............

Number Tonnage
of Date GrSs Dues and

sel. Passen- Certificate- Tons Inspec- Classof vessel and whereemployed.
gers Expires. tion

Allowed. Fees Paid.

1898. $ts.

20 .July 6.. 120 6Screw, ferry, Barrington and Cape
S Sable Island.

May Flower.... ..... ........ "

F airy ................. ........
Magge..... ... ...... 40
Sea Bird ........ ,..... ...
St Michael ............ 15j

A id .. .. . . . . . . l.. . . .

6>..

7..
8..
9..
9..

I1897.

May Queen ............ 40 Dec. 31

1898.

Zulieka ..................... July 14..
Jessie Grey................. 01
Lennx .... ...... ... 25...17..
Mulgrave .... ........ 2.50 17.
John L. ... Cann. 100 May 1..
Meadow Flower .. .......... July 19..
Beaver ............... 45 April 25..
Albatross.... .... .June 13..
Ida Lue....... .... ... 2 i 12..

Commodore. .... .... 25 July 26..
Anticosti. ............. .... 18..
Mic Mac....... ..... 5O Aug. 12..
lUlunlda.... .......... 40 , 20.

Bessie and Harry . .. ...... 19..
L. Boyer.......... . 100 26..
Mascotte ................ 20 Sept. 13..
Barcelona.... .......... 30 21. .1

Volunda....... .......... l 22..
Annie....... . .... . ......... Oct. 8..
Newfoundlan...... ...... ... ...... f 14..
Ralph E. S............. ... . 25..
Bridgewater.... . ...... 200 f 26..
Westport .. ..... ... 25 Nov. 3..
Florence C..... ........ 30 3..
Edna R ................... 3
Island Gem . ....... ... ..... ... 3 .
W anda ................ ... ... " 4
Nereid ... .. .. ..... ...... .. t, 4
Halifax..... ........... . 240 6..
Elliott... ........... .... i....... 1..
Henry Hoover .. ...... 100 24..
Salvor .. ............ .... Dec. 16..
Wilfred C .. .......... 60 Nov. 6
La Tour.... ... ....... 70 tI 6..

1899.

Harlaw . .............. 75 Feb. 24..
Louisburg ..... ....... ..... .... M ar. 19..

5-92

15-55
19'26
41-28
39-20

98.55

142'09

12-38
76-01
6 *29

484 86
165*55

5-56
84 73
20'46
44'51

12-84
19-00

150'63
1,77·09

22*00
60«00
35*40

1,801 53

2980
42 12

918 *75
27·82

207-79
80-09
3898
49-66
15-62
38-48
12-24

338-42
367·48

54-64
44-93
99 26

154-43

451-36
1,815-60

96

5 48 Screw, fish boat, Barrington and
Bear Point.

6 28 Screw, water boat, Lunenburg Hrb'r
6 52 Screw, ferry, Lunenburg and South.
8 28 fish boat, Liverpool & Coast.
8 12 tig & pass., Liverpool and

Port outon.
12 84 lighter, Liverpool and coast.

pass., Bras d'Or Lake.19 36 Pad.,

5 96
il 08
10 28

Gov.pro'ty
21 28
5 48
il 80

; 60
8 60

6 04
6 52

20 00
145 36

6 76
9 80
7 80

152 16

7 40
8 36

78 52
7 24

24 64
11 40
8 04
8 92
6 28
8 04
5 96

35 04
34 36
9 40
8 60

12 92
20 32

44 08
150 28

Screw, yacht, Bras d'Or Lake.
Stern. wheel lighter, Bras d'Or Lake
Pad., ferry, Lennox Passage.
Screw, ferry, Strait of Canso.

pass., Strait of Canso.
nvater boat, Canso Harbour.
pass., N.S. & N.B.
yacht, Yarmouth & coast.
pass., Yarmouth & Tusket

Wedge.
pass., Halifax Harbour.
yacht, Halifax Harbour.

Pad., ferry, Halifax, Harbour.
Screw, freiglt and pass., Canadian

and foreign ports.
Screw, water boat, Halifax Harb'r.

tug & pass., Halifax Harb'r.
pass., Halifax Harbour.
freight & pass., Canada and

foreign.
Twin-sorew, yacht, N.S. coast.
Screw, water boat, Halifax Harbour.

freight, Halifax & coastwise.
tish boat, Halifax & coast.
freight & pass., N.S. & N.B.

pass., Yarmouth & coast.
fish boat, Yarmouth & coast.

Pad., ferry, Halifax Harbour.
Screw, freight, Canada & foreign.

tuz & pass., Halifax Harb'r.
lighter, Halifax Harbour.
pass., Yarmouth & coast.
"s "

t pass.. Halifax & coast.
f freight, Canada & foreign.



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Nova Scotia Division-Continued.

BOILES AND MACHINERY-CntinulOd.

Name of Vessel.

M arina ..............
Yarmouth..............
City of St. John ........
Alpha.............

Lenore..................
Gertrude M .. . ...

Bonavista..... ........

Coban.... .. ........

Cacouna ........... .
Anita .......... ...
Cape Breton ...........
Gambrinus. ............
U lala......... .........
Mary Jane..............
Chester........... ...
Hiawatha.... ..........
W. M. Weatherspoon... .
Acadia........ .........
A von............ ......
Rob Roy........ ...
Halifax....... .....
Dartmouth . ..........
Diamond ........ ......
M arion ...............
Arcadia ...............

Elsie.. .. ..........
St. Olaf. .... .........
Caber Feidh ..........
Peerless ...... . .....
Weymouth .............
Merrimac. .. ........
Daisy ..... ... .......
Zaidee...............
Marion..............

Gladiator ... .........
Blue Hill .... .......
Eldon.............
John L. Cann...........

Nygeia.................

W estport............. .
Petrel .................
A. C. Whitney..........
Falmouth...............
Lunenburg.............
Pastime ......... .

Leonora .... .... .....
Boston.... .........
Juno. .............
Pinafore..............
Freddie V..........
Glencoe.... ............
Evangeline ........
Beaver.............

11-7*

Number
of

Passen-gers
Allowed.

450
150

do

40

60

41

..........
200

150
40

..........
500
200

..........
35
29

150
40

200
130

40
40

125

40

30
20

150

200
175

550
40

...... ....
..........

40
160
175

Date
Certificatel ro
Expires. Tons.

1899.

Mar. 9 .
9, 9..
,, 10..

S 11..

f 22..
S11..

April 6..

t, 7..

t 7..
7..

21..
26..
21..
23..
27..
27..

t, 28. .
28..

.27 .
f, 27..

May 4..
t 6..
il 12..
I 12..

S13..

S13..
Jan. 1.
May 17..

e 19..
il 19..
I 19..
i 19..
tt'20..
t, 30..

il 20..
e 23..
t 24..

24..

é 24..

f 24..
June 1..

il 2..
fi 3..
t 10..
t' 11. .

t, 10..
I 14..
0 15..
si 16..
l 16..
.. 16..

17..
f 17..

32 46
1,451-92

709 12
306·91

15·23
47 58

1,30633

1,063·30

1,450-78
26·50

1,764-19
28-36
13-70
25·86
79'50

229·79
59-29
74-21
64-66
13-97

1,738-45
311'23
22·65
11-57
61·64

22-14
305'27

61 *07
94.27

153·93
85'80
10-74
18-63

478-49

70·40
195-83
37·91

165'55

57-69

80*06
6-36

62·67
43-03

- 265'55
67*71

5*00
1,694'50

9 29
25'86
26-69
32 21
78-74
84'73

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec-
tion

Fees Paid.

8 ets.

7 56
124 16

64 72
32 48

6 20
8 84

112 48

93 04

121 08
7 16

146 12
7 24
6 12
7 08

11 40
26 40

9 72
10 92
10 12

6 12
147 04
32 88

6 84
. 5 96
996

6 76
32 40
988

12 52
20 32
il 80
588
644

46 24

10 60
2368

8 04
21 28

964

11 40
548

1004
8 44

2928
1044

540
143 52

ô 72
708
7 08
756

11 32
il 80

Class of vessel and whe-re enployed.

freight, fish boat,Yarmouth & coast.
e pass., Yarmouth & Boston.

Pad., pass., Yarmouth & coast.
Screw, freight & pass., N.S., N.B. &

U.S.A.
fish boat, Halifax & Coast.

' fish boat, paso., Yarmouth
& Coast.

freight & pass., Canada &
fore g.

frei ht &pass., Canada &

freight, anada & Foreign.
fish boat, Halifax & coast.
freight, Canada& foreign pts.
lighter, Halifax Harbour.
yacht, Halifax & coast.

l fish boat, Halifax & coast.
t Tug Avon River.

pass.& freight, N.S.& N.B.
tug, Minas Basin.

f pas., Hantsport & coast.
i pass., Windsor & Kingsport.
e water boat. Avon River.
i passenger, ôanada & U.S.A.

Paddle, ferry, Halifax Harbour.
Screw, tug, Pictou Harbour.

9 passenger, Pictou Harbour.
i il Pictoù and coast.

Wise.
Screw, tug, Pictou Harbour.

e fr. & p., Pictou & coastwise.
I pass'ger, Halifax and coast.
e p., Sydney& Bras d'Or Lake
i pass'ger, Sydney and coast.
e tug, Sydney and coast.

Paddle, passenger, Sydney and
Strait of Canso.

Screw, tug, Sydney and coast.
Twin-screw, p., Sydney & Mulgrave
Screw, passenger. Strait of Canso.
Screw, passenger, Nova Scotia and

Cape Breton.
Screw, p., Sydney and Bras d'Qr

Lake.
Screw, p., Nova Scotia& C. Breton.

I passenger, Halifax Harbour
tug and p.,

: passenger, Avon River.
p., Haifax and coastwise.

Twin-screw, lighter and passenger,
Halifax Harbour.

Screw, yacht, Halifax Harbour.
a p., Yarmouth and Boston.

p., Yarmouth Harbour.
te tug, Annapolis River.
i i Yarmouth and coast.
t p., Annapolis and Granville.

Twin-screw, p.,Kingsport and coast.
Screw, fr. & p., N. S. and N. B.



62 Victoria Sessional Pa pers (No. 11.) A. 1899

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Nova Scotia Division-Concluded.

BoILEtSns MAAND xenv-Conchd.

Nanie of Vessel.

Number
(of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

Timnage
Date Dues and

Certificate "r Inspec- Class of vessel and where emnployrd.
Expires. to. Ion.

Fees Paid.

Highland Mary ........ . 160 .1

Robbie Burtns .......... 200

Lion................... .....
Vietor . ........... . .........
Star .... . ... . ...... . 15

Totals............. ....

1899.

une 20.. 7373

20. 895

23.. 1982
23.. 962
24.. 6-07

.25,287-71

S cts.

10 92 Twin-screw, excursion barge, Hali-
fax Harbour.

12 12 Twin-screw, excursion barge, Hali-
fax Harbour

660 Screw, tug, Pugwash and coast.
15 80 t tug, Northport and coast.
5 48 l pass., Wallace Harbour.

2,560 76

JOHN P. ESDAILE,
Steamboat Inspector.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but registered elsewhere, for the Year
ended 30th June, 1898.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION

BOILERs AND MACHINERY.

Nane of Ves-el.
of Date

Passen- CertifieateMrrs Ex pire.
Allwed.

Tonnage
Groas Dus andi
Tons. 1 Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.

tion Fees
Paid.

City of Ghent .......
Princ- Edward.

Beta ...............

Alpha... ... ......

Tavmnouthà Casbl.
Tyrian .............
Fastnet... .........

Duart Castle.........
Douglas H. Tlot s.

Grand Lak .........
C. M. Winclh.......
Pro Patria ..........

Total.......

1898. e ets.

40 Aug. 12.. 198-64 23 92 Screw, pass., N.S. and 1.E.I.
338 Sept. 2.. 1,413-74 121 12 Twin screw, pasa. and frt., Yar-

mouth and Bo.ton.
100 l 15.. 1,08667 94 96 Screw, pass. and frt., Canada and

foreign.
75 Nov. 26.. 65346 60 24

1899.

50 Mar. 22.. 1,826-54 154 16
.... April .. 1,038*57 9112 Serew, freight,

50 11.. 337-71 - 04 pam. frt.Halifaxandc
Wibe.

60 22. 1,838 59 1 12 Canada & foreign.
15 l 25.. 211-91 24 96 Screw, 1asa. & tng, Halifax and

coestwige.
40 Mar. 28.. 895-89 7969 frt.,

May 21.. 87·72 12104 Screw, tug, Sydney and cost.
11..ý 75901 68 72 Screw, frt. & pas., Canada and

15512 eC d foreign.
............10,348 -45 i 1 Wl 8

JOHN P. ESDAILE,
Steamboat Inspector, liifa.r, N.S



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th Jun?, 1898.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION.

fGross Ristered Remiarks.
Namle of Vessel. Tonae Tonnage. onnage' Why net Inspected, and Class of Veçsel.

Goliah ... .... ............... 146-83 9985 Laid up; tug.
Rescue.. ...................... 12409 8492
Tusket......... ........... 3*04 200
Alida............... ........... 6418 295 t
-Scotia. ................. .... .. 41'58 282.
V esta. .... ................ ... . 9 21 5 40
lavana....................... .470-98 24586 passenger.
Rimouski...................... 124,70 8480 Il
Maple Leaf........... ............ 12906 81 ferry boat.
St. John................... ..... 47·28 32 15
Nerens................. .. ... .. 16-39
Arrow ....................... 1002 792
J. B. Hamblin .......... ......... 31 · 71 2l'6 Out of district; fish boat.
Gipsy............. . .... 1670 Il*37 tug.
Shannon.... .... ........ ..... .. 7511 5107 'I government omploy.
Active... ...................... 59-91 21*50 Not yet inspected; iBÉ boat.
Bessie..... ... ..... ... ........ 1045 574 tug.
Carrie. . . . ......... ... 1483 77 passenger.
La Have ... .................... .. 4) 34*01 tug.
Eleanor M. Cates ........... ..... 5881 423
Dolphin.. .................. 80, 3-Q il fiah boaL
Collector...................... 52 * 05 M39 laid Up for n5w 2o-er; lihter.
David Duneau. .. . .............. M 9 1059 repair to boiler, tug.
Gem...... .. ... . . ............ 4 69 2*12 Laid up; 68h boat.
Mayflower .............. 39...392 05 ='78 In governnent enploy.

Total .... ............... 1, !W260 1,0954

JOHN P. ESDAILE,
Steamboat In8pector, Halifax, N.S.

99



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Nova Scotia Division-Continued.

HLILL ISPe-rIOs.

Narne of Vessel.

Number
of

Paben-
gers

Allowed-

Yuba.. ..
Maggie............
May Queen.

Mulgrave...........
Lennox ............
John L. Canu
Beaver .
Star.... ..........

Mic Mac.
Ulunda............

L. Boyer.. ......
Commodore.........
Mascotte...........
Barcelona.........

Bridgewater.........
Florence C..........
Westport..........
Elliot.......... . .
Halifax, (Ferry).
St. Michael.........

Henry Hoover.
Wilfred C...
La Tour. ...........
Newfoundland....

City of St. -John.
Alpha.............
Louisburg............
Fastnet............
Gertrude M.........
Yarmouth..........
Cape Breton
Bonavista ..........

Coban ..........
Cacouna.............
Acadia.............
W. M. Weatherspoon...
Hiawatha...........
Avon ......
Halifax............

Marion .............

St. Olaf ............
Harlaw ............
Caber Feidh.........
Peerles .............

Weymouth..........
Marion.............

Blue Hill ...........

Date 1
Certificate!
Expires.

1898.

20 July 6...
40 7..
40 *

250 16. .
25 17..

100 May 1..
45 Aug. 2..
15 5..

50 13
40 o 16..

100 25..
25 July 26..
20 Sept. 13..
30j 17.

200 Oct. 26..
30 Nov. 6..
25' 8..!

..... :, 11..
240 i 13..

15 July 9..

100 Nov. 26..
60 6..
70 T 6..

.Oct. 14..

1899.

150 Mar. 9..
30 fi 11.

April 12..
50 a 12..
40 , 12..

450 , 12..
.. . 20..

50 , 20..

41 21..
.. . 21..

150w, 28..
25.o 28..

2001 28..
40 29..

500 May 5..

35 I 12.

150 Jan. 1..
60 May 17..
40 n 17..

200 1, 19..

130 : 19..
400 - 20..

120 21..

vrosa
ton%.

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.

tion
Fees Paid.

$ ets.

12 04 596
19-26 I 602

142-09 19 36

484'86 Nil.
66-29 10 28

167)155 21 28
8473 50
607 548

150 -63 2000
1,717 09 145,36

6000 980
1200 6 04
35-40 7 80

1,801'53 152 16

20779 24 64
38-98 8 04
80 il 40

36748 34 36
33892 3504
3920 8 02

54·64 9 40
99·26 1292

154'43 2032
78 52

709-12
306-91

1,815-60
337-71

47 58
1,457-92
1,764-19
1,306-33

1,063.30
1,450-78

74*21
59-29

229*79
64-66

1,738·45

11-57

305-27
451*36
61'07
94*27

153·93
478-49

195'83

64 72
32 84

150 28
35 04
884

124 16
146 12
112 48

9300
121 OS
10 92

9 72
2640
10 12

147 00

5 96
32 40
440R
988
12 52

20 32
4624

68

Screw, ferry, Barrington Passage.
Il Lunenburg and South.

Paddle, pass., Baddeck and Grand
Narrows.

Screw, ferry, Strait of Canso, I C.R.
Paddle, ferry, Lennox & Grandique.
Screw, pass., Mulgrave and Canso.

i Cannming & coastwise.
Screw, ferry, Wallace and West

Wallace.
Paddle, ferry,Halifax & Dartmouth,
Screw, pass. and freight, Halifax

and foreign
Screv, pass., Halifax Harbout.
Screw, excur., Halifax Harbour.

jScrew, pass. and freight, Halifax
i and foreign.
Screw, pass., Halifax and coastwise.

* Yarmouth & coastwise.

Screw & freight, Halifax & foreign.
Paddle ferry. Halifax & Dartmouth.
Screw, pass., Liverpool and Port

Mouton.
Screw, excursion, Halifax Harbour.
Screw, pass., Yarmouth & coastwise

Screw, sealer, Halifax & Nfld.

Paddle, pass.,Yarnouth & coastwise
Screw, i i

freight, Halifax and foreign.
pass., I coastwise.

- Yarmouth &coastwise.
' il Boston.

Screw, freight, Halifax & foreign.
Screw, pass. and freight, Halifax and

foreign.

Screw, freight, Halifax and foreigu.
Screw, pasa.. River Avon.

# Hantsport & Parrsboro'.
Screw, pass., Halhfax & coastwise.

il River Avon.
f & freight, Halifax and

coastwise.
Screw, ferry, Pictou ard New Glas-

gow.
Screw, pass., Pictou and coastwise
Screw, ferry, Halifax &
Screw, psas., a
Twin-screw, pass., Sydney'& North

Sydney.
Screw, pas., Sydneyj& coastwise.
Paddle, pass., Sydney &*Bras d'Or

Lakes.
Twin-screw, pass..IBaddeck and

Grand Narrows.
* Closing navigation 1898.

100

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.--Nova Scotia Division -Concluded.

HULL INSPECTION- Concluded.

Number onnag
of Date Dues and

Name of Vesse). Passen- Certificate Inspec- Class of vessel and where enployed.
Expires. tion

Allowed. Fees Paid.

1899. S ets.

Eldon..............
'Hygiea.............

John L. Cann.
'Westport ..........
Dartmouth..........
Arcadia ............
Petrel ............
Lunenburg..........
Juno....

Boston..
Glencoe ............

Evangeline.
Beaver.............
A. C. Whitney.
Pastime ............
Star..............

40 May
40 e

125 I
30 -

300 a
39 1 I
125 iJune

200 i
40 1

40

21.. 37-91 8 04
21.. 59-69 9 64
23.. 165·55 21 28
23.. 80,06 11 40
28.. 311·23 32 04
13.. 61-64 9 96
8.. 6-35 5 48
I.. 256-55 29 28
15.. 9-29 5 72

15.. 1,694-50 143 52
16.. 32-21 7 56

17.. 78-74 11 32
17.. 84'73 11 80
20.. 62 67 10 04
20.. 67 71 10 44
24.. 6 07 5 48

!Screw, pass., Strait of Canso.
Mulgrave & St. Peters.

e t. Canso.
e il coastwise.

Paddle, ferry, Halifax & Dartmouth.
!Screw, pass., Pictou and coaatwise.

1. Halifax Harbour.
te Halifax & coastwise.

Screw, ferry, Yarinouth and Bay
View.

1Screw, ss., Yarnouth & Boston.
Screw, erry, Annapolis and Gran

ville.
Screw, pass., Kingsport & Parrsboro'

S Canning & coastwise.
Screw, excursion, H aifax Harbour.

Screw, ferry, Wallace and West
1 Wallace.

S. R. HILL,
HuiliInspector.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but registered elsewhere, for the Year
ended 30th June, 1896.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION.

Number Tonnage
of Date G Dues and

Name of Ve . Passen- Certificate Tos. Inspec- Class of vessel and wherc- eniployed.
geIts Expires. tion

Allowed. i Fees Paid.

1898. -8 ctS.

City of Glient......

Prince Edward ..........

Beta ..... . ... ....

Tyrian .. .. . ......

Alpha ..... ........... .

Diuart Castle ...... ..

Grand Lake........

Douglas H. Thonas. .....

Taymouth Castle.......

Pro Patria . ...........

40 Aug. 16.. 198 64 23 92

350 31.. 1,413-74 121 12

100 Sept. 15.. 1,086"67 94 96

1899.

.... April 1.. 1,038·57

1898.

75 .uly 26.. 653 46

1899.

Screw, passenger and freight, Hali-
fax and coastwise.

Screw, passenger and freight, Yar-
mouth and Boston.

'Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

91 12 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

60 32 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

66 April 22.. 1,838-59 155 12 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

40 Mar. 28.. 895-89 79-68 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

15 'April 25.. 211-91 24 96 Screw, passenger and tug, Halifax
iand coastwise.

50 Mar. 22.. 1,826·54 154 16 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

40 June G.. 759 01 68 72 Screw, passenger and freight, Can-
adian and foreign.

S. R. HILL,
inspector o Hulls and Equipment.

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ending 30th June, 1898.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION.

Gros Regis- Remarks.
Naine of Vessel. Gos teredTonnage. Tonnage. Why not Inspected and Class of Vessel.

Havana .... ... .... .. ...... .. 470-78 245-86 Screw, passenger and freight, laid up.
R im ouski ..... . ..............
C arrie .... ............ ...........
Delta ....... ..............
Collector ... ....... .............
Mayflower-. ...............
Maple Leaf.................

124-70
14-83

873-21
52·05

392-05
129-06

84-80
7 37

549'71
35-39

235-78
81-31

Screw, ferry, to be inspectW-d.
pass. and freight, on foreign voyage.
excursion, laid up for repairs.
ferry, in Govermuent employ.

Paddle, ferry, laid up.

S. IR. HILL,
Inspector of ibtdil. and Equipnent.

102

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK AND P. E. ISLANI) DIVISION.

BOILERrN AND MACHINERY.

Naine of Vessel.
Nuniberofi Date
Passengers Certificatel
Allowed. Expires.

1898.

P eri.................... ....... . J uly 3..
Varing.............. ..... .... V 5..

Edith........ ....... . .. . V.. 6.
Irene. ................. .... .. .. 6..
East Riding............ ... .... .I
H enrietta.........................9
Sguirrel................ .......... .V 9.
Victor.... ........ ... 10..
St. Lawrence.. ... . .... ..... ..... 12..
Florence.............. .... . .. I 13.,
Iaura............ .. . ...... .... ... 13
Bessie........ . ....... .... ..... 13..
Ioyalist......... . .... ........... 14.,
Z ulu ........ . ........ ......... 14
Lady Dufferin.......... 40 > 14..
Rustler................. 200 15..
M arietta............. . .... . ... 16...
St. Andrew......... . . ........ 1<;..
Bridgetown............. 16..
N elson................... 100 I 16..
Sarcella.. ........ . .. ...... . 16..
L ina... ...... ....... .... .... 16..
Sybella H ............... 40 16..
Alcyone............ .. ............ 16..
St. Isidore.............. 200 17..
Arthur .. ..................... . .17..
G ubille.... ............. .......... 19..
M ascott... ... ....... ... ....... , 19..
St. Nicholas............ ...... .19..
Miramichi..... . ..... 100 i 19.
St. George............. .. 20..
Mary Odell......... .. .......... 21..
Eva.............................. , 21..
Amanda Green........ . ... ..... .. 24.
Dream ............ ........... . 28..
Tangent............ .. ... .... . 29..
Bessie Ardella... ............ Aug. 3. .
Calla.............. . 30 3..
Arbutus ............. . 1.46 3..
M arguerite............. .. ..... 4..
Delta............. . . . 40 10..
Atlas ... ...... .... . ....... VI 11..
C ricket......... ... ... ...... .. 18..
Lotus. ............. ... ..... . . V. 18..
W enola......................... Sept. 1..
Y antic .......... ...... .... . I 1.
Victoria.............. 365 Aug. 26.
N ellie H ... ....... .... ........ Sept. 22..
Aberdeen ...... ...... .. 400 Oct. 1..
Springhill ........ . . 100 6.
Princess............... . 350 ., 25. .
Kingsville ........... . ... .... Nov. 4..
Western Extension...... 250 Oct. 12.. j
Ouangondy.............. 200 Dec. 21..

1899.

Captain .................. IJan. 28..,
Nereid................... . .Feb. 26..
Storm King............. 70 Mar. 7..

G rosr
Ton-;.

11·77
28 74
21-55
10-32
85-55
19-12
13*11
45 -51
50-82
19-33
13 55
518

17-57
1760
47·48
89-19
4 79

76-64
14 66
64-34
21-86
26; 40
70-68
15-05

141-75

16'52
70-50
62-20
75'18

277 -78
22-53
18-01
19-63
44'51
35·74
17-44
9-79

46·76
19·66
19-93
15'79
4-85
5-00

25'10
14-16

1,001-93
7'52

243-86
189-05
541-79
3659

424-89
294-75

68·43
30-03

1 07-87

103

Tonnage
Dies and Class of vessel and wher. employed.
Inspction
Feee Paid.:

5 96 Screw, St. John, N. B.
7 .32 VI e
6 76 e Miramichi.
5 80 V e

11 88 Paddle, Restigouche.
6 52 Screw, V
6 04 , 
8 68 Paddle I
9 00 Screw, Bathurst.
6 52 I Miranichi.
612 1

6 44 Paddle
6 44 e I
8 76 V I

12 12 e I
5 56 Screw, e

11 16
6 20

10 12
6 76 1 V
7 08' i

10 60 Paddle,
6 20 Screw,

19 36 Paddle,
5 40 Screw,
6 36

10 60

11 00 V I
27 24 Paddle, e

6 84 Screw, Richibucto.
t 44
6 60 St. John.
8 52
7 88
6 36 VI D)eer Island.
5 80 e t
8 76 VI St. Andrews.
6 60 I
6 60 I Hillsborough.
6 28 e ·
5 40 St. -John.
5 40 il
7 00 I Port Elgin.
6 12 V fidnish.

88 16 Paddle, St. John.
5 (4 Screw, New Mills.

27 44 Stern-wheel, St. John.
23 12 Screw, V
51 36 V P. E. Island.
788 V St. John.

41 92 Paddle, i
31 52 e V

10 44 Screw,
7 40 V

16 64 et
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STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-New Brunswick and P. E. Island Division-Continued.

BoiLERS AND MAcHiNERy-Continited.

Namle of Vessel.

Number
of

Passen-
gets

Allowed.

Date
Certificate
Expires.

1899.
E. Ross................. 40 iM ar. 7..'
Hercules. ....................... 21..
M aggie M ........................ 1..
Leader........................ 22..
Northumberland........ 350 25..
Princess. .......... 350 25..
Jacques Cartier ........ 300 6
N elson ......... ....... . 26..1
Springfield .......... I.. . 170 April 1. .
Hampstead ......... . 150 e 4..,
Lilly Glasier ............ . . 4..'
W. H. Murray. .... : 4 4..
Admiral............ .. 4..
H ero... ....... 4..l
Fred Glasier............ .... .
Fanchon... . ...... . .40 4
David Weston .. . 450 4..
Star. .Q.. ...... ........ 30 14.. .
M ildred ....... . .... ...... 4..

an int............. ........ 14..
laggie Miller.......... 10 14.,

May Queen . ... ...... 321 14..1
Olivette ...... .... 260W 14..1
Tangent .... ...... .... ..... .... 15.
Clif ton...... ........... 200 15..
Bismarck. .......... ........ 1..
G. D. Hunter......... . .......... 18..
G. K. King .. ........ .......... 20..,
Peri ..... ....... . . 23..
Champion .... . . .. ..... .... 23..
W inme. . . . ... .... ... .... 23.
City of Monticello 30 25
Prince Rupert .... .... 5 -25
M artello ... ........ ....... M ay 4.
Viking.. . .. .... .200 6.
Fannie . ....... .... ....... 9.
Lillie. .. .. 3 . . . .. 65 9.-1
Hope ...... ..................... 10..
Electra...... ....... 40 t 12..
Alameda ..... ......... 70 12..,
MayQueen............. 35 . 12.
Wiliam Aitken.. 40 a13..
Fred M. Batt ....... ......... 1 14..
Montague ....... ..... 75 I 13..
Frank C. Batt .... .... 40 l 13..
T. A. Stewart .... .... ....... . .. 14..
Atlas. ... .. ..... .......... 18..
Alice... .............. .... .. . 18..
Flushing. ...... ........ 250 25..,
Dirigo 40 25..:
Neptune ...... ..... 40 I 20.
Tourist. ........ ..... . 4.
Ada.. .. ...................... 9..
Ernesta....... ... .... ......... . 9..
O iddy ......... .. .... .... .... ' 9..

1 ndolph... . ...... .. ... . .... 9..
Annie urrier. ............. .... , 9..
Meta........... ..........
Carrie Knight..... .... .......... 10..
Eva Johnston.... ...... ..... .... o10..
N autilus .... . . . .... ... . 14..

G, ross
Tous.

29·63
87-11
65·78
29-32

1,255·46
541 79
379 96
32-90

232-73
23452 1
20931
72-55

158'20
127-60
10-39

110·61
765-15
461'03

40-11
128·63
104-66
539 40
318'37
35-74

138*21
49-04
67-97
45-48
11·77

190-14
12'46 1

1,033 *65
1,158-44

18'78
127'70
33 44
71-64

305'77
106-96
62'59
35-92
74 87
59·90

129-55
32-90
35·94
15-79
15-77

257'09
70'13
71-15
16'15

12-58
30-59
8·71

10-56
5-05
5-88
15-77
26·58

104

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec-

tion
Fees Paid.

Class. of vessel and where euiployed.

8 et8.

7 40 Screw, l
11 96:
10 28 e i
7 32 et

108 40 Charlottetown.
51 36 I Charlottetown.
38 40 Paddle I

7 64 Screw e
26 56 Stern-wheel, St. John.
26 80 Screw e
21 72 Paddle f
10 76 Screw f
17 64 Paddle i
15 16 l 1
5 80 Screw i

16 80 Paddle f
69 20 1 l
44 88 if If
8 20 Screw e

15 32 1 i
16 32 Paddle i
51 12 fi il
33 44 î f
7 88 Twin-screw

19 04 Stern-wheel
8 92 Paddle t

10 44 Screw
8 60 ,,

5 961
20 20 IPaddle
596 Screw

90 64 Paddle
100 64, 1

6 52 Screw I
18 24 i St. Andrews.
7 64 I St. John.

10 76 I %
29 48 ;Paddle Il
16 56 IScrew, Charlottetown.
10 04
7 8

11 00
9 80 ,

18 32 Paddle, Georgetown.
7 64 Screw, Summerside.
7 88 jTwin screw Io
li 28 Serew, Point du Chêne.
6 28 ' I

28 56 . St. John.
1060 il
10 6ß5 ,

6 28 . i
5 32 le Fredericton.
5 96 il
7 40 Paddle e
5 72 Twin-screw I
5 88 Screw I
540 I :
5 48 I l
6 28 f i
7 16 I St. Stephen.

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STBAM Vessels Inspected,&c.--New Brunswick and Prince Ed ward Island Divieion-Con.

BOILERS AND MACHINFRY - Concluded.

Number
of Date

Name of Vessel. Passen. Certificate
ers Expires.

Allowed.

1899.

Ada G ... . ...... June 20..
St. Nicholas ..... . 100 21..
St. Andrew...... .............. 21..
St. George...... ... 21..
Miramichi.......... .
Edith...... . 2..1
Frances ........... 30 21
Nelson ................ 0 22
Mascott.......... .. 22
Lina ................... 22
Sybella .......... 40 22
Arthur...... .......... 22
Marietta .. .......... 22
Alcyone.......... ..... 22
Bridgetown ............ 23
Sarcella ................ 23
Jubilee ........... 23
Florence............. .2
Laura.................. 23
Lady Dufferin. ..... 40 24..
Bessie......................... 24..
Rustler ................ 24.
Irene.................. ...... ... 24..
Zulu ............. . . ......... 24
St. Isidore........ ........ 20 24
Loyalist.. .............. 24
St. Lawrence .......... .7
Eva. ................. .40 28
Henrietta .......... .... 28
Eat Riding ............ 28
Nellie H ............... 29
Victor ....... ... .. 29..
Squirrel ................ 29

T... J 2 -l

To al.. .. . .......... 21 .

Tonnage
Dues and)
Inspeo-

Tn tion Fees l
Paid.

Class of vessel and where emnployed.

102-08 13 16 Paddle, St. John.
62'20 1 9 96 Screw, Chatham.
76-64 1l16

277'78 '0 24 1Paddk
75*18 il 00 screw
21*55 676
2634 708
64*34 

1 0 1 2

70'50 06 W
26'40 708
70-68 1068 tPaddle

4*99 40 Serew
7'041 5 56 q

15'05 620 ;
14'66 620
2186 676
16-52 636
19'33 652 Newcatle.
13·55 61 t I
4748 876Padde
5-18 50ýce

101-54 16 16 Paddl
10'32 580 Screw
17*60 6 44 Paddle

141-75 19 36
17'57 6 44
50-82 900 Screw, Bathurst.
18,01 6 44 Dalhousie.
19'12 652
8555 il 88 Paddle

'52 564 Screw, Caipbeito.
45 1 8 68 Paddle St
13911 6 64 Screw, h a

16,612-64 2,170 77

W. L. WARING.
Steamboat Inspecto>r
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STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended
30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK ANI) PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND DIVISION.

Naie of Vessel.

Numiber
of

Passen-
gersd

Allowed.

Date
Certificate
Expires. Tons.

1898.

State of Maine ..........
Cumberland .........
Rose Standish ..........
General Leavitt.........
Lubec... ...........
St. Croix... ....... -.

Total .... ....

Tonnage
Dues and

Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.
tion Fees

Paid.

$ ets.

550 April 7. . 1,409109 120 80 Paddle, pas'ger, Boston to St. John.
550 I 27.. 1,605-82 136 48 i SI
325 May 7.. 384-93 38 80 on St. Croix River.

40 1 24 . 22165 6 84 Screw, Eastport to Campobello.
95 June 13.. 50-94 9 08 i 1 t

400E 16.. 1,993·58 167 52 Screw, Boston to St. John.

......... ......... 5,46791 479 52

W. L. WARING,
Steamboat Inspector.

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK ANI) PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND I>VISION.

Naine of Vessel.

Wee Laddie ...... ............
E lectric....... ................... .
O livette ...........................
D erby .. ... ................... ...
V ictor.................. ........ ..
U topia...... ........... ...........
Southport ........... .......
Elfin.......................
H illsborough........................
Commodore......................
Marion.... .....................
G rip......... ... ,............ ....

Gross :Registered Remarks.
Tonnage. T'onnage. WIy jot inspected and class of

16-6»
3'74

1,611-42
11-66
9-62

25-00
239 92
122 42
228-67
12'84
11-57
4181

Total ................... 2,298-27

vessel.

11-29 Screw, laid up.
2-55 1 .

1,104-90 I not applied for.
8-66 Paddle, laid up.
6*40 Screw, not applied for.

17*00 I laid up.
186-15 Paddle, not applied for.

34-23
66·13
7-67 Screw
7·87
3-27 elaid up.

1,456-12

W. L. WARING,
Steanboat Inspector.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK AND PRINCE EDWARI) ISLAND DIVISION.
HULL IN8P$ECTlON.

Number Tonnage
of Date Dues and

Name of Vessel. Passen- Certificate Inspec-
gers Expires. tion Fees

Allowed. Paid.

1898. $ et s.
Lady Dnfferin..40 .July 14.. 47*48 3 76
Rustler...................200 15.. 8919 7 12
Nelson 100 16. 6434 5 12
Miramichi........ . 16.. 7518 620
St. Isidore... 200 17.. 14175 il 36
Sybella H.... ... .... 40 16.. 68 56
Victor..... ........... 10.. 4551 3 68
Barge (J. F. Bridges). . 70 21
Arbutus................ 86 Aug 3 46*76 3 76
Delta............... 40 10.. 1993 60
Calla...................30 3. 979 0 80
Neptune............. 40 May 3 7115 5 68
Victoria. .... .. 3 jAug. 26. 1,001 93 80 16
Springhi.ll 100 Oct 6 18905 15 12

400A 1b. 24386 19 44
Princess................ .3W 15. 541'-l) 43 'i
Western Extension...... .250 lune 16. 42489 33 92
Ouangondy ........ 200 Dec. 21. 29475 23 52

S1899.
E. Ross................. 40 Mar. 7 2963 232
Northumberland .. 350 i 25 1,255-46 100 40
Jacques Cartier... n 25 379 .6 30 40
Stori King.............. le 7.. 10717 8 56
Princes .350 n 25.. 54179 43 36
Springfield..............170 April L.. 23213 18 56
Hamîpstead ............. 150 n 4.. 2M452 1880
Star.. ...... 00 4.. 46103 3688
Wn. H. Murray.. 40 4.. 7255 57
Fanchon ................ 40 i 4.. 110*61 8 80
Maggie Miller 150 13.. 10466 8 32
Clifton................. 200 15. 13821 11 4
Olivette ............... 260 14.. 31837 25 44
David Weston 450 n 4- 76515 (i 20
May Queen. 321 14.. 59)40 4312
Prince Rupert .. . 25 1,15844 1 64
City ot Monticello 3750 , 6.1, W 0 1 6
Viking... .".«.). ... 6.......7
lrigo... 40 2. 701 5

Flshig...........50 23. 25 20 56
Electra.40 12.. 1 8 48
Wn. Aitken............ 40 13.. 7487 6 00
Alameda............. .70 12.. 6251) 5 4
May Queen 35 12.. 3-92 2 88
Montague . 14-1 12955 1032
Frank C. Batt 40 17. 32*90 2 64
Lillie.. ..... .......... 65 29.. 71-64 5 76
Lady Dufferin 40 :June 24-. 47'48 3 76
Rustler. 200 24. 10154 16
Nelson.............. 100 22.. 6434 a 12
Miramichi............ 21.. 7518 1 00
St. Nicholas 100 21 6220 4 96
Sybella, H .4022.. 70.8 0 228
Frances 30 211 26-34 2 08
Victor 35 28.. 45,51 3 68
Eva...40 28) 1801 1 44
Frederick A ........ Not issued 3111 2 48
St. George.......... Not issuedi 2778 2244
Scow (No. 1)...100 June 30.. 3000........
Calluna.. ................. Not issue( 2226 1 76
Scow (No. 2). 300 July J.. 66.
Neptune ............... 40 June 2.. 7115 5 68

*The inspection fee lias not beexi added iii this coluinui.
I. J. OLIVE, Huill In.pecfor.

Classof vessel and where inxployed.

Paddle, passenger, Newcastle.

Screw I Chathani.

Paddle , n

le
le Campbllton.

Towed St. John River.
Screw . St. Stephen.

1Iopewell Cape.
n o St. Andrews.

St. John.
Paddle n n

Screw n Minas Basin.
Stern-wheel n St. John.
Screw . Charlottet'n, P. E. I.
Paddle . St. John.

Screw n St. John.
Twin-screw n Charlottet*n, P. E. I.
Paddle 1
Screw aSt. -John.

il C harlottet'n.P. E..
Stern-wheel,, St. John.
Screw
Paadle
Screw ' n

Paddle n n

Il . Millid fieville.
Stern-wheeln St. JO m.
Paddle n n

n , Dalhousie.
St. Stephen.

Screw e St. John.

n n Charlottet-n, P. E. I.

Paddle , Georget'n,P.E.I.
Screw n Sninerside,P. E. I.

gl St. John.
Paddle n Newcastle.

Screw g Chatham.

Paddle
Screw g e
Paddle g Caimpbellton.
Screw g Dalhousie.

le e Richibucto.
Paddle, n Chatham.
Towed Richibucto.
Screv g g.

Towed g Buctouche.
Screw g St. John.
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STEAM Ves8sels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended
30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK AND PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND DIVISION.

HULL INSPECTION.

Naie of Vessel.

Number
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

State of Maine ....
Cumberland .........
Rose Standish ....

General Leavitt.........
Lubec..... ..........
St. Croix.... .......... .

*Fees not added.

5501
5:50
325

40
95

400

Date r Tonnage
C osiDues andCerfi at uCetficate' Tons. Inspection

Expires. Fees Paid.

1899. S cts.

April 7.. 1,409-99 *112 80
Ar27.-. 1,605-82 128 48

May 7.. 384-93 30 80

27.. 22-65 1 84
June 11. 5094 4 08

16.. 1,993-58 159 52

Claas of vessel and where enployed.

Paddle, Boston and St. John.

Calais, St. Andrews, and
Eastport.

Sorew, Lubec and Canipobello.

s Boston and St. John.

I. J. OLIVE,
Hdl Inspector, &c.

STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

NEW BRUNSWICK AND PRINCE EDWARD 18LAND DIVISION.

Name of Vessel. Groas Registered
Tonnage. Tonnage. Why not

Hillsborough........... ............ '22867 66-13 Paddle, not
Elfin..... ................ ...... 122-42 34*23 i
Southport ..................... . . 239-92 186·15 a
Olivette (Am.) ..................... 1,611·42 1,104-90 Screw
Tourist . .... .................. 16-15 10-98 Left district.

Renarks.

inspected and class of vessel.

applied for.

I. J. OLIVE,
H1d1 Ins8pector, kc.

108

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM VeSSels InSpected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Number Tage
of Date em d

Passen- Certi cate Ti n Inspection

Ar Ewed. Fees Paid.

189

Katie.... . . . . .. J n
Courser............Star i ............. ........ 0 uyStar ."
Swan.................
Spitfire.......
Chieftain ..........
Florence........... .
Wtestminster........
Nora..............
Caledonia..........
Hope ...........
Joan .... A
Swan .
Mermaid .100 July
Bristol ....... .. . . A
Willapa .............
City of Latona. . 17
Clara Young............. ....
Hong Kong.................. t
Halifax.....................
Dreadnought.......
Belle................ .
Horse Shoe. ...............
Leonora.............
Senator. . .
Mamie................. 12
Rainbow.............. .. 5
Ethel Ross............ Sept
Thompson .... .. 0 f
Selkirk ... . . . . . . . . . .Lardeau .4
Illecillewaet......... 35 Se
Columbia ...........
Trad...... ............... 50
Nakusp ......... 1 200
Red Star........
Kalo ........... ....
Nelson 125
International.............. 0
City of Ainsworth.... 50
Dispatch ............ ..........
Idar ho................ ..... ....
Hayis .............. ... ......
Wm. Runter ............... 25
Denver ..........
Arrow ... ..........
Tjytton .................. 126
Aberdeen 250
Penticton . ....
Isiander ......... 450
Yomite .. 400
(lad Tidings Oct.

MP ... ... .. .. .

City of Nanaimo... S .00 S
Barbara Boowitz.. 150 Oct.
Watp-r Lily............. ......... t

....ry............. 20Set

EttaWhie .......... 17 io

Vancouver.
Delta .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Bonanza....................

8.

18..

91..

22..
22..
21..
26..21..

10..
12..

13..

26.
26..
27..
27..
27
21..
12..
13..,
1S..
13..
16, .1
16.

12..

12..

13..
16..
86..

16..
18..
18..

16..
1..
4..
5..

13..,

14..
15..
19..
21..

Claiss of vessel and where employed.

46-00
160-79

13'50
36·32
8-00

64*80
3041
18-29
19-43

35382
78-49

821'21
12*27

128 -55
1,983-15

373-09
18·89
30 75
.35-76
28-19
32·84
66-62
17'71
33-00
27-63
89 60

207'21
8205

149-80
58-48
9Y-60

97-*92
49-84

662·77
1,083-18

14-81
51-17

496·01
525-55
193-49

6-91
6'04

43-81
50-67

8-51
4-50

451 -66
554-04
49-69

1,49-09
1,525'03

43*02
761-37
269-08
73·81
64-80
97-35
49-96
25-20

109-04
109

Name of Vessel.

8 68
2088

6 04
7 88
5)64

1020
7 40
6 44
6 52

36 32
Il 32
73 68
5 96

18 32
166 64
37 84
6 52
7 48
7 88
7 24
7 64

1036
6 44
7 64
7 24

12 20
24 64
il 56
2000
964
580

12 84
900

61 04
94 64

6 20
9 08

47 68
5008
2344
5 56
5 48
8 52
908
5 72
540

44 16
52 32
900

127 60
130 00

8 44
68 88
29 52
1092
10 20
12 76
900
7 00

13 72

Freight, harbour.
Freight and pas. Fraser River.
Cannery service, Fraser River.

Rivers Inlet.
e et

Skeena Ri cr.

le Il

Freight and passenger f
Tug, coast, B.C.
Freight and passenger, coast,'.B. C.
Yacht, Nanaino.
Freight and paso., Nanaimo Harbour

Pacific coast.

Passenger, Harrison Lake.
Cannery service, Fraser River.

e te

Tug, coast, B.C.

1 Fraser River.
If . il

Ferry, Burrard Inlet.
Tug, coast, B.C.
Freight and passenger, coast, B.C.
Freight, Kamloops.
Freight and pass., Thompson River.
Yacht, e
Passenger, Columbia River.
Freight and pass., Columbia River.
Tug
Freight and passenger,

Tug, Kootenay Lake.

Freight and pas.., Kootenay Lake.

Tug i
e te

Freight and pass., Slocan River.
Yacht
Tug
Freight and pass., Columbia River.

Okanagon Lake.
Tug
Freight and pass.,'Paci6c coast.

1 coast, B.C.
Missionary service, B.C.
Freight and pass., coat, B.C.

Water boat, Esquimalt.
Tug, coast, B.C.

Freight e
il e
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-'r, Vessels Inspected, &c.-British Colunibia Division- Concluded.

ROILKasi AND MAcixxNE -Coch«ded.

Namiie of 'essel.

Numiîber Date
Ps Certificate

asengd. Expires.
Allowed.' 'es

Tonnage
Gloss Di11ý.1d

s a lCliss of vesseland where enployed.
Fees paid.

1898.

......... June
25 Nov.
71 Aug.

..... ... ..N ov.

......... le
o

12
98 Dec.

N ell . ...... ........
Thistle ......- .......
Tees... . ...... ......
E 1sieranza. .............
Kildonan.. .... .......
J. L. Card....... ......
Dan.ube.............
Mande... ... .....
Prince-- Louise. - -
Saturna.... .... ....
Spray ............ .
Fairy Queen......

.... .... jan
Autolycus.... -...... .. . ......
Iris.
Brunette ........... ... ...... 20 il
Active ................ 75 Feb
Robert Dunsmi.r..... 20
Chieftain. ........ - -- . ....
Coquitlaim..... .. ..
Surrev....... ... .. ... t
N orth Star....... .------ .... ..... IV
Winetta...... .. : - · ·.· .92
T histle...... .· · · ·. . ...... .Jan
Spratts Ark.... ..... · ·-20 Ma
Lorne............-- ... .· 12 Il
Constance.... ...... . 12 IV
Daisy.... ....... ..... .......
Muriel............ .......... Ap
Czar.... ............ 12 e
H Ope ...-.- .-... ---- 00 Il
Nee.. .............· · · · · 25
Capilano.. ----- · · · 20
Burt. ..·. · · · ·.. · ·· · · · · 70
Courser...... ..... - -· 81 Oct
R. P. Rithet .... ....... . 12 Ma
Alert....... . .......... 200
V ictorian ..... ........ .........
Oscar............ ..... 25
Sadie....... ..... ..... 150
Casca............. 140
Florence. .. ......... 145 et
Katie. ...... . .. •. .......
Lapwing......... .... .... .... Jun
Mischief............... 200
Columhian ..... .. .. .. ........
San .an.. ...
Lottie. .. . . -- - - .... .
Canadian ..... - ..· · 150 Il
B eaver .... ......---- -. .... .. .
Selkirk.........------- 50
Charmer ..- .. ..--..-. 100
Reindeer.... -- - · 200 e
Nahleen. ........

15..
3..

29..
13.
18..
18..

29..
14..
15..
15..
16;..

207·97
222-36
569-24

30·88
51-41
16502
886-89
174·99
931-76
22-05

24-94

1898.

r.

ril

e

Total.......... ... . ... .........

19 . 25-47
25. . 19.32
25.. 37-03
18 . 171·74

,5.. 231-75
15. 64'80
19. 256·33
14. 26326
21.. 8·11
21.. 23-53
23.. 222-36
13.. 307-88
18.. 287-96
23.. 49 52
22.. 60'10
26.. 44-13
1.. 152-18
2.. 78·49
4.. 207-97
1.. 231 14
1.. 50-41
5.. 160'79
15.. 816·69

3î.. 43·81
7 716 39
7.. 95-42
3i. 49-.30

17.. 589·73
25.. 59·44
25.. 46-00
30. . 150 -73
1.. 65.49
3.. 716 * 42
7.. 21-41
8.. 29-24

11. 716'42
14... 545·44
16. . 141.63
20.. 1,04441
28.. 35784
29.. 589-98

8 ets.

24 64 Freight, coast, B.C.
25 76
53 52 Freight and pass., toast, British (loi.
7 48 Tug
9 08 Il , e

:1 20 Freight
78 96 Freight and pass., Pacific coast.
22 00 . coast, British Col.
82 56
6 76 Tug I e
5 561
7 00 Freight, Fraser River.

7 00 Yacht, coast, British Columbia.
6 60 Tug, Fraser River.
7 96 e I

21 76 e coast, British Columbia.
26 56 Freight and pass., coast, British Col.
10 20 Tug and pass. I
28 48 Freight and pass. I e
29 04 Ferry, Fraser River.
564 Tug
6 92 et

25 76 Freight and pass.. coast, British Col.
32 64 Freight et
31 04 Tug
900 I i 1
9 80 1 Il
8 52 i -t

20 16
il 32
24 64 Freiglt and pass.
26 48 et

9 00 te
20 88 Stikine River.
73 36 t Fraser River.
8 52 Tug, coast, British Columbia.

65 28 Freight and pass., Stikine River.
12 60 Freight, coast, British Columbia.
8 92 Tug . I

55 20 Freight and pass., Stikine River.
9 80 Passenger, Victoria Harbour.
8 68

20 08 jFreight, coast, British Cohrimbia.
10 28 e . 9
65 28 Freight and pass., Stikine River.
6 68 Cannery service, Fraser River.
7 32 i .

65 28 Freight and loss., Stikine River.
51 60 1 Fraser River.
16 36 Freight, coast, British Coliibia.
91 52 Freight and pass., coast, British Col.
36 64 Yukon River.
55 20 9.

26,845-61 2,861 84

J. A. THOMSON,
Steanboat Inspector.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended
30th June, 1898.

BRITISII COLUMBIA DIVISION.

Naine of Vessel.

Number
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

Date
Certificate
Expires.

Tonnage

, Dues and
, Inspec- Classof vessea where eniployed.

tioi
Fees Paid.

Aniur............
Centennial..............
Ning Chow.... .........
Evangel .............
City of Seattle .......
Farallon ........ .......
Elwood............
Queen. ......... .....
City of Kings ton .
A1 K.... ............
Cottage City........ . .
Walla Walla....... ....
Tordenskjold ..........
Umetilla...........
Brinhani........... .
North Pacific........
Progresso ...........
City of Topeka ........ ,

Total...........

1898.

252 ;Mar. 3.. 907 17
475 7.. 2,075-24
574 9. 2,707-74

40 . 19. 164-89
592 29.; 1,I11 -«
108 * 28.. 749-96
100 April 22 . 510·44
402 1 30.. 2,727-80
00 May 6.. 1,117-40

108 . 8. 1,259-46
273 . 14.. 1,885-11
421 . 19 . 3,069 76
444 25.. 1,186 08
400 . 26. . 3,06)976
143 .June 8 . 90027
200 . 13.. 48873
238 , 13. . 1,919-13
150 30. 1,057-29

. .. . ... .. .. 27,207 28

R ets.

80 ;
174 00
224 64
21 20

120 88
68 00
48 80

226 24
97 36

108 72
158 80
253 60
102 88
253 60
8000
47 12

161 52
9256

2,320 48

Fr. and p., Pacific coast (British).
'Danish).
(British).

F. and p., Sound ports (American).
F. and p., Pacific Coast (Anierican).

F and p., Stikine River (Aiierican).
F. and p., Pacifie Coast I

Souid ports
Pacific Coa

(Norwegian).
e Anerican).

st

J. A. THOMSON,
Steamboat Inspector, Victoria, B.C.
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62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAN Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

MACHINERY AND BOILERS.

Name of Vessel. Gross Registeredi
Tonnage. Tonnage.

W illie................................ 82 60'
Charlotte.......................... 217'06
Clayoquot......................... 87 18
Ducheus. .......................... 145-48
Hyak........................ ... 39'04
Gwendoline................ . ...... 90-59
Marion..................... ..... 14*78
Kootenay... ................... 1,117-09
Slocan........... ................. 578'03
Surprise... ........................ 14-80
K okanee...................... ...... 347'50
Alberta .. .. ..................... . 508 15
Angerona........................... 13'79
Edith.... ............ ............ 41·87
Stella................ .............. 16·32
Advance...... ............. ....... 35*75
Joe Adams......................... 11-89
Buzz......................... ... . 12 59
W innifred......... . .............. 12 97
G ipsy ............... .............. 10-06
Wellington.. ..................... 16'30
Ina............................... 7-52
Fingal......... ................. 90·69
Evangeline............ . 1389
M orris..................... ........ 11-69
Popeum ,................ .......... 12-64

Total .......... .... ........ 3,55021

55-94
77·23
54'25
91·66
24-60
57-08
9·32

782 45
364 *16

10-00
164-79
320-05

9-32
26-00
12·64
24 31
8-18
7·03
7.80

j 6-89

5'12
59·.75
8-97
8'04
7'97

2.164·55

Remarks.

Why not nspected and class of vessel.

No application. Freight and passenger.
Laid up.

To be inspected in July.

These steamers are in the district oovered
by Inspector at Vancouver.

J. A. THOMSON,
Steamboat Inspector, Victoria, B.C.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branth.

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY.

Name of Vessel.

Number
of

Passen-
gersd

Allowed.

Date
Certificate
Expires.

1899.

Tepic ......... ...... 15 Mar. 20..
Transfer .. 2.. .22
Gipsy ............... Tug 3
Brant ...................... 24..
Gladys ........ ...... 60 a 22..
Bon Accord. .. 5 22..
Chehalis. ............... 15 April 3..
Caledonia............... 150 25.
Hanlin .... ......... i 100 25..
Nordica ............. Tug.. 23..
Ogilvie.. .... .......... 200 May 2..
Telephone ........... Freight 24..
Reliance ........... Tug.. 3..
Stickine Chief 200 n 5..
Strathcona ............. 20 6 6
*Comox ... .. 6..

lenora ................ 100 I1..
City of Columbia...............April 23..
Erie ..... ............ iTu.. May 22..
Duchesnay.... ..... 40 n 14..
Agnes....... ........ reight 3 I 5..
Magnet.............. . 1...... 18..
St. Clair.............. 1 l 2C.
Iskoot.................. 200 21
Nagasaki....... ..... Tug.... 5..
Fraser................ . April 23..

Lois .... ... .... .. ... Fregh .. y 7.

Blonde................ Tug.....April 24..
McCo)nnell ....... 1 150 May 31..

Edgar................... 50 20 0.
Cornet.......... ........ 12 May 12..
.Jamnes Donville ... ..... 100 .June 6..
Cuth.... .......... 200 n 8..
Sunbury.............Tug 0 8..
Lightning ........1 45 , 9.
Fearless . ............ Tug.. , l..
ThistieM................ar. 16..
Star.................. 18..
Niagara ............... 3 8..
Swan............. ...... i 21..
Burpee..............Freight n 22..
Cleeve..............Tug.. n 23..
May Queen............ Ail 23..
Stranger.............. ifn 2..
Delta................. ln 24..
Eva...... ...... 2..
Marquis of Dufferin.. . M 32 28..
Rothesay................175 28..
Staffa.............. Freigbt... n 30..

Total.. ....... .......... .........

*Outside Burrard Inlet, 60.

Tonnage
Grs Due ad
Tons. Inpes ao Class of vessel and whereemployed.

Fees Paid.

$ets.

70'87 10 68 Screw, British Coluinbia waters.
264-16 29 12 Stern-wheel, Fraser River.
49-63 900
18·66 6 52 Screw

211-23 24 88 Sterrî-wheel
84-15 1 2 i
5375 32 Srew, British Columbia ater.

569-06 53 52 Stern-wheel, Stikine River.
514-91 49 20 l I

918 5 72 Screw
741'00 67 28 Stern-wheel
80-66 il 48 il Fraser River.
36-14 7 88 Screw, Brit.sh Columbia waters.

846-74 75 76 Stern-wheel, Stikine River.
596-28 55 68
161'17 16 08 Screw, British Columbia waters.
542216 51 36 Stern-wheel, Stikine River.

7 32 Screw, British Columbia waters.
26-74

276-72
22-70
23-72
68-12

589·98
15'13
36-*20
25'15
32'64

727'.30
4*21

165·13
85·26

485-96
675-85

37-72
556'91

52·97
2·43

13-50
6125

16,65
9.47

35·94
14*10
21-26
14'90
34·94

62933
55.311

51-30

10,126·97

7 16
30 16
6 84
6 92

10 45
55 20
6 20
7 88
7 00
7 64

66 16
5 32

21 20
il 80
46 88
62 08

8 04
52 56

9 24
5 16
6 12
5 48
6 36
5 72
788
6 12
6 68
6 20
7 80

58 32
52 24
908

1,114 17

Stern-wheel, Stikine River.
Screw, British Columbia waters.

e ai

Stern-wheel. Stikine River.
Screw, British Columbia waters.

e t

lee
Stern-wheel, Stikine River.
Screw, Burrard Inlet.
Stern-wheel, Fraser River.
Screw, British Columbia waters.
Stern-wheel, Yukon River.
Screw, Vancouver and northern ports

i British Columbia waters.
Stern-wheel, Yukon River.
Screw, British Columbia waters.

'a ta

ceBrts CoubiwaesStern-wheel, Yukon River.
Screw, British Columbia waters.

fi ai

e t

Stern-whieel, Yukon River.

Screw, British Columbia waters.

W. A. RUSSELL,
Steamboat In8pector, Vancouver, B.C.

11-8*



'62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.) A. 18

STEAM VeS8els Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended
30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

Number
of Date

Name of Vessel. Passen. Certificate

Ai oed Expires.

1899.

Ocean Wave............ 150 April 16..

Aorangi........... ..... 170 June 1..
Alliance................ .......... 13..
South Portland......... 125 , 24..
Mananeuse ............. 220 , 7..

Total .............. .......... .... .....

Groos
Tons.

724'00

4,268-06
679*60
909-41

1,672-09

8,25316

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspection
Fees Paid.

$ cts.

65 92

349 44
62 40
80 72

141 76

700 24

Class of vessel and whereemployed.

Paddle,British Columbia and Puget
Sound.

Screw, British Columbia & Australia
t if American portse o Pacific Ocean.
lq o

W. A. RUSSELL,
Steamboat Inspector, Vancouver, B. C.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

ST.AM Vessels Inspected for the year ended 30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

HULL INSPECrION.

Naine of Vessel.

Courser ... .. ...... .
M ermîaid.. .... .......
Hope...
Wiflaa. .. .. . ., .. .
Joan.. .............
Bristol.... . ... .....
Senator... .............
Rainbow. ..............
Belle..... . ....... ...
M amie ................
Islander.... ...........
City of Latona..........
Yosemite ......... .....
City of Nanaimo. ........
Barbara Boscowitz .. .
M ystery ..............
Etta White........ .. .
N ell.... ...............
Thistle..................
T ees ....... ..........
Danube.......... ......
M aude..................
Princesa Louise.........
J. L. Card....... .. .

Active..............
Robert Dunsmuir..
Surrey... ..............
Chieftain...............
Thistle.................
Coquitlam .............
Spratts Ark............
Lorne...:......... .....
Daisy.... .......... ,.
Constance .... ....
Capilano. ..... ........
Burt ....... ............
C zar....................
H ope ...... ............
Nell........ . .......
Courser..... ..........
T epic...................
G ladys...... ...........
Bon Accord.............
Trarsfer. ..............
Hamlin................
Caledonia...... ....
Ogilvie..... . ..........

R. P. Rithet ...........

A lert...................
Sadie ..............
Stikine Chief........

Nunber
of

Passen-
Sers

Ai owed.

Date
Certificate
Expires.

1898.

70 .July 9..
100 17 .

12 , 26..
100 Aug. 10..
400 if 6..
350 f 9..
3&) t 21..
35 e 26..
12 t 26..
12 i 30..

450 Sept. 10..
17 Aug. 12..

400 Sept. 16..
500 t 4..
150 Oct. 5..

20 Sept. 26..
15 Oct. 14..

......... June 15..
25 Nov. 3..
71 Aug. 29..

300 Nov. 28..
12 et 29..
98 Dec. 14..

.... .... Nov. 18..

1899.

20 Jan. 26..
75 Feb. 5.
50 14..
20 . 15..
92 e 23..
75 I 19..

. . . . . . . . . . fi 1 3 .
20 Mar. 18..
12 n 22..
12 e 17..
25 April 1..
20 t 1..

... ...... e 2 ..
12 t 2..
60 , 4..
70 e 5 .
15 1 8..
60 Mar. 22..
35 I 22..

120 , 22..
100 April 25..
150 26..
200tt 30..

1898.

81 Oct. 15..

1899.

12 May 3..
25 I, 3..

200 le 5..

(;rüss
Tond.

160-79
125-55
78-49

373-09
821-21

1985-15
27·63

207-21
66-62
89-60

1495-09
18«89

1,525-03
761-37
269-08
64-80
97-35

207-97
222-36
569·24
886-89
174-99
931 -76
165-02

171-74
231-75
2326
64·80

222-36
256-33
307-88
287·96
60'10
49'52

231'14
50-41

152·18
78-49

207·97
160-79
70'87

211-23
81-15

2q4·16
514-91
569-06
741-02

816-69

43-81
49-30

846·74

115

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec-

tion
Fees Paid.

$ cts.

20 88
18 32
Il 32
37 84
73 68

168 64
7 24

24 64
10 36
12 20

127 60
6 52

130 00
68 80
29 52
10 20
12 76
24 64
25 76
53 52
78 96
2200
82 56
21 20

21 76
2656
2904
1020
25 76
28 48
32 64
31 04
980
900

2648
900

20 16
Il 32
24 64
2088
1068
24 88
11 72
2912
49 20
53 52
67 28

73 36

8 52 IScrew, tug
8 92 I

75 76 Stern-wheel

11-81*

Classof vessel and where employed.

Stern-wheel, passenger.
Twin-screw i
Screw, tug t

Twin-screw t

Screw

i tug 9

Twin-screw . ,
Screw i
Paddle
Twin-screw
Screw n
Screw, tug

Twin-screw, freight.
Screw, passenger.

Paddle f
Screw, freight.

Screw, tug, passenger.
Twin-screw n
Paddle
Screw -

Twin-screw, freight.
Screw, tug and passenger.

te et
Screw, freight sud passenger.
Twinscrew, freight an ppasenger.
Screw, tug.
Screw, tug and passenger.
Twin-screw, freight and passenger.
Stern-wheel t f
Screw, tug, passenger.
Stern-wheel f

te if

et 9
#0 fi



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-British Columbia Division-Concluded.

HULL INSPECTION-Conclbded.

Naine of Vessel.

Comox.
Chehalis .
Strathcona.
Victorian..........
Glenora...... . ....
Lois ..............
Comet .............
Duchesnay..........
Casco..............

Florence ...........
Katie..............

Iskoot.............
McConnell.........
Lapwing ...........
Cutch ..............
Columbian..........
Charnier ............
James Domville.
Lightning .........
Canadian. ..........
Beaver .....
Edgar .............
Rothesay..........
Marquis of Dufferin.

Number
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

140
15

200
200
100
10
12
40

150

140
145

200
150

.200

200
500
100
45

200
150
50

175
32

Date Gross
Certificate
Expires.

1899.

May 6.. 10117
April 3.. 53.75
May 7.. 596-28

S 7.. 716'39
10.. 524-15
11.. 25-15
12.. 85·26
15.. 276-72
17.. 589-73

1898.

May 25.. 59'44
25.. 46 00

1899.
May 21.. 589-98

1 28. .1 728-50
e 30.. 150 73

June 8. . 675-85
t 3.. 716-42
. 20. . 1,044-41
t 8.. 485-96

9.. 556'91
S11.. 716-42

t 14..» 545-44
May 19. . 165-13
June 28.i 553-11

t 28.. 62933

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec- Class of vessel andlwhere enp oyed.

tion
Fees Paid.

S ets.

16 08
9 32

55 68
65 28
51 36
7 00

il 80
30 16
58 20

Screw, passenger
Screw, tug, e
Stern-wheel e

tea

Screw, tug,

Stern.wheel

980 "
8 68 Screw.

55 20
66 16
20 08
62 O8
65 28
91 52
46 88
52 56
65 28
51 60
21 20
52 24
58 32

Stern-wheel, freight and

Screw if¶

Stern-wheel
Screw .11P
Stern-wheel

V.IM,,

I '' I n

eta

eta
If if.

passenger.
if

1

R. COLLISTER,
Hull Inspector.

116
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Marine and Ficheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected in Canada but Registered elsewhere, for the Year ended
30th June, 1898.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

HULL INSPECTION.

-- r-

'Nane of Vessel.

Nunber
of

Passen-
gers

Allowed.

A nur..................
Centennial.............
Ning Chow............
Farallon ................
Evangel...... ..... ....
City of Seattle.....
Ocean Wave.........
Elwood .............
City of Kingston .......
Queen..............
Al-K i ........ .........
Cottage City............
Walla Walla. .. .....
Tordenskjold...... .. ..
U niatilla .... ....
A orangi................
Mananeuse....... ...
Brixham. ... ........
North Pacific...........
South Portland...
Progresso..... .........
City of Topeka..........

Date
Certificate
Expires.

ross

1899.

Mar. 3. . 907·17
7. 2,075·24
9.. 2,707-74

S 28.. ~ 709'96
l 19.. 164·89
t 29.. 1,411'05

April 16.. 724-40
e 22.. 510 44

May 6.. 1,117-40
April 30.. 2,727-80
May 8.. 1,259-44

t 14.. 1,885'11
19.. 3,069-78
25.. 1,186·08
26. 3,069-76

June 1.. 4,268'06
6.. 1,672-09
8. 900-27

t 13.. 488·73
24.. 909-41.
13.. 1,919-13

e 30.. 1,057-29

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec- Class
t.ion

Fees Paid.

of vessel and where eiployed

l ets.

80 56 Screw, British, pass., north'n ports.
174 00 i Danish 9 t
224 64 ' British e t
68 00 1 American I e
91 20 i , e Sound ports.

120 88 e Il il north'n ports.
65 92
48 80
97 36

226 24
108 72
158 80
253 60
102 88
253 60
349 44
141 76
80 00
47 12
80 72

161 52
92 56

Paddle
Stern-wh',
Screw

el
Il

e Norwegian
e American
l British
te te et
. American le

Paddle , If
Screw e et

te teo
je ilo

Sound ports.
Stikine River
Sound ports.
north'n ports.

San Francisco
north'n ports.
San Francisco
Australia.
north'u ports.

Sound ports.
north'n pKorts.

If

le

R. COLLISTER,
Hul Inspeclor
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62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.) .

STEAM Vessels Inspected for the -Year ended 30th June, 1898.

KEEWATIN, MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES DIVISION.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY, AND BULL INSPECTION.

Nane of Vessel.

Number
of

Pasen-
gers

Allowed.

G em . .. . ........ ....
Hudson Bay Messenger .. .....
Delia............ .. ....
K eenora............ ... .....

Princes .. ............. ....

City of Alberton ... ...
Maple Leaf.........
William Cross......
Widgeon ..........
Chieftain ..........
Clipper. ...........

Victoria. ............ .
Isabel.................

Kennina ................
Phantom..... ......
Shamrock..,............

Keenora.............

Lotta S .............
Gordon M....... ..
E.Jna Brydges ..........

Clipper.................
Ranibler,.........
Catherine 8..........
uueen........... .
Ethel............
Cruiser.................
Keewatin........ ...
D. L. Mather......... .
Regina.. ...............
Minnetonka ...........
M onarch ........... . .
N ora......... .... ...
G em ...... ....... .....
Spray...................
C. W. Vanhorn ......
City of Selkirk.... .....
Angler ................
Fis erman........ ....
M iles .... .............
Aurora........ ........
Premier ...........
Frank Burton........ .
Sultana.......... ....
Ideal................ ..
Lady Ellen..............
Ogem a.................
Red River ......... ...
Lady of the Lake........
Millie Howell..........
Uncle Sam..............
A lpha..................

Deel

Date
Certificate

Expires

1898.

.... Sept. 15..
.... n 10..

... Not issued

..... Aug. 14..

.... - 1. 13 ..

40 I 17..
. .n 18..
Not issued

.... Sept. 6..

.... et 8 ..
Aug. 9..

July 22.
..... fi 22 ..

1899.

39 Apr. 20..
39 t 21..
40 I 21..

520 e 23..

20 I 25..
.. 26..

40 May 13..

30 I 14..
30 e 14..
35 t 10..*

... o 13..
. . . 13..

9..
9..
9..

15 11..
..... t 13..

.. . Not issued
30 May 12..

..... 13..

... 13..
25 et 14..
651 fi 7..

7..
.... 7..

7..

60 n 7..
7..

.Not issued
May 7..

... te 7 ..
. . 7..

20 f 7..
50 i 7..

.... et 8 ..
...... Not issued

Gros
Tons.

11'08
5-29
12-52

4§6-34

7-83

67·72
75*08
21·66
2·29
36-26
52-95

22'69
60-90

41-86
55-86
79-84

486*34

48-03
3·01

176-05

52-95
25·83
66-60
31'64
20-20
26-92
41-25
103-32

6-78
68-34

167-64
20-23
11-08
8-98
59-91

457-82
16.16
44-*22
63-04

224 50
413-99
52-00

357-55
53·92
18-57
62-05

165-* 4
201' 3
24-11
7.79
7-50

118

Tonnage
Dues and

Inspec-
tion

Class of vessel and whereemployed.

$ ets.

5 88 Screw, tug, Lake of the Woods.
540 I i l i
6 04 I e i e

46 88 I pass. and freight, Lake of the
Woods and Rainy River.

5 64 Screw% ,tug, Lake of the Woods and
Rainy River.

10 44 Screw, pass. and frt., Rainy Lake.
1100 i

tug, Manitou Lake.
5 16 t i Lake of the Woods.
7 88 I I i i
9 24 V pass. and freight, Lake of

the Woods.
6 84 Screw, fish tug, Lake Manitoba.
9 88 I freight l

8 36
9 48

11 40

46 88

8 84
5 24

22 08

9 24
7 08
1036
7 56
6 60
7 24
8 28

13 24
5 56

10 44
..........

6 60
588
5 72
9 80

44 64
6 28
8 52

10 04
2300
41 12

9 16
..........

9 32
6 52
996

21 28
24 16

6 95
..........

f ferry, Rat Portage & Keewn
le , t,

pass. and frt., Rat Portage
and Fort Francis.

Screw, pass. and frt., Rat Portage
and Fort Francis.

Screw,pas. & frt., Lake of the Woods
tug, Winnipeg River.

Spass and frt., Rat Portage
and Fort Francis.

Screw, pas. & frt.,Lakeof the Woods
fi te il

et t tug if

Idf ifd7e, L ief th tooe
te 10 te f

e pass. & tug e i
l tug L ISide paddle, eof W .

Screw, pass. & frt. t q

i tug i l

1 pass. & frt. t .
et IV Lake Winnipeg
e fish tug t i

l av Re

Side paddle, tug t il
Screw, pass. &t frt. IV f

IV fish tug t if
fi freight l if
le fish tug il t
1 le il f

fi tug IV 1
el pass. & frt. IV if

S fish tug e il
Sfrt. & tug, McKenzie River.

Il il Slave River.,
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STEAM Vessels Inspected, &c.-Keewatin, Manitoba and North-West Territories
Division-Concluded.

BOILERS AND MACHINERY, AND HULL INSPECTION--Conch«lcd.

Nuiber
of Date

Passen- Certificatel Tons.
gers Expires.

Allowed.

Sparrow... .. ....... .
Garden City............ ..........
Minnehaha. .. ....... ........
Daisy Bell........ ..... ..........
St. Joseph........... . ..........
Graham ............ . ............

Total....... ... . .. .......

1899.'

Not issued 49-28
if 94-07

9-85
7-65

.... ..... 25'91

.......... 359·48

......... 5,G97·13

Tonnage
Dues and
Inspec- Class of vessel and where employed.

tion
Fees Paid.

eS ets.

......... Screw, pass. & frt.,McKenzie River.
...... Stern paddle I if

.... ...... if il i

...... .. fi Athabasca River.

.......... Side paddle, freight, Slave River.

.......... Stern f ,,

577 11

GEO. P. PHILLIPS,
Steamboat Inpector.

119

Naine of Vessel.
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STEAM Vessels not Inspected for the Year ended 30th June, 1898.

KEEWATIN, MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES DIVISION.

Namne of Vessel. Gross R
Tonnage. T

Empres.. ................
Mary Hatch.....................12118
Daisy Moore............... 3116
Sunbean......................... 286
Rover ............................ 782
Pastime.......................... 4(M)
Elenore.......................... 197
Squaw..2160
Josie............................1242
Sultana. ............... 335
May.... .
Jenny Lind...............S81
Heather Bell...................... 2118
Mikado..........................24*92
Sport.........................16 26
Beaver..........................1342
Orval............................379
Agnes........................... 5.39
Lily ............................. 161
Undine.......................... 9f46
Water Witch...................... 221
Alma T.........................1578
Ethel Banning....................37'54
Caro............................14'47
Ida.............................
Keewatin ....................
Ripple .......................... 9 83
Harry Montgonety 3*fi
Hazel .... ..................... 7'59
Assiniboine ...................... 102 2
William Whyte....................17'81
Una.. ... ...................... 19*42
Widgeon........................7*95
Mocking Bird.....................38*02
Kate Marks................... .5415
Mary Ann. 8686
Salty Jack. ............ 4462
Geo na378
Jas. Mayhew169
Zena .... 66
Zephyr. 1927
Arcadia......................... 23*16
Ida............................. 19*37
Fida.............................2*37
Miota...........................34*95
Clara........................... 51
Maud C.........................5*16
Siskiwett........................4717
Brothers ......................... 17*50
Minnehaha........................2*42
Mountain Bell.................. N
Athabasca.......................166 73
North-West ...................... 425 0
Northern Bell.....................6-79
Annie Mc ........................ 13*42
Dolphin ......................... 1263
Josie........................... 25

Total ..................... 1, 843 79

egistered Rentarks.
onnage. Why not inspected, and class of vessel.

73.43
82-40
21'19
1 94
5-32
2-82
1-34

17-73
6-96

720
4·37

14'40
16·86
il -64
11-10

2·45
3*60
1101
6-44
1-49

10-73
25-53
9 84

12-63
11 09

6-.19
2 91
5'11

96.37
12-34
11-50

1.01)
25 85
43-01
57-00O
28-24
29'78
5·30
5·00

11-25
15-57
13-57

23·77
23-251

34·2

0-6~
sirveyed

25'5
305*0

11·11
8-5

16·8

1,190-9

120

To be inspected screw tug.

o e s
te

e
e le

te
e et

Not in use
To be inspcted a
Not in use te
To be inspected c t

ttee-weel
Not in use yh

o istern paddle.
e et

To be inspected; screw tug.
Sstern-wheel.
Sscrew tug.

ili

le pla eyct

e I c

et e

e et
te et

le et

1,t

e e t

fie

7i e

0

4 E.P HLIS
.tatot m etr

A. 1899
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.
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STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost. broken up or laid up as unfit for service, in the
Dominion during the Year eiding 30th June, 1898, and where and how employed.

WEST ONTARIO DIVISION.

Where and How Last
Employed.

Eurydice............ . Lake Ontario, passenger.
Ontario............. Sarnia to Duluth, passenger.
Ruby .... Lake Erie, fishing tug... .....
Joe Mac. ... .... Welland Canal, tug ..........
Mary of Port Stanley.... Sydenham River, tug ........
Dominion of Chathami... Thaines .........
Thames. ... ........... n .. passenger.
Edith May...... ....... Muskoka Lakes e .
Athena ................. Lake Ontano, yacht...........
Osprey ................. Georgian Bay, tug ............
Messenger ........... Sydenham River, t g.
Grace Darling .......... Dietroit & St. Clair Riv'rs, tug.

Gross
Tonnage.

Class of Vessel and Rea.son of
Unfitness.

596 Paddle, hull unfit for service.
1,338 tScrew I I

721 e I
44 le
4 boiler & machinery reimoved.

138 e l t
82 Steri-wheel I t
45 Screw e l
18 e destroyed by fire.
39 n
15 I boiler condeimned.
26 e t

2,417

JAMES JOHNSTON,

JOHN DODDS,
Steamboat Inspectors, Toronto.

STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &c.-Continued.

EAST ONTARIO DIVISION.

Name of Vessel. Where and How Last
Employed.

Bella Fair .............. Tug, Cos. Vie. & Peterborough.
Echo...............Pleasure yacht..
Esturian............ Pass.,Cos.) Vic. & Peterborough
Sunbeam................ Tug, Rice Lake...............

Gross
Tonnage.

Class of Vessel and Reason of
Unfitness.

6-60 Screw, hull used up,
6-06 t e

118'36 Paddle e
1343 Screw l

144-45

THOS. P. THOMPSON,
Steamboat Inspector.

130

A. 1899

Nane of Vessel.



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &c.-Continued.

MONTREAL DIVISION.

Where and How Last Gross Cla4s of Vessel and Reason of
Emnployed. Tonnage. Unfitness.

Monitor ............. Deschêne Lake, towing........ 333-00 Paddle, unfit for service.

WM. LAURIE,
Steamboat Inspector.

STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &c.-Continued.

QUEBEC DIVISION.

Name of Vessel. Where and How Last Gross
Employed. Tonnage.

Orleans ................ Quebec and Island of Orleans,
ferry . ..................... 181

St. Anne............ Chicoutimi and Ste. Anne, ferryý 18
Patrick Murphy .... . Quebec Harbour, tug.......... 10

209

Class of Vessel and Reason of
Unfitness.

Screw, wood, hull not worth repairing
Paddle f Il
Screw , broken up.

JOS. SAMSON,
Engneer and Boiler Inspector.

PIERRE D. BRUNELLE,
Hull Inspector.

131
11-9j*
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STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &c.-Continued.

NOVA SCOTIA DIVISION.

Where and How Last Gross Class of Vessel and Reason ofNane of Vessel. Employed. Tonnage. Unfitness.

Clipper ............. Tug, Digby and coast ........... 29-85 Lost in collision.
May Flower............ Fish boat, Shag Hrb'r & Bear Pt 5-92 Lost by stranding.
May Queen............. Passenger, Bras d'Or Lakes.... 142-09 Burnt while laid up.
Bermuda................ Freight and passenger, foreign. 1,284 -37 Sold to foreigners.

1,462-23

JOHN P. ESDAILE,
Steamboat Inspector, Halifax, N.S.

STATEMENT of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &.-Continued.

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIVISION.

Name of Vessel. Where and How Last Grross Class of Vessel and Reason of
Employed. Tonnage. Unfitness.

Nakusp................. Columbia River, passengers and
freight.. ................ 1,083-13 Burnt, total wreck.

Iskoot................. Going to Stikine River........589-98 Passenger, stranded, total wreck.
Caledonia............... Skeena River ................. 353-82 , dismantled.

2,02693

J. A. THOMSON,
Steamboat Inspector, Victoria, B.C.

STATEMENT Of Steam Vessels lost, broken up or laid up, &c.-Continued.

KEEWATIN, MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST TERRITc RIES DIVISION.

Name cf Vessel. Where and How Last Gross Class of Vessel and Reason of
Employed. Tonnage. Unfitness.

Wrigley ............. McKenzie River, freight boat.. 90-04 Screw, hull condemned.
Grahame................ Slave River, freight boat ...... 332-18 Stern paddle, hull condemned.
Cruiser ................. Lake of the Woods, tug boat... 11-59 Screw, hull condemned.
Maple Leaf ... .... .... Rainy Lake, passen. and freight 75-08 Screw, hull converted into a barge.

50889

GEO. P. PHILLIPS,

132 Steamboat Inspector.



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

LIsT of Certificates of Competency granted to Engineers of Steamboats, during the

year ended 30th June, 1898.

Da
o

Certif

189

2077 July
2078 I,
2079
2080,,
2081,,
2082
2083!e

20851
20861,,
2087 Il

2089 f,
2090 ,
2091 .
2092,,
2093 Aug.
2094
20951
20961,,
20971to
298fl et
2099à il
2100 a
2101 t,

2102 t,

2103
2104
2105 Sept.
2106 Il
2107 le
2108 Il
2109 fi
2110 Oct.
2111 t,

2112 t,

2113 te
2114 ,
2115 te
2116 Il
2117 il
2118 ,
2119 fi
2120 If
2121 Il
2122 le
2123 le
2124 Nov.
2125 le
2126 Il
2127 il
2128 .1
2 1 2 9 le
2130
2131 t,

2132
2133 Dec.
2134 f
2135
21361

* Seco

Where
Examination

was
Passed.

te
f Name. Grade. Address.
icate

7.

12.. Michael John Barrett. ... 4th Class. ouver, B.C....
13. . Joseph Harris Daball..... Temporary .Parry Sound, Ont.
13.. Albert L. Nickerson .. Midland, Ont ........
13.. Geo. Morris Beachor ..... ... Brockvile, Ont.
13.. Joseph Haris Daball .... 4th Clas......Parry und, Ont.
14. George Dixon ............ 4th Vancouver, B. .
14.. Benj. J. Richmond. 3rd . Port Athur, Ont. .. 3d
14.. Ransom H. Richmond 3rd t......

14.. Edward Hill ............. Temporary ... t
19.. James Thomas Eldridge ... t
19.. Wm. P. Johnstone ........ f ... Wabigoon, Ont.
19.. Geo. Réné des Cotret..... 4thClass......Montreal, Que.......
19.. ArthurReid...........4th ..........
21.. Marshall A. utney. TemporaryP... North Hatley, Ont......
23.. John Mowat...........3rd Class. Vancouver, B.........
23.. Arthur.,McCann ......... tremporary... WVallace, N.S.........
9.. Daniel O'Donnell ........... Belleville, Ont........
9.. William O'Mara........... Snith's Fals, Ont......
9.. John Edward Bal ......... . Coesare, Ont O........
9.. Timothy Whitred O... Hastings ont .......
9.. George A. Oustrout ......... , ... Montreal, Que .. ......
9.. George M. Crawford ..... 3rd a ...... Pictou, N.S.........

16.. James Sidney Sith...... Tem porary ... Savane, Ont .........
18.. Helgi Sveinnson.......... 4th Class..... Selkirk, Man.........
30.. George Haielin. ......... 3rd e ... Chaplain, Que .........
30.. John T. Nikerson . 3rd .. Liverpool, N.S ........
30.. William Beazley ........ th. Dartmouth, N .... . .
30.. Wm. Washington Beach.. remporary ... Kippewa, Que ........

8.. Wm. Wotherspoon........ il ... Cornwall, Ont.......
22.. Claude O. Osborne ..... 3rd Class..... Vancouver, B...........
22.. Joseph A. Samnson .... 4th Il..Village Bienville, Que ...
23.. Almond Stevens.......... remporary... S rt, Ont ........
24.. Charles E. Maddams. 4thlass ...... Wealkrville, Ont ........

3.. Alex. Anderson......... remporary.... Halifax, N.........
1.. Wm. Albert McKay..... 3rd Class ..... Sumerside, P........
1.. Arthur Martin......... 4th . Village Bienville, Que ...
5.. John W. Johnton .Beac.. Temporary.... Chester, N.S........
4. .Louis J. A. Blanchet. 4th Clas . ..Quene.... .......

12.. Fred. Orlando Dow....... remporary Kalso, B.C....C.......
12.. Duncan J. McGillivray.. . t f ... Vil Binile....
13.. Patrick Deveney .......... Te ... Belleville, Ont.......
15.. Henr Naas...... ..... 3rd Class...... Lunenburg, N t........
20.. Davi H. Judd......... Temporary... Lake Meganti , Que.....
21.. George Stevens ......... 3rd Class...... Napanee, Ont........
23 . Joseph H. McNeill........ TClas,.. Charlottetown,P.E.I....
23.. Alex. Rondeau ......... 3rd Class ..... Sorel, que ............
26.. James McRoberts ........ T pa ..... Keewatn, Ont ..........
1.. Samuel M ckG........... ft - ... Spanish River, Ont.....

10.. Wic. Seney............. Tenporary ... Pay Sound, Ont.......
13.. Samuel R. Roberts ........ 4th Clas...... Vancouver, B.S.........
13.. John Bolton........... .. 2nd ..... Kingston, Ont Q.....
13.. Thomas C. Walker ........ 3rd . Vaanouver, B..........
13.. Neville R.eu ......... 3rd ..... Westminster, B.C.......
26.. Joeph Ladds........... 2nd le ..... Windsor, Ont.......
30.. Robert Steel............2ndClass,.K. Victoria, B.C........
30. .John Leonard ............ .Temporary. .. St. John, N.Bt.....
4.. Clarence Arthur........ 4th Class. .... Vancouver, B.0.........
9.. JoG Edwards.......... Temporary. .. Knnaolis, N..........

13.., Marshall Grahani . t.....3 Ca.New Glasgow, N.C......
13. James Aubrey Crae ....... iLunenburg, N.........

ud examination.

133

Victoria .. .
Parry Sound..
Midland......
Brockville ....
Parry Sound..
Victoria ......
Port Arthur..

Wabin
Rat Portage..
Wabigoon ....
Montreal.....

et ....
Victoria.
Wallace ......
Belleville. ...
Smith's Fals.
Lindsay. ...
Hastings .....
Quinze Lake..
Halifax. .....
Savanne ......
Selkirk .......
Quebec.......
Halifax... ...

Turtle Portage
Kingston .....
Victoria......
Quebec .......
Kmgston.....
Windsor......
Halifax......
St. John, N.B.
Quebec......
Halifax.......
Quebec .. .....
Victoria.

if .. .
Kingston.....
Halifax......
Quebec.....,.
Kigston.....
Habifax. . .. .
Sorel.........
Rat Portage..
Spanish River.
Toronto
Victoria......
Kingston... .
Victoria......

le .....
Toronto ......
Victoria ......
St. John, N.B.
Victoria..
Halifax.

]?ee.

$ cts.

500
200
2 00
2 00
500
500
5 00
500
200
200
200
500
500
200
500
200
200
200
200
200
200
500
2 00

*

5 00
500
500
200
2 00
500
5 00
200
500
200

*

5 00
200
500
200
200
200
500
200
500
5 00

500
500
200
5 00
500
500
500
5 00
500
200
500
200
5 00
500
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LiST of Certificates of Competency granted to Engineers of Steamboats, &c.-Con.

Date
of Nan e

14Certificate
zE

Address.
Where

Examination Fee.
was

Passed.

1898.

2137 Jan. 4.. David Roberts........... 4th Class...... Vancouver, B.C......... Victoria..
2138 ' 4.. Geo. W. Brown....... . . 4th I .... Victoria, B.C ......... ..
2139 I 4.. Robert Win. Rosa......... 4th . Vancouver, B. C......... If ......
21401 , 4. Eugene Hamelin.......... 4th e .n... St. Cunegonde, P.Q ..... Montreal. ....
2141 I 4.. Thomas Service........... 4th Halifax, N.S ............ Halifax.......
2142 4.. Noè Chartier..........4th . Montreal, P.Q........Montreal.
2143 4.. Frederick Lefave ......... 4th Garden Island, Ont. Kinton.
2144j 4.. James M. McMillan. 4th Woodside, Dartmt'h, N.S Halifax
2145 I 4.. John E. Schell............4th Port Perry, Ont. Kinfton.
2146 I 5.. Sidney G. Harding......2nd Chatha, N.B........St. ohn _B.
2147 , 5.. Chas. Edwin Staples. 4th .... Victoria, B.C.........Victoria.
2148 n 5.. Thos. W. Allan........2nd J.K. Vancouver, B.C..........
2149' , 5.. Samuel A. Shaver. 3rd Ottawa, Ont..........Montreal.
2150 5.. Joseph A. Allard. ....... 3rd , .... Caneton, P Q Quebec.
21511 10.. John Leonard..........Temporary. .. St. John, N B St. John, N.B.
2152 l 5.. Frank Watson...........3d Class..Swan Cr'k, Sunbury, N.B
2153 e 10.. Wm. Geore Scott. 4th ... Brentwood, Ont . Toronto.
2154 10.. Eugene Belanger, jr.. 4th .... Village Bienville, P.Q... ebec.
2155 11.. James Conley...........4th Il Kington, Ont ......... ngton.
2156 11.. Thos. W. Whitely........Tempo..y. .. Sombra, Ont.........Sombra, Ont..
2157 t 20.. Win. Hy. Linter........2nd Chas..Niagara Falls, Ont. Toronto.
2158 22.. Wm. Charlton Derry......4th .... Kington, Ont........Kington.
2159 e 22.. Henry Colbeck......... 3rd .... Vernon, B.C..... .Victoria.
2160 22.. Charles Mowat..........2nd . K. Vancouver, B.C.
2161 n 25.. Wn. Clauson...........2nd .... Quyon, P.Q..........Montreal.
2162i I 25.. George Noel...... ....... 3rd I .
2163 n 25.. Geo. H. Johnson.......3rd CampbelltonN.B.. Quebec.
2164 Feb. 2.. Geo. Herbert Burpee... 4th .... St. John,N.B.. St. John, N.B.
2165' e 2.. Thoa Cole..........4th ... Yarmouth, N.S....... Hanfax. .....
2166 e 2.. Geo. Fred. MeRoberts.... 4th , .. St. Andrews, N.B. . . St. John, N.B.
2167 , 2.. Fred. John Lewis. 2nd I U.K. . Johnh,N.B N.a...Hahf
2168 4 2.. .eo. Hart Waing, jrr P.ylt U.K. O ..... . K I
2169 4.. W2. James Armstrong... 4th ..... West Lorne, Ont. Toronto ..
2170, 4.. Jas. R. Dillon....... ... 4th , .... Gelph, Ont...... . .....
2171 4.. Matthew Dory.........4th .... Garden Island, nt .... Kingston ....
2172 r 4.. Charles A. McWillia.4th .... Kington, Ont.......... M r ....
2173 3 4.. John H. Ritchie........4th .... Victoria, B.C .......... Victoria.. .. .
2174 le 4.. Elish T. McGuire......2nd If I.K. et....
217b If 5.. Thomas Smith.......... 2nd . ... Garden Isl1and,. Olt. Kinigston. .
2176 n 5.. Chas. H. Hansen.......3dT p .. . Clifton, N.B......... St. John, N.B.
2177 5.. Adelard Perron.........3rd C . . c.. aS an t, P.Q . B Montreal.
2178 5.. Louis Toupin .......... 3rd .... Champlain, P.Q........Q .
217T9 e 10.. H. Charland...........2nd n .... Pembroke, Ont... ....... S ,
2180 I 10. Alexander Ros ........ 4th .... [Victoria, B.C .......... Victoria..
2181 l4 10.. David A. Sinclair. 4th .... Kingston, Ont......... Kingston.
2182 n Il.. Wm. W. Robertson. 4th .... Owen Sound, Ont ....... oronto......
2183 l.. Jeffrey Roe ............. 4t I .... Village Lauzon, P.Q .... quebec ....
2184 e Il.. Charles Butt.erworth. 4th .... Owen Sound, Ont. Toonto. ....

215 1..Roer Caler.. 3r.2d e. .... ,, ... , ...

2186 Apil 19.. Edgar P. Strang........Temporary . .. Cape Traverse, ...... St. John, N.B.

2165 , 2.. Thom ast C o le..... .......4t 2 n .... Y a m o th N . . ...... H a la . . ..

2187 26.. Simeon Jacques......... 2nd Clas..St. Antoine de Tilley... Montreal.
2188 30.. Howard A. McKenzie ..... 1t U.K. Montreal, P.Q..........e
2189 .30.. Wm. Thos. Windsor ... Temporary. .Callender, Ont ........ Callender .
2190 .30.. John Chas. Burkitt ........ e . Little Current, Ont.. Toronto.
2191 30.. Alex McLeod Pictou, N. S .......... Halifax
2192 I 30.. Wilmot Johson ......... .. Keewatin, Ont........Rat Portage..
2193 May 2.. John Jamieson........ . 4th Clam..Deseronto, Ont ..... ... Kington.
2194 . 2.. Stuaht Mercer.........4th .... Kingston, Ont ..........
2195 If 2.. Alonzo Jas. Garner .. .. 3rd e , ... St. Catharines, Ont...Toronto.
2196 f 2.. oJames C. Fitgerald ...... 2nd I .... Parry Sound, Ont......... .
2197 3 .. Wma. Seney ............ Temporary ... e
2198 3.. Nelson Stone ............ 3 .i .. GoreBay, Ont........GoreBay....
2199 3 1.. Arthur MCann.... ..... 1 !Wallace, N. 8 ..... .... Halifax.

*S18 nd exanination.

A. 1899

8 cts.

5 00
500
500

500
5 00
500
5 00
5 00
5005 003
5 00
500
5 00

5 00
200
500
500
5 00
5 00
2 00
500
5 00
5 00
5 00
500
5 00
5 00
500
5 00
5 00
5 00
500
5 00
5 00
500
500
500
5 00
5 00
500
500
500
5 00
500
500
500
5 00
5 00
5 00
200
5 00
5 00
200
200
2 00
2 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
200
2 00
2 00
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LIST of Certificates of Competency granted to Engineers of Steamboats, &c.--Con.

Date
of Naine. Grade.

Certificate

1898.

2200 May 3.. Frank McDonald..... ... Temporary ...
2201 - 3.. Arthur Davis........ ..
2202 e 3.. Thos. Wm. Fultz......... 9 .
2203 n 3.. Jonathan Hymers ........ ..
2204 4.. Owen Flood........... 3rd Class.....
2205 n 4. Thomas Bard.......... 2nd l ....
2206 4. . Alex. S. Robertson . lst i U.K.
2207 l 6.. Peter T. Goldthorpe Temporary ..
2208 l 7.. Wm. Wallace McLaren ... 4th Class .....
2209 e 9.. Alex. McDougall...... .. 4th l ....
2210 9.. MartinBrown.... ...... 3rd
2211 n 9.. Ernest H. Haviland . 3rd
2212 l 10.. John MeKeon............ 3rd .
2213 n 10.. George N. Smith.......... 3rd n ....
2214 10.. Armond Tuck Berry...... 3rd .
2215 l 10.. Cleophas Barras.......... 3rd
2216 n 10.. Henry Walter Cross...... 3rd ..
2217 10 . John A. C. Scagel....... 3rd ..
2218 n 10.. Joseph McCauley......... 3rd n .
2219 n 10.. Win. John Vigars ........ 3rd ..
2220 n 10.. Andrew W. Lockerbie.... 4th ..
2221 n 10.. Joseph F. Rioux.......... 4th t ...
2222 n 10.. Adelard Gendron......... 4th , .
2223 l 10.. Adjutor Roy ....... .... 4th
2224 n 10.. Wim. Matthews......... 4th .
2225 n 10.. Thomas Jas. Arnall....... 4th
2226 l il.. A. F. McKenna......... Temporary..
2227 11.. Augustin Lacompte..........
2228 e 11.. 'Nazaire Debien...........
2229 n 11.. Joseph Fitzgerald .... ...
2230 11. . Gabriel Bellefeuille n ..
2231 n 1..!Frs. James Dawson .......
2232 I il.. Daniel McArthur...........
2233 i 1l.. Robt. S. Pendleton........
2234 n 11.. Hedley Vicar Pye ..........
2235 17.. Chas. Sherman Flesh..... 3rd Class .....
2236 n 18 . James G. Miller.......... 3rd I ....
2237 n 18. . Wmn. E. Sutherland... .. 2nd l U.K.
2238 e 18.. Wn. Atkinson .......... . 3rd ..
2239 e 18.. Robt. Alex. McHarg... .. 4th ..
2240 I 18.. Wm. Thos. Hyde..... . ... 3rd t ....
2241 le 18.. Geo. Lee Whitehead..... 3rd l ....
2242 I 18. James Fraser Paige. .. . .. 4th I ...
2243 n 18.. John Thos. Reid......... 3rd ..
2244 18.. Fred W. Richardson...... Temporary..
2245 n 27.. Paul Bolduc............... 3rd Class...
2246 l 27.. .Johnny St. Michel........ 3rd ..
2247 27.. Luther Smith ............ 3rd n ...
2248 27.. Daniel McSorley....... 3rd ....
2249 n 27.. James Wm. Halpin ....... 3rd ..
2250 n 27.. Joseph E. Samson ... . 4th ..
2251 I 27.. Oscar James Lee ......... 4th n ....
2252 e 27.. Franz Schneider.......... 4th n ....
2253 I 27.. Chas. R. Kenny... ...... 4th ..
2254 n 27.. Henry Bowler ........... 4th .
2255 le 27.. Narcisse Marchand........ 2nd
2256 n 27.. Andrew S. Cordiner ...... lt n I.K
2257 n 27.. John Evans .............. 2nd I ....
2258 n 27.. George Gagnon...... .... 2nd l .n...
2259 e 27.. Jos. A. Lefebvre.......... 4th ....
2260 te 27.. Edwd. Geo. Bernard ...... 2ndClassIT.K.
2261 I 28.. E. F. Lambert ........... 4th I ....
2262 le 28.. Ephraim Reid............ 3rd t ....

*Second examination.
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Address.
Where

Examination
was

Passed.

Cornwall, Ont.... ...... Montreal......
Poole's Resort, Ont..... Ksinton .....
Halifax, N.S... ........ Halifax......
Parry Sound, Ont ....... Parry Sound..
Deseronto, Ont .... .... Kingston.....
Hamilton, Ont ......... Toronto ......
Montreal, Que.......... Montreal......
Rat Portage, Ont... ... Rat Portage..
Georgetown, P.E. . .. St. John, N.B.
Collingwood, Ont. . .. Toronto.
Halifax, N.S........ ... Halifax.
Chathan, N.B........S.. St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C......... Victoria... ..
Midland, Ont... .... .. Toronto ......
St. John, N.B ........ St. John, N.B.
Village Lauzon, Que .... Quebec ... ...
Port Arthur, Ont........ Port Arthur..

Rat Portage, Ont. ....... Rat Portage. .
Port Arthur, Ont........ Port Arthur..
Owen Sound, Ont ...... Owen Sound..
Quebec.. ............... Quebec... ...
Sorel, Que.............. Sorel.........
Village Lauzon, Que.... Quebec..
Scarboro' Junction, Ont.. Toronto.
Victoria, B.C .......... Victoria. .....
Vancouver, B.C......... n ......
Valleyfield, Que. ....... Montreal.....
St. Joseph de Levis, Que. e ....
Quebec............... Quebec .......
Rat Portage, Ont. Rat Portage. .

t te .... .. "i ..
Deer Island, N.B ....... St. John, N.B.
Hopewell Cape, N.B.... n

Victoria, B.C..... ..... Victoria......
Chatham, N.B.......... St. John, N.B.
Louisburg, N.S...... .. Quebec .......
Fredericton, N.B... .... St. John, N.B.
St. John, N.B.... ...... 
Dresden, Ont..... ..... Toronto ......
Oil Springsm, Ont.... .... .
Truro, N.S..... ....... Halifax.......
Pictou, N.S............. n .
Lord's Cove, N.B....... St. John, N.B.
Village Bienville, P. Q... Quebec..... .
Sorel, Que.. ......... Sorel.........
Picton, Ont......... . Kingston.....
Kingston, Ont......... . ....
Kingston, Ont .... .... iKingston... .
Village Bienville, Que.. . Quebec . .....
Hamilton, Ont.......... Toronto .. ....
Morden, Man. ......... Rat Portage..
Owen Sound, Ont ...... Toronto ......
Toronto, Ont ........... t ......
Montreal, Que....... .'Montreal.
Yarmouth, N.S... .... Halifax..
Kingston, Ont....... . Kingston.....
Village Bienville, Que... Quebec.......
Sorel, Que...... ...... ISorel... .....

. Yarmouth, N.S........ Halifax.......'
Victoria, B.C....... .. Victoria......

te ... ........ o ......

9 lets.

200
200
200
200
500
500
500
200
5 0
500
5 00
500
5 00
500

5 00
500
5 00

500
500
500
5 00
5 00
500
500
200
200
2 00
200
200
2 00
200
200
2 00
5 00
500
500
5 00
500
500
500
500
5 00
2 00
500
500
500
500
500
5 00
500
500
500
5 00
500
500
5 00
500
500
500
500
5 00
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LIsT of Certificates of Competency granted to Engineers of Steamboats, &c.-Con.

d. Date Where
o of Name. Grade. Address. Examination

Certificatew Passed.

z _

1898. Cts.

2263 May 28. Jas. Sephton McCulloch . 3rd Clase. ... Chatham, N.B........St. John.5 00
2264 e 28.. A. F. McKenna.......... 4th I ... Vancouver, B.C... ..... Vict.ria . 500
2265 I 28.. John H. Alexander....... 4th e .... Victoria, B.C ........... 5 0
2266 .. 28.. Clement Mondeville ...... Temporary ... Thurso, Que.........Montreal. 2 00
22671 28.. Moïse Racette .. ... Hull, Que ........... Ottawa. 200
2268 i 28.. George Thos. Leach ... Montreal, Que.... .... Montreal...20
2269ý 28.. Andrew Lajeunesse....... i ... Peterboro', Ont.......Peterboro' 20<
2270 , 28.. John Fyfe.. ............. 2nd ClassU.K. Arrow Head, B.C.......Victoria . 50
2271 , 30.. David J. Gulliver... ... , Temporary ... Loggesville, N.B........ John . 20
2272 30.. John Gillis Clark..... 3rd Class ...... Charlottetown, P.E.I.... Halifax ... 500
2273 30.. Dan. E. Read ............ 2ndClassU.K. Pictou, N.S ............ 50
2274 30. . John James Wilmot ...... t Halifax, N.S ........... 50
2275 June 1.. François Vignaux....... . Temporary ... Ox Bow Farni, P.Q.. .. NotreDamede1 1 laGarde,Que. 2 00
2276 e 1. Rohert Saxby ... Toronto, Ont.. ...... Toronto. 200
2277 I 4.. A. J. Erskine.......... 4th Class. Victoria, B.C..........Victoria . 500
2278 e 4.. Wm. Nowery............ 4th .... Vancouver, B.C.... .... 5 0
2279 4.. Wm. Joass............ .4th ..... , .... 50.
2280) 7.. Albert L. Nickerson...... Temporary ... Midland, Ont...........Midland. 20<
2281 7 . Lemuel Winchester ..... Charlottetown, P.E. I... St. John..20<
2282 e 8.. Daniel O'Donnell......... .i ... Belleville, Ont......... Belleville.20
228 Edwd. Bal... Cesarea. Ont......... .Lindsa .  200

28 0.. Chas. E ou.... ........ .. Georgeville, Que.......Owl's ead...
2285 10.. Phileas eaudet.......... 3rd Class...... Montreal, Que........Montres.. 500
2286 le 1.. Edouard Denis, sr... .... 2nd e .... Sorel, Que...........Sorel.......*1 0<
2287 13.. Wilbert Chas. Harris.. ... Temporary ... Gore's Landing, Ont.... Kin ton...2 W
2288 e 14.. George Gendron ... ... 2nd Class... ... Sorel, Que............. Sor ....... 500
2289 15.. Chas. Tennant Bruce . ... 3rd t .... Victoria, B.C...........Victoria . 50<
2290 18.. IRich. B. Proutt........... Temporary ... Marmora, Ont.........Marmora. 20<
229i 18..1 Napoleon Beaudoin ....... 2nd lass. Sorel, Que .. . .. .. ... Sorel . .5 0)
2292 o 22.. Edwin L. Bedford........ 4th ' .... Vancouver, B.C.........Vancouver 50

29 23.. William Spence......... .4t . 5000

Exchanged certificate.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

APPENDIX No. 12.

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c., in the Dominion.

ABOVE MONTREAL.

Name. Station. Appointed. Salary.

ct8.

Acton, Jas. A.......... Burnt Island..... ................... April 12, 1890...... 250 00
Armstrong, John ........ Kaministiquia River..........,.......... i 28, 1894..... 200 00
Alexander, Andrew.. Lamb Island.............................. May 1, 1897......... 400 00

Baker, Henry F........Clapperton Island.. ................. Deceber 2, 1895 3500
Boyd, Robert P.........Cole Shoal ......................... April 9,1894 250 O0
Boyd, Wm. S .... ..... Griffith Iland ...................... 'May 14. 18q9 3w00
Burlingham, James. Point Peter Light and Fog Alarm............1,1876 . 65000
Butler, Silas L..........Port Dover ........................ July 15,189- 300
Baxter, Wm. 1..... .... Gin Rock... ....................... November 23, 1895 300 00
Barr, Robert..........'Np*ig Soutb River Beacon Light. May 22, 1889 80 0
Barron, Edward.... .... ch River..... .................. September 13, 1875 5000O
Beaulieu, Octave.......Point à Cadieux......... ........... July26, 1892 15000
Boucher, Francois. .Amer Island......................November 17, 1882 1750O
Bamford, Robert. . lson's Channel, A.g.orna.............June21, 1888 2500O
Bertrand, Felix ... Lower nd Coulonge Lake.............March 16, 1885.. 100
Boyd, Wm. M ........ Kagawong.................... April 13, 1893 . 7200
Boyer, Napoleon.... ..... Lake St. Louis Lght-ship No. 3 . 13, 189S . 3000O
Boyter, A. B..........Narrow Island......................IJanuary 3, 1898 200 OU
Blair, Ben .... a .......... Nbisb, St. Marys River ............. May 4, 1898 1000OU

IarCpbell, Thosa.. ...... Burlington Beach .. .................. April 1, 1875 350 OU
Colline, AllenI.s.lad......Christian Island ..................... March 25, 1891 .425 OU
jross, Manly R . .. ..... Gananoque Narrows and oJack Straw ShoaL Augut 25,1893 480 OU

,Campbell, Robert .... .... ýGoderich............. .................. June 9, 18. . 400 OU
,Curne, Geo............. ýIsle of Coves ........................... April 1, 1878......... +6500OU
Craig, WmG........... Thunder C ................ May 17,1892 600
Cook, Seldon B ... ..... Loing Point Sut Rnd Fog Alarm........June 9, 1897 7000O
Cullis, WilliamR..v ....... Manitoulin Island. .................. October 1, 1877 7400O
Campbell, John a.........MTavi.h Point ..................... November 18, 1896 100
Clark, Arthur Geo..Nottawsga Island...................JuIy 5, 1890......... 5000O
Crevier, Dol pbis.........iPoint Claire .......... .............. My 11, 188. 2000O
Cartier, H. J...........River Thames ......... ............. Octoer 19, 1884. 425
Chase, Jonathan . K........Middle Island ...................... September 21, 1893.. 240 0
Chishohui, John W. - . . Micbael's Point Ligh.....................Jone 4, 18 . 250 OU
CoXr, John.,..........Prince Arthur's Landing..............October 14,1882 250 OU
Coagrove, George. Victoria Island, Lake Supeior .......... November 14,1889. .0.
Columbus, Christopher.... Penetanguishene and Whikey Island March 18, 1893. . 30 00
Conover, Forrest H. C.. . Leamingtn ......................... April 24, 18. .1...... 50 00
Covert, John..........Belleville.............. ............ June 1, 1881... ... 20 00

ox, John..............Morison's or Hawley's Island............ 22, 1887 . 150 00
Cjhabot, Joseph.......JPapineauville Range Lig1ts 17, 1897 .1..... 100 00

Dvieux, Joseph........Corbay Point. Batchewana.............May 27, 1890 .. 300
Durnan, Geore Gibraltar Point.....................May 31, 188 ... . 625 00
Daoust, Danicél ......... Lake St. Louis Ligbt.ship No. 2.......... October 20, 1897 3000OU
Dickinson, Wm. E. Long oind................September 30, 1875. 400 U
Davieau, Hyacintb. .Miipicoten Island....................July 2, 1881 400 00
Daoust, Dosithée.......McKie's Point.... .................. September 22, 1883.. 175 00
Davis, John H....JPidgeon Island ...................... May 6, 1896 3........ 250 00
Dick, Andrew.........Point Porphyry.....................Agust 10, 188. 400 00
Dutcher, Samuel........Meaford ............................ May 7, 1877......... .1500
Davis, Henry..........Tobrmory........... .............. November 2 , 1895.. 130 00
Darling, Thomas. ........ Ni issing, Soutb.east Bay Beacon Li , 1890 600O
Dixon, Joseph G........Lae Rossea...................... 21, 1890 1000O

*Allowane $10. tAllowance $100,
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STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

ABOVE MONTREAL-Continwed.

Name. Station. Appointed. Salary.

S cts.

Dempsey, J. Frank ..... Potter's Island Pole Light...... .......... June 14, 1892........ *10 00<
Daby, A. W..............i Pie Island, Port Arthur............... September 12, 1895.. 75 0W

Ead, Mrs. C....... .... Port Stanley....................... August -, 1890 . 00 0<)
Ely, Henry R. A ......... Wiarton Pole Light . September 14, 1891 . 75 00

Felan, M aurice .......... Oakville Pier.............. .. ........... April 28, 1894....... 150 0>
Fortier, David, H. A ..... Port Colborne Range Lightsand Fog Alarm. April 11, 1865. ...... 550 00
Farley, William ........ Scotch Bonnet............... ........ February 19, 1896... 350 00
Fellowes, W. R ........ Rondeau Harbour............... ....... December 18, 1888.. 300 0<
Filiatreault, Thomas...... Coteau Landing ......................... I May 27, 1890 ...... . 140 00

Grignon, Xavier ......... .eauharnis........................March 16, 1885 ..... 04
Gloude, Benjamin... Pointe Claire ....................... September 7,1872 300 0
Grubb, W. A............oint Pelee Reef Light and Fog Mr... . October 21, 1893 700 0
Gillespie, Wm..........Wolfe Island ............ . ............ Marh 16, 185 2500<
G4authier, Charles........ placide ......................... May Tt, 1874 1000
Gordon, Robert........Coourg Pier ....................... May 16,1883 180 0<
Godin, J. N.............Bihops Bay Cla ................... .. March 24, 1898 1500

lackett, Andrew ...... !Bois Blanc..............................January 13,1864 435 00
Hudginis, James «M .... aise Ducks.......................... April 28, 1894 ... j 350 0<>
Hailton, John..........Haniiltons Island.................... Se
'Eill, Thomas H ......... Lancaster Pier ............... J1uy1, l8717....... 390<
Haitze, Jean..........Lonely Island..................... Ma 1, 1885...... 450 00
Hunter, David.........Port ahousieS.....................October 29, 1879 .. 30 00
Hawkins, David B1.893eninsula Harbour August 3 11 . 400 00

Huf iToa8 W ... Parry Sound Range Lights J..y.2.,.894..00..

Huff, honMay 1s, 1874.... .. .. 100 00

Harvey, James1.........6,Thessalon .ove r 22, 189.. 150 00
Hughes, W .......... Rd River Range Light M 1885 ...... ..... 250000

Irving, Mathew .......... Baniowaning. . ....................... . . May 30, 1887 .. 5 00

Johnson, saac S.... ... Cherry Island ........ ................... November 5, 1 300
Jackson, Wm .......... , jwctacle Shoal a d Red Horse Rock...... August 1, 1880 400 00
Jeffrey, Carson..........N igger Island Shoal...................April 28,1894....... 200 00

Kay, William.......... Kincardine.......................... tMare 5, 1875..... 400 00
Kinney, James.........Gore Bay.......eis.................... Auly 27, 1895..... 350 00
Kennedy, James ........ Allumette Island ................. .... May 23, 1887.... 100 00

Lambert, Wm. M TsGrego sChantry Island ..... ....... ... . . ....... October 1, 1880.. 50 00
Lahelle, Louis ............ 'Deep River Island Lg........ . ...... Ma 5, 1897........ 100 00
Laberge, Alfred ........ reen Shal.............. ............ Jaary 26, 1866 0 00
Lamorandiere, Pierre W,-.

Jhs d.Killarnev ..................... ........ Seotember 24, 1880.. 400 00
Lecer, Thomas......... Lachinelier a R HR........................ July 14,1188...... 200 00
Lamondin, Joseph ........ Bying Inlet... ................ . April 19, 1884....... 375 00
Lee, John............. Southampton ................... ....... .. lOctoer 7, 1882 ...... 150 00
Lockerbie, Andrew .... o.... Allingwm Harbour ........ .. ...... May 4, 1883 ... 3.... 00 00
Low, Robert............ Thornbury ........................... April 12, 1887.... 80 0<)
Little, Rolland BM. Giant's Tomb Island................Feruary 6, 1893 25000
Lowry, Roert M ........ .Port Elgin .....Rie .sad..................March 14, 1896 . 60 00
Lumsden, Af.......... ourcier's Lake, Téiscamingie.........October 6, 1890 . 200
Lavan, F., acting keeper.. Victoria Island, (aleetay...............March-,1898 10000

Neloche, Simon.......... Lake St. Louis Ligh'isr. ip No. ........ May 1, 1880 250 0
Munroe, Johne ...... Lancaster Bar.......................June8,1892250<
Moreland, F............Nine Mile Point.......................April 1, 1895 .. . 200 0<
Masson, Lucas......... Pointe aux Anglais...................September 4,1897 * 000<
Mongeon, Charles A......Way Shoal.........................May 23, 1887 . . 100 0
Marcheldon, Toma ..... ope Island .......... ............. April 28, 1894 . 450 00
Matheson, Nornian ... Cape Robert, Algomia................ .. October 7, 189)6... .350 0<>
Millar, Alex ... M........ Port Credit........................Decemner 16, 1897 150 0
Morriseau, Jon ...... ... .Hooer's Pointm........... .......... March 4, 1898... 154 0o

*Per onOh cburing season of navigation. tAllowance 11860. 8Allowance ..10.
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STATEMENT giving Naimes and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

ABOVE MONTREAL-Continued.

Name. Station. Appointed. Salary.

8 cts.

Manson, John........... Colchester Reef............... .......... June 9, 1886 600 00
Morriseau, Michael... Rainy River, Algona......................June 9, 886 250 0
Martin, Wm. J... ...... Spansh River...... ..................... July 5, 1890 250 00
Malott, Albert E ....... Kingsville Range Lights ............... April 12,1890 150 0
Miron, Louis............. Gargantua .............................. October 26, 1889 450 00
Maguire, James W....... Corunna Range Lights................April 12,1890.... 120 0
Milligan, Alexander...... Valleyfield Range Lights...............April 25,1892 150 04
Montgomery, Wm........ Toronto Harbour, Eastern Channel. October 16, 1895 150 04
McKenzie,Donald........ Little Current..... ..................... Sept. 1, 1898 350 00
McKillop, John ........ Campbell's Island.......................Apnl 2,1892 .50 04
McIntosh, John ......... Arnprior Island.........................April 2, 1892 . 150 00
McLachlan, Mrs. K ...... Glengarry, or Stone House Point.........April 9, 1890 250 0
McKenzie, John. ....... Owen Sound............. . ............. July 14, 1873 100 04
McConachie, John ...... Red Rock, Parry Sound .. . .......... June 30, 1897 40 0
McDonald, Murdoch...... Point Clark......................... Jnay , 1897 354 04
McDonald, Amos........ Salmon Point ... ... .............. .... July 12, 1897 300.
McKillop, Donald........ St. Anicet Shoal... ..... ... . .......... June 8, 1892 . 230 00
McLaren, Allan J ........ Brown's or Knapp's Point .............. February 11, 180 00
McKay, Chas S......... Battle Island .. ..... . .......... ... Augut 27, 1877 500 00
McIntosh, Daniel..... . South Marvsburg.... ,..................October 1, 1881 200 04
McKenzie, Wm.... .... Strawberry Island........................May17,1893 30 00
McQuestion, Mrs. Maria.. McQuestion Point....................June 9, 1886 .. 100 0
McLeod, Murdoch........ Saugeen River..........................Auguet 4, 1883 80 00
McDonald, Lauchlin D... Mississagua Island. . .................... May 16,1896 450 00
McCool, James....... ... Fort William Beacon Light, Ottawa River.. May 23.1887 . 94 0
McDevitt, Chas........ Point au Baril . . ........ ........ .... March 1, 1897 300 0
McKay, John .......... Lyal Island... ... .................. October 27, 1884 450 0
MLean Arch.........Owen Sound ........................ December 293, 1897. 126 00

O'Donell, Egene. .Point aux Pins......................August 8, 1893.. .. 250 00
Orr, Wm. B...........Snake sland..... .................. July 2, 1888......... .. .50 00
Orser, Wm............Weller'g Bay.O.......................February 16, 1889.... 150 00
Oillette, Godfrey. .Buckas Point......................May 1, 1884........ 180 00
O'Rourke, Michael. Centre Brother Island.................June 18, 1894.. 210 00
O'Brien, Matthew . ... Frencman's Bay .... ................ October 13, 189... . 125 00

Prinyer, John.........Point Pleasant........ .............. January 4, 1867 300 00
Plub, Ward S........... Wind il Point. . . .... November 18, 1882.. 180 00
Purvis, John..........Great Dck Island Lightand Fog Alarm March 9, 1898....... . 50 00
Pim, Chas. Jas.........Cariboo Island, Lake Superior May
Pettypiece, Stephen....Lime Kil Crossing......... ..... May 11, 1888 350 00Prosser, John..........Mukoka or Fxsaapteber 4, 1896 250 00

FJul 12,an 1897. ............ 0000

Plunkett, H. E........Swamy Island, Lake Winnipeg .......... October 12, 1884.... 350 00

Quick, James E........Pelee Island........................Juay 1 1,8 ... 300 00

oot, Albert...........'!Grenadier Island..... . ........... December 15, 1863.. 250 00
Roddick, Robert....... .GulI Island...... ... ..... ............ March, 1872 .... 500 (0

owe, Geo. Albert. Telegrap Island......................October 25, 1895..... 200 00
Repentigny, Toussaint de. Ste. Anne de Bellevue. ..... ý........ ... February 28, 1881. . t125 04)
Robillard, Honoré. IslePerrot.......................January 25, 1897.... 100 00
Rednond, WilliamH. G venhurtNarrows ...... ...... ....... June 18, 1894....... 100 00
Raina, Evan............Shoal Point, Algonia, Sailors'Encampment.November 24, 1884.. 0 00
Raina, A............St. MMary's River .. Augu1t, 1892 .. ..... 457 00
Raina, W. W ......... .St. Niarv's River, W tMield Range Light Agut, 1892... .. . . 0
Ritchie, J ames.........South Bay Range Lights..............Augut 20, 1898 ..... 1500 00

Shannon, William. Gros Point....... ................. September 27, 1866. **425 00
Shannon, George ........ Assistant ..... ..................... September 2, 1896.. 175 00
Seguin, Grégoire ....... L'Orignal ......................... .Asay 8, 1894 1...... 0 00
Smithers, R. .......... Soawk Island ....... ..... .......... March 31 1896..... 400 00
Sutherland, Jno... .... Port Bur ll.... ....... ............ June 18, 1894 .... 125 00
Schofield, Fergus......... Port Maitand......................... april 10, 1871..... 30 00

PAllowance 8300. tAllowance $2. tPer o th while light in operation. §Per nonth while ligt i
operation. .Allowance $10. aD kAllowane 8200 for attending to Fog Alarm.
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STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers-Continued.

ABOVE MONTREAL--Concluded.

Name.

*Simpson, Hedley V.......
Siith, H . E..............
Shepperd, Mrs. Wm., act-

ing keeper..... ......
Sullivan, Silas...........
Sauvé, Honoré ...........
Spence, Bernard..........
Stoneburner, John A......
Smith, Richard...........
Smith. Donald........

Veech. Stannes ..........

Wallace, John G.........
Winthrop, Robert W.....
Weightman, Wm.........
Wootton, Edward........
White, Chas. L .........
Webster, Chas..... ......

Station.

Presqu'Isle, Range Light...... .... ...
Presqu'Isle, Main Ligh t.................

Sulphur Island.......... ... ....... ....
Barkiin's Wharf................. .... .
Caron's Point .... .......................
Paquet Rapids.........................
Cornwall Canal, upper entrance ............
W estern Island............................J
Flower Pot Island............ ............

Nine Mile Point; light-keeper and engineer
of fog alari ...........................

Lindoe Island.............................
Head of Deschene Rapids.............
North Sisters Rock, Algoma............
Niagara...............................
Snug Harbour, Parry Sound...........
Cabot's Head Light and Fog Alarm........

Appointed. Salary.

$ ets.

May 11, 1888....... 540 00
A.pril 29, 1898. 350 00

\ugust, 1890.. 300 00
Oecember 22, 1896. 130 00
February 16, 1889. 60 00
April 2, 1892........ 100 00
April 12, 1890. . . . . 10000

arch 5, 1896....... 70000
ovember 8, 1897... 300 0

March 7, 1894.......

July 1, 1881....... .
April 13, 1891.......
November6,1885..
July 11, 1887.
July 25, 1894........
May 10, 1898........

45000

25000
100 00
35 00
5000

3 00
65000

BETWEEN MONTREAL AND QUEBEC AND BELOW QUEBEC.

Arcand, Elzéar........... Cap de la Madeleine ....... ........... May 17, 1892........ 80 00
Alarie, Pierre............ Point du Lac....................... March 21,1896..... 100 00
Ayer, R......... ........ Georgeville, Lake Memphremagog......... From year to year... *1 50
Arcand, Alfred........... Seven Islands............................. May 20, 1898 .. .... 324 00
Ascah, J. M........... Fame Point.................. .... May 4, 1896.......... 400 00

Beaudet, Fulgence........ Lotbinière (1)....... ...... ............ June 1, 1895........ 80 00
Beaudet, George.......... Lotbinière (2).. . ........... ........ .... January 4, 1883..... 80 00
Beaudet, Charles......... Platon........ ...... ............ ..... August 24, 1894.... 120 00
Brassard, Philippe........Port St. Francis....... ............ .... April 20, 1897....... †30 00
Bourque, Peter.......... Bird Rocks............. . .......... November 27, 1896.. 1,30000
Bouilliane, Pierre......... Lark Islet................ ............... September 1, 1872... 200 00
Bertrand, Auguste........ Mackerel Point..... .................. .. December 21, 1877... 300 00
Banville, Joseph.......... Matane.... ................ ........... February 1, 1897.... 250 00
Bourget, F............... Percé Roadstead.............,............ March 18, 1893 ...... 200 00
Babin, Louis D........ . Pillars............... .... ... February 23, 1874... 450 00
Babin, Louis D........... Al1ernon Rock.................. . . February 23, 1874. .. 150 00
Breton, Narcisse...... ... Point Rich. ... ........... ... May 16, 1896........ 500 00
Bourget, Charles ....... Cape Despair ............... . . . November 1, 1897. §400 0
Bisson, Wm ............. Grand River....................... ..... October 22, 1896..... **150 00
Bergeron, George......... River Valee.................. .......... June 16, 1885. .... 70 00
Bouchard, Louis..........'Cap au Saumon Lighthouse and Fog Alarun May 16,1896........ 600 00
Beaulieu, Jos. Hudon dit.. Point aux Origneaux...................... April 7, 1875 ....... 250 00
Boucher, Louis........... Isle aux Raisins........................ . April 13, 1898..... . 240 00
Belanger, H....... ...... St. Thomas Wharf........................ April 4, 1898....... 80 00

Carignan, P. L.........Champlain Main Light................October1,1893 8000
Cormier, William..... ... Ahert Island ..................... April26,1885.. ... 3 Où
Coltin, Michael.......... Belleisle.... ..... ................... , 1,1882 ..00
Côté, Louis T..........Cape ht..... Septenber 10, 1874 §300 0
Campbell, John W.. Cape Norman Lighthouse and FogAlari.. April 12, 1896 720 0
Costn, Eugene.........Cape Rosier........................November 4,1890 800
Cassidy, James ......... Entry Island............ ........... September 22, 1878 ** 0
Côté, Paul............Eg Island.. ....................... November 3, 1871 5000
Chabot, Edouard.......Pointe St. Laurent..................... August 1, 1880 .. . ý †300 00
Chiasson, Edward. Etang du Nord......................October 22, 18...... 30 00

CPer week. tPer month. Allowaigce $a. §Allowance $20. rAllowance $30.
tAl wanoe$50. † ohwAlaowancen$100. § §lAllowance$0. ***Allowance 0. tPermonth.
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Marine and Fisheries-Marine Bran eh.

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

BETWEEN MONTREAL AND QUEBEC AND BELOW QUEBEC-Continued.

NI..
ame. . pp .ie

Dubreuil, Hector......... Pointe aux Trembles............... ...... February 18, 1897...
Desmarais, Phileas......... River St. Francis...... ............... July 2, 1897 ........
Desjardins, Jean B....... Kamouraska............................. August 23, 1887.....
Duperie, Alfred J ........ Pointe aux Joncs .................... May, 1873 .... ...

Eden, François. .. ......

Fugère, Léandre.
Fugere, Napoléon........
Fiset, Jean H.........
Francoeur, Siméon C ....
Fontaine, Edouard........
Faffard, Victor...........
Fraser, Pierre T..........
Fagot, George...... ...

Gervais, Ovilas..... .....
Giguère, Denis...... ...
Gagn, Joseph Z. ........
Gafibois, Jean B..... ....
Gourdeau, Isaac..........
Gauthier, Jean...........
Godreault, Jos. M........
Gauthier, Francis........
Goudreault, Abraham. .
Grenier, Solomon... .....
Guyon, Philip.. ........

Houde, Athanase........
Hébert, Moise M.........
Heppel, Elzear ...........
Harvey, André...........
Huot, Joseph... .... ....
Heroux, Didié ...........

Gaspé W harf............................. M ay 2, 1888.........J

Batiscan (1)............. .. .. ........... April19, 1868.......
Batiscan (2) ......... i... . January 10, 1887....
Lake St. Peter Light-ship No. 2. April 22, 1875 .......
St. Pierre les Becquets . ............... September 24, 1862..
Cape Bauld Lighthouse and Fog Alarm ... November 1, 1892 ...
Pointe de Monts. .. ....... ............ August 1, 1889 ....
Red Island............................ April 12, 1890.
Greenly Island Lighthouse and Fog Alarm.. June 30, 1890........

Contrecoeur (1).................. ...... March 1, 1877.......
Lavaltrie........ .... .. ................. April 24, 1870.......
Anticosti East or Heath Point............. July 5, 1890........
Bellechasse. ....... ............... ...... June 23, 1880.... ...
Lower Traverse Light-ship . ............ May 8, 1866.......
Martin River......... .............. ..... February 21,1876...
River Caribou............ ................ - 1874........
Point aux Joncs........................ April, 1872.........
Eboulements Pole Light............ . .. May 10, 1892.......
Newport.................................. June 3, 1897. .
Isle aux Prunes...................... ... March 22, 1898.... .

CapeCharles................... ......... November4,1890....
Cap de la Madeleine..... ... ........... May 11, 1888........
Birquet Lighthouse and Fog Alari. .. A pril 17, 1891 ....
Chicoutimi Wharf......................... May 30,1889. .....
L'Ange Gardien.....,.................... August 1, 1885
¡Lake St. Peter Light-ship No. .. . .... .. April 13, 1898. ....

Lafléche, Désiré........Lake St. Peter Lightship No. 1.........April12,1887.
Lachapelle, Jean B .... Repentign (2) ...................... ruary 1, 1861....
Langlois, Antoine........River du hêne ..................... y 11, 1 .
Laliberte, Arthur......... Emelie Front Range..............eptember 24, 18..
Laliberté, Florent.......Ste. Emelie, Back Range..............March 31, 1887.
Lavoie, M........... St. Fulgence...................... 1893
Landry, Elmira ... Carleton Point....... ............... April 1, 1872.
Le Huguet, François. Gaspé Cape...... ................... October 22, 1896..
Lindsay, Irene........ Green Island.........................September 25, 18..
Loisel, John...........Point Paspebi........................August 27,
Lafleur, Leon...........St. Antoine...
Label, Esdras ........... Upper Traverse Light-ship April13,1893..
Le Blanc, Regis........Wite Island Light.s p................. January 11, 1878...
Lachance, Louis........Port of St. John ..................... September 26, 1896..
Lavoie, F.............Anse St. Jean W arf.................... - 1889...

montplaisir, Antoine E... Cap de la Madeleine ...................
Martineau, Valerie. .. Champlain Pole Light.....................
Mercier, O .............. Isle à la Bague . ............ .........
Malo, Joseph............. Isle Ste. Thérése (1).................. ....
Ménard, Denis...... .... North of Halfway Point...................
Marchand, Ferdinand.... Pointe aux Citrouilles............ ..........
M artin, Paul............. St. Valentine... ........... .... . .....
Molson, Mrs. Alexander . Molson's Island, Lake Memphremagog.. ...
Malouin, Alfred......... Anticosti, West Point....................
Martin, Jule G........... Little Metis....................... ..
Marceau, Louis........... St. Francis...........................
Maltais, Eli ............ Murray Bay... .....................

August 6, 1877 .. .
August 2, 1889......
August3l,1883......
February 1, 1897 ...
September 12, 1890..
April 27, 1896.... ..
April 28, 1873......
From year to year.
July 1, 1877.........
December 23, 1879...
April 1, 1884........
May 10,1882.......

*200 for attending signal gun, &c. tAllowance $50.
‡Allowance, $2;300. **Per week. ttAllowance, $250.00. †††per month.
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Station A 
ointed

Salary.

$ ets.

130 00
1†20 00

400 00
40 00

42 00

80 00
8000

50000
70 00

800 00
*400 00
450 00
800 00

100 00
30000

†600 00
320 00

2,300 00
300 00
40 00
40 00
4000

100 00
120 00

15000
80 00

700 00
4000
70 00

400 00

400 00
75 00

100 00
70 00
8000
7000

30000
65000
60000
150 00
175 00

1,400 00
‡50000
30000

40 00

175 00
6000

15000
130 00
170 00
20009
15000
**2 50

f†450 00
30000

75 00
50 00.



62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.) A. 1899

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

BETWEEN MONTREAL AND QUEBEC AND BELOW QUEBEC-Conchlded.

Naine. Station. Appointed. Salary.

S cts.

Myrick, John ....... ... Cape Race, Newfoundland, Lighthouse and
Fog Whistle....... ......... .... Novenber 1, 1897... 1,000 00

Morin, Hypolite...... .. Pilgrinis..... ...................... .. April 29, 1898. .. 340 00

IeWilliams, John J .... Father Point........ ....... . ...... .. June 1, 1876 ....... 200 00
McLaren, Donald ........ River du Moulin.......................... September 19, 1889.. 35 00

Nadeau, Alphonse......... Anticosti, South Point.................... June 18, 1894....... 800 00

Paul, Edouard.........ale de Grace....... ................ September 7, 1871. .. -30O
Pagé, Celestin.........LIslet Richelieu .................... January 9, 189 150 O
Peters, D. E............Witch Rock, Lake Memphreniagog. From year to year f2 50
Peters, J. H...........Green Point VI . i 50
Patterson, J. C.... .... Wadleigb eV ... j 12 0

Poe Hrer......niosti, South-west Point ........ October 22, 400Pope, Herbert... .i . .9. .4..0.0
Painchaud, Joseph......Crane Island ....................... I 1, 14 320
Paquet, Pierre .... ... t Famille ............... . 19, 1885 70 00
Poitras, Alexander Beimis Range Light ............... ... 1000
Pedneau, Pierre.... le aux Coudres Pole Ligt ...........
Pettigrew, Sylvie.......Red Island Lightship.................. 13,1898 §500 00
Poulin, Alfred .......... !Ste. Famille...........................26,1898 7000

Reeves, Samuel ......... Tasle Ste. Thérèse (2) ............. ...... Oýctober 12, 1870- 2-10 00
Rivet, Léon L ........... Reentigny (1)......... .............. April 28, 1894 75 00
Robinson, George L . Wh Ro, LandaBl kMdy e rland e...............June 18, 1894 00O
Richard, Alphonse. Brandy Pots ........................ October 7, 1878 . 400 00
Rennie, E H Cape Ray Lighthouse a d Fog histle ..... 19,1884. 8 00
Roberge, C. Honoré. St. Pierre Isand .................... .... 19,1885. 70 00
Rodrique, F. Fa...ml......Portneuf (1) ........................ January 22, 1858 25000

St. Onge, Thomas.....Contrec ur Lit........................June 14, 1886 75
Salvail, Orner........... Isle à la Pierre ....................... May 6, 1897.......... 22000
Siînard, Edward ........ Montée dui Lac, and Cape Rouge Beacons.. Octo)ber, 28, 1876 . 40000)
.masseville, F. J ......... Cape Magdalen,Lighthoit.,e and Fog %Vhie tieýJune 9, 1886 ..... 700 00
Simard. Arthur.........River Cariboug....................... 9 1870 4000
Savard, Xavier.........River Coribou ...................... My 1, 1873 40 A
St. Croix, George. Plateau Rock.......................September 22, 1896.. 40000

Trottier, Widow J. Grondine (1).......................auguat 1, 1872 .... 150 00
Trottier, Epr ... .Grondine (2)F.......ro ................ May 17, 1892 100 00
Thurber, Wm..........Ste. Croi .......................... October 5, 1878 .1.. 475 00
Tremblay, W. T........ooe Cape..... ................... April 4, 18 ... 20 00
Tremblay, Dorilas. Portneuf (2)........................February 19, 1875... 350 00
Tremblay, Georg. River du Moulin.....................September 9, 1889. . 3500
Trudelle, Ambroise. L'Ange Gardien....................... October 18, 1885 .. 70 00
Tremblay, Pitre.......St. Alphonse Wharf..................June 19, 1895 40 00
Tremblay, Heinr f Cape l'Aigle Pole Light............... February 6, 1896 .... 40 00

Bay St. Pall......................... ............. .... 0 000

Vineau, Placide ......... iPerroquet Island ............. . . ......... September 19, 1892.. 600 00
Vezina, Oliver ......... St. Pierre..(). ............ .... ...... October 28, 1897 70 00

Whitman, Robert H ..... Lacolle ............. .............. May 14, 1883....... 150 00
Wheeler W o.........Lead Mines, Lake ..... reiîiagog . From year to year ... 4 50
Wyatt, E homas ........ Forteau, Lighthouse and Fog Wiistle... October 18, 1889..... 1800 00

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Arseneau, James. ....... Dahousie..... .. .. ........... .June 8, 1894. . 10 00
Archer, W m. ....... Nort Tracadie... ... ............ .... November 7, 1872. 275 00
Allain, Joseph........... Hay Island, Beacon Light............... May2, 1895........ 150 00

mPer month . . Per week. L $250 for assistance.
S Allowance $75. Aplowance $1,n0.
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Rarine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

NEW BRUNSWICK-Continuied.

Name.

Barbour, Jas. G .........
Bent, A. W ... .........
Blacklock, Fred G. ......
Brown, Charles........
Bradshaw, L. B.. .. ...
Bridges, Abraham .......
Brune, John David.
Boyd, B. G ... ........
Boudreau, Jos. B ........
Beleyea, S. B........
Blakley, Lawrence.
Bellmore, Fredk.
Belleveau, Philip T.

cochran, Fredk M.......,
Clarke, Geo. H........
Conley, John C .. . .....
Cummings, Geo........ .
Chapman, James.... ....

Delaney, John...........
Drake, Jeremiah.........
Dumaresq, Francis X.....
Dalzell, Geo. Y.... ....
Dutch, John.. .......
Davison, Warren P.......
Daggett, Mark...........
Dinsmore, Samuel G.. . . . .
DeGrace, John...........

Egan, Edward...........

Frawley, Frank..........
Flewelling, M............
Fanjoy, William..........
Ferguson, W. G..........

Gillard, John............
Gillespie, David . ..... ..

Hendry, E. M.. .. .....
Hayden, Michael.........
Henderson, Arthur .......
Hamm, Chas. P..........
Relms, Geo..........
Hachey, Octave..........
H agen, E ................
Harvey, W. L............

Kilpatrick, Joseph.......

Lantaigne, Gervais.......
Leblanc, Charles P..... .
Looney, Thos. E.........
Lacy, Labaron...... .....

lMills, George............
Morrison, Peter..........
Morrison, Peter, jr........
Morrison, Duncan......
Munrow, Ezra..........
Maillet, D. 0............
Moore, Rev. S. C. .......
Matheson, R. B.........

Station. Appointed. Salary.

R cts.

Cape Enrage Lighthouse and Fog Signal... ay 11, 18 00
Cape Jourimain or Cape Tormentine.. Septemer 15, 1875.. 3000
Cape Spencer.......................March 5, 188.. 400 00
Quaco. ................ . ........ November 25. 1884 400 O
Quaco Fog Alarm....................Septemner 3, 1887 400 06
Bridge's Point......................October 9, 1891 80 90
Goose Lake.......................May 11, 1888 250 0
Petit Rocher.......................Septeinber,
PtRcer n........ ........ ........ February26 189 .. 120 00

Beleyea's Point......................May 19, 1882 9000
Harper's Point..................... Sptember 9, 188. 75 00
Dipper Harbour.....................March 12,1895. 100 O0

Point..............S............November 29, 1897.. 105 oc

St. Martin's Wharf, Quaco... .......... March 25,1888 .. . 100 00
Harbour...................October 2, 1893 . 80 00

May 11,n 188. .... 50 00

Beaver Harbour ..................... April 2, 1892 .2.5. 20 00
Campbellton Beacon Light.............January 1. 1880. .. 10 00
Baie du Vin Island...................Jly 24, 1882 .. 9.... 9000

Grant's Beach ...................... October 7, 1880. 125 00
St. John Signal Station...............March 24, 1881. . 150 00
Shippegan......... .............. November 7, 1872. . 17520
Swallow Tail..... .................. March 18, 1893...... 400 00
Heron Ialand............. .......... March 7, 1875 29 6 ** 000
Pea Point ......................... January 14, 189 .... 250 00
Grand Harbour ......................... November 15, 1880. . 100 00
Big Duck Island Fog Alari............ July 5, 1886........ 50 00
Indian Point.... ...................... June 14, 1889 150 00

Bellonie's Point ..................... ... .May 17, 1892 .. . ....

Point Lepreau Fog Alarn.............. June 15, 1898 .......
Flewelling's W harf ................... ... April 12, 1890. .. . . .
Fanjoy's Point .............. ....... December 15, 1897...
South Tracadie Gully..... ................ .March 23, 1898..

Point DuChene Range Lights. ............ June 13, 1888.......
Hillsborough Pier ............ .......... December 31, 1892..

Hendry Farm ............................. M ay 18, 1897.... ...
Pokemouche....... ....... .......... October 17, 1888.
Midjic Bluff.......... ................... October 5, 1894..
M usquash ................................ January 14, 1879....
Petit Passage Fog Whistle.... ........... May 5, 1882....... .
Pokesudie Island.................. ...... July 12, 1881 ........
W ard's Point... . ......................... April 12, 1890.... .
Gannet Rock.............................. M ay 20, 1898.......

Passamaquoddy Bay....... ..... ........ February 3, 1898 ....

Caraquet Island....... .............. June 16, 1888 ......
Casie's Point..... .... ,.............. May 4, 1872........
Greenhead, St. John River.... .......... October14, 1896... .
Oak Point............................ ... February 23, 1897...

Lower Fox Island............... ..... June 23, 1897.
Oak Point ............... ... ....... !July 24,1882.
Portage Island........ ................. July 1 1&2.
Sheldrake Island .......... ........... Pebruary 25, . -..
Southern Wolvei ................... Se.te. ber 19, 1882..
Indian Point. Buctouche... ......... .... Juy 7, 1883
Anderson's Hollow... .... ............ May 14,1889.
Newcastle .......................... April 18, 1898 1..

* Allowanee $20. t Allowance 8180.

100 00

400 00
8000
8000

150 00

9000
75 00

8000
200 00
200 00
300 00

t400 00
180 00
8000

700 00

350 00

200 00
250 00

80 00
8000

200 00
100 00
200 00
30 00
50000
150 00
10000
100 0
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62 Victoria Sessional Papers (No. 11.)

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers.-Continued.

NEW BRUNSWICK-Concluled.

Naine. Station.

McGee, Jos. E.........Blis Island ...............
McLennan, Kenneth.....Escuminac Lighthouseand FogWhistle....
McEwen, David.... .... Middle Island...... ................
McIntosh, Chas .... .... Neguac Range Light.................
McBaine, Alex ......... Coxs Point ............ ...........
MeMonagle, [Iiles.. Oroniocto Shoal ..... .......... .....
McDonald, Whitfield. Musquash land ...................
McMann, Robert..... Mcann's Point............... ....
McLaughlin, Walter B... South-west Head ...................
McNeil], Henry H. Dalhousie Beacon Lights and Douglas .. ld.

Light..... .............. .......
McConnell, Robert. Miscou Gully......................

November 2, 1897...
March 7, 1892.......
July 22,1875.
Decenber 19, 1892...
May 6, 1898 .........
May 26, 1891........
June 1, 1888........
September 7, 1876 ...
October 29, 1879.....

January 1, 1880.....
September 9, 1887...

Nevers, George . Jemseg . ....................... ......... November 24, 1884 .
Nobles, Israel..... Belleile Point.................... me 23, 1885..

Purvis, David ............
Preston, S...........
Pendlebury, Wm. J ......
Pickett, Robert E........
Parker, Malachi..........

No Man's Friend......... ............
Preston's Beach ......... . ..............
St. A ndrews.... .. ......................
Farmers'Point...................... .
Mulholland's Point..................

June 2, 1897........
July 11, 1889..... ..
April 10, 1889.......
May 11, 1897...... .
April 4,1885........

quinton, Wm. N ......... Mark's Point ......................... . 12, 1890........

Russell, George N ........
Ryan, Willian .... ....
Rivers, Robert...........
Robinson, John.........
Richard, Peter F.........
Robertson, Chas. M ......
Robertson, Meier.........
Ross, Elijah............
Robichaud, Jude .........
Robicheau, Henry B......
Roberty, A ..............

Sutherland, George A ....
Seely, Chas. F...........
Seely, Neil.......... ...
Scott, Chas. F............

Grindatone Island ........................
Miramichi Light-ship... .. . .............
Miscou L. H. & F. W.....................
N eguac .................................
Richibucto .........................
Robertson's Point. .......................
Shediac Island Beacons................
Negro Point ....... ....................
Richibucto Beacon .................
Dixon Point ..............................
Belledune.............................. .

Bathurst Harbour.......... .........
Machias Seal Island L. H. & F. W ........
Head Harbour Lighthouse and Fog Whistle
Stonehaven .............................

November 6, 1885 ...
May 22, 1889........
April 24, 1877.......
June 30, 1896.......
May 30, 1895........
June 30, 1897........
December 29, 1893...
March 5, 1878 .....
December 5, 1891....
June 21, 1884..,.....
February 5,1895....

March 20, 1882......
June 14, 1883........
May 3, 1882.........
July 20, 1885..

Thomas, George H ....... Point Lepreau............ ........... August 29, 1884. ....
Tatton, George H ... Grand Manan Fog Whistle................ October 16, 1886.....

Williston, Wn. W .......
Wilson, James............
Wagner, Richard.........
Wilmot, Henry. .. ......
Williams, Forrest W......

* Allowance $300.

Fox Island...... .... ........
Partridge Lighthouse and Fog Whistle.....
Sand Point........................... ....
W ilmot's Bluff...........................
William's Wharf........................

May 31, 1873........
December 5, 1857. ..
June 7, 1883........
May 23,1896........

i 11,1897........

t Allowance $10.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Amero, George D......... Pubnico. .............................. February 6, 1893 ...
Amero, Basil............. Sissisbo............. ..................... April 17, 1871......
Amero, Chas. A .......... Whitehead Island ......... ............... November 9, 1897...

Beaman, Edwin.......... Digby Pier. ......................... May 29, 1897.......
Bancroft, Joseph E....... Brier Island......... ......... . April 19, 1884.....
Burk, James.......... Main-à-Dieu................ .. ......... May 2, 1871.........
Bonner, George.......... Point Aconi.............................. April 18, 1874......
Burgess, Watson. ........ Port l'Hébert........................ uly 2&, 1892..
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¥ets..
30000.
750 00
300 00
10000
8000
80 00
8000
80 00

500 00

150 0S
100 00

80 00
80 00

8000
125 00
250 00
80 00

200 00

120 00S

700 00'
*400 0W

800 00
150 00
185 00
80 00

250 00
4000
225 00
150 00
100 00>

t200 00
1,000 00

800000
100 0

400 00
550 00

30000
800000

80000
8000
80 00

2000
20000
200000

100 00
400-00
30000
200000
15000



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.

Naine. Station. Appointed. Salary.

$ ts.

Boutillier, R. J..... ... Superintendent of Sale Island..........November 13 1884.. *450 0
Bollong, James.........Pope's Harbour.....................August 6, 1877 300
Beurgeois, Philip.. Cheticamp Range Lights May23,1898. 15000
Baker, Thomas..........Peass Island ....................... May 19, 1879 . 35000
Burns, Wm. H.........Wedge Island.......................April 2,1892 40000
Brackett, Wm.........Herring Cove.......................Augut , 97 1000E
Belleveau, John H. Belliveau's Cove....................February 16, 1889 . 800
Broivnell, Alfred. ...... CoId Spring liead...................May 26, 1891 ... 10000
Brown, James.........Cranborry Head fog alarn............... June 22, 1898... 500 00

hiasson, Germain. .. Caveau Point Range Lights.... ........ Augut 20, 189 12 00
Crichton, H. HI..sa.......ICrichton's Head ..................... May 6, 1874........ 200 00
Condon, WW., jre.......Eg Island........................... l 6,1874........ 400 00
Crook, Demas... eLisconb ........................... October 5, 189..... 30000

oigeas..Louisburg Range Lights......... .. .... F u26, 1897 ... 0 00
Crowell, Cornng........Seal Island Lighthouse d Fog Whist.e.... May 1, 180......... 100 00
Campbell, Samuel C ... St. Panl's Island, Superintendent ........- JuIy 17, 181J7..........11'Wb 00)
Campbell, J. ......... or Mouton ....................... April 29, 1898. .. 300 00
Comea Louis C.......Meteçhan River Wharf...............October 12, 1875 10...0.
Christain, Patrick.. Betty s Island .. ....... September 27, 1875. 5. 00.
Croucher, George A.....Croucher's sland......................January 1, 183 3000
Clough, Daniel . Grandigue Pole Light ................. Juy 4. 1884 700
Cior, Abrahani g ®lasgies Point Pole Light.. ......... , 25,1894 .. 6000
Cooln, Josep.... .. IWesthavfr's Point..................... August 5, 18.... 5 00
Carey, James .......... Carey's Beach ........................ 18, 186 600
Cameron, John.........Beaver Point .. ..................... September 2, 18%6 15000
Crowrzll, Benjamin S ... 1Pagis Island, Port LaTour............. ý. June 30, 1890 ... 15f) 0E)

DeCoste,. C .. ...... .Arichat ........................... June 14, 1875 .. 250 0
Duilap, aint ri ....... Bird Island.................. . .. 26, 1897 . 40000Done, Isae ... . . .. C. ..80000

Clough D aniel... .. . .. ..... .. .......

ruane, Wm...........Green Island.......................October 30,1871. 5000
Doody, James..........Meagher's Beach, L. H. & F. W February 19,1896 800
Dun , James M..........Fort William................. .... Octobr 26, 1859. 26000
DeMings, Francis.... MeNutt's Isd., Shelburne Harb'r, L.H.& F.WVIMay 1E), 1880.. 800(0
Doane, John H........Yarmouth Fourchu L H. & F. W.......July 1, 1874. .. E 00
Donne, ,Jo@hua.......... Yarmouth Harbour .............. .... . Fehrnary 23, 1874 ... 350 0E)
D le, Edward.........Mabo Range Lights..... ....... . . . June 14, 197. . . 0 00

Cihnttmont, W. H. Abhott's Harbour . . .. ..... ....... . .... ... May 22, 18.. 7500
gewis, F. H. P. . ..... Cape d'Or. ............... ........ April 13, 1898. . 500 00

s, Wm. E .......... Annapolis. Pt Prim or Digby L. H. & F. W. March 8, 1875 . ... 800 00
Early, John ........... Margaretvile ........... ........ ... February 19, 7... 230 00

Fowler, James E. Apple River Lihthouse and Fog Whistle . July 25, 18.. 700 00
Fisher, JoelP W........ asro or Barrngton. ............... August 8, 1893 350 00
Fuker, William G. Devil's Island.... ...... .... ... .... July 1, 188. 420 0
Firth, Charles M ....... Coffin Island, Liverpool ............... June 30, 188.... 400 00
Foster, Israel C ........ Port Medwy................ ....... October 13, 1892 26.1000
Foster, George M . .Port G.eor.e.... ............... November 5, 1897 100 00
Fraser, John A........Callaghan's Island . .. ................ Deember 31, 183 .. 00 00E
Faker, W. G . Burnt Coat ........................ June 22, 1898 ...... 70 00

Giffin, Spencer H PiCountry Harbour .Lih.......... ...... 2..September 18, 1883.. 400 00
Gilkee, Henry A.P ..ambro... .................. . .... January 5, 1877. 800 00
Giffin, Ira, L.........Hawley Point, Isaac's Harbour.. April 2$, 18%..4 .. 200 0
Geoudock, Edward .. .. .She.rne Sand Point........... . . . .. . o1e818er 3, 8.... 260 00
Garder, Frederick T. Brooklyn Pier.. .. ..... ..... .. ...... .February 6, 1885 . 100 00

Hei William .... .Flint Island ........ o........ ........ Juny 31, 1893 ... 4..... 150 00
Hopksns, Leslie.11Bn Port Imland...................October 20, 187. . 35 00
Huntley, Charles H. Kingsport ier ... ................... June 30, 1890 100 00
Henàbee, David ... Crowe Harbour ...................... November 0, 1897 300 
Hawley, Matthew........South ay.........................May 13,1897 14000
Hardy, John............Gabarus.......... ................. November 22, 18 20000

DnWith board of self and family. * Allowane 8120, t Allowance 81,200. Allowance 30.
Doyle, Eda14r

D'nreot W. ... ..
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STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Contiued.

NOVA SCOTIA-Contited.

Staotion, Appointed. Salary.

Jackson, David.. ... .Ingonish Island......... .. ... ........ Ap
Johnson, Edwaid ........ Chebucto Head L. H. & F. W...........a
Johnston, John J......... Red Islands.... ............. . . No
Joyce, Sinon ..... .... Seal Island Pole Light ............ .... Jul
Jollinore, Peter..... Terence Bay... !Se............. Se
Jamieson, Charles ....... Cape St. Lawrence... .......... .. ... Sel

Long, Joseph ........ .
LeBlanc, Severin. ......
Lowden, David .... ..
Latimer, Charles........
Lyons, John W ... . ......
Landry, Edward...... ...
Larkin, Ephraim .. .....
Livingstone, George S....
LeBlane, Benjamin.

ril 13, 1898......
y 14, 1872........
vember 15, 1895..
y 4, 1884... ....
tenber 1, 1884 ..

ptembt-er 21, 1893. .

Canso HarbLur ...................... December 31, 1896...
Fish Island.................. ....... July 1, 1889 .........
Pictou Harbour Range Lights...... .... . .July 12, 1897.......

Cape LaRonde.................. .... 'December 1, 1874....
Barrington Light-ship................ June 18, 1897........
Big Arrow Island.......... ...... ... February 23, 1897...
Shag Harbour, Stoddart's Island....... .. March 18. 1896 .....
Advocate Harbour.................. May 8, 1884.........
Tusket Wedge.. ..... ............. Noveiber 1, 1892...

Morrison, Charles... Ainet Island........................Octoler 5, 1894.
Morrison, M. D.........Black Rock Point.....................lune 8, 19.
Muise, Marcellin ... ..... Cheticamp.........................November 27 1896.
Misuer, John E........Fort Point.......................May 16, 1896.
Moser, Samuel.........M er*s Island.......... ............ Novenber 6 1...
Mullins, Jaies... ... ullins Point.........................lune 8. 1892.
Munro, William........ .Pietou.NovemLer 22, 1890..
Murphy, Michael. Ponket Island ............. ......... Deceiner 18,1890...
Mundell, Joseph ....... Sand Point October 18,1869...
Marte]l, John T........Seatterie Liglthouse and FogWhiétle July 30, 1897.
Murray, John ... .. .... Cape George ........................ November 3, 1882...
Munroe, William L. .... Three Top Island....................October 28,1879....
Mitchell, John W. Jeddore Rock ...................... S tember 29, 1882..
Mitchell, William A.. Qaker Island ...................... February 19, ...
Matheson, Murdoch ... hycoomah Pole Light..............September 11, 1884..
Morrison, Widow. Freestone Pole Light.................June 15, 18........
McDonald, Robert.. ... Island......................January, 1885.
McKenzie, R .......... Gul Rock, Carriou Island.............August 1, 1881. 
McDonald, Henry S .... Little Hope Island ................... April 3, 1897.
McRae, Roderick. Margaree orea Wolf Island...........February 3, 1898.
McFarlane, Alex........MM garee Harbour....................Aug.t 18, 1886.
McKay, R........ .... NorthCanso........................February 4, 1882...
McFarlane, Andrew .... Picto Isand.......................June 8,1892.
McDonald, John A. Port Hood.........................May 10, 18.
McDonald, James. Point Tuppr.. ..................... March 15,1870.
McAskell, Donald.. St. Annes Harbour..................June 26, 1889.
McLean, H... ... ..... Gillis Point........................Detember 18,1897...
McRae, Hector ........ McKenzie Point, Plater Harbour........Angust 20, 1890....
McDonald, Jchn.......Cape North........................December 14, 1885...
McLeod, John.........Engineer Fog Alan, St. Paut's Island. July 17,1897 ..
McRae, Donald ....... Kid on's Istand.....................May 17, 1892.
McLeod, Angus.... .. St. Es it .......................... Octoher 27,1880.
Mc Ionald, Charles L.. Little arrows ...................... Jauary 17, 1896....
McDonald, Normnan.. Marjorie's Ile Pote Light.............July 4.1884.
McAskill, James.......Jerome Point ....................... November 8, 1897... I
McNeill, John C....... . Pier's . ........................ December 18,1897...
McNeil, Laughlin........MNeill's Bch Poe Light.............Augut 6, 1884.
McFadyen, M..... .... IMabou Range Lights.................April 17, 1891.
McVickar, Archibald. Cow Bay Breakwatr ................. July 31896.
McDonald, Donald. iClark's Harbour Poe Light............I A prit 25, 192.
MeNeil, Neil..........Campbell's Istand, Victoria Co...........ecenber 1, 1897....

A metIsl nd ............. ........ ....

McEachern, A. L. Cape St. G .... ................. September 8, 1898...
McL, Murdoch ..... Pugwash ...Ch ........................ December 10, 1897...

ma", Henry ..... F... PLunenburg..........................May 12, 1897.
Nickerson, NlyroMer's Island.......................Juy 26, 1897.
Nunn, George.........Sidney Sout Bar ...................... June 20, 1872.

Po ke I l nd .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .

A. 1899

Name

$ ets.

300 00
80000
12000
100 00
10000
400 00

200 00
250 00
150 00
30000
500 00
20000
15000
25000
30000

320 é0
25000
300 00
150 00
450 00
250 00
460 00
350 00
400 00
'00 00
20000
30000
400 00
30000
6000

150 00
25000
30000
500 00
40000
6000

35 00
400 00
280 00
30000
140 00
120 00
160 00
40000
40000
20000
40000
120 00
100 00
25000
120 00
60 00
5000
70 00
5000

.10000
450 00
250 00

30000
25000
300 00



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branch.

3TATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

NOVA SCOTIA--Concluded.

Name. Station. Appointed. Salary.

O'Leary, John F ....... Beaver IIaid........................ .... Marci 7, 1894....... 350 00
Orchard, L. D.........Gull Rock........... .... ...... ........ Jannary 1, 1877... 40t o<
Pearl, Albert .. .... . . Green Island...... ....... . ........... )ecembr 29, 1873.. 500 0
Price, Philip. ........... Louis:urg ....... ....................... .November 8, 1897... 350 00
Peters, -John C..... ... . Low Point................... . October 1, 186 ...... 460 00
Pettis, William .... . .. Parrsboro' ....... .................. December 6, 1888.... 340 00
Pahner, David........Wolfe Point........... ............... January 15, 1898 250 00)
Palmer, H. W . Fort Point................ ............ ... May 22, 1878........ 200 00
Perry, John.......... Sheet Harbour ................ .... .December 17, 1878.. 50m) 00
Phinney, Elisha. ..... Cape Sharp, Diligent River............. .July 6, 1893........... 250 00

Quinn, James............ Lingan.. . ............... ........ . ... April 13,1874....... 200 00

Robinson, Charlas . ..... Black Rock. .......................... March 16, 1885...... 330 00
Ruggleb, H. M........... Boar's Head.. .......................... December 1,1864..... 425 00
Bobicheau. B. H......... Cape St. Marys.................... .. July 5, 1886......... 350 00
Rathburn, S. M.......... Horton Bluff.............. ........... October 26, 1870. ... 250 00
Reid, George J........... Isle Haute .......... ....... ............ October 18, 1889... 500 Où
Ross, Robert............. George's Island ..... ... ... ... .......... January 17, 1885.... 250 00
Robblee, Jacob V........ Shafner's Point .... ................ May 29, 1897 . 150 00
Riley, Simon W.......... Annapolis Royal......................... March 7, 1892....... 100 00

Sullivan. James.....Cape Canso, Cranberry Islad, L. H. & F. W. .. May 23, 1897 . 8 00
Scott, M. C............ uyshorough ....................... 19,1884 22 0
Swinehammer, George .... Peggv's Cove Point...................Ianuary 4, 183 3.0O
Spencer, Robert A.. Sener's Point ................ ....... Ap.il. 18,0 125 Où
Suthern, Edward W ... . . . April 12, 1890 .... y)
Suthern, John F...... .Bri' Island Fog Whistle..............October 1, 1874 .. m
Saulnier, John H. Church Point.......................August 8. 1878 200 (xi
Sampson, C...........Ouetique Island.....................Decenîber 1, 1874 50O
Strum, James A........Westhaver Island....................Seitenitwr 25, 188 , 200 0
Sollows, Walter..... Green Cove Pole Liht............ .August 15,1884 600O
Sampson, Theodore . South Beaver Harbour Pole Light........Octohvr 15, 1892 .0O
Smith, Caleb..........SaIier's Head Beacon Light.............Jne 21, 1888.. . 60 00
Smith, William B. Westhead Barrington.................April 12, 1890 .00 Où
Simpson, W. H........Picto Custom House Light ............ Deeember 21, 1897. 1000O

Vigne.ti, teorge....... Jersey'anv sland ... ................ March 23, 183 M00
Vance, Seorge M 'astoi . . une 29, 1S98.. 25 Où

Wolfe, Howard M.. .. Iron Bound..........................I une 22, 1895 2500O
Wheadon, Burton... uWalton Harbour.......................May 26, 1891 125 00
Wells, James ..... ...... WOhitehead. ..... ... ............. October 20, >97 5100O
Winton, Robert B. Guion Island........... .... ...... .. April 28, 1877 4500O
Wambold, James ......... Sheet Carbour Pasage..................May 11, 1887 500O
Wcibtb, Patrick . ... .... iHarbour-auBouche........ ........... ebruary 19,1896ih 250
Webber, .James M.....Torbav ........... ................... May 10 1898 300

pynacht, W. H ........ Cross Island Lighthouse and Fog Whistle April 13, 1898. 800 o

outg, Uiab.........ichester, Quaker Island.................February 15 1884 ... 400 00

.inck, Jerniah ........ Mahone Bay on Hobso's Nose ........... Decenber 2, 1895.... 30 00

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Allen, Joel S..........Indian Point Pier....................ay 18, 1898 ....... 3 15 00

champion. Wm........acmpec Harbour................. . October 25, 1897.. .. . 500 00Miinegash, Rix Point Range Ligh. ... 000FrosA, ugustn . WAy 1, 1897 ..... 60 00

Frs, Picto..... umCsom WHousf.Ligh.. ... .... .... .A i 1eeb21, 1897.. . 100 00)
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STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of*Light-keepers, &c.-Continued.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND-Concluded.

Name. Station., Appointed. Salary.

$ ets.

Gallivan, James.......... Brighton Beach Range Lights.............. April 12, 1890. .... 100 00
Gaudet, Agape .... .... Tignish........... ......... ........ August 30, 1897..... 130 00
Gillis, Donad......... .. Point Prim... ....................... iDecember 10, 1897.. 300 00

Hardy, Wn............. Little Channel................. . ..... July 26, 1875 . 100 00
Howatt, Abner J......... Crapaud Outer Range Light..... ....... July 22, 1893.. 100 00
Harris, Wn.. .... .. .. Cape Bear.... .... ......... .... .... Novenber 11, 1896.. 300 00

Kennedy, Alexander...... Haszard's Inner Range Light ........... June 27, 1890........ 60 00

Leard, Soloinon J ........ Crapaud Inner Range Light .... .... .. May 14, 1889.. ..... 100 00

unun, Duncan. .... .... Little Sands....................... . May 1, 1877. .......
Morrison, Angus......... Cardigan ............................ September 21, 1883..

MicLaine, Archibald......Block ouse, Charlottetown......... .Aril 3,1867.
McDonald, Lauchlin...aBt Point Lighthouse and Fog Whistle. . Febrary 23, 1897 .
McDonald, Wm........Pannure Island.....................Noveniber 20, 1853..
McGrauth, Wm. W St Peter's Harbour .................. May ...
McDonald, Chas. Æ..St. Andrew's Point Outer Range........July 18, 1. ..
McDonald, John ........ Orwell............................June 25,1879.
McLeod, James .... .... New London ....................... Jannary 29, 1896
McDonald, Wm.... .... Wpst Point........................Decmber 1,
McKay, John... ...... Wood Island.......................Septenber 12,189$..
MeMillan, Donald.. Covehoad Range Lights...........
McDonald, Angus . . Souris.. .................. 
McDonald, Jas. A . . Savage Harbour ..................... July 11, 1889.
McLeod, Lemoel.......Murray Harbour Beach Light............ Aecrlber 21, 187.

oulton, Robert T. Savae Ishnd. Cascumpec ........ ..... June 14, 1897 .
O'Brien, Patrick.... . .. Mminegash Range Light........ . ....... Juay 14, 1897..

Phe, Jaes...... .... North Cape......................... September 4,1897...
Penny Robert .... Murray Harbour, Penny's Light .......... November 11, 1897.
Pino, eph N . North Rustico......................... February 6, 1897....
Perry, Bruno W..........Cape Egniont .................... .. July 1, 1884....

Wanaghan, Peter. Sea Cow Head...................... April 21, 18739..
Ready, Michael ...... i.Trachie........................... . Oc, 18.
Robertson, Alfred . Ainandale Range Lights ................. October 5, 1898..

Sinclair, Wn ......... Fih land .............. .. 8, 1897......
Stavart, eol............ umnrside Harbour Bac .Range Light. .. September 5, 1895 ...

Tuplin, Jeas. C.... ..... Sandy Island, Caseumpec. ......... ........ JMay 5, 1897.........
Taylor, Chat..... ... Darnley Basin Range Lights .......... July 14, 1897.......
Taylor, James . ...... t. Peter. Island . . May 1, 1897189...

Wood, Roe......... Hazard' Outer Range Lights.......... My 4, 189 .189..
Weiseta ph Ner .. St. Andrew Point uer Range ........ .... May 19, 1883....
Wig no ....... Darnley Point Range Lih ......... .... lOctober 16, 1896.
Wright, Charles L....... Wright's Range Light, Crapaud.June 14, 1894......

3000
10000

34000
500 00
30000
13000
125 00
8000

100 00
:400 00
250 0
9000

30000
100 00
5000

8000
6000

30090
5000

100 00
20000

25 00
100 00
10000

25 00
8000

200 00
4000

20000

7000
12500
10000
100 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Armour, Hamilton....... Sand Heads .......... .................. August 27, 1892 900 00

Brinn, Richard ... ... Discovery Island L. H. & F. W.......... June 14, 1886.. 900 0
Brown, William..... ....... ........ ..... June 15, 1898.... 500 0

148

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Marine Branh.

STATEMENT giving Names and Stations of Light-keepers, &c.-Concluded.

BRITISH COLUMBIA-Concuded.

Name. Station. Appointed. Salary.

$ ets.

Cummins, H. C..........Balfour. ........ .................. July 10, 1897 ....... *20 00
Crozier James......... Bare Point, Chemainus............. ...... June 12, 1897.. 120 00
Clark, G...... ... Entrance Island L. H. & F. W.......... . November 26, 1897. . 900 00

Daykin, William P ..... Carmanah Point L. H. & F. W ............ November 4, 1890... 1,200 00
Davidson, John .... .... Cape Mudge.............................. June 27, 1898 ...... 360 00

Eastwood, F. M. ....... Race Rocks............................... Tanuary 31, 1891 .... 1,200 00
Erwin, W alter............ Point Atkinson L. H. & F. W.............. October 5, 1880...... 1,000 OU

Georgeson, Henry ........ Plumper Pass L. H. & F. W............. July 21,1884. ..... 90000
Georgeson, James........ Saturna Island....... ............... October 22, 1889..... 500 00
Grove, John.......... ... Prospect Point............................ June 21,1898....... 300 OU

Harrison, S. G.......... Beren's Island.......................... .. November 4, 1897... 300 00

Jones, William D ....... Brockton Point, Burrard Inlet........... August 20, 1890..... 300 00

McKenzie, Doug. ... Fisgard .................... ...... September1, 1898... 50000
McDonagh, William... Yellow Island ...................... September 16, 1898.. 500 00

Patterson, Thomas. . Cape Beale. ............. ........... March 2, 1895 .t..... †500 OU

Richards3n, John........ Portlock Point L. H. & F. A...... ........ Decenber 2, 1895. 460 00

Wylie, Peter......... . . Ivory Island.. ............... ..... .June 30, 188 ........ 450 00

* Per month. † Allowance, $700.

149
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A PPIE N DIX
ISTATEIENT relative to Life-Boat Stations

Numbher Salary Wages
Stations. Established. Coxswain. of of of

Crew. Coxswain. Crew.

Blanche, N.S........ .. Sept.- ,1895 W. A. B. Siitlh. 6 $75 per annuin and01.50 each drill,
$1.50 for each drill twice a month.

Cape Sable, N.S..... ............ Lightkeepxer NO organ-...........................
ized crew.

Cobourg, Ont. ........ Nov. 7, 1882. D. Rooney. .d 875 per annum and.1.50 each drill,$1 $50 foi~nun dll eah ri$1.501 for ch drill twice a month.
Collingwood, Ont ....... Sept. 2, 1885 P. Doherty . ..

Devil's Island, N.S.... 1885; reor- F. Edward ...... .
ganized in1
1890.

Duncan's Cove, N.S 1886.. ... R. E. Monk.. . . . ...

Godericli, Ont ......... 21, 1886IWm. Bahb . ... ..

Herring Cove, N.S.. ........... J. Depsey . N... No oran - ... ......... ..............
i ized crew.

Mud Island, N.S....... ............ .J. Pitnan..... .. . .. 80............ .... ...........

Pelée Island, Ont A. Henning ... $75 perannum and(1.50 each drill,
$1.510 for each drill twice a nonth.

Pictou Island, N.S ...... Nov. 23,1889 Alex.Currie,186 4 ..

Poplar Point, Ont ....... Apl. 20, 1883 L. Spafford. ..

Port Hope, Ont......... Nov. 6,1889. C. R. Nix 4 ..

Port Mouton, N.S .. ... - 1889Jos. Frausel. ... . .

Port Rowan, Ont.......O. Oct. 19, 1883 Richard Clark- ..

Port Stanley, Ont....... June 25,1885Wni. Berry. . . ..

Sable Island, N.S... .... 1885....... .Su pt. Huiane From< staff of Paid as superintendent and staff of
Establishment. H u i a n e Hmniane Establishment.

Establish-
ment.

Seatterie, N.S. ....... 1885 ; r e o r- J. N. Brown.. . $75 per annun and $1.50 each drill,
ganized in $1.50 for each drill twice a month.
1890.

Seal Island, N.S .... ... 1880 .. .... T. Hitchins.. .7 250 per annumi ... $100 each per
annuim.

St. Paul's Island, N.S.... ........ Supt. Huiane No) orra n .. ... ....................
Establishment. ized crew.

Tormentine Cape, N.B.. Aug.-, 1893 W. B. Walsh, ., ........... ............ ...
Baytield.

Toronto, Ont..... ...... Mar. 1, 1883 W. Ward...... 6 75 per annni and $1.50 each drill,
9 $1 ".50 for each drill twice a month.

Wellington, Ont ........ I 17, l883.H. McCullough . 6 ..

Whitehead, N.S.... ... June 6, 1890 H. P. Monroe. .

Yarmouth, N.S.... 1886; reo r- Albert Cain..... ..
ganized in
1889.

150
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No. 13.

maintained by the Dominion Government.

Description of Boat. Equipment. Where Built.

575 Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all, Full equipment, a required in
8 ft. beam, Dobbins' pattern. a regulation boat-house Dartmouth, N.S.

150 Metallic life-boat, 16 ft. keel, 5 ft. heam .... Ordinary outfit .... ........

575 Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all, Full equipment, as required iu
8 ft. beam, Dobbins' pattern. a reguation hoat-hoiise Goderich, Ont.

36.......... .......... . .. .. ........ . . . ..... T boat buit at
1 Coiiingwood. 181%6.

575 Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all,; J Dartmouth.
8 ft. heai, Dobbins' pattern.

575 . ....

57:5 ... e ... . Goderich, Ont.

200 Metallic life-Kat, 28 ft. keel, 6ft. beai .... Full equipmient. .... ...... .... New York.

Fishing boats and dorys (not Governmxent.......................

575 Se f-r hting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all, Full equipment, as required iniGoderichi, Ont.
7 ft. beam, Dobbins' pattern. a regulation boat-house.

595 e .... et .. ,. Dartmouth, N.S.

550 Self-righting and self-bailing, 26 ft. overall,' e . .. Buffalo, U.S.
7 ft. beani, Dobbins' pattern. i

620 , . * .... Goderich, Ont.

575 e t .... t e .... Dartmouth, N.S.

375 Surf-boat, 26 ft. long, 6j ft. beani .... ..... Full equipnent and boat-house. Buffalo, U.S.

575 Self-righting and self-bailing, 25 ft. over all. le . ... Goderich, Ont.
7 It. beam.

1,100 The two Dobbins' pattern boats were ex- Boat-house, fuitlequipments, &c. Halifax, N.S.
changed in 1893 for one Beebe surf-boat
and carriages, and one Beebe-MeLellan
self -bailing life-boat.

550 Self-righting, &c., same as others, Dobbins'
pattern, and clinker built ships' life-hoat,
21 feet keel.

375 Beebe-MeLellan boat on east side and a surf-i
boat on the west.

65 iTwo surf-boats, one 25 feet over all, 1% ft.-
beam, the other 23 ft. long, 4 ft. 8 in. beain

250 Self-righting, &c .... .... .......... ....

575 Self-righting, &c., saine as others, Dobbins'
lpattern (new boat in 1895).

1,400* 1 I ....

575 il t.

575 . et ....

Full equipment and boat-house. IDartmouth, N. S.

..........Halifax, N.S.

* n . ... i '

.... Goderieb, Ont.

........Buffalo, U.S.

e .. Dartmouth, N.S.

te n . .

* Includes waggon.

Value
of

Boat.
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APPENDIX No. 14.

REWARDS FOR SAVING LIFE.

LiST of persons to whom rewards have been granted by the Government of Canada for
the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1898, for the gallant and humane services rendered
in life-saving froin shipwrecked vessels, or by British and Foreign Governments for
similar services rendered by Canadian vessels in saving life from shipwrecked
British and Foreign vessels for the saine period.

Names and Nature Date Description
Designations of of of Services Of

Persons. Services Rendered. Rendered. Reward.

Captain Thomas Betancourt, Humane and gallant services Nov. 20, 1895. A gold watch to master, and
master; Manuel An gl, in the rescue of the ship- $10 to each of the seamen.
Jose Ramon Alverez, Pablo wrecked crew of schooner
Ojeda, Domingo Armas " Beatrice McLean " of St.
Betaneourt,Manual Pereira John, N. B., stranded off
and Jose Alfonso Milian. the coast of Florida.
seamen; of the Spanish
schooner "Lola" of Ha-
vana.

John McKinnon, mate : Wm. Services in rescue of the crew Dec. 31, 1896. Silver -niedals to each of the
Clark, cook; Daniel Mc- of the wrecked S. S. " War- men. £5 to owners, by Her
Donald, Daniel Bedreaux, wick " on the Murr Ledge. Majesty's Government.
seamen; of the "Georges
Boutwell" of Gloucester,
Mass. Mesars. Parmenteri
& Co. the owners of thei
vessel.

Captain Wilmer Davison, Services to the American ves- ............ A binocular lass froin the
master of the British Bark sel "Thomas N. Stone." President o the United
"Africa.". States.

Captain Caesor............. Conspicuous couragein savingJuly ,
a child froin drowning in dian Humane Assoiation of
the canal at Fenelon Falls, Hanilton, Ont.
and bravery in several other
cases of life saving.

Wm. Ward, coxswain; J. Services in rescue cf the Nov. 9, 189. Advîsed that the Depmrtment
Kennedy, J. Titus H. schooner "W. Y. Emory," of Marine and Fisheries
Ramsden and W. Rams- aground opposite Fisher- pleased at thoir having done
den, crew Toronto Island men's Point. some service.
Lifeboat Station.

Captain Wm. Perry, cox-
swain; George Stanton,
Luke Perry and Horatio
Thorn, crew; Lifeboat
Station at Port Stanley,
Ont. John Beasley, Joseph
Huif and Wm. Huif, volun-
teers.

Wm. Munsie, of Victoria, B.
C., charterer of schooner
" Aurora.'

Captain John MoLean, mas-
ter of British schooner
" Favourite," of Victoria,
B. C.

HBimane and heroie services
in the rescue of the captain
and crew of the Americaný
schooner "Groton."

Services to the British ship
" Buckhurst " at Panama,
in the rescue and landing of
master and crew of 23 men.

Humane treatment to survi-
vors of the American schoo-
ner " Jane Grey "Of Seattle,
founderedoif Cape Flattery.

11, 1897. A marine glass to coxswain ; a
gold life saving medal to each
of the men. rYm the Presi-
dent of the United States.

............ . £40 froin Her
ernment.

May 22, 1898

Majesty's Gov-

A marine glass from the Presi-
dent of the United States.

A. 1899
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Montreal Pilot Inquiry.

EXTRACT FROM A REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE HON-
OURABLE THE PRIVY COUNCIL, APPROVED BY HIS EXCEL-
LENCY ON THE 11TH JANUARY, 1898.

On a Report, dated 8th January, 1898, from the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, stating that for some time past the pilots serving in the district of
Montreal have been pressing for incorporation and an extension of their privileges
as pilots, and, during the late Session of Parliament a Bill was introduced by Mr.
Guay, M.P., providing for incorporation and giving the pilots the management of,
their affairs, the making of by-laws for maintenance of discipline and other pro-
visions. This Bill was strenuously opposed by the shipping interests of Mont-
real and by the Harbour Commissioners, who are the legally constituted pilotage
authority for the district, but the Bill after having been considered in Committee,
and amended, passed its Third Reading in the House of Commons, but was re-
jected by the Senate. As a consequence of this rejection of the Bill, the pilots, on
the 18th June, 1897, refused to pilot any vessels, or to exercise their profession,
unless incorporated, thereby causing inconvenience and delay to shipping. After
remaining on strike for a week or so, the pilots resumed work, on the assurances
given by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, that the Government would make
it a duty to investigate their alleged grievances during the recess.

The Minister accordingly recommends that authority be given him under the
provisions of Chapter i 15, Revised Statutes of Canada, intituled " An Act respect-
ing the making of certain investigations under oath," to appoint His Honour Mr.
Justice Lavergne, of Ottawa, Major F. Gourdeau, Deputy Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, and Commander W. Wakeham, M.D.,' of Ottawa, Commissioners to
investigate into the alleged grievances of the pilots of the district of Montreal,
and to report also upon the pilotage system at present existing for that port, its
workings and constitution, the number of pilots and their qualifications, the rules
and regulations under which they work, and generally all other matters connected
with such pilotage system, the Commissioners so appointed to have all the powers
conferred by the statute alluded to, upon Commissioners appointed under its pro-
visions, and to report any changes which they consider desirable in the composi-
tionof the pilotage authorities, the working of the system, the powers, duties and
qualifications of the pilots, and generally with respect to the present management
and working of the said pilotage system and any amendments with respect to any
of these matters they may think desirable.

The Committee submit the above recommendations for His Excellency's
approval.

JOHN J. McGEE,
Ckrk, Privy Council.
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REPORT.

To the Honourable
Si Louis H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR--In pursuance of the instructions contained in the foregoing " Extract"
from a Report of the Committee of the Honourable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency on the i1th January, 1898, your Commissioners proceeded to
Montreal, and on Monday the 17th January, in the Board Room -of the Harbour
Commissioners, which had been kindly placed at their disposal by the president,
opened their inquiry as directed.

There were present Mr. Robt. McKay, President of the Harbour Commission,
and Messrs. Andrew Allan, Torrance, Watt, Bond and many other gentlemen re-
presenting the various shipping and other mercantile interests. The pilots were
represented by their President, Mr. Cléophas Auger, and Messrs. Bouillé, Beaudet,
Perrault, Arcand, Lafrance and many others.

As counsel, Mr. James Allan appeared for the Harbour Commissioners during
the earlier days of the inquiry, later on he was followed by Mr. Geoffrion of the
firm of Geoffrion & Dorion. Mr. Fred'k. E. Meredith represented the various
shipping interests. Mr. Bond appeared for the underwriters, while the pilots were
represented by the Hon. Jules Tessier, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of
Quebec, and Mr. Charles Langelier, also of Quebec.

The instructions contained in the Order in Council appointing your Com-
missioners, which showed the scope and nature of the inquiry, having been read,
vour Commissioners at once proceeded to hear the grievances and suggestions of
the pilots. The inquiry was continued in Montreal through the week, later the
Commissioners proceeded to Quebec, and the hearing was re-opened there on the
31 st January with the view of giving such of the pilots and other witnesses as had
not been able to present themselves in Montreal a chance of being heard. Various
later sittings were held at dates to suit those interested until the 14th April, when
the inquirv was finally closed.

The grievances of the pilots as shown by the evidence, as well as by the com-
plaints made to your Department for many years back, are as follows:-

i. That pilots in cases of accident are not tried before a competent tribunal.
2. That the 2 per cent which is deducted from the earnings of pilots for the

maintenance of the office at Quebec, and for the cost of trials and inquiries, should,
firstly, for the maintenance of the Quebec office, be administered by themselves,
and that, in the second place, they should not be charged with the cost of trials and
inquiries into accidents.

3. That incompetent persons were given branches as pilots by the Harbour
Commissioners, and that owing to the number of pilots being too considerable,
the men on the tour de role, that is those not engaged on any of the regular lines,
become inexpert and in some cases not competent to pilot large vessels, when
such offer, owing to their want of practice, and the small number of trips which
they have the opportunity of making through the channel.
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4. They complain that they are not supplied, free of cost, with charts of the
river, and that useless buoys are placed in the channel without their having been
consulted.

5. That but little attention is paid to their remonstrances, that they have no
weight with the officials of the Harbour Commission, and that this is due to the
fact of their not being represented on the Harbour Board and there having a
chance to discuss their affairs.

6. That they are not incorporated as are the pilots below Quebec, or other
similar bodies of no more importance than theniselves.

7. That owing to their lack of incorporation they have no means of having
any by-laws of their own by which they can manage their own internal economy.

8. That they are not represented on the Harbour Commission, even for pilot-
age matters, while other individual interests are represented.

9. That they are suspended before trial. They claim that they should be al-
lowed to act until they are convicted.

10. That amendments to their by-laws are passed by the Harbour Board
without their being consulted, and that they only know of them when they are
passed into law.

i i. That their system of apprenticeship is defective.

As a remedy for all their grievances it is suggested by the pilots in their
factum, that while awaiting their incorporation the following regulations should
be enacted:-

A. The appointment of an experienced pilot whose advice should be taken
on the placing of the buoys, the beacons on shore, and in the matter of soundings.

B. That the pilot so appointed should have the right to sit with the Harbour
Commission on all matters relating to pilotage.

C. That the number of pilots be reduced to 45, and that of the apprentices
to 10.

D. That legislation be provided to render compulsory for the pilots, their
own regulations, after these have been submitted to the Harbour Commissioners
and approved by the Governor General in Council.

E. To leave to the pilots the administration of the 2 per cent which is now
collected from them by the Harbour Commissioners.

F. That a competent tribunal be named to judge the pilots in cases of acci-
dent.

G. That the system of apprenticeship be so altered that apprentices be com-
pelled to make a suitable course of study before being admitted to practice.

H. That as this present inquiry has not been held in the interests of the
pilots, but rather in the public interest, and in that of commerce and navigation,
they believe it reasonable and just that the Government should pay the costs in-
curred by the pilots, as well as the fees of their counsel and the disbursements
which they have made. The pilots trust that your Commissioners will nake a
recommendation in this sense.

As regards the foregoing list of grievances and suggestions, your Commis-
sioners beg to report as follows:-

i. " That pilots are not tried before a competent tribunal."
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It has not been shown that there has been at any time a disposition on the
part of the Harbour Commissioners to take an unfair advantage of pilots when
brought before them for trial. Pilots have been at such trials assisted by counsel,
and the Harbour Commissioners have, when they considered it necessary, taken
the expert evidence and opinions of pilots and others regarding the matter under
inquiry. Notwithstanding these facts your Commissioners are of opinion that the
present method of dealing with charges brought against pilots is not the best.

2. " That the 2 per cent which is deducted from the earnings of the pilots for
the maintenance of the office at Quebec, and for the cost of trials and inquiries
should, as far as regards the office in Quebec, be administered by the pilots theni-
selves, and that they should not be charged with the costs of trials and inquiries."

It has been decided by the Department of Justice that under the Act, as it
exists, and for which the Harbour Commissioners are not responsible, that there
is at present no method of meeting these expenses other than by a tax on the
pilots' earnings.

Prior to 1895 the cost of maintaining the office at Quebec was paid out of the
funds of the Harbour of Montreal; it was decided, however, that this was irregular.
The office in Quebec having been originally established and maintained by the
Harbour Commissioners, as explained above, it naturally followed that they con-
tinued to administer it even when it was maintained, as by law provided, by a
direct tax on the pilots.

3. " That incompetent persons were given branches as pilots by the Harbour
Commissioners, and that owing to the number of pilots being too considerable,
the men on the tour de role, that is those not engaged on the regular lines, beconie
inexpert, and in some cases not competent to pilot large vessels, when such offer,
owing to their want of practice, and the small number of trips which they have the
opportunity of making through the channel."

Evidence was only furnished of one case where a young man received his
branch in advance of his turn; in this case the circumstances were altogether ex-
ceptional, the man in question passed an examination, and answered to the call
made when the regular pilots refused to do duty. Under these circumstances it
appears to your Commissioners that the Harbour Board could hardly do other-
wise than they did. When the number of pilots was, some years ago, raised to its
present limit, it was in anticipation of a greatly increased number of vessels. As
the master of a vessel is allowed a choice of three men of the tour de role pilots
there does not appear to be much danger of an incompetent man being chosen.
It does not appear that any serious accident has occurred due to the incompetency
of a tour de role pilot.

4. " That pilots should be supplied, free of cost, with charts of the river, and
that useless buoys are placed in the channel without the pilots having been con-
sulted."

Charts have been prepared and are for sale at an almost nominal figure, it is
not custcmary anywhere to supply charts to mariners or pilots free of charge.

At the time when the regular pilots were on strike, it was suggested that the
placing of certain buoys would be an aid to those who, very creditably, came to the
rescue of the shipping community and assisted in piloting ships up and down the
river. When the regular pilots returned to duty and complaints were made that
the buoys in question were not necessary they were removed, and it is not the in-
tention to replace them. It is denied by the engineer of the Harbour Commission
that the buoys were in the way, and the charts show that there was ample room to
pass south and wide of the buoys. When the placing of these buoys was advised
and approved of there were no pilots on duty to consult.
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5. " That but little attention is paid to their remonstrances, that they have no
weight with the Harbour Commissioners, and that this is due to the fact of their
not being represented on the Harbour Board."

It does not appear that any serious remonstrances were ever made, which it
was in the power of the Harbour Commissioners to remove or correct. The files
of your Department which were submitted to this Commission, show that most,
if not all, of the complaints and suggestions made from time to time by the pilots
to the Harbour Commissioners were duly submitted to vour Department, which
for the Harbour Commissioners is the source of authority. So that the Harbour
Commissioners are not to blame if the complaints and suggestions of the pilots
were not always entertained or approved of. The pilots have themselves, in most
instances, appealed directly to your Department, as well as to the Harbour Com-
missioners, so that the fact of their not having been represented on the Board can
have had little or nothing to do with their want of success or lack of weight. How-
ever, we think it only reasonable that in many matters, such as the placing of new
buoys or lights, the pilots should be consulted.

6. " That they are not incorporated as are the pilots below Quebec, or other
similar bodies of no more importance than themselves."

They are few in number, and are asking to have the number reduced. It is
not necessary that they should own vessels or property, their financial affairs are
nanaged for them by the Harbour Commissioners practically without cost, so
that there seems no substantial or valid reason why they should be incorporated.

7. " That owing to their lack of incorporation, they have no means of having
anv by-laws of their own by which they can manage their own internal economy."

As before pointed out, it does not appear necessary that they should be incor-
porated. The by-laws and regulations of the Harbour Commissioners should
provide all the means necessary for the good government of the pilots. It should
be possible for the Harbour Commissioners, in consultation with representatives
of the pilots, to pass all the regulations or by-laws necessary for the good govern-
nient of the latter. .

8. "That they are not represented on the Harbour Commission, even for
pilotage matters, while other individual interests are represented."

The interests which are represented on the Harbour Commission are the
leading commercial interests of the Dominion, compared with which the interests
of the pilots, though of consequence to themselves. are certainly not so important.
We are, however, of opinion that in matters affecting the pilots the duly chosen
representative of the pilots should be consulted.

9. " That thev are suspended before trial, they claim that they should be
allowed to act until they are convicted."

The regulation here complained of has been amended so that this grievance
no longer exists.

1O. "That amendments to the by-laws are passed bv the Harbour 'Board
without their being consulted, and that they only know of these when thev are
pased into law."

This alleged grievance will be removed if the suggestion proposed under
paragraph 7 is adopted.

n. "That the system of apprenticeshin is defective."
The pilots have not clearlv shown in what particulars the system in vogue iq

defective. Complaint was made hy certain of the nilots who gave evidence tliat
the apprentices during their years of studv or probation were not able to earn
enough to make a living, but in this thev are not worse o« than voung men pre-
paring for any other walk in life: they seek to become pilots from choice. and it
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is not the province either of the Harbour Commissioners or of the public to pro-
vide them with a living while they are fitting themselves for their future profession.

We have given, as shown, the most serious of the grievances of the pilots
with our remarks thereon, and before proceeding to deal with the other matters
connected with the pilotage system on which we were directed to inquire and
report, we beg to present the following factums and other documents which have
been submitted to us, and which we annex to our report as appendices:-

i. A list of the pilots actually in service during the season of 1897, with a
table showing their gross earnings. By this statement it is shown that out of a
total of 52 pilots, 39 were engaged on special service with the regular lines, while
13 were on the tour de role.

2. A list of the apprentice pilots now serving and of applicants for license as
appréntices.

3.' Factum of the pilots.
4. Factum of the Harbour Commissioners.
5. Factum of the shipping interests.
6. Factum of the underwriters.
7. Decisions of the Corn Exchange Committee of Management respecting

pilotage matters adopted at a special meeting held Thursday, 7th April, 1898.
8. A memorandum of matters respecting the channel and buoys, as well as

pilotage, presented by the shipping and underwriting agents through Mr. Robert
Reford, agent for the Donaldson & Thompson SS. Lines.

9. Extract from a letter of C. Auger, Esq., President of the Pilots, in cn-
nection with the system of apprenticeship.

1o. Copy of a letter addressed to the Council of the Montreal Board of Trade
by the President of the Marine Underwriters Association on the subject of the
channel between Montreal and Quebec, and the improvements needed therein.

11. Memoire sur l'Egalisation proportionnelle des Pilotages du St-Laurent,
par M. T. X. Perrault, Délégué de la Chambre de Commerce.

As regards the grievances of the pilots, which have been fully recited and
explained in the previous pages, your Commissioners beg to recommend as fol-
lows:-

i. That pilots are not tried before a competent tribunal.
We are of opinion that the trials of pilots, in cases of accident arising

to vessels, while in pilotage waters between Montreal and Quebec under
charge of pilots, should be taken before a Marine Court to be composed
of three experts-one to be chosen by the Harbour Commissioners, a
second by the pilots, though this man should not be a pilot in active
service between Montreal and Quebec, and the third by the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries. Should at some future day a Court of \dmiralty
be established at Montreal, then these trials should take place before such
a judge, assisted by two nautical assessors.

2. That the 2 per cent which is deducted from the earnings of pilots for the
maintenance of the office at Quebec, and for the cost of trials and inquiries, should,
firstly, for the maintenance of the Quebec office, be administered by themselves,
and that, in the second place, they should not be charged with the cost of trials
and inquiries into accidents.
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We are of opinion that the pilots should be allowed to select their
own office in Quebec and choose the caretaker, subject to the approval
of the Harbour Commissioners, and that they should only be assessed
for this an amount sufficient to cover cost of the same.

Whenever a Marine Court is organized as above suggested, or a
Court of Admiralty is established, and charges against pilots are brouglt
before it, the pilot should only be charged with the cost of the inquiry
when judgment has been given against him. In cases where the pilot
has been acquitted, the party bringing the charge against him should be
liable for all the costs, save in cases where it might be decided that each
party should be liable for their own costs. The Harbour Commissioners
should be empowered to collect from the pilot in default a sum sufficient
to cover the costs whenever such are given against the pilot. We see
no reason why the body of the pilots should be taxed for the fault or
error of an individual pilot. On the other hand the ship-owner, agent
or ship-master who brings a charge against a pilot should be responsible
for the costs when the decision is against him.

3. That incompetent persons were given branches as pilots by the Harbour
Commissioners, and that owing to the number of pilots being too considerable, the
men on the tour de role, that is those not engaged on any of the regular lines,
become inexpert, and in some cases not competent to pilot large vessels when such
offer, owing to their want of practice and the small number of trips which thev
have the opportunity of making through the channel.

We have before explained that ônly one case was reported where an.
apprentice was given his branch out of turn, and this was an exceptional
case, and the Harbour Commissioners could not do otherwise than they
did.

The question of putting a limit on the number of pilots, as is asked
for by themselves, or of allowing any one to become a pilot who can
pass the necessary examination, thus leaving the field perfectly open as
is suggested by the various mercantile and shipping interests, is the most
important and difficult one which vour Commissioners have to decide.
The views of the shipping and various other mercantile interests have
been clearly and ably set forth in the factums and reports presented, we
need add nothing to them. For many years back there has been a limit
placed on the number of pilots, and on the whole it can hardly be said
that the svstem has worked badly.

There has been friction and discontent on the part of the pilots,
which unfortunately culminated in the strike of last season, but this was
due to their failure to obtain incorporation, and the attempts to obtain
for them a uniform earning, and not solely because their numbers were
limited. The number of pilots has never been found to be insufficient.
the contrary is in fact the case. Strikes, which are not likely to occur
again, would take place just as well with a large number of discontented
and under-paid pilots. in fact vith a limited number of well-paid men
thev should be less likely to occur. If pilots were to receive branches in
unlimited numbers there would seem to be no reason for refusing them
the incorporation which is sought. As lonz, however, as it is deemed
unnecessarv that thev should be incorporated. and while they are simoly
in the position of emolovees Performing their duties under the pilotage
authorities there would seem to be no reason whv their numbers should
not be limited. Their number at present, is at least three times larger
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than. is necessary to perform the work which they have to do. Should
they be more numerous and their work more divided their efficiency
would suffer from want of practice.

Line pilots under the present system work under an average of six-
teen hours a week, while the tour de role men do not work more than
sixteen hours in from fifteen to twenty days. It is only fair to the ship-
ping interests that they should have choice of their pilots out of a good
number. While the incorporation which was recently asked for by the
pilots would have granted them but very limited powers and privileges,
most of which only concerned their own internal economy and discipline,
and though incorporation has been allowed to far less important bodies
than the pilots, yet we do not deem it necessary or advisable under the
present system. We believe that the suggestions which we are making
in this report will remove any just grievances which the pilots may have,
thus making their demand for incorporation unnecessary. Had your
Commissioners been simply framing a new system of pilotage, for en-
tirely new men to begin on, it is quite possible that they would not have
attempted to put any restriction on the number of pilots. We have to
do, however, with an existing system, which bas not worked badly; the
number of pilots is more than sufficient to do the work; the existing
pilots have been trained under it; they adopted the profession under it,
in view of this, we are disposed to continue the limitation, giving the
Harbour Commissioners, subject always to the approval of your Depart-
ment, authority to increase the number by the ad;mission of competent
men should any emergency arise.

Your Commissioners would therefore advise that the number of
qualified pilots to he licensed be fixed at fifty. Of course we do not sug-
gest that any of the men at present holding licenses be removed, but
that the number be allowed to decrease naturally, and that new pilots bc
admitted only when the number has fallen below the number indicated.

The number of apprentices should be unlimited, with a restriction
on the number of pilots we see no need of limiting the number of ap-
prentices, the field should remain open to all who wish to take the risk
of a very long wait, and in case of any emergency, which in view of the
reforms suggested we think quite unlikely to occur, it would be well to
have a large number of apprentices to draw upon.

4. That thev are not supplied, free of cost, with charts of the river, and that
useless buoys are placed in the channel without their having been consulted.

The cost of charts is insignificant, the practice among mariners and
pilots elsewhere is not to obtain them as a free gift. This custom need
not be departed from in this case.

The buoys here complained of were asked for during a critical tinie,
they have since been removed. Your Commissioners are of oninion that
as regards the placing of new buoys or lights, the representatives of the
pilots should be consulted. This is, however, reallv a matter between
your Department and-the pilots, as the Montreal Harbour Commissioners
are not directly responsible for buoys or lights beyond the Harbour of
Montreal.

5. That but little attention is paid to their remonstrances, that they have no
weight with the officials of the Harbour Commission, and that this is due to the
fact of their not being represented on the Harbour Board, and there having a
chance to discuss their affairs.
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We are of opinion that in all matters affecting the pilots, whether it
be in connection with the placing of buoys or lights or the formulating
of by-laws and regulations connected with their status and discipline, it
is only reasonable and fair that the Harbour Commissioners should con-
sult with the representatives of the pilots.

6. That they are not incorporated as are the pilots below Quebec, or other
similar bodies of no more importance than themselves.

For reasons already given it is not considered necessary or advisable
that the pilots should be incorporated. This has been explained under
section 3.

7. That owing to their lack of incorporation they have no means of having
any by-laws of their own by which they can manage their own internal economy.

The by-laws and regulations of the Harbour Commissioners, subject
to the approval of the Governor General in Council, should provide all
the authority necessary for the government of the pilots. We have
recommended that the pilots be represented on the Harbour Board for
all matters concerning both their own internal discipline, and the placing
of new buoys and lights. We believe that this is advisable in the interests
of navigation as well as in the personal matters of the pilots.

We suggest that each spring before the opening of navigation, the
pilots furnish the Harbour Commissioners with the names of two from
among their number who should equally have the right to represent the
pilots on the Board. One of them only to be admitted to the sittings of
the Board on all matters affecting pilotage or the pilots. We suggest
that two pilots be named for this duty so that one of them may always
be available. It is not necessary that the representative of the pilots
should have a vote when any matter before the Board is disposed of by
a division.

One of these men, duly chosen by the pilots and properly accredited
to the Harbour Commissioners. should be considered the representative
of the pilots on the Harbour Board for all matters affecting the pilots,
and until the establishment of an Admiralty Court one of these men
should be present at all trials, and no meeting of the Harbour Board in
matters concerning pilotage should be held to be regular, unless the
representative of the pilots is present or has been duly notified to attend
such meeting.

8. That they are not represented on the Harbour Commission while other
individual interests are.

If the recommendations made in the preceding section are adopted,
this grievance will be at once removed.

9. That they are suspended before trial.
Bv the substitution of the amendment under page 126 of the rules

of the Harbour Commission for the port of Montreal. this urievance has
alreadv been removed- and no further change under this head is needed.

io. That amendments to their bv-laws are passed bv the Harbour Board
without their being consulted, and that they only know of them when they are
passed into law.

This grievance will be entirelv removed if the recommendations
made under sections 3, 5 and 7 are adopted.

ii. That the system of apprenticeship is defective.
It has not been very clearly stated in what particular the system of

apprenticeship is defective. At one time when sailing vessels came re-
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gularly to the port of Montreal, apprentices were accustomed to learn the
river on board the tow boats navigating constantly between Montreal
and Quebec. On the tow boats the apprentices became acquainted with
the leading marks, lights and currents, so that when finally taken in
charge by a regular pilot during the two final years of the apprenticeship
as indicated in section 94 of the regulations, they were already quite
familiar with the river. The opportunity for employment on tow boats
has passed with the disappearance of the sailing vessel. It is, however,
hardly necessary that your Commissioners should go at length into the
details of the question. It should be possible for the pilots through their
representative on the Harbour Board to say how the apprentice should
be trained.

Under section 95 of the regulations concerning apprentices as at
present constituted, it is obligatory that they should make three foreign-
going voyages during the winter, one of these to be made on a sailing
ship. Owing to the small number of sailing ships now visiting the port
of Montreal it is difficult for apprentices to comply with this. It does
not seem to your Commissioners necessary, in view of the peculiar nature
of the pilotage duties in this channel, that the obligation to make one
voyage on a sailing vessel should be continued, the three voyages should
certainly continue to be made. It is the opinion of your Commissioners
that in addition to the qualifications of age, good conduct and education,
as described under section 93 of the rules concerning pilots, it is most
important that candidates for admission to the responsible office lof pilot
should undergo the same tests as regards eyesight and for colour blind-
ness that have to be undergone by candidates passing the examination
for masters and mates. It would appear to us that even the pilots them-
selves should undergo periodical tests for the same purpose.

Your Commissioners are of the opinion that, subject to the changes and
amendments which they have recommended, the existing pilotage system between
Montreal and Quebec is all that is required.

It has been claimed by the shipping interests that the pilotage fees are ex-
cessive. Your Commissioners are not of this opinion, the fees were arranged for
many years ago when the vessels were much smaller and more easily handled
than those that now come to the St. Lawrence. The earlier vessels with finer
lines though of much smaller tonnage, drew proportionately more water than the
large flat-bottomed ships that are now in use. The present vessels, though draw-
ing but little more water, are of nearly four times the tonnage and carrying capa-
city and are much more difficult to handle, requiring a more intimate knowledge
of the channel and of the currents and giving a good deal more anxiety to the
pilot.

It is true that the channel has been deepened and widened since the early
days, but not to an extent proportionate with the increase in the tonnage of the
ships. For the foregoing reasons, therefore, we are of opinion that the fees for
pilotage should remain as they are.

Though the Order in Council, under which your Commissioners were ap-
pointed and along the lines of which this inquiry as concerns the pilots has been
conducted, gives us no instructions as regards the general question of the naviga-
tion of the river between Quebec and Montreal and the requirements of the trade
in connection therewith, yet we have heard evidence both from the pilots, the ship-
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owners, and those representing the underwriting interests on the matter of the
improvements required in the river, as it was understood that a verbal promise
had been made to the President of the Montreal Marine Underwriters Association
that our inquiry would be allowed to cover these matters.

Your Commissioners believing it to be in the interest of the trade by way of
the St. Lawrence that everything consistent with a reasonable expenditure which
conduces to the development of the route, cheapens the rates, and removes the
risks of navigation, should be done, agree in reporting as follows:-

i. That temporary landmarks should be replaced by permanent ones.
2. That the channel of the river should be marked distinctly on either hand

by buoys of a different shape and colour, each of these buoys to bear a distinctive
mark or number. This method of buoying is, we believe, now followed in many
ports having intricate approaches.

3. That additional buoys be provided, as is suggested in the evidence given
by the President of the Pilots, Mr. Auger, and shown on charts filed with the Ccmn-
missioners.

4. That the channel be lit so as to make navigation practicable for large ves-
sels as well by night as by day. It is believedthat, were the channel more thor-
oughly lit at either end, it would be possible for vessels to leave Montreal later in
the day than they now do, and succeed in passing on to Quebec during the night,
this for the lower end, while were the upper part of the channel near Montreal
equally well lighted it might be possible for ships which have passed inwards from
Quebec late in the day to continue on to Montreal, and be securely moored during
the night, so that the work of discharging could begin at once. At present the
comiplaint is that ships which do not reach Montreal before dark are compelled to
anchor for the night below the city and only reach their berths next day, so that
practically a day is lost. The facilities for loading and unloading are now so great
that every hour's delay in the river is of consequence.

5. That the channel of the river should be swept regularly. Experience lias
shown that boulders are apt to be deposited in the channel during the shoving or
passing of ice in winter and spring, therefore in view of the fact that deeply-laden
ships pass in and out drawing all that the channel will permit and often actually
dragging through the mud, it is of the greatest consequence that every possible
care be taken to see that such obstructions as boulders, anchors, &c., be removed.
It is believed that ships have been seriously damaged, while fairly in the channel,
by the existence of such obstructions; this should certainly be provided against by
a regular and careful sweeping of the channel.

6. That a regular and frequent inspection of the channel, with its system of
buoys, beacons and lights should be made by a competent officer of the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries.

7. That the channel should be widened. It is the belief of the pilots that the
channel should be widened to from 5oo to 6oo feet in straight cuts. It is pointed
out that many of the ships now using the channel are of about 500 feet in length,
in the event of an accident to one of these in the channel it is quite possible that
it would be completely blocked, this should be provided against. In the bends
the width should be increased to not less than 7oo feet. It was the opinion of all
those heard before your Commissioners that the channel should be deepened to
30 feet, with an increased depth of 2 feet in the bends. It is shown by the attached
drawing that when a flat-bottomed ship of the type now used for the St. Lawrence
heels, as she does, when rounding a bend she draws considerably more water tlan
when on an even keel. It is believed that several ships have been injured in this
way. Wherever it can be done the bends should be straightened as much as pos.
sible, so as to allow the long ships to make them with an easy sweep.

A. 1899
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The foregoing recommendations are made by your Commissioners after hav-
ing heard the evidence of the pilots, the engineer of the Harbour Commissioners,
and the engineer in charge of the buoy service, as well as from the statements put
forth in the factums and reports which we have incorporated as appendices to this
report. We do not pretend to offer an expert opinion on these matters, though
the necessity for most of the improvements here suggested is self-evident.

It is suggested by the pilots in concluding their factum that as this inquiry has
not been held for the purpose of dealing solely with their grievances, but has
been rather a general inquiry into matters dealing with the -river between Quebec
and Montreal, as well as with the general pilotage system, and as such has had
to do with questions of public interest generally, they should not be compelled to
defray the costs which they have been put to in the case.

Counsel for the shipping interests and Harbour Commissioners were of the
same opinion and were pleased to say that they endorsed this appeal of the pilots.
Your Commissioners have pleasure in saying that the pilots, and particularly thCir
president, were ever ready to assist with advice in all matters concerning the im-
proved aids to navigation in the river. The' cost to the pilots in travelling up and
down to meet your Commissioners in Quebec and Montreal, together with the
fees and disbursements of counsel entailed on them, must be heavy. As the in-
quiry has been of a very general nature your Commissioners are of opinion that
if it is at all possible for the Government to meet the wishes of the pilots in the
matter of these costs by the payment of at least a part of them it would be only
fair to do so.

The whole humbly submitted.

J. LAVERGNE,
Chairman.

F. GOURDEAU,

WM. WAKEHAM,
Commissioners.

A. 1899
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APPENDIX No. 2.

LIsT of Apprentice Pilots now serving under the Pilotage Authority of the Dis-
trict of Montreal.

Nane.

Alberic Angers . .. ....... ... ........
Arthur Belleisle . ..................... .
Theodule Hamelin.......,................
Cyrille Belleisle.... . ... ... ..........
J. F. Pleau ........................
Anthyme Perrault............. ..........
Jos. N. Raymond...... .............
George Veillet..... ..... . ....... . ..
Melville Lafrance .......................
Albert Gagnon. . .. . ......
Azarias Paquin ... .. ..... ....
Arthur Gina............. .....
Achille Belanger....... .............
Damien Paquet............ ..........
Henri Bourassa.... ...... ..........
Alfred Angers.... ....................
J. Arthur W. Gariepy.... ................

Age.

23
36
23
29
28
29
27
26
23
22
24
24
24
24
24
21
18

Reside

Ste. Anne de la Pérade.
Deschambault.
Grondines.
Deschainbault.
Ste. Anne de la Pérade.
Deschambault.

do
Ste. Anne de la Pérade.
Portneuf.
iThree Rivers.
Deschambault.
Portneuf.
Lotbinière.
Deschambault.

do
Ste. Anne de la Pérade.
St. Alban.

nce.

LÎsT of Applicants for License as Apprentice Pilots.

No. Name. Residence. Date of Application.

1 Garièpy, A. J. P................Lachevrotire..................lth January, 184
2 [Frenette, Oswald ................ Portneuf......................lt March, 1894.
3 Hamelin, Chas. B... ...... Champlain....................'l7th November, 1896.

4* Pern Tac«e.... *. * *.Deschambault ... i................ 28th November, 1896.4 Perron, Tancrède ..............
5 Patoine, J. B., jr................... Sydney, 0. B..................'3rd Deoember, 1896.
6 Frenette, Delevoie . .... ............. Portneuf 28th January, 1897.
7 Gauthier, Laurent J..............Deschambault 26tb Marcb, 1897.
8 Perrault, David, fils .................. do. ................... 8th April, 1897.
9 Hamelin, Fortunat ................... do ...................... ]9tb April, 189.

10 Gauthier, Adélard ................... do.. .................... 6th May, 1897.
il Arcand, J. Emilien ............... do ...................... 7th May, 189.
12 Gauthier, Cyriac .................. Ïo. ................... 9tb May, 1897.
13 Royer, fils ...................... 30 Valier st., Quebea............23rd May, 1897.
14 Gariepy, Emilien................Lachevrotiere.................. 24th May, 189.
15 GariepP Henri ...................... do...................... 24th May, 1897.
16 Perraut Jean...................Deschambault .................. 25th May, 1897.

A. 1899
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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APPENDIX No. 3.

MEMOIRE DES PILOTES

A M. le Président de la Commission nommée pour s'enquérir des griefs des Pilotes
de Montréal, et à MM. les Commissaires.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Au nom du corps des pilotes de Montréal, dont j'ai l'honneur d'être le prési-
dent, je vous soumets les humbles observations suivantes:

Depuis quelques mois surtout, les hommes d'affaires de Montréal, et je pour-
rais dire ceux de toutes les villes importantes du Canada se sont sérieusement
préoccupés de la navigation du St-Laurent, entre Québec et Montréal. Les
nombreux accidents arrivés depuis un certain temps n'ont pas manqué de frapper
l'attention publique. Tous ceux intéressés à faire disparaître cet état de choses
se sont demandés quelles pourraient être les causes de ces accidents et le moyen
d'en empêcher la répétition pour l'avenir.

Le gouvernement, alarmé à bon droit d'un pareil état de choses, a ordonné
une enquête afin d'en découvrir les causes. Après la longue enquête qui a été
tenue, j'en suis venu à la conclusion que si nous travaillons tous dans un même
but: la prospérité du port de Montréal, nous ne sommes pas d'accord sur les
moyens à adopter pour remédier au mal.

Quant à la défectuosité du système actuel, on est à peu près unanime à
l'admettre. Et je crains fort que si le gouvernement se laisse guider sur des
questions exclusivement de navigation, par des négociants, sans tenir compte de
l'avis de navigateurs expérimentés, l'enquête n'aura pas produit les résultats pra-
tiques que nous en espérions.

Les principaux griefs des pilotes se réduisent à quatre: i. Dans certains
cas, ils one été traités injustement par les autorités; 2. Défectuosités dans l'organi-
sation et l'entretien de la ri4ière, et la pose et la surveillance des bouées; 3. Ap-
prentissage des pilotes; 4. Abolition des pilotes.

TRAITEMENT INJUSTE INFLIGE AUX PILOTES.

Pendant un temps, on semblait croire, à la Commission du Hâvre, que les
pilctes n'étaient que de vulgaires esclaves, indignes des égards les plus élémen-
taires. La loi n'existait pas pour eux. Il a été établi devant votre Commission
que dans plusieurs cas, des pilotes ont été ou suspendus ou condamnés à payer
des frais onéreux pour des accidents dont ils n'étaient en aucune façon responsa-
bles. Dans certains cas, les accidents sont arrivés parce que la profondeur de
l'eau était moindre qu'indiquée sur la carte; parce que la profondeur de l'eau qu'on
nous donnait était incorrecte, par suite de la mauvaise organisation du chenal;
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d'autres fois, parce qu'il existait dans le chenal ou près des quais, à Montréal, des
cbstructions qui n'avaient pas été signalées aux pilotes.

Li. carte faite par l'ingénieur de la commission et dont une partie, à part les
scndages faits pour le creusement du chenal, a été copiée sur la carte de l'amiral
Bayfield, vieille de 6o ans, et n'est certainement pas correcte à plusieurs endroits,
et c'est cette carte que l'on fournit aux apprentis pour étudier le chenal.

Il a même été prouvé que la Commission du Hâvre ne pouvait pas même
fournir une carte indiquant la profondeur des eaux aux différents endroits dans le
port de Moneréal! L'Ingénieur répondait qu'il ne pouvait point donner la pro-
fondeur de l'eau, parce que les travaux se continuaient.

Voilà des choses intolérables, des abus révoltants. Si l'on ne peut pas donner
une carte, que l'on fasse au moins les sondages nécessaires et qu'on affiche la
chose aux endroits voulus afin d'assurer la protection aux vaisseaux.

II

DEFECTUOSITES DE L'ORGANISATION DU CHENAL.

On comprend qu'il est dans l'intérêt de la ville de Montréal, comme dans
celui des compagnies d'assurance maritime, de rendre le plus sûre possible la navi-
gation entre Québec et Montréal. Que faudrait-il faire pour obtenir ce résuitat si
désirable; Peu de chose en réalité.

Ce sont les bouées qui sont les plus importantes pour diriger les vaisseaux
dans le chenal, et ce sont les pilotes seuls qui se servent des bouées et qui, partant,
savent le mieux les endroits où elles doivent être placées. Tous les pilotes enten-
dus à l'enquête, et quelques autres témoins, ont été d'opinion que la pose des
bouées, à louverture de la navigation, se fasse de la manière jugée nécessaire, par
un pilote nommé à cet effet par le gouvernement. Ce pilote étant aussi chargé de
la pose de nouvelles bouées et des marques qui pourraient disparaître, ainsi que
des sondages jugés nécessaires par les pilotes, la chose se ferait d'une manière
beauceup plus effective et plus prompte vu que ce pilote serait toujours en con-
nitinication directe avec les pilotes actifs. Il pourrait indiquer aux officiers du
département où elles doivent être placées ainsi que les marques, pour être vrai-
mer.t effectives. Ce pilote devrait également, dans le cours de la saison de navi-
gation, chaque fois que les employés du département balayent le chenal ou vent
replacer les bouées qui ont été dérangées, être à bord du tug pour donner ses avis
et les faire bénéficier de son expérience. De cette façon, et sans entraîner une
dépense sérieuse, le gouvernement arriverait à rendre relativement facile la navi-
gation du chenal, et, une foule d'accidents seraient évités, des sommes énormes
seraient sauvées.

Au lieu de consulter les pilotes, qu'a-t-on fait? On est allé poser des bouées,
sans même les en avertir, à des endroits où non-seulement elles h'étaient pas
nécessaires, niais où elles constituaient un danger permanent pour la navigation
durant la nuit. En effet quelques-unes avaient été placées en plein chenal, et, il y
avait danger, durant la nuit, de passer pardessus et de brisei- des hélices. Chose
singdlière, l'on plaçait ainsi des bouées absolument Inutiles quand on refusait
d'en mettre à des endroits suggérés depuis longtemps par les pilotes!

62 Victoria. A. 1899
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III

DES PILOTES ET DES APPRENTIS.

Il est certain que le nombre des pilotes est trop grand pour celui des vais-
seaux qui fréquentent le port de Montréal. C'est un sujet de discorde et de
mécontentement continuel entre les pilotes, qui est encouragé par certains mem-
bres de la Commission du Hâvre, nous ne savons pas trop dans quel but. En
tous cas, cela fait un tort considérable au commerce.

Il a été prouvé que la moitié du nombre actuel pouvait facilement faire toute
la besogne si les pilotes travaillaient plus. Aujourd'hui, grâce à un règlement de
la Commission du Hâvre, qui existe, même les plus privilégiés n'ont pas le droit
de faire plus d'un pilotage par semaine, quand ils pourraient facilement en faire
deux ou trois et acquérir ainsi bien plus d'expérience. Tous les pilotes entendus
comme témoins se sont accordés à dire que le chiffre de 45 était tout-à-fait suffi-
sant, même en supposant une grande augmentation de trafic.

On a prétendu qu'un certain nombre de pilotes étaient incompétents pour
les grandes responsabilités qui leur incombent. Nous n'hésiterons pas à dire que
si ce reproche est vrai, la cause en est due à cette douzaine de pilotes qui ont été
licenciés sans nécessité et malgré les protestations réitérées des pilotes.

Ne sachant plus que faire de tous ces pilotes, les autorités ont divisé l'ouvrage
en mettant plus de pilotes dans les lignes régulières; mais les compagnies s'étant
plaint qu'on leur donnait des pilotes dans lesquels ils n'avaient pas confiance, ont
objecté à ce système. Alors, on a eu recours à un moyen arbitraire et injuste,
celui de donner la charge des grands vaisseaux aux plus habiles, en les forçant de
prendre avec eux un de ces pilotes dans lesquels les compagnies n'avaient pas con-
fiance, lequel partageait les honoraires de pilotage avec lui. Les compagnies n'ont
pas objecté à cela, mais elles ont eu tort, car c'est un moyen infaillible de chasser
du pilotage tout homme intelligent, quand le premier ignorant venu saura qu'il
aura quelqu'un de plus habile que lui pour le diriger et le payer. Cela répugne
au bon sens le plus élémentaire.

Que dirait-on, si le Conseil-de-ville de Montréal, sous prétexte qu'il y faut du
commerce, passait son règlement forçant tout marchand qui, par son travail et son
habileté en affaires, se serait fait une belle position, à prendre avec lui, une semaine
sur trois, un voisin sans expérience que lui imposerait le Conseil, pour diviser ses
revenus avec lui? On jetterait les hauts cris, et, cependant, ce ne serait pas plus
révoltant que ce qui se pratique à l'endroit des pilotes.

Vraiment il est surprenant que malgré la mauvaise administration du pilotage,
depuis plus de vingt ans, les pilotes aient pu se maintenir comme ils l'ont fait.
Mais, que l'on laisse disparaître ceux qui ont eu l'avantage de se faire pilotes
avant que l'administration actuelle ait toute gâté et l'on ne tardera pas à en re-
cueillir les désastreux résultats.

IV
ABOLITION DES PILOTES.

Pendant l'enquête, certains témoins ont émis l'opinion que l'on pourrait facile-
ment se dispenser des pilotes entre Québec et Montréal. Cette prétention est
absurde au plus haut point. Si on l'a émise pour effrayer les pilotes, on a guère
réussi, car elle a eu simplement pour effet de les faire sourire de pitié et de couvrir
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de ridicule ceux qui l'ont soutenue. Ces derniers qui prétendaient que les capi-
taines pouvaient facilement se familiariser avec cette navigation ont été totalement
démolis par des hommes de l'art. En effet, les capitaines Bernier, Demers,
Kœnig, Couillard, etc., etc., ont tous déclaré la chose impossible et impracticable.
Le capitaine Clift, qui a soutenu cette théorie ridicule, n'a pas donné de bonnes
raisons pour répondre aux témoins que nous venons de mentionner.

Comment voulez-vous en effet, que les capitaines au long cours apprennent
cette navigation difficile en deux ou trois ans, quand aujourd'hui, if faut dix ans
d'apprentissage avant de devenir pilote? Du reste tout capitaine qui possède
quelques notions de notre navigation admet qu'elle est des plus difficiles et qu'elle
exige une étude de plusieurs années. Il n'y a que les ignorants ou les prétendus
capitaines qui sont d'autant plus braves qu'ils vivent depuis plusieurs années sur
la terre ferme où ils prétendent bien rester.

D'autres enfin, comme M. Watt, ont prétendu sérieusement qu'il faudrait
abolir le pilotage. Ce serait une innovation qui en vaudrait la peine. Ce brave
homme qui s'imagine avoir fait une merveilleuse découverte, prétend que depuis
deux cents ans passés, on fait dans tous les ports du monde une grave erreur en
donnant des licences à ces hommes qu'on appelle pilotes. Il a même fait le calcul
des sommes énormes que ces corps inutiles ont coutées depuis qu'ils existent.

Peut-on rien imaginer de plus absurde? Cela prouve uhe chose: c'est que
le pilotage ne devrait pas être aboli, mais que le système actuel de laisser des
hommes incompétents s'occuper de choses dont ils ne comprennent pas le premier
mot, est défectueux. Le port de Montréal a déjà beaucoup souffert de cet état de
choses et nous croyons que, dans l'intérêt du commerce, il est grand temps que
le gouvernement prenne les mesures nécessaires pour soustraire la navigation à
des hommes sans expérience, pour la confier à des personnes du métier.

Qui pourrait nier les griefs des pilotes quand un de leurs pires adversaires,
M. E. L. Bond, courtier d'assurance maritime les a reconnus? Voici en effet ce
qu'il écrivait pas plus tard que le ier novembre dernier:

CLEOPHAS AUGER, Esq., l"MONTREAL, 1st November, 1897.

"President, Committee of Montreal Pilots,
" Lévis.

"DEAR SIR,-On a recent trip to Quebec on the SS. "Arabia," I had some
conversation with M. Beaudette, pilot in charge. He appeared to think that in my
position as President of the Board of Marine Underwriters, and also as a member
of the Council of the Board of Trade, I might be of some service in obtaining
redress of some grievances complained about by the pilots. I can only say I am
convinced the pilots have some grounds for complaint, and if I could be of any
use in removing these, I should be only too glad to make the attempt.

"Yours faithfully,
" E. L. BOND."

RESUME.

En attendant notre incorporation, voici ce qui devrait être fait:
i. Nomination d'un pilote expérimenté dont les avis seraient pris sur la

pose des bouées, des marques de terre et sur les sondages;
2. Que ce pilote ait le droit de siéger sur la Commission du Hâvre chaque

fois qu'il s'agira de questions de pilotage;

A. 1899
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3. Réduire le nombre des pilotes à 45 et celui des apprentis au nombre de
Io;

4. Adopter une législation pour rendre obligatoire, pour les pilotes, nos
règlements, après qu'ils auront été soumis à la Commission du Hâvre et approuvés
par le Gouverneur-Général en conseil;

5. Laisser aux pilotes l'administration des deux pour cent que leur fait payer
la Commission du Hâvre;

6. Nommer un tribunal compétent pour juger les pilotes dans les causes
d'accidents.

7. Changer le système d'apprentissage de manière à ce que l'apprenti puisse
faire une étude convenable avant d'être admis à la pratique.

Comme cette enquête a été tenue non pas dans l'intérêt des pilotes, mais dans
l'intérêt public, dans celui du commerce et de la navigation, nous croyons qu'il
ne serait que juste de faire payer par le gouvernement les frais qui ont été encourus
par les pilotes, tels que les honoraires de leur avocat et les déboursés qu'ils ont
faits. Nous espérons que MM. les Commissaires voudront bien faire une
recommandation dans ce sens.

CLEOPHAS AUGER,
Président des Pilotes de Montréal.
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APPEN DIX No. 4.

FACTUM OF THE HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF MONTREAL
FOR THE. COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE PILOTAGE
QUESTION.

The evidence taken before the Commissioners has covered a number of points,
which may be summarized as follows:-

i. Complaints concerning the channel.
2. Complaints against the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal.

(a.) In connection with the harbour of Montreal.
(b.) As a judicial body.
(c.) In its treatment'of the pilots generally.

i. The Harbour Commissioners have had nothing to do with the channel
between Montreal and Quebec, apart from the harbour of Montreal itself, for a
great many years, and, therefore, the evidence on this point may be disregarded
so far as they are concerned. They have assisted in every possible way any
changes that have been asked for or recommended in connection with the channel,
and have reported defects that have been found, from time to time, to the Govern-
ment at Ottawa.

2. (a) Certain complaints have been made with regard to defects and alter-
ations in the harbour of Montreal, and inconveniences, caused by work in pro-
gress, without notification to the pilots. At first sight, these complaints seem to
be, up to a point, reasonable, but Mr. Kennedy's evidence shows clearly that every-
thing las always been done, which could be done, to avoid danger and difficulty
for ships. It is naturally impossible that one man should be in several places at
the same time, and that he should be able to verify instantly the execution of his
orders; but that the orders given by him have always been reasonable, and that
the work has been carried out without let or hindrance to the navigation of the
harbour, seems to be perfectly clear, and whenever any reasonable complaint bas
been made to him, his efforts have at once been directed to satisfy the complainant,
as far as it was humanly possible to do. The bed of the harbour is composed of
material which is very unstable and changes are constantly occurring, from week
to week, chiefly owing to the action of the screws of steamers in altering the shape
of the bed of the harbour, especially alongside the wharfs, and these changes are
no doubt frequently caused or aggravated by material, such as ashes, thrown over
from the steamers. Under the circumstances, it is impossible, therefore, that the
exact condition of the harbour, alongside the wharfs, should be accurately indi-
cated from day to day. This is really the one serious complaint that bas been
made, with regard to the harbour itself, and the explanation furnished by Mr.
Kennedy, it is submitted, is amply satisfactory.

(b.) The Harbour Commissioners, as a judicial body, have perhaps not given
satisfaction, either to the pilots or to the ship-owners. The conclusion to be
drawn from these facts is that they have, in all probability, done their duty fairly
and impartially. It must be borne in mind that trials of pilots are necessarily
held at verv short notice, in order that the evidence of those on board ship may
be available while the ship is in port. This has, no doubt, from time to time, re-
sulted in the trial being somewhat hurried, and technical defects of procedure have
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occurred in many cases, which have given rise to appeals to the Superior Court,
where such technical defects are readily seized upon as a means of upsetting the
finding of the Commissioners.

The pilots have complained in several instances that they have been brouglit
to Montreal, either under a charge against them or as witnesses, and that this has
caused them loss of time and involved them in expense. They are, however, not
a more privileged class than the ordinary citizen of the country, and there is no
ostensible reason why they should be treated differently from any one else. The
ordinary witness and the ordinary accused lose their time and are put to a certain
amount of expense, but if justice is to be administered, such must apparently
always be the case.

A great grievance has been made of the fact that pilots are not represented on
the Commission, when it sits in pilotage matters, especially for the trial of pilots.
It seems to be an extraordinary pretension that the person tried should be repre-
sented on the bench by one of his own class. We are not aware that this occurs
anywhere in judicial systems. It would be strange if it did. No doubt it would
suit many classes of the community to be tried and sentenced by those in the
sane calling as themselves. The professional burglar would no doubt thoroughly
appreciate this, and would be certainly more satisfied than he is with the present
system. It seems to be a very undesirable principle that the pilots should, in trials
especially, have a representative of their body upon the board. It might very
possibly happen that this pilot should have to try a relative of his own, one of his
confrères serving the same line of steamers, or one with whom he was not upon
good terms. It has been suggested that he might be appointed for three or five
years; this would present a great danger as he would then know that he would have
to be placed himself, sooner or later, in the same position as his confrère that he
was called upon to judge. The end sought seems to us to be very much more
satisfactorily and easily attained under the system as it exists. The only practical
utility in having a pilot upon the board would be his availability for technical ques-
tions. This, however, can equally, if not better, be explained by an expert witness.
He is then under oath and open to cross-examination, and can have his evidence
thoroughly tested and strengthened or weakened as it deserves.

It has been frequently implied that the Commissioners, not being acquainted
with nautical matters, are not competent to judge fairly such questions as come
before them. This fact is clearly outside the question. Every dispenser of justice
must almost daily be called upon to decide questions on which he has no technical
knowledge, and it seems to us very much more likely that in a technical matter an
independent mind can much more fairly weigh the evidence that is brought before
it and decide fairly and justly than a person who may happen to be imbued with
certain definite opinions in regard to matters of his own profession.

As to the competency of the Harbour Conmissioners to deal with all cases
pertaining to their present jurisdiction, there should be no doubt about it. Their
board is composed, as a general iule, of the most intelligent set of men that can
be got together, chosen fron atnongst the best trained class of our commercial
community, such as representatives of our different Boards of Trade, Chamber of
Commerce, and shipping interest, the mayor, who is now perchance one of our
eninent lawyers of Montreal. All those men can grasp quickly any question
brought before them, and they have only to decide questions of facts, which can
be easily elucidated by expert evidence.

On the whole, the complaints that have been made against the Harbour
Commissioners as a judicial body appear to be of a trivial nature.
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(c.) The pilots have complained of being badly treated by the Commissioners
as a body and by certain of their officers, the accusations being more definite
against the latter. The explanations, however, given by Mr. Kennedy and Mr.
Robertson have absolutely disposed of these complaints. The complaints have
been exceedingly unreasonable on many points, and on many others have been
the result purely of misunderstanding on the part of the pilots. The pilots seen
to think that the Harbour Commissioners and their officers have nothing to do
but attend to pilotage matters and hold themselves at the disposition of these men.
This, of course, is very far from being the case. The duties of the engineer and
of the secretary are very wide in their scope, and they have many matters to at-
tend to outside the pilotage affairs. That the pilots have been treated reasonably
and fairly by both these officers cannot now be questioned, after the evidence the
latter have given.

As regards the Commission as a body, the complaints appear also to be the
result of misunderstanding or ignorance upon the part of the pilots. It must be
borne in mind that, though the powers of the Commission are very extensive, they
are tied by the by-laws, as they can do very little unless a by-law has been passed
for the purpose of defining their duties and powers on any particular point. These
by-laws, first of all, can only come into force on being approved by the Governor
General in Council; in the second place, they cannot be repealed or amended
unless the by-law repealing or amending an existing by-law is also approved by
the Governor in Council. It is a notorious fact, and has been brought out in
evidence, that changes have sometimes been asked by the pilots, and that these
changes have been embodied in by-laws, have been submitted to the Government
at Ottawa for the approval of the Governor General in Council, and have remained
there ever since. It is unfair that the Harbour Commissioners should be blamed
under these circumstances.

Other trivial complaints have been made in connection with lack of infor-
mation and refusal to give time-tables and charts. It has been proved that the
pilots can have all the information which is in the possession of the Harbour Com-
missioners and their officers, either by taking the trouble to enter the pilotage
office in the Harbour Commissioners building and reading the information for
themselves, which is invariably posted on the walls of the office, or by making
inquiries of the officers of the Commission. The tide-tables, it has also been
proved, are distributed every year gratis to the pilots, who have a habit of giving
these away and asking for more, until the edition is exhausted, and then they com-
plain because they cannot get another copy, when none are to be had. With re-
gard to the charts, it has also been proved that these are issued at a nominal price,
and can be had by any one who chooses to pay the trifling charge for them. There
seems to be no very strong reason why the pilots should be supplied with th-se
charts, any more than the ship-owners and ship captains, for nothing. The cap-
tain of a ship or the owner is obliged to buy the charts and instruments necessary
for the navigation of his ship. It seems to be reasonable that a pilot should pay
for the tools requisite in the exercise of his calling, as well as anybody else. No
profession or trade that we know of is supplied with the means of carrying on its
calling without having to pay for the same.

As to the question of reducing the number of pilots and apprentices, we think
that it would be unreasonable on the part of the Harbour Commissioners to re-
commend it. In the face of the unanimous evidence of our shipping interest and
ship-owners, it would be a very dangerous principle to sanction. The pilots are
a most estimable part of our people, but we do not think that they are entitled to
any more privileges than any other class of our community. They are only a small
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number; they are earning good wages, and some of them are making as much as
$i,70o for six months' work, and they can do something else in the remaining
six months. Some are earning more than their confrères, but it is so in any other
classes of trade and professions. Take, for instance, the medical profession. The
pilots say that theirs is a profession involving immense responsibilities. Will they
not admit that our physicians have also great responsibilities, and suppose that
they should put into their heads to ask the Government to limit their number to
one-half of what it is to-day, now in Montreal, on the mere pretext that they can-
not earn enough, and that the work could be done with such reduced number,
could it be thought that the Government would grant such request? It would be
ridiculous to think so. And then, is it just when our commerce is increasing so
rapidly, and that our navigation is on the eve of taking large proportions, that we
should say, let us have less pilots and no more apprentices?

In general. The conflict which bas been going on for years in connection
with pilotage matters, seems to be the result of, firstly, internal dissentions amongst
the pilots themselves, and secondly, the too great facility with which they make a
living and more than a living. Many of the troubles which have arisen have been
caused by the fact that the idle or incompetent pilot thinks that the country owes
him a living and that he should be provided with experience, work and an income
at the expense of the country and his competent and energetic colleagues. The
proposition bears its refutation from a mere statement of it. There is no reason
why those who are idle or incompetent or unlucky should be provided with a liv-
ing in this particular calling more than in any other. There must be failures :n
every walk in life, and the pilots are certainly no exception. The facility with
which those who do make a competency earn it has certainly tended to make them
exacting and unreasonable. The sense also of power which they had up to the
strike of last year also rendered them very difficult to manage. The strike fortu-
nately showed that it was quite possible to get on without the body of licensed
pilots. There is one other point that we think should be very strongly urged up-
on the Commissioners. As the by-laws of the Harbour Commissioners exist at
present, their hands are absolutely tied, in the event of any difficulty such as oc-
curred last year. It is at present practically impossible for them to create any
considerable addition to the body of pilots, and we think that the Commissioners
should strongly recommend to the Government that the by-laws submitted for
approval last year should be brought into force. This would enable any crisis,
such as arose last year, to be promptly and effectually dealt with.

On the whole, we respectfully submit that it bas been amply proved that any
grievances which do exist on the part of the pilots, are of a trivial and unimportant
character, and that they can be readily and effectuallv allayed by slight amend-
ments to the Harbour Commissioners' by-laws, and by a more thorough handling
of the administration of the channel on the part of the Government between Mont-
real and Quebec.

GEOFFRION & DORION,
Attorneys for the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal.

MONTREAL, 16th April, 1898.
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APPENDIX No. 5.

PILOTAGE COMMISSION.

FACTUM OF THE MONTREAL SHIPPING INTERESTS.

The attention of the Commissioners is specially directed to the overwhelming
magnitude of the interests at stake in this investigation. Capital, as a rule, is ex-
tremely sensitive, and probably no form of capital is so extremely sensitive as that
which is invested in shipping, for it can be displaced much more easily and
.speedily than nearly almost any other description.

Anything, therefore, which injuriously affects the shipping trade of the St.
Lawrence must necessarily affect seriously every other interest of any magnitude
in the Dominion of Canada.

For this reason, the Montreal shipping interests hope and believe that the
Commissioners, in reporting to the Government, will not consider any sectional
interests, but will frame their recommendations for the general advantage of the
country.

Unquestionably the most desirable object of all those brought before the
,Commission is an improved channel between Montreal and Quebec. The evidence
shows serious deficiencies and defects in the number and quality of the buoys at
present employed, and also that navigation at night is impossible, and that the
channel has not been as carefully watched as it should be.

The following points are suggested for recommendation and immediate atten-
tion :-

i. Replace temporary landmarks by permanent ones of wood or stone.
2. Provide buoys of one colour and shape for one side of the chamnel and of

another colour and shape for the other side of the channel; place the buoys oppo-
site one another; give a distinguishing mark to each buoy.

3. Provide additional buoys to complete the marking of the channel.
4. Light the channel so as to make navigation practicable and safe by oight.
5. Have the channel swept twice a year, once in the spring as early m pOS-

sible, and again when the water has fallen to thirty feet
6. Have the buoys, beacons, &c., inspected and reported upon at regular in-

tervals. ,
7. Have all work in connection with the channel done by officer. of the Gov-

ernment.
8. Widen the channel to five or six hundred feet, except at bends, where the

width should be seven hundred feet. and deepen to thirty feet, with thirty-two feet
in bends.

For the details of the additional buoys required. and otier improvements in
the channel, the Commissioners are respectfully referred to the second deposition
of Mr. Auger.

In view of the increasing size of vessels coming to the port of Montreal, the
Commissioners are earnestly requested to impress upon the Government the im-
mediate urgent importance of these works.
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The question next in importance is to provide a sufficient and efficient body
of pilots. The present system of admitting and licensing pilots and of regulating
their employment is unsatisfactory to all concerned. Any one who is able to pass
the necessary examination and can prove that he has acquired the necessary ex-
perience should be admitted to practice as a pilot. The examination should be
held before competent nautical examiners. After he has been admitted, the least
possible number of restrictions should be placed upon the pilot in the exercise of
his calling. It should be within his power, if he is competent and industrious, that
he should be able to become prominent in his calling, earn the most he possibly can
for his work, and acquire all the experience he is able to gather. It seems absolu-
tely unreasonable that a man who is able and willing to perform two, three or four
pilotages a week should be limited to one, in order that his colleague who is less
able or industrious, may make a living. If there were less restrictions than those at
present imposed upon the pilot and the ship-owner, it would be perfectly possible
to have much more experienced pilots, who could earn much more money than
they do at present, and at the sane time enable the rates to be largely reduced and
the expenses to which a pilot is now put from week to week between each pilotage
would be diminished or abolished altogether.

The suggestion to limit the number of pilots is as unreasonable as to limit
the anount of work they shall be allowed to do. The greatest incentive to a
man for the efficient performance of his duties is the kaowledge that there are
others ready and eager ta fulfil them in his stead, if they can secure the opportun-
ity of doing so. It is not in the interest of any one that the pilots should find
themselves in a position which would practically make them masters of the situa-
tion and secure them from all risk of competition.

The solution of the present difficulties and the prevention of their recurrence,
as far as the pilots are concerned, is to be found in a remodelling of the present
systen on the above lines. If the proper steps are taken to make the examination
and licensing of a pilot thorough, everything after that should be left to the pilot
and his employer to settle between themselves. The ship-owner will invariably
pay a good price for a good pilot, but it is unfair to ask him to pay a good price
for a bad or indifferent pilot, as there is no doubt he sometimes has to do under
the present system.

The fees at present charged for the services of a pilot, in comparison with the
amount of work he has to do, are certainly excessive. It is hardly contended, on the
part of the pilots themselves, that they are not very bountifully paid. The present
fees have been in force for many years, and were fixed at a time when it took
sometimes days for a vessel to come from Quebec to Montreal. The pilot is now
paid at the sane rate for the same work, which now takes up probably ten or
twelve hours of his time. The total amount earned by each pilot is net in itself
excessive, but when compared with the work they do, it is clearly out of ail rea-
son. The ship-owners do not object to the pilots earning as much or more than they
do at present, but they think that they should be obliged to do more work for it
The legislature seems to think tiat six hundred dollars per annum is sufficient for
the pilot below Quebec, and the pilot below Quebec, we know from the evidence,
has a much harder life and quite as difficult duties to perform. Pilotage Act, sec.
15 (h).

A few minor points remain to be touched upon.
We think that the pilots should have a suitable office at Quebec and Montreal,

free of expense to them, where all necessary information should be available for
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their use, and we think that the pilots should report in person at each of these
offices on the completion of a voyage.

We also are in favour of having the pilots tried before an Admiralty judge,
sitting with naval assessors, when the accident is of sufficient importance to re-
quire expert investigation. Preliminary examination or investigation, we think,
might reasonably be held by official experts at the instance of the Harbour Com-
missioners, and if serious, be taken in the name of the Crown and under the direc-
tion of the board to the Admiralty Court.

We also think that the fullest possible facilities should be given to the pilots
for the purpose of securing an accurate knowledge of the channel for them. Thus,
we are of opinion that the charts of the river should be published in portable form,
and that they should be given free to each pilot, together with all necessary time-
tables and information.

Several suggestions have been made of changes to which we are strongly
opposed and which, though they perhaps do not concern us very directly, still, we
think, should be resisted as strongly as possible.

We are against any interference by the pilots in the placing of the buoys in
the channel. The pilots might, with great utility, indicate which buoys should be
placed first in the spring, and which buoys should be taken up in the autumn, but
the evidence is conclusive that they have no qualifications for undertaking the
tasks of actually locating the buoys.

We are also strongly opposed to having a pilot upon the Board of Harbour
Commissioners, especially for the trial of pilots. We do not think that the deci-
sions of the board would be received with any better grace than they are now if a
pilot, who must, of necessity, be more or less of a partisan, is also on the Com-
mission. It is not advisable, in our opinion, that a pilot should be tried by a pilot.
The present system is unsatisfactory enough; the proposed change would destroy
what little confidence in the Harbour Board, as a judicial body, exists at present.

. Nor do we think that the pilots should have the control of admitting and
licensing pilots. They should certainly have an important say in the matter, but
there should be other members of the examining body, who can ascertain the
nautical qualifications of the pilot, and test his knowledge of English and French,
in reading and writing.

It has been our object during this investigation to attain some permanent
basis of arrangement which will be for the benefit of all parties, and we think this
can be best attained by placing as little restriction upon the contracting parties as
the safety of the public will allow, and this we think can be most easily and satis-
factorily attained by making the engagement of a pilot a matter of contract be-
tween himself and his employer, and by furnishing the employer with a large field
from which to select the person to whom he is confiding the enormous amount of
property which is represented in a ship, her freight and cargo, and in many in-
stances, the lives of numerous passengers.

CAMPBELL, MEREDITH, ALLAN & HAGUE.

MONTREAL, I8th April, 198.
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APPENDIX No. 6.

THE PILOTAGE COMMISSION.

MEMORANDUM OF SOME MATTERs DISCUSSED BY THE SiiIPPING AGENTS AND

UNDERWRITING AGENTS AT THE BOARD OF TRADE, 2ND FEBRUARY, 1898.

Respecting the Channel and Buoys.

It was agreed as follows:-
i. That the management and maintenance of the channel, inclusive of lights,

beacons and buoys, should continue in the sole charge of the Dominion Govern-
nient.

2. That while the channel works are in progress, the engineer in charge
thereof should be in regular official communication with the engineer in charge of
the buoy and beacon service, but that the supervision of the buoy and beacon ser-
vice should be in the sole charge of the latter, and that he alone should be held
responsible for the efficient performance of this service.

3. That during the season of navigation an inspection of the whole buoy
system should be made weekly by a competent officer who should immediately
report to the Government, the Harbour Commissioners and the Committee of
Pilots.

4. That the bed of the channel should be swept twice a year, once thoroughly
at the opening of navigation, and again in the early autumn, as soon as the water
has fallen to about thirty feet.

5. That the buoys, beacons and lights should ultimately be increased and im-
proved sufficiently to secure a safe passage to shipping by night as well as by day,
and that all temporary shore-marks, houses, trees, &c., should be discarded at an
early date and permanent beacons substituted therefor.

6. That we disapprove of the contract system in connection with the placing
and inspecting of the buoys and beacons, and we approve of the representations
made in this sense in I890 by the shipping interests and board of trade when the
system was first introduced.

7. That each buoy should have a distinctive mark or number of its own, and
that those on one side of the channel should be easily distinguishable from those
on the other side by shape and colour, and that any buoys placed in the channel
should be different from either of the above.

8. That the suggestion of an ultimate navigable depth of thirty feet through-
out the channel as a reasonable minimum, with five hundred to six hundred feet
of width (except at bends, where tie width should be seven hundred feet and the
depth thirty-two feet), is approved.

Respecting Pilotage.

While the shipping interests would view with equanimity the abrogation of
all pilotage law in order that the St. Lawrence, below Montreal, might be placed
on an equal footing in that respect with the Upper St. Lawrence and the Great
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Lakes, they meanwhile suggest that the existing rules be maintained or modified
as follows:-

i. That all limitation of numbers of pilots and apprentices be done away with.
2. That compulsory payments of pilotage fees by over-sea shipping be abol-

isbed, thereby removing from such shipping the disability now resting on it, and
placing it on an equality with the lower provinces steamship lines.

3. That ship-owners continue free to select their pilots.
4. That all qualified persons be branched as pilots without limitation as to

numbers, and that the number of apprentices in training be also left without limit.
5. That the tariff of fees be reduced one-third.
6. That the incorporation of the pilots be opposed.
7. That suitable pilot offices at Quebec and Montreal be maintained at the

expense of, and under the control of the pilotage authorities, without expense to
the pilots.

8. That the pilots make full written reports in person immediately on the
completion of each voyage, at the office in Montreal or Quebec, as the case may
be.

9. The shipping interests do not object to the proposal that all pilotage ques-
tions of a technical nature, such as the examination, admission and trial of pilots,
be transferred from the Harbour Board to tribunals composed of experts in navi-
gation.

Io. They are of opinion that every accident should, at the instance of the
Harbour Board, be the subject of an informal preliminary inquiry by official ex-
perts holding master's certificates. The port wardens, and the harbour masters,
when qualified, are available for this purpose, and also probably the board charged
with the duty of inquiring into wrecks.

ii. When the evidence warrants further proceedings, the shipping interests
approve the suggestion that such be taken before an Admiralty judge sitting with
nautical assessors, whose decision is to be final. Being in the public interest all
such proceedings should be taken by the Harbour Board in the name of the
Crown, and without expense to the ship implicated.

D. A. WATT, ANDREW ALLAN,
Sec., Shipping Interests. Chairman, Shipping Interests.

We the undersigned concur in the foregoing.

H. & A. ALLAN,
DAVID TORRANCE & Co., Agents.

THE ROBERT REFORD CO. (Ltd.),
WM. J. GEAR, Vice-Pres.

BEAVER LINE, R.M.S.,
D. W. CAMPBELL, Gen'l. Mgr.

ELDER, DEMPSTER & CO.,
per THos. HARLING.

McLEAN, KENNEDY & CO.
DOMINION COAL CO. (Ltd.),

KINGMAN & Co., Agents.
CARBRAY, ROUTH & CO.
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APPENDIX No. 7.

DECISIONS OF THE CORN EXCHANGE COMMITTEE OF MANAGE-
MENT RESPECTING PILOTAGE MATTERS, ADOPTED AT
SPECIAL MEETING HELD THURSDAY, 7TH APRIL, 1898.

i. That the committee is emphatically opposed to the incorporation of the
pilots.

2. That the pilots' duties should be confined to pilotage alone, and that their
request to be accorded executive and semi-judicial authority should not be
granted.
. 3. That the profession should be opened up to all qualified applicants, with-
out restriction of number, and that a tribunal of experts should be constituted for
the examination of all applicants.

4. That absolute freedom of engagement or contract between ship-owners
and pilots should be secured to both parties.

5. That the present system of compulsory pilotage fees be continued.
6. The committee also recorded its opinion in favour of having a Vice-

Admiralty Court established in Montreal, and of having all important judicial pro-
ceedings respecting pilots taken before that tribunal.

Certified a true copy,
GEO. HADRILL,

Secretary.
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APPEIN DIX No. 8.

MEMO. RE PILOTAGE MATTERS AND RIVER IMPROVEMENTS.

i. I think that the Harbour Commissioners should be made a more repre-
sentative body than it has been of the shipping and mercantile interests of the City
of Montreal and the Dominion, and that a smaller number of Commissioners
should be appointed by the Government, so making the Commission less of a
political machine than it is at present. As at present constituted, politics are more
important a factor than efficiency or knowledge of the wants of the shipping in-
terest. No member of the Commission should, in my opinion, be removed for
political reasons, or without the concurrence of the shipping and mercantile in-
terests of Montreal being consulted; it takes time to thoroughly understand what
is wanted in improvements of the river, and matters connected therewith, and if a
Commissioner is liable to be superseded at a day's notice, and for political reasons,
ail incentive to thoroughly understand the wants of his office are taken away.

2. Incorporation of Pilots.-Incorporation, as asked for by the pilots would, I
think, be against the interests of the shipping trade of the St. Lawrence, and an
injury also to the whole trade of the country, throwing too much power into the
hands of a few unlettered men having no stake in the shipping business or com-
merce of the country, whose power would certainly be used entirely to further
their own welfare, and that without care as to its effect on shipping or commerce.
There is also the danger that would likely arise through the body so incorporated
being used as a political factor at elections, my opinion being that everything con-
nected with trade and commerce should be as free as possible from all action or
interference from political parties or political changes.

3. I think compulsory payment of pilotage is a wrong that should be done
away with, and that each steamship owner or company or line should be free to
engage its pilots from the authorized list of pilots, on terms agreed on between
themselves, and not as at present, my reason for this being that I think by such a
course that the pilots employed by us would become more interested in the com-
pany which employs them; that we would secure a better service, and a con-
tinuous one by men thoroughly understanding our wants and wishes; also the
peculiarities of the steamers, for be it known that every steamer has peculiarities
peculiar to itself, and which have to be learned and studied by the pilot who has
charge of her, and that the want of such knowledge and understanding may cause
an accident even in the hands of a good man not acquainted with the boat. No
two steamers, although they may be built on the same lines, ever steer alike, or
answer their helm alike, and it is most important to have pilots that understand
thoroughly each and ail of the boats they undertake to pilot, so that in occasions
of difficulty they will know exactly what to do. It is on such occasions that a
stranger is apt to lose his head and bring about an accident.

4. Remuneration.-The pay of the pilots should be fairly arranged, and the
steamship interest should have a voice in the matter, seeing that the money comes
from their pockets, and that theirs is the most important interest at stake.

5. Punishment for Accident.-I think pilots have escaped very easily in the
past, and that neither the Harbour Commissioners or steamship agents or owners
have ever been severe or unjust to the pilots intentionally. I would be quite willing
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in trial of pilots for accidents to have a pilot of known ability associated with the
judges, and think the Commissioners should select as judges a certain number of
their body having most knowledge of nautical affairs, and associate with them in
such trials, the port wardens, nautical assessor, or other competent persons.

6. Buoys.-I think it might be well to have a pilot present when buoys are
laid, and that their best men should be selected for this duty. We would not,
however, leave the work in the hands of the pilots, but simply have one with the
Harbour Commissioners' employee who is to have the work of laying the buoys
and replacing them when out of position. I also think that the employee who has
charge of looking after the deepening and clearing of the channel should be one
of the party present when buoys are being laid.

I also recommend that the situation of the buoys and all connected with them
be officially inspected once a month, and that one man should be constantly em-
ployed on this business.

7. Description of Buoys.-I am of opinion that great improvements can be
made in the character of the buoys employed, and would suggest that the buoys
should be of different shape and colour on opposite sides of the channel ; also, if
expense is not too great-which we are assured it is not-that there be gas buoys
within seeing distance of each other all the way between Montreal and Quebec, so
enabling steamers to run all night, and so utilize our very short season of naviga-
tion to its utmost advantage.

8. Beacons.-I consider the beacons at present used as guides for steering in
the river to be a disgrace to our navigation, and very unsatisfactory, also that they
lead to many mishaps, and that they should be put in proper shape without delay.

9. Map or Chart of River.-At present few or none of the pilots have these,
and steer entirely by memory or eyesight. All pilots should be forced to have a
proper map of the river, and this should be provided in a portable shape by the
Harbour Commissioners, those obtainable at present from the Commissioners be-
ing entirely unsuitable, from their enormous size and unhandiness.

io. Every pilot should, on his arrival at Montreal, Quebec, or Father Point,
be made to send in a report as to condition of buoys that he may find or think out
of position, changes in shoals, &c.; also, making any other remarks that he thinks
may be necessary for the safe navigation of the river. At present such a report
is said to be entirely optional, and very seldom made, and misplaced buoys and
other dangers may exist for weeks without being known, so causing accident.

i i. Steerage Gear of Steamers.-I fully agree with the pilots that the steering
gear should be examined by the port warden before steamer is allowed to sail, and
go further and say that it should also be examined by the pilot himself, and that
he should be empowered to refuse to sail until certain that everything is in first-
class working order.

12. Drink.-Giving drink to pilots on any vessel on which he is acting as
pilot should be an offence punishable by heavy fine; there is no excuse for it.

13. Qualification of Pilots.-All should undergo an examination at certain
periods as to the knowledge of the river, buoys, beacons, shoals, currents, &c., and
their papers sent in after each trip should be evidence in such examination.

14. Bodily Fitness.-Examination as ta strength, seeing and hearing should
be made yearly, and no pilot should be retained after 65 years of age.

15. Habits.-No pilot who is known to be a drunkard should be allowed to
act, or one subject to fits or other disease that might render him unfit at a critical
moment to discharge his duty, or endanger the vessel under his care.

z6. Pension Fund.-All pilots should be made to subscribe to a fund capable
of supporting them in old age or sickness.

17. Languages.-All pilots should be able to read and write correctly, and
speak fluently in English and French. If German included it would be well.
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18. Width and Depth of Channel.-Depth should, in our opinion, be 30 feet,
and general width of channel 6oo feet, with 700 feet of width at all sharp points,
our reason for this width being that many steamers are now being built nearly 6oo
feet in length, and the channel should be wide enough for such a vessel to swing
round without blocking the channel, as might occur if channel was not equal to
her length.

19. All steamers should be made to slow when passing another steamer or
vessel in dredged channels, or where the natural channel is less than 6oo feet in
width, and also at certain dangerous points in the river, to be named by and noti-
fied to them by the Harbour Commissioners. They should also slow down when
passing barges, small schooners, and such like craft having a low freeboard, and
that might be swamped or endangered by the wave made by the steamer when
going at high speed.

ROBERT REFORD,
President of The Robert Reford Co. (Ltd.),
Agent for Donaldson & Thompson Steamship Lines.

A. 1899
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APPENDIX No. 9.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM C. AUGER IN CONNECTION
WITH THE PILOTAGE SYSTEM OF APPRENTICESHIP, DATED
I9TH MARCH, 1894.

I have already spoken to you more than once on certain changes which I be-
lieve are necessary in the existing system of apprenticing pilots, and as you may
have to give your opinion on this question in a few days, permit me to give you, as
briefiy as possible, the principal change which, in my humble opinion, ought to
prevail for the future. The existing system was inaugurated prior to 1881, and
at the time was considered as perfect and has produced magnificent results that
can be easily recognized and appreciated; but the system has become, little by
little, impracticable because the circumstances for carrying it on no longer exist.
How is it possible for apprentices to serve their time now on the tow-boats that
have probably disappeared forever? If you compare the number of tow-boats
during last summer with the number of apprentice pilots you will see how impos-
sible it is that they can have sufficient practice or have acted as second pilots, which
is necessary in order to be admitted as licensed pilots. You may say that so long
as the examinations are satisfactory there is no more to be asked. This is an
error. It is very easy for a man smoking his pipe to learn to repeat as a lesson a
great number of marks which he may perhaps never have seen, or that we have
no time to search for when we are in charge of a steamer. We may know many
things well theoretically, but unless we have actually seen them and have had
practice, they are of very little value in an emergency. That, at least, is my opin-
ion. Now, I believe that the system that should' be adopted is: That the appren-
tice should not be admitted at all until he is sixteen, giving him an opportunity of
a good education and teaching him to write French and English well. Then he
should enter as an apprentice under a patron, and that he might change as circum-
stances exacted and make a certain number of trips under a pilot. The terms of
apprenticeship should extend to seven years, but after five years he should get,
if judged competent, a certificate that would entitle him to pilot boats that did not
require compulsory pilotage, or others drawing a limited draught of water, say
not more than ten feet. When his apprenticeship was completed, and the final
examination passed, he should wait his turn for admission as is now the case.
The number of apprentices should be limited so that after having served a long
and expensive apprenticeship he should not be allowed to vegetate until the age of
40. In taking the number of pilots admitted since twenty years, I find an average
of about two per year, so that ten or twelve apprentices would be sufficent. In
all cases there would be time to augment the number if it seemed desirable.

There may be those who object to this system and say it is impracticable as
the apprentices would have no revenue during their apprenticeship. Well, that
has been the case as long as they have nothing else to do except navigate on sea,
and in any case it is rare that a fortune is made in learning any business or pro-
fession. In the liberal professions some one has to provide for the expense of
education, why should it not be so in the case of the pilot. I have personally no
interest in this matter, it is simply my opinion, and I give it because I believe it to
be in the best interest of navigation and the pilots.
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APPENDIX No. 10.

TO THE COUNCIL OF THE MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE.

GENTLEMEN,-In submitting the following report on the ship channel be-
tween Montreal and Quebec, I do so claiming for it nothing more than an inde-
pendent and unbiassed collection of facts obtained by careful inquiry and personal
observation.

Navigation from Montreal to Quebec, about 16o miles, comprises a number
of problems the chief of which are narrow and sharp bends, rock cuttings, ice
niovement, and change in the volume of stream according to the season.

The channel is supposed to have a minimum depth of 272 feet at low water,
with the exception that at one or two points below Three Rivers the tide must be
favourable to enable vessels laden to maximum draught to pass.

Load Line.-There appears to be a divergence of opinion as to the depth to
which a vessel may safely load, based upon a clear 27¼ feet in the channel. Al-
lowances have been quoted from six to eighteen inches. The margin of six inches
should not be entertained for a moment, eighteen inches is little enough, conser-
vative opinion favour two feet. If the bottom of the channel was as level as a
roadway a margin of one foot would probably suffice, but when one bears in mind
that certain shoals have had to be dredged fifteen, or even twenty feet, together
with the absolute impossibility of making an even, let alone a smooth bed whilst
working under water, the necessity of ample margin is clearly manifest. But we
have to deal with another important factor, namely, the ice movement in the
spring. One has only to note the large number of boulders lying on the "bat-
tures," and the conviction will certainly follow that the spring ice will move them
as geology teaches it bas done for ages. Evidence was forthcoming of " batture "
ice piling up at Cap à la Roche with many large boulders firmly embedded in the
floes. Here lies the greatest danger to the integrity of the channel. The atten-
tion of the Marine Underwriters was drawn to this fact during the low water of
1895, and your council, at their request, addressed the Department of Public
Works urging that the dangerous points in the channel should be swept three
times during the season and obstructions removed. *The Department of Public
Works appeared to recognize the reasonableness of the request and promised to
" duly attend to the same." That this duty was overlooked by the Department
of Public Works, was only discovered after the recent accident to the SS. "Arabia,"
when it was admitted at the investigation that the channel had not been swept since
1893. It is evident that the present Minister of Public Works, who personally
cannot be held accountable for the past, fully appreciates the importance of testing
the dangerous places in the route at least twice a year, and it should not be con-
sidered unreasonable should your council request that copies of reports of all suchi
sweepings or testines be forwarded to them as soon as made.

Since the accident to the SS. " Arabia," 26th September, 1897, through the
urgent reoresentations of the Board of Marine Underwriters, supported by the
endorsation of vour council, an examination of the Cap à la Roche channel lias'
been made by the Department of Public Works, resulting in the picking up of two
anchors and a large boulder as per experts report submitted herewith.

A. 1899
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Buoys.-One is instantly impressed with the vital importance of an ample
number of buoys accurately placed and regularly inspected. The number of buoys
should be increased. It would appear to be the custom in places to use the black,
or south side buoys in full, and the red or north side ones only opposite each alter-
nate black. It would be better to mark all channels with double buoys, red and
black, exactly opposite each other as in addition to being a safeguard to a vessel
when passing another, the shifting of a buoy could be more readily detected.
Buoys should all be distinctly numbered, either as a whole or in sections, for re-
ference in case of shifting, or evidence in case of collision between vessels, or
strandings. The use of striped buoys to indicate bends should be more completely
carried out.

It will be noted with regret and alarm that recent investigations before the
Harbour Commissioners have cast doubt, not only on the reliability of the buoys,
but on the principle upon which they are placed. Pilots have stated that they rely
on the buoys being placed on the edge of the channel, whereas there is evidence,
particularly at Cap à la Roche, that buoys have been placed some ten feet on the
bank. Such a state of affairs must not be allowed to continue. Buoys must all
be placed on a principle, and that principle clearly set forth for the information of
pilots. In this connection your council have wisely petitioned that the control of
the buoys should be under the same authority that controls the channel. This to
avoid divided responsibility.

Danger from the use of fluke anchors for buoys is apparent, should be dis-
continued and replaced by some modern contrivance such as " Mushroom
Anchors " with chain and swivels.

Land Marks.-The land marks as a rule are good, but the use of trees, houses,
&c., should be abrogated, and permanent towers of wood or stone substituted.

Lights are very good. There appears to be a demand for a new one at St.
Nicholas, opposite Cap Rouge. This should be granted at once. There should
also be a new gas buoy at Point Platon, an open stretch where vessels often have
to anchor to await tide. It is possible that gas buoys would be valuable at other
points where the channel is wide, more especially for anchorage indications.

Pilots.-As matters now stand with the Montreal-Quebec men, no one appears
satisfied. The pilots claim to have grievances, and the ship-owners good cause
for complaint. It is imperative that these differences should be settled before next
spring, and it would appear as though your council could fairly take the initiative
towards bringing about a better understanding. It would be unwise to attempt to
detail the difficulties in this report, but many valuable suggestions have been noted.

The following suggested improvements were collected, principally on a day
trip from Montreal to Quebec on the SS. " Arabia," and have been drawn from
experts in navigation. Where buoys are suggested they have been located on
charts, and the information is available when required. The charts are in sheets,
numbered from one upward:

Sheet No. i. Montreal to Longue Pointe. Additional buoys required.
2. Longue Pointe to Ile Ste. Thérèse. Additional buoys, and

channel widened near Ile aux Vaches.
3. Ste. Thérèse to Hartelle Island. Additional buoys.

" 4. Hartelle Island to Plum Island. Additional buoys.
" 5. Plum Island to Contrecœur. Additional buoys, and some

changes in location.
" 6. Contrecœur to Lanoraie. Additional buoys and slight chan-

ges. The east end of the channel where the SS. "Hamilton"
went ashore requires straightening.
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Sheet No. 7. Lanoraie to Sorel. No complaint.
"1 8. Sorel to Lake St. Peter. Additional buoys, and slight change.
" 9. Lake St. Peter. Additional buoys, and particular attention to

striped buoys at bends.
It is claimed that this channel should be widened. Cer-

tainly in view of the increasing size of vessels the minimum
width of 300 feet, with the knowledge that the sides slope in-
ward towards the bottom, pilots are afraid to go very close
to the buoys. The recent stranding of the " Begor Head,"'
caused by a sudden fog when the vessel was passing through
the channel proves the necessity of ample (double)ý and ac-
curate buoying immediately, with increased width as soon as
practicable.

" o. Port St. Francis to Light Ship No. 3. Additional buoys.
i i. Port St. Francis to Three Rivers. Additional buoys.
12. Three Rivers to Ile Bigot. Additional buoys.
13. Ile BigQt to Champlain Point. Additional buoys.

" 14. Champlain Point to Cap Levrant. Additional buoys, also
some indication as to spaces to anchor and turn.

15. Cap Levrant to Grondines. Additional buoys, and particular
attention to placing of same. This chart includes the Cap à
la Roche channel.

16. Grondines to Lotbinière. Additional buoys.
" 17. Lotbinière to the Platon. Additional buoys and gas buoys.

On this chart is an interesting point. In the Montreal Star
of 26th October, appeared a letter signed "A Dam," a por-
tion of which is here quoted:

"Hon. J. Israel Tarte,
" Minister of Public Works.
"Sir,-The number of casualties occurring to the shipping of Montreal has re-

vived in my mind a conversation that I had with the Hon. John Young, in the
early fifties, I think.

" I then gave it as my opinion ' that the only natural way to get a deep-water
channel to Montreal was to dam the river at Deschambault, and have two large
locks in midstream, just where the present channel and Richelieu Rapids are.' He
agreed with me, but, said he, 'the trade cannot afford it, and it would seriously
affect the lumber interests.'

" I wish to again revive the idea of my early days and ask you, would it not
be worth while to ascertain the cost of this proposition as well as the returns likely
to accrue from it in the way of water power, which in the hands of capitalists the
splendid water power thus created might be the means of building up two pretty
little towns in Deschambault and Lotbinière, thus adding another source of in-
come in return for the outlay, and facilities for a railway and passenger bridge at
this point, thus allowing the Grand Trunk and other south shore roads access to
Quebec, and the C. P. R. connection with the Intercolonial, before expending any
more money in deepening a channel that must have the effect of lowering the
water in the harbour of Montreal, and again necessitating the deepening of our
basin here-going through the process year after year until you brought the proud
city of Montreal to as low a water level as my dear old city of Quebec.

" If mv idea could be adopted it would give you an extra depth of eight or
ten feet at Cap à la Roche, and from four to six feet extra water in Lake St. Peter,
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doing away with any chance of obstruction in the channel and giving a lake-like
current throughout, and lessening very much the danger of the cross current chan-
nel from Batiscan filling up, or the danger to vessels navigating a narrow channel
thus across the current.

" It would also prevent batture ice piling up, as from its uniform thickness it
would, I think, disappear much earlier in the spring.

" We would not have the Cap Rouge jam, and there are a great many other
little benefits to arise from its building, such as the deepening of the rivers Maski-
nogé and Du Loup, and other small -streams to a uniform depth for a certain dis-
tance up their course during the whole season.

"A Dam."

Any opinion on the ship channel expressed by the late Hon. John Young
must be worthy of examination. There is no doubt the conformation of the land
on both sides of the Richelieu Rapids bears out the practicability claimed for the
project. It may be accepted as a fact that the water in the channel above could
be raised some feet, but how far up the water would be affected. The cost, the
interference with navigation, and the ice movement in the spring, are all questions
that could only be decided by experts. When the problem of additional depth
beyond 27Y2 feet Is under consideration this proposition should be borne in mind.

Sheet No. 18. Portneuf to St. Croix. Additional buoys.
" 19. St. Croix to St. Antoine. From this point to Quebec there

were few requests, except for a light at St. Nicholas Point.

On the whole the evidence collected would indicate:-
ist. That many of the recent disasters are traceable to preventable causes

arising from continued neglect of ordinary precautions, and possibly further from
the effect of the pilots' strike. It is beyond doubt that while a man may know
the channel perfectly, yet he may not have had the experience necessary to handle
a large vessel, particularly when called upon to face some sudden emergency.

2nd. That with the improvements and precautions suggested we have a safe
27Y2 foot channel at low water, but the channel should be deepened to 30 feet as
soon as possible.

3rd. That the Honourable the Minister of Public Works has expressed him-
self thoroughly impressed with the necessity for prompt action towards remedying
all defects in the present channel. It, therefore, remains for the merchants of
Canada, and more particularly those of the city of Montreal, to see that the Min-
ister is properly supported in obtaining sufficient appropriation at the coming ses-
sion to enable him to provide better plant and appliances for the care of the route.

President, Montreal Marine Underwriters' Ass'n.

Member of the Council of the Montreal Board of Trade.
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Snir BUILDING WORKS,

LEvis, 4th November, 1897.

At the request of James Thom, Manager of the Hamburgh American Line, I
went to Sorel to examine and report on two anchors, said to be lifted out of the
Cap à la Roche channel. On reaching Sorel the anchors had been moved down

the river, was instructed to proceed to Batiscan on the 2nd November, which
,place I reached on the 3rd, and proceeded to St. Jean de Chaillons in the Govern-
ment tug "John Pratt," where I found on a scow two anchors, and was told by
Mr. Cowie that one of them, which I will describe, was found in the middle of the

.channel about the centre of Cap à la Roche curve.

This shows existing evidence of having been struck by some heavy moving
body.

This is the horizontal view of same anchor. It is fractured and forced over
9/ 2 inches.

Attached to this was one length of chain cable, and a Y chain and wire, being
the usual rigging for buoy purposes. This is the anchor that is supposed to have
been carried down the river one-half mile.

The other anchor was shaped as per sketch, and found near the north bank
-of the channel about the middle of the Cap à la Roche straight channel. I did
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not find any mark or indication of any
with it.

.1
'I

6-9

I------------- - - -

vessel or moving body being in contact

The stock of this anchor was unshipped and lying on scow, as shown on
sketch. I put a private mark on both anchors, with Mr. Cowie's permission, as. a
means of future identification.

The boulder lifted by Louis Roberge, captain of stone lifter No. 2, as told
by himself to me, was 7 or 8 feet across and 4 or 5 feet high, smooth, blue granite
found 50 or 6o feet from the south bank of the channel, and had no indications or
marks of any kind that would lead him to think that a vessel had touched it. It
is now deposited on the Grondine shore, about 2,000 feet clear of the channel.

(Signed) JAMES LAVERIE,
Iron Ship Builder.
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APPENDIX No. ii.

MEMOIRE SUR L'EGALISATION PROPORTIONNELLE DU PILOT-
AGE DU ST. LAURENT.

Il est constaté qu'il existe une disproportion injuste entre la rémunération
des pilotes de lignes transatlantiques ou de cabotage et les pilotes placés sur le
tour de role. Cette disproportion a varié de $653 à près de $i,8oo, pendant la
saison de navigation de 1897.

On a proposé pour mettre fin à cette injustice: i. De placer tous les pilotes
sur le tour de rôle; 2. De placer les charbonniers seluement sur le tour de rôle ;
3. De donner au pilote un salaire fixe. Ces trois propositions ont des avantages
et des inconvénients.

Le problème à résoudre est d'assuer aux pilotes du tour de rôle une rému-
nération raisonnable pour le service ingrat et couteux dont ils sont chargés en
pilotant un petit nombre de bateaux à voile et à vapeur, qui leur font perdre beau-
coup de temps et d'argent. Il faut d'un autre côté maintenir l'émulation néces-
saire à un bon service parmi tous les pilotes et une rémunération proportionnelle
à la valeur de services rendus à la navigation. Pour cela il faut une combinaison
du salaire fixe et de l'indemnité proportionnelle aux pieds de pilotage navigués.

Les statistiques officielles établissent qu'en 1897 les 52 pilots employés ont
fait 1,489 voyages, avec un tirant d'eau total de 27,496 pieds, qui à $2.5o du pied,
ont couté $68,741. Ce qui donne une moyenne pour chacun des 52 pilotes de
28-8 voyages d'un tirant d'eau total de 530 pieds, ayant couté $1,322.80, avec une
moyenne de 18 pieds 4 pouces de tirant d'eau par voyage.

Le deux pilotes les moins rémunérés du tour de rôle n'ont fait que 16 et 17
voyages, ayant une moyenne de 16 pieds 3 pouces de tirant d'eau et donnant pour
chaque pilote 272 pieds de pilotage, ayant couté $667 pendant la saison de 1897.

Vingt-deux pilotes de ligne ont reçu au-dessus de $,500 pendant la même
saison. Pour équilibrer cette disproportion dans une juste mesure if faudrait divi-
sier le pilotage en deux parties, dont une de 75 p. c. serait basée sur le pilotage
proportionnel et l'autre de 25 p.c. serait également répartie parmi les 52 pilotes. En
prenant pour base les chiffres de 1897, $51,555 seraient distribués comme aujour-
d'hui et $17,185 seraient également répartis parmi les 52 pilotes actuels, formant
un salaire de $330 approximativement, qui aumenterait avec le pilotage et avec
la dimunition du nombre des pilotes. Ce 25 p. c. serait payable à la fin de la
saison ou tous les mois à volonté.

Le résultat pratique serait comme suit.
Pour le pilote, n'ayant fait que 16 voyages, formant en tout un pilotage de 261

pieds, à $2.50, soit $653 pour la saison de 1897, la répartition se ferait comme suit:
Y pilotage de 261 pieds à $2.50 ..................... $489
Salaire comme pilote ........................... 330

Total........................... $819
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Pour le pilote de ligne ayant reçu $1,323:
y de pilotage de 530 pieds à $2.50................... $992
Salaire comme pilote ........................... 330

Total................................ $I,323

Pour le pilote de ligne ayant reçu $,750:
Y de pilotage de 700 pieds à $2.50 .............. $,312
Salaire comme pilote ............................ 330

Total................................ $1,642

La somme de $1,323 étant la moyenne pour le cas ou tous les vaisseaux
seraient mis sur le tour de role il s'en suit que les pilotes moins rétribués par les
système actuel reçoivent une augmentation proportionnelle et les pilotes gagnant
davantage subiraient une légère dimunition proportionnelle afin d'équilibrer la ré-
tribution de tous les pilotes.

J. X. PERRAULT,
Délégué de la Chambre de Commerce.

MONTREAL, 22 janvier, 1898.
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Geographic Board of Canada.

OTTWA, March, 1899.

Hon. Sia Louis HENRY DAVIES, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith the first Annual Report of the
Geographic Board of Canada which forms a Supplement to the Thirty-First Annual
Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, Marine Branch. The Report is for
the calendar year of 1898 and contains the Orders in Council creating the Geographic
Board, the appointment of the Members of the Board, an account of the origin and
history, the by-laws and rules, and a list of place-names approved by the Board.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

F. GOURDEAU,

Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Chairman of the Board.
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Geographie Board of Canada.

MEMBERS OF THE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD OF CANADA

GOURDEAU, F.,

ANDERSON, W. P.,

DAWSON, S. E.,

DEVILLE, E.,

JOHNSON, E. V.,

SMITH, W.,

WHITE, JAMES,

WHITCHER, A. H.,

DEPUTY MINISTER OF MARINE AND FISHERIES, Chairman.

CHIEF ENGINEER, representing the Department of Marine
and Fisheries.

QUEEN'S PRINTER AND CONTROLLER OF STATIONERY.

SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF DOMINION LANDS, representing the

Department of the Interior.

Representing the Department of Railways and Canals.

Representing the Post Office Department

GEOGRAPHER, representing the Geological Survey Depart'
ment.

Department of the Interior, Secretary.





Geographic Board of Canada.

ORDERS IN COUNCIL.

TEE CANADA GAZETTE.

[3324] OTTAwA, Saturday, June 25th, 1898.

AT THE GOVERNMENT HOUSE AT OTTAWA.

Saturday, the 18th day of December, 1897.
PRESENT:

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL

His Excellency, by and with the advice of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada,
is pleased to create a "Geographic Board " to consist of one member for each of the
Departments of the Geological Survey, Railways and Canals, Post Office and Marine
and Fisheries, such member being appointed by the minister of the department; of the
Surveyor General of Dominion Lands, of such other members as may from time to time
be appointed by Order in Council, and of an officer of the Department of the Interior,
designated >y the Minister of the Interior, who shall act as secretary of the Board; and
to authorize the Board to elect its chairman and to make such rules and regulations for
the transaction of its business as may be requisite.

His Excellency is further pleased to order and direct that all questions concerning
geographic names in the Dominion which arise in the departments of the public service
shall be referred to the Board, and that all departments shall accept and use in their
publications the names and orthography adopted by the Board.

JOHN J. McGEE,
Clerk of the Privy Counci.

TEE CANADA GAZETTE.

OTTAwA, Saturday, 28rd July, 1898.
[1252] AT THE GOVERNMENT HOUSE AT OTTAWA.

Monday, the 23rd day of May, 1898.
PRESENT:

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL.

His Excellency, by and with the advice of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada, is
pleased to appoint Dr. 8. E. Dawson, Queen's Printer, and Lieutenant-Colonel Ander-
son, Chief Engineer of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, to be additional mem-
bers of the Geographic Board.

JOHN J. McGEE,
Clark of the Privy Council.
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT

01P THE

GEOGRAPHIC BOARD OF CANADA

1898.

ORIGIN AND HISTORY.

In 1885 the Royal Geographical Society published a series of rules for the ortho-
graphy of geographical names, a subject to which the attention of the Council of the
Society had been devoted for several years. These rules received the approval of the
Foreign, Colonial and India Offices, the Admiralty, and the War Office. The charts,
maps and other official documents of the two latter departments (which are published
in large numbers), have been, since 1885, compiled and extensively revised in accord-
ance with the system of the Society, and the rules have been adhered to as closely as
possible, the consequence of which is that this approved system of spelling is now
becoming more and more generally known and employed with the best results as to
simplicity and uniformity. The Colonial Office, having accepted the scheme, bas
requested the colonies to apply it to native names, the attention of the Society having
been drawn to the fact that in many British colonies, and notably in the great terri-
tories of Australia and Canada, where, owing to rapid development, more new names
are annually springing up than in any other part of the world, many of those derived
from native sources are spelt on no certain system, and are sonetimes given in shapes
of unnecessary length and complication.

The United States have adopted rules which are practically identical with the
British system. The two great English speaking nations are thus working in harmony.

The rules approved by France and Germany are based on the same general prin-
ciples, and seem to be as closely allied to the English rules as differences of the languages
will permit; and the adoption hy others, of the system thus settled, has been more gen-
eral than was anticipated.

The rules referred to concern only the orthography of place-names, but as many
other serious difficulties and discrepancies occur in geographic nomenclature, besides
errors in orthography, arising from duplication of names, erroneous translation, corrup-
tion and misapplication of names, ignorance as to meaning, and carelessness in copying
maps and documents, it has been found necessary to provide some means for dealing
with this branch of the work, and thereby to establish a more complete system of
nomenclature.

This has been effected in the United States, by the appointment of a Government
Board. It was found that in maps, charts and other geographical publications issued
by different departmonts of the government, and even in different publications of the
same department, there was notable lack of uniformity. So great was this want of
harmony that in 1889-90 an endeavour was made among those most interested, to do
something in the way of removing this serious evil in the government publications. A
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correspondence between the heads of departments and bureaus especially concerned in the
production of charts, maps and other geographical publications, resulted in the formation
of a board, consisting of representatives from the departnments and bureaus interested,
to which might be referred all questions arising in any of them, relating to geographic
names, the action of such board to be accepted as final. The board was organized
early in 1890. After several meetings, in which much was done in the way of deter-
mining methods of procedure and general principles of control, as well as in the con-
sideration of a number of cases, it was recognized that the importance of the work of
the board and the difficulties of an administrative character which might be anticipated
required that its existence and organization should be strengthened by something in
addition to a simple temporary convention among those most interested. Under the
circumstances, executive authority could alone secure the universal adoption of the
decisions of the board in all government publications. The matter was therefore brought
to the attention of the President, who recognized the desirability of accomplishing the
end proposed, and on 4th September, 1890, issued an executive order formnally creating
the " United States Board on Geographic Names," and the order contains the following
provisions, viz.:-" To this board shall be referred all unsettled questions concerning
geographic names, which arise in the departments, and the decisions of the board are to
be accepted by these departments, as the standard authority in such matters. Depart-
ment officers are instructed to afford such assistance as may be proper to carry on the
work of the board." The working of this organization has been highly satisfactory.

In Canada questions of geographical nomenclature are nostly of a similar character
to those in the United States and the necessity of a board, to which all questions of
geographical nomenclature and orthography could be referred, had long been apparent
to geographers and surveyors. In March, 1888, at the annual meeting of the Dominion
Land Surveyors Association, the executive committee was instructed to confer with
the Surveyor-General, the officers of the Geological Survey and Commander Boult-n,
director of the hydrographic qurveys, and endeavour to formulate some scheme or set of
rules for the guidance of geographers and surveyors in naming geographical features,
and for use in compiling government maps; these rules to be published in the annual
report of the association.

In accordance with the above, the committee issued circùlar letters to Mr. Deville,
Surveyor-General, Dr. G. M. Dawson, Commander Boulton and others.

REPLY oF DR. DAwsoN.

So far as I have been able to discover, no code of rules bearing on the introduction or
use of geographical names in new or unmapped country have been authoritatively formulated
or consistently followed. Usage in the matter has been very varied, and often quite
manifestly very absurd and unjust, both toward the native races inhabiting such new
countries, and to the earlier civilized explorers. The names given by them have, too often,
been ignored, in consequence of the egotism, ignorance or, in some cases, the sycophancy of
later explorers or surveyors. The very intricacies of the question, and the diversity of
circumstances in different regions, appear to have constituted the chief difficulty met with
in laying down uniform rules, but it seems that it may not be impossible to formulate
principles which should be applicable to the circumatances in so far as the Dominion of
Canada is concerned.

The matter is an important one from a practical point of view alone, and the fixing of
geographical names in the first instance on published maps carries with it a considerable
responsibility.

Dr. Egli, from a study of known geographical names, enunciates the following law as
the result of his investigations:-

Geographical onanotology regarded as the intellectual outcome of a people or of an
epoch, represents both the stage and direction of culture specially characteristic of that
onamotological family.

(Nomma geographica Leipsic 1870-72, quoted in Scottish Geog. Mag. Vol. J., p. 425.)
Respecting the orthogrphy of geographical names nome progress has been made and a

series of rules has been a opted by the Royal Geographical Society (in 1885). The
Geographical Society of Paris, about a year later, adopted rules for orthography which are
practically identical with the above. The alphabets recommended by both societies, are also
nearly the same with Gibb's Standard Alphabet, published by the Smithsonian Inst., in 1863,
and with that of Major J. W. Powell, (1880), the two last being, however, intended for
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liguistic purposes. Though any one of these alphabets might be employed with advantage,
I believe that the preference should be given to the first mentioned, as having been adopted
from a specially geographical standpoint, as being that likely to be employed for scientifie
geography in the numerous and widely scattered regions constituting this empire, and as
being aufficiently precise for the purpose in view, while at the same time simple.

In cases of conflicting names applied to the same features, and for guidance in selecting
those to be definitely perpetuated on official maps, the underlying rule nust, I think, be
that of priority. This rule has always been tacitly reco gized in geography, it has been
affirmed lately by the Geological Congress, and has en generally acknowledged in
systematic, scientific nomenclature.

Without entering into a statement of the obvious advantages of such a principle, I
may quote the following remarks as embodying a late pronouncement in its favour from the
Code of Nomenclature and Check List of North America Birds (1886). The passage quoted
is, of course, intended to apply especially to scientific nomenclature in natural history, but
is in most points equally applicable to the systematic nomenclature of natural features. The
general tendency at present is in favour of the greatest attainable fixity of naines, by the
most rigid adherence to the law of priority under all practicable circumatances and by the
disregard as far as possible of all rules requiring the rejection of names for faulty construction,
for barbarity, for being neaningless and even for being literally false.

With the facts above referred to in view, and taking also into account the other con-
siderations which affect the question, I venture to suggest the following as principles to be
observed in regard to the nomenclature of plans in Canada.

(1.) Names of places should be adopted and perpetuated as they occur where first
published on maps or in reports or works in which the plans are described.

Provided, however, that the mere incidental mention of names which cannot certainly be
localized, or which it may be evident have been carelessly or casually referred to, may be
rejected or modified.

Exceptions to this rule may also occasionally and guardedly be allowed in the case
of names which may have become entirely obsolete owing to insufficient publication.

(2.) Where well recognized English and French equivalents exist for the names of places,
either form may be employed, but so far as possible that first given to any place should be
retained in its original forin, and where reports or works are translated from English to
French, or conversely, the nnes of places should not be changed, except in the case first
mentioned.

(3.) In respect to geographical features, for which no published names exist, the names
employed by the natives of the district should be assumed to have priority.

Exceptions may be made to this rule where traders, settlers, miners, etc., have applied
naines which have become locally known in place of the native names.

Also where the native naines are too long or too difficult of pronunciation for convenient
use, and where the saine names have already en applied to places in the same or neighbour-
ng districts, and are thus likely to lead to confusion, though the duplication of names

of minor features in widely separated localities cannot in all cases be avoided, and where
they are not likely to appear together on general maps, is scarcely objectionable.

In the case of the exceptions noted in the above paragraph, the translations of Indian
names may often be adopted with advantage.

(4.) When native names are adopted according to the above rule they should be taken
in their entirety and not arbitrarily mutilated or cut down for the sake of brevity, though
the general term denoting river, lake, etc., may be dropped, e.g. wapta (Stoney), aspi (Cree),
meaning river sakahigan (Cree), meaning, lake, etc.

(5.1 All such native names for the first time published, to be spelt according to sound
to conform with the alphabet recommended by the Royal Geographical Society.

(6.) In all cases where after due iq uiry it is found necessary to apply new names, either
owing to the non.existence of recognized names or to inability to ascertain the native names,
they should be, whenever possible, of a descriptive character or have some historical on other
patent connection with the district, all trivial, meaningless, or too common names being
carefully avoided.

(7) All names of places in newly-explored or surveyed districts to be approved before
publication by the Surveyor-General, the Director of the Geological Survey, or head of any
other department under which original geographical work may be carried out, it being
understood that the head of such department assumes the responsibility of the nomenclature
and of the orthography of naines.

Mr. Deville expressed his concurrence in the views presented by Dr. Dawson, and
further added that:-

REPLY OF MIL DEVILLE.

In the first place I believe that the privilege of giving names should be used as
sparingly as possible. Whenever it is possible to ascertain the name used by thé iphabi.
tante of the country or given by former explorera, it should be preserved, unlesa it iu such

il
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as to create confusion, in which case it should be either slightly altered or changed alto-
gether.

In the next place, I am of opinion that except in the case of unpronounceable Indian
names, translations should not be made. This should be an absolute rule for personal names.
I might cite instances in which the non-observance of this rule has been the cause of con-
fusion and ludicrous mistakes.

When a name has to be given, I think that it should be one suggested by the natural
features of the ground or surrounding country, in preference to any other: where no pecu-
liarity exista, then the nane of some distinguished person or remarkable occurrence, this te
be left to the judgment of the explorer.

REPLY OF COMMANDER BOULTON.

Commander Boulton suggested the following:-

(1.) That there should be a government officer from whom surveyors could ascertain
if the geographical feature they are about to name already possesses one.

(2.) This curator should possess a copy of every federai and provincial government map
or chart; should have a good knowledge of French and the Indian languages, so that he
may be an authority for the correct orthography of any names surveyors may give or
report in their maps or charts.

(3.) That when Indian names are given, the syllabic systei by hyphens should be
adhered to, as Ma-ni-to-wa-ning.

(4.) That when native names are given, the English translations should be bracketted in
alongside of them, if there is room.

(5.) When Indian names are considered to be.too long for practical use, ftheir English
equivalents should be used instead.

These replies, with others and the recommendations of the committee were embodied
in a memorandum addressed to the Honourable the Minister of the Interior, and bearing
date 26th April, 1888.

The Committee recommended:-

(1.) That some officer of the governmnent be charged with the duty of collecting all the
information necessary, to enable him to compile a complete Geographical Dictionary of
the Dominion, sonewhat after the same style as that compiled for the province of Quebec,
by the late Surveyor-General Bouchette of Quebec, published in 1832, and that all nanes
as given by this Dictionary, he otficially confirmed and the Dictionary thus become an
authentic book of reference.

(2.) That it would be well that this Dictionary cover the whole Dominion, but if it be
considered objectionable that the Department of Interior revise names at present existing
in the older provinces, then at least the maps of Manitoba, the Northwest Territories and
British Columbia, and all sparsely settled districts generally, should come under revision.

(3.) That special care should be taken to avoid duplication of names. Where several
rivers, lakes or other natural features have the same name, and where the question of
priority cannot be decided, the difficulty should be avoided by the use of synonyms in
different languages-e.g., Red Deer, Elk, Wapiti, etc , Saskatchewan-Rapid--Rolling-
Swift, etc.

(4.) That the Surveyor-General being in the opinion of the committee the proper
person, be charged with the duty of compiling this Dictionary.

(5.) That all names given by explorers in new tracts of country be submitted to the
Surveyor-General, and after approval by him be entered in the Geographical Dictionary
before being shown on any maps or plans issued by the government.

(6.) That the system of nomenclature and orthography suggested by Dr. Dawson,
Surveyor-General Deville, Capt. Boulton, and others as herein quoted be followed as nearly
as possible, and to further this end a memorandum of instruction should be issued by the
Surveyor-General for the guidance of all persons conducting explorations in new or unknown
districts, and who may be called upon to give names to geographical features met with by
them.

It may be pointed out that the only branches of the government service who are engaged
in conducting geographical explorations in unknown portions of the Dominion, are the
surveys branch of the Department of the Interior and the Geological Survey, both of which
are under the control and direction of the Hon. the Minister of the Interior, and also that
all the maps or plans, of Manitoba, the Northwest Territories, and parts of British Columbia,
are pFepared under his direction, it would therefore be possible for him to take such action
as would give 'mmediate effect in a large measure to the suggestions herein contained.
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In view of these changes, on 30th June, 1890, Mr. Whitcher was transferred to the
department at headquarters to undertake the work of arranging and revising the
nomenclature of the Northwest Territories.

The scheme submitted by the D. L. S. Association was adopted by the Department
of the Interior, and the work of revising Northwest names commenced; but it soon
became apparent that to establish uniformity in the nomenclature of all government
publications a system would have to be brought into existence which would ensure the
co-operation of all the map-making departments.

In 1891 a list of 1,324 names of geographical features in northwestern Canada
was prepared and issued to Dominion ]and surveyors with their instructions. The
memorandum accompanying it was as follows:

With reference to the list of geographic names, and the nap accompanying this
memorandum, the attention of surveyors and'explorers is called to the steps which are being
taken to prevent further duplication of the names of geographical features in northwestern
Canada, and to correct the orthography of existing names where necessary ; also to substi-
tute suitable names for many duplicated ones which appear on our maps.

All names duplicated on the maps are only given once in the list. The list is only a
preliminary one, and is therefore subject to correction, and is issued in its present form 80
as to be available for the season's surveys. No names are to be giren to geographical
features on township maps, unless they appear on the general map. Should a name be
required, the surveyor will please submit one, giving his reasons therefor.

When a name appears more than once on the general map, he should endeavour to find
a suitable one to substitute for it.

Naines which have their origin in Indian legends, or have some historical significance,
should be traced if possible, as many interesting facts will thereby be placed on record and
preserved which may otherwise be lost.

Care should be taken to distinguish proper names from adjectives. In the cases of such
names as " Brown Mountain," " White Lake," " Green River," etc., there is a doubt as to
whether these features were named after persons or froi some peculiarity of colour appear-
ing in the soil, rock or water of the locality.

Any information or suggestions on this subject will be gladly received, and it is hoped
that all those to whom this circular is'addressed will take an interest in the work of revising
our geographic nomenclature, so that the necessary corrections may appear on the maps
with as little delay as possible, and the proposed compilation of a geographical dictionary
be proceeded with.

January 12th, 1892, Mr. W. F. King, as acting Surveyor-General, at the request
of the then Deputy Minister of the Interior, submittdd a memorandum on the appoint-
ment of a Board of Geographical Nomenclature, recommending that:-

Every de rtment which has anything to do with giving names to places, or with making
maps, should e represented, with proper weight to the Department of the Interior, the chief
geographical map making departiment, and consequently the one most interested in the proper
selection of names.

A fair scheme appears to be the following:-
The Surveyor-General to be chairman of the board.
Mr. Whitcher to be a member and secretary of the board, to carry on their correspon-

dence, and to record their proceedings and decisions.
One member to be appointed from each of the other departinents interested, say, the

Geolo cal Survey, Post Office, Railways and Canals, Marine, and Indian Afairs.
Members of the board to serve without compensation.

The duties of the board to be: To decide authoritatively upon all questios which may
arise with reference to the giving of naines to unnamed places or geographical features,
the choice between alternative names, the prevention of duplication, the correction and
simplification of orthography, etc.

In 1892 the Geological Survey, Railways and Canals, Post Office and Marine and
Fisheries Departments were invited, by direction of the Minister of the Interior, to
Dame each two delegates, who, with two officers of the Department of the Interior, and
ihe Deputy Minister of the Interior as chairman, were to form a "IBoard of Geographical
Nomenclature," who were to investigate all questions concerning geographic names
in the Northwest Territories. Several of the departments named their delegates, but
for some reason not disclosed by the papers the matter was allowed to drop.
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In November, 1897, the Surveyor-General submitted a memorandum to the Deputy
Minister of the Interior. After reciting, as above, the failure of the voluntary attempt
to form a geographic board in 1892, he continues:-

In consequence of our inaction, and in order to prevent confusion in their publications,
the United States Board is now ruling upon Canadian names. Their action has been the
cause of some recent criticism in the press, but they will evidently continue to revise our
nomenclature so long as we do not do so ourselves, and we must bear in mind that their
rilings are adopted by geographers al] over the world. It is submitted that this is not as it
should be, and that prompt action should be taken to keep in our hands the control of the
names in our own country, instead of having it attended to by a foreign body.

The organization proposed in 1892 was defective in two particulars. In the first place,
the Board being a voluntary association of several departments, had no authority to enforce
its rulings. This plan was tried in the United States, and it was found that the rulings of
the Board were ignored by the departments. In the second place, the membership was too
large, and included gentlemen whose duties were already so numerous that their regular
attendance at the meetings necessary for an intelligent discussion of the business was not
probable, and who, moreover, were not known to have ever paid any special attention to the
investigation of geographical questions.

It is respectfully recommended that the original plan be amended and that the authority
of His Excellency the Governor General in Council be obtained for the creation of a Board
on Geographic Names, to consist of one member for each of the Departmebats of the Interior,
the Geological Survey, Railways and Canals, Post Office and Marine and Fisheries, such
member being appointed by the Minister of the department, of such other members as may
from time to time be appointed by Order in Council, and of an officer of the Department of
the Interior, designated by the Minister, who shall act as secretary ; that the Board be
authorized to elect its chairman, and to make such regulations for the transaction of its
business as may be requisite, that all questions concerning geographic names which arise in
the departments of the public service be referred to the Board, and that all departments be
directed to accept and use in their publications, the names and orthography adopted by the
Board, the members of the Board to serve witihout additional compensation, and its organi-
zation to entail no expense on the government except for the publication of its decisions.

This having been approved by the Minister of the Interior, the following report
waa made to His Excellency the Governor General in Council:-

The undersigned has the honour to submit that discrepancies are frequently found
in the geographic names which appear in the publications of the Dominion Governient, and
particularly upon the maps issued by the varions departments of the service. As the country
is being explored, new names are given which are often duplicates of existing names or which
are otherwise objectionable. Sometimes two or three naines are applied to the saine feature,
and with the differences in orthography are the cause of considerable confusion.

In the United States where the saine difficulties were experienced, a number of gentle-
men connected with the varions map publishing departmentsand bureaus, formed a voluntary
association for the purpose of bringing uniformity into their publications, but although some
good was accomplis ed, it was soon recognized that the association would fail in ita objecta
unless executive authority were obtained to compel the adoption in all government publica-
tions of the decisions of the association. The matter was therefore brought to the attention
of the President, who isued an order making the association a "Board on Geographie
Names," to whom are to be referred all unsettled questions concerning geographic names
which arise in the departments, and directing these departnente to accept the decisions
of the Board as the standard authority in such matters. Acting under this authority the
United States Board has been dealing, not only with names in the United States but also
with those in Canada, deciding by what names the rivera and mountains of the Dominion
shall be known, and the decisions of the Board are accepted by geographers all over the
world.

In 1892 the Minister of the Interior, whose attention had been called to the growing
confusion in the geographic nomenclature, invited several of the departments to forni a
voluntary association for revising the names in the Northwest Territories, but although some
of the departments consulted expressed their concurrence, the idea seems to have been sub-
sequently abandoned. It is respectfully subnitted that the matter should no longer remain in
abeyance, and that the revision of the geographic nomenclature of Canada should not be left
in the hands of a foreign body ; it is therefore recommended that a "Geographie Board "
be created to consist of one member for each of the Departments of the Interior, the Geological
Survey, Railways and Canals, Pont Office and Marine and Fisheries, such member being
appointed by the Minister of the department ; of the Surveyor-General of Dominion Lands ;
of such other members as may fron time to time be appointed by Order in Council, and of an
officer of the Department of the Interior designated by the Minister, who shall act as
secretary of the Board; that the Board be authorized to elect its chairman and to make
such rules and regulations for the transaction of its business as may be requisite; that all
questions concernmg geographic names in the Dominion which arise in the departments of
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the public service be referred to the Board ; that all departments be directed to accept and
use in their publications the names and orthography adopted by the Board; that the
members of the Board shali serve without additional compensation, and that its organization
shall entail no expense on the governnent except for the publication of its decisions.

Accordingly on the 18th December, 1897, an Order in Council was approved by
His Excellency, constituting the Board. (See ante page-7).

Under the provisions of the Order, Major F. Gourdeau, Deputy Minister, was
nominated to represent the Department of Marine and Fisheries, Mr. E. V. Johnson to
represent the Department of Railways and Canals, Mr. W. Smith to represent the Post
Office Department, and Mr. James White to represent the Geological Survey Department.
Mr. A. H. Whitcher was designated by the Minister of the Interior to act as Secretary
of the Board.

The members met on the 11th of May, 1898, and under the provisions of the
Order in Council, elected Major F. Gourdeau, Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
chairman of the Board.

An Order in Council was passed on the 23rd of May, appointing Dr. S. E. Dawson,
Queen's Printer, and Lt.-Col. W. P. Anderson, Chief Engineer of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, additional members of the Board.

After the by-laws had been adopted, Mesrs. W. P. Anderson, James White and
A. H. Whitcher were appointed as the Executive Committee.

Seven meetings of the Board have been held, and the following by-laws governing
the transaction of business, together with rules and regulations for guidance in deciding
questions, have been adopted.

A list of names passed upon by the Board is hereunto appended. They are chiefly
in the Yukon District and northern portion of British Columbia, and were the first to
be dealt with, owing to the importance of having the corrections available for new maps
in course of preparation. Although accepted, it must not be understood that every name
is in conformity with the views of the Board. In many cases it was deemed impossible
to carry out desirable changes and have them adopted by the public.

Notwithstanding the great care exercised in revising these names, circumstances
may demand further changes, and the Board reserves the right to modify its decisions
at any time.

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Chairman oj the Board.
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GEOGRAPHIC BOARD, CANADA

BY-LAWS.

I-OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.

The officers shall consist of a chairman (who shall be elected by ballot), of an
executive committee of three to be nominated by the chair and approved by the Board,
ail of whom shall serve for one year or until their successors shall be chosen, and of the
secretary.

II-DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

(a.) The chairman shall preside at the meetings and shall certify to the decisions
of the Board. He shall appoint all committees not specially named by the Board. In
his absence the Board shall have power to elect a temporary chairman.

(b.) The secretary shall keep minutes of the proceedings of the Board and shall
record the decisions rendered, or other action of the Board upon cases submitted to it,
,ith reference to the papers filed in each case. He shall maintain files of the original
papers, or copies of them, that may be presented in each case, conveniently arranged
for reference. He shall, under the instructions of the Board, conduct the general cor-
respondence and shall receive communications presented for the consideration of the
Ieard, transmiitting them to the executive committee as their character may require or
may be hereafter provided.

(c.) The executive committee shall receive through the secretary all communi-
cations requiring decision by the Board, shall investigate the questions presented and,
after securing information from all available sources, shall report to the Board with
recommendations regarding them.

III-MEETINGs.

The Board shall hold regular meetings on the first Monday in each month. Special
meetings may be called by the chairman or by the executive committee. A majority
of the Board shall constitute a quorum. The affirmative vote of a majority of al the
members of the Board shall be required for the final decision in any case. All motions
presented for the consideration of the Board shall be submitted in writing.

IV-REPoRTs.

The Board shall submit an annual report of its work and decisions which shall be

printed and communicated to all persons or bodies interested.

V-AMENDMENTS.

These by-laws may be amended at any regular or special'meeting, by a majority
vote of al the members of the Board, provided that copies of the proposed amendment
have been sent by the secretary to the members of the Board at least twenty days
previous to the time the vote is taken.
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RULES OF NOMENCLATURE.

1. When the priority of a naine has been established by publication, particularly
when such publication bas occurred in any standard or authoritative work or works,
that name should, if possible, be retained.

2. When naines have been changed or corrupted, if not too firmly established by
local usage or otherwise, the original forms should be restored.

3. In cases where what was evidently originally the saine word appears with various
spellings sanctioned by local usage or otherwise, these various spellings when applied to
different features should be regarded as in effect different names, and as a rule it is in-
advisable to attempt to produce uniformity.

4. As a rule the first published nama should be retained, but where a choice is
offered between two or more naines for the saine place or locality, all sanctioned by
local usage, that which is most appropriate and euphonious should be adopted.

5. The possessive form should be avoided whenever it can be done without destroy-
ing the euphony of the naine or changing its descriptive application. Where the
possessive form is retained, the apostrophe should be dropped.

6. It is desirable to avoid the use of hyphens to connect parts of Indian names.

7. Names oonsisting of more than one word may be connected by hyphens or com-
bined in one word as may be advisable.

8. It is desirable to avoid the use of the words city and town as parts of names.

9. The form " canyon" shall be used inatead of " cagon."

10. The termI "brook " is considered preferable to " creek " for designating small
streams, and will be adopted in cases where the latter has not become too firmly fixed.

11. The Board suggests that the initial letters of generic or descriptive parts of
geographical naines, when used in reports or other documents, should not be capitals.

12. The use of alternative naines should be discontinued where possible or not
inconvenient.

13. Geographical naines in foreign oouatries should be rendered inthe form adopted
by that country, exoept where there are English equivalents already fixd by usage.

14. French names -in Canada are to be spelt according to the rules of the French
language.

15. The spelling of native geographical names should represent, approximately,
the true sounds of the words as pronounced in the native tongue.

16. The Board adopts the rules of the Royal Geographical Society for tAhe ortho-
graphy of geographical names, of which the broad.features are as follows:-

(a) The vowels are to be pronounoed as in Itahan and the consonants as in Eng-
liah.

(b) Every letter is pronounced, and no redundant letters are introdueed. When
two vowela come together each one is sounded, though the result, when spoken
quiýkly, ismsometimes scareely to be ditinguished from a single sound, as in
ai, au, di.

(c) One. acont oily is ued, the -aute, to denote the syllable on which stress is
laid. This is very important, as the sounds of many names are entirely
altered by the misplacement of thi "stress."

The following amplification of these rules explains their application:-
17
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Letters. Pronunciation and Remarks.

a ah, a as infather ... ..... . .......... .. ..... ..... .. ..
e eh, a as in fate .... ............... ....... .............. .....

i English e; i as in ravine; the sound of ee in beet. Thus, not Feejee but
o oasinmotei.. ......... .. .......... ................
u long u as in fiute; the sound of oo in boot. oo or ou Bhould never be

employed for this sound ..... ............ Thus, not Zooloo, but
AU vowels are shortened in sound by doubling the foUowing consonant
Doubling of a vowel is only necessary where there is a distinct repe-

tition of the single Sound.
ai as in aisle, or English i as in ice .........................
au ow as in how.............................Thus, not Foochow, but
ao is slightly different from above............. .............
aw when followed by a consonant or at the end of a word, as in law ..
ei is the sound of the two Italian vowels, but is frequently slurred

over, when it is scarcely to be distinguished froin ei in the Eng-
lish eight or ey in the English they.

b English b.
C is always soft, but is so nearly the sound of s that it should be sel-

dom used.
If Celdbes were not already recognized it would be written Selbes.

ch is always soft as in chwrch................. ..... . .......
d English d.
f English f. ph should not be used for the sound of f.

Thus, not Haiphong, but
g is always bard. (Soit g is given by j)................ ......... .
h is always pronounoed when inserted.

hw as in what; better rendered by hw than by wh, or h followed by a
vowel, thus Hwang ho, not Whang ho, or Hoang ho.

j English j. Di should never be put for this sound...............
k English k. It should always be put for the hard c.

Thus, not Corea, but
kh The Oriental guttural........................ .. ................
gh is another guttural, as in the Turkish............... .............

im As in English.
n
ng bas two separate sounds, the one hard as in the English word

finger, the other as in singer. As these two sounde are rarely
employed in the same locality, no attempt is made to distinguish
between them.

p As in English.
ph As in loophole... ................. .................. .......
th stands both for its sound in thing, and as in this. The former is

most common.
q should never be employed; qu (in quiver) is given as kw...........

When qu has the sound of k as in quoit, it should be given by k.
r
sh I
t As in English.

w .. . . ................... ............................ ......
x
y is always a consonant, as in ;ard, &nd therefore should never be

used as a terminal, i or e being substituted as the sound may
require.... ... ............... Thus, not Mikindány, wady, but

not Kwaly, but
z Englishz.............. .. ..........................

zh The French j, or as a in treasure...
Accents should not generally be used, but where there is a very de-

cided emphatic syllable or stress, which affects the sound of the
word, it should be marked by an acute accent.

Examples.

Java, Banéàna, Somáli, Bari.
Tel-el-Kebir, Oleleh, Yezo,

Medina, Levúka, Peru.
Fiji, Hindi.
Tokyo.

Zulu, Sumatra.
Yarra, Tanna, Mecca, Jidda.
Nuulúa, Oosima.

Shanghai.
Fuchau.
Macao.
Cawnpore.
Beirút, Beilúl.

Celébes.

Chingchin.

Haifong, Nafa.
Gal4pagos.

Hwang ho, Ngan hwi.

Japan, Jinchuen.

Korea.
Khan.
Dagh, Ghazi.

Chemulpho, Mokpho.
Bethlehem.

Kwangtung.

Sawákin.

Kikúyu.

Mikin'dáni, wadi
Kwale.
Zulu.
Muzhdaha.
Tongatábu, Galápagoe, Pa-

láwan, Sariáwak.

A. 1899
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DECISIONS.

In the following list of names, those which have been approved by the Board are
printed in small capitals. Names, and different forms oif the same name, which have
been discarded are also given, the former being printed in italics and alphabetically
arranged with the adopted names, for convenience of reference, but it is unnecessary to
repeat the latter as they are so nearly like the adopted form.

ADAMS creek ; branch of Bonanza creek, Klon-
dike river, Yukon.

AIsHiHiK lake and village: in southwest part of
Yukon.

ALKI creek ; tributary to Klondike river Yukon.
ALLGOLD creek ; tributary to Klondike river,

Yukon.
ALsEcK river ; iD n.w. part of Cassiar district,

B.C.
ANUK river; tributary to Stikine river, Cassiar,

B.C. .
ANVIL mountain ; near chain of lakes, Dease river,

B.C.
Arkell lake. SeS Kusawa.
ARTHUR SEAT ; mountain near Nahlin river, Cas-

siar, B.C. (Not Arthur's Seat.)
ATLINlake; Cassiar, B.C., and Yukon.
ATLIN river; Atlin lake, Cassiar, B.C.

BACH, Mount; southwest part of Yukon, near
H utshi lakes.

BAKER creek ; tributary to Yukon river, south of
Klondike river, Yukon.

BEADY creek ; near outlet of Dease lake, Cassiar,
B.C.

BEAR creek ; tributary to Klondike river, B.C.
BEAVER lake ; south of Atlin lake, Cassiar, B.C.
BEDRocK creek; tributary to Sixtymile river,

Yukon.
BENNErr, Lake; B.C. and Yukon.
BERNARD, Lake; south of Lake Bennett, Cassiar,

B.C.
BIG SALMON river; tributary to Lewes river,

Yukon.
BIRD creek ; branch of Ophir creek, Indian river,

Yukon.
BIsEL, Mount ; west of Nordenskiöld river, Yukon.
BLACK creek; tributary to Sloko river, Cassiar,

B.C.
BLAcKFOx bend ; Pelly river near Ketza river,

Yukon.
BLUE river ; tributary to Dease river, Cassiar, B.C.
BoNANZA creek; tributary to Klondike river,

Yukon.
BoswELL river and mountain ; Teslin river, Yukon.
BOULDER creek ; branch of Bonanza creek, Klon-

dike river, Yukon.
BOUNDARY creek ; at crossing of Yukon river by

the international boundary lne.
BRA'NOBER, Mount; southwest part of Yukon.

BROwNs creek ; tributary to Fortymile river, near
international boundary line, Yukon. (Not
Brown, nor Brown's.)

RRYANT creek ; tributary to Yukon river, south of
Klondike river.

BURGEqs, Mount; Porcupine river, Yukon.
BURNs creek ; tributary to Indian river, Yukon.
BURNT hill ; near Nahlin river, Cassiar, B.C.
BYRNE gulcb ; on Campbell creek; a branch of

Bonanza creek, Yukon.

CALDER creek ; branch of Quartz creek, Indian
river, Yukon.

CAMPBELL creek ; tributary to Pell river, Yukon.
At the -mouth of this 4trean is the site of Pelly
Banks Post, abandoned in 1850.

CAMPBELL gulch; on Bonanza creek, Klondike
river, Yukon.

CAMPBELL, Moun -1; n.rthwest of Dawson, Yukon.
CAMPBRELL mountains; at upper waters of Liard

river, Yukon.
CANYON creek; Dease river, near Dease lake,

Cassiar, B.C.
CANYON creek ; branch of Quartz creek, Indian

river, Yukon.
CANYON hill; Lewes river, between lakes Laberge

and Marsh, Yukon.
CAN YON lake; south of L. Lindeman, Cassiar, B.C.

(Not Deep lake).
CARIBOU creek ; tributary to Indian river ; Yukon.
CARMACK fork; Bonanza creek, Yukon.
CARMACK, Mount; south of Mount Cleveland.
CASSIAR district; a subdivision of British Colum-

bia.
CASSIAR bar; Lewes river, south of Big Salmon

river, Yukon.
CAssIAR mountains ; at the upper waters of Liard

river, Yukon.
CAVE rock; in Yukon river, east of international

boundary line, Yukon.
CHANDINDU river; tributary to Yukon river,

between Dawson and Cudahy, Yukon.
CHIEF gulch ; on Eldorado creek, Yukon.
CHILKAT inlet lake and river; north of Lynn

canal, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Chilcat.)
CHILKOOT inlet lake and pas; north of Lynn

canal, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Chilcoot nor Chilcut.)
CHRIKOIDA mountain and river; Nakina river,

Cassiar, B.C.
CRISMAINA lake ; southeast of Teslin lake, Cassiar,

B.C.



CHOQUETTE bar; in Stikine river, north of Iskut
river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Choquette's.)

CLEAR creek ; tributary to Stewart river, Yukon.
CLEARWATER river; tributary to Stikine river,

Casuiar, B.C.
CLEvELAND, Mount; at head waters of Skagway

river.
CLINTON creek ; near Cudahy, Yukon.
CoNE hill ; near mouth of Clinton creek, Yukon.
CONE mountain ; near Stikine river, north of Scud

river, Cassiar, B.C.
COOPER, Mount; near Hutshi lakes, Yukon.
COPPER creek ; Hackett river, east of Egnell,

Cassiar, B.C.
COTTONWOOD river; tributary to Dease river, Cas-

uiar, B.C.
CRATER creek ; a feeder of Quiet lake, Yukon.
CRATER lake ; south west of L. Lindeman, Cassiar,

B.C.
CROOKED creek,; tributary to Stewart river,

Yukon.
CUDAHY ; post on Yukon river, northwest of Daw-

son.

DALTON range; mountains near Dezademsh lake,
southwest Yukon.

DAvIs creek ; branch of Walker creek at interna-
tional boundary, west of Dawson, Yukon.

DAwsoN peak ; near Teslin lake, Yukon.
DAwsoN range; inountains at the confluence of

Lewes, Pelly, and Yukon rivers, Yukon.
DAwso&, town ; Govt. headqarters and P.O., on

Yukon river, atmouth of Klondike river, Yukon.
(Not Dawson City.)

DEADWOOD Creek ; tributary to Yukon rivér, north
of Dawsou, Yukon.

DEAsE lake and creek ; Casuiar, B. C.
Deep lake. See Canyon lake.
DEFOT creek; branch of Canyon creek, Dease

river, Cassiar, B.C.
DEVILLE, Mount; Tatonduk river, Yukon.
DEwDNEY, Mount ; Porcupine river, Yukon.
DEZADEAsR lake ; southwest Yukon, at head of

Kaskawulsh river.
DIoN creek ; tributary to Yukon river, near Daw-

son.
DIszLA lake ; south of Chismainà lake, Yukon.
DoaNosE creek ; tributary to Klondike river,

Yukon.
DOKDAON creek ; tributary to Stikine river, near

Clearwater river, Cassiar, B.C.
DOME mountain; west of Cudahy, near interna-

tional boundary, Yukon.
DONJEK river; tributary to White river, Yukon.
Doruxi lake; northwest of Chismaina lake,

Yukon.
DuDIDoxTu river; near Sheslay river, Cassiar,

B.C.

EAGLE crag; mountain near Stikine river, north
of lakut river, Cassiar, B.C.

EALz river; tributary to Deese river, Cassiar,
B.C.

EAGLE NEST; mountain on lower part of Lewes
river, below Little Salmon river, kon.

EAN river; tributary to Pelly river, north of
Glenlyon mountains, Yukon.

EGNELL creek post and hill ; Shelay river, Ca-
siar, B. C. (Not Egnelle nor Egnee's )

Bightmile creek. Se Tatsho.

A. 1899
ELBOw mountain ; at bend in lower part of Stikine

river, Cassiar, B.C.
ELDORADO creek; tributary to Bonanza creek,

Yukon.
ENSLEY creek : tributary to Yukon river, north of

Indian river, Yukon.
EuREKA creek ; tributary to Indian river, Yukon.
EXAMINER gulch ; on Bonanza cieek, Yukon.

FAIRFELD bluff; on Yukon river below
Cudahy, Yukon.

Fifteen-mile river. Soe Jennings.
FINLAYSON lake and river; near the upper waters

of Pelly river, Yukon. (Not Tle-tlan-a-tsoots.)
FIVE-FINGER rapid; in Lewes river, below Nor-

denskiöld river, Yukon.
FORT SELKIRK; at the mouth of Lewes river, mili-

tary headquarters. The site of the old fort of
the H.B. Co. is on the opposite bank of the
river.

FORTYMILE river and town ; near Cudahy, Yukon.
FORTYNINE gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
FORT RELIANCE; post on Yukon river, north of

Dawson.
FRANCES lake and river; in southwest Yukon.
FRAZER fails; on Stewart river, Yukon.
FREDERICK lake ; southwest Yukon, west of

Kusawa lake.
FRENCH gulch ; on Eldorado creek, Yukon.
FRIDAY creek; branch of Sulphur creek, Indian

river, Yukon.

GAUVIN gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
GAY gulch ; on Eldorado ereek, Yukon.
GLAciER creek ; a branch of Gold creek, Yukon.
GLACIER mountain ; near lower part of Sfikine

river, north of Elbow mountain.
GLADMAN, Mount; on Yukon river near interna-

tional boundary, Yukon.
GLAVE, Mount ; near upperowaters of Chilkat river,

Cassiar, B.C.
GLENLYON mountains and river; Pelly river,

Yukon.
GLENORA ; town on Stikine river helow Telegraph

creek, Cassiar, B.C.
GOLD creek; tributary to Sixtymile river, Yukon.
GOLDEN creek; brandi of Henderson creek, north

of Stewart river, Yukon.
GoLDEN HoRN ; mountain near Lewes river, west of

Lake Marsh, Yukon.
GoLDsoOM creek; branch of Hunker creek, a

tributary to Klondike river, Yukon.
GoRDoN, Mount ; near Stikine river, south of Tele-

graph creek, Cassiar, B.C.
GRAND canyon; on Tatonduk river, Yukon.
GRANrrE creek ; a feeder of Quiet lake, southeast

Yukon.
GRAY, Mount; north of Lake Bennett, Yukon.
GREEN creek ; branch of Sulphur creek, hidian

river, Yukon.
GRIzzLY bluff; near the mouth of Teslin river,

Yukon. (Not Grizzly Bear Bluff.)
GULL lake ; east of PeUy lakes, Yukon.
GuN lake ; north of Nahlin river, Cassiar, B.C.

lltC rETT river; tributary to Sheslay river,
amaB.C.

HACKmL hill; near the confluence of Lewes ad
and Takhini rivera, Yukon.
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HALL river; Tèslin lake, Cassiar, B.C.
HANcocK hills; east of L. Laberge, Yukon.
HAROLD, Mount; on lower part of Stikine river,

Cassiar, B.C.
HARPER, Mount; in Ogilvie range of mountains,

north of Klondike river, Yukon.
HÂAuis creek; branch of Ophir creek, Indian

river, Yukon.
HART, Mount; near Sixtymile river, southwesterly,

from Dawson, Yukon.
HARTZ creek; tributary to Tahltan river, Cassiar,

B.C.
HATCHAu lake ; Hackett river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not

Macha.)
HATIN lake; near upper part of Koshin river,

Cassiar, B.C.
HAYES river and peak ; Teslin lake, Cassiar, B.C.
HEALY lake; south of Kusawa lake, Yukon.
HEART mountains; east of Sheslay river, Cassiar,

B.C.
HENDERSON creek ; tributary to Yukon river,

below Stewart river, Yukon.
HESTER creek ; branch of Hunker creek, Yukon.
HIGHwooD river ; tributary to Bow river, Alberta.

(Not High river.)
HoMAN river; at south end of L. Bennett, Cassiar,

B.C.
HoMESTAKE gulch; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
HooLE river and canyon; upper part of Pelly

river, Yukon.
Hootalinqua river. See Teslin.
ROPKINS lake; southeast of Aishihik lake, Yukon.
HoTAILuH mountains ; between Stikine and Tan-

zilla rivers, Cassiar, B.C.
HUNKmE creek; tributary to Klondike river,

Yukon.
HUTsHI lakes ; west of lake Laberge, Yukon.
HUTsaniKU bluff; on Lewes river, below Rink

rapid, Yukon.
HUTSIGOILA lake; south of Tealin lake, Cassiar,

B.C. (Not Hutsigula.)
HrLAND hill; east of Hutaigola lake, Cassiar, B.C.

I CE-CAP mountain; on lower part of Stikine
river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Ice-Capped mountain.)

ILLEs brook, a feeder of Frances lake, Yukon.
(Not Il-es-too-a.)

INDEPENDENCE creek ; tributary to Stewart river,
Yukon.

INDIAN river; tributary to Yukon river, south of
Klondike river, Yukon.

INGRAM, Mount; north of Kusawa lake, Yukon.
liNKLIN river; tributary to Taku river, Cassiar,

B.C.
IRIsH gulch ; on Eldorado creek, Yukon.

JENNINGS river; near south end of Teslin lake,
Cassiar, B.C. (Not Witteenmile.)

JUBILEZ mountain; near north end of Atlin lake,
Yukon.

AHA creek ; tributary to Koshin river, Cassiar,
B.C. (Not Kahak.)

KARTATE river; tributary te lower part of Stikine
river, Cassiar, B.C.

KAxETsA, Mount; south of Egnell, Cassiar, B.C.
(Not Koketsa.)

KAKtUCWUYA river; tributary to Dudidontu river,
Cassiar, B.C.

KALZAS lake; between Macmillan and Stewart
rivera, Yukon.

KASKAwULSH river; tributary to Alsek river,
Yukon and B.C.

KATEs NEEDLE ; mountain near Stikine river,
opposite Porcupine creek, Cassiar, B.C.

KATIN creek; tributary to Nakina river, Cassiar,
B.C.

KATRINA creek ; tributary to White river, Yukon.
KATSEKAHIN river; at the head of Chilkat inlet.
KENNICOTT lake; at head of Hackett river, Cas-

siar, B.C.
KzTcHUM lake ; northeast of Egnell, Cassiar, B.C.
KETzA river; tributary to Pelly river, above Ross

river, Yukon. (Not Kitza.)
KING, Mount; on Tatonduk river, Yukon.
KLEHINi river; tributary to Chilkat river.
KLoKHoK river; tributary to Takhini river,

Yukon.
KLONDIKE river; tributary to Yukon river,

Yukon. (Not Kiondyke, Clondyke, nor Thron-
diuck.)

KLONDIKE ; village at mouth of K. river, opposite
.Dawson.

KLooTeCMAN canyon ; on Stikine river, south of
Clearwater river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Kluch-
man.)

KLoTASSIN river; tributary to White river, Yukon.
KLOTZ, Mount; at head waters of Tatonduk river,

Yukon.
KLUANE lake and river; in southwest Yukon.

(Not Kluahne.)
KLuHINI river; flowing out of L Frederick into

L. Dezademsh, Yukon.
KLUK8HU lake ; sonth of L. Dezadeash, Yukon.
KLUKwAN ; village at confluence of Chilkat and

Klebini rivers.
KOIDERN river; tributary to White river, Yukon.
KosHIN river; tributary to Nablin river, Cassiar,

B.C.
KusAwA lake; southwest of L. Laberge, Yukon.

(Not Arkell.)
KuTHAI lake; southeast of Atlin lake, Cassiar,

B.C.

LABERGE, Lake ; in southern part of Yukon.
(Not Labarge nor Lebarge.)

LAKE creek ; tributary to Stewart river, Yukon.
LAKETON; pont on Dease lake, Cassiar, B.C.
LANSDOwNE, Mount ; west of L. Marsh, Yukon.
LAPIE river; tributary to Pelly river, below Rose

river, Yukon.
LASTCHANCE creek; branch of Hunker creek,

Klondike river, Yukon.
LAnA, Mount; near lower Stikine river, north of

''kut river, Caiar, B.C.
LAURIER, Mount; east of L. Laberge, Yukon.
LEwEs river; tributary to Yukon river, Yukon.

(Not Lewis.)
LIARD river; tributary ta Mackenzie river, B.C.,

Mackenzie, and Yukon. (Not Mountain river.)
LINDEMAN, Lake; south of L. Bennett, Cassiar,

B.C. (Not Linderman nor Lyndeman.)
LTLE BLANCHE creek ; branch of Quartz creek,

Indian river, Yukon.
IATTLE-GEM creek ; branch of Huntker creek,

Yukon.
LrrtE SALMON river: trlbutary to Lewes river,

Yukon.
LrrTLE SKOoKUM gulch'; on Bonanzacreek, Yukon.



LriTTLE TAHLTAN river ; tributary to Tahitan
river, Cassiar, B.C.

LOGAN. Mount; east of Frances lake, Yukon.
LoMBARD creek; tributary to Indian river, Yukon.
Long lake. See Mountain lake.
LORNE, Mount; west of L. Marsh, Yukon.
LUcKY creek; branch of Allgold creek, Klondike

river, Yukon.

M'CLINTOCK river and k ; Letween L.
Marsh and Teslin river, Yukon. (Not McClin-
tock.)

MCDAME creek; tributary to Dease river, Cassiar,
B.C.

McEvoy lake: northeast of Finlayson lake,
Yukon.

MCGRATH, Mount; near lower part çf Stikine
river, north of lskut river, Cassiar, B.C.

MAcKAY gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
McLEoD, Mount; west of Dease lake, Cassiar,

B.C.
MACMILLAN mountains, and river tributary to the

Yukon, Yukon.
McPRERSON lake ; north of Frances lake, Yukon.
McQUESTEN river; tributary to Stewart river,

Yukon. (Not McQuestion.)
Macha lake. See Hatchau.
MAGNET gulcb ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
MALONEY, Mount; northwest of Aishihik lake,

Yukon.
MARIA lake; northwest of Tuya lake, Cassiar,

B.C,
MARsH, Lake; southern part of Yukon, near Ben-

nett and Tagish lakes.
MARSHALL, Lake; near Skagway river.
MARY creek; tributary to Teslin river, near

M'Clintock peak, Yukon.
MATsATU river; tributary to Nablin river, Cas-

siar, B.C.
MAUNOIR butte; near confluence of Lewes and

'teslin rivera, Yukon.
MAYo brook; tributary to Stewart river, Yukon.
MEADOW creek ; branch of Sulphur creek, Indian

river, Yukon.
MENDENHALL river; tributary to Takhini river,

between Kusawa lake and L Laberge, Yukon.
MIcnIE, Mount; east of L. Marsh, Yukon.
MIDDLE mountain; near lower part of Stikine

river, south of Porcupine creek, Cassiar, B.C.
MIDDLE creek ; tributary to Tahltan river, Cas-

siar, B.C.
MILs canyon; on Lewes river, above Whitehorse

rapid, Yukon.
Miur-x creek ; tributary to Sixtymile river,

Yukon.
MINmRs range; monuntains near L. Laberge, Yukon.
MINT creek ; branch of H'unker creek, Klondike

river, Yukon.
MONTANA creek ; tributary to Yukon river, above

Dawson, Yukon.
Moo8E creek ; tributary te Fortymile river, near

international boundary, Yukon.
MoosE narrows; near south end of Teslin lake,

Cassiar, B.C.
MoosEsKIN mountain and creek ; near mouth of

Klondike river, Yukon.
MORLEY river; Teslin lake, Yukon.
MoRRIso, Mount ; Yukon river, near interna-

tional boundary, Yukon.
MosQurro -creek ; tributary to Bonanza creek,

Yukon.
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MouNTAIN lake; southwest of L. Lindeman, Cas-

siar, B.C. (Not Long lake.)
MucHUYA creek; tributary te Kakuchuya river,

Cassiar, B.C.

NAHLIN river; tributary te Inklin river, Cas-
siar, B.C.

NAHONI mountains, and lakes (upper, lower and
rniddle) at head waters of Porcupine river, Yu-
kon, (Not Nahone.) '

NAKINA river; tributary to Taku river, Cassiar,
B.C.

NAKONAKE river; tributary to Sloko river, Cas-
siar, B.C.

NARES, Lake; between Bennett and TagiEh lakes,
Yukon.

NARcHILLA brook; flows into McPherson lake,
Yukon.

NIPPLE mountain; east of Frances lake, Yukon.
NISLINc river ; tributary te White river, east of

Wellesley lake, Yukon.
NooLD creek; tributary te Stewart river, Yukon.
NORDENSKIOLD river; tributary to Lewes river,

Yukon.
NuGGET gulch; on Eldorado creek, Klondike

river, Yukon.

O'BRIEN creek ; at international boundary west
of Cudahy, Yukon.

OBsERvATIoN butte; near Gun lake, north of Nah-
lin river, Cassiar, B.C.

OGILVIE valley; north of L. Laberge, Yukon.
OGILVIE; post on Yukon river, near mouth of

Sixtymile river, Yukon.
OGILVIE range of mountains, and river; in north-

west Yukon.
OLDMAN rock; Yukon river, between Cudahy and

international boundary, Yukon.
OLDWOMAN rock ;. Yukon river, near Oldman R.,

Yukon.
O'NEIL gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
OPHIR creek ; tributary te Indian river, Yukon.
ORcHAY river; tributary te Pelly river, west of

Rose river, Yukon.

P ARSONS peak; west of Skagway.
PELLY mountains lake and river; Yukon.
PERELESHIN mountain ; near Stikine river, between

Anuk and Scud rivera, Cassiar, B.C.
PERTHES point; in north part of Tagish lake,

Yukon. (Not Perther's.)
PETERSON range; mountains northwest of L.

Laberge, Yukon.
PIKE lake and river; south of Atlin lake, Cassiar,

B.C.
Pirrs, Mount; southwest of thejunction of Yukon,

Lewes and Pelly rivera, Yukon.
POKER creek ; branch of Walker creek, near inter-

national boundary, Yukon.
PoRcUPINE creek ; tributary te Stikine river, aouth

of Anuk river, Cassar, B.C.
POROUPINE creek ; tributary te Skagway river.
PORcuPINE river; northwestern Yukon, tributary

te Yukon river.
PORTER LANDING ; at north end of Dease lake,

Cassiar, B.C. (Not Porter'a Landing.)
PRAr, Mount ; northwest of the elbow of Stikine

river.
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PRFJEVALSKY point ; Lake Bennett, Yukon. (Not

Prejevalski.)
PTARMIGAN creek ; flows irito large lake of Pelly

group of lakes, Yukon.
PURE-GOLD gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.

QUARTZ creek ; branch of MeDane creek, Dease
river, Cassiar, B.C.

QUARTZ creek, tributary to Indian river, Yukon.
QUEEN gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
QUIET lake; northeast of Teslin lake, Yukon.
QUIGLEY gulch; on Klondike river, Yukon.
QUINN creek ; branch of Sulphur creek, Indian

river, Yukon. (Not Quin.)

RAPID canyon; Tatonduk river, near west
boundary of Yukon.

READY-BULLION gulch; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
REINDEER creek ; tributary to Yukon river, south

of Indian river, Yukou.
REMINoTON creek; tributary to Indiant river,

Yukon.
RICHTRoFEN valley and island; L. Laberge, Yukon.

(Not Richtofen.)
RINK rapid; in Lewes river, below Tatchun river,

Yukon.
ROBERTSON, Mount; near Stikine river, north of

Iskut river, Cassiar, B.C.
ROGER bar; Yukon river, between Cudahy and

west boundary of Yukon. (Not Roger's.)
RoSEBUD creek ; tributary to Stewart river, Yukon.
Ross river; tributary to Pelly river, Yukon.
RUTH lake; west of Nakina river, and south of

Chikoida mountain, Cassiar, B.C.

SADDLE mountain; near confluence of Stikine
and Anuk rivera, Cassiar, B.C.

SATAsHA lake ; west of Nordenskiöld river, Yukon.
SAwBAcK range : mountains west of Stikine river,

Cassiar, B. C.
SAYYEA creek ; tributary to upper Liard river,

Yukon. (Not Sayia.)
ScUD river; tributary to Stikine river, Cassiar,

B.C.
SEKULMUN lake; west of Aishihik lake, Yukon.
SELwYN river; tributary to Yukon river, west of

Lewes river, Yukon.
SEMENow hils; at confluence of Lewes and Big

Salmon rivera, Yukon.
SHAKES creek ; tributary to Stikine river, south

of Glenora, Cassiar, B.C.
SHAKWAK valley ; west of L. Dezadeash, Yukon.
SHfALow lake ; between Bernard and Tutahi lakes,

Cassiar, B.C.
SHEEP mountain and lake; east of Tatonduk river,

Yukon.
SHESLAY river; tributary to Inklin river, Cassiar,,

B.C.
SIToN mountains ; west of L. Laberge, Yukon.
SIMrsoN mountains and lake ; between Liard and

Frances rivera, Yukon.
SIMpsoN TowEa; mountain west of Frances lake,

Yukon. (Not Simpson's.)
SIxTy creek ; branch of Henderson creek, Yukon.
SIxTYMILE river; tributary to Yukon river, Yukon.
SKAGwAY river and town; at head of Taiya inlet.

(Not Skaguay nor Shkagway.)
SxooKUm gulch ; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.

SLOKO lake and river; Cassiar, B.C. (Not Slocoh.)
SMALL-DUCK creek ; tributary to Sock creek,

Klondike river, Yukon.
SNow-CAP mountain ; west of lower part o Stikine

river, Cassiar, B.C.
SNOWY mountain; east of Stikine river, near the

elbow, Cassiar, B.C.
SOCK creek ; tributary to Klondike river, Yukon.
SODA creek; fiows into an upper branch of Hunker

creek, Yukon.
STAKE creek; flows into Quiet lake, Yukou.
STAR creek ; branch of Hunker creek, Yukon.
STEWART river; tributary to Yukon river, Yukon.
STIKINE river; Cassiar, B.C. (Not Stickeen nor

Stikeen, &c.)
STONY creek ; tributary to M'Clintock river.

Yukon.
SUGARLOAF mountain; near Stikine river, north of

Iskut river, Cassiar, B.C.
ScLLIVAN, Mount ; west of Dease lake, Cassiar,

B.C.
SULPHUR creek; tributary to Indian river, Yukon.
SUMMIT lake; south of L. Bernard, Cassiar, B.C.

TAGISH lake and P. O.; east of L. Bennett,
Yukon.

TAHLTAN lake, and river-tributary to Stikine
river; Cassiar, B.C.

TAHTE river; northwest of Aishihik lake, Yukon.
TAKHIN river; tributary to Chilkat river, near

Chilkat inlet.
TAKHINI river; flows f rom Kusawa lake, tributary

to Lewes river, Yukon.
TAKU river; northwest Cassiar, B.C.
TAKU arm ; Tagsh lake, Yukon, and Cassiar, B.C.
TALAHA bay ; Tagish lake, Yukon.
TALTmAIN lake; south of lower Pelly river, Yukon.
TANTALUS butte; near confluence of Lewes and

Nordenskiöld rivera, Yukon.
TANZ1LLA river; tributary to Stikine river, Cas-

siar, B.C.
TATHUN river; tributary to Lewes river, between

Rink and Five-finger rapide, Yukon. (Not
Tatchum.)

TATONDUK river; tributary to Yukon river, Yu-
kon. (Not Tatonduc.)

TATSHENSHINI river; tributary to Alsek river,
Cassiar, B.C., and Yukon.

TATsHo mountain ; south of Dease lake, Cassiar,
B.C. (Not Tacho.)

TATSHo creek ; tributary toTanzilla river, Cassiar,
B.C. (Not Eightmile Creek.)

TA•TIKI bay; in Taku arm of Tagish lake, Cas-
siar, B.C. (Not Tatiki.)

TAwINA river; east of Kuthai lake, Cassiar, B.C.
TAY river; tributary to Pelly river, above " The

Detour," Yukon.
TAYE lake ; southeast of Hutshi lakes, Yukon.
TELEGRAPH creek ; tributary to Stikine river,.

below Tahltan river, Cassiar, B.C.
TERRacE RIoz; on Porcupine river, northeast

of Mount Dewdney, Yukon.
TESLIN lake and river ; in southern part of Yukon.

(Not Hootalinq na nor Teslin-too.)
THE DEToURa; a bend of Pelly river, west of Glen.

lyon mountains, Yukon.
THi KNOB ; mountain near Stikine river, mouth

of Iskut river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not "Knob.")
TH TuREE GUARDnMEN ; mountains south of Ais.-

hihik lake, Yukon.



THIBERT creek at north end of Dease lake, Cassiar,
B.C.

THomAs gulch; on Klondike river, Yukon.
THomAs river; flows into north end of Frances

lake, Yùkon. (Not Too-tlas.)
TILLEi lake; north of Frances lake, Yukon. (Not

Til-e-i-tsho.)
TISKU river; tributary te Chilkat river, near C.

inlet.
ToO-FLAT creek ; tributary to Klondike river,

Yukon.
Too-MUCH-GoLD creek ; tributary to Klondike

river, Yukon.
Too-las river. See Thomas.
TROUT creek ; branch of McDame creek, Dease

river, Cassiar, B.C.
TSETELUI lake; at bead waters of Kakuchuya

river, Cassiar, B.C. (Not Taeteloui.)
TUMMEL river; tributary to Pelly river, below

" The Detour," Yukon.
TURNER, Mount; east of Stikine river and north

of Iskut river, Casuiar, B.C.
TusTLEs lake; north of Frances lake, Yukon.

(Not Tus-ties-tu.)
TUTE8rrA creek ; tributary to Tahltan river,

Cassiar, B.C. (Not Tuteshita.)
TUTsHI lake ;. southeast of L. Bennett, Cassiar,

B.C.
TvEns river; tributary to Frances river, near

Frances lake, Yukon.

UNAHINI river; tributary to Tatshenshini
river, Yukon.

A 1899

VICTORIA gulch; on Bonanza creek, Yukon.
VoN WIICZEK valley ; on Lewes river, above Pelly

river, Yukon. (Not Valley of Von Wilezek.)

WALKER creek ; north of Sixtymile river, near
international boundary, Yukon.

WATsoN valley; north of L. Bennett, Yukon.
WELLEsLEY lake ; west of Wbite river, Yukon.
WESKETAHIN village; near the mouth of Unahni

river, Yukon.
WHEAToN river; fiows into L. B3ennett, west side,

Yukon.
WHIPPLE, Mount; east of the elbow of Stikine

river, Cassiar, B.C.
WHITE river; tributary to Yukon river, above

Stewart river, Yukon.
WHITE pas ; at head of Skagway river, Cassiar,

B.C.
WHITE, Mount; north of Atlin lake, Yukon.
WHITEHOnSE rapid; Lewes river, below Miles

canyon, Yukon.
WHITESwAN river; fiows into south end of Teslin

lake, Cassiar, B.C.
WINDY arm ; Tagish lake, Yukon.

YETH creek ; tributary to Inklin river, Casauar,
B.C.

YUKoN river; northwest Canada, and Alaska.
(Not Youcon, Youkon, Kwichpak, &c.)

YUKoN ; territorial district of northwest Canada.
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31st ANNUAL REPORT

0F' THE

DEPUTY MINISTER OF MARINE AND FISHERIES

FOR THE YEAR 1898.

To the Honourable
Sir Louis H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G., &c.,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the annual report on the work of the Fisheries
Branch of the Department of Marine and Fisheries for the year ending Dec. 31, 1898;
and as in prior reports, the statistics given are for the preceding year.

Three special reports are appended by Professor Prince, Commissioner of Fisheries,
treating of the following important fishery subjects, viz: " Fluctuations in the Abund-
ance of Fish," " The Food of the Sturgeon," and " The Salmon of the Dominion."
Among the appendices following these reports is an important and comprehensive one
on " Oyster Fisheries of Canada " with descriptions of Oyster Culture in various coun-
tries and hints on farming of oysters by Mr. Kemp, the Department's Oyster Expert.

Included in this annual report are the usual statements of expenditure, receipts,
Fishing Bounties, and statistics of the capital, men, quantity and value of the year
involved in the Canadian fisheries. Following the tables, the value of the fisheries in
the aggregate, and by provinces, some important details are given in regard to the
growth and the fluctuations exhibited by the various branches of the industry.

A comparative tabulated review of the quantities and values of the Fisheries from
1869 to 1897 forms an important feature in this report, and also brief ré8ulmé8 of
the work of Fish Culture, Oyster Culture, Fisheries Protection Service, Fisheries
Intelligence Bureau, are given, as well as a review of the fisheries in the various
provinces for 1898 based upon preliminary reports of the various Inspectors.

The appendices as usual furnish the full particulars of the subjects just referred to.

EXPENDITURE AND REVENUE.

The details of the total expenditure for the different fisheries services during the

last fiscal year, amounting to $442,499, form the first appendix of this report. This
amount comprises the fisheries proper, $90,332 ; fish-culture, $28,002 ; fisheries protection

service, $106,316 ;* miscellaneous expenditure, $59,627 ; besides the $157,504 distributed

as fishing bounties.

*NoT-Error on page 6, third last line " Curlew $9,864 " should not be there as Customs did not pay
said amount. The grand total expenditure is therefore increased by the said sum of $9,864.

la-B
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The total amount received during the same period as revenue from fishery licenses,
fines, etc., in the different provinces of Canada is given at $113,103. This sum also
includes the modus vivendi licenses granted to United States fishing vessels ($6,923)

This appendix aho contains a recapitulation statement of all fisheries expenditure
and revenue for the last thirteen years.

FISHING BOUNTIES.

For the year 1897, the deep-sea fishermen of the Maritime Provinces received the
sum of $157,504 as fishing bounties on their respective catch. Of this amount, $60,939
was divided amongst the owners of 790 vessels and their crews, and $96,565 was distri-
buted to 23,612 boat fishermen using 13,939 boats.

All the claimants for bounty comprised 14,847 claims, 118 of which were refused.
The rate of payment last year was, for vessels $1 per ton and $6 each to the crew, to
boat owners $1 and $3.50 per fisherman.

Since its inception (1882) over two and a half million dollars have been paid to our
Canadian fishermen to encourage them in the better development of our sea fisheries.
Of this large sum Nova Sceotia received more than half, $1,606,239, Quebec $494,396,
New Brunswick $250,352, and Prince Edward Island $170,921.

A complete list of all vessels having received fishing bounty will be found in
Appendix No. 2 p.p. 2C etc.

GENERAL STATISTICS OF FISHERIES.

EXTENT OF COAST.

The fisheries of Canada are the most extensive in the world, comprising an immense
sea-coast line, besides innumerable lakes and rivers. The eastern sea-coast of the
Maritime Provinces from the Bay of Fundy to the Straits of Belle Isle covers a distance
of 5,600 miles, and that of British Columbia is given at 7,180 miles, that is more than
double that of Great Britain and Ireland.

While the salt water inshore area, not including minor indentations, covers more
than 1,500 square miles, the fresh water area of that part of the great lakes belonging
to Canada is computed at 72,700 square miles, not including the numerous lakes of
Manitoba and the Territories all stocked with excellent species of food fishes.

CAPITAL INVEsTED AND MEN ENGAGED IN THE FISHERIES OF CANADA.

The following tables show that no less than 78,959 men were engaged, during
1897, in ou r fishing industry using boats, nets and other fishing implements aggregating
a capital of $9,370,794. Nearly 1,200 schooners and tugs manned by 8,879 sailors
found employment in this vast industry, besides the 70,000 fishermen using 37,693
boats, and 5,602,460 fathoms of nets, &c.

The lobster plant alone for that year is valued at $1,349,000. This amount com-
prises 738 canneries with its 1,156,300 traps. This branch of the fishing industry gave
employment to 15,165 persons.
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CoMPARATIVE TABLE showing Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats
engaged in the Fisheries of Canada, together with the Value of Fishing Materials
employed, from 1879 to 1897.

Tonnage.

43,873

45,323

48,389

42,845

48,106

42,747

48,728

44,605

44,845

33,247

44,936

43,084

39,377

37,205

40,096

41,768

37,829

42,447

40,679

Va

1,71
1,81

1,76

1,74

2,02

1,86

2,0

1,89

1,98

BOAT$.

lue. No. Value.

8 $

4,917 25,616 854,289

4,688 25,266 716,352

;5,870 26,108 696,710

9,717 26,477 833,137

!3,045 25,825 783,186

6,711 24,287 741,727

21,633 28,472 852,257

)0,411 28,187 850,545

9,840 28,092 875,316

2,017,558

2,064,918

2,152,790

2,125,355

2,112,875

2,246,373

2,409,029

2,318,290

2,041,130

1,701,239

27,384

29,555

29,803

30,438

30,513

31,508

34,102

34,268

35,398

37,693

859,953

965,010

924,346

1,007,815

1,041,972

955,109

1,009,189

1,014,057

1,110,920

1,128,682

Value
Nets and
Seines.

988,698

985,978

970,617

1,351,193

1,243,366

1,191,579

1,219,284

1,263,152

1,499,328

1,594,992

1,591,085

1,695,358

1,644,892

1,475,043

1,637,707

1,921,352

1,713,190

2,146,934

1,955,304

VESSELS.

YEAR.

xi 1

Value of
other

Fishine Ma-
terial.

456,617

419,564

679,852

823,938

1,070,930

1,224,646

2,604,285

2,720,187

2,384,356

2,390,502

2,149,138

2,600,147

2,598,124

3,017,945

3,174,404

4,099,546

4,208,311

4,527,267

4,585,569

Total -of
Capital

Invested.

8

4,014,521

3,936,582

4,113,049

4,757,985

5,120,527

5,014,663

6,697,459

6,814,295

6,748,840

6,863,005

6,770,151

7,372,641

7,376,186

7,647,835

8,681,557

9,439,116

9,253,848

9,826,251

9,370,794

1879.........

1880.........

1881.........

1882.........

1883.........

1884.........

1885.........

1886.........

1887.........

1889 .........

1890.........

1891.........

1892........

1893.........

1894.........

1895........

1896.........

1897.........

1,183

1,181

1,120

1,140

1,198

1,182

1,177

1,133

1,168

1,137

1,100

1,069

1,027

988

1,104

1,178

1,221

1,217

1,184
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COMPARATIVE TABLE showing the number of men employed in the Fishing Industry
since 1879.

Number of Number of Total
Years. Men Men Number of

in Vessels. in Boats. Fishernen.

1879....... .. ......................................... ... . . 8,818 52,577 61,395

1880 . . ... ..................................... .. .. ........ 8,757 51,900 60,657

1881....... .................................... ........ 8,359 50,679 59,056

1882.................. ........................ . .. ... 8,498 52,785 61,283

1883................................... .. .............. 9,966 52,259 62,225

1884.... . .......................... .................. 9,968 51,854 61,822

1885........... .. ....... ................... .............. 9,539 53,282 62,821

1886................ . .. .. ............... . ......... .. .. 8927 53,073 62,000

1887...................... .... ..... .... ......... .. ...... 8,911 55,247 64,158

1888 ....... ................................................ ... 9,574 53,109 62,683

1889 .................... ....... ......................... 9,621 55,382 65,003

.1890. . 8,726 55,000 63,726

1891. ........................... ................... ....... 8,666 56,909 65,575

1892 .. ........................ ......................... .. .... 8330 55,348 63,678

1893 ........................ ......................... .. I 8,899 58,854 67,753

1894.......... .... . .. . .... ................................. 9,525 61,194 70,719

1895. .......... ....... .................................. 9,804 61,530 71,334-

1896. . ............................................ ....... 9,735 65,502 75,237

1897 ................... ............... ................. 8,879 70,080 78,959
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VALUE OF THE FISHERIES.

The total value of the Canadian fisheries for the year 1897, is comaputed at
$22,783,546, being a surplus of $2,376,122 over that of the previous year.

This amount is subdivided by provinces as follows:-

Provinces. Value. Increase. Decrease.

N ova Scotia........................................ ...... 8,090,346 2.019,451 .
British Columbia......................................... 6,138,865 1,954,866 ............
N ew Brunswick.......................................... 3,934,135 .............. 865,298
Quebec...................................... 1,737,011............. 288,743
Ontario................................................. 1,289,822 .............. 315,851
Prince Edward Island.................................... 954,949 .............. 21,176
Manitoba and North-west Territories..................... 638,416 ............... 107,126

While Nova Scotia and British Columbia show the enormous increase of nearly
four million dollars, the other provinces aggregate over one and a half million dollars
short of the previous yield. These very pronounced fluctuations are fully explained in
the different inspectors' reports in appendices 3 to 10. But it might be here stated, en
passant, that the very large surplus in British Columbia, can be ascribed to the unpre-
cedented and phenomenal catch of Salmon in the Fraser River. The salmon pack of
the western province exceeded that of 1896 by twenty million cans. The yieldsof
sturgeon also doubled the previous one. As an experiment 600,000 pounds of dry
salted salmon were shipped to Japan. It is to be hoped this venture will prove
successful as it would create a new outlet for an article of food considered of little
value at the seat of production.

The above figures do not include the large quantity of fish consumed by the Indian
population of British Columbia.

In comparing the statements of catch of the counties of Nova Scotia, it is easily
noticed that the unusual increase of two million dollars is nearly all in Digby county. As
the number of fishing crafts or other implements did not appear greater there than those
of 1896, the attention of our local officers was called to this unprecedented yield, but
they maintained the accuracy of their figures. It might be possible that such statistice
were collected more carefully by the new overseer for that county than by his predeces-
sor. Ten more localities are added to the previous list of fishing districts. Although
the increase is somewhat general to the principal species, it is more strikingly so in the
cod family, which shows a betterment of 600 per cent, equal to nearly one and a half

million dollars. The figures for the same county for the season of 1898 will either

verify or disprove the present statements and are awaited with interest.

The large falling off noticed in New Brunswick seems to have been general all along
the sa.-coast and cQâerises several kinds of fish, but herri4g, salmon and cod alone

would cover the deficit. -

Prince Edward Island shows the most uniform yield, differing only $20,000 from

the year before.
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The following table shows the relative values of the principal kinds of commercial
fishes (above $100,000) for the year 1897, as compared with the value of the preceding
year:-

Kinds of Fish. Value.

Salmon .................................................. 5,670,174
Cod ................................................ 3909,094
Lobsters . . ................. ............... ......... 3,485,265
Herring.............. ...... ....................... 2,099,077
Haddock... ...................................... 882,483
Whitefish......................................... 651,429
M ackerel ............................................... 597,306
Trout ....... ............................. ........... 534,872
Sm elts.......................................... ... .... 428,169
Pollock ..................... .............. .......... ... 377,312
H ake .. . ............. ................. ........... 359,078
Sardines ...... ... . ............ .. ... . .. .............. 356,797
Pickerel ................................................ . 316,596
Halibut ........................ . ... . ..... .. ..... 219,338
Sturgeon.... ........... ... .......... ... .... ... ... 189,978
Alewive............. . ... ............................ 189,660
Oysters ............. ... . ........ ...... ............. 180,488
E els........ .. .. . .................................... 133,829
Shad ....... .... ... . .... ... .................. 111,573
Tom Cod or Frost fish................................. 107,002

The quantity of fish used as bait is valued
$162,000. The seal skins are valued at $317,00.

Increase. Decrease.

$ $
1,668,495

289,709
1,279,503

....... 810,667

121,916
130,437
178,577

.............. 70,370

82,458
151,548

41,665
.... ... ..... . 34,097

37,221 , ,9
. . .... 19,534

........ .87 . 13,808
887

24,203
............. 30, 830

at $400,000 and that of 6sh oil at

The enormous surplus of over one and a half million dollars in the value of salmon
as compared with the season of 1896, has already been explained by the phenomenal
catch and pack on the Fraser River during that year. While the lobster industry,
both canning and shipping fresh in shell, shows a larger production, it would not suffice
to reach the large surplus value of one and quarter million dollars, had not the scale of
pricea of both kinds been raised., It is wonderful to think that these crustaceans have
been able to withstand the annual drain on them for such a number of years. Of
course it now requires an increased plant to keep up the supply. Prices have advanced
of late years in foreign markets, hence a more vigorous prosecution of the industry to
meet the demand.

Although cod has somewhat improved it is still below the value of former years.
Haddock also shows a very large increase.

Herring fell short çf the previous value by over $800.000. This falling off was
specially noticed in New Brunswick.

Between the years 1869 and 1897 inclusive the five principal commercial fisheries
have yielded as follows:

Cod ........................... 110,771,570
Herring..... .................................... 6,513,412
Lobsters ...... ...................................... 52,450,136
Salron ............................ ...... 51,409,845
Mackerel..... .................................... 38,187,142
In 1887, a statement recapitulating the aggregate quantities and values of the

fisheries of Canada since the Department began collecting statistics, (1869) was published
in our report of that year. This important table was continued to 1897 inclusive,
and will be found herewith. It shows that the grand aggregate value of our fisheries

xvi

A. 1899
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for the past twenty-nine years amounted to $442,758,047. Such figures tell plainly the
importance of the piscine wealth at the disposition of our people. Is it not worthy of
extra efforts to preserve the supply of an industry yielding annually over twenty
millions dollars for future generations?

RECAPITULATION of the yield and Value of the Fisheries in the Dominion of Canada for
year 1897.

Kinds of Fish,

1 Cod, dried........... . ...... ............ Cwt.
do tongues and sounds........................ Bris.

H addock, dried................................ Cwt.
2 do fresh....... ......................... Lbs.

do emoked, finnan haddies .... ........ Lbs.
lake ...... .................................. C wt.

3 do sounds ............................ Lbs.
4 Pollock ........................................ Cwt.
5 Tom Cod or frost fish ....................... Lb.
6 H alibut .................. . .... .............. Lbs.
7 Flounders .............. ................... Lbs.

<Salmon, pre.erved in cane .................. Lb3.
do fresh................ ........... Lb.

8' do smnoked ........................... Lb.
do salted................................. B rls.

9 Trout......................................... Lbs.
10 Ouananiche.................................... Lbs.
il W hitefish ......................... ........... Lb .
12 Sm eits ........................................ Lb .
13 Oulachans (B.0.)............................... Lbs.

Herring, pckled............................... Brls.
14f do fresh................................. Lbs.

do smoked.................. ............. Lbs.
( Sardines ...................................... Brls.

15 do preserved in oil................... Cans.
16 Shad............. ....................... Bris.
17 A lewives..................................... Bris.
18 Pike .......................................... Lbs.
19 M askinonge......... .......................... Lbs.

20 E els ................. ...... ... ...... ....... Lbs.
do salted....................... . ............. B rls.

21 Perch ........... ................ ............ Lbs.
22 Pickerel............ .......................... Lb .
23 B ass .......................................... L b .

S(:Mackere, salted............................... Bris.
24 do fresh, etc............................ Lb .
2 Sturgeon ............ ......... ......... Lbs.

udo caviare............................... Lbs.

{ Lobsters, preserved........................... Lb.
do alive or freeh..................... .Cwt.

27 Oysters .................................. Brie.
28 Clam s...............................................
29 Squid.................................... Brls.

(Coarse and mixed fisl................. .. . .. Bris.
do do .......................... Lbs.

31 Home consumption, not included above ...........
32 Fur-seal skins (B.C.)............ . ........ No.
33 H air do ................................. N o.
34 Sea-otter skine (B.C.)........................... No.
35 Beluga skins (white whales) ................. No.
36 Fish oUl....................................... G alle.
37 do used as bait.............................. Brls.
38 do do manure............. ............. Bris.
39 do guano..................... .............. Tons.

Total for 1897... ...................
do 1896 .......................... .

do increase.... ..............

xvii

Quantity. Value.

$ ets.
974,656 3,901,5W 0

755½ 7,5M 0
224,842 674,526 0

3,512,315 105,368 95
1,709,800 102,58 0

138,017 310,53800
97,130 48,5400

188,656...........
2,139,058...........
3,177,138

533,650
49,288,061 4,929,501 0

4,165,519 651,653 60
107,411 12,884 90

8,546 76,1350
5,544,527...........

90,000
11,268,889

8,563,389
816,50
404,639 1,618,556

24,662,612 329,682 44
7,335,360 150,8 20

158,305 316417 0
807,600 403809O

10.886
47,415

3,883,383
690,930
994,483 596wé9

7,416 74,160 0
1,173,507
7,453,137
1,136,040

19,220 288,300
2,575,058 309,006 64
3,064,636 168,53501

82,980 21,443 30
11,130,554 2,226,110 80

251,831 1,259,155 0
44,722 ...........

12,649
77,927

7,464,194 140,194 94
.. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .

30,410
12,367...........

30
322

541,607
267,557
132,379

885

..... ....... . . . . .

Total Value.

$ ct.

3,909,094 00

882,482

359,078
377,312
107,002
219,338
26,682

5,670,174 50
534,872 70

5,400 00
651,429 23
428,169 45
41,900 00

2,099,077 64

356,797 00
111,573 20
189,660 00

96,292 13
41,455 80

133,828 98
34,07047

316,596 37
97,216 20

597,306 04

189,978 31

3,485.265 80
180,488 00

30,124 00
50,596 00

296,89009
308,171 00
304,10000

12,951 75
6,090 00
1,288 00

162,480 00
401,335 50

66,183 00
885 00

22,783,546 21
20,407,424 00

2,376,122 21
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STATEMENT of the production of each Branch of the Fisheries

Kinds of Fish.

Q

Cod, dried. .. ......... Cwt.
do tongues and sounds.... BrIs.
Haddock, dried .... ..... Cwt.

do fresh ...... ... Lbs.
do smoked, finnan

haddies ...... do
(Hake, dried..... ...... Cwt.
X do sounds ............ Lbs.
Pollock .................... Cwt.
Tom cod, or frost fish ...... Lbs.
Halibut ................ do
Flounders ... ............. do{Salmon, preserved in cans. do

do fresh............ do
do smoked .... ... do
do pickled.... Brls.

Trout.... ................. Lbs.
Ouananiche ............... do
Whitefish............. .. do
Smelts...............do
Oulachans (B.C.)...........do(Herring, salted.......... ris.

do fresh............Lbs.
do smoked..........do{Sardines........... .... BrIs.
do preserved in ou.. Cana.

Shad .................. Bris.
Alewives.................. do
Pike.......................Lbs.
Maskinonge ............... do
fEels.... ........ ....... do
I do salted...............Bris.

Perch......... . ......... Lbs.
Pickerel.... ............ do
Bass... .............. do
ÇMackerel, salted.. .. .. Bris.
i do fresh, &c. Lb .
Sturgeon.............. do{ do caviare ........ do

f Lobsters, preserved...... do
1 do alive or fresh.... Cwt.
Oysters ................... Bris.
Clamsa................ ...... .
Squid.................BrIs.

f Coarse and mixed fia.... do
Sdo do .... Lbs.

LHome consumiption (flot incIuded
above) ........ .. ........ ..

! Fur seal skins (B.C.)...No.
dHair do do

1 Sea ottei do ....... do
B Beluga do white whalesr. do

i Fih il:......C...........ans..
Sdo ued as bait..........Bris.
Sdo do anure.... .do

do guano.............Tons.¡.

Totals. .

NOVA ScOTIA. BRITIsH COLUMBIA. NEW BRUNSWJCK.

uantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

703,518 2,814,072 2,875 14,375 81,583 326,332
409 4,090 .......... .......... 8 594 940

209,816 629,448 .......... .......... 13,267 39,801
2,759,015 82,770 .......... .......... 745,600 22,368

949,000 56,940 ... . ...... ........ 760,800 45,648
99,905 224,786 .......... .......... 27,710 62,348
51.470 25,735 .......... .... ..... 24,777 12,388

176,067 352,134 .......... .......... 12,589 25,178
121,346 6,067 .......... .......... 1,922,912 96,146
986,191 98,618 1,967,500 98,375 125,900 12,590
239,250 11,962 .......... .......... 279,900 13,995

4,583 687 49,274,1881 4,927,419 9,300 1,395
350,948 70,189 1,814,500 181,450 1,355,180 271,036

5,242 1,048 85,969 8,597 16,200 3,240
284 4,260 8,0111 68,110 15 225

82,940 8,294 64,300 6,430 196,350 19,635
.. .... ... . ..... . ....... .. . ..... .. ....... . .......

....... ..... .. ...... ....... . ...........................
301,420 15,071 70,000 3,500 7,278,350 363,917

............ ...... 816,5001 41,900 .......... ..
| 

o
125,298 501,192z

3,722,578 37,226
92,900 1,85.4

......... ..........

, 38100
14,215 56,860

......... ..........

......... ..........

. . .. . ..........3,326 .33,260

. . .. . ... .......
13,650 1,365
13,659 204,885

2,154,070 258,4871
......... ..........

5,214,226 1,042,853
229,682 1,148,410

2,372 9,488
..... . ...... ....

8,167 32,668
46,5061 93,012

454,9001 4,549

.. .. . .. .. ... .. .

345i 419
. .. . ... .. .. .. ... .

252,847 75,852
87,957' 131,936
23,523 11,155

......... 8,090,346

.......... ..........
430,0 12,900

51,650 5,165
.......... .........
.......... ..........

. . . .. . ..........
......... ..........

8,199,500
7,162,760

156,798
807,600

5,790
32,390î

81,995
143,255
311,896
40,380
57,200

129,560
.......... . . . . . . . . .
. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ... . .. .. .. . .. . ... . . . .

.......... .......... ...... ... ... . . .
.......... .......... 2,270 22,700

................ .... ...... ......
..................... 118,0041 5,900
........... ... 303,000 30,300
.......... .......... 334 5,010
..... .............. 404,900 48,588

1,137,696 56,885 20,000 1,400
38,397 7,679 1,700 595

...... .......... 2,413,404 482,681
. ......... 22,055 110,275

1,600 8,000 19,835 79,340
.......... 9,080 .......... 21,044
.................... 703 2,812

105 1,050 3,465 6,930
1,222,330 45,450 87,200 2,740

..... 300,000 ...................
30,410 304,100 .........
5,000 3,750 8

30 6,000 .......... .........

95,500 28,650 58,722 17,616
....... .......... 90,709 136,064

.......... .......... 66,400 33,200

.......... 6,138,865.......... 3,934,135

xviii
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in the different Provinces of Canada for the year 1897.

MANITOBA
QUEBEC. ONTARIO. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. AND

N.W. TERRITORTES.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

$ $ 8 $

166,328 665,352 ....................... 20,352 81,408................ 1
185 1,850 ........................ 67 675................

1,044 3,132 ............ 715 2,145...........
2,600 78. 5,100 153..........

314 706 ........................ 10,088 . ............. ............ ..... ............. ... .20..88
63,950 3,197................ ....... 31,850 1,592...................5
92,447 9,245'...................... 5,100 i 510.
14,500 725 ............. .... ........ ............

...... ~~...... 1............ .... ....... ............ ............ ......... ..........
639,891 127,978......................... 5,000 1,000.......8

90,000 540 47417 5,3 ,7 183 r

315,076 os 2O6 . . . .,<<i 2,0 9

15,75..... .9854 997 .... . 1

37,502 1008 219 83 834 i~~. . . . 1

2,36 3,540 ~~.. .. .......1............... ............ . .. 1

4,596,900 4,6 ,4,6 4,1 6,7 ,8 1

1,507j 4,2750. .,175

1,356 16,2.3.....0...........10

261,700 10,4754 ......... .. ...... 18

71,340 4 .... 3 . . . .... 19

860,06808 1,15' 8065 2.. . . . . . . ... ......

273 4,90......... 0

175,510 5, 9 28,238... . . . . ... . 568. 21

920,836 4,02 1 146,988. . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . 11

139,980 1118 6940 1608 190 . . ::}2

404,60..2

2,5 .. .......... .................... .. 4 66 . 0.......

5**« 1 ,400 ............. .... ... ..... .... ........ . . . . .«, * * * ' * . . . . 1

8 , 8 742, 8 8 1 3 1 , 6 6 4 . . . . . . . .

1 5 ,7 954. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . .98 ,5 4 3. .

,036202 50,20 2,9 843 2682,36436 ~2
94 4969 7 0 27,914 86 1

719340 53 ............ ......... . .. .... 400 . . .. .. . . . .... . . . 1

,798 11,521.6. ............. 3. . 29
27 1 6,733 ......... .... 2.

175,51... ...........«,'3**; ............ 810 . .. . 6 73 1'2

127,40 21,048 
2

,9
8
9,5

6
1 16,985........ ,74,M74 11,643 2

53,8 1,604 134,4151 5,5 ..........ïk .... 3

7200 ,730 . ...... . .

5,26 4,226. . .

12242l *46,726.. . 2,39..117 .. .

....... .... 42........883 
47, 684207,240.............

39......8. 1 3. . . . . , ,683, .....80......

1 .. 37,175 ............
.... .... .. .... .... ... ... .. .8,065... ......... w . .. . . .. . . . . .. ...... 2
2,71» 1 ... .... .. ........... 1,547. . .. ... . . ... 2

T7,691 ,ý5 L963 16032028,238............. 30
l27,400ý, 2,548 0 146,98 ............ .. .... ,4,7 83

... ... .. ..... .. ... ... .. ... .... ... ..4,353 .............. 8 1 1 3
.. ... ... .... ... .. .... ... ... ...... ............ 1,97

. . . . . . . .. 1 ,.8

7,0201 8,7-15 ...... ..... 65,18 .. ............. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. 3
................. ........... 13,169.. .............. ..........

322, ,m .. ..... ... ........... 2,466,682 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 3
12 ~ ~ 7 . .. . . . .. .. . . . 1 , 1 , 3 .. . . .. . . . .

6ý,42l67 ..... ............. 6
jý 3 2 &5 953 .... .... ... .... .... .1 31,5 9 2,145 .......... .......... 3

39,0 îý 1 ,M B ... .... .. ..... ... .i ,37153W .......... ... ....... 28

2 , .......... ........ 3

1,737,011 ...... 1,289,8 ... ... 954,949 .......... 6.38,416

xix
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STATEMENT showing the Aggregate Quantities and Value of the Fisheries of Canada

ment of Marine

KINDS oF Fis
Value

from 1869 to
.1887, both

inclusive.

Cod... ................... . ... Cwt.
i tongues and sounds .............. BrIs.

Haddock... ......................... Cwt.
I finnan haddies....... ....... Lbs.

H ake ........ .. ,....... ............ Cwt.
l sounda .......... .............. Lbs.

Pollack .......... ........... ...... Cwt.
Tom ood or froot fish.... ............. LbR.
H alibut...............................
Flounders...... . ............ ...
Salmon, preserved in cana.............

fresh ............ .......
pickled ...................... Brls.
smoked.......... ... ... Lbs.

Trout......................... *
Ouananiche .......... . .... ..... . '
Whitefish ................... ...
Smelts. .... ... .............. . i
Oulachans (B.C.)............. . ... t
Herring, pickled................. Brls.

I fresh........ ............. Lbs.
à hmoked.. .................. Boxes.

Sardines ............... ... . .... Brls.
Shad ..... ..... ............. .... l
Alewives................ ....... t
Pike....... ................... Lbs.
Maakinonge....... ..............
B els .......... .....................

i ............. ........ .. ,...... B rIs.
Perch........................ ....... Lbs.
Pickerel. ...... ............... .
Bass............. . . ........ ... .
Mackerel, salted ...... BrIs.

fresh, &c......... ...... Lb.
Sturgeon.... .... .... .......... ....
Lobsters, in cansa..............,...,

alive or fresh ..... ... .... Tons.

Oystrs. .... .. ... ... ... ... Brls.

Squid.......... ...... ......
Coarse and mixed fish . .... .... ....
Home consumption not included above..
Fur-seal skins (B.d.) ................. No.
H air I I ............... . i
Sea-otter i ...... .... .... i
Beluga (white whales) .... ........... t
Fish oil............ ........... .. . Galls.
Fish used as bait................. Bris.

i manure ...... .......... I
guano........................... Tons.

Totals ..... ...........

71,796,840
330,241

8,173,645

689,599
3,752,644

195,440
1,178,738

..... . . . .

10,523,182
5,629,497
1,850,466

299,055
3,973,«96

61,312
4,298,046
2,858,050} 41,478

33,143,783

2,978,438
1,778,802
2,498,600

389,725
334,729

1,555,867

199,400
681,571

27,366,919
f

699,733
29,792,024

1,041,317
1,936,106

3,171,286
3,438,027
1,695,568

946,969
35,100
15,126

8,827,859
1,680,909

590,302
567,528

247,253,587

1888.

Quantity. Value.

1,050,877 4,203,508
2,156 21,560

237,183 948,732
...... .. .. . , .... ....

121,635 486,540
103,557 103,557
121,071 ........ .. ,

1,299,895 .... .......
1,368,808 ............

83,650 ............
8,878,156 1,110,875
4,640,660 680,432

8,464 109,9781
30,576 6,115

5,717,460 ............
100,000 ..........

10,189,856 .............
3,723,772 .... ......

76,800 ............
341,077 1,364,308

20,806,0581 616,654
1,497,890 373,273

67,764 ............
7,035 ............

28,565 ............
1,501),878 ....... ....

786,981 ........ ...
f 1,590,145 114,779

22,594 206,570
3,484,416 ............
1,034,846 ..........{ 62,756 941,340

604,163 40,319
1,892,518 ............
9,597,773 1,207,034

6,288 276,355i
56,234 . ........

57,867 .........
............ ....... ....

27,983 ....... .
32,562.........

100........
455 ............

960,541 ............
159,391 ... ... ....
126,449 ... . .....

1,158 ............

...... .... . .. .. .. . ... ,

A. 1899

( {

4'5
6
7

9
10

12
13

14t

15
16
17
18
19
20{
21
22
23
24
25

26 (
27
28
29
30
31
32
38
34
35
36
37
38
39

Total.

s

4,225,068

948,732

590,097
484,284
51,996

125,406
8,365

1,907,400
510,061

6,000
702,324
222,675

4,880

2,354,235
104,428

70,355
128,541

55,334
47,219

321,349

194,459
62,091

981,659
111,116

1,483,389
168,902

3,000
49,784

261,852
203,235
279,830

31,687
7,500
1,847

390,651
231,586

63,224
28,950

17,418,511



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

from 1869 to 1897, inclusive, as compiled from the Annual Reports of the Depart-
and Fisheries.

1889.

Quantity. 1 Value.

904,560
1,536

125,662

18,7i4
79,489
77,196

1,414,500
1,903,115

84,300
20,141,152

4,267,173
6,704

24,714
5,941,893

100,000
9,806,422
5,011,058

165,200
286,678

21,771,951
2,685,170

95,216
5,836

37,470
1,743,444

755,203
1,378,473

7,100

3,264,501
1,153,487

62,237
738,712

1,773,685
10,637,233

5,247
63,049

11,649
61,853

33,570
33,333

115
777

984,183
217,609

60,563
984

s
3,618,240

19,255
532,948

79,489
..........

2,417,508
634,734

84,740
4,943

.. .......

.. . . . .

1,165,724
666,292
666,342

..........

..........

..........

82,708
71,000

874,302
56,095

1,276,468
208,020

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

Total.

3,637,495

532,948

554,345
308,784

26,580
160,059

8,430

3,141,925
553,369

6,000
685,096
298,952
13,390

2,498,358
71,412
58,365

166.441
69,288
45,312

153,708

182,382
55,725

930,397
102,128

..........
1,484.488

189,897
19,950
46,596

251,588
295,871
335,700
31,583
11,500

3,151
407,815
261,347
30,281
24,600

17,655,256

1890.

Quantity. Value.

857,734
1,606

133,017

94,335
67,554
68,387

2,224,672
1,525,1&

79,000
19,910,304

3,686,998
5,140

63,592
6,651,866

100,00
11,176,582
4,735,517

114,600
274,274

15,621,786
1,354,161

7,376
42,766

1,691,702
769,846

1,425,051
7,389

3,142,189
977,470
96,246

1,053,564
2,047,170

11,559,984
6,748

56,676

13,138
64,328

44,751
27,245

102
549

727,020
165,590
122,484

602

3,433,580
16,060

377,440
62,624

..........

..... .....
..........
2,389,666

563,533
70,652
12,718

.. .. ......
. .... .....

1,097,096
521,106
340,290

..........
..........

..........
85,503
73,890

1,443,690
81,287

1,387,199
261,146

..........

. ... . .....

.... ... . .

Total.

s
3,449,640

532,068

440,064
273,548
34,245

120,673
7,900

3,036,569
625,286

6,000
767,658
283,444

7,780

1,958,492
115,752
73,010

192,452
62,263
46,191

159,393

173,420
58,649

1,524,977
116,992

1,648,345
171,778
16,180
52,452

260,102
327,810
492,261
24,695
10,200

2,271
315,034
248,986

61,242
17,080

17,714,902

1891.

Quantity. Value.

849,838
1,278

150,170

124,385
86,075
81,248

885,350
2,719,697

126,575
15,206,328

4,404,311
2,557

132,472
6,939,243

100,000
11,763,841
5,552,101

281,700
298.598

9,108,650
2,386,920

8,428
43,117

1,811,357
743,030
842,696

4,284

2,990,679
799,324
139,261
165,981

... ... .. ..
14,28,157

6,312
61,032

8,348
64,6501

52,985
25,962

3011
634,347
178,731
198,386

770

3,827,708
11,443

. .. ï . ...
315,555

64,555

. ... . ... . .

.... .. ....
1,522,509

671,746
35,500
26,495

.. .. ,. ....

. ... .. .. . .
..........

1,343,693
354,489
596,732

.... ......
..........

50,562
42,840

..........

..........

1,949,654
19,918

1,525,246
1,999,921

252,500
.. .. .. . . .
.. . . .... ..

.. .. . .. ...

. . .. .. .. ..

. ... .. . .. .

xx i

Total.

8
3,839,151

525,595

380,110
243,744
21,768

215,469
6,329

2,256,250
661,344

6,000
791,185
277,036
12,505

2,294,914
192,936
84,286

194,029
62,832
44,582

93,402
..........

134,130
47,959

1,969,572
87,789

2,252,421
183,846

16,024
33,392

247,695
284,647
794,925
31,159

.. .. . ... . .
1,204

358,668
212,736
99,194
19,250

18,978,078

9
10
11
12
13

}14

15
16
17
18
19

120
21
22

124
25

}26
27
28
29

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

-- I --- I
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STATEMENT showing the Aggregate Quantities and Value of the

1892.

KINDS OF Fi-sH.----------------------------

Quantity. Value. Total.

z' _8

1 od ... .... ......... ........ .. ............... Cwt. 880,1841 4'050'468
tongues and sounds .... .. . ... .......... . Bris. 1,299! 12,990 4,063,458

.1 H ...... ..................... ..... .. Cwt. 167,5781............ 586,525r2 J H add c . ... ..... .......... .. . .. . .. . ..... ...t.i fresh or finan haddies............. . ...... Lbs
3 [Hake....................................... Cwt. 116,711 350,133

I sounds...... ........ ................. Lbs. 84,117 42,059 392,192
4 Pollack ................... ................. Cwt 74,294..... ..... 222,882
5 Tom cod or frost fish.... .................. .... Lbs. 87.000............ 24,100
6 Halibut................ .......................... I 4M 0809 275,207
7 Flounders ....................... ............... 200 O . . . . 10,010

Salmon, preserved in cans.... ... ..... .......... ... 11,514,622 1,382,535
8 e" fresh........................ ......... 4 7 .. . 9 6

8 pickled........ ................. .. .. Bris. 3:132 40,660
t smoked...... ..... ...................... Lbs. 140,258 28,052 2,242,8

9 Trout.......... .. ............. .......... . .. .. . 7,315,219............ 711,112
10 Ouananiche......................... ........ .. . 100,000 6,000
11 Whitefish..... . ................ 3,776,763........... 1,498,523
12 Smelts .... ......................... ... ...... 4,719,193............ 235,959
13 Oulachans (B.C.).... ......... . .............. i 32,300 19,045( Herring, pickled......... ... ........... ... Bris. i 0,223 1,351,005
14 n fresh............ .. ..... ....... ....... Lbs. 9,748,240j 3 3,030

I smoked .. . ............... . ....... .i 14,975,675 301,596 2,035,31
15 I Sardines ............... .......... . . .r....................... 118,213

et preserved ........................... Cam. ......... .. ........
16 Shad..................... ............... Bris 9,989'......... ... B9,8r2
17 Alewives... ............ .................. I 37,684........... 168,180
18 Pike.................................. ... s 9,682,570 ............ 224,254
19 Maskinonge... ......... ................. 541,250 .. ... 32,475
20 els ........ ..... ......... .................. 906,755 54,251

2 V .... ....... «...... ........... . ....... . Bris. 4,891 48,910 1W ,161
21 Perch. ............. ................. .... . .. Lbs.............
22 Pickerel.......................... . ............ 3893,190 188,574
23 Bass............ .... ................. ...... 805,560,.....48,33
24 < Mackerel, salted ............................ Bris 95,044 1,3,18

I V fresh, etc .......................... Lhs. 136,30 16,360 1,346,978
25 Sturgeon...................................... 1,628,435..............90,541
26 Lobsters, in cans............... .............. , 12,524,498 1,753,429

s alive or fresh.. ................ Tons 6,012 2,400 1,991,829
27 Oysters..........................Bris 55,953 167,659
28 Cams... . . ..................... ...................... 18,634
29 Squid ............ ............ 9,794............ 39,176
30 Coarse and mixed fish........................ I6. ....... 266,929
31 [Home consumption, not included above.... ...... 296,644
32 Fur-seal skins (B.C.)......................... 46,3621 602,706
33 Hair n .... ........... 5,6711 30,414
34 Sea-otter skins (B.C.).......................... .14 2,100
35 Beluga I (white whafes)................... 316. 1,318
36 Fish oil..... .... ......................... Galle 8W6699 359.904
37 Fish used as bait ....... .................... Bris 243,744 ........ 313,126
38 I et n manure.......................... t 138,324.69,164
39 ,guano ............ ..... .............. Tons 2,774........... .37,475

Total......-.......................... ... ...... 1,941,171

xxii



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fisheries of Canada fromi 1869 to 1897-Continued.

1893. 1894. 1895.

Quantity. Value. Total. Quantity. Value. Total. Quantity. Value. Total.

892,978 4,019,193 938,027 4,225,896 806,415 3,630,2 1
925 9,255 4,028,448 833 8,335 4,234,231 824 8,240 3,638,519 f

133,234 .......... 466,320 137,140 479,9881 120,758 422,653 1 2
503,490 36,559 516,547 231,000 22,050 444,703 )

107,518 322,554 103,297 263,059 73,424 186,890 1 3
90,539 45,270 367,824 83,187 41,593 304,652 47,931 23,966 210,856 f
80,527 ... ..... , 241,581 88,758 ..... ... 221,894i 59,507 .... ... 148,767 4

1,611,428 .......... 77,070 1,816,320. ........ 90,816 2,910,510 ...... 138,525 5
2,840,619 .......... 215,367 3,481,276... ...... 254,152 3,977,350 .... .... 270,901 6

405,450 ....... 20,272 424,320.......... 20,976 252,432.... .... 12,622 7
29,233,317 2,926,502 23,647,162 2,365,717 28,858,897 2,886,479

7,149,123 890,694 5,484,653. 801,430 4,872,770' 794,964 86,804 63,360 5,629 51,404 3,825 42,312
150,710 10,088 3,890,644 80,280 8,888 3,227,439 56,460 8,962 3,732,717

6,667,639 658,614 7,926,883 .......... 758,147 7,134,116 .......... 702,589 9
100,000 .......... 6,000 100,000 ............ 6,000 100,0%. ...... 6,000 10

21,390,289 ........... 1,298,744 14,854,170 ... ....... 879,650 14,249,3991 . . . . . . . .! 767,307 11
8,283,481 ......... 414,174 8,087,079 .......... 404,883 9,022,157 .......... 451,108 12

298,300 ....... 17,934 336,700 .......... 17,090 594,200 ......... 30,625 13
316,746 1,425,812 439,238 1,977,536 511,470 2,301,616

13,854,974 317,6311 16,966,241 404,966 1 295,705 14
5,43Ç,620 109,448 1,852,891 9,100,980 183,428 2,565,730 10,051,613 2z03,235 2,800,556

100,879 205,518 136,828 274,756 188,089 37, 292
250,000 12,500 218,018 220,000 11,000 285,756 924,000 46,200 423,492 f

7,708 .......... 77.076 9,244 .......... 92,432 9,6391 .......... 98,181 16
47,281 ........ . 212,714 63,470 ......... 253,904 48,108 .......... 192,432 17

8,737,605 .......... 209,688 3,079,484 .......... 81,656 3,592,975 ... ...... 103,325 18
505,495 .......... .30,330 627,45# .. .. ..... 37,647 455,535 .......... 27,352 19
941,150 56,203 951,350 48,979 909,270 54,556 . 208,259 82,590 138,793 7,978 75,1161 124,095 9,984 96,880 151,436 f

... ... ,...... .......... 971,814 .......... 28,970 1,010,580 ...... .t 29,727 21
3,848,304 .......... 157,410 7,610,425 ...... . 293,266 7,678,411 ...... ... 303,296 22
1,131,091 .......... 79,201 1,289.461 ............ 9b,801 1,1S9,870 .......... 85,567 23

67,912 904,832 53,087 731,782 35,554 497,7 *56 1242,172,097 191,234 1,096,066 1,803,072 177,088 908,870 2,068,236 238,899! 736,655 f
1,860,477 .......... 105,795, 2,182,071 ....... 119,055 1,749,520 ......... 155,176 25

13,674,413 1,914,458 '13,333,693 1,803,256, 12,345,592 1,666,388 126
7,347¾ 570,110 2,484,568 7,565 567,375 2,370,631 7,374 543,708' 2,210,096 f
51,080 ......... 156,440, 45,121 .......... 182,108 47,673........1 192,292 27

. .. .. ... . ...... 68,658... .... ........... . .... ....... . 69,027 28
10,936 ......... 43,744 14,868 .... 59,470 15,055.. 60,220 29

57,969 ......... 201,647 87,398 .......... 269,068 80,850 ..... 296,789 30

256,149 . ....... 226,208 ....... 269,282 31

70,332.... 843,984 94,474 ...... 944,740 71,359 713,590 2

26,349 ... ...... 30,859 21,643 ...... 25,405 16,469. 18,753 33

15......... 1,875 12 .. 1,500 16 ...... . 2,000 34

251 .......... 1,004 97 ... 388 205 .......... 820 35

804,820 .......... 321,927 745,848! . .... 298 338 620,613 .. ... 248,246: 36

224,430 ..... .... 294,270 250,984. 3324171 234,696 ......... 352,047 37

147,732.......... 73,867 106,239 .. ...... 3 ,1201 105,209 .......... 52,605 38

1,5101 .......... 26,694 5,17 .......... 71,525 3,615 ......... 51, 155' 39

.... ..... ..... .... 20,686,661 .......... 19)3. ....... . .20, . .. 199,3381

XdiiI
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STATEMENT showing the Aggregate Quantities and Value of the

KiNDS OF FIss. - -

Quantity.
z

1 Cod, dried............ ..................................... Cwt. 809,608
1 tongues and sounds.... ................................... Bris. 845

SHaddock ............... ................................. Cwt. 125,122
e fresh or smoked.................... .................. Lbs. 1,116,009

Hake.............. .................................... Cwt. 94,8
. ..sund.......... ....................................... Lb.. 69,867

4 Pollack ........... .... ................................ Cw8,
5 Tom cod or frost fis'h . .......................................... Lb. 2,657,465
6 Halibut.......... ....................................... 3,672,625
7 Flounders................................................... 189,159

Salmon, preserved in cans........................ .......... 29,872,740
,8 Il fresh... ............... .......................... 5,439,942

e pickled. ............... Br 3,186
i smoked.............................................. 49,133

STrout............ .......................................
10 Ouaaniche .. 0... .......................................... 90,00
11 Whitefish ......... .................................
12 Smelt .... ............................................. 2,9,7
13 oulachans, B.C ........... ...............................

Herring, pickledeBris. 491
14 il fresh...Me 2,29,9

et sm oked. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . il 1 98 X

15ý Sardines .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rf.8 , à
15 preserved i

Il pesevedin oil............................................ Cano. 576,700
16 Shad ... ................................................. Brio 8,586
17 Alewives..................................... .................. 52,616
18 Pike ........ .............................................. Lb 3,594,7
19 Maskinonge............................................... . . .807,»
20 j Eels... ................................................. , 1,037,535

t l.............................. ......... .... .............. Bris. 7,333-
21 Perch ............... ...................................... Lb 1,33,550
22 Pickerel..... ............................................... , 6,897,81e
23 Bass... ....... ........... ............... ............ 1,294,595,
24i Mackerel, salted..........................................Bris. 47,765

l fresh, &c..........................................Lb 2,427,972
25 Sturgeon .................................................. l 2,403,801
261 Lobsters, in cano..............................................T 10,906,638

le alive or fresh......................................Tons 8,988
27 Oysters........... ............... ...................... Bris 48,574
28 Clams...... ............................................... 19,791
29 Squid ................ ................................. 24,0
30 Coarse and mixed fish..........................................104,832
31 Home consumption, not included above............................Lb 1,894,856
32 Fur-seal skins in British Columbia..... ..................... .
33 Hair e ........ ..... ........ . 16,808
34 Sea-otter I in British Columbia..23
35 Beluga e (white whales) ................................ .. e 222
36 Fish o1......................... ....................... Gala 557,140
37 e used as bait............................................Bris 256,146
38 i i manure............................................il 127,658
39 guano......................................................Tons 3,416

Total ............................................. .............

xxiv



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries BrancIL

Fisheries of Canada from 1869 to 1897, inclusive, &c.--Concluded.

1897.

Value.

3,610,935
8,450

421,204
72,180

241,687
34,933

......... ..
... .... .....

......... .....

2,988,258
965,029
36,498
11,894

.... ... .....

..... ........

..............
... .........

504,893
221,292
176,414

28,835

...... .......

.... .........
62,252
70,690

..............
.............

199,033
..............

1,526,928
678,834

. ... ........

.............

..............

..............
..............

.. ... ........

Total.

Total Value
from

1869 to 1897.

8 S

Total.

3,619,385

493,384

276,620
221,118
137,832
253,435

9,613

4,001,679
713,449

5,400
773,345
498,539

29,550

2,909,744

205,249
87,370

209,194
99,008
48,477

132,942
38,840

274,931
94,442

727,743
152,757

2,205,762
194,296

70,960
98,000

284,639
287,896
501,093

19,157
4,025
5,328

224,633
384,219
63,830
49,540

Quantity. Value.

974,656 3,901,539
755 7,555

224,842 674,526
5,222.115 207,957

138,017 310,538
97,130 48,540

188,656 ... ...... ....
2,139,058 ...... . .....
3,177,138 .... ..... ....

533,650 ..... .... ....
49,288,061 4,929,500
4,165,519 651,654

8,546 76,135
107,411 12,885

5,544,527 ........
90m00 * ..............

11,268,889 ................
8,563,389 ................

816,500 ........ .. ....
404,639 1,618,556

24,662,612 329,682
7,335,360 150,839

158,305 316,417
807,600 40,380

10,886 .... .. .......
47,415 ................

3,883,383
690,930 ......... .....
994,483 59,669

7,416 74,160
1,173,507 ................
7,453,137 .......... ....
1,136,040

19,220 288,300
2,575,058 309,006
3,147,616 .........

11,130.554 2,226,111
12,591 1,259,155
44,722 ..............

.... .......... ................
12,649 ......... ......

............... .... ..........

........... .. . ................
30,410 .... ..........
12,367 ................

30 .... ..... ....
322 .... ...

541,607 ..... .......
267,557 .... .........
132,379 ............

885 ............. ..

... .. . ....... ....... ... .... 22,783,546 442,758,047

xxv

1896.

z

3,90,094

882,483

359,078
377,312
107,002
219,338
26,682

5,670,174
534,873

5,400
651,429
428,170
41,900

2,099,078

356,797
111,573
189,660
96,292
41,456

133,829
34,071

316,596
97,216

597,306
189,978

3,485,266
180,488
30,124
50,596

296,890
308,171
304,100
12,952

6,000
1,288

162,480
401,336
66,183

885

110,771,570

14,102,950

9,831,555
6,496,558

905,374
3,288,745

131,199
35,442,731
13,075.314
2,461,705

430,095
10,402,840

120.112
13,113,307
6,372,990

236,177

56,513,412

5,070,491
2,631,342
4,406,147
1,453,665

735,750

3,067,975
131,610

3,208,864
1,404,555

38,187,142
1,931,060

46,553,216
5,896,920
3,718,812

375,553
744,982

5,808,4P6
6,190,940
7,508,497
1,203,633

81,800
33,745

11,915,555
4,712,979
1,193,012

894682

... ........ 1 20,407,424
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

FISH CULTURE.

The fish-breeding report for the year 1898, by Professor E. E. Prince, Commissioner
of Fisheries, forms Appendix 12 of this publication. It also comprises details of the
capture of parent fish, the collection and hatching of eggs, &c., by the respective officers
in charge of the different hatcheries.

The experiment of hatching sea trout in co-operation with the provincial authorities
at the Miramichi hatchery was continued this season ; as the first attempt had been
successful. Some lakes in the Parry Sound district, province of Ontario, were success-
fully stocked with adult black bass.

Out of the fifteen government hatcheries three were not in operation last season.
The remaining twelve turned out nearly two hundred million fry, 85,000,000 of which
were lobsters.

At St. John, N.B., during the manipulation of parent salmon, our officer reports a
remarkable fact worthy of record, viz., the occurrence of a salmon containing both eggs
and milt. This officer kept the fish alive for some time, as specimens of salmon in which
ripe eggs and miut are developed are of great rarity, in order that a full scientific
examination of it might be made by Professor Prince. The eggs taken from this fish
are undergoing incubation at the Restigouche hatchery.

OYSTER CULTURE.

Besides the usual details of the season's work in the cultivation of oysters by our
expert, the department publishes this year a full report on the oyster fisheries of
Canada prepared by Mr. Ernest Kemp. First, the causes of depletion on the Canadian
oyster beds are fully treated, numerous extracts from former reports by our different
inspectors prove the continual drain of the past years on our oyster supply. The table,
page 353, shows that over one million barrels of oysters were taken from our waters
during the last twenty-two years, more than half of which came from Prince Edward
Island.

After having explained the different systeme of oyster culture in England, France,
Holland, Italy and especially in the United States, Mr. Kemp shows what has been
done and what might be attempted in Canada, having due regards to the difference in
climate.

Those interested in the oyster culture will find valuable detailed information from
different authorities quoted in this Appendix No. 10, which the expert condenses in
three lines : " Keep the cultch clean, keep down the vermin, separate from the collectors
as soon as possible, protect from frost during the winter, keep the oysters quiet during

the spatting season, and hope for warm, calm and settled summer weather."

The points of difference between the Canadian and European oyster are summarized

by Professor Prince in his article, "Peculiaritie8 in the Breeding of oy8ters " as follows:

"Canadian Oyster."

"(1.) Sexes separate.
"(2.) Unfertilized eggs shed by parent.

xxvii
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"(3.) Eggs and sperm meet in the open sea and fertilization is accomplished.
"(4.) The swimming embryo is naked and has for a time no shell.
"(5.) Number of eggs enormous, probably 50 to 150 millions produced by each

female oyster.

"European Oyster."

"(1.) Sexes combined in the same individual.

"(2.) Eggs never shed before fertilization.
"(3.) Eggs fertilized and retained within the mother-oyster's shell.

"(4.) Embryos protected by a thin shell, and emitted as black spat.
"(5.) Eggs do not exceed one or two millions, i.e., one egg for every hundred eggs

produced by Canadian oyster."

The above also shows the extraordinary fecundity of our oyster as compared with
the European bivalve.

Amongst the injurious agencies in regard to oysters Mr. Kemp does not omit to
mention the destructive work of the so-called mud digging machines. He also advocates
the use of dredges instead of rakes, tongs or any other primitive implements wherever
practicable.

FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE.

A full report of the operation of this service for the season of 1898, by Commander
O. G. V. Spain, will be found in Appendix No. 12, of this annual report. This service
bas been carried on in a most satisfactory and painstaking manner, especially taking in'to
consideration the momentous questions which were before the Joint High Commission
in particular reference to the work of this branch of the Marine and Fisheries Depart-
ment. Commander Spain was called twice to attend the said Commission, once in
Quebec and again in Washington.

The number of United States vessels taking advantage of the modu8 vivendi licenses
was largely in excess of last year, being the highest number since 1892.

A glance at the long list of the United States fishing scbooners which called at our
ports shows what vital importance these places are to foreign fishermen in the prosecution
of their calling.

A great deal of time was expended by Commander Spain and his officers endeavour-
ing to stop illegal lobster fishing, and there is no doubt that there was less of this
poaching than ever before.

For the season of 1898, the fleet of our cruisers was nearly the same as before.

All captains of the Fisheries Protection Service are also fishery officers with power
of a justice of the peace for all purposes of The Fisheries Act. They were as follows:-

Commander O. G. V. Spain, commanding Fisheries Protection Service
and Commissioner of Police in Canada.

Captain S. Belanger of the cruiser "Aberdeen."
Captain J. H. Pratt do "Curlew."
Captain Geo. M. May do "Constance."
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Braneh,

Captain W. H. Kentof the cruiser "Kingfisher."
Captain C. T. Knowlton do "Osprey. "
Commander Wakeham (Commissioner of Police in Quebec), of the

cruiser " La Canadienne. "
Sailing Master J. Rood of the cruiser "Acadia."
Captain Ed. Dunn do "Petrel," Ontario.

Captain G. W. Pearson do "Dolphin, " Ontario.

Captain J. T. Walbran do "Quadra," for British Columbia.

FISHERIES INTELLIGENCE BUREAU.

A full report on this branch of the service, which also comes under the charge of

the officer commanding the Protection Service, by Mr. W. M. Hutchins, clerk in charge,
will be found of great interest.

Daily compilation of the reports sent to Halifax by the fifty-three stations now

<dispersed on our extensive coasts, are telegraphed to the principal fishing localities of

the provinces.

THE PELAGIC SEALING QUESTION.

The principal interest in this subject bas centered on that branch of it generally

known as the "Behring Sea Question," although considerable prominence has been

achieved by the Asiatic-that is the Japanese and Russian features of the case.

During the two seasons preceding the one now being dealt with, concerted action

on the part of Her Majesty's Government, that of Canada and that of the United States,
was taken with a view to elucidate as much as possible the question of the natural

history of these animals looking to a possible revision of the Paris Award Regulations

before the advent of the sealing season of 1899, such possible revision having been con-

templated by the arbitrators and provisionally arranged for by the Award finally

reached at Paris.

The result of the findings of the expert examiners was embodied in a joint state-

ment of facts reached at a conference between naturaliste of Great Britain, Canada and

the United States held in Washington in the fall of 1897. The full text of which

is published in Appendix 13 to the Report of this Department for last year.

The transactions between Canada and the United States however, assumed very

considerably larger proportions than a mere consideration of this isolated question and

in the Protocole reached for a Joint High Commission looking to the settlement of all

points in difference between the two countries, the Behring Sea controversy found a

place in common with the rest, and was consequently for the time being removed f rom

the realm of ordinary diplomatic correspondence between the Governments concerned,
thus marking the main branch of the question for the present season with less incident

available for publication than for some years past, and no settlement being reached by

the High Commissioners and no revision of the Paris Regulations being possible of con-

summation hetween the governments interested, those restrictions will necessarily obtain

during the season of 1899. The question of the sealing industry is dealt with in a
xxix
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report by Mr.Venning in Appendix No. 14 dealing with the clearance of sealing vessels,
their catch, and other incidental points, including a reference to the payment of the
award of the Behring Sea Claims Commission, the Russian award to the " Willie
McGowan " and " Ariel " and the agreement for arbitration of other seizures by Russia
in 1892.

THE STAFF.

The outside staff of Fishery Officers connected with the Department during the
year ending 31st December, 1898, aggregate 800 men including the crews of the Fisheries
Protection fleet.

These officers were dispersed by provinces as follows:

Ontario... ........................................... 97
Quebec ............................................. 67
Nova Scotia.............. ........................... 56
New Brunswick...... .................................. 29
Prince E lward Island.................,................. 5
Manitoba ............. ........................... 5
North-west Territories.... . .... ...................... 7
British Columbia............ ........................ 9
Fishery guardians einployed in 1898. ..................... 200
Officers and crews of the Fisheries Protection Vessels. ........ 325

T otal ......... ............................. 800

The full list of officers is not published in this report as usual, owing to the fact,
that all the Ontario contingent has been dispensed with. The following were Inspectors
at the end of year 1898.

The list of Commanders of Cruisers will be found above.

Name. P. O. Address. Extent of Jurisdiction.

Bertrain, A. C.......... North Sydney, N.S.. District No. 1.-Cape Breton Island.
Hockin, Robt........ ,Pictou, N.S ......... District No. 2.-Cumberland, Colchester. Pictou, Antigon-

ish, Guysboro', Halifax and Hants counties.
Ford, L. 8.............. Milton, N.S........ District No. 3.-Lunenburg, Queen's, Shelburne, Yar-

mouth, Digby, Annapolis and King's counties.
Pratt, J. H ...... .... St. Andrews, N.B.. . District No. 1.-The county of Charlotte.
Chapman, Robt. A...... Moncton, N.B..... District No. 2.-Restigouche, Gloucester, Northumberland,

Kent, Westmorland and Albert counties.
Miles, H. S..........Oromocto, N.B.District No. 3.-St. John, King's, Queen's, Sunbury, York,

Carleton and Victoria counties.
Matheson, J. A......... Campbellton, P.E.I. Prince Edward Island.
Mitchell, Hon. Peter .... Montreal, Que ...... Province of Quebec and Maritime Provinces.
Wakeham, Wm., M.D.. Gaspe Basin, Que. ... Lower St. Lawrence River and Gulf.
Sheppard, O. B ......... Toronto, Ont........ Province of Ontario.
Colcleugh, F. W ....... Selkirk, Man........ Province of Manitoba.
Miller, E. W........... Qu'Appelle, N.W.T. All the North-west Territories.
McNab, John.......... N.Westminster,B.C. Province of British Columbia.
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The following are the officers in charge of the Government Fish Hatcheries:

Name.

.Armstrong Wm.........
Parker, Wm............
Walker, John........
Finlayson, Alex.........
Catellier, L. N..........

Mowat, Alex...........
McCluskey, Chas.......
Sheasgreen, Isaac........

Rank.

Oflicer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery .......
do do .......
do do .......

Asst. officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery..
Officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery .......

do do .. ....
do do .......
do do .......
do do .......

Ogden, A............... do do
do do Government Lobster Hatchery....

....... Asst. officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery..
Nab, John.........Officer in charge of Government Fish Hatchery .......

Colcleugh, F. W do do .......
Kemp, Ernest .......... do Oyster culture...... .............

P. O. Address.

Newcastle, Ont.
Sandwich, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.
Magog, Que.
Tadoussac, Que
Gaspé Basin, Que.
Campbellton, N.B.
Grand Falls, N.B.
South Esk, Miramichi,

N.B.
Bedford Basin, N.S.
Pictou, N.S.
Sydney, C.B., N.S.
New Westminster, B.C.
Selkirk, Man.
Ottawa, Ont.

Fishing Sea8on of 1898.

According to preliminary reports received from our different officers in all parts of
our extensive coasts, the aggregate value of our fisheries will be an average year about
twenty million dollars. The falling off of 50 per cent in the British Columbia salmon
packing industry alone suffice to justify the probable decrease of a couple of million
dollars for the large value of 1897 published in detail in this report. It should be
remembered that our annual produc-tion from the sea is more than half of the total value
of all minerals produced in Canada last year even including the golden Yukon.

CAPE BRETON ISLAND.

Inspector A. C. Bertram says that the fisheries of this Island for the season just ended
may he considered an average yield. While the statistics will show a falling off in
mackerel and mid-summer herring, they will also give an increase in nearly all other
branches. On that section of Cape Breton coast from Cape St. Lawrence in the county
of Inverness, to and including Isle Madame in the county of Richmond, the mackerel
fishery has been almost a failure. Indeed on this extensive stretch of Atlantic coast
the fall mackerel fishery, so valuable to our local fishermen, was never worse than this
autumn. The fall run of mackerel are large and fat and as these fish command a high price,
the local fishermen prepared to vigorously prosecute this fishery. This autumn, however,
the run must have passed south f rom the North Bay in deep waters as gill-net fishermen
missed them and none were taken. The mid-summer run of herring, formerly so valuable
to our local fishermen, was also a failure this year.

The lobster fishery was profitable both to fishermen and packers. The season was
unusually favourable so far as weather was concerned and the prices for the canned pro-
duct were such that the packers could afford and did pay more to the fishermen for their
catches. On the whole the season was a profitable one. The cod fishery is one of the
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branches which has hélped the fishermen to make an average season. Cod were fairly
plentiful and the price realized was greatly in excess of recent years. Other branches
give an average yield.

Inspector Robt. Hockin says that the yield of the lobster fishery, which is of chief
importance in his district, will be this season equal to 95 per cent of that of last. While
the operations of the fishermen were very much retarded by the boisterous weather of the
previous spring this year favourable weather was experienced. The prices obtained for
the fish were better than last year and the enhanced value will more than make up the
difference in the quantity caught. Of the cod family fisheries, the results will be about
ten per cent over those of last year. Not only was the quantity caught larger, but better
prices also prevailed. The alewive and herring yield will be 30% less that year while
of mackerel will be 50% less.

The yield of halibut shows a large increase over last season. The salmon-catch
will be about equal that of shad, slightly over last season. In the other fisheries, the
combined results do not materially affect the aggregate values, and the catch will be
about an average one.

Inspector L. S. Ford states that taking the different counties of this district to-
gether will yield an average catch. Digby county with its mixed fisheries has had
another successful year excepting the mackerel which again failed. The dealers of that
county are evidently up to date. The finnan haddies industry is assuming extensive
proportions. Yarmouth county will yield an average catch, the shortage in
some lines will be made up by the better prices in others. Quite a few
mackere! were caught in traps but the gillinets did not share so well. The large
lobsters for the export trade were scarce, but the packers had a fair supply of the
smaller ones. The Shelburne fishermen did not share as well as usual. The fact that
many of them fell short of the quantity required to secure the fishing bounty tells its
own story. The failure of the herring fishery night also prove detrimental to the lobster
industry. The Lunenburg fleet, the most important fishing fleet of any county in
Canada did fairly well on the grand banks. The shore fishermen especially those
engaged in mixed fisheries also secured gnod fares. The prices of fish were generally
improved.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Inspector J. H. Pratt of Bay of Fundy Coast, reports:
That the value and product of the fisheries of this district will show very few

changes this season from that of 1897. The herring fishery, the principal industry, was
prosecuted with the usual untiring energy of former seasons, and the catch will about
equal that of 1897. The herring schools were as erratic in their movements as ever,
deserting some of their former haunts and appearing plentifully in parts of the district
where for years they had nut been noticed. The large catches sold readily for smoking
and canning purposes. Lobsters will show a falling off in the yield but quite an
increase in the prices received by the fishermen. The catch of line fish of all kinds
will show a shortage, owing partly to the pervalence of the great enemy, the dog-fish,
and partly to the fact that many fishermen attended more closely to the weir fisheries
than in former seasons.
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Inspector R. A. Chapman of the Eastern counties, says that the aggregate of fish
caught in this district for 1898 will be about the same as in 1897. More shad were
taken, but this fishery can only be restored by a c!ose time until after they have
spawned. Salmon were scarce on the Miramichi River and estuaries, but more plentiful
on the Restigouche and coast leading thereto, naking the average about the same as in
1897. Spring herring were extremely plentiful and the take on the herring banks in
August and September was fully up to the average. Mackerel were scarce everywhere
on the coasts, the catch of codfsh was generally good and prices much above those of
last year. Smelt were very plentiful in all the rivers in the fall of 1897, but ice formed
in November which was carried out the latter part of that month by a freshet taking
the fish out also, and in the small rivers they never came back, this makes the aggregate
rather below the large catch of the previous two or three years. The quantity of oysters
taken was fully up to the average. With a large number of traps and more gear about
the same number of cases of lobsters were packed as during the previous yea, but prices
ranged very high which will stimulate canners to renewed effort s and which will work
disastrously in the long run, unless the Commission appointed leads to a remedy.

Inspector H. S. Miles, of the inland districts, says that the fishing industry in his
district is in a flourishing condition and the present indications are that the general
aggregate will compare favourably with that of other years. Excellent results are
obtained from the fish hatchery in the north of the district, and this year during the
" Stripping " process at the Carleton fish pond the unprecedented phenomenon of a salmon
containing both spawn and milt was observed, the fish was carefully placed in a
" Pontoon " and Overseer O'Brien intended to send the fish to Professor Prince at
Ottawa.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Inspector J. A. Matheson, of Prince Edward Island, reports that the yield from the
fisheries of this province, for this season, will be about an average one. Lobster, although
decreasing in size, owing to the increase of fishing material will nearly come up to the pack
of last season, mackerel was unusually scarce, cod and hake were about an average yield,
oysters in Prince County were about forty per cent better than last season, in Queen's
and King's Counties the catches were about as usual, al] other kinds of fish were about
equal to the past few years, prices of fish were well sustained throughout the season.
A new industry has been started in the fishing and shipping of Quabaugs from Prince
County, which may soon add largely to the exports of the province. Smelt fishing is
being prosecuted with the usual vigour, and fair catcheshave been reported.

QUEBEC.

Dr. Wakeham officer in charge of the Gulf St. Lawrence Division, reports a poor
fishing season for 1898, and estimates the falling off at nearly one-third of the usual
total value. This shortage is chiefly attributed to the failure of the summer cod fishery
between Esquimaux Point and the Straits of Belle Isle. Over the rest of the coast
this fishery was fairly good, but during the fall the weather became so rough that it was
mnpossible to prosecute the industry, in fact as many as thirty boats were broken up

and lost at one point alone by one of these easterly gales. The salmon fishing will also
be below the average. This is due more to unfavourable weather than scarcity of fish
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The breeding fish were reported abundant on the pools of spawning rivers. While the
lobster industry in spite of increased plant shows a steady decline in the counties of
Gaspé and Bonaventure, in the north coast of Saguenay the packwill exceed all previous
ones, owing of course to the number of new canneries in operation. The mackerel fishery
at Magdalen Islands was good. These fish were large and fat, commanding high prices.
On the remainder of the coast few mackerel were caught or seen. Owing to the failure
of the cod fishery on Labrador, some distress existed, but was relieved by the local
Government. The extent of this distress was as usual fairly exaggerated.

NORTIN-WEST TERRITORIES.

Inspector E. W. Miller writes :-From nearly all the lake districts favourable reports
are to hand showing that in the protected parts not only the fish are maintaining
their numbers but they show no falling off in size or quality. A few lakes in or adjoining
Indian Reserves have been almost depleted in former years, and in some instances, the
whitefish appear to be practically exterminated. As a recurrence of the overfishing and
use of small mesh nets which produced this result can now be, to a large extent, prevented,
it is very desirable that the lakes in question should be restocked. The river fisheries
are still on the decline. Efficient guardianship is difficult and costly, and much damage
has been caused by the use of illegal traps and nets, particularly in Assiniboia and parts
of Saskatchewan. In the western streams, trout are still extremely plentiful in the
higher parts of the rivers but seem of late to have been driven from the lower stretches
of water by the pike and suckers. No fishing for export has been carried on this season
in the Prince Albert district. Fishing for sale in the summer does not show much sign
of development, the difficulties of transporting the catch to market being too great.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Inspector John McNab reports that :-Salmon, halibut, sturgeon, and fish oil, are
the only products of the fiheries proper that are exported from British Columbia, in
sufficient quantities to make thein of commercial importance, at the present time.

The pack of salmon in the Fraser River district is the smallest, since the season
of 1892, or ab9>ut 200,000 cases. The pack on the northern coast, and rivers, is a fair
average one, reaching 248,400 cases, making a total of 448,400 cases, or 21,523,200 lbs.
less than half the pack of 1897. In addition to which, there were shipped fresh,. or cured
by methods, other than canning 4,500,000 Ibs. of salmon, making a grand total of
26,023,200 lbs., for the season.

The catch of halibut up to the end of the year will be in excess of that of any
former year, but the catch of sturgeon will be less than that of last season. The rich
and abundant variety of other fine food fishes which abound in the coast waters of British
Columbia, are only caught in quantities sufficient to supply the local demand, the supply
is unlimited, and with the rapid increase of population, and with the opening up of new
markets, profitable employment will be given to a large nuiber of fishermen.

CONCLUSION.

Three important matters appear to demand a brief mention in this report, viz : The
decision of the Imperial Privy Council, London, upon the question of Dominion versus
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Provincial Fishery Rights, and the foundation of a Marine Biological Laboratory in the
Maritime Provinces, under the auspices of the Dominion Government, and with the
cooperation, in management of the various universities, and the appointment of a special
Lobster Commission to hold a series of sittings at various important points along the
coasts of the Maritime Provinces. Arrangements were made for no less than sixty
sittings and of these fifty-five have been held up to date. The Commissioners appointed
by Order in Council, dated September 27, 1898, were:-

Professor E. E. Prince, Commissioner of Fisheries, Chairman.
Moses H. Nickerson, Clarke's Harbour, Nova Scotia.
William Whitman, Guysborough, Nova Scotia.
Donald Campbell, Margaree Forks, Nova Scotia.
Henry C. LeVatte, of Louisburg, Cape Breton.
Archibald Currie, Souris. Prince Edward Island.
Stephen E. Gallant, of Egmont Bay, Prince Edward Island.
Patrick J. Sweeney, Shediac, New Brunswick.
Robert Lindsay, of Gaspé, Province of Quebec.

Notwithstanding unprecedented bad weather, rendering the journeys of the Com-
missioners extremely difficult and unpleasant, the sittings with only one or two excep-
tions were held on the dates announced, and the witnesses, packers and fishermen
attended willingly and at considerable personal hardship on account of the bad state of
the roads and the continuous storms in November and December. A large mass of
evidence was given, which will be discussed at a final meeting of the Commission, and a
report and recommendations will be completed at an early date. The Lobster Com-
mission aroused widespread interest as there has been no special inquiry of this nature
since 1887 notwithstanding the vast growth and increased value of the Lobster In-
dustry, and the difficulties and complications associated with its regulation and pre-
servation.

The results of the decision regarding Federal and Provincial prerogatives in fishery
matters are, it cannot be questioned, grave in their nature, and though the exclusive
power to make fishery regulations is, it appears, undoubtedly vested in the Dominion,
there are rights of a very important nature, which cannot any longer be exercised by the
Federal Government. The issue of licenses for such fisheries as are defined to be the prop-
erty of the Provinces and the collection of revenue therefrom passes from this Department,
except in the case of Manitoba, the North-west Territories and certain fishing privileges on
the sea coasts which are still matters of controversy. In the case of the Ontario fisheries
the province of Ontario having declared itself prepared to take over the work of issuing
licenses, collecting fees and enforcing the fishery regulations, the staff of fishery officers
with three or four necessary exceptions was dispensed with and the work referred to
has been taken up by a special Departmental branch under the Ontario Government
in Toronto. The Province of Quebec has also taken some steps in the same direction.
The other Provinces have not yet expressed themselves as prepared to take over the
work which now legally belongs to them and a kind of tacit modus vivendi has been
adopted, pending some final arrangement. A large amount of correspondence between
this Department and the Provincial authorities ensued on the announcement of the
decision, and there are many points which the decision still leaves in grave uncertainty.
Any hasty or ill-considered steps might involve serious and permanent complications
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and no doubt mutual arrangements and concessions will reduce these matters to practical
form. As the supreme jurisdiction in regard to fishery regulations still falls upon the
Dominion Government, a thorough revision of all the existing fishery laws is in hand so
that the Provinces may have clear knowledge as to the close seasons, gear, modes and man-
ner of fishing which the Federal Government regard as necessary in the interests of the
Dominion as a whole. The fishery laws and regulations of Canada, like the fishery
legislations of almost all other countries, have been a slow growth rather than a well
defined and compactly devised code. Amendments and additions to meet new needs
and new conditions have formed so considerable a body of accretions that the original
enactments have in many cases been completely transformed. To facilitate the enforce-
ment of regulations formulated by the Dominion Government a clear and well-arranged
code of Fishery Laws is absolutely necessary in order that the Provincial authorities
may not be in doubt as to the application and meaning of these laws. It is not necessary
to refer to the fisheries in relation to their international phases, as the fleet of Protec-
tion Cruisers, and such Dominion officers as appear necessary will continue to act with
Dominion authority.

It has always been recognized that the interests of the fisheries are great and far-
reaching and the supreme object of the Department in the past has been to protect,
foster and encourage the legitimate utilization of the vast resources in the inland and
maritime waters of Canada.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

F. GOURDEAU,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisherie8.
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SPECIAL APPENDED REPORTS
I

FLUCTUATIONS IN THE ABUNDANCE OF FISH

BY PROFESSOR PRINCE, COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES, OTTAWA.

Fisherles, through ail their history have been subject to characteristlc fluctuations.
Uncertainty lu regard to the occurrence or disappearance of fish bas long been proverbial.
The miner Is accustomed to surprises, sometimes favourable, sometimes unfavourable,
and the farmer is rarely able, with any confidence, to foretell the results of hie season's
labours, but the fisherman surpasses all ln the uncertainty which besets his efforts to
utilize the valuable resources of the rivers and the sea. The abundance of fish on the
one hand, or their scarcity on the other, have reaulted in those strange fluctuations,
abounding prosperity and Indescribable depression, which have formed the most vexing
of all probleme for fishery authoritles and scientifie economists, while their explanation
bas taxed the ingenuity of practical men as sorely as professional theoriste. In some
instances, the causes of these fluctuations are apparent and readily discoverable, In
others they are problematical and difficult ; but ln multitudes of cases it bas, In the past,
been deemed sufficient to have recourse simply to the supposed erratic movements and
capriclous habits of the flshes themselves. " The Irish coast," says an old writer,
" affords a remarkable illustration of the capricious habits of fish, for which no satis-
factory cause can be assigned. The haddock and whiting, which have not, for a long
time, been seen on the western and northern shores have suddenly reappeared, and are
again taken In considerable quantities." To attribute the reappearance, like the dis-
appearance, of any species of fiah to mere erratle tendency or whim ls contrary to ail
that we know of fish life, as of other animal life, though so brilliant an authority as Dr.
Pouchet has maintained that this is true of the sardine, as his distinguished confrère
Professor A. F. Marlon remarks : " Je crois pouvoir conclure que, pour lui, la sardine est
une espèce absolument erratique, n'abordant que fortuitement, on ne sait sous quelle
impulsion, vivant d'ordinaire dans la haute mer' et jusqu'aux régions les plus éloignées
des côtes, descendant aussi dans les abtmes océaniques, s'y reproduisant loin de l'action
de l'homme et à des moments qui n'ont rien de régulier ou du moins sans subir l'influence
de la succession normale des saisons."

Hardly less difficult is the problem presented by the mackerel fishery in various
countries. Take the mackerel season just closed, 1898. As one authority bas polnted
out : " It was a failure from the start. That le not only true of the American mackerel
fisheries, but also true of the Irish and Norwegian industry. As we have frequently
said, the flsh crop is like the wheat crop or the apple crop ; one year it la good and the
next it is poor, the only difference being that we understand the conditions which make
or mar a crop of wheat or apples a little better than we do the conditions that produce
a good or a poor season's flshing. The total catch, including what was landed fresh at
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New York and other points during the spring fishing, and at Gloucester, Newport and
Boston and other New England ports during the summer, was scarcely above seventeen
thousand barrels. Not more than a half-dozen of the seventy vessels that have com-
prised the Gloucester fleet have had a remunerative year's work. The majority have lost
money. The loss falls upon men and owners alike." The phenomena of nature are only
capriclous and inexplicable to the ignorant, and many facts which appear irregular and
abnormal to the ordinary observer, are, to the man of science, regular and necessary,
and belong to a recognized order, being subject to known laws and conditions.

The study of fisheries, as a department of exact research, has been one of the last to
be taken up by trained scientists, and as yet the progress made cannot, perhaps, be
compared to that lu other Ines, such as forestry, mining, or agriculture, yet the patient
and arduous labours of fishery experts ln varlous countries have yielded most remarkable
and far-reaching results. In some cases, our ideas on fishery matters have been revolu-
tionlzed, and certainly many common opinions prevalent amongst fishermen regarding
such questions as the spawn of fishes and the habits of the young have been entirely
overturned. The causes of abundance, or of depletion, are causes which may be complex
or simple, but they are causes which investigations, conducted by competent authorities,
can ascertain and elucidate. The confusion in the minds of those engaged ln the fisheries
arises less from lack of observation than of that power of discrimination which Is a
result of rigid technical training. It needs only an ordinary power of observation to
note a multitude of possible causes for any phenomenon, but to eliminate the secondary
and non-essential from the necessary and potent causative circumstances is beyond the
common practical intelligence. A few years ago it was my duty to officially make ln-
quiries into certain fisheries ln the Bay of Fundy. The herring fishery, which had long
been declining off the New Brunswick shore, came ln for my special attention. I
obtained a large amount of evidence from fishermen, very old and experienced men, many
of them, but what struck me about the evidence and the proffered information was
not the lack of observation or the absence of knowledge, but the superabundance of both.
There was such a plethora of explanations for a single isolated fact, that any person
oxcept a fdshery expert, would have been hopelessly dazzled by the excess of light
thrown upon the simple problem. Why had the herring flshery ln question declined ?
That was the question, and the local fishermen, alt men of intelligence, observation and
experience, offered no less than sixteen separate and distinct solutions of the problem.
The reason most generally given was this: The herring dahery has fallen off because
the young fish have been so serlously destroyed ln the so-called sardine weirs. You
cannot have abundance of adult fish if you decimate the young immature fish further
down the bay. To illustrate the difficulty of sifting evidence of this nature, and to show
how varied and even contradictory such evidence ls, I give a brief statement of the ex-
planations actually offered :

(1.) Young herring destroyed wholesale ln aardine weirs.
(2.) Overfishing, especially by United States fishermen.
(S.) Driven off by increased steamboat traffie.
(4.) Too many drift nets have diverted the herring schools.
(5.) Shrimp food has disappeared, which attracted herring.
(6.) Mere caprice has caused them to leave.
(7.) Winds dislodged and cast ashore the herring spawn.
(8.) The sea bottom has changed, altering the baya and inshore grounds.
(9.) Pollution of the waters of the bay by vast quantities of surplus herring, captured

and thrown away.
(10.) Deforestation of land increased the silt brought down by rivera ln sudden floods,

and smothered the spawn.
(11.) Saw-dust and factory pollution poisoned the waters.
(12.) Gurry rotting on the sea bottom after hake fiahing lu over.
(13.) Bad smell from offensive lobster bait drove away herring.
(14.) Phosphorescence of decayed bait ln lobster trapu frightened herring.
(15.) Disturbance of water due to constant hauling and sinking of lobster trapu along
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(16.) Long Unes left by fishermen for two weeks to two months. As there is one hook
to every fathom, and 400 to 600 hooks on a " trawl,'' quantities of hooked fish died and
decayed and did the injury.

All these reasons-some of them most plausible and ingenlous, and doubtless having
a basis in fact, I grouped under two heads, and wbichever of these two heads embraces
the true explanation will enable a solution and remedy to be reached. The reasons put
forth, no less than sixteen ln number, imply that the herring, formerly plentiful, have
been destroyed, and that the abundant schools no longer exist anywhere : or that they
still exIst but have been driven to other resorts and cannot, therefore, be taken along the
Bay of Fundy shores of New Brunswick. This is, indeed, characteristie of all evidence
offered upon the question of depletion. On the one hand, parties interested affirm
that decline and graduai extermination is the true explanation while, on the other hand,
it is clalmed that the fish supposed to be reduced in numbers are really as plentiful as
ever, but have migrated to other regions and cannot be found ln such numbers, if at all,
about their former haunts. It is true that ln no department of natural history has accurate
information been so meagre as ln the science of fish and fisheries, for the customary
habits and seasonal movements of the fish could only be accurately followed ln the
depths of the sea, and ln more or less remote areas in rivers and lakes, under conditions
of the most obscure and difficult character. When the Highlanders of Scotland fancied
that the herring deserted a certain coast because, in some strife of the clans, blood had
been shed, or when, as Dr. C. D. Badham related, the Celts, in an obscure parish in the
west of Ireland, declared that the schools of herring departed when a new clergyman
announced his intention of tithing the produce of the sea, and never showed any sign of
their presence during his incumbency, these supposed explanations were not more base-
less than many which have been formulated In the reports and conclusions of important
fishery commissions. The causes of success or decline ln any particular fishery may be
natural and normal or they may be due directly or indirectly to human agency. They
may arise from conditions of which the student of economies can take cognizance, or
they may arise from conditions of a wholly different character, and may even be de-
pendent upon the racial and social characteristics of the people. But while to such
causes and conditions the rise and fall of fisherles may, in many instances, be attributed,
the most momentous of all are those which are due directly to natural or biological con-
ditions, so often complex and profound, but always capable of being investigated, with
the hope of ultimate solution, like al other problems ln the domain of nature. When a
particular region, fresh water or marine, is unduly strained and the flLhery resources
seriously impaired by fishing operations pursued to excess, there must follow a depletion
which may be permanent or only transitory. Thus, a large maritime population may be-
come dependent mainly upon one particular fishery resource, and the natural limits of
a healthy industry-belng overpassed, a period of depression, or even of total exhaustion,
may supervene. Lobster and oyster fisheries in varlous countries are a striking example
of this last-named type. The oyster and, indeed, the mussel fisheries of the British
Islands bave reached a state of such absolute unproductivenees that the markets can
only be kept supplied, and that inadequately, by Importations from other countries. That
common shell-fish, the mussel, Is the principal bait used by the line fishermen in Britain.
30,000 tons are required yearly by the Scottish fishermen, and for this supply dependence
ls largely placed upon importations from Holland and other countries. Oysters which, 50 or
60 years ago, sold for 30 cents to 40 cents per hundred, cannot be had now for less than
$1.50 per hundred, and those of the poorest quality, while the best Whitstable oysters often
sell at over ten dollar a hundred at the principal oyster stores. The shad fisheries ln the
maritime provinces of the Dominion furnish another notable case of depletion, due
mainly, possibly due solely, to overfishing. It has been argued that in the case of the
shad the decline of the fishery Is due to pollution of its feeding grounds, and it has been
maintained that the extensive flats ln the upper portions of the Bay of Fundy abounded
with the "shad-worm," a favourite food of the shad, but that saw-dust and other pollutions
drifting down the streams of the adjoining counties (ln Nova Scotia and New Brunswick)
have covered these areas and destroyed the food. Certainly the Bay of Fundy shad
formerly netted ln Immense quantities ln the fall, were fat and well fed, and apparently
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schooled in those waters for feeding purposes. Those who maintain that the shad have
forsaken these areas because of lack of food, have not been able to point out any other
localities to which these fish now resort. Possibly there Is good reason to attach weight
to the contention stated above, though it cannot be ignored that excessive destruction of
spawning shad took place In the spring up ail the rivers emptying into the Bay of Fundy.
Not only were the spawning fish mercilessly destroyed on entering the estuaries, but
were slaughtered on the spawning grounds, and relentlessly pursued when poor and
emaciated, and drifting down the stream, after depositing their eggs.

A decline in a fishery may prove to be due to causes deeper-and more obscure than a
simple decline in the supply of fsh or exhaustion due to overfishing. The native char-
acter and natural aptitudes of the people may have something to do with the apparent
abundance of fish and the state of their fisherles. Thus, a Select Committee of the
British House of Commons, appointed in 1833, reported that the Channel fisheries off
the south coast of England had been declining for nearly twenty years. The numbers of
men and boats had continued to decrease, the fishermen and their familles had become
poorer and poorer, and had become dependent upon the parish-rates for support. The
encroachments and competition of the French fishermen, aided by a substantial bounty
from their Government, were claimed as the potent causes of the decline. In sea
fisherles, it may often happen that a fishery which shows every sign of decay, if we
have regard only to one nation, Is really ln a prosperous state if we take into account the
extent and profdtableness of the same Industries pursued In the same seas by other coun-
tries. A remarkable case of this kind was illustrated by the famous bank fisheries of
Newfoundland. The Newfoundland industry was In such a serious state of decline that
there appeared a possibility of its total abandonment. The number of "banking"
vessels declined from 330, ln 1889, to 58, ln 1894. The catches, which amounted to
236.821 quintals ln the former year, fell to 53,824 quintals six years later, that is ln 1894.
So serious a falling off lu an important national industry created justifiable alarm. An
official Investigation was authorized, but, as usual, the practical men engaged ln the
lndustry expressed the most eontrary views. No less than fifty-nine separate reasons
for the declne were volunteered by the owners and ex-owners of vessels and by the
fishermen themselves, and it would be impossible to imagine causes more diverse and
opposed than those alleged to have produced the decline. The actual scarcity of fish, or
their different and more local method of schooling, the lack and the dearness of bait, the
injury to the banks by offal and fish-waste, or by the periwinkle fishing carried on by the
French, the inefficiency of the men and their want of navigation experience, their ln-
efficient gear and ill-fitted vessels, extravagance ln regard to ship's stores, and careless-
ness ln keeping vessels and gear ln proper trim, and hosts of other reasons, more or less
remotely bearing upon the important matter at issue, were set forth as accounting for
the decline of the industry. Some of the reasons practically amounted to a charge of
Incompetence and of idleness, whlle other causes adduced had reference to the weather,
" natural disadvantages, such as fogs and gales," or to the proverbial " periods of plenti-
fulness of fish, and periods of scarcity on the banks." None of the causes summarized
above really touched the essential points which the commissioners referred to ln framIng
their conclusions. Thus,"it was shown that the large fleet of American bankers made on
an average actually larger catches per boat than the Newfoundlanders, who were ln clouer
proximity to the banks, and had local supplies of bait available . During the five years,
1889 to 184, the United States boats exceeded the Newfoundland boats by about 122
quintals per vessel. The United States boats were larger and better, carried a rather
larger crew, and used more gear, but had also the advantage of access to a great market,
and the certainty of better prices. Success depends, sald the commissioners, not only on
good vessels and gear, but upon an experlenced, industrious and economical skipper, and
a well-managed zealous crew. " Once we have redeemed the errors of the past, a
brighter future for the bank fishery will open," la the conclusion reached at the termina-
tdon of the investigation. In other words, the bank filsheries, there la every reason to
believe, are as prolifle as ever, and any decline la due to causes whicn rest with the
fishing population. The history of fisherles, ln varlous parts of the world, clearly shows
that this le true, and that fishing industries have declined on account of the Inferlor skill
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and industry and lack of perseverance on the part of those engaged ln them, and this
was clearly the cause of the. decay of the British sea fisherles ln the German Ocean dur-
ing the seventeenth century, when the superior enterprise òf the Dutch enabled them to
gradually usurp the business which had hitherto been controlled by English flshermen.
Until recently, the valuable and prollfic fisheries of the west of Ireland were but Uttle
utilized by the resident population along those shores, and it was not until Scotch, Manx,
English and French fishermen intruded Into these waters that any appropriate local
attempts to stay the decline of the Irish fisherles were made. Numerous cases might be
eited where the inexperience, not to say indolence and indifference of the resident people
have resulted in strangers and forelgners harvestIng the rich treasures of the deep, which
bad long invited exploitation. In addition to the factors just referred to, factors which
it is needless to say are extrinsie and readily remediable, there are others which have
been revealed by the arduous labours of biologiste and scientifie fishery experts. These
factors are intrinsie and involved in the preservation or disturbance of that balance of
nature which Is as real and tangible ln the world of waters as upon the surface of the
land. Whether or not the injuries arising from these causes are remediable is another
question, but, at any rate. it is possible to decide whether restorative steps are feasible
If once we are able to name the cause or causes.

It le well to premise that one of the most important conclusions reached by the
investigations of experts ln recent years is that ail Important fashes are local
In their range. The old idea that flish migrated over great distances has been ex-
ploded. It le becoming more and more apparent that they affect their own
local areas, and that such local areas can be exhausted more or lees completely. Even
fishes like the herring and mackerel are by no means the erratie wanderers which
they were at one time thought to be. The movements of the schools are, Indeed,
mainly from deep water to shallow, and back again. The herring fishery on the
east coast of Britain which was long thought to clearly establish the theory of ex-
tensive migrations from the North Pole (as Pennant said) to the more temperate waters
of southern England and back again, is now seen to prove precisely the opposite. It is
true that the herring fleet begln off the Orkneys and Shetlands early in the summer, and,
month after month, move south, finding schools of herring at every successive point,
until the fishery ends off the Norfolk coast ln the fall, but, as every fûsherman knows, the
herring found ln certain localities are peculiar to those localities, either la size, shape or
flavour, and are clearly not merely members of one great army, movlug southwards.
Were it not so, local varieties of herring would be an impossibility. As one critic has
remarked, were Pennant's theory of a vast school traversing thousands of miles of ocean
a true explanation, it would be essential that this moving host should, at certain seasons,
make a return migration to the polar seas, but such a northerly migration has never
been observed. Were flshes of great economie importance thus nomadie, they would be
independent to a large extent of local conditions, and would be little affected by circum-
stances potent over only limited areas, yet we know that the contrary is the fact, and
that herring, mackerel, haddock and cod fIsheries may be a marked success ln one ares
and a failure In another and that these states of plenty or of depletion appear to be most
erratie, whereas they should be widespread and gradual or uniform were the schools the
common property, as it were, of an entire length of coast. The practised eye of the
fisherman will dlstinguish, at a glance, a flsh from a particular locality, especially of
certain species. It is not difficult to relegate a St. John River salmon and one from the
Miramichi and one from the Restigouche, to their respective waters after carefully com-
paring examples. Even the herring of the Scottlsh coast are tu many cases easily dis-
tinguishable. A meuhaden caught on the coast of Maine can, wlth facility, be dis-
guished from a Long Island menhaden, a Chesapeake or a Florida one, by certain ln-
describable characters, easy to percelve, but dIffeult to define. The presence of the
crustacean parasite ln the mouths of southern menhaden, and Its constant absence from
those of the north, la a very strong argument ln favour of local limitations ln the range
of menhaden schools. That the same schools of menhaden return year after year to the

ame feeding grounds is very probable. The schools ln the southern waters do not re-
xliii
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ceive any apparent increment at the time of the desertion of the northern coast, nor are
the southern waters deserted at the time of the abundance'In the north.

Most fish have their special local range. They loyally linger around their own native
haunts, and only lack of food or some potent physical cause will induce them to change
their ground. The late Professor Spencer Baird, ln 1871, very clearly laid down the
principle referred to, saying:

" In all discussions and considerations in regard to the sea fisheries, one important
principle should be borne ln mind, and that is that every fish that spawns on or near the
shores has a definite relationship to a certain area of sea bottom; or, ln other words, that as
far as we can judge from experiment and observation, every fish returns as nearly as
possible to its own birthplace to exercise the function of reproduction, and continues to
do so, year by year, during the whole period of its existence. * * * It Is an estab-
llshed fact that salmon, alewIves and shad, both young and old, have been caught on
certain spawning beds, and after being properly marked and allowed to escape, have
been found to reappear in successive .years in the same locality. * * * The prin-
ciple Is rather more dIfficult to establish in regard to marine fishes ; but experiments
have been made by competent men on our coast and elsewhere, which prove the existence
of the same general principle ln relation to them."

The abundance of fish In a locality may, indeed, be maintained, and yet the statistics
of the fishery for one season or for many may show a f alling off. The causes may be
seasonal or meteorologîcal In many cases. Thus, the smelt which enter the principal
rivers of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia In Incredible numbers ln the fail (November
and December) and again in the early months of the year, remain in those rivers, moving
in and out with the tide until the ice completely roofs over the water, but a fail of snow,
darkening the ice, or the appearance of the full moon, will at once drive all the schools
out into the sea again. The catch for any particular season may thus rise high or fall
to the lowest level with the occurrence of transient changes of the nature referred to.
Winds also have great influence. Last year, for Instance, the great fall herring fishery
of Norway was exceedingly disappointing and poor. The catch did not .»xceed 106,000-
barrels, as compared with the previous season's record of 282,000 barrels. Those well
acquainted with the fishery claim that this serious falling off did not arise from any
diminution in the herring supply, but from the fact that the berring kept off shore from
35 to 40 English miles, and the weather was too rough to permit the ordinary herrIng
craft to venture so far out It is said that a German steamer followed the herring at
That distance from shore, and made very good hauls of fine herring. In the spring of
1898 there were no cod off the south-west coast of Nova Scotia becanse, the fishermen
affIrmed, the herring had been driven away by the unfavourable wInds that prevailed.

What, then, are some of the causes which reliable evidence shows have detrimentally
affected fisheries. They may be grouped under eight or nine headings.

Overft8ng.-This Includes not only the employment of excessive quantities of gear, but
the methods of using the gear and the kind of devices or englnes employed. If, as fishery
experts are agreed, excessive lengths of nets are used continuously in limited fishing
areas so that whole schools of fish are captured and few or none are permitted to escape,
depletion must rapidly ensue. While it must be admitted that the ocean, taken as a
whole, is inexhaustible, yet established fisheries are confined to specially prolific areas,
and such areas will bear the exhausting process of utilization only to a limited extent, or
their reproductive and recuperative capacities will be too severely taxed. Nor does the
exhaustion of an area leave space for the incoming of schools from other areas. Sur-
rounding localities have their special schools too, local races they may be called, and, ln
accordance with hereditary Instincts they remain true to their own areas, and under
normal conditions have no reason to forsake such areas In order to repeople depleted
areas more or legs distant. Just as on the land, each area has Its own insect fauna, and
an entomologist can often determine the locality of a beetle or a butterfly by slight and
subordinate local features, so there is every evidence for holding that local races of fish.
even those regarded as nomadle and extremely migratory, cling to the limits ln which
they were born and reared. Not only of crustaceans, like the lobster and shrimp, whose
movements are less active and erratic, but of fishes like mackerel and ced, able to
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traverse considerable distances, this is true, and generation after generation of these
local races of flsh linger around their accustomed haunts. Overfishing may be effected
in many ways, but the principal are the too constant and uninterrupted pursuit of the
fish so that when feeding and when engaged in spawning they are harried and destroyed
without cessation : or the use for even short periods of time of apparatus excessive in
amount or in destructive eharacter. The decline and depletion of the Sacramento
salmon fisheries on the Pacifle coast of the United States was no doubt due to the latter
cause. An excessive amount and extremely destructive forms of fishing gear were used
for only a short period annually, and though the spawning fish in the upper waters were
subject to no increased disturbance and the schools of salmon in the sea had uninter-
rupted course Over their feeding grounds, as before, yet so completely were the migrating
schools killed out when passing up the river that the fishery came to an end.

The great lakes of the North American continent, Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior and
Lake Winnipeg reveal the same unvselcome facts. Overfishing has effectually reduced
the once wide-spreading schools of lake whitefish, lesser whitefish (called lake herring),
and pickerel or doré, and great as the fisheries still are, they are unmistakeably depleted
and decaying fisheries. Even species like the black bass, maskinonge and other valuable
forms, never regarded as of prime commercial importance, are now scarce, where they
were, 10 or 20 years ago, abundant. The vicinity of the Thousand Islands, the prolifle
stretches in and adjacent to the Bay of Quinté, and similar favoured resorts are largely
bereft of the innumerable fishing population which once delighted the net-fisherman, and
the sportsman with his hook and line. The angler, so-called, whose ambition was to
make, in a day, a record catch, did much of the slaughter ; but illegal netting has been
a grave factor, too. One of the ablest officers In the Dominion service reported some
years ago that illegal trap-nets set in some depth of water, especially in the channels
extending into Lake Huron, were decimating all the better kinds of fish. One trap-net
contained, after being set only a few hours, no less than 500 pounds of black bass, besides
lake whitefish, yellow pickerel, and other kinds. Some of these traps were large and most
destructive, measuring fourteen feet in depth, and though prohibited by the Dominion
Government, were extensively set in the waters of Georgian Bay and the North Channel,
Lake Huron.

The history of lobster fisheries in most countries illustrates the same type of fishery
destruction. It is true that new forms of traps have been invented more murderous and
exterminating in effect than the old kinds of wickerwork lobster pots, or of oblong
lath-traps ; but it bas proved possible, by the use of these comparatively inoffensive
forms of traps to almost absolutely clean out vast areas where lobsters were once
incredibly abundant. The kind of trap remained the same, but the number used was in-
creased five hundred fold, and this enormously increased amount of gear, -used during a
portion of the year only, achieved the same evil result. Ice on our own coasts and stormy
weather in the fall and spring and the migration of the lobster schools into deeper water
after spawning afforded some protection ; but these natural safeguards proved in-
effectuai against the influx of destructive agencies that were multiplied year by year.
Of the valuable menhaden (a kind of large inferior herring) the late Professor Browne
Goode said that it could not withstand the tremendous strain of overflshing. He said :

" It is the commonly received opinion that purse-net fishing is destined evidently to
destroy ail the menhaden in our waters. * * * The same may be said regarding
pound-net flshing. It is doubtless true that the fisheries in a given locality may deplete
the immediate region in which they are prosecuted. The cod and halibut may be fished
for upon a single bank until the local supply is exhausted."

No doubt there is great truth in Professor Marion's claim that the explanation ot the
movements of migratory fish may be found, as he says in regard to the sardine, in two
great impulses, hunger and reproduction : " La sardine," he says, " est, dans la Méditer-
ranée comme dans l'océan, un poisson nomade, dont les déplacements doivent nécessaire-
ment être déterminés par les deux grandes causes qui régissent les actes de toutes
les autres espèces, la recherche constante de la nourriture et les obligations temporaires
du frai."
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The history of oyster beds in most countries, with certain remarkable exceptions iD
the Unlted States and ln .France, exemplifies exhaustion due to constant unremitting
fishing without regard to Ice, spawning, size or any other condition presented by the
beds. Fishlng for oysters through the ice 1s destructive on account of the waste It in-
volves. Small oysters and spat brought up with the adult shell-fish are frozen ln our
climate, and to return them to the water dead would be of no benefit. Thousands of
tons of immature oysters have thus been wilfully wasted, left to die and decay to the
injury of the live beds below when the Ice meits in spring.. The marketing of small
oysters in their first and second year bas been most Inimical, and car-loads of oysters
are even now shipped west from the Atlantic coast of the Dominion which prove to be
unsaleable on account of their insignifleant size, and are dumped upon the waste heap
ln the cities of Ontario, Quebec and the west. Norway, so careful and wise ln her
utilization of many of her resources, has ruined her oyster fisheries by carelessness and
reckless depletion, and annually yield ouly $2,000 or $3,000, though the molluscs readily
sell at $10 per barrel.

Disturbance and Destruction of Spatninp Schools.-There is no more perniclous method
of fishing, as a rule, than that of capturing fish when ln the act of spawning or
immediately prior to it. Two remarkable exceptions occur, however, which constituted
a somewhat difficult problem until fishery experts were able to offer a solution. These
exceptions are the cod and herring, both fish being ln most countries largely captured
just about the spawning season when they are schooling ln vast hordes In their accus-
tomed breeding areas. Reference will be made to the pecullar and exceptional conditions
connected with the two fish mentioned and there are others.

The decay of the mackerel fishery ln the North Atlantic, and especially In the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, can be traced to the use of most destructive gear precisely when the
fish were schooling for spawning purposes. In spring and early summer an examination
of specimens of schooling mackerel shows how near ripeness these myriads of fish are.
When the eggs are perfectly translucent they are cast out ln the surface waters of the
open sea where they are fertilized and float for a week or two until the young fish are
formed and burst out of the thin transparent shell. Every adult female mackerel pro-
duces not less than 750,000 eggs on an average and as the purse-seiners were able to Inclose
entire schools of these breeding fish, numbers of eggs beyond human computation were
destroyed, and the mackerel population cut off more or less completely. Other methods
of fishing, gill-nets, Inshore traps, jigging, hook and Une though formerly remunerative
enough were comparatively harmless compared with the total and completely extermin-
ating character of the purse-seine which was used out ln the open sea precisely where
the mackerel finds the appropriate conditions ; clear, rippling sea-water of some depth,
absence of rocks, hurtful objects, pollutions, &c., access to sunlight and the necessary
modicum of heat, all necessary for the Incubation of these most delicate floating ova.

The disappearance of that small smelt-like salmonoid, the caplin, from considerable
stretches of the coast of Canada may be attributed to destructive methods of capture.
The cod regularly came close inshore along the Labrador and northern coasts of the
maritime provinces, ln order to feed on their favourite food the caplin. When
the caplin no longer appeared the scbools of cod dIsappeared too. Now, along
the shores ln question, especially along the estuary of the River St. Lawrence
traps or weirs bulît of fine brush or wickerwork were placed at every available point.
These became filled to excess with hosts of caplin which crowded in with the flowing
tide, and were left high and dry when the tide receded. These valuable little fish were
used for manure to some extent, but visits to these weirs or Pgches showed that for one
ton of dead fish thus utilized twenty tons were left to rot and waste away. Masses
of decayed caplin several yards deep were thus piled up day by day, involving not
merely the grossest and most criminal waste of flsh, but the production of wide-spread-
ing pollution ln the neighbourbood and the cutting off of supplies of natural food whicb
brought the valuable cod almost up to low water mark. So eager were the schools of
cod ln their quest for caplin that large fish were continually running on shore and were
left stranded when the caplin were moving along. It may be added that the caplin
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came close inshore for the purpose of spawning as an examination of caplin from the
Labrador coast showed.

A great run of cod, Usually called the " caplin school " as a rule, touched the Labra-
dor coast about the middle of June, near Natashquan, and moved east to disappear from
the shore a month later. In 1898 no sign of this schnol was apparent, and the total
absence of the caplin may be regarded as a sufficient explanation. Oddly enougli the
schools of caplin, which had been absent for many years at the Magdalen Islands, ap-
peared In 1898 along the south shore, and the local fishermen regarded these as the
north shore or Labrador caplin which had erratically forsaken their usual resorts. This
Is wholly Improbable and it Is far more likely that the conditions which were unfavour-
able for the incubation and hatching of the Labrador caplin (whether due to naturail
causes or to offal pollution, abnormal destruction and the like) were favourable on the
Magdalen Islands and the fish once more became numerous there.

'the gaspereaux (also known as alewives or kiacks) attracted the cod Inshore In
western Nova Scotia in a way similar to that of the caplin schools referred to, and the
disappearance to a considerable extent of the cod from the littoral waters south of the
Gut of Canso is no doubt largely due to the destruction of the gaspereaux, a destruction
due to causes described on another page. The well-known case of the Dublin Bay had-
docks doubtless comes under this category. In the early seventies the Dublin haddock
schools disappeared for four or five years and all kinds of explanations were adduced,
but the question of undue destruction of the spawning fish, or the loss of ova due to
storms or other causes was not thought of. Some such unfavourable circumstances
no doubt were the cause, for the haddock again appeared In numbers and the Dublin
fishery resumed its former prosperity.

Natural Enemics.-The life of all fishes is a perpetual warfare with enemies, and the
carnage of the sea apart from man's destructive operations exceeds that amongst the
terrestrial tribes. The Royal Commission on British Fisherles, 1863, attempted to gra-
phically picture this slaughter by natural enemies In the case of the herring. Allowing
to one cod only two herring per day for seven months in the year, and assuming that
an average fisherman takes not less than fifty cod In that time, It appears that the cod
caught by the 40,000 or 50,000 Scottish fishermen If left In the water would have eaten
more herrlng than the whole catch of the herring fleet. There were In 1861 40,000 tons
of cod and Ilng taken in Scotland representing, say two millions and a half of codfislhes
and the calculation ls easily made whlch establIshes the contention that the herring
fishermen take but a fraction of the fish which migrate along the shores, and are dally
and hourly destroyed by predacious foes. Were not this destruction to continue "I the
population of the sea," as one writer has remarked, " would soon become so immense
that, vast as it is, It would not suffice for its multitudinous inhabitants." An Increase
In the number of sharks and dogfishes in a particular area may have the most baneful
results, entailing not merely the wholesale slaughter of valuable fish, but their disper-
slon and flight to other areas, and frequently extensive injury to the nets and other fish-
ing gear. Over thirty years ago while mackerel were schooling in vast numbers lu
Massachusets Bay, great schools of blue fish, 16 to 20 pounds weight, suddenly made
an incursion and devoured In quantity the smaller fish. The blue fish had been searce
for many years, and their unexpected advent had a most disastrous effect upon the
mackerel fishery. PossIbly a scarcity of food elsewhere bad caused these larger fish
to forage in this way.

The splendid fishing grounds off Grand Manan, N.B., deterlorated some years ago on
account of the inroads made by sharks, dogflsh, &c. An official report (1893) states the
matter as follows :-

" The decrease In the cod catch has been gradual for the last ten years, which can
only be aftributed to the marvellous increase in the schools of dogfish and sharks lu the
Bay of Fundy.

" The hering lishery is one-third less than last year, not from a scarcity of herring,
but from the nianner In which they have been harassed by the dogfish, pollock and
silver hake. Herring have been driven ashore by pollock and silver hake on many occa-
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sions. The welrs at Whitehead did not fish at regular times as In former years, that at
'weir times' the hake and pollock would rush through Cow Passage with a sound like
Niagara Falls, and all the herring taken there were caught at times that the tide did not
serve.

" The pollock have been so well fed by the herring that they did not take the hook,
and this fact explains the decrease in the pollock catch."

Pernicious Chemical Influence.-Chief stress has been laid upon causes which are
biological in their nature, but there are others purely chemical and physical. Of the
purely chemical causes which control the appearance and movements of fishes one of
the principal bas been found to be the abundance or scarcity of oxygen mingled with
the sea water. The absence of herrings from the Arctic seas has been frequently com-
mented upon. The minute crustacean life which is so attractive, and so essential, it may
be added, to the vast schools of herring, is extremely rich in the cold northern waters,
yet herring do not appear to resort to those regions, whereas on both sides of the At-
lantic the waters, adjacent to this continent and to the British Islands and the European
continent, herring abound. The Atlantic is more richly oxygenated than the Arctic seas,
and this comparative lack of oxygen is no doubt the main factor in deterring the her-
ring from migrating thither. Experiment las clearly demonstrated the dependence
upon temperature of the absorbtive power of sea water. Barometrie pressure too 1s
Important ln determining the amount of atmospheric air absorbed, and as this air loses
Its oxygen far more rapidly than its nitrogen ln its descending passage to deeper strata of
water, these deeper strata are of necessity imperfectly oxygenated, and unless disturbed
by moving currents, unable to support the -higher forms of animal life. As was shown
by observations in the Swedish fisheries the presence or absence of the usual sehools of
certain fish was almost solely influenced by the greater or less amount of water rich in
oxygen pouring into the Baltie Sea from the open ocean. Active migratory fishes, such
as mackerel and herring, must be largely controlled by these conditions, espectally ln
waters more or less inclosed or separated from the open oceanic areas.

That artificial chemical impurities directly affect fish-life has become almost axiom-
atic in the science of the fisheries, and many of the more delicately organized species
no doubt succumb to pollutions poured from factories, gas works and the like. These
pollutions, if they spread over spawning beds, or affect shallow areas which are the
favourite resort of the delicate fry in tle early stages of their existence., must be a far-
reaching injury ; but actual observations appear to demonstrate the comparatively in-
nocuous nature of such impurities so far as relates to robust and actively migratory fish
like adult salmon. That a river like the Tay in Scotland should continue to hold its
own as one of the most famous and prolific of salmon rivers, although Dundee, with Its
large population, pouring out the filth and waste associately with a busy and dirty
industrial centre is but a few miles from its mouth ; and Perth, a city of nearly 40,000
Inhabitants, with Its dye works and other enterprises producing a vast amount of In-
jurious Impurities 1s only 30 miles from the estuary, demonstrates the resisting power
which salmon trout have, physloiogically speaking, in the midst of poisonous and
hurtful surroundings.

The Aroostook River In the State of Maine, a tributary of the Canadian St. John
River, still bas Its quota of salmon, although the pollution of St. John city, and the saw-
mill waste poured in all along the banks to Fredericton and up to Woodstock would
seem sufficiently inimical, whIle ln the Aroostook itself the abuses are If anything Inten-
sitied not merely by the greater accumulations of debris, but by the erection of mill-
dams apparently of an Impassable character. The salmon are not to be daunted, and a
few years ago after It had been commonly held that salmon had been wholly destroyed,
fine examples were seen leaping near Houlton and migrated as far as Presqu'Isle. In
the Canadian tributarles, like the Tobique, the conditions are wholly different as the
primitive favourable conditions still obtain, and the salmon which reach these rivers
find themselves ln the midst of the congenlal surroundings, remote from populous hives
of Industry.
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Destructive Physical Causes.-Reference has already been made to unfavourable cir-
cumstances affecting fish-life which are of a physical rather than a chemical nature.
The two are interwoven as a rule, but ln themselves they are entlrely distinct. Thus
the floating saw-dust which will choke a shad, a gaspereau or other clupeold whose
tiranchial apparatus Is provided with a cage of gill-rakers, will hardly have any evil
effect upon a salmon or striped bass. A powerful fish like the sturgeon, however, Is at
once injuriously affected, but mainly on account of the fermented saw-dust lodged at
the bottom, which not only Is sucked ln by the funnel mouth of the sturgeon when feed-
ing on the bottom, but is most deadly in its effects upon the sand-shrimps, river mussels
and shell-fish generally which so largely constitute the food of that fish. The decline of
the herring and other fisheries ln the Flrth of Forth, Scotland, has been attributed to
the bill drainage which bas affected the specific gravity, purity, and temperature of the
water so that the herrIng, especially, deserted this shallow estuary about forty years ago.
Since then schools of herring come in for a short time, but not In their former Immense
numbers, showing that the physleal conditions and possiblythe food affected thereby
are detrimental and drive the fish out again. Aquatic vegetation is, of course, affected,
and the dependent animal life, of a microscopic character, perishes with the disappear-
ance of plant life. Al fish culturlsts are aware of the necessity of encouragIng the
growth of suitable water plants, on whIch minute water iDsects live and multiply, ln
order to fatten and keep in health the growing fish. In trout ponds Is this especially
necessary. It is the same in rivers, ln lakes and ln the sea. If the plant life be inju-
riously affected fish-life suffers too. What hope is there of the existence of fish ln waters
polluted by poisonous sewage, &c. ? The appalling state of things described ln the fol-
lowing extract, and referring to the Kent River in the north of England, shows to what
an extent these deadly agencies may poison and contaminate fine salmon and trout rivers:
" Below the point where the refuse was discharged, the clean water from above and the
filthy liquld from the sewers could be seen running side by side for several yards till
they at length commingled, the result being a black turbid stream, on whose surface
floated a scum formed of the lighter particles of filth and whose bottom was a dense
black mud, thickest wherever an eddy or a pool facilitated precipitation, but always
entirely covering the natural bed of the river. This sediment was exactly similar to the
mud which had collected ln the hollows. This state of things existed along the entire

length of the channel of the river below the outlets referred to above." (From Mr. C. E.
Fryers' Report, Salmon Fisherles, &c., of England, 1895.)

In his interesting account of that Increasingly valuable fish, the sturgeon, the late
Prof. Ryder pointed out that the very young stages subsist upon small animalcube,
which ln turn live upon minute forms of plant life. Even the sturgeon are found to

devour large quantities of small plants. " The story of the life of a sturgeon (as the
author named pointed out) is seen to be bound up with the lives of vast myriads of or-
ganisms ln no way related to it in the system, but only as sources of nutriment. It is
quite certain that.................. If the minute life upon whIch the young sturgeons
subsist were exterminated, the sturgeon would also become extinct. It follows from
this that whatever affects the relative abundance of the minute life of rivers and
estuarles where sturgeons are found, must also affect the survival and abundance of the
latter."

Reference has already been made to the effect of cold and barometric pressure upon
the chemical contents of water ln which fish live. The amount of oxygen dissolved may
be reduced to a minimum by unfavourable physical conditions. It has long been known
that herring as a rule make their appearance on the coast when the water is about 55°
F. or rather 55.50 F., and on the east coast of England it was held that the Yarmouth

schools only came ln when the incoming stream from the Atlantic Ocean had swept
round Sutherlandshire and joined the North Sea waters reducing the temperature of the
east-coast waters to the desired 551. So long as the temperature is higher so long the
schools of herring remain ln deeper water. The surface temperature has not, as was
at one time thought, a direct influence on the movements of the herring though relatively
warm currents appear to deter and relatively cold temperatures seem to attract the
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moving schools. The precise conditions involved under what may be called favourable
and unfavourable physical circumstances in relation to the movement and distribution
of fishes are too complex and numerous to detail here ; but while temperature and the
chemical results dependent thereon are of first importance the further physical char-
acter, viz., density 1s hardly less so. But density depends upon conditions chemical and
thermal. If the incoming water from the Atlantic (reverting to the herrlng question in
the North Sea) be of great density, a cold current and of considerable salinity, its ad-
mixture with the less saline and less dense water of the German Ocean will raise its
temperature, and as observations have shown that about the middle of August 55JO F.
la found to be the surface temperature-the temperature particularly favourable for the
herring. As it progresses this colder bottom current is pictured as at every stage send-
ing up columns which mingle with the warmer surface water, and in this way the
schools of herring out ln deeper water are attracted inshore, offshore winds prevalling,
and great catches are made in the vicinity of the " patches of water welling up from
the bottom." The fact that fishes, as a rule, possess an organ on each side of the body
(the sensitive lateral line) enables us to understand how temperatures, densities and
chemical changes profoundly affect them. But it must not be forgotten that it is these
conditions, favourable for deposlting and hatching the ova, as well as suitable for the
microscopic animal life necessary for adults and young fish, that are vitally important.
The regular migrations of fish as affected by physical aud chemical conditions lose all
their meaning unless their biological significance (food, propagation, &c.) be fully taken
into account. We owe to Sars an ingenious explanation of the bearing of meteorological,
current, and the temperature changes upon the abundance, not merely the presence or the
movements but the numbers of herring which appear in a specified locality. The distri-
bution of minute crustacea, especially copepods and decapod larvae is regulated mainly
by the weather and wIll differ indefinitely in successive years. The herring schools will
linger where appropriate food abounds and those nearer the inshore waters will arrive
ln the littoral fishing grounds earlier than those schools further out in the sea. The
movement coastward, which is annual, no doubt occurs in the open sea at about the same
approximate date each season, some time before the roe and milt of the parent fish are
attaining ripeness. Hence the early spring herring which are adjacent to abundant
food and stay longer near the coast, are in better condition and of better quality than
those that were more remote from this plentiful nutriment, and had a longer, more
exhausting journey to make. The earlier fish, too, will.be able to penetrate further Into
the fjords and sounds. In other words, the fishery will yield a much better, richer,
and safer result than in the opposite case, when the herring only remains for a season
near the outermost coast, and is much thinner and more exhausted, and when only oc-
casionally a small school is chased near the land by large fishes of prey. The herring-
fishery may therefore yield a very different result, even if the same mass of herrings
has year after year been outside the coast and has produced the same quantity of young
ones. The final cause of the irregularity in the spring-herring fisheries most therefore
be sought in the changes of weather, current and temperature of the water in the outer
sea, not so much during the fishing season as during the rest of the year, particularly
durlng the preceding autumn and summer.

Whether there is in this respect a periodicity which corresponds with that of the
herring-fishery will be more satisfactorily explained by future observations than by the
study of the past. For the present. it cannot be denied that such a thing la possible.
It is well known that salmon linger about the mouths of rivers until the temperature
la favourable for their entrance. So long as the temperature of the water flowing out
of the mouth of a salmon river Is above 580 or below 380 the schools of fish are unwill-
ing to ascend. The facts ln regard te other fish are not so generally known, especially
uch a fish as the-sturgeon, which is so abundant and of such value in Canadian waters.

The late Prof. Ryder said of this fish : " The upward movements of the schools seem
to be affected to some extent by a rise of the prevalent temperature of the water and
air, thus making the fishing for the time more profitable. Conversely, a decline ln the
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prevailing temperature is often apparently followed by a diminution in the numbers of
fish on their way up the river, and a cold, late season retards the appearance of the
fish from the sait waters farther south. A very rainy season, whieh has caused an un-
usually abundant flow of fresh water down the river, also interferes with their early
appearance in the waters above Delaware City. This is supposed to be due to the fact
that the water becomes fresh farther south than usual where the schools then remain
to discharge their spawn. The fishing season at Delaware City is at Its height durtng
the months of May and June, but fish are caught during the summer and autumn and
until as late as September and October."

When ultimately analysed we find that the abundance of fish, their mig'ations and
the biological conditions upon which their well being and increase depend, above all the
food supplies so essential to their existence, rest upon causes and cfretmstances which
are largely physical.

Blasting, Loud Report8, d.-Fishermen have in numberless cases attributed the dis-
appearance of fish in waters adjacent to forts, &c., to loud reports and explosions. On
the Berwickshire coast in Great Britain this idea prevails everywhere, and as the
auditory organs of fishes are very sensitive and complicated there is some reasonable
ground for these views. Certainly blasting operations under water have the most dis-
astrous results, and two or three years ago a certain part of the St. Lawrence River
appeared like a moving stream of dead and dying fish after some explosions of dyna-
mite. On the Detroit River the noise and bustle of the shipping and traffic generally Is
regarded as responsible for the decay of the once prolific lake whitefish fisherles, though
doubtless the garbage and noisome pollutions of Detroit City have had no less evil
effects. Oddly enough certain fishermen along the sea coast of Quebec attribute the
decrease In the lobsters in some of the bays to the noise of occasional stëamboats, espe-
cially paddle boats, but the increase In lobster traps and the unlimited capture of spawn-
ing lobsters must have contributed to the exhaustion of the valuable crustacean in those
localities. Perhaps the most novel of all reasons is that urged by old fishermen on the
Delaware River to account for the scarcity of shad. They allege that the electric lights
on the bridges terrify the schools of shad and cause the fish to disappear. The opposite
effect might have been more easily anticipated, for bright lights as a rule have an at-
tracting and fascinating influence upon most fishes.

The disappearance of the valuable tile-fish which for three years (1879-82) was very
abundant on the north-east coasts of the United States, was attributed by some Amer-
can authorities to volcanic causes. Almost in a single night this fine market fish was
completely destroyed and the vessel, authorized by the U. S. Government to Investigate
this remarkable occurrence, found the sea for over 150 miles In a direct line crowded
with the floating bodies of these dead fish. Between six and seven thousand square
miles were covered by this wave of destruction, and the schools of tile-fish appear to have
been entirely cleaned out of that region, though stray groups of them have been reported
occasionally, though not to be compared with the millions that for the period named
abounded in these waters.

Destruction of egga or fry.-The eggs and fry of fishes are so delicate that in unfav-
ourable seasons it is no matter of surprise to learn of their widespread destruction. We
know that along the shores of Gloucester and Northumberland Counties herring-spawn
la heaped up for miles after storms and is largely used for manure under such circum-
stances. In many salmon rivers a season of drought or an unusually severe spring may
result in the death of vast quantities of eggs and alevins. In the Restigouche River
ome years ago sheets of ice floated down from the redds or spawning beds which were

packed so densely with eggs as to appear quite orange-coloured. The ice had crushedê
down upon the eggs and gravel and lifted them In masses so that they were killed and
carrIed down over a hundred miles to the sea. The phenomenal periods of plenty and
of scarcity in the salmon rivers of British Columbia largely arise, there can be little
doubt, from natural unfavourable conditions in the upper waters hundreds of miles
away. A dry season and insufficient water on the spawning beds or a protracted season
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of cold in spring may effect widespread destruction of eggs and young fish ; but three
or four years must elapse before this will be apparent. When the time arrives at which the
schools of adult fish should ascend, had they not been so serlously destroyed at the head-
waters when young, no ascending schools appear or a mere fragment of the expected
schools, then the effect is apparent. The so-called cycles of pienty (four or five years it was
generally thought) find their explanation in this way. Of course, over-netting, and the
slaughter of fish by Indians must have their baneful results, but the seasons of abundance
and scarelty, common to all the Pacifie rivers, may be traced to unfavourable conditions
prevailing during spawning or incubation of the eggs. Unless sufficient fry are hatched the
usual runs of adult fish cannot be secured. Cod, haddock, mackerel and other ish whose
spawn floats at the surface of the sea are peculiarly endangered. Ice, rain, surface pol-
lutions, &c., must ln some seasons destroy the eggs ln countless quantitles while the
delicate fry, also in the surface waters for many weeks, are equally susceptible to these
unfavourable conditions. There is no difficulty in explaIning ln this way many of the
otherwise Inexplicable cases of erratie decrease or total disappearance of such species
of fish. Some authorities attribute the decline in the great lake fisheries, especially lake
whitefish and herring, far less to overfishing than to the destruction of fry especially by
the use of drag seines. These nets are used upon flat, smooth shores, free from stumps,
boulders and debris, and it is precisely in the clear shallows along the lake shores that
the schools of fry congregate. The net is, as it were, throwp around the fish within a
short distance of shore, and Is pulled to land. Before being hauled in both ends are
secured on shore, and the net forms a complete inclosure, capturing everything within
its sweep and extending in some cases as much as 1,000 feet, with 12 feet depth in the
middle, though the dimensions are often less than these. Captures In the seine are of a
very varied nature, and as the meshes are loose, and not usually f ully open, as ln a
fixed net, like a pound, many fish are entangled which are of no value for market pur-
poses. Young fish, included ln this mixed catch, are mostly injured, and may be thrown
ashore as useless. Further, the constant use of seines, sweeping qver the shallows, has
a very unfavourable effect on the shoals of small fish. They are disturbed In their mi-
gratory movements and driven into deeper water, where they are exposed to the attacks
of larger fish. IndIrectly, as well as directly, the schools of fry are injuriously affecred.
Professor Ramsay Wright, and other authorities with special knowledge of the inland
waters of Canada, have described the capture of Immature whitefish by herring seine-
nets, and pointed out that the surplus fish are used as manure when the market Is
glutted. Similarly, Dr. H. M. Smith speaks of ground where whitefish formerly spawn-
-ed in considerable numbers and, where the young now appear to congregate at times,
on which quantities are taken for balt, measuring 14 to 3 inches long. The fishermen
when using the seine can hardly know the extent of injury they InfIlct ; for when very
young, our valuable good fishes are transparent, minute, and almost Invisible in the
meshes of the net.

That valuable fry are thus disturbed, injured and destroyed, there can be no doubt.
It is impossible to avoid this where seining is carrled on. But the destruction of the
young of inferior species, usually regarded as worthless, is most harmful. These small
fishes, or minnows, are the favourite food of pike-perch or pickerel, salmon-trout and
other predaceous fish. The abundance of these more valuable kinds depends largely on
the abundance of smaller varieties on which they largely live. The term minnow ap-
plIed to these small fishes Is used Indiscriminately and embraces nearly twenty specles,
including some of the more valuable food fishes.

As compared with the fixed pound-net, inshore, through the meshes of whieh the
.very small fry mentioned readily pass without injury, or again, with the gill-net haug-
ing wIth fully extended meshes ln deeper water, the seine is by far the most Injurions
from the point of view here considered.

It may be that the supply of whitefish would have fairly well withstood the drain of
the net fishery had It not been that they were so seriously decimated ln the young larval
-stages. Certainly the former abundance of whitefish ln Lake Ontario Is astonishing.
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At present the lake is regarded as not a whitefish lake at all, the catch of over 620,000
pounds ln 1870 had fallen to about 400,000 pounds ln 1890 and ln 1895 reached the low
level of about 126,000 pounds. Yet 40 years ago on Wellington Beach at the east end
of the lake, where whiteflsh are now exceedingly scarce, single hauls of nearly 500,000
large whiteflsh are recorded (vîz., 400 barrels). At Burllngton Beach ln 1856, at the
west end of Lake Ontario, the men netted 86,400 whiteflsh and nearly 2,000,000 lesser
whltefish or lake herring.

At Port Credit, near Toronto, and other places, equally large catches were made,
and the Superlntendent of Fisheries for Upper Canada (Mr. John McCuaig) felt justifled

ln 1859 ln describing these flshery resources as " literally Inexhaustible riches."

Lack of Food.-There Is no doubt that the abundance or defleiency of food Is most
potent in affecting the movements of fishes. Scientiflc research has sho*n that each
species of fish so far as ascertained lives upon special and peculiar food. Just as a lion
requires a diet wholly different from that of a horse, and a squirrel would starve where
the others would find abundant food, so the varlous fishes ln rivers and sea live upon
kInds of food which are wholly dissimilar. The mackerel prefers the small shrimp-like
crustaceans, especially copepods and larval crustaceans which abound within a fathom
or two of the surface of the open sea, the cod on the other hand seeks his food on the
bottom or along the rocks and banks near shore so that small fishes, crabs, shell-ftsh,
worms, zoophytes and other forms of bottom life are appropriate to bis needs ; while
some of the flat-fishes, and species with massive crushing teeth, like the sea-wolf, prefer
mollusces and sand-loving crabs and crustaceans. White It Is ln a vast number of cases
easy to trace to the presence or absence of their special food the fluctuations ln the
abundance of certain flsh, it Is far less easy to account for the paucity or plenty ln the
occurrence of the animals which constitute the food. Many years ago some apparently
unusual currents brought incalculable quantities of a small sessile-eyed crustacean to
the eastern shores of Scotland. For some time the shores were clothed with these
strangers, a small shrimp-like creature, unfamiliar to Scottish observers. At the time
of this influx and while these Interesting crustaceans were occupying some of my atten-
tion, my friend Dr. Fritjof Nansen, distinguished at that time as a brilliant young
zoologist, prior to his winning fame as the Intrepid hero of the Polar regions, being on
a visit to Scotland at once identified the species as one found ln peri-arctic waters and
known on the coast of Norway. Doubtless some unusual disturbance of océanie circul-
atIon had wafted these vast hosts of small shrimps from the north and no doubt attract-
ed in their train quantitles of northern fish. These erratie appearances of unfamiliar
animals are related it can hardly be questioned to the converse disappearance of other
animals upon which certain species of fish feed. The excessive drain upon the lobster
supply in Dominion waters, and especially the relentless slaughter of spawning lobsters
involving the loss of Incalculable numbers of fry, just about to hatch, must have affected
the characteristic surface fauna of the territorial waters. Areas like the waters imme-
diately adjacent to Cape Sable and the neighbouring Nova Scotla shores, or the shallow
etretches embraced ln the Straits of Northumberland and around Prince Edward Island
must at one time have been alive with larval lobsters swimming for more than a month
ln June or July, or even later, ln the surface strata. There may be some basis for the
contention that the schools of mackerel no longer come into certain of their accustomed
resorts because this food supply consisting of young lobsters has been cut off. The
excessive destruction of berrled or seed lobsters must have vastly diminished the num-
bers of the swimmlng infant lobsters, and the decrease or disappearance of these would
lead to the non-appearance of the feeding mackerel. While this may be so there appears
far more reason to attribute the loss of the mackerel to the decimation of the adult flsh

when crowded together at the spawning period ln the open sea. This extermination of

food may be due, as pointed out, to natural causes or to artificial causes dlrectly result-
ing from man's operations. Peculiar ground currents, excessive undertow, the grind-

Ing of the bases of ice-bergs and moving bodies of Ice are known to wholly change the
nature of the sea-bottom over extensive areas. Sand-banks and gravel become heaped
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up or strewn over a soft bottom, or a hary rocky ground : and sea-weeds as well as
animals, indeed the entire flora and fauna may become suddenly changed. Such changes
at once affect the schools of fish. At times changes of an analogue character are at-
trIbuted to artificial or human agency. Thus the schools of splendid shad which once
swarmed up the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia shores to the head of the Bay of
Fundy in the fall are practically a thlng of the past. Instead of catches of 3,000 to
5,000 barrels in Minas Basin and Chignecto Channel, at one time famous resorts, the
quantity of fine fat shad taken in the late summer in the counties of Cumberland, Col-
chester and Hants barely reaches about 1,000 barrels. These shad, it le alleged, after hav-
ing ascended the St. John River and other larger or smaller rivers pouring into the Bay
of Fundy, and having gone through the exhausting process of spawning in the upper
waters in early summer descended In an emaciated condition and made for the feeding
grounds, the sandy flats and soft muddy areas in the open bay which extend up into
Chignecto and Minas Channels. These sandy flats, it le affirmed, abounded with food
peculiarly nutritious for the fih and they rapidly recuperated, and appeared in fat and
perfect condition. Every river and stream, however, poured upon these feeding ,grounds,
decayed saw-dust, mill-waste and pollutions so that the food, It is claimed, died off, the
shad were no longer attracted as they once had been, and the autumn fish which were so
prized and plentiful as a food commodity, have become scarce in the extreme.

It le extremely likely that the disappearance of mackerel from certain bays and
coves along the coast east of Halifax, N.S., may be due, not as many suppose to the
fouling of the water by mining pollutions, but to the destruction of the food which no
doubt attracted in the schools. In such Inshore and comparatively shallow bays it is im-
probable that the mackerel would spawn, indeed sone of the finest schools were fall fish.
As one local authority stated not long ago injury has arisen from the " tailings " result-
Ing from the crushing operations in the quartz mille at the neighbouring gold mines.
Mercury, dynamite, &c., were used, and the tailings and waste generally were carried
out into the sea. This bay (the bay referred to is Salmon River Bay, St. Mary's Co.,
N.S.) was exceptionally good for mackerel, but they like pure water and for eight or
nine miles out from shore the muddy pollution from the mines can be seen. Where
there used to be five fathoms of water in the bay there are now not more than five feet,
because of the deposits referred to and the accumulation of tailings. The crusher has
been Idle, however, and recently (October) there was quite a large body of mackerel,
indeed several bodies of mackerel in the bay. The fishermen unfortunately were not
prepared, and eould not seine the fish which were moving towards western Nova Scotia.

Periodical or erratic times of food scarcity muet of necessity occur, and even the
Norwegian waters so prodigal of animals on which fishes feed are no exception, for the
takes of codfish some seasons, while enormous as they proverbially are, realize far less
value on account of their thin and poor condition than in normal seasons. The want of
food explains their emaciation ; but the causes for this scarcity of nourishment are
more difficult to trace. The 111-fed condition of the fish directly affects the character of
the liver and other organe, and this is seen in the decreased production of the filsh oils
which are of such great market value.

Dr. Fredrik Wallem has pointed out that " on an average 400 Lofoten codish will
give one barrel of liver, and two barrels of liver will give one barrel of medicinal cod-
liver oil. But in seasons when the cod 1s of poor quallty, as in 1882, 900 and even 1,200
codfush are required to yield one barrel of liver ; and this liver iself was rather poor,
no four barrels instead of two are required to make one barrel of medicinal cod-Uver ol."
In cases where appropriate food continues throughout the year a fish essentially no-
madie like the herring may become strictly local and practically stationary for the year
like the Loch Fyne herring of Scotland or the local varieties in the fjords of Norway. The
absence of food ls the negative force, while abundance of food is the positive force direct-
lng the movements of fishes, and the Interesting details given by Prof. G. O. Bars may
be here referred to. He points out that in exceptional cases, schools of herring remain
In the deep fjords for a whole year and longer, and such herrings wll naturally assume
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a character of their own, so as to pass for a special variety or coast-race. Although we
know all the stages in the life of the herring near the coast of Norway,-and would,
therefore, reasonably suppose that Its whole youth, tii the perlod when It spawns for
the first time, was spent near the coast, Sars remarks expressly that, on the whole, the
occurrence of the summer-herring near the coast must be considered as altogether tem-
porary. It comes, like the older herring, *(the sprIng herring) from the open sea, but
not from such a distance as this one. " Some time before the large masses of summer-
herring came to Espevmer, ln 1873, the mackerel fishers often caught considerable quan-
tities of large and fat summer-herrings in their nets at a distance of from five to six
miles from the coast, and schools of large and small herrings could often be observed
from the mackerel boats. Soon afterward the current, on account of a very sudden
change in the weather, turned with unusual violence toward the islands near Espever,
and carried wlth It enormous quantities of small crustaceans, which were closely packed
ln ail the nelghbouring bays and sounds ; then the herrings began to come ln from the
sea, first the larger and then the smaller ones." As during winter the smail crustaceans
are not found near the coast in such large quantities, the migration of the young ber-
ring toward the sea will, on the whole, be much less disturbed than during summer,
and there are no instances of the spring-herring having returned to the coast to seek
food after having spawned.

On the fishing banks of Cape Breton County, Nova Scotia,' ten or twelve years ago
fine halibut were extremely plentiful and then they mysteriously disappeared. As it
did not appear that the fishery bas been carried on to excess, local fishermen were ln
perplexlty as to the cause. Recently, 1898, the halibut have reappeared, and the defunct
fishery bas been resumed with vigour. Some temporary change in the surface of the
banks on which the halibut feed no doubt accounts for the disappearance, or the ex-
haustion of the food Itself, which has had time to restore itself ln the Intervening
period. The molluses, annelids, &c., upon which the fish feed may have been covered
over and smothered by sand, drifted by some unusually strong undercurrent, and this
may now have resumed its normal level and condition, for the bottom of the sea ln
many places Is thus alternately changed and restored. Now the area referred to Is
literally alive with fine halibut, 30 pounds to 150 or 200 pounds weight, and In the fall a
remunerative fishery is carrled on by the Canadian fishermen and by U. 8. schooners.
A reverse state of things is exhibited by the Cape Breton schools of mackerel whleh
ten years ago, after a period of decline, appeared ln al their former abundance. So
abundant indeed ln 1889 and 1890 that old fishermen declared they had seen nothing like
It since their early days. Now the mackerel fishery bas reached its lowest possible
level and the schools have almost wholly disappeared.

The cases referred to In the foregoing pages include those more salient and pro-
bable, but the scarcity and total disappearance of fish may arise from other circum-
stances plain and apparent ln some cases, but obscure and difficult to discover in other
cases. The evils of obstructing schools of âfsh in their migration to their spawning
grounds especially in rivers and lakes are apparent. Wharfs and mill-dams, walls of
netting and accumulations of lumber and rubbish have destroyed salmon, alewives,
striped bass and other fish, or caused them to seek wholly new resorts. The salmon.nets
off Charlotte County, New Brunswick, have, it la claimed, diverted whole schools of
salmon from the New Brunswick shore and caused them to cross the Bay of Fundy and
ascend the Nova Scotia rivera opening into the bay. This may or may not be no, though
the Increased catches of Nova Scotia salmon were coincident wlth their decrease in
certain New Brunswick rivera and streams. The blocking of fine rivers by enterprising
business firms Is too prevalent an evil to demand special notice.
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'II

THE FOOD OF THE STURGEON

BY PROF. E. E. PRINCE, DOMINION COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES, OTTAWA.

There are few phases of fish life so little known generally as the feeding habits and'
peculiarities of the food of different species. Yet it ls of the highest importance for a
judiclous administration of great fisheries wbich provide a means of livelihood, and are
a source of food for the people, that the facts regarding the means of nourishment and
the peculiar methods of obtaining it should be ascertained. Otherwise, regulations
might be devised to protect one species, which would have the effect of exterminating
another, and fishes of inoffensive feeding habits suffer from lack of proper safeguards,
resulting ln the destruction of an important fish supply. 1

One of the most common arguments urged by parties interested in extending any
particular fishery ls the claim that the particular kinds of fish specially referred to are in-
jurious to others. By eradicating these particular kInds, it ls argued, the remaining
species will be encouraged and increased. Many fishermen hold the view that any fish
which is predaclous and feeds upon other fish should have no protection, either by close
seasons, netting and mesh limitations, &c., but for the benefit of the fisheries generally
should be decimated. As applied to th'ë voracious cat-fishes, the wolf-like grass pikes-
and even the doré or pickerel the argument appears plausible enough, but it must be
remembered that under undisturbed natural conditions, the predaclous and inoffensive
kinds have always inhablted the same waters and that the balance of life was duly
maintained until man's operations came in as an interfering force. These operations
were in the great lakes and inland waters of the Dominion generally, most actively
directed against the lake whitefishes, the lesser whitefishes or lake herrings, &c., and the
capture of these in immense quantities, especially at the spawning time, has undoubtedly
left them at a serious disadvantage in the maintenance of their existence. Physically,
and in habits and modes of life, less able to hold their own against the strong, active
and voracious species, their dIsadvantages have been Jncreased by the decimation of the
parent fish, so that the numbers of young brcod each season are wholly unequal to com-
pensate for the double loss thus brought about. It le a general law, especially amongst
fishes, that those species which are in danger on account of feeble powers of defence or
because they are not endowed with adequate means of escape or weapons of offence, rely
upon the multitudes of the young fry produced each season to withstand the drain upon
their numbers. Hence, a knowledge of the breeding habits and the quantity and char-
acter of the fry is essential ; but as a preliminary step it is most necessary to have some
accurate account of the food and methods of obtaining it in the case of every species of
economic value. It is not sufficient merely to rely upon the statements of dealers and
those engaged in fishing for a livelihood, for even in cases where the opinion may not be
unduly biassed by self-interest, it la rarely based upon actual examination and observa-
tion. Hence, the charges almost universally made agalnst the sturgeon that it is the
most voraclous of ail fish-eating specîes, that it scours the spawning grounds of the great
lake-trout, the whitefish, and every other kind of valuable market flsh, sucking up the
eggs with its tube-like mouth and scoopIng in whole schools of defeneeless fry, demande
serious attention. If the sturgeon be an arch offender of this character, and the most
destructive of ail our predaclous fish, the question of adopting special protective regula-
tions in order to increase its numbers requires grave deliberation. There are few fiehes.
in our fluviatile and lake waters of greater market value. Its flesh is in great demand--
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Its ova, of which caviare is made, are eagerly sought after, and a number of other valu-
able products are obtained from the viscera and waste. Its protection on the ground of
its high and increasing economic value appears desirable ; but If Its extremely pre-
daclous and destructive habits be as so frequently alleged, the value of the other fisheries
which the sturgeon (It is said) so seriously injures, the whitefish, lake-trout and other
species, have a first claim to legislative attention. Dr. S. A. Forbes, in an interestiug
paper published some years ago (Illinois State Fish Commission Report, 1890) gave a
general account of the food and feeding habits of fresh-water fishes, so far as his own
researches had gone, and in his list of predaclous or fish-eating kinds, including the pike,
pickerel or doré, the large-mouthed black bass, channel cat and cat-fishes generally, the
sturgeon is not included.

Perhaps the best account of the food of the sturgeon is that of the late Professor J.
A. Ryder (Bulletin United States Fish Commission, 1888), for It gives Information upon
the subject from the early larval stages up to the adult. After the embryo bas ex-
hausted all the yolk, hanging like a saek from the under part of its body, it takes very
small food, and probably up to the third month, when it first exhibits small conical teeth,
it subsists upon minute plant forms, infusoria and animalculS, as well as worms,
microscopie shrimps, and the larve of water insects, rhizopods, diatoms, &c., which
abound on the slimy bottoms of sloughs, creeks and estuaries, and are swallowed by the
little sturgeon in quantities. Later, when between one and two inches long, minute teeth
being present ln the throat as well as upon the jaws, the stomach bas been found to be
crammed with small water-fleas or crustacean mites, though worms, insects and possIbly
fish larvæ constitute much of its food. Larger crustaceans, the shrimp-like isopods and
amphipods, in addition to the foregoing microscopic organisms, when the sturgeon
reaches the mature condition. Ryder found that its food Is composed of larger organ-
isms, though lin his examination of the digestive organs he was struck with the very
meagre débris or remains in the stomach or Intestine, and the difficulty on this account
of deciding what forms the principal elements in Its dietary. In specimens entering
rivers from the sea, shells of the common black mussel (Mytilus) occur, and remains of
the large, deep-water species (Modiola), commonly called the horse-mussel. Ryder con-
cluded that shell-fish are largely devoured by the sturgeon. At Tampa Bay, Florida, Mr.
Elkington observed (according to Ryder) that the sturgeon dig up the soft bottom with
their snouts. During my numerous official tours as General Inspector of Fisherles for
the Dominion, extending over most of the waters of Canada, I have made frequent In-
quiries respecting the food of the sturgeon. Published observations are very fragmentary
and, with the exception of the late Professor Ryder's account, no systematic attempt to
deal with this important subject seems to have been attemped. Dr. Hugh M. Smith
justly observed in his account of the " Fisheries of Lake Ontario " (Bulletin, United
States Fish Commission, volume X, 1890), that " while it is known that the sturgeon is a
bottom-feeder, and that the shape of the mouth and the general anatomy must determine
the character of Its food, much yet remains to be learned concerning the food and habits
of the fish." Professor Browne Goode pointed out (Fisheries of the United States, Sec-
tion I., 1884, page 660) that the stomach resembles the gizzard-like organ of the men-
haden and mullet, and is perfectly adapted for grinding molluscs. Milner, as quoted by
the authority just mentioned, holds that It does not feed very extensIvely on the spawn
of fishes, but subsists almost entirely on shell-fish in the lakes, principally gastropods,
the thinner-shelled kinds of the genus Phy8a, Planorbi and Valvata, as well as Lymnoa
and Melantho. The European sturgeon, as Parnell stated, consumes marine worms :" In
the stomach of one from the Tay was found an entire specimen of the so-called sea-
mouse (Aphrodite aculeata)" and he also noted, somewhat vaguely, that small fish and
worms seem to be its principal food. Yarrel informs us that " the débris of crustaceans
and half-digested pieces of fish, mixed with decaying vegetable matters and mud, have
been found in the stomachs of sturgeons and their food is probably any soft animal or
vegetable organisms that they find at the bottom." There is no evidence that I can find
supporting the view that sturgeon are predaclous or pursue and devour other fish, and
the construction of the suckIng mouth and its habit of grubbing along the bottom would
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be adverse to such a propensity. On the other hand, there are just as few observations
in support of the theory that the sturgeon is addicted to consuming the spawn of other
fishes, or decimating the young fry when hatched out. Perhaps the most prevalent
opinion amongst fishermen and flsh dealers is that the sturgeon is a spawn destroyer.
A large Detroit flsh merchant once assured me that he had seen several gallons of spawn
which had been swallowed, taken from a sturgeon, and he considered that it was a flsh
entitled to no protection whatever on account of this evil habit. The view is very wide-
spread that fishes' eggs and newly-hatched fry form a considerable part of its food.
" Experience goes to prove," to quote from a published statement on the subject, " that
sturgeon feed almost exclusively on the eggs of other fish." Were this very prevalent
opinion supported by reliable observations, and therefore well founded, the wisdom of
protecting this fish in waters abounding in non-predacious and valuable species would be
open to question. As a matter of fact, excepting in Manitoba and the North-west Terri-
tories, where sturgeon are of such vital importance for the sustenance of the Indians-
" It is to us Indians," a Blackfoot hunter is recorded to have said, " in the water, what
the buffalo was on land," and excepting in British Columbia, no special code of protective
regulations has been formulated in Canada. In New Brunswick, in connection with the
depleted St. John River sturgeon flshery special rules have been enforced. But in view
of the uncertainty as to the facts of the alleged destructiveness of the sturgeon, very
strict protective legislation has not been carrled out.

It is very evident from the structure of the sturgeon's mouth that the fish is power-
less to capture very active prey. There are no movable jaws for seizing and, in the
adult, no teeth for tearing it. The mouth is protrusible, in the form of a flexible teles-
copic tube, and, like a hog's snout. is suitable for turning up the soft mud at the bottom
of the water. Just ln front of the mouth are four slender feelers which assist ln the
grovelling operation. Fishermen are well aware that It ls not necessary to use any bait
in order to catch sturgeon, and in some rivers a " trawl " has been used, consisting of a
series of strong sharp hooks fastened at intervals along a stout rope. The rope ls
stretched across the bed of the river, and so intent are the flsh in the " grubbing opera-
tions, that they press upon the trawl with ail their force and are pierced by the sharp
hook. Many sturgeon also are netted ; but when feeding, it seems to be demonstrated
t.at th re gilde over the bottoii., %rotruding the long mouth, like a trunk, and sucking
up the mud and nutriment upon which they mainly subsist. The strongly muscular char-
acter of the stomach, and Its large capacity, eve when compared witb the large size
attained by the flsh, all indicate that food so easily conii.rnuted and digested as the fry
of fishes or their spawn, does not form a large part, if any par. cf the food of this flsh.
There are, indeed, diffleulties in crediting the common allegation, arisi, i r tLe fact
that the fish usually stated to suffer from the depredations of the sturgeon spawn in
localities, not as a rule, frequented by that fish. Thus, in the great lakes the whiteflsh
always spawn upon hard grounds. They especially prefer rocky reefs and shoals, much
waterworn and full of crevices and jagged edges. In some waters, as in Lake Erie, there
are areas of honey-combed rock, or plateaus of deeply eroded limestone, which are famous
as the resort for great bodies of whiteflsh, and probably other specles. The depth over
these reefs varies from 4 feet to 20 feet, and neither the depth nor the character of the
bottom is favourable to the movements of the sturgeon. Its slow, heavy, grovelling
movements are such that on jagged, water-worn surfaces it would suffer serlous injury ;
and a soft muddy bottom, such as Is found in deep channels and ln slow running estu-
aries and creeks forms the usual haunts of the sturgeon. I have had the opportunity of
examining sturgeon from the extreme eastern and western waters of the Dominion, and
in none of the specimens were found any evidences which bore out the common opinion
that the sturgeon is a devourer of spawn. It Is true that some sturgeon sent to Ottawa
for my examination from British Columbia were found, to my surprise, to contain large
quantities of a small, smelt-like flsh the Oolachan or candle-flsh (Thalechthys richard-
aonii). One specimen, a male sturgeon, 71 inches long, contained thirty Oolachan, each
5 or 6 Inches in length, and the other specimens were quite distended with these small
fish. Possibly these fish were ascending from the sea in such numbers that they could
not escape the suctorial jaws of the cumbersome sturgeon, or it may be that they were
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sickly or dying fish, perhaps captured fish thrown overboard dead by some fishermen

who had more than they required, and thus they might fail an easy prey to the far from

predaclous sturgeon. Lying at the bottom in masses, the sturgeon would devour them

greedily, sucking them up without difficulty. So vast are the quantities of this fish ID

early spring in some of the Pacific rivers that they often form solid masses, working their

way slowly into the river. It appears in immense shoals, and is caught either with the

scoop-net, or, like the herring on the sea-board, with the rake. This simple device is

merely a long light pole, flattened in one direction so as to pass readily through the water

and with the edge set towards the lower extremity with a row of sharply pointed teeth
The fisherman, entering the shoal, passes the implement repeatedly through the water

with a rapid stroke, each time transfixing several fish. Thus a copions supply is soon
secured. The Oolachan is, in the estimation of most people, one of the most deliclous
products of the sea. Smaller than the herring, it is of a far more delicate flavour ; and
so rlch that, when dried, it is inflammable. This fish is not confined to Fraser River,
but frequents, likewise, the Nass, a large stream issuing In the extreme north of
British Columbia ; another stream debouching into Gardner's Canal ; and probably
other rivers along the coast. Those caught at the mouth of the Nass are of a quality
even richer than those of Fraser River. The natives, who assemble there in great num-
bers in spring to prosecute the flshery, besides drying them In large quantities, extract
from the surplus a fine oil, whieh is highly prized by them as a luxury, and forms a
staple article of barter with the interior tribes. This oil, of a whitish colour, and
approaching to the consistence of thin lard, is regarded by those who are acquainted
with its properties, as equally efficaclous with the cod-liver oil go commonly prescribed ;
and it is said to have the great advantage of being far more palatable. If the Indian,
wlth his simple apparatus can make considerable catches, there is little diffleulty in con-
celving how the sturgeon could secure ample food supplies, where the water around him
was simply a moving mass of these deliclous fish. The sturgeon were examined about
the middle of May, and it has been noticed that the Pacific sturgeon usually ascends the
rivers at the time the Oolachan run commences.

I have also had the opportunity of examining specimens of sturgeon from the River
St. John, N.B., where, at one time, an extensive sturgeon fishery was carried on. Opera-
tions of too des+"' - unlimited a character resulted in the almost total extermina-
tio' of this Important species In the river in question. In the specimens examin ±v +he
River St. John, there were no traces of fish remains whatever, although the shallows
were crowded with newly-hatched, defenceless gaspereaux, shad, and other clupeoids.
Most of the spawn of these last-named fish must have hatched out by. the middle of June,
yet, judging from the minute size of the fry, quantities of fish ova must still have been
lying on the spawning beds of the Washademoak, and the shallows near Gagetown, Sun-
bury County. Apart, however, from a quantity of mud and masticated vegetable ooze, In
which unicellular alge were plentiful, the capacious stomach was loaded with fresh-water
mollusca. The shells, in a large number of cases, were almost perfect, except that the
periostracum was dlgested off, but the larger shells had undergone some trituration, and
the lip was lacking. A vast number of opercula, showing the spiral structure in the
semi-transparent horny matter, occurred in the mud, and consisted chiefly of vegetable
matter, but no characteristic structure could be made out, so that its real nature was
uncertain. Probably it consisted of leaves and stems of aquatlc plants, much tritur-
ated, and here and there the siliclous tests of diatoms, desmids and other lowly plants
appeared. The specimens were captured and examined about the middle of June, and
as I was much engaged at the time with other departmental duties I was assisted in
the determination of the contents of the stomachs examined by Mr. Andrew Halkett, of
the Department of Marine and Fisheries, a zealous and gifted observer who has devoted
much attention to the study of mollusca and other branches of zoology. Some of the
specimens belng partly triturated, there was a little uncertainty in their determination ;
but this doubt existe only In the cases of Amnicola Umoaa and Sphrium triatinum. In all,
there were no less than eleven species of shelle amongst the contents of the sturgeon's
stomachs from St. John River, viz :-
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Planorbis parvus, Say.
Planorbis bicarinatus, Say.
Planorbis campanulatus, Say.
Limnaea catascopium, Say.
Amnicola imosa?
Amnicola porata.
Campeloma desisum, Young.
Valvata tricarinata, Say.
Valvata sincera, Say.
Sphorium (Cyclas) triatinum?, Lamk.
Pisidium abditum, Haldeman.
Taking into consideration the fact that the sturgeons examined had been feeding in

the close neighbourhood of the spawning beds of the anadromous fishes (the shad, gas-
pereaux, &c.), which ascend to deposit their eggs in well-known regions near the Wash-
ademoak, Grand Lake, &c., It was anticipated that portions of the egg-capsules of the
species referred to, would have occurred in the food or that portions of larval fishes,
which crowded the shallows, would have been present. The food, which was abundant,
consisted solely of shell-fish and vegetable matter, with a few scattered unicellular algue.
A more prolonged Investigation and the examination of the food contents in the stomachs
of a large series of sturgeons would show, there Is much ground for thinking, that the
rapaclous character commonly attributed to the sturgeon is not justifiable. The present
limited study, so far as it goes, is conclusive enough, for no trace of eggs or fry was per-
ceptible under the most minute and patient examination. In view of the existing system
of planting fry of salmonoids and other valuable fish, and of the precautions for protect-
ing parent fish and their spawning beds, such a conclusion is of some value, and It
indicates the probability that the sturgeon is not to be credited with the predaclous pro-
pensity and e'vil character so commonly attributed to It. Flsh merchants and fishermen
desirous, at all costs, of extensively pursulng the sturgeon fishery, and using the argu-
ment that in exterminating this valuable fish benefit must result to other fisheries, have
no reliable evidence so far to support their contention. Their view may have some
ground In fact, but the depletion of sturgeon ln many well-known waters has not sensibly
resulted in a great Increase in other fishes to which the sturgeon was specially thought
to be inimical. Wherever the sturgeon fishery has been actively prosecuted, the supply
has been rapidly depleted, and extensive destructive operations inevitably end in this
result, as the fish are specIally sought after when loaded with the ripe spawn, froin
which caviare Is made, and the Immature sturgeon are caught ruthlessly on account of
the value of their flesh, and the waste products from which lsinglass is made. As has
been already pointed out, the famous St. John River sturgeon fishery rapidly succumbed,
the abundant schools whIch were found in the great lakes, and especially the numbers
found in the Detroit River and St. Clair waters have seriously declined. In Georgian
Bay, sturgeon were so plentiful that they were a nuisance In the nets, and in Lake
Superior the fishery forms now a wholly inconspicuous element in the western fisherles.
In Lake of the Woods the sturgeon fishery has been carried on vigorously for not more
than four or five years, and It is generally admitted that the manner and extent of the
fishing operations are such that It cannot long withstand the heavy strain now put upon
it. In British Columbia, the sturgeon of the Fraser River have grown to Importance.
but overfishing, especially in the Pitt Lake waters has resulted in a sudden and serions
sturgeon is of prime Importance in deciding what legislative steps are necessary, In view
of these serious results.
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III

NOTES ON THE HABITS AND LIFE HISTORY OF CANADIAN SALMON

BY PROFESSOR E. E. PRINCE, DOMINION COMMISSIONER OF FLSHERIES,
OTTAWA.

Of all the finny dwellers ln our waters the true salmon (Salio salar, L..) is perhaps the
best known and most highly esteemed. In symmetry of form, in brilliance of silvery
armour, in dash and vigour of movement, in strength and quality of " fight," and above
all ln the supreme esculent qualities of his richly tinted flesh, the true salmon has no
peer. According to old English law the salmon along with the whale and sturgeon
ranked as " Royal fish," and by common consent the salmon's title to that pre-emineice
remains undisputed. The indoinitable perseverance exhibited in his arduous migra-
tions, the choice, which the salmon unfailingly makes of the purest and noblest rivers,
and, again, the value from an economic point of view of the salmon as a food produet
add to his claim to be regarded as the " King of fishes." The Dominion, traversed as
it is by some of the coldest, clearest and iost majestic rivers in the world, is par excel-
lence the chosen home of the salmon. It may be doubted whether there are any salmon
rivers l the world to compare in most respects with the Itestigouche, the Miramichi, the
St. John and a score of others, famous in the annals of sport So much has been written
about the salmon and allied salmonidæ that the treatises if collected together would
form an extensive library. Yet a condensed and accurate account of the true salmon,
and of valuable allied forms is not generally available, and the following notes aim to
supply the want and to embody all the most recent knowledge respecting the salmon
and the salmonidoe generally.

The family salmonido embraces fresh water and sait water species some occurring
at great depths of the sea like Bathylagus and brought up from 2,000 fathoms depth by
H. M. S. " Challenger," others confined to comparatively shallow fresh water areas like
the whitefish (Coregonus clupeifornis) of the great lakes, or seeking some depth in inland
waters like the great lake trout (Salvelinus namnaycushi). The grayling, at any rate one
species, Back's grayling (Thymallus signifer) prefers the rippling streams of the Arctic
and peri-Arctic regions, while others are equally at home in fresh or sait water like the
true salmon, the smelt, the candle fish or Oolachan of the Pacifie and the sea-run brook
trouts. The smelt-like capelin prefers to linger within the limits of brackish water and of
pure sea-water.

The old disputes as to the nature of the twelve-barred parr, the view that grilse or
salmon peal are really a small but distinct specles of salmon and the like, are settled
for ever ; but authorities still wage bot controversy upon vital points in the salmon's
lite history and lndisputably show that the interest attached to the habits of this fish
from the early infant stage onward is perennial. The questions still discussed include
such as the following:-" Do salmon feed ln fresh water ? Are salmon indifferent as to
whicfi rivers they ascend for spawning, or are they true to their own streams ? Do
salmon resort to the depths of the sea or do they merely remain ln lnshore waters ?"
Many of these questions, though still debated by anglers and sportsmen generally,
have been decided definitely by scientifie authorities, and in the succeedlng pages the
main facts ln the wonderful life-history of the salmon and of allied forms, often con-
founded with the true saimon, will be briefly set forth so far as they have been estab-
llshed by exact investigation.
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Notwithstanding the exalted position commonly accorded to the salmon principaily
on account of its fine qualities as a game fish and a food fish, there are some points ln
its structure and anatomy which are of a marked primitive and lowly ~character. l
the lowest fishes the skull and much of the skeleton consists of gristle or cartilage, but
as we rise ln the scale of fish life we find that, by deposits of lime ln the soft cartila-
ginous material the skeleton becomes changed into dense white bone. Thus the skull
and shoulder bones of a cod become changed into hard bone ; but in the salmon this
change is only partially accomplished and much of the skull, the shoulder elements, &c.,
remain as soft cartilage. The position of the paired fins is primitive and while ln many
fishes the hind pair or ventral fins are placed far forward, as is the case witì the had-
dock, the mackerel and the bass, in the salmon they retain their early position half
way along the body. Other lowly features might be instanced, but the most remarkable
and, to the naturalist, the most perplexing is the absence of oviducts in the female sal-
mon. In the more highly organized fishes the eggs after being formed in the egg-glands
or ovaries pass backward along a pair of tubes called oviducts and so find an outlet.
In the lowest fishes there are no such tubes, but the eggs drop from the ovaries when
ripe and roll along the abdominal chamber till they find exit. The salmon la exactly
like the lamprey in this primitive, or as some think, this degraded feature.

Regarding the distribution of the salmon it may be said that of the rivers pouring
directly into the waters of the Atlantic every one in Canada is a true salmon river.
In a few cases it might be appropriate to speak of them as salmon rivers in the past
tense, yet some waters like the tributaries of Lake Ontario, which are no longer re-
sorted to by salmon in numbers or with regularity are still found to yield an occasional
salmon. The Superintendent of Fisheries for Upper Canada described in bis report for
1859 the capture of an extraordinary number of salmon at certain points along the lake.
At Port Credit he said there were taken 470,000 fish In 1856, two-thirds of them being
salmon. It la difficult to understand such a haul of salmon, for the mention of salmon
trout (the great lake trout) ln the same report shows that the two were not confused as
they frequently are ln some parts of Ontario. Indeed even at that date salmon had
seriously declined. Many of the streams runuing into Lake Ontario (he says) were
once the resort of myriads of salmon (the salmon proper from the ocean). " I have seen
them from 1812 to 1815, swarming the rivers so thickly, that they were thrown out with
a shovel, and even wlth the hand. Now it is rare to see one in those same waters, and
the question occurs, is it not possible to entice them back to their favourite haunts ?
One cannot but feel deeply at the loss-the calamity I may say,-which we have sus-
tained ln the destruction of these noble fish. After all the reckless and destructive
agencles which have been used, the great numbers which are still found in some parts of
the lakes show their vitality, and gives us the best guarantee that no very expensive
means need be used for their preservation."

Just as the lobster has its northern limit so the salmon appear to cease as the rivera
of the Arctic circle are approached. There la a common opinion even amongst fur-
hunters and traders that salmon inhabit some of the rivers pouring into Hudson Bay,
but long conversations with residents from Fort Churchill, Chesterfield Inlet, &c., who
have lived upon the various rivers ln question, have shown rather that the large salmon-
like flsh captured for food have been enormous sea-trout, or species of Salvelinus allied
to the great lake trout. I have had the opportunity of examining specimens of these
large salmonoids from the northern Labrador coast, and any examples of so-called
salmon submitted to me proved to be recognized species of northern trout and not the
true salmon. The true salmon appears to cease north of Hamilton Inlet, and is pro-
bably not found ln the rivera of the district of Ungava.

The Atlantic salmon of Canada are identical with the salmon of the British Islands
and northern European rivera, though minor local peculiarities are noticeable. The head
la smaller and more acuminate and the body Is more gracefully attenuated both in the
shoulder and tail region ln the British form. The Ouananiche, a land-locked salmon
of Lake St. John and certain lakes bordering on the international line ln the basin of
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the St. John River and the St. Croix River, is regarded by most authorities as a saltnon
which, as a rule, remains permanently ln fresh water. It has ceased to descend to the
sea, though anglers on the Saguenay River report occasional captures of these flsh.
The tail portion of the trunk of the flsh is much lengthened and narrowed and the tail
far more expanded proportionately than in the salmon, and it is forked. Some experts
doubt the correctness of the common opinion that it is a land-locked variety at al, but
the tact that smelt, sea-bass and the salmonoids readily become acclimatized to freslh
water, and the example of the small speckled trout, which becomes so remarkably
modified under changed conditions supports the common view regarding the ouananlehe.
The brook irout or speckled trout which migrate up the Nepigon River to and from
Lake Superior, are notable for their large size and massive build, and still more the sea-
run brook trout which become utterly transformed ln shape, size and coloratidn show
how vastly surroundings change the form and external features of familiar fisb. The
well known instance of the introduction of English river-trout into New Zealand is even
more striking. Prior to 1867 there were no salmon or trout in New Zealand. There
was but one insignificant salmonoid, an inferior kind of smelt. In 1864 the flrst batch
of eggs reached New Zealand, but in October, 1868, a series of trout eggs sent from
England ln 1867 were hatched out at Otago and planted. In 1869 another shipment was
taken to New Zealand, and many other shipments from the British Isles took place.
Now, the trout of British streams rarely averages more than 1 pounds to 2j pounds-
a 3-pound or 4-pound trout would be a rarity, though specimens have been reported of
15 pounds weight. As a rule 1-pound or 2-pound trout are considered by British anglers
as mature well-grown fish. In New Zealand, however, most of the trout have gone
down to the sea and have become sea-trout ranging from 10 pounds up to 25 pounds
weight. In the small streams the trout still keep their normal coloration and show
the usual deep-red spots, -but as they grow larger the spots become fewer and finally
disappear altogether. In snow rivers this takes place when the trout are one-half pound
weight. The vast changes in size, shape and coloration seen ln the English trout in-
troduced into the waters of the Antipodes demonstrates the potency of environment.

Passing to the Pacific waters of the Dominion we find a wholly new group of
salmonoids abounding there. With the exception of the steelhead and the black-spot-
ted trout (Salmo purpuratu8) which are close allies of the true salmon and the English
river-trout, the so-called salmon of British Columbia are distinguished by many import-
ant features some of which especially the length of the anal fin, and the comparatively
small scales are apparent at once to the ordinary observer, while the more abundant
species are notable for their small size, though it is as a rule canned, one spring salmon
being counted an equivalent for three sockeye salmon. The dog-salmon (O. keta)
10 or 12 to 20 pounds, Is not an abundant fIlsh, but Its range is extensive as it occurs in
all the rivers of the Pacifle from the Sacramento to the waters of Alaska. It is the
last to come in and appears at the end of September and runs to the middle of Novem-
ber. It is often marked by dark though indistinct transverse bars, and shows pale green
patches about the gill covers and shoulders. Its flesh is stated by Dr. Bean to be of a
beautiful red colour when it comes in, but it deteriorates rapIdly. Ali the specimeus
which I examined ln British Columbia were large, 15 pounds to 20 pounds, and the
flesh was of a dirty white colour. The teeth were enormous curved instruments, white
as ivory and very formidable. It is of no market value though used by certain tribes of
Pacifle Indians.

The other species worthy of reference in this brief sketch are the blue-back or sock-
eye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) which like all of the genus to which it belongs has 14
or 15 raye Instead of the 9 or 10 rays of the true Salnones. Its weight ranges from 4
pounds to 10 pounds, though the latter weight is somewhat unusual. Its flesh is dry
but firin and of a rich red colour, hence its value for canning purposes. A deep coloured
salmon is more ln demand ln the canned-goods market than pale pink, or white flesn, for
which Indeed there is little or no demand. The sockeyes ascend the British Columbia
rivers ln countless myriads during July and August or even later and they are followed
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by another sinall species the Humpback salmon. The two kinds often overlap so tiat
nets fished for sockeyes take numbers of humpbacks towards the close of the season.
The humpback (O. gorbuscha) is a shapely fish on entering the estuaries. Its weight is
2 pounds to 5 pounds, and like other species the male becomes curiously malformed.
The ridge along the back rises to a remarkable height while the jaws leugthen enor-
mously. It ascends a comparatively short distance as a rule, and the change is more rapid
and observable than it is in the case of the sockeye, the male of which also becomes
grotesquely humpbacked. The flesh is white and the species has hitherto been little
valued. The cohoe or silver salmon (O. kisutch) is an elegantly formed and from an
economie point of view a superior fish, though the pink tint of its fiesh is somewhat
pale. Ten pounds to 15 pounds is the usual weight, though they grow to be 20 pounds
or 30 pounds. They run very late, the early schools following close upon the last sock-
eye run, but the main run does not come in until October. The largest of all the Pacific
salmon in the Quinnat, or spring salmon, ranging from 20 pounds up to 70 pounds or 80
pounds. They are also called Chinook salmon, and are characterized by a comparatively
small head, deep body and large expanse of tail. Its fiesh is pale pink, though white,
and red and white-fleshed specimens are common, and its edible qualities could hardly
be surpassed. On account of its unwieldy size and the pale colour as well as the un-
certainty of the colour of the fiesh, the quinnat is not especially prized by British Colum-
bia canners, though it is nevertheless used, They haunt the inshore waters ail through the
winter and enter the rivers in March and April, continuing to come in in small schools
all through the summer. The spring salmon is stated to ascend the Yukon for 1,500
miles, but it also resorts to spawning grounds much nearer the mouths of the rivers, as
I have seen it spawnIng on a tributary of the Fraser not more than 120 or 130 miles
from the sea. It has long been known that ordinary sea water has à very injurious
effect upon the yolk which is so abundant in the eggs of ail the salmon tribe. Professor
McIntosh showed 30 years ago that in the young fry of Tay Salmon, the yolk becomnes
dense, and of the consistency of cartilage or Indian rubber when placed in sea water,
hence the deposition of the salmon's eggs in the sea would involve their total loss. A
recent Norse observer, Mr. O. Sagaard, has found by experiment that salmon can be
hatched successfully If the salinIty is 9 per cent strength ; but if stronger, or if weaker,
say 2 per cent or 3 per cent, the results are as fatal as ordinary sea water. It is possible
that some of the so-called salmon of the Pacifie coast may spawn in brackish waters
or so short a distance up river channels, or in coves and Inlets where abundant fresh
water pours down from the precipitous mountains adjacent, as to ensure a suitable ad-
mixture. In this connection the published observations of Messrs. A. B. Alexander and
Scofield are of extreme interest. They show that the dispersive and the schooling
habits of the young salmon fry vary with the conditions surrounding them. The ob-
servations further demonstrated that some run Into salt water and that they probably
go out at intervals in small schools. The movements of the fish in the streams
are regulated primarily by the food supply, which In its turn may be affected by tem-
perature or rains. When the food supply grows short, the young fish instinctively move
down stream. In the fresh water they show no tendency to congregate In schools. Their
numbers in any given locality are determined by how many the place will accommodate
and give each an equal chance to secure its food. They prefer to scatter and shift for
themselves. Young salmon in tide water, especially those In bracklish water, seem to
move In schools.

Certainly schools of small salmon fry 2 inches to 3 Inches In length have been noticed
In the Straits of Georgla ln the month of June which had evidently just passed through
the " parr " stage and had assumed a bright uniform silvery appearance and showed no
indication of the transverse bars or " parr " marks. Now the true Atlantic salmon at-
tains the size mentioned in about two months after hatching, say in June, but the
" parr " marks may be retained for a year at Ieast when the silvery exterior of the
smolt is assumed. Hence the British Columbia species must much more rapidly pass
through the varlous changes characteristie of the fry, and probably reach the mature
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stages in the half the time of the Atlantic species. If the recently published statement
be reliable that a marked salmon, 24 pounds weight and 36 inches lu length, had been
taken in the fall of 1898, which there was evidence to show was one of a batch of smali
f ry planted in the spring of 1897, then our ideas as to the growth of these fish must be
entirely changed. It is prima facie improbable that a larval fish a fraction of an ounce
In welght (the newly hatched salmon welghs the one-hundredth of an ounce) should
reach ln sixteen or elghteen months a weight of 24 pounds. Indeed I have a number
of sockeye salmon f ry in my possession which show twelve or thirteen " parr " stripes,
though less distinctly than at an earlier stage and they are seven months old. They
are from 2 inches to 3kinches long and weigh barely 50 grains each (about * oz). At the
same rate of growth they would reach 5 or 6 ozs. a year later, and that is the weight of
a smolt 7 Inches long at the time that it descends to the sea. Until the evidence Is
clearer and more convincing it is advisable therefore to adhere to the usual scientific
opinion that a Pacific salmon as a rule does not reach a weight of 8 to 15 pounds in less
than three years, but as it is in every sense full grown at that weight in the sockeye
and other specles, its development is far more rapid than that of the eastern species.

All -the salmonido of whatever genus or species pass through recognized stages.
Ail commence with the egg, which is deposited ln clear rIppling portions of rivers and
streams where gravel and small stones abound and where the water is sufficiently
shallow to ensure abundant aeration. The second stage is the " alevin," or newly hatched
larva, a delicate worm-like condition, in which the large elongated bag of yolk on the
under side, the prominent tinted eyes, the slender tall, and the continuous fin-membrane
along the bag, are seen ln all the species. Whatever differences there may be in minor
details the life history of the eastern or Atlantic salmon is typical of the allied species
ln our eastern and western waters and it may be divided mio eight separate stages.

(1.) The egg stage, in which the fish is as yet unformed. The egg is a spherical
object not unlike a translucent pea about i inch in diameter. It is of a marked reddish
hue on account of globules of olly matter of a salmon tint which is scattered through
the ball of fluid yolk. After fertilization the bail of fluid yolk, somewhat yellowish in
appearance, separates into two parts, one the lower, shaped like a flattened disk is
germinal protoplasm and is the real germ mass out of which the fish la built up, the
other more bulky portion is the food-yolk, finely granular, and containing as already
noted the reddish coloured globules of oleaginous matter. Each egg possesses a trans-
parent shell or egg-capsule like a thin skin or envelope, which is very strong and re-
sistent. The egg of a salmon will resist great pressure, some experiments showing that
a weight of 5 pounds 6 oz. may be placed upon a salmon's egg before it aan be erusied.
The eggs are produced ln quantity, about 900 eggs to the pound-weight of the parent
fish. A 36-pound female salmon will deposit 30,000 eggs, and they grow so rapidly in
the ovaries that whereas in early spring the eggs are only about 1 per cent of the total
weight of the parent, yet ln November when the eggs are nearly ripe and ready to be
deposited, they exceed one-quarter the total weight of the female. The ripe eggs are
deposited ln batches. In 150 days under a temperature 340 to 36° the young embryo has
been fully developed and is ready to emerge. One-quarter the time is occupied if the
temperature is kept very high, say 970 Fahr. and ln 90 days when It is 450, while the
period is 101 days at 430 Fahr. Towards the end of March and during the month of
April the embryo salmon have so developed in the eggs that they are ready to burst
out. The thin shell ruptures and there emerges a tiny and almost transparent creature,
diffleult to recognize as a fish at all, and too feeble to employ Its mouth in obtaining
subsistence. As a rule the young salmon lies upon its side and does not wander far,
lying hidden amongst the yellow gravel and remarkable chiefly for the large somewhat
lengthened bag of yolk hanglng from its under side and directed backward. The red-
dish orange globules which are so conspicuous a feature ln the egg, are still prominent
ln the yolk-sac of the newly hatched embryo, and they become grouped ln masses at the
upper side-next to the body of the fish. Red streaks passing across the yolk-sac indi-
cate the blood vessels which pour their contents by the great vitelline vein ln front Into
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heart-chamber under the head of the fish. They are the vitelline veins, and they no
doubt convey nutritious particles from the yolk into the body of the larval salmon and
thus build up its frame. Frank Buckland noted that the heart beats at the rate of
sIxty pulsations a minute. Upon this bag of nutriment the little fish solely subsists for
some weeks. At first it is 1 inches long and about two grains in weigbt, but it grows
rapidly at the expense of the yolk, which becomes more and more pointed behind, and
may, as the late Sir J. G. Maitland observed, lose portions by pinching off. As Professor
Mclntosh noted the yolk if squeezed out into the water Is transparent, viscous and
tenaclous, but soon acquires density like tallow, and the orange coloured globules
usually sink to the bottom. The yolk-sac gradually shrinks, until it is seen only as a
slight protuberance in front. The vitelline vein and other minor vessels begin to collapse-
and at the third week after hatching it is more than half gone, while during the fifth
and sixth week, about the middle of May or later, it le seen only as a slight swelling.
As the yolk-sac becomes less, the young fish acquires greater freedom of movement, and
Instead of lying amongst the pebbles upon its side, or by Intruding the pendulous bag
between two pebbles acquires an erect position, it can now shoot hither and thither
through the water near the bottom. A couple of months after hatching the transparent
feeble embryo bas been changed Into a silvery little flsh, which by ordinary observers
would be called a minnow with minute red spots and eight or ten dark patches upon
each side.. These bars or transverse patches are the " parr " marks and they' persist
until the salmon Is ready to descend to the sea. This descent may take place about a
year after hatching or it may be postponed until two or even three years, generally In
the month of May or June. The mottled dress is lost and a uniform covering of bright
silvery scales Is acqqired characterIstie of the smolt. The silvery scalesh are very slightly
attached and easlly rubbed off, and the " parr" marks can generally be discerned under-
neath. The " parr " marks become Indistinct and hidden under the newly developing
silvery scales when the fish is 6 or 8 Inches long. The smolt Is 8 or 10 ounces ln weight

In the sea, the smolt becomes a grilse or adolescent salmon, welghing from three to
elght pounds, with rounder spots, thinner scales, more forked tail and more slender,
graceful shape than even the adult fish.

" There is nothing in the , water," says Norris, " that surpasses a grilse in its sym-
metrical beauty, its brilliancy, its agility, and its pluck. I have had one of four pounds
to leap from the water ten times, and higher and further than a salmon. Woe to the
angler who attempts, without giving line, to hold one of three pounds ; he does it at the
risk of his casting line, or his agile opponent tears a piece from its jaw or snout ln its
desperate effort to escape."

Some grilse return within a few months (probably those that have remained the
longer time ln the " parr " stage in the upper waters), others do Lot come back for a year.
It is extraordinary that the grilse should, In a few months, increase its weight eight or
ten times, though a salmon liberated on January 16th, 1889, ln Scotland was caught on
the 3rd July following, having gained 10* pounds. Norris pointed out that smolts and
grilse have been marked, and have gone to sea, and returned ln six or eight weeks, while
other grilse marked at Ballisodare, Ireland, did not return until 16 or 17 months had
elapsed. During the summer months these ascending grilse are frequently found to show
every signs of ripeness, both of milt and ova in European salmon, but, so far as ascer-
tained on this continent, the male grilse alone is sexually mature. It ls a curious fact
that, while grilse appear to be rarely or never observed ln some Canadian salmon rivers,
yet ln other rivers in the Dominion they abound. In certain seasons the Nepissiquit in
New Brunswick bas yielded to the rod far more grilse than adult salmon, anglers fre-
quently taking over three hundred ln the course of a week or ten days, when scarcely an
adult salmon could be captured. Mr. C. G. Atkins, the well-known United States au-
thority, bas stated that grilse appear to be almost entirely absent from the United States
salmon rivers, but this is certaInly not usual with the rivers of Canada, and careful
observers have noticed, even ln British Columbia rivers, grilse ascending, although It has
been denied that the Pacifie species pass through a grilse stage. Mr. Ashdown Green
bas recorded his capture of a quinnat grilse, six pounds weight, ln the Cowichan River,
Vancouver Island, about 14 miles from the sea.
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Professor Jordan also bas recorded the presence of grilse in British Columbia rivera,
and noted that they attain a mature reproductive condition at a very early stage. In
Fraser River, in the fall, quinnat male grilse of every size, from eight inches upwards,
pass up, the milt fully developed, but usually not showing the hooked jaws and
dark colours of the older males. Females, less than 18 inches in length, are rare. All of
either sex, large and small, then in the river, have the ovaries or milt developed. Little
blue-backs or sockeyes of every size, down to six inches, are also found ln the upper
Columbia in the fall, with their organs of generation fully developed. Nineteen-twen-
tieths of these young fish are males, and some of them have the hooked jaws and red
colour of the old males.

The grilse which ascend in the late summer and in the fall, descend as grilse-kelts ln
the following spring. Some marked grilse-kelts were liberated by the Stormonthfield
authorities and were recaptured on the ascent as mature salmon. When a weight of
over eight pounds is attained, the flsh Is usually recognized as a salmon, a stage generally
reached ln the second ascent to the original spawning grounds. The cycloid scales in the
adult salmon are found to be worn smootb over half of their surface, thus differing from
the scaies In the younger stages, when the whole scale la marked with a series of perfect
concentric rings.

When the schools of salmon reach the estuary of a river they may remain only a
few days, or it may be several weeks, playing about, before entering the channel of the
river. This is commonly held to be for the purpose of acclimatizing the fish to their new
fresh-water conditions. To quote from a well-known authority : " It frst proceeds at
Its leisure to the head of tide-water. Here it stops awhile and seems to play about be-
tween the fresh and salt water. Whether it shrinks from encountering the sudden
change from salt water to fresb. which ls probably the cause of its dallying, or for other
causes, it usually spends two weeks or more hovering about the border Une between sea
water and river water. When it has overcome its apparent repugnance to making the
change to fresh water, it makes a rapid charge up the river for the clear gravelly streams
which its instinct or sixth sense tells it to seek." It is also probable that the fish delay
until a suitable temperature ls reached. Curiously enough, when the schools have
migrated some distance up the rivera, they will linger for long periods in pools, especially
below falls and obstructions, during the time of the early runs of fish. Having attained
the shallow areas suited for the " redds," in the upper waters, where proper conditions for
depositing the spawn are provided, the pairing begins rarely earlier than the third or
fourth week in October, and rarely later than the last week In November. The male
salmon in all the varlous species undergoes remarkable bodily changes, while the female
retains ber normal appearance, except a deepening of the body, or enlargement, due to
the growth of the ovarles and increased size of the eggs. The male Atlantic salmon, as
Frank Buckland characteristically said, " wears a Joseph's coat of many colours, and
the purple ground, variegated with sealing-wax red coloured spots on the side and cheek
are very beautiful. * * The hen salmon, on the contrary, wears a plain russet
suit," though red spots are occasionally noticeable, and ln both a golden orange tint
appears on the sides. The lower jaw ln the male becomes grotesquely lengthened. In
the Pacific salmon, especialy the sockeye and the hump-back species, the back of the
male enlarges and rises into a sharp, blade-like ridge, while the jaws are enormously
lengthened, and the teeth are greatly increased in size and prominence. The male sock-
eye assumes a brilliant red colour on the sides and towards the dorsum, while patches of
black and olive green also occur, and the elongated jaws are of a chalk-white colour.
The Atlantic salmon energetically scoop out, in the gravel, deep hollows, ln which the
female places the eggs, afterwards covering them over, a process occupylng a week or
two and the parent fish then leave the buried eggs to take care of themselves and they
hatch out in due course. The males fight a good deal, and the spawning grounds are the
scene of much excitement and turmoil. This ls as nothing compared with the commo-
tion on the spawning grounds of the Pacifie rivers, where the numbers of parent flsh are
incredibly vast. Thousands of male fish, with open jaws, rush about, carrying on the
wildest warfare. In the chosen spawning grounds, as a rule a shallow tributary of some
distant lake, the bgh-ridged backs of the males protrude above the surface of the
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stream, and the fish can be seen dashing In all directions at each other, inflicting severe
and deadly wounds. Often two male fish become inextrlcably interlocked, like the red
deer and moose in the forest and die miserably from wounds and starvation. The tails
and fins become greatly worn, and scars and fungus disfigure their bodies. Some of the
male fish become so soft and degenerate as to be almost putrld in odour and appearance.
It does not appear that any real nest Is made by the sockeye, hump-back and smaller
Pacifie salmon. When deposlting lier eggs, the female fish twists lier body like an in-
verted letter U, in sidewise fashion, and the ripe eggs are extruded rapidly in batches.
They fall promiscuously amongst the gravel, the rushing waters carrying them into in-
terstices and secure hiding places. The fish, in the act of depositing the eggs, often is
qulte exposed above the surface of the 'water, while the male fish, close by, fertilizes
them by actively scattering the milt over the eggs as they fall. Frequently, at the
moment the eggs are thrown into the water, the male fish rushes away with open mouth
and gleaming teeth to attack a rival. There must, in consequeuce, be enormous waste
of ova. After the spawning is done, the emaciated fish drop gradually down from pool
to pool on their return to the sea. These lean, black, degenerate tish are called " kelts,"
and, as Buckland says, they are " In a wretched and miserable condition, many dying on
the road." In Scottish rivers, quite a large number of fish are found dead annually, the
majority being male fish, the dead females being very much rarer ; the record on one
Scottish river showing that 71,000 dead salmon were found in 12 years. On account of
the vastly greater number of individuals in the Pacifie rivers, the dead fish observed,
subsequent to the spawning period, Is enormous and has given rise to the popular notion
that none of them ever return to the sea alive. " Probably none of them ever return to
the ocean, and a large proportion fail to spawn," sald Professor Jordan. In this view
many authorities agree, though the grounds for the opinion are not fully conclusive.
Thus, an authority says of the Pacifie salmon :

" They grow less comely in appearance, more slimy to the touch, more unsymmetrical
in form ; parasites collect by thousands in their gills and under their fins ; their tails
and fins fray off ; a white and loathsome fungus gathers over all parts of them, fre-
quently destroying their eyesight ; and swarms of suckers-the carrion-birds among
fishes-wait about them to feed upon their lifeless bodies when they die. For some un-
known and strange reason, the salmon in the higher tributaries do not hasten back to
the salt water, which would clean their bodies of the parasites and fungus and restore
their appetite, and with it their health and vigour ; but they linger, with a strange in-
difference to their fate, around the spots where they have deposited their eggs, waiting
patiently for the only possible relief from their wretchedness, which is death. Some
uninformed persons, who have never seen these fish in their natural habits, have ex-
pressed some incredulity in regard to their all dying after they have spawned.

The same authority goes on to say that it is probably true that those that spawn near
the ocean return to the ocean and recover their vitality, but others never do. In order
to make sure whether I was mistaken in my views about it, I took the testimony, a year
ago, of all the white men who have lived or worked on the river, and of ail the Indians
I could reach. It was the unanimous testimony of all that 'the salmon which pass the
McCloud station in the summer, on their way up the river to spawn, die in the river and
never return to the ocean.'"

The fish, especially the female fish, in multitudes of cases, are full of vigour after
spawning and qulte capable of accomplishIng the migration to the sea. Indeed, one of
the ablest authorities in British Columbia, Mr. Ashdowne Green, of Victoria, B.C., says,
" I have every reason to believe that some individuals do survive and even recuperate in
the fresh water before returning to the sea. I have taken spent fish in the North Thomp-
son that were strong enough to make a good fight. and I could see nothing to prevent
these from returning. At one time it was supposed that no salmon ever dld so, but of
late this opinion seems to be much modified," especially, Mr. Green adds, with regard
to the spring salmon, or quinnat. My own experience with regard to sockeyes and hump-
backs would Indicate that they do not by any means all die, they are, in a large number
of cases, very vigorous, and when secured by hook and line, by being hooked in the ridge
of the back, they exhibit extraordinary strength and gameness, though, of course, such
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fish will not take a hook in the ordinary way. It Is difficult to imagine that even the
smaller Pacifie species make but one return journey to their native rivers, after making
their first descent to the sea.

In ascending there are no obstacles whlch will deter the salmon, and their extra-
ordinary leaps, 10 to 12 feet being a usual limit, are known tp every one. Dr. A. Land-
marks thinks that a 16-foot jump Is possible If there be a deep pool immediately under
the fall to be ascended. A recent observer, Dr. R. T. Morris, asserts that salmon can
leap falls 18 feet high, and supports his declaration by published photographs. Salmon
will certainly attempt to mount the most precipitous and forbiddirg falis and cascades.
In ascending, the schools have been known to accomplish a distance of 40 miles in a day.
Livingstone Stone estimates the rate in the Sacramento at two miles, and in the Colum-
bia at three miles a day ; but salmon, above tide-head, have been found with sea-fish
undigested in their stomachs. and their rate of ascent must be vastly greater. The
earlier runs appear to be most leisurely, and the fish appear, indeed, to regulate their
rate of progress by the condition of the eggs in the ovaries. In their ascent, they prac-
ticaly êat nothing. Dr. Noel Paton's researches on Scottish salmon have shown that a
peculiar degeneration of the walls of the stomach takes place, a " catarrh " it may be
called, filling its chamber with a dense mucous mass, in which degenerate cells largeIy
occur, and rendering the organ incapable of digestive functions. The same feature has
been noticed in some of the fresh-water salmonoids (Coregonus), the rigid condition of the
stomach precluding the possibility of normal digestion. In the Pacifie rivers it would, of
course, be impossible for the migrating schools, on account of the vast numbers of fish
composing them, to obtain any food in the ordinary sense, and the same physiological
law applies to the schools of salmon in ail rivers.

Some doubt has been thrown upon the generally accepted theory that salmon return
to their own rivers. Certainly, on the two famous Canadian rivers, the Restigouche and
the Miramichi, anglers and practical fishermen have always held that, though the rivers
are practically adjacent. the schools belonging to one river never enter the other ; in-
deed, the difference in size and general appearance is such that the men on the river
distinguish them at once. This nay be said to apply to rivers generally, the salmon of
St. John River are unlike those of the Saguenay or Godbout. and none of them are
identical in general appearance and build with those native to the rivers around the
Bay of Chaleurs. Some accurate experiments in Scotland proved that salmon do, for
the most part, return to their own rivers, and of 50j marked fish set free, 34 were after-
wards caught ascending the same river, and the other 22 were taken in fixed tidal nets
at distances of from half a mile to 500 miles from their native river. The Pacifie salmon
may not be so strictly true to this supposed instinct, and Professor Jordan lays little
stress on it, but regards as somewhat accidental this supposed fidelity to its native
stream. He says :

" It is the prevailing impression that the salmon bave some special instinct which
leads them to return to spawn in the same spawning grounds where tbey were originally
hatched. We fall to find any evidence of this in the case of the Pacifie coast salmon,
and we do not believe it to be true. It seems more probable that the young salmon
hatched in any river mostly remain in the ocean, within a radius of twenty, thirty, or
forty miles of its mouth. These, in their movements about in the ocean, may come into
contact with the cold waters of their parent rivers, or, perhaps, of any other river. at a
considerable distance from the shore. In the case of the quinnat and the blue-back,
their 'instinct' seems to lead them to ascend these fresh waters, and, in a majorlty of
cases, these waters will be those in which the fishes in question were originally spawned.
Later in the season, the growth of the reproductive organs leads them to approach the
shore and search for fresh waters, and still the chances are that they may find the
original stream."

Of the respective numbers of male and female fish which pass up during the season,
some interesting facts have been observed. Thus, In the Penobscot River, Maine, U.S.,
out of 100 salmon examined, 34 were male and 66 were female, a proportion of the sexes
which showed even greater disparity in the land-locked variety or Schoodie salmon, in
which over 1,000 out of 1,604 specimens proved to be female, and the balance of 604
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were males. In the Dominion hatcheries, the female salmon cau.&'t often exceed the
male ; but, on the other hand. In some years, as In 1893, there was large surplus of
male fish. As a rule, the ova of three female fish may be fertilized , one ripe male.
No doubt the proportions of the sexes vary according to the portion of the year
in which the captures are made, as there are glounds for thinking that In the earliest
runs the female fish predominate and the parent salmon taken for the Dominion Gov-
ernment hatcheries are usually what are termed " late " runs. In most rivers, salmon
run almost the whole year through, yet the main runs are confined to definite months of
the year, an unusual drought or some special condition In the season retarding or
accelerating the ascent of these main runs. " In America," said Dr. Browne Goode," the
southern streams seem to yield the earllest fish. In Connecticut they appear In April
and May, in the Merrimac In May and June, In the Penobscot most abundantly In June
and July, though some come as early as April." Rivers are known as early or late, not
In allusion to the period of spawning, but to the early or late appearance in general of
the main runs of salmon. The Tamar. between Devon and Cornwall, is, as might be
expected, an early river, and the Tweed is a late river ; but the rivers of the east coast
of Britain are all early, while those pouring into the Atlantic are late.

The time at which spawning salmon approach their rivers is really a somewhat com-
plicated one, and appears to depend very much upon local features In the respective
rivers ; but the periods, annual or otherwise, at which salmon return, or rather the
interval elapsing between their descent and their next ascent, has been a matter for
much discussion. Experiments In Norway clearly proved that some salmon spawn
annually, but while the proof was not conclusive that all do not do so, the fact that In a
series of marked fish 20 were caught In the first year following, whereas 30 were taken
In the second year following, supports the experiments on the Penobscot River within
certain limits.

Of the growth of salmon, there is much accurate information, though the recoras
are somewhat scattereù. As I have. In a previous report (Departmental Report, 1895,
page xx.) pointed out, " it takes nearly 250 alevins to make up an ounce, yet In sixteen
months a welght of two ounces is rý',ched, and twenty months later, when, as a smolt,
the fish seeks the sea and becomes, afte- twelve or flfteen weeks more, a grilse of seven
pounds or elght pounds weight i.e., achiev-l. an Increase of 68 times his own weight In
three or four months." A salmon, 2ý feet lon usually weighs 9 pounds or 10 pounds ;
when 3 feet long, 16 or 17 pounds, and when of the length of 4 feet, the weight is usually
50 pounds. Filsh, 60, 70 and 80 pounds In weight are ta!n n some rivers, but the In-
crease to these enormous weights 1s accompanied mainly by an increase In vertical
depth and lateral thickness, rather than length. The well-known experiments of the late
Duke of Atholl demonstrated the increase In weight In the short space of six months of
salmon 10, 114 and 12J pounds weight to a weight of no less thau 17, 18 and 19 pounds
respectively.

For facillty of reference, the following salient points are summarized In conclusion
(I.)-Eight stages may be distinguished In the lite of the salmon : (a) the egg, (b) the

larva, (c) the parr which descends after one or two years, (d) the silvery smolt stage
assumed by the parr In its descent, (e) the grilse returning In a few months, or In a
year or more, which may be sexually mature, (f) the grilse kelt descending to the sea,
(g) the adult salmon, elgbt pounds weight, or more, depositing and fertilizing spawn
annually or biennially, (h) the salmon kelt descending In the spring subsequent to spawn-
Ing.

(II.)-The male salmon at the spawning season greatly changes In form and appear-
ance, especially In Pacifie species.

(III.)-A considerable proportion of parent salmon die on all salmon rivers, and this
Is especially noticeable on Pacifie rivers.

(IV.)-Salmon cease to feed, and their digestive organs become non-efficient after
entering fresh water.

(V.)-Each river has its own race of salmon, which show local pecullarities ; and
these, In the main, return to their own rivers.

(VI.)-Female salmon frequently predominate.
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(VII.)-Salmon spawn annually, though some may spawn biennially, or lu alternate
years.

(VIII.)-Adult salmon grow rapidly in the sea, and may double their weight in six
months.

(IX.)-There are runs of salmon which return without spawning, apparently omitting
spawning for a year.
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APPENDIX No. i.

EXPENDITURE AND REVEN UE.

The total expenditure for all Fisheries services, except Civil Government, for the
fiscal year ending 30th June, 1898, ipcluding Fishing Bounty, amounted to $t32,635.41,
being within the appropriation by $42,002.30.

The total fisheries revenue, during the same period, from rents, license fees, fines
and sales, including the modus vivendi licenses to United States vessels, amounted to
$113,103.50.

Service. Expenditure Vote.

Sets. S ets.

Fisheries.... ................ .............. .... ........................ 90,332 14 95,000 00
Fisth-breeding ..... .................. ... . .............. .......... 28,002 32 34,500 00
Fisheries protection service.......... .................. ............. 97,170 05 106,127 65
Fishing bounty............................. ..... . ...................... 157,504 00 160,000 00
Miscellaneous expenditure........ .......... .. ........................... 59,626 90 79,010 06

Total............. .................................. 432,635 41 474,637 71

The details of the above will be found in the Auditor General's report under the
proper headings.

In addition to the above, the following summary shows the salaries and disburse-
ments of fishery officers in the several provinces, together with the expenses for
maintenance of the different fish-breeding establishments throughout the Dominion:-

Service. Expenditure Vote.

Scts. Sets.

Fisheries, Ontario.................... .... ............................... 19,239 34
do Quebec................................................. 11,140 16
do New Brunswick............. . .. . ....................... 17,06358
do Nova Scotia ....................... ..................... 21,683 91
do Prince Edward Island.................. .................... 6,775 78
do Manitoba.......... .................. 1,206 26
do North-west Territories..... ... ............................. 2,324 66
do British Columbia........ ............................. 8,508 79

General account.............................. 2,389 66

Total........................................... 90,332 14 95,000 00
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SALARIEs and Disbursements of Fishery Officers-Continued.

Service. Expenditure Vote.

$ cts. cts.

Fish-breeding, Ottawa hatchery................ ... . ........ ... ........ 1,529 95
do Newcastle do.. . .................................. 3,579 87
do Sandwich do..... .. .... ........................ 4,866 92
do Tadoussac do.... ... ................... . ......... 2,459
do Gaspé do ............................. 577 !)5
do Magog do .... ..................... 313 35
do Restigouche do ... ... ................. ................. 2,777 60
do Bedford do. ..... ......... . ....... ................ 1,274 10
do Bay View do.. .............. . .... ................ 2,074 63
do Sydney do . .................. ........ .......... 176 30
do Mirainichi do. .............. ..... .. . . ........... .2,229 39
do St.JohnRiv.do.... ........ ........ ................... 1,729 24
do Fraser Riv. do............. ............. ............. 2,389 46
do Selkirk do..... .................................. 1,586 12

General account ... ........ 5...................................7....437 94

Total..... .................................. ... 3.8,002 32 4,500 00

This expenditure by provinces is subdivided as follows:

EXPENDITURE.

Ontario. $acs. 8cts.

Salaries of officers................................... .. .......... 13,177 24
Dibursements of oficer...... ........................................ 5,924 7t
Miscellaneous................................ ....................... 137 34

Total ....... ..... . .. ........................... ........ 19,239 34

Qitebec.

Salaries of officers. .................................................. 6,593 17
Disbursements of officers .............................................. ,509 54
M iscellaneous ..... ..... .. ....................... . 37 45

T otal---. .---...... ... .... ---.... - ................

New Brunswick.

Salaries of otficers.... ............................................ 10,228 76
Disbursements of officers ............................... ............... 6,536 60
M iscellaneous. ... ....... . .. ....... ............................. .... 298 22

T ocal............................................... ... ............

Nova Scotia.

Salaries of officers........................... ............................. 13,035 69
Disbursements of officers................... ..... . ....................... 8,590 99
M iscellaneous .... .... ........................................ ........ 57 23

Total .. ......... ........ ............ .........- ............

Prince EcWard Island.

Salaries of officers....... ............................. ............ ........ 3,973 30
Disbursements of ficers ..................................... .......... 1,716 84
M ibcellaneous · ·.... --... .................. .... ..................... 1.085 64

Total..... ........ ........ ........... ... .. ............
2

11,140 16

17,063 58

21,683 91

6,775 78

A. 1899
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EXPENDITURE-Continued.

Manitoba. $ ets.

Salaries of officers............... . ... .. .... ..... .................... 738 34
Disbursements of officers........ .... .... ......... . .............. 467 92

Total.... .... ....... ..... .... ... . ......... ..........

North-west Territories.

Salaries of officers . ........... ............................ ....
Disbursements of officers.......... ............. ...............
M iscellaneous. ...... ..... .................................................

Total ........... ......... ........... .........

British Columbia.

Salaries of officers........... ....... ... ............... ............ .
D isbursem ents of officers...................... .... ..... .. ..... ........
M iscellaneous..... ......... .................... .... ................ ....

T otal ............... .............................. .......
General account................. .................. ............

G rand total........ . ..... ............ ................

1,644 70
608 42

71 54

...........

5,146 04
811 69

2,551 06

FISH-BREEDING.

Salaries...... .
Miscellaneous ex

Newcastle Hatchery.

.... ................ ...... ............. ................. 540 00
penditure......... ........................................ 3,039 87

T otal........................ ....... ...................... ......... .

Sandwich Hatchery.

Salaries...... .............. ...... ... ........ ..................... 900 00
Miscellaneous expenditure................. .............................. 3,966 92

Total ............. ........ . ............ .. ............

Ottawa Hatchery.

Salaries........--........ ..... ....---...---.. ............ .. . 923 00
Miscellaneous expenditure.................................... 606 95

Total........................................ ............

Tadoussac Hatchery.

Salaries ... .... ................. ....................................... 650 00
Miscellaneous expenditure.............................. ............. 1,809 50

T otal.. .......... .... ,.............. . .......... ........ ..... ......

Gaspé Hatchery.

Salaries.................. .... ..................................... 400 00
Miscelianeous expenditure ................... ............................ 177 95

Total..... .....................................................

1la-l
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FISH-BREEDING-Continued.

Magog Hatchery. S cta. $ ets.

Salaries..,... ...... ........... ..... .... ................................ 206 85
M iscellaneous expenditure.......... ... ......................... ........ 106 50

Total.................. ................................ ............ 313 35

Restigouche Hatchery.

Salaries . . .......... ... .... .. ....... ................................ 700 00
Miscellaneous expenditure,............................................... 2,077 60

Total.................................................................. 2,777 60

Bedford Hatchery.

Salaries.... .... ......................... ................ ................. 450 00
Miscellaneous expenditure.............................. .............. 824 10

Total.................................. ................. ..... ..... 1,274 10

Bay View Hatchery.

Salaries........... . .......................... .. .................... .. 450 00
Miscellaneous expenditure.................................... .... ........ 1,624 63

Total .......... ........... ..................... ...... ............ 2,074 63

Sydney Hatchery.

Salaries........................ ........ .... .................. 90 00
Miscellaneous expenditure..... ........................ .............. 86 30

Total..... ,.. ............ ................... ............ ............ 176 30

Mramichi Hatchery.

Salaries.,............ ............................................. ........ 1,000 0
Miscellaneous expenditure................. ..... ...... ................ 1,229 39

Total... .............. .................................... ............ 2,229 39

St. John River Hatchery.

Salaries.......... ......... ...... ........... ............... .......... 600 00
Miscellaneous expenditure...................... ..................... 1,129 24

Total........................... ........................... ............ 1,729 24

Slkirk Hatchery.

M iscellaneous expenditure....................... . .... ..... ............. ...... .... 1,586 12

Fraser River Hatchery.

Salaries.................... .............................................. 500 00
M iscellaneous expenditure..... .............................. .............. 1,889 46

Total.......... .................................... ......... 2,38946

Genemr Account.

Miscellaneous expenditure .......... .......... .................. .......... 437 94

Total, Fish-breeding.........--......... ........... .... ...... ..... 28,00232

Total salaries and disbursements of fishery officers.......... .. ......... 90,32 14
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS. S cts.

Building fishways. . ............................................... .... ... ...... 690 24
Legal and incidental expenses.................................................... 1,239 84
Canadian fisheries exhibit..... .... ............. ...................................... 882 24
Expenditure in connection with the distribution of fishing bounties ... ....... ....... 4,965 68
Eurveys of oyster beds ................ .................................................. 3,234 59
Issuing licenses to United States fishing vessels............................... ........... 244 57
Behring Sea Claims Commission......................................................... 32,709 14
Paris Award....... ....................................... ........................... 1,046 27
Fisheries Reference.................................. ........ .................. 13,135 34
Fisheries and Yacht Exhibition..... ................................................... 548 99
Dr. McPhail, special reports on lobsters...... ........... ............................... 750 00
Weldon Outhouse, gratuity to parents of .............................................. 180 00

Total............................................ .................... 59,626 90

FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE-1897-98.

Steamer " Acadia." $ ets. $ cts.

W ages of officers and men................................................... 7,110 80
P rovisions . ......... .. .. ...... ........ .................... .... ...... 3,047 41
Fuel .............................................................. . .. 1,907 72
R epairs .................. ................................. ,............... 2,065 07
.Miscellaneous .... ................................................ 3,900 55

Total.... ............................... ....... . ...... .. 18,031 55

Steamer "La Canadienne."

W ages of officers and men................................................... 3,084 91
Provisions . .............................................................. 79 86
Fuel .... ............ ................. ............... .............. 183 67
R epairs ................................. ...................... .......... 7,830 57
Miscellaneous expenditure... .. ...................................... 2,602 52

Total................................ .............. ............ 13,781 53

Steamer "Stanley."

Wages of officers and men. ................................................. 1,096 01
Provisions... ................................................... . 859 93
Fuel ............................ ....................................... 600 15
.Miscellaneous expenditure......................... ........................ 24 19

Total.... ........ ................... ........ .......... ............ 2,580 28

Steamer " Curlew."

W ages of officers and men................................................... 4,980 55
Provisions.............................. .. .................. ..... 1,302 35
Fuel............................................................... . ..... 1,561 59
Repairs ............................................................. 137 20
Miscellaneous expenditure............................................... .1,882 32

Total .. .. .... ........................................ ............ 9,864 01

Steamer " Petrel."

W ages of officers and men.................................................. 6,803 81
Provisions....... ....................... ...................... .. ..... 1,628 07
Fuel ....... ... ............................ .................... . .. 1,213 90
Miscellaneous expenditure................ ........ .. ................. 108 36

epairs ... ................................ ....................... 1,307 35

Total .......................................................... . 11,061 4Q
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FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE, &c.-Concluded.

Steamer " Constance." $ ets. 8 cts.

Wages of offßcers and men................................................ 5,527 03
P rovisions.. .... ............ ........... ................................. 1,735 66
Fuel ............................................................ 4,053 63
R epairs . ... ................. .......................... ... ............ 2,862 62
Miscellaneous expenditure...... ........................................ 2,647 51

Total .... ........................................ ... ........ 16,826 45

Steamer " Osprey."

Wages of officers and men..... ......................................... 3,772 55
Provisions . ...... .... .... ............................................... 1,590 52
F uel ... . .... ...................... ........ ....................... .... 53 15
Repaire ........................................................... 52 75
Miscellaneous expenditure.. ........................ .......... ....... 1,979 71

Total ...... ........................................ ...... 7,448 68

Schooner "Kingfisher."

Wages of officers and men........... ................................ 3,060 51
Provisions . ...................................................... 1,590 45
Fuel ......................................................... .. 50 38
R epairs ... . ..... ........... ............................... ........ 87 14
Miscellaneous expenditure .... .... ......................... .......... 1,383 61

Total..... .......................... ............... ....... 6,172 09

Steamer " Dolphin."

W ages of officers and men.......... ........ ,............................... 2,148 64
Provisions . .......... . ............................ .... ..... ... .... 560 94
F uel.................... ... ... ............... ........ . ... ........ 521 98
Repaire ..... .. ........... .... .. ......................... 22
Miscellaneous............................................ ........ 527 16

Total...... .. ............. ............ .. ... .............. ... 4,093 94

Steamer "Aberdeen."

W ages, &c., officers and men ................................................ 10,290 01
Provisions. ....................................................... 4,386 48
Fuel ............................. ............................ 3,352 42
Repairs.............................. .................. ..... , .. 1,474 42
M iscellaneous.... ............... ................. 6,546 98

Total.......................................... ...... ..... 26,050 31

Steamer "Victoria."

W ages, &c ... ............... . .... . .... ..... ...................... 2,006 67
P rovisions . ...... ......................... ............................... 383 38
F uel ...... ..................... 30 35
M iscellaneous .... ............... ..................................... . 2,214 51

- I 4,634 91
Fisheries Intelligence Bureau................ ......... ....................... .2,288 73
General account ...................... .............. ................... ............ 8,241 73

Total ................................................. . ........... 131,075 70

LESS-Ainount paid by Customs Dept. for Str. " Constance " .... ......... 16,826 45
do do do "Curlew ............ .... 9,864 01
do do do "Stanley" ............... 2,580 28
do do do "Victoria"............... 4,634 91

33,905 65

Net total ....................................... ............ 97,170 05
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STATEMENT of Fisheries Revenue paid to the credit of the Receiver General of Canada,
for the Fiscal Year ended 30th June, 1898.

i S cts.

Ontario, rents, license fees, fines, &c........... .... ...... ....................... 30,574 57
Quebec do do ................. ....... ,..................... 7,571 15
N ova Scotia do do ........ ................. ....... ................... 5,317 08
New Brunswick do do ........ .... .................................... .11,511 85
P. E. Island do do . ........ .... .... ............. .................... 2.707 57
M anitoba do do ............................ ................. ....... 1,515 00
N. W. Territories do do ................................................. 4. 393 87
British Columbia do do ............. ................ ........ .... ........ 47,864 75

107,455 84
LEss-Refunds ................ ................... ................. 1,276 25

106,179 59
Licenses to U. S. fi4hing vessels....................................... .. .... ......... 6,923 91

Total.......... ....... . ... ........... ....... .... ........ 113,103 50
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COMPARATIVE Statement of Expenditure and Revenue of the

Ontarlio............. .. .....................
Quebec ........ ........ ............ .......
New Brunswick... . ........... ..... ... ...
Nova Scotia .... ........ .................
Prince Edward Island .... .... ... ............
Manitoba and North-west Territories ..............
British Columbia ....................... .. . ......
Fish-breeding and fishways .. . . .................
Fisheries Protection Service....... .............. .
Miscellaneous ...................... ............ .

Totals .. ....... ..... .............
Fishing bounties.....................

1885-86. 1886-87.

Expendi- Revenue. Expendi- Revenue.ture. ture.

e cts. S cts. $ cts. 8 ets.

17,900 74 15,917 62 19,534 01 ,15,063 57
13,938 21 2,963 75 14,966 55 i 3,804 66
15,719 36 4,078 10 16,944 87 4,417 52
17,852 33 2,166 53 18,092 21 1,585 28
3,187 73 40 00 4,044 49 128 00
1,920 73 ..... .... 2468 25 5 00
1,878 53 922 50 5,860 72 943 50

44,038 80 ............ 37,864 22 ........
37,613 30 ........... 134,340 12 .......
1030flA 112777

164,400 16
161,597 39

. . .. .. .. ... , .. . .. .. .

26,088 50 265,443 21 25,947 53
..... ..... 160,903 59.... .....

General Account Fisheries..
Ontario......... . . .. ....
Quebec. ..... .........
New Brunswick............
Nova Scotia... .. ......
Prince Edward Island ......
Manitoba ......... :.....
North-west Territories.
British Columbia...... ....
Fish-breeding...............
Fiaheries Protection Service.
Miscellaneous .. .. ........

1891

Expendi-
ture.

$ cts

15,155 83
10,917 36
15,707 98
18,755 86

1,835 65
3,593 43
6,158 17

43,957 74
93,397 40
17,449 06

Totals ........... 226,928 48
Fishing bounties.. . . 156,892 25

-92. 1892-93.

Revenue.

$ cts.

25,368 90 20,116 91 30,623 0 22,6
4,742 76 11,761 34 7,471 70 11,6
6.334 83 15,721 05 7,831 53 18,5
3,357 42 19,444 22 6,782 02 20,4

166 00 2,847 60 304 10 3,0
1,079 00 3,932 96 1,661 68 5,3

8,192 48 5,490 60 40,264 00 5,2
178 00 47,322 49 ........ 45,0

............ 106,805 39 ............ 115,1

.. .... 100,602 14 ............ 34,8

49,719 39 334,044 70 94,938 12 282,0
............ 159,752 15 ............ 158,7

1893-94.

92
22
20
78
31
83
24
47
92

28,632 82
7,211 82
8,333 24
5,296 27
980 15
926 99

25,337 90

.... .. ...

28 44 76,719 19
94 54 ..........

.
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Fisheries Department, from Ist July, 1885, to 30th June, 1898.

1887-88. 1888-89.

Revenue. Expendi-
ture.

8 cts. $ ets.

19,860 52 18,251 25
13,463 37 5,394 99
20,533 20 7,625 64
18,308 02 3,905 44
3,402 51 ...........
2,816 64 819 25
3,661 83 6,934 55

41,082 04 . ..........
77,102 98 ............
13,498 56

213,729 67 42,931 12
163,757 92 ...........

$ ets.

19,264 98
12,991 63
20,298 00
20,201 09
3,746 69
2,848 16
4,333 63

41,315 12
69,693 82
10,912 18

205,605 30
149,990 63

Revenue.

$ eta.

24,266 06
3,390 79
8,282 88
2:744 23

140 00
848 00

6,416 00
352 50

46,440 46
........... .

.1894-95. . 1895-96.

...... .....
33,211 60

8,836 18
11,170 36

7,075 07
3,312 30
2,458 80

23,517 25

.... . .....

. ... .... . ...

89,581 56

24,91748 35,681 68
11,870 43 8,160 98
20,526 56 10,696 88
23,049 41 6,180 93
3,555 87 2,161 85
6,915 20 2,256 69
6,226 77 26,410 75

38,050 41 .........
102,021 72..........
20,203 25 ............

257,237 10 91,549 76
163,567 99 .... ...

420,805 09

1889-90.

Expendi- Revenue.
ture.

S cts. 8 cts.

14,539 87 23,666 96
9,670 u4 5,409 81

14,914 95 8,834 35
17,395 24 5,424 95
3,113 21 1 302 88
3,604 70 794 00
3,#34 41 11,367 50

39,126 91 ............
64,434 66 1,176 38
9,313 92 .. ... .....

178,748 81 56,976 83
149,999 85 ...........

1890-91.

Expendi- Revenue.
ture.

$ cts. $ cts.

15,540 30 26,517 70
10,666 98 3,642 14
16,082 77 7,193 69
17,844 19 5,582 65

3,242 25 667 00
3,609 03 1,234 00
4,320 53 12,859 02

39,496 45 1,286 50
83,050 16 1,934 49
13,382 28 ... ......

207,234 94 60,917 19
165,967 22 ... ........

1896-97. 1897-98.

2,198 47 ........... 2,389 66
21,592 40 32,814 66 1 19,239 34 3(
12,910 80 7,876 12 11,140 16
21,671 92 10,110 77 17,063 58
23,682 33 5,239 55 21683 91 1

3Q 7443 2 03 92 9 677 78,
1,908 14{ 2,181 58
8,841 64

27,330 73
99,357 41
62,777 30

289,197 01
154,389 77

,
1,719 00

344 13
39,888 82

.... .. ...

. .. .. . . .. .

100,025 30
. . .. . .... . .

1,206 26
2,324 66
8,508 79

28,002 32
101,807 96
59,919 56

280,061 98
.. . .. .. ....

4

.. . .

0,574 57
7,571 15
5,317 08
1,511 85
2,707 57
1,515 00

393 87
r,864 75

7,455 84

Expendi-
ture.

21,938 56
12,459 34
21,370 94
23,555 38

3,796 58
6,178 71
6,218 74

39,730 93
100,207 29
24,619 86

260,076 33
160,089 42

420,165 75
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APPENDIX No. 2.

¯FISHING BOUNTIES.

The payments made for this service are under the authority of Act 54-55 Vie.,
cap. 42, intituled : " An Act to encourage the development of the sea fisheries and the
building of fishing vessels," which provides for the payment of the sum of $160,000
annually, under regulations to be made from time to time by the Governor General in
Council.

REGULATIONS.

The regulations governing the payment of fishing bounties, as established by Order
ii Council of the 24th August, 1894, were amended by Order in Council of the 10th of
Dacember, 1897, and are as follows:-

Order in Council.

AT THE GOVERNMENT HoUsE AT OTTAwA,
FRIDAY, the 10th day of December, 1897.

Present:

His EXCELLENCY THE GoVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL.

His Excellency, in virtue of the provisions of " The Bounty Act, 1891," 54-55 Vic-
toria, chapter 42, and by and with the advice of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada,
is pleased to order that the regulations governing the payment of fishing bounties
established by Order of the Governor in Council dated the 24th August, 1894, shall be
and the same are hereby rescinded, and the following regulations substituted therefor :-

1. Resident Canadian fishermen who have been engaged in deep-sea fishing for fish
other than shell-fish, salmon and shad, or fish taken in rivers, or mouths of rivers, for at
least three months, and have caught not less than 2,500 pounds of sea-fish, shall be
entitled to a bounty: provided always, that no bounty shall be paid to men fishing in
boats measuring less than 13 feet keel, and not more than 3 men (the owner included)
will be allowed as claimants in boats under 20 feet.

2. No bounty shall be paid upon fish caught in trap-nets, pound-nets and weirs,
nor upon the fish caught in gill-nets fished by persons who are pursuing other occupa-
tions than fishing, and who devote merely an hour or two daily to fishing these nets but
are not, as fishermen, steadily engaged in fishing.

3. Only one claim will be allowed in each season, even though the claimant may
have fished in two vessels, or in a vessel and a boat or in two boats.

4. The ýowners of boats measu ring not less than 13 feet keel which have been
engaged during a period of not less than three months in deep-sea fishing for tish other
than shell-fish, salmon or shad, or fish taken in rivers, or mouths of rivers, shall be
entitled to a bounty on each such boat.

5. Canadian registered vessels, owned and fitted out in Canada, of 1.0 tons and
upwards (up to 80 tons) which have been exclusively engaged during a period of not

10
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less than three months in the catch of sea-fish other than shell-fish, salmon or shad, or
fish taken in rivers, or mouths of rivers, shall be entitled to a bounty to be calculated
on the registered tonnage which shall be paid to the owner or owners.

6. The three months during which a vessel must have been engaged in fishing, to be
entitled to bounty, shall commence on the day the vessel sails from port on her fishing
voyage and end the day she returns to port from said voyage.

7. Owners or masters of vessels intending to fish and claim bounty on their vessels
must, before proceeding on a fishing voyage, procure a license from the nearest Collector
of Custons or Fishery Overseer, said license to be attached to the claim when sent in
for payment.

8. Dates and localities of fishing must be stated in the claim, as well as the quan-
tity and kinds of sea-fish caught.

9. Ages of men must be given. Boys under 14 years of age are not eligible as
claimants.

10. Claims must be sworn to as true and correct in all their particulars.
11. Claims must be filed on or before the 30th November in each year.
12. Officers authorized to receive claims will supply the requisite blanks free of

charge, and after certifying the saine will transmit them to the Department of Marine
and Fisheries.

13. No claim in which an error has been made by the claimant or claimants shall
be amended after it has been signed and sworn to as correct.

14. Any person or persons detected making returns that are false or fraudulent in
any particular will be debarred from any further participation in the bounty, and be
prosecuted according to the umnost rigour of the law.

15. The amount of the bounty to be paid to fishermen and owners of boats and
vessels will be fixed from time to time by the Governor in Council.

16. All vessels fishing under bounty license are required to carry a distinguishing
flag, which must be shown at all times during the fishing voyage at the main topmast
head. The flag must be four feet square in equal parts of red and white, joined diagon-
ally from corner to corner. Any case of neglect to carry out this regulation reported
to the Department of Marine and Fisheries will entail the loss of the bounty, unless
satisfactory reasons are given for its non-compliance.

JOHN J. McGEE

Clerk of the Privy Council.

There were received for the year 1897, 14,847 claims, a decrease of 364 compared
with the year 1896.

The nunber of claims paid during the year was 14,729, being a decrease of 246 as
compared with the previous year.

There was $60,939 in bounties paid to vessels and their crews, and $96,565 to
boats and boat fishernen, making the total bounty paid during the year 1897-8,
$157,504.

The number of vessels which received bounty during the year was 790, the total
tonnage being 25,725 tons, showing a decrease of 72 vessels and 2,826 tons, as com-
pared with the previous year.

Bounty was paid on 13,939 boats, and to 23,612 boat fishermen during the year,
being a decrease of 167 boats anid 209 fishermen, as compared with 1896-7.
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GENERAL STATEMENT of Fishing Bounty Claims received an d paid for the year 1897.

Province. County.

.Nova Scotia...... ....... Annapolis........................
Antigonish............ ...........
Cape Breton ................ .....
Colchester .... ...................
Cumberland .... ............ . ...
D igby .... ........................
Guyaborough......................
Halifax .......... ...........
H ants .... ........ ...............
Inverness . .......................
K ing's ....... ....................
Lunenburg.......................
Pictou ............................
Q ueens ..........................
Richmond ......... ..........
Shelburne ... ................
Victoria ................ .....
Yarnouth ...................

Totals ....................

New Brunswick ............ Charlotte .... ............ ....
Gloucester ..... .................
K ent ..... ...... .. ...........
Northumberland..............
Restigouche .... ............ .....
St. John .... ....................
Westmoreland .... ................

Prince Edward Island.....

Quebec .... ...............

Totals ................ ...

K ing's .. ............. ..........
Prince ....... ........... ...... .
Queen's .... ..... .......... ....

Totals ..... ..........

Bonaventure ....... .............
Gaspé.... .............. .. .....
Rimouski...... ..................
Saguenay.............. ..........

Totale.............. .....

Grand totale ...........

Number Number
of Claims of Claims
received. rejected.

129 1
503 1

394...........
1,362 5
1,430 9

1 .~.. . . . .. .. ..
587

50
913
39

191
1,077

882
473
243

8,450

483
445
75
4

........... 

............

1,042

617
459
99

1,175

873
2,453

69
785

4,180

14,847

. .. .... 2

...... .. ... .

............
2

2.. .. . . .
.. .. . . ,

32 8,418

1
55

............

............

56

............ 
2

4

22
8

3

.33

125

NOTE.-The number of claims paid includes several applications for previous years, which explains
the difference between claims paid and çlaine received, after deducting those rejected.

A. 1899

Number
of Clainis

paid.

168
128
502

394
1,357
1,421

1
585
50

910
39

189
1,070

880
473
243

482*395
75
4

............
35

............

991

617
457

97

1,171

851
2,445

69
784

4,149

14,729
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DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Vessels in each County for-
the Year 1897.

Province.

Nova Sotia ....... ...

New Brunswick ........

Prince Edward Island...

Quebec............. ...

County.

Annapolis ............
Antigonish ........
Cape Breton.
Cumberland ... ......
Digby ..... ... . ...
Guysborough ...... ...
Halifax ..........
Hante............
Inverness........ .....
King's ........ .....
Lunenburg..........
Pictou........ . ....
Queen's. . ... ........
Richmond........ ....
Shelburne ...........
Victoria.........
Yarmouth ..........

Totale .........

Charlotte.............
Gloucester............
K ent. ......... .....
Northumberland.......
Restigouche........
St. John.... ...

Totals..........

King's ..... . ......
Prince ....... .......
Queen's ..............

Total .........

Bonaventure..........
Gaspé . ....... ....
Rimouski.............
Saguenay.........

Totale ..........

Grand totals....

Number
of

Vessels.

9
2

1
50
19
55

22
2

161
1
8

56
66
1

42

507

46
182

1

Tonnage. Average
Tonnage..

262
34

177
14

1,461
435

1,184
17

355
33

11,650
15

267
1,691
1,945

17
1,766

21,323

77&
2,129

13

29
17
16
14
29'
23
21
17
16
16
72
15
33
30
2b
17

42

17
12

Number

Men.

47
6

58
2

401
86

309
4

92
7

2,425
3

66
357
519

2
445

4,829

159
620

Amount
paid.

S cts.

54400
70 00,

525 0>
2600

3,867 00
951 00

3,038 00
41 0S

907 0S
75 00

26,195 00S
33 00

663 00
3,833 00
5,059 00>

29 00
4,436 S

50,292 00

1,730 00
5,848 09

13 . 3.. 1 60
1o 61 16. . 34 36500

239 3,079 13 816 7,974 00

12 305 25 67 70700
5 130 26 26 28600
3 55 18 16 15100'

20 480 29 109 1,14400

1 26 26 5 |60b
1 16 16 5 4600

22 791 36 106 1,42700

24 833 35 116 1,529 00

790 25,725 33 5,870 60,939 00
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DETAILED STATEMENT of Fishing Bounties paid to Boats in each County fur
the Year 1897.

Province. County.

- ~1--
Nova Scotia ........ ....

New Brunswick.......

Prince Edward Island....

Q uebec ..................

Annapolis .............
Antigonish ... ........
Cape Breton ............
Cumberland . ... ......

Guysborouh ... .. .. ...
Hahfax............
Hants ............
Inverness.........
King's..............
Lunenbuig. ....... ..
Pictou ...... ... .......
Queen's...... .. ...
Richmond .... ........
Shelburne ..........
V ictoria .... ....... .
Yarmouth...........

Totals..... .....

. Charlotte..... ... ....
Gloicester ..............
Kent ....... . . .
Northumberland........
Restigouche ..........
St. John . ........ . .
Westmoreland..... . .

Number
of

Boats.

159
126
491

7
344

1,338
1,366

...........
563
48

749
38

181
1,014

814
472
201

7,911

436
213
75
3

...........5
25

Totals ........... 752

King's......... ....
Prince . ............
Queen's ...............

Totals....... .....

Bonaventure .........
Gaspé.. ......... ....
Rimouski..........
Saguenay. .........

Number
of

Men.

231
184
915
15

651
2,209
1,964

. .........
1,187

Il

850
58

280
1,536
1,303

787
295

12,542

687
491
123
10

............
40

...........

1,3,51

Total
Amount Bounty paid

paid. tu Vesse1s
and Boats in

1897.

$ ets. $ ets.
967 50 1,511 50
770 00 840 00

3,693 50 4,218 50
59 50 85 50

2,622 50 6,489 50
9,069 50 10,020 50
8,241 50 11,279 50

...... ... 41 00
4,717 50 r 5,624 50

317 50 392 50
3,706 00 29,901 00

241 00 274 00
1,161 00 1,824 00
6,390 00 10,223 00
5,374 50 10,433 50
3.226 50 3.255 50
1,2b3 50 5,669 50

51,791 50 102,083 50

2,840 50 4,570 50
1,931 50 7,779 50

505 50 505 50
38 00 69 00

165 00 530 00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,480 50 13,454 50

605 971 4,003 50
452 933 3,717 00
94 243 944 50

1,151 2,147 8,665 00

850
2,444

69
762

1,447
4,744

97
1,284

Totals ............ 4,125 7,572

Grand total,...... 13,939 23,612

5,914 50
19,049 00

408 50
5,256 00

30,628 00

96,565 00

4,710 50
4.003 00
1,095 50

9,809 00

5,970 50
19,095 00

408 50
6,683 00

32,157 00

157,504 00

A. 1899
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GENERAL STATISTICS.

The fishing bounty was first paid in 1882.
The payments were made each year on the following basis:-
1882, vessels $2 per ton, one-half to the owner and the other half to the crew.

-Boats at the rate of $5 per mai, one-fifth to the owner and four-fifths to the men.
1883, 'essels $2 per ton, and boats $2.50 per man, distributed as in 1882.
1884, vessels $2 per ton, as in 1882 and 1883.

Boats from 14 to 18 feet keel..... .............. ...... $1 00
do 18 to 25 do ........................... 1 50
do 25 feet keel upwards......................... 2 00

And boat fishermen $3 each.

1885, 1886 and 1887, vessels $2 per ton as in previous years. Boats measuring
13 feet keel having been admitted in 1885, the rates were :-Boats from 13 to 18 feet
keel, $1; from 18 to 25 feet keel, $1.50; fromn 25 feet keel upwards, $2, and fishermen
$3 each.

1888, vessels $1.50 per ton, one-half each to owner and crew. Boats, the same
as in 1885, 1886 and 1887.

1889, 1890 and 1891, vessels $1.50 per ton as in 1888. Boats $1 each. Boat
fishermen $3.

1892, vessels $3 per ton, one-half each to owner and crew. Boats $1 each. Boat
fishermen $3.

1893, vessels $2.90 per ton, paid as formerly. Boats $1 each. Boat fishermen $3.
1894, vessels $2.70 per ton, distributed as in previous years. Boats $1 each.

Boat fishernien $3.
1895, vessels $2.60 per ton, half each to owner and crew. Boats $1 each. Boat

fishermen $3.
1896, vessels $1 per ton, which was paid to the owners, and vessel fishermen $5

each, clause 5 of the regulations having been amended accordingly. Boats $1 each, and
boat fishermen $3.50 per man.

1897, vessels $1 per ton, and vessel fishermen $6 each. Boats $1 each, and boat
fishermen $3.50 per man.

Since 1882, 13,070 vessels, totalling a tonnage of 477,741 tons, have received the
bounty. The total number of vessel fishermen which received bounty is 99,602, being
an average of 8 men per vessel.

The total number of boats to which bounty was paid since 1882 is 224,817, and
the number of tishermen 423,714. Average number of men per boat, 2.

The highest bounty paid per head to vessel fishermen was $21.75 in 1893; the
lowest 83 cents, white the highest to boat fishermen was $4, the lowest $2.

The general average paid per head is $4.82.
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(3) NUMBER of Boats and boat fishermen which received Bounty in each year.

NOVA SCOTIA. NEw BRUNSWICK.

YEAR. - - ··-

No. of No. of No. of No. of
Boats. Men. Boats. Men.

1882....... . 6,043 12,130 1,024 2,530
1883 ...... 6,458 13,553 1,453 3,309
1884. ..... .6,257 12,669 1,086 2,505
1885....... 6,970 13,396 1,460 3,254
1886... .. 7,140 13,351 1,618 3,567
1887..... . 7,662 13,997 1,804 3,994
1888....... 7,840 14,115 1,876 4,148
1889....... 7,926 14,118 2,237 5,032
1890 .... . 8,886 15,738 2,324 5,242
1891 ...... 9,525 16,552 1,928 4,126
1892 ..... . . 7,679 12,307 893 1,765
1893 ... ... 7,308 11,748 671 1,314
1894 .... . 7,956 12,899 661 1,281
1895....... 8,222 13,106 737 1,434
1896. ..... 8,008 12,454 814 1,553
1897 ... . 7,911 12,542 752 1,351

Totals. 121,791 214,675 21,338 46,405

TOTAL.P. E. ISLAND. QUEBEC.

No. of No. of No. of No. of
Boata. Men. Boata. Men.

1,087 3,070 3,071 5,716
1,098 3,106 3,266 6,188

869 2,346 3,344 6,416
1,006 2,606 3,857 7,485
1,048 2,547 4,303 7,981
1,088 2,711 4,051 7,550

797 2,141 4,259 7,852
1,475 3,568 4,602 8,807
1,192 3,024 4,766 9,241
1,383 3,427 4,865 9,402
1,021 2,047 4,181 7,693

985 1,962 3,866 7,245
913 1,813 3,821 7,139
998 2,141 3,916 7,877

1,095 2,126 4,189 7,688
1,151 2,147 4,125 7,572

17,206 40,782 64,482 121,852

(4) TOTAL Number of men receiving Bounty in each year.

YEAR.

1882 .............
1883... . . . ......
1884 .............
1885 .... .......
1886 ......... ..

1888 .... ..... .
1889 . .. .........
1890....... .....
1891 ........ . ..
1892........ ...
1893........ ....
1894........ ..
1895 ......... .
1896........ ...
1897 .............

Totals........

NOVA SCOTIA. NEW BRUNSWICK

No. of Men. No. of Men.

17,473
19,791
18,996
19,293
18,373
18,897
19,565
19,802
20,673
21,170
16,918
16,528
17,976
18,290
17,061
17,371

298,177

3,061
3,805
3,065
3,750
4,087
4,557
4,692
5,597
5,689
4,537
2,108
1,948
2,002
2,198
2,353
2,167

55,616

P. E. IsLAND. QUEBEC.

No. of Men.

3,144
3,172
2,438
2,719
2,762
3,049
2,390
3,807
3,227
3,582
2,186
2,113
1,927
2,270
2,240
2,256

43,282

No of Men.

6,254
6,631
6,798
7,802
8,301
7,884
8,240
9,137
9,461
9,570
7,852
7,424
7,317
8,050
7,832
7,688

126,241

A. 1899

TOTAL.

29,932
33,399
31,297
33,564
3.3,523
34,387
34,887
38,343
39,050
38,859
29,064
28,013
29,222
30,808
29,486
29,482

523,316

No. of No. of
Boats. Men.

11,225 23,446
12,275 26,156
11,556 23,936
13,293 26,741
14,109 27,446
14,605 28,252
14,772 28,256
16,240 31,525
17,168 33,245
17 701 33 ,507
13,774 23,812
12,830 22,269
13,351 23.132
13,873 24,558
14,106 23,821
13,939 23,612

224,817 423,714



Marie and Fiahres-Fisheis Branch

(5) TOTAL annual paymenta of Fishing Bounty.

Year.

1882 ....... .....

1883 .............

1884..............

1885 ...... .. ..

1886........... ..

1887 ..............

1888.........

1889 ............

1890 ... ........

1891 . . ........

1892 ..............

1893 .. ..........

1894......... ....

1895..............

1896.............

1897........ .....

$ cets.

106,098 72

89,432 50

104,934 09

103,999 73

98,789 54

99,622 03

89,778 90

90,142 51

91,235 64

92,377 42

109,410 39

108,060 67

111,460 03

110,765 27

98,048 95

102,083 50

Totals .... 1,606,239 89

$ ce.

16,997 00

12,395 20

13,576 00

15,908 25

17,894 57

19,699 65

18,454 92

21,026 79

21,108 33

17,235 96

10,864 61

12,524 09

12,690 80

12,919 32

S ets.

16,137 00

8,577 14

9,203 96

10,166 65

10,935 87

12,528 51

9,092 96

13,994 53

11,686 32

12,771 30

9,782 79

9,328 62

7,975 79

9,285 13

Total.

$ cets.

33,052 75

19,940 01

28,004 93

31,464 76

33,283 61

31,907 73

32.858 75

33,362 71

34,210 72

34,507 17

29,694 35

28,320 72

28,040 18

30,598 2-1

$ ets.

172,285 47

130,344 85

155.718 98

16!,539 39

160,903 59

163,757 92

150,185 53

158,526 54

158,241 01

156,891 85

159,752 14

158,234 10

160,066 80

163,567 99

13,602 88 9,745 50 32,992 44 154,389 77

13,454 50 9,809 0 32,157 00 157,504 00

250,352 87 170,921 07 494,396 10 2,521,909 93

lla-2k



62 Victoria, Sessional Papers (No. 11A.) A. 1899

LisT of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty for the Year 1897.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

ANNAPOLIS COUNTY.

z

80093
72978
94700
85503
94706
94835
94693
94732
83253

. Name of Owner
Namne of Vessel. Por of orRegistry. o

Nam ofVeseM Managing Owner.

Anna K......... .. St. John, N.B ..
Annie Coggins... .. Digby .......
Franklin S.Schenck do .........
G. P. Taylor . .. Yarmouth ... .
George J. Tarr.... Digby. . .....
Georgie Linwood... St. Andrew's,NB
John H. Kenney. Digby.......
Only Son..... .... Windsor.....
Rescue... .... ... Annapolis .... 1

Residence.

George Gibson . Margaretville .
David Hayden.......Thorneville.
John D. Apt..... .... do
Stephen Haynes. Victoria Beach..'
John S. Hayden . . do
John W. Snow.. ..... rneville.

do .. ..... do
John Gordon ......... Mr&-til..Joh Guron. .. Margaretville...

Josia Burrli VcetipBech.

2

12,
3

12
3

3
5'i

$ cts.
26 00
63 00

116 00
31 00

133 00
43 00
54 00
31 00
47 00

ANTIGONISH COUNTY.

85382 G. H. Marryatt ... lHalifax ....... 24 Jno. G. Graham....... Bayfield .. . . .... 4 48 00
90642 Komaroff ......... Yarmouth ... 10 John Brow .......... Harb'rau Bouché 2 22 00

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

83261 Economist......... Digby......... 14 James E. Ogilvie... Parrsboro'...... 2 26 00

CAPE BRETON COUNTY.

100389 Annie F ........ Sydney........13 John Farrel........Main-à-Dieu 5 43 04
100372 Betsy Jane........ do ........ Il Sanîuel Moore. Little Bras d'Or 4 35 0
85381 Champion......... do ........ 19 John Willias, sr ... Louisburg 4 43 0
75571 Fanny ..... ... Liverpool 16 Wm. J. Christie...orth Sydne 1  6  52 04

100383 Florence L........ Sydney ... .... Pe. LLittie Bras d Or 5 4004
74039 James Henry do.18 Peoen Dunh!North Sydney. . 48 0

100381 Katie B.......... do ........ 24 John H. Buke . Main-à-Dieu 6 604)
103608 Maggie . ......... do ........ Il Philip Wilcox. Big Lorraine 3 29 0
88431 Mayfdower.... .... Halifax.. 21 John P. Bates. Bateston.......7 63 00
92600 Me t............. Sydney .... .... 13 Alexander Leblnc.... Littie Bras d'Or 6 49 00

100W66 Rob S ..... .alifax... .... J21 Fbrose Forward. ... ILingan.... ..... 7 63 00

DIGBY COUNTY.

Acadian. ... .. .Weyouth
Alfred ..... ..... Digby......
Alice............ . Yarmouth
Alice May . .. ... . do
Ann Eliza ........ Diby.........
Annie M. Sproule . do.........
Alph. B. Parker... St. John, N.B
Carrie H... .... D
Charles Haskell .. .
Condor...........Yarmouth.
Curlew........... Sheiburne ..

dithL .... ..... Digby........
Edward A. Horton Do..........
Elner............do ........
Ernest F. Norwood do ........

*Crew not entitled to bounty.

Geo. H. Stevens..... Freeport..
Edwin Haynes......... do
Wnt. Trahan .... .... Belliveau's Cove.

,Edgar McDormnand ... Westport .
D. &O. Sproule..... Digby .......
Jno. W. Sproule .. do .......
Holland Outhouse..... Tiverton..
Augustus Haycock .... Westport.
Howard Anderson ... Digby.......
,Howard Titus ...... Westport
Joseph F. Melberry... Digby........
'R. W. Ford .... .... Westport.
Joseph E. Snow. . .. Digby.......
James Gower ....... Westport.
Joseph E. Snow. Digby ...

83431
83258
75612
90660
94708
94696
88598
94698
94704
74331

103181
85683
90662
77740
94707



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LiST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

DIGBY COUNTY-Concluded.

Name of Vesse]. Port of
Registry.

Naine of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Residence.

z .

75757
74329
80798
77963
83260
90436

100544
100064
80604
83-6i
77957
80881
5938
85534
85690
85687

100487
85539
85682
85533
80794

100895
94825
75711
83132

100539
85558
75606

100609
75726
94694

103711
61501

100543
75595

Etta.............Digby........
Fairy Queen. . .Yarmouth.

Freddie G.... . IDigby........
Freeman Colgue.. St. Andrew'sNB'
Gazelle...........Dighy ..
IGenesta..... ..... Barrington. ..

elei aud. ... Digby.........I
l8111a ... ....... St. .JÔhn, N.B .ý
ennie C........Yarmouth ......

.Josie L. 1ay. Digby.... ....
Kedron . . ... Annapolis .,
Lena May. St.Andrew's,NB,
Letitia. ... do
Lloîyd ..... Yarmouth ...
Lor ..... Dighy.........
'Mabel...........do...........
MabplBB...a.rr gton..... ...

* Maggie Jane ... Yarmouth..
Maapert.........Digby.......
Mnnie C......... Yarmouth ......
Mnnie C.... .. Digby ..........
New Home........ Seynouth.
On Time........ Digby .......
Prince.......... Yarmouth......
Restless ....... Digby........
Rowel .......... do ..
S. . ... . do ........
Sovereig ....... .Ydout......
Swan... ........ Sheiburn . . ....
Thrish ..... .... .Yarmîouth..
'Utah and e nic.... Digby......
Venite .......... Yarmouth ..
Vesta.......... Digby.......

'W. Parnell O'Hara ( 0
Wet Wind . ... Ddo.........

Clarence Webber...... Westport. .....
Wallace Coggins..... do
George Gower ........ do ......
Charles Hicks..... . . do .....
1). & O. Sproule ..... Digby..........
George Denton . .. Westport..
Chas McDormand.... do
Charles Hicks... .... . do
Amos H. Outhouse ... Tiverton .......
-Edward Keans... Digby.. .......
Benjamin Taylor.. Smith's Cove....
Freeman Smnall . Tiverton ........
Peter H. Belliveau.... Belliveau's Cove.
W. H. Anderson .... Dighy ...... ..
Joseph Thurber. .. . Freeport........
Win. M. Denton ..... Westport. .....
Mendal G. Crocker ... Freeport.
Thomas Saulnier . .. Meteghan.
E. C. Bowers ....... .Westport .......
Geo. Farnsworth . . . Tiverton .... .
Chas. Bailey.... .. . Westport .......
Moïse C. Thibodeau... Church Point...
Henry Glavin ........ Westport .. ..
Chipman Thurber..... Freeport ......
Charles Shaw. ........ Centreville. ....
Warren Snow......... Smitlh's Cove...
Wallace Gower ... Westport.
Clarence Peters do ...
Milton Haines ...... Freeport ....
Frank Lent..... ..... Westport..
Edwin Haines ........ Freeport ..
Philomon Doucette .... Cape Cove .
Wm. H. Brooks ... . Freeport ........
Edgar Post .... ... Digby....
Svda & Cousins. ..... do..........

GUYSBOROUGH COUNTY.

103453 Auna Maud....Arichat
103322 Bonnie Brier Bush. Pt Hawkesbury1
100445 Carrie O ... .. .. Canso ........
103321 Christie Campbell. Pt. Hawkesbury!

38418 'Dolphin ......... Arichat ......
83180 'Friend .......... . Halifax ........
94963 Golden Seal....... do ........
57715 John Lawrence.... do .........
69964 Lizzie A . ....... Pt. Hawkesbury
83408 M. A. Franklyn... 'Halifax ........
75577 Mary Ann Bell ... Lunenburg....,
83226 'Mary Queen....... Charlottetow n,

P.E.I ........

88466 Minnie J .. ...... Arichat .... ...
100446 Minnie May....... Canso........
80970 Orion. . .. ..... Halifax .... ...

100231
75f 92
92575

100444

Pearl . ... ....... do .. .....
Peter Mitchell .... Pt. Hawkesbury
Robinette ....... 'Halifax . . . .
IStella May........ Canso .. ...... i

10'RueH
38 John Munrue White Head ...3JonO'Neil ....... .. Auld's Cove . -
12 Samuel Crant. White Head....
55 TLos. H. Peeples. Pirate Harbour.
3e; W. S . Pe-art..... ... Guyshoro'. .
17 Luke- Mannett, sr-. *Larry's River...
32 Edward B. Peline do
23 Wm. Hansen.......Cook's Cuve
20 JohnF. Reeves. 'Port Mulgrave.
22 Wm. Dorion........Charlo's Cove...
33 Joseph O'Neil. Auld's Cove.

22 Joseph Harding. 'Milford Haveni
Bridge . * .10 Perry Mîm hite Head

12 Wm. L. Dort.. . Sandy Cuve
24 Hubert Richard. Charlos Cove...
17 Alexander Keating.... Canse........
26 Mchael Power. ... Port Muigrave.
14 Reuben H. Munroe... White Head.

James Meagher. .. Cano..... ..

$ cts.

59 00
43 00
60 00
86 00
62 00

104 00
74 00
91 00
64 00
34 00
40 00
54 00
2800
65 00
57 00

104 00
129 00
42 00
77 00
.30 00
66 00
85 00
73 00
46 00
79 00
34 00
71 00
43 00

134 00
31 00
87 00
5800
52 00

187 00
61 00

28 00
74 00
30 00

109 0
66 00
53 00
74 00
41 00
32 00
52 00
75 00

46 00
28 00
30 0
60 00
29 00
56 00
32 00
36 00



62 Victoria. Seuional Papes (No. 11à.)

LisT of Vessela which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova icotia-Con.
HALIFAX COUNTY.

Naie of Vessel. Re t of
-~ RegiÎtry.

100221 Baleka........... Halifax ........
90721 Brilliant Star .... do .........
94662 Bessie Florence.... do .........
90496 Black Prince. .. do ....
96799 Catherine A. C.. do ....
85663 Daring.......... . do .........

103852 Dawn..... .. ..... do .........
59484 Dayspring ....... do .........

100220 E. J. Smith.. do .........
90481 Ella D ........ ... do .........
85738 Emma F.......... Lunenburg.....
97046 Fredona ......... Liverpool ......

100259 Florence G....... Hialifax ........
100247 Fairy Queen.. do ... .....

85644 Flora ........ .. do .........
80996 Gertie Belle ....... Guysborough ...
90489 Green Leaf........ Halifax ........

103544 Grace D..... ..... do........
88220 Grandee .......... do
83306 1. O. N. A........ do
94661 L. C. Tough...... do .........
94665 Louis Luby. . do........
75605 Little Annie .. do ... .....
69105 Lady of the Lake . do ... .....

100249 Minnie M. . do... .....

96805 Maggie May....... do ........
100580 Maggie E. C .... Lunenburg. ....
85664 Mary E........... Halifax.........

100234 Mary Bell...... . do.........
100227 May .............. do
100254 Myrtie M. Gray .. do
69213 May Fly.......... Lunenburg.....
80841 Nina....... ...... Halifax.........
85665 Nellie D .... ... .. do ........

103539 Neva ............. do ........
100245 Oracle.............do.......
85562 Oresa ... ......... do .......

100241 Pansy ..... ...... do ........
92571 Primrose.......... do .........

100474 R. Beatrice........ do .. ......
75595 Rising Dawn ...... Lunenburg. ....
77787 Rescue........... Halifax........

100255 'Seaflee ...... ..... do .........
69082 St. Agnes......... do .........
64869 Sarah L. Oxner... do .........

103193 Startle ..... .... Liverpool.
103531 True Love .. . ... Halifax ..... ..

77836 T. W. Smith . do .........
100260 Violet ............ do .........

90485 Violet West. .. . do ........
96781 Venture ... ...... do .........

100226 Willie H. Crosby.. do .......
92578 W illetta .......... do .. .....
61904 Water Lily........ do ........
85378 Zephyr . ......... . do .........

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
0

Residence.
il

Gray Bros. & Co ..... Sambro.
Peter Hartlin......... East Jeddore....
Chas. Twohig...... .. Pennant........
J. W. Slaunwhite.... Terence Bay....
Hezekiah Cleveland ... West Dover ....
Chas. Slaunwhite, sr.. Terence Bay..
Jas. and Thos. Parker. Owl's Head...
Geo. L. Baker ... .... West Jeddore
W. McC. Boak. .. . . Halifax .......
Archd. Darrach, sr.... Herring Cove...
Amos Gravus ......... East Dover....
Edward Sturny ...... Spry Bay .......
Caleb Gray... . .... Sanibro ..... .
Geo. H. Nickeron . do ..... ..
Patrick Scallion ..... Herring Cove...
James Yorke ........ . Eastern Passage
Eph. Julien .. .. ... .W. Chezzetcook.i
Jas. Marryatt.. Pennant.......
Jno. P. Slaunwhite ... Terence Bay ..
Andrew Sullivan...... Herririg Cove...
Jno. E. Tough........ Pennant........
Sinon Lapierre. .. W. Chezzetcook.i
Mathew Lynch, jr... . Ferguson's Cove'
Richard Christian.....pper Prospect.
Jno. Martin.......... West Ship Har-

bour..........
Jeremiah Fillis........ W. Chezzetcook.
David F. Covey....... Hagget's Cove..
Andrew Twohig ... Pennant.
Jno. A. McDonald.... Harrigan Cove..
T. E. Little.......... Terence Bay....
James Gray . .. .... Pennant .... ..
Jno. A. Neville....... Halifax ...
Wni. E. Murphy...... Owl's Head.....
Daniel Smith......... Sarnbro.........j
Eph. Marryatt......... Pennant......
W. McC. Boak. .... Halifax...... ..
Lawson Corkum .... East Jeddore....
Geo. Schnair.......... Pennant........
AngusGray ... do ... ....
Jamties Morash, jr.. West Dover ....
Fredk. Boutilier .... Indian Harbour.
Albert Lantz ......... East Dover... .
Jamàes Stevens........ Porter's Passagel
Ebenezer Homans. . . Clan Harbour..
Edward Hay-s.... .. Hetrring.Cove...
Chas. F. Martin .. Halifax.........
James Howard........ Terence Bay ....
Charles Beaver....... Spry Bay ......
J. H. Smith . . .... Sambro ..
T. A. Gaetz..... . .. Seaforth........
E. Dempsey......... Herring Cove...
James Julien . ...... W. Chezzetcook.:
Joseph Gray ......... Sambro. ......
Isaac Morash .. .... West Dover ....
Roht. Slaunwhite...... Terence Bay....

HANTS COUNTY.

75614 Fawn .... ........ Digby ...... 17 Henry E. Ogilvie. .... Suinnerville. .. 4 41 00

A. 1899

o>.

$ ets.
8 79 00

10 9600
3 30 00
4 42 00
4 41 00
3 3600
5 43 00

10 96 00
4 3500
8 80 00
5 4300
3 3000
3 33 00
3 29 00
9 96 00
3 3300

12 11600
3 28 00
3 32 00
8 74 00
3 30 00

12 11300
6 63 00
5 50 00

4 34 00
16 158 00
7 62 00
3 32 00
4 34 00
3 2800
6 55 00
3 3000
4 37 00
3 30 00
3 2900
4 42 00
5 44 00
7 74 00
5 44 00
5 49 00
5 48 00
5 50 00
4 36 00
3 48 00

10 94 00
4 35 00
3 28 00
6 71 00
3 3000
8 84 00

12 115 00
17 167 00
3 30 00
2 26 00
5 46 00



Marine and Fisheris-Fibrmie BrancI

LiST of Vessels which redeived Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

INVERNESS COUNTY.

P. ort of • Name of Owner
Por orName of Vessel. il por

ry.Managing Owner.

103320 Ben Hur..... .. Pt. Hawkesburyý 61 Wuî. H. Paint.
96778 Campania......... do 11 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd .. .... ... ....
103313 Catherine .do 1 everin Chiasson.
83244 Claribel .... ...... .Charlottetown,,

P. E. I. 19 Chas. )oUcet.
96767 Dove ............. Pt. Hawkesbury 49 Wn. H. Paint.
96768 Elizabeth Ann .... do il Magloire Poirier
96774 Florence ...... . ... do il Thomas Poirier.

103317 Flyiig Star. do Il . Deavea & S. Bel-

Laura........ ....
Leura ...........
L illie..............
Little Heir... ....
Louise ... ........
M ajestic ....... ..

Marie .... .... .
Marie Joseph ....
Mary ......
Mary Lambert
May Flower.
O. L. B.......
Virgin ......
W illie B ........ .

Halifax.........
Pt. Hawkesbury

do
do

13
19
12
19

110
12

10

il

10

20
12
10
11

Residence. .

; z

Pt. Hawkesburyl

Eastern Harbour
do

do
Pt. Hawkesbury
Cheticamp Point
Eastern Harbour

fontaine... ....... do
Joseph Aucoin.. do
U. & D., Bourgeois.... do
Fidèle Chiasson. . . do
Eusebe Chiasson ..... do
L. & P. Boudrot .. . do
C. Robin, Collas & Co.

Ltd.... . .... . . do
John Roach .. ...... do
Victor Roach ........ do
Paul J. Aucoin........ do
Luke Chiasson. ......... do
Hyacinthe Chiasson... 1 do
Gabriel Boudrot...... .. do
Michel Ramard ...... do
Henry J. Roach ... do

$ cts.
61 00

3500
34 00

4900
91 00
35 00
3500

35 00
4300
34 00
3600
49 00
3500

36 00
34 00
35 00
34 00
35 00
"6 00
36 00
34 00
35 00

KING'S COUNTY.

100746 Sarah Jane ....... Windsor.. ..... 15 Watson Brewster .... Baxter's Harb'r.. 3 33 00
100744 Sea Queen........ do ........ 18 Frank Curry.......... Harbourville.... 4 42 00

LUNENBURG COUNTY.

Annie.......... Lnenburg
Albatros@...... ... do
Avis .......... do
Athlon do
Abana ...... . ... do
Alaska..... . .. do
Atlanta...... ..... do
Arcana . . do
Algoma.. .... .... do
Argosy .......... do
Acalia. .......... do
B. G. Anderson .... do
Blanche A. Colp... do
Beluga..... do
Bonus....... ..... do
Bessie A........... do
Barcelona ..... .. do
Britannia.. ..... .. do
Britannia.......... do
Burnhamt H.. , ... do
Bona Fides ...... do
Blenheim...... ... do
Bonanza .... ...... do
Basil M. Geldert.. . do

* Crew not entitled to bounty.

C. U. Mader........ ahon Bay....
Abraham Ernst. do ... -

Albert V. Conrad...ark's Creek....
J. Norman Rafuse. . Conquerall.
James Rromkey.. La Have.
Norman Smith.. .. Ritcey s Cove.
Freeman Anderson.... Lunenbnrg
Alex. Knickle.. do d
Abrahai Ernst MahoneBay....
Wm. Gaetz ..... Lntnburg.
Nathan Silver.. do
Thonias Hamni do .... i
C. U. Mader..... .Mahone Ba....'
Albert V. Conrad. Park's Creek..
Jno. M. Ritcey.. Ritcey's ......
Murdoch McGregor. do ...
!Jno. M. Ritcey.. ...... do ....
Lambert Lohnes .... La Have.
Charles Snith..... Lunenburg.
Benjamin Morash. do
J. Joseph Rudolph ... do
Charles Smith...... . do
Charles Silver ......... . do ... 
'John B. Young.. Hdo .. ..

103312
1033161
103315
103318
96775
96779

96771
96777

103314
96769
69125
96770
96773
96776

103507
100846
103745
103495
94790
94783

100170
100472
100489

94778
100839
103503
100338
103430
94647
94651

1035]
100848
100571
96823
94782

103421
96828

103755

46 00
li8 00

18200
182 00
182 00
182 00
182 (0
18200
134 00
170 00
6400

182 00
182 00
18800
164 00
164 00
182 00
131 00
182 00>
182 00
182 00
182 00
170 00
18200



62 Victoria. Besional Papers (No. 1i A.)

LisT of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &.-Nova Scotia-Con.

LUNENBURG COUNTY-Continued.

Naine of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

94645
94658

100159
103427
103502
100579
97081
97084

100834
100823

90857
103415

90869
103419
103756
100483
88355
90834

100841
97089
88356

103424
946159

100827
94960
96821

1035O6
100151
83308

103198
103743
103429
9263 8
9)0582

103411
103505
103753
103752

97088
100488

90862
100825
100850
100480

97083
96836
94773

100576
103744
100569
100490
96837
96830
94785

100164
100837
94654

103491
94789

103414
103202
96833
94780
94788

C. A. Chisholm .. Lunenburg.
C. A. Ernst... . ... do .
C. U. Mader.... do
Camibrian.... ..... do
Cariraine . . ... do
Citizen .... ..... do
Carrie. ....... do
Calla Lily...... ... do
Comrade .. ...... .. do
Carrie. ..... ..... do
Capio.. .... ..... .. do
Clarence Smith ... do .
Clara E. Mason.... do
Cordova..... .... do
Crescent......... do
Curfew .. do
D. A. Mader .... do
Diego........... Port Medway
Dora ........... Lunenburg.
Dictator. ....... do
Energy . . do
Elva M ...... do
Entprprise.......... do
EInora . .. ... do.
Eureka............. do
Edgar T. Richard.. do
Ebro. ........ .... do
Erminie ... do
Ella.... ...... .. Liverpool.
F. B. Wade ....... Lunenburg..
Flo. F. Mader...... do
Fern..... ........ do
Florence M ....... do ...
G. A. Smith....... do
Genevieve......... do
Gladys May.... do
Gladys B. Smith do
Glydon .... . .... do
Glendale .......... do
Gurnet.. ..... ... do ...
Grenada .......... do
Georgina ...... do
Grace............do
Gallant ............ do
Garland. .. du ..... do..
Gleaner... ..... do
Galatea . ... ... do ...
Glad Tidings ... do
Harry Smith ..... do
Howard Young .. do
Irene M. B....... do
'Irvin G ... do
J. A. Silver ....... do
J. C. Schwartz... do
J. H. Ernst ....... do
J. M. Young ... do
J. W. Geldert.... do
Jennie May. do
Jloseph McGill do
Jeanie Myrtle... do
L. B. Currie .... do ...
L. E. Young ... . do
'Lawrence ...... .. do
Laura C. Zwicker., do

Naine of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Residence. .

'c3

e

57
.80

Go
80
8o)

62
60
72

S80

80

49
.80

.. 28

.80
.80

80
80

... 80
52

.55
15

180
10

.10

.80
70
80
80
80
80
80

..7
56

80
.34
go
57
51

80.80

80
80
80

80... 80

80
80
80.80

.80

80

. .

...
...

Abraham Ernst. .... iMahone Bm....
do .... do .

C. U. Mader..... ... do ....
Dean Fralick... ..... La Have,. .. .
Alvin Himnelnan .. Ritcey's Cove...
Murdoch McGregor... do
John M. Ritcey...... ... do
Simon Hirtle.. .. ..... La Have . .....
W. Norman Reinhxardt Getson's Cove...
Adnah Boxns. ...... Dayspring.
G. N. C. Hawkins ... Luu.enburg ....
Abram Smith......... .do .
David Siith.. ... ....
Charles Smith . .. o ....
Joseph Rudolph. . (d ...
Jno. D. Sperry.. Pette Rivière..
C. U. Madier.........M oie
Harris Conrad .. .. Vogler's Coe...
James A. Hirtle.....Lunenburg.
S. Watson Oxner.., do ...
C. U. Mader. ........ Mahone Bay.

do .... .......
Wmi. Cleversey.. .
Zenas Gerhardt...Middle Soth..
Reuben Smith.. Ritcey's Cove...
Elias Richard .sr.ý...Getsoxx's Cove. .
.1. Wmn. Yoing .... Luxenhurg ..
W . Youngdo ....

J. C. Hanson ......... Mahone Bay .. .
L. li. CurPie West Dublin..
C. I. Macler......... Mahone Bay....
Edmen Walters...'La Have.. -.
J1. Alex. Silver.... Liinfnbirg ..
Jno. M. Rtcey . .Ritcëy's Cove
Abrahamn Ernst ... Malione Bay-. .
Adani Selîg...... Vogler's Cove...
Benjamin CSmith ... Lunenburg.

.John do. itcey . Ritcey's ......
Charles Bell.........Lower ublin...
.l110. M. Ritcey . Ritcey's Cove...
Reuben Roinkey . . Lower Laave.
Jaieis Bell ........... Dublin Shore.... 1
Daniel Getson .... Get.,cn'g C(ove..
Elias Richard .. .. do ..
.Jno. D. Spry Petite Rivière
Jin. C. Acker.. Lunenburg..
Jno. B. Young . . . do
J. W . Young...... ... do ...
J. H. Cilson . .. tub
James Young ........... do
E Ernst...........Mahone Bay ...
Freeman Spdle. Laav.
Charles Silver. Lunenhurg.
Charles Hewit ......... do
S. Watson Oxer do
Wnl. Young ............ do ...
S. Watson Oxier ... o
M. Westhaver. . Martin's Brook..
Henry Ritcey .. H......Ritceys Cove...
Jno. M. Ritcey. . . o ...
L. B. Corne ......... West oihlen
Benjamin Anderson ... Lnuenbrn

..Luneburg ....

Abaham Ernst .... Maone Bai....
J oa ell do .

24

A. 1899

16
13
17
15

16
14
14
17
15
12
19
15
15
17
10
16
10
15
17
16
17
17
10
14
14
15
17
2

17
18
16
15
16
17
20
18
14
9'

10
16

7
17
13
10
15
17
17
17
17
16
15
17
17
17
17
17
16
17
15
17
17
17
15

$ ets.

176 O0
135 04)
182 00
150 00
176 00
176 0M
164 00
146 00
182 00
150 00
144 00
194 00
170 00
170 00

82 00
109 00
176 00

88 00
170 00
182 00
176 00
182 00
182 00
112 00
164 00
139 00
165 00
182 00
22 00

182 00
188 00
166 00
170 00
176 00
182 00
200 00
188 00
164 00
91 00

116 00
176 00
76 00

182 00
135 00
]l1 00
170 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
162 00
170 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
176 00
182 00
170 00
182 00
182 00
182 00
1.0 00



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

LUNENBURG COU NTY--Continued. .

Port of bc
Registry.

N ame of Owner
or

Managing Owner.

>1

Re-iidence. i

83316 Lottie ............ Port Medway...
103496 Loreana Maud . .. Lunenburg .
91827 Leopold...... LaHave.

100830 Lorraine C. .... . Lunenturg.
103418 Leader............ .do

96832 Laura M. Knock do
90851 Latona . .......... .. do

103120 Luetta ............. do
96'38 La France .d.o. ... do

10.4510 M. J. Crosby .. do ...
103412 Minnie B . ....... do
57728 ,Mic-Mac ......... Halifax ...

103757 Minnie.J. Heckman Lunenburg.
10.3413 Martello . . . do .
97052 M innie Maud ..... Liverpool .

100844 Mystie Tie........ Lunenburg
103425 Majestic .... .. . do ....
103426 Melbourne ... ..... do
100849 Merl M. Parks ... do
90823 Miletus ..... ..... Port Medway...
96840 Maytliower .. ..... Lunenburg .

103422 .Mischief ... .... do .
100840 Maritime.. ........ do
100162 Magie .......... . do ....
103509 Maggie E. Z . ... do

91772 Molega ..... . do ...
94775 Malabar .......... do
92632 Monarch .......... do

100574 Melrose . ......... do ....
103416 Minnie J. Smith do

97100 Maggie M. W..... do .
100153 Milo ........... do ....
92640 Minerva . ........ do
94966 Nicanor..... . . .. do

100485 Nightingale ....... do
92436 Nonpareil . ....... do
88342 Nova Zembla .. do
94779 :0. P. Silver....... do

103499 Olivette. ........ do
94641 Ovando .......... do
94786 Ontario ....... ... do .

100486 Pandora .... .. . do
94774 Puritan . ......... ... do

100483 Puma............. do
100836 Panama ......... . do
103747 Perfect............ do

53551 Roving Bird. .... Halifax ...
100473 Rapture..... ..... Lunenburg.
100572 Rowena..do ....

96834 Robert F. Mason.. do
100165 Snow Queen... do

88349 Senovar. ....... do ....
94962 Stella E. .......... do ....
94787 Sanoa .... ...... do ....
90868 Sadie ........... do

100471 Secret ...... ..... do ....
103500 'St. Helena ........ . do ....
94657 T. W. Langille.... do ...
92623 Torridon ..... .... do ....

100575 Tyler .... ........ do
103751 Talmouth .... ... do
103742 Unique . ... do

* Crew not enti tled to bounty.

Samuel E. Teel. .... Vogler's Cove .
David Ritcey ......... Ritcey's Cove...
Samuel Ritcey, jr. . . . do
Amiel Corkum. LaHave ........
Alex. Knickle . ..... Lunenburg .....
Allau Morash... ...... do
.Tames R. Rudolph .... do .....
David Smith .......... do
S. Watson Oxner ...... do .
Charles Rafuse.. LaHave.
Allan R. Morash . Lunenburg
Allan Westhaver . do
Murdoch McGregor ... Ritcey's Cove
Abraham Einst....... Mahone Bay....
J. Samuel Wolfe ....... West Dublin ....
J. Norman Rafuse .... Conquerall .....
Reuben Ritcey ..... l.. Ritcey's Cove...
Ednund Hirtle ...... LaHave ........
James Wamback. . Park's Creek ...
John Shankle..... .. LaHave ........
Albert V. Conrad ...... Park's Creek. ....
Thos. A. Wilson. .... Bridgewater ....
Francis Himinelman . . LaHave .. .....
John D. Sperry ...... Petite Rivière ...
Emtmanuel Zellers ... Feltzen South..
Benj. Anderson . Lunenburg .....
R. H. GrifBiths ....... do
Allan R. Morash ...... do

do ...... do
W in. Smith .......... do .....
.1. H. Wilson. ........ do
.1. Wm. Yonng. ... do .
Wn. C. Acker ....... Lunenburg .....
Davis Westhaver . ... Martin's Brook.
John Haughn . ...... Getson's Cove .
.John Zinck.. . ... .. Lunenburg ....
C. U7. Mader.... .. Mahone Bay....
Charles Silver .... ... Lunenburg
Theophilus Creaser... Ritcey's Cove ...
Jeffrey Publicover ... Getson's Cove..
Wn. 'Smith .... .. Lunenburg .... .
Abraham Cook ....... Feltzen Soutih..i
Theophilus Creaser .... Ritcey's Cove. . .
Arthur Pentz....... PentzSettlement
Henry Adams ........ Lunenburg .....
Nicholas Schmeise.r... LaHave.
Joseph Langille. ... Oakland.
Alvin Moser. ... ... . Middle Souith ...
Wn. Schmoeisser . LaH La ..a...
Martin Maso..... Lunenbur.
Leander Meisner... Martins1 oint
Nathan Hiltz... . Martin's River..
Reuben Ritcey. Ritcey's . .....
-Janes Geldert.. L nenburg.
G. N. C. Hawkins .. do
Jno. B. Young .d.o.. 
Howard Wynacht ... do
Francis Conrad. Middle South .
Murdoch iM regor ... Ritcey's Cove...
Edward Mai , . Lunenburg.
Frederick Renby .... est Dubln...
Abrahani Ernst...... Mahone Bay ....

Naine of Vessel.

$ ets.

176 00
188 00
182 00
154 00
182 00
182 (J
176 0)
18. 00
182 00
172 00

55 00
58 00

200 00
143 00
80 0O

148 90
188 00
133 0
182 00
170 00
120 00
154 0<
149 00
1li (0
172 00
188 00
182 0»
170 00
149 00
194 0M
182 00
182 00
170 00
175 00
100 00
182 00
181 00
182 00
182 00
176 00
170 00
137 00
182 00
136 00
182 00
120 00
36 00

147 00
141 00
176 00
157 00
176 00
176 00
182 00
175 00
182 00
182 00
167 00
188 00
138 00
182 00
182 60



62 Victoria. Bessional Papers (No. 11 A.)

LisT of Vesel which received Fishing Bo.unty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

LUNENBURG COUINTY- (onedtdd.

Naineof ~ Portof ~Naine of OwnerNamne of VeRsel. R iRegistry. orRudn.
c>'C Maigng Owiner.

103417 Uruguay ......... Liienburg ..... 80 18200
97098 'Uranian. ......... do .... 80 David Heisier. Lunenburg. 16 176 00

100821 Venus .... . ...... do .... 76 .1. W. Mille.. . .ahone Bay.... 15 166 00
94776 Volunteer. ....... do .... 84 Murdoch McGregosr... Ritcey'B Cove... 15 170 00

103504 Viking . ...... do .... 80 Amiel Coikumn. LaHave 17 182 00
83164 Valiant ...... .... do .... 80 Thomas Cook. Ritcevs Cove 16 17600
91967 iWhite Cloud . . . do . . 80 C. W. Mader.......ahone Bay.... 17 18200
96829 Westeria.......... do .... 80 Freerran Anderson ... Lunenburg .... 17 182 0<)

100152 Werra ....... .... do .... 80 i do
100812 W. H. Walters . . . do .... 80 Thomas Walters d. ... do.17 182 0<
1008.33 Yucatan ..... .. Edo ... 80 Joeph Rudolph .... do 17 182 0<

PICTOU COUNTY.

83131 Infant ......... Lunenburg .... 15 Johnston Rhynard .. Pictou ......... 3 33 00

QUEEN'S COUNTY.

85478 Glenora. .. ...... Liverpool . . 76 James C. Inness. .. o... Liverpo 16 172 00
103191 Jennie B......... . do 13 Wm. Vogler ...... ... Port olli ...... 4 1 37 00
61510 Mansimalo....... Shelburne. . 50 Edwin Morine........ Port Medway 12 122 00
94833 News Boy ........ Liverpool 16 Alexavnder Shankle.... Port Matoon 4 40 00

103194 Oressa ...... ... do . 10 Joseph Hagan....... Hunt's Point... 4 34 00
61916 Only Son..........do........10 'Win. Conrad ........ Liverpool ...... 3 28 00

103199 Trilby ...... .... do . .. 12 W n. Wigglesworth... do ...... 3 30 00
83495 'Utopia............ do ...... 80 James C. Innes.s ...... do ...... 20 200 00

RICHMOND COUNTY.

77544 Alpha. .... .. ichat.
88456 Alice May. .... . do
36474 Alexander Fraser. Lunenbrg
69143 Arequipa........Arichat.
38051 B. Weir & Co. ...
75561 Boreas ...... ..... Lunenburg....
54151; British Lady . .. Halifax.
35996 Blue Bell.......... ichat.
94680 Bnnie Glen. . .... 1alifax.
72061 C. P. M..........Arichat
74100 Candid...... .. do........

103452 Charlotte..........do ...

88459 Carolin.......... do .......
72058 aisy............do ........
83395 Elere.... ...... Halifax . ...
8:083 E na Proctor.... Pt. Hnawkesbury
809.4 1Esperance ..... Guysboro' ...

10345 Ethel B.........Arichat.........
8862 Fannie S........ do .....
8599 Guide.......... Halifax.

100161 Hilda Maude . iPt awkeshury
93764 Ida C. Spoffard.... do
83135 J. B. M ... ..... Halifax .....
80982 EmmaProcto.... Pt.nei Hawkesbu
8094 Jacques .... ...... arsorth .
88467 Katie.......... Arichat .......
3516 Lady ef the alifaxo ......
96763 Lelia Linwood.. .. do

Win. J. Levisconte.... River Bourgeois.
do do

Anàselnie Sampson..... .... do
Philip Gruchy . D'Escousse ......
John Shanahan ....... Basin...........
John Colford.. . ...... :Port Richmond.
Albert Joyce..... ... Riv. Inhabitants
Thomas Duyon.. Martinique ....
Sylvester Boudrot..... Petit deGrat. . . .
Alexander Burke...... River Bourgeois.'
Désiré Burke. . ........ do
David Walker.......... Basin River In-

habitants .
John B. Gerrior.. ... West Arichat ...
P. Richard..... . .... Arichat........
Lewis Murray .. .. . Port Richmond.
Edward Proctor . ..... Riv. Inhabitants
Joseph Petitpas. .... Arichat.........
Edward Leblanc..... Poulamond ....
Docithé Fougère .... River Bourgeois.
Edward Poirier...... L'w'r D'Escousse'
Jno. G. Murray. Port Richmond.
Robert Murray.. . do
Samuel P. Burke.. St. Peter's ......
Sinion Delorey.. ...... Janvrin Island..
Frederick Poirier.... .. D'Escousse ... .
Frank Sampson ....... Poulamond......
Peter Landry. ... ... St. Peter's......
Wmn. J. Leviconte.... River Bourgeois.
26

A. 1899

102 00)
99 00
86 00
66 00
55 00
89 00
25 00
4300
41 00
58 00
65 00

151 00
24 00
58 00
47 00
89 00
28 00
28 00
82 00

104 00
64 00
96 00
56 00
41 00

148 00
35 10
74 00

157 00



Marine and Fiseie.-Fuaries Branch.

LisT of Veasels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

RICHMOND COUNTY-Concluded.

Name of Vessel. Por.t Of Name of Owner
Rgi or Residence.

Managing Owner.

Lumen Diei ...... Arichat.
Laura E. Douglas Barrington
Laura Victoria.... Arichat.
Mary ............ do........
Mary D. .... .... Sydney.
Mary E...........Arichat.
Maria ............. do.......
Mary Aice .... Halifax .
Messenger.........Arichat.
May Flower...... do........
Neptune. .. .... do........
Nova Stella. do
Olive ... .. Halifax.
Ocean Belle ...... do........
Partners ... ..... Arichat.
Philomene D...... (10
Quickstep .. .... Pt. Hawkebury
Ripple............ do
Ripple............Arichat.
Hippile.............Halifax.
Royal..........Pt. Hawk..bury
Stella. ... ...... r
Sea Flower.. .. Charlottetown,

Sissie Belle.H. . alifax .
Thistle......... dney.
Victoria..... ... Arichat.
Village Bride ... Halifax.
Vanguard.......Arichat ........

Urbain Sanpson.. . do
Joseph A. Steele.. .. Port Richmond.
Henry McDonald. D'Escousse .....
Isaiah Boudrot..... .. River Bourgeois.
Simon Devoe. ..... St. Peter's
Charles DeWolf. ..... Arichat.........
Andrew Boudrot.... . Petit de Grat .
Wn. Malcolm & Sons. Port Malcolm...
James Butler & Co.... Halifax.........
Jno. Burke. . .... River Bourgeois.
!Henry Sampson. . .. do
Léon Poirier ........ D'EscouLse...
John Malcolm P ........ ort Malcolm...
Isidore Fougère ....... Poulaniond......
Thomas Sampson. ... River Bourgeois.
John Pelham......... Janvrin Island..
John Murray, jr ...... Port Richmond.
Geo. Cruickshank ..... do
Daniel McDonald..... Basin..... ...
Isidore Boudrot ....... Petit de Grat...
Wn. McDonald..... Basin..... .....
A. J. Boyd......... ... River Bourgeois.

Robert Joyce.........D'Escousse.
Firmin Fougère.......Poulanond.
Simon Monbourquette.IL'Ardoise..
Henry Burke. ........ St Peter's.
Peter Malcolm. . . Port Malcolm...
Dominique Boudrot... Petit de Grat...

SHELBURNE COUNTY.

97034 A. D'E...... .. . Yarmouth. 15 David H. Blades.U)r Wood's
Harbour... 4

94632 A. C. Greenwood.. Shelburne . . 15 HughM.Perry.BlackPoint. 5
90655 Annina ... ....... Yarmouth .. 12 George Pike........ICoffin's Croft 5

100612 'Ardella . ........ Shelburne 10 Peter M. Crowe. Sandy Point...t
190617 Altona. . .... do . 28 Austin Swansburg .... Litte Harbour 8
100620 Alina.............. do .... 80 Churchil Locke. Lockeport 19
88551 Blanche M. Thor.

bourne... ...... do . 80 Jno. H Thorbourne... JordanBay.. 19
103186 Brittania.......... do . Ross En&ow.......Green Harbour 4
103187 Ben Bolt ... ... do 80 Clifford Locke. Lockeport.. 20
100604 Bella H. McKinnon do . 35 do do 9
100813 Blanche.........Barrington. 24 Reuben Swi. Clarke's Harbo 7

94942 Coronilla........Sheburne.. 28 Wn. H. Kenney do . . il
96970 Charlie Richardsonl do 26 Jno. B. Hardiug . Rockland......8

100819 Davïd James . . arrington 27 Jno. F. Duncan. Clarke's Harbour 8
100605 Dawn............do49 Angus N. Smith... .Barrington13
100613 Dove........... 80 Jno. M. Haring. Osborne.......10
83192 I)essie. ......... Liverpoo.. il E. A. Ca1tick. Lockeport .
77603 Kldon C.........Barrington.. 27 JosephN. Nicke son.. Port La Tour. 5
97023 Edwina.......... do Il Award Trott.......Stoney Island. 4
85731 Eva L. H.......Shelburne.. 62 Albert E. Thorbourne. iSandy Point 14
96976 Edith........... do ...... 40 Enos Chrchill lockeport.
90645 Fly ........... ... Yarmouth.. Chas. M. Wickens ShagHarbour 6
85476 Fleetwing . .... .. Shelburne..15 1 Wilson Sperry Green Harbour 6

106065 G4arnet..........Yar outh.. 27 Thomas W. Crowe.l.. Baccaro.... 8
100818 Geneva Ethel Barrington . 29 Jno. W. Kenney. Clarke'sHarbour 13
100815 Happy ome .. do 10 Wm. E. Sith. Up.PortLaTur 5

* Crew not entitled to bounty.

5000
75 00

105 00
6500
69 00
28 00
32 00
6300
72 00
24 00
62 00

137 00
111 00

68 00
5600
40 00
94 00
52 00
29 00
44 00
2400

118 00

50 00
100 00
29 00
66 00
60 00
93 00

39 00
45 00
42 00
28 00
76 00

194 00

194 00
35 00

200 00
89 00
66 00
94 00
74 00
75 00

127 00
14000
il 00
57 00
35 00

146 00
88 00
52 00
51 00
75 00

107 00
4000

72071
74054
88455
38522

100380
88464
88463
85388
38417
72063
72048
74365
61630
54139
38462
72067
46485
64033
75763
88439
73119
88465
53603

85645
92599
38523
57662
71034



62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

LiST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Con.

SHELBURNE COUNTY-Cncluded.

Naine of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

Hattie Enieline.. . Yarmouth ......
Icelda............. Shelburne ..
Lona .... ....... do ......
.Jennie Fredrica. . Barrington
James Beckwith.... do
John Purney Shelburne .
.Jersey Lily.. . . do
Katie.... ........ Liverpoci ......
Lark ... .. ..... Barrington .
Lima . ........ .. Yarmouth....
Mattie Morrissey.. Barrington .....
Mary Kate... .... Shelburne ......
Mary May ...... .. Barrington .....
Mayflower......... Shelburne .. .

.May Flower ... .. do ....
Mayflower .... ... do .
May Flower. Yarmouth .....
Marguerite . do .....

Mabel. ...... Shelburne ...
Myrtle......... do
Mary C.. . . ILiverpool
Meta............... Shelburne
Oasis... .......... . do ......
Oscar F..-.. ... ... Barrington . ...
Ranger........ do .....
Rob Rov.......... Yarmouth ......
Rialto.... ........ Shelburne ....
Ripple.... . ..... Yarmouth.
Speed............. do .

Springwood ....... Shelhurnie.
Ste. Anne.. ..... Barrington
Sea Slipper . Shelburne .
Tivoli.......... .. do .
Trilby..... ...... do .
Vesper ... ..... Shelburne .
Will Carleton ..... Barrington .

90647
100607
103174
90440
85689
94941
88554
73967
90438
80624

100816
92568
83434

103184
100614
103177
103057
103712

103173
103175
83493

103182
103782
90439
100I820
100319
92320
75595
77956

103783
90433

100616
96961

103179
100608
90430

100812
103183
77744
75722

i

do .
Shelburne.

Yarmouth

Name of Owner
or Residence.

Managing Owner. c.;.

Sets.
Chas. A. Reynolds. Up.PortLaTour 4 35 0
Clifford Locke ... Lockeport. . 6 55 0
.Charles Page ........ Rockland ... 6 51 00
Peter Kenney. . .... Clarke'sarbor 13 118 00
B. C. Newell . ...... 4 00
Geo. H. King.... .... Sheiburne.. 22 212 0
Enos Churchil. .. Lockeport..21 206 0
Churchill Locke..... do 2 26 00
Saml. S. Atwood... )ak Park. 4 37 0
Wm. Halliday.. kar Point... 18 0
Thomas Smith. .ewellton.. 9 78 0
Samuel Rudolph . ... hume ... 6 8 00
Adam J. Firth.... . . . 00
Nathaniel Vernon. Sandy Point Sm) 04)
Uriah Williams. ..... Gre Harour 4 35 0
Alfred Swimn.........Lockeport. 4 36 04
Samuel Greenwood..,. Shag Harbour . . 1 4 36 00
Freeland Brannen. ... Lower W ood's'

Har our. 40 00
Jno. Mathews. Rockland .. . . 63 00
Geo. S. Deker, sr .Litte Harbour 3 28 00
Wm. MeMilllan...Lockeport.....19 194 OM
Clifford Locke- .' do 6. . 54 00
-[no. A. ieGowaii .... Shelburne .... 22 212 00
Henry A. Penny South Side. . 60 00
Thomas K. Nkerson. Doctor's Cove. 2 23 00
laiaes E. Nickerson... W d's Harbour 42 00
Albert E. Thorbourne. Sandy Point.. 8 94 00
Vincent Brannen . ... WoodS Harbour 5 00
Robert Niokerson.. 1UjTpper Wood 's 250

G Harbour ...... 2 35 00
Wm. MeMillan. :Lockeport. .. 21 216 00
Frank A. Smith ... Newelltn. 2 23 00

aines Enslow, jr. ('reen Harbour . 5 41 00
Wm. J J.ae ........ Red Had .. 6 60 00
Win. McMillan ....... Lockeport....... 9 195 00
George S. Decker... Litt . . 5 44 00
James Snow......... Shper Port La

nour.... ... 17 182 00
Oscar F..Swm . Clarke'sHarbour 9 79 00
WH. McCarthy.bSheburne ... 4... 42 00
Jno. Littlewood...... Ingomar........ 5 47 00
Chas. E. Crowell ..... Port La Tour S 45 04

VICTORIA COUNTY.

97042 Sea Bird . ...... 'Halifax ........ 17 Peter B. McDonald ... Mc Kinnon's
Harbour ...... . '2 29 00

YARMOUTH COUNTY.

Aurore . ..... ....
!Annie M. Bell .....
Bessie May .......
Civilian .........
Circassian.. .... .
David Sprague ....
Eddie C..... ...

Yarmouth ......
do
do ....
do
do .
do ....
do .

* Crew not entitled to bounty.

Leon D'Eon .. West Pubnico 
Zacharie D'Eon ....... do
Frank M. Killam. . ... do
Charles D'Entremont . do
A. F. Stoneman ...... Yarmouth
Theodore V. Surette .. Surette s Island
James F. Harding .... Lower Argyle . .

A. 1899

Wyvern .... ..
W ren . ...........
Whip-poor-will....
Y uba .............

94980
80647
88267
94977
85536
88403

103053



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIsT of Vessels which received Fishing .Bounty, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continued.

YARMOUTH COUNTY--Concluded.

Z N V Port of
A Naie of Vessel. Registry.

103066 Eddie .1........... Yarmouth......
97036 Eva ............... do
85551 Ethel ...... .... do ....
90654 Flora......... do ....
94972 Florence .... do ...

100315 Freddie A. ....... do
100535 Fairplay ......... do ...

90885 Georgina.... .... do .....
80643 Hazel Dell ........ do

100327 Hattie ............. do
100326 Helena..... ....... do

88587 Jessie May ....... do ....
80614 Louise ............. do

103059 Lady Bourque. . do .....
103709 Lizzie E .... .. .. do ......
88596 M. A. Louis ...... do .....
88583 Mary O'Dell..... . do
90659 N. A. Laura ...... do .....
90892 Nellie. .......... do ...

103705 Nebula... ..... .do
85553 Onyx .............. do
90873 Primrose.......... do ......

103706 Regine .. ........ do ......
100313 Souvenir .... .... do
100323 Senora...... . .... do .....

75724 Sea Foam......... do ......
83254 Sea Foam.... .... Annapolis......
96962 Sunrise ... .. .. Yarmouth.... .
88589 Sanford .... ...... do ......
90895 Union St. Pierre .. do .....
90897 Wrasse . ... .... do ......
90882 Will o' the Wi do ......
90896 Wapiti. ........... do
85559 W illie F .......... do ......

103704 Whisper ......... do ......

* Crew not entitled to bounty.

Name of Owner o
or 1 Residence. W. a

Managing Owner. 0

$ ts.

Anthony D'Entremont West Pubnico 9 77 00
Gabriel Bourke......Bourke' Cove 3 28 00
.J. H. Porter & Co .. Tuket Wedge 19 194 00
David D'Entremont... West Pubnico 20 184 00
Joshua Boudreau .. .Tuket Wedge 5 41 00
Alex. Hemlow ....... Yarouth. 4 34 00
Josiah B. Lewis do .... 00
N. B. Lewis.......... do 21 206 00
James Amiro... ..... West Pubnico . 20 200 00
Robert Ellenwood. Yarmouth. 4 34 00
Webster Hamilton Lower Argyle 4 38 00
Geo. A. Heow.Yarksouthv .. 3 32 00
J. H. Porter & Co...Tusket Wedge..
Joseph O. Bourque .... do
Juston Ellis ........ Port Maitland..
A. F. Stonenian ...... Yarouth.
Levi Robicheau....... do
Julien D'Entremont .. West Pubnico
J. H. Porter & Co...Tuket Wedge..
Ferdinand Amiro. .. West Pubnico
Edward F. Parker.... Yarmouth ....
H. T. D'Entremont... L. E. Pubnico..
Wm. D'Entremont.. . West Pubnico..
S. D. D'Entrenont ... do
Marc A. Surette ..... do
J. H. Porter & Co .... Tusket Wedge.
Joseph L. Amiro . L. E. Pubnico . .
Cereno Johnson ...... Yarmouth......
Nathaniel Pierce...... L. E. Pubnico ..
Frank Nickerson .... Pubnico........
A. F. Stoneman ...... Yarmouth .....

do do
do .... do

Riley W. Haskell..... Port Maitland.
C. L. D'Entremont ... West Pubnico

16 176 00
1 17 00
i 44 00

19 178 00
3 32 00

15 149 00
14 143 00
Il 90 00
19 194 00
7 76 00
3 28 00

21 197 00
21 206 00
11 141 00
7 70 00
21 30 00
5 50 00
7 61 00

16 152 00
14 135 00
17 182 00

4 36 00
9 85 00



62 Victoria, eSional Papers (No. 11A.)

LIST of Fishing Vemsels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Continuea.

PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

CHARLOTTE COUNTY.

Name of Owner
Nane of Vessel. rt or Residence.Registry. Managing Owner. . 5'

___ ___ ~ K ____ ____ _ - _ci

103124 :Addie B ......... St. Andrew's .. .
94727 Aurelia .... ... .St. John. .....
83469 Austin P........'.. St. Andrew's . . .

103127 Avis C. Tobey..... do ...

64011 Bee........do . ..
103128 Britannia ......... do
88409 Carrie............ Digby, N.S.
88290 Crusoe ....... ... St. Andrew's
59375 îCadet.......... .. do
35338 Caroline. ....... do ...

108118 Della F. Tarr...... do ...
74326 'Dreadnaught.. .Yarinouth, N.S.
80803 Ex'enia .. ..... .. Windsor, N.S...
80882 Ella Mabel.... . . . St. Andrew's ...
94834 Flora Wooster. . . . do
88276 Falcon........ ... do
92511 Fleet Wing. do
97146 Free Trade ... ... do
75601 Flash........... .. Digby, N.S.
97150 'Gleaner .. .. ... .St. Andrew's.
94839 Harrie.......... .. do .
83463 Havelock ......... do ...

103119 Hortense......... do ...
80650 Happy Home...... Yarmouth, N.S.

103121 Island Girl . .... St. Andrew's ...
51965 John E. Dennis do
59342 Lizzie S. McGee... do
88273 Lillian E.......... do ...
77766 'Laconic .......... .Shelburne, N.S..
88407 Linnet..... Digby, N.S..

103117 Margaret.......... St. Andrew's ..
85442 Mystery.. .o ..... .do
92514 Maggie Jane ...... do ...
94837 Olga... . ........ do ..
92518 Peril.............. do ...
75591 Rise and (4o. .... do
88272 Simeon H. Bell... do

103992 S. K. Wilson do

88414 Trumpet........... St. John.
59387 ýTelephone.... .... St. Audrew's ...

103129 Ujncle Sani ...... do ...

94832
88282

1C3125
77969
92512

Venus..........
Veritas ..........
Virgin Queen.....
Wave Queen ....
Water Witch ..... 

Arthur Ramsdell..... Whitehead Isl'd.,
James Scoville ........ Flagg's Cove....
Chaa. M. Stuart .... Lord's Cove..
Henry H. Bancroft. .. Wood w ard's

Cove ... .....
R. L. Lawson... ..... North Head ....
Charles Sinclair ...... Castalia... . . ...
Thos. A. Cook. .. La Tête ........
James Starkey .. ... St. Andrew's ...
Ethelbert Savage . ... Wilson's Beach.':
Henry Stuart......... Lord's Cove ...
Henry Greenwood . . Wilson's Beach.
Alfred Stanley, sr ..... Flagg's Cove....
Wm. F. Parker.......i Beaver Harbour.
Walter Calder, jr.....'Welchpool...
Andrew McGee. ... Back Bay.......
John F. Cronk ........ Flagg's Cove..
Alden McFarland..... do ....
Lorenzo Watt ........ .. do
Albert E. Ccggins .... Westport,
Frank Newman. . . Wilson's Beach.
Wni. J. Tucker.. 'La Tête
Wm. James ......... Wilson's Beach.

'Wm. J. Morse. .. Whitehead Isl'd.
John A. Doon . .. ack's Harbor
Frank Ingersoll.. 'Flagg's ...
Alfred Stanley.. do
Andrew McGee. .'Back Bay ....

do ....... do
John Dixon. .. ...... North Head.
James Scovil . .. .... Flagg'sCove....
Frank L. Dixon .... Beaver arbour.
C. Dixon & J. Moses .. Fla'Cove.
John Thomas, jr . No H . . .
Thos. Richardson. ILord's Cove ..
G. Dixon &M. Eldridgel eaver Harbour.~
William Sirs.......Wilson's Beach .
C. Dixon & J. Moses. . ýFlagg's Cove..
HenryLambert. . Wo o d w ard's!

1Cove......
Geo. T. Wright. Bea.er Harbour.
James Brown, jr. Wilson's Beach .
J. G. Fraser .... .... Wood ward'sý

Cove.
Sinion Brown ........ Wilsn's Beach.'
Simon Leonard ... Leonardville...
iNelson Morse.......Whitehead Isl'd.
H. W. Foster. Grand Harbour.
RobertA.Main W o .W . .rd'.

Cove.....

GLOUCESTER COUNTY

100984 Alice.... ........ Chatham........ il C. Robin, Collas & Co.,
Ltd............. Caraquet........3 29 00

103279 Alice Maud. . . do ..... 0 do .. i do . . 4 34 00
* Crew not entitled to bounty.

A. 1899

S ess.

25 00
46 00
30 00

25 00
48 00
40 00
24 00
31 00
49 00
3600
76 00
31 00
48 00
3800
34 00
42 00
2900
28 00
2800
2500
32 00
63 G0
3300
32 00
29 00
3600
38 00
31 00
39 00
21 00
97 00
32 00
28 00
2900
48 00
34 00
26 00

29 00
5000
49 00

29 00
72 00
10 00
46 00
2900

35 00



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIST ot Vessels which received Fi8hing Bounty, &c.-New Brunswick-Con.

GLOUCESTER COTNTY-Continued.

96739
103085
103071
100987
103769
103081
103763
103073

92419
100960
103009
72099
97194

100983

Name of Vessel. Port of
Registry.

Angeline.. ..... Chatham..
Argentina .... ... do
Anglesea.......... do .....
Arabi........ .... do .....
Alma.. ...... .... do ..
Albatross... ..... do ....
Alouette ......... do
Anna .... ........ do
Anna ....... ..... do
Annie M .... .... do .....
Adeline Gladys .. do
Adeline...... .... do
Alika..............do
Bee. do ......

61431 Bee...............
.03589 Blenheim ..........

.00299 Blanchard.........
00780 Britannic..........
00975 Big Bear.... ...

L03072 Ben Hur.... ....
72079 Betsy........

[00909 Blue Nose .........
L03780 Britannia. . ..
L03271 Oelia..........
100774 Calliope.....
103585 Cerdric.. ... ....
100988 Cesar .. ... ....
100971 Cyprian. . .. 
100784 Charlotte...
100789 Chazalie........
100916 Cygnet...........

101000 Condor.. .... ....
103083 Corsair.. .........
96730 Christina.........

100917 Dora...........
100915 Dawn.... .. .
100999 Dove...... .......
100913 Daffodil. .........
103076 Dipper .... .....

92412 Dollie Dutton.....
103590 Eliza.............

100293 Eliza....... ......
100772 Estelle....... ....
1009v5 Evangeline........
100786 impress..........
100787 Ethel... ......
100998 Eagle......... ....
100911 Emperor .. ......

96737 Elmina.. ..... ...
103776 Esk. ......... ...
61405 Fly•...............

100977 Fly...........

96736 FIy................
85699 Four Sisters......

100782 Flying Foam..
103001 Falcon .... . .....
100912 Foam ..............
103077 Fame..............

do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

. I

14
12
12
12
11
13
10
11
12
il
12
12
12
il

il
13

12
12
10
.1
13
.1
13
il
12
14
10
10
13

12

10
10
11

il.12

10
12
13
13

15
13
10
12
1l
10
10
11
14
1l
12

.. 14
10

.12
10
10

.. 10

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.

Joseph O. Doiron.
V. Lanteigne.....
H. Le Boutillier....
Philip Rive....... ..
Jno. B. Sirois.........
Thomas Ahier.... ...

do ........
W. S. Loggie........
Docithé Chiasson ....
W. S. Loggie ....
J. & R. Young....
Clément Lanteigne....
Lange Paulin, sr.
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd1.............
Paul Noel........
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd...... ......
do

C. Hubbard..... ...
R. Young & Son ....
J. & R. Young........
Sebastien Noel........
Joseph Sewell.........
W. g & Co. ....
Dom. Gllien........
P. R ive. .............

do
do

Elie Sivret........
Robt. Young & Son..

do
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

L td ....... ... ....
Thomas Ahier ........

Residence.

Caraquet........
do
do
do
do

Shippegan ......

Chatham..
Lamèque., ....
Chatham.......
Shippegan......
Lam que.. . .

do ......

Caraquet.... ...
Lamèque.......

Caraquet........
do
do ......
do ......

Shippgan.....
Lamé ue.......
Caraquet........

do ......
do .....
do
do
do
do ...
do .....
do

do .....
Shippegan...,

do ........ do ......
O. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd............... Caraquet.. .....
do .. do .
do .. do .....

Thos. Ahier........ Shippegan .....
do ......... I o .

W. S. Loggie.......... Chatham ........
J. & R. Young....... Shippegan ....
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd........ ........ Caraquet.......
R. Young & Son...... .do
P. Rive...............do

do .............. do
Robt. Young & Son... do

do do
Thos. Ahier........... do

do ..........
Jacques Noel..... ... Lamque.
R. Yonng & Son ... Caraquet..
AJex. McLaughlia. i..
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd . . .......... Caraquet.
J. & R. Young.......Shippegan...
Marcel < aron.........Caraquet.
Rubt. Young & Son... do
Thomas Ahier........Shippegan

do ...... .. do
W. S. Loggie. ....... hatha.

d . .

n

z .

5 1

0*

* ots.
44 00
36 00
30 00
30 00
29 00
31 00
34 00
35 00
30 00
35 00
30 00
30 00
30 00

29 00
29 00

31 00
30 00
30 00
28 00
3500
37 00
29 00
37 00
29 00
36 00
38 00
40 00
27 00
31 00
29 00

30 00
28 00
28 00

35 00
29 00
30 00
35 00
28 00
30 00
37 00

31 00
39 00
31 00
34 00
30 00
29 00
34 00
28 00
29 00
32 00
3500

3000
32 00.
34 00
30 00
28 00
28 00
28 00



62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 1 l)

Liàir of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-New Brunswick-Con.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY-Continucd.

Name of Vessel.

100298 Fisher.......
61445 Flavie.............
92418 Grip......... ..
100968 Gem .... .... ..

96733 Gem. ... .
100778 Gambetta .......
100954 Gazelle ..... .....
100919 Gazelle...... ..

100910 Gleaner.... ...
100993 Garfield .....
100964 Gladstone........
100992 Great Mogul ....
100989 Gladiator ... .....
100790 Guiding Star ....
103282 Gilnockie .........
103086 Gipsey.........
100906 Hotspur ..... ....
100994 Heicules........ .
100903 Hope ...... ......
61425 Hope ..... .......

103765 Hirondelle . ......
100956 Harold N.........i
100997 Ivanhoe..:.....
96724 Istabel .....' .....

103931 Irene ........... .
103779 Ibis........... ..
100965 Josephine ........
1009 8 John B...... ...
103281 Japan ............
103289 Jersey Lily ......
100981 Kite .. ...........

10328 Kite . ...........
103283 Koh-i-noor ........
100980 Lynx ........ ....

103280
100951
103089
100902
100.72
103003
103278
92403

103088
100300

100955
100779
100781
103768

103084
100295
100785

61447
72100

100292
100991
l0(970
103284

Lilly .r... .
iLeo. . . . . . . .
Lad.v Maud...
ILord Stan ey .. ...
Lizzie D ..... ..
Lark.........
Marie Celia ... ...
Marie.... .... ...
Max..........
,Mikado........

1M ajestic ...... ...
Mermnaid ..........
Mary Louise......
Mayflower ........

!Mary Emma....
Marie Louise ......
rMidnight ........
M erida ...........
M arie............
Marie Joseph ......
MacMahon ... .. '.
N ellie....... .....
Normandy ........

Port of
Registry.

z

o

A. 1899

Z .

'*d

Chatham
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
du
do
do
do
do
do

d<.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
<du

do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

. Naie of Owner
or Residence.

e Managing Owner.

12 Elie Chiasson ....... Little Lamque.
13 'Théophile Duguay.... do
12 James Davidson . Tracadie.
11 C. Robin, Collas&Co.,

Ltd.... ......... Caraquet.
12 J. & R. Young.......Shippegan

i 13 C. Hubbard... .. ... 'Caraquet.
I0 do. .......... do ..
12 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd............ r do ....
13 Lc Lnteigne........ do .....
10 P. Rive .......... do ....

l P. Rive............ Caraquet.......
11 do ............. do .......
12 R. Yobng & Son. , do

t do ........... i do ..
20 W. S. Loggie........ Chatha ..
10 P. Rive .............. Caraquet...
10 do...............do
12 R. Young & Son...... do ...
13 C. Robin, Collas & o.,

Ltdo...... do ...
il T. Ahier......Shippegan..
12 V. S. Loggie .. .... Chatham ...
10 T. Ahier ........... Shilpegan..
10 Pierre NovI......... Laèque...
12 W. Fruing & Co ... Caraquet ...
il do do..(0 ...
I Lt P.Rive... .......... do ...
12 W. S. Loggie....... Chatham ...
Il Robt. YounIg & Son... Caraquet ...
12 T. Ahier ............ Shippegan.
il C. Robin, Collas & Ct).,

Ltd ... .......... Laraquet ...
10 ÎT AXhier ...... ..... Shippe-gan..
13 P. Rive ............ . Caraquet ... .
il IC. Robin, Collas & Co.,

11 d o . . . . ...... do .....

1l do . do ......
13 Hyacinthe Lanteigne.. do ...
11 P. Rive......... ..... do ...
10 Robt. Young & Son ... do ...
Il do . .. do ...
10 T. Ahier ............ Shippegan.
13 W .. Fruing & ...... Caraquet ...
25 Ubalde Landry ....... Grand An....
10 Maxime Cormier..... Caraquet. ...
11 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Lt...............do ....
10 C. Hubbard.........do ....
Il do..........
l do..............do ....

r13 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,'
Ltd...............do ....

i Onésime Poulin.......do ....
18 Joseph A. Poulin... d(o ...
12 R. Young & Son......do ....
13 A. D. Aché.... .... Lamèque.
Il Onésie Chiaon. do ....
12 Lazare Gauvin. .Little Lamque.
il P. Rive............Caraquet....
l Dom. Gallien....... .do ....
SP. Rive..............do ....

...

36 00
37 00
30 00

29 00
36 00
31 00
2800

3000
31 00
3400
2800
2900
2900
2900
2300
5000
28 00
3400
3000

37 00
2900
3000
2800
35 0q
3000
35 00
2900
35 00
2900
3000

35 00
28 00
37 00

2900
29 00
37 00
35 00
28 00
29 00
28 00
31 00
43 00
34 00

31 00
28 00
29 00
29 00

31 00
2900
42 00
30 00
37 00
35 00
36 00
29 00
29 00
29 00



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-New Brunswick-Con.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY-Coiluded.

Naine of Vessel.z

103005
103004
96740
72076
96732

100776
100996
100904
103080
103746
100297
103778
103777
100967
97191

100979 Ranger ... ......

Rosalie............
Red Gauntlet..... .
Rupert .........
Replevin...........

Raven...........
Romulus ..........
Reward... ... ..
Red Weasel. .... ,
Russell............
Ryse.
Snowdrop .........

Speedy...... ..
Swing ..........
Stella Maris.
Sarah B...........
Stanley...... .....
Stanley..... ......
Saxon .. ......
Sarah..............
Sivret....... .....
Sea Flower........
Sea Flower ........

Sir Charles........
Swan..............
Swallow.... .....
Sea Star...........
Sarah A. W .......
Sea Bird ..........
St. Joseph........
Sara............
Surprise...........
Teutonic ....... ..
Tickler............

Thrush............
Three Brothers ....
Two Brothers......
Von Moltke.......
Voltaire........
Valkyrie .........
Vulture............
Vesuvius ..........
.la-3

Port of
Registry.

Osprey............
Oriole ............
Providence .......
Providence........
Providence........
Patrick ..........
Parisian ........
P. T. 8............
Ptarmigan ........
Petrel ..........
Palma ............
Pelican ...........
Penguin ..........
Quýeen ............
Rita ........... .

Name of Owner
orV Residence. W''

Managing Owner. Rsdne

8 cts.
10 T. Ahier ............. Shippegan...... 4 34 00
11 : do ............. do ...... 3 29 00
13 Prospè.re Albert . Carquet ....... 3 31 00
12 P. Ahier ............. Shippegan. 3 3000
il J. L. Robichaud...... Shippegan IsI'd 4 35 00
11 P. Rive ............ Caraquet . ... 3 29 00
10 do .............. do ...... 3 28 00
11 Thomxas Sivret........ do ...... 3 29 00
Il T. Ahier ........... Shippegan...... 3 29 00
12 do .... ......... o ...... 4 36 00
14 Oliver Duguay ....... Lamèque, .... 4 08 00
13 iWm. Fruing & Co.... Caraquet ....... 4 37 00
13 do do ...... 4 37 00
10 R. Young & Son...... do ...... 3 28 00
12 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

I Ltd ........... .... do ...... 3 30 00
10 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd .... ........... Caraquet....... 3 28 00
10 E. LeBoutillier ........ do . .... 3 28 00
11 P. Rive. ............. do .. 3 29 00
12 do ... .......... do ....... 3 30 00
10 C. Robin, Collas& Co.,

Ltd ................ do ....... 4 34 00
11 T. Ahier.............. Shippegan.... 4 35 00
19 W. S. Loggie......... Cathamn....... 5 49 G0
13 James Degrace ........ Shippegan...... 4 37 00
11 J. & R. Youn... ... ...... 4 35 00
10 Jno. M. Ward ......... Miscou Island . . 4 34 00
11 Sinai Aché.......... Lamèque ....... 3 29 00
11 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,,

Ltd ....... ........ Caraquet ....... 3 29 00
11~ do do .. .... 3 29 00
11 Agapit Albert........ do ....... 3 29 00
19 Luc Friolet. .. ... . do ... ... 4 43 00
10 Jos. Lanteigne.... ... do ...... 3 28 00
10 Marcil Caron......... do ....... 1 16 00
10 P. Rive........ do ...... 4 34 00
13 do ........... .... do ..... . 4 37 00
10 R. Young & Son . .. do .... . 3 28 00
10 do .... do . .. 4 34 00
12 do .... do ....... 3 30 00
11 C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd.......... do ....... 3 29 00
11 R. Young & Son.... do ....... 3 29 00
14 T. Ahier.............. Shippegan...... 4 38 09
il do ............. d o ...... 4 35 00
13 Joseph M. Savoie ..... Lamèque . . .. ... 4 37 00
15 R. J. Wilson......... Miscou......... 3 33 00
10 W. S. Loggie.......... Chatham ....... 3 28 00
12 A. Aché ...... ... .. Lamèque....... 4 36 00
11 Nazaire Noël......... do 3 29 00
10 Thos. Blanchard. ... Mizonette ....... 2 22 00
11 C. Hubbard ......... Caraquet . . 3 29 00
12 C. Robin, Collas& Co.,

Ltd .............. do ........ 3 30 00
10 T. Ahier.............. Shippegan... 3 28 00
12 'J. & R. Young........ do ...... 4 3600
11 Martin Wilson........ Little Shippegan 3 ' 29 00
11 P. Rive........ ...... Caraquet....... 3 29 00
10 do .............. do .... 3 28 0012 do ............. do . . 30 00
13 W. S. Loggie......... Chatham........ 4 37 00
10 Geo. D. Mallet .. .. 'Shippegan. . ... 4 34 00

Chatham
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

100908
100775
100773
100952

103287
103587
103078
103272
103273

96727
100982

100978
103761
103767
103010
103087
100963
103584
100907
100974
100901
100914

100788
103762
103006

96731
92408

100959
103008

74401
103772
100777
100918

103082
96738

103583
100966
100995
103285
103588
103274



62 Vîctoria. Sessional Papers (No. i A.)

LIST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-New Brunswick--Con.

GLOUCESTER COUNTY-Concluded.

Nane of Vessel.

103775 Victoria...........
100985 Wasp. .... .......

100953
100973
103079
88663
96735

100920

Port of .
Registry.

do ....... 16
do ....... i.12

White Wings......
World's Fair ......
W ren..............
iWillian Sinclair...
WhiteFish.......
Zephyr........

92420 Mary Louise

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.
Residence. !

-.1,

W. S. Loggie.........Chathani.
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd ............. Caraquet.
R. Youn & Son..... o

o .,.. .. o
T. Ahier...........Shippegan ...
W. S. Logge ........ .Chatham.
Joseph L. Savoie . Lani qe.
C. Robin, Collas & Co.,

Ltd.............Caraquet ......

8 ets.
40 00

36 00
34 00
29 00
29 00
47 00
36 00

3000

NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Chatham.. 13 Donald Loggie ........ Church Point... 3 31 00

ST. JOHN COUNTY.

E. M. Oliver ... St. Andew's... 14
E. B. Colwell ... St. John 19
Edward Morse .... iSt.Andre's 32
Lost Heir... ... St.John . 15
Louisa ......... do ....... 16
Lily ....... St. Andrews. ... 10
Mary E. ...... St. John..21
Sea Flower........do il
Vanity..........Yarnuth, N.S Il

inie ........... St. Andrew's....12

Charles Harkins...... Dipper Harbour.;
A. Thompson ........ do
John Butler.......... Musquash .......
Henry Alston....... Pisarinco ......
Bristall Hargrove .... Chance Harbouri
Frank Campbell. ... Dipper Harbour.
Fredk. Buchanan...... Carleton. . . .
James Thonipson ..... Chance Harbour.
Patrick Murray...... Dipper Harbour.
Robert McLellan .... do

A. 1899

59373
88253

103114
77783
83426
42089
52159
59322
80630
97149

3 32 00
5 49 00
4 5600
3 33 00
5 46 00
2 22 00
2' 33 00
3 29 00
5 41 00
2 24 00
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LisT of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Continued.

PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

KING'S COUNTY.

Port of ~Naine of Vessel. Re t rf
eogistry.

Bell of the Bay.... Guysboro', N.S.. 20
Can't Help It...... Pictou, N.S..... 40
Ethel Blanche..... do .... 17
Frances E. Willardi do .... 23
Julia Ward.... Charlottetown.. 39
Lorena...... do .i. 1l
Marion Emerson.. Pictou, N.S..... 30
Morell ............ . Charlottetown . . 16
Marcella Butler.. . .Halifax, N.S.... 38
Nettie M. G ....... do 32
Sea Bird.......... Charlottetown.. 20
Wave.............. do 19

Name of Owner
or

Managing Owner.

John Gosbee..........
John Herring.........
Wm. Reynolds........
Benjamin Herring....
Thomas A. Roberts....
Peter Stuart ... . ...
Reuben Cahoon.
Edward Delorey
John Hemphill.......
John Cahoon.........
Joseph White.... ..
James Delorey........

Residence.

Murray River...
Murray Har. S..

do
do
do .

Souris East.....
Murray Har. S..
Georgetown....

do
Murray Har. S

do
Georgetown.....

PRINCE COUNTY.

71310 Black Watch. . Charlottetown .. 23 Benjamin Perry...... Alberton.. .... 4 47 00
103771 J. Anny ..... ... Chatham, N.B.. 12 John Poirier ........ Tignish......... 4 36 00

94992 Sarah P. Ayer. Charlottetown.. 64 John Champion ...... Alerton.... .. 8 112 00
96926 Sea Foam.......... do .. 15 Edward Crossman..... Grand R. Lot 14 5 45 00
83096 St. Patrick........ Chatham, N.B.. 16 John White.... .... Fortune Cove... 5 46 00

QUEEN'S COUNTY.

92466 G. H. Gardiner.... Charlottetown..
96936 Katie and Ella ... do

103592 Rosamond.......... do

Eben Marshall, jr.... Rustico.........
Jacob V. Buskirk.... North Rustico..,
Frank A Churchill. .. do .

la-34

69132
92675
83196

100691
75481
9064<)

100696
.0639
69109)
94667
74160
90488

zI.

44 00
100 00
53 00
65 00
87 00
47 00
6600
.34 00
62 00
56 00
56 00
37 00

5 47 00
5 50 00
6 54 00
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LiST of Vessels which received Fishing Bounty, &c.-Concluded.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
BONAVEN'URE COLTNTY.

. Naine of Owner
Namne of Vessel. Prt of or Residence.

Managing Owner.

94549 Winnie G. S.. .... Lunenburg, N.B. 26 D.niel MeGregor...... Dalhousie, N. B. 5

GASPË COUNTY.

$ ets.
56 00.

94675 Succes...... . .. Halifax, N.S.... 16 R. J. Èeslie....A. . Amherst, M. I.. 5 4600

SAGUENAY COUNTY.

Amarilda........Quebec..
Aristile...........do
Alix ........ ..... do
B. C.... .. ...... do
C. M. G. P.... do ....
D. Cronan........Halifax, N ....
Eugénie.........Quebec.
George Clarke, jr.. Ariehat, N.B..
Katie E. Stuart.... Halifax, N.S....
Marie Anne...... ap
Marie Oliva .... quebec.
MarieduSacréCœur Gaspé.......
Marie Louise ... Quebec..
P. Fortin..........do
Roineo...... . .... do
Ste. Marie........do
Ste. Marie........do
Stella Maris... ... do
Sea Star.........do . .
Ste. Anne.........do
W illie..... ....... do
Willow...........do ........

do .. .

24
19
13lit

Cléophas Vézina ...... St. Michel. 3
Philea Vézina..... .. do . 2.. .
Alfred Tremblay ...... Montmagny... .2
François Métiver...... do .. 2..
Joseph Cormier.. Pt. Esquimaux.. 6
Henry Turbis......... do 4
André Vigneau........ do 7
Luc Cormier.......... do 10
James Buckle ........ Bonne Esperance 5
Charles Landry....... Pt. Esquimaux.. 5
Horace Demeule .... Ie aux Coudres. 3
Paul Landry ......... Pt. Esquimaux. 6
Francis Germain . Natashquan... .3
Francis Jomphe .... Pt. Esquimaux.. 7
Louis Pineault...... . Bic.............2
Pierre Ouellette., ... IQuebec..........6
Alex. Scherrer........ Pt. Esquimaux.. 6
Louis Cummings ..... do 9
Dominique Cormier.... do 8
Peter Fraser.......... N. D. Ile Verte. 2
Louis Ggon......... Pentecost. .. . .
Auguste Boulet . Montmagny ... 3

74270
85756

100857
100463
83370
61966
80754
88469
66259
69380

100464
69382

300365
66060

103358
92334
69591
80753
75680
83360
64873
66727

42 00
31 00
25 00
27 00
82 00
6400
9000)

124 00
84 00
6600
3000
82 00
31 00

121 00
34 00
8900
7300

105 00
100 00

25 M0
66 00
3600
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APPENDIX NO. 3.

NOVA SCOTIA.

District No. 1.-Comprising the four counties of the Island of Cape Breton.
Inspector A. C. Bertram, North Sydney, C.B.

District No. 2.-Comprising the counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou
Antigonish, Guysborough, Halifax and Hants.

Jnspector Robert Hockin, Pictou.

District No. 3.-Comprising the counties of King's, Annapolis, Digby, Yar-
mouth, Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenburg.

Inspector L. S. Ford, Milton.

DISTRICT No. 1.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF CAPE BRETON ISLAND,
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF CAPE BRETON, INVERNESS,
RICHMOND AND VICTORIA.

NORTH SYDNEY, C.B., 2nd January, 1897.

Hon. Sir Louis H. DAvIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my thirteenth annual report of the
fisheries of Cape Breton Island, embracing the counties of Cape Breton, Inverness,
Richmond and Victoria.

It will be observed from the statistics and the tabulated statements accompanying
this report, that the aggregate value of the fish caught on the coast and inland waters
of this island for the year 1897 is $1,056,115.83; an increase in value over 1896 of
$12,568.36. The total increase in value is due to the advanced price obtained for the
lobster product this year over that of the previous one. Although there was a falling
off in the total pack of lobsters, yet the market value of the catch as compared with
1896, shows an increase of $77,940.28.

The chief decreases in the leading branches compared with the previous year are
as follows:-

Salmon, fresh . ... ................ ......... . . 49,996 lbs.
Salmon, preserved ........................ ...... 1,696 lbs.
Salmon, salt .................................... 124 bris.
Lobsters ....... ............ .................. 32,242.cans.
Lobsters, alive .................................. 145 tons.
Cod, dried....................... ............... 6,027 cwt.
Trout ......... ......... ..................... 16,215 lbs.
Smelts ........................................ 71,447 lbs.
Oysters ... . ......... ......................... 454 brls.
Squid ........ ............................... 3,079 brls.
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Chief increases:-
H addock ....................................... 670 cwt.
Pollock .................... .... 1,741 cwt.
H alibut.............................. ... ..... 56,418 lbs.

The salmon fishery, although not as good as that of the previous years, shows a
good average, the returns of salmon, fresh, pickled and preserved, being greater than
that of 1895. There is no doubt that the stocking of the rivers from the Sydney
hatchery counteracts the great drain through fishing.

Pickled herring shows a decrease of 1,563 brls., but there is a large increase in the
quantity of fresh or frozen herring recorded in the returns this year. The greater
portion of this increase in the yield of fresh herring occurs in the district of West
Bay in the Bras d'Or Lake. These fish were used chiefly for bait by Nova Scotia bank
fishermen.

The chief cause for the falling off in the other branches of the fisheries must be
attributed to a less vigorous prosecution of the industry than in previous years. The
statistics show that the number of people engaged in 1897 was 512 less than in 1896.
By the following table it will be seen that while there is a decrease in the number of
people engaged in the industry in each of the four counties of the island, the greatest
decrease has occurred in Inverness county.

Counties.
IMen.

-- _ - --- Deerease.

1896. 1897.

Cape Breton..... .............................. .... 1,395 1,316 79

Inverness..................... ...... ... ........... ....... 2,133 1,813 320

Richmond........... .................... .. ........ 2,636 2,635 1

Victoria. ............................ .............. 1,415 1,365 50

The cod fishery in previous years has been more vigorously prosecuted in Inverness
county than any other branch of the fishing industry. The low price obtained for dried
codfish discouraged the fishermen from pursuing this fishery. afany engaged in farm-
ing and others sought employment elsewhere, rather than continue the cod fishery under
the prevailing circumstances.

The following comparative table will show the total yield of the fisheries by counties
for the years 1896 and 1897:-

County. 1896. 1897.

e cts. $ cts.

Cape Breton ....... ..... .......

Inverness...... ................ .

Richmond..... . ........ .... ....

V ictoria .................. ...... .....

197,214 63 209,759 72

301,966 70 280,427 50

343,721 75 405,850 60

200,664 39 160,078 01

Increase. Deerease.

$ ets. 8 ets.

12,545 09

......... . 21,539 20

62,128 85

....... ...... 40,586 38

The result of the total yield for each county may be here referred to.
38
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CAPE BRETON COUNTY.

The only branches of the industry which exhibit any increase are lobsters, herring
and halibut; while cod, haddock, mackerel and salmon show a marked decrease. As
already stated the increase in the total value of the yield in the said county may be
attributed to higli market value of the lobster product. In 1896 there were 14 can-
neries operated in Cape Breton county, with a total pack of 9,335 cases, valued at 862,-
730. In 1897 the number of canneries increased by two ; there being 16 in operation,
with a total pack of 10,260 cases, valued at $98,490. The high price obtained at the
different canneries stimulated the industry, and before the close of the season the
grounds showed evidence of scarcity of fish.

INVERNESS COUNTY.

It will be observed from the foregoing tabulated statement, that this county exhibits
the largest falling off in the number of men employed, as compared with the previous
years. As I have already stated the decrease is confined to the cod fishery and the
reason for it is to be found in the low market value of cured cod, causing many of the
fishermen to seek other employment, principally farming. The only branch of the
fishery which appears to have been prosecuted with any degree of vigour is the lobster
fishery. There were 20 canneries in operation during the season in Inverness county,
being an increase of four over the previous season. The total pack of these 20 canneries
was 6,226 cases ; an increase of 1,230 cases over the product of the 16 canneries operated
in 1896, the increase in the market value of the season's product in this county being
$26,200. Were it not for the success of this branch of the fishery and its high market
value, the total decrease in the value of the fisheries in Inverness county would have
been considerable.

RICHMOND COUNTY.

This is the only county of Cape Breton Island in which the yield of the chief
branches of deep sea fishing exceeded that of the previous year. But it is in this
county that the most noticeable falling off occurred in the lobster fishery. The number
of persons employed in the fisheries of Richmond county during 1897 was practically
the same as in 1896. The number of canneries operated in 1897 was 15, while there
were 17 in 1896. The total pack shows a decrease equal to 2,260 cases.

VICTORIA COUNTY.

The decrease in the total value of the fisheries in this county amounts to $40,586.38.
This is a very large falling off in the value of the fisheries in one season, and as a large
percentage of the people in the northern part of the county, from Big Bras d'Or to the
county line at Meat Cove, depend solely on the fishing industry for a livelihood, the
failure of their operations this year is felt most severely, and I learn that in some of the
districts on the stretch of coast above named, the people are in destitute circumstances.
and will require Government aid during the winter. The marked failure of the fisheries
in this county is not confined to certain branches, but the greatest decreases are notice-
able in cod, halibut, herring and lobsters. Notwithstanding the fact that there were
20 lobster canneries in operation in this county, the total pack is 572 cases less than
that of the previous year, when only 17 canneries were operated.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Throughout the season, and more particularly towards autumn, the prosecution of
the fishing industry was much hindered by frequent and severe storms. Shore fishermen
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who fish in boats are very timid about being out in rough weather, and on our exposed
coast line a very ordinary breeze from seaward will compel them to stay ashore. Blustry
weather is, therefore, the greatest hindrance to the prosecution of the fishing industry.
The scarcity of bait for hand line fishing is the second greatest drawback our fishermen
have to contend with, and causes great annual losses to the fishery. It is to be
regretted that our fishermen, as a rule, do not avait themselves of that invaluable
adjunct to their business, an ice-house, which, in this country, can be inexpensively con-
structed and easily filled at a season when they are otherwise idle. With a small but
well filled ice-house, every fisherman could lay up bait which almost invariably appears
during some part of the season, and always in advance of the larger fish. Every fisher-
man could thus provide against frequent losses resulting from want of bait. Some
means that would be instrumental in directing their efforts to this end, would prove of
incalculable value. An important point in reference to the bait supply, to which I beg
to invite your attention, is the duty heretofore levied on imported clams. Fishing
vessels which go out to the near banks to fish can obtain this imported bait, out of bond
and duty free, whether the parties be aliens or residents, whilst boat fishermen who
necessarily prosecute their calling in the bays and within short distances of headlands,
have to pay a customs duty of $2.00 per barrel. Boat fishermen regard this as
discrimination against them. This is a point of interest to our resident shore fishermen
which it would be most desirable to rectify.

MACKEREL--PURSE-SEINES&

The autumn niackerel fishery was practically a failure and this is to be particu-
larly regretted as the price of mackerel was exceptionally good, and a good fishery
would have materially helped the fishermen out in a poor season. Natural causes no
doubt contributed to this unfortunate condition, but the overwhelming cause is found
in the purse-seine employed by United States fishermen, and particularly during the
spring fishery while mackerel are on their way to the spawning grounds. How can it
be otherwise when the mother fish are caught by thousands of barrels in purse-seines
and the fish are so full of spawn that it runs from them on the deck of the vessels?
The scarcity of mackerel year by year can he attributed more to purse-seine fishing in
the spawning season than to anything else. If an international agreement between
Canada and the United States could be concluded whereby purse-seining vessels would
be prevented from fishing before the middle of June, these fish would again be found as
plentiful as in former years.

Mackerel this season made their appearance on the western coast of Newfoundland
and for the first time in very many years were taken in gill-nets. Whether they were
diverted f rom their usual course by purse seiners or not I cannot say, but there is no
doubt of their unusual appearance this year in Newfoundland waters. There is a
legend in the colony which I might here relate. It was told me by no less a personage
than His Grace Bishop Howley: Many years ago mackerel frequented the western shore
of the ancient colony in such immense numbers that the fishermen would find their
herring gill-nets filled with mackerel instead of herring, so that they came to regard
them as a nuisance. These fish at that time were of very little commercial value and
large quantities were taken ashore by the fishermen and those of them who possessed
patches of ground would use these fish for compost to fertilize their small farms. After
a few years, says the legend, mackerel disappeared from the waters of Newfoundland
and their permanent disappearance came to be regarded as an unfriendly act of Provi-
dence on the people for their lack of appreciation of the gift of these excellent food-fish.
Whether mackerel frequented the waters of the colony as reported there is no data to
establish but their presence there last year may be accidental. Possibly Providence
again interposes and as a punishment to our country for allowing their destruction
by purse seines during spawning season, these fish are to gradually disappear from
our waters.
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COD.

This, is the leading branch of our great fishing industry. The decrease this year is
considerably accounted for by the low price prevailing for the cured article. While
other branches have their seasons - the cod tishery is carried on from early
spring until the end of the year. Indeed on the Atlantic coast these
fish are found more abundant in autumn than at any other time of the year. The
market depression is keenly felt by all fishermen and has been the case particularly
during the present year. There is no commercial problem in the industries of this
island, at the present moment, so pressing of a solution as that of sufficient markets for
the products of this fishery. Were this difficulty satisfactorily solved, in such a manner
as would iecure markets that would absorb the production at fair average prices, the
cod fishing industry would, in a very few years, increase its productions threefold. At
present, Cape Breton fishermen have no control in even the limited consumption of the
home, Canadian market. In the east the home market is glutted with St. Pierre and
Newfoundland fish, whilst the west is supplied by fish imported from United States
traders. The fisherman, as the markets now are, has to sell his fish to local traders at
whatever price is offered him, and has to take his pay in goods at such rates as the
trader chooses to demand, and, as in this year, is even refused this barter on any terms.
Except in the case of a few wealthy corporations or foreign capitaliste who can afford to
retain stocks for an indefinite period, the traders in fish are themselves exposed to all
the inconvenience, risk and Joss arising from the absence of ready markets. Traders
possessed of but moderate capital, who require to realize promptly on returns, are thus
too heavily weighted for the exercise of enterprise.

LOBSTEBS,

The prevailing high prices paid for lobsters causes this fishery to be vigorously
prosecuted and year by year the canning establishments are on the increase. The owners
of the new canneries are from the western part of this province, which would indicate
that the western grounds are either over-fished or are already well covered by canneries.
This fishery is in need of restriction in Cape Breton, to preserve it.

OTHER BRANCHES.

With regard to the other branches of the fisheries, all of which show a decrease
over the previous year excepting halibut, pollock and haddock, beyond natural causes
it is difficult to assign a reason for these decreases. Prevailing storms when the
migratory fish are striking in shore very often prevents fishermen for days from visiting
their nets, and again, such fish as herring are sensitive to storms and strike for deep
water, thus causing a decrease in the catch for the season.

The regulations governing the various branches of the fisheries were well observed,
there being no fishing in close season.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

A. C. BERTRAM,
Inspector of Fisheries.

[MEMO.

I have not compiled a synopsis from the fishery overseers' reports this year for the
reason that upon examination I find there is nothing contained in them not given in
my report and statistics. A large number of the present overseers have only been in
office a few months and are not very well acquainted with the fisheries.

A. C. B.
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DISTRICT No. 2.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 2, OF NOVA
SCOTIA, COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF ANTIGONISH, COLCHES-
TER, CUMBERLAND, GUYSBORO, HALIFAX, HANTS AND PICTOU.

PICTou, 2nd January, 1898.

Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SiR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report of the fisheries in District
No. 2, Province of Nova Scotia, together with tabulated returns showing the quantities
and values of each kind of fish caught, as well as comparative tables showing the
increase and decrease of each kind of fish.

The estimated value of the catch for the past season is $1,464,976, which, compared
with the value of the catch for 1896, $1,429,782, shows an increase of $35,194, about
2j per cent. This increase, however, is not attributable to the greater quantity of fish
caught, but to the enhanced value of some of the more important kinds of fish,
particularly the lobster, the value of the yield being estimated as $191,218, greater than
that of last year. Had the prices obtained been the same as those of the previous year
the values would have shown a decrease of ten per cent.

Of the anadroinous fishes the catch of salmon is about equal to that of last year.

Shad, an increase of............................. 27 per cent
Smelts, a decrease of.............................. 15
Alewives, a decrease of.............. ....... ..... 40

Of the deep-sea fish, the catch of
Halibut shows a decrease of..................... 27 "
Cod shows a decrease of.......................... 9
Hake shows an increase........................... 23
Pollock shows an increase......... ...... ... ..... 4
Haddock shows a decrease, ....................... 9

The catch of all the fish of the cod family is 75,863 cwt. in 1896, and 71,293 cwt.
in 1897.

SALMON.

On the Atlantic coast the counties show an increase of twenty-three per cent, and
those counties on the Straits of Northumberland an increase of seven and one-half per
cent, while the Bay of Fundy counties return a catch ten per cent less than last year.
Over the whole district the catch is nearly equal to an average of the past nine years.
During the spawning inonths, viz., October and November, of the past season the rain-
fall was much below the average, and the period during which the parent fish could
ascend the smaller rivers was limited to between two and three weeks.

From the counties upon the Bay of Fundy, the returns show that the catch of shad
is about twenty per cent above that of last year, the following being the reported catch
since 1889:-

Barrels.
1889 ....................... ....................... 535
1890 .................... ................... .. ..... 750
189 1 ...... ...... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ... ..... 1,178
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1892 .8............................ ................ 1,811
1893 ............... . ..... .......... ............. 746
1894 ............ ................................... 981
18959........... .............. . 1,185
1896 ............ .............. . .................. 1,079
1897 .. .......... .............. ................... 1,382

The quantity taken in the Shubenacadie River and its tributary the Stewiacke was
133 barrels. These are mostly taken when the fish ascend these streams during the
spawning time, May and June, the only close season being from Friday evening until
Monday morning of each week. The Bay fishermen complain of the large destruction
of the fish at this time and claim that if no fishing was allowed in these rivers the
fishery would shortly be restored te its former importance, when the catch was from four
to five times as large as it is at present and the yield was worth to the fishermen in this
district in those counties on the Bay of Fundy about seventy thousand dollars instead of
ten thousand, which is the estimated value of the catch of the past season. I do not
think it is practicable, with the very limited vote for the protection of the fisheries, to
entirely prohibit fishing in the river, for it would be a regulation which would meet
with no sympathy from the residents along the banks of the river, and its enforcement
would depend entirely upon the guardians; but if the weekly close season during May
and June, was increased to tour days of the week, the riparian owners would derive a;
benefit from the restriction in the prospective increase of the fish, and there would be
less difficulty in enforcing the law.

SM ELTs.

There is a considerable decrease in the yield of these fish in the district, equal te
about 16 per cent. During the season of bag-net fishing fewer licenses were issued,
which is evidence that the business has net been paying.

The most notable decrease in the anadromous fish is that of the Alewife which is
about 42 per cent from that of last year, it is aise 40 per cent below an average catch
of the past nine years.

The fluctuations in the quantities caught are probably owing te the favourable or
unfavourable condition of the rivers during the spawning season ; if the rivers are full
during May and June and the fish have access te the lakes, the conditions are favourable
and when the fry reach the adult stage and return to the rivers there, is a good catch,
but when the rivers are low the contrary is the case.

HERRING.

The catch shows an increase over that of last year of about 30 per cent, but it was
only an average of the past nine years. In the Straits of Northumberland the largest
catches are made shortly after the ice leaves : the fish are then poor and very few are
salted excepting for lobster bait. On the Atlantic coast there are more taken in the
autumn months.

MACKEREL.

The catch has been a small one-about 40 per cent less than last vear.
The past season contributes te strengthen the supposition that when the autumn

months are dry the catch of mackerel is a light one, but if the rivers are full, conveying
te the ocean the young of anadromous fish as well as food in various forms fed upon by
lower forms of fish-life and among which the mackerel find their food, this brings them
on the côast. There were no important catches of mackerel last autumn until the rains
set in. If this supposition be correct it goes te show the very great importance of keep-
ing the spawning grounds of anadromous fish accessible, for when rivers become
obstructed by dams net only is there direct injury to the salmon trout, shad and
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gaspereaux fisheries, but there is also serious injury to the coast fisheries, hence the
importance of fishways in every dam upon all the fish rivers, more particularly those
which flow into the ocean.

FISHWAYS.

The proper construction of fishways requires considerable experience and careful
observation. In the past very serious injury to dams have been caused by their location,
hence the importance of some knowledge of the structure of dams and the displacement
caused by the erection of some kinds of fishways.

. After having considered the fishway question for a number of years, I an of opinion
that the form which will suit the fishery interests and the interest of the millowner
best is one which may be constructed below the dam ; by using such a fishway the dam
cannot be injured, for the injury invariably comes from the upper part of the stream,
ice jams and debris brought down by floods. -

One difficulty with such fishways bas been that they have been made to discharge
into the river some distance below the dam, and fish do not find the entrance, but if
they are built with an elbow running down stream part of the distance to the elbow
thence at right angles to the first direction, then turning upwards toward the dam, and
discharging near the dam, the fish will be able to find it and follow the stream until
they are finally above the obstruction.

One important feature is that no more water than is absolutely requisite should be
used, a fishway that requires too much water will find an enemy in the millowner, and
it will be very apt to be closed unless the fishery officer lives in the vicinity and attends
to his duty. No arbitrary rule, however, can be laid down for the construction of fish-
ways, in some cases a natural pass can be obtained round the dam, which answers all the
purposes of a fishway, and in many instances in this district this has been done, but
when such a pass cannot be obtained the locality and the structure of such dam requires
to be considered by an experienced person. There are still some probleUs which
have to be solved regarding the location of fishways for some of the kinds of fish,
notably gaspereaux. In sone rivers these fish take a fishway readily; in others, the
location being similar, they have never been seen in one. •

For instance, at Ship Harbour River gaspereaux may be seen any season going
through the fishway, but at Iubbard River with a similar gradient and location as
good there have been no evidenoe of these fish going up. Important as it is that fish-
ways should be constructed, yet from the fact that very few people appreciate their
importance, and that the construction is obnoxious to the owner of the dam who will
not pay the cost of construction (from $150 to $300) unless he cannot help it, and who
probably decries the structure when it is built, the difficulties which are placed in the
way of the department and its officers when it is considered in the public interest
necessary to enforce the building of fishways can only be appreciated by those who have
experienced them and yet the millowner has no more right to obstruct a stream and
prevent fisli having access to their spawning places than he bas to obstruct a highway.

LOBSTERS.

During the fishing months of the past season, April, May and June the weather
was very unsuitable for fishing, especially upon the Atlantic coast; for when there is a
storm there, it is two or three days afterwards before the fishermen can haul their
traps. That is not the case on the straits, and as a matter of fact the catch in the
straits and in ·Chedabuçto Bay was slightly in excess of last year, while on the Atlantic
coast it was short, but over the whole district the catch is about equal to that of the
previous year. A much larger business was done in exporting live lobsters.

Owing to the searcity of other fish and the excellent prices obtained for canned
lobsters, there were a larger number of fishermen engaged in illegal fishing than has
been the case for a number of years-there was not, however, a single factory open-
any packing that was done was upon islands along the coast of the counties of Guys-

A. 1899
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boro' and Halifax where to a certain extent they are out of reach of the local officers, for
they cannot hire fishermen to assist in eInforcing the law against their neighbour.

To enforce the season law in this lotality requires more than ordinary means, for
there are about seventy miles of coast which is particularly favourable for the opera-
tions of the poacher.

* ** * * *v

SPECIAL GUARDIAs.

There are about 1,000 miles of river in this district which may be regarded as the
nursery of the salmon, alewife and shad fisheries, which yield annually about as
follows :-

Salmon ................................... ........ $ 40,000
Alewives .......... ........................ ...... .. 20,000
Shad ... . ........................ ............. .. 14,000
Trout ............................................ . 40,000

$114,000

This is a public preserve, and its preservation will depend upon the activity of the
fishery officers. No individual has sufficient interest to instigate him to proceed against
offenders of the law, so that unless there be official protection this valuable property is
left to the tender mercy of the poacher. It is useless to argue with the resident of
these rivers, especially those which flow into the Straits of Northumberland, for these
are so small as a rule that fish do not go up except in close seasons. Point out, you
may, that the product of every pair. of salmon (assuming that one in 100 comes to
maturity) is worth $100 to the country, your deductions may be good, but he wants
the salmon.

The preservation of the salmon fishing may be affected by giving fish access to
spawning grounds and protecting them in the rivers, and if this annual yield of $40,000
could not only be preserved but very largely increased by a judicious outlay, it ought
to be done.

An alternative method would be to capture the fish at the mouths of the rivers,
retain them until they deposit the spawn, which may be developed in the hatcheries.
Under this method the parent fish is not so liable to be destroyed by poachers, and the
spawn is safe from the eels and the crushing of ice floes.

In the hatcheries 90 per cent of the spawn are developed into the fry, which are
retained during the very early stages of its existence and placed in the water with
better chances for life. Any outlay in this direction ought to give ample return to the
public. With a little extra expenditure the output of the present hatcheries should be
trebled. It would do much to popularize this method, if the spawn taken from a river
was restored to it in the fry stage. The guardians that are employed are only paid
for patrol service actually performed between sunset and sunrise, and their presence on
the river is usually sufficient to prevent poaching. In my opinion the cheapest and
most effective means for the protection of river fisheries is to employ guardians for every
three or four miles of river that require to be patrolled.

Salmon are in many of the rivers for from thirty to forty days during spawning
season, and it is during this period that the services of a guardian are necessary. The
following nets were seized by the guardians during the past season, being set in violation
of law :-

Two on River Philip, Cumberland, by guardians Thomson and King.
One on Waugh's River, Colchester, by guardian Hayman.
One on West Rivè', Pictou, by guardian Meagher.
One on Middle River, Pictou, by guardian Porter.
One on East River, Pictou, by guardians Livingstone and Smith.
Three on French River, Pictou, by guardian Stewart.
Five on Shubenacadie River, Hants, by guardian Horne.
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The following is a synopsis of reports of overseers:-
Overseer A. R. McAdam, of Antigonish, reports that the quantity of lobsters caught

in that county was equal to the catch of the previous year, but this was owing to a
larger number of traps used and of persons engaged in the fishery. The catch of salmon
was about one-third less than last year. Seventy-five per cent of all the salmon taken
are shipped f resh in ice to the United States. There are no fishways in bis division, the
only one which he found on assuming office was useless, being out of repair. The
guardians are for the most part faithful to their trust and mîany of them take much
interest in their work.

Overseer Davison, of Colchter, remarks an increase in the shad caught in the Bay
of Fundy. The past season was a very favourable one,.so far as the weather is concerned,
which was very fine during the whole fishing season, and it is probably owing to this
that more fish were taken. The only abuse he knew of is the undue slaughter of shad
season, for the legal close season only extends f rom Friday evening during the spawning
morning in each week, upon the other days the mother shad, full of spawn, until Monday
may be legally. taken, and they are caught in numbers and a vast quantity of spawn
life destroyed. He again argues that there be a close season during the time the fish are
in the rivers for spawning purposes, viz., May and June. Only one violation of law
came to his notice, and he had the person summoned before the Inspector and fined.

Most of the lumber cut in his division is by means of portable mills away from
the rivers. and he is not aware of any mil) refuse being dumped into any of the rivers.

Overseer G. O. Smith, of Cumberland, remarks a great falling off in the catch of
gaspereaux. This is attributed to a number of local causes, but as a matter of fact,
the proportion of the catch in bis division was as large as in any other part of the
district. Two nets were found set in violation of the law and seized.

Overseer Joseph Davis, of Guysboro, remarks a falling off in the catch of salmon.
This fishery was prosecuted as vigorously as in former years, so that this falling off
is due to scarcity of the fish. The catch of mackerel was extremely small, being sixty-
eight per cent less than last year. Cod, haddock, hake and pollock, all show a slight
increase over last year, and herring were more plentiful, the catch being 130 per cent
over last year. There has been an increase in the, shipment of live lobsters from lis
division, and extensive preparations are made for their exportation next season. The
past season's work was not as profitable to the fishermen as the previous one, owing to
the scarcity of mackerel and the low prices for other kinds of fish.

There was a great scarcity of bait in the autumn months in Chedabucto Bay, so
that the cod and haddock fisheries were not prosecuted to any great extent.

Private parties are about erecting refrigerators, which will insure a sufficient quan-
tity of bait in future.

Overseer George Rawlings, of Halifax, says that the cod fishery was not as good
as last year along the Atlantic coast of Halifax, but the vessels from bis division
brought full loads home, so that there is about equal to two-thirds of the quantity
caught last year taken. Lobsters were as plentiful, but owing to the rough weather
and heavy seas there was not as many caught, and much of the lobster gear was
destroyed. There was a good catch of herring in October. All the fish that frequent
the rivers, such as salmon, alewives and trout, were very scarce. Smelta were not
nearly as plentiful as last year, and mackerel about a total failure. Two new dams
have been built across streams that heretofore have been unobstructed. They are good
salmion-trout and alewife streams, and unless fishways are built in the dams these fish
will leave the rivers. Owing to the leakage in the dam on Tangier River, the fishway
which was built to suit the dam when full,,is unsupplied with water and is useless.

The fishery laws were well'observed until the fishermen began to pack lobsters in
out of the way places. He spent some considerable time trying to suppress this illegal
fishing, seven persons were convicted. Several cases of lobsters seized, also one boat,
two pots and some minor articles confiscated.

Overseer Pritchard, of Pictou, says that the oyster beds at the mouth of the East
River, are all but exhausted. There were ten boats licensed in 1896, but only two
fished in 1897. No smelt fishing licenses have been issued, and the catch with hook
and line was small. There was considerable illegal fishing for salmon during spawning
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season; four nets were seized, being set in violation of law, and one man was fined for
fishing salmon.

Overseer A. J. McDonald says that although the catch of salmon was less than
last year it is owing to the unfavourable weather for fishing. Some of the fishermen had
their nets so badly damaged, they were unable to fish during the latter part of the season.
The guardian on French River captured three nets which were set for salmon in close
season. The salmon fishermen complain that the lobster traps, with their bait, which is
generally putrid, drive off the salmon and interfere with their catch. A petition, numer-
ously signed, will be forwarded asking that lobster traps be not set within a mile from
the shore. Spring herring were more plentiful than for some years.
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DISTRICT No. 3.
ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 3 OF NOVA

SCOTIA, COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF KING'S, ANNAPOLIS,
DIGBY, YARMOUTH, SHELBURNE, QUEEN'S AND LUNENBURG,
FOR THE YEAR 1897, BY INSPECTOR L. S. FORD.

MILTON, N.S., 2nd January, 1898.
Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report of the fisheries of
District No. 3, Nova Scotia, for 1897, with tabulated returns, showing quantities and
value of each kind of fish caught.

The value of the catch in this district for 1897 is as follows:-

Total catch for 1897.......................... $5,569,256.95
do 1896 ..................... 3,781,884.71

An increase of...... ................. $1,787,372.14

This increase, in my opiaion, has been to some extent affected by the greater care
taken to secure reliable statistics. There has always been an idea prevalent in some
localities, that some system of taxation is intended, which the greater value of the
catch may determine. As year by year this suspicion is lessened, the officers have less
trouble in securing accurate figures of the catch of fish and their values, consequently
the returns show better.

As usual the cod family, including haddock, pollock and hake, is to the front with
a value of nearly $3,000,000, followed by the lobster with $1,300,000.

The bank fishermen as a rule did fairlv well, but the shore fisheries for cod, &c.,
were, in some localities, almost a failure. Many reasons are extant, accounting for this,
but it is doubtful whether any remedy can be supplied by legislation. I might be
excused for mentioning theories of my own and other officers, gathered from observation
for a number of years. There is no doubt, scarcity of bait is a factor, but why should
the usual bait be scarce. For some unexplained reason, the fish do not approach our
shores as in former years. The large numbers of dog-fish around the coast may to some
extent, account for the absence of other fish, and it is suggested by some of our business
men, that a sufficient bounty in the shape of a bonus to a facto.ry, be offered by the
Government, that would enable it to buy and convert into plant food or oil all the dog-
fish that might be secured; as it is well known they are rich in such material, thus
creating a market where a nuisance now exists, and in a few years draining them out
of our waters.

LOBSTERS.

Lobsters, which come next in importance to the codfish, are, despite the increased
catch, yearly becoming scarcer. It takes more men, more traps, and more sea area,
to produce the same quantity of fish.

In this district the law has been fairly well observed, especially in some counties;
but it requires constant and effective supervision to preserve the law inviolate. A
disposition to save all their catch, regardless of the size, seems to pervade too many of
our fishermen, and the extent of coast makes it comparatively easy to ship on board
American smacks anything and everything they will purchase.
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I had the honour to suggest, in a former report, " that no lobster simack be
allowed to clear f rom any of our ports, unless they presented a certificate of a clear cargo
f rom some fishery officer." This, or some other plan, is, in my opinion, necessary for the
same end, as it is almost impossible with the means at our command to prevent them
carrying on this illegal business.

MACKEREL.

The comparative failure of this most important fishery, is open to legislation. A
number of our bays and harbours, where this valuable fish once swarmed in myriads,
are now deserted. One reason for this is not far to seek. The spring mackerel are
full of spawn; they are on their way to deposit it, when caught in the traps on the
south-west coast. Any person opening one of these fish at the time can see the prospec-
tive waste. Most other fish are protected in breeding season, why not one so valuable
as mackerel.

INLAND FISHERIES.

Our river fisheries are now fairly well looked after, and the fish are increasing in
consequence. There is constant collision between the mill-owners on the streams and
the officers. We think we can justly claim that the fish have a preferable right on the
waters of any rivers, and that unless there is sufficient water to pass the fish beyond the
dams, and to run the mill as well, it cannot be a good mill site. Many of the mill-
owners claim a prior right to the water. Some considerable change is needed in the
regulations in force on many of our rivers, if we may hope to preserve ouràvaluable
fisheries intact for any number of years to come.

la-4
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SYNOPSES OF OVERSEERS' REPORTS.

R. F. Reid, Overseer, Wolville, King's County, says he is unable to report as large
a catch of fish on the Gasperaux River, as in previous reports. Prices were so low
fishermen did not try to catch them. Large numbers ascended to the spawning
grounds, and young tish in myriads came down in the autumn. Shad is an average
catch. Salmon less than an average. Fishermen have complied very well with the law.

Wm. McIntyre,'Overseer, Ayls/ord, King's Co., says: " Salmon and trout are an average
catch ; young salmon are very plentiful at the head waters, having been put in for a
nunber of years from the B-dford fish hatchery."

Jas. S. Miller, Overseer, Canning, King's Co. reports the catch of salmon as below the
average. The shad fisheries at Scott's Bay and Starr's Flats show well, 760 bls., other
places only fair. Cod, haddock and pollock, fair to good. Herring was poor ail along the
shore : this is attributed to the lobster traps, by most of the fishermen. The fishermen
are law abiding, no serious complaints came to my notice.

John A. Webber, Overseer, Chester, Lunenburg County, reports a decrease in
several kinds of fish. The cause is simply a scarcity of fish, as the prosecution of the
fisheries was not less vigorous than in former years. The several close seasons have
been strictly observed. The fishways in this district are kept in good condition, and
insure the passage of fish. In his judgment there has been no injury done to the
fisheries of this division by the mill refuse thrown in the water.

George B. Bishop, Overseer, Digby, writes: The fishermen in this district report
a good year's work, above the average. Hake fishing has been prosperous; an advance
in the price of sounds is of great advantage. Just now everything works favourably for
a good lobster trade during the winter season. This fishery is still to the front in
impoirtance and contributes largely to the income of our fishermen. He thinks it advis-
able to prohibit the catch of small lobsters. The 10J inch law would be satisfactory to
this county, unless this is done our lobster business nust decline, and may become a
thing of the past. Shad show a large catch this year, mackerel almost nothing, while
herring have been quite plentiful. This overseer says: "I have used the utmost diligence
in the collection of facts and data embodied in my yearly report, which I trust will meet
your approval. This perhaps explains the large increase in the yield of this county.

Overseer Hatfield, Yarnouth Co., writes: Codfish shore fishing, above the average;
bank fishing, below, caused by scarcity of bait, owing to the action of the Newfoundland
governiment. Herring, an average catch with slight decrease in price. Live lobsters a
decreased yield but increased prices; canned lobsters, a very fair increase in quantity
and price. Mackerel, away below the average and almost a failure. Alewives and
salmon. a fair catch at reduced prices. Speaking generally, most all the branches of
this industry show a decrease.

E. S. Goudey, Overseer at Shelburne, states that the catch of cod fell off 4,000 cwt.,
owing to scarcity of fish. Hlerring show an increase of 3730 brls. Live lobsters are
fully up to last year's export, and canned show an increase of 43,290 cans. Mackerel
show a decrease of 241,000 lbs. Plenty of mackerel were seen off shore, but they did
not come near the traps. Taking one kind of fishing with the other, the fishermen have
done a fair year's work. The close season was fairly well observed.

W. M. Solomon, Over8eer, Lunenburg Co., says : Herring and m ackerel have, in my
district, been a total failure. The catch of cod, haddock and pollock, on the shores, is
1dso below the average. It is impossible to forni a correct opinion as to why said fish

do not frequent our shores as in former years. It is possible the over abundance of dog-
fish may be the cause ; some attribute it to the lobster traps. Our Grand Bankers,
Labrador and North Bay men have made an average trip, and on the whole, there is
possibly as many fish landed as last year. The lobster catch is considerably less than
last year. The cause is, that it is being overdone." He thinks that if winter fishing is
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allowed to continue, the lobsters will be extinct in a few years. Salmon and alewives
were not as plentiful as last year, that is, not so many were caught. Rivers in this
district are in good condition, with a few exceptions.

In conclusion, I wish to call attention to the success of the finnan haddie industry,
especially in Digby Co., large quantities are put up, and find a ready market in the
upper provinces, even away to the Pacific coast.

A new industry is also starting at Lockeport, Shelburne Co. Canning fried codfish,
a product which bids fair to take a first place as a preserved food. An expensive plant
has been put in under the supervision of Freeman Payzant, Esq., an experienced packer,
and a successful trial made of the business to date.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

L. S. FORD,
inspector of District No. 3.

51
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RECAPTTULATION

Of the Yield and Value of the Fisheries for the Island of Cape Breton, for the
Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Rate. Vauie.

$ ets. 8 et.

Salmon, ickled............. . ............. ................. Bris.' 284 1500 4,26000
do fresh........ ......... ..... ........-....... Lbs. 65,156 2 13,031 20
do preserved.................... ............... Cans 3,428 15 514 20

Herring, pickled ........................................ Bris 28717 4 00 114,86 00
do fresh or frozen...................................Lbs 1,292640 O O1 12,926 40
do smoked...........................................do 12,000 O 02 240 00

Mackerel, pickled .......................................... Bris 9,649 15 00 144,735 00
do freshi .................... .... .... ............... Lbs. 8,02 12 963 48

Lobsters, preserved ............... ..- ..................... rCais 1,374,236 20 274,847 20
do fresh in sheil. ..... .. ......... ... ............... Ct.s 131 00 655 00

Cod, dried ................... ............................. do 76,286 4 00 305,144 0
do tongues and somnds ..... ............ ................... Bris. 54 10 00 540 00

Haddock, dried...... ................... ................. wt 14,050 3 00 42,150 00
do fresh................ .. . ........................ Cas.L 315 03 279 45

Hake, dried .... ....................... . ............... ... Cwt. 5,023 2 25 11,301 75
do sounds ... ......................................... Lbs. 841 50 420 50

Pollock, dried ................................. ............ Cwt. 3,408 2 00 6,816 00
Halibut, fresh ............................................ Lbs. 167,730 o 10 16,773 0
Trout ...... ... ......... ..... . ............................ do 19,560 O 10 1,956 00
Shadd........... ....................... ................ Bris 14 1000 14000
'Smt........................ ... ..... ....... Lb 80,260 O OS 4,013 00
Alemîves ................ ...... ..... ...................... Bris. 3,473 4 00 13,892 (K)
Bas ........ ............................................. Lbs. 60 10 6 0
Eels .... ... .......... ........................... .... ..... Bris. 1,343 10 00 13,430 00
Oysters ........ ........... ....... .... .. ................ do 1,110 4 00 4,440 00

sounders . ............................................ Lbs 102,60 0 0.- 5130 0
Tom ced or frost ifisli ............ .. ..................... .... do 13,050 O0OS 652 50
Squid ...... ............................. ................ Bris. 4,442 4 00' 17,76$ 00
Coarse and mixed fish......................................do 3,308 2 00 6,616 00
Fish oil ........................ ,...... 1................... Gais. 38,'353 ' 030 11,505 90
Fish as bait....... ....................................... Bris 13,869 I 50 20,803 50
}'ishusedasmianure.... ........................ .... ........ do 760 0 50' 380 00
Seai skins..................................... .. ........... No. 295 1 25 36 75
1)ogfish ....................... ............ ........ ........ Lbs. 4M4,9 o 0l 4,549 00

TotaS for 1897............ ..............................

im l ....... 1, 56 11 8

do A96............................................. 104354747

Increase ... .... .... .................... ....................... 12,56$ 36
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RECAPITULATION

SHOWING the Number and Value of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., in the District
No.1 of Nova Scotia, for the Year 1897.

Value. Total.

$ cts. $ ets.

93 vessels, 2,359 tons....... .... . .................................... 33,825
3,675 boats........... . ...................... ............... ........ 73,329
16,661 gill nets, 371,414 fathoms .................................. .... ... 117,371
8 seines, 1,125 fathoms........ . . . ...... ........ . ....... ........ .... 1,175
3 tiap-nets..................................... . . .. .. ........... 1,700
1,875 traw ls.. ........ ......... . ............... .. . ... ..... ..... 9,280
31 w eirs............................ ...... . . .... . .................... . 279
44 smelt-nets............ ............... . .. .......... . ............ 740
14,098 hand lines....... ......................... ................... 7,985

-- 245,684
71 lobster canneries.. . ................... . .. ...................... 55,800
187,119 lobster traps ....... .......................................... 92,705

- 148,505
16 freezers and ice-houses.............................................. . .. 1,920
1,042 smoke and fish-houses .. .. .......................... ........ ...... 39,105
284 piers and wharfs........................................ ............... 58,828
49 tugs, steamers and smacks ............................... . .. ......... 3,620

-- - 103,473

T otal value..................................................... ............ 497,662
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NOVA SCOTIA--

RETURN showiug the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats, and the
the Number of Men employed in the Province of

BOATS.

Vessels.

lMs'I'RICi's.

>

Antigonish Cou ntyl.

1 Harbour Bouché, Linwood, Cape Jack t

and Little Tracadie.............2î28 275 5 721
2 Big Tracadie, Bayfield and South Side I

Harbour .............. 1.. . .. 3 4(0' 4 73r
3 North Side of Antigonish Harbour,

Lakeville, Ballantyne's Cove and
South Side Cape George.......... ........ .. 49

4 North Side Cape George and George-
ville.. ........... ..................... 26

5 Malignant C o v e, Arisaig, Doctorsi
Brook, Knoidart and Moidart .... .. ...... .. 31

Totals ....... ....... 3 51 675 9 251

Values........... ......

Colchester County.

1 Sterling . ................ ........ ......... 15
2 Stewiacke .. .. ............. ...... .. 70

3siv Iad..... .... ................. .. 83 F ive Islands ..... .... .... ......... .. .. ..... 8
4'Economy . ... .... . .. .... .. 7
5 Little Bass River to Highland Village. 19
6 Great Village to Queen's Village...... . ...... 16

Totals.... ...................... 135

Values...............

L, ANIl ISHING MATERIALS.

Boats. Gill Nets. Trawls.

$ $

797 75' 160 4844 1239 34 137 400 627

836'

10301

355

712

7î3 260

59 80

40 35

47 60i

787814707,

2348' 948

1618' 557

43

20

3216 1270 22

39 19172

90 2100

103 900

126 4900

3730 294 595J 199048721 131 495 27472 1968

5494,7872

150 15 .............
700 140 190 7200 1590 ....... 7500 ....
245 18 . . 8 278 2250 ....
170 27 7. .. 5400....
538 47 191 6900 1325 .... ..... 25676'..
392 32 16' 564 1275.... .... 13134....

2195 279 232! 22215 46701 8 27853960 ....

.... .... ... 10792 ....



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

District No. 2.

Quantity and Value of all Fishing Materials, the Kinds and Quantitie8 of Fish, and
Nova Scotia (District No. 2) for the Year 1897.

Kîxî.S OF Fis».

- I.

iI~ s-~

w ;Z rZI

138200> 93 .... 70320 196.. . 14 36 92 15011000:

16608 68z3930 25584 129 .... ... 155 .... 300.2500

4 .... 8 ...

9 800 84 60

5600.. 3. .150 336 180'21474

2500 .. .. 13 30 6615915

10 361 64820 212 ... . 597 1072 1000 125 59 200 5 ... 2700 280 106120467 38 16018807

9900 18'2610 14196 44. .. 6 431 805.. 1 800 .. 10 216 44 36 6024

1120' 37 1850 32640 20 . ... 14 620 1250 .... .... .1240 ... ... 700 ... 8 .. 215 148 80 11840

165828' 226 8751 20786061 ... 39 1839 3219 1450362573 3040 107 60 10 280 6 19 .

1658 3390 1050 41572 2404 ... 117 4138 1609 145 181 292 304 1070 240 575 14 512 401228 894 261174460

...... .... ... 20688 ... . ... ........ 10 300 1400 2 50 ..... ... ... ... .. . 50! 5212
.. ... . . .... .. . . . 50 600 .... 250 1500 . . . . .. .. ... ... 3210

315 1750; 345400 24 ........ . . .. . 81 ... ... 2666
30000.. ... ..... 10 .. .... 145 200 ... ... ......... ... .... ... 3190

391 300 ... ... . .. . . . ... ..... ... ... ..9075
3000. .... 35 1750 3440
30000 .... 20t688 325J1750 .3415400

600 .... .... 4137 1300 53'102 540

120 200 .... ... ... .....

740 1600 1400 250 1500 2

7400 160 700 100) 150 20

50 ..... ... ... .. 80 ..

200..... ... .. .24 ...

3847

50 27200

25;.

~L

s- -~

Ir
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RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats,

FISHING VESSELS AN) BOATS. FISHING MATERIALS.

Vessels. Boats. Gill Nets. Trawls.

D1isTaeT1S. --- ---- -- --- ____ -__-_ -- -

.mbeta iCout. $ - 8

I z

J M

1 Pugwash, Port Philip and Gulf Shore .. .... .... .... ... 174 4721 180 107 3280 1011 .... ....
2W allace . .... ............ . ... ........ ... .... 10 150 10 .... ...... ...... .... ....
3 River Phili p.....................................8 90 8 .... .... . ..... ... ....
4'Maccan and Nappan ..................... .... .... ... .... 3 100 40 .... ....
5 Minudie to Apple River.............. 12 320 23 180 1900 610 1 12
6 Advocate.. .. ............ ..... .... ... ......... 7 200 15 7 200 48 1 15
7 Spencer Island............... 1 15 300 3 5 185 11 4 150 45 3 35
8 Port Greville. .. .................... .... ... .. .... 8 550 25 20 500 200 4 60
9 Parrsboro'..................... ... .. . .... .... 4 75 7 3 100 40 .... ....

Totals........... ........... 1 15 300 3 228 6291 279 324 6230 1994 9 122

valueF'................... ....... ..... ... .... ..... ......



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

an i the Quantity and Value of all Fish, &.-Nova Scotia-Con.

......... .......... 300.
........... ........... 500
. . . . . . . . . . . ......... ... . .. .. ... . .

1500.. 50 ...... 50... W . 201 500 400
... .. .. Ï5 1'1000 200 .... 60 200W ..

1000! . .. 92 1 1000 10 10 .. 45 1300!....
3000O .. 117 2 ... 10 6 30 10 50m ..oi .

.... .... 30 .. .. .. ... 12 .. .. ... 500 i300

57500 490952 361 4 20028163 135300 1500

5.5 98190 14561 40 60 846 36 151270 300 150

. ..51500
.... 15500

.... 400
250 500

225 2000
98 . . .

30
10 ....

250 67900 363 2000

2500 3395 1452 200

TOTAL

Ci VALUE.

2400600 106,893
. . .... ... 4,185
. . .... ... 442

... 240
10 ... 4,655

25 6 ... 1,316
20 10 ... 1,032
10 8.. 1,461
.. .... .. 596

55 2434 600 ........

16 3651 300 120,820

1la-5

500 .. . .
1900 300
200 45
600 50

2000 100
1300 25

6500 520

1300 2080

Kisas), or FisH.
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RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats, and the

KIN1s oFr Fisu.BoATS.

Gill-Nets. Trawls.

PictoiuC . ____8 - -

Pictou. ... ......... ... 1501 3000l 140i 60ý 1800) 500.. ... ... 83800 27-50 ....
u Island .... .. . .... 65 14651 230 25 750 15Î0 ... ... ..... 95 ... . . 14
al Division ..... ... ... 8 160! 8! 10 300 60! ... .... 1600 50 . . . .... * 21
ern Division ....... ..... i27 5411 43 58ý 2950 1630 33 146 7609 361 .. 800 .
omish Island.. . ... ... 13 270ý 13, 24 976 600 ... .... 36001 . .. . 13200 ... ...
Beach. .. ... .... 7 110 7! 1.5 1026 929 3 35 7000 .... . 164f01 .... ..
........... .. ... .. .... 16 400ý 19 36 21214 1809 3 35 10050! .... . 43000 1100 ....

re ...·... . ............ 4 44! 5 41 630 640 .. .. 2550 ... ... .. :. .. . .

Totals. ... ... .. . .. . . .. . 290 5990: 465) 2321 10646; 6318, 39 216 32460- 506 156400 4650 35

Values . ... .. .. .. . . .. ........ .. .,.. ... . .. . 6492 2024 1564L 558, 525

FiSHIN V
E

SSELS ANI) BOATS. FISHING

V'essels. Boats.. Gill-Ne

DISTRICTS>.___

Hauts Count $.

Maitland to Shubenacadie .... .... . . . 16 130 16 19 520
Shubenacadie to Grand Lake........ .... .... .... 25 95 25 25 500
Noel to Maitland .............. ..
West Hants........... ........... 2 31500 826 8 28 30 5300

Totals. ... ............ 2 31 500 8 67 1045 69! 74 6320

Values ........................ ......

A. 1090

1 West
2, Picto
3 Centr
4 South
5 Merig
6 North
7 Ponds
8,Lismo

MATERIALS.

ts. Trawls.

130
132. ....

1004 2 15

1266 2 15

FISHIM; M.ATEnIALs.



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Quantity and Value of all Kinds of Fish, &c.-Nova Scotia-Continued.

KINDIs OF FisH. FIsH PaoI)uc-rs.

TOTA L

-. îlVALUE.
ec

Âd !

252672 3060........... 4004300 .... 2 20 ......... 800 3001 53,797 1
172344 .. .. .. .... 325 4201 35,756 2

.... .. 10 5 60. 600 500 40 10 25 ..... 7 5 10 ...... . 1,736 3
18240'. . 901.... 200 4000 16 14* .... 3500 .... ............. 40, 7,699, 4
18720 '... ... .... ..... ... .. . .. .... . .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. . . .. .. 40 ! 4,616 i 5

52........... ..... .... .... 2,558 6
3340 135 ...... 150 100 300 .... 65 ....... 80 10,4921 7

15 .. .... .... ... . ................ 525 8
495816 165! 160' 5 265 100 1650! 20300 56i 78 45 3500 7 5 75 11251 88 ......

99163î 825 640 15 597 50 1651 1015 224 780 180 175 '8 10 22 1687 440 117,179

KINps o Fisii.

. r

- TOTAL
VALUE.

Cs

3400 ..... .. . . . . . . . ....... ...... ...... ...... 83, ..... 33 ...... 1,642i 1

.. . 1 . . . . . . . . - * ..

2000i ..... ..... ...... . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 9 ...... 20 .. .570i 2
200 ..... ... ..... ...... . ... ...... .. .. . . 30 .... . .. .... 3401 3

4270 172 8000 1900 200 30 45 440- 800 269 2800 53 7 6,59 4

9870 172 8 1900 200 30 45 440 8000 391 2800 106 700 .. ..

1974 688 80 38 800 90 90 44ý 800 3910 140 424 70 148

73
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Value of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., used in District No. 2, Nova
Scotia, for the Year 1897,

Material. Value. Total.

96 vessels (2,153 tonnage)..... .......... . ............. ................ 46,122
5,716 fishing boats.................... .. ..... ........ ................... 110,981
32,126 gill-nets (818,462 fathoins)................ .... ................. ...... 167,351
384 seines (37,860 fathoms)............................... .. ....... ..... 21,715
97 trap-nets..... ....... ............................ . 15,950
22 weirs ..... .... ........ ............ ...................... .... ... .3,395
1,977 traw ls.............. ........... ... ............... ..... . 10,282
74 smnelt nets.................. .... ..... ....................... 1,729

,083 hand-lines..................... ..... .. ........ ...... . ........ 3,910

110 lobster canneries....... ................... ............... .. 12 ,35
243,825 lobster traps. ... ................ ....................... ..... 144,140

44 freezers and ice-houses.... ... ....... ... .. .... .... .... . ... . 19,290
521 sinoke and fish-houses.... ....... .. .. ........... ............. 69,281

13 fishing piers and wharves ..................................... ... 44,156
6 tugs or sm acks. ......... . ..... .. .................... ... .... 31,475

---_ I

$S

381,435

269,490

1642902

Total value............. ....... . ......... .. . ........ ... ........ 815,127

Number of men engaged in the fisheries of District No. 2, Nova Scotia:-
M en in fishingg vessels .... .... ..... ........... . . .......... 610

do * do boats.. .... ...... ...... ................ ......... 6,961
Persons in lobster canneries...... .............. .... ... 1,706

Total .... .. . ... .. .. . .... ........ .... 9,277

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries BraneL

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the Value of Fisheries in each County of District No. 2,
Nova Scotia, for the Years 1896 and 1897.

County. Value in Value in
1896. 1897.

A ntigonish ....................... ... ........... 63,662
Colchester ... ............. ............. ........ 20,172
Cumberland.. .... .... ............ . 88,184
Guysborough ..... .......................... .. 646,116
Halifax.. ........... .. ................... ... 335,073
Hants. ................. ......... . ..... 8,379
P ictou.. ............ ............................. 83,877

1,245,463

70,060
27,203

120,820
713,527
403,037

9,148
1t7,179

1,464,974

Increase. Decrease.

10,398
7,031 ...... .....

32,636 ... . ...
67,411 .
67,964 .............

769 .. ... ...
33,302 .. .......

219,511 ............

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 2, Province of Nova Scotia
with Comparative Statenients of the Increase or Decrease for the Years 1896,
and 1897.

Kinds. Quantity il Rate.

set$.
Salmon, fresh................... ........ Lbs. 210,401 0 20

do preserved in cans .... .......... I 1,155 0 15
do smoked .. ... ................ 3,492 0 20

Herring, salted........ .... ........ Bris. 34,920 4 00
do fresh ... ......... . ...... Lbs. 750,222 O 01
do smoked. ..... ....... ........ . . 31,900 0 02

Mackerel, fresh....... . .. ............ . 1,606,691 0 12
do salted . ... .......... . .... Bris. 3,558 15 00

Lobsters, reserved in cans.. ............. Lbs. 2,686,440 0 20
do fresh, in shell..... ... ..... Cwt. 13,502 5 00

Cod, dried ... . . ........... ....... te . 39,211 4 00
do tongues and sounds . .............. 3rls. 19 10 00

Haddock, fresh...................... Lbs 1,915,150 0 03
do dried . .. . .................. Cwt. 11,968 3 00
do smoked finnan haddies..... ... Lbs. ...... .. .... ....

Hake, dried . ... Cwt. 5,989 2 25
do sounds . .... .................... Lbs. 7,704 0 50

Pollo:.k.............. ................... Cwt. 4,519 2 00
H alibut. ........................ ..... Lbs. 133,236 0 10
Trout..... .. . ..... ............. ... le 33,230 0 10
Shad..... ...... ......... ............. Bris. 1,382 10 00
Smelts.... .... ...... .... ... ... .... Lbs. 168,660 0 05
Alewives or gaspereaux.... ............. Bris. 2,793 4 00
Bass......................... ...... Lbs. 12,240 0 10
Eels ....... .. .................... Bris. 1,239 10 00
Oysters . ............ . . .... ...... .. .. 1,262 4 0
Flounders.............. ...... ..... Lbs 88,920 0 05
Tom cod or frost fish..... ........... . . . 41,130 0 05
Squid...... ... .......... ... .... Brls. 3,228 4 00
Coarse and uixed fish ............ ..... l 405 2 00
Fish oil . ......................... .(alls. 37,557 0 30
Fish as bait....... ..... ..... ... .... Brls. 28,914 1 50

do manure....................... l 5,517 0 50
Sealiskins........................... No. 50 1 00

Total for 1897. .............. .... ....... ..... ....

QUANTITIFS.

Totals. - -

Increase. Decrease.

$1

42,036
173
698

139,680
7,502

638'
192,802

53,370
537,288

67,510
156,964

190
57,454
35,904

13,475
3,852
9,038

13,323
3,323

13,820
8,433

11,172
1,224

12,390
5,048
4,446
2,056

12,912
810

11,265
43,371

2,759
50

1,464,976

220
1,845

.......... 143
' 8,292 ..... ...
472,222 . . ...

6,300 ... ...
287,774 .......

. ......... 5,036

...... .... 97,798
7,692

..... .... 3,816
4 ....... ..

1,915,150. ...
.......... 11,639

1,133 ..
...... ... 1,263

176 ........
... .... 77,719
.. . . ... 19,500

292 ..... ...
30,725

. ... . .. 2,006
8,820

366
88,920
34,390

....... 3,493
85 ....

.......... 12,016
6,214 .....

.... ..... 7,448
29......

219,511... ..
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NOVA SCOTIA-

RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats
Province of Nova Scotia,

FisING VESSELs ANI BOATS. Fisiiix; MArERIALS.

Vessels. Boats. Gill Nets. Weirs.

AnaoI)s Couny. - - - $ --

E.E

1 Margaret ville. ...... . 2 26 6001 8 10 200 18 20' 1000 500 1 300 200 400 .. .. 10) 600 2
2 Port George. ..... .... .... ... 16 30 20 20 ý11000 500 2 600,40001 300 .... 150 3001 1
3 Port Lorne ....... ... 20 400 40 30ý 2500 1000. . . 0 .... 2.50 600 q
4 Hamipton... . . ...... 20 400 20 28 20 80. .... .... |1(M 8 600 .... 225 525 3
5) Phininy'sm Cove... .. .. ... 23 460 35) 501 25001000. .. ... 520 .240 500 2
6 Parker's Cove. .... .. .30 00 50! 25M,01000 . .... 400 .... 250ý 400' 3
7lHilsbuirn and Delapi 1 40 800, 8ý 20 500 401 60, 28001400 .. .... .... 35 .. 230 500, 4
81 Victoria Beach..... 3 150 2400 401 30 600: 50ý 55 3000150 .. .... .... 75. 18035
9 Thorn' Coe.. 3102030 10 200 16, 20 1000! 500 21 4001 .... .... .. 1

10 Clemnentsport .... 21 26 700 813 300 261 121 600 250 6'10001 . ... 1,30 300 0
11 Anniapolis to line... .... ...... . .. .. .... 501 500 600 3. 200 400. . .. .. .. . .. .
12 Lequille River ..... . .. .. .. ..... 1 50 500 . . .. .. . .. . .
13 R oundhill .. ..... . . .. .... ....... .. ... .. .. .. 400 . . .. .. . .. . .
14 Iland Lakes ... ... ......

Totals. .. ... ... ý111 392 7300 94 192 396 315 395 140951520730 15 1536775Î--

Valuies..$.. .. ....... ...... . ... . .. ..... .. 1460!12700 60 7765!27100>270



Marine anc Fi>heries--Fisrciics Ianch.

District No. 3.

and the Quantity and Value of all Fish, &c., in the District No. 3,
for the Year 1897.

Kisns oF FIsH. Fi.s'o PRODUCTS.

'r e TOTAL

02 VALUE.

1000 .112 120ý 100ý #5ý ..... . . .. . .. . ..... ..... ..... 175 2)0. 100 5,478 50 1
1500ý 150ý 125ý 75 .50:.... ... ....... ..... ... ...... 100 30 75 4,986 25 2
2)000 200 2501 1001 100 .. ........ ......... 2001 40 60 7,302 50 3
10001 700! 500 20 200..M . .. .. ..... ..... .... 2-50 50 301 9,575 00 4

901000ý 1000 500, 250 ..... ..... ..... . .... ..... ... 300 60o 25) 11,519 50, 5
1200 400 40 3I 11,905 00 6

80 100 11500 700, 400 ... ..... ... . .. . ... ..... .... 500 50 ...... 12,364 0 7
3003000 4000' 3(00 2500 . ......... ..... .. ..... ... ...... 1000ý 12(« 20, 410,180 001 8
.. .. 90 400, 10 9)0 .. . . .. . ...... .. ..... ..... ..... .... 25 2« 1,537 501 9
.... 900 500, 300 100 .. ... ..... .. . ... ...... ..... 20 200 90 5,970 00110

....... ..... .. . . . 4001 ... ... . 200 3ý .... ..... .... . .... .. ...... 170 00 11

....... .... ... . .. 9001 50 1500 1000 .. 10001 1200 2000 ........ ..... 4,975 00'12

..... ..... .. .. 600 . . . .. 150 4 . .. .. .... ... .. 195 0013
... ..... .. . 90 0 . . . ... ..... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 9 0 0 1

..... .... 90 0 1

11200 832 9595 5675 408 10900 50 1500 1350 7 1000 1200 2000 3125 1715 450 ..... ....

336250 21588 2837 8170 9 5 75 135070 50, 6 4000 937 2572 225 117,058 2&
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RETURN showing the Number, Tonnage and Value of Vessels and Boats, and

FIÎSHING Y'ESSELs- AND BOATS.

Vessels.

DisTRrs.

>

Kinis Coutnty. $

I Starr's Flats....... . ......... ..
2'Kingsport............ .. ..... ..
3Medford...... ....... ...... ....... ...
4 Blomidon... .... .. ..... .... .... ...
5 Baxter's Harbour.............. 15 50
6 Hall's Harbour . ............ ... ... ..
7 Huntingdon Point .... .........
8 Chipman's Brook.. ..... .... .
9 Black Rock............ ..........

10 Harbourville.................. 1 19 5
11 Morden. ................. .. .. . .... ...
12 Scott's Bay................ . ... .... ...
13 Avonport... . ........... ... . . .... ...
14 Boot Island....................
15 Little Island. .....................
16 Long Island... ....... ..... .... .......
17 Gasperaux.. ........... ........

Totals...... ...

Values.........

FISHING MATElIALS.

Boats. Gill Nets.. Seines.

8 $

Di 3 1
... 2<

0 3 1
..

. F.. 9

300
400J
.40)
60

140
20
20

180
225

...
30...
40 ....
4 . .

14.
2 ....

18 ....
15 ....

.E

... ..... 2 341000 6 731385 131

...........

Trap
Nets.

>

4;

$. $

..... ... .... .. . 3 500
.. .... ... .. ..... 1 500

.. .... .... ... ....
2200

450. 225 ....... ... 81600
600 300 . 71400

60 30 ... . . 1 200
910 45. 2 400

210 105 ... .... .. 2 400
30 15 .... .... ... 61200
30 15 .... .... 3 500

270î 135 ......... 3 750.
1750 725 .. . .... ... ....

. . .. . 1 750 400 . .. .
1 500 275. ...
1 500 25) . ..

3490 1595 31750 925 387(650.

A. 1899
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

the Quintity and Value of all Fish, &c.-Nova Scotia -Continued.

KINDS op FISH.

i
o
2

o

o

il

-e

j'
Q

.6;

.... .... . .... ... . . ....... ....
. ..... ....

.. ... . . ... .. . . .... ....

10000 150 10000 150 15 .... 225
8000 2Z0 ...... 3 ... 225 300 25 100
1000 100 . .. ... .... 100 50 ...... 25

750 90 ...... .... ... 150 30 .... 15
1000 150 ...... .... -... 175 40 ..... 12
400 100'. 40 25 ..... 30
50 50. ........ .... 60 10 . . 10

S 800 8000 ... 20 135 180 .... 40

100 .... ..... ....
1 .00 ... ...... .... .... .... ..... ...... ...
.. ..... ..... ...200 .. . .. .. .... . .. . .... . .

230501690 1800 3 20 1035; 650 25 457

4610 6760 360 45 100 4140 1950 56 914,

1la- 6

FiSH
PRODUCrS.

100,

750 ......

75 ....
100 ... .
150 .....
00 . ..

250.
500

. 1200

3425 1200

342 120

0

145 .... ....

... .. 200

.... ..... ....
.... ..... ....

.... ...... ....

5W0
87
20

S .. ....

892 770 200

8920 3080 60

TOTAL
VALUE.

$ ets.

1,470 00 1
40 00 2>

25 00 4
4,157 50 5
5,311 25 6
1,265 00 7
1,310 00 8
1,819 00 9,

840 00101
653 0011

10,900 00 12
2,220 0013

890 0014
200 00115
290 001&

1,200 00 17

32,590 75

100
150

25
30
75
10
12
90

492

738
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62 Victoria, esional Papers (No. 11A.)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the District No. 3, Province of Nova
Scotia, for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, fresh . .. . .............. .... Ls.
(10 soked . . ....... .. . ....

Herring, salted... ...................... Bris.
do fresh ... ................ .... Lbs.
do smoked ........ ..............

M ackerel, fresh ... ............... ...
do salted ............. ........ Bris.

Lobsters, canned ... . ............ .. .. Lbs.l
do fresh, in shell .... ............ Cwt.

Cod, dried ......................... .. Cwt..
do tongues and sounds ... .......... Bris.

Haddock, fresh ....... ............
do dried ....................
do (finnan haddies)......... .. ..

H ake, dried .................. .... ....
do sounds...... ................

Lbs.
('wt.
Lbs.;

Cwt.
Lbs.

Pollock ........... ..... ............ Cwt.
Halibut ........ ...... ..... .... .. Lbs.'
Trout ............. ........... ........ 
Shad . ....... ........ ......... .... Bris.
Smelts .... ......................... .. Lbs.
Alewives or gaspereaux............... Brls.
B ass........... ........................ L bs.
Eels ............................. ....... Bris.
Flounders .... ......................... Lbs.
Tom cod or frost fish .. .. ..............
Squid ...... .......... ................. Bris.
Coarse or mixed fish ........ ............ ,
Fish oil ........... ............... Galls.
Fish as bait..... .............. ........ Bris.
Fish as manure ............ .......... . .,

Total for 1897.. .. ... .....
do4 : 1896....

Quantities. Rate.

75,611
1,750

61,661
1,679,710

49,000

539,350
452

1,153,590
216,049

587,991
336

834,550
183,798
949,000

88,893
42,925

168,140
685,225

30,150
2,414

52,500 i
7,949

744'
47,730
67,166

497
42.723

176,937
45,174
17,236

... ..........
........... .

$ ets.

0 20

4 00
001
0 02

0 12
15 00

0 20
5 00

4 00
10 00

0 03
3 00
0 06

2 25
0 50

2 00
0 10
0 10

10 00
0 05
400
0 10

10 00
0 05
0 05
4 00
2 00
( 30
1 50
0 50

Increase ........ ....... ..... .............. ..........

Value. Total.

$ cts. $ ets.

15,122 20
35 00

15,472 20
246,644 0)

16,797 1)
980 00

- _- 264,421 10
64,722 00

6,780 00
71,502 00

230,718 00
1,080,245 00

- _ - 1,310,963 00
2,351,9c4 00

3,360 00
- - 2,355,324 00

25,036 50
551,394 00

56,940 00
- - 633,370 50

200,009 25
21,462 50

-- 221,471 75
........ 336,280 00

... ......... 68,522 50

.. ...... .. . 3,015 00
......... .... 24,140 00

2,625 00
.......... .... 31,796 00
..... .. ... 135 00
.............. 7,440 00
............ . 2,386 50
.............. 3,358 3
............. 1,988 00
.............. 85,586 00
... ..... .... 53,081 10
........... ... 67,761 00
.............. 8,618 00

......... .... 5,569,256 95

.............. 3,781,884 71

.............. 1,787,372 14

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION

OF the Value of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., used in District No. 3, Nova
Scotia, with an Estimate of other Fishing Material or Fixtures not included in
Returns, 1897.

Material. Value. Total.

$ $

356 vessels (20,165 tonnage) ............. .... ........ ............. 739,202
6,077 fishing boats .. .............. ............................ 135,413

19,790 gill nets (1,016,642 fathoms)...................................... 259,437
250 seines (124,690 fathoms)..................................... ..... 66,060
424 trap nets . .. ....... ... ......... .................. ........ 74,663

3,929 trawls............... ............ ............................ 63,061
182 w eirs.. . . ............... .. ......... .... .. ...... . ........ 13,320
24 smelt nets ............ .. ................................. ...... 685

9,889 hand-lineq . .. .... .. ... ...................................... 12,009
1,363,850

37 lobster canneries.... .... . ......... . ... ........ ....... 29,140
171,668 do traps.. ............. ................. .................. 216,611

245,751
105 freezers and ice-houses .... ...... ............... ............... 14,510

1,298 smoke or fish-houses.......... ........... .................... 77,858
34 fishing smacks .... ..... .. ....... ... ........................ 43,220

447 do piers and wharfs................................. .. . 91,196
-- 226,784

Total .... .... . .... ...... ............... ..... ...... 1 836,385

Number of men employed in the Fisheries of District No. 3, Nova Scotia.

M en in fishing vessels ................... ... . .................. 4,351
do boats....... ..... ..... ................... ... 6,304

Persons in lobster canneries ........................... . .. .... 1,376

Total........ ..... .. ................. .... 12,031

91
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62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. iA.)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the whole Province of Nova Scotia,
for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity

Salmon, pickled.......... .. . .......... Brls.
do fresh.. ......... ... . .... .... Lbs.
do canned ...... ... .............. I
do smoked.............. .... ...

Herring, pickled ........ ... ......... Brls.
do fresh ........ ............... Lbs.
do sm oked ........................

Mackerel, pickled ............ Brls.
do fresh. ...... . ............ Lbs.

Lobsters, preserved in cans..... . ....... Lbs.
do fresh, in shell..... .... . ...... Cwt.

Cod, dried ........ ......... . ,
do tongues and sounds............. Brls.

Tommy cods or frost fish.............. Lbs.
Haddock, dried . .. .................... Cwt.

do fresh... ........ .......... Lb,.
do smoked finnan haddie. ........ f

Hake, dried........... ..... .......... Cwt.
do sounds........... ............. Lbs.

Pollock, dried................, . ...... Cwt.
H alibut .... .... ...................... Lbs.
Trout............ .... ............ I
Snielts..... .......... . .............. I
Bass.................. ......... f
Eels...... ..................... . . Brls.
Shad. ......... ......... ............ I
A lewives......... .... .. . ........... ,
Flounders...................... ........ Lbs.
Squid..... .. .... .... .... .. .... Bris.
Oysters ..................... .. ..... »
Coarse fish .... .. ...............
D g ............................. Lbs.
84a skins ... ....... ........... ... No.
Fish oil ......... .............. ...... G all.
Fish as bait... . ................. ... Bris.
Fish as manure............ ........ f

. Price. Value.

284
350,948

4,583
5,242

125,298
3,722,578

92,900

13,659
2,154,070

5.214,266
229,682

703,518
409

121,346
209,816

2,759,015
949,000

99,905
51,470

176,067
986,191
82,940

301,420
13.650
3,326
3,810

14,215
239,250

8,167
2,372

46,506
454,900

345
252,847
87,957
23,523

$ ets. $ ets.

15 00 4,260 00
0 20 70,189 40
0 15 687 20
0 20 1,048 00

4 00 501,192 00
0 01 37,225 50
0 02 1,858 00

15 00 204,885 00
0 12 258,487 48

0 20 1,042,853 20
5 00 1,148,410 00

4 00 2,814.072 00
10 00 4,090 00

1---
0 05 ... .........
3 00 629,448 00
0 03 82,769 95
0 06 56,940 00

2 25 224,786 00
0 50 25,735 00

2 00 ...........0 10 ........... ..
0 10 ..............
0 5 ..........
0 10 ...........

10 00 ........ ...
10 00 .. . .. . .

4 00 . .. . . . .
4 00 . ............
2 00 ...... . ....
0 01 ... ........

0 30

0 50 ..... .........

Total for 1897..... .... .... .... .... I
do 1896................................

Increase ........... .... .... ........ .... ..... ...

A. 1899

Total Value.

$ ets.

76,184 60

540,275 50

463,372 48

2,191,263 20

2,818,162 00
6,066 80

769,157 95

250,521 00
352,134 00

98,618 50.
8,294 00

15,071 00
1,365 00

33,260 00
38,100 00
56,860 40
11,962 50
32,668 00
9,488 00

93,012 00
4,549 00

418 75
75,852 00

131,935 50
11,755 00

8,090,346 78........ .....
.. .. . .... . . . .

........ ....



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION

OF the Value and Number of Fishing Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., in the whole Province
of Nova Scotia, for the Year 1897.

Articles.

545 vessels (24,677 tons)................. ........
15,468 fishing boats.. .... .. .. ... . ............... .... ...
68,577 gill nets (2,206,518 fathoms) ..... .... ..... .... ....... ...

642 seines (163,575 fathoms) ...... . .. ....... ........ ...
483 trap-nets .. ... ... .. ....... .... ...... ........ ... ....

7,781 trawls . . . ...... .................. ........... ..... ...
235 w eirs..... . ..... .......... ... .. .... . . ....... ....

142 smelt nets............. . ..... ...... . ......... ...
32,070 hand lines ...... ... . .... ...... .... .. ... .. .....

218 lobster canneries. ........ .... ,.... ............ ...........
602,612 do traps... .. . . .. .......... ......... . .. .....

165 freezers and ice-houses ..... ........ ........... ...... .....
3,861 smoke and fish houses ... ...........................
1,644 piers and wharfs (fishing)....................... .............

129 steamers and smacks........... .. .. .................

T otal value . ...................................... .... ..........

Value.

819,149
319,723
544,159

88,950
92,313
82,623
16,994

3,154
23,904

210,290
453,456

35,720
186,244
194,180
78,315

Total.

$

1,990,969

663,746

494,45!)

3,149,174

Number of Men employed in the Fisheries of Nova Scotia.

Men on fishing vessels. ........ ............................. 5,514
do boats................. ........... ............ . 19,859

Persons employed in lobster canneries .... ................. ..... 4,559

Total.... ...... ........................... ...... 29,932

1la-î
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APPENDIX No. 4.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

District No. 1, comprising the county of Charlotte.-Inspector J. H. Pratt, St.
Andrew8.

District No. 2, comprising the counties of Restigouche, Gloucester, Northum-
berland, Kent, Westmorland and Albert.-Inspector R. A. Chapman, Moncton.

District No. 3, comprising the counties of St. John, King's, Queen's, Sunbury,
York, Carleton and Victoria.-Inspector H. S. Mile8, Oromocto.

DISTRICT No. 1.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 1, NEW BRUNS SWICK,
COMPRISING THE COUNTY OF CHARLOTTE, FOR THE YEAR 1897,
BY INSPECTOR JOHN H. PRATT.

ST. ANDREWs, N.B., 2nd January, 1898.

Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit to you my ninth annual report on the fisheries
of District No. 1, New Brunswick, comprising the mainland and islands of the county
of Charlotte, and also the lakes from Vanceboro northward to Forest City, along the
international boundary line. I also enclose synopses of the several fishery officers'
reports and tabulated statements giving the product and value by districts, together
with the return of the capital employed in the prosecution of the several fisheries.

I very much regret that the returns of the catch for last season in my district will
show a decrease. This falling off is to be attributed not only to the poor prices that
prevailed most of the season for some kinds of fish, but also to the smaller size of the
schools of fish that struck into the Bay of Fundy. For instance, large herring for
smoking purposes, were very late coming in at Grand Manan, decreasing the catch for
that island to a large extent and therefore having quite an effect in lowering the value
of the returns from that district. However, on account of the light stocks of fish on
hand held by the fishermen and dealers at home, and reports from abroad indicating
light stocks being held by foreign dealers, we have reason to believe that better prices will
prevail in the coming season. During the summer I often visited the Nova Scotia
coast, cruising as far south as Cape Sable a number of times, and during May and Oc-
tober our cruises were continued along the southern coast of Nova Scotia to Sydney,
Cape Breton. A short cruise was also taken through the Gut of Canso to Prince Ed-
ward Island. At all the ports visited, our best efforts were employed to compel the
observance of the various fishery laws and regulations by local and foreign fishermen.

Considerable illegal lobster fishine was found in progress during the latter part of the
year, among the fishermen residing between Halifax and Çanso ; while enforcing the
lobster regulations, we destroyed a large amount of fishing gear in that vicinity.

98
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

During November and December bounty claims of the fishermen in Charlotte
County were taken. They were all collected by December 12th, on which date the ship
was placed in winter quarters at St. John, N.B., and the crew paid off.

In looking over the past season's fishing operations, the fishermen of the Bay of
Fundy have met with a fair measure of success, and have little cause for complaint.

I issued licenses for 304 herring weirs this year, a decrease from the previous
season of five licenses.

The fisherv overseer at Grand Manan was diunissed in June last, and I have since
devoted more than ordinary attention to the fisheries of that important island. Those
fisheries being very extensive, and the only industry on the island, it is important that
an intelligent officer be appointed there.

The staff of special guardians performed their duties during the year very creditably,
and very few violations of the Fisheries Act or regulations occurred. The usual
.difficulties were encountered in my attempts to discover the names of the offenders.

A case against Thonmas Lord, of West Isles, for resisting special guardian Dick
while in the discharge of his duties, was tried in St. Andrews before a magistrate, but
although the defendant was committed to stand trial before a higher court, the Grand
Jury failed to find a true bill against him. But it had the effect of curbing several
lawless characters who posEess a disposition to violate some of the fishery regulations
when they can do so with impunity.

Owing to the fact that many of the fishing vessels that frequent the several fishing
grounds in the Charlotte County waters take away their catches without the officers in
my district securing their returns, it tends to reduce the yield of our locality. How-
-ever, I presume the said catch is included by the officers in their respective districts.

The value of the catch during the past season was $238,414.46 less than in 1896.

Total value of fisheries, 1896 .................... $1,108,701 76
ée " 1897 ............ ....... 870,287 30

Decrease........................... $238,414 46

H ERRING.

A considerable portion of the above decrease in the value of the catch, is to be
-%ttributed to the shortage in the catch of herring suitable for smoking purposes. At
Grand Manan they were extremely late in striking in, and consequently the amount of
fish smoked by the inhabitants of that island will show a very large decrease from that
of the previous year. Small herring for sardines were quite plentiful, and good prices
realized from the manufacturers at Eastport and Labec. Harbour de Lute weirs and
those to the eastward of Latête well paid their owners. The district between the
Latête and Lepreaux show a catch of only 3,000 barrels of small herring in 1896, but
during the past season the catch of small herring in the same district increased to over
30,000 barrels, thus showing that the herring have not by any means disappeared from
the Bay of Fundy.

During the past canning season in the sardine factories of the State of Maine, it
is estimated that the pack (900,000 cases) was about the same as 1896. The herring
fisheries at Dark Harbour, Grand Manan, were very good all the year, and a good
benefit resulted to the leasee of that privilege.

LOBSTERs.

The catch of lobsters show a slight decrease. It has been prosecuted with the
same vigour as formerly, but on the mainland they were not as plentiful as in former
years. Many of the fisherinen operating there took up their traps earlier than usual
and entered into other branches of the fishing industry. At Grand Manan the fishing
was fair, and good prices realized from the factory operating there. The one also at
Welshpool remunerated them very well for their work. The proposed lobster regula-
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tions raising the size to 10J inches, although pleasing to the majority of lobster fisher-
men, had the opposite effect to those in that business on Grand Manan. They sent in
a large petition to your department against any change in the regulations, which was
reported on by me. The fishermen feel certain that regulations increasing the size limit
to 10j inches is the proper course for your department to take in order that this fishery
may be saved from destruction, and they have the experience of the adjoining State of
Maine to support their views. Two years ago that state passed a law allowing no
lobsters to be taken less than 101 inches in length, and the most favourable results have
been realized. Lobster canning at the several factories in this district has been continued
vigorously for the season, and a ready market has been found for all the goods packed.
They were of most excellent quality and were packed with the greatest care.

SALMON.

The results derived from the efficient protection, and a judicious planting of
salmon ova, cannot but be noticed by the good reports coming froin the fishery officers
having charge of the St. Croix River. Frank Todd, Esq., the overseer for the district,
and the guardians under him, report an increased run of salmon this season over any
previous year. Good catches with the rod were made by anglers at the pool below the
lower dam at St. Stephen.

The guardians patrolled the river faithfully, and poaching was seldom attempted.
It is sincerely hoped that your department will see fit in future to continue their
guardians on the St. Croix River each season, for otherwise the'poachers who still reside
in the vicinity, will again return to their old tricks.

MACKEREL.

Only a couple of barrels of this fish were caught on the inshore grounds, and those
were taken (mixed with berring) in several of the weirs. Most of the catch of mackerel
seen in the statements were caught by a Campobello schooner off the Nova Scotia coast.
As they may not be noted in the returns of the officer of the district in which they were
caught, I placed them in my returns.

Years ago mackerel were very numerous in the Bay of Fundy and many theories
are advanced as to the cause of their non-appearance, but the matter still remains in
doubt.

POLLOCK.

There were some large schools of pollock in the Bay of Fundy this season, but they
did not continue to play on the inshore fishing grounds for such a lengthy period as
they did in 1896. Therefore, a decrease in the catch of 20 per cent is the result.
Fairly good prices were obtained and the stocks were quickly cleared off.

HAKE.

An increased catch of 2,000 quintals of this fish over that of last season will be
noticed by the returns, due to several more vessels being engaged in the fishery, and
the schools being somewhat more plentiful on the grounds than in the preceding
season.

COD AND HADDOCK.

These fish show a decrease for this season. This, I attribute to many of the fisher-
men who formerly fished for them with trawls and hand lines, having gone to weir
building and fishing.
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FISHWAYS.

The fishways of this district are all in fairly good condition and are well. looked
after by the several officers. The most important ones are on the St. Croix River, and
are kept in the best of order by Fishery Officer Todd. The fishway at Dennis Stream
on the Magaguadavie River is somewhat out of repair just now, but owing to the pre-
sent uncertainty as to whether salmon are ascending the main river in any numbers, it
would not be advisable to repair this fishway.

. The new fishway at St. George, erected over a year ago, is answering its several
purposes very well, and shows not the slightest evidence of weakness.

CAMPOBELLO FISHERY FAIR.

I cannot close my report without referring to the energy displayed by the officers
of this society in their laudable efforts to advance, not only the interest of the fishermen
of Campobello, but the whole county of Charlotte.

Their annual fair was held at Welshpool during October, and fine weather prevailed
on the day appointed. A large number of beautiful samples of cured fish were placed
on exhibition in the building set apart for that purpose, and were much admired by the
large numbers of persons who attended the fair. Various water sports took place during
the day, ending with the society's annual dinner in the evening and a grand ball.

I noticed many highly complimentary notices in several New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia papers, speaking favourably of this society's annual exhibition, and they strongly
urge siinilar organizations at other places on the Canadian coast.

SYNOPSIS OF OFFICERS' REPORTS.

Overseer Brown, of Campobello, in his annual report states that the fisheries during
the season in his district have been fairly successful. There has been a slight decrease
in the catch of cod, owing to a number of Campobello vessels engaging in other fisheries.
Only about one-half the usual catch of pollock has been taken by our fishermen, as these
fish did not take the hook as in former years. There were good catches of hake and
haddock, and the dogfish did not interfere with the line fisheries to any serious extent.
All line fish realized fairly good prices. Herring of all sizes struck in around this
island in fairly large schools, and good catches were made. Large herring for smoking
were plentiful, and the fishermen filled their smoke-houses. The weirs made good hauls
of sardines, several of them caught from $1,000 to $4,000 worth of fish. The close
seasons have been well observed, except for some small trouble he had destroying a
number of lobster traps. I think that weir fishermen should be allowed to seine their
weirs immediately after midnight on Sundays instead of six Monday mornings. There
has been an increase in the catch of lobsters, due to more men being engaged in the
fishery and a larger number of traps used. During the winter high prices have been
paid for them.

Overseer Lord, of West Isles, reports that there is a falling off in the catch of all
kinds of fish in his district, which he attributes to smaller sized schools than usual
frequenting his district, and also that greater numbers of the residents of West Isles are
finding employment in the sardine factories in Maine.

Overseer Todd, of St. Stephen, reports very little change in fishery matters from the
previous year. Salmon are steadily increasing, more were taken with the fly in the
lower pools last year than ever before. He thinks the number caught exceeds the catch
on the famous Penobscott River, and if efficient watchmen are retained to guard the
river as heretofore, lie thinks our river will soon become noted for its salmon. The several
fishways in this district are all in good order and have been kept open during the season.

Over8eer Conrad at Si. Croix, states that little or no trouble was experienced by
him in enforcing the fisheries regulations on the border lakes. His frequent cruises to
the various lakes in carrying on his lumber operations, enabled him to watch sbarply al
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portions of his district. Many of the persons formerly engaged in fishing the lakes have
moved away or gone to other employments. Fishing has been fairly good and there is
no doubt (now that netting has been stopped) that good sport will soon be had with
salmon, trout, etc.

Overseer Campbell, of St. Andrews, states that line fishing was not so good as last
year, but more hands had been employed at it, more especially in St. Andrews Bay. On
the whole the fishermen have not done as well this year as last, and the lobster fishing
has been poorer. The catch of sardine herring has been smaller than last year and in
the upper part of St. Andrews Bay small herring were scarce all the season. Prices
were much better, however. Very little illegal fishing «has been done in 1897, owing to
the vigilance of the officers, and the presence of the "Curlew." Quite a number of
smelts were caught in the weirs, mixed with the herring, and sold well in the local trade.
The fishing for land locked salmon in the Chamcook lakes was very poor this year.
There were no mackerel in the bay this season. The trout fishing has been better than
for years, and there has been less poaching. On the whole, owing to better prices the
weir fishermen have done as well financially as other years. With further reference to
the lobster fishery, the taking of female fish in winter, when there is no spawn in them,
and the taking of these under 10 inches, for canning, is fast causing these fish to become
extinct. He thinks January and February fishing should be stopped, and no lobsters
less than 10J inches allowed to be taken. With the exception of lobsters, the quantity
of fish in his district seems not to decrease but become larger.

Special Gutardian Cross of Beaver Harbour District, reports a falling off in all kinds
of fish, except sardine herring. Hake were not so plentiful as last year but commanded
better prices. The catch of cod and haddock remained about the same as last season,
but the pollock catch feul off about one-third. Sardine herring were very plentiful and
a ready market was found at Eastport and Lubec for all that was caught. The lobster
.catch was about the same as last year and less of them shipped alive. More cases of
them were canned than the previous year. A few very small niackerel were taken in a
weir in October. Al of the fish were sold in the Dominion, except lobsters and sardines.
The several close seasons have been strictly observed.

Special Guardian Dick of Latête reports the catch of all kinds of fish in his district
about the same as in 1896, with the exception of sardines, which were more plentiful
and commanded a better price. He used every effort to have the several close
seasons strictly observed and with the exception of having to destroy a number of
lobster traps for fishing during the close season, had little or no trouble.

Special Guardian Hall, at St. George reports that he has every reason to believe
that salmon have ascended the fishways at St. George this season, and passed up river.
The fishways are in good order, and he has kept them in good repair during the season.
Trout fishing has been good and many large and fine fish have been taken.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN H. PRATT,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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DISTRICT No. 2.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 2, COMPRISING THE
COUNTIES OF RESTIGOUCHE, GLOUCESTER, NORTHUMBERLAND,
KENT, WESTMORELAND AND ALBERT, FOR THE YEAR 1897, BY
INSPECTOR R. A. CHAPMAN.

MONCTON, N.B., 3rd January, 1898.

Hon. Sir Louis H. DAViEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SI,-I have the honour to submit my report of the fisheries in District No. 2'
province of New Brunswick, for the year 1897, with tabulated statements giving the
products and values by districts and counties, together with an estimate of the capital
employed in the prosecution of the fisheries. These returns for the first time since I
have been Inspector of this district, show a marked falling off from last year's big catch
in nearly all kinds of fish, but still the amount in the aggregate is nearly twice as large
as in 1890. While the change of districts and officers may have made some difference
in the returns both as to quantity of fish taken and materials used in some cases, there
is no doubt this has been an off year, some reasons for which will appear under the heads
of the principal kinds of fish caught.

sALMON.

While there has been in the aggregate a very small catch of this valuable fish,
compared with the large quantity taken in 1896, which was the greatest in many years,
a few districts report nearly as nany this year. The fishermen believe the cold weather
prevailing in the early part of last season, was the cause of the deficiency by preventing
the fish from coming in their usual numbers to the coasts and into the rivers, the
streams were well filled last fall, but many of the fishermen insist that the fish which
come in late in the season are not the saine run at all as those taken in the nets, and
that therefore a good full run does not help the catch.

SHAD.

The usual small catch is reported. This fishery, some 45 or 50 years ago, gave
employment to a large number of boats and men at the head of the Bay of Fundy,
and was remunerative, but the continued and increased destruction of the parent fish
(when on the way to their spawning grounds in May and early part of June) in St.
John Harbour and River has nearly destroyed it. I believe this is the only case in
which no protection is given during the spawning season to so valuable a fish. At the
conference of Inspectors at Ottawa this matter was fully inquired into and discussed,
and a resolution passed recommending a close season for these fish in the Maritime
Provinces until June 20th, but it was never acted upon. At this discussion it was
fully shown that these fish when they enter St. John Harbour and River are full of
spawn, that they go up this river and its tributaries solely to deposit their eggs, that
the few that are not caught return to sea and proceed to their feeding grounds at the
head of the Bay of Fundy, where by the 1st of September they become very fat and
certainly are delicious. There cannot be a doubt if they were allowed to go up the
streams and spawn unmolested, that in five years the waters at the head of the Bay
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would again be teeming with them, and a valuable fishery be restored. It certainly
appears more than wrong to have them thus caught full of spawn just ready to be
deposited, and any one visiting St. John market in May and early part of June can see
for themselves the truth of this statement, or the same may be seen at Moncton or any
other place to which they are sent from St. John for sale.

SMELTS.

The quantity of these little fish appears to be increasing rather than diminishing,
but their capture, especially in the small rivers, depends each year upon certain condi-
tions. Just before the ice forms these rivers are swarming with them, but as the chan-
nels are narrow and the flats on each side bare or nearly so at low tide, as soon as the
ice forms they gather in the channels and make for the sea, so that if the fishermen do
not get the very first run after the ice makes, they lose them altogether, except in large
rivers like the Miramichi, Restigouche, etc., and in the lower reaches and estuaries,
where they are taken more or less all winter. In the spring of the year even long
rivers like the Miramichi and its tributaries are filled with them for miles, so that they
could be scooped up in any way, and were formerly used in immense quantities for feeding
hogs and sheep, as well as for manure ; but this, of course, is now stopped. This is now
one of the most important fisheries we have, giving employment to a large number of
people in the winter season, when there is nothing else to do; and if the catch could be
regulated and a linited quantity only be taken, there is no doubt with proper prepara-
tions of ice, etc., for packing, considerable quantities might be shipped earlier than is
now allowed, but great care would have to be taken as indiscriminate fishing, when
they are Eo plentiful, would not only destroy the markets, but would certainly lead to
great quantities being lost entirely.

BASS.

The prohibition on the north-west Miramichi River, etc., a few years ago, had
much to do with restoring this valuable fishery; but they grow slowly and it takes
many years in comparison with other fish to obtain a large size, consequently they
require to be carefully looked after and preserved. For this reason I do not think that
during the spawning season even hook and line fishing should be allowed, as thereby
many large fish are taken filled with spawn. They are now worth nearly as much per
pound as salmon, and again appear to be diminishing on our coasts.

HERRING.

The usual large quantity of spring herring were taken both for food and bait, but
they are a poor fish. The fishing was also fair on the Caraquet herring banks for the
past two or three years ; the latter are good fish, and the people of Miscou and adjoining
districts in Gloucester County profit largely thereby.

COD.

. There appeared to be no scarcity of this staple fish in the past year, but rough
weather and the very low prices realized for them, gave little inducement to prosecute
this fishery as vigorously as usual; 1897 bas indeed been a very trying one for those
engaged in this industry.

MACKEREL.

This fishery was almost a failure everywhere on our coasts, and even off Richibucto
in Kent County, where such extensive preparations were made in the way of boats, nets
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and steamers to gather them etc., the catch was extremely small in comparison with the
outlay and work done, but these fish appear to be very erratic and another season may
be fairly plentiful.

TROUT.

It appears doubtful if much protection should be afforded these fish on salmon
breeding rivers, as they are believed to be destructive of spawn, fry, etc., but on
lakes and inland waters where no salmon exist, they should be preserved. The catch of
this game fish does not diminish.

LOBSTERS.

With number of traps and appliances largely increasing f rom year to year, the catch
is diminishing. While it appears certain that the same open season does not suit all parts
of our coasts, arrangement should be made if possible to do away with any further
extensions, and to prevent the extermination of this valuable fishery, even if entire pro-
hibition has to be resorted to for a few years. I would much like to see fall fishing tried
in place of spring, as this would give all the mature females each season time to throw
off their spawn, which would add millions of young fish every year, but it appears diffi-
cult to get the fisbernen to agree to any arrangement, even though it would be entirely
for their own benefit. One man, I caught this season fishing after the season, acknow-
ledged that he had caught and packed during the legal term of about two months, 100
cases, worth, clear of boxes and tins, $750, with one boat, and all the help he had was
his wife and little boy; yet, notwithstanding that he knew, if everyone was allowed to
fish during the whole summer and fall, as he was trying to do, the fish would be exter-
minated in two or three years, he was trying to destroy what was giving him so large a
profit. It is hard to deal with such men, and I amn sorry to say, there are too many of
them ; they will fight the department and its officers who are trying to preserve that
which is giving thein their living. As many of the local officers have been recently
appointed, they have made no reports containing anything important ; they will another
year be better prepared for this part of their work, as I lose no occasion to talk over
every matter connected with their duties and the various fisheries of their respective
districts with them. I also rendered them every possible assistance in making up their
returns this year.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

R. A. CHAPMAN,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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DISTRICT No. 3.

REPORT OF THE FISHERIES OF DISTRICT No. 3, OF NEW BRUNSWICK,
COMPRISING THE COUNTIES OF VICTORIA, CARLETON, YORK, SUN-
BURY, QUEEN'S, KING'S AND ST. JOHN, FOR THE YEAR 1897 BY
INSPECTOR H. S. MILES.

ORoMoCTo, SUNBURY Co., 2nd January, 1898.

The Honourable Sir L. H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report of the fisheries of
District No. 3, province of New Brunswick, also statistical returns showing the values
and quantities of fish taken. The value of the catch in this district for 1896 was
$290,739.20 as compared with $312,195.10 for 1897 an increase in value of $21,455.90
as shown. Considerable increase in the catch of salmon is noted throughout this entire
district owing undoubtedly to the beneficial results of good guardianship and the atten-
tion that has been given to this particular branch of the fishing industry. At Pisarinco,
and in St. John Harbour sometimes, over one hundred dollars' worth of salmon were
taken by a single boat as a result of one night's fishing. Ninety per cent of the salmon
caught in the above named places was shipped fresh in ice to the United States,
where good prices are obtained. Alewives show a decrease in the catch, which was
owing partly to the late freshet, and also to the inclement weather in April, neverthe-
less a large quantity were taken, of which over 19,000 barrels were salted for shipment
to the West Indies, which offers a ready market for an unlimited supply of this fish as it
is known to stand climate better than any other kind that has heretofore been shipped
there.

Large quantities were sent to Nova Scotia fresh for bait and the balance smoked
for home and foreign consumption.

Shad also shows a slight decrease, owing to the scarcity of this fish as a result of
over fishing for several years past. Herring were unusually plentiful in the bay and
harbour of St. John and large quantities were taken. Cod and other line fish show an
increase resulting from the more vigorous efforts of not only fishermen but farmers living
along the bay shore from St. John to Dipper Harbour taking up the industry from
farming time until the haying season began. The establishment of a fish packing busi-
ness being started at Dipper Harbour was the stimulus to the extra exertion on the
part of the farmer as they before had not had a convenient market.

Sardines were plentiful, but as there were no canning factories in operation the past
season, none were taken except for bait, &c.

SYNOPSIS OF FISHERY OVERSEERS REPORTS.

Over8eer O'Brien, of St. John Co., says that he had much trouble in enforcing the
fishery laws and regulations as the fishermen showed a determined effort to evade the
law in every particular. For Sunday fishing fifteen convictions were obtained and four-
teen for illegal killing of young fish in weirs, etc.

Kinq'8 County.-There are no fishery officers in King's County, none have been
appointed since dismissals of old officers in August.. I have made very careful inquiry
and find that the catch of the last two years would not differ very much.
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Overseer Isaac T. Hetherington of Jenkins, Queens County reports as follows:-
The falling off of shad in the Washademoak Lake (caused by over-fishing in

past years) was unprecedented, but in the other waters of the county was up to or slightly
above the general average. Salmon, alewives and pickerel were plentiful and taken in
considerable quantities, the alewives were salted, salmon and pickerel shipped fresh in
ice to the United States. Of shad 30 per cent were shipped in ice, 30 per cent used fresh,
and the balance salted for the local market.

Overseer Cecil F. McLean, Sunbury County, says that. the catch of shad was better
than last year, owing to the run being better, lasting longer and coming at the time
when the water was at the proper height, to enable the fishermen to clear the obstructions
on the drifting grounds, thus giving them an opportunity to fish to far greater advan-
tage. The fishermen report the run of alewives as better than last year and lasting
longer but that the price is not so remunerative as last year. The greater part of the catch
was sold to St. John merchants for shipment, only about 25 per cent being smoked, and
used at home. The catch of salmon exceeds that of last year, accounted for by a more
vigorous prosecution of fishing for salmon. Pickerel were caught more plentiful this
season than heretofore in French Lake, Sheffield, and although the fish were more num-
erous this year, they were not so large as last year. Pickerel fishing is a very important
branch of the industry, and could be protected very much by allowing no net to take
them with meshes of a less size than three inches extension measure. All pickerel
caught in my district were shipped on ice to Boston market. Both Hockin fishways on
Oromocto River are useless. The Sawdust Act has been fairly well observed. The seve-
ral close seasons have been strictly complied with and no violations have come to my
notice.

Overseer Orr reports from York Co. as follows :-" During the fishing season I devoted
all my time on the St. John and South-west Mirainichi rivers in my district. As I
had no instructions to look after the St. Croix waters and Magaguadavic Lakes, I
spent the greater part of my time on the tidal waters of the River St. John. Drifting
for salmon, in those waters, is carried on to a very great extent, and without more
assistance little can be done to prevent this illegal fishing. During the months of June
and July spearing on South-west Miramichi, between Boiestown and the Forks, was
carried on to a very great extent, but about the first of August, a gentleman, who
has always taken great interest in protecting the salmon which reached their spawning
grounds, asked the government to appoint four guardians between Boiestown and the
Forks, a distance of fifty miles. This was immediately done. Later on, it was found
that four men were not sufficient to protect a fifty miles stretch, consequently you suc-
ceeded in getting two more special guardians stationed on the river to assist the other
four. Since then no. illegal fishing has been done. Quite a large run of salmon
ascended the river during the month of September. Alex. McDonald, head guardian,
informed me that this season has given the largest number of salmon in the spawning
beds that he has seen for ten years, proving beyond doubt that protection is most im-
portant. He also says that owing to the lateness of putting on guardians, a great deal
of spearing was done. Early in June one party speared 14 salmon in one night. It is
absolutely necessary, in order to stop this wholesale slaughter of salmon, that guardians
should be placed on the river early in June. There has been an increase of one-third
over 1896. The continuous high water of St. John River during last season was, I
think, the cause of this increase. All fish were used for home consumption. The close
season has been fairly observed, although drifting on St. John and netting and spearing
on South-west Miramichi, between Indiantown and Boiestown, have been carried on to
some extent. The Saw-dust Act, as usual, has not been observed. In my opinion,
dumping saw-dust in large rivers, like the St. John, does very little injury to the salmon
fisheries, but throwing it into its tributaries and other small rivers is certainly disastrous.

There are no fishways in my district. One in Ell River is very much needed."
Guardian Alex. kcDonald, on S.W. Miramichi River in York Co., says that

there has been a decided increase in the catch of salmon, trout and alewives. There
was illegal fishing before the guardians were appointed this year and many grilse
were taken.
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William T. Blake, special fishery guardian for the lower district of the county
of Carleton, New Brunswick, on St. John River, makes the following report:-

The fishway overseen by William McDonald at the mouth of the Maduxnakeag
River is in good repair. Since my appointment in July, I have seized several nets,
which I now have in my possession; never could find any owners for the nets. I have
stopped several parties from fishing. I also found cut by the inhabitants along the
river, and by my own observations that the salmon are on the increase. Nearly all the
mills along the river put the sawdust in the water. I would recommend that the
owners of mills be instructed to take care of sawdust. 1 also recommend that one
guardian be appointed for the lower district of Carleton County, and he to commence
work not later than May, as he can then stop the putting in of stakes, &c.

Guardian Cha8. McEwan, of Beaufort, Carleton County, on the S.W. Miramichi
River, reports that there was a strict observance of the fishery laws throughout his
district after his appointment, but that in the vicinity of West Brook another guardian
is necessary.

Special Guardian D. E. Brooks, of Bristol, Carleton County, states that salmon
were more plentiful in the upper section of the St. John River than they have been for
years, and that the catch was much above the average. Of other fish, trout and
pickerel were the most important. Some of the inhabitants will resort to almost any
means to get fish illegally.

Overseer Leonard Wilson, of Victoria County, says that owing to the artificial
culture of salmon and their efficient protection, they have become very plentiful in the
various rivers and streams which they frequent in his district. A great many were
caught for home consumption and the local markets, but none for export. Respecting
illegal fishing, there has been only one case reported, that of spearing, for which
the offender was fined five dollars and his canoe confiscated. The sawdust was
dumped into the rivers, and caused much injury to the fishery industry. No fishways
in my district, although badly needed. More fishery guardians are needed, and the
protection should extend over a longer period than it did this year.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

H. S. MILES.
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62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 1,
for the Year 1897.

New Brunswick,

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price.

I e ts.

Salmon, fresh, in ie. ....... ...... ... ........ Lbs 600 0 20
Scallops ........................... ................... Cans. 12,000 0 15

do ......... .... .......................... .... Bris. 376 2 50
Herring, salted .................... " ............ 7,906 4 0

do fresh or frizen. ............... ......... . Lhs. 8,002,500 0 1
do smoked .... ....................... ........ " 6,593,760 0 02

Clams................. ....................... Cans. 36,720 0 10
do shelled........ .... ... ............ . Bris. 1,676 7 0

Lobsters, canned .. ........... .... ..... .... .... Lbs. 101,904 0 20
do fresh, in shell........ ................ . ..... Cwt. 15,470 0 05

CoI, dried. .. .. .. .... ............... ...... " . . . 6,713 4 0
Haddock, fresh ....... .......... ............ ... Lbs. 743,000 O 03

do dried..................................... . Cwt. 3,492 3 0
do smoked finnan haddies .... .... ............. Lbs. 110,800 0 6

Hake, dried ....... ........ .. ................... C t. 17,988 2 25
do sounds.... ... .................. . .... ...... Lbs. 17,057 0 50

Pollock....... ............ . . .. ............ Cwt. 12,133 20
Halibut. ..................... ... ............. Lbs. 83,000 0 10
Trout. .... ............. ..... " 15,000 O 10
M ackerel:.................... ........... .......... Brs. 49 15 0
Smelts ... . ....... ... . .......... . . ....... Lbs. 6,350 05
A lewives ......... .......... . ....... ......... .... B ris. 260 4 0
Pickerel..... .. .... ...... ............. .... ... Lbs. 3,504 0 05
Shad .... ........................................ . Bris. 40 10 0
Sardines, canned......... ................. ........... Cans. 507,600 0 05

do fresh.................... .................... Bris. 153,398 2 0
Flounders ............... ........................ Lbs. 46,900 O OS
Tom cods or frost fish....................... .... ...... " 1,912 0 05
Squid .... ...................... ........ .......... BrIs. 673 4 0
Coarse or mixed fish..... ....................... ...... " 200 2 0
Fish o....................... .... ............ Galls. 29,540 O 30
Fish used as bait....... . ....................... Bris. 6,459 150

do manure.......................... . .. ,.. . 5,000 O 50
Seal Rkins .. ....................... ............. No. 2 4 0

Total value of catch for 1897 .................... ..... .... ..........
do do 1896 .................. ..... ............

Decrease during 1897 .......... ... ... ....... ..... ............

112

A. 1899

Value.

$ ets.

120 00
1,800 00

940 00
31,624 00
80,25 00

131,875 20
3,672 00

11,732 00
20,380 80
77,350 00
26,852 00
22,290 00
10,476 00
6,648 00

40, 473 00
8,528 50

24,266 00
8,300 60
1,500 0

735 00
317 50

1,040 00
175 20
400 00

25,380 00
306,796 00

2,345 00
95 60

2,692 00
40000

8,862 03
9,688 50
2,500 00

8 00

870,287 30
1,108,701 76

238,414 46



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Number and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Weirs, &c., engaged in the Fisheries of
District No. 1, New Brunswick, for the Year 1897.

Material.

56 vessels (tonnage 1,085) .......... . .......... .... ................ ..........
1,095 fishing boats ... .......................... ... . ... .... ....... .... ......

672 gill nets (28,902 fathom s) ........................ ............... ........ ......
266 seines (8,528 fathons)..................... ......................................
976 traw ls . .......................... ..... . ..................... ..... ...
256 w eirs ... ......................... ........ ... .. ........ ......... ........
26 sm elt nets .... . ...... ... ........... . ............ ... ............... ..

7 lobster canneries............... .......... ...... . ................. ..
1,583 hand lines........ . ....................... .. ............ . . ... ......

24,192 lobster traps. (182 persons employed)... .. ...... . ................... ....
7 freezers or ice-houses. .... ................... .......................... .....

776 sm oke or fish-houses,....................... . ... .............. .... ..... ...
256 piers or wharfs ....... .... .. ..................... ....................

10 tugs and sn acks .... . . ..... ... . ...... ........................ . .......
2 sardine canneries - ...... ............................ ............ .........
1 fish-curing factory ... .............. ... ...............................
1 fish-guano do ......... ........................... .................. ......

80 w eir scow s ... .. .... ........... ..............................................
50 1pile drivers.... ..... ....... ... . .......... ...... .......... .... . .... ....
30 fish-presses........ .. ................... .................. ........... ....

Total value of material......... ......... ........ ........ ........

Value.

$ ets.

23,450 00
84,417 00
7,796 00

18,470 00
6,067 00

118,025 00
270 00

15,000 00
382 65.

19,470 00
19,000 00

158,18500
52,280 00

5,275 00
3,000 00
3,500 00
5,000 00
4,000 00

500 00
3,000 00

547,087 65

lla-8
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62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11.L)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in District No. 2, New
the Year 1897.

Brunswick, for

Kinds of Fish.

Salm on, fresh ....... ................................... Lbs.
do in cans.... . ...... ...................... ....... "
do sm oked ........... ........................... . "

H erring, salted. ..... ............ . ................ Bris.
do fresh ............................................ L bs.
do sm oked.... ................... .. ........... "

M ackerel............... ...... . ... .. ............ Bris.
do fresh ................................... ........ L bs.

Lobsters, preserved............................... ....... Cans.
do in shell.............. ............. ............ C w t.

C od . .. ............ . ............. ............ "
do tongues and sounds. ..... ....................... Bris.

H addock, fresh. ... ........... . .................... Lbs
do ....... ...... ......... ..... ............. C w t.

H ake....... ....... ..........................
do sounds ......... ......................... Lbs.

H alibut........ . ........ ........... ...............
T rout. .. ......... ......................................
Shad..................................................... B ris.
Sm elts. .... .. . ... ............................... ... L bs.
Alewives. .. . ....... . ................... ....... ..... Bris.
Bass ......................... ............. .......... . Lbs.
Clam s.................................................... Bris.
E els....... ....................................... ...... "
Sardines... .... .......... ............................. C ans.

ters .................................... Brls.
Flounde'rs.*.*. . . .. «. . *...... ... ......... ...... .. Lbs.
F rost fish ............................................... "i
Squid......... ........... .. ..................... Brls.
Coarse fish ...... ..................... .................. "
F ish oil. .. ............................ ........... G alls.
Fish as bait......................................... .... Bris.

do m anure..................................... .... "

Total .. . ...............................

Quantity.

1,055.100
9,300

16,2001
200,000
197,000
114,000

285
404,900

2,311,500
2,785

74,460
90

2,600
1,350
4,612
7,720

42,900
105,700

3,550
7,272,000

11,550
300,500

2,820
2,070

300,000
19,835

233,000
1,921,(00

30
2,710

28,750
81,400
61,400

Price. i Value.

$ cts. $ cts.

0 20 211,020 00
0 15 1,395 00
0 20 3,240 00
4 00 800,000 00
0 01 1,970 00
0 02 2,280 00

15 00 4,275 00
0 12 48,588 00
0 20 462,300 00
500. 13,925 00
4 00 297,840 00

10 00 900 00
0 03 78 00
3 00 4,050 00
2 25 10,377 00
0 50 3.860 00
0 10 4,290 00
0 10 10,570 00

10 00 &500 00
0 05 363,600 00
4 00 46,200 00
0 10 30,050 00
2 00 5,640 00

10 00 20,700 00
0 05 15,000 00
4 00 79,340 00
0 05 11,650 00
0 05 96,050 00
4 00 120 00
2 00 5,420 00
0 30 8,625 00
1 50 122,100 00
0 50 30,700 00

2,751,653 00

120
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

NUMBER and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Traps, &c., engaged in the Fisheries in
District No. 2, New Brunswick, in the Year 1897.

Material. Value. Total.

$ cts. $ ets.

223 vessels (2,545 tons).... .... ......... ........................... 94,490 00
3,895 boats...... ................................................... 114,150 00

377,630 fathoms nets .................................................. 229,660 00
1 seine...... ............................................. 200 00
2 mackerel trap-nets .............................................. 3,000 00

40 traw ls .... .. ...... .......... ........................... .... 825 00
400 bass nets.... .............. ................................... 2,000 00

2,199 smeit nets............... .. .................................... 93,060 00
2,025 hand lines. ......................... ........................... 2,470 00

-- 539,855 00
194 canneries........... ...... ............................. ....... 129,200 00

185,820 lobster traps ...... ............... .................... . ...... 167,660 00
-- 296,860 00

116 freezers and ice-houses.. ................................ ..... 46,075 00
468 fish and smoke-houses...................................... 27,220 00

55 piers and wharfs................................................. 10,000 00
212 snacks and steamers ........................................ 25,200 00
960 sm elt shanties. . ............................................... 12,500 0

120,995 00

Total.................... ......................... 957,710 90
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62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11A.)

RECAPITULATION

Or the Yield and Value of the Fisheries in*District No. 3, New Brunswick, for
the YEar 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. i Value.

Salm on, salted............................ .... .......... Bris.
do fresh .... .. .......... ........ ............. Lbs.

H erring, salted........ ........................ ......... Brs.
do snioked .................. .... ... . .Lbs.

L obsters... .............. .... ... ........... .... .... C w t.
Cod................... ................

" Tongues and sounds .. .. .. .. ...... . .. ...... Brîs.
Sturgeon ......... .. ........................... Lbs.
Haddock..... . .. .. ... . ....... ..... . .... Cwt.

" finnan haddies.... . .... . .............. .... Lbs.
Hake.... .................................. .... Cwt.
P ollock .... .................. ..... .... .............. "
Smoked alewives ....... ........... . .. ...... .Lbs.
Trout.... . . .... ......... . ...... . .. ............ "
Shad ........... ............................ .. .BrIs.
Alewives....... ... ......................
B ass .. ...... .. . . ... ... ..... .. ...... .. . .... Lb s.
P ickerel. ..... . ........ . ...................... "
Eels....... ....... ...................... .. . .... Brs.
Sardines...................... . .................... "é
Caviare .. . ........ . .. ............................ K egs.
Coarse and mixed fish .... ......... .. ......... .... Bris.
F ish oil. .. ..... .... .. ................ . ...... .... G alls.
Fish for bait ..... ..... ................. . ... ........ Brs.

Total.... ...........................

15
299,480

3,460
455,000

3,800
410

4
20,000
8,425

650,000
5,110

456
300,000
75,650

2,130
19,080

2,500
111,500

200
3,400

17
555
432

2,850

$ ets.

15 00
0 20
4 00
0 02
5 00
4 00

10 00
0 07
300
0 06

$ cts.

225 00
59,896 00
13,840 00
9,100 00

19,000 00
1,640 00

40 00
1,400 00

25,275 00
39,000 00

2 25 ' 11,497 50
2 00 912 00
0 02 6,000 00
0 10 7,565 00

10 00 21,300 00
4 00 76,320 00
0 10 25000
0 05 5,725 00

10 00 2,000 00
1 50 5,100 00

35 00 595 00
2 00 1,110 00
0 30 129 601 50 4,275 00

312,195 10

NUMBER and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Weirs, &c., engaged in the Fisheries of
District No. 3, New Brunswick, for the Year 1897.

Material. Value. Total.

$ ets. $ cts.

14 vessels (253 tons). .... .............. .... ... ............ 6,160 00
1,019 boats.... · . . .......... ... ........... . ................ 38,665 00
145,285 fathoms nets ... ..... .... .............................. .. 104,087 00
23 seines (1,040 fathoins)..... . .................................... 2,440 00
33 weirs..... ....... .. . ... ... ....... ..... ... .... ...... .. 12,700 00

--- 164,052 00
10,900 lobster trapo ... . ...... . ................................. 8,175 00
47 ice-houses.............. .......................................... . 8,350 00
93 smoke and fish-houses............... .... . ................... 41,500 00
100 trawls.... .. ................... ............ ........... ... 2,500 00
7 steamers and smacks ............................................. 7,000 00
70 wharfs and piers. .......................... ................... 38,200 00
75 canoes.... .... ... ................................. .. . ..... 750 00

106,475 00

270,527 00

124
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62 Victoria. Sessional Papers (No. 11 à.)

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the whole Province of New Brunswick
for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity.

Salmon, fresh.. ... ........... .... .... Lbs.
do presvrved, in cans................. ".
do salted............ ............ Bris.
do sm oked.................... ....... Lbs.

Herring, salted............................ Bris.
do fresh. .... .... ... ............ Lbs.
do smoked........... .. ..... "

Mackerel, salted....... .. . ............... BrIs.
do fresh....... ........ . ........ Lbs.

Lobsters, preserved, in cans................ Lbs.
do fresh or alive ........... ......... Cwt.

Cod, dried... .................... . .. ".
do tongues and sounds .... ...... . .. .. Brls.

Hake, dried............................ Cwt.
do sounds .... .. . ....... ..... .... . . Lbs.

Haddock, dried.... ....................... Cwt.
do smoked, finnan haddies..... .... Lbs.
do fre t-h .... ................. .... . "

Pollock, dried.......... .. ..... .. .... .
H alibut, fresh.. .... ............... ......
T rout.................. ....... ...........
Sm elts ......... .. . ........ ...........
B ass ... .... ..................... .......
Alewives, salted. . ................. .....

do smnked.......... . ............

Cwt.
Lbs.

Brls.
Lbs.

Shad, salted... ................... ...... Brls.
E els, salted .............. .. ..............
Sq uid .... .... . ........................
Sardines ................ .. ............

do preserved in oil..... ... .......... Cans.

Pickerel..... . ......................... Lbs.
F lounders. .... ....... ..................
Frost fish or ton cods....... ...........
O ysters........... .... .... .... .. ...... B rls.
Clams. . ...... .. .. ................. ".

do canned .............................. Cans.

Scallops.... . .. .. ..... .............. Lbs.
Sturgeon .... ....... . ............... "

do caviare.......... .. .............. "l

Coarse and mixed fish........ ..... ...... Bris.
Seal skins.......... ......... .. t.. .. .... N o.
F ish oils.... ................... .......... G alls.

do as bait............................. Bris.
do as m anure. ...........................

Total for 1897. .............. ..

1,355,180
9,300

15
16,200

211,366
8,199,500
7,162,760

334
404,900

2,413,404
22,055

81,583
94

27,710
24,777

13,267
760,800
745,600

12,589
125,900
196,350

7,278,350
303,000
30,890

300,000

5,720
2,270

703
156,798
807,600

118,004
279,900

1,922,912
19,835
4,496

36,720

87,200
20,000

1,700

3,465
2

58,722
90,709
66,400

....... ..

Price. Value. Total Value.

$ ets. $ ets. $ ets.

0 20 271,036 00
0 15 1,395 00

15 00 225 001
0 20 3,240 00

275,896 00
4 00 845,464 00
0 01 81,995 00
0 02 143,255 20

1,070,714 20
15 00 5,010 00
0 12 48,588 00

-- 53,598 00
0 20 482,680 80
5 00 110,275 00

- -592,955 80
4 00 326,332 00

10 00 940 00
------ ' 327,272 00

2 25 62,347 50
0 50 12,388 50

74,736 00
3 00 39,801 00
0 06 45,618 00
0 03 22,368 00

-- 107,817 00
2 00 .............. 25,178 00
0 1 ............... 12,590 00
0 1 .......... 19,635 00
0 05 ........... 363,917 50
0 10 ... ....... 30,300 00
4 00 123,560 00
0 02 6,000 00

---- r 129,560 00
10 00 ..... ........ 57,200 00
10 0 .......... ... 22,700 00
4 00 .............. 1 . 2,812 00

.... 311,896 00
005 40,380 00

--- - i 352,27j6 00
0 05 ............. 5,900 20
0 05 ..... ........ 13,995 00
0 05 . . .......... . 96,145 60
4 00 ............ . 79,340 00
... 17.372 00
0 10 3,672 00

- 21,044 00
. 27b V

0 07
0 35

2 00
4 00
0 30
1 50
0 50

............. ,
1,400 00

595 00
- 1,995 00

........ ..... I 6,930 00
. ......... 8 00

...... ....... 17,616 60

. . .... .... 136.063 50

.... .... ... 33,200 00

3,934,135 40
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION of the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats, Nets, &c., engaged in
the Fisheries of the whole Province of New Brunswick, with approximate
value of other fishing material, 1897.

Articles. Value. Total.

8 ets. 8 ets.

29. fishing vessels (3,883 tons) (1,085 men) .... .... ..... ...... ... .. 124,100 001
6,009 do boats (10,486 men) . - . ........... ... ..... . ... .. .. . 237,232 00

551,817 fathoms of gill-nets ................... .. .... . . .......... 341,543 00
290 seines (9,968 fathoms) ..... .. ............ .... ........... 21,110 00
289 weirs.. . ........... .. ......... ........ ...... . . . .. 130,725 00

2,225 smelt nets ..... ... .................... ... ......... .... 93,330 00
401) bass nets. ......... ............ .......... ..... ............. 2,000 00

2 trap-nets............ .... ................................ ..... 3,000 00
3,608 hand lines. .......... ...................... .. ......... .... 2,852 65
1,116 trawls.. ...................................... ............ 9,392 00

- 965,234 65
201 lohster canneries (6,105 ien)...................... ...... .... 144,200 00

220,912 do traps, &c............. ................................ 195,305 00
-- 339,505 o0

2 sardine canneries.... ... .. .. .................... ........... 3,000 00
1 fish-curing factory..... ..... ....... .. .... ................. 3,500 00

960 smelt shanties. . .. .. .. . .... ......... ......... ..... .... 12,500 00
30 fish-presses ... .............. ........................ . Ô,000 00

170 freezers or ice-houses............... .. ....................... ... 73,425 00
1,337 sm oke-houses .... ....... ... ..... ........... ............... 206,905 00

229 steamers and smacks..................... .................. .... 37,475 00
80 scows.. ........................... ..... ........ 4,000 00
50 pile drivers...................... .................... ..... 500 00

1 guano factory...... .. ... . .... ... .... ........ ..... 5,000 00
371 Iishing piers and wharfs.......... ............................... 100,480 00

75 canoes . . ......... .. .. ...... ....... ... ................. 7. 50 00
- -- 450,535 00

Total............. .. ...... ..................... ... .... .... .... 1,755,324 65

11 a-9
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APPENDIX No. 5.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND FOR 1897,

BY INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES J. A. MATHESON.

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I., 2nd January, 1898.

Sir Louis H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to transmit herewith statistics of the fiaberies of the
Province of Prince Edward Island, for the season of 1897, showing*the various kinds of
fish and fish products taken in each fishing district of the three counties, and showing
an aggregate catch and value at official rates of $954,949.45, a decrease of $21,176.36,
wholly confined to the counties of King's and Queen's.

MACKEREL.

Mackerel fishing commenc-ed about the first week in July. I have to report an
unusually small catch, in fact, in Prince and Queen's counties, hook and line flshing
was a complete failure, even those equipped with nets were poorly rewarded for their
labour. Many who formerly were engaged in the business, have almost entirely
abandoned it. Many reasons are assigned why the mackerel have not returned to the
waters of this province. Net fishing is supposed to be the great cause of the scarcity,
as nets are used at a time when the fish come on our coast to spawn. The fish there-
fore being caught before spawning, thousands of barrels are destroyed annually, and
the main body of fish are driven f rom their spawning resorts.

HERRING.

This fishing commences as soon as the ice moves off our shores. The success of the
fishing bas an important bearing on the profits of the lobster packers, as the herring
are principally used by them, providing thern at a small cost with an abundance of bait
which otherwise would have to be secured elsewhere. Sufficient attention is not paid
to the fall fishing; the herring visiting our shores in the months of August and Septem-
ber are large and of excellent quality, but are altogether neglected by our fishermen.
The spring catch was about the average of former years.

LOBSTERS.

This branch of the industry brings the fishermen the earliest compensation. This
season the ice did not appear heavy in April, and many of the packers ran their lines
then, but the ice again returned carrying away a large number of lines and traps,
causing much loss to those engaged in the business. There can be no denying the fact
that lobsters have been over-fished, and there being insufficient restrictions as to size
or sex bas been a great cause of their being now so small. Fishermen make their traps
so close that a lobster of any size once into the trap cannot escape. From all
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information given by experts, lobsters do not spawn till a certain age, and consequently
must be a certain size before spawning, but as they have been and are now taken under
the spawning size, in a very short time there will be but few of the larger fish loft to
propagate. If the department would supply incubators to packers in lecalities where
they could be used, I have no doubt but that the fishermen and packers would use their
endeavours to have the spawn removed from the lobsters and placed in the incubators,
and this would be a means of protecting the industry. When packing frat commenced
on the island an average of two and one-half lobsters would make a pound can of fish ;
now it takes from seven to ten to make a pound. Had not an extension been granted
this season, the catch would have been much smaller, especially in Egmont Bay. If
the department could regulate a full season of, say from four to six weeks, from the
15th of August to the 1st of October for that locality, it would be more advantageous
to the packers and fishermen, as the fish are scarce in May and June, and in July and
first part of August they are scarcely fit for human food. This change of season would
apply to some other parts of the island a- well.

COD.

The most reliable fishing in the island waters is undoubtedly the cod, but various
causes combine to prevent its being carried on to the extent it should be. For the last
two years owing to the scarcity of mackerel for bait and the poor demand for codfish,
the fishing has not been followed with the usual vigour or profit of former years, in fact,
our young men who have been following the mackerel fishing have not the experience
nor are they anxious to expose themselves to the hardships necessary to make cod fishing
a success, although they see a fleet of one hundred sail coming to our north shore year
by year and prosecuting the cod fishing successfully, taking home to New Brunswick
large quantities of cod and hake which ought to appear in the product of this province.
It is no uncommon sight to see a hundred sails of Caraquet and other New Brunswick
boats running into our northern harbours for shelter ; these boats are large, strong and
well equipped, and fish about ten miles off the north cape. With more energy and
better boats, the large quantity of fish taken away by these New Brunswickers should
go to our island fishermen.

HAKE.

The hake fishing has largely fallen off for the lat two seasons, principally owing to

rough weather and the scarcity of bait.

OYSTERS.

Oysters have suffered for a long time of over-fishing and also from the digging of
mussel mud by farmers from the river bottoms and shallow estuaries. The feud
between the oyster fishers and the farmers continues, and as this is mainly an agricul-
tural province the weight of public sentiment has preponderated for the latter.
Arrangements are now in progress by which both parties will be satisfied. With but
few exceptions, the oyster beds in Prince Edward Island waters were all natural beds,
owing their existence to the drift of the spat with the tides. Not being destitute of
natural enemies, such as star-fish, etc., the oysters are not abundant. The principal
locality is Richmond Bay. In this large shallow bay, situated about the centre of the
island and nearly dividing it in two, the bottom is hard sand, covered with a coating of
black mud, very valuable as a fertilizer, produced by the wash of the sea. This mud is
dug into ruthlessly by the farmers living for miles along the banks, regardless of the
destruction of the oysters, which pave part of the sea bottom. The bay is in the nature
of a little Klondike to all those employed in the business who with no capital except a
dory and a rake, can earn from one to four dollars per day, all they can land being
bought by traders who ship to Montreal and other cities of Canada. Some of the
fishermen use drags, thus further digging up and destroying the foundations of the
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beds. Another iost destructive practice, which is being stopped, is the winter fishing
through the ice. It is almost impossible to estimate how many immature oysters from
the size of a five-cent piece to half-a-dollar, adhering to every merchantable oyster, are
destroyed by a few minutes' exposure to the frozen surface.

There are other beds in Grand River, Pownal and other rivers in West Prince, and
one or two others in Queen's County, but none in King's County. There are almost un-
limited chances in either county for artificial planting, and on these must the future
oyster-fishing of Prince Edward Island depend, for if the hap-hazard and reckless way in
which it is now pursued, is continued, the whole fishing grounds bid fair to be exter-
minated. Although the applicants for areas for cultivation have not been, nor are yet,
as numerous as might have been expected, the lessees of areas appear to be fulfilling
their engagements and good results are expected.

For the better protection of this important industry, I would recommend that the
spring fishing be prohibited, and that the open season commence on the first of October.
I am satisfied that the suggestion will meet with the approval of the fishermen and those
engaged in the business generally.

SMELTS.

There was about an average catch. Those engaged in the industry have not met
with the success of our New Brunswick neighbours, owing principally to the fish not being
so plentif ul, extra cost of shipping and the uncertainty of getting the tish to market in
good condition.

TROUT.

They are not fished for export, but are principally taken by sportsmen who wish
a day's recreation. An extra effort was made this year to protect the trout in the
Morell River, which no doubt will show good results for the coming seasons.

SALMON.

Our salmon fishing is principally confined to King's County and shows an increase
over last year. A good deal of money has been expended at Dunk River in Prince
County, in protecting this industry and very little, if any, good appears to have been
derived from it, as it appears to be impossible to prevent poaching being carried on to a
great extent.

SYNOPSIS OF OVERSEERS' REPORTS.

Overseer Davison ol Prince County, report s as follows : Oyster fishing is carried on
in Lot 10 River, Cascumpec Bay, Sheep River, Richmond Bay, Grand River, Mal.
peque Bay, Indian River and Bedeque Bay. There are aibout five hundred and
twenty boats engaged in this fishing, averaging two men to a boat. The fishermen use
tongs with handles from fifteen to twenty-four feet long, according to the depth of
water, the longest being used in Ricl.mond Bay. Very few oysters have been taken in
Bedeque Bay for a number of years until last season six boats were engaged and aver-
aged about twenty barrels to the boat, the oysters being of excellent quality.

Overseer Hobkirk of Charlottetown, reports a large increase in cod and hake with low
prices, a decrease in mackerel and in lobsters, through being over-fished, and a decrease
in oysters. He accounts for the shortage by North River reserves being removed in
1896 and about two thousand barrels being taken out, and suggests that Seal and Clyde
rivers be closed for two years. There were in Queen's County twenty-six suits for
illegal fishing, most of then for the violation of the lobster fishery. Five seizures of
canned lobsters were also made, two of which were returned as it was proven that they
were legally caught ; the other three lots were sold by auction.
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MARKETS.

The product of the fisheries, disposed of, about as follows:-
Herring, all for bait and home consumption.
Mackerel, 95 per cent sold in the United States. Five per cent sold in Canada.
Lobsters, 60 per cent sold in Europe. Thirty per cent sold in United States. Ten

per cent sold in Canada.
Cod, 50 per cent for home consumption. Fifty per cent sold in Canada.
Hake, 75 per cent for home consumption. Twenty-five per cent sold in Canada.
Haddock. All for home consumption.
Smelts, 85 per cent sold in United States. Ten per cent sold in Canada. Five

per cent for home consumption.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. A. MATHESON,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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RECAPITULATION

SHowING Yield and Value of the different Fisheries in the Province of Prince
Edward Island during the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

$ ets. $ cts.

Salmon ... .......... ............... ... ........ .... .... Lbs. 5,000 0 20 1,000 00
Herring, salted........... ........................... Brls. 28,364 4 00 113,456 00

S f resh .................. .......... ... ............... Lbs. 267,974 0 01 2,679 74e smoked. ........ ........... .................. .n 400 0 02 8 00
Mackerel, salted ..................... .. .................. . Brls. 1,976 15 00 29,640 00

e fresh ........ ...... .................. ..... .. Lbs. 16,088 0 12 1,930 56
Lobsters, preserved in cans................................... 2,466,682 0 20 493,336 40
Cod, dried.. ... ............................................... Cwt. 20,352 4 00 81,408 00

e tongues and sounds.... ...... .......... ................. Brls. 67J 10 00 675 00
Haddock, fresh... .... ............................. .. Lbs. j 5,100 0 03 153 00

t dried ............... ............. .................. Cwt. 715 3 00 2,145 00
Hake, dried,.... .... ............................... .. .. . . 10,088 2 25 22,698 00

H sounds.............. ...... ............................ Lbs. 20,883 0 50 10,416 50
H alibut ......... .... ...... ....... ... ...... ........ .... i 5,100 0 10 510 00
Trout....... . ........................ ... .... ............. t 31,750 0 10 3,175 00
Sm elts................. ... .................... ........ .... I 598,543 0 05 29,927 15
Alwives, salted..... ...... . .... ......... . ............ BrIs. 810 4 00 3,240 00
E is ....................................... ................... , 1,547 10 00 15,470 00
Oysters... ....................................... ........... n 20,915 4 00 83,660 00
Tom cod .................................... ......... ... .Lbs. 31,850 005 1.592 50
Squid....... . ..... . .. ......... .......... .............. . Brs. 980 4 00 3,920 00
Coarse and nixed fish ..... ...... ........................ n 160 2 00 320 00
Fish oil .. ...... ....................... ........ . .. Galls. i 12,117 0 30 3,635 10

i as bait........... .............................. ......... Bris. 31,589 1 50 47,383 50e as manure......... .................................... . 3,370 0 50 1,685 00
e guano..... .............. ................................ Tons. 885 1 00 885 00

Total for 1897.................................... ........................... 954,949 45
Total for 1896................................................ .......... ........ 976,125 81

Decrease..... ................... .......... .. ......... . ...... 21,176 36
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RECAPITULATION

SHOWING the Number and Values of Vessels, Boats, Nets, Lobster Canneries, Ti aps, &c.,
engaged in the Fisheries of the Province of Prince Edward Island, Season
of 1897.

Number. Articles. Value. Total Value.

$ $

27
2,032
4,442

2
120
18

444
90

193
3,730

220
216,133

45
29

Vessels, 722 tons........................................ .17,750
Boats ................................................. 57,057
Gill nets, 86,257 fathoms...................................26,3w
Trap nets............... ............................... 1,200
Trap nets for perch. .... ... .. .............................. 240
Seines, 3,470 fathoms. ... . ..... . ......... ........ 423
Traw ls .................................. 5,962
Dip nets............... ....................... .......... 165
Smelt nets. ... ................................... 4,805
Hand lines.......... ................................... 1,924

- 119,694
Lobster canneries.......................................118,613
Lobster traps..........................................124,44(

i - 243,022
Smoke and fish houses .... ................................. 1,760
Piers and wharfs.............. ..................... 57,0

Tctal value.................... ............ 240. 3,15f

STATEMENT of the

COUNTIES.

Lobster Plant, &c., in Prince Edward Island, for the
Season of 1897.

L OTHER FIXTURE8 USEDLoBtiTzit PLANT. .I
IN FISHINo.

Smoke and Piers and
T4 Fish Houses. Wharfs.

$ 8 $8 $
K ing's .............. . ..... ...... 75,880

Queen's .. .... ..... ... ........ 49,800

Prince ......................... . 90,453

Totals ......... . ... ... 216,133

44,610 50 37,982 763.................

30,100 63 35,450 574 .... .... 17 2,400

49,699 107 45,181 1,294 45 1,760 12 19,280

124,409 220 118,613 2,631 45 1,760 29 21,680
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APPENDIX No. 6.

QUEBEC.

REPORT OF THE F1SHERY OFFICER IN CHARGE OF THE GOVERN-
MENT VESSEL "ABERDEEN," ENGAGED IN THE PROTECTION OF
THE FISHERIES OF THE LOWER ST. LAWRENCE AND GULF
DIVISIONS FOR THE YEAR 1897.

L'ISLET, 2nd January, 1898.

The Hon. Sir L. H. DAvIES, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

SIR,-I have the honour to transmit herewith my annual report on the result of
the cruise of the fisheries protection steamer " Aberdeen," in the waters of the Gulf and
Lower St. Lawrence, during the past season of 1897.

Our cruise in that vessel lasted a little over four months, beginning on the 5th
June and closing on the 9th November. During that period we visited the south
shore of the River St. Lawrence, from Cape Chatte to Gaspé three times, the divisions
of Gaspé and Bonaventure twice, but with hardly time to stop at the principal stations;
Magdalen Islands, three times ; Anticosti, four times ; the iorth coast from Point des
Monts to Natashquan, once; from Mingafi to River St. John, twice ; and from Natash-
quan to Blancs Sablons, twice.

Before touching upon the details of our cruise, it may not be found amiss on my
part that I should offer a few remarks on the inadequacy of the fisheries service as
carried on last season. You are already aware that the vessel detailed for that service
was also charged with the supplying of lighthouses below Quebec and in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. This necessarily entailed considerable preparations, and we were on
that account unable to leave Quebec as early as the requirements of the fisheries service
demand. Thus, our vessel should have been at Magdalen Islands for the spring herring
fishery, at a time when the islands are generally resorted to by large fleets of foreign
vessels, in order to ensure quietness and check any disturbances which might otherwise
arise. Again, the want of a fisheries protection vessel is still more felt on the north
shore and on the coast of Labrador, where at time the waters are filled with strangers
and rough characters who require to be made aware that there is an organized force on
the spot, in order to prevent them from encroaching upon and otherwise injuring the
property of resident fisherinen, who depend solely upon their catch of fish for a living
during the long, dreary winters of the coast.

When this fisheries service was first organized in 1852 and 153, under the guid-
ance and supervision of the late Hon. P. Fortin, it was with the distinct intent of
affording efficient and speedy protection .to the most remote localities of the districts of
Gaspé and Saguenay. Before 1852, there was no law and no organization on a stretch
of coast extending more than 500 miles, and as a consequence, the resident population
was at the mercy of strangers and poachers. Mr. Samuel Robertson, an old resident of
La Tabatière, in a menoir read before the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec in
1814, said : "I ndeed for some years back, the fisheries have been crowded thereabouts,
so much so as to seriously annoy each other, and endless quarrels are going on. So far,
no blood has been spilled, but if the Government does not interfere and make some
regulations, there is no saying what may happen in a country where the total absence
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of authority has been a contempt for governinent and laws, where violence is the best
title and audace confers more rights."

At Magdalen Islands, the people were at all times in dread of foreign fishermen
who ruled everywhere, and although a court of justice and a custom-house had been
established, the want of suticient authority to enforce the law caused almost every
procedure to become a dead letter. A similar state of things prevailed in the Bay des
Chaleurs, but matters have favourably mended since that time, in the two latter places
especially, and there is no doubt-that this improved state of affairs is due, to a certain
extent, to the frequent visits of the fisheries protection vessel, whose officers, I am proud
to say, have, since the inception of the service, always made it a point to fulfil their duty
in an impartial and fearless manner, even at the risk of life.

Considering the beneficial results which followed the introduction of that system,
1 think it would be unwise and impolitic to relax our efforts in this direction. It may
be true, as alleged, that the increased population which now resides on the shores of the
river and guli nay have become somewhat better educated as regards the observance
of the law, and that strangers, under the apprehension of a Government vessel suddenly
pouncing upon them, may behave better than in former years ; still, I greatly apprehend
these good dispositions may come to naught, were it once felt that the steady protection
hitherto given to these remote regions is abandoned or even relaxed.

With these few remarks which I deemed necessary to make on the necessity of main-
taining an independent fisheries service for the Lower St. Lawrence and Gulf divisions,
I shall proceed to speak of each division in detail.

Although the general statistics annexed to this report will, I apprehend, exhibit
a considerable decrease in the total yield of the fisheries of this division, as compared
with that of 1896, still I have reason to believe that the fishing industry is, generally
speaking, in a healthy condition.

Among the principal branches which will show a falling off may be mentioned, the
salmon, canned lobsters, and dry cod industries. As regards the salmon fishery, it should
be borne in mind that the season of 1896 was an exceptionally good one, and that we
cannot reasonably expect such favourable resuits year after year. The falling off-in the
canning of lobsters may be attributed to several causes, the nost important of which,
I regret to say, is the over-fishing of some grounds, and too large an output for the
possibilities of the fishery. However, as prices were considerably higher than in 1896,
the tishermen have no reason to complain on that score. The low prices which ruled
in the European and Brazilian markets also seriously affected the cod fishery and ren-
dered this venture almost unproductive to the fishermen.

FIRST DIVISION.

COUNTIES OF GASPÉ AND BONAvENTURE.

This division, which extends from Cape Chatte, in the county of Gaspé, to Head of
Tide, in the counties of Restigouche and Bonaventure, is a most important one, having
regard to its piscine as well as to its agricultural wealth. Large improvements came
under my observation from Gaspé to Matapedia, and I have no doubt that when the
Bay des Chaleurs railway is completed, as I hope it may soon be, the impetus given to
the cultivation of the soil and the improvement of the farms will be still more noticeable.

Last year's fishing was, on the whole, satisfactory, as may be seen on reference to
the fishery overseers' reports below. The yield of salmon, it is true, shows a falling off,
when compared with the catch of 1896, but this was due to special causes. At the
same time it must not be lost sight of that the year 1896 was an exceptionally good one,
and that the fishermen cannot always rely upon such luck.

Lobsters show a decrese. This is undoubtedly due to over-fishing in the past, and
to a consequent exhaustion of the grounds. A heavy storm also destroyed a large num-
ber of traps, about the latter end of the month of June, consider4bly interfering with
the fishermen's operations. Prices, however, ruled high, and the fishermen were thus
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more than compensated. Already there is some talk of some eight or ten new factories
being started in the spring.

Cod fishing, which is the staple industry of this division, proved excellent almost
everywhere; still, the people loudly complain because prices were so low. A noticeable
feature was that cod fishing, which had almost totally failed for several years past between
Paspebiac and Carleton, showed signs of great improvement last season, so much so as
to more than compensate the loss experienced in the salmon and lobster fisheries. As
to smelt fishing, it was too early yet to judge of its success, but from what I was able
to see at Gaspé and elsewhere, it looked very promising.

The tax levied in the States on frozen smelts is, however, found to bear heavily on
the trade.

Hardly one hundred mackerel were caught in Bay des Chaleurs. The crops looked
exceedingly fine, and the population appeared to be amply provided for the winter.

I was pleased to learn that the Mission Indians are now reckoned amongst the
most law abiding people of this district. Twenty years ago, my experience went in
another direction.

In the upper part of this division, from Cape Rosier to Ste. Anne des Monts, cod
fishing as well as herring fishing were good. Agriculture has, proportionally, made
greater strides in this division than froin Gaspé to Carleton.

The several fishery overseers appear to have been attentive to their duties. I here-
with subjoin synopses of their reports:-

COUNTY OF BONAVENTURE.

Tide Head to Maguasha.

The local fishery overseer, Chas. Brown, reports a decline in the catch of
salmon, as compared with last year, his statistics show a shortage of 30,415 lbs. on the
Quebec side, and 48,948 lbs. on tne New Brunswick side. The ice remained very late
in the bays and considerably interfered with the run of fish. Smelt fishing was good,
although the fishermen had a shorter season thai in 1896, soft weather in January
compelling them to take up their nets to save the fish from spoiling. The total catch
is reported at 695,337 lbs. All other kinds of fishing were about an average. Salmon
were seen crowding the entrance of streams, waiting for a chance to ascend to the
spawning beds. The difficulty experienced by salmon in going up the rivers of this
division is due to the fact that during the months of July and August, the mouths of
streams are blocked by logs.

Maguasha to Grand Cascapedia.

The fishery overseer for this division, James Green, reports a middling catch
of salmon, owing to stormy weather during the months of May and June. Cod fishing
was very good, lobster fishing the same. Spring herring was abundant, nearly the
whole being used for manuring the land. Trout were scarce. The only man who
fishes for lobsters in this division did very well indeed, having put up 7,800 lbs., and
cleared at least $800 with 100 traps. Messrs. Hoegg and Windsor, of Bonaventure,
did not do quite so well. They packed only 190 cases, but these grounds have been
steadily fished for so many years that they are getting somewhat exhausted.

Grand Cascapedia to Paspebiac.

Geo. Forest, the overseer of this division, states that fishing was generally good,
even better than last year, with the exception of lobsters, which fell about one-half,
owing to a scarcity of these crustaceans.
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Paspebiac to Point Maquereau.

F. X. Chapados, who has charge of this division, reports a decrease in the yield
of the fisheries, with the exception of cod, which shows an increase. Lobster fishing
fell much below the average. Salmon fishing also shows a decline; this was due to
rough weather in June and July.

COUNTY OF GASPÉ.

Point Maquereau to Corner of the Beach.

John Keays, the local fishery overseer, reports eod, herring and salmon fishing
better by one-half than last year. There was a decrease of one-half in the catch of
smelts. Lobsters and trout about the sanie. Capelin failed. Squid was abundant.
Out of thirty-five salmon stands in this division, eight were not fished. Lobster packers
are reported as having had a very successful season. There were ten canneries in
operation, and 17,905 traps were used. The total number of cans is estimated at
over 80,000. Fishing was so good at Percé and Gris Fonds Cove, that there is some
talk of starting three new canneries there next spring.

Corner oj the Beach to Cape Rosier.

Walter Langlois, the fishery overseer of this division, reports an increase of
2,917 lbs. in the catch of salmon, as compared with last year, owing partly to an
increase of nets used. Herring fishing shows a decrease of 447 barrels. Although fair
catches were made at Cape Rosier during the month of October, there was a falling
off in other localities in this division. Cod shows a decrease of 1,465 quintals. The fish
struck early enough, and although fishing was good until the 15th August, rough
weather afterwards interfered with the operations of the fishermen. There was also
a drop of fifty cents per quintal in the price of fish. In lobsters there is an increase of
17,590 Ibs., due to the opening of two canneries. A severe storm in June, however,
occasioned severe loss of fish and traps. Smelt fishing shows a decrease of 48,119 lbs.,
due to the incessant cold north winds during the open season. No mackerel were
caught.

Cape Rosier to Fame Point.

M. Aspireau, the local fishery overseer, sends no report. His statistics, how-
ever, show that the fisheries of his division are in a healthy condition, the total value of
the fish caught amounting to nearly $60,000.

I ascertained that at Gris Fonds Cove, boats averaged about 90 quintals on the 1et
September, and the fishermen hoped to make a good season, provided the weather proved
at all favourable, as fish seemed to be still abundant on the grounds. Three lobster
canneries were in operation; one at Point Jaune, worked by Mr. Windsor, where only
€8 cases had been packed; another at Fox Bay, which yielded 531 cases, and a third
at Anse à la Louise, owned by Mr. Hamon, with a catch of about 400 cases. Such
satisfactory results will undoubtedly enable the fishermen to realize good profits, as
lobsters fetched a high price this year.

Fame Point to Duchesnay.

Ls. Letourneau, the local fishery officer, reports a satisfactory increase in the
yield of his division, but remarks that on account of low prices, the profits were very
sinall. Salmon were scarce. Cod struck early, and fishing continued good during the
whole season, except during October and November when the men were prevented from
fishing owing to bad weather and a scarcity of bait, although fish were quite abundant
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on the grounds. Herring, of good quality, were abundant all the season round. No
mackerel were seen. The new lobster canneries started in this division do not appear
to have had much success; two were closed, and only one will be in operation during
next season. Had prices been higher, there would have been a substantial increase in
the value of the fisheries of this division. Unfortunately, cod fetched only a very poor
figure, and the cost of provisions kept very high. However, when our vessel called at
Magdalen River and Mont Louis, on the 4th September, the fishermen at these places ap-
peared satisfied with the result of their work in cod and herring fishing. Some of them
had caught as much as eighty barrels of herring, which sold on the spot $3.00 and $3.50
in Quebec. With the exception of hay, the crops looked well.

Duchesnay to Cape Chatte

Didace Bouchard, the overseer of this division, reports a very encouraging in-
crease in the catch. Cod fishing was more successful than last year, the reason for this
improvement being ascribed to the non appearance of white wlales (belugas) in such large
numbers, and to a little more activity on the part of the fishermen. The same remark
applies to herring fishing. Fully a thousand barrels of these fish were sold in Cape
Chatte and Ste. Anne des Monts, besides a quantity used for local consumption.

In the month of May last, I received the following instructions from your depart-
ment:-

" During the present season, the department wishes you to carefully examine the
salmon stands in the county of Gaspé, so that you may be in a position to make a full
report thereon and advise the departnent as to the advisability of granting new licenses,
which course, I may say, has not been strongly favoured, in view of the danger to the
fisheries which might arise therefrom."

In order to enable you to clearly understand the question and arrive at some
definite conclusions, I deemed it necessary to compile two tables, showing the yearly
catch of salmon in the above-named county for a period of ten years, and the number of
licenses issued during a similar period, for the purpose of making comparisons. It
would have been more to the purpose had both tables agreed as to the years, but this
was impossible, owing to the fact that the latest fishery statistics on hand published
by your department stop at the year 1895.

SCHEDULE of the catch of Salmon in the County of Gaspé for the years 1886 to 1895,
compile1 from departmnntal reports for the above named years ; the whole com-
puted in pounds, a barrel of Sahnon being reckoned at 300 lbs. fresh.

Suxlivixins. 1886. 1887. 1888. 1889. 1890. 1891. 1892. 1893.

Grand River.... ........ ........ ..... ...... . 16,600 7,000 12 ,00 25,600

Gaspé...........85,127 111,355 102,935 91,031 46,456! 53,785 54,7271 46,667

F ox R i\ er ...... ......... ........ ........ .... i. . ........ . . 400 520

Magdalen River 12,000 12,600 11,400 9,650 6,330 6,874 5,780 7,85 C

St. Ann's ..... 5,559 4,777 5,931 4,000 4,8831 4,170 1,475. 820

Totals. 102,686 128,732 120,226 104,6811 74,269 71,829; 74,882 81,457

1894. 1895.

39,400 34,650

76,065 56,623

425 150

11,950 7,450

2,542 2,780

130,382 101,653
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TABLE OF SALMON fishery licenses issued in the County of Gaspé from 1887 to 1897.

SubdiviSion:. 1887. 1888. 1889. 1890. 1891. 1s92. 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897.

Ste. Aunle dev. Monts ... .. ~ ]Il 7 8 1> 15

M ont Louis.... ............. ..10 .... 14 11 12, 11 12 14 15 19

Fox R iver............. .... .. . ...... 3 1 1 4

Granid H iver.. 93 88 8.1 83 82 S2 81 99 10 3

Newport » te P eree.........1 C...........2 3 23 2 : 25 28 32 42

Total,. ................ 130 . . 136 121 126 119 127 132 157 183

You will observe that this last table is incomplete, owing, to missing documents.
However, on referring to the reports for 1887, 1888, 1889 and 1890, I have been able
to ascertain that the following number of fathoms of nets were used during the above-
named years in the following subdivisions

1887. 1888. 1889. 1890.

Gaspé ........... ......... ..... ........ 45,938 45,985 51,679 46,913
Magdalen River. .......... ........... 18,780 14,815 17,980 24,842
St Ann's River . .... ............. ............... . 789 2,776 2,882 2,870

There is very little difference in the figures for 1888 and 1889, and as these three
subdivisions then comprised the whole county of Gaspé and have since been altered to
five, I submit that we niay reasonably assume that the number of salmon fishery licenses
in 1888 and 1889 was about the same as in 1887 and 1890. A second glance at this
table also evinces the fact that while the total number of licenses in 1887 was only 130,
it had increased to 183 in 1897.

Turning now to the table showing the catch of salmon for the ten years between
1886 and 1895, it will be noticed that in spite of a large increase in the number of
licenses issued, the yield remained almost the same. True, there is a substantial increase
in 1887 and 1894, but this is more than compensated by the decline in 1890, 1891, 1892
and 1893.

Therefore, the conclusion I arrive at after carefully studying both tables is that the
yield did not keep pace with the corresponding increase in the number of fathoms of
nets used. Two reasons can be adduced for this fact : either there were too many nets,
or the fishery declined. On the first hypothesis, if you will please refer to a special
report of mine which was published in 1875 on the decline of the salmon fishery in the
county of Gaspé, you will notice that I therein suggest several plans to put a stop to
this falling off. The department decided to adopt, as the fairest way to remedy the evil
and ensure the permanency of this valuable industry, the policy of abolishing stands
where too numerous, whenever they became vacant, either by the death of the licensees
or for other valid reasons. This course, which was pursued in several of the most
important localities of the province of Quebec, has, to my certain knowledge, resulted in
the most beneficient manner, and it is to be hoped your department will not depart
from such a wise policy. Evidently, the undue increase of stands, especially in the
estuaries of rivers, must injuriously interfere with the passage of salmon in their
migrations to the spawning beds, and as a necessary consequence the fishing must
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decline. This fact is so well known and so well proved by experience that it is useless
to waste words on the subject. I quite appreciate the anxiety of residents on the shores
of the county of Gaspé and elsewhere to use every means for the purpose of securing
salmon fishery privileges in front of their lands. I am also aware of the strong pressure
which is brought to bear upon the department in such matters; but honesty compels
me to say that compliance with such requests would, in most instances, be ill-advised,
except for very exceptional reasons and in really exceptional cases. The low price which
fresh salmon now obtains in Canadian and United States markets, owing to keen
competition from Columbia and Fraser River fish, adds another reason in support of
my contention. Neither should it be lost sight of that the present state of affairs
between the Federal and Provincial governrments, and the uncertainty now existing as
to the rightful tenure of these stands, makes it imperative to exercise great discretion.

Numbers of anglers in salmon streans are anxious to acquire, by purchase or to
sub-let, the rights of holders of licenses, not for the purpose of fishing, but with the view
of thinning out the nets and increasing their sport. However selfish such a motive may
be considered, it is one which in the interest of the salmon fishery should rather be
encouraged than defeated. It puts ready cash in the pocket of the fisherian, without
any kind of trouble, loss or labour on his part; it gives satisfaction to the sportsman,
and above all it ensures a steady supply of breeding fish to stock the spawning beds,
while at the same time it increases the protection of rivers.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the present number of salmon fisherv
licenses in the county of Gaspé is quite sufficient, and that instead of being increased,
it should, rather, be diminished, especially in the estuaries and in the neighbourhood of
York, North-west, St. John, Grand Pabos, and St. Ann's rivers.

SECOND DIVISION.

Magdalen Islands.

The reports from this division are far fron encouraging. The local fishery officer,
Mr. Chevrier, states that seal hunting by schooners, as well as on the ice near shore,
was a complete failure.

The catch of mackerel is computed to have been two-thirds less than in 1896, the
reason being ascribed to contrary winds which kept the fish off shore. It is also claimed
that the thousands of gill-nets set by foreigners during the months of July, August and
September frighten the fish away and prevent them from entering the bays. The local
fishermen suggest that this mode of fishing be prohibited during the above named
months. Cod fishing was fair around Amherst Island, but prices kept so low as to
make it almost impossible to cover the outlay of outfitting.

In other localities, the catch amounted to almost nothing, niost of the fishermen
being engaged in mackerel fishing. These fishermen are, therefore, rather poorly pre-
pared to face the coming winter. Lobster fishing was generally remunerative, and the
large number of cannreries now in operation give employment to a good many people for
a few months, but this cannot last very long, as the lobsters will be unable to stand
the heavy drain put upon the fishery. There is a great diversity of opinion about the
time during which lobster fishing should be allowed. A good many incline to the belief
that fishing should stop on the lst July, to be resumed on the 15th August, and
close on the lst October. There were several violations of the law, but not so many
as in preceding years, owing to increased vigilance on the part of local guardians.
Several parties were detected fishing illegally, and mulcted in fines. A large number
of traps and fishing gear was also destroyed. Temporary guardians should be employed
at House Harbour, Wolf Point, Grand Entry, Grosse Isle, and in the lagoons. It
would, likewise, be advisable that a Government cutter be at hand to assist, when
needed, in enforcing the law. Whenever this officer came across illegal traps, these
were mercilessly destroyed without regard to whom they belonged, and he says he could
not do more.
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Our steamer had occasion to visit these islands three times during the season. On
the occasion of our last call, I had to listen to the most heartrending tales about the
situation of the residents.

According to the report of the Iocal overseer, all kinds of fishing, with the excep-
tion of the lobster fishery, had completely failed. The crops had a sufficiently promis-
ing appearance, but agriculture is carried on such a very limited scale on the islands,
that this alone cannot meet a failure in the fisheries.

It was reported that there were only ninety barrels of flour on the islands, which
the merchants refused to sell, being unable to get anything in exchange. I see by the
newspapers that the provincial government has been urgently called upon to send some
relief to the sufferers. U nless this has been done, I apprehend there wiIl be a great
many cases of distress during the winter. This chronic state cf poverty is very much
to be deplored; but the remedy is not so apparent. The soil of the islands is certainly
fertile and able to sustain a population four times larger than the present one, were it
only properly cultivated. In the course of conversation with aged residents of sixty-
four and seventy, I learnt that their lands had never been ploughed.

After an absence of nineteen years, I noticed, at West Point, the same number of
stumps which were there before, and this too, near the public highway and in one of
the nost favoured places.

As regards the suggestion made by the local fishery overseer about a change in the
close time for lobsters, I must say that I feel, to a certain extent, inclined to share his
opinion.

In Dr. McPhail's report on the càuse of discoloration in canned lobsters, it is men-
tioned that " there is a considerable variation in the time required for molting, and that
it is not marketable for at least a month ; " but Dr. McPhail adds that " the condition
of the flesh has no bearing upon its deterioration in the cans. The most that can occur
is a slight alteration in the flavour or consistency of the flesh."

In this connection, I may be permitted to remark that experience has demonstrated
that in the Bay des Chaleurs and at Magdalen Islands, lobsters begin to cast their shells
about the 15th June, and that most of thein are in full molting condition during the
month of July and the beginning of August. In the month of September, the lobsters
have new shells and are in a perfect state of health, as'shown by this year's catch at
M agdalen Islands during the month of September. When the department, therefore,
sees fit to grant an extension of two or three weeks in the time of fishing, I contend
that this extension is granted just at a time when lobsters are becoming more and more
unmarketable, or when most of the fish are females in eggs. Were fishing strictly pro-
hibited fromn the latter end of June to the middle of August, or the beginning of
September, and allowed after the first of September until the middle of October, I think
this would afford greater protection to the breeding fish and at the same time give nore
satisfaction to our fishermen.

I submit this question to your wisdom, satisfied as I am, that my recommendation
can be backed by facts as well as by experience.

During the course of the season, I was instructed by your department to inquire
into some complaints made against the setting of a trap-net in Pleasant Bay. The
petitioners alleged, as I understand (not having seen the petition), that the use of this
net was injurious to the herring fishery, in so much as it prevented fish from running
inshore and lessened the profits of the fishermen. Upon inquiry I found these
apprehensions to be groundless. It takes very little to exercise the imagination of some
people, and the present instance is a case in point.

How such a trap-net could injure the fishery by preventing fish from running in-
shore, is more than J can imagine. It lad nieshes of four inches, and was set with
special regard to the non-barring of channels. The large number of herring caught in-
shore last spring was positive evidence that the net in question did not frighten the
fish. So far as this matter is concerned, I hold that seining, as carried on around the
islands, is much more likely to frighten the fish, break the schools, and ultimately
prove injurious, than trap-net fishing.

After fully discussing this matter with the petitioners, they were compelled to ad-
mit that the trap-net in question was not injurious in the sense claimed by their petition ;
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but, they added, that it worked a real injury on their interests, by enabling the owner
to have ready a supply of bait for the bankers in the morning, while they, who could
only catch the fish hy seines, later in the day, lost a good many chances of selling them.
This was the whole secret of the agitation. I soon quieted their anxiety and told them
plainly they had no valid reason of complaint ; that the net in question did not interfere
with the run of fish : that the present supply of spring herring at the islands was larger
than the demand ; that, should they deem fishing with a trap more remunerative than
seine fishing, they were at perfect liberty to adopt that system, and that, moreover, the
owner of the trap in question had asked them to go into partnership, which offer they
refused. This settled the matter.

Another subject which engaged my attention was a request that net fishing for
mackerel in Pleasant Bay be prohibited from Ist July to 31st December. I must say
that there seems to be more sense in this request than in the other. For quite a number
of years, book and line fishing for mackerel in Pleasant Bay bas been pn the decline; the
number of foreign vessels resorting to the islands for this fishery bas nearly doubled, while
the quantity of nets stretched across the entrance to Pleasant Bay, and on the south shore
of the islands has followed a similar ratio of increase. It is, therefore, not to be won-
dered at, that book and line fishermen find a difference in their catch. While stating
that mackerel bas undoubtedlv decreased in Pleasant Bay, J must not be understood as
neaning that the species bas entirely disappeared, but that they have evidently been
driven to seek other places owing to the operation of so many nets near the mouth of
the bay. This will be easily seen when one keeps in view the erratic movements of these
fish. During spring-time, when mackerel first 'strike inshore, in search of spawning
grounds, thev are thin and inactive, with little heed for the nets which they may find
across their way. They are then easily caught. But later in the season, after spawn-
ing time, the fish are fat and strong and avoid the nets, which thus become an impedi-
ment to their run inshore.

In places where nets are niot used, sucb as on the north shore of the islands, near
Grindstone, Allright and Bryon Islands, and around Bird's Rook, mackerel are always
to be found, and fishermen, resorting to these places, may always rely upon successful
trips, provided the weather be at al] fair.

Considering therefore the present state of the mackerel fishery at Pleasent Bay, as
well as on the south side of Magdalen Islands, and bearing in mind that this is the
result of an over-crowding of nets, I am of the opinion that it would be advisable to
probibit fishing between the lst, Julv and the 31st December, inside of a line
drawn from the east point of Magdalen Islands, to the east point of Entry Island.
This arrangement, if carried out, would give ample satisfaction to the Islanders who,
during such close-time, could engage in hook and line fishing.

Outside fishermen would have no just ground to complain, since they would be
placed on the saine footing as resident fishermen.

As to the other suggestion, that the number of men on each vessel, and the quantity
and length of nets to be used, be fixed bv regulation ; this is a matter whicli must be
left to the discretion of the skippers.

THIRD DIVISION.

THE ISLAND OF ANTICOsTI.

In 1535, Jacques Cartier took possession of the Island of Anticosti in the name of
Louis XIV., King of France, who subsequently granted it to the celebrated discoverer,
Louis Jolliet, for the purpose of forming fishing establishments thereon. Jolliet appears
to have founded some establishment at English Point and to have engaged in fishing
and fur trading, but his venture does not seem to have prospered. At his death and
that of his children, the property passed into the bands of the heirs. It was sold in
1884 by order of the Court of Quebec. Two years after, the island was acquired by a
London Company for the sum of £200,000, payable in shares, but this company soon
went into liquidation without doing anything. In 1894, the island was finally acquired
by Mr. Henri Menier, of France, for $160,000.
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The Island of Anticosti is 135 miles long by over 30 miles wide, covering an area
of two millions and a half acres. A thorough exploration made in 1895 disclosed the
following facts.

The soil is reputed good on two-thirds of the island, and there is room for
thousands of settlers and labourers. Timber, suitable for building purposes or for the
manufacture of pulp, abounds. Water power is found almost everywhere. Fish are
abundant along the shores and in the rivers of the interior. Black bears, otters,
martins, red, gray and silver foxes constitute the fauna of the island. The kinds of fish
frequenting its waters are salmon, trout, eels, cod, herring and lobsters, while the woods
and shores are crowded with almost every kind of birds f rom the eagle to the plover.

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, if Mr. Menier feit tempted by such prospects,
and that he should have jumped at the enticing offer placed within his reach at such a
low figure. He thus became the owner of a small kingdom, still undeveloped it is true,
but, as large as many kingdoms in Europe.

To be enabled to leave Paris during the summer season, on board a comfortable
yacht, with a congenial company of friends and spend a couple of months fishing and
shooting on one's island, is indeed a royal pastime, which few persons can offer them-
selves.

The great drawback of the place is the want of safe harbours. Around the whole
of the island there are but three bays: Fox Bay, Ellis or Ganache Bay, and English
Bay, where schooners of light draught can find shelter, and even then, provided the
wind blows from the right quarter. But, with the work already undertaken by Mr.
Menier, and under his able guidance, it is to be hoped that this state of things will soon
he mended, and that the Island of Anticosti will no longer be known as the " inhospit-
able." Already several important works have been begun at Gamache and English Bays,
which are now joined by a good road. English Bay has been selected as the residence of
the governor. A church and presbytery are being built there for the missionary. A long
wharf affords ample facilities for the la.nding of passengers and goods. Communications
with the mainland and Quebec are frequent and regular during the open season, thanks
to Mr. Menier's little steamer, " Savoy." This is an immense improvement on the packet
service. It is true that it does not ensure communications with the outside world dur-
ing winter, but if the future development of the colony comes to anything like Mr.
Menier's expectations, I venture to say that we will find means to overcome these
drawbacks.

At the date of our landing at English Bay in June last, I could not but look with
surprise at the nuinerous improvements which met my eyes. Instead of fifteen or
twenty miserable huts which were there formerly, we contemplated twenty-four well
designed and substantially built houses, nicely painted inside and outside, located at
regular intervals, and presenting altogether a most favourable impression when entering
the harbour. Conspicuous among these was the residence of the governor, Mr. Com-
mettant. Then came the large stores, offices, saw-mill, workshops, &c. Streets mae-
adamized with gravel from the beach, run through the village, and a good road leads
from Ellis Bay to Strawberry Cove, a distance of eight miles.

Ir. Commettant most obligingly showed us everything, explaining on the way the
improvements already made and those he had in contemplation, such as the laying of
squares, the planting of trees, flowers, &c.

At a short interval from the village, on a high land overlooking the bay, are found
the large farm buildings of the establishment, neatly painted, with iloorings in asphalt,
iron troughs, and every accommodation for the cattle. The latest hygienic improve-
ments are there met with. The stock of milch cows, horses and pigs could not indeed
be better. We also noticed a fine specimen of the North-west buffalo and a wapiti,
which Mr. Commettant intends setting free so soon as he has secured a pair of each.
Two deer were given their liberty somne eighteen months ago. They have lately been
seen at the other end of the island.

At the present time, there are about 130 acres of land cleared, a large portion of
which is under cultivation. Oats, barley, potatoes, and vegetables of various kinds,
although recently planted, had a most promising appearance, and I question very much
whether better looking crops could be found at the saine season of the year in other portions
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of the province of Quebec. Please bear in mind that all these improvements have been
achieved during the comparatively short space of eighteen months. About thirty men
are now working on the farm, or engaged in other labour, at the rate of one dollar a
day, and every man who wishes to work is employed; so that the local fishermen can-
not complain that they are unable to earn a living. IJuring the winter there will be
plenty of work in the cutting of logs and the making of boards and deals at the mills.
Last winter 11,000 logs were cut. This timber has ail been used to build bouses, etc.,
as required.

Mr. Commettant informed me that Mr. Menier felt inclined to spend as much as
one million dollars a year, if necessary, to clear the land, and to make the necessary
improvements to render the access of the island safe. With this object in view, he has
already built a good wharf, 200 feet long, where ordinary sail-boats can tind a safe
shelter at ail times. It is also bis intention to construct a breakwater at English Bay,
where vessels of twenty feet draught may be able to anchor safe in ail kinds of weather.

I must not pass under silence the improved style of trading which bas been
introduced in the place. Instead of the exactions sometimes practised by unscrupulous
merchants on other parts of the coast, I found everything selling just as cheap as in
Quebec and elsewhere. For instance, a loaf of bread which costs sixteen cents in
Quebec, is retailed here at twelve. The quality is excellent, and the weight equal.
The same rule prevails with pork, flannel and other goods, although these articles have
to be brought from Quebec. Such deeds cannot be too highly praised. Good order
prevails everywhere. One of the regulations for the government of the island reads as
follows: " The use of alcohol, spirituous and fermented liquors is prohibited." This is
sufficient to show that the owner wishes to have order maintained around bis domains.
The relations between fishermen are cordial and friendly, and it is easy to see that the
hand of a flrm, but considerate master bas had a good deal to do with a state of things
seldom met with around fishing establishments, where riot and bad language too often
prevail. Besides the 30 or 40 men generally employed on the island, Mr. Commettant lias
brought 60 others from Quebec who, for several weeks, have been employed working at
a canal for the purpose of draining two lakes of 50 and 20 acres each in superficies.
This canal will be 2,000 feet in length, nine feet wide and five feet deep. There are six
feet of water in the lakes. The present intention is to leave a depth of one foot of
water in the lakes, which may be filled again by means of stop gates, as circumstances
demand. This canal crosses a small river which flows from the lake and enters the
drain near the sea-shore. It is confidently expected that by means of this extensive
and costly work, a large area of narsh lands which is considered the richest on the
island, will be redeemed. At a distance of about two miles east of the largest of the
above lakes, there is another very deep lake, filled with splendid trout.

A good carriage road leading to this lake is in contemplation. Needless to say
that these works and other improvements which Mr. Commettant intends to start this
season and next, are of the greatest assistance to the residents of West Point. Nothing
unusual came under my notice at the other stations, only that at South-west Point, I
found potatoes and other vegetables looking as promising as at West Point.

No fishing was carried on at these places, except at about a mile from East Point
where most of the fishermen came to meet me and receive their bounty cheques. They
had been fishing near the place while waiting for the steamer. They reported bait and
codfish scarce, but herring had struck abundantly during the month of May in Fox Bay.
However, no schooners visited the place to buy, so that the fishermen took only the
quantity needed for their own use. Diphtheria, in its severest form, had visited this
locality during the spring. This epidemic lasted for three months, carrying away eight
persons, and considerably reducing the already limited population.

In bis anxious desire to speedily restock the waters of Anticosti, Mr. Menier for-
bade fishing for salmon for three years, inside and outside the rivers, Mr. Bradley is
the only person to whom he gave permission to fish a salmon net at Chaloupe Creek.
With the same laudable desire regarding the lobster fishery, Mr. Menier concluded not
to allow canning on the shores of bis island. When inspecting the locality, a year ago,
he noticed that ail lobsters which entered the traps, large as well as small, or berried,
went to the boiling pot. Wishing to put a stop to a practice which, in bis opinion
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would soon have ruined the fishery, he, as absolute owner of the island, gave the direc-
tions above referred to. In the meantime, two parties, Mr. Stoddart, telegraph oper-
ator and Mr. Samuel Baker, obtained permission from the department to pack lobsters
at Fox Bay ; the first one, Mr. Stoddart, packs on Government ground, while Mr.
Baker packs on a lot which he has leased from Mr. Menier, for a number of years and
in the deed of which no mention is made of lobster packing, thus presumably giving
Mr. Baker a right to pack, if he so desires, .always with the department's authority.
Anyhow, this is as I understand the matter. Mr. Commettant claims that the above-
named parties have no right to pack, while they claim they have. The above named
gentleman was prevented from going to Fox Bay at the time owing to prevailing diph-
theria, but he seems very in earnest in his pretentions. However, it is quite probable
that this difficulty will blow over of itself ; it being reported that, in spite of all their
endeavours, Stoddart and Baker had very poor success, although they are said to have
canned all the lobsters that came in their way, large or small, as well as berried. Mr.
Commettant is determined to put a stop to these injurious practices in future. Fourteen
families from Magdalen Islands, have applied for grants of land and permission to fish
at Anticosti ; their intention being to move early next spring. These applications have
not yet been answered, and it is not probable that any action will be taken until the
difficulty at Fox Bay is settled, as this is the next locality Mr. Commettant is most
anxious to colonize and where he contemplates making large improvements, the same as
at English Bay.

A glance at the statistics annexed to this report, which were kindly gathered for
me by Mr. James Duguay, of Strawberry Cove, shows that the Island of Anticosti has
lost a great deal of its former importance as a fishing resort. No doubt, this is partly
due to the fact that the owner of the island now prohibits fishing for salmon and trout,
as well as the canning of lobsters, but, at the same time, it is evident that the yield of
the fisheries has greatly deteriorated from what it formerly used to be. The total value
of fish reported barely amounts to $3,500, while the value of fishing gear employed does
not exceed $2,500. Let us hope that the impetus given to the colonization of the island
will assist the development of the fisheries, and that in a few years we shall see there a
state of things which will be a credit to the Dominion.

At the date of our last visit to the island, I was informed that the boats of West
Point had had very poor fishing, hardly realizing an average of thirty quintals each.
However, they rely upon the work which they will secure from Mr. Menier, to pull
through the winter. Lumbering had already begun, the saw-mill was in operation;
four miles of road from English Bay to Ellis Bay had been macadamized ; the farm was
filled with grain; oats yielded ninety-eight bushels out of six bushels of seed, and 100
pigs were fattening for winter's use. Added to this, 145 men were working for Mr.
Menier, and their number will probably be increased by next spring.

FOURTH DIVISION.

NORTH SHORE ANI) COAST OF LABRADOR.

This important division, which extends f rom Point des Monts, in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, to Blancs Sablons at the entrance of the Strait of Belle Isle, co% ers about 500
miles of sea-shore. The eastern portion is known as the coast of Labrador, and appears
to have been visited as early as 1500 by French fishermen from Dieppe. In his first
voyage, Jacques Cartier met, near Nabissipi a vessel bound for the harbour of Brest.

With very few exceptions, all the fisheries of this division have been successful, as
is fully explained in the following reports of the different fishery overseers:-

Godbout Division.

This division, which extends from Bay des Rochers to Point St. Charles, is undir
charge of Overseer N. A. Coneau. He reports a slight decrease in salmon net-fishing,
due to a prevalence of easterly winds which favoured some stations, whi'i Leing ,e y
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disastrous to others. Salmon angling was very fair, being about the same as last year.
Trout were again scarce this season. A few schools of mackerel were noticed outside
Godbout Bay, but very few were taken. There was a falling off of more than one-half
in the quantity of herring taken, although the number of nets used was larger than
heretofore. People seen to be under the impression that these fish are driven away by
the large herds of white whales which infest this part of the coast during the summer
inonths. Cod was abundant everywhere, and the catch was above the average, although
the weather kept very stormy during the best time of fishing. Some boats, manned by
two men, caught as much as 1,000 lbs. in one day. Unfortunatelv, prices were verv low,
and fishermen did not realize half the usual amount. There is an increase of two-
thirds in the catch of halibut. This is mostly due to greater attention being paid to
this fishery and to the use of trawls. Most of these fish were of large size. Bait of
all kinds was abundant the season through. There is only one lobster cannery in this
division, located at Lobster Bay. It shows a further falling off in the num ber of cans.
The size of the lobsters is also decreasing, and it is very probable that in a year or
two the cannery will have to be closed. Very little attention is paid to snelt fishing
in this division, although these fish are quite abundant. Want of communication with
outside markets during the months of November and December precludes the possibility
of this fishery developing into large proportions. In the course of our first visit to
Point des Monts, I heard most encouraging reports on the state of this division. The
resident population, conprising about sixty-five or seventy persons, was in fair circuin-
stances, and well prepared to face the winter. Hunting had been remunerative and
sealing very good.

I could not, however, but be struck with the large number of salmon and trout
licenses granted by the department,,and both the overseer and I came to the conclusion
that it was about time to call a halt, as almost every imaginable place where a net can
be set on that coast is occupied.

Moisie Division.

In this division, which extends froni Bay des Rochers to Point St. Charles, the
local fishery overseer, Mr. Mignault, reports that salmon fishing began on the 22nd May
and closed about the middle of July. The catch, which amounts to 165,398 lbs.,
may be deemed a good one, although somewhat inferior to that of 1896. Strong east
winds during the month of June interfered with fishing and injured a large number of
nets. Four rods are reported to have killed 175 salmon in Moisie River, although
angling had to be given up on the 5th July, on account of all the fish having gone up.

Cod fishing was niddling ; yielding 1,298 quintals less than last year. This was
ascribed to stormy weather having prevented the barges from going out. Capelin failed
for the same reason. The fish was sold to a Halifax company at $2.60 a quintal.

There were thirty-seven barges and eight schooners less than last year, engaged
fishing in this division. Messrs. Robin & Collas closed their establishment at Moisie in
the fall of 1896, and several fishermen at Jambons have followed their example. Herring
were scarce during the spring and fall. The killing of seals amounted to 152. Launce
and squid were abundant, especially in the fall.

Lumbering shanties have been started, on Ste. Marguerite River, by Mr. H. R.
McLellan, of St. John, N.B. This will give employment to about 200 people.

Everything was quiet during the season ; order and close observance of the law
having prevailed everywhere.

Duty compels me to make the same remarks as above, with regard to the large
number of licenses granted in this division. Indeed, every available spot seems to be
occupied, and I do not see how it is possible to allow any more stands. As a inatter of
fact, a good many of the licensees would be more profitably occupied were they engaged
in some other trade than fishing for salmon in the way they do now.
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fingan Division.

This division comprises that portion of the coast extending from Sheldrake to
Esquimaux Point.

The local fishery overseer, Vr. Duberger, reports that cod fishing was not carried
on quite so extensively as last year. The bad state of the market is to a certain extent
accountable for this. The firm of LeBoutillier & Co. kept no barges fishing at Thunder
River or MIagpie; Messrs. Robin, Collas & Co., closed their establishment at the Dock,
Ridge Point ; and Messrs. Alexander, of Whale Cove, greatly reduced the number of
their barges. All this occasioned a decrease of 5,875 quintals in the yield. Salmon
fishing was also much below the catch of 1896; there being a decrease of thirty-one
barrels.

Fly fishing was good. Romaine River yielded 150 salmon, Mingan River, one hun-
dred, and St. John River, 300, to sportsmen. Herring fishing was almost a failure.

Seal hunting by Esquimaux Point schooners met with but poor success ; only 500
being killed, against 1,500 last year. The month of August kept very boisterous and
unfavourable for cod fishing.

A iost violent storin was also felt during the latter part of June, two barges being
lost at Long Point, and ten swamped; thereby occasioning a loss of $1,000.

At Magpie, twenty-seven barges were more or less damaged. A scarcity of bait
was being felt at St. John, Magpie and Esquimaux Point, when squid fortunately
appeared. Some 2,000 barrels of green codfish were caught and sold on the Quebec
market at $2 or $3 a barrel, according to quality.

Order prevailed everywhere in this division during the whole season.

Katashquan Division

This division which extends from Esquimaux Point to Natashquan River, was under
charge of fishery overseer Geo. Gaudin, who reports that seal hunting yielded only
moderate returns. Out of four schooners from Natashquan engaged in this fishery, one
secured a full load, another, half a load, and the two others about quarter loads. About
sixty seals less were caught than in 1896, but there is an increase of 900 gallons of oil;
seals being larger this year. Prices were very low. The catch of salmon at Natashquan
was about an average one, but poor at Agwanus and Nabisippi. The quantity of salmon,
packed in ice, and sold fresh, amounts to 48,000 lbs.

Three rods killed 130 salmon in Natashquan River. Three lobster canneries were
operated, and 250 cases packed, against eighty last year.

Cod fishing shows a falling off of about one-quarter. Rough weather and contrary
winds prevented fishermen f rom going out as often as they wished. Herring fishing
was poor; capelin abundant. Order prevailed everywhere.

The village of Natashquan, is certainly one of the most progressive places of the
coast. A large number of residents appear to have put something by for a rainy day.
Bad seasons do not seem to be of frequent occurrence, the inhabitants being always sure
of finding more or less codfish on the banks opposite their place. Fur hunting also
brings fair returns to the locality. One man, I was told, cleared as much as $180 )ast
winter. The boats averaged about 80 quintals of fish each, which is not a bad season,
although below that of last year. At Esquimaux Point which I had not had occasion
to visit for fourteen years, I came across a good many improvements so far as the
number of buildings and families went. There was now 160 families in the village, but
the wealth of the population bas not kept pace with the increase in the number of souls.
There seemed to be a general state of destitution, which cannot but be augmented by
this year's failure of the fishery, as it was one of the worst ever experienced on this part
of the coast.

As already explained, seal hunting on the ice hardly paid expenses ; herring totally
failed, and the weather was so stormy that for over a month the fishermen were hardly
able to catch bait and go out to the banks for cod fishing.
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The residents seem discouraged and talk of abandoning the place, in quest of other
quarters. A petition was being prepared, praying the Government for assistance in case
the fall fishery did not prove successful. The crop of vegetables had a promising
appearance at first, but grasshoppers destroyed the best part of it.

The fishermen of the Point own splendid fishing boats, provided with small cabins
and proper fittings which enable them to remain on the grounds for two or three days
and nights at a time. Six or seven years ago, these people used to go down the coast
on a fishing trip which lasted two or three weeks. On several occasions, they lost their
fares by reason of arriving too late. Now, they fish opposite their village, where cod is
abundant and they are thus enabled to secure good catches, provided the weather be at
all propitious.

While at Esquimaux Point, I met two lobster packers who fished in the old
Watsheeshoo division. They reported having done well, considering their outfit. They
likwise informed me that two vessels from Newfoundland, and one from the States had
fished for lobstors in this division for three or four weeks. They went away when they
learnt that we were about visiting the locality. In a former report to the department,
I recommended the appointment of an overseer for this division, which is an important
one and difficult of access.

I am sure the revenue derived therefrom would more than repay the cost of super-
vision. Among the salmon streams of that part of the coast may be instanced the
Kegashka, Muskuarro, Washeecootai, Romaine and Watsheeshoo rivers. All these used
to be reputed good salmon streams, and no doubt, efficient means should be taken to pro-
tect the salmon entering them to breed, if we want to ensure a continuance of good fish-
ing on the sea-shore. The limits of this division should extend from Etamamion River
to Kegashka where about 20 or 30 vessels resort every summer for cod fishing.
Wapîtagon Harbour is the western limit of Overseer Le Gouvey's division, which is a very
extensive and difficult one to guard, the western portion thereof especially.

This year, vessels using trap-nets around Wapitagon Harbour entirely spoiled Mr.
Blais' salmon fishing in the Etamamiou, so much so, that he took only five barrels of sal-
mon instead of fourteen or twenty. It is moreover reported that one trap-net caught enough
salmon to pay the cost of the trap. Were the western part of the Pacachoo division
added to that of Romaine, the overseer of that division could at all times move among
vessels' crews and make them comply with the law, or else take down their names and
have them dealt with by the officer in command of the fisheries protection steamer.

It should also be borne in mind, that this part of the coast f rom Musquarro and
Romaine, to Coacoachoo and Wapitagon Harbour, a distance of about fifty miles, pro-
tected as it is by rocks and islands of various size, is the great resort for wild-fowl.
From what I have been able to notice, the number of wild-fowl has not materially
decreased since I had occasion to visit the place twenty years ago. Neither is the
robbing of eggs of such frequent occurrence, or practiced on such a large scale, as form-
erly, although some occasional pillaging may still be done by crews of vessels during the
month of July. This could easily be prevented through the appointment of a resident
overseer, as suggested. With proper understanding with the provincial government,
and a moderate remuneration, our officer could be clothed with the powers of a game
warden, and as such, render good services. I am quite satisfied such a scheme could
easily be arranged, and that it would work well when in operation.

On our last visit to the coast, on the 11 th October, we anchored at Kegashka Bay.
This station, which is about twenty-two miles below Natashquan, fornerly used to boast
of as many as nine resident families. This number, which was reduced to one about
ten years ago, owing to a succession of bad fishing seasons, is now on the increase Six
new families migrated there from Newfoundland. They appear to have done well and
are prepared to face the coming winter with ample provisions.

I was informed by Mr. Foreman that the Kegashka River yielded only eight barrels
of salmon. In years gone by, this stream used to be good for twenty-five or thirty
barrels. Mr. Foreman ascribes his ill luck to the large quantity of driftwood in the
stream, which injures his nets and impedes the run of fish. He expected the Govern-
ment would assist in removing these obstructions, but I explained to him that any work
of this nature would have to be done at the licensee's cost.
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At Romaine River, we found eight families in tolerably good circumstances.
Herring and cod had been abundant during the summer, and fish were still hovering
about the coast. Fur hunting had likewise been remunerative. Although the licensee
of the Romaine caught only eight barrels of salmon, fishing with the fly, in that stream
as well as in Watsheeshoo was reported to have been exceedingly good.

St. Augustine Division.

This division, which extends from Cape Whittle to Chicatica, is under charge of
fishery overseer Jno. LeGouvey.

This officer reports an increase in cod and herring fishing, especially in the western
part of his division, but a falling off in the salmon and lobster catch, owing mostly to
the use of trap-nets. Herring was abundant all along that coast from Blancs Sablons to
Mecatina. I myself witnessed two big hauls of 300 and 500 barrels of herring by Capt.
Howard's men. Capt. Howard fishes for cod, herring and lobsters in the waters of this
division. His catch of lobsters was not large, only about 250 cases, but he expected
to cover his loss by success in herring and cod fishing.

On our way up the coast we called at Whale Head West, Little Mecatina, Sloop
Island aud Harrington Island. At all these places the fishermen had done well, but
they complain very much of annoyance and interference on the part of strangers.

On the plea of having been left without protection by the (overnment, they felt
very little inclined to pay license fees, but with some reasoning, I succeeded in making
them understand how matters stood, and in the end everyone paid, except the absentees
who will settle with Overseer LeGouvey before he leaves the coast.

What makes these fishermen feel more dissatisfied, was to see that while they were
compelled to pay license fees to fish in their own waters, strangers could escape scot-
free and go away unmolested without paying a cent for the same privilege.

Among the captains of vessels who behave most reprehensibly in this respect, I
am sorry to notice the names of Nova Scotians who certainly ought to know better than
act in the way they did. A list of these defaulters will be forwarded to the department
by the overseer with his return of licenses. I would strongly advise that some action
be taken in the matter. For instance, the bounty cheques of those who have left with-
out paying might be withheld. As to the Newfoundlanders, I will see to it, another
season, that those who have escaped shall pay.

I was informed that there had been from 450 to 500 Newfoundland vessels fishing
on the coast of Labrador. Out of these, certainly not more than one-fourth paid license
dues.

Supposing there were 175 traps in the schooners that went away without paying
and this is a very low computation indeed), the loss to the Government would be about
$2,000.

Judging f rom appearances, I am safe in arriving at the conclusion that, encouraged
by their previous success in evading payment, these fishermen will repair to our
shores in larger numbers next season, and unless the fisheries protection vessel
is on the spot at the right time, the same scenes which were enacted this year, will be
repeated.
M It is very easy, though, for our vessel to be there when needed. As soon as herring
fishing is over at Magdalen Islands, and when we have had a look at the salmon and
lobster fisheries of Gaspé and Bay des Chaleurs, the fisheries protection vessel could
be on the coast of Labrador by the 20th June, and remain there a sufficient time to
maintain peace and order, and help to collect a large revenue for the Government.

Salmon fishing on that part of the coast from Harrington Harbour to Blancs Sablons
is now a thing of the past, only about thirty barrels being caught in St. Paul's River,
and a few more at sone straggling stations along this coast. The reason of this failure
is ascribed to the working of so many trap-nets, which frighten the fish and drive them
to quieter places. A few salmon are, however, caught in trap-nets now and then, but
this is an unusual thing.
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From the above it will be easily understood that trap-net fishing has its inconven-
iences as well as its advantages. It enables the residents to secure an abundant supply
of cod, with less work and hardship than by the slow process of hand and line fishing.
When I had occasion to visit this part of the coast twenty years ago, I found a lazy,
indolent and poor population. Now, this is all changed for the better. All seem to be
working as hard as they can ; succéss with the traps raised their courage, and, I believe,
that ruost of them are even able to save money. Ail this has been taught them by the
Newfoundlanders, whose incessant labour shows what intelligent work, united to perse-
verance, can do.

Fur hunting on that part of the coast was very successful; in fact, better than for

many years past. At the ludson's Bay post of St. Augustine, there were seventy skins
of black foxes. This was deemed one of the best results-for a long time.

I felt very sorry at being unable to stay longer on that part of the coast, but the
requirenents of the lighthouse service denanded our early return to Quebec. There
were a great inany places and rivers which I would have wished to visit, but time would
not permit of my doing so. For instance, I should have liked to have had a look at the
former division of Watsheeshoo, which extended from Kegashka to Wolf Bay, and
which, since the demise of Overseer Mathurin, five or six years ago, has been without
an officer. This is an important division, and I hope 1 will not be deemed travelling
out of my duty if I recommend the appointment of a good officer for it.

SCEIIDULE of Vessels boarded by Overseer LeGouvey at Long Point, Ste. Augustine
Division.

Pauline ........ ........ C. W hite ........ . .....
Surrey ......... .......... 1. Dufflitt .............
Water Lily..... ..... ... . H. Bitt ........ .......
Foam ..................... C. Wells...............
Bently ..... ... . .... .... 'S. Collins . .
Romeo................... . W . H iseock ........ ...
'Tru.ty ...... ......... .. S. Borie ... ............
Green Leaf. ... .... .... G. Burton................
Nelly..... ... ............ G. Fullui. ... ...... ....
Nelly J1. W................ C. .Johnsonu......... ....
I)enise . .. .......... .... ..1. Fullu mI ................
Lillv Dale ................ G. Miller .... .........
Peerless ............... ... J. Tionm ...........
Can't H elpî It..... . ..... .1. W hite... .............
Candid. ... ... .......... .1. M urphy......... ....
K ittv Clide .... ............. . Rendall .............
Sea W aves...... .... .... . . Connolly .... .. .....
Miariner.. .................1P. Randall............
Constance .... ... ... ... Robt. Burton.............
Popp . .J. Thorne...............
Fire ly .... .... ....... 1. B ond ..................
N inrod ..... ....... Everton...... .........
Hyacinth.... ........... .YF. Andrews...... ...
Emna.... ................ C. Moodie..............
E llen F ... . .......... .. J. Bennett ..............
Star.. ... .... ... ..... . W. Stickland ...........
Undaunted.............. . B. Tilley. ....... .......
V ictor . ........... .... ... E. Pearl.......... .. ...
M ary .1 ane..... .............F. M oore.................
F lora ................ .... M . C roft............. ...
Elly ........ ............. White ..........
Lily Bird .... .. ........ . Brown..... ........... .
Bonita . .. .. ............. J. Furlong................
A nny .... ........... ..... M arch ...................
Coronella.............. Bentlett .... ............
Unity .................... J. White...............
Lark Spur............. ... O. Bragg .... ... .......

No. of No of T g No. of Qintal
Men. Boats. Traps. of Cod.

6 3 24 1 300
1; 3 38 1 500
9 4 33 1 450

il 4 49 2 80()
il 3 92 2 675
12 3 84 1 600
il 3 32 1 700
10 3 32 1 600

8 3 35 1 620
10 3 50 1 860
9 3 46 1 700
8 3 44 1 575
il 3 54 1 750
il 3 54 1 700
12 3 50 1 800
9 3 51 1, 775

12 3 52 1 825
11 3 64 1 800
12 3 59 1 860
6 2 27 0 300
7 2 55 1 600
9 3 45 1 700
9 3 31 1 675

10 3 34 1 730
7 2 34 1 850
5 2 47 0 460
11 3 51 1 875
7 2 29 0 500
6 2 26 0 300
8 2 30 1 700
6 2 16 0 275
7 3 31 0 500
8 3 42 1 735
6 2 26 0 350
7 2 34 1 570
6 2 22 0 325

13 3 56 2 950

327 102 1,569 32 23,685
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This does not cover the whole catch, as soine of the above vessels fished for three
or five days after the overseer had left.

The islands and bays about Bonne Esperance were visited by a large number of
schooners from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, but owing to easterly winds and shore
ice, the fish kept away or were driven to other places; so that strangers and residents
alke, had but poor fishing. The same results were felt at St. Augustine. At Pacachoo,
on the inside islands, vessels secured full loads in a few days. At Gros Mecatina,
codfish were thick inshore at first, but as soon as the ice grounded, they moved away,
causing a poor catch for the vessels. However, the residents followed the fish on the
shores of the inside islands and made good catches. On the whole coast, from Bonne
Esperance to Mecatina, fish were abundant in deep water, so that with average fair
weather, the season's business may turn out to be a paying one for those who had poor
luck at the inshore fishery.

The local fishery otlicers experienced a good deal of trouble in collecting the fees on
trap-nets. A great many vessels fishing at Bonne Esperance, Pacachoo and Gros
Mecatina, skipped without paying, but most of them paid before going away.

The most obstinate were captains of Nova Scotia vessels, who insisted upon paying
to ue, or to the department direct. The overseers and fishery guardians took their
nanes and will transmit them to the department, so that those who have not paid may
be compelled to do so. These officers could not exact payment in cash, as this con-
modity is a very scarce article on the coast; they had to take notes which will be con-
verted into cash later in the season.

I must add a few words on the sedentary seal fishery, which failed, both in the fall
of 1896 and last spring. Mr. Robertson, of La Tabatière, caught 300 in the fall, the
other five or six fishermen hardly caught thirty each. This spring, Mr. Guay of Bradore
Bay, and Mr. Joncas, caught about 170 each in places where several thousands used to
be killed. It is claimed that seal hunting on the ice and the destruction of old seals
before they have paired has a good deal to do with the ill success of these sedentary
fisheries.

While visiting Harrington Harbour, during the month of November, we came across
four traders from Halifax and Quebec, who seemed to be driving a thriving business; a
proof that fishing had been good. At La Tabatière and neighbouring stations, the same
order of things prevailed.

When at Bradore Bay and Long Point, during the latter part of October, I man-
aged to arrange the selection of stands for trap-nets, next season, so as to prevent the
difficulties which have arisen between our people and the Newfoundlanders, taking care
to allot a station to each of our fishermen who owns a trap net.

In the course of these arrangements, I had to notify several of the non-residents of
the changes in the regulations, telling them that I had been asked for stations by our
own people, and that I was acting in accordance with the letter as well as the spirit of
the law, respecting fishing for cod with trap nets.

This appeared satisfactory enough but I may here remark that we cannot take too
much precaution to ensure order and the quiet pursuit of their business, by our own
people, next season. Indeed, strangers to the division met with such extraordinary
luck, this year and last, that it will be a great inducement for them to repair there in
greater numbers another season. It is even said that Newfoundland merchants decline
to supply the fishermen, unless they bind thenselves to fish in our waters. For this
reason, I cannot too strongly impress upon the department the absolute necessity of
appointing a good overseer at Bradore Bay and Long Point, in order to ensure the neces-
sary protection to our people.

On the 21st October, the weather turned out bitterly cold. It snowed for three
days, and in some places the ground was covered with snow twelve inches deep.

Bonne Esperance Division.

This division extends from Chicatica to Blanc Sablon. Mr. W. H. Whitely was the
overseer in charge. He reports that salmon fishing was mostly a failure, owing to the
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quantity of ice which blocked the shores until the month of July. The saie impediment
was found to operate most injuriously with regard to cod fishing, it being impossible to
set the traps until the month of July. ln several localities, no fish at all were taken.
Matters rather improved in the fall, and average trips were secured. Bait of alil kind
was abundant. Some vessels from Newfoundland were prevented by the ice, from call-
ing in and paying their license fees, although it is probable that w est of Bonne Esper-
ance, several purposely evaded payment. The number of fishermen from Newfoundland
resorting to this division is increasing yearly.

Prices were very low, but the residents are provided with ample necessaries of life
for next winter.

On the 8th August, while the " Aberdeen " was engaged landing supplies for the
lighthouse, i took occasion of this delay to visit the coves at Long Point and Bradore
Bay, for the purpýose of inquiring into the complaints of our people against fishermen
from Newfoundland and elsewhere who repair to these localities during the months of
June and July. These poor people could hardly suppress their indignation in alluding
to the absence of the Government steamer " La Canadienne," when her presence had
been so much needed. It was reported that as niany as 200 sails from Newfoundland
had visited the divi>ion during the time of cod tishing.

Knowing that there would be no fisheries protection vessel there this summer, they
behaved just as they pleased at Greenly Island, Long Point, and Bradore Bay, cutting
the residents' trap-nets, driving them out of their stations, crowding them on every side
with their own traps, injuring theni, by seining around the traps, or setting trawls across
them ; in fine, doing everything to prevent our people from getting their proper share
of the schools of fish. I was informed that on a distance of about a mile and a half,
there were as nany as 150 traps ; in fact, the place was so crowded with nets, that it
would have been a difficult matter for a schooner to enter Bradore Bay harbour.

The shores about Long Point and Bradore Bay, as well as those between Greenly
Island and Long Point, were full of fish for a month; but on account of interference,
our own fishermen could only secure a few hundred quintals of fish, while the schooners
from Newfoundland went away with full loads, caught under the niost provoking cir-
cumstances. This, every one will admit, was hard to bear, especially in view of the fact
that these people have nothing but their fishing to rely upon for a living. When they
consider that they, the occupiers of the soil, who pay duty for the right of fishing, are at
the miercy of a lot of strangers who have no vested rights there, but leave nothing but
ruin behind theni, they feel terribly sore over the matter.

I did all I could to explain how things stood, and led them to expect that another
year, the Government might be prepared to send a suitable vessel for their protection at
the right time. This somewhat mollified them, and I further assured them that, should
it be my lot to be in command of the fisheries protection vessel next season when she
is in these waters, I should make it a point to see that their property, their rights, and
their interests were duLy protected against the encroachments of their greedy neighbours.

The brutal behaviour of some Newfoundlanders nearly resulted in bloodshed in two
instances. Our fishermen, resenting these encroachments on their privileges, hastily
snatche i their fire arms to shoot, but were happily prevented by the missionary.

With reference to the collection of fees from captains of schooners who visited
these shores, it must be understood that most of them skipped without paying, except
those mentioned in the list below, who gave their notes to the local fisher) guardian,
Mr. Le Gresley. These notes will be converted into cash as soon as possible and
remitted to the department with other noney. Mr. Le Gresley, who has had a good deal
of trouble in collecting this money and trying to niaintain order among the Newfound-
landers, might, with advantage, I think, be made a fishery overseer, at a salary of $50
or $60, with instructions to reside at Long Point and to direct his special attention to
that part of the coast extending from Blancs Sablons to Bradore Bay. Such an appoint-
ment would, I am sure, be advantageous in more than one sense. It would facilitate the
collection of money which otherwise becomes lost to the public treasury, and relieve the
department of a great deal of responsibility. Mr. Le Gresley is a very respectable muan.
with a fair education, speaking both languages and of very energetic disposition. I
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have no doubt he would make a good officer, and such an appointment is absolutely
necessary on this remote and most important part of the division of Bonne Esperance.

Had it not been for the drawbacks above referred to, our fishermen might have
realized good profits with their trap-nets this season. Still, they succeeded in spite of
all in making a fair catch of fish, especially in deep fishing for cod, and in seals. Her-
ring were also plentiful and of the best quality.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

N. LAVOIE,
Fishery Officer.

SYNOPSES OF FISHERY OFFICERS' REPORTS IN THE PROVINCE OF
QUEBEC (EXCLUSIVE OF THE GULF DIVISION) FOR 1897.

SOUTII SHORE, RIVER ST. LAWRENCE, FROM CAPE CHATTE TO POINT LEVIS.

Overseer Fabien Marin, of St. Félicité, who replaced Johnny Joncas in the Matane
district, reports that salmon wai very scarce last year. This, he attributes to the non-
appearance of small fish on that part of the coast. Angling in Matane River was
consequently poor. As the white whales (belugas) were few in the Lower St. Law-
rence, the yield of the weir fisheries was better than usual, not being disturbed by these
voracious monsters of the sea. Cod was also more abundant than usual, and good fares
were reported. Most of the catch is disposed of in the neighbouring parishes in the
county of Rimouski. On one of his visits, this officer found the fish-pass in Price's
mill dam so much gutted with wood debris that it completely obstructed the passage of
fish. This was immediately remedied, and no further complaints reached him in that
respect. The total value of the fisheries of this district is made up at $21,382, an
increased value of nearly $4,000 over last year.

Overseer Ed. Thériault, who replaced L. E. Grondin, of Rimouski, states that the
fishing operations of the season were quite satisfactory. Large quantities of herring
were taken, all disposed of in Quebec and vicinity. Sardines were rather scarce, while
shad gave an average yield. Few eels were captured. Smelts were plentiful; one man
alone, with hook and line, realized nearly $100, by supplying with this delicious little fish
a few families of strangers spending the summer at Rimouski. During the winter
many poor individuals find this smelt fishery a highly appreciated boon. As sturgeon
was noticed in the vicinity of St. Luce, some caught weighing over 400 lbs., prepara-
tions are being made for their capture next year. The regulations were well observed,
no serious infractions came to his notice.

Overseer Zephirin Lavoie, who replaced H. Martin, of Rimouski, reports the catch
of salmon as poor and that of shad as nil, but that of herring as very good. The
decline of the former is attributed to high north-west winds prevailing during the fish-
ing season. Considerable trout fishing is carried on the inland lakes, which are leased
by different clubs ; but he did not get any regular data of the quantity.

Overseer Nap. Levesque returns a somewhat decreased yield of fish in his district,
which he attributes to unfavourable weather. The staple fish seems to be herring, of
which nearly a quarter of a million pounds is reported fresh, besides 600 barrels cured.
With the exception of parties fishing without licenses, no otier violations came to his
knowledge.

Overseer George Sirois, who replaces X. Pelletier for the Kamouraska district, also
returns a diminished catch of fish in this division, but ascribed no reason for the same.
Fifty-nine belugas (white whales) were captured at River Ouelle.

Overseer Ephrem Gagnon, who succeeded O. V. Beaubien, reports a falling off in the
yield of salmon and shad, due to the scarcity of fish. All fishery stations were
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visited at low tide, and found to be set according to regulations in view of protecting
young fish. He seized three fisheries for non-compliance with the law. They were
raised and disposed of to pay expenses. A few mill-owners still allow sawdust and
rubbish to escape from their mills which might be injurious to fish life.

NORTIH SHORE, RIVER ST. LAWRENCE, FROM QUEBEC TO BERSIMIS.

Overseer L. P. Huot reports a very poor catch of salmon and that of shad was much
inferior to the previous one, but eels were plet.tiful. The other kinds of tish yielded
about an average catch. The whole yield, valued at $15,000, is disposed of on the
Quebec and Lévis markets.

Overseer Ulysse Bhereur, of Charlevoix, states that fishing was poor in his district.
The capture of capelin is used exclusively for fertilizing the soil. It is difficult to secure
any reliable data of the quantity of trout caught in the back lakes of Charlevoix, but it
is estimated at over 50,000 lbs.

Overseer L. Y. Catellier, of Tadoussac, also reports the poorest run of salmon in net
fishing, as well as angling in the salmon streams for the last six years. The product of
the salmon net fisheries is disposed of on the Quebec market, while that of the weirs is
for local consumption. The fishways on River à Mars and St. John River were kept in
good order. The fishery regulations are well observed on the St. Lawrence River, where
the fishermen are very particular about keeping the Sunday close-time. Unfortunately
the same cannot be said of the Saguenay River, where poaching has been carried on to a
large extent. The patrol-men seized several floatirig nets, and prosecutions were insti-
tuted against the offenders. Better steps will be taken next season to ensure a more
efficient protection. The total catch is only valued at $17,275, which is a falling off of
nearly fifty per cent from last season.

INLAND DISTRICTS.

Sherbrooke and Megantic divisions.

Overseer John McCaw, of Sherbrooke and vicinity, states that since a few prosecu-
tions for illegal netting, Brompton Lake has been f ree from poachers ; in fact, the law
has been fairly well observed in all the district. Complaints are heard that certain
dams across the St. Francis are still unprovided with fish-passes, and uniess the mill-
owners are compelled to place them in such dams, the fisheries in that vicinity will soon
become depleted: That part of St. Francis River near Aylmer Lake is still filled with
debris from a mill at D'Israeli. As no netting is allowed in these waters, this officer is
of opinion that he should be empowered to seize nets on sight whether in use or not.
He often notices nets drying on the side of a barn, which evidently have just been used,
but he cannot touch them as they are not actually set to catch fish. Mr. McCaw claims
that he often experiences difficulty in hiring suitable boats for the performance of his
official duties, being sometimes entirely refused by parties presumably in sympathy with
poachers.

Overseer Allan McLeod reports that more tourists and sportsmen visited the Lake
Megantic district this summer than ever before. Several sporting clubs have been form-
ed and farmers and settlers in the vicinity benefit by the sale of their produce to them,
besides the help required as guides, etc. The only way to efficiently protect these
waters from poachers is to patrol them every night during the lunge close season, other-
wise it is impossible to secure a conviction, as people generally do not look upon illegal
fishing as criminal, and will not volunteer information against poachers. Several gill-
nets were confiscated and destroyed during the summer. The practice of allowing bark
of pulp wood to escape in Chaudière River was stopped. Fish are certainly becoming
more plentiful in the Megantic district of recent years.

Overseer Guy Carr, of Compton county, is pleased to report a marked improvement
in the fisheries of the inland waters under bis charge, especially trout and whitefish.
To the high water in spring preventing fishing in the tributaries, as well as to the
general observance of the close seasons must this amelioration be ascribed. Only about
ten per cent of the fish caught is shipped to the United States, the remainder being
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used for home consumption. Although illegal fishing implements are less used than
formerly, still quite a few nets were confiscated. The eight fisihways in his district are
kept in good order, but sawdust is still thrown in the tributaries of Massawippi Lake,
to the detriment of fish life in that beautiful sheet of water.

Magog and Brome Divisions.

Allen Finlayson, officer in charge of the Magog Hatchery, remarks thxat lunge
appeared in the spawning beds in the sonth end of the Itke Memphremagog from the
6th to the 8th October and at the north end of the lake not until the l8th or 20th of
the same month. The fact that whitefish are now getting plentiful in the lake,must be
credited to the fry placed therein by our hatchery, as it is stated none existed there
before. As these fish do not take the hook, permits should be granted to capture them
with nets at certain times and localities where it would not interfere with the lunge
breeding grounds. The operations under these licenses should be under the immediate
supervision of fishery guardians. It is this oflicer's opinion that such a step would tend
to the better observance of the close seasons.

Overseer ilugel Ball, who has charge of the west side of Lake Memphremagog, states
that its waters are becoming so well stocked with whitefish, perch, smelts, etc., furnish-
ing such an ample food supply to lunge, that it gets indifferent to bait. This is the
reason given for the small catch of that fish. They were late appearing on their spawn-
ing beds (15th October), remaining there until the 8th Noveimber. The guardians
affirm that they were more plentiful on the shoals than ever noticed before. Very little
poaching was attempted this season. Only two boats with illegal fishing implements
were confiscated and one party was duly tined.

Missisquoi Bay.

Overseer P. E. Luke reports a considerable decrease in the catch of whitefish and
coar e fish as compared with other years when seine fislhing was allowed. Most of the
catch is shipped to New York market. The close seasons were well observed, and
no abuses came to his notice. The sawdust from Pike River mill is now saved for ice-
houses, etc., instead of being thrown in as formerly.

Richelieu River Division.

Overseer Pierre Leveqe, who succeeded Jas. Finley for the southern part of Rich-
elieu River, states that most fishermen admit the decline of the fisheries in that district.
Not only the yield is becoming less than formerly, but the size of fish is gradually dimin-
ishing. This result is attributed to the exoessive use of hoop-nets of too small a mesh
during the past few years. Nine-tenths of the catch is exported to the United States.
If it is the intention of the authorities to continue the issue of licenses, this officer hopes
that every licensee will be compelled to have attached to each fishing apparatus the
number of such permit, the initials of owner, or any other sign or mark which will
enable the officer to detect illegally used implements. Several illegal hoop-nets were
seized, but the culprits were not discovered. No mill rubbish or deleterious substances
are now thrown in the waters of this division.

Overseer J. O. Dion reports a consi erable falling in the eel fisheries of the Richelieu
River under his charge, especially the large weirs, some of which did not yield one-fifth
of their previous catch. This result is ascribed to the high water prevailing, now that
the rapids have been narrowed by 400 feet, by the recent construction of an immense
dam. Dynamite explosions necessitated by this construction, no doubt disturbed and
frightened the fish in the vicinity. Owing to the scarcity of eels, the other kinds of fish
were more in demand and better prices were obtained. H1e noticed that many licensees
did not avail themselves of the privilege of their permits and that several of them do not
even know how to prepare their night-lines. Pickerel were rather abundant, but bass
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very scarce. Mr. Dion also advocates the marking of licensed implements as beneficial
both to fisherman and officer. Fishermen who acted upon his suggestion of separating
the different species of fish in their reservoir, found it advantageous as the fish lived
longer and were kept in a better state of preservation. The use of wire netting in their
reservoir would further improve them. He is against the use of wings to hoop nets
(verveux); he would rather favour the new kind of gill-nets with woollen cords, adapted
to the capture of sturgeon, which are plentiful. The sheet of water above the new dam
will soon become a sportsmen's resort for book and line.

Beauharnois and Chateauguay Divisions.

Overseer W. H. De Witt reports an increase, especially in game fish, which is due
to the water of Lake St. Louis remaining at a proper height for fishing purposes. The
close seasons were fairly observed, but seining without licenses was still indulged in.
A few seines were seized and destroyed. Being alone, he was unable to capture the
parties seining at night. The mill-owners are complying with the regulations. About
80 per cent of the catch is shipped to United States the balance being used in the
vicinity.

Overseer Z. Reid states that the fisheries of Chateauguay River improved consider-
ably, owing to the fact that seining was curtailed in the vicinity. The increase would
be better still, if night poaching could be entirely checked. He bas been unable to
discover any of them. The fishways of his district are satisfactory ; a new one is re-
quired at Howick Mills Mr. Reid favours the prohibition of the seine for a few years
at least.

Overseer H. Barrette a'so complains of seining at night, especially in the river, to
the detriment of the young fish. A couple of parties were prosecuted and tined for
illegal fishing.

Overseer J. D. MeMillan says that with the exception of eels, which show a small
catch, owing to the fact that fishermen were not allowed to use a light as usuali, the
other kinds of fish yielded a fair average. The whole catch, excepting sturgeon, which
is shipped to the Montreal market, is used for local consumption. The mill-owners have
kept sawdust and rubbish frcm the streams. The five fishways in this district are in
good state of repair.

Verchères Division.

Overseer Chas. Robitaille says that notwithstanding the low state of the water during
the summer months, which was unfavourable to the use of seines, the yield of fish is larger
than the previous one. The fishery laws are better observed by the net fishermen than
by the numerous anglers who catch pickerel and bass regardless of close seasons. To
prevent this, a continual guarding of the waters in vicinity of Bout de L'Ile would be
necessary. A more friendly feeling between fishermen and officer now seems to prevail,
which he hopes will be conducive to a better observance of the regulations. He did his
utmost to prevent the destruction of young fish life by following the advice of Officer
Riendeau in watching the mesh of the diflerent kinds of nets. In visiting places where
some nets were being manufactured, he found verveux (hoop nets) with a mesh less than
one inch, these he ordered to be undone or destroyed.

Richelieu G'ounty and St. b rancis River.

Overseer L. X. Piché thinks there bas been a slight increase in the fisheries of St.
Francis River, which he attributes to the better observance of the sawdust regulations.
No fines were imposed for any violations of the Fisheries Act.
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Nicolet Division.

Overseer Geo. Boisvert states that fishermen under the impression that the license
system might be abolished, have a tendency to minimize their catch of fish to lessen
their importance. The fish were not more plentiful than in other years, but they were
of a larger size, especially sturgeon, shad and eels. About one-half of the catch is
shipped to Montreal, Sherbrooke and Arthabaska, the balance being disposed of in the
county. He apprehends that a great many more night lines are fished than licensed.
River Becancour is blocked by a mill dam about four miles from its mouth, which, not
being provided with a fish-pass, prevents the ascent of all fishes from the St. Lawrence.
Besides, the owner of said mill allows the sawdust and debris to escape in the stream.
Mr. Boisvert again urges the importance of properly niarking the licensed fishing imple-
ments to facilitate the duties of the officers.

Berthier and Montcalm Divisions.

Overseer Gabriel Caron states that the results of the fishery operations are certainly
less satisfactory than formerly. He is of opinion that as the water-level of the St.
Lawrence gets lower, the fish recede to deeper water in the channels. He confiscated
and destroyed fifty-six illegal nets, all of undersized mesh. This was a salutary lesson
which will no doubt produce good results. Mr. Caron thinks that verveux or hoop-
net fishing should not be allowed during July and August, as the high temperature of
the water then either spoils the fish, which are lost to the fisherman, or the latter
hastens to place on the market an unpalatable food. Seining is also considered as a
destructive engine to fish bv disturbing their ova.

Ottawa River Division.

Overseer D. Chenier reports a large increase in the yield of fish in the Ottawa
waters as compared with the previous season. It is true that the number of licensed
fishermen was considerably in excess of other years, but generally they were satisfied
with the results. Pickerel and sturgeon were especially taken in large quantities. The
close seasons were well observed.
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RETURN showing the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and

County of
MOISIE SUBDIVISION

VESSELS AND BOATS. FISHING MATERIAL.

Vessels. Boats. Gil Nets. Seines. T

I -5~

Sayw nuy Countup.--Con. Ss ;

1 Jambons. ............... .. 1 21 600 4 4 150 8 4 200 1581 I175 300. .....
- Ste. Marguerite........ .............. 3 195 6 81200 9501 1 40 75 .. 5162
3 Carousel ............. ..... 2 661500 6 5 357 10 4 200 1841 1 70 100...........
4 Seven Islands...... ... .... 2 451 800 6 18 1300 36 12 1750 1600 2 70 120 .. 15236
a Moisie . . . . ............. .. .... .... .. 20 1200 40 40 5520 5000 3 2001 175 .. .... 145000
6 igou .... . ................ 1 14 240 4 2 100 4 3 1501 120 1 401 50

Totals................. 6 1461314020 52 3302 104 7190208012 9 595 820 165398

MINGAN SUBDIVISION

1 River aux Graines........... 1 12 3001 2i 11 450 30 .... ..... 2 66 120..........
2 Chaloupe River............. . .... .... .. 13 600 2 ... 1....... 2.6.10
3 Sheldrake .................. .......... 28 1400 40 2 70 4001 21000.
4 Thunder River .............. .. ......... .. 40 2000 100 ............ 2 90 100i 2 800.
5 Dock ..... .......... . ........ ... 5 250 12 .... 2 30 50
6Ridge Point................. .. .... .... .. 3 150 8 . 1 30 75
7.Jupitagan ........... .......... 4 200 10 ..... .... 2 100 100
8 Magpie .......... ........ 68 2100 190 .... .... 3 125 200
9 St. John River ... ............... ........ 90 4500 200.... 3 200 300 30000

101 [Long Point ................. .. .... .... .. .23 880 62 .......... 2 125 200 *
11Mingan................ . 10.... .............................
12 R omi R iver ..... ........ . .. .... .. 1, 50 .... ... . . .. . .. .. . .
13Esquimaux Point............ 10 493550C 70 132 12000 178 ... .... 15 5251200 3 600
14 La Corneille .. ..............

Totals ................. 505 580 721 419 24680 864 .... ... . 36 14212845 7.2400 30000

NATASHQUAN SUBDIVISION

1.Watsheeshoo..... .......... .. .... .... . 4 60 4 3 60 30... .. .. ..
2 Pashasheeboo.......... .. .. ... ..... .. 4 145 7 2 40 20 .. .. . .
3 Nabissippi............. ............... 3 160 6 6 o 00 80 1 30 10
4'Agwanus 18 1080 31 10 300 120 2 90 110 I
5Isle Miehon ..................... .... 20 1 1 100 40 ... ... .
6 Natashq uan Harbour.................. 19 1000 50 7 150 50 2 100 150
7
1
Little Natashquan ... ...... 4 88200022 23 1150 50 60 1600 500 2 75 150. .. . 8615

8 Natashquan River 11 200 25 75 3750 1050i.. .... .... . .... 40000

Totals. ........ ...... 4 88 20C0 22 83 3815 174 164 6200 1890 7 295 420 . 4865

ROMAINE

1 Romnaine River........... .. .. ...... 8 150 8 .. 160 160 ... ................
2 Kegashka.. ................ .. W... . 6 180 8 .... 70 70 .
3WCoacoachoo .. .............. 1 15 .... 170 170 . ................

Totals.... 151 345 17... 400 400 . .



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

Fishiig Materials, &c.-Province of Quebec-Continued.

Saguenay-Continued.
(Jambons to Pigou).

KINOs (w Fi-.

Ur-

M..

I> ~
41

éà- ~ I-

.......

.. . 112

. .. .... . . .. . . . . . .

196 .. .... ...

-(Pigou to Natashquan).

29 ...
150 ....
200 ....
800 ....
807 ...

58 ....

2044 ...

TOTAL

VALUE.

SQ et,-.

800, .... .... 80 101 .... 151 473 75 1
500- 400 .... 130 15 ... 9i 1,805 15 2
400 .... 157 18 .... 40 1,130 10 3

2112! .... . 4 2 ... 50, 7,212 40 4

40001200 .... 517 30 .... 31 33,026 85 5
400 . 50 5... 7 313 25 6

8212[1600 .... 1354 103 .... 152 43,961 50

550 .... ....
900.... ....

2000 .... ....
1500 .... ....

.. 2 0 .... .
150.... ....

. 240 .. ..
4500'....
3400 .... ....
1600.......

1000 ....
2000 ..
800

2500
200.
100 ....
200.

1000 ....
1200.....
3000...

...... ....

...... 100

8

10
20.
30

5'
4j
5

30
215
10

S3400 1. . 10 000 . 40
... ...4. 2.0. . 100 .

. .. .. . 18440; . .. ... 22000 100 187

585
605
1500
1500
200
150
200

3000:
4600
1575

2120

200 15
300 20 ....
600 40 ....
700 30 ....
200 10...
150 101 ...
200 15.

1600 40 ....
3500 60 . ..
1250 25 ....

1201

2000 40 500

16030 10700 305

(Watsheeshoo to Cc acoachoo.)

.... ....... . . .. 4800 . ..... ... ... .... 40 .... 1,020 0
.. .. .... ... . . 7200 . .... .... . .... ..... 40 .... .... 1,500 00

4 .... .... . . 150 45 .... 892 50
......... .......... 1... 225 .... .... 7,887 52 ....... ....... ... .... ... ... 0... .... . . .... .... . 37 50

.10.. 500 200i .... .... 4,590 00
16 150...... ... . 1800 250. 400 . . 3800 300. 740 12,950 50
14~ 20.... .... 160 30.. 200 350 .. 100 60..........9,180900

60 180 12000 4740 500.... 19001350 5300 910 .. 740 38,058 00!

SUBDIVISION.

13 . . .... .... ... 99.

.... .......

14 U ... . .. . ...... 549 ....

1 150. ..... 744 00
.... . ... . .... 1,890 06

..... .... 15 00

1150 .... 380 .... . 649 00

187

. . . . .. . . .

...... .

2,815 00 1
4,480 00 2
9,567 50 3
8012 50 4
1,205 0! 5

901 00 6
1,480 00 7

21,840 00 8
26,480 00 9
9,340 00,10

315 0011
190 00 12

19,041 00.13
150 00 14

620! 105,817 00

FISH Pli ontUCTs.
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION.

STATEMENT showing Yield and Value of the Fisheries of the Gulf Division, Q.,
for the Season of 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

i I $de. 3 ets.

Saimon, fresh in ice.. ............ ........... Lbs. 581,416 O 20 116,283 20
do salted......... . ............................. Bris. 236 15 00 3,540 00

H erring do .... ...................................... 34,988 4 00 139,952 00
do fresh........................... ................. Lbs. 15,000 0 0 1 150 00
do smoked................. ............. ........ ...... 27,650 O 02 553 00

Mackerel, salted...... . ....................... ........ Bris. 3,251 15 00 48,765 00
Lobsters, canned .. ............... . ................... Lbs. 1,036,202 0 20 207,240 40

do fresh.................................... .. Cwt. 94 5 00 470 00
Cod, salted, dried..... .................. ... .. .......... " . 159 668 4 00 638,672 00
do do green ............ .. ......... ........ .... Bris. 3,576 2 50 8,940 0
do tongues and sounds........ ... ... ................ 10 00 1,85 00

Haddock, fresh .... ... ........................ ...... Lbs. 2,600 O 03 78 00
do dried.... ............... .. .. ....... 1044 3 00 3,132 00

H ake... .............. ... .... ........... ...... .. " . 314 2 25 70650
Halibut........ . ....... ........ .................... Lbs. 81,147 O 10 8,114 70
Trout .. ............. ...... ..... . .. . .......... . ".. 26,860 O 10 2,686 00
Sm elts............ ......................... ..... ...... " 315,076 O OS 15,753 80
Pickerel... ... ...... .... ........ ............ "4 588,000 O OS 2,400 00
Eeis........ .......... .... . ....... ... ...... ........ Bris. 273 10 00 2,730 00
Flounders. ........................................ .. Lbs. 14,500 O O 725 00
Tommy eods.... .... ................ .... .......... "&I 63,950 O OS 3,197 50
Squid .... ... ..................................... Bris. 2,799 4 00 11,196 00
Coarse and mixed fish............. . ...... .. .... " . 1,412 2 00 2,824 00
F ish o 1.................. ......... ........... ......... Galls. 106,321 31,8
Fish used for bait....... ........... ................ . Bris. 57,302 1 50 85,953 00

do as manure ... ............................... ." 39,086 O 50 19,543 00
Sea ki s ........ ... ................................... P ce . 7,020 i 25 8,775 00

Total value in 1897...... ............ ..... ................. 1,393,126 40
do 1896 ................................ .................... 1,674,586 03

Decrease................................... ......... ....... 281,459 63

12 1682

1100 3,400
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STATEMENT showing the Number of Vessels, Boats, &c., and Value of Fishing Material
employed in the Fisheries of the Gulf Division, P.Q., Season of 1897.

Description. Value. Total.

$ ets, e ets.

44 vessels (1,829 tons)............................................. 26,060 00
5,837 fishing boats............. ... ... ..................... ......... 146.304 00
8,241 gill-nets (212,923 fathoms)............................ ...... .... 111,942 0

449 seines (18,441 fathoms)........... ......... ........ ............ 22,841 00
85 trap-nets........................ ... .... ....................... 24,775 00

568 trawls.......................................................... 4,836 00
11 w eirs......................... ................. ................ 90 00
91 srrelt nets............ .. .. ..... .......................... ..... 5,450 00

11,821 hand-lines........................................ ... .... ...... 5,411 00
347,709à 00)

99 lobster canneries............... ........... ..... ................ 44,310 00
116,695 do traps....................................... .. ........ 58,420 00

102, 730 40
56 freezers and ice-houses. ...................................... 4,120 00

193 smoke and fish-houses........................................... 17,105 00
100 fishing piers and wharfs... .......................... .... ....... 22,674 00

16 do sm acks............................... .. . ............. 260 00
44,159 00

494,598 00

194



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

TABLE showing the Lobster Plant and the Number of Employees in the Lobster industry
in the Province of Quebec, for the Year 1897.

LOBSTER PLANT.

Canneries. Traps.

DISTRICTS.I____ ____

> >

County of Bonaventure. $

Restigouche district ...................................... 45 45
Carleton do ........ .................................. i1 500 650 350
Bonaventure do ... .................. ...... ............. 2 290 1900 1900
Port Daniel do ......................... . ............... 6 1670 7300 4550

Total......... . ............................... 9 2460 9895 6845

County of Gaspé.

Grand River district.......... ....... ........................ loi 3550 17905 '1465
Gaspé Bay do ................................. . .. 6 2150j 6700 5250
Fox River do ....................................... 3 1500 2550 1275
Mont Louis do ....................................... . 3 1300 2500 2500
Ste. Anne des Monts district..................... ............. . ... ............
Magdalen Islands do ........... .................... 63 32050 7,570 34185

Total........ . ..... ........... . .. ........... 85 40550 105225 50675

County of Saguenay.

Godbout district ........... ... ........... ..... ........... 1 400 50 50
Natashquan do ..... ................. ..................... 3 600 615 630
St. Augustin do ........................................... 1 300 110 220
Anticosti do ......... , ........................ ........... .... not given...

Total....... ............................ .. 5 13 775 900)

Grand total ... ................ ..... 99 44310 116695 58420

Io

2
i1
E2

222

297

256
122
49
31

1068

1525

5
14
28

47

1870

195
la-131

51
6
7
8i
9

10
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RETURN of the Number and

A. 1899

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC-EXCLUSIVE

Value of Fishing Boats and Nets, Number of Men,
St. Lawrence River, from Cape Chatte

FISHING MATERIALS.

Brush
Boats. Gill Nets. or

Eel Weirs.

I -Z

s.s

liCapucins ................... ..... 19 285 25 18 440 270 .. ... ... .
2!Mechins .............. . 44 680 60 61 1715 1210 ..... ... 1260
3 Grosse Roche .......................... 26 312 34 32: 765 480 .... ..... . .
4:Ste. Félicité ....... ................... . 39 390 491 53' 1240 635 5 ¡ 150 ......
5 Uatane (including river).......... ... . 15 165 19 20 555 380 71 210 1200
6.Rivière Blanche ................. ..... 15 150 16 22, 555 330 2, 60 300
7 Sandy Bay .................... ....... ...... . . . 8 61 270 72 2 50 180
8 Métis.......................................... 20 12 540 144 9 225 1200
9 Ste. Flavie and Ste. Luce............... .. ....... 15 7 335 84 9 225 1260

10 Pointe au Père...... .............. ... ...... .... 7 3 135 36 4 100 950
11 Rimouski........................... ... .. . ...... 12 4 180 48 9 225 55a
12 Islet à Canuel........... ....... .. . 4 125 8 .... .. .. ....... 4 200 200
13,Notre-Dame Sacre-Cour.............. .. 8 160 16 ....... ... ...... 8 170 150
14 Rivière Haté to Bic ... ....... ....... 2 40 9 ..... ........ 5 115 250-
15 St. Sinion and St. Fabien ............... 2 40 8 1 50 40 3 75 245
16 Temiscouata County (including Isle Verte) 25 1800 68 4 160 20 66, 5020 2080
17 St. A ndré ......... .................. ...... ... 26 ... ..... .. .. 26! 800 . .
18 Kamouraska....... ........ ................. ..... 16 .......... . ... 17 732 60
19 St. Denis. .. .......................... ...... .... . 14..... ..... ..... 14 960 85
20 Rivière Ouelle........................ ...... ... .. 32 32, 2100 .....
21 Ste. Anne ...................... ...... 16 ...... ...... ..... . 16 50 .
22St. Roch and St. Jean .... ........ ... 9 . . ...... ... 9 400
23 L'Islet ...... ................... ... 1 15 9 1 50 200 8 320 ......
24 L'Isle aux Grues. . ........................ ...... 20 ..... .. ... ...... 20 2000 . .
25 Cap St. Ignace ...... ................ ..... ...... 10 ... .. ...... ..... 10 350 ..
26 Montmagny . ........ ........ ..... 6 65 19 4 400 1870 15 700 20
27lBerthier .... ... .......... ........ 10 100 35 6 3701 1450 32 1500 25
28 St. Valier............. ............... 7 105 8 4 675 3750 4 300 65
29 St. Michel.................. ......... 8 851 6' 5 3351 3150 1 50 100
30 Beaumont........ .... .............. 7 100 6' 4 615 1600 2 75 100
31 Lévis................ .... ............ 10 145 6 7 350 3200 .. .. ...... 95
32 Inland waters ................ ............... ... ....................... ......

Totals. ..... .......... .... , 248 4762 606 274 9735 189691 339 17612 10375

Values....................... ..... ...... .......... .. ...... ........... .2075

TQIV-1I

196
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

OF THE GULF DIVISION-Continued.

together with t 'ield, Value and Kinds of Fish, &c., on the South Shore of the

to Point Lév luring the Year 1897.

KINDS OF FisH.

I.. ~
.~ -~

'e K

~ j. Il-I ~
Q

~ I~ ~

A

140 38600................ . .
128 69700 ... .... ....

...... 77 47300 .......... . . .. .....
250 18600 ... ...... .... . .... ....

..... 100 15000 600..........800
...... 130 15000.. .... .. .... ......

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . .. ....
.. ... ........ .. ......

15 0 ...... ........ ..... . .. .... 500 . . .
8 0 . ... . .. ...... .... ..... . . .. . . . . ..

9000 .... 25( 00 .... ...... 1500
...... 300 2400000 . ..... .... .... ....

150 1500000 ...... ... .... .....
.... 225 22000 ...... .... ...... i....

200 1500 ..... .. .. .... .... . 800
36440 590 236600 . ... 5000 .... 2432 3570

650 42 23200 .... .......... 1260 3030
30000 7 27200 ...... .... ..... 1150i 2100
61330 87200 ...... .. .......... 12060

4500 ..... 80000 ...... .... . .... 500 42180
375 ..... ........ ..... ...... .... 1801 16530

..... . .. ........ .... ...... .... .. i., 16000
.. ... ........ 125 .... 100 200' 14200
...... ....... ...... ...... . ... 30000

.... .. .. . . .. . . . . .a 20800
1800... .. ........ 2880 .... 1200 214001 26950
1600 ...... ........ 2625 ..... 400 60101 75760
960 . ........ 38415 ...... 725 5700 71038
9500.... .. .... 3975 ..... 325 47001 55700
960 ...... ........ 1005 480 5200 35800

16675 ..... ........ 2130 100.. 920 1700 49000
. .. .. .... ... 10 0 . ........ ....

193370 2339 4581900 51155 41000 4150 50932i477818

11602 9356 45819 4092 41001208 3056 28669

197

TOTAL
VALUE.

Z Z

$ ets.

........ 61900 1600.... 4,20100 1
.100300 4700 ....40 6,986 00 2

.54200 3000 .... 3,79100 3
35000 24400 2000 .... 2,956 00 4

...... 100000 3000 ... .... 2,048 00 5
12000 11000 .... . .... 1.400 00 6

20. 96 00 7
48 .... ... ..... ...... .... 384 00 8
40 . ...... 492 00 9
251 ...... .. . ...... .... 313 00 10
50 ........ .... .... . ..... . 3,390 0011

500 25300 ...... ...... .... 26,993 0012
100 20000 ... .. ............ 16,130 0013
175 13000 ...... .... .... 1,825 0014
50 1000 ...... ... 1,072 0015
307 3040000 .............. 39,509 5216
90 51000 .......... .... 1,476 4017
50 220000 ..... . .... .... 4,657 0018
42 56000 ...... ...... .... 5,978 4019

...... 31200 ........... 59 5,063 8020
800 1,033 1021

..... 960 0022
300 ............... 882 0023
3000............ ... 1,830 0024

...... .... ... . ..... .... 1,248 00î25
1600..... .......... 3,319 4026

...... 1000!..... .......... 5,247 2027
1800 ......... .... 8,320 7328
850...... ..... ..... 4,556 7529

1800..... .... .... 3,178 4030
...... 1760: ..... ...... .... 4,295 5031

........ .. ..... .... 1,000 0032

1497 3617410254800 11300 59 ........

4491 36174 12740 1130 10211 164,633 201
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RETURN of the Number of Fishermen, Value of Boats and Nets, as well
from Quebec to Bersimis, in the Province

DISTRICTS.

Island of Orleans.

1 St. Laurent ............ ....................
2!St. Jean................. ............
3 St. François, including Argentenay..........
4 Ste. Famille..........................
5St. Pierre........ ...................
6 Ste. Petronille........................

North Coast.

7 Ange Gardien and Chateau Richer.......
8,Ste. Anne de Beaupré........ ...........
9 St. Joachim........ ................

10 County Charlevoix.. .................

Safiuenay Division.

111st. Firmin..........................
12.Tadoussac .............. ...... .......
13:Bergeronnes........ ..................
14 Bon Désir . . . .. ....................
15 Escoumains .. .............. ...........
16 Sault au Mouton........................
17 Mille Vaches... .......................
18 Portneuf ............................
19 Sault au Cochon........ ..............
20 Islets Jérémie.... ..................
21 Bersimis ......... ..................
22 Inland Waters.... ..................
23 Lake St. John District*.................

T otals................................

V alues.............................$

FisHiNG MATERIALS.

Brush
Boats. Gill Nets. or Eel

Weirs.

6
6
4
2
9
3
4
4
1
4
2

45

$

z

15 9 3150 1800
15 4 600 900

...... 26 ......

.... 12.

.............

5 ...... .........

2607
225 8 3 430 260
75 4 4 425 250
20 2; 1 50 50

140' 9 5 480 280
60 3 . ' K
80 4 1 100' 125
80 4 4 375 225
15 1 1 30 30
80 4 4 300 200
30 1 1 80 50

100... . ..

1065 261 37 6020 4170

. . . .. . . . . ..........

* Estimated. In 23 include 90,000 lbs. ouananiche and 8,000 lbs. pike.

198

$

6 1200
11 2000
26 2325
12 1500
7 1400
1 150

9 900
5 250

24 1800

5 125
1 25
1 20

480
3 60
3 60

1 20

119 11915

A. 1899



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

as the Quantity and Kinds of Fish, &c., on the North Shore of the St. Lawrence,

of Quebec, during the Year 1897.
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RETURN of Fishing Stations, Number and Value of Fishing Boats and Nets, Number
extending from Quebec City to Upper Ottawa in the

DIsTrcTs.

FisHING MATERIALS.

Boats. Gill Nets.

à

z >.

Seines.
Hoop- Night Brush or
nets or L ht Eel

verveux. Weirs.

1 'Sherbrooke and Megantic (Angling, trolling and night lines.)
2 Magog and Brome ..... do do do
3 M issisquoi Bay ....... 12¡ 100 42 .... .. .. . ... 16 1370 730 .... ......... ....
4 Richelieu River ........ 94; 860 94 ... .... ... 18 500 450 116 920 3000 50 9 12000
&Châteauguay and Beau-i

harnois ............... 96 1540 160 721540 200 24 730 550... .... 9000 400
6 Laprairie and Montreal.. 39 390 60 2 50 5 16 480 320 .... .... 2200 20.
7 Chambl qnd Verchères. 90 900 110. .... .... 16 460 410 11 100 7300 73.

8 County Richelieu and St.
Francis River...... - 164 1180 108t 25 400 100 27 825 770 103 356 6200 150 5 100

9 Co. Yamaska and River * 40 300 96 10, 110 40 42 375 200 120 450 20000 220 .

10 Co. Nicolet ............. 53 325 53 4 100 10 20 680 340 3 50 360 60

11 Three Rivers †......... 6 100 12 ..... 7 70 50 ...

12,Berthier to Montcalm... 59 385 59 5 150 15 10 250 80 .... .... 350 18

13 Terrebonne. 21 115 35 6 105 1o 3 80 20 8 40 400 16 .

14 Lake Two Mountis. 501 550 60 44' 945 320ý .... .... ... 90 .... ... 50 0...
15 Co.Soulanges&IslePerrot 4 40 10 22 220 56 ....... 500 8 ..

16 Ottawa River f rom Caril-

lon to Pontiac . ... . 100 3360 1 175 3500 350.. ......... ... 8500 20 . .. .

17 Gatineau Lakes * ....... (Angling and trolling).

Total ... ....... 828 10145,1014 3657120 1106 1995820 3920, 3611916 62810 1125 14 12100

V alues........ $ . . ... .. . ... . .. .....

* Partly estimated. † Add 100,000 s. of tom-cods, valued at $5,000.
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of Men, together with the Yield, Value and Kinds of Fish, &c., within the District

Province of Quebec, during the Year 1897.

KINDS OF FIsH.
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Inland Fisheries of the Province of Quebec,
(exclusive of the Gulf Division) for 1897.

Kinds of Fish.

S alm on . . .. ....... .................... ..... ...
S h ad ............... . ..... ....... ...............
H erring, salted.. .... ... ................ ... ....

do fresh ....... .. .. . .......................
Whitefish.................................
Trout.............. ... .....................
B ass .......... . .. . .................. ..........
Pickerel.. ..................................... ..
P ike ........................ .. .... ............ .
M askinongé...... . .. ........................ .
S turgeon ...................................... ....
Eels ..................................
Perch... ......... ........................ .
Sardines. ................ ... ...... ..............
C atfish..................... . ... ............. ..
Mixed and coarse fish.........................
C od . .. ...... ... ........... ..................
Halibut.................................... ..
Beluga skins.... .... ........ ..............
Ouananiche ...... .. .. .................... ..
Fish oil. . .... ................... . . ..... . ...

Total for 1897.. ......................
do 1896....... .. ..........

D ecrease .... ... ........ ....... ....

Price. Quantity. Value.

$ ets. $ eta.

. Lbs. 0 20 58,475 11,695 OU
....... 06 271,220 16,27320
....... Bris. 4 O0 2,514 10,056 (»

Lbs. O 01 4,581,900 45,819 OU
....... 08 110,895 8,871 60
....... 010 374,150 37,415
....... 08 139,980 11,198 40
....... 05 32, 16,641 80
...... 04 261,700 10,468 0

....... 0 71,340 4,28040
...... 0 404,682 24,280 9

........ 006 8,068 51,60408
Oe 03 175,510 5,265 30

........ Bris. 300 1,507 4,5210,

........ Lbs. 0 02 127,400 2,58 OU

....... 5,255,915 52,559

........ 354,800 17,740

........ 10 11,300 1,130
........ No. 400 322 1,288Oa
.. .... Lbs. 006 90,000 5,40000
.0 Gall. O30 16,100 4,83 00

0.. 0 1, 343,88 85
0.. .. . .. 351,169 il

0... 06.... .. 7,28426
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STATEMENT

OF Fishing Materials in the Province of Quebec during the Year 1897,
(Gulf Division excluded).

Articles.

1,121 fishing boats (1,881 men).................... ................
676 gill-nets (22,875 fathom s)............. ...... ... .......... .... ...
199 seines (5,820 fathoms)................... ............ .. .....

361 hoop-nets..... ................. . . ... ........... ........... .....
62,810 hooks... .... ................ ...... ...................

472 brush or eel weirs........ .................................... . .

Total value..... .......... ...... ...........

Value. Total Value.

$

15,972
24,245

3,920
-- 44,137

1,916
1,125

41,627
44,668

.. .... 88,805

RECAPITULATION

OF all Fishing Vessels and Boats and other Fishing Materials employed in the whole
Province of Quebec for the Year 1897.

Articles.

44 fishing vessels (1,829 tons; 224 men)............................ .....
6,958 fishing boata (11,820 men).......... . .. ......... ....... ...
8,917 gill-nets (235,798 fathoms) ....... ...................... ..... ... .

648 seines (24,261 fathomb)............... ...... . ...............

361 hoop-nets... ................. . .......... ... ... .. ...............
85 trap-nets.... ....... ....... ..... . .......... .. .......... ..

568 triw ls........................................... .... ... ........
483 w eirs........... .... ... .. . ...... .. .........................

62,810 books. .... ................. ... ...... .. . . .................
91 sm elt nets........................................... . .............

11,821 hand lines... ... .. ....................... ............... ....

99 lobster canneries............................. .............. .
116,695 traps (2,795 hands)... ...... .. ................. ................

56 freezers and ice-houses. .. . ........... .............................
193 smoke and fish-houses............................. .................
100 piers and wharfs.................. ... ...... .... .... .. . ......
16 sm ick s.......... ........................ ......... ......... ....

Total value. ......... ............ .................

Value. Total Value.

s $

26,060
162,276
136,187
264761

1,916
24,775
4,836

41,717
1,125
5,450
5,411

44,310
58,420

4,120
17,105
22,674

260

351,284

85,230

102,730

44,159

583,403
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RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of Fisheries in the whole Province of Quebec for 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. |

Salmon, fresh in ice... .... . ... ............... Lbs. 639,891
do salted .. .......... ............ ....... Bris. 236

Herring, salted...... . . .......... ... ...... . . 37,502
do fresh..... ............... ..... ..... Lbs. 4,596,900
do smoked............... . . ......... I 27,650

M ackerel, salted..... . ......................... Brs. 3,251
Lobsters, canned...... .......... ,............... Lbs. 1 1,036,202

do fresh......... ... ....... . ........ Cwt. 94

Cod, saited, dried.................... .... il
do do green... ............ .... ...... Bris
do tongues and sounds..... ....... ...... .. .
do fresh ....................... .............. Lbs.

H addock, fresh .... ...... ..................... ti
do dried..... .................. .... Cwt.

H ake, dried .....................................
H alibut .... ... .. .................. . . .....
T rout . . ....... ................. ..... .........
S m elts............ ........................ .....
Pickerel.... ... . ........... ..... .... .....
E els........ ....................................
d o . .......... ....... .... ..... .. . ..... ....

f f
Lbs.

il
qf

Bris.
Lbs.

Shad................................. . . ..
Sturgeon ...................... .. ..... .......
Sardines.......... ..... ........................ Bris.
W hitefish....... . ........... ................. Lbs.
M askinongé. .............. ....... ............
Bass........... .... .......... ........
P ike ... .......... ..... .... ........... .....
O uananiche...... ........ ............. ........
Perch. .....................................
C atfish ... ...... ................................
Squid. ..... ..... ....... ..................... B rs.
Tom cod......... ... ..................... Lbs.
F lounders . ....... ................. ..... .... il
Coarse and mixed fish.......... .............. Bris.
F ish oils......... .. ............................ G alls.
Fish used as bait.. .............................. Bris.

do m anure................. ............
Sealskins.. ......... ..................... Pieces
Beluga skins....... ............................. N o.

Total for 1897. ...... ............... ... .
do 1896..............................

Decrease..........................

159,658
3,576

185
354,800

2,600
1,044

314
92,447

401,010
315,076
920,836

273
860,068

271,220
40A 682

$ cts.

0 20
15 00X

4 00
0 01
0 02

15 00
0 20
5 00

4 00
2 50

10 00
0 05

0 03
3 00

2 25
0 10
0 10
0 05
0 05

10 00
006

006
0 06

1,507 300
110,895 008

71,340 006
139,9-0 0 08
261,700 0 04

90,000 006
175,510 003
127,400 0 02

2,799 400
63,950 005
14,500 0 05
27,691 2 00

122,421 0 30
57,302 150
39,086 0 50

7,020 1 25
322 400

...... ~ ~ 08.. . . . .
0. 06....

Value. Total Value.

$ cts. S ete.

127,978 20
3,540 00

-- 131,518 20
150,008 00
45,969 00

553 00
--- 196,530 00

.. . . 48,765 00
207,240 40

470 00
207,710 40

638,672 00
8,940 00
1,850 00

17,740 00
-- t 667,202 00

78 00
3,132 00
------ 3,210 00

. . .......... 706 50
.......... 9,244 70
. . ...... 40,101 00

... . ........ 15.753 80
.... ....... 46,041 80

2,730 00
51,604 08
------ 54,334 08

..... ...... 16,273 20

....... .... 24,280 92
.... ... 4,521 00

........ . .. 8,871 60
............ 4,280 40
........ 11,198 40
......... .. 10,468 00
.. .. ..... 5,400 00
........... 5,265 30

........... 2,548 00
..... .... 11,196 00

............ 3,197 50

. . ...... 725 00

.... ....... 55,383 15
.... .. 36,726 30

............ 85,953 00
....... ,.... 19,543 00
. ... .... . 8,775 00
............ 1,288 00

... ....... 1,737,011 25
.... ...... 2,025,754 46

..... ..... 288,743 21
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APPENDIX No. 7.

MANITOBA.

REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF MANITOBA FOR THE YEAR 1897,
BY INSPECTOR R. L. TUPPER.

SELKIRK, 2nd January, 1898.
Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SI,-I have the honour to submit to you my annual report for the year 1897, on
the fisheries of Manitoba.

Again has a year passed without wreck or accident on the lakes, or loss of life in
the prosecution of the fisheries.

As will be seen by the figures, the commercial companies-which were without
change as to personal from the preceding year-put up a smaller quantity of white-
fish-the great staple of these lakes-than in 1896. In that year's report, I reported
the companies as restricting the catch to the requirements of the market, and also the
beneficial results which had accrued from fresh fish (not frozen) shipments during the
period of navigation on Lake Winnipeg. Every word written then can be re-read with
profit to those interested in the fisheries, and there is little to alter in this report, to my
previous one, except the actual catch and the changes naturally brought about by the buil-
ding of the railway to a port on Lake Winnipegoosis, thus affecting the whitefish indus-
try, and also the enhanced value of the sturgecn, which, owing to the overfishing in ail
parts of the world having depleted the different waters, bas raised in value. Great care
should be taken that our waters should not be allowed to be exploited for whitefish and
sturgeon to such an extent as to deplete them, while their price obtained is so low.
Sturgeon and its products have doubled and trebled in value, while the price of whitefish
has decreased-no fish can replace the sturgeon-while the depletion of such lakes as
Huron, Erie and Ontario of whitefish has been met with cheap sait water fish.

The immense number of refrigerator cars now used to transport meat, butter, cheese,
eggs, &c., to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, get a return freight of cod. haddock,
bluefish, lobster, oysters, &c. I believe that nine dollars out of every ten dollars worth
of fish consumed in Winnipeg comes from either one coast or another. If so, in Winni-
peg, how much more in proportion must be the consumption in the larger cities south.

Respecting whitefish, none should be taken from Lakes Winnipegcosis, Manitoba,
or that part of lake- south of Berens Island in summer for export, only enough to
supply a Manitoba market.

The conditions in the waters mentioned are entirely different from those obtained
in the immense body of water in the northern end of Lake Winnipeg, where is found a
perfect home for the whitefish, which is about the only fish which has no means of
defence from its enemies, and, as the rabbit is fed upon by ail predatory birds and
animais, so ahl predaceous fishes feed on the whitefish when they can. The Indian calls
the whitefish the "Ahlikim aik" or "deer of the waters," because his only mode of
defence is flight. A jackfish, lying in ambush, can strike him as a hawk strikes a rabbit,
but like the latter, if the whitefish gets under way, the pursuer goes hungry. In the
north end of Lake Winnipeg, where this sheet of water is seventy miles wide there are
immense feeding grounds of the best of whitefish food, where few other fish exist.
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The pickerel and jackfish seldom go ten miles from shore, so these immense bodies of
whitefish "live, move and have their being" undisturbed except f rom the nets of the
fishermen during the months of June, July, August and sometimes September. Even
then large areas have never had a net in, for the want of harbours ; the fishermen being
abie to get all the fish they require near the harbours where they have freezers.

The only time these fish see an enemy is when they approach the shore to spawn in
the fall, the jackfish and pickerel then fortify themselves for their winter's rest by
taking in a supply of whitefish, and the suckers are on hand to gather in the ova
as it is deposited, but there are comparatively few of these- predatory fishes, because
in this wide water, there are but few marshes and flooded lands in spring favourable to
their breeding, and but few of the streams they can ascend to spawn. It is but a
few miles up any stream on the east side of the lake until an impassable rapid is met,
so the conditions for the reproduction of predatory fish are not favourable. The lake is
not suitable for salmon-trout, the greatest enemy of the whitetish. In the southern
part of Lake Winnipeg the whitefish has been gradually disappearing for some time,
although for a number of years no summer fishing has been done; whether it is the
foulness of the Red River (now but an immense sewer for the drainage of many large
towns and cities) or from what cause, I am unable to dtermine. Pickerel seem
increasing in this part of the lake, and with the sturgeon fishing, now constitute the
principal part of the catch. The next in importance is catfish. Many angle all sum-
mer for these fish near the south end of the lake, the fish being in good dewand at fair
prices, in towns on the Mississippi.

Lakes Winnipegoosis and Manitoba are long narrow lak es full of points and islands,
seldom in any place are they twenty miles wide, so that on any whitefish feeding ground
a great part of the year, will be found the predatory species. About these lakes and
particularly Winnipegoosis, there are large marshes and many streams, through an
alluvial country where the breeding grounds are perfect and the food for the young
limitless. Consequently these waters are crowded with coarse fish. The reason I am
opposed to summer fishing on these waters, is because such fishing is carried on against
the whitefish at a time that all the predatory fishes arein the marshes and up the streams
consequently they are not caught. With winter fishing, when the ice forms and the coarse
fish comes back to the lake, then, in pursuing whitefish, the coarser kinds are taken in
large numbers, and those not used are taken ashore. One man, for instance, last winter,
took ten tons of jackfish ashore, these fish would have eaten ten times more whitefish
than he took out at the same time. Besides the banks of these lakes and those of the
southern end of Lake Winnipeg, are now partly settled. These waters should be reserved
for the actual settlers, and the professional fishermen confined to the noî th end of Lake
Winnipeg, which is not nor will ever be settled, but its waters should be preserved for
pi esent and future supply, and its shores utilized for its forest and preserved for that.
The great body of fish north of Berens Island is nearly equally distributed between the
province of Manitoba and the district of Keewaytin, the boundary line crossing at
George's Island-the principal fishing is done at Selkirk Island, though a fair amount
is done at Reindeer and George's. Sturgeon are plentiful only on the Eastern or Gra-
nite shore of Lake Winnipeg. This lake being the dividing line between the old rock
formation and the newer. Only limestone is found on the western shore. It is being
found, though that on the chain of islands between Doghead and Berens Island there
are many sturgeon. They do not frequent Lakes Manitoba or Winnipegoosis though
there is no obstruction in the connecting rivers to prevent then going up and returning
I have carefully watched the development of the sturgeon industry and tried to
find out as near as possible the extent of shore it covered and to only issue the number
of licenses that I was sure the water area could safely stand, always giving the resi-
dent Indians, if any, the preference. The result has been most satisfactory. The pur-
chasers have put up ice at several points, and the fish are now brought in good con-
dition for shipment, consequently commanding a better price.

Another year, I would advise that no license to fish for sturgeon be granted ten
miles away fron an ice supply.This regulation would prevent both dealers and fishermen
from taking chances of wasting fish, as lias been too often the case. The increase of
the catch this year will be readily noticed, and I anticipate it will augment again next
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year, as the fishing extends farther north. With a properly regulated number of gill-
nets and a strict exclusion of pound-nets, there is no reason why profitable fishing for
sturgeon should not become a permanent industry. Licenses have been issued only for
the amount 1 consider the lake should be fished and for the parts of the lake where proper
facilities for handling the fish were to be had.

OJ Lake Manitoba, Mr. Martineau, the Fishery Ofjjcer 8ays: That during the year
he visited and inspected the various stations in his district and found everything in
a satisfactory condition. The regulations have been strictly obeyed and the disposal of
offal and other noxious matter has been carried out in accordance with the instructions
of the department. More fish would have been taken had there been a market. He
recommends that, as the whitefish are full of spawn on the 1st of September, the close
season commences Sept. lst instead of October lst. Mr. Martineau also asks that a
hatchery be built on the lake.

LAKE WINNIPEGOOSIS.

Owing to the completion of the railway to this lake, an immense impetus to fishing
was given and a great number of eastern fishermen flocked in and the settlers became
alarmed. The domestic licenses intended for bona fide settlers alone, were being asked
for by pretended settlers, and the lake would have been soon depleted. Many of these
fishermen came back after having been refused a license. The department, on learning the
facts, promptly restricted the licenses to 100, and then issuing only to actual settlers.
This action gave great satisfaction to the people. and prevenited the early depletion of
this valuable body of water. Full reports regarding this matter, have been f rom time
to time sent to headquarters. I would recommend the appointment of a fishery guard-
ian at Winnipegoosis, the terminus of the railway and the shipping point for the lake.
A great many sturgeon were brought down to the railway from Cedar Lake, on the
Saskatchewan, in the North-west Territories. There are none of these fish in the
Winnipegoosis.

ROCK LAKE DISTRICT.

About the usual amount of fish was taken out of these waters principally by hook
and line. Along the streams some dams and weirs had been built, they were duly
reported to the department and destroyed. A great many Dakotans come over to fish
in these waters with hook and line through the ice. Pike is the principal fish caught.

RED RIVER.

Little fishing is done in the upper Red River, except two or three seine nets at
Winnipeg for coarse fish. On the lower Red River quite a trade is done in catching
catfish with hook and line for the Mississippi River towns. In early winter a good
many jackfish and pickerel are returning to the lake from the upper streams.

LAKE WINNIPEG.

On the eastern side, Brokenhead to Doghead, pike and pickerel are increasing here,
and whitefish seem decreasing. All Indians have been stopped fishing on whitefish
feeding grounds for pike and pickerel and are now agreed to observe the regulations
strictly. Sturgeon fishing was actively carried on and about 4000 lbs. of caviare made.
On the west side of Doghead, fewer men than usual fished. Pickerel were plentiful and
many tullibee were also taken. The law was fairly observed, but the overseer had to
warn some of the fishermen as to leaving offal on the ice, North of Doghead the new
overseer did not go over the winter fishing grounds, consequently I do not know how
the law was observed except as to the commercial fishing in summer. I made personal
inquiries however when I found he had not been there before the lst of July, 1898, and
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satisfied myself that only licensees fished, and that the law was observed. No fishing
is done in the larger portion of the lake for sale, except that of the commercial com-
panies. A little scattering fishing in winter for whitefish; and pickerel and sturgeon in
summer, is carried on the east shore. There was a large increase of sturgeon fishing. I
only licensed residents, and near the Indian reserves at Berens River, Bloodvein, I only
issued to the Indians of the reserve, much to their benefit and satisfaction. They all took
out licenses and strictly observe the law. The Berens River chief personally sees that all
nets are taken up Saturday ; all offal disposed of, and only the proper number of yards of
twine used. It bas been found that sturgeon are in fair quantities at the Tamarac Islands
and the industry is gradually creeping up the east shore, and will in a year or so have
reached Playgreen Lake on the Nelson River. The close season for those fish should
be changed from May 15th to June 15th as at present, to April lst to June 15th,
because there is a tendency to evade the law by catching the sturgeon at the earliest
moment the mouths of rivers open and hold them in pounds until after the 15th of June.
Not only is there a tendency by some greedy fishermen to do this, but during the close
season nets can be secretly set and the fish placed in the pounds. It would require an
expensive set of overseers to watch this. The simple way is to make the commence-
ment of the close season before the ice has moved in the rivers, and declare that all
pounds shall be open until the 15th of June. This will please the honest fisherman.

Taken as a whole the fishing industry of Manitoba for 1897 has been prosperous,
but prices as for the last few years have been low. It seems to me no effort is made to
supply the towns of Manitoba and the North-west Territories with our fish, where there
surely must be a good market for at least winter caught fish, which small dealers can
easily handle.

The fishermen of Lake Winnipeg were greatly pleased with the visit of your com-
missioner, Professor Prince last autumn, and trust this call may result in the changes
necessary in the fishery regulations, as well as the placing of the hatchery on a proper
working basis.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

I have the honour to be air,

Your obedient servant,

R. LA TOUCHE TUPPER,
Inspector of Fisheries.
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STATEMENT

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of Manitoba, for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity.

Whitefish......
Pickerel . .....
Pike ..........
Stu eon.......
Perc .........
Tullibee.......
Catfish
Mixed and coars
Home consumpt

..................... .............. ..... .... L bs. 3,363,863
................................... « ..... .. I. "t 1,343,048
.......... ............. 1........... .... .... " 639,973
............ ................... . 225,6 19

. .......... ........... . ...... .............. 56,737... ......... ...... ... ........ I....... . ... 359,410

............ ....... . .. ......... ...... ... 92,664
e fish.............................. ". 827,200

ion ....... ........................... "..... .817,100

Total for 1897.............. ................ ......
Total for 1896................. ...... .......... ... ...

D ecrease................ ............ ..... ..........

Price. Value.

$ cts. $ et,.
0 05 168,193 15
0 04 53,721 92
0 01 6,399 73
0 05 11,280 95
0 01 567 37
0 01 3,594 10
0 01 926 64
0 01 8,272 00
0 01 8,171 00

.261,126 86
........ 362,310 80

...... 101,183 94

STATEMENT of Fishing Materials in Manitoba, for the Year 1897.

Articles. Value.

$ et'.

11 fishing tugs (1,104 tons :83 In i.. .. ..... ...... .......... ... .. 1 94,100 00
591 fishing boats (968 men)........ ........ ................ .. ............ .. 15,103 00
1,167 gill-nets (2C7,540 fathoms)... ....................... .. ........................ 52,937 00
4seines (363 fathoms)......... .......... .............................. .......... . 540 00
33 freezers and ice houses ............. .......................................... . 62,500 00
17 piers and wharfs.. ......... ....... ....... ....... ...... ..................... 2,820 00

Total.................. ........................... . . . .. 228,000 00

1la-14
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MANI
RETURN of the Number and Value of Vessels, Boats and Fishing Materials, the

Province of Manitoba,

FsaiNG MATERIALS.

,Tugs or Vessels. Boats. Gili Nets. Seines.

3 Lae inipg estofBoknhadt

z >

1Lakhe Winnipeg, commercial fishing... 9 102 1800 76 18 5025 ù41 ... 33840 5816
2,Lower part of Red River and Lake

Winnipeg t s Willow Point, %vest,
and Broke .ead, east...... .............. . 46 595 60 1350 860

3,Lake WVinniipeg, east of Broke«ad te I
Doghead .................... . . 1. 1800 4 98 1680 207ý 40900' 4-5)0 .....

4 Lake Winnipeg,west side WiIlow Point,.
to Doghead......................... ...... 40 400ý M0 12350, 1395..

5 Upper Red River.............. ..... . .... 19 190 28 ... 600
6 Rock Lake, Southern Manitoba.. ......... ......... .... .... 200
7 South Lake Manitoba, Long Point to 7

Totogan....... R r . .... 15 75 47 75 20000 22&,. ......
8,Little Saskatchewan River and Lake

Saint M artin ......... ..... . . . .. .. . .... . 10 180 15 60 1800.
9 Lake Winnipegosis and Waterhen I 1

River.............. ........ . . I 12 1500 3 63 778 145 . . .. 21750 21751 33 40
loThe Narrows, Ebb and Flow Lake to

Sandy Bay ..... ......... ................ 122 4230 197 1032 28750 2536 3 300
11 Lake Winnipeg, north of Doghed.. 160 1950 165 .... 38000 350001

louais;.................... 11111041 941008351j F r50-6816I 0754 59371510i -98ý117j!4, 36& 540

___ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ _
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T O B A.

Number of Men employed, &c., with the Kinds and Quantities of Fish, in the
for the Year 1897.

OTHER FIXTURES
usSE) iN FISHING.

Freezers Piers
and and

Ice-hunses. Wharfs.

8 8

KIsîs OF FISH.

*1

~ -z *. -
~I

I -~ :~ -~ -~ z;
o *.~ ~ ~ = ~

19' 52940 9 1600 2521354 51917 40441

. 65500 156000

3 760 1 20 44500 192300ý 67000

1200 .... 21150 121500 4500
.... .... 4000 32000 ......

. . ...... . ...... 40000

i 1500 0 . '..... ... 50000 100000 150000

.... . 12000 6000

1 600 1 100 391000 67250 71365

3 5500 6 1100 156300 66850 104300
.. .. 163559 6397311 42764

33 62500 171 2820 3363863 1343048639973

211
lla-14J

VALUE.

8 ets.

128.184 821. . . .
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APPENDIX No. 8.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES
REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES, FOR

THE YEAR 1897, BY THE INSPECTOR E. W. MILLER.

Qu'APPELLE, N.W.T., 2nd January, 1898.

Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit the following report on the fisheries of the
North-west Territories for the year 1897, together with statistics of the catch of fish
value of gear employed, &c.

In the more settled districts the regulations in regard to non-fishing in the close
seasons, the use of nets of proper mesh, &c., are now fairly carried out with the result
that the supply of fish does not show any sign of diminution, except in those lakes that
the recent dry seasons have caused to shrink to such a degree as to leave their waters
too alkaline or otherwise igipure for the support of fish life. A great deal of illegal
fishing is reported by some of the river guardians, large quantities of fish of the spring
spawning varieties being taken by means of rudely constructed traps. These when
removed by your otlicers, are easily restored, while it is extreniely difficult to detect
the constructors or operators. In the more remote lakes, which, with the growing
scarcity of fur and game, have now become the main source of food supply to the Indians
and half-breeds of the northern districts, it is satisfactory to note that those which had
become most seriously depleted, are under the system of protection during the spawning
season, established by your department, now showing signs of recovery. There is no
doubt that our larger and deeper lakes possess great powers of recuperation, and that, if
allowed a fair period of rest in the spawning season, they will continue to furnish for
all time an immense quantity of food; and rhat of a nature forming a healthier and
more suitable diet to the natives of the country than that on which they would, in case
of its exhaustion, have to subsist.

Persistence in doing their fishing in one lake as long as there remain any fish to be
caught is an unfortunate custon of some of the Indiai familieZ, and to this is
attributed the utter exhaustion which has befallen some of the smialler lakes, particularly
as the mesh of the net is made smaller and smaller with the increasing scarcity of fish.
The efforts of your officers in such instances, have been to direct the fishermen to better
stocked lakes which are often to be found in fairly close proximity, but there is some-
times much difficulty in getting them to Inove.

There bave been many applications made by settiers for the stocking of some of the
minor prairie lakes now devoid of fish, and much disappointment has been caused by
the inability of the department to comply with these requests. The re-stocking of some
of the depleted lakes is also a matter of very great importance and there is good reason
to believe that if this were done, the Indians would be brought to better appreciate the
work of the department, and would not only accord a more cheerful obedience but render
more assistance in carrying out the necessary regulations.

As it has been determined that the vast distances from existing hatcheries present
almost insuperable difficulties to the successful transportation of fry to the desired points,
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it is much to be hoped that the establishment of a fish hatchery within the Territories
might soon become possible.

The establishment of an export trade in fish at Prince Albert has not been very
successful in its local operation, the prices paid to the fishermen being scarcely enough
to remunerate them properly for their labour. I t is also unfortunate that owing apparently
to railway freight considerations, fish should be shipped out of the Territories which
would meet with a ready sale in territorial towns which now import fish fron the geat
lakes and British Columbia.

The opening up of the Yukon gold field, has afforded a new source of employinent
to many of those who previously devoted much of their time to fishing; it has also
largely diminished the number of train dogs to be found in the country, and consequently
the amount of fishing in 1898 is likely to show a falling off. Inasinuch as this affects
some of the districts in which the strain upon the fish-producing waters had become
greatest, it should have a beneficial effect on the fisheries, by lessening the demand upon
them. And the destitution among the people most depende.nt on the fisheries being
lightened by the employnient thus afforded some of them, a strict enforcement of the
close seasons will be rendered po-sible.

The greatly lessened number of North-west Mounted Police retained in the
Territories, has prevented that body from rendering so iuch assistance in the enforcement
of the fishery regulations as given in former years, but where possible, both officers and
men have afforded nuch useful aid.

In conclusion, it may be said that while the immensity of the territory to be covered,
combined with the great expense and difficulty of reaching the more distant* points,
renders it impossible, at present, to bring more than a portion of the territorial waters
under the immediate supervision of the officers of your department, yet those waters,
which by the influence of settlement or the excessive deiands made on theni by the
native population, have been found in more immediate need of oversight and protection,
are now receiving it to a fair extent. Constant watchfulness and an extension of the
force will, however, be necessary to cope with the constantly increasing work obligatory
for the proper preservation of the territorial fisheries.

SYNOPSIS OF OVERSEERS' AND GUARDIANS' REPORTS.

PRINCE ALBERT.

Overseer R. S. Cook says that the regulations have been well observed and only one
seizure of nets was made. The fisheries of Green Lake and the Beaver River have
yielded much better results than last year, the total nunber of whitefish caught up to
December 25th amounted to 45,000. The catch in the lakes north of Prince Albert,
for export, has not been nearly so good, though there is no apparent reason for the
falling off. The prices paid for fish on the ice were as follows:-

Whitefish, round....................... ...... 1 cts. per lb.
do dressed ............................. 2 do

Trout, round............. ............... .... 1½ do
do dressed.............. .... ............. 2j do

Jackfish, with head off...... ............ ..... 1 do
D oré .... .... .......... .... ...... ...... .... 2 do

"The visit of Professor Prince, the Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, to some of
the lakes in this district will result in much good. The spawning season of the whitefish
varies greatly, and I see nothing for it but a local close season for the different lakes.
In some lakes the present close season amply covers the spawning period, while in others
the fish have not commenced to spawn at the expiration of the close season. He hopes
that the department will try the experiment of re-stocking some of the depleted lakes of
the district next spring. One hundred and thirteen free permits were issued to Indians
and half-breeds, allowing them to fish for their own use only."
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Guardian R. Morin, of Green Lake, reports that the people attempted to trade off
fish caught under free permits, which, however, he stopped. Whitefish were still spawn-
ing on Deceiber 22nd. At Assiniboine Lake the fishing was very poor and not much
done. Four nets were seized at Devil's and Long Lakes, being of very small mesh.

Guardian W. Croinarty is in charge of the Crooked Lake chain. These lakes are
well supplied with pike, pickerel and other coarse fish, but were threatened with
exhaustion by the immense quantities taken out of the connecting creeks at spawning
time by means of traps. Fishing is now restricted to the legal means.

CALGARY AND MACLEOD DISTRICTS.

The fishing in these districts is mainly confined to the angling for trout in the many
mountain streams. Control of this fishing is of course at present difficult and the total
extent of catch not easy to estimate. The regulations in respect to the close season are
enforced to some extent by the North-west MNlounted Police and a special guardian
resident at High River. It has not heen found practicable so far to fully enforce the
screening of the numerous irrigation ditches opened up of recent years, but it can
scarcely be doubted that unless the waste of fish life. caused through the action of
unscreened ditches, is checked, the abundance of trout now to be found in these western
mountain streams will become a remembrance only. The owners of the smaller ditches
generally comply with the requirements of the Act.

A small number of licensed fishermen operated on the Crow's Nest and Waterton
Lakes and caught a fair quantity of whitefish and lake trout, which, however, are mostly
consumed at home.

EDMONTON DISTRICT.

This district is under the charge of Over8eer Harri8on Young who is assisted by special
guardians at Pigeon Lake, Lac la Biche and Lac Ste Anne. Pigeon Lake maintains its
prominence as one of the best fishing lakes in the Territories. It has been well fished
for several years, no less than 61 licensed fishermen being at work in 1897, so it is a
good example of the benefit derived from a strict enforcement of the close season.
Guardian Whitford reporta the fish to be now as large, healthy and numerous as ever.
The destitution prevailing among the half-breed population in the Lac la Biche and Lac
Ste Anne districts led to tho necessity of some relaxation in their favour, of the regula-
tions regarding the close season at those lakes. A fair proportion of the spawning
grounds were, however, fully protected. The great majority of the people were well
satisfied, but at Lac Ste Anne six nets were taken, having been set in excess of the one net
per family allowed to be used in the close season. At Beaver Lake, Overseer Young
reports the fish, pike, pickerel, &c., with which it formerly abounded, to have been
nearly killed out. They died either from want of air, owing to the ice not cracking as
usual last winter, or on account of the shrinkage of water in this lake having left it too
alkaline. Considerable fishing is reported to have been done at Lac la Nonne and Buck
Lake, and guardians will be required at those points next season. Overseer Young
reports that the whitefish in the lakes of this district are in general increasing, of which
the enforcement of the close season, partial as it has been, is certainly the cause.

BATTLEFORD DISTRICT.

Fishing for domestic purposes is vigorously carried on at Jackfish and Turtle Lakes,
which contain a good supply, both of whitefish and coarse fish. A resident guardian is
about to be re-stationed at this point, with a view to the stricter enforcement of the
regulations. It is found that Indians with permits allowing them to fish for their own
use only, will barter away their winter's supply of fish and leave theimselves more or less
destitute of food, if the opportunity is allowed to be freely put before them.
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LONG LAKE DISTRICT.

This lake is the most important fishing centre in the district of Assiniboia. In
consequence of the very succesbful season here in 1896, the applications for licenses
were very numerous, and thirty-nine were issued, exclusive of free permits.

Overseer John Foster reports, however, that the average catches this year were not
so good, though the fish taken were of good size and quality. The fishing which is
nearly all done in the winter, is confined to the southern end of the lake, and the upper
portion, some twenty-five miles in length, is practically untouched. Distance from
market prevents much summer fishing being done. Two nets were confiscated for
breaches of the regulations, but in general, the latter are well followed by the fishermen.
The overseer is of opinion that the spawning season is well covered by the close time
now enforced here.

QUAPPELLE DISTRICT.

Guardian John Leader reports that the stock of pike, pickerel, tullibee, perch, &c.,
in the Qu'Appelle chain of lakes is well maintained and that a decided increase of
whitefish is to be noted, especially in Qu'Appelle Lake. In the latter lake, from thirty
to fifty whitefish were taken at a haul with a setting of 150 fathoms of gill-net. Perch
exist in these lakes in large numbers, but are rarely taken, the five-inch mesh nets
allowing most to escape. Tullibee are very numerous and of fine quality, being esteemed
by many as nearly equal to whitefish. The regulations have been well observed; four nets,
were seized, being set in violation of them. Six traps were destroyed by the guardian
in the Qu'Appelle River. There was a small flow of water throughout the summer, and
though the non-repair of the dam at Katepive allowed the waters in Mission and Kate-
pive Lakes to become rather low, the water has remained in good condition. Immense
numbers of fish passed up the fishway at Fort Qu'Appelle in May, a steady stream being
observed for upwards of ten days.

Mr. Fitzgerald, Guardian of the Lower Qu'Appelle, reports that an enormous
amount of fish is taken from the river at spawning time and through the summer by
means of fish traps. The operators take care not to approach there when any stranger
is observed to be about, and the guardian is of opinion that to make the land-owner
responsible for traps erected on hiq lands is the only way to cope with this evil, unless
a very much larger sum is expended in watching than can now be done. Round Lake
has now a limited supply of whitefish, but Crooked Lake is one which, while formerly
a good whitefish lake, has been so fished out in former days by the Indians on the
adjoining reserve that it is practically without whitefish now and in great need of
restocking.

CUMBERLAND DISTRICT.

This vast district lying along the lower Saskatchewan River has a population of from
4,000 to 5,000 Indians and half-breeds, who, with the graduai decline of the quantity
of game and fur, have now become almost entirely dependent on the fisheries for their
subsistence. It has not been deemed expedient to enforce the regulatious in their
entirety in this district as yet, but as it becomes opened up, the protection of the fish must
become a matter of vital importance. Licensed fishing for sale is confined mostly to the
sturgeon fishing in Cedar Lake, but as this lake is generally held to be the water from
which the Saskatchewan River receives its supply of fish, the development of the fisiery
at this point for export purposes is considered to be prejudicial to the interests of the
resident population.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

E. W. MILLER,
Inspector of Fisheries, N. W. T.
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NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

RETURN of the Number and Value of Boats, the Quantity and Value of Fishing
.Materials. in the District of Qu'Appelle, North-west Territories, for the Year
1897.

FisHIso MATERIALS.

Boats. Gil Nets.

I )TIU'iTl(,1-.

-z
- a. z e~

z - '~-

p.- ~ ~ p.-

$

1 L ong L ake . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . 6 60
3IQu'A pell. Lakes .... .......... . .. .. . . 15 275
2 Crooked and Round Lakes ........... .... ........ ...
4 Moose Mountain Lakes. .......... .. ........
5 Eagle Quil Lakes ..... . . ... ... . .

21 335....

136 3.900
56 1,200

5 150
1 300
14 240

2211 5,790

544
280
30
60
50

964

RETURN of the Kinds and Quantity of Fishi in the District of Qu'Appelle, North-
west Territories, for the Year 1897.

Kisus OF Fisn.

I)isiioc'rs. T1OTA 1
VALUE.

-
~

a.
Q

Lhs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. $ cts.

1 Long Lake.......... . .......................... .34000 5000 6000 ... 7000 2,040 00
21Qu'Appelle Lakes....... . .... .... ................. 7500 il 10000 12000 20000 1,345 00
3 Crooked and Round Lakes............................ 500 7000ý 10000 5000 28000 815 00
4 Moose Mountain Lakes ................... . . .... ... 80001 10000 .... 25000ý 690 00
5JEagleQuill Lakes..... .......................... .... 6000 500 1200' ... . 2000 359 00
6,Fishing Lakes (N.). ........ ...... ............ . ... 10000 25000 ..... 30000 1,100 00
7Qu'Appelle River ................... 16000 6000' ...... 4000 1,200 00

Totals........ . .................... .. 48000 575001 782001 17000 152000 .........

Values. ............................ .$ 2400ý 1725 1564 340 1520 7,549 00
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Boats, the Quantity and Value of Fishing Materials,
&c., in the District of Edmonton, North-west Territories, for the Year 1897.

FisHiNu MATERIALS.

DIT >'IIT'S. Boats. Gill Nets.

No. Value. No. Fathoins. Value.

I Lac la B iche ........... . .. . ....... 40
2Lac Ste Anne...... ......... ...... .... ....... .. 30
3 Pigeon Lake..... .. .... ... .. .... ....... .. 20

Ttals.......................... 9

600 133
450 120
300 265

1,350> 518

RETURN showing the Kinds and Quantity of Fish in the District
North-west Territories, for the Year 1897.

KINns f>* or FisH.

3,600
7,950

15,540

532
480

1,325

2.337

of Edmonton,

'i'or. i_

I i

î - .

1 Lac la Biche. ... . . -. .. ....... ...
2 Beaver Lake (N.) ..... ......... ....
3 Stony, Trout, Island and Whitefish

L akes................. ..... .... ..
4 Lac Ste. Anne and White Whale Lake
5 Lac la Nonne. ...................
7!Pigeon Lake .. ... ....... .. ....
7 Lessei Lakes..

Totals......... .. .......

V alues ...... .......... ...

cS ts

75,000 20,000 40.000 5,000 20,000 5,450 00
20,000 5,000 8.000 1,00 5,000 1,380 00

60,000 ........ 20,000 8,000 20,000 3,760 00
100,000 ... ...... 30,000 3,000 10,000 5,760 00
10,000 2,000 4,1000 ...... ........ 640 00

120,000 2,000 4,000 .. ... 5,000 6,190 00
15,000 10,000 3,000 20,000 1,360 00

400,000 34,000 116,000 20,000 80,000 ...........

20,000 1,020 2,32) 400 800 24,540 00
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Boats., the Quantity and Value of Fishing
Materials, &c., in the District of Prince Albert, North-west Territories, for the
Year 1897.

FISHING ATERIALS.

Boats. Gi111 Nets.

I )sTiîcers.

> -

1 Green Lake ....... . .... ....... ..... . .. .............. 20 300 100 2500 500
2 Assinihoine Lake ................... ...................... .. 1.. 15 250 200 5000 800
3 Deer, Trout, Montreal and Candle Lakes ..... .......... .... .-. .30 400 350 8750 1400
4 Saskatchewan River. ....... .. ........ .... .. ............ 50 500 100 1200 300

Totals.............................. ......... ... 115 1450 7501 17450 3000

RETURN showing the Kinds and Quantity of Fish in the District of Prince Albert,
North-west Territories, for the Year 1897.

KINis ofr FisH.

Dîsi-Hîc's.

I-~ (~

Beaver River.... .... ... -.......... 80000 ....
Green Lake ..... ........... ......... 30000 .....
Assinibuine Lake......... . .......... 15000 ..
Devil's Lake ..................... 14000 ......
Pelican Lake.... ...... ............. 9000
Doré and Dog Lakes..... ............ 30000
Montreal and Bittern Lakes.........25000.
Sturgeon Lake..... ............ ... , 2000 ... ..
Can fle, Deer,*................. .... 84000 2600(

and Trout Lakes. ... . ......... .. 15000 500(
Saskatchewan River.. . ............ ...... . .
Crooked Lake .................. .... ... ....

Totals ......... ... 404000 3100(

Values .. ... ............ 20200 155(

* Exported to United States.

--

) . 000 20000

4«I

) .. I 100

) *. . .. 10000
) ..... ...

) .. .. ... .

i4 00 ... 1000
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8 cts.

9,000 00
4,550 00
1,470 00

890 00
700 00

2,700 00
2,150 00

220 00
5,889 00
1,200 00
2,190 00

121 00

...........

31,080 00
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RECAPITULATION

Of the Yield and Value of Fisheries in the North-west Territories,
for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

W hitefish ........ .............. . ................. .... .... ..
T ro u t .... .. . . ... ... ... .... ... .... ........ ... .... ... .. . . .
P ickerel...... .... ........... .... .. . ........ . .. ..........
Pike.......... .......... ... ..... ........ .. .
Sturgeoi ........................ . . ..... ....................
Tullibee .. . ....... ............ .............
M ixed and coarse tish . .. .. . .. .. .... .. . ......................

Total for 1897 .... .......... . ..........................
do 1896................... ............... .....

Decreast . ............... . ... . . ......... .....

Lbs. S ets.

4,911,000 245,700 00
54,000 2,700 00

2, 131,500 63.945 00
1,992,2f0 39,844 00

191,000 9,550 00
94,000 1,880 00

1,367,000 13,670 0)

.......... 377,289 00

....... ... 383,232 00

.. ........ 5,943 00

STATEMENT of Fishing Materials in the North-west Territories.

Articles. Value.

$ cts.

230 tishing boats (616 m en)> ............... . ... .... ....... ........................
1,501 gill-nets (39,140 fathois) ........ ..... ..... ....... ..... ........ .. .....
5 freezers aud ice-houses ............... ........................................

Total........ .......... ............................

3,195 00
6,351 00

100 00

9,646 00

RECAPITU LATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of Manitoba and the North-west
Territories, for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

Lbs. S ets.

Whitefish .. ............. ...................................
Pickerel............................................... ..... .
Trout................................. ......................
Pike.................. .......... . ..... .......................
S turgeon ........... ................... . . ....... .....
Perch .. ..................................................
Tullibee.................................................... 
C atfi fs... ... ....... .............................................
C oarse fish....................... . . .... . ................ . .
Homne consuimption............... ..... . ...................... ....

8,277,863
3,474,548

54,000
2,632,173

416,619
56,737

453,410
92,664

2,194,200
817.100

413,893 15
117,666 92

2,700 00
46,243 73
20,830 95

567 37
5,474 10

926 64
21,942 00
8,171 00

Total for 1897................................... 638,415 86
do 1896.............. ...... ............... .... 745,466 00

Decrease................................................... 107,05 14
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APPENDIX No. 9.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
ANNJAL REPORT ON THE FISHERIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR

THE YEAR 1897, BY JOHN McNAB, INSPECTOR.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C., 2nd January, 1898.

The Hon. Sir Louis H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisieries,

Ottawa.

SIR,-.I have the honour to submit my annual report on the fisheries of British
Columbia for the year 1897, together with tabulated statements of their yield and value,
and synopsis of guardians' reports.

The past year was a phenomenal one in the Fraser River district, the catch of both
salmon and sturgeon having been about double that of any previous year, 42,197,516
pounds of sal mon were canned ; and when to this is added the quantity cured by other
methods than canning, and the quantity sold fresh, we get, as the output of the Fraser
River for 1897, the immense aggregate of 44,654,716 pounds.

The grand total of the value of the fisheries for 1897, including the fur-seal skins,
is $6,138,864.90, and the capital invested, $2,614,660.

In the latter part of the season 600,000 pounds of dry salted salmon were shipped
to Japan. It is to be hoped this business will prove permanent, as it would afford an
opportunity to turn to profitable account, fish which have heretofore been considered,
commercially valuele-s. Of less importance, but worthy of mention, is the demand which
has arisen for dried salmon, for dog food. The most suitable variety for the purpose are
the O. Keta-or dog salmon all that could be cured has been bought at remunerative
prices for shipment to the Yukon. The sturgeon fishery of the Fraser River has also
become a very important industry, the more important as it affords winter employment
to a large number of resident fishermen, who would otherwise spend their time in an
idle or unprofitable manner. The proceeds of the industry for 1897 are upwards of $50,000;
the fish are dressed and shipped to United States markets

For some years all the resources at my command were taxed to the utmost in pre-
venting the rivers and lakes from being depleted of sturgeon by the use of trawl lines
with hundreds of unbaited hooks, separated by spaces of but twelve or fourteen inches
f rom each other. At present, however, many of the men who up to a year ago were per-
sistent in the use of trawl lines, have not only abandoned illegal methods of fishing
themselves, but are anxious to have it suppressed, as they find that sturgeon can be readily
caught in nets having ineshes f rom twelve to sixteen inches extension measure, and as
they now realize the importance of the fishery, they are anxious that it should be per-
petuated by using only such nets as will allow immature fish to escape.

The catch of salmon in the northern rivers was very small, less than half its
former average; this must be owing either t. over fishing, which, in regard to the Skeena,
I do not think is the case, or to the destruction of parent fish in the spawning creeks,
or of the young salmon when on their way f rom the lakes to the rivers in the spring or early
summer, by Indians or others. The sockeye salmon-O. nerka-of the Fraser, Skeena
and Naas Rivers are the same in every respect ; but it is remarkable that in Rivers
Inlet-about half way between the Fraser and Skeena, they are of a different variety
or family and are the same as the Alaska sockeye, and what is more remarkable is that
a small " run " of the çame variety enters the Fraser every season about the 1st of May,
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and may be caught during about two weeks, near the mouth of Pit River, which they
evidently enter, as they are never seen above that locality.

Halibut fishing for export to eastern United States markets is carried on system-
atically from Vancouver by the "New England Fish Co." Their exports during the
year 1897 were upwards of one and a-half million pounds. Halibut fishing by this
company is only prosecuted for about six months each year, beginning in October and
ending in March; this is owing to the low price of the fish, and the risk of handling them
during the warm weather.

Halibut of a fine quality abound in the northern coast waters of British Columbia
and only await the opening up of accessible markets to beconie an important item,
second only to salmon, in the fishing industry of this province. The New England Co.
bought during this season, 1,200 barrels, or 240,000 pounds of herring from local fish-
ermen for halibut bait.

The coast waters of British Columbia offer a rich and inciting field for enterprise.
With the exception of salmon and halibut, their treasures though known to exist, have
not been yet utilized, except to the very limited extent necessary for the supply of the
home demand. Cod, ling, snelts, black cod, or beshow of the Indians, oolachans,
anchovies, flounders, and a great variety of other valuable food fishes, are to be found in
apparently limitless quantities.

Anchovies, Stolephorus, are very plentiful and are equal to the best French sardines,
when put up as such. Of the black cod and oolachans, Mr. James G. Swan wrote in
1884 : " All the evidence I have been able to collect from tishermen and my own
observations show that the same species of fish, whether migratory or stationary, are
richer in oit and other nutritious qualities the farther north they are taken. The black
cod which is not considered worth eating at Monterey is considered at Cape Flattery
one of the most delicious food fishes of the ocean, and at Queen Charlotte Islands, the
natives procure from it great quantities of a peculiar fat, of the consistency of soft lard;
this is used by the Indians as butter. The oolachans when taken in the Columbia
River are not much fatter than a smelt, but when these fish are taken in the Fraser
River, they are rich with fat, and are considered most delicious eating." The sanie
remarks are applicable to the anchovy and other fish.

It is too soon yet to know what the result of the experimental transplanting of
whitefish in the lakes, or of lobsters and oysters in the bays of British Columbia will
be; I can only say, that the oysters, where protected from starfish and other enemies,
are large, fat and healthy and that the small oysters which were attached to their
shells have increased in size rapidly, but the question as to whether they will propegate
in our waters is yet unsolved. The native oysters can, however, be much improved by
judicious cultivation, and in my opinion, oysters much superior to any at present known
in British Columbia waters will yet be found by dredging. In order to stimulate efforts
in this direction, I beg to suggest that a free grant, or long lease, be given to the dis-
coverer of an oyster bed, not in any part exposed at low tide.

The fisheries of the larger lakes in the interior of this province are becoming of
more importance each year, consequent upon the large population of miners, and others
attracted to their vicinity by valuable mineral discoveries, and special fishery regulations
and measures of protection to the lakes, seem to be urgent; but in my opinion, before this
can be done in a satisfactory manner, it will be necessary to ascertain by investigation
the kinds and quantities of fish to be found in such important lakes as the Kootenay,
Slocan and Okanagan, of which at present very little is known.

Only 41 vessels of the British Columbia fleet were engaged in fur sealing during the
last season, and the value of other cat ches is but $304,100 ; the value of the catch of
the previous year, $501.090, was a great falling off from previous years. The
nunber of hands employed in all capacities in connection with the fisheries in British
Columbia during 1897, was 19,854; sailors and hunters in sealing fleet, 1,082; grand
total, 20,936.

During the year I confiscated three boats, and fined 29 persons for contraventions
of the Fisheries Act and regulations. I also confiscated sturgeon trawl lines, having an
aggregate of 18,000 hooks, these lines were seized by my guardians, in the Fraser and
Pit Rivers. The protective service in the Fraser River district has been as efficient as
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it is possible to make it without a suitable steamer for patrol service in the lower reaches
of the river, and the Gulf of Georgia, and I have the honour to submit that fisheries of
such vast importance should have more efficient means of protection from poachers and
foreign fishermen than can be supplied by one small steam launch, and an occasional
hired tug, which are never f und to have the speed, or sea-going qualities necessary for
effective service. During the season I issued salmon fishing licenses for 4,501 boats and
nets for commercial fishing, and 32 domestic licenses.

Froin Rivers Inlet, Guardian Williams sends the follwing report:
"I have found the managers of seven canneries now in operation on the inlet

extremely obliging in every respect, and anxious at all times to assist me in carrying
out the fishery regulations. I an pleased to say that considering we have over
600 boats, or 1,200 fishermen, engaged fishing on the inlet this season, they
have complied with the aforesaid regulations satisfactorily, and I have no serious
cause for complaint. There is one matter which I consider my duty to bring before
your notice, as I am satisfied it is of paramourt importance to the salmon fishing
industry on the inlet in the future. I beg to refer to the tidal boundary, as
defined according to the regulations, viz.: "In Wannuck River, Rivers Inlet, from
a line drawn north-west, from the Victoria Pack Co's. wharf to the opposite
shore" (O.C. 28th September, 1889). This I consider should be moved at least
250 yards further down the river, for the following reasons: The Wannuck is
a short narrow river, not more than three and a half to four miles long, from the mouth
to the lake, and only about 400 yards wide at the mouth, quickly narrowing higher up ;
consequently a 200 fathom net reaches almost across, and sweeps the mouth of the river
completely, as the tidal boundary as at present defined is about 250 yards up stream
from the mouth.

From the Skeena River, Guardian Wm. Roxburgh reports as follows: Salmon
fishing commenced about the 10th of June, the "run " was very light from the first, and
disappointing to the canners and all concerned. Seven cannerie< were operated, and
the pack was about half an average one. Something is wrong with the river, w hich is
not apparent, at its mouth or on the lower reaches. The only fishing carried on in this
district is for salmon, except seafish on the coast for domestic use. The new boat suits
well for the purpose intended, i.e. patrolling the river. The regulations were well observed,
and but few violation, were reported.

From the Naas River, Guardian N. Allan reports that but two canneries were
operated, the pack was about an average one; both canneries are owned by the same
company, and no disposition was shewn to violate the regulations in any way. The
Indians had secured a good sapply of oolachans, and oolachan green, in the spring, and
were well supplied. The river is greatly obstructed by suage, which cause great damage
to nets, and which it is hoped the Government will render assistance to remove.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN McNAB,
Inspector of Fiheries.
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B.-BRITISH COLUMBIA

British Cliumbia
Coast.

TOon. MIasters.

j; za. a
a
Q

Agnes Mc)oIald.. . ....

Ainoko........ . ..... ..
Allie J. Alger...... ......
Amiateu*r............ .
Antie E.Paint..........
Arietis,................
Beatrice................
Borealis. ...... ........
Casco.
C. 1). Rand........ ....
C. G. Cox .. . .... ....
City of a Diegu.
Director................
Dora Seiwerd.............
E. B. Marvii..
Enterpri.M.. .. .........
Favorite... . . ....
Fawn ..................
Fi'sher Maid. ............
Greneva .. . . ..., .......
Labrador.. ....... ......
Mary Tayho. .. .
Marv Elle».....

Maud S
Minm .............

lerimd ....... ....
Moluntain Chief
Ocean Belle ......

PIenelope
Pioner...... ..........
Sadie Turpel .

107 M. F. Cutle.

75 G. Heater..
75 R. A. Lavender.
18 C. Jipson.
82 A. Bissett.....
86 P. Martin...
66 W. Heater......
39 A. Nelson.....
63 C. LeBlane..
51 .1. A. Townsend.
76 W. D. Byers....
46 L. Mctrath....
87 F. W. Gilbert.
94 11. F. Siewerd..
96 C. J. Harris ...
69 J.W. Todd.
844 L. McLean. ..
58 M. Foley.
21 C. Chipps .....
93 W.OLeary.
25 M. Pike......
43 F. Cole . ,
63 1). McePhee...

97 A. E. McKêil..

46 V. Jacobson....n
73 JT. W. Aînderse.n.
23 .1. Nawassum...
83 R. Cox.. .
86 J1. McLeod....
19 J Nveta.....
70 1). Macaulev....
66 W. E. Baker..
56 A. S. Crane.....

109 W. Cox. ..

Teres ....... .......
Triumphd...... ..........
'mbrina...... ... .......

V era ......... ..........
V ictoria.............. ....
Zillal May.. .. ..........
Can os . 4 . .........

Totails, 41 vessels .. . . .

C. F. Dillon.
G. Meyer......
C. N. Cox .
C. Camtplell....
W. .1. Bragg

. laan .... ..
8. ilalcoxi...

27 ...

6 26
24

... 14
26 ........

6; 27
4 25

20
20 ........
21
26

6 18
23 .... ....

8 30
9 32
8 26
7 26
6 30

.... 13
20 ... . .

7 24
24.

8

2

7 .

9

2
2.
6 .
6,.
8 .

22

7
6.

13

14
12

9

15
16
13
13
10
6

.i&

22 385
281 354

26 45
96 71

103i 55

5 9
147 155

62 ho
39 22
1 3

52 33
154 123
21 17

29
7

14
802

123

22
20

il
299
167

7 20 2 10 .
4;

22

7

6
24
23

22

16
23
35
20
25

9, 30

4 9
8 24

5 . 1.

9 18
724

Ul

8
11
14
10)
12

2 15 68 30
1 5 .. I..
2 12 18 35
3 18 142 7
7

. .
2 10........
2 12 125 39

... 8 ............. .... 4 . 8 4 28 2,2...2..1.

2,708 . ..... ... . .. 495 -1587 149 288 ' 2,263 ý 2,819)
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Sealirg Return, Season 1897.

PAeTecuLARS OF- CATCH.

Vicinitv Coue
.lapan Coast. Vin t ler Behring Sea.

Total. Remarks.

i. -- bc

512 412

373 446 6 9 13(; 257
368 529
217 362

154 154 2 4 66 246
432 430 49 139

381 637 85 163 ........
182 220

426 439 5 2
42.. 4..... ............... 558 6961

396 577
134 381
299 254
233 207

120 269 88 249 25 53
...... ........ .. .......... ........ ...

195 370

403 4921
468 362 40 102...............

... ... .. .. 9 3431
404 424

.. .. . .. 292 , 411
128 135 10 3

430 217 ................ . .88 164

235

...... 690
433 385 .... .. , ..... .. 48
152 124 ....... ... 114

...... ............ 96

... . . 3 ...28 59

3,677 3,644 4.54 928 6,549

1la-15

560
861
142
150
680
264

9,058

489 f Wrecked, 5 miles south of Akishi,
-'Japan, 21st J une, 1897 ..........

1,331
640 .

20. .......... ...
1,298..... ...
1,064

737........ ...........
626 .

1,064..............................
302

1,438
1,462............ ....................
1,052.................................
1,339.................................
1,250......................

533..
553..................................
491..................................

27................
804

25.........................
944 ............................
290 - - . , .f Wrecked, catch of il skins lost,fî

... ... Queen Charlotte lsil'ds,Api. 23, '97f
99699123................. ................

1,123 . . . . .
12..................................

959
1,021

24..............................
822
878..................................
899.......................

98 Burnt at sea, lat. 48' 30' S. long.
981'125' 55' W., April 23rd, 1897 .... f

1.... ............ .................
848................. ............

1,7601,708.... ................. ............
1,008S

5401...............................
776................................
827 .... ... ........... .............

1,018 Indian catch, B. C. coast ............

30,410
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A.-SCHPDULE of Salmon Canneries operated in British Columbia, Season of 1897.

Owner or Agent.

Cleave Canning Co .... .......
Brennan Bros .. .. .........
Boutilier & Co. . .........
Sinclair Canning Co..........
Western Fisheries Co .........
Lam'ûng..................
Welch Hros...............
J. H. Todd & Son.. .......

do.
Provincial Oanning Co .....
Good, Murphy & Co ý.........
McPherson & Hickey .... .
A. E. Tregust.............
Alliance Caiing CJo.... .....
D. .. Mann&Co..........
Rowan Bros .... ........ ...
P. Birrel..............
F. R. Industrial Society ........
Ewn & Co ............
B. C. Canning Co.......

Victoria Canng Co.........
(R. p. Rithel, Ag't.)

AngloB. C. Canning Co .
(H. Bell-Irving, g't.)

Turner, Beeton & Co........
Crowden & Pezer ...........
Brunswick Canning Co. -....

do . ... .
McDonald Bros..............
Currie & McWilliams;.... .....
Hennessy & Alexander........
Colonial Canning Co........
M. H. Bain...............
Hume & Co .... ... ........
London Canning Co ... ......
M. Costello ...............
Malcomh & Windsor .... .....
M. Morris........... .....
B. C. Canning Co ..........
R. Cunningham .............
H. Bell-Irving, Ag't. ......
Turner, Beeton & Co............

do .... ...
Muir, Holland & Co.........
Victoria Canning Co.........
Royal Canadian Co...........
Cunningham & Rhode.... .. ..
B. C. Canning Co ....... ....

do -ë ..
Brunswick Canning Co.
Wadham & Co ...............
H. BellIrving, AC't.........
Victoria Cannery Co........
Vancouver Packingo . . .....
Federation Canning Co.........

do.. . . .
S. A. Spencer.......... ....
R. Drainey ...............
Clayoquot Fishing Co.....

Naine of Cannery. '- Packed District. Localitv.

Cleave........ .... 20 931,200 FraseriRiver. New Westminster.
Ontario....... .... i 20 436,4641 do . ,
Boutilier . . ..... 13 552,000 do do
Mayflower ...... . 17 592,200 do do
W. F. C... ........ 13 549,888 do do
New Westminster... 20 (04,320 do do
Celtic .. .... .... 20 716,352 do .. ,North Arm.
Richmond........ 20 820,216 do (10
Beaver............ 20 1,050,624 d . Lulu Island.
Provincial......... 20 552,000 do North Ari.
Dinsmore Island.. 20 622,560 do do
McPherson.......... 20 960,OO0 do do
Fraser River ....... 20 720, do. do
Alliance........... 20 610.000 do do
Sea Island ......... 16 1,542,000 do do
Terra Nova..... ... 20 1,047,744 do do
B. C..... .. ... . . 20 807,93, do .. Annieville.
Industrial.... ..... 13 537,600 do .. do
Ewen's............ 20 1,908,480 do Lion Island.
Dear Island... ..... 20 1,",152 do Dear Island.
Deita... .. ........ 20
Harlock ............ 20 2,664,672 do .Ladoer.
Holly ............ 20
Wellington ......... 20 J
Wadhans.......... 20 1,M3,264 du Canoe Pass.
Canoe Pass . ........ 40 1,945,328 do Ladner.
British American.... .... Canoe Pas.
Britannia........... 20 1,797,792 do Steverton.
Phoenix.. ........ 20 1,539,840 do do
Fisherman's.... .... 20 960,864 do Port Guichon.
Anglo-Anerican .... 20 840,000 do Canoe ?ass.
Brunswick No. 1 ... 20 1,267,344 do Stevertoù.

do No. 2 ... 20 1,267,200 do Canoe Pass.
Watham Island .... 20 720,000 do do
Currie & McWilliams 20 1,010,000 do .Sunnyside.

Canada Pacific.... 20 1,417,776 do Lulu Island.
Colonial............ 9 721,488 do do
Pacific Coast........ 20 1,219,200 do Steverton.
Hume..... ........ 20 765,792 do do
London.. . .... .... 20 960000 do do
Star. ........... .. 20 1,056,000 do do
Gulf of Georgia...... 20 2,433,936 do do
Lighthouse.......... 20 1,104,000 do do
Windsor...... ..... 20 216,00Skeena River Aberdeen.
Skeena... .......... 20 384,0001 do Port Essington.
British American.. 20 393,600 do do
North Pacific....... 20 384,000 do Inverness.
Balmoral... ....... 20 21,600, do Balmoral.
Inverness........ .20 423,072 do Inverness.
Carlisle... .... .... 20 307,2001 do Carlisle.
Standard.... ...... 20 220,800 do Irving.
Claxton............ 20 293,600, do Claxton.
!Lowe Inlet .... .... 6sein's 393,600 do Lowe Inlet.
Rivers Inlet........ 20 220,000 Rivers Inlet. Rivers Inlet.
Victoria ........... 20 192,000 do do
Brunswick... ...... 20 288,000 do do
Wadhams.......... 20 312,000 do do
Good Hope.......... 20 384,000 do do
Wannuck.......... 20 3r0,000 do do
Vancouver.......... 20 16S,400 do do
Naas Harbour .. . 20 '1 960,000 Naas River Naas Harbour.
Mill Bay............ 20 f Mill Bay.
Alert Bay.... ..... ....... 423,000 do Alert Bay.
Nanu Harbour . 192:000 do .Namu Harbour.
Clayoquot......... 239,760 do Clayoquot,

West Coast
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D.-RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield and Value of the Fisheries of British Columbia, for the Year 18f7.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Price. Value.

$ ets. ets.

Salmon, in cans....... .. .... .... ...... ..... .... .... Lbs. 1 49,274,188 0 10 4,927,418 80
do fresh . . . .. .. ....... , ................. ...... 1,814,500 0 10 181,450 00
do smoked .................................... .... .. ".. 85,969 0 10 8,596 90
do salted .......... ........... .......... .... ...... Bris. 5,011 10 100 50,110 0O
do dry salted........................ . ......... ..... Lbs. 600,000 0 03 18,000 00

Sturgeon, fresh.... . .. .................... ... ". 1,137,696 0 05 56,884 80
H alibut do .......... ............... ....... ........ " . 1,967,500 0 05 98,375 00
Herring do ....... ............. . ....... ... " 430,000 0 03 12,900 0

do smoked............. ......... .... ...... . ....... ." . 51,650 O 10 5,165 00
Oolachans, fresh....... ....... ....... ..... . . 420,000 0 0S 21,000 00

do smoked... .. .................. . .............. " . 21,500 0 10 2,150 00
do salted ............... ... . ....... ... Bris. 1,875 10 00 18,750 00

Trout, fresh........................ .... .............. . Lbs. 64,300 O 10 6,430 00
Fish, assorted or mixed.............................. . . " .. 439,000 0 05 21,1150 (0
Codfish, fresh............................... ....... .. .... " 287,500 0 05 14,375 00
Sm elt, fresh................... ....... ........ . . ...... "e70,000 0 05 3,500 00
Skill, salted.................................. . .... .... Bris. 105 10 00 1.050 00
Fur-seal skins.. ..... .................... ....... No. 30,410 10 00 304,100 00
H air-seal do ....... ..... .... . .......... ............. ." 5,000 0 75 3,750 00
Sea otter do .. .. . . ................................ . .... 30 200 00 6,000 00
Caviare... ..... .............................. . . Lbs. 38,397 0 20 7,679 40
Fish oil...... ... ...... ... . .... ........... ....... Galls. 95,500 0 30 28,650 00
Isinglass.................. .. ..................... 500 0
Oysters.................. .. .............................. Brls. 1,600 5 00 8,000 00
C lam s and m ussels.... .... ............................... ..... ........... ..... 9,080 00
C rabs and abelonies....... ...................................... ..... .... ........ 18,000 00
Shrimps and prawns... ........... ........... .. .............. . . .. .. . ....... 5,000 00
Estiniate of fish consuned in province not included in above ......... ........ ........ 300,000 00

G.... 6186 90

Grand total...... ,................................... ......... ........ 6,138,864 90

FINANCIAL STATEMENT of the British Columbia Fisheries for 1897.

Value.

3,299
1,185

19
32
18

58
122

4

$ ets.

sahoon licenses to fishernien . .. ..................... ........ .. ............. . . 32,990 00
do canners...... .... ...... .............. ........ ......... ..... 11,850 00
do traders......... ........ .... ..... .. ........................ 190 00
<Jo (dom estic).................... ........ ........... . . ..... ... .... 32 00
do (seines)....................................... ......... ...... 450 00
do (traps) .... .. ...................... . .. ........................... 75 00
do Clayoquot Fishing Co........ .. .. ..... ... . ...... . ..... 150 00

sturgeon licenses, nets ......................... ......... ....................... 290 00
do lines................... . ...... . ................. .. ..... ...... 122 00

trout licenses, nets......................... ................ ................. 20 00
O yster rents.................. ........... ........... .... ..... ...... .. .. 156 50
Fies and forfeitures....... ....... ... .......................... ........ .... 446 75

T otal........... ....... ......... ................ ... ... ......... . .. 46,772 25
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E.-CAPITAL invested in Fishing Plant and Material, including the Fur-seal Fleet,
Boats, &c., of British Columbia, for the Year 1897.

Vessels, Boats, Canneries, Nets, &c. Value. Total.

$ ets. $ ets.

140 vessels...... ... .............. .................................. .... . ... 282,630 00
4,917 boats........................... ....... ..... ............. .... ............ 228,030 00

Scows and flat boats.... ... ......... .............. ............. ............ 8,500 00>
608,800 fathcms gill-nets ...... ....... ... ... ........................... ......... 464,475 00

7,250 do seines ....... . ............................ .. ........ ............ 10,875 00
Lines, hooks, &c............... ..................... ............. 7,750 00

65 salinon canneries, at 20,000 ........ ........................ ............ 1,300,000 00
4 cold storage and freezers ............... ... ................ . ........... 35000 00

Oilfactories................................ .. ............ . . ...... . 9,000 00
Salteries ............................................................ 4,000 00

2,350,260 00
41 vessels employed in fur-seal fishing.. -- ............. ............ ... 135,100 00

149 boats do do ......... .. ..................... 14,900 00
288 canoes do do ......... ....................... 14,400 00

164,400 00

Grand total . ................................ . ....... ... 2,514,660 00

Hands employed in connection with fisheries ............. .... 19,850
Sailors and hunters in sealing fleet (whites)....................... . 495

do do (Indians) ... ........ .... ......... 587 s

Total..................... ............ ... 20,936
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APPENDIX No. 10.

ONTARLO.
SYNOPSES OF FISHERY OVERSEERS' REPORTS IN THE PROVINCE OF

ONTARIO FOR THE YEAR 1897.

LAKE OF THE WOODS DIVISION.

Overseer M. Kyle reports a decrease of nearly fifty per cent in the yield of the
fisheries of the Lake of the Woods, due, no doubt, to the less vigorous prosecution of the
industry, as only about half of the fishing plant of the previous year was in use. This
sudden falling off in the output is largely attributable to the mining excitement of the
neighbouring district, where the former fisherman has turned prospective miner, working
claims, etc. The catch of sturgeon, the principal fish of this division, is naturally
reduced, as only about a third of the number of pound-nets of 1896 were fishing. Besides
the high water, constant fishing in the past and other local conditions, had a bearing on
the decreased catch. The fact that the State of Minnesota issued this year no less
than 250 pound-net licenses, einploying 144 men, capturing over one-half million pounds
of sturgeon on the south-westerly part of the lake, must also be taken into consideration.
Should the water remain at its normal height next season, it would go far to prove the
contentions of many interested parties as to its influence on the fluctuation of the catch.
Prices of fish were better than last year, especially that of caviare, manufactured from
sturgeon eggs, which is now looked upon by competent judges as fully equal to the best
European article. As a proof of its spreading reputation, this officer received a com-
munication from one of the largest wholesale fish dealers of London, Eng., seeking
information respecting the Lake of the Woods caviare, which he most willingly supplied.

With regard to other varieties of fish, whitefish, the most marketable of the different
species, yielded comparatively as well as last year, and fishermen often liberate the coarser
kinds to keep the whitefish. Maskinonge and buliheads both show improvement, simply
because there was a better demand for them. Nearly the whole catch is exported to
Minneapolis, Buffalo and Boston.

The only fishway in this district is in the Keewatin Power Co.'s dam on the Winni-
peg River. Mr. Kyle noticed that while the old resident fishermen seemed to make fair
catches, the inexperienced new-comers would do little or nothing, from which he con-
cludes, that a great deal depends on the where and how in this calling as well as in
others. The value of the whole catch is made up at $71,000, about half of the previous
year's.

LAKE sUPERIoR.

Overseer J. W. Cross, who has now charge of the upper waters of Lake Superior,
reports a decline in the catch of fish, which he ascribes to the fact that fishermen sought
more attractive employment in exploring the new mining region of that vicinity. The
onlv gill-net fishing in this division is prosecuted in Thunder Bay, mostly through the ice,
and this officer is of opinion that it should be reserved for that purpose and pound-nets
not to be allowed therein. The United States Governnept places annually in that bay,
about ¾ of a million trout-fry as a compensation for the privilege of collecting spawn f rom
Canadian fishermen.

Overseer T. H. Elliott, who has charge of the lower part of Lake Superior, com-
plains that many fishermen delay in sending the returns of their catch, while several
omit this duty entirely. About 40,000 lbs. of whitefish and salmon-trout were caught
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less than last year. This is due to the poor fishing in October, as the fish did not
come on the shoals as early last season as previously.

The whole catch of Lake Superior is computed at S207,000, about the saine as last
year's.

LAKE HURON.

North Channel of Lake Huron, including Manito nlin Island.

Overseer Ellioit, who has charge of this district, reports a decrease in whitefish of
over half a million pounds ; especially felt in the vicinity of Killarney and Squaw Island.
This seems to corroborate the opinion of the manager of the Georgian Bay Fish Co.,
that those waters were nearly depleted of these valuable fish. This scarcity of whitefish
is attributed to over-fishing, towing of logs and seining.

A shortage of 50,000 lbs. of pickerel is ascribed to the large number of small trap
nets seized and destroyed un the north shore of the Georgian Bay. Sturgeon shows an
improvement. So does salmon-trout, to the extent of 368,000lbs. This is owing to extra
tugs and boats fishing along Cockburn and Manitoulin Islands. Nearly the whole catch
is shipped to Buffalo, Detroit and Chicago. This officer remarks as follows:-

"The principal abuses which now exist are trap-netting and seining. The former
is on the decrease as those nets are stationery and are more easily detected. The cruiser
'Dolphin' did valuable work on the Georgian Bay last season. My men and myself
worked in connection with Captain Pearson, and we suceeded in destroying so many
nets in the vicinity of Bad River tht those who were engaged in this illegal fishing left
for their homes in ,Wiarton, Goderich and Southampton. In fact, I was informed that the
Buffalo Fish Company, would not supply those men with any more twine to make trap-
nets as 1 hey lost them as soon as they were set and couid not catch enough fish to
pay for them.

"Seining was carried on last season in the vicinity of Killarney and Wikwemikong
and as far east as the French River. In order to keep down expense I did not use the
Government sail-boat steadily, the first of the season as J thought the ' Dolphin ' could
stop the seining in those places, but on account of being short of inen she could not do
so. On July 1 8th, on receipt of a message from Little Current, stating that seining
was being carried on there, as well as trap-netting by men from Killarney ; we left Sault
Ste. Marie in the 'Dolphin ' and proceeded there seized two large seines and
destroyed two trap-nets 'traps.' We then went to Bad River and destroyed four
other ' trap-nets.' We found that those Killarney men had been seining as far west
as Spanish River. Captain Pearson and myself thought it advisable to employ the
sail-boat during the balance of the season. This was done with good results.

"'The Act respecting the protection of navigable waters has been strictly observed
by mill-owners in this district. There are no fishways in this division, but two should be
built, one on St. Joseph's Island and one on the Manitoulin Island. Mills have been
built on those two fine trout streams, thus preventing the fish from running up. The
close seasons were strictly enforced, as the United ,States side had a close season for
whitefish and trout last year, our fishermen were perfectly satisfied as it was their
contention, that living close to the border the fishermen across the line could fish,
while they could not.

"J Inust again draw your attention to the sinall nesh used in pound-nets in this
division, it is greatly to be regretted to see tons of small fish classed as seconds, destroyed
each season. Some means should also be taken for the protection of young sturgeon, as
they are also being ruined in a similar manner. All fishing boats and tugs should
be numbered, which could be done in connection with the cruiser, and without any
extra expense to the department. Having reference to the better protection of the fisheries
in this division and Georgian Bay, I would respectfully recommend that Capt. Pearson
should have two more men. Those men should be trustworthv, and be able to take a
small boat and go to any locality where seining or trap-netting is suspected, and remain
there three or four days if necessary, while the 'Dolphin' would be patrolling other
grounds. This is the only way effectual work can be done, as poachers can watch a
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steamer, but they cannot tell when a small boat will come on them. There are still
over twenty seines in the vicinity of Killarny, and just as soon as the ice moves those
men leave and go down the north shore in the vicinity of the Fox Islands to seine.
Some of them left last season before the ice broke up, and I was reliably informed that
tons of whitefish were caught in this manner last spring. In order to stop this it will
be necessary to either have a couple of extra men on the cruiser or employ the Govern-
ment sail-boat here as usual."

GEORGIAN BAY.

Overseer F. J. Smith states that fishing, although fairly good, was not prosecuted
as vigorously as in former years. The fish companies have ceased to supply nets
indiscriminately to all applicants. Pickerel fishing through the ice is fast supplanting
net fishing. The little shanties are sometimes so thick on the ice, assuming almost the
appearance of a village. As much as twelve cents per pound being paid by dealers for
choice pickerel, it becomes quite an inducement for idle men or boys to invest fifteen cents
in hooks and try their luck. Herring were late coming inside, even after the ice formed,
consequently their capture is small. During the season, this oficer seized and destroyed
twenty-one trap and hoop-nets, thirty-five gill-nets, two seines and two boats.

Overseer Robert Edmonstone says that forty-seven fishing boats and eight tugs formed
the fishing fleet of his district. Some of the latter went in other divisions for a part of the
time, taking an additional license therefor. Captain Pearson rendered him valuable
assiqtance in effecting a few seizures of illegal nets. He is against allowing fishing for
herring in November. However, last year the weather was rough during November
and very little illegal fishing was done.

Overseer Isaac Lennox says that the increase of the best grade of fish noticed in
his division is ascribed to fuller returns f rom fihermen, rather than to the abundance of
fish. The falling off in coarse fish is due to checking the use of trap-nets. To prevent
the destruction of young and immature whitefish and salmon-trout, this officer would
recomm-nd that no such fish under two pounds, dressed, should be taken, under a heavy
penalty. He also suggests that a certain spawning ground for trout should be set apart
against all molestation. There are thirteen mills in his district, but he has nothing to
say against their owners.

LAKE HURON-Continued.

Fron Cape Hurd to Point Edward.

Overseer Chas. Briggs reports salmon-trout as more plentiful than last year. This,
some fishermen ascribe to calm weather, but it is more likely due to a better observance
of the close season for the past few years. There was quite a falling off in the yield of
herring, attributed to the warm weather during September and October, which kept the
fish out in deep water. The bark grounded from logs being towed across the lake is
still considered a nuisance to fish and a damage to nets. Thousands and thousands of
logs drifted ashore this summer from broken rafts. About eighty per cent of the catch
is sold in United States or Canada, and the balance used for home consumption. The
close seasons were fairly well observed. There were, however, five cases of seizures for
illegal fishing. Settlers often request the privilege of fishing for coarse fish in the spring
for their own use, and Mr. Briggs believes that such permits at one dollar each would
be beneficial to all, as the more coarse fish captured by them the better for the fry and
ova of the finer species.

Overseer H. W. Ball reports a shortage in the catch of his division, owing to a less
vigorous prosecution of the industry. About ninety per cent of the whitefish and trout
is exported to Buffalo as well as about forty per cent of all other kinds, the balance
being used for home consumption. The mill-owners now burn the saw-dust from their
mills instead of dumping it into the streams. There are no complaints for the want of
fish-passes on the mill-dams. The fishermen of Goderich think it a hardship not to be
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allowed to fish on both sides of said port. During the fall, perch visited the harbour
in immense numbers, to the delight of anglers. From his observations, he concludes
that while whitefish are declining on that part of the coast, salmon-trout and herring
seem to keep up their supply. Sturgeon, pike and other coarse fish, excepting perch,
are getting less abundant. He recommends that when the Fisheries Act, or regulations
mention young fish, it should specify length or weight.

Overseer H. B. Quarry believes the returns furnished by fishermen to be under-
valued. The result of the season's fishing is an average one. The fishermen suffered
less damages from the autumn gales than usual. The fishery regulations were well
respected by the resident fishermen, the only infractions reported were by outsiders.

Overseer J. C. Pollock states that fishermen were generally satisfied of the season's
operations, the catch being even larger than the previous one. A noticeable fact, which
this officer cannot explain, was the improved catch effected on the western side of St.
Clair River, over that of the Canadian side. Some are of opinion that the large steamers
passing nearer our shores in deeper water have a tendency to frighten the fish. About
eighty per cent of the fish is disposed of across the border.

The total value of the catch in the whole Lake Huron, including North Channel
and Georgian Bay, amounts to $465,000. A decrease of about thirty-three per cent
from the product of 1896.

LAKE AND RIVER ST. CLAIR.

Overseer Jos. Boismier, reports a shortage in whitefish of about 5,000 lbs. as com-
pared with the previous catch. The best capture of these fish was late in the season around
Péche Island, which goes to show that they were there in clear deep water in strong
current for the purpose of spawning. Sturgeon also show a falling off. As these fish
now bring the highest price in the market, some being paid as much as $9 a piece,
there should be some regulation limiting a certain length, under which they should be
liberated. As it is now hundreds of young immature sturgeon are caught in pound-nets,
and sacrificed at low rates. Bass are becoming very scarce and should not be allowed to
be netted for a few years.

Overseer C. W. Raymond, says that owing to the rough season the fishery operations
were not so successful as last year. For the better protection of bass, he recommends
that Mitchell's Bay, which is quite a spawning resort for that fish, be set apart against
netting and for the natural propagation of that game fish.

THAMES RIVER.

Overseer P. McCann, remarks that bass ascended the Thames River in large num-
bers, as well as pickerel and other course fish. Rod fishing was indulged in to a greater
extent than ever before and good catches were effected. Anglers urge the adoption of
regulations to prevent the killing of young bass. Carp is alarmingly increasing and if
they are as voracious and dangerous to other species as reported, some steps will soon
have to be taken for their extermination, possibly a small bonus might be offered for
that purpose. The thirteen fishways of this district are in excellent condition with the
exception of the one at Dorchester where the dam was carried away by spring freshets.

Overseer T. McQueen, remarks that he has endeavoured to impress upon the fisher-
men the propriety of honestly giving true statements of their catch of fish, explaining that
the sole object the department had in view in publishing them was to bring so valuable
a branch of industry to public notice. There are twenty fishery stations between Louis-
ville and the mouth of the River Thames, and most of the catch is exported to United
States markets excepting the local consumption. A certain amount of good feeling now
prevails amongst fishermen of that district, who now seem to realize the importance of
the protective measures adopted by the department on their behalf. Subsection 2 of
section 15 has been well observed, and no rubbish from mills or any deleterious sub-
stances of any kind were allowed to be thrown into the Thames River. The only
annoyance to fishermen was the throwing in of orchard trimmings.
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LAKE ERIE DIVISION.

Overseer John G. Stewart, reports the fishing operations in the vicinity of Pelee
Island as very unsatisfactory, and many pound-net fishermen are so discouraged at not
having paid expenses, that they will seek other employment. This statement is all the
more surprising as the neighbouring overseers on the main shore of Lake Erie all report
an inproved catch and successful season. There were three pound-nets less than last
year. Some were in hopes of making up their loss by the fall fishing, but unfortunately
it proved otherwise, and to make matters worse, many nets were ruined by the heavy
gales of the last days' fishing. The success of anglers for bass was very light. Carp, an
inferior fish, are becoming very numerous in the shallow waters of our shores.
As they are fierce and voracious, they no doubt drive away the higher grades of fish,
this might account for the light catch in the shoal waters. The close seasons were well
observed by our own fishermen, and Captain Dunn, of the cruiser "Petrel" kept a close
watch for foreigners, but no seizures were made.

Overseer P. Lamarche, the nearest officer to Pelee Island, reports much brighter pro-
pects than the above overseer, and returns considerable increase over the previous catch
at an advanced price. The fishing operations opened later than usual, but the catch
was good from the beginning, in fact better than later on. During Novenber heavy
catches of herring were reported. The fishery station nearest to the mouth of Detroit
River was a failure. Years ago this station was remunerative, but last season its owners
did not realize $100 worth of fish. Mr. Lamarche attributes this decline to the throwing
of sewage and other refuse from manufacturing establishments from Detroit and other
cities into the river. He has been informed that to escape detection some of these
factories pump their refuse at night.

Overseer J. K. Laird, states that fishing began in earnest about 1st May, and the
run of fish without being at any time heavy, was steady, remaining so most of the
season. The fall run was also good, the heavy gales only coming on towards the end
of October, when several nets were damaged. Those who attempted to get the run of
whitefish in December lost a great deal of their gear. Ail going to prove that it would
be in the fishermen's own interest to stop all fishing on 1st Noveniber, as they are
not compensated for the risk they run. Herring taken in the middle of November were
nearly ripe and ready to spawn. Fishermen could not refuse to admit that it would be in
their own interest not to capture fish in that condition. There are serious conplaints that
German carp are injuring bass and other game fish especially in Rondeau Bay. Generally
the fishermen are satisfied of this year's operations ; the fish were of good quality as well
as fairly plentiful. The protection of the Governinent cruiser against foreign poachers is
also a pleasing feature to our fishermen.

Overseer Wm. Freeland, also reports an improvement over the catch of fish of 1896.
Although fishing did not begin till May, the run was good from the first and even
improved during June and July. Towards the end of the season, fish again returned to
the shores and good catches made. Herring were plentiful, and of large size. Sturgeon
were not abundant, but there was one large run of them, when some fishermen captured
as many as sixty in a single haul. He found that the close seasons were well observed.

Overseer D. Sharp, states that the last fishing season was one of the best for the
past fifteen years, in proportion to the number of nets in actual use. Although there
were six pound-nets less than during the previous summer, the catch of whitefish was
exceeded by nearly 60,000 lbs. Seining in Inner Bay -was poor, but gill-net fishing, about
an average. The fishery re2ulations are well observed, with the exception of angling for
bass during its close time. While pretending to angle for perch, these parties take all the
bass they can hook. Angling should be restricted during close season in Inner and
Outer Bays of Long Point.

Overseer W. P. Croome, of Grand River division, reports the fishing season as an
average one. The whole catch is used in the locality. The existence of a Rod and
Gun Club in the neighbourhood has a beneficial effect and tends to the better observance
of the prohibited seasons. No saw-dust or rubbish is now permitted to escape in the
streams. The nine fishways under his charge are all in fair condition. He is of opinion
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that allowing fishing for coarse fish during close season of gane fish is a prolific means
of evading the regulations.

The total value of the whole Lake Erie fisheries is given at $245,000, being a few
thousand dollars in excess of the previous yield.

LAKE ONTARIO.

Overseer F. Kerr reports an unusual increase in the catch of whitefish in that part
of Lake Ontario under his charge. At Grimsby and Winona, the yield of 1896 was
more than doubled. At the latter place twenty tons of trout was the catch of the four
boats stationed there. Good fishing could be had there all summer until the middle of
Septemb3r. Something should be done to prevent the destruction of immature whitefish
and trout in the small meswed gill-nets now used for herring. He recommends that no
such herring nets be allowed during June, July and August, as herring is not much in
demand during the hot weather, and a beneficial protection would thus be afforded to
the higher grades of fish. Prices of whitefish and trout were good, and it would seem
a pity if efforts were not made to protect such valuable species and keep their supply at
least at the present state. This officer believes it can be done simply by prohibiting the
destruction of immature fisb. Herring was also abundant, never before has Mr. Kerr
seen such hauls at the various fishing stations, as many as 14,000 herring were captured
at one time, and often after filling their boats, fishermen were compelled to cut their
nets. Of course such abundance soon glutted the markets and reduced the prices.
Attempts to place smoked herring in Montreal and Quebec markets did not prove remune-
rative. Some of the fishermen have decided to use a larger mesh enabling them to place
a higher prized article. They now understand that these enormous captures of small
herring will not pay as well as smaller quantities of the large fish. The siscoe-herring
is fast disappearing, hardly any are now caught, and it is a regretable fact that such a
palatable food fish should thus become extinct from our lakes.

About the sane ainount of sturgeon as usual was captured at Niagara and Fort
Erie. Some caught were of sma'l size. Regulations should be adopted fixing a limit
size to protect the immature fish. Sturgeon has now become one of the most valuable of
the fresh water species, and should be protected, either during its spawning time or by
the prohibition ot a certain length limit. Pickerel were plentiful in the lower part of
Niagara River, and large quantities were caught by anglers, especially at Queeristown,
while the sane fish did not seei to frequent the upper part part of the river. There
was little difference in the general run of the coarse fish.

This officer distributed nearly one hundred licenses to Canadian fishermen, besides
forty angling permits to foreign sportsmen. The latter were mostly in Niagara River.
This year he received valuable assistance from the fishery officer on the United States
side, who confiscated many illegal implements. This proved a real benefit, as formerly
most of the trouble came froin that side of the boundarv.

A gang of poachers slaughtering sturgeon with spears in the lower Niagara were
prosecuted and fined. A few other cases of illegal fishing also came under his notice,
and the delinquents were also fined and their illegal implements confiscated.

While fishing for whitefish and trout, some fishermen reported the capture of what
they called a new species, that is a kind of fish unknown there until two years ago. Mr.
Kerr thinks it is a cross between a whitefish and a herring. It has some characteristics
of both in shape and fori, their scales appearing somewhat darker. Their weight varies
from two to four pounds. They are a most palatable food. He will endeavour to secure a
good specimen next season and forward it to the Commissioner of Fisheries of Canada
for proper classification.

Overseer Wm. Sarqant, reports a considerable increase in herring, but inferior prices
were obtained owing to the large quantities on the market. Trout also improved, and
he recommends that the regulation size of mesh be five and a half inches. Whitefish
equals last year's catch, but bass is becoming scarce in Twelve and Sixteen-Mile Creek,
being driven out by German carp, which is rapidly increasing in these streams. The
close seasons have been well respected although a few illegal nets were seized and
destroyed.
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Over8eer S. Freeman, says that the prohibition of seine ishing resulted in the
increase of trout and whitefish. Bullheads, bass, perch, pike, &c., show a falling off,
which he attributes to the canal between Presqu Ile Bay and Bay of Quinté. Since its
completion fishing has been less successful every year. On the whole, this year's catch
greatly exceeds that of last year. The close seasons here have been well observed. Five
cases of illegal fishing came to his knowledge and the offenders were all fined. Mill-
owriers complied with the regulations regarding saw-dust. There are ten fishways, all
in good repair, in his district.

Overseer J. Redmond reports that depite the reduced number of fishermen, the
catch of whitefish and trout has increased, owing to the large quantities of Fry deposited
from the hatcheries. Coarse fish were as plentiful as in previous years. He seized a
considerable nuinber of gill-nets and four hoop-nets, and made six convictions for illegal
fishing.

Overseer W. P. Clarke, notwithstanding the heavy winds which prevented fishing
from being carried on to its usual extent, reports a slight increase over last year.
Angling for bass was the best noticed for years. About four-fifths of the catch is ex-
ported to the United States, and the balance used for home consumption. The
regulations applying to mill-owners have been well observed. The close seasons have
been violated in three cases and the illegai nets seized.

The only fish ways in his district are in Government dams, and as the fish do not
ascend Trent River, on account of the falls, lie did not deem it necessary to examine
them. He is unable to give the condition of the fisheries in Trent River, owing to the
little tinie during which he has been in charge, but information from the fishermen
reports the catch to exceed that of past vears.

Overseer Philip Vanness asserts that the fish in his division appear to increase,
although anglers report a diminution in bass, maskinonge and pike. He considers hook
and line fishing to be overdone, as about one hundred boats are engaged for three months
in the year. Atout three-fourths of the catch is exported to the United States. No
violations have been committed. There are no milis and fishways in his district.

Overseer E. Il. Sills states that a slight incresse is noticeable, due to a more vigorous
prosecution and better observance of the regulations. The liberation of fry was also
beneficial to the fisheries. A few parties guilty of infringement were fined and their
boats and gear confiscated. There are no fishways in his district. Regulations respect-
ing saw-dust and mill rubhish were well complied with by mill-owners. He again urges
the marking of all licensed fishing implements.

FRONTENAC, LEEDS AND LANARK DIVISIONS.

Overseer John Purdy reports a falling off in the yield of fish in his district as com-
pared with last year's. This, however, is not ascribed to the scarcity of fish, but to the
low state of the water, which prevented many from setting their hoop-nets at the proper
places. The number of fishermen was also less than formerly. Nearly the whole catch
is shipped to United States. This officer is of opinion that the use of hoop-nets
should be encouraged, as the more coarse fish taken the better for the higher grades of
fish.

Overseer George Lake returns a shortage in the yield of fish in his division, owing
to a smaller number of persons fishing. Ten cases of illegal fishing came to his notice,
they were all fined five dollars and costs. Mill-owners all complied with the law.
Several foreign anglers secured good captures of bass and pickerel.

Overseer H. R. Purcell says there are no signs of depletion of fish in the lakes under
his charge, herring especially is still plentiful. Several parties were fined for illegal
netting. The mill-owners allow no rubbish to escape their mills now.

Overseer A. J. Flood says that the principal kinds of fish in the Beverly Lakes are
bass, pike, perch, eels and coarse fish. The neighbouring lakes contain nearly the same
kinds. Some, as Wiltse and Bass Lakes, also possess a few saInion-trout and whitefish.
The quantity of fish taken in the above 1-ikes was larger than that of the previous year.
Several parties were fined for fishing during the close season, and three nets were con-
fiscated by this officer.
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Overseer Mathew Riddle reports this season's catch to exceed the previous one, the
cause being the increased number of fishermen. Not nuch illegal fishing was carried
on. Spearing is done in the early spring at the mouth of Carp River, where suckers
are plentiful. All fish are used for home consumption. There are no fishways, although
he recommended one at Galetta on the Mississippi.

PARRY SOUND AND MUSKOKA.

Overseer G. R. Steele, on visiting his district, is of opinion that the regulations
relative to saw-dust and mill rubbish have been well observed. He has no case of viola-
tion to the close seasons to report. Being informed that illegal fishing was carried on
during prohibited times, he made several inquiries, which he iepeated on his visit this
fall, but the allèged statement could not be corroborated. There areno fishways in his
division, owing to the continuous driving of saw-logs. He recommends the fixing of
new notices governing saw-dust and mill rubbish, as several new mills are being
constructed.

Overseer E. Forsyth attributes the decrease of 3,000 JUs. of fish to a less vigorous
prosecution of the industry, as the people are otherwise more fully occupied. He
reports that fish are very plentiful. Regulations were well observed. There are no
fishways in his district.

PETERBORoUGH DIvISION.

Overseer G. W. Fitzgerald reports the catch of bass and maskinonge as better than
the previous one. There are so many pleasure resorts in this district that it is difficult to
form a definite idea of the actual catch, but upon inquiries, he is confident that more
fish were caught than in previous seasons. Eight violations of the Fisheries Act came
under his notice; all were duly fined. He is of opinion that the guardians under him
performed efficient services. The mill-owners have well .complied with the saw-dust
regulations.

SIMCOE DIVISION.

Overseer Wm. McDermott says that generally the fishery laws were well observed,
only one fine being imposed during the whole season. This was for catching speckled
trout in prohibited time. There are no further complaints at ainst mill owners, respecting
their saw-dust. With the exception of the North-West branch of the Holland River,
where some illegal fishing was carried on, and where he still has hopes of bringing the
transgressors to justice. Netting and spearing are now things of the past. Fish seem
to be as plentiful as ever, and there is certainly an increase in the coarse kinds.

SCUGOG DIVISION.

Oversee.r A. Bradshaw reports a large falling off in the yield of bass and maskinonge
in the Scugog waters. The shortage is attributed by experienced fishermen, to the
fact that these fish, instead of frequenting the open water, remained in the shallow
feeding grounds, where the weeds prevented trolling for them. The new fishway built
at Lindsay last winter, works well, and now enables the fish to ascend to Lake Scugog.
The fishery laws were well observed, a single case of prosecution came before him for
illegal possession of fish. No trouble was experienced from mill-owners who showed a
praiseworthy disposition to fulfil the requirements of the law.

Overseer John Bowerman says it is most difficult to arrive at an accurate estimate
of the quantity of fish taken from his side of Lake Scugog. Besides the numerous
sportsmen camping there during the Fummer months, nearly all farmers bordering on the
lake fish for their own use, as well as a great many townspeople. While maskinonge
seem to hold its own, bass is decreasing, owing, no doubt, to the large quantities caught
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through the ice in March, when it is full of spawn. He thinks that the close season for
bass should begin from lst January to lst June, as they are all through spawning by
that time in the shallow waters of Lake Scugog.

WELLINGTON COUNTY AND VICINITY.

Overseer D. Coleman, who has charge of that part of Credit and Nottawassaga
Rivers running through the townships of Caledon and Mono, says that these waters are
stocked exclusively with speckled trout. Fry from private hatcheries greatly help to
keep up the supply in these beautiful resorts. There are times in which he feels unable
to cope with all poachers in so many different small streams and ponds, especially in the
Caledon Lakes, and he would like an assistant during a few weeks.
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ONT

RETURN of the Number of Fisherinen, Tonnage and Value of Tugs, Vesse's and Boats,
caught in the Province of

FISHINi MATERIAt$.

Tugs or Vessels. Boats. Gui Nets. Nets.

-lsTRICTS.- - --

Lake of the Wloods. 8 $ $ $
1 Rainy River District........ . 101 304 133001 27 34 265 90 65 14000 1200 601 9000

Lake Sjuprior.

1 Lakes in Thunder Bay District.,.... . ........ ... 13 26001 26 40 10200 1530 ... ...
2 Port Arthur.... ... .... 2 581 3400 10 12 2 00' 24 10W 30000 4500 23 3450
3 Nepigon and Rossport .... .... 2 3*2 2000 1I 10 2000: 20 90 27400 4810 6 900
4.Jackfish ....... ......... ... . ................... 2 400 4 13 3500 700 ..
5 Port Caldwell . ............. 2 37 3000 10 2 400 4 20 6000 1400 4 600
G Spruce Harbour and Dog Lake. 1 25 3000 5 3 600 6 48 12000 10001 2 300
7 Caribou lsland ......... . .... .... 7 1400 14ý 84 21000 1400. .......
8 Michipicoten Island.... ... ..... . 800 8 48 12000 2000 .... .....
90tter Head ........... . . 2 300 4 24 6000 700 ... ......

10 Ganley Harbour..... ..... ...... .... .. .. 2 200 4 24 6000 500 .... .....
1l Dog River......... .... .... .... ..... .... 4 500 8 48 12000 2000.
12 Michipieoten River........... .... .... .... 1. 1 200 2 ...... ..... .. 5 1000
13 Indian Harbour and Gargantua. .. 3 450 6 36 9000 1200 .... ......
14Li.ardIslands.... ........... 2 100 7000 15, 5 1000 10 200 50000 6000 5 2000
15 Point Maniaise.... .. i 2 400 4 24 6000, 700........
16 Batchewana Bay.... ..... ................ .... 7 500 14i 24 6000 6001 5 1000
17 Goulais Bay.. .............. ... ........... 4 500 10 24 6000 600.........
18 Gros Cap and Sault Ste. Mar ie. 1 120 8000 15 10 950 20 60 1500 1500 ... ......

Totals ............. 10, 379 26400 65 93 15600' 188 907 238100 31140 50 9250

V alues ...... ..... .... ... . ... ...... ..... .

*NOTE.-4 of these are barges of 120 tons=$2,300.
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ARIO.

the Quantity and Value of all Fishing Materials, also he Kinds and Quantities of Fish
Ontario, for the Year 1897.

KINDS OF FisH.

Hoop -

Nets.

> >

151 500 ... . .. .... 437820

. . . .... 27000

32800. .MO 100 212100
1 ..... 900 .... 86760

12000
36 12000
. 22075
. 4000

........ ..... .. ......
* 3400

9840i
.. .. 11820

. 68540
S7715,

.100900'
.......... 12017

35945
. 30863

28900

33700 136.685875

674 1360 548701

1la-16

26830, . . .. 133650 33760 4020 1271l30 214154

9000 . m.o3i0
247400ý 150, 51548' 1410 ...... .. ..... 21145.
177460 5 3500 . .... .... 1100.

20000 50 .....
102530 705 1760, 690

64200 50 25000 4 12713 .141.4
175275
159965 150 5 .....
369251 .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .

17740 . . ........ .....

4000 5
1253' 51700.

1200 9 5000 . ............
175275. .... .... .. ................

217001 ...... ... ...... ... ... .... .... .
281 0............ ...... ......
48600.........................

28615 ..... . m
4125. .... 3400 38 ~ 00 .

18420..
224001 70

13249251 11401 98278 1410 ...... ...... 32945

132492i 11400 4914 56 ........... 1977

31050

VAIU:.

$ ets.

6081 71,175 94 1

3,710
48,766
26,795
3,460

19,125
9,936

17,847
15,996
3,964
1,683
3,750
5,973
2,787

27,572
3,822
3,686
4,311
4,555

00 1
50 2
80 3
00 4
00 5
00 6
50 7
50 8
50 9
2010
60 11
20112

00 14
86;15
10116
0417
50'18
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Tugs and Boats, and the Quantity

FISHING MATFRIALs.

DISTRICTS.

LAKE HURON DIVIsION.

North Ch«nnel, Mlanitoulin and other
Islands.

1 Marks
2 Thessa
3 Cockb
4 Grant
5 Frenchi

71 o n's
8lNew
9lAird I

10 Spanis
11ICape R
l2Gore
13,Kagaw
14 Little
15,Shegn
16Killar
17 Wikw
18 Squaw
19 Beave
20 Bad R
21 Busta
22 Frenc
23 Dead

Tugs or Vessels.

~
- -

3 .~
Z E-~

~
1$

Boats.

z

z

Gill Nets.

- I - _______________________

i .5î3 i
.2 ~ -~

z
~ ~z. ~.

s $

ville ........... ........... .. . ... 1 125 2 50 2000! 150
lon .............. ....... .. 14 2600 28 125 250001 3000
urn Island .... ...... .... . .. 2 58 6000 12 2 300 4 100' 140001 3100
Islands .... . .... .... .... -......... 4 800 8 185 12000 1300
Islands.... ... .......... .... .... . ........... .... 2 150 3 .. i.

a Mills . .... ..... 15' 3000 7 2 225 3 250 8000 3200
Island .... ..... .... ..... ... 4 .... ... ....

Port ..... .............. ... .. 1 151 150140 ( 1, 200 2 350 11000 1200
sland ...... .......... . 1 16 1500 5 1 200 2 75, 34)00 400
h River............ ... .... .. ........... 3 300 6 25 1000 100
,oberts .... ............... .. 1 15 1500 6 2 300 4 60 3000 500

3ay .......... .. ................ .. . ..... ... 1 200 4 .. . .....
ong........... ........ . . .. .1 10 1000 4 2 300 4 75 12000 150<

Current.. ..................... 1 15 1000 5' 3 400 6 325 130001 2000
indah ... .. .............. ..... 11 8 1000 5 ..... .. . 751 600) 500
ney ........... ... . .. ... ... ·... ... 26 1500 52 1500 78000 500
enikong............. ... .................... 25 1250 50 600 25000 2000
Island ............. ....... .. 2 55 5500 12 13 2000 26 425 510001 8000

rstone............ ........ .. . ... ... ... .... 1 150 2 75 3000 25
iver ............ ........... ......... ..... .... 1 150 21 15 5 100
rd Islands .... ........ .. . .......... ... 6 1200 12' 250 18000 2000
h River ...... .. ...... ............... 6 1000 121 75 15000 1500
Island......... ... . . ... 8 200 16! 15 3000 200

Totals. ...... ....... 11 207 22000ý 62 126 13800 252' 4650 303500 360(M)

V al s.. .......... .. ............ ..... . . .. .
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and Value of Fish, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KiNDS OF FISH.

Pounid.Nets.

- .VALUE.

e ts.

I -~ -~I

......... 1050 2370! 1800i.
8 2400 56680 72330.
2 400 . .. 16800: 55475-

. . 4200 16000 251441 à
S 1000..... 16400 2000

5 1500 ..... 11000 ...
5 2000...... 7375

.... 800 5000 166001.
5 1500 1000 14240 20420 1(

1000 12000
5 1500. . 17420 96201
2 600 . 3920 1340 . -

. 24100 23105
4700 24866 28092

. 24000 22000
5000 88000 112000).

. 23000 300 ....
. 1000 138000 142500.

S .... 0 40
1400 300 ............

23000 33000 2000 84
20000 30000

..... 40000 10000............

37 10900 102150 567471689682 134

20435 539 68968. .

220420 101

100.............
4 8 6 6 0

f 1
...... 26820............ 14,746 8& 2

...... 4000 689 5.... 000. .... 3,91<) 40 4
160001.............2,052 00 5
. 600 .12,180 00 6

......... 4,952 35; li
...... ... 2,076 00 8

...... 14000 100 2000 670209

...... 1000 100...... 1,3910010
...... 4260 ..... 3,7727011
....... 960 99.8....9512
...... 16 0 ...... 13

0 .... .. ... 5,8524814
...... ...... 4,120 0015

100 2120.............22,773 20,16
.... 90 4,949 0017

.... .. ... .... .. ... 25,317 50 18
.. ..... .... ..... .. 520 0019

200 . 1,068 0020
41400 6,870 0021

3,000 00 22
2,600 0023

200105210. 200 3400 .

12 6312 6 68 140,937 38
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RETURN of the Numoer and Value of Ve8sels and Boats, and the Quantity

FIsHING MATERIALS.

Hoop
Tugs or Vessels. Boats. Gill Nets. Nets.

DIsTRICTs. I - ________________ ____________________

Georgian Bay Division. $ $

i Byng Inlet.......... .............. 1 8 1000, 5 5 500 10 150
2 Pointe au Baril ........... ......... 2 18 270011 8 8001 18 280
3 Mink Island and Shawanaa ......... 1 10 450 3 6 800 14 200
4 Unibrella Islands and Copperhead....... ........ 8 800 20 160
5iMidland and Penetanguishene .... ...... ......... 17 1800 40 340
6 Victoria Harbour........ .......... ... 1 15 3000; 2 15 1500 45 200
7 Waubaushene.... ... .... ..... . 1 7 1000 2 15' 1000 43 240
8jV an V lack........ .. , ......... . .. .... .... . t 275 10 ....
9 Collingwood ......................... 4 126 13500,24 7 750 14 ....

10 Thorn'>ury........... . ........ ........ ...... .. 2 150i 4 ....
11 M eaford ................... ... ...... 3 50 7200 1a 7 500 14....
12Point W illiam 's........................ .. 1 .. ... .. .. 8 330 16 ....
l3bOwen Sound.............. . i 14 2000 6 8 375 16 ....
141Presqu'Is1e to Griffith Island....... ................. 4 140 8 ....
15 Colpoy's Bay to Cabot Head ........... .5 110 20000 30 51 3500 120 1000

Totals ............ ...... 19 358 50850,98 166 13120l 392 2570

Values. .............. ...... ........

2

$ $

31600 500 . . . . . . ..
560>9000 ...

20000 4500,...
33000 5400 .. .
60000' 9000

1 4 3
20000 3800.
24000 40001 16 350

7050 750-...
62800; 6280.

2400 240 .... ..
52000 5200 .... ....
22000 2

97501 975'.
2700 270 ...

125000 8900 ....

528300 65515 30

. ... . .. .

.«...
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and Value of Fish, &c., in the Province of Ontario, 1897-Continued.

KINi o F[sH.

.. . ... .... 13000 16000 . ........ .. .. ......
5 80000 0 00 20000 2000

1000 40000 70000 .... 5000 ... ......
.... .... ... . 65000 34000 .... 5400 ..... .....
110 170 650 .... 33000 37000 400 60000 8000 850

10 20 20. 45000 15000 1100: 160000 20000 1500
15 15 301... . 10700 18000 350 130500 21000 500

3.... 12800 2700 50 1000 12600
. 11500 18445 77080. 500 ...... 5000

8 ..... ... .150 4000 ... ...............
.... .... .... .... 500 153000 ....

. ... . . .. 000 . .. . . . . 500 . . . . . .. ... .... . .. ....
.. . .... .... 300 500 3300... ......... .... ......
... 27 .... 1350 .......... 10460 .... ............. ..
20 ?5 58 25000 33000 444000 700 . ...... .........

155 268 758 56450 311995 1048090 3350 3824001 69000 22450

155012680 3032 1129 54959 104809 268 19120 2760 1347

2000

8000

450

10000
40000 1

5000'
... o4000

60000 44000 .

1200 880 164,184 60

245

VALUE.

z

2,64000 1
14,284 00 2
10,470 00 3

8,870 00 4
15,48:3 00 5
14,948 00 6
11,899 00 7

1,313 00 8
9,738 60 9

492 00 10
15,340 00 !11
5,670 00 12
3,416 00 13
1,343 00 14

48,278 00 15
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RETURN of the Nunber and Value of Tugs and Boats, and the Quantity

DISTRICTS.

Lake Erie.

Pelee Island..............
County of Essex ... ...
County of Kent.....
Coun'y of Elgin..... ..
Houghton and Long Point.
Port Rowan Bay..........
Normandale... ..........
East of Point Dover.......
Cayugnto Moulton Bay,

ine ding Grand River..
Low Banks........ ...
Port Colborne............
Ridgeway................
Fort Erie.... ..........
W elland.................

Total quantities ....

Total values...... $

FISHNG MATERIALS.

Tugs or Vessels. Boats. Gill Nets. Seines. Pound
Nets.

....... .16 1575, 31 201 3000 300 ..... ....î 15 2475
2 981009 38 34251 531.. .. .. ... .... 42 14150
2 198 15000 1 43 4575ý 67..E .. .. 31 550 30 47 23550

1  60~ 220

6 63 13100 29 2455 56 .... ...... '.. . . . 1. . 6
4 86 9200 21 8 . 3... .. . ... .. 22 6600
. .7 65 60 29 154 1451520001365
..... ..... .. 12 710 28 93 5526 455, .. . ..*~** ~ ~ 6870 2 91 00ý 4120016

48 2000 108 198 9900 1110 ........... 5' 1100

2 50 4000 i 10, 200 20) 30 9000 2500 ................
.. .... ...... .. 61 60 6 6 3000 8300 .
.. .... ,. ... .. 9 1000 12 9 10000 1500.
1 121500 3 10 1000I 16 10 15000 2000 .. 2 800

.. .... 17 850 28 3 8000 1000 ...................

.. ... ... .. .... 6492 17310182 ..1665....

19 555 5580 73 2-26, 18185 423 3981 649201 17310 18'2550 1665! 196 71475

.... .. .. .. .. . .. . .
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

and Value of Fish, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KINoDs oy FisH.

135470' 7000
1005880 52600
2581350 34040
1227570 88660
160010 68410

11500 ........
69560 ..... ..

200300' 10910

108100 6550
6000 ........

10000 2000
19790 120

5535530, 2

110710ý 216231

2910 8345ý 2866 .. 19360 2315
6300i 31460q . .. .. ... ... . .. 61300 98500
4600 222510 .. . ... .. ... . .. 35010 84120
2835 527050 .. ... .. .. .. ... 40490 52530

410 1563 895m0.. 29915 4610
485 15245 11380 100 . . ... .. 146610
305 33660 1200 . .. ... . . .. . .. 37500

1050 102200 880 . . 58 610
2025 54800 1000 200 300 13800

800 5000 .. .. . .. .... ... .. ... 6000
100 12900 2800 . .... . 1010
400 22215 . 30 7950

. . ... . 4 3 0 . . ........ 542 0 0 100
2000 4000 500 . .. . .. . .. .. ... .. . .... ..

24220 10971 8390i 300 250535 ¯500295

1937 54865 -59& 18ý 150321 15008

5270
8250

235
4950
1240
1400
5900

500

27745

554

2200
407630

53840
106500
51620
72030

3220
56450

18500
6000
4400

11740
500

4000

79782

15972

VALUE.

O

O
Q

$ cts.

600
10475

150

6,446 30
41,353 20
71,549 40
64,637 80
19,202 20
7,359 15
4,454 00

13,018 40

6,452 00
734 00

1,516 00
2,284 25
5,380 00

640 00

11225

3367 245,026 70
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Tugs and Boats, and the Quantity

18sHIN MA TERI.\LS.

Tugs or Vessels. Boats.i Nets. Hoop Net.

DISTRICIS.- _____

-S s

LakeOntario,includ ing Niagara $
Rirer and other tributaries.

1 Queenstown .... ... %....... 2... .. .. .. 1 2 22 Niagara. .......... . . .... .... ...... .... 10 100f i 0 0 « M 0 0 ...
3PortDalhousie............... i 8 180 3 6 600
4Beainsville..... ..... ... .... . ... .... . 1 000 2 6 2000' 000
5 Burlington Beach ............. ... .... ......... 17 1000 33 17 3000 10000
6 Angling and trolling in above

districts ........ ..... ..................... ..... .......I......
7 Counties of Halton and Peel ... 2 45 567 5.700. 520016.2
8 County of York .................. 8 900 il 90 q00 1200...........
9 County of Ontario............ ... ......... ...... 100 Io 5 1050 125...........

10 Northumberland and Durhan.m.... ......... ... 20 800 30 27 40000 3 21
11Rice Lake and Trent River... .. ........... 38 640 50 Anglingand trolling 39 850
12'County of Prince Edward..... 3 120 5000 10 100 25M0 200 121 33300 3000 2Î1 540
13 Bayof Quinté... 47 1246 79 537 14.501 1450 87 1930
14 Off Lennox and Napanee River .... 33 680 58' 170 Q0 1140 57 1030
15 Amherst Island and vicinity.. .... ............... 21 315 42 21 5770 525...........
16 Wolfe Island and vicinity..... .... .... ...... 8 485 12.. 450 20 385

Totals...... ..... 4 128 6800 13, 358 13791 629 1589273670 45440 2511 5035

Values.. ........

NorE. -I1 No. 12, 3 seines, 275 fatho90s, $500.
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

and Value of Fish, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Continued.

KINDs oF FISH.

* t

-I ~

i

~a. .~

-~

-~ b~

~

- -- l

VALUE.

- -~ e.
t ..~ ~
5- .' >~-~~

- o ~

cts.

4000 20000 ..... ..... 1000 .... 20000 ..... . 1,980 00 1
.... 38450 23690 3400 40001 24194 ......... 27450.... 8870 .... .. ... 6,447 00 2

186000 3500 2350 ..... 5000. . ... 5500 . ... 4,650 00 3
271100 30000 21000 ..... 2600 ...... ...... 260 100 1000 ..... 1000 10,123 60 4
37000 16000 20000 2200 270 3200 ..... 1500 600 6100 ..... 1500 4,798 00 5.

.. 16000 60000 5000. ... ...... ...... 84000 ........ 7,000 00 6
.... t 585000 1100, 3500 1000 .. 1200.. ....... 400 800' 1300 55000 13,440 00 7
.... 21500 9100 6100 .. ..... ... 1000 . . ...... .............. 10000 † 2,008 00 8

2100 30001 850 .. 100 100 ..... ............. 300 ............. 385 00 9
45 18000: 8500 2500 500 ...... 35000 1000..... ..... 45000, 3,870 00 10

.... ...... 125100 31000 38600 110200 .. 3700 1050 50000 11610! 21,483 20 11
10000 90000 5000 5000 80000 400 6000 4000 4000 .... 1O00 21,194 0012

207 93250 17300 ..... 5490 20530 104950 2740 ...... 6565 35600 132750 100570, 16,033 40 13
. . 20000. 13000 .. 2600' 31200 53500 . . . 2000 10400 7U0000 ... 1360001 10,912 00 14

...... (45 i80 6,167 5015..... 68450 3400 ... 2850 4250 .............. 1300 6,167. 50.. 15
1000 8820 400 .... 1520 22070 .... 4000 8460 19300 21000 10400 3,679 00 16,

252 1283400'292460 153500-165890 206694 348870 113340 42210 35225267270 205050 381080.

1008 25668 23397 15350 13271 10335 13955 6800 2533 2113 8018 4101 7622' 134,170 70

t Smoked herrings. ‡ Partly estimated.
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RETURN of the Number and Value of Tugs and Boats, and the Quantity

FISHING MATERIALS.

Boats. Gill Nets. H001

DSTIsTTS. - -- - - - -

ýZ z > z P,1 z

Frontenac, Lceds and Lanrk Countüe. $
1 Frontenac County ...... .. ........ .. .......... 58 710 63 5012000 380 36 730
2 Fronting on County Leeds .... ....... ........ 71 3420 96 . 3 50
3 Lakes in Leeds and Lanark........... ....... ......... 1 26 325 44 10 135 25 5211020

Totals ....... .............. .............. 155 4455 203 60 2135 405 91 1800

Values...................... .............. ........

St. Lawrence River (froni Brockville to Lancaster).
Prescott and Carleton Counties........ . . . . ............
Renfrew County......................................
Lake Nipissing .. ...... . .......................
Parry Sound and Muskoka...... . ... .........
Hastings and Peterborough, including Otonabee River.
Lake Scugog and Victoria County .................... .
Lakes Simcoe Couchiching, and vicinity, including Severn and

Holland Rivers............ ........................
Wellington County and vicinity.. ... . . ..... ............

* Angling, trolling, and with night lines.

252
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

and Value of Fish, &c., in the Province of Ontario-Contined.

KINDS OF FiSH.

7100 4000
...... 50500i

. 1300 2800

-~ I~

4

-~ I
~> -~ 4

1000 53450
..... 1123000
2400, 5850

8400 57300 3400 182300

840 4584 170 72921

180.. 82700

1800 82700,

108 4962

4

c

-o
4
-e

TOTAL
VALUE.

$ ets.

16750 3500 41000 11300 5,518 00
64550 30400 11200 85500 20,749 00
2160 3960 21700 42640 2,269 20

83460 37860 73900 139440 ....... ..

50071 1135 1478 2788 28,536 20

...... .. ... 100 500 7000
.. . .... 8550 7600! 14750

.... . .1500 16501 5000
. ... .. . . . ... ..... ..... 9000

. 3750 19700 16550 22250 6050
4000 71600 198750 1000 800

...... ..... 109000 .... ....

23000 30000 70500 45000 16500 4000
...... .... 164001 2000 ..

250
8475

6350
335250
120000

25000

10200 1200l 600 ...
5000 4600 8100 33800
3100 300 1000 700
4000 ........ ........ .
... . I...... . 10950 2950

5430 2100 12550
. . . 4200 ..........

2500 ......... 16000 10000
..... i........ 1200 2000

253

7200

1300

8500

170

5800:
507501
10000
14000
33100
942001

135000j

50000
13000

1 258 00 1
4,672 50 2

850 00 3
880 50 4

6,379 00 5
46,100 80 6
18,872 00 7

17,825 00 8
2,136 00 9
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

RECAPITULATION

OF the Yield of the Fisheries of the Province of Ontario for the Year 1897.

Kinds of Fish.

W hitetist ................ .. . ............ . ............
d o . . .... .... ..... ..... ..... . . . ... ..... ....

H erring.... . ... ......... ............. .... .. .......
do fresh .... .... .. . ...........................

Trout............. ..... ........ ................
d o .............. . .. . . ............ .................

Bass.............. ..........................
Pickerel........... ...........................
Pike............... .........................
Maskinongé............ .....................
Sturgeon........... .........................
Caviar............. ..........................
Bladders....... ......... ..................
Eels.................. .........................
Perch........................ ...............
Catfish......................
Coarse fish.......... .............................

BrIs.
Lbs.
Brls.
Lbs.
Brs.
Lbs.

T otal................ .. .. . .... ....... ......

Quantity.

291
2,821,931

2,109
7,445,660

1,688
4,376,577

679,410
2,939,749

989,510
619,590

1,085,639
42,275

608
134,415
941,260
470,180

2,358,080

Price. Value.

S cts. $ cts.

10 00 2,910 00
0 08 225,754 48
4 00 8,436 00
0 02 148,913 20

10 00 16,880 00
0 10 437,657 70
0 08 54,352 80
0 05 146,987 45
0 04 39,580 40
0 06 37,175 40
0 06 65,138 34
0 30 12,682 50
0 80 486 40
0 06 8,064 90
0 03 28,237 80
0 02 9,403 60
0 02 47,161 60

1,289,822 57

RECAPITULATION

OF all Fishing Vessels and Boats and other Fishing Material employed, in the Province
of Ontario, for the Year 1897.

Articles. Value. Total Value.

83 vessels, (2,129 tons, 421 men) ............................ ....... .
1,339 boats, (2,588 men). ......... ...........................

12,567 gill nets, (1,648,880 fathoms)...... . ........................
111seines, (8,825 fathoms) ... .. .... .......... . ...... .........
395 pound nets.... . . ............ .......... ... . ......
404,hoop nets........... . ......... .. ................ ....

70,200 hooks............................... .... .... ........... ......
198 freezers................. ..... ........ .... ..... ..... ........
110 piers and wharfs............ . ...........................

T otal value ......... ..................... ..... ....

ila-17

$ $
202,350
91,166

223,520
7,305 524,341

105,940
8,750
1,970 116,660

72,950
30.480 103,430

............ 744,431
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APPENDIX No. 11.

REPORT

ON

CANADIAN OYSTER FISHERIES
ANDl

OYSTER CULTURE
BY

ERNEST KEMP,
Oyster Expert, Department of Marine and Fisieries.

The Department of Marine and Fisheries have, from time to time, received various
reports on oyster culture, written by officials, which have either been printed in the
annual reports, or recorded on file ; but what is really required by the oyster culturists
of this Dominion is a " practical guide," to assist them ln their undertakings in maintain-
Ing a supply of oysters on their own grounds, to grow them successfully, and by care, in-
dustry and attention, to increase the supply, with the object ln view of sending oysters
to the markets superior to those obtained on the natural beds. The practical cultivation
of oysters ls successfully carried on ln the United States, France, Great Britain, Holland
and other countries.

The most effectual means will doubtless be adopted by the several countries. As an
officer of the department, with the long practical experience I have had, and by collecting
what material I can, for the purpose of assisting and instructing those interested ln the
cultivation of oysters, I have compiled the following general sketch and guide upon the
subject. There is one thing that has to be borne ln mind In the Dominion, and that is
the length and severity of the winter ; a great many persons are under the impression
that oysters can be cultivated here or a very large scale, artificially, as ln other countries
where the temperature Is not so low as it Is here, and which I wIll explain later on.
Natural oyster areas are found from Caraquette Harbour. ln Gloucester County, New
Brunswick, following the shores down along the Nova Scotia coast as far as the entrance
of the Strait of Canso, the greater part of Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton, with
the rivers and creeks adjoining, altogether comprising a considerable area of oyster beds,
or what might be converted into beds by labour and patience, ln the maritime provinces.
Another species of oyster, viZ., ostrea lrMda, is lu British Columbia, but up to the present
time very little attention bas been given to their culture, and It Is to the former areas
that I principally allude. It is ln those waters where oysters have been, and are still
growing that attention should be directed, to protect the public beds from utter destruc-
tion, and where oysters could be successfully cultivated by private Individuals or com-
panies, as the case may be.
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In the first place, the question arises, what le an oyster ? It Is found widespread In
the world. For food purposes, oysters are much sought after, and were well known in
the remote past. They are of excessive fecundity where suitable soil exists, and attain
their full growth between three and four years. The demand has now grown to such an
extent that It is greater than the supply. This is a well-known fact by every one in any
way connected with or near the sea, and the requirement is such that the bivalve is now
being carried far Inland, that it would be a difficult matter to find any one who really
does not know what an oyster le, but it may be briefly described as a succulent edible
*mollusk or shell-fish. Its shell 1s double, or consiste of two valves which can be opened
or closed by means of the adductor muscle. In the cockle, the clam and mussel, there
are two adductors, but In the oyster only one. In the adult state the oyster ls fixed and
adheres to the surface on which it rests. The right valve Is flat, and le smaller and thinner
than the left, and In a corresponding manner the right side of the oyster's fleshy body is
more developed than the left, and so far it departs from the bilateral symmetry of the
class to which the oyster belongs. In our Canadian oyster the sexes are separate, eggs
being produced In certain individuals and sperme In other individuals. In the European
oyster, eggs and sperme are produced In the same IndivIdual, and the life of the embryo
and the developed larval oyster considerably differs In the two kinds (the Atlantic and
European oyster).

DEPLETION AND ITS CAUSES.

The causes of the depletion of Canadian oysters are many, and on referring to the
annual reports we can at once see the recklessness with which both oysters and areas
have had to contend. Oysters were taken, until a very recent date, all the year round,
and of all sizes. During the fishing season, oysters were caught irrespective of size, but
as these could not ail be sent into the market, the small were culled out, and thrown up
In piles to rot. This method was a case of wholesale slaughter, more oysters being
destroyed than were actually sent into the market. As they were not nearly full grown,
the result was heavy losses to the beds, which, of course, eventually seriously affected
the obtaining of any considerable quantity of spat. The beds have also suffered con-
siderably on account of being fished during the winter months through the ice, the large
ones being culled out, the small ones left on the ice to perish with the frost and cold.

Another evil to which the Canadian oyster beds have been subject, and, so far as I
know, it does not exist elsewhere, le the system of mud-digging. To show the extent of
this, and other depredations, so Injurious to the propagation of the oyster, the following
extracts from the annual reporte are given. They fully explain the abuse the oyster In-
dustry has received at the hands of fishermen, farmers and others ; also, some very
valuable hints and advice, which, if carried out, would greatly assist In revIving mauy of
the depleted beds and unworked areas. There are some extracts taken from the Deputy
Minister's report, showing what action, from time to time, has been taken In the matter
by the department. The reports are classed according to provinces. As early as 1868,
and even prevlous to that date, suggestions were made, and experiments tried by differ-
ent persons Interested In oyster culture, therefore the reports are from that time on-
ward

NEW BRUNSWICK.

In the annual report for 1868, pages 64 and 65, the Hon. J. For7uson, of Bathurat, states
as follots :

" That four thousand barrels of oysters are shipped from the Caraquette beds
annually to Quebec and Montreal. The oyster beds are not as productive as formerly.
and, with a view to their preservation, are not allowed to be taken between lst June and
1st September. My Impression le that the grounds should be laid off In lots and fished
alternately, and a fine lmposed on persons selling undersized oysters. This could be
effected by the supervision of a warden authorized to visit the grounds during the oyster
season In September and October, when vessels are loading."
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In8pector Venning, in his report of 1871, page 131, points out the necessity of some
action being carried into effect to proteet the beds and develop the industry, as follows :

" On the subjeet of the restoration of the oyster beds in New Brunswick, and the
adoption of some means by which the production of this mollusk may be increased, both
in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, by planting new beds In localities favourable to
their growth, I bave in former reports said so much that I know not what further to say.
The close time provided by law bas been rigidly enforced, but excessive and indiscrim-
inate raking of the same beds during the whole open season, year after year, not only
prevents any increase, but must necessarily, steadily and surely, exhaust them, and if
some more effectual means are not adopted, every known bed ln the province will soon
be destroyed. The simplest, wisest and most effective means of increasing the produc-
tion of oysters ln New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ls to lease all localities favourable to
their growth (whether ôld beds exist there or not) on such terms as will induce practical
men to invest capital in their cultivation. This is the means adopted in other countries,
and no other will, in my opinion, ever succeed to any extent, because, so long as natural
beds are common property, they will be raked just as often and as long as any oysters
can be found to rake. The protection provided by the Fisberles Act bas now been
applied for four years, ahd the resault is nil-in fact, the beds are worse by just so many
barrels as bave been taken from them, until they are now not worth raking in most
places where they were formerly abundant. These remarks apply more particularly to
Sbediac, Cocagne, Buctouche and Richibueto, but, in other localities, the same causes are
fast producing the same results, for it la plain that no locality can stand this constant
and unremitting drain, by primitive and elumsy implements, the use of which destroys
as; many oysters as are raised by them. To. have any fair chance to increase, the beds
should be raked but once every three or four years, and, ln the intervals, they should
not be disturbed ; but, of course, those wbo have no particular interest ln them care
only for the present, utterly regardlesa of the future. Next to leasing, the most effectuai
mode of securing an increase in existIng beds, will be setting them apart for a number

of years-say twelve or fifteen-and prohibiting all disturbance of them during that time. If
none of these methods are adopted, a few years will see the last of the very best oysters
ln the world. In this connection,. I may state that the operatioas of lon. A. Macfarlane,
ln Malagash Bay, Colchester County, bld fair to be entirely successful. He bas already
planted new beda, and the young oysters are growing rapidly, proving beyond a doubt
that oysters can be cultivated on our coasts. with as. much certainty as a crop of grain
can be sown and gathered. Considering the growing demand for this deliclous luxury,
and the large markets that will be open for it wheu the Intercoloulal Railroad l .com-
pleted, it l. a subject of great regret that our unrivalled facilities for oyster production
to any desired extent should not at once be utilized, by the adoption of any and all
means which wR1 secure the result. At present the existing beds are a source of profit
to no one, and there la no reasonable, prospeet, under the present system, of their ever
becoming such ; on the contrary, there is an absolute certainty that their total extinction
le not far distant. I respectfully urge the reconsideration of this matter, and the adop-
tion of some means by which this valuable resoulrce may be preserved and developed."

From annual report, 1878, page 253 :*
" Oyster Fiaher.-With respect to this once valuable fishery, I can only repeat the

oft-told tale of its rapidly approaching extinction. The beds that now remain, yield but
small returns for excessive and laborious raking. This yield is every year becoming less,
and the size smaller. The close time affords no adequate protection, because the con-
etant raking of the beds prevents the growth of the young. There is no system, care, or
thought for the future. Nothing but blind and ignorant labour, year after year, ln
Taking the nearly exhausted beds.

As no effort at artificial cul'ture bas yet been made, and as noue of the beds are
allowed the rest necessary for their recuperation, the total extinction of ail la luevitable,
and not far distant. ýThe only protective measure I can now suggest la a compulsory
rest for several years, and after that, stringent regulations for the proper working of the

*By Inspector Venning.
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beds in such rotation as will permit the fish to multiply and the young to attain
maturity."

Fron annual report, 1883, page 71 *

" The demand for oysters and the good prices obtained have stimulated production
everywhere, and the depleted beds are now raked more industriously than ever. Like
the 'tallings' of the gold diggings, something can yet be tortured out of some of them ;
but these very efforts to meet the demand shut the door against all hope of any im-
provement from natural increase. In Westmorland, where the largest supplies were
formerly obtained, the increased demand and improved prices have failed to produce an
increased yield, which clearly shows that these once prolifie beds are now exhausted.
Over-fishing and indiscriminate raking have done their work very effectually. Oyster
culture by private enterprise is the only means by which an increased supply can now be
obtained."

From annual report, 1885, pages 147 and 156 :
" The great demand for this mollusk, and the high prices offered, have so stimulated

production that the returns show a considerable increase in the quantity raked. This-
increase comes entirely from the beds In Northumberland, whiclí have hitherto not been
so persistently raked, because the quality of the oyster is Inferlor to those of Kent and
Westmorland, where the beds are now nearly exhausted. As long as these beds would,
pay for raking, those in Miramichi bays were left comparatively undisturbed, except by
residents for local use. But now, when all other beds are exhausted, vessels from all
parts of the province, and even from Quebec, flock to these, and rake them without cessa-
tion, from the opening to the close of the season. I cannot too strongly urge some regu-
lations which will save from destruction the only oyster beds left In the province. It is
very desirable that some inducement should be held out to introduce the system of
oyster culture now pursued In the neighbouring States. Every facility should be given,
to private enterprise to make oyster planting successful, for only In this way will the
demand ever be supplied. Several applications have been made, and are now on file lu
the department, for lease of certain defined limits within which to cultivate oysters.
For these I would respectfully urge your favourable consideration.

" The only oyster beds In the province that will now repay the labour of raking, are-
those In Miramichi Bay and River. These are being destroyed as fast as ignorant
cupidity and selfish greed can accomplish this end. There are absolutely no regula-
tions to prevent this being done, and consequently flshery officers can only look on and
see the work of extermination progress. It is very desirable that these beds be saved
from destruction, and if this can be done in no other way, I would recommend that they
be leased to responsible parties, who will rake them judiciously and keep them produc-
tive. Any measure that will prolong their existence will be acceptable to the people of
the county, who are most interested In them, and infinitely preferable to the present
absence of any protection.

Overseer WilUston, of Bay du Vin district, reports:

" A great increase In the number of vessels raking oysters In the bay, and strongly
recommends some regulations to prevent their destruction from excessive raking. He
says : ' It is hard for our people, who have pleaded for the protection of the only oysters
lef t In the province, to see these vessels covering the beds and raking indiscriminately,
without order or method, intent only on grabbing all they can, and feel that they are
powerless to prevent the destruction. These vessels bring their own crews and supplies,
employ no local labour, pay no taxes or license fees, contribute nothing to the revenue,
and leave exhausted and ruined beds behind them. It is safe to say that, by their rude
and wasteful method of raking they destroy as many oysters as they raise. It would be
better to lease the beds te those who would rake them fairly. and keep them productive,
than to have them thus recklessly destroyed by strangers, who have no interest In them,
except what they can get in the general game of grab.'

*By Inspector Venning.
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From annual report, 1887, page 143 :*
" The failing beds of Caraquet and Bay du Vin have furnished almost the whole

catch of 23,196 barrels. Ail the oyster men formerly scattered over the beds of Shemogue,
Shediac, Cocagne, Buctouche and Richibucto now flock to the only beds that will repay
raging. How much longer they will do so under this excessive working will very soon be
decided. It is much to be hoped that the Commission appointed last summer to inquire
into and report on the lobster and oyster fisheries of the maritime provinces will recom-
mend some practical measure to save these once valuable sources of profitable industry
from final destruction.

The oyster beds continue to be raked excessively during the whole open season, and
now winter raking through the ice has been commenced on a large* scale, which will
hasten the destruction of these, the only remaining beds in the province that are not
practically exhausted.

From annual report, 1888, page 97 *

" The catch of oysters is less than that of last year by 6,812 barrels. Nearly the
whole catch of 16,384 barrels came from the beds of Gloucester and Northumberland.
Those of Kent and Westmorland, which formerly were said to be inexhatstible, are now
nearly extinct. Kent County produced this year from ail her beds in St. Louis, Richi-
bucto, Buctouche and Cocagne, but 2,000 barrels, while ail the beds in Westmorland have
yielded only 106 barrels. As most of the oyster fishermen now concentrate their opera-
tions on the Gloucester and Northumberland beds, these are being exhausted faster than
ever. How much longer these will pay for raking remains to be seen ; but unless some
comprehensive measure of protection is applied, the time must be very short. For
twenty-one years I have been urging protection for our oyster beds ; but their destruc-
tion has gone steadily on ; year after year has passed without a single step being taken
to prevent indiscriminate raking and wanton waste."

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

The following are some extracts taken from the annual report of 1873, page 197, written by
the late Hon. W. H. Pope, and other :-

" Oysters have flourished in every tidal river and bay in Prince Edward Island. At
the present time, productive oyster beds are found in Richmond, Cascumpec and Hills-
borough bays, and in the rivers flowing into these inIand waters. I might almost say in
these localities alone. Oysters are fished with " tongs " in depths varying from three
or four feet to twelve, and even fifteen feet. It is scarcely practicable to fisli oysters
with tongs at a greater depth than fifteei: feet"

" During the past ten or twelve years, milliona of tons of oyster shells and mud have
been taken up by our farmers, from oyster beds, by means of dredging machines, worked
by horses on the ice. In many instances the beds have been cut through, and in some
places the deposits of shells have been found to be upwards of twenty feet ln thickness. It
is probable that many of the oyster beds ceased to be productive of oysters ages before
the settlement of the country by Europeans. Extensive deposits of oyster shells are now
found covered by several feet of slt. How were the oysters upon these beds destroyed?
The natural process of reproduction and decay would cause the oyster beds formed on
the bottom to rise so near to the surface of the water. that the ice would rest on them.
The weight of heavy masses of ice upon the beds would injure the oysters, and the mov-
ing of the ice, wheu forced by tide or wind across the bed, would soon destroy them. I
have observed the more elevated portions of an oyster bed, over which ice had been thus
forced. Several inches of the surface of the bed, including ail the living oysters, had
been driven before the ice, and the shells and oysters so removed, had been deposited in
a minature moraine on the slope of the bed, where the water was sufficiently deep to
allow the ice to pass over it. This crushing and grinding process would destroy many of
the oysters ; some would be crushed and broken, others smothered in the moraine. The

*By Inspector Venning.
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gradual silting up of the river would prevent the running of the ice, and the oyster beds
would, ln time, be covered, as we now find thems Deposits of oyster shella (covered with
mud), twenty feet ia depth, are found in rivers, ln the deepest parts of which there are
not now fourteen feet of water."

" Oysters thrive on muddy bottoms, but they will not live if imbedded ln mud ; many
oyster beds have been destroyed by mud alone. The annual fishing of oyster beds, if
net carried to excess, improves them. In the process of fishing, the surface of the bed
is broken up, the shells and oysters lifted out of the mud, and a supply of material
(cultch) afforded such as the oyster 8pat requires, and without which it must perish."

" Oysters upon, natural beds are seldom, if ever, killed by frost. I have known
oysters to thrive upon a hard stony bottom, notwithstanding that the ice rested upon
them once ln every twenty-four hours throughout the winter. Some of these oysters
grew adherent to a small flat rock about eight inches in thickness. The ofsters on the
top of the rock were killed when they attained their second year's growth, I think, by
pressure, as those on its edges were never injured by Ice or cold."

" Oyster beds in rivers ln which saw-dust I thrown ln large quantities would pro-
bably be injured by it. The saw-dust would, I thInk, be carried by the current over the
beds, and the roughness of their surfaces would detain some of It. The interstices be-
tween the shella and oysters would probably become Illed with, saw-dust and mud. Mud
and decomposing saw-dust conatitute a most offensive eompound."

" The area of productive oyater beds ln the Dominion le comparatively limlted, and
altogether inadequate to supply the demand for oysters which la now enormous, and
which la increasing every year. Unleus the existing beds be protected and improved, and
new beds formed, the day wil soon come when the oyater beds ot the Dominion will
cease to produce. Our neighbours of the Unàted Stateu telU us that Virginia alone pos-
sesses more than one-and-a-half mill1ons of acres of eyster beds, and, notwithstanding
the fact that oysters increase much more rapidly in the warmer waters of Virginia than
they do ln this latitude, the authorities of that State have expressed their fears that the
oyster beds of Virginia, if left open te the world, and dredged at all seasons of the year,
wll become extlnct."

" The rivers and estuaries of this island are admirably adapted for the cultivation of
oysters. The oysters found in its baya are not to be exeelled ln fdavour, and if fished
late ln autumn they will keep good for months. I see no reaso why hundreda et thou-
sands of acres of oyster beda should not be formd ln these baya, which would produce
vast quantities of oystera ln quality much superier te the oysters of Virginla. The
inaterial for the formation of such beds le at band ln the anelent ones ; and oysters with
which to sow them could be had at little cost during the warm calm days of eummer."

" We have a ' close season,' from .June until September, but the law"prohibiting fish-
ing during this season la opeuly violated. Gysters are caught ad exposed for sale ln
every month ln the year, and salmon are destroyed upon their spawning beda with the
utmost impunity. I shall be happy to hear tbat the Domilon Government have resolved
to enforce the laws for the protection of oysters, salmon and trout. We now forrm part
of the Dominion, as you know, and have a right to look for wiser legislation and a
better administration of law."

" Do you think oysters would thrive ln somewhat deeper water than that ln which
they are now found, if sown there ? I tbink they would thrive lu the deepest part of
any Inland water, if placed upon suitable ground."

Mr. Pope expresses the hope that the Minister of Marine and Fisheries will think
proper to appoint a commission to report upon the oysters and oyster fisherles of the
island, and intimates that ln such an event he would have no objection to give hie ser-
vices gratuitously."

" Many once productive beds, ln varlous parts of the Gulf, now yield almost nothing;
and there ls too mueh reason te fear that unless preeautionary measures are adopted, the
oyster fisherles of the eastern part of the Dominion will soon become a thing of the past.
The raking of the beds has been palpably excessive and wasteful ; no such thing as
cleansing the ground and scattering the spat during the close season has ever been
practised ; the pollution of the grounds by refuse of mille, by silting up, and a varlety of
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other causes, had led to the present state of ruin and decay which we now see. Neglect,
waste, and excessive cupidity have almost destroyed these oyster beds, and will ulti-
mately entirely do s0 unless remedial measures are adopted."

Fron annual report, 1879, page 968 :*
" From some reason of demand and supply, the oyster fishery bas searcely been pro-

secuted this year wlth the usual vigour, cousequently the returns are not lu excess.
Prices have ruled low, thus discouraging the industry. There la no special feature to
report. A good deal of poaching took place lu the east and west of Queen's County,
Richmond Bay, In Prince County, and elsewhere where there are no wardens. Such
measures of repression were taken as the circumstances permitted. Some thieving also
took place from private oyster beds, whIch depredations were promptly checked."

" The abundance of eels ln the vIcInity of some of the spawning beds la believed to
be very detrimental to the Increase. Storme last fatll and this spring did some damage
by silting over the beds, but not to an extent to affect the flshery."

" The digging of 'mussel mud' for manure-mussel mud being the shells of old
oyster beds-is very harmful to the live beds, but it Is scarcely to be doubted that the
benefit to the county is of more absolute value than the preservation of the oysters,
Deep holes are exeavated ln the bed of the oyster grounds and the spawn washed into
these holes 1s slIted over and perlsbes. The local law expressly protects diggers of such
manure fron damages if live oysters are taken. Custom has established that inlets,
even on the frontage of farms, are free to ail, although an eminent authority, the late
Judge Pope, of this province, freely expressed a different opinion. Were a test case
established ln the courts that the oyster beds, old and new, on the frontage of farms
belong to the owners of the shore, better regulations would be adopted, yet outsiders be
still permitted to procure manure on payment of a small royalty. Such a regulation once
established would materially assist ln preserving the live beds."

" In connection with shell-fish it may be referred to as odd that none of our enter-
prising employers of fishermen have yet established a mussel-farm for bait, such as
those of the Bay of Alguillan, France, neither bas any oyster-grower adopted the plan
of the oyster plat8 of the Ile de Rté, nor any person tltted up an tee-house for the pre-
servation of bait."

From annuel report, 1880, page 239 :
" Illegal oyster ftshing causes considerable trouble. Any person (excepting the flsh-

ery officers) eau procure oysters ln Charlottetown and some other places at any time
throughout the close season. The general public appear incapable of belleving that
during close time shell-flsh are unfit for food. Wherever there Is demand there will be
supply, and as the restaurants are besought for oysters even during the hot days in
summer, they manage to minister to the depraved taste of their customers. I was ln
hopes that the appointment of a special warden for Charlottetown would prevent supplies
being smuggled to the recelvers lu town, but as it sonebow bas not answered the pur-
pose, other arrangements wll be required for next year.

" Although it ls to be hoped, even for hygenlc reasons, that the vicious propensity
of eating unclean shell-flah may be educated out, there ls a more destructive agency to
the oyster fishery ln ' mussel mudding,' or the taking of oyster sheils for Ume. As mat-
ters at present stand, the almost complete extinction of oysters ln Prince Edward Island
is only a question of time, and, unless circumstances altogether hostile can be recon-
ciled, that time will be a short one. At present it ls a tussie between the farmer and
fsbmonger, and the weaker wil'go to the wall. Let me take nome pains to make this
clearly understood by the department.

" The soil of almost the whole province of Prince Edward Island is a light loam from
disintegrated new red sandstone, so deficient ln lime as net to effervesee with acids.
There la no limestone to speak of. Crude stone for the few Ume kfls at present burn-

ing bas to be imported from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Anticosti. Agricultural
lime 1a, however, an absolute necessity. Hence the immense value to the farmer of

*Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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what is known as 'mussie mud,' that is, the shells and marine deposits of old oyster beds,
which supply a large percentage of the purest lime, the remainder being animal matter
and marine alluvium, themselves valuable fertilisers. It l not saying too much to assert
that the product of grass and grain has been increased one-third by the use of this mud
during the few years since it began to be generally made use of. Twenty, not exceeding
thirty, sleigh loads is the quantity used per acre. Last year the bulk extracted from the
oyster beds could not have been less than 200,000 loads, at a rough calculation, and as
it is now conveyed inland by railway, the demand ls vastly Increasing. During the
season of winter the cumbrous digging machines, worked * by horse-power, and each
attended by two or three men, cover the oyster creeks like a scattered encampment.

"The Island coast la fringed by innumerable creeks-our so-called river mouths-
over beds of sand, paved with patches of broken sandstone or with an alluvial mud, not
soft enough to be called ooze. Many miniature bays present the like conditions. From
time immemorial oysters have propagated on these floors. Like the coral worm the
bivalves are continually building up reefs. The tides covering these oyster reefs have no
rapid rise or fall to wash the spat out to sea, the medium rise on the gulf being about
three feet, and on the Straits of Northumberland not very much more in the sheltered
coves. Geological indications testify that many of the creeks and inIets were formerly
deeper and narrower than they are now. Stratum on stratum of oysters grew in them,
the underlying layers dying in the ordir.ary course of decay, each as It died forming a
bed for its successor. On each stratum grew other strata intermingled with drift con-
tinually growing higlier until the reef reached into the region of the ice, when, of course,
the surface stratum, thcn the only one alive, perished. It is this " midden " of mingled
oyster shells and muck that is called a mussel mud bed. Live beds are undergoing the
same process of decay and growth, and are continually increasing in height, although
yet below the level at which they come in contact with the rasping of drift ice. Over
these beds, alive and dead, the digging machines are erected, and cut deep sections in the
banks of shells.

"l It will be seen that without the added destruction of the mud-diggers every oyster
bed will perish naturally in process of time, but new beds would form in an ever enlarg-
ing radius, if left undisturbed. In three or, at most, four years from the time the floating
spawn fixes Itself in a new locality, full grown oysters are to be found.

" Prior to confederation a good deal of tinkering was done by local legislation in regard
to oysters. In the time of William the Fourth an Act was passed to prevent the practice
of burning live oysters for lime. I am under the impression that at one time export was
prohibited for a period of three years. By another Act all persons, except resident
islanders, were forbidden to fish, under pain of fine and forfeiture. In 1865, regulations
were made for leasing, by auction, certain localities laid off as public preserves, and
persons owning creek lands were encouraged to apply for a grant of their water front-
ages for oyster culture. So far, so well. But next session an Act, remarkable for its
crudity of expression and disregard of statute rights, was passed containing this clause :
' Nothing shall prejudice the right of any person to take from any river, whether within
the bounds of any oyster fishery which shall have been or may be granted or otherwise,
any mud, mussels, or mud mixed with shells of any kind, bona fide intended for the
purpose of manure, to be used within this island, although some of the oysters or oyster
brood should be thereby unavoidably taken, removed or disturbed.'

" After the lapse of some years this section was amended, but the objectionable clause
was suffered to remain. Thus the matter at present stands, and it strikes me, as a mere
layman, that some nice questions of jurisprudence arise out of the position. Such are-
In how far can Dominion enactment in regard to the fisheries preclude the local power
of legislating on a different specifie subject, namely, the promotion of agriculture ? And,
on the other hand, what right has local legislation to set at nought Dominion legislation
by authorizing the disturbance of Dominion fisheries-shell-fish being under the Act ?

"l It is apparent what an anomalous positien the Prince Edward Island oyster fishery
is in when the General Fishery Law protects and requires its wardens to protect the
oyster beds from fishermen in summer, in order that they may be destroyed, under the
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local law, by the farmers in winter. Such, however, le precisely the case under the con-
flicting jurisdictions.

" A practical remedy Js hard to suggest. The objeet is, of course, at one and the same.
time to retain the oyster beds from extinction, and to interfere as little as possible with
the valuable privilege of the agriculturist. Perhaps both objects might be attained by
repealing the obnoxious section of the local Act, or declaring it superseded, and substi-
tuting therefor a regulation setting aside certain spaces as Government reserves to be
offered on lease, and further, by encouraging anew applications for grants of shore for
oyster culture. Even were this done to a reasonable extent, and were such leases and
grants wholly exempted from infringement by diggers, there would still be room enough
on dead beds for the requirements of the farmers. Theoretically, the fislbery wardens
might annually lay off defined localities for the use of the diggers, but practically an
employment requiring so much care, time and expense of travelling le beyond the reach
of the present staff.

" Any comparison between the relative values of mussel mud and oysters must be, In
a manner, fanciful, for the reason that the market price of a load of manure bears but a
slender proportion to its results when applied by the hand of skilful labour. Mud le
sold, lifted on the ice, at elght cents per lnad, and, at a low estimate, there must be equal
to one thousand farmers who use two hundred loads each per annum. Cash value of
200,000 loads of mud at 8 cents, $16,000-an amount not directly brought into the island.
Quantity of oysters legitimately taken the past year, say 30,000 barrels, of which 20,000
barrels were exported at $1 per barrel, cost price, $20,000, which money ls bropght into
the island ; to which I must reluctantly add an estimate of 500 barrels illegally taken In
the close season for home consumption. Statistices accompanying the next census returns
will give the exact number of mudding machines, at which, at present, I only guess.

" The breeding of oysters artificially le now among the established industries of the
age. Prince and Queen's Counties, as well as several localities in King's, are especially
well adapted to oyster culture. This province, too, has the advantage of having its name
known as an oyster-producing country. The famous Bedeque oysters were long a bonne
bouche loved of epicures. Bedeque is now oysterless. Almost all that le required to
partially restore the perishing flshery is a system of inexpensive granits or leases, and
protection against disturbance of the beds. The conditions, however, are indispensable,
for no scheme of destruction could be devised more certain to obliterate oysters from the
list of island products tban the digging of Innumerable mud holes Into which the spawn
le washed and, being silted over, perishes. Oyster culturiste would, no doubt, attempt to
remedy this by the use of intercepting fences of faggots, but such, at best, le a partial
expedient.

" As this report will likely be read by persons who may be disposed to try oyster
culture on a larger or smaller scale, I give a brief account of the oyster breeding estab-
lisbment at the Narrows, lot 12, Prince County, the only one in the province, and the
property of the Hon. J. C. Pope. The locality le on the mainland of Prince County, and
extends from the shore to mid-channel of the narrows, which are here one-quarter to,
one-half mile in width between the mainland and Lennox Island, the property and home
of the remnant of Micmac Indians. The site was leased prior to confederation, under
the local Act for the encouragement of oyster culture. The system pursued Is to nurse
the natural beds and to build new ones where the water and bottom of hard sand and
hard mud are sultable. Average rise and fall of tide about two to three feet. Fifteen
acres of beds are already planted, and a new one of four acres le being laid down. Dur-
ing the fishing season thirty men with a like number of small boats are employed.
Spawn was formerly shipped to England, but le understood not to have paid. An
attempt was made to rake the beds by means of a dredge similar to those In use on the
British and French coasts, but, from local causes, It was not found to answer, and the
oysters are now fished up altogether with 'tongs.'

" One man lu a day can fish one, two or three barrels, according to circumstances.
The boats, when laden, discharge their cargoes at a receivlng house, where the oysters
are carefully hand-picked and separated Into two marketable qualities, number ones and
number twos, the number ones being exceptionally large and fine. The remainder, con-
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sisting of dead shells and small live oysters, are laid separately on the new beda in a
" culcli " or stratum of about six inches in depth, on which the young brood develop
rapidly, and in four years from the spawn become of full marketable dimensions. The
first quality of number ones are shipped chiefly to Montreal, whence they find their way
to the Capital. Number twos are sold elsewhere. None are canned. It is unnecessary to
put on record here the quantity annually shipped. The French method of cultivating on
plata la not practised at this establishment, and might be rather cumbrous where other
means answer the purpose, but therè is no doubt it would be suecessful if tried. A piece
of telegraph wire was recently fished up completely encrusted with good oysters of
uniform size, which. indicates that the method by which spat ls collected on potsherds
strung on wire would answer here. Now that a pottery bas been established at Char-
lottetown, a few thousand plats of baked clay would cost but a trifle, and the result
would be alike interesting in science and practice. It may be mentioned that the Indians
are quiet neighbours, and some of the less indolent are employed ln the fishery.

" In spots where it has been possible for the wardens to give strict supervision during
the past two seasons, and where the ground was not disturbed by fishers of mussel mud,
considerable broods of young oysters have established theiselves."

From annual report, 1881, page 189 :*
" According to orders there have been forwarded to the department, charts of ail

existing oyster beds in island waters, together with reports on loca.ities in which the
planting of new beds would have prospect of success.

" Prince Edward Island is comparatively thickly settled, especially along the estu-
aries, creeks and coast, where oysters most abound. No restriction bas hitherto been
placed on their being fished by any resident.

" Neither las any claim been set up to individual rights of proprietorship. Prior to
confederation, the local Government assumed the right-if it had it not-to the owner-
shlp of ail oyster beds, but except lu one feeble instance of legislation to regulate the
granting of leases, no restriction on general fishing was imposed. The valuable fields of
oysters were abandoned as a common, and were by the public so accepted. With the
single exception of the field at Squirrel Creek, Prince County, the property of Hon. J. C.
Pope, no leases of any account were taken up when offered. This position remains now.
The public regard the taking of oysters anywhere, or everywhere, in the light of a com-
mon fishery.

" The articles of confederation appear to have settled the ownership of oyster beds
not specially covered by land grants as resting with the Dominion Government, but the
question of regulating the fdahery to its injury, by local enactment does not seem to have
yet come up between the general and local Governments.

" When Prince Edward Island joined the confederation of British North America,
oyster fishing was signified to remain under existing local laws until regulations should
be made, but no special regulations have been made. The local close time, as previously
established, from lst June to 1st September, lias since been acted on. In fact, the local
laws of the province, even now, regulate the oyster fishery in Prince Edward Island.
Those laws permit the digging of shel, 'even although some of the oysters or oyster
brood should be thereby unavoidably taken, removed or disturbed.' The popular reading
of the Act la that al beds may be dug over, even if all the oysters be destroyed. During
the milder days of winter, hundreds of mud-digging machines are at work cutting up the
beds. 'It was expected that, as these machines are an institution almost peculiar to
Prince Edward Island, the Island Census returns would have a column in which to show
the number in use, but the enumerators took no account of them. There must, however,
be not a few bundreds.

"It ls, of course, the object of the diggers to strike on dead beds from which can be
obtained shells in such a state of decay as to be readily crushed before the plough, when
spread on the land, or to disintegrate into pure lime by the action of the winter's front.
Such beds are rarely found. If beds are below the reach of freezing, the surface is
covered with a layer of live oysters, while if the centre of a bed bas risen to the level- of

*Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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ice, the sides of the mound, within a surrounding radius, are thickly coated with live
bivalves. It will thus be seen that shell digging does, of necessity, presently injure, and
must ultimately destroy, the oyster fishery, unless remedial measures be adopted.

" In proposing a remedy, the question ls how, if possible, to protect the live shell-fish
without preventing the farmers from digging shell manure, a privilege of which they
are justly tenacious.

" The possibility of restoring the fishery in any given locality depends on the area et
beds and the present and prospective numbers of diggers. Few farmers set their
machines for two consecutive seasons In the same place, but wander about over the area
looking for a better location. The consequence is, that all the beds are more or less eut
up, scarred and seamed with trenches In all directions. Where the area is of some ex-
tent, as In bays and larger estuaries, spaces selected with reference to existing beds,
currents, depth of water and the locality where dead beds would give the farmers a clear
space for digging, might be staked off as Government reserves, which it would be illegal
to disturb for a period of, say, three years, which le the term in which the oyster comes
to maturity. This is practicable, and In view of the relatively small area that would be
reserved, could offer to the farmers no reasonable ground of objection. In creeks and
small stretches of water the plan would be less applicable. A three years' reservation
of a limited number of sites would allow the fishery officers time to acquire experience in
the management of the reserves, and would also feel the pulse of the farmers who, no-
doubt, would at fIrst be somewhat suspiclious of what they may deem an infringement
of their rights.

" But the project that would the most speedily place the fishery on a permanent basis
would be the throwing open of sites to private lease. Localities leased would be pro-
tected by the lessees, under general supervision of the department.

" The local statutes above referred to are 28 Victoria, chapter 18, with an amendment
of date 17th April, 181, wherein it le provided that the Executive has power (individual
rights reserved) to grant the exclusive right to fish for oysters or oyster brood and to
form new oyster beds or feeding beds In certain rivers specified. (Not.-In Prince Bd-
ward Island parlance " river " means an estuary.) The leases to be sold at auiction for
not less than twenty years, renewable at expiry for a further term of forty years, under
engagement that within five years new beds shall be made or old beds cultivated so as
to increase the annual yield. In addition to this. the owner of any land fronting on
suitable water ni;ght obtain a grant of his frontage.

" This offer, proper In all respects excepting the forty years' renewal, which wouldc
constitute a monopoly, was but sparingly taken advantage of, and some of the best sites
are yet open. The localities first opened to offer were the following, which are still
available :-Shemody, Richmond Bay, Dunk River, Prince County ; Charlottetown Har-
bour and certain parts of Hillsborough River, Queen's Connty. In Xing's County, Card-
gan Bay. In the event of its being declded to plant new beds, any one or all of these
localities are suitable for a first experiment.

" While it would be illegal to disturb such bede by digging or otherwise, an
additional proviso might be made that no digging be permitted within a distance of a
specified number of yards from any planted or leased beds, so that the ooze raised by
digging, and held In suspension by the tide, might settle before reaching the live beds.
Further, the quantity of seed oysters to be laid down within a given time, say not fewer
than one to each square of two to three feet, or about twenty-four to fifty-four barrels
per acre should be R feature in the lease. There should also be, as In France, legal
dimensions under which no oysters may be taken from the water. It le for Your Honour
to consider whether, wlth a vlew to revive the perishing oyster eupply, it 'would be
advisable (In like manner as section 12, subsection 8 of the Wisherles Act perfftits to be
done In the case of fishways) to sesist persons who will undertake, under due bonds, to·
plant new beds In suitable locations and protect them from being fIshed for the tirst three
years, and afterwards only In such quantity as the beds will bear. Tits wcmld give the
Government a proprietory interest that would justify reversion at the expiry of the termn
of grant. If the beds were judiciously cultivated they would be a property yearly be-
coming more valuable.
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" As in most other matters dependent on the peculiar tenure of land in this province,
It would be necessary in each individual case to ascertein whether the owner of shore
holds a title to the 'land covered by water' to mid-channel. I have reason to believe
that in some instances this is the case, and in others not. At all events, the prospective
value of the fishery deserves ail that can be done for it.

" On bottom less suited for oyster culture, mussels (Mytilus edulis) might be grown
with little trouble in extensive fields, in sheltered coves, or the brackish water of creeks.
The fishermen of Scotland find mussels the best of all bait, besides being used for food.
They are found scattered in clumps in the creeks of the island.

Prom annuai report, 1882, page 173 : *
" In spite of the immense destruction done to the live oyster beds by the digging of

shell manure, the wardens report that oysters were never so good or plentiful as this
year-the result, evIdently, of even the partial protection the fishery officers were able to
enforce. What is wanted is complete protection herein by the simple remedy of granting
leases. It is possible to enlist private interests in aid of Government supervision, as thus:

" Theoretically the greatest good to the greatest number in this province is subserved
by placing no restriction on the taking of shell manure, wherever found, inasmuch as its
use is indispensable to the limeless soli of the island, and has increased the product of
grass and grain to an extent much exceeding the value of all the oysters taken since the
practice of shell manuring came into vogue. But the present value of the oyster fishing
is about $150,000 per annum. The question arises : Is it possible to reconcile these two
interests, the farmers and the oyster fisher's, so that the oyster fishery need not be lost?

" The answer is in the affirmative, and the required means are no more than a few
simple regulations officially made and definitely carried out.

" We have the example set by the French Government in the restoration of oyster
beds. At present no inconsiderable portion of the maritime population of t'e west coast
of France find employment therefrom, and several localities have become the seats of a
great oyster industry. The means adopted were very simple, namely, granting portions
of the foreshore at easy rents, but under stringent regulations. Private industry did the
rest, and the employment is both popular and profitable. Also, much attention is being
given to oyster culture in Australia, with good results.

" Under section 12 of the Fisheries Act, the machinery of such development is ready
to hand for the waters of Canada. Subsection 4 enacts :

"' Special licenses and leases for any term of years may be granted to any party or
parties who may wish to plant or form oyster beds in any of the bays, inlets, harbours,
creeks or rivers, or between any of the islands on the coast of Canada ; and the holder
of any such lease or license shall have the exclusive right to oysters produced or found
on the beds within -the limits of such license, for the term of such lease.'

" By subsection 5 the Minister may annually expend an appropriation in restocking
beds ; and in section 6 it is made penal in any way to injure or disturb oyster bed8-which
embraces the injury done by mud-digging.

" Having in last and previous annual reports gone fully into the matter (to which
I beg to refer), it is unnecessary to occupy space in going over the same ground.
Suffice it to say that probably few of the public know anything of the above-quoted sub-
section 4, and it never occurred to them to apply for an oyster-grant, whereas, were
stations previously surveyed and advertised to be sold at auction on a given day, many
would have the enterprise to secure one. The department has in its possession a series
of maps showing existing oyster beds, also localities ln which new beds might be planted
or set aside as Government reserves for natural propagation for a period of years-for
instance, in Richmond Bay, West and Hillsborough Rivers-or when surveyed into sta-
tions to be offered at auction or agreement, to private lessees, suitable localities to begin
with being Shemody and elsewhere in Richmond Bay. Charlottetown Harbour, Cardigan
Bay, Cascumpec Bay. But the grants should be smalL.

# Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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" In short, there are many localities In the waters of Prince Edward Island that
might be rendered valuable, not only without cost, but with a revenue to the Govern-
ment.

" It is a thousand pitles that immediate measures are not adopted to fully organize
this most valuable industry. It Is capable of vast development. The demand must
always exceed the supply. Oysters are very fecund. The Island is as favourably
adapted for shell-filsh culture as the famed English coast of Kent. Three thousand five
hundred barrels of oysters per week during the season were last year shipped from the
United States to England. There Is no reason that with increased product Prince Edward
Island should not shlp likewise, and thus tap a large source of wealth."

Frorn annual report, 1883, page 177 *

"This province is peculiarly well adapted for the growing of oysters. The waters of
half the island were once stocked with natural beds. So lately as 1832 live oysters
were so plentiful that legislation had to forbld their being burned for lime. In many
places the dead shells of once productive beds remain many feet in thickness. The fish-
ery ls but a mere scrap and vestige of what it once was, and might again be made.

" Oyster fishing in the province is free to ail, consequently everyone makes the most
of It for his own individual benefit, without care for the future. Wherever oysters
happen to be a little more numerous than usual, they are immediately fished out. Thus the
ground is shifted every year, to the ultimate destruction of the whole area. There is no
regulation as to size, hence there Is annually destroyed a quantity that I vaguely reckon
at not less than 10,000 pecks, equal to 1,000,000 of shell-fish that, under due restrictions,
would come to maturity. It is not too much to say that as many oysters as one-fourth
of the whole consumption and export are destroyed every year by the digging of shell
manure. Although even under the present careless system a sufBciency can be got to
export annually 30,000 to 40,000 barrels, the best beds are being slowly but surely ex-
terminated.

" This is an evil that is quite remediable, and by simple means. The present Fisheries
Act provides the machinery. The history of oyster culture and oyster fishing in the
Netherlands affords valuable hints as to details.

" The object to be aimed at Is two-fold, namely, to make the most, permanently, of
the present supply, and to increase that supply. To do this, requires oyster culture to
be carried on along with oyster fishing.

" Natural oyster beds owe their location to accident. They are scattered patches,
larger or smaller, that owe their change of locality to tides, winds or other not con-
trollable causes. Accordingly, we find stretches of bottom quite suitable for the growth
of oysters, but on which none have grown. Every spring the fishermen take soundings
for the scattered beds, and when such are found, they are worked till completely cleared.
It is evident that under this pernicious system, total extinction is merely a question of
time.

"There are two distinct oyster fisheries requiring to be differently dealt with In this
province, namely, in creeks and tidal rivers, such as Mill, West, Tryon, Enmore, Hills-
borough, Johnston's Rivers, the Narrows, &c., and considerable bodies of water, such as
Richmond Bay. In addition to these are localities where the fishing bas been quite ex-
tingulshed, but where it might be revived, as Bedeque, Winter River, and elsewhere.
And finally, there is unlimited room and suitable ground for planting of new beds in
many parts of Queen's and almost all the creeks and bays of King's County, where
oyster-beds have not yet been grown.

" To the question of how Is this to be accomplished, the answer ls brief : By Govern-
ment regulation of private culture under section 15, subsection 4 of the Fisheries Act,
and by Government aid in establishing experimental culture under section 15, subsection
5 of the same Act.

" Several applications for license to cultivate oysters have already been forwarded to
the department. I have recommended that all these be granted, subject to the conditions

*Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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which seem necessary for the protection of the Government, and of the public. The
conditions are, that the area leased be of moderate extent, that in the first instance, the
term of lease do not exceed nine years, as provided in section 2 of the Fisheries Act ,
that during such first term the annual rent be low, or nominal, but renewable for a
further term at an enhanced rental on valuation ; that within a given time a certain
defined proportion of the area be planted with brood oysters, at the rate of (so many,
according to each case) to the yard square ; that after the lapse of three years from the
date of grant not less than (a speèified quantity), nor so many as would deteriorate the
bed-in which, of course, the Government would retain reversionary interest-be
annually fished ; and that at all times said oyster farms be under the supervision of the
fishery officers. On these conditions, it is believed that many leases would be taken up
ln creeks and estuaries, were advertisement made that the waters were thrown open to-
lease. A right of priority of claim, before a specified date, might be given to persons
owning shore frontages. Excepting ln o far as rivers may. be defined under section 7,
subsection 7 of the Act, 1 am not competent to express an opinion as to riparian claims
set up en the banks of tidal water.

" In the greater waters such as Richmond Bay, the system might require to be
modified. Here, the applications would mostly be for sites, on which workable beds are
already existing. From difficulty of defining small patches of space in the bay, the area
would have to be larger. Twelve acres have been found a practical size in the Zuyderzee,
Holland, which, ln its features, bears some resemblance to Richmond Bay. One hundred
and fifty acres is the largest single area granted by the Dutch Government. A rapid
increase of production has taken place In Zuyderzee, since the leased beds were with-
drawn from public fishery, and there seema no reason why similar satisfactory results
should not follow under like circumstances In ]Richmond Bay. As the bay is large, about
six by ten miles, it would not likely be afll applied for, and the present practice of free
fishing need not be interfered with on the unleased portions. Indeed, it might be advis-
able to begin by offering only a limited number of leases until the success of the new
system be proved, and the public mind be educated to accept it. One thing is certain-
the present, system Is eminently wasteful and ursatisfactory. In this connection, a
report, from Warden V. S. Gillis, of Indian River, an inlet of the bay, says : ' There
have been engaged this season, regularly oyster fishing on Richmond and Malpeque,
about 150 boats and 300 men, allowing two men to each boat. Each boat averaged about
six barrels per day. The oysters are without any doubt a great source of wealth, and
should be carefully protected. I have been speaking to several fishermen (French), and
they tell me that they cleared in cash $140 per man, since lst September to 17th Novem-
ber. They also say that the oysters are as plentiful and as large as they have
been for the past three or four years. I have been asking them as to the size and
length that ahould not be fished. They say that oysters less than two and one half or
three inches, should not be canght, because when re-picked, these smal ones are thrown
away, whereas if left on the oyster bed, will, on some future day, be fit for market. I
think the leasing of the oyster beds wlll be the means of causing a great deal of litiga-
tion between parties concerned. I think a very good way to protect the oysters would
be to allow no fishing In the spring of the year, and to extend the close season till the
15tb September instead of the lt of that month as now. It will benefit the fishermen
because, as It la now, they generally take up a great number of oysters during the first
part of September, too many for the demand, and the consequence is that quite a lot of
them get spoiled, -and it keeps the price low for the rest of the season.'

" With regard to Government aid in the formation of new oyster beds under section
15, subsection 5, of the Fifihery Act, although very desirable, it need not be on a large
scale. The experiment would be in the light of a model farrm for the instruction and
initiation of the publle. Two sultabie localities offer, the first being the estuary of Winter
reserved River, where ln former times there was a great supply, and where the bottom is
now -paved Bome feet thiek with d1ead shells. The other locality la the estuary of Cardigan
Rtte', in Itng's Comnty, where the bottom is clean and imitable, no manure being dug,
and no steamboat on the river. As there are at present no oysters in King's County, the
planting of a bed or beds would be viewed with interest, aMd could not fail greatly to.
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benefit the county. I estimate that an experimental bed, planted with 150 barrels of
brood oysters, could be made at elther of the above localities, on buoyed ground, pro-
perly levelled and harrowed, for the sum of $300, or less, exclusive of railway transport.
A small grant of $600 would thus establish self-paying models in two different parts of
the province, where oysters are not now found, and from the product of which other
plantings could be made. For the first three years, until the beds become remunerative,
no staff would be needed beyond the present fishery wardens. So much of the foreshore
is suitable for shell-fish culture that the trouble and cost of laying off need be compara-
tively small. Survey of private areas would be at the expense of the applicants.

" The great drawback on the oyster-fishery of this province is the digging of oyster
shells for manure, under the name of 'mussel mud.' This is a subject that will have to
be faced sooner or later, and the sooner the easier. The digging of shells for calcareous
manure is an important part of the industry of farmers residing not only on the shores
of creeks, but within several miles of the water. It is impossible to state accurately the
number of power digging machines in use every winter, but there must be many hun-
dreds. No restriction whatever being placed on digging, the live beds are hut up at
random in all directions. Oysters are protected by the fishery officers in summer, that
they may be destroyed by the farmers in' winter.

" The marking off a certain number of spaces in the principal oyster waters as Gov-
ernment reserves or leases would be the first step towards a better state of things. In
this I percelve neither difficulty nor injustice. The farmers would be deprived only of
the very limited spaces required for artificial culture, and might, as heretofore, continue
to have free access to areas amply large enough to supply them with manure. Tiese
general views express the possibilities. Details shall be laid before the department when
required.

" The oyster fishery of Prince Edward Island is of importance, greater than that of
any of the other Canadian provinces. It brings, in cash, say $80,000 to $100,000 per
annum, by way of export, over and above supplying local consumption. In the course
of a few years it inight be Increased many fold and yet the privileges of the farruers
remain Intact.

" Prince Edward Island oysters have long maintained a good fame. The name of
'Bedque Oyster' is still used as a term of excellence. although oysters are not now fished
at Bedeque. Shipments are made to the markets of St. John, Halifax, Quebec, Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa, and otber cities. Two forms are found indiscriminately on the beds,
namely, circular and long. It may be curious to ascertain scientifically whether these are
two distinct species, the Ostrea canadensis and the O. borealis, or merely difference of
form. At ail events, the variation is established in their earliest growth, for the saine
stone, or old shell, bas frequently adhering to it, young oysters of less than an Inch in
length with the two forms definitely developed. Both varieties are equally valued as
food. Private culture would speedily prove whether the different forms could be grown
separately, and which kind would be most in demand.

" It bas been difficult in past years to distinguish accurately the quantities actually
taken in the respective localities, inasmuch as they passed through various hands before
reaching the point of shipment, and hence were apt to appear twice in the returns. In
view of possible reorganization of the oyster fishery, the greatest care has been exercised
in checking the exact product this year, namely, as nearly as possible, 35,000 barrels,
which, at the official rate of $3 per barrel, represents an article of traffic close on $100.000
value."

Fron annual report, 1884, page 23 :*

" The knowledge gained by certain observations elsewhere referred to, should be of
great value in laying down oyster beds, for artificial culture, in localities ot the Island
waters wherein natural beds are not found. Our whole shore is frInged wlth creeks and
estuaries, wherein oyster farming might be successfully and profitably carried on. The
requirements of shelter, absence of excessive tide. suitable bottom, and the proper degree
of salinity are everywhere.

*Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
i ia-18
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"There are a few facts with reference to existing natural beds that are to be taken
Into account. Many parts of the bottom of creeks and estuaries are of bard ' mud ' (so-
called), formed by the disintegration of sandstone mixed with washings of underlying
clay, until of the consistence of brick paste, with but little vegetation. No better bottom
could be found for the laying down of brood. In other places are deposits of shells,
where oysters once were, but are not now, which is alse good bottom for planting. The
main requisite for good bottom is that it shall give a foot-hold for ready attachment, and
be so firm that when the oyster opens Its shell no washings or Impurities may flow into
the animal. Hence the use of tiles in oyster culture ln Europe. Broken shells and pro-
jections of clay offer, in this Island, the same conditions as the artificial trays and made
floors of Europe. On these ready points and projections the 'spat' or spawn, emitted
from the brood oysters, catches and adheres. I do not think the spat bas sufficient
vitality to drift long distances. The minute young must be most delicate, much more so
than the young of swimming fish. A favourite resting place of the spat is on the edge
of the laminoe of old shells. There once established, the young oysters grow in clusters,
to the dfmensions, say, of 2 inches in length the first year. Thereafter the growth is
proportionately more rapid, until at four years they are fit for market. It Is a -noticeable
fact that all the oysters ln a cluster do not g1mw on the same plane, with the Inferior
(flat) shell downwards and horizontally, but grow perpendicularly, or at all lesser angles,
the arrangement evidently being that each Individual oyster shall grow wlth reference
to the others, so as to bave the largest facility for opening its shell. In this circum-
stance is a key to the destruction, from natural causes, of self-planted oyster beds.
Thus. when the oysters in a cluster come to maturity, and In due course of time them-
selves emit spawn, such spawn or spat is caught on the ragged points and edges of the
parent shell, forming a second growth above and upon the first. The process of stratum
growing on stratum, floor upon floor, goes on Increasing the bed in beight each year,
w-hile. at the saue time, the base is being extended, until the mass becomes a mound of
oysters, sometimes of large area. The inner strata of this mass, being, from the super-
incumbent pressure, unable to open their shells, perish from suffocation, so that the
miound comes to consist of a core of dead shells, with a thin covering of live oysters on
the top. Where the mound, by annual increase, grows so high as to reach the Ice-line,
even that thin covering of oysters is killed. Moreover, these oyster banks ln the channels
collect ooze, mussels and rubbish, tending still further to destroy the bed, until sooner
or later It perishes. This destruction would be prevented by artificial culture in remov-
ing obstructions, raking the beds, preventing too thick a growth, and shifting the grow-
ing oysters Into new water two or three times before they come to market. By such
culture all waste is avoided and a much superlor article produced.

" These natural causes sufficiently account for the rapid deterloration of our oyster
beds without the added destruction of digging them up for farm manure. Notwith-
standing these depressing agencies, 28,320 barrels were this year sent too market, mostly
in Canada. It will be observed that all our oysters are what are known in Europe as
'sea oysters,' that is to say, oysters that are taken from natural beds in situ and which,
as their shells are rough and unshapely, fetch a much less price than the oysters of culti-
vation, the shells of which are thinner, smoother and more symmetrical. Two forms of
oysters are found growing Indiscriminately on the Prince Edward Island beds, namely,
the long Canadian oyster and, in a lesser proportion, oysters circular ln form. I am not
naturalist enough to decide whether these are different varieties or merely variations ln
forni.

* The time seems to have come to open the oyster grounds-or a part of them-to
lease, under due regulation. As matters at present stand, no one will venture the risk
of artificial cultivation. The present state of the law and the custom of the country are
exceedingly indefinite and unsatisfactory. It Is doubtful if the law would protect private
oyster beds from being robbed, under the guise of shell-digging. Hence the necessity for
the area of artificial culture being secured by lease or grant, or by being set aside for
the public interest. In last year's report I submitted details that, I think, would meet
the case, and to which I beg to refer.
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" The fishery bas not been so steadily pursued this year, owing to continued bad
weather, which readily agitates the shallow water in which oysters are found. A num-
ber of oyster fûshers have removed from Percival Bay, which bas generally giveu a good
yield. Two hundred boats were regularly employed oyster fishing on Richmond Bay.
Twenty-four barrels are reported from St. Peter's, a new locality."

From annital report, 1885, page 257 :*
" In previous reports I have solicited the consideration of the departiment to the un-

satlsfactory condition of the oyster fishing in this province. The experience of the pre-
sent year shows an increase of the evils complained of. More men are engaged in fishing,
and as the demand is at least equal to the supply, increased exertions have been put
forth. Small beds hitherto neglected have been sought out and fished bare. Persons not
connected with fishing have gone into the speculation of shipping, and it may be said the
industry this year bas reached its utmost limit. Over-production theatens the oyster
fishery, and with the same result as ln lobster canning.

" Following the lead of parties in New Brunswick, who are said to have shipped large
quantities from Bay du Vin, and elsewhere, a movement bas been made in the shipment
of oysters in the shell to London, England, by steamers. If this enterprise be successful
it will be attended with weighty consequences to the island fishery. The oysters
are put up in boxes containing about one-third of a barrel for retail. The movement bas
been inaugurated by persons in the dry goods trade, but If it prove a commercial suc-
cess, it will be followed by a host of imitators, all drawing their supplies, without re-
striction, from the best beds they can find. The present would seem a favourable
opportunity to regulate the size and quality of oysters that may be legally exported be-
fore the speculation becomes too large to admit of such. A demand for the English
market would let loose still more fishers at random on the beds and still more rapidly
fish them out. According to recent advertisements, London fishmongers offer to sell
packages of oysters, carrage free, at prices varying from 18s. per 100 for Whitstables to
6s. Gd. per 100 for Anglo- Portugo. Supplies from Prince Edward Island would probably
rank with Portuguese, or a little higher, but even at such price would leave a margin for
profit, and it would be well to regulate the catch now in view of a probable English
traffic.

" As was not unnatural, extension of the close season did not meet with the approval
of fishermen whose interest it was to have as long a season as possible in which to dig
and sell to the shippers. They looked at it merely in the light of fourteen days knocked
off their earnings. A newspaper even spoke of it as 'an encroachmeut on fishermen's
riglts.' Such a view may at once be set aside. The ' rights' of fishermen are the right to
make legitimate use of fishing facilities without undue interference with the rights of
others, whether those others be of the present time or coming afterwards. What limita-
tion the exercise o! such right may call for to render any fishery permanent for the
benefit of the future, as well as of the present, is within the duty and discretion of the
Government. Canadians of the future, as well as of the present,. have the ' right' that
the fisheries sbould be preserved from the avarice of the moment.

" I gather that the intelligent public in general regard the shortening of the fishing
season favourably, and many believe that a still longer extension of close time would be
judicious.

" There are not wanting persons in the trade who maintain that the industry requires
no regulation, and that any interference with it would be tyrannical. Communications
have been sent to the press that the beds, merely by being stirred in fishing, are bene-
fited and extends their area, by its answering the same purpose as the 'raking' of arti-
ficial culture. This statement, on which the advocates of the present state of things lay
so much stress-that the beds prosper all the better for raking (i.e., fishing)-is one of
those half-truths that deceive more readily than absolute falsehood. The raking the
beds receive ln indiscriminate fishing Is not of the right kind. Every one who has watch-
ed oyster-tonging must have observed that the process is a mere stIrring up of the mud,
and not raking at ail ln the true sense of separattng the clustering oysters and giving

* Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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them room to breathe. So far from assisting to provide a supply of clean shells to which
oyster spat may cling, the settlement of the stirred-up soil covers the f ull-grown shell
with a deposit of slime, on which it is Impossible for the almost microscopic spawn to
take hold and live. The 'raking' of beds periodically is a process of considerable skill
in artificial culture, and is impossible on beds free to be fished by all comers.

" Several suggestions have been made to me respecting the nomination of oyster in-
spectors to see that all undersized oysters are returned to the water, and the newspapers
announced, prematurely, that I had applied to the Minister for the appointment of such
officers. This Is a matter that requires consideration. While it Is beyond question that
all oysters under given dimensions should be returned to the water it is extremely doubt-
ful if the appointment of special officers, charged to see to that duty, would be effective
in having it carried out. In the first place, it would take at least half a dozen Inspectors
to oversee Richmond Bay alone, where 300 boats fish and land their catch at different
points. That part of the bay on which natural oyster beds are found extends over an
area of about six to seven miles from east to west and four miles from north to south.
Grand River, the Narrows, Lot Eleven, Cascumpec. Pownall Bay. Orwell, West River
and other localities where oysters are fished, would demand similar officers. Such
officers must either be attached to the general fishery staff under the general inspector of
fisheries or be distinct from it, and In either case they would come ln contact with the
duties of the regular fishery wardens. The expense would be more than the proportion-
ate value of the fishery would bear, inasmuch as wages, better than could be elsewhere
obtained, would be required to secure the whole time and services of suitable men, whose
duty would require them to be about ail the time, from early daylight till late at night
in order to do any good. At present there is no order defining the size of shell under
which oysters are illegal. Having given the subject due consideration, I am Inclined to
think that a stringent regulation, bringing the matter within the jurisdiction of the
ordinary fishery wardens by defining the dimensions of oysters under which size posses-
sion shall be illegal, and the appointment of two additional wardens for Richmond Bay.
provided with sultable boats (which could be provided, all found, for not exceediag $37
each) would, for the time being, answer the purpose and be as much as the present state
of the lndustry would justlfy. As the oysters are landed at many points along the bay
a boat for each of the two wardens is indispensable, as it would be impracticable to visit
all the landing places on foot. Were such official boat seen afloat it would soon educate
the fishermen into what is required of them. At the same time, I would urgently point
out that the proposed wardens should be persons living on the shore within sight of their
work, the one on the south side, at or near Shemody, and the other at or near Oyster
Cove, on the north side, these being the two chief points from which poachers Issue to
fish oysters during the close season. Unless the wardens have at all times the expanse
of the bay before them, visible from their own doors, so as to see at once, and follow,
boats out in the close time, I should consider the salaries paid them as thrown away. Such
wardens might make it a special point of their duty to see that oysters are not fished
illegaly ln the close season and hidden ln caches ln the bay to rush for shipment on the
first day of opening. This year fishlng began on Tuesday mldnlght ; on Wednesday 600
barrels were on the market-an Impossibility by legitimate fishing. But I would express
a very decided opinion that the appointment of special inspectors, charged solely with
the husiness of seeing that small oysters are not landed, would, ln worklng, be found
cumhrous. Ineffective and largely expensive.

" It has been brought to my notice that shipments to Montreal and elsewhere fre-
quently arrive in Inferlor or bad condition, especially in the early part of the season, and
It bas been asked whether the fishery officers cannot interfere to prevent such shipments.
To my mind this Is qulte beyond their purview. Fish ln the sea, or in process of being
taken, are fish under the regulations of the Fisherles Act. When legitlmately landed
and ashore they become " goods " subjeet to the usual chances of commerce.

" On the subject of our island oyster beds, a St. John, N.B., paper has the following
pertinent remarks -' The chief source of St. John's oyster supply is the oyster beds of
Prince Edward Island. Formerly many of the oysters used in St. John came from
Shediac and other points along the north shore. Latterly these beds, which were all
natural formations, have been exhausted by continual and indiscriminate raking, leaving
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only those of Prince Edward Island from which to draw the local supply. If some kind
of protection Is not applied soon these, too, will share the fate of Shediac, Buctouche and
other exhausted localities, and oyster fishing in the maritime provinces will be a thing of
the past.'

" Notwithstanding the truth of the above observations, it is not meant to be implied
that the Prince Edward Island beds are already fished out, for two to four barrels of
oysters per man still reward the fishers on Richmond Bay, and the total catch (for home
and shipments) of perhaps 40,000 barrels is a contribution of some magnitude to the
resources of this small province. But the very fact that good wages can yet be made,
and the active speculation that has set in, and will certainly yet further set in, renders
the rapld impoverishment of the beds the more certain. For no uninterested person, con-
versant with the market, will deny that while the fishery is only kept up to the mark by
extra force, the demand is increasing instead of falling off. The result must necessarily
be overstimulation. New adventurers are, and will be, attracted into the field, regard-
less of the future of the fishery so that present ends be served. The question for con-
sideration is therefore two-fold ; firstly, how to husband the existing supply, and sec-
ondly, how to provide a, future supply.

" With reference to the first of these, things can be done in Europe that could not be
attempted in free Canada. Nor is it desirable they should. The French coast-prefects
are said to assign the tale of oysters that may be taken by each boat, and the same Is
done by some of the English oyster guilds. This being here impracticable, there only
remains to husband the supply by shortening the fishing season.

" Although oysters may legally be fished in Canada for eight months and a half of
the year, nature practically limits the fishing time to three months and a half. This
embraces two distinct periods, namely, spring, up to lst June, four to six weeks, or
thirty-six working days, and fall, after 15th September, about eleven weeks, or sixty-six
working days, the latter being the main working season. An expert bas given an esti-
mate, that in the fall fishery Richmond Bay alone pr9duces a thousand barrels each clear
working day, but this I regard as considerably ver the mark. Were it decided to
shorten the time of fishing, it must come off one or other of these two periods, the spring
or fall fishery.

Against wholly prohibiting spring fisbing, it is urged that customers look with
avidity for the first supplies, that oysters cannot be kept over winter to meet the spring
demand, and that it would deprive farmers along the bay of a source of income that is
now available, before they settle down to farm work. Per contra it is stated that abolish-
ing spring fishing would affect fewer persons injuriously than shortening the time in fall
would. According to the limited amount of information at present known, the question
of spawning does not enter into consideration. It is merely a question of supply. The
matter is remitted for consideration of the department. It is safe to prophesy that what-
ever course may be adopted, any change in present arrangements (or rather absence of
arrangement), will meet with opposition from fishers engaged in the actual work of catch-
ing, and most likely from some of the speculative shippers. The very quantity taken this
year, in fourteen days shorter time, is certainly not an argument in favour of a length-
ened fishing time. On the contrary, it indicates that in a shortened season enough can
be taken for the good of the beds.

"Summerside being by far the largest port of shipment, it may be taken as a criterion
of the trade. From the following table of shipments thence, it will be seen that the
export in the first month and last month of the season was comparatively trifling, so

much so that both these months might be struck off the legal fishing without any
marked effect on the general business. Familles, however, lay in their supplies as late
as possible for winter, so* that the latter half of November could not conveniently be
dispensed with. Barrels.

Sprlng fishing-Oysters shipped from Summerside from opening of
navigation to 1st June..................................... 764

"Fall fishing-1st to 30th September............ .............. 5,449
1st to 31st October.......................... ........ 6,968
1st to 3oth November................................ 4,800
1st December and later............................. 104
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"May and December stricken off would, therefore, but slightly affect the aggregate
supply-at present.

" As regards the extension of supply under private care and by artificial culture, I
can only repeat what is set forth in Prince Edward Island annual fisheries reports for
1884 and previously, and to which I beg respectfully to refer. The points therein Indi-
cated are:

"1. The laying off and offering at auction or otherwise the lease of defined areas of
oyster bottom of moderate extent, at a small upset price for a short term of years,
subject to the condition of planting and afterwards of fishing, subject to regulation,
leases belng renewable for a further term at valuation, Government retaining a rever-
sionary interest in the same. Several applications for lease are already on file with the
department.

" 2. The placing in the estimates a moderate sum, under section 15, subsection 5, of
the Act, say $1,000, to aid in the planting of beds in new localities.

" 3. To which was added, supplementary, the establishment of one or more Govern-
ment oyster stations or farms, which should be self-supporting, as a source from which
young oysters for planting might be drawn. This suggestion, however, is not of Imme-
diate necessity, and, with Nos. 1 and 2 (as above) in operation, might not be needed.

" Unlike some other enterprises, the time required to test, or rather to prove, the
success of oyster culture, Is very short. The large quantity of undersized oysters, now
wasted and a nuisance, would become a marketable commodity and be utilized in plant-
ing new beds. In four years, oysters grown from such seed might be placed on the
market of (second) merchantable size. In five or six years they would be full grown and
have reproduced. On the other hand, there Is every appearance, that in three or four
years more of the present unregulated fishing, the estuaries will have been swept bare,
and evil effects be felt even over the extensive area of Richmond Bay. In all the oyster
fisheries on the coast of the United States the beds are carefully protected. Here every
fisherman fishes wherever he bas a mind, until he demolishes the beds, and the areas are
torin up every winter by mud machines. This is a state of things that is surely not
beyond remedy.

" Popular objections are occasionally brought forward questioning the power of the
Government to lease the Prince Edward Island oyster grounds. The circumstances of
the oyster fishery in this province are these : 1. Oysters are taken only in tidal sait-
water, navigable for boats and small vessels, say two to eight fathoms, and such tidal
water is not included in land grants. 2. The local Government exercised the power of
leasing oyster beds and areas (making no mention of riparian or littoral claims, hence
it may be assumed there were none) ; but by enactment, manure diggers may dig on all
areas, 'even although some of the oysters or oyster brood should be thereby unavoidably
taken, removed or disturbed.! The popular reading of the clause is, that all the beds may
be dug over, even if it destroys all the oysters.

" WHAT Is WANTED.

"Stringent regulations to prevent the oyster fishery from being destroyed by promis-
cuous overfishing.

From annual report, 1886, page 181 *

" Last year the number of boats engaged in oyster fishing in Richmond Bay alone
was estimated at 300 ; this year, 500. Persons flock from all parts of the country to this
fishery, the work, besides requiring no outfit, being comparatively easy, and, at least for
part of the season, paying well. It is no uncommon day's work to average two or three
barrels per man. The fishery opened at daylight on 16th September, and on 17th nearly
800 barrels from Richmond Bay were delivered to the dealers in Summerside. The first
day's shIpment by steamer included 440 barrels to Quebec and 236 to Montreal, some
eighty barrels of which were sent by express to Quebec, thereby anticipating the market
by twenty-four hours. During the season some orders were filled from Chicago and Mil-

Inspector J. Hunter Duvar.
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waukee, thus opening up a market that is new. As elsewhere stated, the catch of this
year exceeds that of last by nearly 5,000 barrels.

" It is common to hear the assertion that the beds are not falling off, but that they
increase in production the more they are raked, there is no doubt the fishery is carried
on ln a wasteful manner, especially by the destruction of small oysters. It Is true, that
ln the past year more of the bivalves have been taken, but it must be remembered that
many more fishermen were after them. The preservation of young oysters not yet old
enough to spawn forms an important subject of attention in the oyster culture of both
continents. The destruction of these year-old shells is a heedlessness-call it a crime-
for which there Is no necessity, and from which no benefit of any kind is derived. They
are not marketable in any way. The remedy, too, is simple. Cause the oysters to be
culled in the boats, and make possession of small oysters on land-say two and a half
inches or less ln greatest length-punishable by fine, whether in the hands of fishermen
or on the premises of dealers. An Order in Council would effect this, and it is perhaps
the only new regulation at present called for as regards the Prince Edward Island public
oyster fishery, excepting that it is a matter worthy of consideration whether every boat
engaged in the oyster fishing should not be required to take out an annual license for that
purpose. Individual offenders against the law are not easily identified, and it would
much strengthen the hands of the fishery officers could the boat license be called for.
The license need not be oppressive-say, one dollar-and, to save trouble to the depart-
ment, might be issued by the inspector. It is a matter of registration, not of revenue.

" With reference to the protection of the beds during the summer months, ilt is cer-
tain that so long as the public persist ln eating oysters in the close season, so long will
the restaurants continue to supply them. With some degree of caution supplies may be
bought froni poachers all summer, and the oysters be safely dumped after nightfall into
cellars, from which it requires a regular information and a search warrant to extraet
them. Hitherto, the protective force has not been strong enough to grapple with this
abuse, but the recent appointment of wardens at West River and Pownal Bay, in
Queen's County, and Richmond Bay, in Prince, should go far to check the illegal sources
of restaurant supply. The special duty of the new warden (Ramsay) on south side of
Richmond Bay is to be afloat during the close season with sufficient witness to identify
offenders. One more warden with like duties afloat on the north side of the bay, and
with residence at 'the old store,' is required to complete the water patrol, and I would
urge that such wardeu be appointed on the sane ternis as Warden Ramsay.

" From the deposits of shells on dead oyster ledges ln many parts of the province. it
is evident that extensive stores of oysters were found in localities where none are now.
These could easily be revived at little expense. The main fishery is in Prince County ;
Queen's County still has valuable beds ; King's County lias none, yet King's seems en-
titled to share in so valuable a resource. I would, therefore, venture respectfully to
recommend that a sum of, say, $1,000 be placed in the estimates for the planting of
oyster beds in King's County, and ln such other localities as the amount of appropria-
tion might cover, under section 15, subsection 5, of the Fisheries Act. Such planted beds
would be tovernient property for the supply of stock for private artificial culture, and
in the course of not more than three or four years should become self-!Supportlng, which
brings me to the subject of private culture, under section 15, subsection 4 of the Act.

" The area of ground ln the ' creeks' and sheltered bays of this island eminently
adapted for oyster culture is very large. In some instances, suitable ground Is covered
by land titles, and I have reason to believe that were areas protected for oyster breeding,
many sites would be taken up. It is unnecessary ln this report to go Into details of
regulation or management, but I am prepared to furnish a practical and inexpensive
scheme, should such be required by the department. Here, likewlse (as ln the case of
licensing oyster boats), it would not, for the first thrae or four years, be a question of
revenue, for the reason that even the best practices of the oyster culture of Europe and
of the middle United States would have to be modified by experiment to suit the Cana-
dian climate. Meantime, so much oyster ground lying idle Is a waste of national re-
source. Indeed, an oyster fishery well developed is of much higher importance than a
mere supply of bivalves. The oyster industry of the State of New York, for Instance,
gives employment to 50,000 men."
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From annual report, 1887, page 173 : *

" The only regulation in this province is a close season from lst June to 15th
September, inclusive, thus not preventing winter fishing through the ice, by which vast
quantities of young oysters are frozen and perish. Nothing prevents the fishing and
loading of unmarketable oysters two or three inches in leugth. Vast quantities of these,
the future brood, are brought up by the fishing tongs, and go to swell the nuisance heaps
in the yards of packers. Such reckless waste by fishermen should be punished by fine.
I have reason to know that the principal shippers are agreed that a restriction should be
put on such waste. A fishery warden wlth a boat was placed on Richmond Bay last
year with good effect during the close season. Another warden, also with a boat, Is
urgently needed on the other side of the bay to co-operate with Warden Ramsay. The
Riclmond Bay, the principal seat of the fishery, paved with oyster beds, is six or seven
miles in length and cannot be effectually watched by one warden.

Oyster fishing in Prince Edward Island is of two kinds, bay fishing and fishing lu
creeks and estuaries. These require to be differently dealt with, but in both the principle
Is the same, namely, to protect the young and to see that the close season Is strictly
observed.

" lu view of the report of the commissioners on shell-fisheries, it would be out of place
here to discuss the abstract question of oyster fishing. The points that are at present
glaringly wanted are to define the limits of beds reserved for the public, to specify under
what regulations they shall be fished, to prevent the destruction of small oysters, to pro-
hibit winter fishing, and to open a liberal system of encouragement to private oyster
culture. All of which amendments may be hoped for in the future."

From annual report, 1888, page 127 :*

Oyster fishing was prosecuted with vigour. According to a proverb among fishermen
that a dry summer produces good oysters, the quality bas been superior. The market
runs in commercial grooves, the shippers supplying the same customers year after year,
chietly in the upper provinces ; but were increase of production to take place, new
markets would open, the oyster being one of the few articles whereof the supply rarely
equals the demand. In 1886 were produced 33,125 barrels ; in 1887, say 36,448 barrels,
and this year 35,861 barrels. To this add 2,000 barrels used in home consumption. The
catch would bave been larger but for unsettled weather.

" lu accordance with directions from the department, extra care was this year taken
to prevent the shipment of oysters In advance of the legal day. Efforts were successful
In checking it, but, as usual, an immens» rush was made in the earliest days of the sea-
son. The first shipment, 440 barrels, was made from Summerside on 18th September,
and 1.000 barrels more before the week was out. One consignment of ten barrels was
expressed to Quebec on the first legal day to head the market, at an expense of $25
freightage.

" Canada is perhaps the only civilized country in which the oyster fishery, as a
national resource, is not carefully developed. The State of New York has just completed
a 3-years' survey of its oyster beds, under the able superintendence of Mr. Eugene G.
Blackford. Connecticut has made an exhaustive survey and issued easy and practical
regulations for private culture. Delaware, Virginla, and other States, have compre-
hensive rules. What has been done In France, the Netherlands, Britain, and, in a lesser
degree, in Germany, need not be here mentioned. Suffice it to say that In all the coun-
tries named, the Government can lay Its hand on any spot of ground suitable for oyster
culture, and the public are encouraged to develop the oyster industry both by public and
private culture. In Canada it is not so. In Australia oyster planting Is being attended
to. An English company, crowded for room at home, bas even leased the Bay of
Aboukir, In Egypt, for a like purpose.

Canada jossesses oyster waters quite as extensive as the State of New York. Those
New York waters give 7,000 oystermen a permanent living, and a capital of $6.000,000
is invested in culture therein. In the whole of Canada no one man makes his whole
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living from oysters, but less than 1,000 men give themselves occasionai employment in
oyster catching, in a perfunctory kind of way, and the total annual product, at $3 per
barrel. Is no more than $187,580, of which Prince Edward Island provides $109,324.

" The points designated as the duty of Mr. Blackford, the New York superintendent of
oyster culture, were, first, to survey the oyster territory of the State ; second, to desig-
nate and set apart the natural beds of oysters ; third, to ascertain the owuers and con-
dition of all artificially planted beds; and fourth, to survey and definitely locate artificial
beds. These are the identical points that Canada, sooner or later, will bave to attend to.
I venture to offer these suggestions for the reason that Prince Edward Island contri-
butes considerably more than one-half of the entire Canadian catch, and hence has an
interest in the development of our oyster resources larger than any other province.

" That the oyster fishing in Prince Edward Island is in a deplorable state-overfished
in places, and in other places not producing enougli-there is no doubt. There are no
regulations whatsoever, excepting a close season from lst June to 15th September, to
prevent the ultimate ruin of the beds, as they are open to be tished by everybody, and
private culture bas not been encouraged. Reckless fishing and continued shell digging
threaten a ruin to the oyster fishery similar to that which, from overfishing, bas befallen
the lobster industry. WIth the present demand, new adventurers from distant parts of
the province and even from the mainland, are crowding to the beds and carrying off
large quantities, not included in official returns. For instance, fifteen schooners from
Nova Scotia, bringing their own men, made descents on Orwell Bay this year and last,
leaving the beds nearly exhausted. Finding It pay, others will flock in, regardless of the
future of the fishery. It is time such profligate misuse of public resources should be
checked.

" Scientists believe that, quite apart fron overfishing the oyster beds in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence are perishing from natural causes, chiefly geological, and tbat, as these
causes continue, the mollusca in the Gulf will become extinct. In this view I agree. It
accounts for the vast deposits of oyster shells, sometimes many feet ln depth, found to-
day where no live oysters are. The process of dying out is very slow, but none the less
sure. No more forcible argument could be found in favour of artificial planting and
culture. Every natural oyster bed perishes, after a lapse of time, from the necessities
of Its own growth, its increases in height and diameter, the oysters In the interior of the
mass are deprived of air, and are smothered. When the bed reaches the Ice level, the
top perishes from cold, so that, practically, a natural bed of even moderate size, Is merely
a core of dead shells with a thin layer of live oysters outside. The reproduction of an
oyster bed Is by throwing off glutinous spat in an ever Increasing radius, but It Is
apparent that unless the ground around such bed is clean and of sufficient consistency,
the spat perishes and the bed becomes extinct. Such conditions of oyster life cannot
exist where the ground Is cut up by trenches and filled with the slime of mud digging.

" Nevertheless, the machinery for a complete organization of this most Important
fishery is ready to the band of the department. All that Is wanted is : 1. To reserve
certain natural beds for fishing by the public ; 2. To offer liberal encouragement for full
development of the fishery under private culture ; 3. It might not be necessary, but
power is provided for Government to plant new beds and replant old ones ; ail which
machinery to be operated, of course, under competent supervision. Several applications
have already been made for leases for culture, which are on file in the department.

" Natural oyster beds owe their location to the chances of accident, especially of tides.
Spat is carried to a distance and there deposited. Consequently large stretches of suit-
able bottom may be passed over by the mere turns of chance. It Is these suitable blank
locations that private culture is intended to utilize.

" The breeding of oysters artificially is one of the recognized industries of the age.
Astonishing results have been attained ln the hands of private culturists. The capital
required is comparatively small, the time of expectancy Is short, and the crop ln three or
four years Is as sure as anything can be that depends on the elements. I do not see any
necessity for jealousy between the fishers of public beds and private planters. Such bas
not arisen ln other countries, and there Is ln reality little room for a collision of Interests.

"The revival of the oyster fishery does not offer the same difficulties that are met
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wlth In other fisherles. It resembles more an agricultural process ; the seed Is sown on
a prepared soil, the crop is attended to and cultivated when growing, and in four years
the harvest Is reaped. The oyster plant Is perennial, and lives to a great age. I have
before me an oyster shell from Curtain Island, Hillsborough Bay, ten inches ln length,
and showing over forty annual layers of shell. Once established by artificial culture, the
supply might be made practically Inexhaustible, inasmuch as oyster enemies, especially
starfish, are comparatively few In these waters. Oysters tu Prince Edward Island are
taken only In shallow bays or in the tidal creeks from one to six fathoms, rnd such tidal
water Is not included ln land grants, and hence under the jurisdiction of the Crown. In
the present unsettled state of the fishery no one will risk the planting of private beds, as
it Is doubtful If either the law or custom of the country would protect them.

" The leasing of areas for private culture would be a check, however imperfect, to
the extinction of natural beds from natural causes, for the reason that they would throw
off their surplus of free floatIng spawn and thereby make the natural beds more likely
to be impregnated. The first part of lessees' enterprise in artificial culture would be to
level the ground and have it paved with materials that would catch a considerable share
of the floating spawn. Were it further made imperative that no siell digging be allowed
within a given distance of surveyed and officially recognized beds, the evil would be
curtalled as far as it is possible to be. Other advantages to the public beds from the
establishment of prIvate culture will present themselves on consideration.

" In this province the requirements for successful oyster culture, namely, sheltered
bays and estuaries with sound bottom and the suitable degree of salinity, are everywhere
ln the tbree counties, and oysters could be readily planted. Cardigan Bay, King's
County, and the estuary of Winter River. Queen's County, are especially well adapted
for plantations. Some few favoured localities are as favourable for culture-if planted
with proper seed-as the far-famed English coast of Kent.

" In regard* to further extending the close season, the following figures may be of
use. Summerside is the main port of shipment, sending away two-thirds of the entire
catch, but from other ports shipments are also made to the markets of St. John, N.B.,
Quebec, Montreal, and other places, chiefly in the upper provinces. Supposing the fisher-
men get to work from 5th to 15th May, they can meet the spring demand, at a hligh
price, say 1,000 barrels. Epieures would perhaps suifer more than the fishermen were
spring fishing stopped. From 15th September, when the fishery re-opens, to 30th Sep-
tember, about 8,000 barrels are shipped. In October, say 13,000 ; ln November the same,
November being the month in which supplies are laid ln for winter. To eut off Novem-
ber would therefore be inconvenient, commercially. In December a few hundred barrels
will cover shipments. According to appearance, the fishery had best be amended bY
strict regulation during the fishing season, rather than by shortening the time of fishing.
It is, however. a matter for further consideration.

" Other items present themselves in connection with the public fishing. Sucli are
more clearly defined duties for the wardens ; a definite legal size of oyster ; the absolute
prohibition of fishing through the ice ; the licensing of oyster boats ; the selection of
certain landing places on bays, where only oysters may be brought ashore, so as to bring
them under the supervision of the wardens, and, generally, a uniform superintendence
of the fishery."

From annual report, 1889, page 152 *

" This fishery shows an increase of 5,396 barrels, the total production for the year
being 41,257 barrels, as compared with 35,861 barrels in 1888. Warm weather at the
beginning of the fishing season somewhat retarded operations for a while, and some of
the shipments reached the markets ln bad order, causing prices to rule low. October
and November, however, were favourable months, and business was more satisfactory.
A mild winter and a dry summer were favourable to the growth of the oyster, and beds
that have been raked season after season produced the usual quantity. Richmond Bay
continues to supply the bulk of the oysters exported, but large quantities were also
shipped from the Narrows, Grand River and other places in Prince County. That the
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oyster fishing of this province can continue for many years to yield the large quantity
now taken fron it annually is improbable. There Is also the possibility of a still larger
quantity being required from it in the future. For some years past the supply has been
about equal to the demand, a glut in the market only occurring when a protracted period
of warm weather forced the shippers to sell their product at any price they could obtain.
With the growth of population in the cities and towns of the western provinces it is
evident that an increased demand will be created and the fishery will be required to
produce a larger supply. The beds in Queen's County are now greatly overfished, and
unless proper care Is taken the Prince County beds may soon be in the same condition.
The protection given by the present close season, while fairly satisfactory, is not suffi-
cient. Large quantities of small oysters are landed during the fishing season, and as
they are unfit for shipment, and cannot be utilized in any way, are allowed to rot in
heaps, where culled. Action should be taken to prevent this reckless waste, and pro-
hibit the landing of small oysters.

" In the interest of the fishery, winter fishing should be prohibited also. Fishing
oysters in winter, while of advantage to a few fishermen, is most destructive to the
beds, and some of the best beds in the rivers of Queen's County have been ruined by it,
To preserve the beds at Orwell, York River, and West River, in Queen's County, decisive
action is necessary ; and the question of totally closing the fishery on then for a term
of years is deserving of serlous consideration. Oyster culture might be carried on to
great advantage in this province, the numerous rivers and bays of the island being
specially adapted for that Industry. Large areas, now vacant, could be utilized for the
growing of oysters, and, if surveyed and offered on lease, under proper and reasonable
restriction would, no doubt, be readily taken up. The systen of leasing grounds for the
cultivation of oysters in the States of Connecticut, Rhode Island, &c., has resulted in a
marvellous expansion of the industry, and It would seen as if the time had arrived when
a similar policy should be adopted in Canada. The natural beds should be properly pro-
tected, and the control of them retained by the department to be used as a public
fishery."

From annual report, 1890, page 106 *

" Oysters show a decrease of 6,054 barrels, the total production for the year being
35,203 barrels, against 41,257 barrels in 1889. The unusually stormy season caused much
loss of time in the months of October and November, thereby reducing the output. The
cool season, however, favoured shipments, the products reaching the markets ln good
order and realizing the highest prices obtained for many years. This industry runs
pretty much on the same lines each year. The shippers here supply the same customers
from year to year, the product being chiefly sold in the provinces of Quebec and Ontario.
The principal fishery is carried on at Richmond Bay, Prince County. The beds of this
bay are extremely productive, and although continually raked for years, show no signs
of ex'haustlon, the product in this season, both in quantity and quality being equal to
any former one. The Grand River beds have also produced well this year, and are re-
ported as being in good condition. At the Narrows, however, there is some complaint
that the size Is decrealsing, indicating that the beds are being overfished. The beds in the
rivers of Queen's County are becoming less productive each year, and are now fished
principally for home consumption. To preserve these beds, drastic measures will be
necessary, and it appears to me that nothlng short of closing the fishery for a number of
years will have the effect of restoring them. The only regulation ln force in this pro-
vince at present is a close season, extending from the lst of June to the 15th of Septem-
ber, in each year. This regulation, while no doubt of great benefit as a protective mea-
sure, cannot be considered sufficient to preserve the beds. There should also be a regula-
tion fixing a minimum size, under which no oysters should be landed. At present, large
quantities of immature oysters are brought to the shore by fishermen, and as shippers
will not buy them, are left in heaps to rot. Such reckless waste should not be allowed.
The same may be said with regard to fishing through the ice in winter. This mode of
fishing is now largely carried on, and where prosecuted must result in the destruction of
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the beds. The fisherman, by cutting a suitable hole tn the ice, immediately over an
oyster bed, and using a single long-handled rake or drag, Is enabled to raise and deposit
on the Ice, large quantities of oysters of ail sizes, together with mud, &c., from the bed.
After selecting ail that are marketable, the others are left to freeze and die. This may
not be considered any more objeetionable than landing Immature oysters in the fishing
season and allowing theim to rot, but the greatest injury is caused by the dead oysters,
mud, &c., falling back on the bed when the Ice melts in the spring, thus smothering any
live oysters which may have escaped the fisherman's drag. and utterly destroying the
bed. I would earnestly recommend that a regulation prohibiting the flshing of oysters
through the ice be adopted as soon as possible.

"Oyster culture is now extensively carried on in several of the neighbouring States,
as well as in the principal countries of Europe. Oyster farming in those places has be-
come an established industry, the seed being planted and the crop raised with the same
regularity, and with as great chances of success as attends farming on the land. The
oyster being enormously fecund, increases very rapidly ; the spat is sent out by the half
million. and If the conditions be favourable, matures very quickly. The bays and estu-
aries of this province afford ample opportunities to the enterprising private culturist who
may desire to embark ln oyster farming ; and as the natural beds cannot be expected
to always yield the necessary supply, this branch of industry would. ln a few years,
become profitable. Definite action with regard to this important matter should be taken
at an early day. A system that lias produced such marvellous results ln other countries
should succeed here, and would, if adopted, eventually prove a source of great national
wealth."

From annual report, 1891, page 98 *

" Oysters show an increase of 5,827 barrels over last year. This fishery was vigor-
ously prosecuted and proved very successful. Stormy weather about the last of October
prevented fishing for awhile, but this had the effect of increasing the demand and raising
prices, thus eventually benefiting the fishermen. The oyster fishery has exhibited no
change for some years past, the beds ln Richmond Bay, Grand River and the Narrows
yielding the usual quantity, although incessantly raked during the fishing season. The
product is sold in the other provinces of Canada, chiefiy in Ontario and Quebec.

" Fishing through the ice is becoming an established industry here, and if allowed to
continue, will result in great injury to the fishery. This practice has only been intro-
duced within the last few years, and Its bad effects are not yet apparent. There is a
strong feeling against this mode of fishing entertained by those who are interested ln
the preservation of the beds.

"Mr. Venantius S. Gillis, one of the most intelligent guardians on Richmond Bay,
writing me a few days ago on this subject, states :

" I have also to state that as soon as the ice on Richmond Bay was strong enough-
to bear a person, there were several crowds out oyster fishing.

'The method used in winter fishing destroys the ground. so far as oysters are con-
cerned, foi: a great many years, if not forever. They use a machine like a commun hani rake
with curved iron teeth in the head and with a handle about forty feet long. With this
they scrape the bottom in a circle all around the hole eut in the tce, bring mud, oysters,
&c., in a heap directly under the opening, and then fish the oysters up with the common
tongs or rakes. To tear up the bottomin l this way destroys the oysters. The oyster
grounds should be rigidly protected, as the oysters are a large revenue to poor people and
others. The season for fishing Is too long and wIll in a very few years exhaust the beds by
overfishing. The only way I can see that they can be saved is to stop the winter fishing
and extend the close season until the lst of October tn each year. I have been speaking
to several of the fishermen and they concur in the saine Idea.'

" In addition to the destruction complained of by Mr. Gillis, large quartities of imma-
ture oysters are destroyed eadh year. These small oysters are landed by the fishermen
and, being unfit for export, are rejected by the buyers and tbrown in heaps to rot. I
would earnestly recommend that a regulation be adopted by the departinent, fixing a
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minimum size, under whlch no oysters should be landed, also one prohibiting winter
fishing.

" Several of the foreshores on the bays and rivers of this province, where oysters at
one time existed, but where no public fishery Is now carried on, might be utilized for
cultivation. The department bas lately adopted the system of leasing or licensing those
blank spaces to private parties for purposes of oyster culture, and it is probable that
numerous applications will be made for areas of this kind.

The proper protection of the beds in the close season is attended with considerably
difficulty. There Is always a demand at the saloons for oysters during the sumier
months, and unprincipled parties make great efforts to supply them. They generally
repair to the beds in the night time and, after securing sufficient to meet the demand,
convey them to the parties in small cans. This practice has been found very difficult to
prevent. and May be carried on in the immediate vicinity of the guardian's residenee.
The beds. however. were fairly well proteeted last season, and while a little of this
smuggling may have been done, open poaching was not allowed."

Froi annual report, 1892, page 92 *

" Oysters show a decrease of about 8,000 barrels. Owing to windy weather in Sep-
tember. the catch was not so large the first part of the season as ln 1891. This had tIe
effect, however, of raising prices later in the year, and the men engaged in the industry
were well satisfied with the result of the season's operations. Richmond Bay Is the best
oyster ground in the province, and although continuously and incessantly raked, still
produces large quantities of this excellent bivalve. The bottom of this bay appears to be
covered with oysters, and the men are each year discovering large and productive beds,
which they assert have never before been worked upon.

" In this way new ground Is being opened up, and the danger of exhaustion by over-
fishing is not so great as In the smaller bays and rivers. The number of boats and men
employed is. however, increasing from year to year, while the output remains about
the same.

" This would indicate that the supply is kept down to a very low point, and unless
nature is assisted in some way may ultimately fail.

"The small shallow streams have certainly suffered from overfishing, and in many
of them the industry has ceased to be remunerative. The mud diggers have been largely
used in the vicinity of living beds, and have without doubt caused great injury to te
growing oysters. Another practice that should be prevented is the landing of young
oysters by the fishermen during the season. These immature oysters, being too small
for export, are rejected by the buyers and thrown out to rot.

"Hundreds of barrels are wasted and destroyed in this way each season, which. if
returned to the beds, would mean thousands of barrels of the best oysters another year.

" Stringent regulations prohibiting the use of mud-digging machines within a certain
well-defined distance of a living oyster bed, and compelling fishermen to return all small
oysters to the water, should be adopted by the department with as little delay as pos-
sible."

NOVA SCOTIA.

rn the year 1868, fr. Rogers, inispector of Noca Scotia, reports as follows (page 25)
" I am informed that the local Government of this province (upon what authority I

cannot say), granted a lease of certain oyster beds in Malagash Harbour to Alexander
Macfarlane, Esq., of Wallace, for the purpose of cultivating oysters. The inhabitants
generally are very much opposed to any such grant, as the mussel beds, and the mud on
the flats Is Invaluable for manure, and the granting of these privileges to Mr. Macfarlane
has entirely deprived them of Its use.

"I am not prepared at present to say whether the right to cultivate oysters may
not be held by private indiylduals wlthout interfering wlth the manure referred to.
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When the Ice goes out in the spring I will be abie to judge better. It is a matter of con-
siderable importance and very desirable to encourage, as far as possible, private enter-
prise in this as well as many other branches of our invaluable fisherles, and I have no
doubt that oysters may be profitably cultivated, not only at Malagash, but Wallace, Tata-
magouche and Pugwash as well, and I hope the day Is not distant when private enter-
prise will develop this branch of our natural resources, to the advantage of the pro-
vince, as well as to all concerned."

Fron annual report, 1879, page 154 *

" Oysters do not figure largely in the general produce of our fisheries, and unless they
are afforded better protection from Indiscriminate destruction than the present law pro-
vides, we shall very soon have none to report. There are tens of thousands of acres of
waters along the estuaries and bays, around the Straits of Northumberland, particularly,
where these fish could be cultivated ln great abundance, and at small cost. It 1s surpris-
Ing that some enterprising persons do not take hold of this business. Our American
neighbours are doing a very large business ln this line, amounting to many millions of
dollars annually. We have every facility for their cultivation, and a ready market at
remunerative prices. Information on the subject among the people is much needed, and
I intend in future to turn my attention more to this matter, and, if possible, induce some
enterprising persons to embark in the business ; others will soon follow, no doubt, as
very little capital is required, and the profits are large."

Fron annual report, 1885, page 86 : *
" Oysters are found to some extent in many parts of Nova Scotia proper, and ln Cape

Breton, and might be cultivated to almost any extent. Many persons have commenced
to form beds on a small scale, and if reasonable success follows their efforts, many others
will engage in the business and, in time, there is a probability of the creation of a large
industry. I would recommend that leases be granted where proper efforts are made ln
this direction, for the purpose of encouragement and to prevent encroachments."

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

From annual report, 1885, page 275 :
" 15. Mr. J. McLeod reports that he bas planted native oysters on the beds he wishes

to lease and that they are doing well. He bas already sold twenty barrels, and says the
only thing which deters him from importing other seed, Is the non-receipt of the lease
applied for. I would respectfully recommend that his application may be favourably
considered.

"16. Mr. A. J. McLellan reports that the oyster bed under lease from the Govern-
ment is satisfactory from present appearances ; with the exception of taking a few from
the beds to ascertain the growth and watch the spawn, they have not been disturbed. It
is his firm conviction that they have thrown out spat as he finds thousands of young fry
attached to the shells. He says : 'But must watt for further developments to prove that
it Is the spat from the Imported oysters, they have the natural signs of the imported
ones, yet may be the spat of the small native oyster found in the same waters. In order
to test the matter, I Intend to fence In and protect a few imported oysters in the month
of March next, so that ln my next report I will be in a position to inform you of the
actual developments.'

Jron annual report, 1887, page 250 :

" Our oysters are of small size, and only taken ln sufficient quantities to meet the
local demand. Owing to this, a great deal of those used to supply home consumption are
imported from oyster beds at Olympia. These oysters are considered of better quality
and finer flavour than our own, which is attributed to cultivation and care. Sometimes
a few of the transplanted eastern oysters are Imported from San Francisco. They are
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of good size and look healthy, but are not deemed as good as those taken fresh from the
Atlantic. We have a number of defined beds on this coast, but for want of proper care
and attention they have deteriorated and are now almost worthless.

" Two leases for oyster beds were granted to parties in this province, viz.: One to the
Mud Bay Oyster Company, and the other to A. W. McLellan, Victoria Arm. I am in-
formed that it is the intention of the former company to clear the beds and stock them
with eastern oysters during the coming season. Mr. MeLellan imported a lot of Atlantic
oysters to stock the Victoria Arm, and I have written him several times for a report which
he promised, but so far he has neglected to send it. I understand, however, that the
venture was not a success ; the location being found unsuitable, the 'spat ' perished."

Prom annual report, 1888, page 242 :*
" Oysters.-These have been taken in larger quantities within the past year ; the beds

are limited and the variety small. The largest portion of the catch was taken from the
Vaneouver Island beds. The Victoria Arm lease has been dropped ; the imported oysters
which were planted there proved a failure.

" Referring to Guardian Lomas's report, I would recommend that an annual close
season be adopted for this province, from lst May to 3lst August, both days inclusive ;
that a license fee of ten cents per barrel be placed on all oysters fished exclusive of those
taken on leased beds, and that a regulation be made defining the size of the oysters that
should be marketed."

Prom annual report, 1889, page 253 *

" Oysters were consumed in increasing numbers, and as the beds are limited, and
the variety small, the demand is always in excess of the supply.

" The beds where these mollusks are now caught are few in number, the principal
ones being Chemainus, Sooke and Comox. Guardian Lomas reports that if the modes of
fishing, as at present practised, are not changed, the beds will be ruined."

From annual report, 1890, page 185 :*
" The supply of oysters has increased by about 500 sacks over that of 1889. A sack

contains two bushels. The supply is still very short of the demand. This is becoming
more apparent every season, as the population increases, which causes the importation
of large quantities of oysters from the Sound bed.

" Fish Commissioner Crawford reports that 345 acres are under artificial cultivation
in the State of Washington, with an average output of 350 sacks per week during eight
weeks in the year, giving employment to about 125 persons, and worth to the State,
$21.88. It is well to know what our neighbours are doing, that we may profit by their
experience. The regulations adopted by the department for the cultivation of oysters is
a move in the right direction, which will be the means of restoring a number of depleted
beds to a state of productiveness."

The following are extracted from a report submitted to the department by special
commissioners, on the oyster fisheries of the maritime provinces :-

REPORT ON THE OYSTER FISHERIES OF CANADA.

SHEDLAc, N.B., 7th November, 1887.
The Honourable G. E. FOSTER,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
SiR,-The commissioners appointed by His Excellency the Governor General ln Coun-

cil, of date 4th July, 1887, namely, Mr. Edward Hackett, of Tignish, Prince County,
province of Prince Edward Island, honorary chairman ; Mr. Alfred Ogden, o! Halifax,
Nova Scotia; Mr. W. B. Deacon, of Shediac, in the province of New Brunswick ; and
Mr. John Hunter Duvar, of Prince County, Province of Prince Edward Island, acting as
secretary, beg to report:
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Said commissioners were nominated to inquire into and report upon the lobster and
oyster fisherles of the Atlantic maritime provinces of the Dominion of Canada, and to
offer recommendations for the preservation and development of these fisheries.

The lobster fishery of the Dominion is the subject of a separate report, and is of this
date laid before Your Honour.

The commissioners have personally visited the greater number of the oyster grounds
in the four provinces margining the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and have to express their view
that the live oyster beds are of much larger extent than they anticipated, and, if
judiciously supervised, must form a not unimportant item in the national resources of
Canada.

The quality of the oysters on the natural live oyster beds of the lower provinces
varies mucb, owing to the nature of the bottom In oyster waters, the depth, and differing
salinity of the water, the shelter, thermal difference, and other natural features that have
a bearing on the case.

Along the greater part of the shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, east of Gaspé, are
evidences that oysters once existed in immense quantities, as Is showu by deposits of
dead oyster shells, which in places are not less than twenty feet in depth. In some
places (but not in all) these beds could be replanted or revived.

The decadence (death) of the oyster in these places is explainable by the encroach-
ment of the sea on the shifting beaches, by the clearing away of forests, altering the
shallow margins of the shores, and from other causes too obstruse for the commissioners
now to go into.

The commissioners have, however, found that the natural live oyster beds of the
provinces of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, and perhaps of Cape Breton
and elsewhere in Nova Scotia, are of large value as a fishing resource, and that there is
much ground available in all the Atlantic maritime provinces for profitable private
culture under a liberal system that would induce private persons to devote their care to
the industry.

The oyster tishery is different from lobster and other fisheries in that it is prosecuted
without expense. A boat worth $10 and an oyster-tongs, costing $1, are all the material
required. So far as the commissioners can learn there are no vessels specially built for the
oyster trade. Large numbers of schooners move annually to the oyster beds and fish
them with their own crews, but these vessels are a part of the ordinary coàsting marine
and cannot be taken into account as part of the oyster fishing plant. It may be men-
tioned that for want of a system of registration or license, no account can be obtained of
the quantities taken by this fleet of one or two hundred sail. It is, however, evident that
much greater quantities of oysters are taken than appear in ihe official returns. And it
is not too much to say that half as many young oysters are destroyed by reckless fishing
as appear in the Blue-book. Say a further 20,000 to 30,000 barrels recklessly destroyed
annually without benefit to any one, and to the great detriment of the beds.

In the absence of any system of registration, the value of plant employed In the
Canadian oyster fishery is a matter of mere calculation. Perhaps the following approxi-
mates as nearly as possible to accuracy :-

Value. Produce last vear.

P. E. I.-650 boats and tongs. ............. $10,650 33,125 barrels.
N. B.-550 boats and tongs................. 6,150 28,083 do
N. S.-30 boats and tongs................... 330 1,397 do

Total.................. $17,130 62,605 do
An outfit (total first value) of $17,000 would cover the whole oyster fishery,-giving

partial employment during three months to perhaps 1,500 men, who may be described as
only " occasional fishermen."

The boats are not used solely for oyster fishing. They are the ordinary all-work
boats that every farmer with a water-frontage possesses.

In addition to the floating plant, about sixty thousand barrels are annually required,
but these are empty flour barrels at 12J cents aplece.

It will thus be seen that the oyster flshery Is carried on without capital.
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There is no regulation of the fishery whatsoever, excepting a close season f rom lst
June to 15th September, Inclusive ; and shore wardens without boats are utterly power-
less to check poaching lu the close season.

A series of charts of existing oyster beds and of probable oyster grounds would
necessitate prolonged and expensive actual survey, and should be made under the care
of a general superintendent of oyster culture.

The commissioners, having carefully gone over the evidence, beg to make the follow-
ing observations and recommendations :

They would respectfully recommend to Your Honour's consideration that one general
law or regulation should cover the whole of the Canadian Atlantic sea-board, with the
followlng provisions, namely :-

I. That existing oyster beds be reserved to the public, and that their limits be
officially defined ;

II. That mud-digging be prohibited within sixty yards of any officlally recognized
workable live oyster bed ;

And that suitable portions of bays, creeks, estuaries or harbours be considered closed
for oyster fishing, and said closed portions be laid off for the digging of shell manure ;

III. That bays of considerable extent ln which are many oyster beds be marked off
in two or more divisions, and that the divisions be fished only in alternate years ;

IV. That for the present, the present close season be retained, namely, from lst June
to 15th September ln each year, both days inclusive ;

V. That under penalty of forfelture of boat and appurtenances. to fisherman shall
bring ashore (excepting for authorized purposes) any " round " oyster that does not
measure fully two Inches lu diameter of shell, nor any long (oblong) oyster that does not
measure fully three luches of outer shell. and that possession of such undersized oysters
by any person shall be punished by fine ;

V. That ail winter fishing be probibited for oysters (Conimissioner Ogden dissent-
lng) ;

VII. Temporary or permanent proclamation to close localitles where the supply Is so
nearly exhausted as to warrant closure.

VIII. That under sectio. 21, subsection 4 of the Fisherles Act a liberal Inducement
be offered under a system of leases to persons who will undertake under stringent regu-
lations to grow oysters on Private beds. That Is to say,-that a lease be given (under
bonds), for not more than nine years (renewable) as a nominal rent for the first three
years, conditional on a sufficiency of bicod oysters being planted on the area within one
year after date of the issue of lease. The Government to have a lien on such planted
beds ;

IX. Easy and inexpensive arrangements, by whIch persons owning water-frontage
may lease their own foreshores for Oyster culture from the Government ;

X. That Parliament be invited to appropriate a sum or sums for the formation of
oyster beds in varlous waters and places found adapted for that purpose, and for trans-
planting oysters, and rc-stocking exhausted fisherles by natural or artificial means-in
accordance with section 21, subsection 5 of the Fisheries Act;

XI. The appointment of a responsible officer of fisheries, capable of the position, and
to rank with the Superintendent of Pisciculture, as General Superintendent of Oyster
Fisheries, and to have general superintendence of ail public and private oyster culture ;

XII. A system of -registration of oyster boats, with other details to be arranged by
the department.

With reference to clause XII., Mr. Commissioner Ogden moved the insertion of the
word " free " system of registration, &c.

Mr. Commissioner Deacon moved, seconded by Commissioner Duvar that the annual
registration fee for oyster-fishing boats be one dollar-Carried. Mr. Ogden dissenting.

Ail of which above written report is respectfully submitted.
Dated at Shediae, province of New Brunswick, the fifth day of November, A.D., 1887.

EDWARD HACKETT, Chairman,
ALFRED OGDEN,
W. B. DEACON,
J. HUNTER DUVAR, Secretary.
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ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE OYSTER FISHERY.

(By the Secretary of the Commission.)

The enormous extent to which the culture of oysters bas been developed on the coasts
of some of the Atlantic States of the United States, as well as on the shores of France
and Holland and, in a lesser degree, of England, indicates the oyster as a great indus-
trial and national resource. Not every sea-bottom is suitable for oyster culture. The
commissioners heard somewhat vague reports of unsuccessful attempts to plant oysters
at Caraquet, N.B., Gaspé, Que., and elsewhere in New Brunswick and Quebec. To pro-
pagate oysters successfully requires bottom of a certain degree of hardness, free from
mud or alkali or sea-vermin, not washed by strong tides nor exposed to being silted over
by storms, and with several other minor requisites of detail. The degree, greater or less,
of salinity in the water is all-important and can only be judged by an expert and be
ascertained by scientific means. A water temperature of 68° to 700 at spatting time is
also essential. Salinity and temperature vary in almost every bay and estuary, accord-
Ing to depth and bottom and inflow of streams. The size, shape and quality of the
oysters themselves vary so much in different bottoms that fishmongers can tell on looking
at an oyster In what waters It was found. All of which knowledge-as well as much
other Information-would require to be possessed by the superintendent of oyster culture.

Section 21, sub-section 4, of the Fisheries Act authorizes the Minister to grant special
licenses and leases for any term of years to any person who wishes to plant or farm
oyster beds. This gives the Minister unlimited power as to the length of lease. But in
section 4 of the same Act his power of granting leases for other fisherles le limited to
nine years, excepting under the authority of the Governor In Council.

Any innovation-however beneficial, and especially if it touches fishermen-has. to
battle against prejudice. Much alarm is already expressed at the bare supposition that
oyster beds may be leused, and already Is rising the parrot-cry of " monopoly."

Nor is this fear altogether without some faint shadow of excuse. The natural history
of the oyster will explain it thus : Natural, or sea oyster beds are not stitionary. They
throw off " spat," like bees swarming, which " spat " forms other smaller or larger beds,
at a greater or less distance around the circumference of the old bed. The fishermen fish
out the old bed and then hunt for these new ones. It Is obvious that if ail the vacant
water were taken up by private culturists the fishing area of the public fishermen would
be restricted. There is another, not now threatened but positive to occur in a few years
hence, namely, the market for oysters is subject to fluctuations, and the public fishermen
know nothing of these fluctuations until they offer their oysters to the dealers for sale.
The consequence le that at times there le a glut of supply and the shippers will not pur-
chase at any price (therefore the oysters are spolled) while at another time they are In
demand at increased prices. Private cultivators-having a sure " monopoly " for twenty
years, or other long term, and who would know where to lay their hands on oysters at
half-an-hour's notice, instead of hunting all over the bay for them-would watch the
market and supply the demand, thus cutting out the public fishermen. Private culture
would thus compete at an advantage over public flshing.

A lease granted for so long a period as twenty years is virtually given away, and
practically represents a freehold. After the first four years It becomes a valuable plece
of real estate to the fortunate possessor. For the firet three years It le all outlay. In
the fourth year the first fruits should pay Interest on the outlay, but Its value increases
year by year. The value of the lease or license In the fifth year bears no comparison In
value to what It should be in the ninth year, and the ninth year le but trifling in value In
comparison wlth what It ought to be lu the flfteenth or twentieth. Government to give
a lease at a low or nominal rent for a longer period than nine years would be robbing
itself.

Areas for oyster culture are certain. sooner or later, to become the objecte of active
speculation. For this reason they should be put under the strictest supervision to see
that they are planted, bona fide, with the requisite quantity of brood flsh, and otherwise
attended to. This ls a matter of Importance, inasmuch as the areas fall back into the
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hands of the Government at the expiry of lease, either to be re-let or to be thrown open
to public fishing.

To properly supervise oyster fishing throughout Canada demands a special class of
fdshery officers (with boats) distinct from the ordinary fishery wardens. Without boats
they are nothing. This, however, is a matter of detail. Whatever arrangement is made
should be placed under one responsible head officer.

As regards the size of leased areas, it must wholly depend on lecality, especially on
tides. Four acres of productive oysters is a small fortune, and even one acre would
afford a fair income, but a much larger space must be included within the lease, to leave
free space for the fall, drifting and collection of spat. At the Yerseke leased oyster beds
lu Holland the leased plots range from 12 to about 150 acres, and the term of lease ls
fifteen years, at the end of which term, namely, ln 1885, all the areas reverted to the
Government, and were re-let at much enhanced prices. The term of fifteen years ls too
long for Canada, but the principle is the same. All of which shows that the superin-
tendent under whose care the Canadian oyster fisheries shall be placed should be an
expert.

Attention is directed to the address of Professor Hubrecht on " Oyster Fisheries in
the Netherlands," delivered before the conference of the International Fisheries Exhibi-
tion, at London, 1883 ; and to the annual reports, for various years, of the Shell-fish
Commissioners of the State of Connecticut, U.S., for information of the proceedings of
the commission as to oysters and surveys of areas for oyster fishing. Also to report of
United States Fisheries Commissioners for 1876, pages 271 et seq. And Canadian Fish-
Pries Blue-book for 1873, pages 197 et seq.

2.

The regulatiolis for both public and private oyster beds ln France are too tyrannical
for this freer land of Canada, and the rules adopted ln the Netherlands have too much
Dutch stiffness for us more habile Canadians. Canadian regulations should rather be
framed on the more practical methods in use In the oyster States of the United States.

In the State of Maine, persons wishing to cultivate oysters on the banks of bays or
creeks belonging to the State must first obtain a permit f rom the local authorities. The

only exception le in favour of plantations situated in the interior of bays and gulfs. In
no case must navigation be impeded.

In Massachusetts, on Payment of fees, permits for twenty years to plant oysters ln
vacant waters may be obtained from the inayor and selectmen of each maritime locality,
but the national beds must be respected.

in Rhode Island (Providence River) the commissioners of shell-fisheries eau grant
vacant water for /1ve years-and the beds pay an annual tax to the State. lu no case
eau more than one acre be assigned to any one person, and only one acre per head to mem-
bers of a company cannot be sublet. No definite term of lease.

in Connecticut a licensiug committee, nominated by the people, grants licenses of
vacant water for oyster culture. The extent of ground occupied by any one person must
not exceed two acre8. Committees specify the term for which such license may be held.

In the State of New York all land-holders on the banks of Harlem River have the

right to plant oysters on their foreshore. In Jamaica Bay, L.I., the same, but no Indi-

vidual nor association eau occupy more than a quarter of a mile of the foreehore.
In New Jersey, proprietors of tidal waters may use it for oyster culture.
in Delaware, any citizen of the State (but no foreigner) may Inclose one acre for

oyster culture, provided the public beds be not touched.
In Maryland the regulations are the same as ln Delaware, namely, one acre. Owners

of shore frontages have priority of choice.

No information as to Virginia.

3.
With reference to vacant waters and the likelihood of more or fewer natural oysters

being found on areas allotted for private culture, thereby causing jealousy and Irritation,
the following note le appended to the tnited States Commissioners' report on natural
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oyster banks or beds, 1876, page 297. The same contingency is covered by section 21,
subsection 4 of the Canadian Fisheries' Act, which says : " And the holder of any such
lease or license shall have the exclusive right to the oysters produced or found on the beds
within the limits of such lease or license." The note says : " By a natural bank (or bed)
we mean a conglomeration of mollusca presenting a character of continuity, constituting
what Is usually called an oyster bed. The natural bank may be single or formed of sev-
eral small banks, separated by greater or smaller spaces, but always sufficiently connect
ed to be considered parts of one whole. As to places where, through accidental circum-
stances, isolated oysters have developed, they are not classed among the natural beds,
since, if this were the case, the largest part of the submarine soil of the coast would be
under interdiction and oyster culture would be impossible. However protective the
American laws may be in what concerns public property, they are careful not to inter-
fere with private enterprise by a too rigorous Interpretation of the term 'public pro-
pert.' "

4.
Since the commissioners visited Bay du Vin, N.B., 60 and 70 vessels have been daily

fishing and taking away large supplies from the already impoverished beds. The same
depletion is going on at several other places.

5.
There are several lagoons and sheltered coves among the Magdalen Islands, where It

is belleved oysters could be grown successfully, and thereby in the course of a few years,
afford a new industry to the rather shiftless and unenterprising population. Frequent
shells of oysters are washed up near the Columbine Shoals, thus indicating that oysters
have been, or are now, in that locality.

6.
During the past six or eight years, several applications for lease of sea areas for

oyster culture have been forwarded from Prince Edward Island to the department, and
are on file. The hydrographic system of the province is peculiarly suited for oyster
growing, the narrow Island being interlaced with tidal creeks and there being no spot of
land more distant than eight miles from tidal sait water. Prince Edward Island has also
more population to the square mile than any other part of the rural districts of Canada.
Almost all the farms are laid off 5 chains and 10 chains in width, and whenever practie-
able the frontage faces on sait water. The tenure is freehold. This gives an enormous
number of claimants who might have the right to take up leases under section IX. of the
commissioners' report, and when the matter comes to be understood by the public it is
probable that many applications will be recelved from Prince Edward Island.

7.
COsT OF A PROTECTIVE SERVICE.

Although it is beyond the mission of the commissioners to surmise what course the
Government may deem It proper to adopt, the following Is offered as an estimate of
what a thoroughly efficient protective service for the Canadian oyster fisheries would
cost annually :-

1 General Superintendent, salary................................ $ 1,800
His expenses .............................................. 400

1 O verseer ..................................................... 600
His expenses ........................................... 300

1 Travelling Overseer (as detective) ............................ 400
His expenses, a like sum................................. 400

Clerk .................................................... 365
1 Surveyor, pald for his work, say.............................. 600
12 Oyster Wardens, with boats, vlz.:-4 in Prince Edward Island;

6 ln New Brunswick; and 2 (without boats) In Nova Scotia,
at $150 ; Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick at $250.. 2.800

Cost of 10 boats at $35 ...................................... 350
Wages of boats' crews, 12 men at $90 per season................. 1,080

Total, say................ ............ $10.000
Against which, as a set-off, any license or registration fee, or oyster tax, or lease of
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8.

STATEMENT of the catch of oysters in Canadian waters, from the yea r 1870 to 1886.
Year. Catch. Year. Catch.

Bris. Brls.
1870..............Have ne record. 1879...................... 28,632
1871...................... 39,450 1880...................... 34,348
1872 ................ Have no record. 1881................. ..... 31,498
1873...................... 27,288 1882....................... 54,646
1874....................... 14,318 1883....................... 50,540
1875...................... 11,716 1884....................... 41,956
1876..................... 16,856 1885...................... 57,132
1877...................... 29,576 1886...................... 62,905
1878...................... 30,090

188.7-(P. E. I., to date, 30,000 barrels or upwards.)

J. HUNTER DUVAR.
Secretary of Commission.

From annual report, 1889, page Sxxi. Extracts taken from Deputy Minister's report

THE OYSTER FISHERY.

Its Condition and Restoration considered.

"Only about $165,000 worth are annually produced in the provinces of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, fully two-thirds of which are taken in the
last-named province. It is claimed that, of all the oysters consumed in Canada less than
one-third is supplied from native sources.

" There is no sufficient reason why the demand for oysters throughout the Dominion
should not be supplied by our Own people. The inland markets are easily accessible, and
the domestic consumption would, no doubt, be increased if the article was produced and
supplied with our own resources, at a lessened cost. The area of oyster grounds on the
Canadian coasts is very extensive, and is situated in localities admirably adapted for the
growth and nutrition of oysters. This mollusk has been found from Bay des Chaleurs to
Bay Verte, in the following places, viz.: Between Caraquet Banks, at Caraquet, St.
Simon, Shippegan Harbour and Gully, Tabusintac, Burnt Church, Bay du Vin. and many
other places in Miramichi Bay ; Kouchibouguac, Richibucto, Buctouche, Cocagne,
Shediac and Bay Verte. In Nova Scotia, the oyster is found at River Philip, Pugwash,
Tatamagouche, River John, Pictou, Tracadie. Mabou, Margaree, Sydney, Albert Bridge,
Country Harbour, St. Mary's River, Liscomb Harbour, Jeddore Head, and nearly every-
where in the Bras d'Or Lakes. It is fcund around the whole coast of the Island of
Prince Edward, and nany places in British Columbia are also adapted for the growth
and cultivation of oysters.

" In most of these places there are remnants of a stock which, for delicacy of flavour
and nutritive properties, is not excelled by the choicest varieties grown and caught on
the United States' coasts. Along the whole tidal shores of Prince Edward Island, and
New Brunswick especially, oysters of the finest description might be raised in enormous
quantities were the natural facilities for their culture enhanced by a proper system of
cultivation and protection. When it is borne in mind that the mother oyster yields nearly
1,000,000 of spat each season, some slight conception may be formed of the probable
return from any careful system of cultivation.

" In 1880, this industry yielded in the States $13,403,852, eighty 'per cent of which
came from Chesapeake Bay. This high state of productiveness has been attained only
by an economic use of existing oyster grounds, accompanied by careful and intelligent
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cultivation, after the areas of oyster shores had been apportioned among private Indi-
viduals and regularly farmed. Similar results would be attained by like measures
adapted to the oyster fishery on the shoreb of the maritime provinces.

" In 1881, in France, 29,431 men, women and children were employed in taking
374.985,770 oysters from Septeniber to June, worth 12,061,753 francs, equal to $412,350.
This was from public grounds alone, independent of private beds.

" The strict observance of the decrees of 1852 in the conduct of the fisheries may be
regarded as having contrlbuted largely to the success of the oyster culture in France and
to the actual prosperity of this industry. These decrees, the wisdoni and opportuneness
of which the event has demonstrated. were intended to stop the spoliation and exhaus-
tion of the oyster beds, and subject their exportation to strict regulations. The per-
severing application of these measures, the care unceasingly renewed, the encourage-
ment and the example which the Administration of the Marine continually gave, re-
sulted in bringing about the restoration of the natural beds which ýwere approaching
exhaustion, and in invoking a revival of oyster culture by private individuals.

"In England, in 1883, the value of oysters taken was nearly $10,000,000-(£2,000,000).
"Professor Huxley, Sir James Caird and Mr. Shaw Lefebvre reported to the English

Government about the year 1863, calling attention to the falling off of the supply of
oysters from the fallure of spat. They recommended the acquisition by individuals or
companies of sea-bottom for oyster culture.

"Mr. Archibald Young, inspector of Fisheries for Scotland, in a report on the oyster
and mussel fisheries, remarks that : 'Promiscuous and ill-regulated fishing on any bed
or scalp to which oysters or mussels are attached simply means the extinction of these
oysters or mussels in a longer or shorter space of time-especially if no close season Is
observed, and if immature fish are carried away and sold, instead of being returned to
the bed.'

"' The secret of the whole matter is that, where oyster and mussel cultivation has
proved successful, the person undertaking the same bas obtained a concession from the
Government to work the beds exclusively himself, and has not been hampered by other
persons claiming a right to fish on bis grounds ; in other words, fishings are worked in
precisely the same way as farms on the land, where the farmer sows bis seed, and at
the proper season reaps his crop. The allowance of the general public to fish for oysters
or mussels without restrictions or regulations means the inevitable destruction of the
beds-some sooner, some.later.'

" During the course of an interesting debate which took place last session in the
Senate regarding the oyster fisheries of the Dominion, Senator Poirier brought the sub-
jeet to the notice of the Senate, and especially alluded to the great destruction caused by
winter fishing througb the ice when small oysters and spat are destroyed in great num-
bers. Senator Macfarlane, whose great experience renders bis views Important, pointed
out the hardship which the prevention of winter fishing would cause to many people.
He, however, strongly advocated the restoration of exhausted beds by the Government.

" A special commission, appointed in 1887, to investigate the condition of the oyster
fishery in Canada, among several recommendations and suggestions as to the necessity
for additional regulations to ensure the preservation and improvement of this important
industry, shows that, upon personal examination of the oyster beds, they learned with
surprise of the great extent of the area suitable for oyster culture in the Dominion.
Many of the beds were found extinct, whlle others were rapidly becoming exhausted,
from want of proper cultivation and protection from indiscriminate and improvident
raking.

From Deputy Minisler's report, 1890, page H.

OYSTERS.

"The state of the oyster fishery in the maritime provinces of the Dominion bas
already attracted not a little attention on the part of 'those interested in its preservation.
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" A commendable effort has been made by a few persons towards the Introduction of
oyster culture by private enterprise, and the effort bas, tbe department is informed, been
reasonably successful. It bas, however, become apparent that If this fishery Is to be
saved from extinction, radical regulations, lookIng to a less destructive mode of carrying
it on. are imperative. as already some of the beds in the provinces of New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island. which, not many years ago, were conspicuous for their oyster
production, have either become wbolly exhausted or so nearly so as to render fishery
operations no longer profitable. Notable amongst these are the once prolific beds of the
harbour of Shediac, N.B.. and although these beds gave unmistakeable signs of ex-
haustion many years hefore Its accomplishment. an effort made by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries In 1875. looking to their preservation and resuscitation, met wlth so much
opposition in the district that It was abandoned.

" The existing reasons for the depleted state of the oyster fishery are so fully referred
to in my annual report of last year that any repetition of the facts appears uncalled for.

" In 1885 the close season for oyster was extended from the lst to the 15th of Sep-
tember, and the season is now fixed, by regulation.adopted on the 6th of August, 1885, at
from the lst day of June to the 15th day of September in each year. This is the only
regulation in existence bearingi upon the oyster fishery In the Dominion. The fishery has
been relentlessly pursued, and may yet be, till the new regulations take effect, by any
persons who see fit to rake oysters at any place and In any manner they please, and
wholly regardless of the size of oysters taken or the injury to existing beds, by leaving
large numbers of small oysters and shells on the ice, in the spring of the year to drop
upon and destroy the beds.

" Recently, the undersigned has had the advantage of perusing, among other docu-
ments, a very interesting and recent work upon the " Economie Mollusca of Acadia,"
written by Professor W. F. Ganong, a native of New Brunswick, at present a lecturer
in the University of Harvard. Mr. Ganong reviews the condition of our oyster beds, and
says . ' There are two futures open to the oyster Industry of Acadia ; free fishing by the
people and a lingering death, or a vigorous Government interference, and a great and
lasting prosperity. This Is the kernel of the whole matter. Government Interference. It
bas worked well in other countries ; It would, under the same conditions, work well in
this. The duty of the Government, if it take charge of it, would be two-fold ; to regu-
late the fishery on the publie beds, and to give encouragement to culture by corpora-
tions and individuals.

"' As to the first, the position and extent of beds must be determined, and each one
given a period of rest, being fished not oftener than once in three years; the close season
should be vigorously enforced ; fishermen should be made, under heavy penalties, to
return to the water all oysters under certain sizes ; mud machines must be restricted to
certain places in each district, being given ample liberty, but not allowed within a certain
distance of a living bed ; mills must not be allowed to discharge saw-dust into the water
within a long distance of a living bed; fishing through the Ice should be regulated,so that
refuse cannot be allowed to fall on the beds. As to the encouragement of culture, laws
should be enacted which would give to a culturist as good a right to his product. and as full
protection from theft, as has a farmer. Areas lu good localities should be set aside and
leased for long periods ; but, as a rule, the public beds should not be trespassed upon.
Some beds should always be reserved for public fishing ; freedom to take wild game,
under common-sense conditions, the Dominion should be very slow to take from Its
citizens. Private individuals should be encouraged to take their seed oysters from our
own beds, as there are none better, nor so good, for our climate.'

" The undersigned observes that ln France and In the British Isles, as well as in some
parts of the United States, the oyster beds are divIded Into public and private fisheries,
and a leasing or licensing system prevails in these countries.

"It was evidently the Intention of the Canadian Parliament, so long ago as 1868, to
encourage in the same way the development of this Important industry, as witness the
provisions of 31 Victoria,. cap. 60.

" By'this Act Parliament provides for the granting of licenses or leases for the ex-
clusive right of fishing oyster beds In any of the bays, Inlets, harbours, creeks, rivers, or
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between any of the islands of the coast of Canada. It provides for the expenditure by
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries of ail sums appropriated by Parliament 'for the
formation of oyster beds in various waters and places found adapted for that purpose,
and transplanting oysters.'

" This Act further provides that shell-fish fisheries shall be subject to any regulation
or regulations to be made under the Fisheries Act.

" Regarding leases the Minister of Justice expressed the view that 'the instrument
given should take the form of a license rather than that of a lease, inasmuch that it
might be contended that, by an instrument of the latter kind, the department intended
to give, possession of the sea-bed as distinguished from a license, and the owner,
whether the Dominion or province, or a subject, might contend that such an instrument
interfered with the rights of the owners in fee. If the instrument take the form of a
license, it will be of the same utility to the holder as a lease ; but the holder, instead of
having an estate in the soil itself, would only have an exclusive franchise or right of
user for the purposes mentioned in the statute.'

" It is therefore apparent that, so far as legislation goes, it is possible to regulate In
Canada this fishery as effectively as is done elsewhere, and much can be accomplished
under a proper system of regulations.

" In dealing with this matter it Is essential to remember the large field open to Cana-
dians for profitable enterprise. The area on the Canadian coast suitable for oyster cul-
ture is enormous.

" In 1878, 30,090 barrels were taken in Canada, valued at $90,270 ; and in 1882, 64,646,
of a value of $193,938 ; while in 1884 only 41,956 barrels, valued at $126,458 were taken.

" Prosecuted with greater energy than ever, and by more people, this fishery pro-
duced in 1888 only 56,234 barrels, valued at $163,902, being less than in the years 1897,
1886 or 1882. The consumption or demand for oysters in Canada is considerable, there
being imported in the year 1888 as many as 1,698 barrels, 234,502 gallons shelled in bulk,
and 198,543 pounds canned or preserved.

In a report made to the Minister of Marine in France by Mr. Brocchi, relative to
oyster culture on the shores of the channel and of the ocean, and published in the
Journal Officiel de la République Françai8c, of the 8th November, 1881, it is stated, when
alluding to the success of the industry, that 'the experiments to which the State devoted
considerable sums produced great effect.'

" Attention should be directed to the Basin of Arcachon, where experiments have
been crowned with wonderful success and to which the undersigned desires to call special
attention. In 1863 oysters existed in a natural state in this basin, but ignorance and
want of foresight had hitherto produced bad results. 'The natural beds were silted up
with mud, and the oysters were rapidly disappearing.' The Government rented parts of
the basin for culture, and in 1886 one of the places rented, that of Luhillon, four hectares
in extent, furnished more than 5,000,00(1 oysters. The effect of this was to induce appli-
cations for concessions, which greatly increased. In 1879 one of the Government re-
serves (200 hectares) furnished 25,000,000 oysters. The Basin of Arcachon which, in
1858, only furnished oysters to the value of £100, in 1888, after the introduction .of Gov-
ernment regulations and a system of cultivation, yielded 203,279,000 oysters, of a value
of £178,887.

" Mr. Brocchi states In his report that, while the number of ' parcs' in 1865 was 297,
It rose to 4,259 in 1880. That, during this period, the number of oysters exported rose
from 10,584,000 to 195,477,375.

" At Arcachon the rents ranged from 30 to 45 francs per hectare, according to the
position of the 'parcs' ; while in Brittany, 100 francs for an equal area is charged. Mr.
Brocchi deprecates so high a tax upon the industry.
• "In a report to the Minister of Marine and Colonies In France by Mr. Bouchon
Brandley, Secretary of the College of France, relative to the generative and artificial
fecundation of oysters, published, in the journal last referred to, on the 15th December,
1882, he says :

"' The Marine administration has, since the creation of the ostricultural industry,
never ceased to encourage by different measures, such as concessions, missions, &c.,
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every attempt having for Its object the development and perfecting of this industry. It
la to this, unquestionably, that ostriculture owes Its present prosperlty and the constant
progress It has achieved-a progress which has been so -brilliantly represented at the
Exhibition of Bordeaux.'

" Mr. Bouchon Brandley, in another report (Rapport au Ministre de la Marine relatif
à l'ostréoculture sur le littoral de la Manche et de VOcéan, extrait du Journal Officiel des
22, 24, 25 et 26 janvier, 1887) remarks on the progress of oyster culture in France : 'The
strict observance of the decrees of 1852 ln thd conduct of the fisherles may be regarded
as having contributed largely to their actual prosperity. These decrees, the wisdom and
opportuneness of which the event has demonstrated, were intended to stop the spoliation
and exhaustion of the oyster beds, and subject their exportation to strict and regular
regulations.'

"The persevering application of these measures, the care unceasingly renewed, the
encouragement and the example which the administration of the Marine continually
gave, resulted in bringing about the restoration of the natural beds, which were ap-
proaching exhaustion, and in provoking a revival of oyster culture by private Indi-
viduals.

"' On this subject it might be well to quote such authority as Mr. Harding, who, in
his paper on mussels and other mollusks used as bait and food, says :

"' I consider the best and only way that existing natural mussel beds can be pro-
perly cultivated and protected is to make them the actual property of some one. If they
are allowed to be fished indiscriminately they will quickly become exhausted, as has
been the case with hundreds of natural scalps on the coast. Fifty years ago mussels
were very prolific on the east coast of England, and almost every small harbour had Its
natural scalps outside, which fed the 'lays ' or fattening grounds inside, to the great
profit of the owners of such lays. About that period some il-starred individual dis-
covered that they were valuable for manure, when commenced a raid on the scalps,
which is the origin of their present downfall. I can remember, as a boy, seeing hun-
dreds and thousands of tons brought to land and sold to tbe fariners for manure at three-
half pence a bushel.

"' An Act was passed by Parliament, in 1868, called 'The Sea Fisherles Act, 1868,'
which enables the Board of Trade to grant provisional orders to corporations and private
individuals to regulate oyster and mussel fisheries ; but the result so far has been very
unsatisfactory.'

" Elsewhere he writes : 'The secret of the whole matter Is, that where mussel and
oyster cultivation has proved successful, the person undertaking the same has obtained
a concession from the Government to work the beds exclusively himself, and has not
been hampered by other persons claiming a right to fish on his grounds.

"' The oyster fishings in Scotland, once so productive, have now dwindled down to a
value of £1,000 a year, or a fraction of what they once yielded. There are scores of pro-
prietors in Scotland-I can state from personal knowledge-willing and anxious to begin
oyster culture, to restock exhausted oyster beds or to establish new ones ; but they
decline to make the experiment and run the risk unless they are protected, as ln the
United States of America, where, for example, ln the State of New York, the State
sella to Individuals an absolute right to foreshores and sea-bottom suitable for oyster
culture, and guarantees, at the time, that this right will be protected by the State. It
takes from three to four years to rear a marketable oyster ; and if during that perlod
there is no security against a fleet of fishing boats swooping down and dredging out all
the oysters, as has happened more than once, the proprietor would be a fool who yould
attempt oyster cultivation.

" Immedlately after my visit to Loch Creran, Mr. Anderson addressed to me the
following letter, dated 27th July, 1887, on the subject of the oyster and mussel fisheries
on the west coast :-

"' DEAR SiR,-With regard to our conversation of yesterday as to the cultivation of
shell-fish on the west coast, I trust the Board will see proper to take action so as to
protect this industry, without which protection It can never assume any important pro-
portions.
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"'I had formerly occasion to address the Board as to the cockle beds of Barra, since
which these valuable beds have followed the great mussel grounds of Loch Roag, and
elsewhere, to comparative destruction. Every bed attacked will be treated in the same
manner. So long as there is no control the people will continue to fish them out ; while,
at the same time, they would willingly have the beds protected against themselves were
they equally protected against their neighbours.

"' Besides the acts of depredators upon private beds. the industry at present re-
quires to be protected.' "

" Referring to the subject of Governiment cultivation, Mr. Young, from whom we
have already quoted, says :

" Mr. McGibbon, Ivy House, ex-Provost of Stranrar, who has long been well ac-
quainted with the oyster fisheries in Loch Ryan, and takes a great interest in them,
recommends that the Fishery Board should select a suitable locality for the cultivation
of oysters and mussels, that is to say, a locality not orly physically suitable for the cultiva-
tion of the mollusks, but also capable of being easily watched and protected, and demon-
strate to the fishermen the advantages of scientific cultivation of both as regards them-
selves and the general public.'

" The following memorandum by one of the inspectors of fisheries of the British
Board of Trade (Mr. C. E. Pryer) will be found of Interest :-

"'The inquiry made by the Canadian Minister of Marine and Fisheries appears to
refer to the methods adopted in England and France for the selection, for the purpose
of oyster cultivation, of areas on which oysters do not naturally exist. So far as Eng-
land is concerned, the efforts to develop the oyster fisheries has been almost entirely, if
not altogether, limited to the maintenance of the supply from actually productive beds,
and to the resuscitation of natural beds whose productiveness has deterlorated. Little
or nothing has, as yet, been done In this country in the way of attempting to create new
oyster beds by stocking grounds not previously known to have produced oysters
naturally, though small areas of ground artificially prepared are, in some cases, used as
places for the growth, or for the simple storage of oysters dredged from the natural beds,
in contiguity to which such areas are usually located. In the majority of cases these
areas are private property, and the steps taken are entirely at the discretion and risk of
the proprietors or promoters. In cases where application is made for an order giving
private rights over grounds on which there is a public right of fishery, it is usual for an
inspector to make an examination of the ground by dredging, and to satisfy himself that
the conditions are such that there is a reasonable prospect of oyster culture proving suc-
cessful, and that the probable advantages are not so problematical as to render it un-
desirable to interfere with the public right of fishing for other fish.

"' The conditions suitable for oyster culture vary, of course, in different localities
and with different classes of oysters, but the general requirements may be said to be a
suitable soil, consisting preferably of a bed of shells superimposed on hard mud or Clay,
an absence of sand. and of five fingers, dog-whelks, crabs and other enemies of the
oyster. a tidal flow, and a certain admixture of fresh water, varying according as the bed
is required for breeding purposes, or mainly as a fattening ground. In some cases
oysters grow abundantly on rocky ground, and it Is impossible to say generally, without
a full knowledge of the circumstances of each case, how far any particular area may or
may not be or become a likely oyster ground.

" ' A further consideration, which must not be omitted is, the difference between the
ordinary American oyster and the European oyster.

"'As regards France, I believe the above remarks apply generally. Oyster culture
is carried on in that country to a far greater extent than in England, but I am not
aware of any French beds artificially constructed or improved whieh are not on the
site of or closely contignous to grounds originally producing oysters without artificial
help.

"' At Arcachon, for example, where the most important of French artificial oyster
fisheries are situated, the greater part of an extensive land-locked bay, portions of which
originally contained natural oyster beds, has been converted into an oyster farm. The
mud lands, foreshore and shallows are parcelled out Into small areas allotted to different
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proprietors and concessionarles, and the flow and reflux of the tide are regulated by
means of low embankments and slulces. In this way the water can be retained over
ground which would otherwise be too long exposed during the ebb, or it can be excluded
when necessary for such purposes as the preparation of the 'collectors ' for the spat. the
removal of spat, the sorting of oysters, &c. The supply of suitable soil is limited, but In
many cases, by Its skilful utilization, it bas been spread over areas otherwise unsuited
for the purpose of oyster culture.

"' In Holland, also, where in some respects oyster culture is carried to a higher
degree of development even than in France, and the area of many oyster beds has been
extended over spots on which, without such artificial preparation, oysters could not
possibly have grown, the natural beds have formed the nucleus of the 'artificial'
grounds.

"' A notable instance may be found near Bergen-op-Zoom, where the construction of
a railway embankment converted one of the mouths of the Scheldt into a quasi bay
almost land-locked, which has since been cultivated as an oyster farm, similar in general
features to that at Arcachon, the flow of the tide being regulated by sluices. Oysters
always existed over certain parts of the area, but by the construction of dykes, pits and
channels, the area naturally available for the production of oysters Is largely increased.

"l' It is not to be inferred that ground on or near which oysters have never existed
iay not possibly be converted Into an oyster bed, but the probabilities are in favour of
spots whose natural adaptability is shown by the presence or former existence of
oysters.' "

Prom Deputy Minister's report,,1891, page xzxiv.:

"OYSTERS.

"Last year's report contained a very full article on the measures which it was pro-
posed to adcopt for the preservation and improvement of this valuable industry, and in-
cluded a résumé of regulations for the formation and cultivation, under proper restric-
tions, of oyster beds. Since then, considerable progress bas been made in this direction,
and a system of reserving areas for the restoration of public beds, and licensing limited
sections of ground to private applicants. for the purpose of encouraging natural and
artificial cultivation, is now in full operation.

" At a conference of the fishery inspectors, held at Ottawa during the month of April,
1891, the existing state of the oyster flshing industry of the Dominion, and the best
means of securing its expansion and improvement, was fully discussed. with the result
that the following recommendations were made

"(1.) That no fee be charged for licenses.
"(2.) No one shall fish for, catch, or have in possession, any oysters the product of

the Dominion of Canada, between the lst day of May and the 30th day of September in
each year, both days inclusive, and that in all partially depleted beds no fishing ln the
winter season through the ice be allowed ; the several Inspectors to furnish the depart-
ment with a list of such beds, and the department to make the necessary regulations for
such prohibition.

" (3.) No one shall fish for, catch, or possess any 'round' oysters under 2 inches ln
diameter of shell, nor 'long' oysters under 3 Inches of outer shell. All oysters taken
under these dimensions to be immediately restored to the water, under penalty of fine
and forfeiture of all materials, Implements, or appliances used, and the cancellation of
the license.

"(4.) That all productive oyster beds now in existence in the waters of Canada be
divided with as little delay as possible into three sections, which sections shall only be
fished alternately, one section in each year, under the control of the local fishery officers,
upon some general plan prepared by the department.

" (5.) The committee recommend that the department take the necessary measures
to restock as many of the exhausted beds as possible, and that leases or licenses for a
term of years be granted to parties willing to cultivate oysters, where no productive beds
now exist, upon sucb conditions as the department may deem best.
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" (6.) Also, that mud digging be prohibited within 200 yards of any live oyster bed;
then only at such place, or places, as may be prescribed by a fishery offleer.

" APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC.

"It is a well known tact that a great many localities in the maritime provinces
which were, at one time, noted for the quality of their oysters, as well as for the fertility
of the beds from which these molluses were taken, bave of late years become greatly
depleted, and in some cases quite exhausted, owing chiefly to reckless and inordinate
modes of fishing and the utter absence of any artificial aid in the propigation of the
species, or care in the protection and cultivation of the grounds to which they were in-
digenous.

" Finding, from inquiry, that considerable satisfaction was manifested among resi-
dents of localities where exhausted oyster beds were to be found at the action taken by
the department, and that a general appreciation existed as to the necessity of closing
them against fishing for a number of years, for the purpose of giving them time to recu-
perate, the following form of petition was circulated in order to strengthen the hands of
the department :-

"'To His Excellency
"'The Right Honourable Sir FrEDERICK ARTHUR STANLEY, &c., &c.,

"' Governor General of Canada.

"'Your petitioners, having learned that Parliament bas made an appropriation to
meet the expenses in connection with the survey of oyster beds, begs to set forth :

"' There once existed in this locality. viz., extensive oyster beds, the working of
which not only furnished employment to many, but also proved an export of consider-
able value, but from overfishing and other causes the yield of the beds referred to bas,
for some years past, been falling off, till at the present time they are, if net wholly so,
to a large extent unproductive.

" ' Your petitioners believe that the restocking of these beds can be successfully
aecomplisbed, and that under restrictive regulations the productiveness of the oyster
fishery may within a few years be restored.

"' Your petitioners would further state that in the event of any of the oyster areas
in their respective localities being selected for the operations ot the department, they
would approve of all oyster fishing in such localities being prohibited for a term of years.

"'Your petitioners would further desire that upon the expiry of the term of years
for which, under the provisions of the Fisheries Act, beds may be set apart for the pur-
poses of culture, that the raking or fishing of the product of these beds should be per-
mitted only under judicious and restrictive regulations necessary for their enforcement
and preservation.

" ' Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the locality of may be
surveyed and set apart with the above object in view.'

" ANswERs.

"In response to this appeal, petitions were received praying for the setting apart,
survey and restocking of the following waters :-

" Shediac Harbour, Baie Verte and Tidnish, in the province of New Brunswick.
" Eastern Harbour, Cheticamp ; Fader's Pond, on the south side of St. Ann's Bay;

Sydney River, Lingan Bay, Mira Bay, Catalone Bay, East Bay, and Big Glace Bay, in
the province of Nova Scotia.

" Summerside Harbour, Orwell Bay, Enmore West, and Winter Rivers in the pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island.

"ACTION.

"An appropriation of $5,000 having been voted by Parliament during the past session
for the survey of oyster beds, and for the purpose of assisting in the planting and forma-
tion of new ones, Mr. Robert Simpson, C.E., was instructed to survey Shediac Harbour,
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which was formerly held In high repute for the excellent quality of its oysters, but whose
beds, owing to excessive and Improvident raking, had become practically extinet. A
Minute of Council, based upon such survey, was adopted on the lst September, 1891,
setting apart about 270 acres of water area ln the above-named locality, for the purpose
of carrying on natural and artificial reproduction of oysters, and authorizing the Minister
of Marine and Fisherles to incur the necessary expenditure in connection wlth such
operations.

" It was fully expected that these operations could have been inaugurated during the
same fall ; but so much difflculty has been experienced in securing the services of a
reliable expert that the experiments had to be postponed until the spring of 1892. This
unavoidable delay may, after all, prove beneficial. While several authorities-especially
European-contend that the fall Is the proper time for plantlng, many others--and
especially Americans-favour the spring months. as allowing time for the young oysters
to grow large enough to be able to protect themselves and withstand our rigorous winter
climate. Inquirles are being made through the High Cominissioner for Canada ln
London, and Mr. Fabre, In Paris, for the purpose of securlng the services of an expert
with the view of his taking charge of operations next spring. When the services of a
proper person have been secured, the department will be prepared to carry on operations
in a systematic and, it is hoped, successful manner.

" A report on the Tidnish and Baie Verte oyster beds shows that the grounds are
very much exhausted, and that very little fishing is carried on there at present. This
depletion is, however, ascribed to natural causes rather than to overfishing-the water
being shallow, the accumulation of old shells, and the Ice which forms over the beds, is
said to have the effect of killing the young oysters. This seems very plausible, but the
real facts can only be determined by means of a careful inspection of the bottoms, which
it is intended to have made in the spring of 1892 by one of the officers of the fisheries
protection cruisers. A careful examination of the grounds will enable the department to
determine whether their condition is such as to warrant the expenditure necessary to
survey and restock them.

"In Ncva Scotia.

"Sufficient information Is not yet available to admit of any definite action being
taken In the direction of the petitions received from various localities in this province,
asking for the reservation and planting of oyster beds ; but it is expected, If matters
progress favourably, that It will be possible to begin operations at these points during
the coming season.

"In Prince Edward Island.

"Summerside Harbour, once famous for the excellence of its oysters, has greatly
deteriorated of late years. It Is represented as exceedingly well adapted for the pur-
poses of oyster culture, and with this end in vlew. arrangements have been made for a
survey of the grounds and the setting apart of certain areas when operations are begun
ln the spring.

" Petitions have been recelved from various other localities ln the above-named pro-
vince, praying that certain exhausted beds be reserved for artificial culture, but sufficient
information has not yet been received to enable the department to take definite action,
although it may be possible to begin work on some of then during the coming season.

" OYSTER PLANTING.

"In restocking exhausted beds, it Is intended that none but the largest and Most
carefully selected oysters from Prince Edward Island shall be used, and these will be
planted only after careful examination of the bottoms and the removal of deposits of
mud, rubbish or débris, likely to interfere with their growth. As these operations will
be conducted under the supervision of an expert, whose services the department expects
soon to obtain, there seems to be no reason to doubt but that our efforts will meet with
that success which has attended similar ventures on the great natural oyster farms of
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the Chesapeake and other localities in the United States. There, an immense area Of
waters, which either through improvidence or neglect had hitherto been sterile and
worthless, has assumed a condition of natural fecundity and great value ; and there is
indeed no reason why similar results should not attend our efforts, If proper means and
care be adopted.

" ADVANTAGES OF CULTIVATION.

"Very little attention has hitherto been pald to the improvement or cultivation of
oysters by individuals or private companies in Canada. This has been due, not so much
to a lack of enterprise on the part of our people, as to the absence of any regular system
of leasing or licensing grounds, whereby parties engaging in such undertakings would be
secured In the enjoyment of the fruits of their labour, and guaranteed against intrusion
by unscrupulous neighbours, who, considering such work common property, would reap
the benefits of their industry. This, of course, acted as a great drawback upon oyster
culture by private indivfduals, and the time-honoured practice of fishing everywnere.
and anywhere, at one's own free will, has prevailed. All the department has done was
to see that the Inadequate close season was strictly enforced.

" The marvellous success which has crowned oyster farming, and private culture
especially, in France, England and Holland, has attracted the attention of Canadians,
and they begin to realize the advantage of protecting and fostering an industry which,
through private care and attention, has been found In the old world to repay hand-
somely for the labour, attention and outlay betowed upon It.

"LICENsING OF OYSTEB GROUNDS.

The applicants for oyster areas are required to make their applications on printed
forms supplied by the department, the same being accompanied by a plan of survey made
by a qualified surveyor on the basis of the admiralty charts. When these requirements
have been complied with, the application is referred to the local Inspector of fisheries for
inquiry and report, and upon such report the department decides whether it is advisable
to Issue the license or not.

" The industry being in its Infancy in our country, it was deemed unwise to hamper
it with any but a nominal license fee. In Europe, the rental of oyster farms rules high,
as mucl as $19 or $20 per acre being pald In Holland, while In France it ranges from
35 to 45 francs per hectare, and as high as the equivalent of $7.60 an acre on the coasts
of Brittany. In England, where the rights of fishery go with the ownership of theland,
the practice appears to be to form powerful companies with a large capital, and acquire
extensive areas at purchase price In the most desirable localities. In the various States
of the American Union much diversity of rentals exists. California disposes of her
oyster grounds to the highest bidder, and gives a title In perpetuity. The nominal price
was at first $1.25 per acre, but the demand for choice limits-In San Francisco Bay, for
instance-became so great that as much as $100 per acre has been pald for certain areas.
New Jersey sells Its oyster grounds to the highest bidder every five years, but limits In-
dividuals to ten acres each, and companles to thirty acres. In Georgia a fee of $1 per
acre, charged upon aIl grounds leased for oyster culture, is appropriated to the support
of public schools. Rhode Island leases its oyster areas at $10 per acre. lu Chesapeake
Bay-the oyster flshing waters of America par excellnce-one of the very best grounds,
called 'The Beach,' rents for from 2 to 5 cents per bushel of output, according to loca-
tion. In the State of New York no unIform system of rental exists, the control of the
fisheries being vested in different corporations and municipalities. Rates vary from 25
cents to $10 an acre, although the greatest portion of the rents appear to be about $1 per
acre. No one person or firm can hold more than 250 acres, and In certain localities
lessees are restricted to three or four acres.

" After a careful consideration of the above facts in connection with the licensing of
oyster grounds in Canada, It was decided :

"1. To fix the fee at $1 per acre, calculated upon the acreage at low water, as shown
on the approved plan of survey.
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"To fix the maximum limit of areas.
The above system is now in full operation, and during the present year licenses

have been granted to the following parties, who have already entered upon the work of
planting and cultivating the grounds licensed to them

" Messrs. D. Hatton & Co.. Montreal, 81 acres near Bay du Vin River, county North-
umberland, N.B., licensed for fifteen years.

" Mr. Joseph Hayley, Ruskin, 2 acres in Pownal Bay, Queen's county, P.E.I., licensed
for nine years.

" Mr. Charles A. Hyndman, Charlottetown, P.E.I., 40 acres, in North River and
Ellen's Creek, Queen's County, P.E.I., licensed for nine years.

" Several other applications from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Bruns-
wick and British Columbia are under consideration ; and it is expected that the work
of protecting and re-stocking our oyster beds, which has so propitiously begun, and
which appears to be so favourably looked upon by an intelligent public, will be greatly
expanded, and ultimately achieve the end which this department has in view-that is to
say, placing the oyster industry of Canada upon a firm and stable basis of prosperity,
so as to provide an additional source of wealth to our country, and partlcularly to our
maritime population.

"Final recommendations in detail
"(1.) That no fees be charged for licenses.
"(2.) The close tine to be established between lst May and 30th September, both

days inclusive, and that in all partially depleted beds, no fishing in the winter through
the ice be allowed.

" (3.) Oysters ' round ' under two inches In diameter, and 'long' under three inches
of outer shell shall not be taken.

" (4.) All productive oyster beds to be divided Into sections and to be fished alter-
nately.

" (5.) The department to take the necessary measures to restock exhausted beds, and
leases and licenses to be granted to parties willing to undertake oyster cultivation.

" (,.) Mud digging to be prohihited within 200 yards of any live oyster bed, and per-
nitted only at such places as are prescribed by a fishery offleer.

The oyster fishery has been partially brought under the license system. The close
season is now from lst June to 15th September. Fishing through the ice Is no longer
allowed. However desirable a minimum size may be, it would be diffleult and expensive
to enforce such a regulation. The department Intends restocking exhausted beds, and
encourages operations of the same nature when undertaken by private parties. The
regulations provide for the digging of mussel mud.

Prom report of the Deputy Minister, 1892, page xv.:

" Previous reports from this department relate the measures adopted, and the work
done to promote and preserve the oyster fishery. These reports show that If the oyster
fishery is to be saved from extinction, efficient measures would have to be adopted look-
iug to less destructive modes of carrying It on. The reasons for this depleted state of
the oyster fishery are so fully set forth In these reports, that It is unnecessary to recur to
them again here.

" In 1885, the close season was extended by fifteen days, making It read from lst
June to 15th September, in each year. . This was the only regulation bearIng upon the
oyster fishery of the Dominion, and It was manifestly Inadequate to ensure necessary
protection to such a valuable industry. The fishery has been, and could sti be, relent-
lessly pursued by persons seeing fit to take oysters at any place and in any manner they
pleased, wholly regardless of the size taken and the injury done to the beds by leaving
a quantity of small oyster shells and mud on the ice to drop on them In the spring of the
year. These facts were brought to the Government's attention by the Minister of
Marine and Fisherles In a report dated 1st March, 180, and a Minute of Council was
subsequently adopted recommending the following measures :-

"I1. No oyster fishing to be allowed, except under leases or licenses from the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisherles.
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"2. The close season to be from lst June to 15th September.
" 3. No oysters less than two Inches broad or less than three inches in length, to be

taken.
" 4. Dipping for mussel mud to be prohibited within a distance of 200 feet from any

live oyster bed, and then only at such places as may be prescribed by a fishery officer.
"5. The above regulations not to take effect till surveys of the oyster beds are made.
"In order to facilitate the applications of persons desirous of obtaining licenses for

the cultivation of oyster beds, regulations were adopted to guide surveyors in preparing
plans and descriptions for application for oyster fishery licenses. These are supplied to
all applicants free of charge. It was at the same time decided that the licensing of the
grounds would be made on the following basis :-

" 1. License fee, $1 per acre, calculated upon the draft at low water, as shown on the
approved plan of survey.

"2. A maximum limit of areas.

"Inspection in New Brunswick.

"After some correspondence with oyster experts ln England and France, the Messrs.
Frederic and Ernest .Kemp, who had had considerable experience in connection with the
Whitstable Oyster Company (the largest and most important and influential corporation
of the kind ln Great Britain), were engaged to come to Canada and make a preliminary
inspection of oyster beds. These gentlemen sailed on the 24th May, reaching Halifax on
the 5th June following. They immediately proceeded to Shediac HarDour and began
examining the beds there. A careful inspection of the whole of Shediac Bay convinced
them that it would be a suitable place for natural oyster culture. They found the beds
in a most deplorable condition through neglect, want of proper care and attention and the
-uthless manner ln which the mussel mud diggers had cut them all to pleces, leaving a
lot of disjointed patches, with an immense accumulation of soft mud around the beds.
It was four days before they could meet with a plece of ground large enough to culti-
vate oysters upon. The best area was found abreast of Mr. Harrington's house ; It
could be very much enlarged by using proper means, there being good ground all round,
and a suffleient depth of water. Other beds were also found which can be connected by
time, care and labour. The northern portiòn of the bay was found to be entIrely useless
for oyster culture, the bottom consisting of long grass and very soft mud, so much so
that the grounds known as the Poirier beds are nearly silted up. To make them suc-
cessful, the Shediac beds must be entirely and thoroughly cleaned by dredges, such as
are employed on the oyster beds ln England. The rake at present used ln Canada should
be discarded. It is very destructive to the oyster brood and grounds. There would be
no advantage ln planting oysters upon such beds ln such a dirty state, during the sum-
mer season ; but with proper care and attention the experts do not see why these
grounds could not be made to yield a never-failing source of supply, as their situation is
so well adapted for oyster culture. They conclude by recommending that the limits set
apart by Order ln Council for the natural and artificial propagation of oysters ln Shediae
Harbour be changed, the northern portion thereof being of no value whatever for the
above purpose. This recommendation bas been carrled out.

" From Shediac the Messrs. Kemp went to Buctouche, where they found the whole of
the oyster beds, with the exception of the Dixon bed, a mass of disjointed patches,
caused by mussel mud digging. Up the river, beyond the rallway bridge, the beds were
ln the same condition. The patches generally showed a very healthy' condition, with the
exception of those where fishermen had been ln the habit of raking oysters through the
ice. No grounds could be found having sufficient depth of water to warrant the cultiva-
tion of oysters in the river and bay. The bed off Dixon's Point was ln a dIrty condition,
showing by the appearance of the soil that It had been long disused. Seven hauls were
brought up, yieldIng eight very large, healthy oysters, and a dredge full of old shells. To
clear this ground would prove a matter of very little labour, and oyster brood would
thrive therein. In the bay and river, above and below the railway bridge, patches of
ground were found teeming with live oyster brood, growing very fast and plentiful. A
much greater proportion of oyster brood was found than the full-grown oysters; one
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haul brought 10 oysters and 54 brood, another 40 brood and no oysters, and several haula
in like proportion.

" Cocagne Harbour was found to be in about the same condition as Buctouche; oyster
brood belng much more plentiful than the full-grown oyster. No ground was found
available for planting during the short visit of the experts.

" At Richibucto, the experts report things in the same condition as in the two above-
named places, with the addition of a much larger quantity of oyster brood over every
patch of ground dredged. This brood was abundant and in the healthiest condition. No
mortality whatever was noticed ; everything brought up by the dredge proved to be
oyster brood. The patches were small, owing to the operations of the mussel mud
diggers, the surroundings belng composed of eel grass and soft mud. Were it possible
to form ground sufficiently hard to recelve the spat, there could, from Bay Cove to
Kingston Bridge, be saved a sufficlent quantity of oyster brood to supply the whole of
England's oyster beds. On every small pateh dredged, the hauls of oyster brood were
as follows :-163, 105, 195 and 108. Coming to a more extensive patch, the experts were
able to get a larger quantity. One haul brought 811, the greatest portion of whîich con-
sisted of undersized oysters. The oysters above Kingston Bridge are said to be inferior
in quality, but there is reason to believe that if oyster brood were transplanted yeung
on other beds suitable for oysters, they would develop into good marketable oysters.
Very few oysters were found in the N. W. River ; the grounds appeared to be very old,
the mussel mud diggers having eut the beds all to pieces. The only ground found suit-
able for planting oysters on was between Indian Island and the mainland. Some portion
of this was comparatIvely clean, but the greatest part would require to be cleaned before
it could be planted, there being a substantial bottom.

" Throughout the whole of their inspection the experts report that they did not find a
single marine enemy to the oyster, which is in itself a remarkable fact. The cause of
the depletion of beds can, however, be accounted for in mnany ways ; dcstruction going
on at a wholesale rate. On the arrivai of the experts at Cocagne, there were found as
many as twelve boats with men in them raking for oysters during the close season.
Three of these were seized, but the others managed to escape. While steaming up
Buctouche Ilarbour, a number of boats were noticed raking ; the men flew in all direc-
tions, leaving their rakes in the water.

" Another cause of destruction is the fishing for oysters through the ice. While
dredging, the experts came upon a piece of ground consisting of a higli bank. When the
dredge was hauled, it was found that instead of life and growth as before, the whole
contents of the dredge consisted of bleached shells, with no signs of life on them. There
had been brood, but it was dead, and this unmistakeably showed that something was
wrong. Subsequent information elicited the fact that this was the result of raking
througli the ice. Consequently, all brood exposed at such a time of the year means in-
evitable destruction ; also, when the ice thaws, down goes the refus:e, making a high
bank. The mussel mud digger entirely destroys the oyster beds wherever it is worked.
The ground simply becames irreelaimable ; consequently, the Canadian oyster beds are
becoming more contracted every year. Oysters are, moreover, taken all the year round,
regardless of size or close season.

Inspection in Prince Edward Island.

From New Brunswick, the Messrs. Kemp went to Prince Edward Island, on the 30th
July, beginning their work by an examination of the oyster beds in Bedeque Bay. They
report that the greater portion of this bay consists of mud and long grass, and that nearly
the whole of the beds are entirely destroyed by mussel mud diggers. Off Oyster Point,
there is a portion of ground where the bottom is hard, but the grass and weeds are so
thick that it is impossible to know what the soil is like. Apart from this, there appears
to be only one available spot for the cultivation of cysters, situated off the north shore
towards Wilmot's Cove. Some part of this ground was found to be clean, but the

greater portion was covered with weeds and short grass. The bottom .was firm, the

oysters brought up were of very fine quality ; three hauls yielded 22 oysters and 84
brood In a very healthy condition, the brood showing rapid growth. The grass could,
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with very little labour, be cleared, and the grounds made suitable for planting. This
portion of the bay would be safe against mud diggers, as they cannot find sufficient
depth of shells to answer their purpose. These grounds were staked off.

Richmond Bay was found to be nothing short of a gold mine. Some of the beds are
extensive, comprising several acres, and the stock compares well with that of cultivated
grounds. Its resources appear to be enormous, the beds being well stocked with oysters
and brood, which was found to be of good quality and in healthy condition, making a
rapid growth. In every part explored, where soil could be found, there were oysters and
oyster brood. In no single instance were death or a marine enemy to thé oyster met
with, a most remarkable coincidence over such a large area of ground. A great number
of hauls were made over different parts of the bay. Dead weeds and mud were only
noted from Oyster Cove, including Indian River, to Rayner's Creek. The experts were
informed that they would not find any beds there, as they bad all been cut to pieces by
mussel mud diggers, although at one time these were the best in the bay, as the fisher-
men could always work upon them on account of their being sheltered from strong
winds. There were at least four miles of the beds destroyed. Several hauls were made
off Mill's Point, McNell's, Lock Shore, River Platt, Fraser's Cove, Narrows, Lot 12,
Squirrel Creek, Niggers Point, Joe Benward's Point, Sally Francis, Cooper's, Bideford
River, Schooner's Creek, Barclay's Creek, Front River, Bird Island and Enmore River
with successful results. From the Bar to Bryant's Point, nothing but weeds and mud
were found, although It is stated that originally the bed was half a mile ln length, but
it has been completely destroyed by mussel mud diggers.

The experts conclude their report of inspection in Prince Edward Island by remark-
ing that every oyster taken up by a fisherman is brought ashore, regardless of size.
These are sold to merchants, who select the marketable ones, and the undersized oysters
are thrown away as refuse. Such a disastrous system, they claim, should be put a stop
to, and no oysters under the size of tbree Inches allowed to be taken. By this means
next year's stock would be saved and the beds preserved. From Richmond Bay the
experts proceeded to Charlottetown, and Inspected North River, West River, Vernon
River and East River. In North River they saw very little soil or oyster ground, but
were informed there were oysters above the bridge, where they could not go up with the
steam launch. In West River. at Long Creek, abundance of oyster brood In a healthy
condition was noticed, growing very fast; the beds extending nearly half a mile ln
length. In Vernon River three hauls of the dredge brought up 30 oysters and 614 brood.
The experts were informed that Orwell Cove and the grounds ln Orwell Bay would com-
pare favourably with those already dredged ln Vernon River. In East River the beds
were completely covered with oyster brood of very fine shape and form, different from
the oysters found in other beds ln this part of the Island. It was stated that a continua-
tion of this brood could be found at every point from 10 to 15 miles along the river. The
experts consider that persons who have leased oyster grounds for oyster culture would
do well to use this brood to restock them. As a rule, oyster brood picked upon an ebb-
dry ground are much hardier than those taken from deep water ; and by removing them
into deep water they would be secure from the heavy frosts which prevail lu Canada.
The quality of some of these oysters is quite as good as those of Richmond Bay, many
of them being long-shaped. No long oyster should be fished for market under four inches
In length.

"Taking everything into consideration, the experts consider there is no danger of
Canadian oyster beds becoming depleted if the laws of nature are observed, and the
recommendations which they make carried out.

" On completion of their labour ln Prince Edward Island, It being found that the
presence of Mr. Frederic Kemp was no longer required, he was permitted to return to
England on the 10th September, and Mr. Ernest Kemp was subsequently engaged for a
period of three years to continue the work. He was then directed to prepare the grounds
in Shediac Harbour so as to make them fit for planting, which he did by removing the
refuse and culch from the grounds and placing it alongside to fill up soft holes around
the beds ; the oysters and brood which are caught being placed on other beds not yet
touched. He will be engaged at this work until the freezing of the harbour compels hlm
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"In addition to the above, Mr. Kemp was directed to inspect Tracadie Harbour, in
Antigonish County, N.S., and select areas for the purpose of restocking oyster beds In the
above-named waters."

From Deputy Minister's report, 1893, page elv.

THE OYSTER FISHERY.

In the spring of 1893 Mr. Ernest Kemp continued the preparation of the Shedlac
grounds. The cultch and shells which had accumulated on these beds were removed
from the top and placed on the mud, on the outside edges, or In some of the holes caused
by the mud diggers. The ground was cleaned on the edges, the beds were made much
larger, and the soli made ready for restocking with oyster brood. Owing to some delay
in procuring the necessary oysters from Prince Edward Island, no planting was done
during the fall of 1892. In view of the lateness of the season, the danger from frost,
snow, and the change of water, Mr. Kemp deemed it more prudent to delay these opera-
tions till the following spring, which he considers the best time for planting, as the
oysters will then grow much faster if placed ln shallow water during the spring and
summer months than if placed ln deeper. water, as the sun causes the water to become
much warmer, the oyster being very sensitive to the action of light and heat, which
promotes a rapid growth. Oysters planted ln the autumn are not likely to thrive as,
owing to the change of soil and falling temperature, the oyster is not properly acclimated
before winter sets ln, which very often proves disastrous. Oysters grow but very little
during the winter months, consequently it is all risk and loss, with no gain, although
there are exceptions in every case."

It is not necessary for me to deal with this subject much further, as it can be clearly
seen what strain and abuse this industry has been subject to ln the maritime provinces,
which are fully mentioned ln former pages, consisting of mud digging, reckless and ln-
discriminate fishing, irrespective of size or season. winter fishing, saw-dust thrown ln
rivers, which cover the beds, ordinary fishing, overilshing, and various other methods
have been used, which have only been detrimental to the Industry, nature having to con-
tend against all the above obstacles with really no practical assistance from man ; but
it is to be hoped that fishermen will see the necessity of adhering to the regulations which
have been framed In order to assist the recuperation of fIlshed-out areas. Since I have
been connected with this department, my time has been wholly taken up with this branch
of the industry. I have visited nearly ail the principal oyster areas ln the maritime pro-
vinces ; have also cleaned and planted areas as experiments, which have thus far proved
successful.

It was not long before the main facts were discovered which have caused the deple-
tion of so many of the oyster beds, and the department have since been engaged ln try-
ing to subdue some of the existing evils.

The oyster industry is rapidly passing from the hands of the fishermen into those of
the oyster culturist. The oyster being sedentary, except for a few days ln the earliest
stages of its existence, Is easily exterminated ln any given locality ; since, although it
may not be possible for the fishermen to rake up from the bottom every individual,
wholesale methods of capture soon resuit ln covering up or otherwise destroying the
oyster banks or reefs, as the communities of oysters are technically termed.

The main difference between the oyster industry of America and that of Europe lies
in the fact that in Europe the native beds have long since been practically destroyed,
perhaps not more than 6 or 7 per cent of the oysters of Europe passing from the native
beds directly Into. the hands of the consumer. It Is probable that 60 to 75 per cent are
reared from the spat in artificial parks, the remainder having been laid down for a time
to increase ln size and flavour ln shoal water along the coasts. In the United States, on
the other hand, about 40 per cent are carried from thé native beds directly to market.
The oyster fishery is everywhere (except ln localities where the natural beds are nearly
exhausted) carried on ln the most reckless manner, and ln all directions oyster grounds
are becoming deteriorated, and ln some cases have been entirely destroyed. It remains
to be seen whether the Government will regulate the oyster fishery before it is too late,
or will permit the destruction of these most imporit8nt reservoirs of food. At present the
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oyster Is one of the cheapest articles of diet in the United States ; and, though It can
hardly be expected that the price of American oysters will always remain so low, still,
taking Into consIderation the great wealth of the natural beds along the entire Atlantic
coast, it seems certain that a moderate amount of protection will keep the price of seed
oysters far below European rates, and that the Immense stretches of submerged lands
especially suited for oyster planting may be utillzed and made to produce an abundant
harvest at much less cost than that which accompanies the complicated system of culture
In vogue In France and Holland.

I will now give a brief description of the cultivation of oysters as it is carried on,
under their different headings.

OYSTER CULTURE IN ENGLAND.

THE WHITSTABLE OYSTER COMPANY.

My idea is to try and convey to the mind of the culturist, certain things to be carried
out, and others to be avolded in order to make bis labours a success. By giving an out-
line of practical work carried on abroad, it will then show by what ways and means it
can be done here, always bearing in mind the difference of temperature which exIsts In
other waters read about, and the grounds which are proposed to be cultivated in this
country.

"My Intimate connection with the Whitstable Oyster Company, of which I an a
member, and where I have gained most of my practical knowledge and experience, will
enable me to bring to your notice a few facts connected with the inception, the develop-
ment and the present standing of the above-named concern.

The exact date of the formation of this company is not known, oysters having been
found on these shores from time immemorial ; a record of the members who owned the
above company is to be seen In the museum at Whitstable, dated about 1660, consisting
of about twenty members. This ground as an oyster fishery they found to be very valu-
able, but labour being very scarce at the time, these members allowed the labouring
men to take an equal proportion of the dividend, and finally allowed them to remain as
member&

In 1793, an Act of Parliament was obtained, incorporating the company of Free Fish-
ers and Dredgers of Whitstable, and granting them the Common Seal. Since that year,
the company bas regularly held eadh July its water court, presided over by a steward.
On that day ail its officers are elected for the following year. Only freemen are allowed
to attend meetings, or fish on these grounds, a rule rigidly enfoced.

The membership of this company was originally obtained by birthright, only the
sous of freemen were admitted on the annual water court following their twenty-first
birthday, but owing to the numbers becoming so numerous, it was decided to take only
the oldest sons ; finding this course did Improve matters in the company, they have
last year (1896) formed themselves into a joint stock company, valuing each member's
share at so much per head ; now a person eau sell bis whole share, or a portion of It
to any one who chooses to buy. The company working strictly on a commercial basis.

The oyster beds are about one and a half square miles in size, but the company hold
land and freehold to a great extent.

Fron two to three hundred men find employment in the oyster fishery nearly the
whole of the year. The total number of members at the present time belonging to the
company is 550, the annual turnover being about £70,000, and the total value of the whole
concern is estimated at about £200,000 sterling.

Their grounds are always kept well supplied with stock, consisting of marketable

and young oysters', which are either bred on their own grounds or purchased from the
surrounding oyster grounds adjoiniug them.

A great deal of the labourers' time is taken up on the grounds at WhItstable In keep-
ing the area clean and in order ; this is doue with more than one motive In view. I must
here explain that several classes or qualities of oysters are planted on these grounds,
and the area is divided, by stakes, beacons and buoys Into square patches, keepIng each
grade of oyster on its own particular bed.
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The workmen receive their instructions from one of the junior officers of the com-
pany (having previously received them from the worklng committee or jury as they are
called) commonly known as the " bellman " ; he is really a messenger, but when these
men are required at an early hour in the morning, they are Informed on the previous
evening, that the bell will, or will not, be rung the following morning a little earlier than
the time named to commence work, to enable the dredgermen to be ready on time.

These men are Instructed how long to work ; the area they are to work upon, and
the quantity of marketable oysters they are to bring on shore ; they then leave for the
grounds which are from three to four miles distant off shore, the time being set on their
arrivai on the oyster beds by one of the officers ; it is a very pretty sight to see a fleet
of sailing sloops-and cullers lying idly at their moorings, with everything quiet ; but at
the cry of " the orders are out," every one being on the alert, there is an instantaneous
move made, and all is life and bustle, the row-boats leave the shore with from four to
seven men as a crew for each boat, these boats have from a quarter to three quarters of
a mile to row to the saliing (or dredging) boats ; they use from three to five dredges (five
being the limit), and their time on the oyster ground is occupied In culling out from the
contents of the dredge all marketable oysters that are required for their day's catch or
" stint," as it is called, the spat. young oysters, or half-ware are not overlooked, but are
carefully picked out, and If attached to weed, stones or shells, are removed, if It can be
done without Injury to the young oyster ; these are placed on an area especially re-
served for them, the shells are then carefully gone through, and If any marine enemies
to the oyster are found, such as starfish, dogwhelk, mussels or seaweed, they are placed
on one side to be destroyed, the shells are then returned to the water, the dredge ls again
hauled to the surface and the above performance ls repeated.

Sometimes a few boats are to be seen working on an area where the young ones are
planted, these crews are generally selected as careful men ; they go to examine the state
of the ground, pick out all marketable oysters, and see there are no enemies to the young
ones. Through the continual working of these grounds, the shells are kept very clean,
they lie very thick upon the beds, and this is the only method that is used to try and
catch the spat, as the area is so exposed to the open sea and to all the fiercest gales that
blow, viz., from the north-west round north to about east-south-east, it is surprising
what is annually found on these sheils to an interesting observer. Not near enough, how-
ever. are saved to supply the demands of the trade, and young native oysters are bought
from the fishermen who dredge on the natural grounds, also from oyster culturists in
Essex, who are more successful in saving their spat, owing to the sheltered localities ln
which their beds are situated. These grounds at Whitstable are considered the finest on
the coast for fattening purposes, and their name comes first among oyster culturists.

If the boats are working time or tide work, when the day's work is completed, a
signal is given by either the foreman, or one of the men ln charge of the fleet, to dis-
continue work ; all the boats are then headed for their moorings ; on reaching them the
sails are furled, the oysters are placed in the row-boats, and every boat makes its way
to the company's store with ail possible speed, the master of each boat reporting to the
officer in charge the number of oysters caught, also the number of men who worked with
him. The oysters are received by a staff of men who place the oysters in hoop-nets,
which hold about two bushels (16 gallons) each.

Under cover of this store are two large pits with concrete bottom and sides and· con-
nected with the sea by a sluice pipe, which dries at haif tide : this pit can be kept with
f resh sea water or let run dry, as desired. The nets of oysters are attached to ropes and
suspended in the pits until they are req*uired for market, the time varying from imme
diate use to about forty-eight hours, when the stock ls again replenished. It is in this
way that the public are supplied.

Sometimes, through stormy weather, the stock on hand will get very low, and on
such occasions a boat can always secure the number required, and are sometimes paid a
little extra for their trouble. The oysters, as they are ordered for market, are raised
from the pits. are re-culled, counted, or measured, and washed clean, which is a very
important item in the English market, packed up ln sealed boxes, or securely sewn up
in strong bags ; they are then hauled to the railway depot, where the facilities are good
for the transit of perishable goods.
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These beds lie in about 6 feet of water at low water time, there is a rise and fall of
about 12 or 13 feet, ordinary spring tides.

The company Is governed by officers elected each year, forming two committees,
which work jointly and separately, one called the finance or estate's committee, which
attends to the financial affairs, while the other Is called the working committee, or
" jury " ; it is the duty of the latter to see that the ground is properly worked and cared
for ; they will lay off areas and superintend the laying and catching of oysters and other
minor duties. A chairman is appointed in charge of the former, while a foreman and
deputy foreman is attached to the latter, with treasurer, secretary and other minor
officers.

Until about the year 1875 no French brood or oysters were laid on English oyster
grounds, but owing to the scarcity of spat falling in English waters, on account of suc-
cessive cold seasons, which bas caused a steady decrease of oysters round the British
coast, they owe to French oyster culture the success they have been so fortunate
in obtaining large quantities of oysters by artificial means, where they are enjoy-
ing a milder climate, have crowned their labours with success, and are now enabled to
furnish the English markets with whatever supplies that are needed. Larger quantities
of oysters are imported from France each year, and before I left England the company
alone laid on their grounds 20,000,000 of French oysters to enable them to supply the
demands of the trade in the following season, with a good second quality oyster.

These oysters are laid every spring from the south of France on the oyster beds,
which are excellent fattening grounds. supplying the public generally with a good cheap
oyster, and it is found by practical experience that, commercially, it pays better to
purchase an oyster two-thirds grown in the spring of each year than to expend the same
amount on artificial experiments. The oysters are sometimes conveyed ln large quanti-
ties by fast steamers direct from the French plantations, and on arrival are immediately
laid on the grounds. As many as 5,000,000 oysters have been laid in the space of four
hours. The dredging boats will run alongside the steamer and will take a deck-load of
oysters, and then sail over the grounds, distributing them by means of shovels as they
sail along. A large staff of men are usually employed when there is any quantity of
oysters to be laid, so that no time is lost and the oysters placed on the beds as soon as
possible. In the fall they are caught and marketed, giving employment to a number of
the members of the company with a profitable margin. As no artificial means are used
beyond shelling and keeping the grounds clean for the propagation of the oyster, large
sums of money are required to secure the stock. The price of native brood, or half-ware,
has gradually been on the increase. Flere is an illustration, for instance. In the year 18601
the vessel of Mr. Kemp, sr., and a few others (called market boats, as they are larger than
the ordinary dredging boats, and are engaged ln. conveying oysters from the different
fisheries to market) were engaged In obtaining oysters for planting for the company ;
one of the cargoes consisted of 112 tubs of oysters (24 gallons to the tub), the price then
paid was six shillings per tub, total value, £33 12s. On bis return from Canada, after an
inspection of the oyster beds ln the maritime provinces, In 1892, or thirty-two years later,
one of bis vessels had on board a cargo of the same quantity and quality of oysters ; the
sum paid for them by the above company was £15 per tub, or a total value of £1,680,
thus showing the care and interest taken to preserve so valuable an industry.

These areas are perfectly level and even ; they are kept so by the means of dredges
working over them, there is a good foundation of shells which serves as a bed for the
oysters, they also act as spat collectors.

The company are most particular with their beds, great care being taken not to dis-
turb or destroy the soil ; a vessel is not allowed to anchor on the grounds, they being
guarded by three watchboats with crews for night and day work; a rake of any description
is not even allowed to be used, under any consideration, under a penalty of £10 ; and ln
the year 1887 a vessel named the " Resolute," of about 350 tons burden, through an error
in the captain's judgment, ran aground on the beds and remained there for eight bours;
although this vessel was owned by members of the above company, yet the matter was
compromised by payment of £150 for damages, instead of allowing the case to be settled
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by law, thus showing the value and the care that is bestowed on these beds. Other
companies are just as particular ln their care and preservation of their beds.

The company's " store " before referred to, is a spaclous building, bulît at the head
of the beach, and, besides containing the pits, the lower part of the building is dIvided
into packing rooms, storerooms for boxes, bags, twine, and other necessary material and
linplements that are used, offices and commIttee rooms, and above this flat there Is a
large hall covering the whole building and capable of accommodating over six bundred
persons ; it is ln this hall that all their meetings are held, being either annual, quarterly
or special, and where ail their general business is transaeted, so that all the work of the
company is carried on under one roof. From these offices one bas a splendid view of the
sea, Including the oyster beds ln the distance.

This work is carried on year after year by those connected with oyster grounds, much
the same as a farmer who attends to bis farm and crops, so that by bis labour and exer-
tion he is looking toward the future for favourable results.

This company carries on Its business on a very large scale. It can, however, be seen
how it Is done ; its methods are simple, great care is taken of the groiunds and brood,
the storage of oysters in small net bags suspended ln the pits is only temporary, as the
stock is replenished every day or every other day, as the case may be.

The English and French oysters are not so hardy as the Canadian oyster.
This work could be carried on ln just the same way ln this country, even on a small

scale, and it could be made to pay, with profitable results.
The above company bas recently been transformed into a limited company, allowing

each member an equal share, and any member is now at liberty to sell bis shares to
anybody he pleases. I am pleased to state the price of the shares is continually rising,
which speaks for itself. The work is still being carried on under a commercial basis,
the labourer being paid for bis bire, with a staff of experienced men acting as directors
and general managers of the concern.

Very little, if any poacbing is carried on by the outside fishermen ln English waters.
At one time some of the ordinary fishermen were strongly opposed to the scheme where
companies applied for concessions, but after these companies became established ln many
cases it was found to be of great benefit to thern, as it opened up a ready market for
their catch of oysters, whether young or old, and often they would find employment by
hiring themselves and their boats to the oyster growers, where their time would be taken
up ln cleaning and cultivating the grounds, also catching oysters for market when trade
was brisk, so that the apparent loss of a small area of ground which was entirely useless
to then, but where they would occasionally try to fish upon, eventually became a source
of employment to many of them with regular wages.

Should any poachers be caught ln the act. they are severely dealt with at the bands
of Justice, either by paying heavy fines or imprisonment. To prevent raids being made
by poachers on these valuable grounds a staff of watchmen are always on hand for both
day and night work. Dogs are often trained on these watch boats to bark as soon as a
boat or vessel comes within the limits of the grounds, or is sailing by. These means all
tend to keep marauders at bay. Creeps or grapnels are sometimes used ; they are
attached to chains and spread over the areas, which would catch a dredge if it were
hauled over them. Prevention Is often better than cure.

Dr. Bashford Dean, in a report on the European methods of oyster culture quotes the
following :-

" Oyster culture in England generally varies but little in methods from that of Whit-
stable ; other localities, therefore, need be but little commented upon. At Faversham,
10 the westward, and Herne Bay, to the eastward, of Whitstable, sediment deposit and

invasions of mud, and, at the latter place, sbiftings of sand also, have been of consider-
able annoyance. The remedy bas been continual dredging of the grounds, together with

judiclous shelling or macadamizing of the bottom at certain points. Weeds have been

carefully dredged out as a means of keeping the ground clear and allowIng the tides to

wash off the depositing sediment. In regions where spat is expected to occur with some

regularity, the greatest care is taken by reshelling and clearing the bottom, to assure the

greatest chance of a successful set. This character of bottom is often secured in the
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rivers Blackwater, Crouch and Colne (below Colchester) by a regular process of harrow-
ing the bottom during the beginning of the spring. By this means, the loose sediment
accumulating during the winter Is broken up and carried off by the tide. For this
operation a harrow Is prepared whose teeth, two or three inches in length, are of iron,
bent slightly forward at the tips. When in use it is carefully arranged so that the teeth
may not break through the crust which was formed by the shelling process of former
years ; this Is prevented by adjusting the length of the harrow rope from the dredglng
vessel. and the behaviour of the harrow, like that of a dredge, is readily determined by
the 'feeling' of the rope."

ESSEX OYSTER GROUNDs AND AREAS.

On the northern side of the entrance to the River Thames the county of Essex Is
situated, with oyster breeding areas in the rivers Blackwater, Mersea, Colne and Crouch ;
these rivers contain very valuable oyster breeding areas, they are owned by companles
and individuals, who cultivate their beds with extreme care, and protect them from
molestation ; their mode of dredging is somewhat similar to those of the Whitstable
Company, with the exception that some of these grounds are worked by small steam-
boats, built expressly for that purpose. Some of the rivers are winding and inland, with
a comparatively strong current ; they cannot depend on wind to assist them, and as these
beds are worked nearly every day, it is considered more economical to use steam. These
boats are bulît with a very wide beam, and the deck is carrled out from the stern of the
boat to the outside edge of the paddle box, giving a very large deck area on a small
1'oat.

The owners of these grounds are very particular about the shelling of their beds, as
this is the mode of catching their spat ; the shells are exposed to the sun, wind and rain;
they are dried ln this way ; all animal and vegetable matter dies and becomes separated
from them, and on moving these shells they are very clean ln appearance, rough to the
touch. and are most suitable as spat collectors.

Cockle shells are also used as spat collectors in these rivers, the shells are small and
liglit. not sufficiently large to alter the shape of the oyster in its growth ; they
are also easily detached or broken off from the young oyster. Large quantities of cockles
are caught at Southend and boiled on the shore, the fish being extracted from them by
means of a sieve, just in the same way as cinders are separated from ashes, the fish of
the eockle being sent to market already shelled, or in bulk, as we term it, and is con-
sidered a delicacy by soine ; the shells, after being subjected to boiling water, are very
clean. and serve the above purpose admirably.

With soie companies, the sheliing of their grounds just previous to the spatting
szeason amounts to quite a considerable sum, the shell of the cockle, being very light, is
laid down as a finishing touch to their work ; they then let them rest during the sui-
mer, atihicipating a spat of brood as a reward for their labours.

Cockle shells are also secured for shelling oyster beds from the shores of the Isle of
Sheppy.

Oyster pits have been dug out along these rivers abreast of the oyster grounds, for
the purpose of storing oysters for imirediate shipment in large quantities, especially to
the French and Belgian Markets ; the oysters are caught daily and deposited in the pits
until a vessel arrives for the purpose of taking them across the North Sea ; it was in
this way that I became acquainted with their methods, having accompanied my father
in one of his vessels engaged in the oyster trade, from the time when I was quite a boy,
lie having been connected with these merchants and the foreign market since 1859 ;
afterwards taking charge of the work myself. These pits are extensive, and are con-
nected with the river by a sluice, and can be drained dry in one tide if desired, as the
bottoms of the pits are above low-water mark. Large quantities of oysters, in fact,
nearly all their stock of small oysters, are wintered there on account of the freshets in
the early spring, and if the weather is at all severe, the oysters are very much weakened
by the frost, with the fresh water added, tends very much to kill them, and It Is with
this motive the oysters are pitted ; this process also has a detrimental effect on the
growth of the oyster, but saves its life, as, in the first place, the English native oyster is
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of slow growth, but when continually moved from the beds to the pits, and then trans-
planted back again, It has the effect of materially stunting Its growth ; the shell Is hard
and clean, with a clear pearly inside.

At Brightlingsea, in the waters of Colne Creek, French Portuguese, North Sea and
American oysters are laid down for fattening purposes along the ebb-dry, the tide
recedes from high-water mark, leaving extensive flats dry, which are excellent fattening
grounds. These areas are planted at, or just below, low-water mark, during the spring
of the year, the owners watching them and occasionally moving them about to prevent
them from being silted over ; also to pick out any enemies or dead ones, and, when
ready for market, are easily obtained ; these oysters are disposed of, as a rule, before
the frost sets in, which is very destructive to the oyster when it is lying between wind
and water, or they are removed to the beds lying In the channel of the river.

At the mouth of the River Colne there is a large tract of water named Pont, with a
very firm bottom, soinething similar to the Kentish flats, where public oyster dredging
is carried on ; the oysters caught from such areas as these are generally sold to com-
panies, who relay them on their own grounds. No size limit is in force In England, as
the young oyster Is valuable, and if caught is not destroyed, but is placed on private
grounds, the fishermen being paid according to size and quality.

OYSTER CULTURE IN FRANCE.

Having given a general description of the way in which oysters are cultivated in
England, it is perhaps unnecessary to deal with the French methods at any length,
as the work is chiefiy artificial, and I consider it cannot be carried on as success-
fully here as there. This is owing to the long severe winters which visit our shores. The
ice in the spring keeps the water chilled, and the weather being very unsettled until the
spring is advanced, so that the season is late before anything can be doue, as it Is carried
out in France, which I will try to point out as clearly as possible.

The industry in France was practically destroyed by overfishing In the fifties, when
the Government took a firm stand and prohibited fishing throughout all their waters.
This led persons to think of other ways and means of obtaining oysters, as large num-
bers were imported for daily consumption. A series of experiments were tried by
different persons which fortunately crowned their labours with success. Others, watcb-
ing their proceedings were induced to make a venture at this new branch of industry,
which seemed to spring up like magie. They obtained water areas, which were leased
for a certain period from the State. These areas chosen were In sheltered and
secluded bays and rivers, the ground was cleared of all mud, weeds and other refuse,
the areas were then covered with a coating of shingle, gravel or clean shells ; an order
or permit was granted to obtain a small supply of oysters for breeding purposes from
public beds, or they were purchased from other merchants, as the case might be. These
oysters were then laid on the area so leased. During the spawning season, brushwood
was arranged all around and over their plots of land, tiles were also used, which were
coated with a solution of sand and lime, forming a rough coating of cement for oyster
spat to adhere to ; they are then arranged in layers or in piles laid crossways ; these
tiles are not fiat, but long and rounded, so formed that the spat might adhere to both
sides of it. After the spatting season was over, they were carefully inspected, and if the
spat had adiered, the tiles were sometimes placed into deeper water until the following
spring ; others would strip them late in the fall. Their mode was to remove the young
oysters by means of a peculiar kind of knife or chisel, removing the cement at the same
time, and, with practice, a large quantity are removed in the course of a day. The oysters
being very tender, cannot stand much rough usage, they are then placed In wire or
gauze trays for a short time ; they are nursed in this way for more than one reason. The
oysters are carefully handled, removing all the cement that can be done without kIlling
them ; they are then returned to the trays to protect them from the marine enemies, viz.,
sand, mud, starfish, dogwhelk, dogfish, &c., until they are sufficiently grown to be large
enough to deposit them on the layings to grow into marketable oysters. The trays are
slightly raised from the ground so that no silt may settle on the bottom. as dirt of any
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description at this period would be fatal to the young oyster. These trays are placed lu
shallow water, where the growth is rapid during the warm weather. On these areas.
which lie on the foreshores, the culturists will build up low stone walls made water-
tight with a mixture of clay and straw, having an outlet so that the water may be re-
tained or drained off at will, at low-water time ; if the weather is hot, the water is kept
in as much as possible, but if there is work to be done ln cleaning or separating the
oysters, then the owner can run off the water.

Parcs or clairs are also dug out, or areas are dyked up so as to hold water, and large
quantities of oysters are either fattened or raised to such a size that they can be disposed
of for transplanting purposes, or sent into the market direct. Whole familles will obtain
a llvelihood ln this way, men, women and children using their united efforts in keeping
the household together. It must be remembered that ln this system of cultare the oyster
requires to be handled very often, great attention is devoted in keeping the areas clean ;
ln fact, all their time is given to the cultivation of oysters, and by their energies and per-
severance they are often well satisfied with their season's work.

Some of them will commence to strip their tiles in November and December ; others
will leave till about March, as by that time all their cold weather that will hurt an oyster
is over, then these tMes are again cleaned, and on the appearance of the spat ripening ln
the parent oyster, they must have all the tiles washed with this solution of cement and
ln the water ready for another season's spat to adhere to ; great care and caution Is used
ln placing the tiles, because if planted ton soou the tiles become coated with slime, and
the floating spat will not adhere to them ; then. if these tMes have to be taken out of the
water, cleaned again and dipped, the spat may have been emitted and carried away by
the tides before the tMes are replaced.

In the year 1874-75 (says Prof. Mobius) there were produced in this bay (Arcachon).
112,000,000 artificially-grown oysters, and in 1875-76 about 196,000,000. ThIs important
yield of the last year, as compared with the poor returns of former years, may be ac-
counted for principally through two causes :

First.-The natural oyster beds in the Bay of Arcachon had had complete rest for the
entire two years immediately preeeding these rich harvests. During the years 1870-71.
they had produced only 1,897,000 oysters ; but after this period of rest, ln November,
1874, 8,500 persons assembled, and in the space of three hours. during which time the
gathering was in process, 40,360.000 oysters were taken from the sea. A great number
of these were transplanted, as breedlng oysters, to the prepared beds, which covered,
altogether, an actual area of sea-bottom of 2.669 hectares (about 5,338 acres).

Seeond.-The former Imperfect method of caring for the oysters had been improved
to the extent that the young oysters were protected fromu their enemies and care was
exercised that during hot and cold weather they should always be kept under water.

There is about 15 feet rise and fall of tide in some of these localities, the shores are
generally sloping from high to low water mark. this gives persons a large area, and a
long time to work between tides ; then some thousands of trays are required to be made,
or kept in repair that it can easily be seen there Is very little or no time to be wasted.

The chief cause of success of ostriculture in France is the labour which is devoted
to their grounds. It is estimated tbat over two hundred thousand people find employ-
ment from this source around the coast of France, ilt gives a large revenue to the State
ln the way of leases of the grounds, it Is an industry which is felt throughout the coun-
try. These oysters, when shipped from one place to another, whether for transplanting
purposes or marketable products, are packed in light boxes, and, as a rule, are placed
or packed ln boxes separately, each oyster belng placed with the deep shell downwards.
Being packed in this way, they will keep in better condition longer than if they were
measured or counted and thrown into the box until it is full. All these precautions re-
quire work and attention. Pretty heavy work has to be undertaken to keep the ground
clear. All weeds must be removed, cockle shells and sand laid down where there Is not
enough, and a good clean floor mad'e if It is not there. Labour, however, is very reason-
able, and perhaps that Is one of the causes of their great success, a labouring man, if
working for a company, can be obtained for about 3 francs a day, a woman will earn
2½ francs, girls and boys about 2 francs. (1 franc equals about 19 cents.)
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To ensure success, labour must be carried on to a great extent, as there are enemies
to the delicate young oysters, and if these were not taken care of in the way they are,
there would be nothing but failure and disappointment staring them in the face ; this
they are aware of, and study their work accordingly. Competition ln the trade also adds
vim and life to their work, and they are to be congratulated on their success.

After removing the young oysters from the tiles they are placed in oyster trays or
cases to keep off their enemies, where they remain for about a month, or possibly longer,
in order that those that are damaged may have time to recover ; their growth is rapid
in this way ; afterwards they are laid at the bottom of the clairs.

The clairs, which are used chiefly for fattening and greening purposes (of which the
French are so fond), are diluted ·with a little fresh water, and are kept more stagnant
than the ponds whicli are used for growing purposes. Parc owners afflrm that the
smaller the quantity of water there is in a clair, the oysters, being more exposed to the
action of light and heat, consequently grow with great rapidity.

I would like to show that a little pure fresh water may do good to oysters, both for
breeding and growing purposes. I have taken the following extract from Philpots'
Oyster8, and all about them, of experiments made by pare owners at La Gironde, in
reference to allowing fresh water to mix with the sait for breeding purposes, which is
as follows :-

" The basin is fed by means of a large flood-gate, opened at the rise of tide and closed
when it recedes. This flood-gate is placed at the head of a channel, the water from
which is blended with fresh water at the mouth of a small stream. At first, great care
was taken lest this fresh water should mingle with the sea water during the refilling of
the basin. For three years the adult oysters placed in the reservoir of observation emitted
no embryos, and even grew thin. The experimenters attributed this impoverishment to
the too great saltness of the water, which was so great that it deposited salt crystals on
the marine plants contained in the basin. The want of success was evident ; the ex-
periments were abandoned, the oysters removed, and the piece of water converted into a
fish pond. From this moment care was no longer taken to prevent the mingling of the
waters of the stream of which I have spoken with the sea water in the supply canal, and
some time after, in raking the soil, a few oysters were found which had been overlooked.
It was noticed that they had developed and grown stronger, and a more extraordinary
and an unexpected fact was that traces of spat were found in the neighbourhood of the
flood-gate, and of the springs which rise here and there on the banks.

" This wholly fortuitous discovery put the owners on the track of the truth. Some
hundreds of oysters were again placed in the basin, and some collecting apparatus which
was laid down became covered With spat, and everything went on prosperously."

Artificial production aims at the collection of the embryo oysters, and in this way
saves a vast number which, but for the intervention of man, would be lost. It is well
known that at the moment of its birth the young oyster is provided with locomotive
powers, enabling it to swim in the midst of the sea. After drifting for some time, the
young oyster fixes itself on some extraneous body, loses for ever its own locomotive
organs, and becomes the molluse so well known. But these embryo oysters cannot fix
themselves indifferently upon any bodies coming within range. These bodies must be
sufficiently smooth and clean. It happens, therefore, that in the natural course of things,
a large quantity of these minute beings, the spat, not finding any objects to which to
become attached, fall to the bottom of the sea and perish. That portion which has
become attached under favourable circumstances lis foi a long period exposed to many
dangers, but with the care and attention which is bestowed on these plantations, the
mortality is only nominal, and if there ls loss in the first instance, it is not f elt much,
for the older an oyster becomes the hardier It is, and is more easily removed to some of
the merchants' grounds, who place them in favourable waters until they are ready for
market.

The areas cultivated have to be studied, as each or some of theni cannot furnish the
seed and keep the same ln a condition to compete in an open market. Some will engage
themselves ln securing the seed, and when of a sufficient size, will dispose of them to
other merchants whose grounds are so situated and adapted that they will fatten or
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green the oyster, as the case is required ; transplanting oysters in this way, where the
waters are at all sultable, has a very beneficial effect ; the oysters will often put on a
growth of shell, besides increase the size and flavour of the fish.

There are thousands of acres of the French foreshores used this day by oyster grow-
ers, and the salt marshes adjoining are converted into rearing and fattening clairs ; and
as their business increases, the question often arises among oyster culturists, after they
have obtained their spat, where can they find areas to plant their trays. They have
solved the problem by making use of very soft areas on the sides of rivers which would
be looked upon by culturists of other countries as utterly worthless. In their experience,
they have found that If the surface mud Is macadamized with sand and gravel, with a
coating of shells a crust may be formed that will serve admirably for their cultural pur-
poses. The. crust, when formed, Is hard to the foot. By this costly means, miles of
bay and river banks are constantly brought into a hlgh state of cultivation.

These figures are from the report of Mr. George Michel. He says that in one year
the total output was more than fourteen hundred million oysters, which provided labour
for about 300,000 persons, and was worth $2.650,000 in money to France. And this rich
harvest was reaped from about 50 square miles of the sea-bottom, which would other-
wise have remained entirely unproductive and must, therefore, be accounted an acquisi-
tion of valuable territory of far more use to France than many times its areas of African
forest or Siamese swamp.

The Industry is profitable almost beyond conception, and we are told on another
official authority that a crop of oysters valued at eight million dollars was raised in this
way upon a farm of 492 acres, while upon another farm of 500 acres, sixteen million
oysters were taken in six tides, although there were no oysters to be found there when
the farm was established, five years before.

The result of this work Is that the natural oyster beds are kept in good order, well
watched and moderately worked, become more and more fertile, and the fishery on the
beds, which it was feared would disappear for ever. has, on the contrary, become more
productive. It should further be stated that in the case of familles willing to work,
misery bas been succeeded by comfort.

OYSTER CULIURE IN HOLLAND.

After explaining the French methods of cultivation, it is hardly necessary for me to
go into details with the cultivation of oysters in Holland, as It is carried on in much the
same way as in France ; but the oysters are of a superior grade, and of slower growth,
owing to a colder climate and longer winter. Parcs, tiles and cultch are used to secure
the spat, the foreshores are also used as layings for growing purposes, and when winter
sets in, those that are not marketed are deposited ln a sufficlent depth of water to pro-
tect them from the frost, snow and ice. The areas are leased for a term of years from
the Government, and at the expiration of the term these areas are again leased by auc-
tion to the highest bidder.

The grounds are kept in a very high state of cultivation by the leaseholders, and
large sums of money are expended in maintaining, dyking and protectiog them from fall-
ing into a state of decay. The competition is keen, and the oysters, when on the market,
are next ln quality and value to the English oysters.

Further north natural beds are found, although they are not very productive, the soil
too, becomes more of a shifting nature, that artificial culture has never been successful
along the German coast.

The following is an extract from Dr. Bashford Dean's European methods of oyster
culture :-

" Among the European systems of rental of State lands, the carefully devised method
of Holland Is worthy of consideration, especially as the matter of rental with us will
become of greater importance as demand for cultural property increases. State pollcy
in Hollan~d has not hesitated to give short leases at competitive prices ; on the ground
that valuable land should not be continued in the bands of one who does not pay for It
a just rental, and that the balance establisbed by competition is apt to be the fairest in
the end to all interested parties, State, culturists and public at large.
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" The prices of leases vary according to location and past results, showIng how the
value of one locality above another for this and other purposes of oyster culture appears
to be gradually establIshed by experience and Is, indeed, recognized by those Interested
in this industry."

The following are a few comparative numbers of the sums for which the same plots
were leased in 1870, and the prices realized in 1885 forwards :-

Allotment No. 162, size 12 acres, was leased in 1870 for 1s. 8d. a year ; In 1885, £202
a year was charged.

Allotment No. 163, 12 acres, was leased in 1870 for 1s. 8d. a year ; in 1885 £227 a
year was charged.

Allotment No. 164, 12 acres, was leased in 1870 for 13s. 4d. a year ; In 1885, £252 a
year was charged.

Allotment No. 176, 12 acres, was leased in 1870 for £22 10s. a year ; in 1885, £508 a
year was charged.

Allotment 220, 120 acres, was leased in 1870 for £25 18s. a year; in 1885, £33 15s. a
year was charged.

Allotment 138, 12 acres, was leased in 1870 for £18 10s. a year; In 1885, £762 10s. a
year was charged.

Others have gradually come down in the market as, for example:
No. 280, 24 acres, brought, in 1877, £45 16s.; in 1879, £1 10s.
No. 415, 18 acres, brought, in 1877, £2 1s.; in 1882, 10s.
The fluctuation is, as you see, indeed, considerable, and only rivalled by that mysteri-

ous fluctuation of spat which, in the breeding season, is carried to and fro at each turn-
ing tide, all through the basin of the eastern Schelde.

It shoujd also be specially mentioned, that after the Yerseke bed bad been with-
draw-n fro i- public fishing, no obligatory close time for oyster fishing was ever pre-
scrlbed. The lessees could dredge for their oysters at whatever time of the year they
liked. That they did not generally do so in summer was, in the first place, for fear of
disturbing the growth, the delicate edges of the shell being at this period more particu-
larly liable to break ; and, secondly, because the oysters are found to be less palatable
at this time of the year..

It will be noticed by the above that one of the reasons of success must be attributed
to the leaseholders refraining from selling their oysters d'ring the summer months ;
althougli there is no close season, yet their own sound judgment is sufficient to regulate
the commencement of the season, which does not begin with them until the weather
has become comparatively cool.

OYSTER CULTURE IN ITALY.

Artificial means of collecting spat in Italy has been carried on for years, although the
method Is somewhat different than that of other countries. It Is not carried on to
the same extent as in France, as the oysters are not exported in any quantities, and are
chiefly used for local consumption and supplying areas lu their southern waters with
growing oysters. It was here that Coste pictured the successes of the cultural processes
of Italy and strongly urged their introduction on the French coast, causing the institu-
tion, under the patronage of Napoleon III., of a series of experimental measures, out of
whose successes and failures has grown one of the most Important of the coast Indus-
tries of France.

A few extracts from the work of Dr. Bashford Dean on Italian oyster culture, will
be very Interesting :

" Especially Interesting is the fact, already shown by Coste, on evidence furnished
by pictured funeral vases, that the processes In use to-day at Tarente, or In the lakes
near Naples, are apparentlY the very ones that the Romans employed as early as the
time of Marius. The oyster stakes of the Lucrîrie Lake, weý are told, represent, In
appearance, and actual position, the very ones that Pliny may have Inquisitively ex-
amined, little thinklng that their use would be handed down to posterlty more carefully
than the volumes of his life-long work.
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As one approaches the city of Tarente on the railroad froin BrIndIsi, a very good idea
may be obtained of the extent of oyster culture as the road bends around the shore of
Mare Piccolo. As far out as one can see the bay le bristling with oyster stakes, whose
ends project several feet above the surface. eThese are soon observed to pass into distant
perspective in regular lines, and to mark off the water surface into squares, as of a checker
board. These inclosures, whlch in France wouid be called oyster parcs, measure about
15 feet square. They are leased at about. 50 cents a year, and each culturist secures as
many as he can cultivate. They are rented from a joint stock company, which bas
obtained from the city council the leasehold of the entire bay-bottom, surveyed out ln
about twenty sections, for an annual sum of $10,000. The minuteness of the subdivision
of this area is the result and also the cause of competition, and the energy of rival
culturists adds much to the success of their industry.

The Italian is the very opposite of the French system of oyster culture. French pro-
prietors cultivate the shore lines between the levels of high and low water ; their parcs
are embanked inclosures, holding a few feet or Inches of water until the tide advances ;
they cultivate their shores in a horizontal plane. The Italians cultivate oysters ln all
depths of water and make the number of oysters fattened in a given parc stand in pro-
portion to the volume of water. Having but scanty fall of tide, their system bas become
vertical oyster culture. To cultivate horizontally the French have hardened their muddy
beaches, have Inclosed tidal areas, and have spread miles of flat cases of iron gauze to
furnish growing space for their oysters. The Itallan culturist bas devised every means
of supporting bis oysters ln the water volume between bottom and surface. In France,
owing to unfavourable local conditions, the industry is minutely subdivided.

A parc of several hundred acres may be devoted to collecting the seed oysters, a
second parc may be of value ln growing the oysters, and a third may serve tq fatten or
prepare them for transport. A Tarentine parc may represent every branch of the In-
dustry ; ln an area of fifteen square feet a culturist may collect the young oysters, grow,
fatten and prepare them for the market.

The Italian process df a Tarentine parc consiste, roughly, of corner posts, a web of
ropes, and varlous suspended devices for collecting oysters, growing, fattening and stor-
ing them.

The corner posts, firmly Implanted, mark the boundaries of the park. At each corner
these are usually arranged 1h paire, somewhat inclined toward each other, and lashed
together a few feet above the surface. Thus fixed, they appear to be quite permanent,
especially as their displacement by storm is not usual, on account of the sheltered nature
of the Mare Piccolo. The firm calcareous character of the bottom allows the posts to
be readily inserted by blows of a heavy mallet. The posts themselves are of green pine,
six or eight Inches ln diameter, are not costly, and are apparently never tarred. The
depth of the harbour allows their average length to be about 20 feet. In deeper water,
two, or even three, require to be spllced together, bringing, therefore, into culture, a
depth as great as forty feet. The ropes forming a network between the corner poste
must support the weight of the collecting devices. The cordage muet therefore be strong
and durable ln water. A wire-grass rope an Inch ln diameter le manufactured ln Naples
for the purpose. It lasts for one or two seasons, and coste about one-half cent per yard.
Baskets are also suspended from the ropes for the purpose of holding oysters which are
nearly full grown, and are kept there until ready for market, while others are hung there
for spatting purposes.

The arrangement of supporting the ropes are rarely exposed, except where attached
to the corner posta. In the parcs established ln deeper water the matter of rope man-
agement becomes more complicated. The greater amount of rope requIred by the weight
of the cultural apparatus bas suggested an arrangement which both separates the cross
ropes from each other and enables them to be more easily turned at the corners. With
so light a scaffolding to support the devices for collecting and growing the young oysters
it Is evident that the question of the weight of apparatus bas been a very important one.
For this reason, as well as on account of lack of tidal ground, the tile, as a device for
collecting the young oysters, bas been found unsuited. Wood, on the other hand, bas
advantages, ln point of lightness and cheapness. The loose bundles of hazel or gorse
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boughs, termed fascines, become quickly water-soaked, and form the most convenient
collectors. These, when covered with young oysters, may be broken into twigs and
woven Into ropes which, when suspended, utilize the water volume from surface to
bottom. Oysters that have become detached ýnd fallen to the bottom, together with
grown oysters, may be placed for storage and final growth ln the suspended baskets.

Thus outllned, the method of culture and its conditions may be more carefully ex-
amined. The supply of breeding oysters which furnish the spat is, in any event, a large
one. The myriads of half-grown oysters lodged upon the suspended ropes spawn pro-
llfically, and this supply is one that never decreases. A second source of spa-t is fur-
nished by scattered oysters and beds of oysters that have either escaped the knowledge
of the culturist or are difficult to secure. General dredging ls but little practised. The
largest supply of scattered oysters ls said to be ln the immediate neighbourhood of the
parcs where dredging Is impracticable. It is certain that the spawning season in the
warm waters of the Mediterranean is an extended one, stated by the proprietors to
extend from April to October. The greatest set, however, occurs about the end of June.
It is clear, however, from fascines that had been put down ln January, and whIch were
examined ln April, that spawning had taken place during the colder weather, and it may
in consequence be inferred that the spawning continues intermittently throughout the
year.

The fascines, freshly prepared during the winter, are by degrees taken out during
March, April and May, and anchored ln deeper water, often ln clusters marked with
buoys. In the early season the out-going currents are said to be usually the most fruit-
fui ln spat, and the culturists arrange their fascines so that they may best be utilzed.
In May, when the spat is beginning to form in shallower water, the fascines are usuaIly
taken up, well rinsed, and, as they are now water-soaked, are suspended ln the little
parcs. It is here that the fascines get their second crusting with spat, often becoming
whitened with accumulated oysters. They are allowed to remain ln the better conditions
for growth given by the shallower and warmer waters until late ln the fall, more often
until the followIng spring. The length of time that the collections are allowed to remain
in position appears to be largely dependent upon the character of the season. The col-
lectors from deeper water that have been rinsed and placed ln parcs are often added
to, If the season appears promising, by fresh fascines, anchored ln series and allowed to
rise to within a yard or two from the surface. This degree of submergence appears to
have been found most favourable for set. At this depth it is certain that the attendants
can most readily give them the necessary care. They are clearly seen from above, are
readily secured by a cross-barred staff, brought to the surface, rinsed of sediment, and
replaced. By this time the oysters have firmly attached themselves to the support, the
shella often growing around the sIender twigs of the fascine, so that they are apt to be
naturally detached, even If the underlying bark has been loosened.

It is not until early ln the following spring that the fascines are taken ashore and
deposited in huge banks, as a preliminary to weaving the ropes. The attendants now
proceed to take them apart, chopping each bough with its attached oysters into twigs
about eight inches long. The oyster twlgs are now deposited ln baskete and are carried
to the next attendant, who splices them ingeniously between the strands of rope, 80 that
when completed, the twist of the rope, together with increased weight, keeps the twigs
firmly ln place. Thus arranged, the rope bristles symmetrically with its oyster bearing
burden. Cargoes of these ropes are then rowed to the parcs and put ln place. The
growing conditions of the oyster now become especially favourable. The heavily
burdened ropes swing and vibrate ln the currents, allowing each oyster to escape the
accumulatIng sediment and to secure an equal share of the volume of floating food.
Their growth ls certainly rapid ; an oyster three-fourths of an Inch In diameter in March,
when suspended to the rope, has attained by October about four times Its original
diameter, and has thus become marketable. Two years and a half, however, are gener-
ally allowed to produce an oyster of first grade ln the Tarentine market.

Another advantage the culturists claim for the rope system of culture ls the ease with
which the entire product of a parc can be overhauled, cleared of attached ascidians,
mussels and bryozoans, and, ln general (the oysters being lu plain sight) guarded from
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more dangerous enemies. It is evident that rope culture economizes space to a wonder-
fui degree. A single rope 14 feet in length is said to rear about 2,000 marketable oysters.
The baskets suspended from the poles are an essential part of the Italian method of
culture. In these, stray oysters collected from the bottom, as well as grown oysters
taken from the ropes during the process of overhauling. are given their final growth.
Storage is thus conveniently managed, the capacity of the baskets being more or less
accurately known. The baskets vary considerably in shape and size, the most usual
form being loosely woven and shaped like a cheese box. Another device used In giving
the oysters their final growth is a net-covered iron ring which, often having a large
diameter (five feet), may support four or five hundred oysters.

An important branch of the industryat Tarente consists in the export of seed oysters
and of oysters of nearly marketable size, which are intended for fattening in other locali-
ties, e.g., Fusaro. Seed from half an inch to one inch in diameter sold during April, 1892,
for about 30 cents per 1,000. The price of oysters two years old was then about 80 cents
per 100. The average number of marketable oysters produced from each fascine is said
to be about 500. The total production of the Tarentine industry can hardly be stated.
An estimate, based upon the production of four single parcs, would give the annual yield
at about 20,000,000.

Compared with the industry at Tarente, oyster culture in the historic parcs near
Naples is decidedly unimportant. A brief discussion of Fusaro and the Lucrine Lake
slould, however, be given as representing the best types of private industrial establish-
ments, and as illustrating the tidal pond culture of Italy. They are both within a few
hours' drive from Naples, and are not over a couple of miles apart. Fusaro, the more
northern, shelters under the promontory of Cumae, while Lucrinus, whose size was
greatly reduced by the upheaval of Monte Nuova, in 1538, is close to the Roman Baie.
The entire region is one of great interest to strangers, and the Inns In the neighbour-
hood of the oyster parcs owe not a little to tbose who evade Pozzuoli, hunt Roman villas,
and are inclined to dine upon oysters, seriola and falernian.

Fusaro, described by Coste in 1859, had its industry destroyed about ten years later,
partly from volcanic causes, and partly by lack of proper cultural care. Its decadence
was caused by the decomposition of organic accumulations which empoisoned the water,
by overcultivation of mussels, and by excessive salinity of the water caused by the
opening of the second outlet from the lake into the sea. Oyster culture has, however,
been successfully reinstated by Sr. Salvator Milosa during the past decade. The present
conditions of the lake, and the methods pursued in its re-establishment are therefore
of interest.

Fusaro is crescent-shaped, with canals communicating wlth the sea at either end. It
is large, about two miles in circumference, but shallow, averaging perhaps about four
feet. Near the southern end, where the large hotel or Casino Reale is built, the water is
deeper, shelving at points to about two fathoms. A greater volume of 'vater was secured
by dredgiug out the accumulated sediments, and has proved one of the great causes of
recurring success in oyster culture. The former shallowness of the water allowed its
temperature to become excessive. The same process of clearing the basin aided the good
results obtained by improving the ingress of a small fresh-water stream at the lake's
northern end. By this means It became possible to reduce the sallnity of the entire water
volume, a cultural advantage which was recognized even in the time of Pliny. H1e
records that oysters became larger and finer in the neighbourhood of river mouths, and
that they decrease in size and number in deeper sea water.

The industry at Fusaro is represented in the branches of seed collecting, oyster
growing, and fattening. The effects of seasons are also extremely varying, and there
can be lIttle doubt that the time of fixation of the spat may, under the best conditions,
prove as brief as several hours, although the idea given by Coste that the young tend to
settle lmmediately In the neighbourhood of the parent (e.g., attaching to circumarranged
stakes) was long since shown to be untenable. Spat collection Is extremely Irregular In
Fusaro and the Lucrine Lake, and if one is to be guided by the suspicions of rival pro-
prietors, a large part of their industry consists simply in cultivating the seed brought
from Tarente. The rearing of the oyster is conducted economically. The oyster is
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allowed to remain upon the fascine until it is almost of marketable size. the base of the
shell often becoming not a little roughened by its long contact with the wood of the
fascine. Oysters that become detached are usually collected and put for final growth in
suspended baskets similar to those of Tarente. The French case of wire gauze, which
would seem of great advantage here, does not appear to be employed.

The Lucrine Lake, although smaller than Fusaro, is of great interest from a cultural
standpoint. Its establishment is carefully organized and maintained ; its sea wall forms
the highway to Naples ; its heavy flood-gate renews the water through a massive sluice-
way projecting into the sea. The present establishment would rival in quality, if not In
size, its predecessor, famous in Imperial Rome. Monte Nuova, which sprang up in 1538,
1s supposed to have greatly reduced the extent of the lake and destroyed its ancient pros-
perity by volcanle ejections. Lucrines is rich In its associations, and is even to-day in
the possession of the family of Poillo, which has long held the property, and may re-
present the Roman Pollio, whose villa, with accompanying collections of ceramics and
slave-fed muroenas was undoubtedly In the immediate neighbourhood.

Like Fusaro, Lucrines has its water perceptibly freshened, but its salinity can be
better regulated. At one end of the lake a small canal leads a few hundred feet to a
circular pond practically of fresh water, fed by bubbllng hot springs, this ls connected
with a second basin of a bubbling spring of slightly greater salinity. To these sources
of freshened water should be added a deep spring In the neighbourhood of the ateliers.
Luerines has but a single disadvantage In that its small size restricts its cultural limits,
its extent being but about 10 acres. Proportionately, its depth la greater than Fusaro,
its basin shelving gradually to about sixteen feet, and the bottom le less muddy. consist-
ing mainly of tufa and sand. Its temperature was the same as that of Fusaro, its greater
depth and its constant communication with the outer water tending doubtless to main-
tain a greater uniformIty In this respect. In the winter season, the Influence of the hot
springs becomes of great service, favouring the growth both of the oyster and of its
vegetable food. The proprietor of the lake favours the continuous introduction of sea
water. The fall of tide (20 to 30 c.c) ls sufficient to allow a proportion of water to pass
out and to be replaced. This system has its effect doubtless In preventing the water
volume from becoming either too fresh or too warm, and, indeed, the amount of the In-
current fresh water would render it decidedly dangerous to close the floodgates for any
considerable time. It Is, therefore, not remarkable that spat collecting has never been per-
manently regulated. The yearly success has remained dependent upon favourable con-
ditions of season, i.e.. a season producing a sudden and complete spawning, shortening
the embryo's swimming stage, and reducing thereby the chances of the escape of the fry
through the sluiceway, granting that an embryo would have a greatet chance of escape
in forty-elght hours than lu four hours.

Culture ls carried on by the usual muethod. The stakes support a meshwork of ropes
bearing fascines and baskets. Collectors of al varieties are brought into play, bunches
of tiles roughly faistened together, and flat stones even being often included. Rearing is
doubtless the cultural strength of Lucrines, and the flattened wickerwork trays, filled
with half and full-grown oysters, are suspended at every possible point of support. The
growth appears to be phenomenally rapld; a second year le sald to be sufflcient to pro-
due an oyster three and a half Inches In diameter. The Genoese oyster (Ostrea plicata) is
occasionally produced, being known here as the O8trea reale, and ls exquisite In colour
and flavour. Other shell-fish are naturally abundant in the basin, the vongola (tapes)
belug of especial commercial value. The fish supply entering dally from the sluceway
during the falling tide ls often of considerable value. The serlola, suggestive of Roman
dinners, ls especlally abundant here.

It will be seen that this mode of culture le entirely different to elther the French or
Englisb system ; it shows that if the holders are pressed for room. oysters can be suc.-
cessfully cultivated between the surface of the water and the bottom ; it appears to be
the cleanest way. as ail sediment is so easily removed by a slight shake of the rope ; the
growth. also, Is very rapid. owing no doubt to the sheltered positions, mIld weather, and
the hot springs which abound there.
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OYSTER CULTURE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Oysters are to be found on nearly the whole length of the coast line, in some places
more plentifully than others. There is such a vast area of water suitable to the natural
conditions of the oyster and the demand being so great that the grounds are divided into
two parts, one being the public or natural beds of the State, and the other consiste of
areas of ground brought into a state of cultivation by owners and companies who devote
their time qnd spend large sums of money ln order to bring these grounds into a high
state of cultivation. After that is done, the first expense being the heaviest. the grounds
are kept clean, and oysters are obtained for market at the same time. Oysters are con-
sidered so cheap and plentiful that they are eaten by all classes ; they are also exported
in large quantities to the European markets, also to the Pacifie coast for planting pur-
poses. This strain "j-on the beds bas the effect of diminIshing the quantity, that it is
necessary to protect the oyster to such a degree that, by careful management, the beds
will not suffer depletion. Commissioners were appointed in Maryland to ascertain the
cause of the oysters becoming scarcer, and in their report they state :

" That the oyster property of the State is in imminent danger of complete destruc-
tion. Having reached this conclusion, the next step was to discover the cause of the
injury (and that arrived at by varlous methods was found to be) that the depletion of
our beds is not strictly due to any particular method of gathering oysters, nor to the
destruction of the young, nor to the working of the beds at wrong seasons, but to the
great demand which comes from improved means of transportation, and from the growth
of our State of a great commercial industry which bas an unlhnmited and constantly in-
creasing capacity for utilizing oysters. We believe, also, that careful examination of it
will convince all of the truth of the conclusion which we ourselves have reached-that
the oyster bottoms of our State are of greater value than the dry land, and that they
will some day support a great and prosperous population. Their value ln the past bas
been inconsiderable as compared with their possible value in the future, for while the
oyster fishermen have never earned much more than two million dollars, it Is no ex-
aggeration to state that our gronnds are capable of yielding hundreds of millions of
dollars annually.

Ingersoll, ln his report on the oyster industry of the United States, says that twenty
bushels of shells, laid down anywhere ln Barnegat Bay, New Jersey, will produce one
hundred bushels of oysters ; and a Connecticut writer gives the following as the result
of three years of oyster farming under wise laws ln that State :-" Fifty thousand acres
of entirely barren ground, covered, thirty, forty and fifty feet deep by the waters of
Long Island Sound, have been made into productive oyster beds, and have multiplied by
a hundred fold the production of native oysters. Ten years ago tens of thousands of
bushels of oysters were lmported from New York. New Jersey and Rhode Island, and
now hundreds of thousands of bushels are yearly exported to these States. and to Massa-
chusetts. Millions of dollars are now Invested in the industry, thousands of men and
women are employed, millions of bushels are in growing crops. and hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars yearly come into the State as proceeds of exported oysters. The oyster
authorities have paid more than fifty thousand dollars In the towns and to the State for
grounds to cultivate. and pay a yearly tax of a large amount.

According to Ingersoll, 515,000 bushels of seed oysters were. ln 1879, taken from the
Chesapeake Bay to be planted in Connecticut. and three years of wlse management have
produced such a change that one firm shipped to San Francisco. In the sprIng of 1883.
15,000,000 young oysters which had been reared on the Connecticut oyster farms, and
were used for plantIng on the Pacifie coast. This State le now able to sell seed oysters
to the planters of adjacent States. besides sending an Immense supply to Europe.

In the possibilities of the Maryland oyster Industry, the following le quoted :-It ls a
shame that the gifts so lavishly bestowed by nature upon Maryland and Virginla should
recelve so little practical appreclatlon. There bas been no lack of waruing, nor can our
people plead ignorance of the true remedy. In a paper (referred to) one of your commis-
stoners discussed at considerahle length and warmly recommended a plan which was
employed two years after by the people of Connecticut on a very extensive scale, and
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with such good effeet that the oyster grounds of that State have been raised in three
years from a position of insignificance to the front rank.. If the importance of shelling
our oyster bottoms with dead and clean oyster shells had been recognIzed at the time
when we recommended this practice, and if the laws which are needed for its encourage-
ment had then been enacted, our oyster supply would now be ln no danger of exhaus-
tion. But this recommendation met with no attention, as it was looked upon as an un-
practical view of a student.

In this country oyster culture is an institution of great importance. On the sea-board
of this vast continent they are found ln natural beds of wonderful extent, and are dis-
tributed by means of railways and steamboats throughout the cities and villages of even
the far inland districts. Numerous as are the shell-fish shops of London, they are but as
one in ten when compared with the oyster bouses of New York, in which city oyster-
eating appears to be almost the sole business of life, so many people are to be found
Indulging in that pleasure. The custom le to have the oysters cooked, and this culinary
process ls accomplished in a variety of ways, the mollusc being stewed, fried or roasted,
according to taste. They may be had cooked in about twenty different ways, ln any of
the well-known oyster taverne of New York, at a few minutes' notice. The great market
for oysters is the city of Baltimore, ln Marvland, where It is not uncommon for one or
two drms each to " can " a million bushels In one year. Immense Dumbers of these
" canned " oysters are despatched all over the States, to the prairies of the far West. to
the cities of New Mexico, to the military forts of the great American desert, to the
restaurants of Honolulu. and to the miners searching for gold on the Rocky Mountains;
whllst fresh oysters. packed in ice, have been sent to great distances.

The following figures will show that Baltimore la the largest oyster market in the
world. The average consumption for seven months in the year la 35,000 bushels per day.
One firm alone. from October lt till June lst, averages 4,000 bushels a day, packing
from 16,000 to 25,000 cane daily, hermetically sealed, containing one and two pounds of
oysters.

Oyster farming ln America, as Philpot points out, which presents some features of
resemblance to the French system, and also many differences, bas grown up as the
result of private enterprise, without any help or any direct encourage:nent from Gov-
ernment.

Several years before Coste and De Bon commenced their experiments, the oystermen
of East River, having observed that young oysters fastened ln great numbers upon
shells which were placed upon the beds at spawning season, started the practice of shell-
lng the beds ln order to increase the supply ; and ln 1855. or three years before Coste
represented to the French Emperor the importance of similar experiments, the State of
New Ydrk enacted a law to secure to private farmers the fruits of their labour, and a
number of persons engaged In the new industry on an extensive scale.

In portions of Long Island Sound, especially off New Haven, it has been needful to
make a crust or artificial surface upon the mud before laying down the shells. This ls
done with sand.

The deep-water cultivators proceed ln three different ways to make beds. First, the
bottom being properly cleared off, the seed oysters, mixed with the gravel, Jingles and
other shells, just as they are gathered from the natural beds are distributed thereon
more or less uniformily, and there left to grow. Second, the bottom is spread over with
clean oyster shells just before the spawning season begins, and brood oysters, twenty-
dve bushels to the acre, are distributed over the bed. Third. or if the bed ls ln the

nelghbourhood of natural beds. the shelled bed ls left, without further preparation, to

catch the spawn as it le drifted over it. Sometimes the shells fail to catch a " set," and
this makes it necessary to rake over the shells the following year, or to cover them over
with more fresh sheIls for the next spawning. There lu always an abundance of spawn
ln the waters of the Sound. and when a set lu secured. an enormous crop ls the result.
On a private deep-water bed. during the past summer. the dredge was drawn at random,
ln the presence of the commissioners, and from an ordinary sized shovelful there were
counted 206 young oysters ln excellent condition, of the average size of a quarter of a
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dollar. As many as a hundred young oysters have been counted growing on a medium-
sized oyster shell.

The beds are carefully tended, and no pains are spared to kill all the enemies of the
oysters found among them. By continuai vigilance, the private beds are kept compara-

•tively free from them. The larger proprietors of deep-water beds use steamers for this
work, as also in doing their work of planting, raking over and dredging, and they use
larger dredges than the sali vessels can, as they are also worked by steam, at a great
saving of labour and expense. When the oysters have grown on these beds to a mer-
chantable size, they are sometimes sold directly from the beds, but more frequently they
are transplanted into brackish or fresh waters, where they are permitted to remain for a
short period, to freshen and fatten for market.

The foregolng table affords the ground for the assumption that by the time of the
opening of spring work In 1883, 45,000 acres of ground will have been deeded to appli-
cants by the commissioners. These, with the 45,000 acres deeded by the towns prior to
May, 1881, will show an aggregate of 90,000 acres held by cultivators under State juris-
diction. Of thils vast area a large portion has been cleared up and shelled.

THE OYSTER FIsHERY OF CONNECTICUI.

The methods employed in this State are of the greatest interest, for Connecticut bas
been able, by the adoption of a wise plan, to build up a great oyster industry In a very
short time, and to place the business upon a sound and substantial foundation. The
natural resources of this State are limited, for upon the most liberal estimate, her natural
beds do not exceed 5,000 acres, ail told, which furnish a few marketable oysters, and are
chiefly valuable as a supply of seed oysters for planting. Three years of efficient pro-
tection, under wise oyster laws, have produced such a change that the State, which was
so recently compelled to purchase oysters for planting has, we are informed by good
authority, thls year furnIshed seed In considerable amounts to New York, Rhode Tsland
and New Jersey, besides sending an Immense supply to European planters. One firm
shipped, In the spring of 1883, sixty car-loads of seed oysters to San Francisco, from the
beds of Connecticut. The sixty car-loads, or more than 15,000,000 young oysters, had
been engaged by persons employed in planting on the Pacifie coast.

A method which ls capable of producing such a result as this, In three years' time,
is worth most careful examination. The waters of the State are divided into two dis-
tricts, a shore district and a deep-water area. in each area there are natural beds, which
are open to the public, and private grounds which are appropriated to Individuals or
companles by law for the cultivation of oysters.

The Public Bed8 of Connecticut.

The natural beds are open to ail residents of the State, at all times except at night;
but no one ls allowed to use a steamboat upon them. or to use a dredge which weighs
more than thirty pounds. The use of steam vessels for dredging upon the public beds
bas only recently been prohibited. Steam vessels are used upon the private oyster beds,
and the proposition to close the public beds to them was warmly attacked, but was
finally adopted, and made a law by the legislature In 1881.

In gathering seed near the shore, tongs, and occaslonaIly rakes (those with long
curved teeth) are used, but the marketable oysters are nearly all brought from the bot-
tom by dredges of various weights, and slight differences in pattern. lu the case of all
the smaller sali boats, the dredges havlng been thrown overboard and filled, are hauled
up by hand. The oysters themselves are very beavy, and frequently half the amount
caught ls composed of shells, dead oysters, winkles and other trash, which must be culled
out, thus compelling the oystermen to do twice or thrice the work which they would be
put to if there were nothing but oysters on the ground. The work of catching the oysters
by any of these methods le. therefore, very tiresome and heavy, and various improve-
ments have been made, from time to time. In the way of labour-saving. from a simple
crank and wIndlass to patented complicated power windlasses, similar to those used In
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the Chesapeake boats. When a proper breeze is blowing, dredging can be accomplished
from a sailboat, with one of these windlasses, with much quickness and ease. In a calm
or in a gale, however, the work muet cease, as a rule. Under these circumstances, and
as the business increased, it ls not surprising that the aid of steam should have been
enlisted ; nor perhaps ls the controversy which has ensued to be wondered at, since the
introduction of novel or superior power into some well-travelled walk of industry has
ever met with Indignant opposition.

The first utilization of steam In this business, so far as I can learn, was by Captain
Peter Deeker and brother, of South Norwalk. After the Messrs. Decker's experiment,
Mr. W. H. Lockwood, of Norwalk, not an oysterman, but an enthusiastic believer in
steam-dredging, built the steamer " Enterprise " expressly for the business. Her length
is 47 feet, beam 14 feet ; she draws 4 feet of water. She handles two drédges, has a
daily capacity of 150 or 200 bushels. These were followed by several other steamers.

The Private Oyster Grounds of Connecticut.

The lands which are thus appropriated are taxed like real estate. And they may be
attached or executed upon like real estate. The oyster committee of each town has
power to decide upon the sum whieh is to be paid for the grounds, and the term of years
for which they are to be leased. No person can gather any oysters upon private grounds
unless they are properly staked or buoyed out, and marked at each corner with the
owner's name. The removal of oysters from private grounds, without authority from the
owner, le punisbed by a fine of from $300 to $500, or by imprisonment for one year ;
and the Injury or destruction of the stakes or buoys, or the grounds, or the oysters upon
them, le punished by a fine of from $50 to $700, or by Imprisonment from one month to
six months ; and any boats which are used In violation of these laws are sold at auction,
the captain receiving one-half the proceeds, and the town the other half.

Certain towns, however, have a somewhat different law ; thus, the town of Guild-
ford has, by special Act of legislature, the right to lease Its grounds for ten years to
the highest bidder at public auction, but It cannot lease more than five acres to one
person. The grounds which are thus appropriated to private parties by the towns are
not used for farming or propagating oysters, except In a few cases, but simply for plant-
ing. and the seed is either taken from the public beds or le purchased from the holders
of private grounds lu the area under the jurisdiction of the State, or from persons out-
side the State. The system does not, therefore, materially increase the number of
eysters, but it does greatly increase their value : and it le therefore a great source of
wealth to the people of the State, and nearly ail lands adapted for the purpose are now
appropriated.

Deep-water Oyster Cultivation in Connecticut.

The business of planting oysters In Connecticut, under the provisions which have just
been explained, grew so rapidly that ail the available inshore bottom near New Haven
was soon occupied, and these waters looked like a submerged forest, so thickly were
they planted with boundary stakes ; and at last Mr. H. C. Rowe ventured out into the
deeper water of Long Island Sound, and inaugurated a new era in American oyster
culture, by the establishment of an oyster farm In water forty feet deep.

This new departure has led to the development of a new form of oyster culture,
which is not planting but farming In its true sense, since the " seed " oysters are seeds
in reality, bringing forth after their kind a thousand fold, and thus building up, on
private grounds what can be most briefly described as artificial natural beds of oysters.
The movement which has led to this result is the most important step which has ever
been taken in America towards an enlightened method of managing the oyster industry.
It has been met at each stage by the most violent opposition, and its history should be
of the very greatest interest to ail States which control waters in which oysters flourish.
Mr. Rowe soon had many imitators, and as oyster culture In deep water cannot be
managed on a small scale, the tracts which were appropriated were necessarily outside
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the limit of two acres, which was all that was allowed by a strict interpretation of the
law.

The rapid development of the Industry was watched with angry excitement, and as
It was seen that the existing statutes had never contemplated anything of this sort,
alterations and amendments rapidly followed one another. now ln the interest of the
deep-water cultivators, and now in the interest of the owners of the small planting tracts
nearer the shore.

The fishermen along shore indignantly opposed the capitalists, and on the ground
that everything under the water ls common property, openly removed the oysters from
private grounds. As there was no survey or exact delineation of the " natural beds."
unlimited stealing from private grounds was perpetrated and looked upon with general
favour by the great majority of the fishermen, on the plea the grounds in question were
"natural beds."

The deep-water cultivators, increasing ln numbers and ln influence, were able, in
1875, to secure the passage of a law declaring that in a considerable area of the State
there are no legally " natural beds," and the possibility of successfully propagating
oysters in great numbers, ln deep water, was soon proven, and the business continued to.
grow and to increase ln Importance, ln spite of opposition ; but so much discontent ex-
isted that a resolution was passed by the legislature of 1879 ln its favour.

The followlng account of the method of laying out and stocking a deep-water oyster
farm ln Connecticut, and the statement of the attendent expenses, is copied from
Ingeroll'8 "Report on the Oy8ter Industry of the United States" -

" The process by which a man secures a large quantity of land outside bas been
described. It ls thought hardly worth trying unless at least 50 acres are obtained, and
many of the oyster farmers have more than 100 acres. These large tracts, however, are
not always ln one plece, though the effort is to get as much together as possible. He
obtains the position of the ground, as near as he can, by ranges on the neighbouring
shores, as described ln bis leases, and places buoys to mark bis boundaries. Then he
places other buoys within, so as to divide bis property up into squares, an acre or so in
size. In this way he knows where he is as he proceeds ln bis labours. Having done this.
he is ready to begin bis active preparations to found an oyster colony.

Preparations.

When a cultivator begins the preparation of a deep-water farm, bis first act is to,
scatter over it, ln the spring (about May), a quantity of full-sized, healthy native oysters,
which he calis " spawners." The amount of these that he scatters depends on bis cir-
cumstances ; from thirty to fifty bushels to the acre ls considered a fair allowance here,
L believe. The rule is, one bushel of spawners to ten bushels of cultch. He now waits
until earlly ln July (fron the 5th to the 15th is considered the most favourable time.
when he thinks bis spawners must be ready to emit their spat. He then employs ail bis
sloops, and hires extra vessels and men, to take down to the harbour the tons of shells he
bas been saving up all winter, and distribute them broadcast over the whole tract of
land he proposes to improve that year. These shells are clean, and fall right alongside
of the mother oysters previously deposited. The chances are fair for catching of spawn.
Sometimes the same plan is pursued with seed that has grown sparingly upon a piece of
ground ; or young oysters are scattered as spawners, and the owner waits until the next
season before he shells the tract. Sometimes the ground must be cleaned betore any
preparation can be begun upon it, by elaborate dredging. or otherwise. Within the
harbour, for Instance, considerable muddy bottom bas been untilized by first paving It
with coarse beach sand. No spot where there Is not a swift current is considered worth
this trouble. The proper amount la 200 tons of sand to the acre, which can be spread
at the rate of five sharpie loads a day, at no great expense. The sand forme a crust upon
the mud firm enough to keep the oyster from sinking, and It need not be renewed more
than once ln flve years.
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Expenses of an Oyster Farm.

In either case, therefore, the planter's expense has not been enormous. I present
herewith two statements of the outlay under the operations outlined above, which are
as follows :-

No. 1.-Fifty acres-
2,000 bushels spawners, at 30 cents........................... .$ 600 00
15,000 bushels shells, at 3 cents ............................. 450 00
Planting 15,000 bushels shells at 4 cents....................... 600 00

Total ......................... $1,650 00

No. 2.-Sixty acres-
2,000 bushels spawners at 564 cents .......................... $1,130 00
17,000 bushels shells, at 4 cents............................... 680 (0
4,453 bushels Bridgeport seed, at 10 cents..................... 445 30

Total.......................... $2,255 30

In a third case, Captain George H. Townsend gave me a statement of the expenses
of starting a farm of 25 acres off the mouth of East Haven River. This was a more
elaborate arrangement, but, on the other hand, was accomplished through a variety of
favourable conditions, cheaper than would have been possible with the ground otherwise
situated.

2,000 bushels small river oysters, at 25 cents.................. $ 500 00
Spreading same and staking, at 5 cents...................... 100 00
600 bushels dredged seed, at 40 cents......................... 240 00
10,000 bushels shells, put down at 4 cents ..................... 400 00

Total....................... $1,240 00

It would not be unfair to average the cost of securing, surveying, and preparing the
deep-water beds at about $40 an acre, or about $4,000 for 100 acres. To this must be
added about $2 an acre for ground surveys, buoys, anchors, &c. This starts the planter
in his undertaking, and if these beds are in an exposed position they are liable to suffer
loss by storms, shifting sands, &c.; if, on the other hand, they are well protected by
nature, there is the watching and attention to be given to these grounds, as the catch-
ing of the stock, after it has matured, or the separating of the seed which must cost a
further sum, but when once started, there are always oysters which are caught that can
be marketed, so that you are killing two birds with one stone, catching the oysters, and
cleaning the grounds.

Management of the Oyatcr Farn.

Having secured a spat of young oysters upon the cultch which bas been laid down
for them, they are left alone until they attain the age of three, four or five years, accord-
Ing to the thrift and the trade for which they are designated, by the end of which time
they have reached a large size and degree of fatness, if the season bas been favourable.
If, as Is largely done by those planters who live at Oyster Point, the oysters are to be
sold as seed oysters to Providence River, or other planters, they are taken up when only
one or two years old. Not a great quantity of this seed was so disposed of last year, not
over 20,000 bushels, I should say. It Is not considered, as a rule, so profitable as to wait
for the maturity of the stock.

THE OYsTER INDUSTRY OF NEW YORK.

Many of the natural beds in these waters have been entirely exterminated, but, not-
withstanding the great drain upon them which has followed the growth of the city of
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New York, many of the beds in East River, and upon the south shore of Coney Island,
are still in a prosperous condition, and continue to yield fine oysters for food, as well as
a valuable supply of seed oysters for planting. The preservation of these beds is no
doubt due in part to the prohibition of dredging, but chiefly to the fact that for the last
fifty years their fertility has been Increased by the practice of shelling them just before
the spawning season, and thus securing the attachment and growth of a great number
of young which would be lost without this artificial aid.

The methods of oyster farming which are employed by the cultivators of New York
have been fully described, and it is only necessary to say here that these efforts have
resulted ln the preservation of beds which, owing to their proximity to the great centre
of commerce and population, have been very heavily taxed by the demands which have
.been made upon them.

Oyster Law8 of New York.

No person who bas not been a resident of the State for six months can take oysters
within the State, unless such non-resident is employed by a resident.

No dredge operated by steam, or weighing more thAn thirty pounds, can be used.
No natural bed can be used for planting, or can be staked off for private use.
No non-resident can plant oysters in the waters surrounding Staten Island, without

the consent of the owner, and no non-resident can take oysters from the natural beds ln
the same waters.

No person is allowed to dredge on the natural beds in the vicinity of Staten Island.
Any owner of land adjoining Harleip River may plant oysters in front of his pro-

perty, where the ground is not occupied, and no person can take oysters from such
ground without his permission, under a penalty of $50.

The penalty for catching or dredging oysters on private grounds in East River is a
fine of not more than $250, or imprisonment for six months. or both.

In Queen's County, any resident may plant oysters ln any public waters where there
are no natural beds, but no person can hold more than three acres, nor can he hold it
unless he uses it for planting.

No person is allowed to take oysters in Great South Bay, Long Island, with a dredge,
or in the night, or between June 15th and September 15th, under a penalty of $250, Im-
prisonment for six months. and an additional fine of $600 for each offence ; half the
penalty goes to the informer.

In Suffolk County, any five or more persons who hold oyster lots may form a com-
pany or corporation, for the promotion of oyster culture in these lots.

The towns of Babylon and Islip. in Suffolk County, have a special law, which is sub-
stantially as follows :-

Any person who is of age, and who bas been an inhabitant of the county for a year,
may appropriate four acres, where the taking of claims cannot be protitably followed as
a business, and upon the payment of $1 per acre annual rental, and the costs of survey-
ing, he bas the exclusive use of the land for the cultivation of oysters, so long as he
keeps it marked out and remains an inhabitant of the county ; but he is required to pay
hie annual rent on or before the first day of April, and to plant at least 100 bushels of
oysters and shells on the ground, within one year of the date of his certificate, and ln
case of failure the oyster commissioners have the power to terminate the lease.

Any person may sell and assign his interest in private oyster ground to any In-
habitant of the county for one year, but no person can at one time hold more than four
acres.

There are three couissioners appointed by the town auditors, with power to deter-
mine what grounds shall be appropriated, to make surveys and maps, to settle disputes
regarding boundaries, and to receive money.

The unlawful taking or disturbance of oysters on private grounds is punished by a
fine of not less than $100, or by imprisonment for not more than sixty days, or both.

There is no oyster police, but the planters have formed a protective association, and
employ private watchmen.
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Any Inhabitant of the towns of Hempstead and .Tamaica, in Queen's County, may
appropriate three acres of any lands which are not already appropriated, for the cultiva-
tion of oysters ; and upon the payment of an annual rent of $5 per acre, he has the right
to use the land for this purpose so long as he remains an Inhabitant of the towns. No
dredging la allowed in these waters, under a penalty of $100 fine, or sixty days' im-
prisonment, or both, and the taking or disturbance of oysters in private beds is punished
by $100 fine, to be recovered by the owner.

According to the statistical summary of Professor G. B. Goode, the oyster fisheries
of the United States employ 52,805 persons, and yielded, in 1880, 22,195,370 bushels
worth to the producer, $9,034,861. There is to be considered an enhancement on
13,047,922 bushels in passing from producers to market. This enhancement, which
amounts to $4,368,991 results either from replanting or from packing in tin cans, and
Increases the value of the products to $13,438,852. This fishery employa 4,155 vessels,
valued at $3,528,700, and 11,930 boats, valued at $708,330. The value of gear and outfit
amounts to $712,515. The value of shore property amounts to $5,633,750. The total
capital invested ln oyster industry la $10,583,295. The actual fishermen number 38,249,
the shoresmen, 14,556. About 80 per cent of the total yield la obtained from the waters
of Chesapeake Bay.

Taking into account ail those persona who are directly employed in the fisheries for
a larger or smaller portion of the year, those who are dependent upon fishermen in a
commercial way of support, and the members of their familles, who are actually depen-
dent upon their labours, it cannot be far out of the way to estimate the total number of
persons dependent on the fisheries at from 800,000 to 1,000,000. Of the twenty-nine
States and Territorles whose citizens are engaged in the fishing industry, sixteen have
more than a thousand professional fiahermen. The most important of these States la, of
course, Massachusetts, with 17,000 men. At present, the oyster is one of the cheapest
articles of diet ln the United States, and though it can hardly be expected that the price
of American oysters will always remain so low, still, taking into consideration the great
wealth of the natural beds along the entire Atlantic coast, It seems certain that a mod-
erate amount of protection would keep the oyster seed far below European rates, and.
that the immense stretches of submerged land especially suited for oyster planting may
be utilized and made to produce an abundant harvest at much less cost than that which
rccompanies the complicated system of culture in vogue in France and Holland.

Eoxtract on the Clo8e sea8n.

Among the favourite remedies for the protection of the oyster Deds, the shortening of
the season is a favourite measure, and it has many advocates. This remedy seems, at
first sight, to be an effective one, but a little thought shows that It is, In reality, of no
very great value. So long as the present oyster policy is maintained, it will be necessary
to have a close season to faellitate the enforcement of other legal measures ; but as it
1. clear to every one that a good number of fishermen, working upon a bed for a short
season, will do just as much damage as a lesser number working for a longer time, wè
cannot hope that laws to shorten the season will. ln themselves, effect any great Im-
provement in the condition of the beds. Thus, overfishing in November is, ln this re-
spect, just as bad as overfishing ln May.

At any time before the end of May, the disturbance of the beds can do little harm,
and the experience of the Connecticut oyster farmers shows that the thorough raking
of the beds, just before the spawning season, is a positive benetit. The young oysters
cannot attach themselves to dirty and sllmy shells, and if all the sponges, hydroids and
seaweeds could be dragged from our beds ln April and May, and if the old decayed and
slimy shells could be ploughed under, and covered with cleaner sheils from below the
surface, by dredglng just before the spawning season, the fertility of the beds would be
greatly increased, and there ls, therefore, nothing in the nature of the oyster to demand
the closure of the beds in April and May.

Enough instances -have been given to show that the prohibition of dredging will not
save any bed which can be reached with tongs, and as the dredge la a much more
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scientifle, effective and economical apparatus than the rude tongs which it has super-
seded, there does not seem to be any reason why its use should be prohibited. In one
way the use of dredges is a positive advantage to the beds. The dead shells which are
found on an unworked bed are usually so covered with sponge, slime, and other sub-
stances, that they furnish no clean surface for the attachment of spat ; and as dredging
tends to turn up clean shells, to break up and scatter the clusters, and to tear away the
sponges and other foreign bodies, it is a positive benefit to the beds ; the teeth of the
dredge take hold of the rank growth of the oyster beds, and by being dragged through
them, loosen them and give them room to grow and mature properly ; moreover, beds
are continually increased in size, for when the vessel runs off the beds with the nets
filled with oysters, the oysters and cultch are dragged off on ground where no oysters
existed, and thus the beds are extended ; and when the vessel is wearing or tacking to
get back on the oyster beds, the catch just taken is being culled out, the cullings thrown
overboard forming new cultch for drifting spat to adhere to. Many persons who do not
advocate the total prohibition of dredging, believe that the size of the dredging boats,
and the size and weight of the dredges, sbould be restricted by law. They give two
reasons why the size of the boat should be restricted, urging that the large boats are
able to work upon the beds when the police boats cannot venture out, and that their
size permits them to use very large dredges, and thus catch great quantities of oysters.

It is asserted that the use of large dredges causes much evil, as they ruin the beds
by crushing or smothering or burying In the mud more oysters than they capture ; but
the private farmers of Connecticut find it to their advantage to use much heavier
dredges, and their farms improve under this treatment, although very heivy dredges are
hauled by steam over the beds, even In the spawning season.

The cause of the exhaustion of the beds is because the demand has outgrown the
supply. There are only two possible remedies. Either we must diminish the demand
by killing the packing industry, which has created it. or we must increase by artificial
means, the natural supply of oysters. The tongmen know that most of the oysters have
been taken away by the dredgers. and they therefore advocate the prohibition or re-
striction of dredging. Ignorant of the fact that in localities where no dredging has been
allowed the natural beds have been exhausted by tongmen, just as soon as a demand for
the oysters sprung up ; they belleve that the prohibition of dredging is ail that is needed
to restore the beds. The dredgers, on the other hand, attribute the injury to the law
which allows the tongmen to take oysters for private use ln the summer, forgetting that
the beds of Connecticut are rapidly /increasing in value under a law which allows not
only tonging, but dredging as well, all through the year. The small dredgers and
scrapers hold that the larger vessels are destroying the oysters by the use of heavy
dredges, although the Connecticut farmers find it to their interest to use on their own
private beds far heavier dredges, which they drag over the beds by steajn. Many of the
oyster packers who carry on their business only in the winter, believe that ail the dam-
age is due to the oystermen who fish in March, April and May ; and men who have
money invested in the oyster business ln Maryland believe that the exportation of oysters
in the shell, and especlally oysters for plauting in northern waters is the cause of the
mischief. We can hardly be surprised that our people should exhibit total ignorance of
the true cause of the destruction when we recollect that there is not a single word ln any
of the laws of Maryland which indicates that our legislators are aware that the supply
of oysters can be artificially increased, or that there is need for any such increase. It
was suggested by Lieut. Winslow that a policy should be adopted similar in essential
features to that of Connecticut. The fishery of that State is one of the few instances of
recuperation on record.

Unnecessary Destruction of Young Oysters.

One explanation which has been urged to account for the destruction of our oyster
beds is .the wanton or unnecessary destruction of young oysters. Upon the piles of
shells which are thrown out from the packing houses, great numbers of young shells can
often be found. They are, of course, dead, and as they are too small to be of any use,
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their destruction is a clear loss to our people. It is impossible to prevent this from hap-
pening occasionally, as in many cases the little oysters are so small, and so firmly
fastened to the old one, that they cannot be removed without destroying them. We
believe, however, that ln cases where great numbers of young are fastened to the large
ones, the use or destruction of them at the packing bouse should be discouraged. This
difficulty will disappear with the growth of the planting industry, for small oysters will
then be valuable as seed, and they will pass into the hands of the pianters instead of
going to the packing bouses. The true remedy, therefore, is the encouragement of plant-
ing, and if our people would develop this business immediately, all need for special
legislation would disappear.

It has taken our people nearly two hundred years to discover that we cannot afford to
destroy oysters in this way ; we can hardly expect them to perceive that clean, empty
shells are also so valuable that their use for lime, &c., should be prohibited One of
the commissioners called attention to the very great value of oyster shells, and showed
that a great increase of fertility would follow the return of the shells to the waters of
our bay.

The preservation of the oyster beds, Professor Goode regarded as a matter of vital
importance to the United States, for oyster fishing, unsupported by oyster culture, will,
within a short period, destroy the employment of tens of thousands, and the cheap and
favourite food of tens of millions of citizens.

Oyster Planting.

Oyster planting is the placing of small or "seed " oysters upon bottoms which are
favourable to their growth. Planting also adds very greatly to the value of oysters, as
they grow more rapidly, and are of better quality when thus scattered than they are
upon the natural beds, and Ingersoll quotes the statement that $13 worth of small
" seed " oysters yielded, after they had been planted for two years, oysters which were
sold for $114, besides about thirty bushels, which were used as food by the planter's
family. Oyster planting can be carried on only on private grounds, and It cannot flourish
in a community whileh does not respect the right of the private owner to the oysters
whleh he has planted.

The industry does not require a large capital, and it can be carried on with profit on
a very small scale, although the oysters need constant and intelligent attention. In all
places where it has been employed it has greatly added to the prosperity of the com-
munities which have engaged in it, and has greatly increased the population of the shores
along which it has been encouraged and protected.

Private Culture.

The history of French oyster culture is of very great interest in this connection.
Nearly twenty-five years ago the French Government undertook the cultivation of
oysters, in order to restock the exhausted beds. The Government farms were at first
very successful, and they not only proved that oyster farming ls very profitable, but
they also served as a school for the instruction of the public in the methods of oyster
culture. This example was followed by private cultivators, and the private industry
upon the French coast is now in a very prosperous condition ; but a government report
(Oyster Culture in Morbihan) upon the subject ; in 1875, containa the statement that
" the worst merchant ln France is the state." The state lacks that powerful lever called
individual interest. An occupation is not possible unless an assured profit may be rea-
lized from it. The merchant alone can be certain of this, from a study of the markets
and the demands of the consumers. The poorest merchant in France is the state. The
state has quite another part to play. Charged with the protection of all, it cannot
descend from this elevated sphere of, general usefulness into the arena where opposing
interests of commerce are contending. We do not wish in any way to diminish the grati-
tude due to those whether functionaries of State, or others who have laboured for the
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creation and development of this industry ; but we feel the necessity of proclaiming in
a certain measure the omnipotence and vigilance of individual interest.

This industry has paid a profit of not less than 100 per cent annually upon the capital
invested in the business, while money thus invested ln other states has paid an annual
interest of more than 200 per cent.

One firm laid down 250,000 bushels of shells. Several large growers have laid down
as many as 200,000 bushels each. A still larger number have scattered a hundred thou-
sand. fifty thousand, and twenty thousand each. There are about thirty steamers
engaged in the business, besides a very large number of sailing vessels. It does not
admit of a doubt that the business of oyster growing, as carried on ln the waters of the
sound is exceedingly profitable.

With regard to transplanting the oyster and its transportation, all experienced per-
sons were of the opinion that delicacy in handling, and freedom from jars, concussions
and shocks of any kind, were desirable. Oysters, when under hatches, have very fre-
quently been killed by heavy thunderstorms and firing of guns. Any concussion or
sudden shock will prove destructive, if they are in a confined space. Oysters taken
up during the summer are much more susceptible to injury from this cause than those
obtained during the winter.

Oysters are transplanted at any and all seasons, but generally in the spring and
autumn.

Results of Leasing Areas.

Before the inception of the examination of the oyster area of the State, the industry
was not only Insignifleant, but had every prospect of remaining so. The examination
and survey have directly or indirectly entirely changed this condition of affairs. When
widespread ignorance as to the real condition of matters existed in the past, intelligent
comprehension of ail phases of the question is found in the present. In place of ignor-
ance of the positions and areas of the natural beds and possibilities of oyster culture, is
a general diffusion of knowledge on both subjects. Instead of continuai strife among
those who worked the common and those who worked the private beds, there is practi-
cally general harmony. Where, under cover of law, robbery of the common property
was carrled on by one class and depredations on private property by the other, now
exists a complete restriction of both. The rights of the public and of the Individual are
equally protected.

In place of what was virtually discouragement of enterprise in this field, is now liberal
encouragement to all who will venture labour or capital in the development of the area.
Instead of an insignificant business, yieldlng little to the individual and nothing to the
State, a new industry, promising wealth and prosperity to the individual and increased
income and importance to the State, has begun its existence ; and, finally, confidence
in the future may be substituted for the fear of disaster to the greatest of American
fisherJes.

The Chesapeake beds may and probably will be destroyed through the excessive and
illegal fishing they undergo ; the oyster farms on Long Island Sound may continue their
struggle with star-fish and inclement weather-with the ravages of man and nature ;
but so long as North Carolina holds open her hundreds of thousands of acres of territory
to the cultivator, the oyster industry of the country, employing its thousands of people
and its millions of capital, cannot perish.

The Fishery and its Effects.

An extract from Lieutenant Winslow's report : " The oysters are removed from the
beds In the James River with the tongs alone, no dredging belng permitted, and this may
account to some extent for the beds being made up of patches and ridges of oysters.
This formation is only advantageous in so much as it assists the rapidity of the current,
and. ln all other respects, it is an evil. Beds such as Cruiser's Rock, Nasemond Ridge,
and Point of Shoals, when the oysters ln places are too thick, would be much improved
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by using a light scrape or dredge, instead of the tongs in the fishery. If used with
moderation, the surface of the bed would be cleaned, its area extended, the oysters
would be more evenly distributed and allowed more room for development, and the
spat, having a larger and cleaner amount of " cultch exposed, would probably attach in
greater numbers."

Information given 1>y Oystermen.

The cause assigned for the deterioration, and even the admittance of the fact, de-
pended very much upon the occupation of the Informant. The tongers. or those who
pursued the fishery with tongs alone, were unanimous in laying the deterioration to ex-
cessive dredging, while the dredgers, or those owning pungles or other vessels employed
exclusively with the dredge, while they admitted the decrease in the number of oysters,
laid such decrease to the action of natural and unexplained causes, arguing that the
evident extension of the beds a-nd improvement of the oysters, due to dredging, was
sufficient to prove its good rather than its 1il effects.

With regard to the depth of water and character of bottom, shallow water was pre-
ferred, and sticky mud, or mud and sand, about six inches in thlckness over a hard
substratum, was considered the best, though a larger amount of mud did not matter,
provided it was not 80 soft as to allow the oysters to sink in it, and had a strong current
over it.

The oysters were said to feed on the flood tide, having their bills open then and at
no other time. No one had noticed any enemies or animals that preyed upon the oysters,
and all semed ignorant of the drills and their destructive effects.

The oysters are " culled," that is, they are separated from the old shells and other
débris, while the boat or vessel is on or near the bed. Everytbing except the oyster ls
thrown back, sometimes striking the bed and as often the mud. The young oysters,
under a year and a half in growth, and less than two inches long, are also thrown back.

All persons interrogated were of the opinion that at least 75 per cent of the oysters
on a bed are taken off each year, and that no more than 50 per cent should be removed.

The spawning season was said to be from May until August, inclusive, though most
of the spawning was done in June and July. All opinions coincided that the oyster in
shoal water spawned first, but different as to whether. the depth being the same, all
oysters on the same bed spawned at or about the same time, as many being for as
against the theory. Currents were said to have no effect upon the spawning. Oysters
of one year's growth, three-fourths of an Inch long, have been seen with the spawn in
them, and oysters on natural beds were thought by tue majority to spawn sooner than
the planted ones, though there was not much difference. Oysters transplanted with the
spawn in them, however, will cease spawning. A wet or warm sprIng would hasten the
time of spawning, but would not shorten Its duration.

The young were supposed to " strike " every three years, though there was but little
regularity about it, a bed sometimes running for ten years with a young growth on it
every year, and then failing to produce anythlng for two or three years. Sometimes one
part of the bed will be covered by young and another totally barren.

The difference in time of spawning, in shoal and deep water, is probably due to
difference in temperature, the deeper water naturally being of the lowest. The establish-
ment or the refutation of this supposition, as also that of the difference of the times of
spawning is very necessary, especially of the latter. as it would afford a sure basis for
such legislation for the protection of the beds as will soon be necessary. Mr. Rice, in
searching for spawn in the oysters during the latter part of August and first part of
September was unable to discover any except ln those from deep water, and that fact.
together with the inference drawn from preceding paragraphs. leads me to believe the
oystermen are correct in stating that there is a difference in the time of spawning of
the shoal and deep-water oysters.

CANADIAN OYSTER INDUSTRY.

The preceding general description of the methods used ln some of the European coun-
tries, and in different parts of the United States, serve as a sufficient model or example of
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what has been done, and also the business which might be developed in the waters of the
maritime provinces and British Columbia, if capital and energy were brought to bear
upon this valuable branch of the fishlng industry.

During my visits of investigation in New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and
Nova Scotia, I have found, among the people there, an evident desire to learn everything
relatIng to the culture of oysters, and I have no doubt that with the material assistance
which this department is prepared to give to those willing to embark in this business,
the day is not far distant when the whole coast of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
from Caraquet to the Strait of Canso, including the waters in the island of Cape Breton,
as well as the shores of Prince Edward Island could be made to yield a handsome
revenue to the provinces, while being of no small importance to parties desiring to engage
ln this lucrative business on their own account.

Up to the present time very little attention has been devoted to the private or arti-
ficial cultivation of oysters upon reserved areas. We, must consider the area of the
public beds, the fdshermen that fish upon them, their rude modes of fishing, the
reckless way ln which the beds have been destroyed by cutting them to pieces during
the winter months by means of mud diggers, worked by horsepower (the contents
of which are transferred to farms and utilized as a fertilizer on their lands), the
fishing for oysters through the ice during the winter months (which, I am pleased
to say, has since been stoppedl, all helping to deplete the beds (as the young and
immature oysters being left on the ice to .freeze and perish through the severity of the
weather); the indiscriminate and illegal fishing, everything ln the shape of an oyster
being carried on shore, irrespective of size. All this has been carried on for years, it
is no wonder then that complaints are received of areas becoming exhausted and unpro-
ductive, or that they cannot stand the strain which is brought to bear upon them, that
areas are becoming smaller ln size, and in many cases are entirely mudded over,
choking and killing the few remaining oysters that were on the beds. The methods
used in taking oysters are with single-handled rakes, and tongs ; dredges are very little
used.

Oysters being a valuable article of food, are the means of bringing large sums of
money to the districts where they are grown, caught or cultivated. As our areas are
gradually being fdshed out, it is for us to take steps to prevent their extinction, if possible.
Now that there are such facilities for the transit of perishable goods, the demand is far
greater than the supply, hence one of the chief causes of overfishing. Being publie
grounds, every fdsherman considers he has a right to fish while there are oysters to be
caught, so that the stock left on the grounds for breeding purposes, in some instances, is
very low. The only way to avoid this, le by granfIng leases or areas to resident appli-
cants for the cultivation of oysters under their own care. These private layings will be
watched, guarded and Improved. The publie areas would not be so heavily fished upon,
and If small ones were taken from them, It would be to transplant them to a private bed,
instead of being added to the pile of dead oyster shells. of which so many are to be seen
around the packing houses and landing places, no one caring what becomes of them,
although they are one of the chief causes of exhaustion of the beds, which, if left on the
fishing grounds, would become the very backbone of the oyster industry.

Speaking of public oyster fishing areas, It is seen that with few exceptions the beds
are gradually but surely becoming depleted, as every one considers they have a right to
fish, and no one cares to try and improve the beds, for if one person attempted to do so
there would be one hundred that would do just the opposite. Under ordinary conditions,
each natural oyster bed is able to yield a certain number of oysters each year, and
whenever this number is taken ln excess the beds suffer, and if the practice is con-
tinued it must eventually be destroyed. To restrict the fishery to any great extent
would, in effect, deprive many of the poorer class of people of a portion of their sub-
stance and means of livelihood, neither ls it necessary beyond the actual close time,
except In extreme cases, to do so. My impression is that the general effect Of a length-
ened close season is simply to gather the oyster fishermen upon the beds in greater
numbers than ever at the opening of any particular area that has been reserved. No
mere restriction of the fishing can possibly accomplish the desired object, and it is only
a matter of time before the end comes.
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The following regulations, if carried out, no doubt would materially assist this branch
of the fishery ; they were passed by Order in Council, dated 28th day of December, 1893,
and are as follows :-

1. No person shall fish for or catch oysters without a lease or license from the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisherles.

2. The owner, person, or persons interested ln a fishing boat empioyed in the oyster-
fishery shall cause a memorandum in writing, setting forth the name of the owner,
person, or persons interested to be filed with the local fishery officer, who, if no valid
objection exists, may, under instructions from the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Issue a fishery license for the same, and any boat or fishing apparatus used without such
license shall be deemed to be illegal and liable. to forfeiture, together with the oysters
caught therein, and the owner or person using the same shall be subject to the penalties
prescribed by the Fisheries Act.

3. Ail boats fishing for oysters shall bave a registration number corresponding with
that of the license legibly marked or painted on the bow of the boat, in white coloured
letters on a black ground, and the Initial letter of the port to which such boat belongs,
such letters to be at least eight inches in length.

4. Oysters shall not be fisbed for, caught, killed, bought, sold or had in possession,
between the lst day of June and the 15th day of September, ln each year, -both days
Inclusive.

5. Fishing for oysters, or any other shell-fish, through the ice ls prohibited.
0. No person shall fish for, catch, kill, buy, sel, or have in possession, any round

oysters of a less size than two inches ln diameter of shell, nor any long oysters measur-
Ing less than three Inches of outer shell.

Round oysters of a less size than two inches ln diameter, and long oysters measuring
less than three inches on the outer shell that may be accidentally caught, shall be re-
turned to the water alive, at the cost and risk of the person so fishing, on whom, ln every
case, shall devolve the proof of actual liberation.

Provided always, that persons holding fishery licenses may obtain from the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, permission to fish for and catch small oysters for the purpose
of planting, or stocking oyster beds.

7. Fishing for oysters ls prohibited on Sunday, and from sunset to sunrise on any
other day of the week.

8. No person shall dig mussel mud within 200 yards from any live oyster beds, and
then only at such place or places as may be prescribed in writing by a fishery officer.

9. The use of rakes for the purpose of taking oysters on any beds prepared or planted
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries is prohibited.

Oysters will find a resting place on various kinds of soit ; they are to le found on
rocky and stony bottoms, attaching themselves to twigs and branches of trees that may
be lying ln the water, or any other hard, clean substance. The oyster is also found on
shelly and muddy bottoms. It will live and thrive in mud as long as it is not too sof t to
become entirely buried, and has free access to running water. Such oysters are gener-
ally long and irregular In shape, with a soft chalky shell, while an oyster taken from a
fIrm bottom wil not, as a rule, be no large, and the shell ls composed of a barder sub-
stance ; such Is more regular ln shape, especially when found singly. Oysters that grow
ln clusters are chiefly found on areas where there ls a lack of proper cultch, and natur-
ally attach themselves to each other. If these areas were dredged upon, It would loosen
the sediment which would be carried away by the tide. eleanse the shells, remove the
weeds and extend the area, which would be much eleaner than it le at present, as the

oysters are fished with a rude kind of rake, which contracts rather than extends the
beds.

If all our oyster areas were divided up into private holdings, the whole could be
watched, its condition and capacity much more carefully and exactly ascertained, than
can ever be the case under State management, and an enlightened system of private

cultivation would be the most sure safeguard against the exhaustion of the beds.

The only obstacle in the way preventing the development of such an industry among
us l the existence of the sentiment that since the oyster grounds belong to the whole
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people, they are not In a proper field for private labour and lndustry. Fish have always
been regarded as common property, because it Is not within the power of individuals to
improve them, or increase their numbers or value, but this Is not true of oysters. An
oyster ls as subject to improvement by cultivation as a garden root, and the cultivation
of oysters is therefore a perfectly proper and legitimate employment for capital and
labour, and the common right to the beds must In time give way to private enterprise,
just as surely as the common right to the natural produets of the soil has given way
before the progress of civilization. Such a change as this cannot be brought about
rapidly without causing imaginary hardships or ill-feeling, and it Is therefore best that
it should come slowly, but the common right to ail our people to the use of the oyster
beds ls a very different thing, from the right of a portion of our people to exterminate
the beds ; and since it is plain that the Interests of the whole people demands an im-
mediate change In our oyster lndustry, steps should now be taken to render possible the
growth of our oyster farmIng industry in the future.

Theoretical oyster culture seems so simple, that the wonder ls there are so many
failures at it. When we come to put our theory into practice, we begin to find how
many local circumstances there are, apparently trifling in themselves, which really
exert a powerful Influence on our calculations ; and it ls only by many years of watch-
ful observation that any one can acquire sufficlent experlence to be able to understand,
and cope wlth the numerous difficulties which will beset the path of an oyster grower.
If, however, we were asked to sum up the principles of oyster culture in as few words
as possible, we should say : Keep your cultch clean, keep down the vermin, separate
from the collectors as soon as possible, protect from frost during the winter, keep the
oysters quiet during the spatting season, and hope for warm, oalm and settled summer
wea ther.

I will now deal chiefly with grounds that would be kept and attended to by private
culturists, as I believe the above course ls the only hope for the oyster consumer to
secure his stock. As the grounds are now so overfished it must be plain to every one
that the supply of oysters ln the future must rest entIrely upon the products of private
enterprise rather than from public areas With this end ln vlew, the Department of
Marine and Flsherles have for the last few years granted areas of ground covered with
water, or foreshores, in the form of a license or lease to persons applying for areas where
no actual oyster flshing ls carried on, that Is, where an oyster fisherman can obtain a
livellhood, such areas are reserved for the public, but where a bed has become depleted
through overfishing, overgrown grass or weeds, mud, or other causes, such areas eau be
applied for, or areas where no oyster fishery ever existed, leases have been issued on
application and on payment of $1 per acre per annum, payable in advance, the applicant
paying all charges for obtainlng plan and surveys, &c. The forms of application were
as follows, with regulations to guide surveyors in preparing plans and descriptions for-
applications for oyster flshery lileenses.

APPLICATION FOR OYSTER FISHING PRIVILEGES.

T. ....................................

...... ........................................... 181)

The undersigned hereby applies for a License of Oyster Fishery Privileges at.
In the County of ............. Province of ............. covering the following limits,
as shown on a plan of survey accompanying the present application

(Here insert description of limits, by metes and bounds, showing connection with
previous surveys made, or with some ivell-defined boundaries on shore. All surveys to
he made by a duly licensed surveyor, In accordance with the printed regulations lssued
by this Department.)

Signature of Api cant or Applicants ......................
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REGULATIONs to guide Surveyors in preparing Plans and Descriptions for Applications
for Oyster Fishing Licenses.

(1.) All surveys of Oyster License Limits are to conform to the largest scale Ad-
miralty Chart published, of the harbour or locality to which the application refers. Such
Chart can be seen on application to the Fishery Overseer of the District in which the
limits are situated.

(2.) Boundaries are to be fixed by reference to well-defined objects marked on the
Charts, or by any Surveyor's boundaries already existing, but in these last cases, the
Surveyor's boundaries must be defined for platting on the Chart by reference to points
marked on the Chart, so that they can be accurately located by the Officers of the
Department from the Surveyor's description.

(3.) Where surveys are bounded by Unes, these lines must be due astronomical east
and west and north and south Unes.

(4.) The extremities of any lines, or other boundaries, when on land, must be marked
by monuments in accordance with the law governing land surveys.

(5.) The boundaries of lots, when in water, must be so detined that they can be easily
located at any future time. Satisfactory definitions would be two cross ranges on land,
separated by on angle of at least 60 degrees, with the objects ln range defined on plan,
or at least three sextant angles, each of not less than 40 degrees, measured to four
prominent objects on shore shown on the Chart. Compass bearings alone, unaccom-
panied by any other check, will not be accepted.

(6.) A plan of the survey must be furnished, which is to be made on the basis of the
Admiralty Chart of the locality, as above mentioned, either on the same scale or some
multiple thereof, or it may be platted upon a printed copy of the Chart. On the plan, all
boundaries, distances, bearings and connections, with reference points, must be distinctly
shown, and an error, clerical or otherwise, will condemn the whole survey.

(7.) The plan must be accompanied by a description giving the metes and bounds of
the lot and its area in acres. in such terms as would, in the case of an ordinary land
survey be held in a Court of Law, to be a legal description for a title deed.

(8.) In the event of previous surveys having been made in the same locality, the plan
is to show the nearest boundaries of such surveys, and their relation to the new survey.

After the application and plan are complete it is submitted to the inspector of fish-
eries for transmission to headquarters, wilth bis report of the area in question, and if
approved of by the department, a form of license is made out in his favour for a period
of nine years, on a form similar to the following :-

OYSTER AREA FIsHERY LICENSE.

No.............

Dominion of Canada,

Province 0f................................

Special Fishery License issued under authority of Sec. 21 of the " Fisheries Ait."

18....

The herein naied...... ................ resident 0f............................
County of......................... in consideration of the payment of the annual
sum of....................Dollars, is hereby licensed for the term of...........years,
to plant and form Oyster Beds and to Fish for Oysters within the following waters, that
Is to say :

(Ful deecription of limit8 given.)

The present license Is granted under the following conditions
1. That the Licensee shall use and apply the privileges bereby granted for the plant-

ing, breeding, culture, production and fdshing of Oysters, and uses connected therewith ;
and for no other purposes whatever.
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2. Tiat the Licensee shall. at the expiry of each year, make a return verified by
statutory declaration, showing :-1st. The number of Oysters planted , 2nd The number
taken ; 3rd. The number exported ; and 4th. The number sold in Canada each year
under the present License.

3. That the Licensee shall neither concede, nor transfer, any interest in the present
License, without the written consent of the Minister of Marinoe and Fisheries, or other
person or persons duly authorized by him to such effect.

4. That the boundaries of the waters covered by the present License shall be marked
by the Licensee with suitable stakes and buoys, and with the number of the lot plainly
marked on the north-west stake or buoy.

5. That in default of payment of the annual rent or any part thereof $..............
yearly, ln advance, the present License wIll become null and void.

6. That should the Oyster bed hereby ileensed not be, in the opinion of the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, properly cultivated or protected by the Licensee ; the privilege
hereby granted will be forfeited.

7. That the Licensee shall, at the expiry or determination of the present License,
deliver up the possession of said privileges without any claim to remuneration or in-
demnity

S. The Licensee shall not interfere with the operations of fishermen within the limits
so leased who may be lawfully engaged in fishing for or catching any kind of fish other
than oysters.

9. The present Licensee shall strictly conform with the varlous provisions of the Fish-
ery Acts now (or hereafter) in force, and with all Regulations made by the Governor
General in Council, and with all the written or printed Directions he may receive from
any Fishery Officer ; and in default of compliance with the same or any of -them, the
License will become void, and forfeited forthwith. The Licensee shal, however, never-
theless remain hlable for any penalties that he may have incurred by violating the law.

For Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Coiintersigned and dated at..............this............day of..........189

. .................................. Fi8hery Officer.

After having secured a license for an area, the next step Is to commence operations on
this marine farm. The first thing is to ascertain the nature of the bottom, If it is clean,
or dirty, hard or soft, even or uneven. If dirty, it should be dredged over and cleaned.
the weeds, if any, should be removed and the bottom made as even as possible. Should
the area consist of an old depleted bed, the turning over of the old shells will greatly
benefit it.

In planting oysters no hard and fast rules are given. If oysters are found to thrive
in certain waters, it is as well to continue cultivating them on the same area.

Great care should also be taken to plant nysters in a sufficient depth of water to pro-
tect them from frost and ice during the winter months, upon a firm bottom, of from 4 to
6 feet depth at low water time in sheltered places. Deeper water would be advisable
where areas are more exposed to the weather, on account of the ground swell breaking
upon the beds.

As to the working of oyster beds, an eminent authority bas sald it is utterly useless
to enclose a piece of ground and simply plant it. It is also useless to throw a lot of
oysters down among every state of filth. One must keep constantly dredging, not only
the bed itself, but the public beds outside, so as to keep the bottom fit for the reception
and growth of the young oysters, and free of its multitudinous and natural enemies. An
oyster ground is naturally dirty in the summer. Seaweed grows rapidly in hot weather.
Weeds collect mud, and consequently, as the summer advances, the grounds become
dirtier and dirtier.

I will now give an explanation of the dredge and its uses ln cyster culture.
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Oyster Dre4ge8.

In preparing grounds for cultivation, the main object is to have a clean area to begin
with. The most efficient, effective, and economical method in this case is the use of the
dredge, which ls a triangular shaped instrument, consisting of a bit or rake nearly tbree
feet long, made of fiat iron about two inches in width and set at an angle so that it comes
in contact with the ground, behind which a small bag-net ls fitted, and made to hold
about a bushel, this will receive and collect all the bit of the dredge bas turned over.
The sides of the bit are joined to two pieces of iron about three feet six inches long and
welded together at the upper end to which a ring is fitted, a rope is attached to this ring,
and In this way it is towed and brought to the surface when required. It is also
strengthened by a piece of iron running from the ring down the centre two thirds the
length of the sides, and connected by a cross piece of iron holding the two outside limbs
in their place which strengthens the frame considerably ; to it also is secured the upper
side of the net. The bag or net, le so constructed that the lower or underneath side le
generally made of iron or galvanized wire rings and made into a netting, because there
is more wear on the lower aide, as it is dragged over the bottom of the ground, and most
of the weight of the contents lay on that eide, while the upper side is an ordinary plece
of common netting made with strong twine, this being much lighter, it fille out forming
an open-mouthed bag by the action of the water running through the meshes while the
dredge is being towed over the grounds. The lower end of the bag is kept square by
ineans of a stout stick attached to both the lower corners, this keeps the net from foul-
ing, and also acts as a handle when emptying the contents of the dredge on deck. The
dredge Is towed behind a steamboat or from the weather side of a salilng boat, the boat
belng allowed to fall to leaward and forge ahead slowly, the length of rope being regu-
lated from the deck, by the depth of water the bed is lying in, speed of the boat, and the
conditions of the weather. After a little practice it can easily be ascertained whether
the dredge le full or empty, or Is catching anything or not, by feeling of the dredge-rope,
If everything le satisfactory, a strong vibration Is felt on the rope as the dredge ls being
dragged over the bottom and the weight le f ound to Increase, sometimes the boat le golng
too fast, or the lne may be too short, and the dredge does not even touch the bottom, this
is called swimning the dredges, and can only be adjusted and regulated by practice,
both as regards the speed of the vessel or the length of rope.

Where dredges are worked by hand It Is not desirable to have them made too heavy,
it would be a greater advantage to work two lighter ones than one heavy one ; and that
fault alone would often prejudice many persona against their use. The iron frame-work
of a dredge weighIng about 20 ibs. le a very fair weight for a hand dredge. The lighter
the line the better It will fish as there le not so much resistance against the water. The
result le that the dredge 1e towed lightly over the beds, collecting all surface shells, Stones,
weed, oysters, brood or any other substance or matter that lies in its way. If oysters
have been planted, or are laying on the area, they are caught much faster than by the
ordinary methods now in use in this country. Large quantities of oysters may be
caught in the course of a day from a well stocked bed, by the use of the dredge, a large
item would be noticed In the course of a season in the way of saving labour, It being far
more economical and satisfactory to use a dredge than any other implement or method.
It also disturbs the sediment or slt which le naturally carried away by the currents, and
the result Is the grounds are cleaned while the oysters are being caught for market, It
keeps the areas level and If the shells are old and decayed they may be removed to the
outside edges of the bed, the dredges are sometimes towed to the extreme length or
breadth of the cultivated area or even beyond it, the shells and refuse ofteu being
thrown overboard outside the edges of the bed, and if this le continued it can easily be
seen that the beds must become more extensive, and the result le that by the use of

dredges the beds are increasing In size, while the methods now lu use are of no value
whatever In cleaning or keeping an area In order, and only tend to contract rather than
extend the beds as is the desire of any one wishing to make an improvement and success
on anything that le undertaken.
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Oysters and other kinds of shellfish can be taken by this method ln any depth of
water. Oysters are thus caught from the beds at Whitstabie, England, where they
lie ln about six or seven feet at low water, there belng a rise and fall of tide averaging
about twelve feet. They are also caught ln the North Sea off the Dutch coast ln fron
twenty to thirty fathoms of water, and other places where the depth varies from one to
thirty fathoms. The shape and weight of the dredge varies with the locality and nature
of the bottom where the fishermen intend working ; a dredge is made much heavier and
wider for deep water than for shallow water, and dredges vary in weight from twenty
te eighty pounds and upwards.

All those persons who have used oyster dredges ln this country speak very favour-
ably of them. I am certain that when the dredge is once fairly introduced and its merits
thoroughly tested, it will supersede both the rake and tongs, and open up a new feature
ln the private cultivation of oysters.

Dredges are also used in England to obtain the whelk, which is used as an article of
food and also a valuable bait for cod-fishermen. It is likewise used to catch mussels
and starfish, utilized by the farmers as a fertilizer, and quite a number of men find
employment in loading their boats with then for the different markets.

Tite Soit.

Oysters cannot thrive where the ground is composed of moving sand, or where mud
is deposited ; cousequently, since the sizc. and number of these places are becoming very
limited, only a very snall percentage of the young oysters can find a resting place, and
the remainder perish. By putting down suitable cultch immense quantities of the wan-
dering spat (or fry) may settle on it, and thus he saved. As a rule, the natural beds
occupy most of the suitable space ln their own vicinity. Unoccupied ground may, how-
ever, be prepared for the reception of new beds, by spreading sand, gravel and shels over
muddy bottoms, or beds may be kept up ln locations for permanent, natural beds, by
putting down oysters and cultch. jusf before the time of breeding, thus giving the spat
a chance to fix themselves before the currents and enemies have had time to destroy
them.

The simplest forn of oyster-culture is the preservation of the natural oyster-beds.
Upon this, in fact, depends the whole future of the industry, since it Is not probable that
any systema of artificial breeding can be devised on these shores, on account of protecting
the seed during the long winter, which will render it possible to keep up a supply, with-
out at least occasional recourse to seed oysters produced under natural conditions. It
is the opinion of alnost all who have studied the subject, that any natural bed may l
time be destroyed by over-fishing. by burylng the breeding oysters, by covering up the
projections suitable for the reception of spat, and by breaking down, through the action
of heavy dredges, the ridges which are specially fitted to receive the future spat.

Prof essor Huxley quote8 : "As regards the future of the oyster industry in Great
Britain, the only hope for the oyster consumer, lies in the encouragement of oyster cul-
ture, and ln the development of some means of breeding oysters under such conditions
that the spat shall be safely deposited."

Great care should be taken of the spat, as the older it is, the hardier it beceomes, and
if the young are saved the future may be looked forward to by reaping a good harvest.
The living and dead shells of the adult oysters furnish the best surface for the attach-
ment of the young, and for this reason the points where oyster beds are already estab-
lished are those where the young have the most favourable surroundings and the best
show for life. The beds thus tend te remain permanent and of substantially the same

size and shape. It is well known that shell fish of all kinds thrive best where the supply
of lime is the greatest. The dead oyster shell is soon corroded and in a few years almost

entirely dissolved by the seawater, and I thlnk this fact is another reason why the young
oysters thrive best on a natural bed. How far the supply of oysters is limited by the
supply of lime, it is impossible to say, but when we recollect how Important It ls that the
young oysters should soon find solid bodies to fasten themselves to, and that they should
proteet themselves by strong shells of their own as quickly as possible, it will be seen
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that the danger of exterminating a valuable bed by overdredging would be much less if
the empty shells or culteh were replaced on the beds.

Cultch is the name given to the debris of shells, stones, &c., which are found at the
bottom of the sea, on or near oyster beds. It has been the practice from time immemorial
to supplement the natural supply by throwing down deposits of this sort on oyster
grounds. Oyster and cockle shells make the best material for this purpose ; ln default
of this, stones and pebbles may be used, the great point being that the cultch, whatever
it is composed of, should be clean, and for this purpose the shorter the time it is laid
down before the spat falls the better.

Shells may be collected from oyster saloons and deposited near the shore, exposing
them to the weather, the sun and rain, frost and snow will have the desired effect upon
them, they will be thoroughly cleansed of all organie or other matter, and when laid
upon the oyster beds are excellent spat collectors, they also serve to make a firm founda-
tion in extending an area if required by the planter. Or they may be obtained from
oyster beds taken in the dredge when fishing for oysters and laid on shore in heaps until
required for use, or when enlarging an area may be deposited there each day as they are
caught according to the discretion of those who have charge of the work.

Whenever the natural conditions will admit of It, the yielding capacity of an oyster
bed may be increased by improving and enlarging the ground for the reception of the
young oysters. The natural banks should be improved by removing the mud and sea-
weed with dredges, also by scattering the shells of oysters and other molluscs over the
bottom. When ,circumstances will permit, all vermin which are taken in the dredge,
which kill oysters or consume their food should be destroyed ; in England this collection
is generally used as a fertilizer upon the fishermen's vegetable gardens, thus it is a
benefit in two ways, by removing them from the oyster beds and placing them as manure
upon gardens.

After an area has been prepared the next step is to stock it, and ilt has often been
observed that the removal of oysters from one ground to another has the general effect
of improving both their flavour and size The spring of the year, before the hot weather
sets in is the best time for planting. By placing the oysters in shallow water during the

spring and summer months, they will grow much faster than if placed in deeper water,
as the sun causes the water to become much warmer, the oyster being very sensitive to

the action of light and heat which promotes a rapid growth. Oysters planted ln the
autumn are not so likely to thrive, as owing to the change of soil and falling tempera-

ture, the oyster is not properly climatized before winter sets in, which very often proves

disastrous. Oysters grow but little during the winter months, with the exception of

getting thicker, consequently it is all risk or loss with little or no gain although there

are exceptions in every case. Young oysters taken ln the spring will have survived the
winter, the change of water and temperature becoming warmer, gives the oyster every
chance to live and grow.

In obtaining the necessary quantity of oysters for planting purposes extreme care
should be taken of securing them in a fresh condition, and if time will admit of it, to
overhaul these oysters and brood very carefully, and if they are found to be in clusters

they should be separated as much as possible elther from other oysters, shells, stones, or

anything else they may have adhered to. This separation gives the oyster a better

chance to grow into its natural shape, as oysters grow much better singly than when il

clusters or bunches. In securing the stock the size of the oyster should be considered,

for which I give the following reasons : Small or young oysters planted on a bed are

preferable, as their growth alone will result In large proportionate returns and profit. A

young oyster is not so,likely to die when transplanted to another bed, as when older, nor

is ilt any advantage to transplant a full grown oyster unless for immediate use. In the

oyster trade of this country one great advantage is the rapid growth of the bivalve, when

as is the case here, they are bought and sold by measure.
Time may also be devoted when cleaning an area, or catching the stock for market.

to separate any small oysters that may have attached themselves to full grown oysters

or shells that have been brought to the surface in the dredge with other cultch, and ln

this -way a person is always improving is own grounds which he will soon find out to
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his advantage. Experiments have been made by the department with depleted beds at
Shediac, N.B. The areas there have been cleaned and restocked with young oysters.
which have grown very fast, are full of life, and on several of the oysters and shells
there are traces of spat, from the smallest size up to the full-grown bivalve ; the ground
being clean and of healthy appearance. On one portion of the bed oysters were planted
from Curtain Island, P.E.I. These oysters have grown very much more than those which
were obtalned from Buctouche or Cocagne, although the latter are in splendid condition.

The wealth within the reach of our people and their descendants, from the oyster
grounds in our waters is almost beyond belief, and it is not -too much to affirm that their
money value is more than equal to that of dry land.

Temperature of the Water.

During the time whilst engaged ln the provinces, I paid strict attention to the tem-
perature of the water, and see no reason why there should not be a spat fall each year,
if the grounds are in a suitable condition. The temperature gradually rises during the
summer months until it reaches about 70 degrees, when it a^ gradually falls, giving
ample time for the spat to become attached to any object, and start growing before the
winter sets in. The waters ln the bays and rivers are admirably adapted for the cultiva-
tion of oysters in that respect. In the annual report for 1896 I have submitted a table
showing temperature, place and date, for three successive years.

Close Season.

The close season is at present from lst June to 15th September ; while this is against
the popular notion that no oysters should be eaten during the months without an R, I
think the dates are well chosen. In Ireland, the close season extends from the lst May
to lst September, but the Fishery Commissioners have power to alter it; and have ex-
ercised such authority in numerous instances. In England, the close season is from 14th
May to 4th August, which often proves to be the hottest month of the year. No doubt,
the lst October would, ln some ways, be preferable in Canada ; but the season, now
that winter fishing is prohibited is already so short, lasting a little over two months and
a half, that It would seem very hard to further curtail it. If the weather gets warm In
the latter end of September, it is the shipper's business to use his judgment in sending
oysters to market. That is one great advantage of a person holding a license for an area
of oyster grounds ; he can meet the demande of the market without overstocking It.
by sending the best quality and size, leaving bis small ones to develop into full-grown
oysters.

In the first place it is imperative that whatever close time is required shall be honour-
ably and consclentiously observed ; as there Is nothing to be gained by supplying oysters
to the public during the summer montiis, if oysters are caught for market during these
months, the grounds would be disturbed, the supply of breeding oysters lessened, and it
would be Impossible to calculate the amount of death and injury caused to spat, young
brood, and immature oysters, by securing a small quantity of oysters ln order to satisfy
the palate of a few fastidious persons who are entirely Ignorant of what they are eating.
The close season should be as well observed, not ouly as far as the oyster le concerned.
regarding its breeding qualities ; but at that period it is really not ln a fit condition to
be eaten, and fatal cases have been reported through eating oysters during the hot
weather.

I may also sta;e that it is just as injurious to fish oysters through the ice as it is
during the hot weather and spawning season. Where this practice bas been carried on,
as bas previously been done on most beds, heaps of refuse, consisting Of dead shells and
mud are found ; large numbers of dead young oyster shells are also found bleached by
exposure ; the loss of oysters in this way must have been enormous. Where the Ice
does not actually rest on the beds It bas the practical effect of protecting the oysters
from changes in the temperature. This bas proved to be the case ln Ostend, Belgium,
where the oyster parcs happened to freeze over. Originally they were always breaking
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the ice, thinking it miglit hurt the oyster to be frozen over, but they suffered great mor-
tality ; upon being advised to let the ice remain they found scarcelf any death among
them, and have since that time always allowed their pares to freeze.

Frost sometimes congeals the shells together, and the oyster dies from starvation.
Shells have been opened and the oysters found enveloped in ice. In this state, though
dead, It is perfectly good, if eaten at once, but when thaw ed the dead oyster
quickly becomes putrid. In winter, after a thaw, snow water comes down the rivers,
increasing the volume of fresh water which sonetimes causes great mortality to the
oysters.

It is a very noticeable fact, althougli one might think that under water the weather
would make no difference to the ground, but such is not really the case. It is only whèn
the weather is mild that the soil below the surface of the water becomes loose and soft,
and In these places oysters and brood are often taken, but when the weather becomes
cold the ground becomes close and bard, and oyster brood cannot be taken at all in the
very same place where it was taken previous or just after the cold weather. This is
another example that it is injurlous to work too much upon the beds during the winter
months.

It lias been noticed that during the last few years oysters have been taken in very
fair quantities from the river flats and areas that dry at low water, but these areas are
not always to be depended upon in their yield, as they are placed In such an exposed
locality, being subject to the frost. It makes a great difference when the frost sets in
on areas such as these, if the frost comes with any force during spring tides when these
areas dry at low water it is nearly always fatal to the oyster, if on the other hand the
ice makes during ncap tides and remains, it acts as a covering and protection to the
oysters, and when the ice actually rests upon the flats the soil is sufficiently soft to allow
the oyster to be pushed into the mud until the ice rests on the whole area, in such cases
the oyster will live, but where the oyster is exposed to the frost by low tides and heavy
winds, the oyster itself becomes frozen, wbicl meanus certain death, espccially to the
half-grown ones. This was particularly noticed on the fiats at Davies Point, Orwell
River, P.E.I., covering an area of about seven acres ; in 1896 over 1,000 barrels were

picked up. Thlit winter the !ce made during low spring tides which appeared to kill
nearly everything off, as there was not one-fifth taken from there the following year.
Pownal Bay was found to be in the saie condition ; this lias been noticed and watched
by practical men.

The following extracts are taken from a special report by Professor Edicard E. Prince,
Commissioner of Fisheries for Canada, in the department's annual report, 1895. It is
entitled, Pouliarities in the Breeding of Oysters -

" In studylng oyster propagation, the first important fact to be noted is this, that
each oyster originates in an egg of extremely minute size. This egg is like a round bail,
but soon assumes the form of a somewhat oval body. Each measures about one five-
hundredth part of an inch in diameter, so that five hundred of these eggs in the case of
our Atlantic oyster (Ostrea virginiana, Lister), would cover an inch if laid side by side,
The English oyster (Ostrea edulis, L.) produces mucb larger eggs, no less, in fact, than
one two-hundred-and-fiftieth of an Inch in diameter, or more than twIce the size of the
oysters' eggs in our Canadian water.

" Each egg bas the character of a minute grain of soft living matter, practically in-
visible to the naked eye, and unprovided with any protective shell or bard membrane.
These eggs are produced by special organs bu the mature oyster at a particular period
known as the breeding season, to cover which period legislative prohibitions have been

enacted in all civilized countries. These special organs form a network imbedded in

the fleshy body of the oyster. The network is made up of very delicate canals, with
pockets or follicles at intervals, and it Is in these follicles tbat the eggs arise. The eggs,
when ripe, pass down the fine canais into a main duct on the right and left side of the

oyster. These larger right and left ducts open Into the fore part of a slit or depression,
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into which also the kidney or organ of Bojanus opens. The depression is really in the
mantle cavity or ellamber of the oyster, which may be also called the shell chamber, and
it passes generally down close to the great adductor muscle.

" Before an egg can grow into an oyster it must receive a peculiar granule of living
mnatter, the sperm particle, which is the male element. The egg must be regarded as a
female product. When the two are fused, fertilization is completed, and the egg pro-

,duces a young oyster. The sperm-particles are exceedingly minute, so small, in fact, that
a myriad of them simply appear as a drop of creamy fluld. Eggs and sperms can be
distinguished from each other by a trained expert without the aid of a 1y instrument ;
but when magnified under a powerful microscope, the appearance of the two is wholly
lissimilar. The late Professor Ryder discovered a chemical test of a very efficient
character, for when using a mixture of methyl green and sanfranin (a saturated aleo-
lolic solution). he found that the eggs were always coloured red and the sperm granules
appeared of a blue-green colour.

" The two elements (eggs and sperms) are formed ln different individuals in our At-
lantic oyster. In other words, the male oyster is distinct from the female.

" In the species referred to (excluding the European specles) when the female is ripe,
the eggs travel down the tubules into the large ducts. and finally reach the cavity of the
mantle, or shell-chamber, as it may be called. The eggs are so minute and light that
when the oyster opens Its shell, the inrush of water carries them out. They float away
into the open water, and occur In such countless myriads that the surface of the sea on
some oyster beds is quite cloudy with them. A female Atlantic oyster may pour forth.
in a single season, fifty to one hundred millions of eggs. When shed, they bave not
undergone the essential process of fertilization. Only contact with the sperms produced
by the male oyster can accomplish that. The eggs are, therefore, sterile, and will pro-
duce nothing unless vivified or fertilized. Now the male produces great quantities of
sperms. which pass into the shell chamber just as the eggs do in the female. These
sperms are simply washed out into the open water, so that they come into contact with
the floating eggs, if the weather and other conditions be favourable. Countless num-
bers of both eggs and sperms fail to achieve this, and, of course, perish. Neither eggs
nor sperms, if they are kept separate. survive very long. When the egg is penetrated by
a living sperm, it rapidly changes Its appearance and structure. These complex changes
need not be described here. They proceed while the egg. an almost Invisible floating
speck, is carried about in the sea. In the space of a week, more or less, according to the
temperature and season, the little egg becomes an active embryo, provided wlth a dell-
cate shell. It soon settles down and becomes attached to any available object.

" It is possible that deterioration of oyster beds may arise. at times, from a serlous
disparity in the relative numbers of the two sexes, ln the case of the Atlantic and
Pacific oysters, at any rate.

" Under favourable conditions, however, such is the number of sperms poured into
the sea by a single male, and such is the quantity of eggs produced by each female, that
the perpetuation of the beds is ensured, unless unusual circumstances intervene. One
sperm suffices to fertilize a single egg.

" The European oyster does not produce more than one or two millions of eggs,
which are thrown out as black spat. It bas, therefore, not one-hundredth part the
fecundity of the Atlantic oyster. but the young have the advantage of maternal protec-
tion until somewhat advanced, Instead of belng emitted into the open water, while still
in the first and most frail condition. In ail the species, however, a very minute propor-
tion of the embryos or ' spat' ever arrive at maturity, and apart from the perils which
beset them wlien floating in the sea, there is always the danger that the places upon
which the spat settles, or faIls, may present conditions fatal or, at best, very unfavour-
able. Artificial culture attempts to avoid these perils and to overcome these most serlous
disadvantages.

" The followIng summary exhibits the more important differences between our
Canadian oyster and the European species :-
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" Canadian Oyster.

"(1.) Sexes separate.
"(2.) Unfertilized eggs shed by parent.
"(3.) Eggs and sperm meet in the open sea and fertilzation is accomplished.

(4.) The swimming embryo is naked and has for a time no shell.
"(5.) Number of eggs enormous, probably 50 to 150 millions produced by each female

oyster.

"Enuropean Oyster.

"(1.) Sexes combined in the same Individual.
"(2.) Eggs never shed before fertilization.
"(3.) Eggs fertilized and retained within the motler-oysters' shell.
"(4.) Embryos protected by a thin shell, and emitted as ' black spat.'
"(5.) Eggs do not exceed one or two millions, i.., one egg for every hundred eggs

produced by the Canadian oyster."
Oysters will spat in shallow water sooner than they will ln deeper water, owing to

the difference of temperature at the different depths.
They will breed long before they are full grown, very probably in the first year of

their age ; certainly In the second. Their productiveness appears to reach its maximum
at five or sIX years, and afterwards to decline ; but much further observation is needed
before any certain knowledge is acquired.

The state of the weather, however, has a serlous influence on the spawn, and on the
adult oyster power of spawning. A cold, wet and windy season is very unfavourable,
and a decidedly cold day will kili the spat, so that It will be seen that while in the
embryonic state young Oysters are very delicate and susceptible to cold. If the tempera-
ture of the sea suddenly drops many degrees, they ail close their shells and fall to the
bottom dead, just as a frosty night will "nip up " and cause to fall off from the branches
the delicate blossoms of fruit trees. If, on the contrary, the weather continues of a
warm and equable temperature both day and night, and if it be at the same time calm,
the young oysters will have a chance of taking up their positions on the varlous sub-
stances they love best, viz., stones, gravel, empty sheils, living oysters, and other clean
liard substances.

In this connection I quote from Philpot'8 " Oysters and all about the" :
" A controversy hinged upon whether an oyster, while on the bed, lay on the flat or

convex side. Mr. Frank Buckland, who originated the dispute, maintained that the right,
proper and naturalposition of the oyster, when at the bottom of the sea, Is with the
flat shell downwards ; but the natural position of the oyster Is of no practical import-
ance whatever; and I know from personal observation of the beds at Newhaven and
Cockenzie, that oysters lie both ways, indeed, with a dozen or two of dredges tearing
over the beds It is impossible but that they must lie quite higgledy-piggledy, so to speak.

" There have been several othér disputes about points in the natural history of the
oysters-one In particular as to whether that animal Is provided with organs of vision.
Various opinions have been enunciated as to whether an oyster has eyes, and one author
asserts that it bas so many as twenty-four, which again is denied, and the assertion
made that the so-called eyes projecting from the border of the mantle have no opticalI
power whatever; but, be that as It may, the oyster has a pow er of knowing the light
from the dark. Fishermen say that if the water is clear where these creatures are lyling
in their beds, they may be seen to close their shells whenever the shadow of a boat
passes over them."

The oyster is not gifted with any kind of locomotion, except during Its earliest stage,
remainIng afterwards stationary throughout its life.

In the parcs at St. Joseph's, in France, which are most exposed to the inclemency of
the weather, the oysters are turned, and laid on their flat sides. This ingenious arrange
ment renders the animal less accessible to the action of the cold, and gives the shell a
firmer position, thus preventing It from being too easily lifted by the surf, and froin
being thrown to a distance by the violence of the sea.
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OYSTER FOOD.

In discussing the question of oyster food in its many aspects, the general character
should first be examined. The oyster, it is well known, Is quite an epicure in its feeding,
preying almost entirely upon the minute, lowly organized plants that float or swim in its
neighbourhood. With Its shell slightly opened. and with the dark-coloured sensory
margins of its mantle protruding, it draws into its shell a narrowing food-bearing water
current. When It once draws in the current, It carefully screens out the minute food
particles, and passes out a stream of filtered water. It avolds, if possible, ingesting
sand or mud. Oyster food, it will be found, consists mainly of diatoms, a particular kind
of minute, lowly organized plants that have the remarkable power of movIng freely
about in the water. Unlike any other plant, they are incased in a pair of saucer-like
glassy shells, fitted one to the other like the lid to a pill box. The glassy cases of the
minute plants appear In no way to Inconvenience the oyster's digestion. The mucilagi-
nous sheathing that encases prominently many diatoms, is first dissolved, and the
digestive juices find their way through the intricate glassy valves, speedily attacking
and reducing the jelly-like contents, together with the inclosed golden-brown pigment
pellets. The emptied dlatoms appear to settle gradually, and are soon brushed by count-
less cilla from the stomach to the intestine.

The Whitstable oyster merchants and fishermen have an idea that constant dredging
tends to fatten oysters, by bringing them in contact with a wider food area, and this
opinion is not contrary to that of the most experienced Essex merchants.

An oyster requires a clear, clean current of water of sufficient strength to carry off
all excrement of the oyster, and other foul matter that may have previously been de-
posited on the area, either by the preceding tide or lodged there accidentally. Saw-dust,
mill rubbish, and heavy soul drainage are very Injurlous to any oyster bed, and such sites
should be avolded if possible.

Fresh water does not harm in moderation, and when mixed with sea water, the
oysters, when young, appear to fatten and grow more quickly where they are subject to
the effects of numerous fresh-water deposits, but with too much fresh water, the oyster
increases ln size, It becomes fat and flabby, and eventually the oyster gapes and dies,
with the appearance of bursting themselves open.

OATMEAL AS A sUPPOsED ARTIFICIAL FOOD.

As this will probably fall into the bands of others than those who actually cultivate
oysters, but who are fond of them, and are ln the habit of keeping a small supply on
hand, it is advisable to point out that some persons. through ignorance, have an idea that
oatmeal, flour, or other mealy stuffs diluted in water with sait are beneficial to the
oyster, and think that it will fatten it ; this notion is absurd ln the extreme, as it will
only hasten Its death. Meal of any description, when wet, will naturally swell and
eventually turn sour, and it is In this case when glvçn to the oyster, the mealy water
will enter the shell, filling the fish with this offensive matter, choking the oyster in much
the same way as sand will, the consequence is, the oyster puffs up, turns a deathly white
ln colour, loses its flavour, becomes very Insipid, and if left long in this state will soon die.
while persons are under the Impression the oyster is thriving. Let any person, if he
choose to keell oysters after they are caught, try the following experiment :-Place the
oysters ln a barrel or other receptacle, putting each oyster in separately with the deep
shell downwards, pack as tightly as possible, and cover over with a wet cloth or sack,
keeping the air and draught from them. The oysters will feed and fatten in their own
liquor, and I am confident they will be found ln a much better condition, their flavour
being preserved, will be more palatable, and, being firmer. they will keep much longer
than if placed ln oatmeal and water.

THE ENEMIES OF THE OYSTER.

There are some who would imagine that the cultivation of oysters is a matter of
small importance, and when the area Is planted there is nothlng further to trouble
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about until they bave grown large enough and are ready for market, but I must cail your
attention to the facts of the case, when you will see that It Is not all sunshine wlth the
oyster culturist ; some of the items referred to will be found in the followIng pages,
beginning with the

Fivelnger8, or Starfl8s.

The following is quoted from Philpot:-" No person would have thought, on placing an
oyster and a five-finger side by side, that the starfish was a relentless foe to the oyster.
Those who can remember their first fruitless endeavours to open an oyster may natur-
ally wonder how the starfish can achieve such a feat. As I have repeatedly seen, it
proceeds as follows :-Clasping the oyster in its rays, It brings it mouth opposite the
hinges. From the moutb It pours a secretion which paralyses the binge-muscle, and
causes the shell to open. It cannot, like a dogwhelk, extract Its prey and put it Into its
stomach, so It reverses the process, and puts Its stomach into, or rather over, the oyster,
protruding the stomach from Its mouth, surrounding the oyster with its coats, digesting it,
and then withdrawing the stomach Into Its body. The wIldest fancy of Oriental legends
never equalled in grotesque Imagination this perfectly true hlistory of the oyster and the
starfish.

" But although the starfish can, In this extraordinary manner, manage to devour an
oyster as big as himself. it must evldently be somewhat troublesome to him, for lie pre-
fers to attack oysterbeds covered with " spat," " brood," or " half-ware,"-that is, oysters
from one to three years of age-whose shells are not so hard, and whose flesh Is more
delicate and pleasing to the enchinodermal stomach.

"Starfish will also feed on mussels which themselves destroy oysters by smothering
them, and on whelk-tingles, dead crabs, barnacles, &c., so that, after ail, they may do some
good, as a certain amount of vermin in a game preserve Is anything but Injurious to the
welfare of the whole population ; the vermin keep up the balance of nature by destroy-
ing and eating the sick and weakly animals, which might otherwise die a lingering
death."

Sea Urciin8.

The next on the list of the oyster's enemies Is the Echini, " sea eggs " or " sea
urchins," whose well-known empty cases are so common on every shore. The body of
the sea urchin consists essentially of an exterlor shell, or solid corona, covered with
spines, and Invested ln a delicate membrane, furnished with vibratile cilla. This corona
Is formed of an assemblage of contiguous polygonal plates, adhering together by their
edges. The plates are so arranged that the shell is divided Into vertical zones. These
zones are of two kinds, one being very much larger than the other; the plates of the
larger zones are covered with sharp spines, which are movable, and serve at once for
protection and locomotion. The plates of the smaller zones are pierced with pores, from
which issue filaments, by which the animal breathes and walks.

It can travel either on its back or stomach. Whatever their posture, they bave
always a certain number of feet which carry them, and suckers with which they attach
themselves. In certain circumstances the animal walks by turning upon itself, like a
wheel in motion.

Nothing Is more curlous than to see a sea urchin walk upon smooth sand. One of
the most singular organs of this interesting animal is Its mouth. It is most curious.
Placed underneath the body, it occuples the centre of a soft space invested with a thick
resisting membrane ; it opens and shuts incessantly, showing five sharp teeth project-
Ing from the surface, the edges meeting at a point, supported and protected by a very
complicated framework, whIch bas recetved the name of Aristotle's Lantern. To this
formidable mouth is attached an oesophagus, or gullet, and an intestine which extends
along the interior walls of the corona, describing the circumference of its principal
contour.

That sea urchins are regarded as vermin ln the oyster parcs bas been proved by the
following evidence :-In the month of May of a certain year, a sudden inroad of these
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sea urchins was discovered in the Paglesham fisbery (Essex), and by the month of
August of that year they had eaten an enormous quantity of oyster spat, the size of a
split pea. Frank Buckland noticed several of these creatures on the oyster beds in
Kilkerran Bay, near Ballynohinch, Galway, and naïvely remarks, " that they were not
ihere for nothing."

Dogwhelks.

The " dogwhelk " or " whelk-tingle " (Purpura lapillus) is extremely injurious to
oysters, and destroys them In vast numbers. Frank Buckland speaks of them as fol-
lows :-These dogwhelks seem to find in a short space of time where the oysters may be
found in numbers, for my friend Mr. Browning, tells me that not very long ago some
fishermen found a bed of oysters out in the mid-channel deep sea. These oysters were,
at the time they were found, not large enough to be dredged up and taken away to lay
down on private bed§, so the dredgers determined to leave them till they grew to the
proper size. They had not, however, calculated upon the whelk tingle, for these rascals.
soon after the departure of the fishermen, found out the bed as well as the fishermen. and
were there before them, killing every one of the oysters, leaving only the clocks. or
empty shells ; and when the dredgermen came next year to take up the oysters, they
found nothing but whelk tingles and fivefingers, but no oysters. The whelk tingle gets
at the meat of the oyster by borIng the shell with his sharp tongue, which causes the
mollusc to open its valves. Rewards are offered by the oyster proprietors in England
for these whelk tingles, paying one shilling a bucket for them.

Lieutenant Winslow reports, " another enemy of the oyster, particularly when young,
is the Astyris, discovered In Chesapeake Bay, near Crisfield, Md. Also the rough whelk
(Urosalpinx cinercus) Is known to do great injury to the oyster in Long Island Sound,
and the destruction of the young alluded to in his previous reports as due to drills may
be effected by this animal. That large numbers are destroyed by the whelks cannot be
doubted ; but as it is possible that the Astyris may also assist in this destruction, a
more extended investigation of this question, than I was enabled to make, is desirable."

Scaweed.

Seaweed of every description should be removed from all oyster beds. as it increases
the work of dredging, covers up the oysters and grounds, and at the season of spatting
It covers the cultch, so that the spat that settles there is lost. Weeds also collect mud,
which would smother the spat even if It found a resting place, and generally makes foul
and dirty ground. The oyster areas cannot be too clean for the reception of spat, and
the cultivation of oysters.

Scaworms.

Seaworms, some of which are of great beauty, are also enemnies to the oysters. They
bore through the shell at ail points. Frequently the oyster will resist the invasion of
the enemy by depositing some pearly matter between its tender body and the mouth of
the invader, and thus compel him to beat a retreat. But others are not so fortunate :
for In the holes drilled by the seaworms a preparation Is often made for the assaults of
a parasitic sponge, which insinuates itself and eats further than its predecessor into
the oyster, causing the softer parts of the shell to rot away, and spreading through the
whole substance of the oyster like a dry rot in wood, until vitality is destroyed, and its
loosened shell becomes detached and empty on the waters.

Sand.

Amongst the inanimate enemies of oysters, Frank Buckland makes special mention
of sand and frost :-" Of ail inanimate objects which are inimical to the oyster, there is
nothlng more fatal than sand. If we consider the highly sensitive and delicate structure
of the oyster, it will be easily seen how very obnoxious sand would be to lis welfare.
The worst of sand is that it is very liable to shif t about in the sea, and great sandstorms
not unfrequently occur, just as they do In the deserts of Arabia, destroying suddenly
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whole caravans of camels and men. When I was at the Isle of Ré, Dr. Kemmerer gave
me a famous instance of a large number of oysters being destroyed by sand. This event
happened at a place called Morique. There was a great number of tiles laid down at
this spot, and there were, besides, a large number of oysters naturally adherent to the
rocks. Just outside, however, there was a movi»g sandbank. The oyster spat had taken
well, both on the tules and on the stones, but during a storm the waves brought a quan-
tity of sand, ruined the whole bed, and killed every oyster.

Although sand in large quantities Is very dangerous to oysters, yet a certain quantity
is by no means prejudicial to their welfare. The admixture should amount to what my
friends at Ré call sablc vaseoe, or mud sand, which is very good for oysters, but it re-
quires an experienced eye to know It whe. they see it.

Sand destroys oysters either by smothering them en masse, or by getting between the
shell near the hinge, where the oyster cannot get rid of it. Frost, ice and snow are also
destructive to oysters, bat Buckland is of opinion that in all ordinary frosts, where the
oysters are covered with three or four feet of water, they are safe.

By reading the above it will be seen that It is dangerous to place oysters on arens
where the sand Is continually shifting, for when the oyster opens to feed, the sand is
drawn in between the valves of the shells, and it is unable Io throw It out on account of
its weight, consequently it dies. Any person thinking of cultivating oysters should first
ascertain whether the area in question is suitable and the question can be settled just
as easily by experimenting with a few as with a large quantity, and, in the event of
failure, would save a large expense.

Mussels.

I must not omit to mention mussels as being one of the oyster's enemies. In some
places, they are more so than others. They are the worst plague of the parcs at Oléron.
They multiply there in such numbers that if the concessions are not visited and the
mussels removed each time the tide allows it, they soon cover the ground in very thick
masses.

I aiso remember an Instance where mussels had spat on two oyster areas in
Holland. One owner endeavoured to remove the mussels, letting the oysters remain, but
the mussels grew faster than they could be cleared off, the consequence was that mud
had accumulated to such an extent that the oysters were literally smothered, and what
did live were thin and starved, and were a dead loss to the owner. The other area was
cleared of its oysters with aUl possible speed, and the only loss Incurred was the labour
in removing the stock to more suitable grounds. On another occasion, a spat of mussels
settled on the Whitstable Oyster Company's grounds ; as soon as It was discovered, In-
structions were given to the men to remove all they possibly could, but, in the meantime,
a vessel-load of starfish were deposited over the grounds to destroy them, as starfish will
always take to what is most delicate and easy to get at; the mussels being very young
at this time, were, with the aid of fivefingers and man, soon got rid of ; the starfish were
then in turn disposed of, by being caught in the dredge, or they would soon have
attacked the young oysters, when they found that mussels were getting scarce.

Mussels increase and grow very fast, attaching themselves to any firm substance by
means of a collection of horny threads (byssus) with which they hold themselves
in any one locality. Mud collects among their numbers and mud banks are often built
by myriads of these shell-fish attaching themselves together. They thrIve on
muddy bottoms and become very numerous, they live on the same food as oysters, and
when found in the same locality, the result is that the oysters are starved out.

The men at Arcachon say that there Is not enough lime ln the water for both the
oyster and the mussels, and the latter belng the stronger, they get al the lime, and the
former suffer correspondingly. This Is one way of expressing the general fact that some-
how in the complex struggle for existence the mussels get on best.

Mud Digging.

Among other enemies, not only to the oyster, but to the beds and areas themselves, ls
the most destructive machine ever invented, this is the mud-dIgging machine.
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I am not aware of such a practice ever existing, in any other portion of the globe,
and yet within the last thirty years, millions of tons of mud have been removed, and
thousands of acres of good oyster fishing areas have been destroyed. It ls commonly
called mussel mud, which, I think. often shields and protects it from further molesta-
tion ; it chiefly consists of the shells pf oysters, more or less decomposed, with mud
that has settled in layers in the locality and mixed with the oysters ; mussel shells are
sometimes found, but not in the proportion that oyster shells are, or to even give it the
name it bears. Some of these beds must have existed for ages, as the deposits are often
found 20 and 30 feet deep, but when once the crust of the bed ls broken, it bas spolît the
area for cultivating purposes.

These oyster fisheries, one of the great natural resources of our coastline and rivers,
are a source of wealtb by means of bringing ready cash to the fisherman, and to many
others indirectly, and yet they are being gradually but surely destroyed by man. I am
now speaking in favour of the oyster fisheries and the preservation of the beds, but I
am afraid I may hit rather hard on some of the men who are in the habit of using mud;
however, facts are stubborn things, and here I must clearly explain them.

The construction of this machine is composed of a substantial wooden frame-work
of about eight feet in height, eleven feet wide and twenty-five or more long. At one end, on
the upper part a block is attaclhed through which a chain or rope is roved, one end being
connected to a strong shovel, scoop, or bucket, with sharp heavy iron teeth on one side ;
this scoop is attached to a long stout staff or handle, varying from 15 to 30 feet long,
by means of a binge and a spring attached, for the purpose of emptying the contents of
the bucket into sleighs, when raised to the surface. The handle is operated by one man,
who places the scoop into position ; this can be felt If It is placed correctly, by practice.
The other end of the chain is connected to a windlass, which is fitted to the frame-work,
and is so constructed that it can be worked by horse-power, one or more horses hitched
to it. The scoop will hold about two bushels at a time, or thereabouts.

The idea is to place the digger upon the largest oyster area they can find when the
ice is sufficiently strong to bear the weight of horses, sleighs, men and gear, &c.;
digging for mud generally commences durIng the month of February, when other work
is dull. The diggers will then aommence to cut holes or trenches right through the
entire length of an oyster bed, soinetimes cutting to a depth of twenty, twenty-five, or
even thirty feet, and from nine to fifteen feet in width. These holes will sometimes dli
up in course of time with soft mud, or the sides of the cut will cave in, which totally
destroys a large area of very valuable oyster ground, which can never be reclaimed, and
is of little, If any usè, to the oyster fishermen afterwards.

Thousands of acres of once valuable oyster ground have in this way been destroyed
in our rivers and bays, and I regret to say this is not checked to the extent it should
be. This system should be immediately stopped, as far as the fishermen are con-
cerned, or I am very much afraid the day will soon come when our public oyster
fisheries will be entirely ruined. This is one of my ideas in bringing before the notice
of our readers, the reports of fishery offleers of past years, when it clearly shows that
the injury then done was more than noticeable. The following ls taken from a Prince
Edward Island fisherles report, dated 1873 :-" During the past ten or twelve years,
millions of tons of oyster shells and mud have been taken up by our farmers from oyster
beds by means of dredglng machines, worked by horses on the ice." In another report
of 1883, an officer states that, " Oysters are protected by the fishery officers ln summer,
that they may be destroyed by the farmers in winter."

I will repeat no more on this subject, as the extra ets I have collected and arranged lu
these pages can be perused at leisure. The deposit recovered from the deep by the
farmers is placed upon their lands as a fertilizer. but whether this really does come up
to their expectations I cannot say. I have heard them speak both in Its favour and dis-
favour.

It would appear that In the vlew of agricultural experts that, while mussel mud
forces a certain crop for a season or so, it really deteriorates the land to such an extent
that it takes many years to bring It back to its former state by even putting on a larger
supply and more expensive fertilizer. Be that as it may, I merely wish to point out the
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serious injury that is, and has been done, te the valuable oyster areas, which, If brought
into a state of cultivation, would have remained clean, firm and sultable grounds. If
these machines had never worked upon the beds. the fishermen would enjoy to-day a
much more extensive oyster area with more profitable results.

Before leaving this subject, I will mention one instance of an area which will fully
bear out what I have already stated, It being an extract from the inspector's report of
Nova Scotia, dated 1868, and Is as follows :-l am Informed that the local Government of
this province (upon what authority I cannot say), granted a lease of certain oyster beds
in Malagash Harbour te Alexander Macfarlane, Esq., of Wallace, for the purpose of
cultivating oysters. The Inhabitants generally are very much opposed to any such grant.
as the mussel beds and the mud on the flats is invaluable for manure, and the granting
of these privileges to Mr. Macfarlane has entirely deprived them of Its use. I am not
prepared at present to say whether the right te cultivate oysters may Dot be held by
private Individuals witbout interfering with the manure referred te. When the Ice goes
out In the spring I will be able to judge better. It is a matter of considerable Import-
ance, and very desirable te encourage, as far as possible, private enterprise ln this as
well as many other branches of our invaluable fisheries, and I have no doubt that oysters
may be profitably cultivated, not only at Malagash, but Wallace, Tatamagouche and
Pugwash as weil. I hope the day Is not distant when prIvate enteprise wIll develop this
branch of our natural resources te the advantage of the province, as well as te all con-
cerned."

To-day the above-mentioned area, which was then leased te the Hon. Mr. Macfarlane,
is now under cultivation by private individuals, and, had net the lease been granted ln
the first place, this valuable ground would have been the same as others, utterly des-
troyed by these mud-digging machines.

In 1895 I had the pleasure of visiting Tatamagouche Bay officially, my report, sub-
mitted to the department, was as follows :-

Malagash Bay.-The only place where oysters are found is situated in the basin at the
head of Tatamagouche Bay on the west side. This area is comprised of several narrow
streams or channels which are visible at low water, but at high tide a large extent of
water Is seen, which covers extensive mud fiate, and are protected from the outside by
spits or bars running out from both shores, leaving a very narrow channel te enter the
basin, making the place almost landlocked. The bars on the north side, situated in
Cumberland County, are called shipyard bars, which run off from Shipyard or Waugh's
island, and the bar on the south side in Colchester County Is called Thrumpcap bar.
There are also some small bars or ledges Inside these bars, which dry at low water.
These bars are covered on the top with small mussels, which are said te keep the bars
from washing away ; it IS on these bars, among the mussels, that most of the oyster
spat rests. The bars are natural spat collectors, and are literally covered with young
oysters every fall, and unless they are picked from these ledges, they are killed by the
severity of the winter, as the Ice rests upon them and the frost kills them. I am In-
formed that lu the spring months, after the opening of navigation, scarcely an oyster is
to be found until after the spatting season is over, when these beds or ridges glisten
and sparkle like sheets of gold, the sun shining down on the semi-transparent shells of
the oyster spat.
• "The streams before referred te are nearly all taken up by leaseholders, very few
oysters were ln these streams until they were transplanted from the bars by the lease-
holders. These men are interesting themselves ln this Industry, and I have every reason
to belleve they will become successful. Mud digging is generally carried on off Block-
house Point on the east side of Tatamagouche Bay, and te the south of the bar leading
te Tatamagouche River, where extensive oyster beds originally exIsted, but are now
covered over with mud and eelgrass. Oyster mud is te ho f ound here to last for ages,
as the quantity taken Is very small."

Twelve persons are now holding oyster licenses for areas amounting te about seventy
acres, and many others desire to have areas granted te them, which would net have
been possible, had the farmers been allowed te dig mud. Many areas of once prolific

oyster-yielding beds are now lying waste and totally unfit for cultivation ln other locali-

ties, which might bave been saved and utilized In the same way as Malagash Bay.
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Under the heading of enemies, I have not Included man's recklessness and unwise
methods, although these are, perhaps, the most destructive of all agencies connected
with the industry. Take the close season, for instance, there are men-mpelled, we
must suppose, by a mixture of improvidence, greed, recklessness and wilfuiness, who
persist in evading the regulations and restrictions with an ingenuity worthy of a better
cause.

Overdredging or overfishing, which is only another way of saylng the improvidence,
or the cupidity, or perhaps even the stupidity of the arch-enemy, man. But the most
difficult to deal with are thieves and pirates, who persist in poaching on all rich and
well-stocked oyster beds. It is a cause of worry, annoyance and expense to those who
own areas, but it is one of the things difficult to remedy.

Varlous other reasons miglit be quoted, such as removing small oysters from natural
beds, and throwing them overboard, either at random or, worse still, leaving them on
the shore to die and rot, after having separated them from the marketable ones.

Now, if we can all help the oyster every so little, so that these unfortunate inolluscs
shall have a somewhat better chance in the struggle for existence, we would soon see a
change for the better.

Conclusion.

In this report I have collected numerous extracts relating to oysters from the
fisheries annual reports, when it was then seen that further action should be taken
to protect and enhance the value of this industry. This was done to corroborate what I
have already said and to strengthen the reports made at the time of writing them. I
have also, from time to time, made further references to them, as well as to other
authorities on oysters. It will be found convenient to have this anatter condensed in the
form of a compilation for easy reference.

I have given a brief outline of the practical methods in some European countries
and the United States, and have endeavoured to set forth a general idea of the work
that may be safely carried on in the maritime provinces. For ages past, oysters have
existed in our waters, and although they are not dying out naturally, yet with care and
attention to this brandh of the industry there is no doubt that this valuable bivalve may
0e increased, both in quantity and quality.

Before closing, I might make a suggestion for the future ? It ls, "private enterprise."
The depletion and destruction of beds for the sake of immediate gain, with reckless dis-
regard as to the future, demands serious attention ; but let us hope that judicious enter-
prise, which may be slow at first, will make strides.to repair the mischief and build up a
lucrative industry. It has been done by others, and wny should it not be done by us ?

The following table, which is more than sufficlent to demonstrate the Importance of
the oyster industry in Canada, shows the whole catch for the respective provinces where
this bivalve is found, for the last twenty-two years -
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ANNEX A.

REPORT ON OYSTER CULTURE OPERATIONS DURING SEASON 1898, BY
DEPARTMENT EXPERT.

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1898.
To the Honourable

Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G., &c.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa.

SI,-I have the honour to submit my report for the season of 1898 on oyster culture.
Having recelved instructions to proceed to Prince Edward Island, I was engaged in
getting the gear in order for the work which followed.

On securing the services of a small steamer, I proceeded to Murray Harb3ur, and
have been engaged nearly the whole time in removing the weed and eelgrass from an
area which had been previously examined and reported upon as being a suitable bottom
which could be converted into an oyster bed with the necessary labour ; this area is
situated to the north of Reynold's West Island, and is composed of firm sand and mud ;
this was very thickly covered with eelgrass, and by constant working, nearly the whole
of the weed has been removed. After all the weed is cleaned off, it will be necessary to
put a layer of gravel or fine stones and shells for a foundation, previous to laying the
oysters for spawning and growing purposes. I have hopes that it will be converted into
a good oyster bed. No oyster beds are located in this distriet, but occasionally a few
oysters are to be found on the flats, and they are of fine quality and in very good con-
dition, showing that if oysters were planted there is every reason to believe that they
will grow. There is much speculation among the residents as to where these oysters
come from. Some are of opinion there are beds which have not been located, while
others seem to think tbe few oysters found are the refuse from the fishermen's own
boats. which they clean out after returning from the oyster fishing season in the vicinity
of Charlottetown and Orwell. Oysters originally existed in these waters, as will be
seen by the deposits of dead shells which are annually dug up by the farmers, some
close to where I have been preparing the grounds ; this must be stopped here or they
will encroach on the area already set apart for oyster culture. They also dlg mussel
mud in Fox, Greek and Murray Rivers. These areas are shallow, and have been dug
upon by the farmers for years past, and are now of no use whatever for oyster culture.

RICHMOND BAY, P.E.I.

After the opening of the fishing season, I visited Richmond Bay and -djacent waters,
making a general inspection over the whole area.

In Malpeque Bay oysters were reported scarce, the general average catch did not
come up to a barrel a man per day ; there were not more than a dozen boats fishing In
the above locality, with the exception of some Indians fishing around Indian and Curtain
Islands, most of them were engaged in picking the oysters from the shores, wading into
the water until nearly waist-deep at low-water time.

On the north-western part of the bay, around Bideford, Narrows, Trout River and
Lennox Island, oysters are also found to be getting scarcer, although there are more
boats fishing ; the sample brought on shore for market is good and of fair size, as the
merchants or buyers here will not take small oysters, and the fishermen are beginning to
see the result of leaving the small ones on the beds. These men will commence fishing,
and after flading the oysters are getting scarce where their boats are moored, will sit
down and cull their oysters over, the marketable ones are placed on one side, and any
small ones that are taken into the boat attached to larger ones, are separated by means
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of a sharp blow from either the back or blade of a small hatchet, usually carried for the
purpose of separating clusters of oysters ; the small ones are then returned to the water,
and a fresh place is then selected to commence tishing again. This is carried on until
the men are satlsfied wlth their day's work, or are compelled to return to land through
bad weather ; the above is a decided Improvement upon the system of culling and
separatlng their oysters above high-water mark, where the young are left to die and
decay. It would Improve the oyster industry if this regulation were rigidly enforced by
the fishery officers around the whole coast line where oysters exist. Small oysters were
reported plentiful, aqd this is a good and healthy sign.

In Grand River, the sample of oysters taken from the lower part are very fine, both
as regards quality and size, but higher up the oysters are found to be much smaller;
several small oysters were lying along the shore where the boats landed, they looked as
if they were the refuse of their catch. These small ones should bave been replaced on
the beds, as they wlll evidently die along the shores when once the winter sets in.

On the northern portion of Richmond Bay, abreast of Curtain Island, the oysters are
of a very fine quality and of large size ; they are taken from deep beds, and are becom-
ing very valuable, as I saw them sold to buyers afloat at $4 per barrel. Large oyster
beds are found in this locality in deep water (from 20 to 26 feet). where it is almost
impossible to use tongs on account of the depth and current of the tides. I cannot see
that dredging in moderation does any harm to these beds, but would improve, cleanse
and extend them if a limited time were given to dredge them to fishermen who
choose to catch oysters by tbat method. Oyster beds that have been previously dredged
upon ln this locality are now covered with small oysters, the most noticeable are the
Sand, or Long bed, and the Townsend, or 40-acre patch ; both these beds are now
covered with small oysters, too small for market, and several fishermen state that dredg-
ing is the cause of the spat settling there, as the shells have been raked over and
cleansed. If the use of the dredge were allowed in this bay for a portion of each season,
say from the 20th or 30th of October, when the weather becomes unsettled, til the close
of navigation, then many a man could get a day's work by using dredges, where he
could not catch an oyster wlth tongs. An Imaginary Une might be drawn from Gull
Point, on the west side of the bay, to Beech Point, on the east side, allowing fishermen
to dredge on the north of this Une.

While visiting the boats, I found the sample of oysters taken to be of fair size, but
if these oysters were left for another season they would make a splendid marketable
oyster. Some of the men fishing had no license, and when asked, " why not," they
stated they did not know where to obtain them from, as no one had been around with
them.

On the shoals and fiats between Curtain Islands, innumerable smail oysters are
found, but these do not mature, and I was informed that if I visited the place in the
spring I should find the bulk of them had perished through the wlinter. These small
oysters should be allowed to be picked for planting purposes, as they are easy of access,
and no harm 18 done by granting permission to holders of licensed areas to restock their
beds with small oysters from these fiats and shores during the regular fishing season.

The oysters landed at St. Eleanor's were of a fair sample, many of them being Just
within the size lituit, and yet scarcely fit for market. A fisherman appears to take no
interest whatever lu his future welfare, his only aim while fishing is to keep everythIng
he catches ln the shape of an oyster so that he will quickly fill a barrel ; the quantity
taken by each fisherman varled from one-half to a whole barrel.

It appears to me that a patrol boat 1s required the whole time, with a staff of suffi-
cient force to inspect and enforce the regulations required, and see that no one fishes but
those holding licenses and legal fishing appliances over this valuable area ; also, that
landing stations sbould be specified at different points, so that oysters should be landed

only at such places as should be named or arranged with the principal buyers, or easy

places of access, and that a warden should be on hand to inspect all boats as they land
tieir oysters daily. If any small ones are brought on shore, such officer might see that

they are replaced on the beds by the person in whose possession they were found, instead
of being thrown on the shore or near the packer's warehouse to die and rot; this would
not cause a great deal of expense, and would prove a great benefit to the industry.
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TRACADIE, N.s.

On visiting the grounds at the above place, I found that they were clean, and the
oysters had grown thicker and larger. I also noticed a slight percentage of dead ones
amongst them ; this result I attribute chiefly to the rough usage the oyster had received
from the time it was caught until relaid, as in nearly every case I notIced the shells of
the dead oysters were chipped. They were transplanted while the oysters were growing.
the shells being very tender and delicate at the time. The flesh of the oysters was very
good, and of a much more salty flavour than those taken from the north-west arm. I
was unable to find any trace of this year's spat ; that might be on account of the rainy
and wet weather that prevailed in this locality during the spatting season, also, to the-
limited time I was there ; as the weather was very wlld during my stay, I was unable
to make an extensive examination to see if any spat had settled on any other parts of
the bay, but, taking everything into consideration, the grounds were in a satisfactory
condition.

CLOSING PUBLIC AREAs.

My attention has been called to several public oyster fishing areas which, of late-
years, have had a decided falling off in the catch ; this I attribute chiefly to the over-
fishing of these grounds, the demand is now becoming much greater than the supply,
and the increase in the number of fishermen who catch oysters is owing principally to
the Increase in price giving them more energy to work on the beds, even if under more
trying circumstances. The consequence is that the beds are now becoming denuded of
oysters, and before the oysters have attained a marketable size or age, they are caught
and the beds have no time to recover. Fishermen can see this, but cannot prevent
It themselves, and It would be advisable, in the interests of the industry, to close down
certain areas for a limited time, say, if only for one or two years, it would be found to
be of advantage to the fishermen, for when they did commence fishing on an area that
had been closed they would have something to catch, as the oysters would be full grown.
Clyde River and Long Creek might be reserved alternately each year ; then Mill Creek,
Johnson's River and Pownall Bay; in fact, many such areas might be closed down on
the Island ; areas, also, in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia might be regulated in the
same way, and I am sure if this matter were given serious thought and carried into
effect it would give a fresh start to the industry and keep prices in good shape, as there
would be something worth sending to market ; otherwise, the natural growth of the
oyster on public beds is not sufficiently fast to supply the demands which increase each
year, and the beds must ultimately collapse, through being overfished.

PRIVATE AREAS.

The safest and most valuable scheme for the preservation of the oyster In the mari-
time provinces Is to encourage private culture. Interest has already awakened, and It is
seen that, although in Its infancy, It wIll develop into a large undertaking in the near
future, already between 1,100 and 1,200 acres of ground have been taken up in Dominion
waters, while other applications have been also made. Men who have launched into this
enterprise can see the necessity of continuing the same for the maintenance of the
oyster, and when properly managed, It Is found to be 'a profitable industry. Persons ln
the oyster busineis, and having a piece of ground, find it Invaluable for keeping their
stock until they find a firm market : these persons can afford to be more particular In
their culling as they can return all immature oysters to their beds ; these can lay and
develop into larger oysters, giving a profit, if only in the growth alone, where oysters are
sold by the measure ; It is especially so with those who buy from the ordinary fisher-
men, when so many small ones are to be found when culling them over for market. On
obtaining possession of an area for the purpose of putting it into a state of cultivation,
the beds may be stocked by picking or catching small oysters from the ordinary beds ;
there has been some objection to this, as it is reported to deplete the natural beds, but
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there are several places where oysters may be picked on the ebb-dries and shallows,
which, if they are not removed are inevitably lost, as they would perish with the winter's
frosts. It must also be borne in mind that the taking up of private areas ln the lower
provinces for the cultivation of oysters is of very recent date, and that no areas are
leased where oysters exist, and persons who take up these areas are not thoroughly
acquainted with oyster culture in all its branches, it is only fair to give these pioneers
in oyster culture a start that will encourage them to keep it up after they once worked
their way into it.

The oyster industry of this Dominion bas been purely taking advantage of a natural
resource and it has had many things to hinder Its success. In the past a great many
more small oysters have been destroyed above the high water mark and at the doors of
packers' warehouses than have ever been relaid by persons having licensed areas ; then,
again, mud digging has destroyed many oysters, as well as brood and valuable soil
which can never be reclaimed, fishing in close season and through the ice has had also
its 111 effects ; but I am in hopes that with the combined efforts of fishery officers, regu-
lations and leased arens the oyster industry may yet be able to hold its own. It is far
preferable for a few barrels of oysters to be transplanted on an area where no oysters
exist, and see that they are being watched and cared for than to see heaps of bleached
shells piled up on the shore, the cullings and young oysters which were too small for
market left to decay.

In allowing persons to take up areas on depleted beds or other grounds they may
choose, and stocking them with young and full-grown oysters, it must not be forgotten
that these persons have no control whatever over the spat, and may be the means of
restocking many natural beds which are in the vicinity of the leased ones, and I con-
sider it of very great importance to grant licensed areas when not interfering with the
public fishery.

The demand for oysters is now really greater than the supply, and the greater the
number of resources there are in the different localities the better it is for the public
generally, through the spat having a larger area to spread itself and strongly advise the
encouragement of private culture, as it will eventually be the only means of keeping
up and maintaining a supply.

OYsTER AREAS OF THE PROVINCES.

The oyster areas of the maritime provinces are numerous, situated, as they are, in
the indented bays and rivers of the coast, from Baie des Chaleurs to, and including, the
islands of Prince Edward and Cape Breton. Most of these areas have been examined
and repoyted on, as may be seen by referring to the annual reports on oyster culture.
There is still a large area of ground to be covered, the Caraquet beds have not been
examined, and other areas along the New Brunswick shore ; Cape Breton also bas some
oyster ground which has not yet been gone over ; also, the north side of Prince Edward
Island. I have just heard from Mr. W. C. Hobkirk, fishery officer for the Island, that an
extensive bed of oysters bas been discovered at Savage Harbour, about a mile long, and
that the oysters caught are good and plentiful, while another is reported in Tracadie,
but no particulars have been given. It is also desired that steps should be taken to
examine the waters on the Bay of Fundy shores, and make some experiments as to the
advisability of forming oyster beds there.

No efforts have ever been made by this depaiement to ascertain whether any deep-
water oysters exist ln the sea around the coasts. On the north side of Prince Edward
Island, with northerly gales of wind, oyster shells are reported to wash ashore, which
would lead one to believe that oyster beds do exist outside ; the same bas also been
reported of Buctóuche, N.B.

Oysters and scallops are found ln the English Channel and North Sea, in depths
varying from ten to thirty fathoms water, and there Is no reason why oysters should
not be found along our own shores. where so many baya and rivers which contain oysters
discharge their waters into the gulf.
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OYSTER FISHING-ITS 31ETHODS.

Varlous Ideas bave been formed with regard to the easiest and most advantageous
mode of fishing oysters, and the implements used are many, a description of which will
be. given below.

Dredges are about the only implement used in Europe ; they are also used to a great
extent in the United States, but are very little used in the Dominion, althougn a very
necessary machine, where areas require cleaning, and on cultivated areas they are most
economie in the saving of time and labour. They are made of various sizes for the
different localities where they are worked, some are made to be worked by band, others
are hove up by a hand winch, and In some cases a steam winch is used. On shallow
bottoms the former is mostly worked.

A full description of this implement will be found in the special oyster report, page
339.

The nets of these dredges are ofter. made of iron links for the lower part or back,
as there is considerable wear as it is dragged over the bottom, while the upper portion
of the uet is made of a lighter material, such as twine, and the action of the water
through the meshes keeps the net in an open position.

Tongs are used in many parts of the United States, and chiefly in Prince Edward
Island ; it is formed of two rakes, joined together with a boit so arranged that both
handles will work easily about one-third the length of the handle from the rake ; it
varies ln size and length of handles according to the depth of water it is used for, the
average length of handle being 14 or 16 feet long, the width of rake about 30 inches,
where curved iron teeth, about 3 inches long, and one and a half inches apart are fixed ;
when working with the tongs the boat is moored over au oyster bed, and moved about
from time to time, as required ; the tongs are then used on the bottom, and colleets
oysters and weed, which may lay in its way while being drawn together ; on ralsing
the tongs to the surface, the contents are culled out. saving the oysters, while the shells
are returned to the water, where they settle on the bottom, as the tide carries them. A
man can take a small row-boat and pair of tongs and is enabled to go where he pleases
to fish, while dredges require a heavier boat, with sails, &c.

The single-handled rake, a rude and destructive implement, is used where the
bottoms are softer, and also from an open boat, moored. This varies in size, the
rake is about 30 inches wide, with curved teeth, from 8 to 10 inhes in length, and
arranged about one and a half lnches apart, with a handle from 15 to 25 feet long ; it
will colleet the shells and oysters from the bed all around into uneven banks, breaking
through the crust of the beds, and doing more damage to a piece of ground than the
good they reap by their catch ; by this method the beds are continually becoming more
contracted. An oyster area requires to be as even as possible, and where depressions
are made on oyster beds, the sediment soon settles, making mud holes, where, eventually,
the eelgrass will grow and the beds soon become covered over.

I have seen Indians use the flat eel spears bent round at right angles, making a hook
of it, which they wlll fish among the rocks and ledges, and are expert In obtainiig
oysters by that method.

In Cape Breton an instrument called a dip-net is used. It consists of a circular or
oblong band of iron about 8 Inches ln diameter, and when oblong will have a depth of
12 inches by 8 ; at the back or bottom of this is attached a small net, made either of
wire or twine, and fixed to a pole about 10 or 12 feet long for a handle ; when an oyster
is seen from the boat it is scooped itto the dip-net. The water is clear as a rule, the
bottom being easily visible at a depth of 6 to 9 feet from the surface. At times when
there is wind and it is difficult to see the bottom, some of the fishermen will sprinkle oil
on the rough water around their boat enabling them to see the bottom more clearly. But
the most crude of all was a split stick which was used in Cape Breton ; the person using
It will be looking over the boat's side and, on seeing an oyster, this pole, which is split
at the lower end into four parts and slightly opened ls thrust over the oyster, and when
a firm hold is found to have been obtained, the stick is raised and the oyster extracted ;
it is a slow method, but these men obtain a very good saniple of oysters, and no very
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small ones are obtained. It Is seen from the above that all sorts of schemes are formed
to remove the oyster from Its bed, and very few persons are to be found who would
lay any small oysters on these beds for development or improvement.

MUD-DIGGING AREAS.

Several applications were made by the farmers to have some alteration made In the
mud-digging areas, and, ln compliance with instructions, I have been over the East,
West, North and Johnson's Rivers, have drawn fresh lines and limits, and reserved
further areas for the use of oyster fishermen. The present arrangements are satisfactory
to all parties concerned, and a copy of the metes and bounds has been left with the
fishery officer ln Charlottetown for future reference, the original having been placed on
file in this department.

SIZE LIMIT.

My attention has been drawn to the size of some of the oysters shipped to market,
and when speaking to the fishermen they state their oysters are within the size limit, as
they claim these small oysters are round, whereas the round oyster belongs to Caraquette,
and the followlng regulations were originally Intended for those oysters only, but It Is
now made common use of wherever oysters are caught. Clause 6 of the oyster regula-
tions reads as follows :-" No person shall fish for, catch, kill, buy, sell, or have ln
possession, any round oysters of a less size than two inches ln diameter of shell, "or any
long oysters measuring less than three Inches of outer shell." I would strongly advise
that this regulation should be altered so as to read as follows :-" No person shall fish for,
catch, kill, buy or sell any oysters measuring less than three Inches of outer shell, with the
exception of those taken from Caraquette and the waters of Gloucester County. Three
Inches of shell will give a very small oyster, and that size Is the lowest limit that it la
possible to give to be of any benefit or value to the Industry.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

ERNEST KEMP, Oyster Expert.
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APPENDIX No. 12.

FISH CULTURE
1898

REPORT OF PROF. EDWARD E PRINCE, CONIMISSIONER AND GEN-
ERAL INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES FOR THE DOMINION OF

CANADA, FOR THE YEAR 1898.

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1898.
To the Honourable

Sir LorIs H. DAVIES, K.C.M.G., &c., &c.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

Ottawa.

SiR,-The following report, which I have the honour to submit, embraces a review of
the operations carried on in the several fish hatcheries in the varions provinces during
the past season. The success attending the fish culture work at these establishments
has been of a very successful character, notwithstanding the special difficulties that
arose in the case of five of the hatcheries, owing to the impossibility of obtaining the
customary supplies of the parent fish from the usual localities. Thus, the Carleton
salmon pond, St. John, N.B., was not available, and the Grand Falls and Bedford salmon
hatcheries were placed In a serious predicament. Extensive dredging operations, con-
nected with the deepening of the St. John harbour to accommodate the ocean steamers,
and the building of new wharfs and additional railway tracks, ail in close proximity to
the salmon pond, were so serious an interference that it could not be utilized for retain-
ing parent fish. Hence, special steps had to be authorized in order to obtain supplies of
ova on the Miramichi River, and the results were detalled in last year's report of the
South Esk hatchery. Again, in connection with the procuring of lake-trout eggs for the
Newcastle, Ottawa, Magog and Grand Falls hatcherles, it has long appeared desirable
to try some plan alternative to that pursued for a period of ten years, viz., the use of
departmental nets In a restricted locality, and the tishing of certain stations in Colpoy's
Bay, Wiarton, Ont., with plant owned by the department. The fact that, season after
season, officers from United States hatcheries obtain abundant supplies Of lake-trout
eggs from the fish taken by Canadian fishermen In Lake Superior, suggested the
feasibIlity of arrangements with the fishermen adjacent to Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., where-
by the fish taken in the nets in a spawning condition might be manipulated by ex-
perienced departmental officers, and the ova saved and transferred in the usual way to
Newcastle. Ont. As Is well known, the present close season for the great lake-trout

commences coincidently with that for lake-whitefish, and Is, in reality, too late. A great
proportion of lake-trout spawn before the end of October, and the fishermen, In conse-

quence, capture a good many ripe fish, which are shipped to the markets, and their

spawn destroyed and lost, excepting thos, supplies of spawn which, with the cognizance
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of this department, and for many years with officiai sanction from Ottawa, were taken by
United States officiais for their hatcheries. The Sault Ste. Marie experiment was not
successfully carried out, as the fish appeared to be unusually late ln coming into the
shallows, and the Wlarton flshing stands were again resorted to In order to avoid the
danger of fallure. The Sandwich hatchery also experienced peculiar difficulty in securing
spawn, on account of the late appearance of the parent whitefish, and when the schools
did approach the usual breeding grounds it was not possible te capture as large a supply
of filsh as usual. Mr. Parker, the officer in charge at Sandwich, reported, however, that
not so many fish were necessary, as those taken were ln the best possible condition for
hatchery purposes, and were just upon the point of spawning. He remarked : " The
fish never were known to be so late ln coming Into the river. Eggs were first brought
into the house on the 22nd day of November, about tbree weeks later than previous
years."

It is very satisfactory to note that there was actually no breal'down in the measures
taken for securing eggs at any of the places referred to, notwithstanding that the cir-
cumstances were so unusually unfavourable, and the difficulties in the way of success
se grave. A failure to secure eggs for the New Brunswick hatcheries, or non-success at
Sandwich or at Wlarton, would have momentous resuits, as other distant hatcheries
depend upon these western supplies, and could not be operated were an insufficient
quantIty of ova obtained. In the case of the Bay View lobster batchery, N.S., the
difficulty experienced ln the previous season was felt again, and it was net possible te
procure the ample supplies which were secured with facility four or five years ago. Last
year the officer ln charge reported that, while lobsters were quite plentiful, females
carrying eggs were, for some unknown reason, very scarce, and it was necessary to
resort to Canso, and localities to the east, ln order te make up the deficiency. This
season the failure to secure full supplies is attributable to two causes, viz., the extremely
stormy weather, which prevented the bauling of the traps, and the prevalence of an
epidemlc of so serlous a character, in the locality of the hatchery, that several canneries
could not continue work, owing te lack of hands. The lobster eggs placed ln the
incubators amounted to eighty-five millions, a quantity slightly less than that of t1e
previous season, but much below that of the preceding four years, 1893-96, when an
average of 145,000,000 of lobster eggs was placed in the incubators. The hatchery bas
been ln operation for a period of eight years, and many parties have exhibited an
impatience at the uncertainty of the results. Se long as the establishment was ln its
early experimental stage, neither the trained expert nor the practical man could fairly
give any opinion on the effect of the lobster hatchery. The slow rate of growth ln the
tobster, as compared with many other marine creatures, rendered impossible a sa fe
judgment until the lapse of adequate time. Even now, opinion is divided, but many parties
with large interests ln the lobster-packing industry are strongly favourable to artificial
propagation, ln spite of the uncertain and slender evidence available. " I do not see how
the hatchery can help being a benefit," said an important Nova Scotia packer recently.*
" I have seen hundreds of millions of young fry, and could see the growth and strength
of the young lobster ln a few days. , They were lively, healthy and growing. Unless
they die, the hatchery must be of very great assistance. It is conducted on very success-
ful and admirable lnes, but it is, of course, hard te determine results lu the Northumber-
land Straits."

The success which I am able to record, under the very difficult conditions experieftced,
is testimony to the efficiency of the system under which the fish culture operations are
being carried on, and its adaptability to unforeseen circumstances. It is also a clear
proof of the energy and ability of the departmental officers entrusted with the duties ln
question, and of their readIness to overcome exceptional obstacles, and thus avoid total
failure ln the season's operations.

Of the general benefits to the waters of the Dominion by fish culture operations, wben
conducted ln a capable manner by experlenced officers, it Is unnecessary te say anything.
In former years the fish culture reports contained lengthy extracts, from various sources,

* Evidence given before the Lobster Commission, 1898-99.
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hearing testimony in favour of hatcheries. It is interesting to note, however, that
recently an expression of opinion has been published on the Pacifie coast, and on the
Atlantic coast, which has peculiar force emanating, as it does, on the one hand from a
board of leading commercial men, and on the other hand from a practical man of long
experience on a river which ranks as, perhaps, the premier salmon river on the Atlantic
coast. The British Columbia Board of Trade in their report for 1898, just issued, say :

" It was expected that the salmon pack of 1897 would be large, but the total pack
of 1,015,577 cases, an increase of 58 per cent over and above the previous highest record
exceeded the hopes of the most sanguine. The increase was almost exclusively from the
Fraser River, and is accounted for principally by the hatchery established there in 1884."

The recently expressed opinion of an experienced resident on the upper Metapedia
waters points in the same direction, and Is favourable to the Restigouche salmon hatch-
ery, which, for twenty-five years, has supplied fry to the Metapedia and the Restigouche.
Writing from Glen Emma, via Assametquaghan, P.Q., he says :

" My experience has covered a period of twelve successive seasons and I have been
a close observer of the salmon and their habits, and I have no hesitation in saying that
the run of salmon Is increasing for the last three years on the Metapedia and Causapscal
Rivers. Probably the fact that this is so is due to several different causes. No doubt the
young fry distributed on the Metapedia has been a material advantage to the river, and
another reason I would say is that the Causapséal River has had protection, and an
increased run of parent fish in that river is the result. There is no doubt that the
Metapedia is well stocked with yopng fish, and I also notice that the big fish are more
evenly distributed along the pools, which plainly proves that the stock is increasing. I
know several places where, a few years ago, it was a rarity to see more than one or two
filsh, and it is easy to see twenty or more now."

That the incubation of fish eggs in hatcheries, and the proper planting of the fry,
under trained and qualified superintendence, results in substantial gain to the waters
planted is established beyond dispute by the case of the rivers of New Zealand. That
colony had no trout or salmon of any kind a little over a quarter of a century ago. Now
the inland and littoral waters abound with fine fish. It is true that the experiment com-
menced twenty-six years ago of introducing salmon and various species of trout has not
had precisely the results expected. For reasons of a technical and scientifle character,
the planting of salmon bas not been a marked success, although land-locked salmon
grow to a size of three or four pounds, and produce eggs for five or six years, yet the
experiment, so far as sea salmon are concerned, has had practically negative results.
Not so with the trout. These which, under normal conditions in English and Scotch
waters, would not exceed three to five pounds (though twelve and fourteen pound
monsters are recorded) attain, in New Zealand waters, the abnormal weight of twenty-
five to thirty-six pounds, and acquire the habit of migrating to the sea. Fine trout are
abundant there now, though, until artificially propagated and introduced, there were no
trout in those waters at ail. Mr. W. H. Spackman, of Christchurch, N.Z., says :

" Their introduction into the South Island has been a marked success, most of the
rivers of that island being well enough stocked to afford magnificent fishing for trout.
In the North Island they have been successfully introduced into most of the rivers as
far north as Taranaki, on the west coast, and the inland portions of Hawke's Bay, on
its eastern side. As the work of acclimatization progresses year by year, rivers further
north are being stocked, and no doubt the central system of rivers running north will be
stocked at high altitudes, where found suitable."

The opinion of so well known an authority as Mr. Henry Ffennell on this question is
interesting, in connection with the foregoing :

" As we ail know, the establishment of trout in many waters at the antipodes (which
formerly were absolutely barren of that variety of fish) has been successfully accom-
plished. Many rivers at the other side of the world are now plentifully stocked, and
yield fish in abundance, and of remarkable size. There are many persons who hold the
confident belief that true salmon (Salmo salar) are also to be got in plenty in those far-
away waters, the offspring of ova originally sent from England. I think, however, it is
very doubtful if such really Is the case, and I do not know that any reliable evidence can
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be produced to prove it. Rumours, indeed, come to hand from time to time, to the effect
that certain waters at the antipodes yield salmon in more or less abundance, and speci-
mens have been sent to England for identification. Dr. Gunther, and others, have
examined several specimens of these so-called salmon, but I think I am correct in saying
that in no case was he, or any other competent authority, satisfied that the specimens
forwarded were examples of offspring from Engllsh-bred salmon."

One of the main factors in ensuring successful results is the suitability of the waters
to be stocked. Many other considerations have to be kept in view by the expert, and the
necessity of efficient trained assistance ls apparent.

As Is usual in this report, a schedule 1s given below of the total quantities of each
species of fish put out from the hatcheries as a whole, followed by a detailed table,
showing the quantitles, description and species of fry distributed from each establish-
ment respectively, with a statement of the numbers of advanced eggs sent to and re-
ceived by other hatcheries.

A general statistical table has also been prepared, ln which are exhibited the gross
nuinbers of fry of all kinds bred and turned out of the hatcheries and planted ln the
various waters of the Dominion, during a period covering practically a quarter of a
century, prior to which there was only one hatchery in operation. From 1868 to 1873
the Newcastle hatchery appears to have turned out something over a million fry. In
1874 the Restigouche salmon hatchery and the similar institution on the River Miramichi,
N.B., produced, respecttvely, 100,000 and 60,000 fry. Next year (1875) two new buildings
at Tadousac and Gaspé were operated, and resulted in the planting of 60,000 and 110,000
salmon fry in each case. In 1876, whitefish were hatched for the first time at the
Sandwich establishment, on the Detroit River. The five Dominion hatcheries in opera-
tion in 1875 were but the initial stage in the growth of fish culture work, and the number
of hatcheries had trebled twenty years later, though one small hatchery was operated
only a few years, ceasing in 1887, and being destroyed by fire at a later date ; but the
Bay View (lobster) hatchery, in Nova Scotia, was opened in 1891, and the total number
of active establishments was thus maintained.

Exclusive of the lobster, the grand total quantity of fry of fishes planted in Dominion
waters from the several hatcheries, since fish culture operations began, is not less than
1,000,818,200. During last season (1898) there were planted, exclusive of lobster fry, in
round numbers, a total of fry amounting to one hundred and seven and a half millions.
Including lobsters, the grand total of fry amounts to 2,428,118,200 for the period of
twenty-six years. The grand total for the year 1898 is 192,477,000.

QUANTITIES OF FRY DISTRIBUTED.

The following table shows the numbers planted of various species propagated
Salmon (Salmo salar) ..................................... 5,152,000
Sockeye (Paciflc) Salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka)............... 5,850,000
Salmon-trout (Salvelinus namalicush) ......................... 3,185,000
Lake-whitefish (Coregonus clupciformis)..................... 3,290,000
Lobsters (Homarus anericanus).............................. 85,000,000

192,477,000
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For facility of reference, the further table below specifies the name and location of

each hatchery. also the quantities of young fish and of eggs in an advanced condition
supplied by eadh establishment, respectively, and the species of fry or the kind of eggs
so distributed during the season.

NubrfNumber of

No. Namie of Hatchery. Nuniber of }ry Eggs sent eI ggo re-there ived fro i Speci.No. ain of atcery. disribued. to oher other
HatthchcriesH

Sydney, N.S.
Bedford, N.
Bay View, N
Dunk River,
St. John Riv

6 Miramichi, N
7 Restigouche,
8 Gaspé, P.Q.
9 Tadoussac, P

10 Magog, P.Q

11 Newcastle, O

12 Sandwich, O
13 Ottawa, Ont

14 Selkirk, Ma
15 Fiaser River

........... Not in operation.
3,000,000

................. 85.0q 0,000)
P.E.I..........Not luoperation.
er, N. B 260,000

........ 470,000
2,560,000

LB ....... 1,557,000
P.Q 1,135,000

Not in operation.
.. 2,200,000

.. 2,950,000
... . ..... .... 150,000)

nt. 1,525,(M
2,800,000

71,000,000
1,980,000

... 1,040,000
9,000,00)

B.C............ 5,850,000

3,000,000 White tish.
.... ..... Lobsters.

. .. 600,000 Atlantic sa]
500,000 Great Lake

3,000,000 White fish.
*600,0)00 250,000 Atlantle sa]
250,000...........

.. . ... ..... 3 000,000 White fish.

.. ...... . . 150,000 Great Lake
1.750,000 ...... .... i

...... ..... 3,000,000 W hite fish.

huon.
trout.

mon.

trout.

14,000,000 ....... . ..
.. .. .. ...... 2,000,000

1,100,000 Great Lake trout.
........ White hsh.

. .. ...... Sock-eye samon.

Total .......... .. 192,477,000 16,600,000 16,600,000

* Received in very poor condition.

The following table shows the total numbers of fry of all kinds which have been
dlstributed from the Dominion hatcheries since the commencement of each up to the
present time, includlng the year 1898 :-
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STATEMENT showing the Places where, and the Years in which, the several Fish
Establishment, ainually, since they

ONxTARIO. QUEBEc.

Newcastle. Sandwich. Ottawa. Magog. Tadoussac. Gaspé. Restigouche.

Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry.

1 1868-73.. 1,070,000 ........... . .... .... ........... .
2 1874 ... 350,000 .... .. . .... ...... ...... ...... ,000
3 187.... 650,000...... .... ... ............. ... 60,000 110,000 600,000
4 187'. 700,000 8,000,000' ....... 150,000 50,000 300,000
5 1877 . . 1,300,000 8,000,000 ..... ............. 1,180,000 1,051,000 600,000
6 1878 ... 2,605,000 20,000,000. 707,000 650,000 1,015,000
7 1879 .. 2,1 02,700 12,000,000 ........... ......... 1,250,000 1,597,000 1,470,000
8 1880 .... 1,923,000 13,5W,000 .... . . . 1,155,000 730,000 1,500.1)00
9 1881 .. 3,300,000 16,000,000 .... ... 200,000 334,000 b00,00 740,060

10 1882 .... 4,841,000 44,000,000 . 975,000 63,000 530,000 • 1,400,000
11 1883. ... 6,053,010 72,000,000 . ....... 250,000 995,000 520,000 300,000
12 1884 ... 8,800,000 37,000,000 ..... ...... 100,000 985,000 859,000 940,000
13 1885.... 5,700, 000 , ......... 300,000 720,000 290,000 660,000
14 1886 .. 6,451,000 57,000,000 ...... ..... . 1,400,000 1,627,0001 576,000 1,380,000
15, 1887.... 5,130,000 56,500,000 .. 675,000 900,r00 630,000 1,500,000
16i 1888. . 8,076,000 56,000,000l.... ... 3,475,000' 850,000 800,000. 1,720,000
17; 1889.... 5,846,500 21,000,000' ... ...... 2,800,000 1,600,000 450,000 1,280,000
18 1890 ... 7,736,000 52,000,000 5.732,000 2,875,000 1,700,000 806,000 2,396,000
19 1891 .... 7,807,500 75,000,000 ',043,000 3,050,000 1,300,000 1,000,000 1,750,000
20 1892.... 4,823,500 44,500,000 4,909,000 2,400,00w 624,000 965,000 1,240,000
21 1893.... 9,835,000 68,000,000 6,208,000 3,600,000 2,060,000 910,000 883.000
22 1894.... 6,000,000 47,000,000 4,480,000 2,035,000; 1,975,000 850,000 1,080,000
23 1895..., 6,000,000 73,000,000 3,210,000 3,350,000 2,060,000 675,000 2,885,000
24 1896.... 5,200,000 61,000,00) 3,950,000 3,400,000 2,500,000 300,000 1,250,000
25, 1897.... 4,200,000 72,000,000 4,100,000 4,500,000 3,272,000 1,100,000 2,100,000
26 1898.... 4,325,000 71,000,000 3,020,000 3,100,000, 2,200,000; .......... .. 1,135,000

Totals.. 121,325,20011,052,500,000 42,653,000 38,845,000 30,864,000 15,949,000 30,224,000
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Hatcheries have been erected ; also the number of Fry distributed from each
were built, including the Year 1898.

P F BHITIS
NEW BRUNSWICK- NOVA SVOTuA. * * N CoL- MANrroBA

UMBIA.
-_____ ---.- -_________- - --- - -_ - ToTrALs.

Mira. St. 0111 Bedford. VSydne View Dunk Frasr
nurchi. River. Hater River. River.

Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry. Fry.

... ..... ...... ..... . .1,070,000 1
60,000........... .... .... ... .... .. 510,000 2

150,000 ...... .......... 1,570,000 3
60,000 ........... .395,000 9,655.......... .... ,50,000 4

320,000 . ..... . 1,000,000. 13,451,000 5
665,000 .... . .. 1,400,000 ........................ ............... 27,042,00) 6

1,025,000...... .. 1,740,000 . 21,684,700 7
803,000 170,600 730,000 .......... 00,000 . . .......... 21,013,000 8
770,000 50,000 680,003 . . ....... 375,000 ... . . .... . . 22,949,000 9
640,000 588, 000 00 315,0001 ... ...... 1,060,000. ... ...... 55,859,000 10
925,000 72,600 800,000 659,000. 1,210,000 . . . 83,784,600 Il
795,000 811,000 1,000,000 853,0001. 1,000,000. 53,143,000 12
900.000 15,000 670,000 772,000J . . . .1,100,00 1,800,000 81,067,000 13
945,000 2,181,000 9i;',000 1,179,00u .... ...... 400,0001 2,625,000 ......... 76,724,00014
900,000 2,479,000 4,230,000 1,415,000 500,000 4,414,(00 ........... 79,273,000 15

1,290,000 4,142,000 4,390,000 1.559,000..... .... . ..... 5,807,000 ......... 88,109,000 16
50,oo0 3,570,000 3,850,000 2,034,000 .... ............... 4,419,000 ......... 47,700,000 17

1,022,00 3,492,000 3,860,000 1,953,000 .. ..... . .. .. . .. 6,640,000 ........... 90,213,000 18
1,503,000 3,165,000 2,550,000 1,000,000 7,000,000:.... 3,603,800 ........ . 115,772,300 19
1,310,000 2,378,0001 2,620,000 6!0,000 63,500,000 . 6,000,000 . 135,959,50020

975,000 3,299,000 3,180,000 153,600,000 .......... 5,764,000 ..... 258,314,000,21
1,010,000 4,096,000 3,805,000 288,000 160,000,000 .... .. . 7,800,000 14,500,000 254,919,000 22
1,200,000 4,060,000 3,815,000! 195,000 168,200,000 .......... 6,390,000 19,000,000 294,040,000!23
1,430,000 4,068,000 4,225,0001 243,500 100,000,000,.... . .. 10,393,000 4,500,000 202,459,50024
1,558,000 4,155,000 5,450,0001 496,000 90,000000.... .. 5,928,000 . 198,859,000125
1,557,000 3,290,000, 3,000,000.........85,000,000)..........5,,000000 9,000,000 192,477,000 26

22,665,000 46,222,200 55,200,000 13,652,000 827,300,000 6,145,000 77,433,800 47,000,000 2,428,118,200
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In addition to the regular work of incubating, hatching and distributing the varlous
species, specified in the foregoing tables, the department bas sanctioned, or actively
participated in other fish culture work not coming under the Dominion fish-breeding
operations proper.

Thus, in 1896, a most important scheme was successfully carried out for transplant-
ing certain kinds of fish, shell-fish, &c., from the Atlantic to the Pacifie coast. The
scheme included the transportation across the continent, alive, of lobsters, oysters and
black bass. The year before (1895) a quantity of large-mouthed black bass were intro-
duced into certain waters in western Ontario, with the cordial co-operat!on of the
Ontario Government. The Dominion and provincial Governments mutually bore the cost
of the experiment. These attempts were attended with marked success, and have been
fully reported on in the departmental reports for the respective years mentioned. In
1897, Mr. D. G. Smith, provincial fisheries commissioner, New Brunswick, entered into
correspondence with the department respecting the suggested hatching of sea-trout. The
department, for the last five or six years, it may be pointed out, bas strictly confined the
hatching operations in the varlous establishments to species of fish that are primarily of
commercial importance. The whitefish and great lake-trout or salmon-trout have no
game qualities, but from an economic point of view, and from the net fisherman's point
of view they are of supreme value ; so also of the salmon. A large body of salmon
fishermen depend upon these fish for their livelihood. Hence, the fish culture operation
have been restricted to the kinds of fish just referred to. As there was ample accom-
modation for some thousands of trout fry in the South Esk hatchery, Mr. Isaac Sheas-
green was instructed to make preparations to receive the trout eggs and to co-operate
with thewith the provincial commissioner in order to secure success in the hatching
operations.

Mr. D. G. Smith secured about 30,000 sea-trout ova, and these were duly incubated
in the Dominion hatchery and planted by the commissioner in tributaries of the Rivers
Miramichi and St. John.

A second experiment, viz., the planting of adult black bass in certain lakes in Hall-
burton Co., Ont.. was carried out late in the fall, under peculiarly difficult circumstances.
The results, though more limited than had been anticipated, were perfectly successful,
and a batch of thirty very fine black bass was transferred from Otter and Salmon Lakes
in the Parry Sound district to Gordon Lake, near Rock Lake, on the Ottawa, Arnprior
and Parry Sound Railway. As this fine sporting country bas only recently been opened
up, the planting of a gaine fish, like black bass, in the beautiful waters adjacent to the
railway is an important step, and will add to the attractions of this territory, which is
rapidly becoming a resort for summer residents and anglers. Mr. Andrew Fleck, of
Ottawa, was active in carrying out the scheme, and authorized Mr. Ross, an experienced
official on the railway, to render ail assistance. Mr. Andrew Halkett,. of Ottawa, an
officer of this department, very efficiently superintended the work, which commenced
on October 13, when twenty splendid fish were captured. On the following day (the
14th) the weather was extremely inclement and stormy. and ten fish were taken. On
Saturday, the 15th of October, these thirty black bass, many of them unusually large
specimens, were shipped in fine condition, ln the large fish-cans belonging to the depart-
ment. Most of them were of the large-mouthed species (Micropterus salmoides), and being
fully grown, healthy adult fish, an abundant supply of young fry will be ensured in
Gordon Lake and adjacent waters during the suinmer of 1899. Amongst others who
took an interest in this experiment was Mr. Bartlett, superintendent of the Algonquin
Park. Mr. Andrew Halkett had already some experience of the Gordon Lake waters,
and this was of great value in carrying out the scheme. That officer reported : " In
the spring of the year. when planting great lake-trout fry in Rock Lake, accompanied
by Mr. Ross, I had visited Gordon Lake, and noted its character. * * * During
the few days I spent at Otter Lake, I plainly saw the necessity of a thorough examina-
tion of our lakes relative to the natural conditions of fish life ln them." The lakes of
that region are, as a rule, stocked with speckled trout and gray trout, and the introduc-
tion of black bass into certain limited waters will be followed with interest. The work
of fish culture is, lndeed, of the most varied character, for it embraces not merely the
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restocking of waters with fish native to them, and which may have suffered depletion,
but it includes, also the planting of such waters with new kinds, the extension, as well
as the recuperation of fishery resources. Few subjects demand greater care and a more
intimate knowledge of the life and habits of fish than fish culture. The ignorance of
so-called practical men has not only rendered non-effective schemes of fish culture other-
wise well-devised and full of promise, it has brought the whole matter into disrepute in
the eyes of many. Unless fish culture be based on scientifie knowledge, it is as likely
to do harm as good. As Mr. A. D. Berrington said in the English fisheries report, 1887:
" The artificial propagation and acclimatization of fish is one of the hobbies of the day;
and the results whieh It is producing are of great value. * * * We
must not, however, expect too much from artificial propagation. The time may come,
and probably will, when fish farms may be made a profitable means of supplying our
markets with the better kinds of fresh-water flsh ; but for increasing the main stock of
our rivers, there is no course at once so efficient and so economical as to assist the
natural breeding power of the fish, by the purification of the water, by the removal of
obstructions, and by legitimate protection."

The polley in the Dominion has been a wise one, i.e., fish culture hand in hand with
fishery protection, and no greater error can be given currency than that which, by some
authorities, has been urged as at once safe and satisfactory, viz., the removal of all pro-
tective and preservative restrictions, close seasons und the like ; and the extension of
artificial fish culture. Experience in various countries has proved the truth of the oppo-
site view, and has shown that flsh culture must be regarded as a supplement to fishery
laws. With strict and proper fishery regulations there is no more valuable or beneficial
adjunct than an efficiently conducted scheme of artificial propagation.

I have the honour to be,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD E. PRINCE.
Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries.

[-- 24 
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APPENDICES.

1. FRASER RIVER HATCHERY, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C., 1st December, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report of operations in connection with
the Fraser River fish hatchery, for the year 1898.

During the months of March and April, I turned out from the hatchery, 5.850,000
Sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka) fry. Of these, 4,000,000 were liberated in Harrison River,
and the remainder, 1,850,000 in Pitt Lake. The young fish were strong and lively, and
were in fine condition when liberated.

During the summer, extensive repairs were made on the hatchery premises at "Bon
Accord," consisting of new sills, Jolsts and floor, and the roof newly shingled, and a new
outfit of tanks and hatching troughs, involving an expenditure of over $1,000. The new
tanks are so constructed that, if necessary, they can be taken apart at any time and
rebuilt without damage to the material.

On the 27th September, I sent Wm. Roxburgh, foreman, and John Newman, to Morris
Creek, Harrison, with the necessary material to build traps, and make the necessary
preparations for securing ova wherewith to stock the hatchery. This proved to be a
longer and more difficult undertaking than I had anticipated, as, owing to " jams " of
timber and brush, the creek has been diverted from its former channel and has forced
an additional outlet into the lake, making it more difficult to trap the parent salmon.
After the preparations were completed, and the first shipment of ova, consisting of
750,000 sent to the hatchery, a sudden rise of water in the creek washed out the traps
and allowed a large number of gravid salmon to escape. It was the 7th of November
when I closed operations at Morris Creek ; the salmon were scarcer during the month
of October than for a number of years during the same season, 5,500,000 eggs were
secured and deposited in the hatchery in good condition, 500,000 less than I wished to
get. Most of the salmon handled were smaller than usual and yielded a less number of
eggs. The unfavourable conditions which existed at the creek, together with the
necessity of replacing a number of articles which I had removed to m5 office from the
hatchery, for safe keeping, when the building was undergoing repairs, but which were
lost in the fire of the 10th of September, has caused the expense of the service to be
slightly greater than on some former years, in proportion to the number of eggs
obtained. The boats and plant used during the season have been cared for and put in
safe keeping.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN McNAB,
Inspector of Fish*e, and officer in charge of

Fraser River Fish Hatchery
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2. BEDFORD HATCHERY, NOVA SCOTIA.

BEDFORD, N.S., 26th November, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Sin,-I beg to submit my report of operations at the Bedford hatchery, for the season
of 1898.

Since 1894 this hatchery has received its supply of salmon ova from ish caught in the
St. John River, at St. John, N.B., but last season, owing to extensive works at the
dock in Carleton, the pond could not be safely used to retain the parent fish until the
spawning season, and not having any appliances for deep-water fishing elsewhere, I was
unable to secure a supply of ova, as heretofore..

The usual quota of whitefish ova was recelved from the Sandwich hatchery, the fry
successfully hatched, without loss, and planted In the lakes herein named.

Whiteflah.

Lake Ainsley, Inverness County .................. . ..... . . 700,000
Lake au Law, Inverness County............................ 700,000
Brazil Lake, Yarmouth County ................................ 700,000
W illiams Lake, Halifai County ............................... 200,000
Paradise and Round Hill Lakes, Annapolis County ............. 00,000

Total ...................... .......... 3,000000
On the lst and 5th Instants, I obtained at and received from the Carleton Pond, St.

John, 900,000 salmon ova, which are laid down in the troughs, and are, to all appear-
ances, strong and healtby.

I inclose herewith a letter from Gerald B. Ternan, Esq., barrister, of Halifax, who
has fished in this and other lakes where salmon fry have been planted.

ALFRED OGDEN, Esq., HALIFAX, N.S., August 18, 1898.

Fish Hatchery, Bedford.

DEAR SIR,-Referring to our conversation of yesterday about the fish in Cocked Hat
Lake, I find on looking up some notes I made at the time that Dr. Ternan and I spent an
afternoon at this lake and caught, in all, five fish, the exact weight being as follows :-
one of 2j pounds, two of 2 pounds, one of 1* pounds, and one of * pound. On several
other occasions this season I got fish from j to 2 pounds in weight. The fry, I believe,
were put in the lake the last year Mr. Wilmot was at the hatchery (1893), so I have been
told by those who placed them there. I may say also, as tending to show that salmon
do increase in lakes where there is no outlet, that some five or seven years ago some fry
were put into Spectacle Lake. Two summers ago I and a couple of friends spent three
days there and caught twenty fish-two trout, eighteen salmon-the latter running from
4 pound to 3 pounds in weight. And one flsh hooked there (but lost) would measure, I
am sure, 30 inches in length. One of the party had his tackle carried away by what was
either a bass or a large salmon. and as there are no bass in the lake, as far as known,
I am induced to believe it was a salmon.

These fih are, as a rule, as lively as any I have caught in running waters, and give
all the sport one would desire. (They are also good eating.) There are eels in both
laXes, going to show that eels are not sq destructive to the fry as is supposed.

The fish In these lakes are early-cannot be caught with a hook after about June
1st-although I have seen the lakes fairly bubblig with them during this month.

If, from the foregoing, the department could be induced to make regular tests or =ane-
stocking with salmon fry, I believe that the result would not be disappointigg.

Yours very sincerely,

GEiALn B. TERNAN.
371
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In June, 1893, some 500 salmon fry, from this hatchery, were placed into Cocked Hat
Lake, a small sheet of water (land-locked) containing about four acres, one and one-half
miles north-west from the hatchery.

They seem to have been forgotten until May last, when some anglers wbo visited
the lake found the water fairly alive with land-locked salmon, measuring from 7 inches
up to 22 inches ln length, and weighing up to three pounds.

As they were caught during the time I was at Pictou, I saw but one specimen, which
was twenty Inches long and weighed two and a half pounds, and contained ova.

Whenever I can secure a catch of these fish I will forward some to the department
for inspection.

During the past summer I have thoroughly overhauled and patched the breeding
troughs, which are fast going to decay ; over 100 square feet of tin was required for the
work. These repairs are not permanent, and new troughs are required.

The verandah at the front of the building is so much decayed by age that it will be
necessary to construct a new one.

The main building needs painting ; it does not correspond with the other buildings
and the grounds, which, ln my opinion, are neat and attractive.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

ALFRED OGDEN.

3. ST. JOHN RIVER HATCHERY, NEW BRUNSWICK.

GBAND FALLs, N.B., 25th November, 1898.
To PBop. E. E. PmNncE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-The following report relating to the operations carried on at tne St. John River
fish hatchery, during the current year, is respectfully submitted :-

On account of the building and repairing of the wharf In the St. John harbour, ln
close proximity to the Carleton retaining pond, wherein the parent salmon were usually
kept impounded until ripe for spawning, the said pond was not considered fit for that
purpose last season. Consequently, it became necessary to adopt some other means of
procurIng salmon eggs to stock this hatchery last year.

In the latter part of June, 1897, I happened to be ln St. John, and I made it my busi-
ness to visit the pond, and after consulting the overseer, Mr. Joseph O'Brien, I came to
the conclusion that no ova would be obtained from that source last season, therefore I
began to look around for a probable means of getting eggs to stock the hatchery. Last
season, having been well acquainted with some of the members of the Tobique Fishing
Club, and happening to stand well ln their estimation, I concluded to ask for the privilege
of capturing parent salmon to procure sufficent eggs to stock the house that fall, a
privilege that was freely and generously granted to me. I reported the kind off er to the
department, but for reasons, no doubt of an official character, they did not accept the offer.
I was then informed that seven hundred thousand salmon eggs would be supplied from
the Miramichi hatchery. In due time I received, by approximation, six hundred thou-
sand eggs, ln very poor condition when they arrived, and, notwithstanding ail our efforts
they continued to fail throughout the entire season. On March the third I received a
further supply per Mr. William Parker, consisting of 3,000,000 whitefish eggs from Sand-
wich, and 500,000 salmon-trout eggs from Newcastle, Ontario ; they all arrived ln good
condition, and continued to do well all through the period of incubation. The hatchery
was ln first-class condition last season for the hatching of the eggs, with a plentiful
supply of good water.

We commenced the distribution of the young fry on April 26th, and continued the
work until the last of the fry were planted In the several waters where applied for ; the
balance being put into those waters which were most suitable and convenient.
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Distribution of lWhitefish Fry.

Harvey Lake, York County................................... 320,000
Lake George, York County.................................... 640,000
Lake Yohoe, York County..................................... 320,000
Oromocto Lake, York County................................. 320,000
Foster Lake, Charlotte County................................ 640,00
Baldhead Lake, York County.................................. 320,000

2,560,000
Distribution of Salmon-trout Fry.

Harvey Lake, York County ................................ 30,000
Shogamoc Lake, York County... ............................. 30,000
McFadden Lake, Albert County.............................. 40,000
St. John River. above Indian Town........................... 40,000
Pleasant Lake, King's County................................ 80,000
Butler Lake, King's County................................... 40,000
Conners Lake, King's County.................................. 40,000
Dunn Lake, King's County.................................40,000
Roleston Lake, Victoria County.............................. 30,000
Portage Lake, Victoria County................................ 30,000
L ong L ake .................................................. 30,000
Dam at the hatchery, Victoria County......................... 40,000

470,000
Distribution of Sea Salmon Fry.

St. Croix River, Charlotte County............................. 96,000
Tobique River. Victoria County................................ 96,000
Salmon River, Victoria County................................ 24,000
Skiff Lake, Carleton County................................. 24,000
St. John River, at the hatchery ............................... 20,000

260,000
RECAPITULATION.

Salm on fry . ..-.... ........................................ 260,000
Salm on-trout fry ....... ................................... 470,000
W hitefish fry ............................ .................. 2,560000

Total number of fry distributed the present year ........ 3,290,000

If the sea salmon eggs had done as well as they should have done, I would have been
able to at least have turned out three million five hundred thousand young fry. Notwith-
standing the long distances that we were compelled to carry some of the fry we were
quite successful. With one exception, our losses were merely nominal. After I completed
the planting of the fry, I turned my attention to the interior of the hatchery, putting
the hatching room in proper order for the next season's operations, painting and varnish-
ing the troughs and trays, &c. The hatching room looks very well, and I anticipate a
good hatch this winter.

St$pping the Salmon.

On October the 26th, I left Grand Falls for Carleton, St. John, for the purpose of
stripping the salmon that were impounded in the Carleton pond. The same night that
we arrived In St. John, Mr. Alexander Mowat, my colleague from the Restigouche
hatchery arrived also. On the 28th, we commenced to strIp the fish, having been detained
one day on account of the spawning appliances having not arrived by the train ; on
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the 31st I despatc ded my son with 600,000 eggs for the hatchery. On November 1st he
returned with the empty cases to take the balance of what ova I required to stock the
house. On the 4th of November I left Carleton for home with 600,000 more eggs, making
a total of 1,200,000 eggs for the St. John River hatchery. I left Mr. Mowat in charge of
the remainder, to be taken to Bedford hatchery. We handled, in all, at the pond, 440
salmon, 333 females and 107 males. We finished stripping the fish in an unprecedented
short time this season, which I belleve to be In a great measure due to Mr. O'Brien's
exertions, having everything In readiness for us to begin work immediately we arrived
at the pond ; there is now a neat packing house, with sufficient space for storing all the
necessary appliances used in the operation. The stairs that have been built for the
purpose of ascending and decending to and from the spawning house are also a very
great convenience for us and our assistants, and a protection from mishap when carry-
ing the eggs from the pond to the packing house. The salmon were in first-class condi-
tion, healthy and strong.

It appears that salmon have been pretty plentiful in St. John harbour and in St. John
River the past summer, and It is generally concluded by the anglers and fishermen that
they are young fry that have been planted in our waters from this hatchery. We had
several grisle amongst the large fish in the pond thia fall.

I respectfully submit the foregoing brief report.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

CHAS. McCLUSKEY, Opicer in Charge.

4. MIRAMICHI HATCHEltY, NEW BRUNSWICK.

SOUTH EsK, N.B., 25th Nov., 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisherles,
Ottawa.

SiR,-I have the honour to present herewith, the annual report of operations ln con-
nection with the fish hatchery under my charge.

During the past year the work has been carried on with continued success-the
different branches of the work having been satIsfactorily conducted under the personal
supervision of myself and the assistant officer. During the year the hatchery has been
visited by a great many persons desirous of obtalning information on the work, and
atixious to show their appreciation of the beneticial services being done the waters of
our rivers by the department, In carrying on the work at this hatchery.

By reference to my last annual report, it will be seen that the number of ova obtained
and placed in this hatchery In the autumn of 1897 was 2,0'20,000. Of this number,
603,000 were transferred to the St. John River hatchery, leaving a balance of 1,417,000.
From these there was an approximate loss, from time of gathering until distribution. of
110,000, leaving 1,307,000. In addition to this number of native Miramichi fry, 250,000
ova were received from the Restigotiche hatchery, just prevlous to hatching, to fil an
application of the late Senator Adams-making a total of 1,557,000 fry to be distributed
in the rivers directed by the department, as follows

eof River, Miramichi Restigoucheame ofFry. Fry.

North-west M iramichi River............ .... .... ................ ..... .. 450,000 200000
M ain South-west M irimichi River............................. .... ..... 200,000
Little il . ................... . ................... 385.000 50,000
Sevogle River ..... .. .. .... .. ... . ... ....... ,....... ... 175,000
R enous R iver..................................... .... ....... ........ 75,000
Stewart's Brook... . .. . ...... .......... 22,000

Totals ................... . . .... .. ...... ..... 1,307,000 250,000
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The fry were invariably planted in a sound, healthy condition, and on the same
grounds as selected in former years, and in the sections of the rivers where observation
showed to be the best adapted for the purpose of placing young fry.

I received instructions, late in 1897, to assist D. G. Smith, Esq., provincial commis-
sioner of fisheries, to procure a limited supply of trout ova. As previously reported, we
succeeded in placing 30,000 ova in this hatchery. These were successfully hatched, with
very little loss. Mr. Smith performed the work of distributing these fry himself, and
was very successful in his undertaking. He planted small lots on waters emptylng into
the St. John and Miramichi Rivers. This gentleman made quite an improvement in the
way of carrying fish by rail, by inventing a can with an aerating device attached, which
is a great benefit, where the fry are liable to delay for any length of time. Formerly,
when the fry were detained at any of the stations, it was necessary to keep the cans in
motion in order to keep the water aerated, but this is now performed by having a tube
and small air pump attached. I was so much impressed with the improvement that I
had several new ones manufactured, and found them very convenient during this year's
distribution.

Repairs.

After the distribution of fry was completed, the hatchery was cleaned, and all appli-
ances put in good working order. The supply pipes and tanks were overhauled and
repaired where it was found necessary. The hatching troughs and trays were also
thoroughly varnished. Later on, a building 14 by 40 feet was erected to serve the pur-

pose of a coal and store bouse, the old one having completely rotted away. The fences
about the property and the road leading to the house were also repaired. The retaining
dam and pond, which were damaged by the spring tee freshet, were put in condition to
serve for this season, but it will be necessary to make further repairs upon the sluice
and gateways of the dam before it can be used another season, as the woodwork ls
getting very miuch decayed, and will not stand the pressure of a large head of water.
The amount required for this purpose wIll not exceed $75. In all other particulars the
outfit of this hatchery is in good working order. The total expenditure for repairs this
season amounted to about $165.

Capture of Parent Salmon.

When al necesary repairing had been completed, and arrangements made, the work

of procuring this season's supply of parent salmon was commenced. The nets were

operated on the same rivers and in the same manner as In former years, viz., one set
net on the Little South-west Miramichi, and another on the North-west Miramichi. A
seine was also operated in the pools on the latter river, and by this means the greater
number of parent fish were taken. The water was very low all the season, and the fish
did not enter the set nets at all. The net on the Little South-west, where good fishing
was always heretofore obtained, having nearly proved a failure this season. How-

ever, a good suppIy of fish was obtained. The first were taken on September 14th, and
from that date until the operations were concluded, on October 21st, the total number

of 404 was netted.. Of this number, 367 were taken on the North-west Miramichi, and

the remaining 37 were netted on the Little South-west Miramichi. The total number

consisted of 265 females and 139 males. The cost of procuring this number of fish was

about $500, including guarding and miscellaneous expenditure, showing the average cost

of each fish to be less than $1.25. Before spawning set in, 20 of the females and 7 of

the males were liberated, as they were beginning to show signs Qf a slight fungold

growth. It was considered better to liberate them as soon as any signs of the disease

began to show, as they mightextend the disorder to others In the Inclosure. After the

above-mentioned numbers were liberated, there remained a balance of 245 females and

132 males, from which to collect this year's supply of ova.
During the year, some of the fishermen and others who visited the hatchery, have

expressed the opinion that although they are In accord with the manner In which the

hatchery Is operated, it would be an improvement In the right direction If we obtained
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the supply of parent fish from the summer runs of salmon, instead of procuring them
from the August and September runs. This matter lias been thoroughly discussed and
reported upon at previous times, and there Is very little to add to what has already been
written. Many claini that there is no difference ln the several runs of salmon that enter
our rivers, while others again are strongly of the opinion that there is a decided differ-
ence. However, it is a plain fact that ail salmon, no matter what time they may enter
the rivers from the sea, are all alike, In general appearance at least, at spawning time.

In view of the opinions and arguments advanced by a considerable number of the
fishermen and others who are anxious for a trial of the summer fishing to be made,
probably it would be advisable for the department to take the matter into their con-
sideration. It may be feasible to fit out and operate a stand of nets on one of the
licensed fishing grounds near the hatchery, or at the head of the tide, for the purpose of
obtaining parent salmon during the coming season. And then. if there was any deficiency
in the number required to stock the hatchery, a further supply could be obtained in the
saine manner as this year. It would be better to operate only one set of nets for the
first season, until we became thoroughly acquainted with the work of taking live salmon
from the deep-water nets. The main object to be considered before the project can be
properly and safely entered upon, would be the selection and fitting out of a suitable
place for keeping the fish from time of capture until spawning time. It may be men-
tioned here that, in my opinion, many of the fish now obtained enter the rivers early in
the summer and remain in the pools until they are taken by the seine operated for the
purpose of procuring parent salmon, that is, If it Is a season with no summer freshet to
allow the fish to get away beyond our reach. But it Is cited by some of the fishermen
that the August, September and October runs of salmon are getting more plentiful every
year, whIle the June and July runs have not increased any ln late seasons, and perhaps
these opinions are worthy of consideration. The fish bred from the Restigouche ova,
which are of a larger variety than our native salmon, are sbowing a marked increase
in these rivers.

Collection of Ora.

The fisli Inclosed in the pond, wlien spawning time comenced were found to be in
a splendid condition. The first fish were stripped on October 22nd, and the work was
completed on November Sth. The total number of ova obtained was 1,730,000, showing
the average to each fish to be slightly over 7,000. If there are any of the other hatcheries
not fully stocked, there can be three or four hundred thousand transferred from this
hatchery, and the remainder will be a sufficient supply to carry at time of hatching, as
very probably the number will be augmented by the usual transfer from Restigouche.

la accordance with instructions received from the department, I assisted the pro-
vincial commissioner of fisheries to procure a small supply of trout ova again this season.
The Commissioner obtained the parent trout in the Bartiboque River. He procured 22
females and 15 males. Prom these we gathered 28,000 ova. These, as well as the large
stock of salmon ova now ln the hatchery are ln splendid condition, and there Is every
reason to believe that this season's work will also be successfully carried out.

SubmittIng all for your consideration.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

ISAAC SHEASGREEN.
Officer in Charge.
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5. RESTIGOUCHE HATCHERY, QUEBEC.

REsTIGOUCHE HATCHERY, lst Dec., 1898.
To PRoF. E. E. PRINcE.

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Si,-I beg leave to submit herewith my annual report upon the operations, as con-
ducted at the Restigouche hatchery, during the past year

The eggs collected and deposited in the hatchery in the autumn of 1897 produced
most gratifying results, fully 95 per cent were hatched, and the young fry were dis-
tributed in a perfect, healthy condition, In the following waters, viz. -

Kedgwick River, 60 miles above hatchery..................... 300,000
Main River, between hatchery and Kedgwick.................. 345,000
Upsalquitch River .......................................... 190,000
Metapedia River ............................................ 300,000
Semi-eyed eggs, shipped in May, to Miramichi hatchery ......... .250,000

A total of........................ .. 1.385,000

Large numbers of the fry were conveyed fifty and sixty miles up the river, In the
floating crates, and Ilberated in perfect condition.

Operations at the Government pond were begun early in May, as usual, and the
pond reconstructed and the nets arranged in fishing order, with ail speed, and as soon
as the freshet would permit. The first run of fish entered the river very early, while
In flood, and escaped both netters and anglers. The two Government nets succeeded,
however, in capturing 321 of the largest and finest fish I have yet seen. These fish did
very well in the pond ; a few were lost from the fungi, and ail Grilse and any injured
adult fish were liberated. When the season came around for rounding up the fish, and
separating the males from the females, and collecting the eggs, there were found to be
344 fish in the pond, 205 females and 139 males. Stripping began on the 19th October,
and 2,500,000 eggs were collected and deposited in perfect condition In the hatchery, and
the embryo is now quite large. The number of fish taken from the pond in the fali,
exceeded the count kept by our own men, and that of the Club's sworn guardian, by 23
fish ; occasionally, 25 or 30 fish are taken at one tide, and it Is quite difficult to get an
accurate account, as the fish pass out of the pontoon Into the retaining pond. There wlll
be entirely too many fry when hatched, for the capacity of the hatchery, and I would
recommend the removal of at least 500,000 semi-hatched eggs In the spring to some of the
other institutions which may require a supply.

Repair8 to Batchery.

The banking was removed from the building in early spring, and the whole founda-
tion reblocked and filled under the sills with stone, also, the troughs and tanks were
repaired and varnished, and ail the plant made ready for the reception of the eggs this
autumn. The hatchery Is In good working condition and, with a few slight repairs each
year. will now last for a long time. Very little new plant will be required for operations
at Tide Head pond next season.

Gencral Remarks.

I am pleased to have the opportunity of attaching the Inclosed letters to this report,
from guardians and others, who are thoroughly acquainted with ail matters on the
river, and speak from what they have actually seen and know. For my own part, 1
have heard nothing but words of encouragement and praise, for both the state of the
river and the hatchery. There were no complaints from the anglers, fish were extra
large and very plentiful, and the rivers were well guardcd. The anglers are a great
blessing to the country, and spend a large amount of money. The rivers are becoming
more valuable each year. and so long as a couple of millions of healthy fry can be
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turned into them annually. there will be no great danger of overfishing. The netters in
estuary and bay had grave fears that so many anglers would destroy the river, but the
hatchery, combined with the thorough protection, bas been more than compensated for
by the large numbers of tish taken with the fly. In obedience to official instruction, I
proceeded to the Carleton Pond, St. John, and began operations there, on the 26th
October, the fish were in perfect condition, yielding upwards of 2,000,000 of eggs, which
were distributed between Bedford and Rapide des Femmes hatcheries. The Carleton pond
is certainly the finest place in the world for the impounding and retaining of the parent
salmon. The numbers of parent fish could easily be increased and sufficient eggs
obtained to supply several hatcherles. It is certainly the best system to pursue, and the
one which will undoubtedly produce the best results.

Hoping the above report, together with the remarks I have felt called upon to make
will meet with your approval,

t beg to remain, sir, your obedient servant.
ALEX. MOWAT, Fishery Olffcer.

31r. Robert D. Gerard writes as follows -
" I have been employed this year as usual, guarding the river. A great many salmon

having passed up before the nets were set, the water was then so high, and there was so
much debris running that fishermen could not get their nets out. As the salmon usually
run altogether at night, I could very often see the water disturbed on the shallow places
by large bodies of fish passing up. The law was well observed. I consider the fish are
lncreasing in numbers all the while. I saw schools of the young smolt late in October
passing out to sea, something I have never noticed before, so late ln the season. I can-
not help thinking but what this Is due to the hatchery, which bas been the Ilfe of our
salmon fishing."

Mr. Daniel Latolor says :
" I have lived on the Metapedia all my life, and have been guardian on the lower end

for the past number of years, and I never saw the salmon more plentiful than they were
this year. The young parr were as thick as smelts, and I saw thousands upon thousands
of the young fry along the river, which I am sure were the fry you planted from the
hatchery. I think there ought to be a hatchery established on the Metapedia."

Mr. Steven Ferguson writes :
" I have been quardian on the Petapedia River for the past four years, myself and

another man guard the first thirty miles of it. Occasionally, we would go to the lakes.
The river was well filled with salmon this year. I saw hundreds on the shallows spawn-
ing this fall. There were a great many salmon in the Restigouche this season. The
anglers have bad good success, and were well pleased. The fish are increasing and
rivers becoming more valuable ; peopl- are only beginning to realize that the hatchery
bas been doing a great work."

Mr. Alex. J. Adanis also reports:
" I have lived on the Restigouche above Metapedia for thirty years, beside one

of the best salmon pools, and am particularly interested in the fisheries, and move
up and down the river a great deal, which gives me a thorough knowledge of what I
state. Now. in the year 1896 I never, in all my life, saw the salmon sO pleitiful. One
hundred anglers on the river each averaging six and seven salmon per day. Tea years
ago, they would not catch that many in a month ; 1897 was not so good, but go back a
few years, and we would consider it a great year. This year, 1898, was almost as good
as 1896), and I think there were more spawning salmon this fall in the pools than there
were in 1896. My sons carry the mail daily for the Restigouche Salmon Club, and one
would be amazed to see the cauoe loads of salmon that come down the river from the
anglers every five days. The value of fishing water on the Restigouche bas increased
500 per cent in a few years ; there are far more nets and more anglers than there used
to be ; consequently, more salmon caught, so we must ascribe it to the hatchery. If
settlers on the river had known some fifteen or twenty years ago what our river is at
the present time it would be thousands of dollars in their pockets to-day.
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6. TADOUSSAC HATCHERY, QUEBEC.

TADOUSSAC, 18th November, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SIR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report upon the operations of the
Tadoussac hatchery for the year 1898. As stated in my last annual report, there were
2,413,000 salmon eggs placed In the hatchery in the fall of 1897. Of that number,
2,200,000 salmon fry have been distributed In the following rivers and lakes :-

Roberval Hatchery, H. J. Beemer, Esq ........................ 100,000
Jacques Cartier River, J. M. MeIntyre, Esq.................... 100,000
Murray River, Chas. Angers, Esq., M.P........................ 50,000
River à Mars, Ha ; Ha ! Bay.................................. 200,000
St. John River, County Saguenay............................. 200,000
Little Saguenay River, County Saguenay....................... 100,000
Ste. Marguerite River, County Saguenay ...................... 500,000
Baude River, County Saguenay................. .............. 300,000
Chisholm River, County Saguenay............................. 200,000
Mowat's Lakes, County Saguenay............................. 400,000
Hatchery Lake, County Saguenay............................. 50,000

2,200,000
The distribution In the Upper Saguenay was made with the assistance of the steam-

yacht " Forrest," and the fry were planted In the different rivers In a very healthy con-
dition. The first lot of 100,000 salmon fry were delivered at the R<berval hatchery to be
planted later on In the rivers of the Lake St. John. The Roberval hatchery is principally
carried out for the breeding of speckled trout and Winnonish ; this hatchery is the pro-
perty of H. J. Beemer, Esq.

The capture of the parent salmon was carried out as usual by means of two depart-
mental nets. There were at the salmon pond, at the spawning time, 235 females and 160
males. The females gave 2,367,000 eggs, now on the trays and looking well. In the last

days of the spawning time, Mr. Richard E. Follett, the manager of the Roberval hatch-
ery, came down to Tadoussac with a few male Winnonish, transported alive In a large
tin tank. The eggs of three female salmon were impregnated with the milt of the male
Winnonish. At the request of Mr. Follett, for H. J. Beemer, Esq., I am taking charge of
those eggs until next spring, when they will be transported to Roberval. Just now, those
eggs are looking as well as the pure salmon eggs. The spawning time commenced on the
20th October, was over by the 12th November, and all the parent salmon were liberated
from their confinement of five months and a half. There was not a single loss of fish
during that period, the greatest care is always taken to place In the pond only fine
healthy salmon. I am happy to mention that the salmon fry planted In the Mowat's
Lake are doing well ; large numbers could be taken, measuring from 18 to 24 luches,
fine looking fish. As the fact Is well known, ail over, that those lakes are well stocked
with young salmon, it will be necessary in future to keep a guardian from May to
November until the ice will be well formed on the lakes. I would recommend, as a
necessity, to have those lakes well stocked with smelt as a food for the young salmon,
smelt being recognized as the best kind of food for salmon. I would not be surprised if
those lakes were well stocked with smelt, to see our young salmon gowing to large size
before going to sea. It would be easy In the fall to procure a large quantity of smelt to
be transported into those lakes In our large cans used for the distribution of salmon fry.

They will spawn In those lakes, and In a few years the young salmon will find a splendid
food on them. During the summer we had the visit of the Hon. Minister of Public
Works. The honourable gentleman seems to take a great interest lu the breeding of
salmon. A good result of his kInd visit was an order given to one of his engineers, Mr.
Blais, to have the old hatchery pulled down and replaced by a fine platform over the
salmon pond. As reported before, the damages to the floor of the hatchery by the break-
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Ing of a good part of the cross beams In the cellar, caused by the weight of the water
In the tanks and troughs, has only been temporarily repaired for the winter.

Last spring twenty-five old cans were repaired, but twenty-five more large sized cans
will be required for next spring, to have the distribution of fry made In the shortest time
possible by water and by land at the same time, on account of the water of the hatchery
lake getting sometimes so warm at the end of June.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,
L. N. CATELLIER.

7. MAGOG HATCHERY, QUEBEC.

MAGoG, QUE., 12th November, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Sin,-In accordance with the rules of the department, and in compliance with your
Instructions, I beg leave to submit herewith my annual report of the operatiolis done
and performed at the Dominion flsh hatchery under my charge, for the year 1898.

On the 3rd March, 1898, 3,000,000 whitefish eggs were recelved from the hatchery at
Sandwich, Ont., and on the same date 150,000 salmon-trout eggs were recelved from the
Newcastle, Ont., hatchery.
. The eggs from both these hatcheries were In excellent condition. The fry hatched
out strong and healthy In the months of April and May ; and planted between the 27th
April and lst June Into the waters herein named.

Whiteßlh.

Lake Magog, Counties Brome and Stanstead ................... 1,400,000
Lake Massawippi, County Stanstead........................... 400,000
Orford Lake, Counties Brome and Sherbrooke.................. 500,000
Lake Mégantie, County of Mégantlc........................... 200,000
Brome Lake, County of Brome............................... 250,000
Key Pond, County of Sherbrooke.............................. 200,000

Total.................................. 2,950,000

Salmon-trout.

Spider Lake, County of Beauce................................ 60,000
Lake Fortin, County of Beauce ............................... 20,000
Lake Memphremagog, Counties Brome and Stanstead .......... 25,000
Massawlppi Lake, County Stanstead........................... 10,000
Lake Nick, County of Brome............................... 10,000
Trouser Lake, County Brome................................. 10,000
Orford Mountain Pond, County Brome........................ 5,000
Seed Pond, County of Brome................................. 10,000

Total......................... 150,000

It Is most gratifyIng to me, and will no doubt be pleasIng to you to know that the
above number of tender young fry were planted in the several waters herein designated
without any appreciable loss. When we consider the long distance they had to be con-
veyed, you will very easily concelve the amount of care and attention it requires to be in
a position to report such gratifying results of the year's operations.

The Interior of the hatchery has been painted and the celling whitened, repairs made
to the bridges and drains, and the roof repaired where the wind took off some shingles,
but as the roof Is very old, It will require to be newly shingled in another year.
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i f ound it necessary to make six new nursing troughs, and bave also patched the
leaky ones, so that with a coat of parafine varnish, they will be serviceable for a while
longer.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
ALEX. FINLAYSON, Oflicer in Charge.

8. NEWCASTLE HATCHERY, ONTARIO.

NEWCASTLE HATCHERY, 5th December 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

I have the honour herewith to submit a report of the fish cultural operations carried
on at this hatchery during the past year.

The following schedule will show the points of distribution, also the numbers and
kinds of fry placed in each locality last spring:-

Whitefish.

Lake Ontario-Cobourg .................. .................... 300,000
Lake Ontario-Toronto ........ .............................. 300,000
Lake Ontario-Hamilton ............................. ........ 300,000
Lake Ontario-Newcastle .............. ...................... 300,000
Lake Ontario-Bowmanville ....................... ........ 100,000
Bay of Quinté-Picton ............ ......................... 300,000
Bay of Quinte-Belleville ........................ ............ 300,000
Georgian Bay-Collingwood ................................... 300,000
Georgian Bay-Meaford ...................................... 300,000
Lake Huron-Southampton ........................... ..... 300,000

Total distribution of whitefish................ 2,800,000

Salmon-trout.

Lakes, North Hastings County................................ 75,000
Lake Ontario-Newcastle ..................................... 225,000
Lakes, Haliburton County .................................... 50.000
Lake Ontarlo-Toronto ....... .................. ............. 200,000
Lake Ontario-Cobourg .................................... 75,O00
Lake Ontario-Bowmanville .................................. .100,000
Lake Ontario-Hamilton ...................................... 100,000
Lake Ontario-Kingston ...................................... 100,000
Georgian Bay-Collngwood ................................ 100,000
Manitoulil Island, Little Current.............................. 150,000
Bay of Quinté, Belleville...................................... 100000
Colpoy's Bay, W iarton ........................................ 200,00
Gillis Lake, Lanark County................................... 50,00

Total...................................... 1,525,000

Eggs shipped to Ottawa...................................... 1,100,000
Eyed Eggs shipped to Grand Falls, N.B....................... 500,000
Eyed Eggs shipped to Magog, P.Q........................... 150,000

1,750,000
1,525,000

Total distribution froXn Newcastle.............. 3,275,000
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I beg to Inform you that the fry were ail deposited in the different waters ln the
very best condition.

In September I was Instructed by your department to proceed to Wiarton for the
purpose of securing the usual supply of spawn. Consequently, I left Newcastle the 3rd
of October, wlth two assistants. The month of October was the roughest month that
has been known on the lakes for a number of years, and we had great difficulty In
getting our nets set, and did not get our last net In until the lst of November. The
greater part of November was unusually rough, which raised the nets at intervals and
occasioned us extra help and great difficulties. However, we managed before the lst
December to secure a full supply of eggs, about 4,750,000, 1,250,000 being dellvered to
Mr. John Walker, of the Ottawa hatchery, leaving the balance here of 3,500,000, which
are now laid down in the troughs and are apparently In first-class condition.

We must congratulate ourselves, as I understand the Michigan hatcheries failed ln
gétfing a full supply, who depend on the fishermen of Lake Superior to secure supplies,
who use a gill-net for the purpose, and owing to the rough weather a great number of
the fishermen lost their nets this season.

Our plant now ln Wlarton Is ln good condition, and with the expenditure of $40 or $50
to repair our pile driver and spawning boat, will put everything there ln good condition
for next year's operations. I have placed our two nets and lnes and stored them ln a
locality where there Is scarcely a chance for them to be destroyed by fire or flood, as the
building they are stored in is almost isolated.

Our hatchery is ln first-class condition, and with a few items of expenditure, such as
painting troughs, floors, &c., which can be doue during the coming summer, after the
fry are distrIbuted.

I have the honour to be, air, your obedient servant,

WM. ARMSTRONG, Officer in Charge.

9. SANDWICH HATCHERY, ONTARIO.

SANDwIcH, 12th December, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINcE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisherles,
Ottawa.

SiR,-I have the honour to submit my annual report upon the operations at the
Sandwich hatchery during the past year.

As stated ln last year's report, this hatchery contained 95,000,000 whitefish eggs, from
which were turned out 85,000,000 young fry and semi-hatched eggs, which were dis-
posed of as follows :-

Eyed Eggs.

Ottawa, Ont. ........................... .................... 2,000,000
New castle, Ont. ............................................. 3,000,000
M agog, Que. ................................................ 3,000,000
Bedford, N.S. ........................................... ?,00,u
St. John, N.B................................................ 3,000,000

Total...................... .......... 14,000,000
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Young Fry.

Point Edward, Lake Huron.................................. 3,000,000
Mitchell's Bay, Lake St. Clair................................ 3,000,00
Peach Island, Lake St. Clair.................................. 3,00 ,00
Belle Isle. Detroit River..................................... 3,0w,000
FightIng Island, Detroit River................................ 5,00 ,000
In Bay, below Fighting Island.............................4,00,00
Stoney Island, Detroit River................................. 4,00 ,000
Bois Blanc Island, Detroit River .............................. 6,000,000
In Lake, below Bois Blanc Island..........................4,000,000
Pigeon Bay, Lake Erie....................................3,000,00
Bar Point, Lake Erie........................................ 3,00 ,000
Colchester, Lake Erie........................................ 3,0 ,000
K ingsville, Lake Erie ............ ........................... 1,000000
Leamington, Lake Erie ...................................... 1,000,00
Rondeau, Lake Erie........................................... 1,000,000
Port Stanley, Lake Erie..................................... 1,00 ,00
Hamilton, Lake Ontario...................................... 1,00 ,000
Niagara, Lake Ontario ....................................... 1,0 ,000
Toronto, Lake Ontario...................................... 1,0 ,000
In river at hatchery ..................................... 20,000,000

Total...........................71,000,000

Ail the above fry were placed In the water at the above-named points In an excellent
and heaithy condition.

This faîl we have In the hatchery, 100,000,000 wlitef3sh egs, whch are in a fine con-
dItIon.

The total catch of flsh this autumn was accounted for as follows
Liberated................... ............................ 14,000
Sold. .................................................... 4,000
Saited .......... ........................................... 200
Lost ........... ............................................ 200
Used...................... ...... -.......... ................ w
Hotel Dieu (HosPitai)......................................... 40

Total................................18,500

1 herewith submit a f ew of the many letters handed and sent to me by experienced
fishermen, extollng the good work the hatchery is accomplishlng la this part of the
Dominion. The lettersS peak for themselves.

Mr. Ja8. Anayea, of Ojibbewas, says :
'rAs a fisherman of fifteen Years' experlence on the Detroit River, I take pleasure

in saylng that neyer before durlng the whole time have I seen the whltefish so plentiful

as they have been this season ln thls river. The great increase, to the best of my belief,
-le the product ot the hatchery."

lfr. Dorni Reaume, of the same place, says:-

s'The great increase ln the catch of whiteflah on the Detroit River this season

stands as a proof of the benefit which can be derlved from the hatchery. The whlteflsh

la the only fish Which 10 hatched by the hatcherles, and Is the only flIh that eau be seen
ln quantity ln the Detroit River."

Mfr. HUiire Gignac, of Petite Côté, wrltes:

IlAs an old fisiiermBan, who, for the last twenty-flve years has been engaged In

fIsh'Ing ln the Detroit River, I amn pleased to say that, thanks to the tish batchery,

the whiteflsh catch is increa5ling every year, and this season the wblteftsh nave been

larger and more plentiful than ln any other season prevlous in my twenty-five years
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experience. It is an undeniable fact that we owe this increase to the hatchery, the in-
crease being larger and larger every year, according to the larger quantity of spawn
taken. While the herring and perch, whose spawn is not taken, show a very large
decrease every year. I cannot help approving of our fish hatchery as a great benefit,
and I feel confident that in a few years the whitefish wIll be as abundant ln our Detroit
River as ln the years of long ago, if we can rely upon the stories told by the old fisher-
men of then."

Mr. Remi Laframboise, of River Canard, writes:

" As I have had a varied experlence about our fisheries on the Detroit River
and Lake St. Clair, and adjacent waters, for about twenty-flve years, I would like to
certify to the wonderful increase of whitefish in these waters during the past few years.
This increase was more generally noticeable this year than any previous year, and I
give your hatchery the full credit for this most phenomenal increase. There are many
people around here who have been prejudiced against fish hatcheries, and declare they
are not accomplishing the good that is claimed for them, but I am firmly convinced my-
self, and I am sure the most skeptical and hardest opponents of the system of fish pro-
pagation by the maintenance of fish hatcheries will agree with me in saying that the
results and observations of this season's fishing prove beyond a doubt that fish hatch-
eries are acceomplishing a wonderful work ln replenishing our waters with a plentitul
supply of whitefish.

" I met a man fishing on Lake St. Clair, who told me that the lake was full of white-
fish, but there was scarcely any other varlety to be seen. There ls hardly any more
sturgeon or herring left, and all kinds of wild fish are also scarce, which is another
proof that the hatcherles are doing all that Is claimed for them.

" About twelve years ago, I was fishing for C. W. Gauthier, and we caught as high
as 20,000 herring at one haul, but now we cannot catch twenty lu a season. The catch
of whiteflsh this year has been better than It has been for the last twenty years or more,
and I am confident that our hatchery has been the cause of this wonderful increase."

Mr. Richard Gignac, of Sandwich, writes as follows

"We often hear the question asked ln this locality, ' Has the Government fish
hatchery at Sandwich been beneficlal to the propagation of whltefish in the Detroit
River and Lake Erle ?" In answer to the above, I am free to admit that any one who
lias made observations on the subject will agree with me, that the institution has been
immuensely beneficial. Of course, it took some time before these results became mani-
fested and, in fact, as long as ten years after the establishment of the hatchery, no ln-
crease was perceptible ln the quantity of fish in our waters. Hence, It was that people
began to doubt the advIsabillty of keeping up such an institution. It must be borne In
mind that the whitefish is a long-lived creature and that the length of time it takes to
corne to maturity Is proportionate to the time It lives. The case is the same with any
animal. " But," we are often asked, "how Is it that the young whitefish never find
their way back into the Detroit River ?" For the simple reason that they have no busi-
ness there. When the whitefish ascends our streans ln the fall of the year, it does so
in obedience to the law of nature, which bIds it go and deposit Its eggs ln a running
stream. The spawn of whitefish falling ln stagnant waters is lost. It must be stirred
about by the current. But otherwise than for the purpose of spawning, no whitefish.
ever comes into a stream. Hence it Is that.the young fry, prior to the time that it has
reached maturity, is never seen in the river. They remain in the deep waters of the
lakes, and when they have reached maturity they return to their natural breedlng
grounds, the Detroit River, but not before about the time that the hatchery began opera-
tions. Our waters were about depleted of whltefish, so that what had once been a
flourishing industry haî to be abandoned as unprofitable. Where once as many as 500
whitefish were caught in one haul, scarcely ever more than ten or twelve fish can now
be caught at a haul. This state of things continued on until about ten years ago, when
the catch of fish began to lncrease slowly but gradually.

" I chanced to visit one of the Government fishing stations the other day on Fighting
Island. It was about the middle of the whitefish season. I was greatly surprised on
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seeing the men haul in f orty-five whitefish of fine quality In one haul. I was informed
by the foreman, Mr. J. Pare, that they had 5,000 fish in their cribs. from which they were
extracting spawn for the hatchery. On the very same grounds ten or twelve years ago,
they could barely catch five hundred in the whole season. Now, taking into considera-
tion the fact that the Detroit River is kept ln a state of continuai turmoil and commotion
day and night by the huge steamers which plough up its waters almost down to its very
bed. The water of the river is polluted by the filth and sewerage of Windsor, Detroit and
Walkerville, and the mouth of the river Is all but elosed up by the wings of pound-nets,
both on the Canadian and American side. I think I am right ln saying that the quantity
of whitefish Is rapidly increasing, and this increase can be traced to no other source than
to the young fry which the hatchery every year deposits in the waters of Lake Erie. Our
fishing industry was destroyed, not because of the large quantity of fish taken yearly
from the lakes and rivers. but by the amount of spawn which was allowed to go to
waste, Instead of being deposited where it would have hatched and supplied the de-
ficiency made by the fishermen. Hence, I say, take care of the spawn, see that It is
deposited where it may hatch by the process of artificial or otherwise, and I am con-
fident that our fishing industry will gradually be restored to its former standing. That
this is the obiect aimed at and that it is gradually being realized by the Sandwich hatch-
ery is the firm conviction of."

Mr. J. D. Meloche, also of Sandwich, writes:

" I think it to be my duty, as an old fisherman of over thirty years' experience ln
fishing from Lake Erie to Lake Huron for all kinds of fresh-water fish, and I can

positively say in regard to this fall's fishing that I have never seen any such fishing of
whitefish for at least twenty-five years."

" Pickerel, herring, perch and other fish are almost extinet ln this district, but white-
fish are plentiful, and the only thing I can attribute this good fishing to is the artificial
breeding. I think it would be a great good to the country if pickerel and sturgeon could
be treated in the same way as the whitefish, as they are valuable fish. But I hope that
the Fishery Department would allow you to experiment on those fish and have the
Detroit and St. Clair Rivers overstocked again, as formerly."

It will be observed by the foregoing letters that the hatcheries are getting all the

praise for the Increase of whitefish in our waters. Now, while I agree in every particular
ln what has been said ln these letters, I maintain that a large share of credit Is due to
the Dominion Government in enacting laws ln respect to the close season, and by assist-

ing ln many other ways this laudable work.
In view of the fact that sturgeori has now got to be of such a commercial fish, I

think it would be an extremely wise policy for the Government to start and propagate
them.

On Thursday, November 24th, I had the pleasure of a visit from L. F. Ayson, Esq.,
Fishery Commissioner for the Government of New Zealand, accompanied by Mr. A.
McNee, editor of the Windsor Record, and Mr. F. H. Cunningham, of the Department of
Fisheries, and after showing them through the hatchery, took them down the river on
the steam yacht " Ranger." We visited Government fisherles at Fighting Island, and I

showed them how they were conducted and further explained to them, In a practical

way, the process of whitefish propagation ln its varlous stages.

The gentlemen expressed themselves as highly pleased with the reception accorded

them. Mr. McNee attrwards caused to be printed in the Record a very extended account

of the visit and the magnificent work being done by the Government hatchery here.
We started to fish on the 25th of October and we ceased fishing November 23rd. The

catch of fish was good when we started, and was equally as good when we quit fishing.

I am also informed that whltefish were being caught ln large quantities in Lake St. Clair

before we started to fish.
Last summer we reshingled the roof of the hatchery and painted the building, both

inside and out, and repaired the machinery. The building la now ln a first-class condi-

tion. I remain, sir, your obedient servant,
WM. PARKER, Officer in Charge.
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10. OTTAWA HATOHERY, ONTARIO.

OTTAwA HATOmm , 11th November, 1898.
To PRaOF. E. E. PBNcE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Six,-I have the honour to submit my annual report of the operations carried on ln
the Ottawa hatchery during the season of 1898.

On January 4th, 1898, I received from the Newcastle, Ont., hatchery, 1,100,000
salmon-trout eggs, which were deposited in the hatching toughs, and also in February
I recelved 2,000,000 whltefish eggs from the hatchery at Sandwich, Ontario. The eggs
from both of these hatcheries were received in excellent condition.

The fry hatched out strong and healthy during the months of April and May.
The work of distributing the fry was entrusted to Mr. Andrew Halkett and Mr.

Sutherland, both officials of the Fisheries Department. These officials, having had
several years' experience in the distribution of the fry, I am pleased to state that the
work was done most successfully, and I beg to ask that this work be again entrusted to
these officials next sprIng.

The fry was deposIted in the following named waters

Sainon-trout.

Charleston Lake .......................................... 100,000
Sharbot Lake ....... ......... ............................. 100,000
Rock Lake ................................................... 100,000
Labelle, Que. ................................................. 100,000
Lake No. 7, Joliette, Que...................................... 80,000
Meache's Lake ............................................... 70,000
Clear Lake, Sebastapol Township, Ont......................... 60,000
Colton's Lake ................................................ 60,000
Otter Lake, Leeds County, Ont................................ 50,000
Patterson's Lake, St. Maurice, Que............................ 50,000
Eagle Lake, Frontenac County, Ont........................... 40,000
Moulinette Lake, Cornwall, Ont............................... 40,000
Mink Lake, Eganville, Ont.................................... 40,000
Basswood Lake, Algoma...................................... 40,000
Missisquoi Bay ............................................... 40,000
Muskrat Lake, Renfrew County, Ont......................... 40,000>
Green Lake, Renfrew County, Ont............................ 30,000

Total.................................. 1,040,000

WMtefllh.

Meache's Lake ............................................... 300,000
Sharbot Lake .............................................. 300,000
Eagle Lake, Frontenac County, Ont........................... 180,000
Basswood Lake, Algoma............................... .... 180,000
Muskrat Lake, Renfrew County, Ont.......................... 180,000
Missisquoi Bay ............................................ 180,000
Otter Lake, Leeds County, Ont............................. 150,000
Bass Lake, Leeds County, Ont................................ 150,000
Patterson's Lake, St. Maurice, Que............................ 90,000
Green Lake, Renfrew, Ont.................................... 90,00
Moulinette Lake, Cornwall, Ont............................... 120,M0

Total................................ 1,980,o0
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The hatchery 1s in good order and repair for the coming season's work. I have also
added ten new cana for carrying the fry to the stock already on hand. This wili greatly
facilitate the work of distributing next spring.

The Canadian Fisherles Exhibit and hatchery still continue to prove a great source
of interest to large numbers of visiters. The number of visitors who reglatered for the
year being over 24,000, an Increase of 2,000 over that of the previous year.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN WALKER,

In charge of Ottawa Hatchery.

11. WELKIRK HATCHERY, MANITOBA.

SELKmx, 22nd December, 1898.
To PBoF. E. E. PRINcE.

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

Si,-I beg to submit herewith the annual report of the operations at the hatchery at
this place for the year 1898.

In making this report I am, of necessity, dependent on such information as has been
obtainable, as I became responsible for the work of the hatchery only on my appointment
as officer In charge upon the first of October last.

Mr. Charles E. Page, who had the care of the ova under the late offcer In charge of
the hatchery, and who occuples the same position now, informs me that In the fal of
1897 about thirty millions of whitefish eggs were obtained and placed In the jars. These
were put through the hatching process with the result that about nine millions of fry
were successfully hatched out. The previous season the hatchery was not operated, and
In 1896 only about four and a half million eggs were obtained, and these were shipped
to British Columbia. In 1895 the officer at the time reported that twenty-five millions of
eggs had been placed In the incubators, and he stated that not over nineteen millions of
fry resulted. The nine millions of fry resulting from last season'a hatchery operations
were allowed to run down the off-take pipe of the hatchery into the Red River, and when
the number of angles in this outlet la considered, and the rapidity of the flow of water
which passes down, It la clear that quite a number of the delicate fry must have sus-
tained more or less injury, and the water into which they passed could not be suitable
as it la far too shallow to be favourable for successful planting. My instructions sent
from Ottawa after my appointment were, of course, very late, and no preparations had
been made at the hatchery up to that time. The season was unusually early and the
weather the roughest and most unfavourable experienced In this district for many years,
and it would not have been surprising had I failed, as many experienced parties pre-
dicted I should, In getting an ample supply of eggs. I succeeded, however, In securing as
large a quantity of eggs as bas gone into this hatchery lu any former year, but not with-
out suffering many privations, and after exerting most strenuous and determined efforts.

I made arrangements with Messrs. Coffey and Norton to procure parent fiah with
pound-nets in Lake Winnepegoss, on the condition that the coarse flh taken were to be
retained by them as pay. It proved a most unprofitable venture for them, and they lost
considerably by It. It was the only arrangement that appeared to me possible to make In
view of the late date when Instructions reached me to obtain ova by means of pound-nets.
I found that the net owned by the department was not In fit condition for use, as por-
tions of it were quite rotten, and the firm mentioned being the only one I could ftnd with
that sort of net not in lse, and Lake Winnipegosis the only lake lu the province In which
the men had any experience lu pound-net fishing, or In which parties engaged in the
fishing industry were willing to undertake the venture.

By the 15th October I had boats, nets, &c., &c., all ready for a start, but owing to
the heavy snowfalls, hard frosts, and gales of wind, operations were carried on with
great diffcultY. We got about thirty millions of eggs, all taken between the 2Oth
October and 1st of November, but owing to Our tug getting stuck on the sand bar at the
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mouth of the Mossy River, and losing one of our flanges, we missed the train at Winni-
pegosis on the morning of the lst November, and had to lie over until the following
Saturday morning, the 5th (only two trains per week), when I got to Portage la Prairie,
thence to Winnipeg, arriving late on Saturday night, and as there was no train to Selkirk
until the following Monday evening, it was late on the night of the 7th before we got
the eggs placed ln the jars at the hatchery. The men had everythIng In perfect readiness
to receive the eggs, but the water was very bad, on account of the recent storms. It
was so muddy that the eggs were scarcely discernible in the jars, and this continued for
some days, when It finally cleared up and has remained In good condition ever since.

By closely watching the heat, both from the boiler and the stove, we have econo-
mized fuel, and been able to maintain the temperature of the water at 36° and under,
consequently have had less than the customary trouble witb fungus, and If no mishap
overtakes us between now and the end of the batching season, we naturally anticipate
good results, though I fancy when the river breaks up, and we are compelled, on
account of dIrt to get our supply of water from the well, which will be from elght to
ten degrees higher temperature, that we may expect a lot of premature fry. This diffi-
culty, which has to be contended with every year, might be overcome by the building of
another tank at a greater altitude than the present one, and the water filtered from one
to the other, thus enabling the operator to maintain the same temperature throughout
the whole period of incubation, and the fry would be much stronger, and more healthy
than with the present arrangement.

I may add that the walls of the hatchery are beld together by cross-beams, about
twenty feet apart, which are in three pleces, joined on corbels, restIng on two tiers of
posts ln the inside of the building, but are not bolted, or tu any way fastened, either to
the corbels or posts, consequently there is very little to prevent the weight of the roof,
ln a heavy wind, from forcing the walls out and the whole structure falling to the
ground. Already the west wall is quite out of plumb, having a very decided lean out-
wards towards the bank. By putting iron roda across the building alongside each of the
cross-beams, the danger could be averted.

The tank has been a source of annoyance this year, on account of leaks, and I am
told bas been so ever since it was built. It la built square, and is made of two-inch
plank and jointed by a house carpenter, so that It is impossible to caulk it so it will not
leak, consequently it has leaked, and will continue to leak so long as it is ln use. The
continuous settling of the foundation of the building causes the joists of the tank to keep
opening at various places.

In connection with the hatchery there should be a steam tug for the purpose of taking
ova ln the fall, and I would suggest the department owning or controlling a small light-
draught boat fitted up so the men could live on board. The boats owned by the flshIng
companies are all too large, draw too much water, and cost too much to operate. This
fall the men, as well as myself, suffered considerably from extreme weather aid lack
of eating and sleeping accommodation. A boat suitable for this purpose would not cost
much and could be operated cheaply, as wood on the lake does not cost over $1 to $1.50
per cord, according to quality. A boat or tug of this sort could be used to good advant-
age ln the fisbery service, during he summer months, and if this service is to be made
efficient, and Independent of favours from the fish companles, something of the klnd Is
indispensable.

There are numerous applications for fry from varlous parts of the province and the
North-west Territories, and the stocking of these western waters is a matter of import-
ance.

I have the honour to remain, sir, your obedient servant,
F. W. COLCLEUGH, Officer in Charge.
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12. BAY VIEW LOBSTER HATCHERY.

BEDFORD, N.S., 25th November, 1898.
To PROF. E. E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries,
Ottawa.

SI,-I beg to submit my annual report upon the operation at the Bay View lobster
hatchery for the season of 1898.

On the 4th of May I arrived at Bay View, and at once commenced fitting up the
hatchery and making preparation for the season's work.

The first lot of eggs was received on the 12th, from the two factories near the hatch-
ery, and during the season 25,000,000 were collected from them In small boats, and by
the employees of the hatchery.

The steamer " Diamond " was employed twenty-six days collecting eggs and dis-
tributing fry. During that time she brought ln 40,000,000 from the six factories around
Pletou Island, having made dally trips there, and 20,000,000 from Canso ln one trip,
which occupied four days, having been delayed two days by a storm.

The first fry appeared in the jars on the 16th of June, and on the 25th, distribution
commenced, and continued until the 5th July, as follows-

June 25...................................... 10,000,000 by "Diamond."
June 27...................................... 20,000,000 by "Diamond."
June 28...................................... 10,000,000 by "Diamond."
June 29...................................... 10,000,000 by "Diamond."
June 30...................................... 10,000,000 by "Diamond."
July 2... ......................... .... 20,000,000 by "Diamond."
July 5...................................... 5,000,000 by small boat.

Total.................... 85,000,000

The past season was not a favourable one, either for packer or fisherman. The
weather was stormy, and many days traps could not be hauled.

On Pictou Island two or more factories were compelled to close down early in the
season on account Of slekness of both fishermen and factory hands, caused by a bad
type of measels, which spread over the whole island.

There is generally but little fishing carried on after the lst July, and it is conceded by
most every one, that for the protection of the lobster, as well as for the interest of the
packer and the fisherman, operations should close on that date.

I am of opinion that good results are now visible from the hatchery, and no doubt
some testimony will be given before your lobster commission, which is now making
inquirles into the lobster fishing, showing that the hatchery is doing much good and
restoring to the sea many millions of young lobsters which otherwise would go into the
boiling kettles.

1 venture to include In this report a letter from Messrs. Hogg, Craig & Co., packers
of Pictou Island, who are of the belief that the hatchery la doing a good work :

PICToIu, N.S., 5th October, 1898.
ALFRED OGDEN, Esq., Bedford, N.S.

DEAR SIB,-In reply to your inquiry of a recent date, we beg to say that our fisher-
men reported a large increase ln the number of small lobsters on the fishing grounds.

This increase bas been more marked each year for the past two or three years. The
small lobsters are noticed in the traps even at times when fish suitable for canning are
scarce. It is only reasonable to assume that this large increase ln small lobsters is due
to the success of the hatchery at Bay View.

We trust that the good work of artificial propagation of lobsters will continue and
increase.
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We might also say that the average size of the lobsters taken at our Pictou Island
cannery this year was an Improvement on the previous fcur years.

We are. yours respectfully,
HOGG, CRAIG & CO.

As previously reported, the ice of last winter considerably damaged the inner por-
tion of the wharf, and I am afraid that the ice during the coming winter will still further
damage it so as to prevent laying the suction pipe upon it; if so, a new pier will have
to be constructed before operations can begin in the spring.

ln all other respects the hatchery is in good working order.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
ALFRED OGDEN.
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APPENDIX No. 13.

REPORT OF THE FISHERIES PROTECTION SERVICE OF CANADA
BY COMMANDER O. G. V. SPAIN.

OTTAWA, 31st December, 1898.

The Honourable Sir Louis DAvIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisherles.

Sin,-I have the honour to report on the work performed by the Fisherles Protection
Service of Canada under my command during the past season.

The vessels forming the fleet were :
"Acadia," Commander O. G. V. Spain.
"Curlew," Capt. J. H. Pratt.
"Constance," Capt. Geo. May.
"La Canadienne," Commander W. Wakeham.
"Petrel," Capt. E. Dunn.

Dolphin," Capt. G. Pearson.
"Kingfisher," Capt. W. Kent.
"Osprey," Capt. C. T. Knowlton, and
"Quadra," on the Pacific coast, on sevetal occasions, Capt Walbran.
The patrols of these vessels were generally as follows :-
The " Acadia," general supervision of the fleet employed in cruising along the whole

coast of the maritime provinces, from Cape Sable Island to Gaspé, ln the province of
Quebec, with two trips Up the River St. Lawrence and the north shore ln search of
smugglers.

" Curow."-The patrol of tis vessel is in the Bay ot Fundy properly, but she bas
been engaged principally In stopping illegal lobster fishing ln Nova Scotia and Cape
Breton. Capt. Pratt bas given a great deal of attention to this.

" Contance."-This vessel has been used entirely in the revenue service, making

trips to various parts of the provinces. She bas been under the control of Mr. F. Jones,
Chief Preventive Oficer, who also had the fisheries cruiser " Stanley," and tug " Gladi-
ator " at his disposai.

" La Canadienne."-This vessel works independently of the rest of the fleet. She ls

operated under the control of the offleer ln charge of the Gulf division of fisherles, and
ls mainly employed on the Quebec coast and the Canadian Labrador, looking after the
interests of our lshermen. A report of this vessel's work will be found among the
inspectors' reports.

"Petrl."-Employed on the great lakes, wlth headquarters at Port Stanley or
Amlierstburg; principally, her work IS patrolling the boundary line, although she does
excellent work looking after our own fishermen also.

"Dolphin."-A small tug, extremely old and slow, and not particularly seaworthy,
employed among our own fiahermen in Georgian Bay.

"Knggher."-Patrolling Cape Breton and Prince Edward Island, with headquarters
at Souris or North Sydney, employed largely in preventing illegal lobster fishing, which
she bas managed to do very successfully.

" Osprey."-Employed on the south-east coast of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, with

beadquarters at Canso and Sydney, employed in preventing illegal fishing, a troublesome
business, which bas beeu carried out by the captain of the vessel to my satisfaction.

" Quadra."-Employed on the Pacific coast for fishery matters, on occasions.

A report of the particular work of each of these captains will be found herewith.
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In addition to the above vessels, I had three tugs which were manned and officered
from the fleet, and were used entirely in the suppression of illegal tishing, their names
being as follows :-

"Davies," lst Officer Milne, "Acadia."
"Active," lst Officer Burns, "Curlew."
" Batt," Overseer Hobkirk, of Charlottetown.
The amount of gear, &c., destroyed by these boats was, I am sorry to say, very large

Indeed, but it is the only way to prevent Illegal fishing, and I am certain that less of this
kind of business was carried on last season than ever before. To give an Idea of the sad
consequences of illegal fishing to our fishermen, who will persist against all warnlngs,
printed, verbal, and otherwise, In carrying on this, to themselves, ruinous work Iruinous
in two ways, one on account of the lobster and the other the destruction of gear) the
amount of gear destroyed by the " Davies " alone was 2,500 traps and back lines, four
factories, 77 boats searched and three seized ; the other tug found It necessary to do
about the same, or perhaps rather more. This kind of work Is very sad and unpleasant
to myself and my officers, but absolutely necessary.

The ileet patrolled nearly 90,000 miles of coast during the past season, and I may
say, patrolled it well, but, pendlng the ratification of the treaty between Great Britain
and the United States, varlous concessions have been made to TJnited States fishing
schooners. I have to report, however, that on many occasions these fishermen took
advantage of the Government's generosity.

Canadian fishing schooners are supposed to fly from the main truck a red and white
diagonal flag. I find a great deal of difficulty in persuading them to carry this out,
however, and on many occasions a schooner will be reported fishing lnshore, and on
coming close to her she proves to be one of our own ; if the flag had been flying, this
trip would have been unnecessary.

My thanks are due to the captains, officers and men of the service for the cordial
support they bave given me In all things. I have Impressed upon the captains and board-
Ing officers the absolute necessity of always acting with the greatest courtesy, more
especially In any communication or business they may have with vessels belonging to a
foreign power. These offleers, the captains particularly, have a great deal of respon-
sibility upon their shoulders, as the smallest Indiscretion or thoughtlessness might lead
to serlous international complications. It will therefore. be seen how very essential It
is to have men with first-class education and certificates holding these highly responsible
positions. I would again suggest that before any officer is appointed to the service he
should appear before the Officer Commanding the service for examination as to his
ability, &c., for this particular branch, as It can be readily understood that a man may
be a first-rate sallor, but totally unfitted for the very delicate duties he may, on occasions,
be called upon to perform whilst on duty lu the Fisherles Protection Service.

LICENSES FOR FOREIGN FISHING vEsSELS.

The same Order In Council being passed as before, sanctioning the continuance of
the Issue of modus vivendi licenses to United States fishermen, similar permits were
issued In 1898.

The form of license Is as follows

License to United States Fi8hing Ve8sels.

(Name) Master or Ouner of the United States Fishing
Ves8el tons register, of , having paid to the undersigned,
Collector of Customs at the port of , the sum of $ , being one
dollar and fifty cents per registered ton, the privilege le hereby granted to said fishing
vessel to enter the bays and harbours of the Atlantic coasts of Canada, for the purchase
of bait, ice, seines, Unes, and all other supplies and outfits, and the transhipment of
catch, and shipping of crews.

This license shall continue In force for the year 1896, and le issued In pursuance of
the Act of the Parliament of Canada of 1892, entitled, " An Act respecting Fishing
Vessels of the United States," 55-56 Victoria, chapter 3.
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This license, whIle conferring the above-mentloned privileges, does not dispense with
a due observance by the holder, or any other person, of the laws of Canada, and will
become null and vold, and forfeited forthwith, and the vessel will become ineligible to
obtain a license in future, If any goods or supplies, or other advantages obtained here-
under, are sold or transferred to any United States fishing vessel that has not obtained
a license.

Dated this day of A.D., 189
Collector of Cu8toma at the Port of

For Minister of Marine and Fisheres.

SCHEDULE of United States Fishing Vessels to which Licenses were issued under the
Act entitled " An Aet respecting Fishing Vessels of the United States of America"
during the Year 18 9 8-Continued.

Name of Vessel.

Gladstone.......................E
E lector..........................
W . H. M oody............. .....
Blue Jacket.....--. ...........
Hattie L. Trask..................
Emma E. Witherell......... ...
Alice R. Lawson.......... ......
M adonna............. ........
Parthia....................
Mabel D. Hines............ ..... J
W. E. Morrissey ................. E
M eteor....... .....-..........
M ystery................ ........
T hetis...........................
M argaret................ .....
Shenandoah....... .............. E
Senator Saulsbury...........
V irginia.........................
Landseer................. ....
Joseph Rowe ...................
Helen F. Whittier..........
Colunbi...................
Stranger ...................
Essex......................
Nannie C. Bohlin . ..........
Annie Wesley.................
Marguerite.................
S. R. Lane.....................
P inta .................... ..... .
Arbitrator....... ..........
Eliza H. Parkhurst ............
Bessie M. Devine............
Senator....................
Judique ...................
Gertie Evelyn...............
Conductor..................
Margaret Mathers. ..........
Ralph F. Hodgdon............
V iking..........................
Lizzie Griffin.......... ......--.
F. W. Homans .......... ....
Wm. Matheson.................
Golden Hope..............
George E. Camp bell..........
Masconoma..................
Gladiator....................
George S. Bontwell ............
Edgar S. Foster...............
W illie L. Swift...................

Port of Registry.

Gloucester, Mass....
te ....
le .. ..
if ....
t ...

et .

I ...

et .. ..
et ....

Beverly, Mas ......
Gloucester, Mass....

Beverly, Masss....
Prloucester, M s....

le ....
et . .
if ..
te..
et . .
te . .

et ....
Il ....
et ....
te ....
if ....
"f ....

il ....

Provincetown, Mass.
Gloucester, Mas ....

te ....

et ....

Bucksport, Mass....
Provincetown le ....
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Tonnage.

75
84
48
86
71
81
85
79
77
92
93
96
89
67

107
77
77
82
71
98
92
89
59
84
97
65
81
48
68
73
84
91
75
89
61
50
66
60
40
71
44
72
75
78
67
75
43
79
70

Port of Issue.

Canso, N.S.............
Tusket, N.S........ ...
Yarmouth, N.S.........

1 .. .. ....
Shelburne, N.S..........
Tusket, N.S............
Pubnico, N. S...........
Yarmouth, N.S.........

SN. S.........
ITusket, N.S........
i e ............
Pubnico, N.S...........

1 i ........ ...
Tusket, N.S............

S.... ........
Pubnico, N.S...........

et N. S.
Lockeport, N.S .........
Pubnico, N.S........

Haifx NS .......
Yarmouth, N.S........
Barrington, N. S ........
!Shelburne, N.S..........
Pubnico, N.S..........

alifax, N.S..........
Tusket, N.S. ......
Barrington, N.S ........
Lockeport, N.S..... ....
Canso, N.S.............

i I ............
Arichat, N.S............Port Hawkesbur N. S. .
Port Mulgrave . .S.....
Canso, N.S. .... .......
Arichat, N.S. .. .....
Canso, N.S. ............

Puino N.8. ..........
Port Mulgrave, N.S.....
Canso, N. S... ...... ....

11 .. .... ......
Port Mulgrave, N.S .....
St. Peters, N.S..........
Arichat, N.S....... ....

te ..........
le ..........

Port Hawkesbury, N.S..
Port Mulgrave, N.S .....
St. Peters, N.S .........

et ....... ,1....

Fee.

8 ets.
112 50
126 00

72 06
129 00
106 50
121 50
127 50
118 50
115 50
138 00
139 50
144 00
133 50
100 50
160 50
115 50
115 50
123 00
106 50
147 00
138 00
133 50
88 50

126 00
145 50
97 50

121 50
72 00

102 00
109 50
126 00
136 50
112 50
133 50
91 50
75 00
99 00
90 00
60 00

106 50
66 00

108 00
112 50
117 00
100 50
112 50

64 50
118 50
105 00
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SCHEDULE Of United States Fishing Vessels to which Licenses were Issued-Concluded

Name of Vessel. Port of Registry. Tonnage. Port of Issue. Fee.

Oliver Eldridge.................. Gloucester t. 48 Yarmouth, N.S .72 00
Annie G. Quiner ............... Bucksport 79 St. Peters, N. S .......... 118 50
Orpheus ........................ Gloucester . 74 Lockeport, N. S .. ] 0<
Levanter........ . ........... Salem, Mass....... 28 Yarmouth, N. 42 0
Winona .................... Gloucester, Mass.... 78 Ahert, M.I., Que.. 117 0
Howard Holbrook..... .............. 68 Port Hawkebury, N.S 102 0
JohnSmith....................... 44 l. 6600
Martha Jane...... ............... 16 Aberto, P.E..........24 0
Epes Tarr........................ 48 Souri.. P.E.............72 00
Elenora........ ............... ... 62 ansoN. 9300
Lizzie M. Stanwood.... .......... . .... 76 f 114 0
Emma M. Dyr................... .... 54 Arichat, N.S . . 00
Reporter ............. ..... .......... . 60 Souris, N.S 90 0
Richard Lester..,................. .... 47 Port Hastings, N. 70 50
Mariner......................... 78 Canso, N. S 117 0
Ralph E. Eaton................Gloucester, Mass 47 Port Mugrave, N.8 70 50
Florence.......................... .... 3 Canso, N.S............. 9450
Oresa............................ 58 e . 8700
M. H. Perkins.................. .... 50 Port Hawkesbury, N.S 75 0
Ellen F. Gleason................. ... , ... 42 Canso, N.8............. 630
Edward A. Rich .................. 58 8700
Loring B. Haskell .................. l .. - 67 Souris, P.E.1............100 50
Nereid.................. ...... . 70 Canso, N-8............. 105 0
Procyon .......................... 85 . 12750
Boyd & Leeds.....................Beverly, Maus 37 BarringtonN.8 5550
E. C. Hussey.... ........... ..... e 42 l . 6300
S. L. Foster S W Harbour, Me 44 Liverpool, N.S........... .60
Norman Fisher. G.... oucter, Ma 51 Canso, N.S.............76 50
Oliver F. Kilhan... .... ....... Salem, Mas . 44 Liverpool, N.S...........660
Anna L. Sunborn........... f........ 17 Yarmouth, N.S.......... 2550o

Total 79 vessels 5,316 Total.......... 7,9740

t will be notlBed that there are nearly double as many licenses as n 1897. I put
this do'wn to the scarcity of bait on the Unlted States coasts ; there Is no doubt ln My
mmnd that the procnring of bait and shipping of men are by far the most Important
Items Gncluded In the license, ater that the transhpment of cargo. As regards buy.ng
provisions, stores, &c., I think It would greatly assist our merchants and others ln the
small coast towns If this were to be alowed. However, no doubt ail these hghly Im-
portant details are belng taken Into consideration by the Joint Hlgh Comissioners.

The following la a statement of the number of licenses Issued since 1888

1888 ................................................ 36
7 t................................................ 78

1890 ................................................ 119
1891 ................................................ 98
1892 .................................................. 1
18 u................................................ 71
1894 ................................................ 53
1895 ................................................ 47
1896 ................................................ 77
1897 ................................................ 40
1898 Sori,................................................. 79

3.14



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

THE following list of United States Fishing Vessels which have entered Canadian Ports
from Ist January, to 31st October, 1898, showing the number of times each
vessel entered at the several ports; will show to what a large extent our ports are
used by foreign fishermen. Nearly all those schooners were boarded by our cruisers,
and most of them a good many times.

Name of Vessel.

z _

1 Arbutus. . .........
2 Atlanta.......... .
3 Alioe R. Lawson..... .
4 Arbitrator........... .
5 Annie C. Hall..... . .
6 Admiral ewey...... .
7 Annie Wesley........ •

8 Alice C. Jordan...... .
9Alva. ........... .

10 Addie Davidson...
il Alice S. Hawkes..... .
12 Agnes E. Downs.... .
13 Aice M. Parsons..... .
14 A. S. Caswell..---... .
15 A. R. Cutherton..... .
16 Argo............... .
17 Arthur Story ........ .
18 Amy Wixon......... .
19 A. L. Sanburn....... .
20 Addie M. Story...... .
21 Arthur Binney....... .
22 Boyd & Leeds. . •

23 Blue Jacket......... .
24 Bessie M. Devine. .
25 Bertha May ......... •

26:*Broganza...... .....
27Belle Franklin....... .
28 Belle V. Neal........ .
29 Bertha Miller........ .
30 Bertha D. Nickerson. .
31 Columbia............ .
32 Conductor...... .... .
33ICarl W. Baxter...... .
34 Carleton Belle........ .
35 Carrie W. Babson . •

36 Cecil H. Lowe....... .
37ICentennial .... ...... .
38 Canopus............. .
39 Clara P. Sewell...... .
40 Carrie E. Phillipe.. -
41 Carrie H. Lane...... .
42 Carrier Dove ........ .
43 Commonwealth...... .
44 Caroline Vought..... .
45 Dora A. Lawson..... .
46 D. A. Wilson........ .
47 David Sherman......
48 Davy Crockett......
49 Dawson City.... ....
50Dido .. .............
51 Emma and Helen... .
52 Eliza H. Parkhurst...
53 Emma M. Dyer......
541 E. C. Hussey....•
55 Elsie F. Rowe....... .
56 Effe M. Morrisey.... .
57 Elnora.............. .

*Outport-Chester.

3 .... ....
1 .... ....

3 .... 1

1. .... ....
. .... ....
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. .... ....
. .... ....

. .... ....
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.. .... 
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. .... ...
. ... ....

. .... ....
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34....

.... .... ....
... .... ....

1.. .... ....

.... ........1...... ...... .... ....
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.1. .... ....
1.. .... .. ..
1.. .... ....

... .... ....
.. .. .. .. 1.. ...... .... ....

... .. 2 ....
.... .... ....

.... .. ....

.... .... ....

.... .... ....
... .... :...

.... .. . ....

.... .... .. .

1i.... 1i

.. ... . ....

... 2......

.........

.. .. . . .

.. . .. 1. .
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.... .... .... .... ..

4 .... 1.... .... .... .... ..

.... .... 4 . .1

.... .... .... .... ..

.... .... ....
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.. . .. .... .. 1
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.... .... 2.. .... ..
.... .... 2. .. . ..
... .... 2. . .. .
.... .... 1.. . .. .

.... .... .... 1 ..

. ... . .... .. ....

. . .. . .... .... ..

. . .. . .... .... ..
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.. 1 .... ..
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.... .... .... .... ..

.... .... .... .... .
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LiST of United States Fishing Vessels which have entered at Canadian Ports, from 1st
January, 1898, to 31st October, 1898, &c.-Continued.

Name of Vessels. - d
x .5~

58 Ellen F. Gleeson ..... .. .... 5
g59Edward Trevo J.... . ...........

60'Edward A. R'ich.... .. ..... 2 .... ..61iEpes Tarr2........... .. ... 1 2 ... ..
62 Edith Mclnnes.... . .. . ..... .... i 2 .1
63iElsie M. Snith ...............
641Ethel B. Jacobs.... .. 1
65 Ellis S. Hawkes ..... .. .... T.......... ...
66'Essex ..... .1... . . . . .
67 Edith M. Jacobs .268 Emma E. Wetherall.......... 369 Elector 2 1
70lEdith lM. Prior.2 171.Edith S. Whalen ..... .... .....70.EdjthMS. Prion ... ... .. 4...... .. ... .....
72 Ester Anita . .. . ..... . . . . . .1...

73Elector P. Wedge ..
74i. . oles........................ .. . ...... I...74. E. B. Hol.e... ...... . ....75 Electra......... .............

76 Eliza B. Campbell............. 2
77 F. H. Smith. ...... 1.....................
78 Florence. ......... ....... T.............. . . . . .............
79 F. W. Homans ... 2.................... 21 1.... 4.......... 12
80 Firmwood ..... ............1
81 Frances S. Orme.- . ....... .............. 1 282 F. B. Haskins.. ................. .... i 12
83 Flora Nicholson. .84 Fanny W. Freeian........ . .. . . .. . . . ... .... .......8 Florence E. Stream.. ....... . ........................
86 F. R. Walker .......8"F. R. Wa -e*.*....*.*...*..... .... ... .... ..... ... .... ...... 2 .... 1 .... 1
87 GertieEvelyn.......2 .... 1 .1........ . .........
88'Golden Hope.......2 .... ........ 2............89 Georie E. Campbell. 3 .... 1
90 Gladiator... ...... 4. ........ .... 1 291 Gladstone........... ..... 1 ...... ..
92Grace L. Hadley.... ..... 1 3....... .......... .. ............
93 George S. Boutwell. ....... 2ý 1 3.... 3 4..94 Geneva Mertis ............. .. .... ........ ..... . .
95 Grayling. .......... ................... 1 4. .
96Grace Darling....... . .... .... ........
97 George F. Ednunds...................................2 5 1 8..
98.Gen. Martin......... ........................... .............
99,Grace Otis... ............................... .1 . .................. ..

100'Gloria..... .......
101Grace Choate.... ........ T....................1O2~GvernoBut .. 2.. ... ... ........... . . . . . .02Governor Butler...... ... ............ ....................

attie L. Trak ...... 1............................ ..........
104 H. L. Whittier ...... . .... 1.................................
105 Hattie Evelyn....... .. .... 2 .... ...........................
106 Howard Holbrook, ... .. .... 4 2........7. . .... ..107Henry M. Stanley.................. .......... ......108sHarvard............. .................... . .................................
109 Hellen F. Whitten. ................. 
110 Hellen H. Giles.... .. ...................
111 Harry G. French......................... ......... 3112 Herald of the Morning .. .... 3........ . ...
113Hiram Lowell... ....... ...
114 Hattie E. Worcester........... 2 .
115 *Hattie E. Heckman..............................2 ....116 Harry L. Be.den.16HryL. Belden.......................ý.... .... ... ..... ..... ii
117 H. W. Longfellow................
118 Hazel Oneita........................................

* Out Port Chester.
396



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch,

LisT of United States Fishing Vessels which have entered at Canadian Ports, from lst
January, 1898, to 31st October, 1898, &c.-Continued.

Name of Vessels.

119 H. B. Parker.... ... .. ...........
120,Harvester. .......... . .... .....
121 Hattie and Lottie.... .. .... .......
1221Indiana.............. .. .... ....
123Iolanthe ..... ......... .- 1 . ..
124James A. Garfield...... ..
125Judique................· 4
126John Smith.......... .. l...1 2
127 Joseph Rowe .............. 1!...
128 Joseph B. McGuire .. .. .... ....
129 Jennie B. Hodgdon . .. ....
130 John S. Presson......
131 J. E. Garland.......... .... ....
132 John L. Nicholson... .. .... .... ....
133 Jonathan .................. ....
1341J. F. Edwards..... . .. ..........
135IJames R. Clarke..... ... ........
136 James S. Steele................
137J. W. s..................
138 James Rowe............. .. ....
139 J. R. Walker......
140 James G. Blain..........
141 *Kearsage............. ....
1421Lizzie Griffin ....... 2,.... 3 ....
143ILaurence A. Munro.. 2 1 ....
1441Loring B. Haskell.... ........... 2
145,Lizzie M. Stanwood.. .. .... I 2 ....
146 Lucille ............-. .. ..- - 1 ....
147 Lizzie M aud......... .. .... .... ....
148ILizzie B. Adams..... . .. .... ....
149 Lillia E. Norwood ... .......... .. .
150 Lottie Gardener ..... ...... .... ....
151 Lizzie M. Center ..... ..... ........
152 Louis H. Giles......... .... ....
153 Lena & Maud......... ...... ....
154 Lizzie W. Custer..... .. .. .. ....
155 Latona............ .... .... ...
156 Landseer .... ............ . ....
157 Lottie S. Howard ... .. .........
158 Levanter .......... ..... .....
159 Laurena Murdoch.... ....... ....
160 Masconomo........ 4 ·· ·. 1 -..
161 M. H. Perkins....... 1 .... 2 ....
162MaryStory......... .. 1 .... ..--
163jMarguerite .......... .· 4 1 ..--.
164IM iranda . .. .. ...... 2 .... 1. ..
165Mertie & Delmar..... .. .... .
166 M eteor .............. .· .--- 1
167Mabel D. Hines...... .. · 1....
168 M ariner.............. .. 2 ....
169 Mattie Winship...... ... 1
170 Margaret Mathers.... .. .... 1 .
171IMadonna ........... ...... 2
172,Marinda ..... .... ... .... .---
173 Mertes H. Perry..... .. ....... ...
174!Marshall L. Adams.. .. ..-- · · · · · · ·
175M. S. Ayer.......... .. ... .
176 M andego .............. .- · · · · ·
177 Mabel Kenniston ... .. .--- · · · · · · ·
178 Margaret Haskins.. . . · · -
179 Maggie Smith ....... ... ....

...... ..... 1 ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 .... . .
..... ...... ..... .... . .. ..... . ... .... .... .... ... .

.... .... .. . .... ... .... .... 1.. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... . ..1 ... ... . .. .t. .

.... .... .... .... .... ... 15 1.... .... .... ... ... ......... ..... ... . .

.... .... .. . ..
. .1. .

S1...

... ... .... .. .3
...... ......

... .... .. ... 2 1 l

1..

.... .... .... ....~~.... .... .... .... ...

. . . .. . ... . ... .2 . ..... .... . .. .... .... ... 4 .
.... ....... ............... 1 4 ........

... 1 .. .. .... .... .....
.. . .... 1. . . . . .. . .. Y . . .. .

. ... .. . ....... .... 1 1 1 . . . . .
. .... .... 1

.... .... ...
1 2..... ....................
. ........... .... ...........

.... .... .... ... ..
..... .... ....

... ..... .... .... ...

.... .... .... ... .... .... ....... ..
S............... .... ... , ..
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LIST of United States Fishing Vessels which have entered at Canadian Ports, from
1st January, 1898, to 31st October, 1898, &c.-Continued.

Name of Vessel.

f

180 Margaretta .........
181 Maggie May........
182 Mystery ...........
183 Martha Jane........
184 Mizpah ............
185 Mary F. Chisholm.
186 Mabel Leighton...... ..
187 M. B. Stetson .......
188 Marsala .......... ..
189 Maud Miller......... ..
190 Minerva...........
191 M argaret............ ..
192 Nereid ............ 1
193 Nelson Y. McFarland ..
194 Norman Fisher. .... .-
195 Norumhega ...... ...
196 Nellie Dixon......... ..
197 Nourmahal .......... ..
198 Nannie C. Bohlin .... ..
199 Noonday ..... ...... ..
200 Otis P. Lord......... 1
201 Oliver Eldridge ..... 1
202 Oresa.... ....... 1
203 Oliver W. Holmes..
204 Orpheus ............
205O. L. Killam .......
206 Pinta..............
207 Parthia ............
208 Puritan.........
209 Patriot.
210 Procyon ...........
211 Pythian............
212 Polar Wave.........
213 Pendr an .. . .... ..
214 Quick ......e.
215 Ralph F. ogo
216 Ralph E. Eaton ...... .
217 Ramona. ...........
218 Richard Lester....... .
219 Ruth M. Mather ..... ..
220 * Reporter........... ..
221 R e ... ...............
222 Republic ............ ..
223 Robin Hood.........
224 Rigel..................
225 Ruth and Martin .... ..
22 R. H. Hodgdon...... ..
227 Senator.......... 3
228 Senator Salisbury .... 2
229 Sarah H. Prior ...... 1
230 Sigfred .............. 1
231 Senator Swansburg... .
232 S. R. Lane .......... ..
233 Shenandoah ......... ..
2348. P. Williard .....
235 . F. Maker.. .......
236 Sarah E. Lee ........ ..

238 Samuel R. Crane..... .
239 Stran r . ... .......
240 Speculator..........

* Out-Port La Have.

.

.. .

A. 1899

1.

1

........ ...

1 ... . .. .... 1

.... .... .... .
2. . .... .... .... ...

.... .... .... .... 1

3...... .... .... ....

4 1

1 1
1i

3...... .... ..

4.. .... ...

1i. . ..... 1

1.

.... .... .... .

4 ... .... ... 1

. .... .... .....-

1.... .... ....! ...

1...... ...

1.... ... .... 1..
.... . ... .. 1 1

.... .... 1 .... .... 1

.... .... .... .... 1
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.... .... .... .... 1
... .... .... .... 1
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Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LIST of United States Fishing Vessels which have entered at Canadian Ports, from
1st January, 1898, to 31st October, 1898, &c.-Continued.

>>

Name of Vessel. -.

- Eâ cm e

241Sea Fox............ ... ... .... ..... .. 1.... ..... .... ... 1... 1 12
242Sarah M.Jaco........ ......... ... .... .... .. ... .............. .. .... ....
243S. H. Smith ................ .... ... .... .... .... ............ .... .... .... ..... ....
2448. E. Nightingale.... .. .............. .... .... ... .... .... . .... .... .... .. 1 ..
245 S. L . F oster.......... .. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .. .... . 1
246Sarah .............. . .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .... .... ............ ........ 1
247Thetis........... ..... .... .... 2 .... 1 .... .. . ... .... ... .... .. 2 2 .
248 T riton ........ ...... .. .... 1 .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .. .... ... .... .. .... ....
249 Talisman.......... . .. .... .... ............ 1 . .. .............. 2 .... .. ........ 1
250 Thomas Brundage.... .. .. ... ........................... .... .... .... .... ..
251 V iking .............. .. .... 3 .. . 1 1 .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 . . . . . .
252Vigilant............. .. .... 1 ................... .... .... .. ... .... 2
253V esta ............... .. .... 1 ... .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .... . . . .
254Virginia............. ...... .... .... .... .... 1 2 .... ........ .. . ...... .. ..... 1 2
255 Volunteer ........... .. .... .... 1............
256 William H. Cross.... .. ..............
257 Wide Awake . . . ... 1 .... ..
258 William E. Morrisey ...... .... .... ................................ i
259 William Matheson...
260 * W. H. Moody. . .... .... 7....
261 Winona ........ ...... .... .... ................................... .. 3 1
262 W. H. Ridel......... .. ... l.. ........ ....... .... ....

Total entries....... 42 17 132 24 35 13 86 37 9 20 5 23 140 6617 125 108

MuMo.-Total number of entries at 13 Canadian ports, 1,037.

SuxuAEY.

ENTRnIES of United States Fishing Vessels at Canadian Ports, from lst January, to 31st
October, 1898, showlng the number of entries made at the several ports.

A richat ... ............................................... 42
B arrington ................................................ 17
Canso .......... .................................... 132
GeorgetoW n ......... ...... ........................... . 24
H alifaX ..--....... ...................................... 35
L iscom be ................................................. 13
Loulsburg ....... ...................................... 86
Lockeport ...-............................................ 37
L unenburg ............................................... 9
Port H awkesbury ......................................... 20
Port H ood ....... ....................................... 5
Port M ulgrave ·... ..................................... 23
Shelburne ...... · ·. ..................................... 140
Souris ....... - -............................... .......... 66
W hitehead .....-- .... ......-....... ...................... 17
Yarm outh .... - .... ....-.... . .......................... 125
North Sydney ......... .............. ................... 108
Liverpool ..................... .---...-.. ...- '138

Total number of entries at 18 Canadian ports........ 1,037
499
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Lsir of United States Fishing Vessels using Marine Railway in Canadian Ports
for the purpose of Repairs, etc.

Naie of Vessel. Year. Place Repaired, &c.

Lizzie M. Center ....................... ... 1893 Halifax, N.S.
Herbert E.... ... .
Hattie H. Graham............... ........... 1894
Norumbega ........................................
Puritan.............................................
Ralph E. Eaton........... ..................... 1895
Rush Light........ .................................
Epes Tarr.... .......................................
George F. Ednunds..........................
Ella Frances . . .
H A. Parkhurst...............
Carrier Dove .......................... .............. .
H. A. Parkhurst....... ......................... 1896
Volunteer............ ...............................
Lizzie J. Gree.leaf ......................... . .
0. W. Holmes................................ ...
J. E. Garland.. ...................... ....
Notice (9th July)............. ............... 1897
Notice (28th July).....................................
Ralph E. Eaton....... .. ........ ....... .... 1898
George S. Boutwell.... ... ............ .. .... .... ......

Attached is a list of Mahone Bay and La Have fishing schooners and their catch:

LA HAVE BANKERS.

Grace ..................................
Jennie Myrtie.........................
M ischief ...............................
Torridon ..............................
Enterprise .............................
Klondyke ..............................
Lerane C...............................
A shton .................................
F. B. W ade.............................
Minnie J. Heckman...................
Puritan ................................
Comrade ..............................
Manal M. Parks........................
Barcelona .............................
Joseph MoGill..........................
Carlaraine .............................
M . J. Crosby................. .........
Bessie A ................... ..........
Carrie .................................
Volunteer ................... .........

Lbs.
277,000
360,000
200,000
290,000
240,000
370,000
300,000
300,000
340,000
320,000
260,000
450,000
240,000
420,000
360,000
390,000
200,000
185,000
265,000
360,000

Talmouth ..............................
Beluga ................................
Millie Mace............................
Lillian .................................
Gallant ................................
Algonia ................................
Cayuga .................. ............
Alaska ................................
Loreana Maud..........................
Eureka ................................
M ajestic ...............................
Uruguay ...............................
citizen ................................
Minnie Maud...---.....................
Leopold ........--.....................
A vis ..................................
L. B. Currie..........................
Curfew ................................
Glyndon ...............................

LA HAVE NORTH BAY MEN.

Fern .................................. 280,000 Roana .................................
Britannia .............................. 220,000 Cambrian .......... ................
Georgenia ............................. 80,000 M elbourne ............ ...............
Puma ................................ 220,000 Mystic Tie.............................

400

Lbs.
285,000
240,000
370,000
490,000
300,000
310,000
400,000
290,000
475,000
270,000
355,000
465,000
470,000
230,000
395,000
260,000
220,000,
180,000
340,000

215,000
300,000
250,000
260,000

A. 1899

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
il
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21



Marine and Fisheries-Fisheries Branch.

LA HAVE LABRADOR MEN.

M agie .................................
Gernada ...............................
M elutas ...............................
Valiant ................................
Onando ................................
M ayflower .............................
E lnora ................................

Lbs.
40,000
90,000,
60,000
50,000
60,000
11,200
70,000

G. A. Smith.............................
A bana .................................
Nightingale ...........................
Garnet .................................
Gindale ................................
Garland ...............................

MAHONE BAY LABRADOR MEN.

Nova Zombler.......................... 40,000 Lenora ................................
Irene M. B............................. 40,000 C. A. Ernst............................
D. A. Maker............................ 60,000 C. A. Chisholm.........................
Marzella ............................... 45,000

MAHONE BAY BANKERS.

Laura C. Zwisker...................... 260,000
Unique ................................ 320,000
Elva M ................................. 340,000
Jennie V............................... 345,000
Snow Queen........................... 200,000
Daisy Linton........................... 300,000

Venim .................................
C. U. Maker............................
Flo Maker..............................
Blanch Camp...........................
Lawrance ..............................
Enezey ................................

Lbo.
50,000

100,000
40,000
40,000
55,000
50,000

35,000
40,000
35,000

300,000
160,000
280,000
400,000
320,000
400,000

Although the La Have fleet is not obtainable, it is estImated that the total catch bas
been about 25 per cent below that of 1897.

THE MACKEREL FIsHERY.

The mackerel catch of 1898 has again been a distinct failure, I may say, everywhere.
A f ew 1u. S.vessels did fairly well to the southward, but otherwise it bas been most disap-
pointIng. It Is very hard to define the reason for this, but I personally believe that the
use of that abominable engine, the purse seine, is very largely to blame'; when this
seine appeared mackerel began to disappear at all events, and so it se'ems reasonable to
blame this mode of fishing more or less. I have constantly advocated some international
agreement by which the purse seine would be entirely forbidden until the lst of July, at
any rate, the ish have not finished spawning till this date, ln this condition they will
not take the book, but the purse seine catches them anyhow, and the mackerel is there-
fore left absolutely unprotected. Some people are under the impression that these fish
are driven off the coast by the large amount of decayed lobster bait, broken and rotten
lobster traps, &c., but personally I hardly agree with this theory, it is not only on the
coast that mackerel are scarce, but the same applies everywhere, it matters not how
far from land, and it Is impossible to think that this decayed bait, &c., would affect
these deeper waters. At the present time few mackerel are salted, the trade in fresh
fish taking nearly all the catch. On the 20th of May (it is a peculiar coincidence that it
Is always within a few days of this date) there were about 65 U. S. flshing schooners on
and off our coasts. Last year there were about 100, nearly ail these vessels hall from
Gloucester, fair catches were made off Yarmouth, and the fish were worth 25 cents

a plece. On the 25th May catches were made off Prospect, N.S., but the fish were in
small schools and very wild. On the 28th they were off Canso ; the cruisers " Osprey,"
" Klngflsher," " Curlew " and " Acadia " were stationed on different grounds along the

coast and the U. S. fishermen were kept company with the whole time. On the 1st June

the U. S. schooner " O'Resa " had about 240 barrels, and other vessels had done fairly,
but ln my opinion the body of the flsh passed ahead of the seiners, and by the middle

of June most of the Ui. S. seiners were on their way home with small catches. Tbey

did better after this off their coasts ; the " Jacobs " getting 350 barrels off No Man's

Land. On arriving back off our shores the prospects were very poor indeed, the month
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of August was certainly the poorest ever experienced in the mackerel fishery ; and these
matters did not improve, stormy and bad weather interfering with operations in the fall.

LOBSTER.

The lobster catch of 1898 will be again small, probably behind that of other years;
It was partly due to the bad weather during the lobster season. The fishing season was not
extended and I have before pointed out in another portion of my report what intense
trouble and annoyance fishermen who would persist in fishing illegally gave. The
ground, in my opinion, is being over-fished, and will be absolutely fished out sooner or
later. The lobster commission which is at present sItting will no doubt be able to arrive
at some way of overcoming this evil. There are too many small factories ; the lIve
lobster business which used to be confined nearly entirely to the western part of the
province, is steadily moving east and now live lobsters are shipped from Louisburg.

EXTRACTS FROM REPORTS OF CAPTAINS OF CRUISERS.

Si,-In compliance with your orders, I beg to hand you my report of work done
by the cruiser " Osprey " under my command for the season of 1898.

By your order I proceeded to Shelburne and placed the cruiser " Osprey " in coin-
mission on the 26th day of April, and proceeded towards Halifax on the 28th, but was
detained by contrary winds. Arrived at Halifax, May lst ; weather foggy and disagree-
able. 6th May by your order we proceeded to sea, sailing along southern coast of Nova
Scotia, calling at several ports : 13th passed through Mainadieu passage, midnight at
North Sydney. Thence we cruised north around Cape Breton to Charlottetown and
Magdalen Islands, remaining at the latter place until the herring was over. We
found, as before, a large fleet of Canadian trawlers and small vessels buying herring;
only an occasional U. S. trawler.

We then proceeded towards the N. S. coast via Charlottetown and Pictou, and arrived
at Canso (our headquarters) on the 7th of June, and cruised east and west as the wea-
ther permitted. Weather exceedingly foggy and wet. Also with occasional runs to
Prince Edward Island and Pictou until October 24th, when by your order we proceeded
to Sydney and arrived on the 25th where we found eight U. S. seiners who reported
that mackerel were very scarce. We continued to cruise with fleet until November 5th
when by your order we proceeded towards Shelburne, calling at Whitehaven, Liscomb,
Spry Bay and placed ship in winter quarters at Shelburne on the 11th day of November.

C. T. KNOWI/TON,
Commanding 1 Osprey."

CusiEa " CUELEW,"
ST. Jom, N.B., 31st December, 1898.

Commander O. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,
Commanding Fisheries Protection Service,

Department of Marine and Fisherles, Ottawa.
Si,-I have the honour to forward you my annual report on the varlous operations

engaged in by this ship during the past season of 1898.
During the winter of 1897 and 1898 the ship was laid up as usual ln Magee's dock

at this port, and the necessary repaire were made to the boiler and engines.
Some other detail work about the ship was attended to, and everything was ln sea-
going order by April 15th. On that date the ship's company were signed and the ship
went into commission. Bad weather prevented sailing from St. Jchn till next
day and arrivIng down the bay on the fishing grounds I was very busy Till the 14th
May ln issuing fishing licenses for the numerous weirs, arranging many tishery dis
putes, and completing a large amount of general fisheries business that was awaiting
my arrivai. Small herring for sardine purposes began to show up on the shores of
Charlotte County about let of May, but none of the numerous sardine factories at East-
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port and Lubec began canning till June 1st when the catch in the weirs did not equal
more than 25 per cent of the demands of the canneries. However, the prices per hogs-
head of herring ran up very high on several occasions. Many years have passed since
such hlgh prices were received by our weir fishermen, and it Is hoped that the contem-
plated Increase ln the pack of the sardine factorles will ensure better prices in the
future for our weir fishermen.

Steaming around Cape Sable on May 17th I found the U. S. mackerel fleet cruising
for mackerel between Lockeport and Lunenburg. The first school of mackerel, consisting
of 50 barrels, was taken off Liverpool on May 19th by one of this fleet. We cruised
with this fleet between Lockeport and Halifax till 25th Inst., when you ordered us to
cruise as far as Canso. A run was made to Halifax where we landed our six-pounder
gun and Winchester rifles, and received a Gatling with a complement of Snlders.

Cruising eastward to Canso and the Cape Breton coast I found at intervals vessels
of the U. S. mackerel fleet, who were making very poor catches, which they attributed
to stormy weather and frequent fogs.

North Sydney was reached on the 7th of June where the ship was bunkered and

Inspector Bertram joined us. With this officer on board we proceeded on a cruise up
the coast visiting numerous lobster factorles, also cruising up Big Bras d'Or Lake, where
Mr. Bertram left the ship.

After passing through St. Peter's Canal a run was made towards Lunenburg, arrIv-

ing there on the 11th of June, and Inspector Hockin joined the ship. Steaming Into
St. Margaret's Bay and as far east as Dover, the resident mackerel fishermen were
found to have set their mackerel traps without previously procuring a license for same
from the local fisheries offlcer. Considerable opposition against the taking out of licenses
was experienced by us from the several trap owners, but eventually they all paid the

requisite fees and the licenses were Issued to them.
Not until June 16th did we complete our work with those trap fishermen, and were

then ordered by you to cruise to the Bay of Fundy. We arrived at Passamaquoddy oin
the 20th where fishing of all kinds was found ln full operation. The fishermen were
making fairly good catches and good prices were being realized by them.

During the short vislt to my district, numerous fishery disputes were settled, over-
seers visited and licenses and orders were issued regarding various matters requiring
immediate attention. On June 29th the Bay of Fundy was again left behind and Hali-
fax was visited for the purpose of beginning the patrol of coast between there and
Canso, and preventing the illegal. lobster flshing so long carried on there during previous
close seasons. We cruised along the coast to the eastward, visiting all the harbours
and destroyed many hundreds of traps. Thousands of lobsters were liberated, factories
were visited to see that they were not ln operation, and suspected persons were warned
of the fate that awaited them should they become Implicated ln the violation of any of
the lobster regulatiOns.

On the 12th and 13th July we ran into the greatest number of traps, settIng between
Dover and Canso, where the practice of fishing up to the 15th of July had been carried
out each year. This was quite feasible here, on account of its proximity to the Une
where the close season does not commence till the 15th. By the havoc that we made
here at Dover amonlg the lobster gear, I am of the opinion that the fishermen will not
exhibit the sanie carelessness ln leaving their lobster gear in the water ln future at the

expiration of the lobster season. On July the 15th, at Canso, I recel7ed, according to

your instructions, from Messrs. Whitman the tug " Active " and placed her In the Govern-
ment service In charge of First Offieer Burns of the " Curlew." Two seamen were given
him also, and two from the " Osprey," and her equipment was completed by the 22nd.
We left Canso in company and began cruising westerly atter illegal lobster fishing.

This work between Canso and Halifax was continued till August the 16th, when

Inspector Bertram' was taken on board at Port Hawkesbury and we began a cruise
around Cape Breton In the interests of the varlous fisheries, lobsters particularly.

Numerous factories were visited, and warnings given to several suspected persons. Mr.
403
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Bertram lef t the sbip on the 29th August, and we returned to our station between
Canso and Halifax. On September 18th we returned to the Bay of Fu-ndy for a short
cruise, passîng the steamship " Express" ashore at Shag Harbour on our way. We
found fishery matters being prosecuted with unusual energy and the catches up to the
average.

The location for the new life boat station at Grand Manan was selected by Capt.
Douglas, R.N.R., on September 26th, who joined the " Curlew " at Eastport on that date.
October 1st again found us steaming for the eastward of Halifax enforcing lobster
regulations, and on the 11th and 12th of same month, in company with the other
cruisers, at Georgetown, P.E.I., we participated in the Fisheries Protection Sports.
Those sports were very highly enjoyed by the officers and crew of this ship, and are now
always looked forward to with feelings of pleasure and expectation. There is no doubt
that these sports are of immense benefit to the service.

The Challenge Cup which was held by a team from this ship for rifle shooting, at
this competition was allowed to go to the " KingfIsher."

Steaming out of Georgetown on the night of the 15th, Pictou was visited for bunk-
ering purposes, and steaming to Basque Island, three men were arrested for illegal
lobster fishing, on warrants issued by Inspector Bertram. They were taken before this
officer at Arichat, and in default of payment of fines were committed to prison.

After a run to Sydney we steamed to Halifax, arriving on the 25th October, Com-
missioner of Fisheries, Prof. Prince, and lobster commissioners Levatte, Whitman and
Nickerson joined the ship there for the purpose of procuring information regarding the
lobster fisheries at the principal ports in Nova Scotia and Cape Breton. They took evi-
dence at the varlous points, leaving the ship at North Sydney on November 5th. A
final visit was then made by us to the harbours between Canso and Halifax, destroying
some lobster pots in Halifax Harbour, and leaving the Gatling In the Marine and Flsh-
eries store at Halifax. Cruising to the Bay of Fundy we arrived at Grand Manan on
the 23rd and began the taking of bounty claims at the several fishing villages in Char-
lotte County. This, with other fisheries work kept us busy tili December 9th, when we
steamed to St. John placing ship out of commission and paying off crew that day.

Next day the engineers and firemen began some repairs to machinery, and are now
employed at that work.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN H. PRATT,
Comnnanding "Curlew."

NORTH HEAD, GRAND MANAN, Dec. 30th, 1898.

Commander O. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,
Commanding Fishery Protection Service of Canada.

SiB,-I beg to report as follows on the work done by the " Kingfisher " under my
command during the season just closed.

In March I received orders from yourself to commission the " Kingfither " on May
1st at Halifax. I arrived there on the 27th April to superintend some repairs, painting,
&c. On May 2nd, the crew was slgned in and the ship placed in commission, and on the
4th of that month I sailed for my station off Shelburne, and we cruised off Cape Sable
until the 28th of May.

The fIrst American seiner arrived on May 11th, after which the fiahing fleet com-
menced to make their appearance from day to day. The fish not showing in any large
quantitles to the westward, the fleet then moved to the east, but with poor success. The
foggy weather which has prevalled on the coast, more especially in the spring for the
last two years bas hampered the fishermen, making it almost Impossible to locate the
schools of mackerel.

I ran down in the fog to the eastward, not seeing anything until I reached Cape Canso,
when the fog lifted and I saw a few seiners who had been down the Cape Breton coast,
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but reported that they had not seen any fish schooling, and were returning west. I
cruised about Cape Canso, St. Peter's Bay and Chedabucto Bay for a few days. The
American fleet were passing every day in small numbers for home-their catch was very
small-I was informed an average of twenty-ftve barrels per vessel for the whole fleet
engaged on the Cape shores.

On June the 5th I received orders from you to proceed to Charlottetown, P.E.I., to
have ship's company measured for uniforms. We arrived there the next day, meeting
the cruiser " Acadia " off the harbour, where I recelved from yourself further instruc-
tions.

From Charlottetown we came back to Plctou to go on the marine slip for repairs.
On the 9th June we hauled over on the slip and have the ship caulked from keel to
gunwale, also painting two coats outside. After finishing repairs, acting on your In-
structions, I proceeded to Prince Edward Island to swear In all the light-keepers as
fishery officers. I commenced taking the lights In rotation west through the Straits of
Northumberland and down the north side of the island, arriving at my station off Souris
on the 26th of the month.

The first American arrived on July Sth. The fleet was very small this year and the
mackerel fishery proved a failure in all parts of Prince Edward Island. The American
vessels were constantly on the go from Cape Breton to Cape Gaspé, but no mackerel
being obtainable except about the Magdalen Islands and East Point, there were no large
hauls made at any time-four or five barrels being the highest catch in any one day.

After the lobster close season came on, I made some seizures of traps, and also
seized one small cannery at North Side, Prince Edward Island.

On October 4th I made a seizure of twenty casks of rum from St. Pierre, which was
landed at Rouleau Bay.

By October 18th all the American vessels had left the Gulf to go to Sydney for the
fall catch. By your orders I followed on the 20th. I found only seven vessels at Sydney.
They remained until November 16th, when the last one left for home. The catch was
practically nothing-the highest vessel getting about four barrels. The " John L.
Nicholdson " was the last to leave. This vessel had been down four months and re-
turned with sixteen barrels of fish.

I left Sydney for the west on the 21st November, and experienced terrible weather.
We simply could not get westward only at a very slow rate. I rode out the very heavy
gale of the 27th November at Whitehaven. I cruised along the shore trying to look after
the illegal lobster fishing, but the weather was so boisterous that with a sailing vessel
about all we could do was to look out for ourselves. I must say, however, that the
coast was very clear of any poaching this fall, more so than any year since the service
commenced.

I came on to Halifax, calling at Lunenburg, tbence to Shelburne, where I paid the

ship out of commission on December 15th, and delivered her over to Mr. McLean, care-
taker.

My crew this year was very satisfactory. I have not a single case of disobedience to
report during the season, and would respectfully recommend that such fine young men
be retained in the service if possible.

Our Fishery Protection annual sports were held at Georgetown, P.E.I., on the 4th
and 5th October. They passed off very pleasantly indeed, and my ship bad the honour
of winning the Fishery Protection Cup of Canada in the rifle competition. Next year,
we hope to make these sports even more interesting.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

W. KENT,
Commanding " Kingfiaher.''
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OWEN SOUND, Dec. 30th, 1898.
Capt. O. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,

Coinmanding Fisheries Protection Service of Canada,
Ottawa.

Sin,-I have the honour to submit the annual report of the work performed by the
Cruiser " Petrel " for the year 1898.

In obedience to your instructions, the cruiser was fitted out and placed in commission
on the 13th day of Aprîl, and a departure made for Lake Erle. On the way I tested the
compasses on ranges to ascertain the deviations, then proceeded to destination, arriving
at Amherstburg on the 14th. On the 15th I made a flying trip down the lake, keeping
about 15 miles from the Canadian shore, hoping to capture any poachers if, as reported,
they were fishing at this distance from our shores. Although a sharp look-out was kept,
neither boats nor buoys were observed during a run of 190 miles, proving to me that the
reports were very much exaggerated. On the 18th, I returned to Amherstburg for the
purpose of placing gas buoys ln position, but, on account of unfavourable weather, was
unable to do so until the 22nd, when the work was successfully accomplished. On the
23rd, I made a seizure of one hundred American gill-nets, containing over a ton of flsh.
On the 24th, fish were sold, nets dried and stored at Port Stanley. On the 30th, I made
a seizure of 22 gill-nets, belonging to our own fishermen fishing without license off
Leamington, and on May 2nd I fined one of the owners, who was caught ln the act, $20,
which was paid to fishery officer Lamarche, and by him forwarded to the department.
On the same day I placed spar buoys on Grecian Shoal and North Harbour Reef. On
the 17th, settled dispute between fishermen at south end of Pelee Island. On the 24th,
as directed, proceeded to Port Stanley to celebrate Queen's Birthday. The ship was
dressed, and royal salute flred. On the 26th I made a seizure of 195 American gill-nets.
These nets were set without buoys, and were got by grappling. They contained a large
quantlty of fish, chiefly herring and perch. 27th and 28th, sold fish and cared for nets.
June 2nd. fourteen American gill-nets were seized by me, which, as before, were got by
grappling, and contalned a small catch of fish. On the 17th, at the request of Collector
Gott, of Amherstburg, I again located the wreck of the SS. " Grand Traverse " and,
after carefully sweeping over same, found twenty-three feet the least water, which I
reported to the collector. 18th, placed buoy on south end of middle ground to guide
Government parties laying cable from island to mainland. 28th and 29th, lnvestigated
charges of Illegal fishing by Pelee Spit light-keeper, and others ; found there was no
truth In the charge. 30th, off Long Point, found fishing-tug " Hazard " with disabled
engines ; took her ln tow to Port Dover July lst, by direction, celebrated Dominion
Day at Port Dover ; ship was dressed and a salute was fred. Afterwards, ship was
thrown open to the public. 14th an subsequent days I investigated report of destruc-
tion of small fish by improper fishing, which was fully reported upon. 23rd, I made a
seizure of ten American gill-nets off Long Point, and also attaçhed notices to other net
buoys, which were slightly to the north of the boundary line. August 2nd, sold con-
fiscated nets to J. Ellison for the sum of $392.15. On the 22nd, off Long Point I made a
seizure of 23 American whiteflsh gill-nets, containing upwards of 800 pounds of whitefish;
sold fish at Port Dover. September 19th, arranged with Capt. Gavin, of the Government
dredge " Ontario " to keep him under my lee, and, If wind Increased to a dangerous
height, would lntercept him and take dredge in tow, which I did for two hours, or until
we met tug coming to his assistance. On the 29th, Judge Horn, William McGregor and
M. C. Cowan, M.P.'s, and party, came on board at Windsor to proceed to Pelee Island
to hold Court of Revision. 30th, returned to Windsor with judge and party. October
14th, Capt. Bloomfield Douglass came on board at Port Stanley, whom I conveyed to
Pelee Island for the purpose of inspecting life-saving station, which was accomplished
on the 15th, and proceeded on to Amherstburg. 16th, Capt. Douglass left ship for station
at Goderich. 28th, sold 23 nets to McKee, of Port Maitland, the highest tenderer, for
$33.35.

On November Sth, while grappling, caught nets (four), which has evidently broken
adrift from a gang during the recent gale. 12th, sold the four nets mentioned above to
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Capt. Henning for $4, nets considerably torn. 14th, took boat supplies and light-keeper's
son to Colchester Reef light. 16th, seized 13 American whitefish gill-nets got by
grappling between the Bass Islands and the Hen and Chickens. 17th, three more Ameri-
can whitefish gill-nets were got by grappling, near place of former seizure.

On the 18th, the weather being favourable, and cnilm, I concluded to take up the gag
buoys as the weather had been so stormy and unsettled during the two previous months.
The work was successfully accomplished, spar buoys being attached to their anchors in
both cases. The gas buoys were towed to Amherstburg and given in charge of A.
Hackett, light-keeper of Bois Blanc Island.

On the 21st, took up black spar buoy off North Harbour Reef. 25th, took up spar

buoy from Grecian shoal. 29th, took up spar buoy off shoal north-east of Detroit River

light, which Light-keeper Hackett, on account of rough weather, had been unable to
do.

On December 3rd, when inspected by you, I was again very much pleased to receive

your words of approval, as to the state of efficiency ln which you found the ship.
officers and crew. On the same date a departure was made for Owen Sound. Goderich
was reached on the 4th at 6.05 p.m. in a blinding snow storm, which continued almost
without interruption for the next ten or eleven days, when, it being impossible to get
out of harbour on account of ice, secured ship at that port. The steamer " St. Andrew,
which was bound for Owen Sound, or Midland, was also compelled to lay up there.

On the 15th, Second Officer Jarvis and five of the crew signed off, the balance of
officers and crew did so on the 21st.

REMARKS.

The same mode of patrol, which I have found so efficient in former years was main-
tained, our movements being erratic, and as quickly made as possible. This is necessary
on account of the length of the lake, and the short distance which the American fishing
stations are from the boundary Une, where the fishermen receive information (as near as

they can find out) as to the whereabouts of the " Petrel." Of course these continuous
and comparatively rapid movements necessitates the consumption of a large amount of
fuel. But for these waters, this is unadvoidable. Except when prevented by the wea-

ther, a continuous patrol was kept up, from end to end of the lake, and I find the
" Petrel " has logged close upon 17,000 miles during the past season, and, had not the fall

months been so exceptionally stormy, a much greater number of miles would have been
logged.

The fishing ln this lake (Erie) was very uneven, in some portions extra good fishing
was made and at others very light. Off Port Maitland the gil-nets were a decided suc-

cess. Wben interviewed, the Martin Bros. said, to use their own language, " We have
'struck a Klondike."

At the west end of the lake off Pelee Island during November, Capt. Henning, with a

limited nimber of gill-nets took from four to six tons of herring each lif t. The pound-net
fishing was very good from Point Pelee east for thirty or forty miles. The rest of the

lake was not so good, owing, I think, to the unsettled weather, last season being the most

windy I have ever experienced, the waters along the shore being kept very turbid. •

The season's catch would. I think, have been up to, or over the average, but for the

storms of September and October, whicb blew out large numbers of the pound-nets,
that could not again be set, entailing great loss to the fishermen.

During the season I visited most of the lighthouses on Lake Erie some of them a

number of times, all of which I found well kept and in fair condition.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

E. DUNN,
Commanding " Petrel."
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D. G. S. " QUAnÂA,"
VICTORIA, B.C., January, 1899.

Report of the " Quadra's " work during 1898 for the Commander of the Fisheries
Protection Service.

Owing to the increased number of lighthouses and other aids to navigation to be
attended to during the season of 1898, the time devoted to other important duties was
necessarily small.

In the early part of the year two cruises were made along the coast of British Col-
umbla and as far as Wrangel in Alaska, first with Mr. Louis Coste of the Public Works
Department, and secondly with Colonel Anderson, Marine and Fisheries Department,
Ottawa, respectively. The first cruise with Mr. Coste was made, mainly with the view
of Inspecting several of the Northern Inlets suitable as a terminus for an all-Canadian
route to the Yukon, and with Colonel Anderson to select sites for several proposed new
lighthouses, which lIghthouses have, during the year 1898, been erected.

On the 27th of June the " Quadra " left Victoria for a cruise on the west coast of
Vancouver Island in the interests of the sealers, who at this time of the year, when on
the eve of sailing for the Behring Sea portion of the sealing cruise, have frequently a
difficulty in making the Indian hunters rejoin their vessels. The presence of the fishertes
cruiser at the different villages, scattered along the west coast of the island, and at whilch
villages the sealing schooners obtain their hunters, is a great incentive to the Indians to
carry out their engagements, and, with the exception of two places, at all the villages
where the " Quadra " called, the Indians went quietly on board their vessel, much to
the gratification of the interested sealing men. At Nootka and Clayoquot I found it
necessary to hold a court at which several Indians were convicted of refusing to join
their vessels ; at the former place, after conviction, the men were allowed time for re-
flection on the subject of whether they would join their vessel or go to prison, and they
wisely chose the former. At Clayoquot, owing to an informality in the articles, I de-
clined to convict, and the men were ultimately engaged In the same vessel at an In-
creased rate of pay.

This annual work of the " Quadra " on the west coast of Vancouver Island Is greatly
appreciated by the sealing community. DurIng the cruise revenue work was also at-
tended to, the wreckage from a vessel recently wrecked, the "Jane Grey," being taken
charge of at each place where it had been picked up and sold by myself as acting re-
celver of wreck, at public auction on the spot, the proceeds of the sale being handed
over to the receiver of wreck on the return of the " Quadra " to Victoria.

This taklng charge of al wreck had a most salutary effect on the Indians who have
an idea, and have hitherto acted on it, that al wreckage picked up on the coast Is the
property of the tribe whose village Is in the vicinity of where the find was made.

On the 2nd of September a visit was made on Fishery Service to the yillage of
Claoose, and the river ascended in a boat for some miles, where an obstruction to the
salmon ascending the river to the lakes, was taken away and an open stream left for
the fish. The reason why it was necessary to remove obstructions being explained to
the Indians, they promised not to rebuild them.

The remainder of the season was devoted to lighthouse duties, the ship being laid
up for overhauling and painting on 31st of December.

JOHN T. WALBRAN,
Commanding " Quadra."

QUEBEC, S18t December, 1898.
To Commander O. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,

Fisheries Protection Service, Ottawa.
Si,-I have the honour to submit to you the following report of the duties performed

by the Dominion Revenue Cruiser "Constance" under my command during the year
just ended, 1898 :-
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According to instructions received, the "Constance" was placed ln the Princess Louise
Basin, Quebec, on the 29th November, 1897, for the winter. On the 20th January, 1898,
my engineer and crew began their work on board to fit out and to do the necessary
repairs to bolier, machinery, &c. 24th January work on the erection of a house over
the boiler and engine by Mr. Marchand, and under the supervision of the writer, was
commenced, and with the exception of some seven or eight days proceeded steadily until
the finish of the same on the 14th April.

Sunday, 10th April, the ice-bridge opposite the city unexpectedly moved away with
the falling tide.

Between the 11th and 14th April officers and crew joined the ship which was at
once made ready for sea. Provisions and stores were received on board, and on the
morning of the 21st we left port for the gulf.

The 24th April we were off Miscou, N.B., but could not proceed further on account
of the large quantities of ice moving out from the Bay Chaleur, and were obliged to put
back towards Gaspé, anchoring same night off Douglastown where we weathered out
a heavy snow storm from the S.E.

On the 7th and Sth May we were anchored at Cape Magdalen on account of a strong
N.W. gale with the thermometer at 20 degrees, snow squalls and vessel covered with ice.

18th May returned to Quebec for a fresh supply of coal and left again for the gulf
on the 21st. From the latter date to 21st June our cruise was principally along the
coast of Gaspé and across the Bay Chaleur to Miscou and Shippegan. 22nd to 26th was
off the east end of Anticosti and vicinity.

From instructions received we left Gaspé on the 30th June for Port Hawkesbury,
N.S., arriving there on the 3rd July. Here Mr. Fred. L. Jones, also Mr. Power, a pre-
ventive officer, joined us on our arrival when we proceeded at once along the Nova
Scotia coast to the westward. On the 4th, 5th and 6th July we crulsed amongst the
islands and harbours between Salmon River and Causo on the look out for a small
French schooner reported to be trading with contraband spirits along the above named
part of the coast.

We did not meet ln with any such vessel, at the same time have reason to believe
that a small craft from St. Pierre Miquelon had been ln that vicinity some days previous
but had left before our arrival.

7th July we left Port Hawkesbury to resume our crulse along the north and south
shores of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence.

The 18th and 19th we had the " Constance " hauled up on the beach alongside the
Rimouski wharf to scrape the barnacles and grass from off the ship's bottom, and at the
same time applied a light coat of red paint to same.

Fron the 20th July to 9th August we cruIsed along the north and south shores,
around Anticosti and the Bay Chaleur.

10th August we met with you at Gaspé Basin where you held general inspection of
ship and crew.

From the latter date to the end of the month our cruise was as before.
The 3rd to 17th September the " Constance " was on Messrs. Davie & Sons Patent

Slip at Lévis, durIng which time the ship's bottom underwent a thorough scraping and
painting, rudder unshipped and repaired ; an Iron shoe riveted on stern ; Iron shoe along
keel ln places refastened ; steering gear overhauled ; tail-shaft taken out and sent to
machine shop for repairs, besides several minor jobs which were attended to.

20th September we left Quebec and proceeded down the gulf ; 27th received a tele-
gram from Mr. Fred. L. Jones to proceed to Yarmouth, N.S., to cruise along the Nova
Scotia coast, Bay of Fundy, and St. Mary's Bay, and to keep a sharp look out for the
schooner " F. Richards " reported to have left St. Pierre Miquelon with contraband
spirits. We boarded a large number of vessels, and on the 13th October were success-
ful ln intercepting the said schooner.

After such a long search, we, the officers and crew, felt much elated as this craft
hove ln sight, but our very great disappointment can better be imagined than described
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when after boarding and searching her to find her in ballast only. The general opinion
on board the " Constance " was that If the " Richards " had left St. Pierre with con-
trabands on board she had successfully eluded us by discharging her cargo before reach-
Ing the vicinity of the Tusket Islands or St. Mary's Bay.

Thursday, 18th October, we left Yarmouth for the Gut of Canso with Instructions
to keep a sharp look out for the schooner " Petite Jeanne " bound through the Gut of
Canso for Georgetown, P.E.I., with a cargo of contraband spirits. Early on the morning
of the 20th we arrived at Port Hawkesbury where I received a telegram from Mr. Jones
to proceed at once to North Sydney. At 11 p.m., same date, anchored at latter named
place. Next morning (21st October) we ivere again doomed to disappointment by find-
ing the " Petite Jeanne " moored to the wharf, seized, and cargo discharged, having
fallen a vlctim to one of the cruisers on the Cape Breton coast a short time before our
arrival.

After cruising In the vicinity of Sydney and Scattari for a couple of days .we lef t on
the 24th for the western portion of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence to resume our
cruise lu those waters.

From the latter date to the end of the season our cruise was principally along the
Gaspé coast and the nortb shore.

On the 25th November the " Constance " was placed in Indian Cove, Lévis, for the
winter and all hands paid off on the 30th of the same month.

I beg further to report that on the 25th May last I boarded two boats off Miscou,
N.B., returning from their lobster traps and found in them some 500 lobsters ranging
between four and eight inches in length. I at once seized and threw them overboard.
A full report of the same was at once sent to Prof. Edward E. Prince, Commissioner
of Fisheries.

During the past season the weather experienced was most unsettled, and on account
of the unusual amount of fog which lasted well into the autumn, and the gales and
snow storms of October and November proved anything but favourable to our cruising
along the coasts.

Monday, 14th November, we experienced a strong N.E. snow storm, whlch was fol-
lowed next day by a very severe cold snap. The mercury falling to 5 degrees on board,
6 below zero at Godbout, and 10 degrees below at Seven Islands.

In conclusion, we boarded 133 vessels and covered some 16,200 nautical miles.
This mileage which Is nearly 3,000 less than 1897 was caused by leaving port much

later in the spring, and some three weeks lost during the repairs at Lévis.
I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

GEO. M. MAY,
Commanding * Constance."

OwEN SOUND, December 28tn, 1898.

Captain O. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,
Commanding Fisheries Protection Service of Canada,

Ottawa.

Si,-I have the honour to submit my annual report In brief of the work performed
by the " Dolphin " during the season of 1898.

According to instructions, the " Dolphin'" was placed In commission on the 23rd of
April. Cruising towards Christian Islands, thence along north shore through Shawanaga
Channel, and on the 28th of April I made seizure of one seine, which had been operated
in Shawanaga Bay. After making thorough search In this vicinity, I continued patrol

to French River, where I sold the two boats seized by Officer Boran.
On the 6th of May, I seized a seine In the vicinity of Grandine Point.
On the 7th of May, I seized another seine at the entrance to Collin's fnlet Channel. On

the 10th of May, I came to anchor at the head of McGregor's Bay and took small boat
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in company with Overseer Elliott, and after proceeding about fifteen miles among the
Islands we visited the piekerel creek and found a large quantity of piekerel penned up,
which we liberated. We arrested two men, who were camped near, for the offence. On
returning to the steamer, and the charge being read over to the prisoners, they pleaded
guilty and were fined $20 each.

We hove up anchor, proceeded to Birch Island, took small boats and visited a house
on the La Cloche peninsula, where we found in the cellar a quantity of pickerel packed
lu ice, which we confiscated.

Continued patrol ln this vicinity for some time, not finding any more trace of illegal
fishing. Returned towards French River on 13th of May, and on the 14th, while patrol-
ling between French and Key Rivers ln small boats, we seized one boat and seine and
arrested the three men and despatched them to French River in charge of a man. We
continued search and when ln channel known as east branch of Pickerel River, we
lifted and destroyed five trap-nets, liberated the fish and returned to French River.

On the 16th of May, held court here and convicted the men arrested on the 14th and
fined them $20 each.

On the 17th of May, destroyed one trap-net which had been seized by keeper of Jones
Island light. On the 18th May, I lifted and destroyed two trap-nets, which were set
between Campbell's Rock and Rosa Island. On the 20th May, lifted and destroyed
another trap-net ln the vicinity of Sturgeon Point. When grappling at Giant's Tomb on
the 21st of May, I lifted and destroyed six very large trap-nets. Returned to, Owen
Sound on the 25th and shipped the seized seines to Ottawa.

Upon receiving orders from the department to assist the lightkeeper to make neces-
sary repairs to fog bell on the Flower Pot Island, I visited and made repairs on the 27th
May. I then patrolled and visited fish stations on the west side of Georgian Bay, receiv-
ing applications for licenses from a number of Indians and others.

On the 3rd of June i delivered to Overseer Elliott a row-boat, which I recelved from
steamer " Bayfield," with instruction to deliver to him. When patrolling through
Badgeley Channel on the 10th June we sighted a boat seining, and upon our approach
they made for the bush, leaving seine and boat, which I confiscated and made search for
the offenders, but was unable to find them.

On the 13th of June, met Overseer Elliott, and proceeded to Spanish River to investi-
gate and report upon grievances of fshermen, forwarded to me from the department.
We vislted the several pound nets of Lapointe and Glanville, then proceeded to Sault Ste.
Marie, checking over nets ln the North Channel, arriving at the Saultn the 15th June,
returning on the 17th. On the 20th at Little Current took on board seine seized by
Overseer Elliott's men. Continued cruise along north shore, and on the 22nd June I
grappled around Glant's Tomb and vicinity ; was successful in finding and destroying
eight large trap-nets. Again, on the 23rd, we lifted one more trap-net set on the shoals
to the north of the island.

On the 24th, was Interviewed by -Inspector Sheppard in Midland. Upon arriving ln
Owen Sound on the 25th, I stored seines which I had seized and collected.

On the 28th, Mr. W. H. Noble, of Marine Department, joined ship to visit light
stations on Cabot's Head, Flower Pot and Cove Islands, and returned to Owen Sound on
the 29th. After coaling, I patrolled towards Meaford, interviewIng fishermen and
checking over licenses, and thence to Christian Island, where I lifted one trap and one
fyke-net, and destroyed them by fire.

On the 7th of July, when cruising in the vicinity of Sandy Island, we lifted five trap-
nets, which I destroyed. Continuing cruise up the north shore, visiting the fishing
grounds, not finding any further trace of illegal fishing. Visitlng Rattlesnake Harbour, I
found a number of Indians fishing without license. I allowed them to continue fishing
on paying fee and applying for license.

I then cruised towards South and Thomas Bays on the south aide of Manitoulin
Island, returning on the 16th July, I found one trap-net set off Cape Smith, which I lifted
and destroyed by fire.

On the 22nd, when patrolling near Limestone Islands, I sighted a sail-boat making
away from North Limestone Island, which I signalled with whIstle of steamer, which
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they did not pay any attention to. I then fired a shot with rifle across their bows, which
soon brought them to. I searched their boat but could not get anything to prove their
guilt, although their boat was covered with tar. I released them and made search by
grappling and found two large trap-nets set ln water, which I lifted and destroyed. I
then continued cruise easterly towards Midland. On the 26th July, I found, by grappling,
two trap-nets set ln water on the south side of Christian Island.

On the 27th, I sighted a sail-boat approaching the vicinity where I had lifted the nets
the day previous. I took small boat and lay in wait for them, watching them search for
the nets. I made towards them, and upon them noticing my approach they deserted tne
boat and made for the bush. I confiscated boat and returned to the steamer, where the
owners of the boat came a short time afterwards and pleaded guilty to the offence and I
fined them $10 each and released their boat.

Cruising towards Owen Sound for provisions and coal, where I received hammer
shaft, with Instructions to deliver it to Flower Pot Island. After delivering the shaft, I
proceeded to Sault Ste. Marie, and took Overseer Elliott over his Lake Superior division,
passing up through Canadian canal on the 9th of August, checking over license and
visiting pound-nets, also visiting the important rivers ln search of Americans, supposed to
be fishing without permits.

After making a thorough patrol of this division, we found everything ln good order,
and the fishermen doing very fair fishing. We returned, arriving at and locking down
through the Canadian canal on the 17th August. After coaling, I returned by north
channel to Georgian Bay, where 1 continued patrolling, not finding any trace of illegal
fishing until the 29th of August, when I came upon two men mending trap-nets on
Christian Island and preparing to flsh them. I arrested them and fined them $20 each,
releasing their boat, subject to the approval of department, whicb they did, upon re-
commendation.

On the 5th of September I found one trap-net set in water in the vicinity of Cape
Hurd. On the 10th of September I found, by grappling, two trap-nets ln the vicinity of
Partridge Island ; also, one more on the same day ln Smith's Bay, which I destroyed.

On the 13th of September, I found five trap-nets, by grappling, in Bad River ; some
of these nets were very large. Returning again on the lst of October to Bad River, I
was successful in finding five more nets, which I also destroyed. While ln Tobermory
on the 6th of October, I found that some of the fishermen had shifted from another
division to there, and upon checking over licenses, they applied for license, which was
forwarded to department and lcense was granted. Should the department see fit to
enforce the numbering of boats it would greatly assist ln detecting strange boats on
any of the divisions.

On the 13th of October I found a skiff fishing off Thornbury, without license, and
took the owner in custody and fined him $10 and allowed him the use of boat, subject to
the approval of the department, which was afterwards released, and the fisherman
applied for and received a license.

When ln Sturgeon Bay, on the 20th of October, I lifted and destroyed three trap-nets,
and also confiscated two hoop-nets for being fished without license.

On the 18th of November, found one trap-net set off Snake Island, which I destroyed
by fire. While cruising ln Borrow Bay on the 24th of November, lifted one piece of trout
net and seized some flsh which were recently caught out of season.

On the 25th November, lifted three pleces of trout net, which were set in water ln
the vicinity of White Cloud Island and having a few trout ln them, and on my arrival ln
Owen Sound I gave fish away to the poor On the 29th of Noi ember I recelved à trap-
net from light-keeper at Hope Island, which was seized by ex-Ilght-keeper during the
season of 1897, and on my arrival ln Owen Sound I stored the same.

During the month of October, I found that the fish were much more plentiful than
they have been for any time during my experience ln the service, and have been re-
quested by some of the fishermen to state that, ln their opinion, it is owIng to the fact
Of the strict patrol of the service.

I found that, owing to the very rough fall, the fishermen suffered very heavy from
los of nets.
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During the month of November, I made several voyages around the Georgian Bay
and part of Lake Huron, and found very little attempt on the part of fishermen to poach
durIng the close season ; the majority of them are more inclined to assist in the protec-
tion.

The whitefish I found to be increasing, especlally on the north shore between
Killarney and Western Islands.

During my season's patrol, the several overseers have been taken over their divisions
whenever desiring to go.

I arrived in Owen Sound on the 3rd of December, and received your instructions to
pay off on the 5th of December, which was done, and the boat placed in winter quarters.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. PEARSON,

Commanding " Dolphin."

The whole most respectfully submitted.
0. G. V. SPAIN,

Commanding Fi8herie8 Protection Service of Canada.

ANNEX A.

DETAILED REPORT OF THE FISHERIES INTELLIGENCE BUREAU.

HALIFAX, 31st December, 1898.
Commander 0. G. V. SPAIN, R.N.,

Commanding Fisheries Protection Service of Canada.

Si,-I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Fisheries Intelligence
Bureau for the season of 1898.

In connection with the bureau durIng the past year, the stations comprised the fol-
lowing, viz. :-Fifty-three reporting and twenty-four bulletin stations. The two following
stations were abolished, viz., Bayfield, N.S., and Beaver Harbour, N.B., as no telegraphie
communication existed. Two new reporting stations were established, as follows :-
Clark's Harbour, in charge of J. Lewis Nickerson, and Wood's Harbour, in charge of
W. Luther Crowell.

An application was received from residents of Fox Bay, Gaspé County, P.Q., request-
Ing that a reporting station be established in their locality, but, owing to varlous rea-
sons, was not authorized by you.

The following is a summary received from the various stations showing the results
of fishing operations for the season of 1898 -

NOVA SCOTIA.

CLARK's HARBOR.

Codft8.-This station was established on June 11th, and the first report, on the 14th,
indicated fair codflshing. After this they became more plentiful, but as bait was scarce,
the catches were consequently light throughout that month. About August 15th, clam
halt was used, which enabled those engaged to obtain very fair results. During the
remainder of the season, whenever bait could be obtained, good catches were reported.
Total catch for season estimated at 1,800 quintals.

Haddock were first reported on June 16th, in fair quantities, but during the remainder
of the season, catches were light and somewhat Irregular. None were taken on trawls.
The aggregate catch is estimated at 300 quintals.
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Halibut were first reported on June 30th, but the catches throughout the season varied
from fair to poor, and were very irregular.

Herring were first taken on July 2nd, in small quantities, but after a few days they
disappeared and were not again reported until August 4th, from whieh date light catches
were made each day until the 15th. Throughout latter part of August and September
the catches were light but regular, and on October lst they began to gradually decrease,
with the result that the amount secured was small.

Lobster8 were first taken on January lst, and the catches were fair until March lst,
when an improvement was noticeable, and good fishing was found until the close season
set in. The number of crates of live lobsters shipped f rom Cape Sable Island during the
season was 6,000. The total pack of the Cape Sable Packing Company's three factories
le estimated at 4,800 cases.

Mackerel were first taken on May 17th, but the catch was small. The traps secured,
during the season, about 180 ieed barrels.

DIGBY.

Codftsh.-Throughout April the weather was very rough and interfered greatly with
fishing. The majority of the fleet were fishing for halibut off Yarmouth, and selling
them there. From May 4th until the end of the season the catches of cod were light, but
were irregular after May. In the early part of the season bait was very scarce about
this district, and supplies for large hook fishing had to be purchased in St. John and on
north shore. The total season's catch ln this district, which embraces the whole section
from Digby to Brier Island, is estimated at 320,000 lbs., which l valued at $11,200.

Haddock fishing commenced on May 4th, and the catches were light but regular
until June 6th, from which time the catches were fairly good until the season closed,
although a little irregular during the last two months. Total catch for the *hole district
is estimated at 1,135,000 lbs., and valued at $22,700.

Hake did not appear the past season until about May 28th, when light catches were
made each day until June 6th, and two vessels, which had been prosecuting the halibut
fishery fitted out for this branch. On June 7th the catches improved and fair fishing
was reported until August 7th, from which date good catches were regularly made until
the season closed. The total season's catch is estimated at 2,148,000 lbs., and valued at
$37,590.

Halibut were taken in light quantities quite regularly from May llth to 27th, and
with the exception of some light catches during the latter part of June, they were not
afterwards reported. Total catch estimated at 7,200 lbs., valued at $360.

Herring were first reported on May 18th, when the welrs at Little Joggin, Digby
Harbour, took 25 barrels mediums. From that date until about July 29th, the catches
varied from fair to poor, but were very fair afterwards, until about August 22nd, when
they again were reported scarce. During the whole season they were very irregular, but
are reported to have visited Digby Basin more freely than they did last year. This is
attributable, it Is thought, to fewer lobster traps having been set near the Gut. The fish
were, however, very small, and the catch l said to have been 45 barrels, valued at $180.

Lobstera were first reported on May 3rd, and the catches throughout the season were
light. The only reabon that a normal catch li made is by the enormous quantity of traps
set over a large district, and twenty men doing the work of one formerly. It is_notice-
able that the catch is falling off each year, particularly at this port, for while in 1890
this port alone had a total catch of 1,642 barrels, valued at $5,655, this year the catch
will not exceed 333 barrels, valued at $3,966. Total catch for this whole district is
estImated at 1,076 barrels, valued at $10,226.

Mackerel were first taken in Joggin weir on May 21st, but very few were taken during
the season. The first catch in St. Mary's Bay was reported on August 4th, and on
October Sth, a considerable quantity was reported in bay.

On the whole the past season has been a fairly profitable one for the fishermen, tak-
Ing al drawbacks into consideration. The fresh fish business Is developing rapidly,
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allowing quick sales from vessels and speedier return to fishing grounds. Scarcity of
bait has been the great drawback the past season.

EAST PUBNICO.

Codfih were first reported on May 14th, but the catches were light until the 29th,
when they became more plentiful, and very fair, regular fishing was repoited until about
July 3rd. From this date until about August 22nd, the catches varied from good to fair,
but bait was very scarce and did much to lessen the catches. During the remainder of
the season this fishery was poor, owing largely to the continued scarcity of bait. In the
latter part of July, catches varying from good to fair were made at Mud Island.

Haddock fishery throughout May was light, but from June 1st to end of July the
catches varied from good to fair, after wbich they were poor, owing largely to the
scarcity of bait.

Herring were first reported on July 23rd, but the catch was light, altbough some fair
hauls were reported at Mud Island. Very few were taken in August, the best catch
having been made on the 17th, when boats vxried from 1 to 3 barrels. Fair but
irregular catches were made during the first two weeks of September, but afterwards
they became light, although more regular, until about October 6th, when they were
getting more plentiful. It is estimated that the total catch has been a poor one.

Lob8ters were first reported on May 4th, in fair quantities, which lasted until about
the 14th, when they became scarcer, and remained so until the 23rd, from which date
the fishery was again fair until the end of the month. Throughout June the catches
were regular, but light, and none were reported afterwards. Season's total catch con-
sidered a little below the average.

Mackerel.-The first catch of the season was reported at Jobn's Island on May 14th,
when one barrel was taken. The catches continued light until about the 23rd, when
they commenced to improve and traps had 60 barrels mackerel, and boats varied from
150 to 200 fish. This continued until about May 31st, from which date they were scarce
until June 18th. With the exception of a catch by trap of five barrels small mackerel
on September 19th, at Abbott's Harbour, none were reported at this station the rest of
the season.

IsAAC's HABBOUB.

Codftsh were first reported on June 7th, the catches having varied from fair to poor
during the remainder of that month. None were reported during the summer months,
but the catch since September 1st has been very light owing principally to scarcity of
herring and squid on the grounds. Fishermen were compelled to dig clams for bait.

Haddock were taken in light catches until November lst, since which time it is re-
ported that the Drum Head (fishing place about three miles east of here) fishermen have
been doing very well, catching this fish on clam bait for the " Finnan Haddie " factory
which is owned and operated by Messrs. S. R. Giffin & Sons. This fishery, it le expected,
will be continued until about December lst.

Halibut have been scarce, and the catch will not exceed 100, which were sold to
packers, who can them.

Herring were scarce the whole season, and the July catch did not exceed 50 barrels.
Throughout August and September, about 500 barrels were taken in each month, which
embraces the section between New Harbour and Beckerton, nine miles west of here.
The falling off of this fish, as well as mackerel, is attributed to the filth in the water
during the lobster season. It is reported that so much decomposed bait is put in lobster
traps that at times the waters for miles around is covered with putrid matter. Before
the lobster fishery was prosecuted as it is to-day, say ten or fifteen years ago, the net
fishermen always made large catches of herring and mackerel during the spring months,
and to-day they can scarcely get sufficIent for bait.

Lobsters, although not reported to the Bureau until May 7th, are said to have been
very fair during the months of April and May. The catches throughout June were light
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and towards the latter part of the month the gear was considerably broken by the heavy
weather.

Mackerel were taken about the same time as last season, June 7th, and the total catch
Is reported to have been 15 barrels.

Salmon were scarce, and very few were taken.
Squid, although not reported, are said to have been very scarce throughout the season.

LIVERPOOL.

Allewives were taken In iight and Irregular catches, from May 12th to 31st, inclusive,
and the season's catch Is reported to have been almost a total fallure.

Codfish, although reported on May 13th to have been in good quantitles 15 miles off
shore, were not taken inshore until the 17th, from which date the catcles varied from
fair to poor, until the last of the month, while the offshore fishing continued good. From
June 1st to August 19th, the average catch was very fair, although bait was very scarce,
and dogfish troublesome ; and good fishing was reported on offshore grounds and Grand
Bank, but were rather scarce on Quero Bank. During the latter part of August the
catches were light, owing to scarcity of balt, but throughout September and first part
of October some very good catches were reported, but flsh and bait were scarce on west
end La Have Bank and Quero Bank about the middle of September.

During the early part of the season fishermen devoted their whole time to the lobster
fishery, and consequently when the season closed, cod was found fairly plentiful, but
bait could not be obtained. However, the inshore catch Is considered a fair average,
while the small crafts on offshore grounds were below the average. It ls reported that
only one banker went from this port the past season, and only landed 1,150 quintals In
two trips, which is considered below half a fare. As the weather was bad it is said that
quite a lot of fish will lay over until spring, as they could not be dried for market.

Dogflsh were numerous at times and found very destructive to nets, and impeded all
branches of fishing.

Haddock were first reported on May 26th, and the catches varied from fair to poor
until the last of August, but were very irregular., During the early part of September
very fair fishing was reported, but during the remainder of the season again varied from
fair to poor. The season's catch is considered small.

Halbut.-Only few taken during the season.
Herring, although reported schooling ln large quantitles six miles off shore on May

17th. were not taken until June 7th, when a few lIght catches were reported. Small
herring were reported schooling on June 29th, and on the followIng day light catches
were reported, which continued until July 12th. On August 14th they were reported
strlking ln, and boats were taking 100 fish. Light hauls were occasionally made during
the remainder of the month, but on September lst some boats were reported with two
barrels, and the average catch througbout that month was fair. It is estImated that the
total catch will not exceed 250 barrels, which is reported to have been the smallest catch
for some years past.

Lobsters were first reported on May 12th, and the catches during the remainder of that
month varied from good to fair. In the first week of June, bad weather impeded fishing,
and it was reported on June 4th that a large number of traps had been damaged, and
during the remainder of the month the average was fair. It Is reported that the season's
catch bas been a good average, there having been fully as many canned as ln former
years. In addition to this it is reported that 135,000 large lobsters were sold alive to
American smacks and taken to the markets of Boston and Portland.

Mackerel.-On May 19th, It was reported that 12 barrels bad been taken off here by
American seiners, and on the 26th were schooling ln the harbour, but no catches were
made by Inshore boats until June 7th, when few light hauls Of large fish were made for
a few days. They were again schooling on June Sth and 27th, but only a few mediums
were taken. During the first week of July, boats varied from 20 to 50 large fish, taken
ln nets, but nothing was reported the remainder of the month. On August 13th, six large
fish were reported to have been taken, and on the 17th, nine barrels were taken by trap.
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On the 19th they were schoollng and one boat had 60 fish ln net. Very few were after-
wards reported, although they were schoollng outslde on September 29th.

Salmon were reported in light quantitles on May 13th, after whIch they somewhat
Improved, and fair but Intermittent catches were made.

Squid appeared on July 4th, but are reported to have been very scarce this season.

LOCKEPORT.

Ailewives were taken ln small quantities during the second week of May.
Codfi8h were reported ln fair quantities on May 3rd on offshore grounds, but only

part of fleet was out. About the 7th, lIght catches were made Inshore, which con-
tinued until the 13th, when they began to Improve. About this time the offshore catches
became lighter, but fish were of good size. DurIng the remainder of the month the
fishery was, on an average, good, and best boat was reported with 84 tubs. In the early
part of June the weather was stormy, but boats on banks dId fairly well, and the best
boat was reported with 125 quintals, the result of a three weeks' trip. On the 13th, fair
fishing was reported offshore, and bankers were on their homeward trip with full fares ;
but dogfish having made their appearance, drove all the bait flsh off the grounds and,
although cod remaIned In good supply, the catches were light, owIng to the scarcity of
bait, until about August 13th. On this date, herrIng were reported at Western Head,
and supplies were obtained which did much towards the success of the banking fleet,
which was reported to have been doing well. From about September 13th, until the
close of the season, cod of good quality were reported ; but the catches were light, owIng
to scarcity of bait. As far as reported, the total season's catch Is about 1,201,835 pounds,
less than that of 1897. In addition tp this catch, however, it is reported that 274 casks,
or 12,330 gallons cod oil were extracted, which Is also a shortage on last season's yield.
• Clam.-Durlng the past season, 1,353 barrels were taken for bait, which is 223 barrels
ln excess of 1897.

Haddock were not regularly reported, but good catches were made about September
22nd, and regular but light catches ln the early part of October. Total season's catch,
as per statement, shows a decrease of 18,457 pounds, lu comparison with 1897.

Hake were not reported, but the total catch, as per statement, shows, ln comparison
wlth 1897, a decrease of 7,978 pounds.

Halibut were fdrst reported on May 16th, and good catches were made dally until
about the 27th, when they became scarce. Total season's catch estimated at 3,000 pounds.

Herring were first reported ln small quantities on grounds on May 16th, and although
they became plentiful after that date, they did not strike Inshore until the 30th. Very
few appear to have been taken, and they were not afterwards reported until August
13th, when eight barrels were taken at Western Head, and although large sehools were
reported offshore on the 16th, the catches remained light during the remainder of the
month. In the latter part of September light catches were reported at Western Head
and Green Harbour, but became plentiful at latter place on October lst, and some ex-
cellent hauls were made. The season's catch, however, ls very disappointing, and la
estimated at 200 barrels, or 40,000 pounds. This ls a very large decrease, ln comparison
with that of 1897, and prevlous years.

Lob8ter8 were first reported on May 3rd, when 4,000 were taken, and continued ln fair
quantities until the 7th, when they fell off, and remained so until the 13th, from which
date good catches, averaglng about 6,000 lobsters per factory per day, were reported
untIl the end of the month. During the first week of June, stormy weather prevented
fishIng, but the catches were atterwards fairly good until the 16th, from which date they
were light until fishing closed.

Number of live lobsters taken for export..................... 61,500
Number of live lobsters canned ..................... 1,300 cases, or 62,400 lbs.

ln comparison with last season there is a large shortage ln the number exported, but
a greater quantity has been canned, which goes to show that they ran small.

Mackerel were firat reported on May 31st, when 28 flsh were taken at Western Head.
Light catches continued at irregular Intervals throughout the season at this place, but
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were not reported after September lst. Total catch estimated at 12 barrels, or 2,400
pounds, which Is an Increase over that of 1897.

Catch of Fish at Lockeport Station for 1898.

Total quantities of fish by 5 bankers...................... 2,433,500 lbs.
Total quantities of fish by 14 offshore boats ................ 470,900 lbs.
Boats from Port Hebert to Blue Island.................... 260,000 lbs.

Total.............................. 3,164,400 lbs.
Proportion of cod......................................... 3,090,037 lbs.
Proportion of haddock.................................... 47,466 lbs.
Proportion of hake....................................... 23,733 lbs.
Proportion of pollock..................................... 3,164 lbs.

Total........................... 3,164,400 lbs.

LUNENBURG.

Codft8h, although in good quantities on shore soundings on May 4th, were not re-
ported Io have been taken until May 23d, and the catches until the 31st were good. No
fishing was reported during the first nine days of June, but on the lOth they were found
in fair quantities, which continued until July 4th, when, for a week, good catches were
reported. After this, they began to slacken off gradually, and after July 30th all
branches were reported dull, owing to the scarclty of bait, and Interference of dogfish ;
and the shore catch is said to have been the poorest for years. Fishing for the season
on Western Banks, Sable Island, Middle Bank, Quero Bank and North Bay was very
good ; shore soundings good in May and June. Grand Banks fair owing to the great
scarcity of bait at Newfoundland, while the Labrador catch was a fallure.

On the whole, the total season's bank catch was a good average. Appended are lists
of the banking fleets of this district, together with their respective catches.

Dogfish are gettIng more plentiful each year, and It Is the opinion of fishermen of this
district that unless the Government grant a bounty to catch them they will have the net
and codfishing all destroyed.

Haddock were taken in good quantities from June 10th to 21st, but during the follow-
ing ten days were scarce. Prom July 2nd to 17th the catches varied from good to fair,
but were again scarce during the remainder of that month. The great scarcity of bait
had much to do with the season's catch, which Is considered the poorest for years.

Herring were reported schooling off Cross Island on May 20th, and boats averaged
about three barrels. During the remainder of that month the catches varied from fair
to poor. They were not afterwards taken until about August 19th, when boats averaged
one barrel, but the total catch is considered the poorest ever known.

Lobster fishing commenced January lst, and the catches until May 14th were poor,
owing to bad weather and scarcity of bait. During these months, nearly the total catch
was exported alive to the United States. The catch from May 15th until the end of June,
when fishing closed for the season, was fair ; making an average catch for the season.
As good prices were paid by shippers and packers, the fishermen have been better re-
munerated than in 1897.

Mackerel were first reported on May 18th, when one boat had 12 large fish. Âbout
the 31st, one boat had six barrels, but very few were reported throughout June, although
schooling on the Sth and 24th off Cross Island, until the 28th, when 22 barrels were taken
wlth seines. Very few were taken during the remainder of the season, and the total
catch ls considered very poor.

Squid, although not reported, are sald to have been scarce Inshore, and very few
were taken on the banks. Bankers, however, obtained supplies at Canso, where they
are reported to have been plentiful.
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LUNENBURG BANKING FLEET.

Gladys B. Smith........................
Yonatan ...............................
Laura M. Ernst........................
V iking ........ ......................
Luetta .................................
Minnie J. Smith........................
Secret .................................
Sam oa .................................
Atlanta ................................
W erra .................................
J. H . Ernst............................
Maggle M. W...........................
Urania ................................
M ilo ...................................
B. C. Anderson.........................
Arrostook .............................
Gladys May............................
Howard Young.........................
E lbro ..................................
A lala .................................
T. W. Langille.........................
Clara E. Mason........................
T yler ..................................
Dictator ...............................
Clarance Smith........................
St. H elena..............................
J. A. Silver.............................
Leader ................................
Noupareil .............................
Argosy ................................

Lbs.
460,000
335,000
180,000
330,000
460,000
400,000
345,000
325,000
320,000
270,000
340,000
300,000
315,000
300,000
285,000
150,000
360,000
440,000
380,000
100,000
140,000
340,000
220,000
360,000
480,000
410,000
290,000
200,000
220,000
365,000

Bona Fider.............................
M elrose ................................
Blenheim ..............................
Bonanza .... ............ ............
J. C. Schwartz..........................
Areuna ................................
La France..............................
W esteria ..............................
Harry Smith...........................
Malabar ...............................
Erm inie ...............................
Basil M . Gilbert........................
A shton ................................
Galatea ................................
M ussid ................................
Perdona ...............................
J. W . Young...........................
M oliza .................................
St. Clair................................
Dora ................... ..............
Ontario ................................
Robert F. Mason.......................
Britannia ..............................
0. P. Silver............................
Crescent ...............................
Glad Tidings...........................
Colum bia ..............................
Panama ...............................
Gleaner ...............................

LUNENBURG LABRADOR FLEET.

Junnie May............................. 95,000
Sadie ... .............................. 60,000

Nicanor ............................... 100,000
Monark ................................. 40,000

LUNENBURG NORTH BAY FLEET.

Pandora ............................... 200,000 Rapture ............................... 160,000
Maggie E. Z............................ 240,000

MUSQUODOBOIT HARBOUB.

Alewive8 were first reported on May 23rd, but the season's catch has been almost a
total failure. At no place between Dartmouth and Tangier did they seem to strike ln.
As the previoUs year was an off year, it was thought they would be more plentiful this
season, and no reason can be assigned for the light catch, as Chezzetcook River, Lake
Porter Riyer, Petpeswick River, and other places, are free from mill dams, and there ls
neither saw-dust nor poaching to drive them out.

Codfiah were first reported on May 27th, but the catches were very light until about
June 9th, when bad weather set in and very few were taken during the remainder of
that month. On July 5th, they were reported more plentiful, and fair catches were made
each day until the last of the month. Throughout August the catches were again light,
as the weather was bad and fog prevalled so that boats were unable to go out during he
first week. From August lst to 10th, cod were reported in good quantities wide offshore.
From September lat to 17th inclusive, the catches were fair and regular, notwithstand-
ing that bait was very scarce, but heavy winds prevented fishing during the remainder
of that month. In October very few were reported. On the whole, the season's catch
is slIghtly ln advance of last year ; but fishermen have to go a long distance offshore,
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Lbs.
300,000
275,000
320,000
300,000
300,000
340,000
295,000
300,000
200,000
240,000
245,000
360,000
370,000
400,000
300,000
310,000
310,000
415,000
345,000
320,000
350,000
285,000
315,000
340,000
320,000
400,000
3t0,000
410,000
315,000
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where they appeared fairly plentiful the entire season. Very little was done inshore.
The vessels which went to North Bay did well, all returning loaded.

Haddock appeared this season on July Sth, and the catches, as in past years, were
fairly plentiful. This branch, too, shows a slight increase.

HaHbut were taken in light but regular catches from August 1st to September 17th,
inclusive.

Herring struck ln on May 26th, from which date until the season closed, the catches
were very light. During the latter part of July some boats would only have one dozen
fish, and the total catch, it is reported, will not amount to more than a few barrels.

Lobsters were fairly good throughout April, May and first half of June, although
rough weather in May prevented a larger catch being made. In the second week of
June a number of traps were destroyed by heavy weather ; still, the whole catch is
considered in excess of that of last year. It is estimated that about double the quantity
of live lobsters was shipped to Boston than in former years, and fishermen realized good
prices. This year great satisfaction ls manifested over the protection that this branch is
getting, and, as a result, it is reported that no illegal fishing is being carried on.

Mackerel were reported plentiful or May 24th, from three to four miles off shore, and
on the following day were schooling at Jeddore. On the 26th they became very scarce,
and continued so during the whole season. TIs branch is considered nearly a total
fallure.

Salmon and Trout were taken in light quantitie throughout June and July, although
a little more plentiful than last season. It is saidthat the catches of late years are not
up to those of a few years ago.

PORT LA TOUR.

Alewives were reported to have been very late the past season, and the catches
throughout the month of May were very light, not averaging over 20 per net per week.

Codfish were taken earlier the past season than In 1897, and the catches from May
5th to June 12th averaged about one quintal of good-slzed fish per man. On June 13th
they became more plentiful and boats would have done well if bait could have been
obtained. About the 17th the average catch per man was three quintals, and the pros-
pects were better'than in any previous week, but fishermen lost much time securing
bait. On the 25th the catches were again light, varying from one-half quintal to one
quintal per man, until the last of August. Old fishermen clalmed that the fish were on
the ground but, with scarcity of bait and abundance of dogfish the catches must neces-
sarily be small. On July 9th a school of squid appeared to have swept over the ground, but
none were taken, and the catches were consequently so light that fishermen were making
their own hay instead of hiring as in former years. About July 24th, a school of squid on
ground enabled two men to catch eight quintals, which clearly proved that fish were
plentiful. The catches throughout September were fair, as herring were commencing to-
strike in. On September 5th, fish and bait were reported plentiful on Blanche Ridges,
and on the Sth, two miles east of Brazil Rock, but rather too wide off for small boats.
Early in October the easterly winds drove fish offshore, and the catches until the 15th
were light. Total season's catch to October 15th 1s estimated at 1,300 quintals, which la
300 quintals below that of 1897. A noticeable fact this season la the absence of large-
sized fish, which seems to indicate that the usual school of cod which follows the herring
bait has not been on the inshore ground.

Haddock were first reported on June 23rd, and, with the exception of a few fair
catches during the third week of August, the season's catch was light, probably not ex-
ceeding 250 quintals.

Herring, although not taken inshore until August 2nd, were reported in good quan-
tities at Cape Negro on June 30th, and schooling off same place on July 3rd, but no
catches were made. From August 2nd until September 21st, the catches were light and
in September very irregualr. On the 22nd the average catch per man was one-half
barrel, which increased on the 24th to two barrels, while on the 27th they appeared to,
strike off and the catch was again one-half barrel per man until the last of the month.
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From October lst to 12th the catches varied from 30 to 50 fish per net, but this improved
on the 13th, when best netter was reported with one barrel. As the outlay the past
season for this fishery in nets, sait, barrels, &c., was heavy, the result to October 15th
has been a great disappointment as the quantity for export will not exceed 100 barrels.

Lob8ter8, when first reported on opening of bureau were rather scarce, averaging
about one lobster per trap and half small. This continued about the entire season, and
the season's catch is considered about 20 per cent less than that of 1897. But as higher
prices were paid for small lobsters during the last month of the season than is eus-
tomary, the results have been very good, if not better, than in the previous year.

Pollock were almost a fallure, not over 100 q.pintals having been taken.
Squid appeared to be very scarce the entire season, and but very few were reported.

In the last week of July they were on the grounds and, as a result, good catches of other
fish were obtained.

On the whole the general catch is a little below the average as the season to October
15th, has been one of the hardest experienced by fishermen for many years. There is yet
time, however, to supplement the season's catch a great deal If the cod and herring
strike in.

PORT MEDWAY.

Alewives were first reported on May 7th, but the total catch is reported much smaller
than last season which was not considered an average catch. No large catches were
made at any time, and the schools were small and erratic in their movements.

Codftsh appeared in promising numbers in the early spring, but as no attention was
given them until after the close of the lobster and salmon fisheries, it is reported that
they had apparently deserted their usual grounds. This, coupled with the continued
absence of all bait fish, has rendered the catch of this fish, for the past season, the
lowest in the record of this port.

Haddock were first reported on June 7th, but were almost identical with cod, as far
as catches were concerned.

Herring struck in on September 2nd, and some boats had two barrels. Throughout
that month boats only obtained sufficient for bait and the catch is reported to have been
a failure.

Lob8ters were reported in fair quantities on May lst, and the catches remained fairly
good throughout that month. Very few were reported during the remainder of the
season. It is reported that this industry has been quite remunerative the past season
in consequence of the good prices whieh prevalled. The catch, however, was lighter
than last season, owing chiefly to the rough weather and the loss of traps.

Mackerel were an unknown quantity at this port the past season.
Salmon, although fairly good throughout May, was regarded a light catch. Exporters

report that the quantity handled was about half that of last season, whieh was not an
average year.

It is reported that the cause of the failure of this fish, as well as alewives, is difficult
to explain. Of the possible causes, saw-dust river obstructions must be elimInated, as
they are reported to not exist on the Medway River ; but the polluting of the water at
the entrance of the harbour by lobster fdshing, which is thought to prevent the fish re-
turning to their old haunts, seems reasonable, and la the cause generally believed to
be the existing and true one.

Shad.-The catch of this fish was in proportion to that of alewives and salmon, and
did not figure prominently as being of great commercial value.

PORT MULGRAVE.

The past season has been an exceptionally hard one for fishermen, as fish of ail kinds
were very scarce, and the total catch is a failure. Fishermen with 30 nets have scarcely
sufficient quantities for their own use. Of the two vessels ln North Bay for inackerel,
one returned with seven barrels, and the other without a single fish. During the first
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week of May and throughout June, lobsters were reported fairly good, but were of
small size.

The catch of codfish bas been very light, but no alewives or haddock have been
reported. About June 27th, Captain McFarlane, of the schooner " Soudan," from Boston
to this port reported having passed several large schools of mackerel between Brown's
Bank and Cape Sable, but that no vessels were to be seen.

SALMON RIVER.

Alewives were taken ln fair catches during the third week of May but not afterwards.
Codfish were not reported until about May 20th, when the catches were fairly good,

and, although irregularly reported, appear to have been in fair quantities until about
August 4th, when dogfish appeared plentifully, destroying bait and damaging nets.
During this period bait was very scarce and weather rough, but throughout September
the catches were reported to have been inuch better. It Is reported that the plant now
la operation Is inadequate for the successful prosecution of this fdshery, and that the
boats which have fished since July 1st have averaged about 25 quintals.

Haddock were first reported on June Sth, and the catches, as far as reported, were
identical with cod.

Herring.-The first report of this fish on July 5th indlcated large schools off Beaver
Light, but no catches were made until the 8th, and during the following few days light
catches were reported. Nothing was afterwards reported until September, throughout
which month fishermen had as high as 12 barrels per net. Total average per boat for
season estimated at 20 barrels.

Lobsters were taken in light catches from May 7th to 27th, after which they 'varied
from fair to poor, until the last of June. It is reported that the total quantity canned
the past season was short of former years, but niore were exported to the American
markets ; and It is said that the size and quality was much better.

Mackerel were reported schooling off Beaver on May 28th, but no catches were made
until about June Sth, when a few were taken in nets for a few days. They were not
reported afterwards during the season

Squid were first taken on July 13th, and, as far as reported, but few were taken.
None went into the hay the past season, and it is said that no vessels were baited.

SAND POINT.

Alewives were taken lu light quantities each day from May lst to June 11th, inclusive,
and were used fresh by offshore shallops for bait.

Codfish were ln fair supply during the first week of May, but as bad weather set In,
boats were prevented from going out. About May 28th a fair run of cod was reported
seven miles off shore. In the early part of June heavy easterly weather prevalled and
the catches were light, but about the 10th they became fair, and remained so for ten
days. As bait then became scarce and dogfish plentiful, the result was poor fishing until
about October 7th. On the following day a fair school was reported inshore and boats
had about 14 quintals each day until the 15th. On the whole, the catch per small boats
was very light, and will not exceed seven quintals per man. A fair supply of cod was
on Eastern Ridge, off Lockeport, and on shore soundings, the whole season; but the catches
were light, owing principally to the scarcity of herring bait, for fish refused to take clam
bait. The total catch of offshore shallops is about 900 quintals. The Bank Quero fleet
have done exceedingly well with hand line and sait clam bait, and the four vessels com-
posing said fleet each landed two full trips. Total catch Is 10,000 quintals, with 84 men.

Haddock were first reported in fair quantities on June 10th, and continued so until
about the 20th, when the catches became light, owing no doubt to the scarclty of bait,
and remalned so throughout the season. Towards the last of September, fair schools
were reported inshore, but the catches did not increase any, as bait could not be obtained
ln sufficient quantities for trawling, which Is an improvement on hand-lining. The sea-
Son's catch is almost a total failure, and will not average over three quintals per man.

Hake and Halibut.-No hake were taken the past season, and but very few halibut.
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Herring struck on May 22nd, but few were taken that month. Throughout June and
July they were very scarce, and their absence was keenly felt, as bait could not be
obtained. Early in the third week of August they appeared and the best boat obtained
80 per net, while on the day following the best boat had one barrel to six nets. Until
about September 20th, the catches were small, but on the 21st the best boat was reported
to have taken eight barrels at Shelburne Light, and fishermen thought that a fair school
was on shore, but had sunk to spawn ln deep water. As near as can be ascertained, 300
boats have taken about 200 barrels herring. Those taken in the early part of September
were small sized, while in the latter part the school was very large and fat. It is esti-
mated that the total catch of 600 nets will not exceed 250 barrels. As there were no
vessels seeking bait the last catch was salted. It is said that unless more herring strike
in, that fishermen will be sorely in want for their winter supplies.

Lobster fishery commenced about February lst, but the catches were light throughout
the month. During March the catch somewbat improved, but in April it was again poor,
owlng to bad weather. The catches during these months ran about half large size, and
al were exported-the small lobsters in barrels to New York, which State has no limita-
tion to size, and those 10 inches or over to the Boston market. About May lst this
branch became fairly good and remained so until about June 19th, when they began to
slacken off. After the middle of April those which were under 10J inches were sent to
the Lockeport factory. The average catch is considered below that of 1897, but as prices
were about 60 per cent in advance of last season, the fishermen here netted fair proceeds.

Mackerel were not taken this season, as far as reported.
Salnon were first reported on May 17th, and the catches were light during the re-

mainder of the month. In the first week of June some very fair catches were made, but
from Sth to 25th they were again scarce and nothing was reported after latter date.

Squid neither appeared inshore nor offshore during the whole season.
On the whole the past season is considered the most trying, for the shore fishermen

in this locality, for the past forty years.

SPRY BAY.

Codfish were first reported on May 26th, but the catches, with few exceptions, were
light, owing, to a great extent, to unfavourable weather, until the last of August.
Throughout September the average catch was fair, but from October lst to 12th the
catch was again ligbt. On October 13th and 14th very good fishing was reported. Total
season's catch to October 21st is estimated at 400 quintals.

Haddock were very scarce the whole season, and the total catch will not probably
exceed 50 quintals.

Herring were not reported the past season until May 28th, when the catches varied
from fair to poor for about 10 days. Throughout September the average catch was fair,
but very few were taken in October. The total catch is light and will not exceed 250
barrels, which was not supplemented at varlous adjoining harbours. During the season
the prevalence of dogfilsh retarded this fishery to a great extent, as they damaged nets
considerably.

Lobsters were first reported on May 2nd and, with the exception of some fair catches
between the 20th and 27th May, the catches were light. It is estimated that the season's
pack will be considerably short of the previous year.

Mackerel appeared on May 28th in light quantities, but none were taken ln nets
during the season. About 25 barrels were taken in September at Pope's Harbour.

WHITEHEAD.

Alewives were taken in light and rather Irregular catches from May 17th until June
15th, and the total catch is estimated at 30 barrels.

Codish were not reported until June 9tþ, owing no doubt to the bad weather and
scarcity of bait. With the exception of some fair catches from August 29th to September
2nd, inclusive, the catches continued poor the whole season. Total season's catch esti-
mated at 750 quintals, which is a shortage, in comparison with last season.
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Haddock were reported the past season as early as May llth, and the catches through-
out the remainder of that month varied from fair to poor. During the rest of the season
the catches were light. Total catch Is estimated at 850 quintals.

Hake were only taken in light quantities during the last week of August and first
week of September.

Herring struck on May lth, but very few catches were made until the following
month, when boats varied from one to three barrels and one trap had 30 barrels on June
15th. Throughout July and the greater part of August very few were taken, but on the
29th August they appeared in fair quantities and the catches, until the end of September,
varied from fair to poor. Throughout October they were feported scarce. Total catch
estimated at 450 barrels, which Is an increase over last year's catch.

Lob8ter8 were first reported on May 3rd, but the catches until June 30th were light.
Total season's pack estimated at 2,400 cases, which shows a large falling off each year.

Mackerel were first taken on May 23rd, when boats varied from five to ten fish. On
the following day 700 were taken by trap, but the catches dId not Improve, and were
taken in light and irregular catches until end of July. Nothing afterwards. Total catch
estimated at 75 barrels, which is a shortage, in comparison to that of 1897.

Pollock were not reported, but the season's catch is estimated at 100 quintals.
Squid, as far as reported, were only taken in light catches from August 16th to 27th.

YARMOUTH.

Alewives, when first reported, on May 2nd, were fairly good, but the catches until the
21st were small. Nothing afterwards.

Codftsh.-On May 2nd, It was reported that local fishing was stopped by bad weather,
but on the 4th boats varled from 10 to 50 cod and haddock, and the catches were, on an
average, fair until June 27th, although somewhat Irregular. During the second week
of July, light but regular catches were reported ; but, as great scarcity of bait prevailed,
very little fishing was done inshore the remainder of the season. During the latter part
of August fair fishing was reported by offshore vessels, but as fishermen appear unwill-
ing to give any rellable Information about their catches, and as very few are brought
into this harbour, it is difficult to give any definite Idea of the quantity taken. It is
reported that most of the fish caught in vessels owned or fitted out In this port are
carrIed to the outports, where the crews live, to be cured.

Haddock.-The catches, as usual, have almost been Identical with cod, except In the
early part of May, when the catch was slightly lighler.

Halibut were first reported on May 5th, and the catches were light during the follow-
ing week, but afterwards were fair, although very Irregular. It Is reported that the spring
catch was mostly taken by Digby vessels and brought here and exported to the United
States. The Yarmouth Harbour boats aie reported to have scarcely taken sufficient to
supply the local market.
, Herring were not reported until August lst, when light catches were made for a few
days. About September 6th, reports from northern part of county estimated the catches
to vary from three barrels downwards. Fish of large size.

Lobsters were first reported on May 3rd, and with the exception of some light catches
during the first week, were, on an average, fair until June 27th, although very Irregular,
from May 15th. It is estimated that there will be about 10 per cent per man decrease,
on an average, although the gross catch may have been more, owing to the increased
number of men and gear. During the past season the following quantities of live
lobsters have been shipped to the United States from this port

No. of Crates of Live Lobsters:
1898. Crates. Value.

January ........................................ 1,988 22,749
February ...................................... 1,191 16,117
March ....................................... 3,666 43,336
April ........................................... 2,992 25,260
M ay ....... .................... ............. 2,181 17,601
June ... .................................... 1,352 12,932
July .......................................... 91 974

13,461 $138,969
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As ln past seasons, United States and local vessels smacked additional lots from the
counties of Shelburne and Digby. 0

The following are the shipments of canned lobsters of 1898 pack
No. of Pounds of Canned Lobsters :

1898. Pounds. Value.
January ....................................... 5,760 1.085
February ...................................... 33,824 6,410
M arch ......................................... 24,000 4,590
April .......................................... 204,889 28.647
M ay ........................................... 227,620 34.180
June ........................................... 207,74i 35,644
July ........................................... 114,470 20,759
Beptember ................................... 750 135

819,061 $131,450
Mackerel were first taken the past season on May 7th, when 25 large fish were re-

ported ln Iron Mine trap. During the following three days the catches were very omall,
owing, no doubt, more to the f ault of boats than scarclty of fish. On May 10th the
average of six traps was only 15 fish, owing to prevailing easterly winds, but during the
following week varied from 1,000 to 40,000 fish. From May 18th to 25th six traps varied
from 50 ice barrels, small, to 1,500 ice barrels, " mediums " to large.

On the 26th the average dropped to three barrels, and as bad weather set ln and
Is reported that the sprIng catch' was shipped fresh and the usual summer and fal
schools did not appear.

Salmon and Shad were first reported on May 6th, but the catches were light during
that month. From June 11th to 29th the catches of salmon varied from fair to poor,
but no shad was reported after May 21st.

Trout were first reported on May 6th, and the catches, until the 21st, were light. It
easterly winds and fog were adverse to fIlshing, all branches were very quiet. This
weather lasted until about June 5th, after which the average for the four succeeding
days varied from three to 250 ice barrels. After this, they began to get scarce, and the
traps, during the remainder of the season, did not exceed three iced barrels per day. It
Is reported that if the exportation were strictly prohibited, good fishing would be very
soon obtainable.

The following approximate quantities of fish taken at Tusket River, Salmon River
and Eel Brook River may be of interest and value:-

The Tuiket River fisheries would be about as follows:-

Salinon, fresh, 9,000 lbs., mostly exported fresh.
Trout 6,000 i t i
Smelts 10,000 I il
Frost lish 10,000 different ways.
Shad 50 bbls. i
Eels 30 inostly exported fresh.
Alewives 2,000 about half salted, balance fresh bait.

The Sainon River fisheries-

Salinon, fresh, 1,000 lbs., nostly exported.
Trout i 400 one-half I
Smelts 1,200 i tg
Frost fish 12,000 for poor people.
Eels 25 bbls. exported.
Alewives 350 mostly fresh bait.

Eel-Brook River fisheries-

Alewives, fresli, 200 bbls., fresh bait.
Eels ,, 125 I half home use.

Trout fi 300 lbs., different ways.
Smelts 1,200 exported.
Hake 2,000 home consumption.
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CAPE BRETON.

ARICHAT.

Alewives were not taken here this year, or in fact for some years past. These fish
some years ago were abundant and were an Important item of commerce; but the rivers
and lakes have been so negilected, by those whose duty it Is to look after them, that the
alewives, owing to obstructions, cannot get Into the lakes to spawn. When the brooks
leading Into the lakes and rivers were carefully looked after, not only alewives but sal-
mon were much more plentiful than they are at present. Very little additional expense
and more vigilance on the part of paid officials would remedy the state of things now
existing ; and It is thought that in a short time alewives and salmon would be found
more abundant on these shores.

d'odßsh made an appearance about May 14th, and whenever fishermen could obtain
bait they made fair catches ; but owing to the continuance of wet weather they had
great difficulty in curing them.

Hqddock struck in about May 10th, and a good many were taken in the haddock nets
now used by many of the fishermen. The catch, which was much larger than last year,
vould have been still greater had bait been obtainable.

Herring were first taken June 9th, and the catch was fairly good up to July 10ti.
They struck in again during the last week of August and good catches were made. Light
catches were taken in September, but the catch was not general.

Lob8ter fishing commenced the latter part of April, but owing to the scarcity of this
fish the only canning factory here closed on Tune 15th. There can be no doubt that
year after year the lobsters are decreasing and are much smaller in size.

When it is considered that the fishermen annually destroy enormous quantities of
spawn-bearing lobsters, no surprise can be felt that the lobster is becoming scarcer
every year. If the present open season, up to July 15th, is continued, no matter under
what restrictions or safeguards, It is believed that in eight or ten years, at the furthest,
they will become extinct.

Mackerel made their appearance about May 25th, but very few were caught by the
fishermen owing, no doubt, to the use of purse seines, which frighten and drive the fish
from the coast. Up to November 9th no fall mackerel had been taken.

CHETICAMP.

Cod8h were first reported on May 5th when two boats arrived with 1.000 pounds
each of fine fish. From that date until about July 7th the catches were light, owing
principally to unfavourable weather, but during the remainder of the month the catches
were very good, boats on a few occasions averaging 1,000 pounds. Throughout July
the average catch was very fair, although the weather was very uncertain and boats
were compelled to come in early. From August lst to 21st the fishing was good, but
about the latter date, owing to the poor quality of bait and to the fact that more atten-
tion was given the mackerel fishery, the catches of this fish began to decline. During
the remainder of the season the catches, with the exception of the first week of October
when boats had 1,000 pounds, were light.

The total number of fishing boats in actual operation at this station, which com-
prises the adjoining districts, Cape Rouge, Pleasant Bay, Grand Etang and Friar's Head
is about 200. Of that number 19 are over 10 tons, are registered and are stationed at
Cheticamp ; while those at the other stations are of small dimensions, but notwithstand-
Ing they are of an extraordinary capacity and have sometimes ventured out and reached
the fishing grounds frequented by large sized boats. It is reported that the total catch
of this fish has been largely in excess of any other kind. A very important fact noticed
the past season was the striking inshore of the food fishes to a greater extent than
formerly. Often have boats been known to make a good day's fishing when anchored
less than a quarter of a mile off shore. The real cause for this striking inshore is not
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known, but It Is the general opinion that very small fish, which feed in shallow water
and generally known as bait fish, serve as an allurement for the larger ones.

Dogslh made their appearance on August lst. As usual they created confusion
among shoals of other fishes. A large quantity bas been captured, and It Is reported
that the fish are becoming so abundant that before many years they will reign supreme
over all other kinds.

Haddock were first reported on May 25th, but the catches were light until about
July 27th, when they became good and continued so until about August 22nd, from
which date they were scarce.

Hake appeared also on May 25th, but were very scarce throughout the past season,
although the average size is reported to have been very large.

Halibut were reported in very good quantities on May 26th, and as far as reported
some very good catches have been made ; although it is the general opinion that they
are becomIng scarcer each year.

Herring, which had not struck these shores for the past eight or ten years, made
their appearance on May 5th in light quantities. It is reported that they were very
plentiful and of an exceptionally fine quality in May, and that fishermen took a reason-
able supply ; but It is probable that if the weather had been more favourable they would
have done a good deal better as the heavy storms prevented the raising of nets. Very
few were reported during the remainder of the season.

It is claimed that the unusual long absence of this fish from our shores was due
mainly to the action of the ice during the wInter season. For a good many years past,
owing to prevailing winds and uncertain ocean currents, Ice Is brought down from the
north at a very early season, making an Ice-bound coast for nearly three months of the
year and preventing movements of fish from all quarters. This year a great change bas
been experienced. Ice has remained on this coast barely a month and during the Inter-
val moved to and fro ln many detached portions, giving access for numerous schools to
move to congenial grounds.

Lobster8 were first reported on May 5th, when light catches were made for about a
week. During the remainder of the month the catches varled from good to fair, but
scarcity of bait and unfavourable weather prevailed and impeded fishing to a great
extent. Bad weather continued throughout the first three weeks of June, causing much
damage to lobster gear, and the catches were light. From June 21st to July 9th fairly
good catches were reported, but were poor afterwards until the season closed.

Mackerel are said to have been schooling at the Island a fortnight prevlous to the 30th
July when they were first reported, but few were taken. They were again schooling at
island and in Pleasant Bay during the first week of August, and afterwards took hooks
freely when one boat had 90 fish. Light catches continued throughout the month until
fair hauls were reported at Cape Rouge. Very few were reported during the remainder
of the season and on October 14tb appeared to have left the shores. The season's catch
Is considered poor and Is said to be mainly due to the Inferior bait used, as It Is none
other than the thin spring herring, caught around the shores of the Magdalenes, whlch
Is a species thought to be inferior to those which struck this part of the coast. It ls
reported, however, that the deficiency of the catch was counterbalanced by the extra-
ordinary large size of the mackerel, as it was not a rare thing to see a mackerel with a
width of 16 inches when opened.

Salnon were first reported in small numbers on May 30th, but from June 4th to 1lth
the catches here were very fair and of remarkable quality, while in Little River they
were good and were plentiful at Friar's Head. During the remainder of the month good
fishing was Irregularly reported at FrIar's Head and fair at Little River and Grand
Etang.

Squid were first taken on July 12th, and the average catch until the end of August
was good. DurIng the remainder of the season they were scarce and irregular, although
during the last week of September some excellent catches were reported. This fish
which Is most Indispensable to the fishing Industry Is a great boon to fishermen as bait,
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as it actually takes the place of clams, which, if used throughout the summer, would
incur heavy expenses.

It is estimated that the quantities of fish taken at Pleasant Bay, Cape Rouge and
this station, are as follows -

Codfish ............ ............. ............ ............ 4,900 qtls.
M ackerel ........ .......... .......... ............ ...... 460 bris.
H erring .......... ...... ............ .......... ......... 6Z0 "
Salm on .......... ........ .......... ....... ............ 5,000 lbs.

while the estimate of quantities taken at Grand Etang and Friar's Head will be about
one-third of the previous mentioned quantities.

The following remarks relative to the lobster fishery have been received from our
reporter at Cheticamp, C.B. -

" If further continuance of the industry be allowed, a complete extermination of the
fish will certainly be the result. In my opinion It is high time for our Government to
adopt regulations for the entire cessation of the fishery for at least three years. From
the pronounced fallure of the fishery in general and also considering the large damage
sustained by fishermen to their traps, it would convince me that, by the fair portion
which has been as yet packed, there bas been illegal fishing carried on to some extent;
and that lobsters of the minimum size have been brought to the factories to be packed
for exportation."

GABARUS.

Codish were firs{ reported on May 27th, and wlth few exceptions the catches were
light until about June 23rd, when an Improvement was reported and boats varied from
one quintal to three and a half quintals until July 2nd. About this time bait became
scarce and with the appearance of dogfish on the 13th handicapped the fishermen
throughout that month. Squid having appeared on August lst the catches improved,
and although dogfish, scarcity of bait and bad weather were the chief hindrances to
fishermen, the average catch until about September 17th was fairly good. During the
remainder of the season the weather was very stormy and interfered greatly with the
fishing. When fine enough for boats to get out some would have from 500 to 600pounds,
and on October 10th this fish was reported plentiful, but there was no chance to fish.
The total catch is estimated at 1,400 quintals.

Haddock, which usually accompany codfish, are reported to have been scarce from
May until about June 15th, when they somewhat improved and were fairly good until
July 15th. Estimated season's catch 300 quintals.

Herring struck in on June 2nd, but the catches were light and continued so until
August lst, when a fine school of large fish appeared and boats had catches varying
from 300 to 4,000 fish. On the 12th this school departed and the catches were after-
wards poor. Season's catch estimated at 400 barrels, which is a large decrease in com-
parison with 1897.

Lobsters.-Although fishermen were ready on May lst and waiting for the ice to get
out of the bay, the first catch was not reported until May 9th. The catches were light
until the 19th as the sea was very rough, but during the remainder of the month were
fair. On May 20th it was reported that more lobsters were being taken here than on
any other part of the coast. From June 1st until July 15th the catches were light,
although some days fairly good ones were reported. On the whole the season was con-
sidered a very fair one and no bad storms occurred to damage gear.

Mackerel were first reported on May 25th, when a catch of 60 fish was made In deep
water. On the following day the highest boat was reported with 17 barrels ; but from
May 27th to July 2nd the catches, as far as reported, were light. None worthy of men-
tion were afterwards reported, and a noticeable fact is that no mackerel appeared in the
bay the past season. Total season's catch estimated at 80 barrels, which is a decrease
of 130 barrels in comparison with 1897.
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Squid appeared plentiful during the first week of August, but none were reported
afterwards.

HAWKESBUBY.

Herring.-A large number of bankers were baited at Harbour au Bouche lu the spring
where they struck In ln large quantities. The net fishlng at Port Malcolm and Basin
River Inhabitants was fairly good the latter part of July. The Magdaleu fleet on their
return from their second trip had good fares of herring which they disposed of at prices
varying from $4.00 to $5.00 per barrel. The season taken as a whole is considered by
the fishermen to have been far below the average.

Lobster.-The lobster fishermen of the Strait of Canso did fairly well this season
and realized good prices for their catch. At Port Malcolm and Creignish the fishing was
poor, and, therefore, very discouraging to the fishermen of these locallties. It is rèported
that some thousands of crates of live lobsters were shipped to Boston the past season
from this port per SS. " Halifax." This ls becoming an Important branch of the fishing
Industry, its volume Increasing each year.

Mackerel.-The Magdalen fleet which lef t here ln May, returned with paying trips of
spring mackerel, their fares having ranged from 40 barrels to 150 barrels. The shore
fishermen experienced the worst season for many years as their mackerel fishery was
a complete fallure.

INGONISH.

Codah were first reported this season on May 12th, when boats averaged two cwt.,
but the catches throughout the season were light. It ls reported that not over quarter
of the fishermen were engaged ln this branch the past season until the lobster season
closed. The prices which ruled very low ln the early part of the season improved after
August and compensated the early shortage.

Haddock were first taken ln good catches on trawls In shoal water on May 25th, and
continued good until about June 6th, when they commenced to decline and no catches
were reported after June 26th. Those who prosecuted this branch did well and supple-
mented their other catches.

Herring struck ln on May 16th ln small quantities and the catches remalned light the
whole season. It is reported that the July run bas not struck ln for several iyears past.

Lobster.-In this section the fishermen, owing to the low price and scarcity of cod-
fdah, chiefly fitted out for this fishery, which season commenced about May 14th. Lob-
sters seemed fairly plentiful during the first month, but gradually became scarce toward
the latter part of June, but a week previous to the close of the season they became more
plentiful. On the whole the season was a fair one and being a smooth summer packers
saved all their traps and gear. It ls contended that the shore is over-fished and conse-
quently the fishermen earn less on account of the catch being-divided ; so many more
belng at it.

Mackerel appeared first on May 27th, but ln such small quantities that the sprlng
catch was a fallure. The summer net fishing proved better and those who engaged ln
It were fairly well rewarded. Nothing was reported after September 3rd.

saimon were first taken on June 3rd, and the catches throughout the month were
fair. From July 1st to 15th the catches, although regular, were light and the fishery
closed on latter date. It ls reported that the season's catch bas been above the average
and fair prices were obtained.

squid appeared ln small quantities on July 14th, but on the 18th became fairly plenti-
fui and remained 80 until August 15th, although somewhat Irregular. On the 16th they

again were scarce and remained so until the close of the season.

On the whole the past season's work bas been better than last year, but In com-

parison with the catches iade from three to ten years ago, Is far below the average.
Ab2!
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L'ARDOISE.

Codfish were first reported on May 25th, but the catches were light owing to unfav-
ourable weather and scarcity of bait until July 14th. About this time the boats were
leaving for Scattarle and Lingan to prosecute the cod and herrIng fisheries. From July
12th to 18th those who obtained bait made fair catches, but the bad weather and scarcity
of bait Impeded this branch for small boats until the latter part of September when cod
were reported coming inshore and the small boats were then able to obtain fair catches.
Of the larger boats which went to the eastward they did well, returning early in August
with full fares and left soon after on second trip. As In past season's the home catch
would be very small if it were not for the grounds off Scattarle and Lingan which have
supplemented the catch very considerably. Each year the fishermen are realizing more
the necessity of larger boats. Already there are two or three small vessels completed
and some large boats under construction.

Haddock appeared lu liglit quantities on May 19th, but about the 26th they improved
considerably, and whenever bait was obtainable the catches were good. From June
lst to September 22nd the catches, with few exceptions, were light.

Herring struck lu the past season on June 14th in light quantities, but on the 21st
became fair and continued so until the 29th, from which date the catches were light
and somewhat irregular. In the first week of August they were reported good around
Sydney and Scattarie Island. In the second week of September herring were too far
out In deep water to set nets with any safety, and although the fish were large and
reasonably fat the catches were light. It is reported that the season's catch has been
light, very few having been exported and scarcely sufficient taken for local consumption.

Lob8ter fishing commenced in April, but catches were light until about May 10th,
when fair fishing was reported for about 8 days. During the following week the catches
were again light, but from the 27th to 31st were fair. After this they were, with one
or two exceptions, scarce until the season closed. On the whole the season's catch is an
average one and compares favourably with 1897. It Is reported that this fish is movIng
further out into deep water each season, and as the number of fishermen Increases
yearly and the gear required is more expensive, the catches are consequently lighter and
the expenses greater per man.

Mackerel appeared as early as May 20th the past season, but the catches Were light
until the 26th, when some fair hauls were made for a few days. About the 28th some
very fair catches were also reported at Point Michaud and Black Head. On the 30th
they were reported to have passed close inshore and In small schools ; but although the
catches were reported light a fair estimate of the catch cannot be given as fishermen
sold direct to baiters at nets for $5 and $6 a plece. Not many salted. It is estimated
that the season's catch for some boats will be only five barrels, while others will likely
reach 15 barrels.

LOUISBUBG.

As a reporter was not appointed until July lth, lu consequence of the death of our
late reporter, Mr. P. O'Toole, the dates of the first striking in of fish could not be ob-
tained.

Codfsh.-Although this fish was reported quite plentiful In the second ¶veek of July
the catches were light in consequence of the large number of dogfish on the coast and
scarcity of bait. During the latter part of July and until about August 21st bad wea-
ther prevalied and Impeded flshing, still codflsh were reported In fair quantities. From
latter date until September 20th fish and bait were reported scarce, and from September
20th to October 2nd there was no fishing. On the 3rd and 4th October boats varied from
one to four quintals, but very few were afterwards taken. On the whole it is reported
that the catch In general has been better than for some yéars past and boats have aver-
aged about 75 quintals. It is contended that had bait been more plentiful the catch
would have been much better.
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Haddock were not reported during the season, although quite plentiful in June, and
the catch was small owing to the scarcity of bait.

Herring when reported on July 11th averaged 100 per net, and light catches were
made until the 26th. During the third week of July good signs were reported, but
owing to the prevalence of dogfish nets had to be removed. In the last week they were
reported plentiful and good average catches were made until August lst when they
gradually struck off and were not reported after August 16th. It is reported that the
boats only averaged 10 barrels, which was not an average season's catch.

Lobsters.-The season's catch Is considered an average one, boats having averaged
5,000 fish. Storms were not as frequent as in 1897, and consequently the destruction
of traps was not as great.

Mackerel.-The only catch reported during the season was on September 9th, when
light hauls were made off Big Lorraine. It is reported that the boats only averaged
about four barrels the past season as the schools were broken up ln the sprlng.

Squid, as far as reported, were only taken in small quantities during the second
week of August.

MABOU.

Alewives were first reported on May 19th, and light catches were made until about
the last of June.

Codftsh were first taken on May 16th, and although they were fairly plentiful little
attention was given this fishery as the lobster fishery was being vigorously prosecuted.
Bad weather prevailed during the first three weeks of June and the catches were very
light. During the remainder of the season, or until September 10th, they were found in
very fair quantities, but bait was reported very scarce the greater part of. the time.
From September 10th to October 10th was very stormy and all operations were sus-
pended.

Doggsh made their appearance early in September ln large quantities, consequently
very few Une fish were taken during the remainder of the season. Owing to the low
price of oil this fish le not of much commercial value ; therefore the fishermen do not
prosecute this branch to any extent.

Haddock and Hake.-The former made their appearance on June 22nd and the latter
on the 27th, and the catches until August 4th varied from fair to poor. During the
remainder of the season they were scarce.

Herring struck ln fairly good on May 5th, and the spring catch is reported to have
been fairly good. The summer and fall catches were very poor and it le reported that
the total catch was used for bait.

Lobster8 were first reported on May 5th, and the catches varled from fair to poor
throughout the month. In June stormy weather prevented good fishing and on the 18th
a large number of traps were reported damaged. In July bait became scarce and con-
sequently catches light, and the total catch le estimated somewhat below that of 1897.

Mackerel made their appearance on 'July lth, but the catches were very light
throughout the season, and it le doubtful if more than three barrels were taken between
this station and Port Hood. During the first and second weeks of August they were
reported schooling, but would not take hooks, and those caught ln nets on August 1lth
were reported to have been unusually large.

Salmon appeared first on June 21st, but the fishery in this division le reported to
have been a failure. It le generally supposed that the lobster traps and offal ln connec-
tion with them drive salmon off this shore. At all events this fishery le on the decrease
and can only be accounted for by the fact that a great many lobster traps are annually
set on the salmon grounds.

On the whole the catch of all kinds of fish le somewhat below that of 1897, and con-
sequently below the average. During the spring monthe the catches of these fish were
poor, but during the latter part of July, August and the first week of September were
fairly good.
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MARGAEE.

Alewives were taken in light catches from May 14th to June 1st Inclusive.
Codflsh were first reported about June lst, from which date the catches were very

light until the 15th. From this date until the 20th they were reported plentiful on the
grounds and fair catches made. From June 20th to July 10th they were reported scarce.
From latter date until August lst they were plentiful on the coast, but owing to scarcity
of bait the catches were light. Tbroughout August they were reported on the grounds,
but the abundance of dogfish not only prevented handling but destroyed many of the
best nets. Cod continued fair throughout September, but In' fine weather the fishermen
devoted most of their time to mackerel fishing, and consequently the catch of cod was
light. This fish was reported to be on the coast until after October 15th, but weather
was unfavourable. It is estimated that the total catch for the season has been about
75 per cent of an average year.

Dogfßsh put In an appearance the latter part of July and remained throughout August
and part of September.

Haddock, movements similar to the cod, only the catch was much lighter.
Hake was reported scarce throughout the season, except a few days in August and

September when fair catches were reported.
Lobsters struck early in May and continued good until June 10th, when a storm came

on and greatly damaged the fishing gear. After this the catches were very light until
the end of the season.

Mackerci appeared about July Sth in small quantities. Throughout August they were
reported on the coast, but would not take the hook. Only on the 26th and 29th of
August were fair catches made. They were reported on the coast until September 27th
when a storm struck in and noue were reported afterwards.

Some fisbermen maintain that there would probably have been good catches but for
the dogfish.

Salmon struck the coast about June 4th and the catches were light until the 12th.
From latter date until July 8th the catches varied from fair to good, but afterwards
began to drop off gradually until August lst. It lu estimated that the season's total
catch la a shade above an average year. Some complaints have been current that the
lobster gear was interfering with the salmon fishing.

Bquid appeared about July 25th, and remained on the coast for the most part of
August and September.

MEAT COVE.

Codfl were reported plentiful off here on May 14th, but no catches were made until
about the 26th, and but few light catches were reported during the season. As there
is no market for this fish, fishermen do not prosecute it beyond getting a sufficient sup-
ply for home consumption and local use.

Herring struck in fair quantities on May 10th, and the catches varied from fair to
poor the rest of the month. Few were afterwards taken as the weather was rough and
the season's catch lu considered a failure.

Lobster.-As bait was not obtainable until about May 4th no traps we•e set. On
latter date light catches were reported by the few traps which were then set, but in-
creased about the 10th and good fishing was reported until June 10th when bad weather
stopped fishing. During this period much bad weather was experienced and many traps
were destroyed. During the remainder of the season the catches varied from fair to
poor. Season's catch considered an average one.

Mackerel, which lu the most Important branch In this district, struck this season on
July 6th in fair quantities, and catches varying from fair to poor were made during the
season. At Dlngwall and Sparling's Brook (in Aspy Bay), Money Point, Bay St. Law-
rence, Poulet's Cove and Pleasant Bay very good catches were made.

Salmon were first reported on May 31st, and the catches varied from fair to poor
until the season closed on July 9th.
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PETIT-DE-GRAT.

Alewive.-The past season's catch has been the poorest ever experienced and is
reported to be fast becoming extinct.

Codfi8h were first reported on May 30th, but the catches were light until about July
lst when they struck off Into deep water where good catches were occasionally made.
The best catches are reported to have been made in August. Throughout September and
October very little fishing was done as bait could not be obtalned and fishermen had to
dig clams which caused a great lss of time. During the latter part of June and former
part of July good fishing was reported on Quero Bank. It Is further reported that in
the latter part of September dogfish were so plentiful that hooks were carried away
when fishermen tried for cod. Total season's catch Is estimated to show a decrease of
about 450 cwt. as compared with 1897. In addition to the total catch it Is reported that
1,500 galls. of oil were extracted from the cod and haddock and exported.

Doggfh.-This destructive fish made Its appearance about August 1st and has caused
an estimated loss of about $2,000 by eating and destroying nets. Fishermen so dread
these fish that they would not set their nets which probably accounts for the shortage
in the herrlng catch.

Haddock struck on May 10th, and very fair catches were made each day throughout
the month. During the remainder of the season the catches varied from fair to poor, al-
though Intermittent. Some boats caught as high as 50 cwt., and the total season's catch
will show an increase, compared with 1897, of about 1,900 cwt. which sold at $2.25 per
ewt.

Herring appeared much earlier than usuai, and during the latter part of April light
catches of small sized flsh were made. This assisted the fishermen very greatly as It
provided balt for their trawls and thus did much to Increase the catch of haddock.
From June 15th until about August 10th they were scarce, but about latter date again
struck in and good catches were occasionally made. It is estimated that the total catch
will be about 1,400 barrels, which Is reported to Include the baiting of 23 bankers of
which four were American vessels under Dominion Government license.

Lobater fishing commenced about March 20th, and proved fair until about the iast
of May, when they commenced falling off. Some of the fishermen then hauled up their
gear and prosecuted the cod fishery while others kept lobstering which appeared to de-
eline from day to day. It Is estImated that the season's catch has been 1,400 cases and
60,000 fresh lobsters exported to the United States. Although the catch has been some-
what below that of 1897, fishermen will be about as well remunerated, as the prices ob-
tained were bigher than ln the previous year, viz.: from 6 cents to 7 cents for 10J-inch
lobsters and over for export, whIle the smaller ones for canning realized $2.25 per cwt.

Mackerel struck ln fair quantities on May 25th, and fairly good catlèhes were made
until about June 8th, since whIch time they have been scarce. The only reason as-
signed for their not appearing lin large numbers 1s that they are too constantly chased
by seiners which compels them to take a different course and usually pass in very deep
water. The total season's catch Is estimated at 30 barrels and 550 fresh fish which were
sold for home consumption at 5 cents. This ln comparison with last season shows a
decrease of about 60 per cent. In addition to the home fleet there were three vessels
fitted out and proceeded to the Magdalen Islands and did fairly well. Their total catch
le estimated to have been 180 barrels which they disposed of at an average of $10 per
barrel.

asîmon were first reported on May 25th, which la somewhat earlier than ln previous
seasons. Although they dId not appear In such quantities as in the previous year, the
catches were very fair, as nets were set Inshore, until June 23rd when they began to
disappear. This fish Is sold fresh, and not salted, as they demand a better price when
fresh.

gquid appeared about July 7th, but being scarce boat fishermen could not capture
sufficient for bailt, and were compelled to dIg clams. There ls a noticeable falling off in
this valuable balt fish.

i i a-28
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New Industry.

A new departure in the haddock Une has recently been undertaken, viz., the canning
of haddock or " Finnan Haddie." The fresh haddock are placed In a light plekle for 24
hours, then smoked In the same heating process as a lobster, and then canned. About
200 cases were put up the past season as an experiment and shipped to upper Canadian
cities where, It is understood. they are selling readily. They are pronounced an excel-
lent article of food.

ST. ANN'S.

Codfish appeared May 19th. and the catches until September 20th were light, with
the exception of the second and third weeks of July and second week of August when
fair fishing was reported. While the above is only for the inshore fishing it is reported
that fair fishing was found all season by large boats In deep water.

Haddock.-In the second week of June some good catches were reported by traps and
again in the second week of August fair catches, but no regular fishing was reported
until August 26th from which date ligbt catches were made dally until September 20th.

Hake were taken In light but regular quantities from August 26th until October lst
when dogfish appeared and operations ceased.

Herring.-On April 19th the harbour was reported clear of Ice and light catches of
herring were made until about May 5th when they appeared In greater quantitles.
About May 13th two traps were set and on the following day one of them had 30 bar-
rels. They continued in good quantities until about the 23rd when they began to gra-
dually strike off and the catches were very light during the remainder of the season,
although good signs of large herring were reported In the bay In the first week of July.

Mackerel were first reported on June 2nd when two barrels were taken In trap. A
few light catches were made that week, but none were afterwards reported until about
August Sth when light catches were regularly made by traps throughout the remainder
of that month.

Salmon appeared In fair quantities on June lth, but on the 16th they became scarcer
until about July 9th when this fishery was reported over. It is reported that the catch
wlll be In excess of that of 1897.

Squid struck on July 6th In fair quantities, but from the 16th until September 20th,
although they were plentiful the catches were light as they would not jlg. i

ST. PETER'S.

Alewives were taken In light catches during the first two weeks of June.
Codflsh were reported fairly good In Bras d'Or Lake on May 3rd, and fair fishing

continued throughout the month. Catches at this port were not made until about May
11thy but were faIrly good until the 22nd when there was a slight falling off. On the
20th bankers were arriving with good fares, but weather was bad. From June 1st to
23rd the catch continued light although on the 18th good catches were reported In deep
water when bait was obtainable and weather favourable. Fair catches were reported
daily from the 23rd to 30th, but throughout July the catches were light. During the
remainder of the season the weather was much broken and bait very scarce, couse-
quently the catches only varied from fair to poor. It Is reported that the catches made
by vessels from this port and adjacent districts on Eastern Banks and In North Bay
will exceed those of 1897. Grand Bank fishermen all made good fares of cod of large
size and good quality and as prices are ruling hlgh fishermen will be well remunerated.

Haddock were first reported on May 13th, but the catches were rather light until the
23rd June when fair fishing was found for about a week. Throughout July and Septem-
ber fshling was rather poor but no catches were reported In August or October. Total
catch consIdered In advance of that of 1897.

Herring were first reported about June 9th, and light hauls were made each day for
about two weeks. About the 24th this branch improved very noticeably and boats
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varied from 10 to 20 barrels. About September 4th a school struck in when a few of
the fishermen did fairly well. Prom the last week of April until the 12th of May large
quantities of herring were taken in Bras d'Or Lake. These supplies were used for home
consumption, lobster bait and bait for bankers.

Lob8ter fishing commenced about April 26th, and light catches were made regularly
until about May 4th. From latter date until June 30th catches varying from fair to
good were reported. Early in the season a large proportion of the lobsters was brought
to this station from Bras d'Or Lake. It is estimated that the season's catch will include
about 748 cases and 1,500 live lobsters exported to the United States.

Mackerel appeared about May 30th, and light catches were made inshore for a few
days. Those who set in deep water varied from 10 barrels to 20 barrels. Fish were
large and fat. The remainder of the season proved a fallure ln this branch.

Bahnon were taken in small quantities from May 27th until July 9th, and were all
reserved for local use. This branch is not prosecuted to any extent.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

ALBERTON.

Codfish were first reported on May 23rd, but the catches were light until about June
5th, when they became fair and remained so until the 21st when they were again scarce.
From latter date until about August 12th the catches here and at North Cape were gen-
erally poor, but on August 13th struck In greater numbers and the average catch until
September 26th was very fair in this district. Very few were afterwards taken, par-
ticularly in October, when the fish were scarce and the weather very rough.

Hake appeared ln small quantities on July 4th, but improved about the 25th, from
which date until the last of September the catches were very fair. It is reported that
this fish was in good supply al the season in this district but owing to the scarcity of
bait the catches were curtailed.

Herring are reported to have appeared as early the past season as April 25th, but
the catches were light until about May 5th. From this date until June Tth they were
very fair and are reported to have schooled as usual at North Cape. Very few were
taken during the remainder of the season. It is reported that fishermen took ail the
herring they required for'balt and could have taken thousands of barrels more had salt
been plentiful and fish required.

Lobs8ter were reported In good quantities at Frog Pond on May 9th, but. the catchles
at this station were iight. From latter date until about June lst the catches were on
an average fair, but during the remainder of the season were poor.

it is reported that the past season's work bas been disastrous to the fishermen who
fished in this district. Many men were brought here from different sections of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick and after fishing for two months they scarcely had sufficient
cash to pay their passage home. It le estimated that the season's catch will be about
50 per cent below that of 1897.

Maokerei were first taken on June l1th, when two Nova Scotia vessels reported hav-
ing taken 40 barrels each in nets. Prom June 14th until about July 18th light catches
were regularly made, and on latter date were reported schooling at Sea Cow Pond, but
none were being caught. They continued schooling for about a week and on the 22nd
were reported to be taking hooks freely at North Cape. Catches continued light, how-
ever. until about August 3rd when fair hauls of large sized fish were made each day
for about a week. DurIng the remainder of the season the catches were very light. It
la reported that the greater portion of fish caught by men of this district was taken
elther ln Bay des Chaleurs or other sections and that the shore boats will not average
one-half barrel per man.

The following extract is from the speclal report of Mr. John P. Brennan, Reporter
for the Fisheries Intelligence Bureau at Alberton, P.E.I.
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I would most strenuously recommend that our fishermen provide themseives with
proper boats to go out 10 miles from land to fish, as the inshore fisheries are a thing
of the past. I would further recommend that unless our fishermen provide themselves
with boats of at least 25 feet keel, that the Government give notice all claims for fishing
bounties will be stopped and no bounty be paid, excepting to the hardy hard-worklng
fisherman who braves the wind and waves by having a boat that can go off shore in
rough weather, after the type of those boats at Caraquet and Shippegan, N.B., and
when they get boats of this class, a double bounty will be paid. By this method we
will be able to train up a good hardy lot of fishermen, as we had In days gone by, and I
submit an inducement as above is the only means to get our men out of the easy, lazy
groove they are dropping into. They are now following the fishing, off and on, as a.
mere sport or means to get credit from the outfitter who sooner or 'ater comes to grief.

MIMINEGAsH.

Codfiah were first reported on May 31st, and the catches continued fairly good until
June 14th, from which date they were scarce until July 6th. During the following week
fair catches were reported, but from July 12th until August 28th they were light, and
quite Irregular in the latter month. Bad weather was frequently reported to have caused
a suspension of fishing operations, but whenever boats were able to get out they found
flsh in fair quantities.

Hake were reported on July 26th this season, and the catches were light until about
August 28th when they became more plentiful and the catches varied from fair to good
until the last day of September. Until reports ceased on October 15th very few were
taken during that month.

It is reported that very little attention is given these branches and that fishermen
prefer lying about the shores awaiting the mackerel to strike than to embrace a cer-
tainty. During the past few years the mackerel have been very scarce, and as very
little attention was paid to these branches the fishermen felt the short catch of mackerel
very keenly. It is felt that a larger class of boat is necessary and unless this is obtained
by the fishermen, which would then enable them to prosecute the cod and hake fisherles
more extensively and supplement the mackerel catch. they will continue to be unsuc-
cessful.

Herring struck in on May 12th, and fair catches were made until the 26th when they
began to slacken off and the catches were poor until the last of the month. They were
not afterwards reported until September 27th, when the fall run struck In good numbers
and fair catches were made whenever weather permitted.

Lobstera, although reported in fair quantities from May 5th to 20th, were only taken
In light catches as the weather was bad and impeded fishing. From latter date until
the season closed they were reported scarce. It is estimated that the season's pack was
conulderably below that of 1897, which was not an average year.

Mackerel were first reported on June 14th, when a fair catch was made by nets.
After this they were scarce until July 5th when they again appeared fairly plentiful for
about a week, but afterwards were scarce until the season closed. The season's catch
has been poor, and it la reported that none were taken with hook and 1ine and no schools
were seen on the coast at any time during the season.

GEORGETOWN.

CódfaYh struck inshore about May 14th and some fair catches were made, while ler-
ring were on the coast. Little or no attention Is given to this valuable fishery by boat
fishermen during the lobster season. Few small crafts were employed in this and hake
fishIng this season, principally hand lining. Fishing was fair when a supply of fresh
bait was secured. Squid were difficult to j!g and herring scarce on the banks, Cod.
were found to be plentiful in the gulf up to November lst.
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hIake was on this coast and fishing commenced about July 23rd when good catches
were made off Grand River, Panmure Island, Roolo Bay Head and other parts of this
section of the gulf where bait was secured. Later in the season herring bait being
scarce and difficult to procure, perch and smelt were sought after for bait. Ilake were
reported to have been numerous In the south-eastern part of the gulf up to November
15th this year.

Herring caught In this vicinity are chiefly used for bait and none for export. Their
first appearance this year was on or about April 8th when a few were netted and poor
catches were reported until May 12th. From latter date until the 31st they were more
plentiful, and during the time this fish was on the coast a number of bankers that had
arrived for bait were supplied. The schools moved offshore about June 6th and some
catches were secured off Pictou Island. The body of herring that sought the baya and
rivers this year was not nearly as large as in former years, but appeared lu small
schools or pools, where they mesh a section of a fleet of nets would be filled, whereas
nets at a short distance away would have only a few-say, from one-quarter to one-half
barrel, and in consequence many fishermen, eager to sell bait to the bankers, ran short
of their supply for lobster traps.

Lobster äishery commenced about May lst, from which date fair catches were made
until the 23rd. From latter date until the end of the season the catch per trap was
poor. A number of fishermen, having traps placed several miles froma shore, removed
them to shallower water and obtained a better catch for a few days when they again
fell off.

Mackerel made their appearance on or about July 5th, and a few were netted daily
and disposed of fresh. The catch throughout the season being poor and few schools
were reported. One off Boughton Island on July 13th, and one off Plctou Island on
July 25th, and also one off Panmure Island on August 16th. This branch ls reported to
have been a fallure this season, there having been only a few barrels packed for export.

Squid vere taken in light catches from August 10th until September lst, Inclusive.
They were reported plentiful on August 22nd but wuuld not jtg.

MALPEQUE.

Codßesh were taken lu light catches on May 27th, but on the 30th they became more
plentiful and very fair fishing was reported regularly until September when a slight
improvement was noticeable. This, however, did not long continue for windy weather
greatly interfered with the catches throughout October.

Hake were reported very good on August lth, but on the 14th they became only
fair and continued so until the 20th, after which none were reported, as It was said that
it was difficult to obtain a market for them.

Herring struck on May 4th, and fairly good catches were made during the month.
About May 15th they were plentiful, but fIlshing was impeded by the large quantitles
of ice then in tl4e harbour. Sufficient was taken, however, for bait and local use.

Lobater8 were first reported on May 17th, but owing to a heavy norgi-east storm
about this time, which destroyed a large number of traps, very little was done until
early In June when faIrly good catches were made and fish were reported larger than
in the previous few years. It is reported that the total season's catch Is much below
that of previous years, but the prices were higher.

Mackerel were not taken the past season until July 7th when fair hauls were -made
by nets for a few days. After this they became scarce and with few exceptions re-
mained so during the rest of the season. Towards the last of July it was reported that
280 mackerel filled a barrel. These In the latter part of August were exported to Phil-
adelphia, fishermen realizing $12 per barrel ; shippers providing barrels and salt. In the
latter part of September $17 was realized and all that could be secured were exported
to the United States. It is reported that fully 100 barrels were taken in this locality the
past season.
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NEW BRUNSWICK.

CARAQUETTE.

Codfi8h were first reported on May 30th in good quantities, and the season's total
catch is consldered quite satlsfactory and about equal to that of 1897. Bankers durlng
the season obtained good supplies of herring and elam bait which were, as usual, plen-
tiful.

Herring are reported to have struck during the last week of April and the catches
were good until the last of May. None were afterwards reported until September when
the fall herring struck quite plentifully and the catches made were considered very
good.

Lobster fishing commenced as soon as the harbour was clear of ice on May 11th, and
the catches, as far as reported, were on an average fair and the season's catch is con-
sidered about equal to last season's.

Mackerel.-The only catch reported the past season was on September 16th when a
light haul was made.

Salmon are reported to have been very scarce this season, and the total catch will
be about 50 per cent short of last year's.

ESCUMINAC.

CodL8h appeared la very fair quantities on June 20th, and remained so until July
18th, when flshing improved and good catches were made until August 4th. Froma
latter date until end of the month they were fair, but during the first two weeks of
September they were again reported in good quantities. Bad weather then setting in
the catches were afterwards light until the season closed.

Herring first appeared in light quantities on May 10th, and although not reported
regularly the season's catch is said to have been very good.

Lobsters were first reported on May 10th, but the catches throughout the season
were light. Of the four factories in this district the total pack Is estimated at between
1,100 and 1,200 cases. The plant used was about 7,500 traps divided among 31 boats.

Mackerci were first reported on July 7th, and the catches until August 19th were
very light. Very few were afterwards taken.

Salmon were tlrst reported on May 26th, from which date light catches were regularly
made until July 13th. No reason can be assigned for the scarcity of this fi*h.

Shad also appeared on May 26th, and whenever weather permitted light catches
were reported.

SHIPPEGAN.

Codßîsh appeared plentlfully on May 30th, but on June lst the catches were reported
light owing to rougi weather and the fishery was not in full operation. About the 7th
there was a slight increase which continued until about the 13th when bankers made
good catchess but nothing was done inshore. During the remainder of the month very
high winds prevailed and very few fish of any klnd were taken. This fish was very
plentiful in the first week of July, bankers having made large catches, and appear to
have remalned plentiful on the ground throughout the month, although the catches were
not always uniformally large owing to the great scarcity of bait. Whenever supplies of
bait could be obtained during the latter part of the season, fish could always be found
on the grounds. It 1s reported that during the past season from 90 to 100 vessels and
boats were employed in this fishery which is the staple industry of this district. The
season's catch has been good and above that of last year. It is estimated that about
10,000 quintals of dry fish were shipped in barrels to Mediteiranean ports ln addition to
considerable quantities to local markets on this side.

Herring were flrst reported on May 14th, and the catches throughout the remainder
of the month appear to have been good. They were not afterwards reported, but the
total catch is reported to have been small.
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Lobsters.-The heavy N.E. winds which prevailed ln the early part of May retarded
tho setting of traps, but about the 14th they were said to have been in good quantities.
In the latter part of May they slackened off considerably and were of small size. About
the middle of June they were reported very scarce on outside grounds, but inshore they
were more plentiful. Very few were taken the remainder of the season and the total
catch ls said to be at least 25 per cent less than last year. The 20 factorles sltuated on
Miscou and Shippegan Islands packed about 6,000 cases. These factorles employ 400
men and 160 boats besides from 12 to 15 bands ln each factory, packing, cracking, &c.
On the mainland of Shippegan, four factories with about the same average catch, men
and boats packed 1,000 cases. It 1s quite noticeable that this fishery is falling off yearly
and that very many more traps are now used than formerly, wlth smaller returns pro-
portionately.

Mackerel fishery is reported a total failure the past season, and but few barrels were
taken.

Salmon of large sîze were reported ln tair quantities on May 31st, but thé following
day were scarce and continued so until the last report on June 13th.

Smelt.-This fishery is extensively prosecuted, and catches find a ready market in
New York and Boston. The work is carried on ln winter, the tishermen building buts
on the ice. Large openings are made lu the ice and poles are erected on which the nets
hang, and large quantities are thus taken.

GRAND MANAN.

Codfßsh were tirst reported this season on May 6th at Bulk Head, but the catches
were light until about the 13th when they began to improve and during the following
week boats varied from three to five quintals. On the 26th good fishing was reported
on gravelly ground which continued until the end of the month. During the first week
of June this fishing was very good at Bulk Head and vessels averaged eight quintals.
From June 9th to 18th the catches were very fair. On July 9th It was reported that cod
were after shrimp and would not bite ; consequently but few were taken lnshore. For
the week ending July 23rd vessels were reported to have taken 18 quintals per vessel of
three men to each. Very few were taken during the first three weeks of August, but
from the 22nd until last of September the catches varied from fair to poor on soundings,
Rippling and at Bulk Head. Catches during the first eight days of October were very
light. It is estImated that the total season's catch will not exceed 700 quintals, whicl

.1s a decrease ln comparlson with 1897.
Haddock were first taken on May 6th, and although the catches varied from fair to

poor they were irregular and the season's catch will not exceed 500 quintals.
Hake appeared as early as May 16th the past season, and the catches were on an

average fair until the end of that month, although they were reported plentiful on Bulk
Head on the 21st and good on gravelly ground on the 26th. During the first three weeks
of June they were fair and unusually large catches were made as it was very early for
this fish to appear. From June 21st to August Sth they were light, but after latter date
varied from fair to good until September 13th after which they were scarce. It is esti-
mated that the total quantity cured and dried for market has been 5,000 quintals. In
addition to this 400 barrels of tsh oil have been put up here.

Halibut were only reported from May 11th to S1st during which time the catches
were light.

Herring were first reported on May 17th when they are said to have been plentiful,
but with the exception of them striking in and schooling at Bulk Head and on souid-
lngs in the latter part of the month, no catches were reported. With the exception of
small herring la weirs at Seal Cove, which were used for bait on July 8th, no catches
were reported until July 20th when light catches, averaging about two barrels per net
of large fish, were made on northern side of Grand Manan. About July 30th fishernei
were reported to be netting about four barrels per net of large fish and varied from oine
to five barrels throughout August. During the remainder of the season the average
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catch was good, particularly about October l7th when fishermen were making good
catches of herrIng of good quality ln Long Pond Bay. This fishery, of which the smoked
branch is the most Important, shows a decrease in comparison with fast year, there
having been only 800,000 boxes of fish of very small size, commonly called " mediums "
put up. Large herring for smoking purposes are reported to have been a total failure
and it is thought to be caused by the taking of so many small fish for sardine factories.
Of this class there have been taken and shipped to the United States 7,500 barrels. This
is, comparatively speaking, a new branch ln the fishing industry as far as Grand Manan
Is concerned. Pickled herring show an Increase over 1897, there havIng been 5,000 half
barrels taken, but the fish are reported to have run quite small.

It appears to be the general opinion la this district that unless some measure là
adopted to prevent the wholesale slaughter of small herring that this industry wIll soon
be a thing of the past.
Lobsters.-The first report received on May 11th Indicated that this fishery was fair,
and although somewhat scarcer during the remander of the season It was reported that
the factory at Grand Harbour was boilling five tons every other day. .

The total quantlty taken from April 16th until June 4th Is estimated at 171,391
pounds, or an average of about 21,424 pounds per week. Of the season's catch 848
cases have been canned and 112 tons or 224,000 pounds of live lobsters exported to the
United States. It Is a noticeable fact that this branch Is falling off each year and it Is
thought to be due to the over flshlng of small lobsters.

Pollock, although not reported, show a large increase, there having been 3,500 quin-
tais taken.

QUEBEC.

GAsPE.

Codfish, although reported in considerable quantities on the coast on May 24th, no
catches were made until the 28th, after which they were poor. It Is contended that the
scarcity of bait throughout the months of June and July was a great injury to the
fishermen, and that the season's catch will sedreely be an average one.

Herrinq were first reported on May 11th la fair quantities, but afterwards were
scarce. The fall catch, however, is reported to have been a fair one.

Mackerel are again reported to have falled to reach these shores the past season.
Salrmon were first taken by net on May 11th, and the catches throughout the season.

varied from fair to poor.

GRAND RIVER.

Caplin appeared only one day ln the first week of July. The -catch was allghtly
pickled and dried for local use.

Codfish were first reported on May 23rd, and the catches (inshore) were fairly good
until the last of June. After that It was very poor. The bank fishery was a partial
failure la June, July and August and very little was done. Fair fishing, however, was
reported during the early part of September, but rough weather settIng ln ended the
season's work. Dogfish were again troublesome this season, particularly la August.
Total catch estimated about 3,000 drafts short of last year's.

Herring struck ln fair quantities on May 2nd, and the average catch throughout the
season was fair. In'the third week of July good quantities were met with on the banks,
but as the weather was bad very few were taken. Fish were of small size the whole
season.

Lobsters appeared early ln April and lasted until about the 14th June ln fair quan-
tities when high winds laterfered. There Is one factory located here and the other ut
Little River-two miles distant-and they report lobsters to have been of small size the
whole season.
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Mackerel are reported to have been very scarce both inshore and on the banks the
whole season.

Salmon were first taken on May 23rd, but the catch has been small. ýThere were
only three stands with nets in operation 12 miles distant. Flsh of very fine quality
were reported plentiful in July in the river owned by Mr. Louis Cabot, of Boston.

Smell fishing commenced about October lst, and fair catches were reported until the
17th.

Squid were first reported on July 14th, but the catches were liglit until the last of
September when they became plentiful for a few days only.

PAsPEBIAC.

Caplin were first reported on May 30th in light quantities, but durlng the two follow-
tng days were plentiful. Very few were afterwards taken.

Codflsh were first taken on May 26th, but the catches were light until June 7th, after
which very fair catches were made whenever weather permitted until the 30th. As
bait was then very scarce the catches were light until July 12th, after which they varled
from fair to poor, according to the supply of bait until the end of the season.

Herring struck in on May 4th, but with the exception of a good average catch froi
the lth to 17th Inclusive, were scarce throughout the month. Catches varying from fair
to poor were regularly reported throughout June and July. A few very good catches
were made during the last week of September.

PERCE.

Codfish appeared in good quantitles on May 20th, and until the end of June remained
so. Owing to the roughness of the weather bait was very hard to obtain, and the cat-
ches consequently were not as good as they otherwise would have been under more
favourable circumstances for the fish were on the grounds in good numbers. Bad
weather and scarcity of bait continued throughout the balance of the season, but occa-
sional good catches would .be reported. On the whole the summer catch was faIrly
good, but the fall catch below the average.

Herring.-Few herring appeared on May 7th, but about the 10th increased in quan-
tity, and the average catch, with the exception of the month of August when they were
scarce and irregular, was fair throughout the season.

Lobsters were first reported on May 3rd in fair quantities, and the catches througli-
out the season, or until June 24th when fishing closed, varied from fair to poor. Total
catch below the average.

Salmon.-Few light catches were reported during the drst two weeks òf June.
Squid appeared on August 9th, and during the remainder of that month some very

good catches were made. In September they were scarce, none having been reported
after the 14th.

LONG POINT OF MINGAN.

Codfsh were not reported this season until June 13th, when a light catch was made.
From that date until June 13th bad weather Impeded fishlng, but on latter date they
appeared in good quantities and good catches were made each day for about a week.
Bad weather again set lin and no fishlng was done until August 11th when they were
reported very good. During the following week no catches were reported, but light
catches were reported at Plashtre Bay and Aguanus. From the 20th to 31st good fishing
was reported at this station and fair catches at Plashtre Bay and Aguanus. During the
remainder of the season the weather was stormy and no catches were reported.

Herring were not reported during the season.
Launce were first reported on June 18th in good quantities, but were not afterwards

reported until July 13th when some very good catches were made for about a week.
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On August 11th a very good catch was made, and from the 20th to 31st they were fair
and regular. Light quantities were reported at Piahtre Bay and Aguanus from August
20th to 24th inclusive.

MAGPIE.

Caplin appeared in very good quantities on June 4th, and remained sò until bad
weather prevented fishIng on the 10th.

Codfslh were first reported on May 31st. and the catches until the lest of August
varied from good to fair.

Herring.-The only catches of this fish reported this season were on July 19th and
20th and September 26th when fair hauls were made.

Launce appeared In very fair quantities on May 31st, and continued so until about
June 7th, when they were reported more plentiful. Although the catches were not
regular they were good until the 18th. Very good catches were made from July 13th to
18th, but poor from August 20th to 31st inclusive.

Salmon first appeared on May 31st, and the catches were fair until June 7th, when
they Increased ln quantity and whenever weather permItted good catches were made
until July 1lth.

MOISIE RIVER.

Caplin were reported plentiful from June 21st to 29th inclusive, but nothing after-
wards.

Codflsh were first reported on June Sth, but the catches, as far as reported, were
light until July 15th when fishing was fairly good for about five days. Stormy weather
then set la and nothing was done until August 2nd when light intermittent catches were
made until September 16th. From latter date until October 5th the fishery was reported
fairly good.

Launce were first reported on June Sth, and although apparently very Irregular
appeared to vary from very good to good throughout the season.

Salmon were taken la light but regular catches each day fron May 17th to 31st, but
on June 1st were reported In good quantities whieh continued until the 8th. After this
fishing was prevented by stormy weather, but from the 17th to 29th the catches were
light.

SEVEN ISLANDS.

Codfish were first reported on June Sth, but the catches were light throughout the
month. About July 15th they became more plentiful and fair fishing w[s reported,
whenever weather would admit, until the season closed. Total catch estimated 50 per
cent below that of 1897.

Herring.-Although herrIng were reported to have struck in at English Point on May
lth and extended as far as Godbout, catches were not made here until the 26th, when
they were plentiful. During the first week of June there was a slight falling off and
were not afterwards reported.

Launce appeared on June Stli and some excellent catches were made until the last
of July, when they began to disappear and the catches were very irregular. In the
first week of October they were again plentiful, but none were reported after the 5th.

Salmon were taken In good quantities during the first week of June, but were scarce
the remainder of the month.

SHELDRAKE.

Caplin were first reported on June 4'h, aud the catches were very good until the Tth,
when they commenced to decrease, and fair catches were made up to the 25th.

Codfl8h were taken la fair quantities from 3ay 31st to June 18th when they became
scarce and remained so until about July Sth. Fair catches were afterwards made until
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about the 21st when bad weather prevented fishing and nothing was reported until
August lth, from which date light catches were quite regularly made until September
26th, after which none were reported.

Launce appeared also on May 31st in fair quantities, which continued until June 3rd.
Good catches were reported in the second weeks of June and July, fair from August 11th
to 16th inclusive, but scarce the rest of the season.

Salmon were first reported in fair quantities on June lst, and continued so until the
6th, from which date good catches were made until the 10th when stormy weather set
ln and prevented fishing.

ANTICOSTI.

ENGLISH BAY AND STRAWBERRY COVE.

Caplin were reported good on June 14th, but were afterwards scarce and irregular
throughout the inonth.

Codfiah were first reported on June lst, and the catches varied froni fair to poor
throughout the month. After this the English Bay boats lett for the maInland and north
shore ports to fish. There they found fairly good fishing, but after the first week of
July the catches were light until the season closed. The English Bay boats made Sev-
eral trips to North Shore. Total catch of four English Bay boats estimated at 148
quintals. Total catch of 17 hait boats, Strawberry Cove, estimated at 450 quintals.

Herring struck ln about May 25th, and few intervals remained from fair to good
until the end of June. Little or nothing taken afterwards.

Squid were taken in very good quantities on August 5th and September 3rd, but
were generally poor afterwards.

FOX BAY

Codfi8h were first reported ln small quantities on June 7th, but ln the third week
were very plentiful when bad weather and scarcity of bait impeded fishing and scarcely
any catches were afterwards made. It Is generally reported to have been the poorest
season known.

Herring struck about May 24th, and the catches varied from good to fair until the
last of June. Nothing was afterwards reported except at Heath Point where about the
middle of July fairly good hauls were made for a few days.

Lobster8 are said to have been vel-y good, but no reports were received of catches.
Squid.-None reported.

SOUTH-WEST POINT.

Caplin, Ced and Uerring.-Catches of these fish have been apparently very poor the
past season. No regular fishing boats were employed, but lighthouse people tried in
vain ail summer to get sufficient for local use.

Squid were reported fairly good throughout August and September.
In August, September and part of October a large school of whales were seen daily

about this station, sometimes coming very close Inshore. Immense flocks of gulls were
also seen fishing along shore and in the bay. These were apparently getting some
small fish, probably the little white fish mentioned ln previous reports.

MAGDALEN ISLANDS.

Codfß8h siruck inshore after the herring in the middle of May, and were plentiful al
the summer months until the latter part of September when bait began to get very
scarce and weather unfavourable. Few boats were engaged ln this branch the past
season, and consequently the total catch is light, although boats made good catches the
greater part of the summer when the weather was fine.
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Herrinp struck in plentifully on May lst in many localities, but principally in Am-
herst Harbour and Pleasant Bay, and remained so until the latter part of the month
when they began to leave the islands. During this perlod large quantitles were taken
for local use and a large fleet of bankers were baited besides a large quantity wich
was used for lobster bait. Herring were as plentiful as the previous year and larger
quantities have been taken the past season than during the past few years.

Lobstera were first taken on May 11th, and the prospects were at first reported good,
but the catches were light in all districts except Bryon Island where good catches were
reported for a short while in June. On June 10th heavy NW. gales dld much damage
to all gear on northern part of island, and afterwards the lobster grew scarcer and
scarcer until factories were closing as early as June 27th. The average catch the past
season has been poor owing to the increased number of factories, but the quantity
packed is about the same as in previous years.

Mackerel appeared in the second week of June, and the catches made by netters
were good, especially on the 5th. The prospects were most encouraging but only small
catches were reported until about the mIddle of July when they began fo take the hook
freely. In the first week of August mackerel were reported plentiful, but would not take
the hook owing, It was supposed, to the warm weather. The catches were poor at all
sections the past season ; still It la reported that double the quantity was caught this
year in comparison to last year. The catches In some bays were fair, but in others a
boat or two have done well while others did very poorly. The weather Was fairly good
for fishermen until the first part of October, since which time It bas been blowIng and
unfavourable for fisbing.

Most of the reporters have done satisfactory work in sending full and prompt reports
to the Bureau from their respective districts. A few, however, bave been negligent in
this respect, and in regard to such I shall send specIal reports for the consideration of
the Department.

I have the honour to be, air,
Your obedient servant,

W. M. HUTCHINS,
Olerk in Charge.
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APPEN DIX No. 14.

THE FUR SEALING INDUSTRY OF THE NORTH PACIFIO OCEAN, AS
AFFECTED BY THE BEHRING SEA AWARD AND CON-

SEQUENT LEGISLATION.

THE BEHR'NG SEA QUESTION.

The Honourable Sir Louis H. DAVIEs, K.C.M.G.,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Sim,-The various departmental reports have, from year to year, dealt with this ques-
tion, the last prevlous publication forming Appendix No. 13 to the report for the year
1897.

DEPARTURE OF THE BEALING FLET.

The sprIng seallng fleet for 1898 comprised 32 vessels, and began clearing for the
season's operations lu the month of December, 1897, during which month 15 vessels
cleared, the earliest date being 6th December. By the lst February, the whole spring
fleet had cleared, the latest clearance being on that date, whereas, in the previous year,
more than half the vessels cleared in February and March.

In former years the early coast fleet has been dIvided into two branches, one
operating on the North American coast of the Pacifie Ocean, and the other on the
&siatic side, working up the Japan coast to the viclnity of Komandorski Islands, off the

coast of Kamtschatka. This year (1898). however, it is perhaps worthy of note, that
only one vessel of the whole Canadian sealing fleet, the " Director," went over to the
Asiatic side.
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The following Is a list of the fleet which cleared for the spring operations of 1898,
showing dates of departure and arrivai, and numbers and description of crews, and
numbers of boatâ and canoes employed :-

BRITISH COLUMBIA SPRING SEALING FLEET, 1898.

Schooners. Tons. Ma.ters. Departure Arrival.

1897.
I Geneva...............93 W. O'Learv. Dec. 6...
2 Libbie. ............... 93 F. Hackett 15...
3 Doris. .. .......... 60 ID. 1cPhee...... 15...
4 Mary Taylor...........43 A Nelson.........
5 Mary Ellen........ 63 1.G. Searle 24..
6 Teresa................63 G Mever..........27..
7 Penelope.............70 Dan. . Macauiey 28..
8 Beatrice............ ô6 Wm. Heater 28..
9 Ainoko.. .............. 75 Geo. Heater 28..

10 Arietis..............86 F. Cole.............28...
11 City of San Diego . 4 M e . ..
12 Ada................. M. Ke..... .28..
13 Otto..................86 J. F.Gosse.... .29...
14 Allie I. Algr.........75 R. W LAvender 29...

15 C. D. Rand......... 51 N. Blakstad 31...
1898.

16 Saucy Lass.......... 38 H. D. McDougaii .Jan. 4...
18 Victoria..............63 J. Haan 6...
19 Merinaid........... 76 J. I. Anderson 13.
20 Umbrina..............99 J. W. Peppitt 14...
21 Enterprise....69 J. W. Todd 14...
22 Dora Siewerd..........93 K F. Siewerd 15...
23 CarrieC.W.. .... 92 M. Foley..........17...
24 Hatzic. ............ 72 John Daey....... 19...
25 Favourite..............80 R. MeLean........20..
26 Minnie..... ........... 46 V. Jacoben 22...
28 Ida Etta..............69 H V. Hughc.. . 26...
29 Ocean Rover........ 55 OBuckholz. 26...
30 Zillah May.............66 S. Baicom ......... 29...
31 Ocean Belle. ...... 85 A. cDougal....
32 Walter L. Rich..........76 J. Anderson. Feb. 1...
17 *Director...............87 Fred. Gilbert. Jan. -...
27 tVenture 48 Alex. Reppen..... ......

Total.....e .2,281

1898.
May 11 ...
Apjr. 29. ..
May 5...
Apr. 30...
May 14...

5...

18...
27...
2...

S10...
S 7...

. 23...
10...

...
5...

34...
S14...
M 5...

14...
5...
30...

June 1 .
Apr. 30...
May 6...

4... ....
. 5...

S5...
S14...

CREWS. BOATS.

24. ...
29 7
6 20 20

20 5.
8 22 2 il
7; 20 2 10
6 18 2 9
5 16 21 8
6 18 2 9
8 30 2. 15
6 20 1, 10
9 20 2! 10
7 22 2' il

23 7.....
8 22 2111

16
20
20
23
25
30
22
24
28
24
25)
12
24
18
14

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
2
2
2
2
2

8
10
10
il
12
15
9

12
14
11
12
6

12
9
6

* Gone to Japan. t Returned to Port.

While these vessels took part in the spring or coast fishery, returning to port, as
lndicated in the list, all but seven of themu subsequently cleared for participation In the
summer seal fishery In Behrlng Sea, where the season commences at the expiration of
the close time, lst August, and continues during that month and a portion of September,
as a general rule.
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The fleet whleh cleared for Behring Sea during 1898 Is shown by the following list,
comprising 28 ïessels, and embracing all but 7 of those which operated on the coast. and
a few others which did not

VESSELS CLEARED FOR BEHRING SEA, SEASON 1898.

Xessel.k. Date

1898.

M ary Taylor............. . ......... .. ..... ....... 31ay 28.......
P ioneer ....... ..... .... ............. ...... . .. . 28.
Teresa............. ....................... .June 9.
W alter L. Rich .. . . ......... ....... .... .. ..... .. 15.
Carrie C. W.. ............................ ... . .. 15.
Ocean Rover............. ... . ........ . .......... 15.
Saucy Lass.. . ... ... ..... ................... . 16......
Diana... ......................................... 16.
V ictoria ......................... . .... .... ........ 17 .
O cean Belle.. ... .. ........ ... .. ..... ......... 17..
A inoko .......... .. ....... . ........ .... .... .. . .18......
B eatrice..... ................... . .. . .... ... .... 18 .
Penelope........................ ..... ... ...... .18.
U m brina ........ ............ . . . .......
A rietis.... .... .... . ..... ....... . ... ... ... .. 20. .. .
O tto. . ........... ... ....... ...... . ... .. .. 20. ....
City of San Diego.................. 20.
Enterprise .. ......... ....... ............ .. 21......
Zillih May.... .... .. ........... 22..
Dora Siewerd ..................................... 23.......
Ida E tta............. .... . ....... .... ......... ... 23 .
Mermaid....... ..................... .......... 1 3
L ibbie . ............ ..................... ........ .. 24 .
Minnie... ...... ............ . ........ ............ r.
Hatzic ........................ . ..... . .. .. . 27.
Viva........ .... ....... ........ ... ..... .. . . 28.
Favourite..... . .................................. 28
Abbie M. Deering.. ...... J1... july 18

.

CLEARED FOR JAPAN COAST, SEASON 1898.

Director..... .............. ............... .. Janiary.

With the single exception of the schooner " Director," it will be seen that the Cana-
dian sealing fleet this year confined its operations to the North American portion of the
North Pacifie Ocean, so that the Asiatie pelagle seal fishery, as the United States have
prohiblted pelagie sealing and the Russians have never partlcipated therein, was left in
the hands of the Japanese, or any British or other vessels which may possibly have been
fitted out in Yokohama or Hakodate.

TIE SEASON'S CATCH.

The following table, supplied by the Collector of Customns at Victoria, British
Columbia, contains a complete detalled return of the season's operations of the Canadian
sealing fleet, glvlng a statement of the vessels, tonnage, masters, crews, white and
Indian, as well as numbers of boats and canoes employed In the industry.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

Vessels.

38 Abbie M. Deering ....
12 Ada .............

9 Ainoko...........
14 Allie . Alger .........
10 Arietis...........

8 Beatrice ........ .....
24 Carrie C. W...........
15 C. D. Rand. ......
Il City of San Diego .....

36 Diana ..... . ........

17 Director..............
22 Dora Siewerd . .. ....

3 Doris.............
21 Enterprise........

25 Favourite ...........

1
24
28

Masters.

M . W hite... ..........
J. F. Noel..... .. .....
G Heater..... . ....
R. W. Lavender... ...
F. Cole and W. D. Byers
W. Heater........ ....
M . Foley ..............
H. Blakstad...........
M . Keefe ... ..........

J. G. Searle............

F. W. Gilbert..........
H. F. Siewerd . . . .

D. McPhee ............
J. W. Todd............

L. McLean.............

Geneva............ Wm. O'Leary .........
Hatzic.. . ........... J. Daley. ..........
Ida Etta.............. H. V. Hughes..........

Libbie ........... ... F. H ackett.............
Mary Elien. ........ J. G. Searle.........
Mary Taylor......... A. Nelson..... ........
Mermaid........... J. W. Anderson ........
Minnie................ Vict. Jacobsen.
Ocean Belle..... . .. A. McDougall ........
Ocean Rover.......... O. Buckholtz...........
Otto.......... ....... J. F. Gosse ... ....... .

Penelope. ............ D. G. Macaulay........

Pioneer .......... .. C. E. Locke............

Saucy Lass.......W. D. McDougall ......
Teresa. ........... G. Meyer ....... .....

Umbrina... ........ J. W. Peppitt and C.
Campbell.

Victoria... .......... J. Haan...........
Viva..... ........ D. McPhee .........
Walter L. Rich........ J. Anderson.... .......
Zillah May.. ........ S. Balcam..........
Catch by Indians in.

canoes,............. .................. .. ..

Total ............

CREWS.

Tons.

96
97
75
75
86
66
92
51
49

50

87
93

60
69

80

93
72
69

2,553

22
9
6

23
8
5
6
8
6

23
10

6
6

6

24
7
6

8
6

10
6
7
6
8

6

6

6
8

8

7
7
6
7

18

30
16
26
22
20

34

20
28

31

24
25

14

22
16
22
19
22
16
28

24

20

14
23

30

20
21
26
22

BOATS.

6.

330 673 92

17

10
13

15

12
12

7

8
il
10

8
14

12

10

7
13

15

10
10
13

336 '

PARTI-

British Columbia
Coast.

85

42

117

169

144
95

4,093

343
304
159
163
83
91

240

14
220

257
220

152

502
85
90

57
147
.338
165
148
61
69

24Z

430

77
256

169

168
.86

86

5,553

PORT OF VICTORIA, B.C.,

lst Docember, 1898.
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SEALING REPORT, 1898.

VttLAWs ob CArCH.

Vicimty
.Jap)ai Coast. Copper Behring Sea.

Islands.

-ire

. 59 319

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 274 420

. 203 211
.... 126 125

302 167

*. ... . .. 186 43M

126~ 201

201 159I 20 30.
444 361

. 275 317
.2501 188

........ .... ....
....... ...... 422n. .. .. ..... 236 198

... .. ... .. .... . . 116
11

...... 25
S 251
... 396

.......... ........... 3042.33
304
193
376

210

109
155

654

1,004
1911
143
441

20 30 7,595

114

468,
860
160
271
144
414

295

145
173

1,028

Totals.

378
185

1,117
706
643
581
657
242
961

327

440
1,114

341
901

769

892
1,024

641

491

276
1,257
1,473

664
702
485

1,249

1,037

453

416
626

.1,968

764 2,105
4.5 650
263 636
423 1,045

1,100

9.34R 28,552

Reinarks.

1 branded skin. Boarded Sept. 8th by Lieut. H.
G. Smith, of H.M.S. " Pheasant."

Boarded Aug. 12th hy officers froni H.M.S.
" P'heas;ant."

Boarded Sept 26th by Lieut. R. D. Scott, H. M.S.
" Pheaint."

Boarded Aug. 12th by Lieut. E. K. Arbuthurst,
H.M.S. " Pheasant."

Boarded Aug. 13th by Lieut. R. D. Scott, H.M.S.
" Pheasant."

2 branded skins.
Boarded Aug. 13th by Lieut. E. K. Arbuthurst,

H.1 M.S. " Pheasant."

1 branded skin.
1 le Boarded Aug. 26th by Lieut. R.

D. Scott, H.M.S. "Pheasant."
Boarded Aug. 13th by Liut. R. D. Scott, H.M.S.

" Pheasant."
These skins were reported on board at Ounalaska;

vessel missing.

Boarded Sept. l3th by Lieut. E. K. Arbuthurst,
H.M.S. " Pheasant."

Boarded Aug.17th by officer from H.M.S. "Icarus-:
also Il 24th . , , "Pheasant."

1 branded skin.

A. R. MILNE,
Collector of Cu8tom.

i i a-29
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A comparison of the result of this season wlth that of 1897 shows that this year 35
vessels aggregated 27,452 seal skins, as against 29,392 skins for the fleet of 1897, which
numbered 41 vessels. This demonstrates an Increased catch per vessel this season over last
year of, hir round numbers, 67 seal skins. The catch by shore Indians i! canoes is, of
course, eliminated in both cases In arrlving at these figures, but to complete the Cana-
dian take for both years, we have only to add the Indian coast catch for 1897, 1,018 skins,
and that for 1898, 1,100 skins, making the total result for the former year, 30,410, and for
the latter, 28,552 seal skins.

It will also be observed that while 31 vessels, operating on the North American
coast In 1897. secured 5,082 seal skins, a like number of vessels operating In the same
waters In 1898 secured 9,646 skIns. There were, however, In 1897, taken In Asiatic
waters, 8,703 skins, whereas, In 1898, the only vessel which exploited those waters was
rewarded by but 410 skins.

lu 1897 the product of the Behring Sea season to 25 vessels was 15,607, while, in 1898,
the 27 vessels which are shown to have sealed In the waters of that sea, secured au
aggregate of 16,943 seal skins.

On the whole, It can fairly be said that, so far as the past two seasons are concerned,
there Is practically no change In the industry.

It is reported that the sealers have extended their spring voyages farther south than
formerly, and that, as a consequence, they have met with considerable success, which
may aceount, lu some degree, for the largely increased coast catch for 1898.

One interesting feature of the season is that no fewer that five sealing schooners
report having secured among their catch seal sklus whlch, to all appearances, bear the
brands which, for the past three years have been placed upon the seals by the authorities
on the Pribylov Islands. These vessels are: " City of San Diego," one branded seal ;
" fatzlc," two branded seals ; " Ocean Rover," one branded seal ; "Otto," one branded
seal ; " Victoria," one branded seal.

The success of this expedient ls not very apparent, when It la consldered that the
net result of the two season's branding ope'atlons shows a capture of six branded seals,
out of a total take of about 30,000 of thde animals at sea, but It would be unfair to
draw any deductions from these facts until the number, age and sex of seals branded
on the Pribylov Islands each season Is known.

As in previous seasons, the sealers report the seals plentIful, but becoming more
wary and difficult to secure. This la but natural, considering their constant pursuit by
tie sealers and the disturbance caused by patrolling steamahips for a number of years
past.

The weather Is reported to have been bad for the Behring Sea season, the earlier part
being marked by unusual fogs and raine, and the latter part by the prevalence of
generally bad weather and gales.

By reference to the statistical abstract above given, it wll be seen that the number
of white men employed on the sealing fleet of 35 vessels was 330, and the number of
Indians, 673. in 1897 the numbers employed In 41 vessels were 495 whites and 587
Indians. The tendency Is more and more to employ Indians Instead of white men, on
the ground of economy.

PATROL.

The United States Government seems to have taken no part whatever, during 1898,
In the patrol of the Behring Sea and North Pacific Ocean, as regards pelagie seallng,
leavlug that duty entIrely to Her Britannie Majesty's Government, who entrusted thls
work to Her Majesty's ships "Amphion," " Icarus" and " Pheasant," with the result
that one sealing schooner wns selzed, as explalned under another heading.

SEIZURE.

The Canadian sealing schooner " Otto," Captain Gosse, was seized by Capt. Finnis,
of H.M.S. "Amphion," lu Behring Sea on the 10th September, 1898, for an Infraction of
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Article 1 of the Paris Award regulations, that is to say, capturing seals within the 60-mile
zone. The captain admitted the offence, but pleaded extenuating circumstances. The vessel
was brought to trial in the Vice Admiralty Court of British Columbia on the 28th
November, the Chief Justice presiding.

The evidence offered was to the effect that the yessel was found about 10 miles inside
the prohibited zone, with her canoes out, engaged in sealing. The day was clear and
the master endeavoured to explain the presence of his vessel within the zone by stating
that he was unable the day before to take observations, owing to thick weather, and
also on account of his being misled by a chari, showing the curreng. He further stated
that on the 8th September he belleved bis vessel was eight miles outside the zone, by
dead reckoning, and on the 9th that he was 4J miles outside, and that white he was
under the Impression that he was getting further from the line, the current was having
the opposite effect, and he had taken no observations before the boats went out ln the
morning.

Although the suit was entered for confiscation, a fine only was pressed for.
The text of the judgment is as follows -
" The mere fact,, which is admitted, that the ship was engaged in sealing in pro-

hibited waters constitutes an offence under the Act. The ship " Minnie," 23 S. C. at p.
484. Mr. Pooley stated that he could only ask for a fine. Captain Finnis, the seizing
office, having attributed carelessness to the master. Where the owner of a ship employs
a competent master and furnishes hlm with proper instruments, and the master uses
due diligence, but for some unforeseen cause, against whieh no precaution reasonably
necessary to be taken can guard, is found sealing where sealing is forbidden, the Court
would be well exerclsed by the imposition of a nominal fine only.

" But ln this case the master, for eight days immediately preceding the day of
seizure, was knowingly sealing in the close vicinity of the probibited zone, and while I
am desirous of making every allowance for him because of his having been misled as to
the current by the enart upon which he relled. and ln the difficulties owing to bad
weather, and to bis men not being well under control, I cannot acquit him of great
carelessness in not taking a sight on that day before allowing his men to leave the ship.

" Having regard to the limit of £500, I think the justice of the case will be met by
the infliction of a fine of £200, upon payment of which. within one month, the ship,
equlpage and cargo will be released."

The fine was paid by the owners.

DISASTER.

The sealing schooner " Pioneer," of Victoria, B.C., la reported missing, her last port
of cal being Ounalaska, and no doubt now exists as to her loss.

The " Pioneer " was a vessel of 73 tons, and carried a crew of six white men and 20
Indians from the west coast of Vancouver Island. On leaving Ounalaska she had on
board 453 seal skins, taken in Behring Sea.

This is the only disaster or loss of life among the fleet reported this season.

DIPLOMATIC 1IEOOTIATIONs.

The report for 1897 contains considerable reference to diplomatic negotiations and
expert investigation into seal life, embracing the text of the findings of the fur-seal
experts who heid a conference in Washlgton during that ycar, looking to possible
revision of the Paris Regulations.

The principal correspondence between the Premier of Canada and the United States
negotiator, Mr. Foster, leading up to a basis for an International Joint High Commission,
for the adjustment Of questions pending between Canada and the United States, was
aiso published.

The Minister of Marine and Fisherles having, on behalf of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment agreed ln May last at Washington to a protocol for a reference to such Joint High
Commission of outstanding differences between Canada and the United States, the
Behring Sea seal question was referred to that tribunal by such protocol as follows :-
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" First.-The questions in respect to the fur-seals ln Behring Sea and the waters of
the North Pacifie Ocean."

The Joint High Commission formally opened at Quebec on the 23rd August, 1898,
and after many sittings there and at Washington, adjourned on the 20th February,
1899, to reassemble at Quebec on the 2nd August next.

As the Behring Sea question ls one of those receiving the consideration of the Joint
Iligh Commission, it has passed, for the time being, out of the ordinary channel of
correspondence between the different Governments, hence the past year bas been marked
by an absence of proposais and arrangements hitherto obtaining each season ln the
prosecution of the sealing industry and the application of the legislation under wbich it
l conducted.

By the terms of the Paris Award, the regulations for the government of the seal
fishery In Behring Sea and the North Pacific Ocean, were to be subjected to a new ex-
amination ev'ery five years, so as to enable both interested Governments to consider
whether, in the light of the past experience, there was occasion for any modification
thereof.

The representations made to the Canadian Goverament by those engaged in the
sealing industry in British Columbia, were to the effect that no modifications of these
regulations should be agreed to ln the nature of further limitations to the business, but
that, on the contrary, the successful prosecution of the industry demanded that the
existing restrictions should be curtailed alike as to the close season and as to the pro-
tective zone around the Pribylov Islands.

As the United States Goverument would not entertain any proposais in either of these
directions, and it dId not seem to the Canadian Government possible for them, having
due regard to the interests of those engaged in the sealing industry, to consent to any
further limitations upon the operations of the sealers, It was found impossible to agree
upon any change ln the Paris Award regulations.

THE BEIRIINO SEA CLAIMS COMMISSION.

The awards of thîs commission, ln respect of Canadian sealing schooners seized and
otherwise interfered with, and of persons damnified through personal arrest and im-
prisonment by the United States authorities prior to the fndings of the Paris Arbitra-
tion, were publIshed ln detail ln last year's report.

The total award, $473,151.26 was paid over to Canada, and, after much research and
inquiry, was divlded on an equitable basis between the parties entitled thereto as owners,
masters, hunters, &c., ln the case of some 23 vessels, and between the 14 participants ln
the personal claims for detention and Imprisonment. One hupdred and sixteen cheques
have already been issued and placed lu the bands of the Collector of Customs at Victoria
for delivery to the parties entitled to recelve the amounts allotted them.

O>ving to the great lapse of time between the seizures, which began ln 1886, and the
final adjustment of the claims In 1898, It Is obvious that diffleultieswere to be expected
ln reaching everybody entitled to participate In the recompense. Some few clalmants
have been lost sight of, and others have died, and their heirs not yet been found. There
are, therefore, some isolated cases in which cheques have not yet issued, while ln one or
two other Instances further information is to be obtained before final payment is made
to claimants.

A sum of between $14,000 and $15,000, allotted to Indian hunters on board the seized
sealing schooners is yet undlstributed, as the major portion of the sum is payable to such
of the west coast Indians as were engaged as hunters on board the vessels seized as
far back as 1886, 1887 and 1889. All possible information is being collected on the sub-
ject, and it is expected that the department will be In a position to distribute this portion
of the award at an early date.

The co-operation of the Indian Department bas been obtained, with a view to facili-
tate this end.
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RUSSIAN AWARD-SEIZURE OF " WILLIE M'GOWAN " AND " ARIEL."

In the report for 1897, page 365, it is explained that the Russian Government had
made an offer of $40,078.75 as compensation for the seizure, In 1892, of the two above-
mentioned sealing schooners In the North Pacifle Ocean.

This offer was accepted by both Her Majesty's Government and that of Canada, and
the money was pald over for distribution.

On examination of the details of the Russian offer, It was found that the amount was
divided between the two vessels as follows :-

"W illie McGowan " ........................................ $20,642 16
" Ariel" .................................................... 19,436 59

Total...................................... $40,078 75

After proper precautions had been taken to establish the persona to whom this
money was payable, cheques were issued te the owners of the respective vessels for the
amounts due them, thus affording a satisfactory conclusion to this claim against the
Russian Government.

ARBITRATION OF SEIZURES BY RUSSIA IN 1892.

The seizure of Canadian sealing schooners by the Russian Government In 1892 la
fully explained ln the departmental report for that year, and the question is continued at
considerable length In that for the following year (1893).

From the above, it will be observed that on the protest of Great Britain, the Russian
Government submitted the question of the seizures to a special commission of its own
appointment. The decision of this cecmmission found that. with the exception of the
" Willie McGowan " and the " Ariel," for whieh vessels compensation bas been paid, as
explained above, the seizures were regular and could be maintained.

Owing to conflicting statements, more especially with regard te the position of the
vessels when seized, considerable diplomatic correspondence ensued, which resulted in
the Russian Government finally agreeing te submit the cases of the remaining vessels
to arbitration. These vessels are : " Rosie Olsen," " Carmolite," " Maria," "Vancouver
Belle," " Walter P. Hall," " C. H. Tupper," boat of the " E. B. Marvin," boats of the
"W. P. Sayward."

All possible information has been collected, and every means bas been taken te
properly and formally present these claims for arbitration.

The arbitrator chosen by the three Governments concerned was Monsieur Alphonse
Rivier, President of the Institute of International Law, and Consul-General for Switzer-
land at Brussels, and everything was In readiness te proceed, but In September, 1898, the
death of Monsieur Rivier was announced, and a resort te displomatic correspondence
became again necessary, for the choice of a successor, who has been agreed upon by the
Canadian Government and that of Her Majesty, In the person of Mr. Henning Matzen,
Professer of Law at the University of Copenhagen.

No doubt as little delay as possible will occur la the arbitration of these claims.

RespectfUllY submitted.
R. N. 'VENNING.

Ottawa,


